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25th Cormn.Ess,
2d

[ SENA 'l'E. ]

( I '20 ]

s~ssion.

REP.OR1,
FROM

TfiE 'SECRET.ARY OF

W~AR;

tN CMviPL;lANCE ·

U'-zth a resolution ·of the ;Senate of the 13th October, 1837, in relation to
the Cherokee treaty of 1835.

JANUARY

15, 1838.

Laid f>D the table.
JANUARY

22, 183R

;{)rder-e(l to ·b~ ~rl n t ed, and that 500 additional copies be furnished for the use-of the Senate,

J>EPAR'l'l\'IEN'I' ' OF .. \'VAR,

.January 12; ·1838.
Srn ·: ln mrswer to the resolution of the Sennte of the 13th of October
last, in relation · to the Cherokee treaty of 1835, I have the honor to transmit, herewith, reports from the Major General Commanding-in-Chief, the
Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, and the Second Audifor, containing the
information called for. ,
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant, ·
Hon. R.

J. R. POINSET1\

M. JoHNSoN-,
President of the Senate.

H.EAu

QuARTERs OF 'rHE AR.l\IY,

W asking ton, January 1 [, 1838.
Sm: I have the honot;·'herewith, to transmit copies of the correspond.:
-ence required by the re~olution of lthe .Senate of the 13th 06!tober last.
I have: the honor to· be~·

Very respectfully;
·Your obedient servant,·
A. MACOMB,
Maj. Gen. Commanding-in-Chief. .

H.on. J. R.- Pot:NsET'l1,
Secretat.y ·of War. ·

Blair: -&~R~iv-e:-s,-pr...,.in-te-r-:s.

HEAD QUARTEHS, ARTviY OF THE

c. N.,

Port Cuss, Tennessee, .lanuary 11, 1836.
Srn: Herewith I transmit, for the mformation of the_ General in-Cl'
monthly return of the troops nnder my command in the Cr1erokee nn
for the month of December1 1S36. It will be perceived, by the return
the volunteers. that the names of the snbllltern officers of the two
nies from Geo~gia are not given; these were omitte;d in tbe retnrns of
commanding officer: Rather tlwn delay the return another \Veek, I
eluded to send it, and forward anothP.r return of the· Georgia volun
with the names of all the officers.
I also send you the proceedings of one garrison, and two general
martial, with copies of the orders in each case, viz: 65, 84, 85; and
of .general order~ from No. 1 to 18, excepting No. 2, already tran:;::mit
I have recently completed an inspection tour of my command. I
with pleasure, for the information of the General - in-Chi~f, as well as the
Department in general, that. my commattll is generally in as good
circumstances will permit. Er1ch commnnd is well supplied with
forage, arms, and ammunition; and with the exception of Captain Bu
ton's company, recently rP.ceived, are as comfortably quartered for the
'rhis is the 11th Jannary, 1836, and not n Cherokee has yet started
Arkansas, nor is it probable that any: at most very f(~w, will go this ·
the consequence will be, that from 16,000 to 17,000 Cherokees must
next fall and winter, if the late treaty is to be executed at the time
scribed. It is a well known and established fact here, that a large ·
.of the nation an~ unwilling to go, and thosP. in the mountains of
Carolina are particularly averse to it. The poorest and most
that section of the country \vill not receive rations or clothing lest
may compromit them~elves, and thereby be compelled to move. I
not be surprised if we haYe difficulty with those people before they
.leave the country.
Those in the mountains, whom I compelled to surrender their arms
summer, on my recent visit to that section of the country, applied to
them returned. I consented to return them, on condition they
promise submission to the terms of the treaty. This they refused,
turned home without their arms. There are, at this time, about five
sand in tbe mountains, and as they are the refuge of all the di
of the nation: and particularly of those opposed t'O the treaty, their
will be greatly increased in the course of the next summer and fall.
of those, I have no doubt, we shall be obliged to force from the
which may lead to the shedding of blood.
·
'rherefore, as a precautionary measure, I shall consider it no
. cessary in the course of the spring to increase the force in the
. of North Carolina. The average force which it is probable will
· for the peace, protection, and defence of the Cherokee country, I
not fall short of eight hundred men, in the course of the
Those will be generally mounted men, for we can get no other vol
.1in this country.
I am1 very respectfully, your obedient, &c.,
JOHN E. WOOl~,

Brig. Gen.
'ro Brig. Gen. R. JoNEs, Adjutant General.
...P. S.-Copies of general orders will be sent as soon as practicable.
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F'onT C _'\SS: CHEIWKEE AGENCY,

June 17, 'r836.
:Sm ~ 1 arl'ivcd here yesterday, and immediately proceeded to examine
111 part the rifics, blankets, and camp-kettles mentioned in your order of the
26th of last month, all of which appear to be in good order. 'ro-dav I
!~!hall proceed to Hi\vassee, withont the hope, however, (from ult l have
heard,) of being able to obtain the buildings necessary for storing the public
property ordered to that po1nt. The site of the old work is near private
property, and the residence of the gentleman to whom it belongs. It is said
there is not a vestage of the old work left, and but a very small proportion
are of the buildings, and they are occupied by the negroes of the gentleman
who owns the property; the re-occnpancy, therefore, of that post, must depend entirely npon the gentleman who owns it.
'I'he total number of the troops at this post is twenty-four, aggregate
twenty-five; but one officer, whose duties in purcha-sing provisions, &c.,
will necessarily take him a large proportion of the time from the post; the
i'eeessity of another officer is indispensable.
I shall have to return here in a few days, wbenl shall be able, (after exmination .) to gi.ve a more detailed account of what is best to be done.
,
I have the honor to be,
•
Very respectfnlly_, sir,
Your obedient servant,
:VI. M. PAYNE .
.Wajor U. S. A.
General RoGEH JoNEs,
A.djntant General, l:Yashington, }). C.

h•sPEC'l'OR GENEtL-\L's OFFice,

Washington, June 20, 1836.
Sut: Agreeably to my instructions from the Secretary of 1Var of the
lSth instant, I hu.ve visited the depRTtment, connected with the duties I am
to dischnrge in the Cherokee nation.
·
I find that all the provisions necessary for the troops, must be purchased
in that co-:.mtry; hence the necessity of an assistant quartermaster and as·
sistunt commissary. As thelie is no surgeon of the regnlar troops there an
~ssistant surgeon will be indispf'nsable to the public interest. A cidzen
surgeon, 1 believe, is uow employed to attend on the regular troops.
By my instructions, as you have no doubt seen, l am to purchase
provisions for the Indi~ns, regular ~roo1-:s, volm~te~rs, an~ militia. Hence
the necessity of two assistant comm1ssanes. Of tlns, I have informed the
Commissary General and Adjutant General. The Governor of rrennessee
informs the Secretary of vVar that 1,000 or 1,200 militia and volunteers
will rendezvous at Athens, in East Tennessee, one-half of which are to be
mounted on the 7th of July next. The Quartermaster General's Department has been informed of this fact.
The Colonel of Ordnance has informed me that he has ordered I 500
stand of arms, and accoutrements for the same, to Hiwassee, and 'also
200.000 ball and buck shot cartridges. These were ordered on the 26th
~fMay. 'Vhether or not th.eyareon their way, we have not been informed.
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The Paymaster General has hecn twtified of the probable number o
tr'bops that will assemble on the 7th July next at Athens.
'rhe Surgeon GenerD.l has been applied to for med]cines and medica
supplies, ann nn nssistant snrgeon. All which he jnforrm~ -.,,·ill_ be attended
to without delay.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servunt.

JOHN "E:. )VQOL,
Brigadh"r .Gcmi·al

FonT C1!.8S 1 CH EROK~E .AGEl\"CY:

June 2l, 1836.
SIR: l have the honor to rcpott 1 that I .haye been to . Old Fort, Hr.
\ITassee, 'Tennessee, and find it in, tht~ oce_n pancy of n l\ir. 'McDomln.ld, wh
claims it as his property. Of the old wdrk, nothing is !eft but the founda
tion of a part of the old stone · walJs, an old block-honse, too much decay
cd to be applie~ to any p-u rpose whatever, and an old building formerly oo
cupied as officers' quarters. This is a two story log house, with two roo111
below: a passage-way through the entry, and three rooms above, with a
kitchen Ht each end ; all of whiRh are nmqh decayed, and would require
thorough repair to mrl.ke them decently hibitable ns a. dwelling-, or
·
able as a store-house. Such, indeed, is the Qdapidated state of this bnfldi
ibat, unless ne\V sleepers and llGvV floors Were laid down, 1 should
.
it unsafe h) place any thing of weig-ht in it. rl'his building is at
oc<;upied by two families, ~enauts o( the proprietor, who; after living there
i(v~ several years, found it so nnhcalthy he was compelled to abandon rt
and remove some six m eight miles bacl~ .from the river.
. The old work is situated on the rigl1t bank of the rreunessec;,and
three hundred and fifty yards from the river, and ~tbout two .. miles,
the JUnction
the . Hiwassee aud Tennessee. Immediately in rear,
within fifty ):ards of tlt.e qu~rters . abo':e alluded to , js 1\ pond of .;~ta:~ua1~q~
water, covenng two-;thuds ol an acre, and from fonr to five. f~et deep.
low grounds between the old work and the rivBr are subj~ct to ovf~rtro111'd
and
this time) the water is standing from eighteen incb~ to two
cteep on three or fon r acres of the low ~p'ounds . To . .th.ese ca,uses 1 .and
proximity to the river, in a grent measure) is to be. attributed the.
unhealthiness of the positiou. 0~1 my arrival, I stated ·io th~ m~n wh()
cup·ied the· honsc, that I had ~ome on for the pnrpose Q[ repting hou~
the Government, _re.building- and re-occupying the old work. They
plied, that they had rented the hbr~se and grounds; and .copld 1not
to either of my propositions. I then \lri:o!e ' a note. to , Mr. ,_Me
stC!-ting the 9hject of my visit, nnd requestiiig him to meet m~ the
at the Qld F'ort. · From his son I received n verbal niessage, -~
hi~Jather had gone to Virginin, and that he- hnd nothing tp da ,in,
ne~s whatever. Fron1 t!1e' abOVy it will' be perceived .thuJ . thete.fs
bitity of ·car'ryj'ng into effect, at Hiwassee~ that part of my i .
requiring me to rent honses, rebuild the old works, &c. I have
returned to this place, taken possession of one of the agency hon
which I have had stored two hundred and fifty barrels of flower, (p!l

of
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ed smce my return,) and am now building a store-honsc, for the bacon and
other parts of the fitty thousand rations order~d to be placed in depot. 1
am not advised of the manner by which the arms and accoutrements
ordered to Hiwassee will apprmich that place, whether by land or water.
If the latter, I have mitde arrangements with a man on the spot to inform
me by express of their arrival ; if the former, tbey willr in all probability,
pas this place, and I shall hear of them before they reach their destination,
and give tilem such direction and attention as to secnre them protection.
I have this day ordered Lieutenant Howe to Knoxville, for fi.md~, and
·,fter procuring them~ to purchase bacon ar~d other parts of rations, wherever he can find them. At Bladen's Ferry, about forty mites from this, I
partially contracted with a man for twelve thousand potmds. The sugar and
coffee will be purchased in Knoxville ; the beans will be the most difficult
article to obtain.
·
I shall feel some anxiety to learn your views on the course I have been
ompelled to adopt; and most respectfully request an early answer.
T. have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir,
Your obedient servant,

M. M. PAYNE,
flrlfajor U. S. A.
General RoGER JoNES,
Adjutant General, lVashiirgton, D. U.

HEAD QuARTER~,

Knoa:vi~ie,

June 30, 1836 . .
SIR: I have the honor to inform you of my arrival at this place last
~vening. T met Lieut. Howe, assistant commissary from Fort Calhoun;
he informs me that the arms ordered by thy Governor of Tennessee for
the brigade to be assembled at Athens, on the 7th July, had arrived; but
nothing had been heard of the anns, ·E'quipments, and arnrriunition, &c., ordered fi·om Pittsburgh arsenal. As one· half of the arms sent by the Governor, as well as all those of the United States at the agency,· are rifles, and
a no ammunitioo has been ordered fo.r . rifles, I have directed a sufficient
1uantiry of powder and lead to m~ke forty or fifty thousand car't ridges to
be vurcbased at this place. Lientenant. Hetzel, assistant quartermaster,
who is very efficient, has already made the purch<ise, and will send it tomorrow. He has also made condacts for hay, corn, and other supplies,
to be furnished without delay at Port Calhoun. It will be very difficult ~o
procure all the supplies which will he required, particularly it; as reported
by the adjutant general of the State, 1,200 to 2,000 mounted ·men should
be assembled. Necessity, I am very certain, will compel me to reject all
over the nnmber mentioned in your instructions; 'that is, I think I shall
not receive mofe than 1 1 ~00 ·mounted men. ~ro reject them, I am certain
will produce great dissatisfaction among the vqlur1teers. The assembling
of more, I have and ~hal~ discou,rage all in my power.
.
Rest assured alr \vill be done that can be <lone. Impossibilities will be
made possibilities.
ln haste, very respectfully: yours, &c.,

JOI-lN E. WOOL,
Brigadier General.
'fo t'1c Hon. LEwis C.Ass.
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FA YET"rEVILLE, July 1, 1836.

SIR: l must request you to authorize atld cause to be issued rations and
forage to all the companies of volunteers 1hat may assemble at Athens,
under the requisition of the Secretary of War, and my proc1al1'1ation of the
6th June past.
Very respectfully:
Your obedient servant,

N. CANJ.\0.\.
To Brigadier General W coL,
Com'inandiug, 4-•c.

HEAD QuaRTER.:',

/{nox·ville, July l, 1836.
SIR: I had the honor, yesterday, to inform you of my arrival at this
place, and, in part, of the state of affairs relating to the voiunteers about to
be called into the service of the United States.
It appears, by your letter of the 20th u itimo, that a Lrigade of volunteers:
consisting of 1,250 mounted men, was to assemble this day at Fayetteville,
in this State, and another, consisting of about the same nnmber,.to assemble
at Athens, on the 7th instant. This last hrigade, instead of the number required, wm, in all prcbability, consist of frorii 1,500 to 2,000 mounted menr
exclusive of two companies of infantry.
Nothing, previous to my arrival, had been done to obtain supplies for
these troops, except the purchase, by Lieutenant Howe, of fifty t:honsal!d
rations for the men, and, I understand, two days' forage, and six
days' rations for the men, by the quartermaster general of the State of Teunessee.
'I'his circumstance, if I had been detai11ed until after the 7th instant,
would have caused a scene of confusiou, dissatisfaction, and disgust, b~~
yond anything of the kind that has hitherto appeared in this conn try. To
guard against such a result, although but one day and two nights since
our arrival, the assistant quartermaster, Lieuten<mt Hetzel: and myselt~
have been most actively engaged in making purchas~s at this plttce, of such
supplies as the volunteers ,._,ill indispensably require on and after their arrival at Atheus.
It is not to be disguised that my situation wiH be an extremely un·
pleasant one, from the circumstance that all the troops that may appear at
the rendezvous wlH have incurred more or less expellse, alld some very
considerable, under the expectation that they " 'ould be received into the
service of the United States. lf they were all infantry tbere would be no
difficulty in procuring supplies for them; but, as the most of them, if not
all, will be mounted, they must, of necessity, be refused ; that is, all that
may be offered beyond the number required by yonr letter of the 25th of
May last, fi·om the almost impossibility of procuring supplies for their
horses at this time. This may appear stl;ange to you, but it will, ne\'E'I'·
theless, prove true; because we have no supply on hand, a11d it will, ofne.
cessity, require time to procure it, particularly at this season of the year,jnst
before the harvest is gathered, and when every thing that could be spared
has beeu sold, iu anticipation of the ncv: erop.
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If the troops {'Otdd he marched immediately iuto the Indian country, the
de:nand for supplies would not be so great. This: however, cannot be
douP, at least, not under eig-ht, tel'l, or twelve days, for the want of equipments and ammunition. rf'o prevent as iittle delay as possible, I ba-ve requested the udjntant ge11cral of the S(atc to notify the volnnteers, as far as
practtcnb!e, of the dl'fL~i ency of t"quipments, wirh the reqncst that they will
bring with them rifle pntlches and powde r horns. The most of them, I
apprehend, I will ha\re to g-<')t made, which will cause some days' delay.
From any thing t!Jat 1 Clln lParn at this time, it is almost impossible to
make any estimate of what will be required; until after the troops assemble
at Atl!ens. From the circumstance that nP-arly all will be mounted, the
expetJSG will bG more than double the anJ.onnt estimated, with one-half infantry. It is, therefore, that I havt~ to reqnest, tllat the amount this day
asked for by the assistant quartermaster, will be placed, by the Quartermaster General, to his credit, and subject to his draft. His letter to the
Quartermaster General will show, in detnil, the amount required.
I shall leave this to-morrow for Athens, to make arrangements to supply
snch Indians with rations as rnay require them. [ ha\re already given instrnctions to procure suitable persons to go into the Indian country, in
order to ascertain their coudition and their feelings towards the Government, and the surrounding white people. From all that I can learn, there
is no disposition on their part to war with the United Stutes. 'T'here is,
undoubtedly: a stron~ feeling against the Georgians throughout the Cherokee nation, and if they could be permitted to contend with them without the
interference of the United States, they would raise the tomahawk to-morrow.
It is, however, reported, that two -thirds of the nation are decidedly hostile
to the treaty recently made with their chiefs, and confirmed by the Senate.
Of the extent of this feeling, aud the disposition of the Indians to execnte the
treaty, I will be able to inform yon: more correctly, jn the course of a few days.
In conclusion, allow me to request your further in~tructions, as soon as
practicable, on the subject of retaining the mounted men, anti especially as to
the number. If they were necessary for the protection of the white population in and surround~ng the Indian country, I would have no hesitation
in retaining all that might tender their services to the United States; but,
as I do not consider the number which wil1 probably be presented for the
service of the United States, nor even the number called for by your reqnisition, necessary, I am not inclined to recei \re them.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfi1lly,
Yonr obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigadier Gene7-al.
The Hon.

LEWIR

CAss,

Secretw·y of War.

EAsT TENNESSEE, HEAD QuARTERS,

Athens, July 5, 1836.
Sat: I hasten to communicate my arrival at Athens. From all information [ h<'tve ret~e.ived, we shall have, on the 7th and 8th instant, about
from thirty to thirty-five companies of volunteers tr.:nder their services to

8
the United States; all, except :.::orne two or three, will be mounted. Rations
for the men can be easily obtained, but we shall,' for a week or two, find it
extremely difficult to obtain forage for so many horses. Corn and hay are
scarce. · The latter will soon be supplied by the new crop of oats. The
corn will become more difficult to obtain, and probably \Vill be brought
from a distance and at high prices. vVe shall, however, procure a ,supply.
From the best information I can obtain, the Chr.rokees are very mnch
dissatisfied with the late treaty. rrhose who appear most opposed to it l'Csi€ie in the mountains of North Carolina. It is said by those best acqnainted
with them, aud particular I y Colonel Hunter, who resides among them,
that not one wilt ever consent to remove to the west. He thinks, however,
there will be no difficulty in procuring a meeting of the chiefs at or near
his house, but not until John Ross returns, who: he says, has uuhonnded
influence over them.
As soon as the volunteers are organized and supplied with arms and
ammunition, I shall march into their country with such a force as I think
the service may require. To do this, however, at the present time, from
the scarcity of corn and oats, vvhere there are none, will cost no small sum
of money.
I mentioned to Colonel Hunter, who, it wonld seem, is in the confidence
of the agt:>nts of the Government, that I was authorized to issue rations to
such Indians as might require them. He replied that they wo11ld notreceive them, under any circnmstances, from tbe United States, lest, by so
doing, they should compromit themselves in regard to the treaty. I hnve
no doubt that these Indians are attached to their native soil; but I have
little doubt there are many white men engaged in advising them not to
move, or consent in any respect to abide the treaty. I think I shall be able
to manage this business to the satisfaction of the Government, and with as
little dissatisfaction to the Indians as any one elfle. J have no fears on the
subject, and I hope you and the President will have none.
I have not heard yet from the arms and. ammunition ordered by Colonel
Bomford to Old Hiwassee. [f I do not learn something 9f them to niQ"ht,
I shall send an agent to Nashville, to look after them, to-morrow. The
Governor of Tennessee will be at this place on the 9th instatlt. After con.
~ulting with him, ifhe advises it, I think I shall fum ish the volunteers with
the rifles at the agency_ 'rhese, with the number that the volunteers may
bring with them, I think we shall be able to arm the brigade, if it doe£J not
consist of more than 1,250, with rifles. '1-,his would be particularly grati.
fying to all, as they arc all attached to this arm.
':Po conclude, I hope there will be no want of funds; by the next mail I
will send an estimate of the probable amount which ,will be required for the
next three months. The expense of the campaign will far exceed the calculation at Washington. I shall be compelled to furnish forage for all the
mounted men that arrive at the rendezvons, and until it is decided whether
they will be recei\red. They will not be wanted; certainly not beyond
the numher called for by your requisition.
I am, very respectfnlly,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL.
Br~g-.

To the H{m. LEwis CAss,

Secretary of War.

Gen. Commanding, Bast Tenn.
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HEAD QuARTERs, EAsT

TENNESSEE,

Athens, July 5, 1836.
SIR: I hasten to communicate to you, for the information of the Com1
manding General; .that !.arrived at this place last evening. ,
Instead of 1,250 volunteers, one-half . to be mounted, I have ·no doubt
2,500 will rendezvous at this ' place on the 7th and 8th instant, nearly all
mounted, to tender their services to the United States. I have only heard
of two infantry companies. I shall regret it extremely if no more infantry
ofiers. In case of difficulty with the Indians, and we have just received
information that it is probable, infantry will he as necessary as mounted
men.
The brigade will be organized between the 7th and lOth. As all the
officers, from the geueral to the lowest sn baltern, and every private, votes,
as well for the highest as the lowest grade, it may take three days before
they will be ready for inspection and muster. The latter will take at least
two days, including the examination and appraisal of the horses, which I
intend 'to have done and entered upon the muster rolls of the companies.
As soon as the brigade is mustered, and I can procure ammunition for
the men, I shall march into the Cherokee country. We have, however,
henrd nothing of the arms or ammunition ordered by Colonel Bamford
from Pittsburgh, via Nashville, to Old Hiwassee. I shall, therefore, procnre what I can in this place and Knoxville, which will, probably, amount
to forty or fifty rounds for each man. Hay and corn is scarce : we shall
be able, with some difficulty, to procure a supply.
I have appointed Major Payne to perform the duties of assistant adjutaut
general. He will have much to do, and more tha11 one officer can attend
to. He is also directed to perform the duties of inspector general. I have
promised him his brevet pay ; if any officer is entitled to brevet pay and
emoluments, it certainly ought to be given to 1\lajor Payne. Recollect we ·
have hut three officers, and we have every thing to do: it keeps us busy
from morning nntil night. and from night until morning; to command
5,000 infantry would be uothing compared with the duties which will be
required to supply and command 1,200 or 1,500 mounted vclunteers, particularly when every thing 'is to be purchased at the moment. When I
arrived at Knoxville not a pound of any thing had been purchased, exc.ept
50,000 rations, which were purchased u nder the direction of Major Payne.
[ am certain the Secretary of W nr will not refuse Major Payne his brevet
pay and emoluments.
Write me~ if you can, by return mail, and let me know whether my application will be granted for the major.
I am, very respectfully,
Yon r obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commandi1,g, b'. T.
To Brig. Gen. JoNEs,
Adjutant ·Gtmeral.

HEAD

QuARTERs,

ARMY · E"\sT TENNESSEE,

'Athens, ;.July 8, 1836.
Sm: You will inspect and mtister suc;h companies of · the Tennessee
mounted and infantry ·volunteers as may oe tendered by his excellency
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Newton Cannon, to form the brigade authorized by the call of the Secre·
tary of War, dated the 25th May, 1836.
Your inspec;tion of the mounted men will be particularly directed to Lhe
efficiency of the men and horses, and to the quality of the saddles and briules. No man or horse will be received that does not appear capable of
performing a campaign in the Indian country. rrhe saddles and bridles
must be of a quality to do good service.
In regard to the infantry, your inspection wiH be directed to the general
appearance and dress of t11e individual. No man will be received who
does not appear efiicient and capable of performing a campaign as above
·
mentioned, and suitably dressed.
Each company will consist, when the number will admit of it, of one
captain, one first lieutenant, one second lieutenant, oue ensigu, three sergeants, three corporals, two musicians, or one bugler, and sixty-four privates.
But in no case will a cornpany be received with Jess than fifty privates, and
the proper complement of officers; non-comrnissioned officers, and musicians.
A company will be received consisting of eighty five in the aggregat~, with
the understanding that the excess will be transferred to equalize the other
companies. No man or horse will be received not present at the inspection.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen. Cotnmanding.
To Major M. M.

PAYNE,

Acting Adjutant General.
N O'I'E.- rrhe above organization of companies is in conformity to the la\VS
of 1"'ennessee.

JOHN E. WOOL.

CAMP AT ATHENS, TENNESSEE,

July 9, 1836.
Sm.: The great promptitude and zeal which have been manifested by the
citizens of East Tennessee, in responding to the call of the Presider1t of the
United States under my proclamation of the 6th June past, has brought
together at this place several hundred volunteers over the number that has
been required by the call of the President, who are already equipped for ser·
vice, and which have been organized into a regin;eut, and compose a part
of the brigade, which I must earnestly request of yon to receive into the
service of the United States, as 8omething is due to such manifestations of
patriotism on an occasion of this kind. It may be, from the very unsettled and excited state of the Indians on our southern as well as W(•stern
frontier, that all these troops, and even more, may be required ; on which
point, I must beg leave to refer you to the letter of Major General E. P.
Gaines, of the 6th June: which I have received since leaving home, by which
you will perceive that there is at least a strong probability that a mounted
brigade of volunteers will shortly be required for the service on the western
frontier, when that portion of this brigade that could be spared from the
service in the Cherokee nation could be transferred to the '"estern frontier:

II
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to General Gaines. With this project before us, it seems to me likely the
President of the United States would sanction the reception of this whole
corps; a course which seems much to be dP-sired by the volunteers, as well
as all others whose opinions I have heard expressed on this subject, which
I hope you will excnse me for pressing on your attention.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Yonr obedient servant,
N. CANNON.
Brig. Gen. WooL,

Commanding volunteers in

th~

service of U. 8.

ATHENs,

July 9, 1836.

SIR: I am much gTatified by !he reception of your favor of this date, in-

f()rming me that you would receive all the volunteers who have assembled
here, und er my proclamation of the 6th of June pilst. The brigade is now
orgilnized under the command of Brigadier G eneral Richard G. Dunlap,
who is required to report the same to you under the requisition of the Secretary of \Var.
After the brigade is received into• the service of the United States, .it is
under your command, and subject to your orders; and whatever disposition
yon may find it necessary to make of them, during their term of service, I
feel full and entire confidence that the rights of the officers f,f the brigade,
as well as every citizen soldier composing the same, will be duly appreciated.
\Vith the highest consideration,
I have the honor to be,
Your obedient servant,

N. CANNON.
To Brig-adier General JoHN E. Woor..,
~
Commandiug.

CAMP NEAR ATHRNS,

July 10, 1836.
Sat: In obedience to the order of Governor Cannon, of 9th July instant,
a copy of which is enclosed, I have the honor to report to yon myself as
brigadier general of the East Tennessee volunteers, with the brigade as or.
ganized under the order of July 8, 1836, a copy of which is also enclosed 7
and am ready to receive yonr orders.

R. G. DUNLAP,
Brig. Gen. East Tennessee Volunteers.
To Brigadier General WooL,
C'ommanding, o/c.
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No. 6.

HEAD QuA.n.TE&s, ARMY BAsT ·rENNgssF.E,

Athens, July 10, 1836.
GENERAL

ORDER, No. 2.

Brigadier General Wool,lnspector Genernl of the United States army, this
day receives into the service of the United States the brig·ade of East Tennessee volunteers under the command of Brigadier Gene._ral R .. G . Dunlap,
as organized by his excellency Newton Cannon, Governor of Tennessee,
under the call of the Secretary of War, dated 25th May, 183fi.
Brigadier General Dnnlap will forthwith select from his brigade of volunteers, two regiments, of ten companies each, including two companies of
infantry for active service, subject to the approval of the Commanding General, to serve twelve months, nnles~ sooner discharged.
The remaining regiments and companies will be ordered to their homes,
to wait the further orders of the President of the United States. and the
Commanding General of the army of East 'I'ennessee and the (Jherokee
nation.
The companies 'thus ordered to their homes o/ill be entitled to all the
pay and allowances allowed by Congress to vnlunt~ers going to and return. ing from the rendezvous, as designated in the proclamation of the Governor of Tennessee dated the 6th day of .June, 1836. They will not, however, be entitled to any pay or aHo\vances other than those above referred
to, nntil they shall again be called ·into active service.
The captains of the above companie~ will remain at Athens until their
mn~ter rolls are completed.
.
,
'
If any of the companies ordered to return home to wait further orders
wish to serve as infantry for six or twelve months unless sooper discharged,
their services will be accepted.
JOHN E. WOOL,
B1·ig. Gen. commanding in Cherokee country.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY EAsT 'rENNEssEE,

Athens, .July 12, 1836.
Srn.: 1 avail myself of the first leisure to inform you that from the 5th
to 7th instant about 2,400 mounted volunteers assembled nt this place, under
the proclamation of the Governor of Tennessee. At the reqnest of the
Governor, I fi.unished these men with rations, and afterwards, at his earnest
solicitation as well as of the volunteers, I consented to receive them into
the service of the United States, but discharged all but one hrigade, of
lwenty companies, only two of which are infaritry. It seems that tio more
than this number of infantry cou)d b~ procured, all being anxious to go as
mounted men, and would not consent to enrol themselves for any other
corps. 'rhe situation of the t.roops, and the heavy expe11ses wliich · both
officers and men have been subjected to in purchasing horses, and equipping- themselves, induced me more particularly to receive them. I hope
the course I have pursued will meet your etpprobation, as well as that of
the President of the United States. I assure you it could not' be avoided ,
without incurring a greater evil.
The brig-ade was organized on the 8th and 9th, and turned over to me on
the lOth. rrhe same day I ordered General Dnntap, who was elected brigu.-
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dicr, torn-organize it into two regiments, of tell companies eacl1, and to order
the other regiment and companies, consisting of fourteen in nnmber, to their
homes, aud there to wait, withont pay, the future orders of the President
of the United States, and the Commanding General of the army of East
1'ennessee and the Cherokee nation. {See letters No. 1, 2, 3, and L
l, and
general order No. 2, this day transni.itted to Adjntaut General Joues.)
· One battalion of each · reg:im<;!nt will be sent into tbe Cherokee nation
durincr the present week. Onu of which will take a position ·at, or near,
the nfouth of Valley river, Macon county, North Carolina, aud th'e other
at Rossville, on the Tennessee river. From these positions, the troops will
ex.tend .their .opera,tions ,i nto the Cher.okee nation, ·according to circumstanc.es . . f Shi:~ll follow irmpediately. aft.er, .and will, as :,;>c:>on t:tS 'practicable,
call a meetiug.,o f the chieft-> and heudrnt=m of the ruition. So soon tlS I
can establish depots ttt the proper points, I will order, .i f necessary, the
residue of the br.ignO.e to follow. ·
Rations have been ordered into the North Carolina district, where the
g1:entcst number of Indians reside, who require to he furnished wW1 sub·
sistence, although , 1 have been informed by Colonel Hunter, who resides
among thernj that they will not receive them.
I have the honor ~o be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient ~erva,nt 1
JOHN E. ,\VOOL,'
Brii;.
Gen.
Comm,(mdin.a·.
,_
..
("}

To the Bon.

LE\VIs

C'Ass,

Secretttry o/ 'lfar.

HEAD (:ol,FARTF:HS, ARMY

EAsT rrENNESSEE,

·
At/tens, .July 12, 1836.
Stll: I have the honor to comrnunica1e to .you,. for the information of
the Secretary of vVar and the Con~manding General of th(~ army, that, on
the 7th instant, beyond all expectatiOn, ahont twenty-fonr hundred volun~
tecrs, all moun. ted except the companies ofinrantry, assembled at this place.
This force arnveri between the 5t~ and 7th 1.nstant.; and, at the request of
the Governor of Tennessee, I fnrmshed. all w1th rntwns and forage. On the
Sth and 9th, the· Governor organized this corps into three regiments and
one brigade; un~ta~ . hi~ s_olieitntiot;:~, a~ wel~ as all t~e officer~ o(t~1e ~rigade,
1 consenled torecetve 1t mto.theservrce of th~ . ~mted St~~\3~~ ~vith , th~ understa.nding tbatonly two regiments :vquld .be retamed. for a.ctiye,~ervice, and
the other would. be sent. home. to watt th~ further orders of the President of
the United States· and the pomma,ndin'g Gene.ral
the annY, East Tennessee . and the Cherokee nation, withont pay, until they ~vere· again called
into active service.
·
·
·The gr~at ~xpenses whi~h . w~re inc,qr.re<l; by' the , voluntt)exs.,. ,~spf!cially

of

of

by the offiCers,: ur. purch~smg hqrs.~s ,~~9, ~qmprpy,nts - .fo~ t~e service, in~
duced me to 'Y:teld ~o_ , thelr . eatne,st ~llc\t~twn~, ,.an~.; r~~eiyelth€;n;i :ip.to the
service ; espect~\ly, smce . no bla.m,e Y,Ol~Jd~ qe-. JUstJy I,mpu!e.d . to , the.fTl, but
rather a praise~ worthy zeal fo~· comP.lY:lll~f Wl}h th~ ~all ofJhe Pr~sident.
Believin~ that, under all the cucumstances of the case, such a course could
not fail to meet with the approbation of the Secretary of War and the Presi~
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dent of the Uuited St11tus: 1 have uot hesitated to adopt it. In fact, it w·
impossible to do otbenvisc. Had I not supplied the1n •pjth rations, and al
lowed them what they all supposed themselves entitled to, the countr
would have been plundered to obtain supplies; for most of them, comin
under th8 expectation of bemg recei vcd and retained in the service, brough
no money to pay their expense~.
rrhe brigade, as organized, was turned over to me ou the lOth inst:m
by his excellency Governor Cannon, and on the same day t'e-org-anized in
two regiments; and the remaining regiment and companies ordered to retu
home. (See letters No. l, 2, 3, and 4, and general order No. 2, herewit
enclosed.)
·
·
'To obtain all the supplies requis:te to furnish so large a force of rnounte
men in provisions and forage: when no depots had been previously esta
lished, has required no small exertions, especially since I have had the a.~
sistance only of two young officers to aid me. They have, however, don
their duty.
As soon as I can procure powder-horns and pouches, and prepare ammu
nition, I shall send this force into the country of the Cherokees. Oue battalio
of ench regiment will set out on their march this week; one of which wil
take a position near the mouth of Valley river, Macon county, North Car
I ina, and the ·other at or near Rossville, on the rrennessee river. Fro
these positions, operations, according to circumstances, will be ex ten de
(See general order No. 11.)
I regret that I cannot send you a complete return of the brigade. Th'
must be deferred until the next mail, in consequence of the muster-rol
not being completed.
·
We have not yet heard of the ammunition ordered by Colonel Bomfor
from Pittsburgh. I have sent to inquire for it at Nashville.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Comm'g, E. Ten. and Cher. nation.

'ro Brig. Gen. JoNEs,
·
Adjutan( General.

HEAD QuARTERs, EAsT 'rENNEssEE,

Athens, July 12, Ul36.
StR: I have but a moment to say that 2,400 mounted volunteers, exce
two companies, assembled at this place on the 7th instant. They we.11
organized by Governor Cannon on the 8th and 9th, and turned over to
on the 1Oth ; and the same day re-organized into two regiments, ten co
panies each, and the resi~ue ordered hom~, to wait there, without pay, th
future orders of the President of the Umted States and the Commandin
General of the army .of East Tennessee and the Cherokee nation. Tw
battalions will march, in the course of the present week, into ,the Chero~
nation. One battalion will take up a position at or near the mouth oft
Valley river, in Macon county, North Carolina, and the other at or n
Rossville, on the Tennessee river. From these positions our operations ·
be extende~ 1 according to circumstances, into the nation.

]5
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Om duties have become exceedingly ardnous. No depots preYiously
established, it required exertions, night and day, to snpp1y the troop:; with
rations and forage. Allow me to refer yon to my cormmmication to - -----,and letters No. 1, 2, 3, and '1, and general ord:::rs, No. 2 and 11.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. \VOOL,

Brig. General.
Maj. Gen. A. MAcOMB,
Comm'g the Ar·m y.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

E,\sT

TENNESSEE,

July 15, 1836.

SIR: I am requested, by General vVoo1, to express his regret at not being-

able to forward, by to-day's mail, a report of the brigade of rrennesse~
yolunteers, 11s pron1ised in his letter of the 12th instant.
Brig-adier General Dunlap has not yet been able to hand in a correct report, owing to the fact that severnl of the captains have been promoted to
field officers since the muster, and are now absent on a short leave of absence for the purpos~ of equipping themselves. As soon as they return,
and their muster rolls are completed, and a report is made corresponuino0
with the muster rolls, it will be forwarded.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully, sir,
Your obedient servant,
J\1. M. PAYNE.

1'rlajor U. S. A., Act. Adj. Genl.
General RoaEn. JoNEs,
Ac{jutan.t General, Washington, D. C.

HEAD QuAR'l'lUi.s, ARMY

EAsT TENNESSEE,

Athens, July 16, 1836.
Sm: You will proceed to Fort Cass, and there receive rifles for your
company; one will be given to each sergeant, corporal, and private pre~
sent.
These must be entered on your muster rolls, as required by the enclosed
printed regulations. .
.
.
After you have recmved your n:fles, you will take up your line 0f march
for Rossville. After you. have arrived ther~, and recruited your men, (one
day is necessary,) you w1ll take up your lme of march for the mouth of
Valley river, Macon county, North Carolina, and report yourself to the
commanding officer, who may be stationed at that place.
Yon will call upon Lieutenant Howe, assistant commissary and actinO'
quartermaster, for provisions and forage;. and upon ~ieutenant Hetzel, a;:
sistant quartermaster, for teams. You w11l take as httle baggage with you
as will answer your purpose: no useless baggage can be allowed. You
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will cn1l \ipon Lieutenant Heizel for powdel', lead; and fliuts; t'i.1r the ritles
yon are to receive at Fort Cass.
Captain Morro\\r, on leaving Rossville, will takf' that route to Valley river
which will enable him to see the greatest number of Gherokf:'es. At the
same time, he mnst take such a route as will enable him to reach the designated point within twenty days, at farthest.
He will endeavor to
ascertain the feelings and dispositions of the Cherokees towards the United
States; and, particularly, in relation to the late treaty concluded by the
chiefs, and ratified at 'VVushington. He will be very careful to avoid all
collision with them, and permit no insults to be oftercd to them, or nny
depredations committed upon their property. And: so far as he can, !Je
will endeavor to make the most fa-vorable impression upon them, in relation to the objects of his visit, and the views of the Government in quartering a military fi1rce among $hem. Andt should any insults be offered to
them, or any depredations be committed upon their property by his sol·
diers, he will make immediate and ample satisfaction, and charge the same
to the offending individuals, and report their names nnd 0ffences to the
CommanJing General.
Captain Morrow will tuke occasion to ~nforce upon the Cherokees the
impolicy and folly of attempting hostilities wit!~ the. 'United States, and
point to the situation of their neighbors, (the Creeks,) who bav~ nqw surrendered, and are abont to be driven from _their homes, as th e consequence
of their hostilities.
Finally, much must be left. to tbe good sense and ,discretion. _of Captain
Morrow, in his intercourse with a. people peculiarly situated, jealous and
sensitive, and suffering- under many supposed wrongs.
Captain Morrow \Vill be particular to keep an accurate account of his
expenses, and all his operations mnst be conduc.ted with an eye to the
strictest economy.
J am, very respectfully,
Yonr obedient .servant,

JOHN E. WOOL.
Brigadier Gent~nd Commanding.
'I'o Captain Motuww,
'
First Regt. of the .vrigade of Er;;st Tennessee Tlolunteers.

HEAD QUARTEHS; ARM.Y OF'

8AsT 'TENNESSEE;

Athens, July 21, ·1836.
Sut: Herewith you will receive a general order., No. 23, which you
\vill not ·fail to hatre .executed. I will not ~keep ~ni man. -in service who
will not submit to the restraints of dise~plin~, and w}J.o
not conduct him·
self with · decency and· propriety.
I $epd,, lherewitth several ·copies of
the rules and &rticles of war; which :YOl'l will have. rel,ld _th~ troops.
l have this day given in~tructions-.to Pr~ston Sl~r:r:it7 • .Es.q~ , .ir r~lation to
repairing the road leading to Va1l~y river, , Ite is well acquainted with the
route, as I am informed, and will; giye ·you some usefuJ information.
Last evening fourteen teams left this. for Valley river. Colon~l Smith
will leave this t.o~morrow morning; w~th three companies of mounted men;
these, that is, the teams and the three companies, must be at or near Valley
river on 'Vednesday next. Yon will therefore do all you can to repair the

will
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toad· and in case the teams arrive before Colonel Smith and his detachment: you will render them all the assistance in your power to get them
'OVer the road.

Your men can help to push 0r pull the wagons up some of
the most difficult ascents or hills.
Very ·respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN h. \VOOL,
Brig. Gen. Comd'g.

'To Major

G&NNINGHAl\I,

_

Command·ing the volunteers ~on the road t~o Valley river.

NoTE.~ The exteat of the road repaired was about forty tniles.

H:.EAO QtrARTERSI ARMY 'b 1'.-:8AST 'i'ENN. AN'D

C; N.,

Athens, July 23, 1836;
SIR: The President o£ the U1tited States has directed me to take command of the army of East Tennessee and the Cherokee nation. In conse-

-quence of which, al:l troops stationed or directed to operate in the Cherokee country, are placed un_d~~· my command, and subject to my authorityl
whether regular troops> mihtia, or voluntAers.
On receipt of thisl you will forthwith report to me at general head quartet's the force_ you may have m~der your command, by whose au:hority
they were ra1sed, and where stationed.
It has been reported to me that numbers of Cherokees have been taken
prisoners, and are now confined under gi1ard.
Unless the Cherokees
sho\V a determination to take up arms against the United States or the
people of Georgia, they will not be molested, nor any violence committed
on their persons or property. You will therefore examine into the con.
duct of all those who may be confined or detained as prisoners, and unless
strong suspicions are enterta~ned against them, you ~viii release them. If,
however, they have been gmlty of conduct of a hostile character, you will,
without delay, send them, under guard, to me, at general head quarters.
I am, very respectfhlly,
Your obedient se,rvant 1

11o the

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Comd'g.
CoMMANDING OFFICER

Of the Georgia m ·ilitia, or volunteers,
stationed in the Cherokee nation.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF

EAsT· TENNF.:SSEE,
Athens, July 22, 1836.

Sm: After you have· received your rations and arms at Calhoun, agreeably to a special order of this date directed to you, you will take up your
line of march for Ross's Landing, and occupy a suitable position,, for an encampment; and· there wait , untit .funther orders. The position_ will be
establi5hed as near as practi~able to the depot of provisicms.; haviog re2
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ference to health, wood arid \\rater, in order to avoid the expense of tr;:n1s~
porting provisions, which in this country appears to be very high. It is 1
however, desirable that yon should have \vood at hai:d, which tbe men
must procure without expense to the United States.
On your line of march, your quartermaster, who will also act as assistant
commi"ssary, if you should reqnire an officer to perbrm that duty, will
furnish forage for your command, when it is not ft.unished by the assistant
quartermaster of the army, or his agents. That is, if no provision has been
made to furnish your command with forage, bet\veen I~..,ort CaEs ond Ross's
Landing, you will direct your quartermaster to prect:de yon on the march 1
and to provide the necessat:y forage at the several places where you may
halt in the course of your march, and that must not exceed the regular ullowance for each horse. On your arrival at Ross's Landing, you will be
provided with forage and rations by the agents of the assistant quartermaster
and assistant commissary of the army.
It has been the practice of some of tt.Je volunteers to disobey orders and
supply themselves with forage. Should this be attempted, the company,
man, or men, who are guilty of such insu lJordinution, must not be permitted
to remain in the service of the United States, and will be immediately dismissed without pay or allowances.
Dn your arrival in the Cherokee country, you will endeavor to learn the
ofeelings and disposjtions of the Cherokees towards the people of the United
,States, and particularly in reference to the late treaty concluded and ratified
. at Washington. You will also ascertain, as far as practicable, the condition
of the Cherokees in regard to subsistence, and whether any is required, and,
jf so, if they will receive it from the United States. In case they are wil.
ling, you ar,e authorized to issue rations to as many men, women, and
, children, as may, in your judgment, require assistance, not exceeding three
hundred and fifty a day, and only to those who present themselves in per·
. son. The quantity ro be allowed will be in exact accordance with the
i regulations of the \War Department on that subject, a ropy of which will
1be furnished you qy Lieutenant Hovve, making, in all cases, a propei: reducti.o n for children. 'rhe issuing of the rations will, however, depend upon
, their friendly feelings~, ,Of 1 which you will take care to inform yourself previ( ous to -issuing.
If you should find, thaCf.LDY of the Creek Indians have sought shelter
: among the Chero\rees; to av~;d punishment for their conduct in their recent
;.hostilities in . Georgia and ~Jabama, you will either apprehend them, or
:tcause them to be delivered tlp- ,t o the Commanding General in the Creek
•COUntry.
.
>.Y ou. ~ill take care to impress upon the Cherokees the folly and impolicy
~f •.any attempt on their part to resist, or set aside the treaty lately concluded 'with the United States, and repr~~f§lnt to them the present unhappy situation ~'tf the Creeks, who, after waging war for a while with the whites 1 have
now ;surrendered, and are about to bo ~drjyen from their homes to the west7
as the .. eqnsequence of their hostilities. Enforce upon them the necessity
of quietly and peaceably submitting t<? the y;~ews of the Government, in relation (tO':their removal ; and that a~y repr~~'ltations to the contrary are
entirely-delusive, :and must not be li~tened t9. The treaty has been made
. and ratified, and must now be .e:Xecuted.
·
You Will !be ea~efu1 to avoid all collision ;\\fith .the Indians, and permit
~iw insults.i.to be offered to them, or any depredations committed on their.
1
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property, by any part of yonr command; and, as far as you have it in your
·power, you wiH endeavor to make the most favorable impression upon them
ln relation to the objects of your visit, and the views of the Government in
quartering a military force among the.m. And should any insults be" offered to them, or any depredations be committed on their property by any
of the soldiers, you will immediately make amph~ satisfaction, and the ot~
fenders will be discharged from tbe service of the United States, without
pay or allowances.
You are particularly charged to exclude, as far as pract.icable, all araen1
spirits from the camp of th.e volunteers, and, as far as the laws will pem1it,
from among the Indians.
If any thing of importance should occur proper for me to know either ilil
regard to the troops, or the Cherokees, you will transmit it to me immediate! y by express.
In relation to procuring forage on the road from Fort Cass to Ross's Landing, it is expressly understood thut the forage must be obtained at the
several places where you may halt, in the course of your march, without
any expense of transportation to the United States.
·
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL.
Brig. Gen. Comd'g.
Cot JosEPH BYRD,
Commanding 2d regiment of East Tennessee volunteers.

Ne>. 2.

HEAD QuARTERs,

ARl\tv E. T. AND C. N.,
Athens, July 23, 1836.

Sm: Herewith I enclose you a copy of general order No. 1, by .w hich
you will perceive that I have, by order of the President of the United States,
assumed command of the army of East Tennessee and the Cherokee nation. All troops, whether composed of regulars, militia, or volunteers,
operating in the Cherokee country, are subject to my command and authority.
It has been reported to me that a detachment of Georgi~. militia is stationed at Spring Place, in Georgia, and immediately on your route to New
Echota. You will inquire, on your arrival at that place, whethnr the report
be true. If true, yon will ascertain by whose authority they were stationed
there, and direct the officer to report to me forth with. Yon wil1 also inquire into all their operations, and ascertain whether they have in possession any Cherokees as prisoners; and unless there is good cause to believe
that they are hostile in their feeling·s: and about to take up arms against the
United States, you will release them. If any don bt exists as to their intentions, you will take charge of them, and keep them under guarq until
you receive further orders from general head quarters. You are cqarged
to pre>hibit, nnless you are convinced the Cherokees are determined .to take
up arms against the United States, or tb.e people of Georgia, any vio]ence
being committed on their persons or property ; and in case any shoJ.lld be
committed by any troops, whether militia or volunteers, you will take charge
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', of them, and confine them under a proper guard, and report forthwith the
result to general head quarters.
·
I am, very respectfully,
,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. 'VOOt,
Brig. Gen. Commanding in .C. U,
To Captain VERN oN,

Of the

Ea.~·t

'l'ennessee vollplteers.

HEAD QuARTERs, An.Mv E~4<sT TE:t!fNESSEE,

Athens, .July 231 1836.
SIR :

1 intend to leave this place on Monday or Ttresday next, for the

mouth of Valley river, to meet at that place a deputation .of the Cherokeet
residing in North Carolina. During my absence, and unti1 further orders,
you are charged with the inspection and supervision of every department
connected with the public service. at this post, and such other posts as you
are authorized to visit.
You will muster and inspect, as soon as practicable, all 'the volnJ?teers of
the East 'rennessee brigade, commanded uy Brigadier. General Dunlap, not
included in general order No. 11. Yuu will require every man and horse
to be present or properly accounted for. If ther~ be any present who have
received arms or equipments of any kind from the United States, you will
require them to be surrend"e red or charged to each man, who may haver~·
ceived them, opposite to his name on the muster roll. You will call on the
quartermaster for a return of pouches and powder horn:5 furnished to the
companies about to be mustered, in order to ascertain whether they have
been charged to the companies that received them, or to the men to whom
they were delivered. , You will also cause the commissary to furnish a list
ofthe officers who have drawn rations in kind, and the quartermaster
those who have drawn forage in ki~, which will be furnished 'to the pay·
master when he auives. As soon as the paymaster arri\Tes with funds to
pay, the volunteers thus ordered to be mustered and inspected will be dis..
charged the service of the United States. If the paymaster, however, does
·not arrive before the 31st instant,: they will theo be discharged.
:
As soon as the above services have been executed, and your presence at
'. _this po~t can be diRpensed with, you will proceed to Fort Cass, and examine
into the condition of the troops and public propetty at that post, and, par.
-~~cularly, in regard to the quantity of corn, flour, bacon, &c., and report the
re·s ult to me by · express. "
.
.
.
.
,.
After this dt1ty is perfortn·ed; you will .proceed to New Eel!ota, and mus~. .ter and inspect the troops under Captain. Vernon. Yon.r ~tte~tion
be
1.. pi;lrticularly .called to their loca.tion 1 tfieir supJ?lie-3 furnishe<;l, p.pd \Vhether
the issues have beeil regular; and not exceedmg the .regulated allowance.
;; ·.You will alsQ exami,n e into the mode of supplyingthfl Indiaps with rations1
whether properly performed 1 and whether the ac(!ounts are properly kept.
. :Ffuall}f, this post will · require your particul~r attention, and, if found ne,~ · cessary, you will give such orders and instructions as the public .servic-e
equires.
.
·
Froll}. New Echota you will pro<;eed to Ross's Landingt and muster and
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inspect the command of Colonel Byrd, and examine into every' thing:.
connected with it, and particularly as to issues, not only in regard to forage
and rations to the troops, but to the supplies to. the Indians, and ·also as to . .
the treatment they have received from t~e volunte.e rs. If you fincl that any
violence has been committed on their persons or .property, at any of the
posts you may visit, you will immediately order the .offenders to be discharged the service of the United States, without pay or allowan,ce.
You will also make inquiries in relation to the militia and their strength,
stationed at different points in the Cherokee country by the authorities of
Georgia, and report to me the result. All troops, whether militia, volunteers, or regulars, stationed or destined to operate in the Cherokee- country,
are placed under my command.
In your interconr~e with the Indians, you will impress upon them the necessity of complying with the terms of the treaty lately made with them by
the United States. Any resistance to its fulfilment will certainly end in
their destruction.
If yon should come in possession of any information of importance,
whether it regards the movements of the Indians, their feelings or disposition towards the United States, or as it may regard the troops stationed in
the Cherokee country, you will forward ·it to me by express.
Major Payne, on visiting the s~veral posts mentioned in the above communication, will ask for instructions to the commander by the Commanding General, and ascertain whether they have been complied! with, and, in .
case they have not, to give such orders as may be necessary to enforce a
compliance.
· ·
You can take with you such an escort in travelling as you may deem
necessary, whether for your safety, or to assist you in travelling through the
.conn try.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brzg. Gen. Comd'g.
To Major M. M.

PAYNE,

Acting Adjutant General.

No.3.

E. T. AND C. N.,
Athens, July 23, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF

Sm: The President of the United States has directed me. tD take command of the army of East Tennessee and the Cherokee nation. In consequence of which, all troops stationed or directed to operate in the Cherokee country, are placed under my command, .and subject to my authority,
whether regular troops., militia, or volunteers.
.
,
On receipt of this, you will forthwith report to me, at general head quarters, the fol'ce you may. have under your command, by whose authority
they were raised, and where stationed.
'
It has been reported to me that numbers of Cherokees have been taken
prisoners, and are now confined under guard. Unless the Cherokees show
a determinntion to take up arms against the United States, or the people of
Georgia, they will not be molested, nor any violence committed .on their
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persons or property~ You will, therefore, examine into the conduct of aiT
those who may be confined as prisoners, and, unless strong suspicions are
entertained against them, you will release them. If, however, they have
been guilty of conduct of a hostile character, you will, without delay, send
them, under guard, to me, at general head quarters.
I am, very ref'pectfully,
·
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. commanding in Cherokee country.
To

the

CoMMANDING OFFICER

Of the Georgia militia, m· volunteers., .
.,
stationed in the Clietokee n;ation.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY EAsT TENNESSEE,

Athens, July 23, 1836.
Sra: You will take up your line of march immediately for Fort Cassr
with your company, where yol:l will receive from the assistant commissary of subsistence, Lieutenant Howe, the necessary rations to New Echota1
for which last place you will immediately thereafter march. If the assistant quartermaster of the army, or his agents, have not made the necessary
arrangements to furnish you with forage on your route, you ·will appoint
one of your officers to act as assistant quartermaster, who will precede you
on your march, and have the necessary forage prepared at convenient
points. But it must be distinctly understood that the forage must be procured at the several places where yon may halt in the course of your
march, for I will allow no charges against the United States for transportation. The daily amount purchased must not exceed the regular
allowance of corn, hay, oats, &c.
Captain Vernon is particularly charged, in his passage through the
nation. to avoid all collision with the natives. No insults must be offered
to them, and no depredations committed on their property by his soldiers.
If there is, he wiD immediately make ample satisfaction to them, charge
the same to the offenders, and report their names and offences to the
( ~ommanding General, .who will dismiss them from the service of the
United States, without pay or allowances.
You will also endeavor to make a favorable impression upon the Cherokees in regard to the objects of your visit, and the views of the Government in sending a military force among them. Inform them that tne
United States has sent these troops among them not to make war, but to
preserve peace.
You will be careful to make inquiries, on your route, in regard to the
scarcity of provisions, and inform them that the United States has or•
dered provisions into their country, to relieve their necessities.
You will also impress upon them the necessity of /quietly and peaceably
submitting- to the terms of the late treaty concluded with the United States,
and tell them that any advice contrary to this will only..,. lead to their own
destruction. And as a proof, point to the situation of the Greeks, who
have now surrendered, and are about to be driven from their homes, and
the expenses of their removal deducted from the price of their lands or
their annuities.
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You will also endeavor to excludn all ardent splflts from the camp of
the volunteers, and, as far as the laws will permit: from among the Indians.
On your arrival at New Echota, you will look out and select a suitable
encampment, having reference to health, wood, and water. No transportation for fuel will be allowed by the tTnited States. The encampment
will be established as near the depot of provisions as convenience wiU
allow.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigad-ier General Communding.

To Captain VERNox,
Of t!te Ea::;t Temusste Volunteers.

HEAD QuARTERS, ARMY OF

E. 'I\

AND

C. N.,

Athens, July 25, 1836.
Sm: I am informed that the Governor of Georgia has stationed a force

of two hundred men at Rome, near the Creek country, at the head of
Coosa river; a guard of eighteen men at Canton, Cherokee court-house, in
Cherokee county, about fifty miles from Coosa ; <and a guard of forty men
at Spring Place, nineteen miles this side of New Echota.
When you visit New Echota, you will make particular inquiries in relation to those troops-how long they have been stationed in the Cherokee
country, by whose authority raised, by whom paid, and how supplied;
the object of their being stationea in the country: and in what manner
they have conducted themselves, and whether they have any Cherokees
or Creeks confined or retained as prisoners ; and report the result to me by
express. If; on inquiry, you should find they have been guilty of excesses,
or should, at the time of your visit, exercise any authority not justifiable,
or improperly interfere with the rights of the Cherokees. you will adopt
such measures as may he in your power to prevent any future exercise of
such authority or interference, and report to me your proceedings in the
case.
I am, very respectfully,
Yours, &c.,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

To Major M. M.

PAYNE,

Act-ing Adjutant Ge·ncral.

HEAD QuARTERs,

Valley Town, N. C., A-ugust 1, 1836.
SIR: I have, in great haste, written a report of my arrival, &c., at this
place, addressed to the Adjutant General.
I arrived at this place on the 29th instant: with five companies. Capt.
Morrow, with his company, reported himself ten miles off; he has made a
circuit of t\'ro hundred and fifty miles. The feelings and disposition of
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the Indians are altogether adverse to removal: I have had two meetings on
the subject, without an y decision. On Wednesday next we are to have
another, when I expect a large number will be present; i~ will then be
dete.rmined whether they will- go p~aceably or by for~e. If they hesitate:
I will take them. Under any circumstauces, I shall take hostages.
I am so constantly engaged . that I have little time to write;, I am day
and night employed.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Yours, &c.,

JOHN E. ·vv.OOLt
Brig. Gen. CornmandringL

To the

MAJOR GENERAL

Commanding the ATrny.

No.4.

E. rr. AND· c. N.,
Valley River, Augtlist 4, 183?.

HEAD QuARTERS,. ARMY Ol''

SIR:· Y ciu win proceed, without delay, to New Echota and such other
parts of the Cherokee nation within the limits of Georgia as may be necessary to give protection both to the · Cherokees and the white- inhabitants
residing in _that section of the country. You will allow no encroachments
upon either side ·: both will be protected in theit persons and property. You
will prevent, as flu as practica\lle, all collisions between your troops and the
Indians; you will also prevent any interference on the part of the Georgia
troops with the Cherokees; You will ascertain by whose authority they
have been raised and ,stationed in that country; and, if not legaHy authorized
to maintain themselves and exercise military control, you will order them
to disband or leave the cruntry: if authorized by the authorities of Georgia,
they will immediately report to me, and receive my orders; at all events,
you will prevent any improper exercise of military control over, the Indians
or the white inhabitants. The whole subject is left to your sound discretion, taking care to do nothing which will bring you in conflict with the
authorities of Georgia. rrhe sovereignty of the StatP. and its laws lll,llSt be
respected. You will recollect; in your proceedings, that the authorities and
the citizens are still labor~ng· under a state of excitement, caused by the
cruelties of a recent savage w·a rfare; therefore, great prudence and discretion should be exercised in all your intercourse with the nation, and particularly in all measureswhich might have a bearing- upon the rights and
interests of the State and people of Georgia. I will visit, in a few days,.
that portion of the country, with the view of ascertaining the sincerity of
the professions of the people residing-there.
.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding in C. Country.
'ro Brig. Gen.

DuNLAP.
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E. T. AND C. N.,
Valley Town, N. C., August 8, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

Sut: Herewith, I have the honor to transmit three returns of the troops

I have under my command, including a return of the regular troops at Fort
Cass, commanded by Lieutenant Howe. '"rhe returns of the Yolunteers are
as correct as they can be made at this time. You have been apprised by
Major Payne, as well. as myself, of tbe difficulty of obtaining correct returns
of the volunteers; these must answer for the present.
'rhe Cherokees in this section of the country are almost unanimously
opposed to the late treaty; they are, however, coming in and delivering up
their arms, which is in consequence of my ordering some of the chiefs or
headmen into confinement.
I am about to visit the Indians in Cheloce, about thirty miles from this
place, and in the mountains of North Carolina. They have all in that
region, I believe, been opposed to the treaty; but, since I took their chief
prisoner, Roman Nose, they say they will submit to the treaty, and give up
their arms. As soon as I have returned from Cheloce, I shall visit the Indians in Georgia 1 from which I have been prevented for several days in
consequence of the extrem~ wet weather. It has rained every day since I
left Athens. The reports, however, from Georgia are more favorable, a~d
the Indians are daily coming in, and receiviug rations; but the mountam
fudians in this section have generally refused to receive anything coming
from the Government of the United States. They will, however, eventually
submit and remove to the west.
.
I have just heard of the arrival of Lieutenant Hoskins, and Lien tenant
Montgomery, who has been and still is quite un'well. Paymaster Herring
has also arrived, and is now with me. He says that it was the understanding with the Secretary. of 1Var, that he was not to be abstmt more than four
weeks, and that his station is to be in New York. I cannot consent to his
leaving my command nntil all the troops are p~id. I hope, if he is to return to the east, that a paymaster wiH be ordered her~ in time to pay t.he .
troops as they may be discharged, for it is not probable that I shall reqmre
more than a battalion, that is, five companies, after the 1st of September
next; by that time, however, I expect four or five hundred regular troops
from the command of General Jesup. In that case, I will be able to discharge all the volunteers.
I am, very respectfully, yours, &c.,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigadier General Com.rnar.tding.

To Brig. Gen. R. JoNEs,
Adjutant GeneraL

E. T. AND C. N.
Valley Town, N C., August 9, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

SIR: Yonr communication of the 22d ultimo was, received last night,.
by express from Athens. On the 24th ultimo, I ordered Major Payne to.
muster and discharge ten companies of East Tennessee volunteers, as soon
fl.'S the paymaster arrived with funds to pay them: provided, he arrived be,
f&re the 31st; if he did not, to discharge them on that day.
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From information received from the Secretary of War, and the Paymaster General, I had every reason to suppose he would be at Athens on fhe
31st, or before that time. I left Athens on the 25th for this place, and hearing nothing from the paymaster, Major Payne discharged them, r~rrlt'PP!~hl'llr•
to orders. Had I received your communication of the 22d,
31st, or if we had known at what time the paymaster would have
I should have detained the companies discharged. I lmve sen
Payne to inspect the troops at Calhoun, Ross's Landing, ·and New .t::;chot~ill
I am, very respectfully,
Yom· obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Comd'g.
To Brig. Geneml R. JONEs,
Adjutant General.

No. 5.

C. NATION,
Valley Town, N. C., August 12, 1836.
SrR: Captain Vernon, stationed at New Echota, informs me that
Ridge has complained to him that some white man is about to take forci
posses~ion of his ferry, on Coosa river. You will without delay inquire·
the cause, and if you should find the complaint just, you will, until
Drders, protect Ridge in his rights and property. This order will apply
all cases of a similar character in the Cherokee country.
Yon are further directed, that in case you should find any
the limits of the Cherokee nation, whether in Georgia, Alabama,
Dr North Carolina, not belonging to the East Tennessee brigade, to
tify them that they are exclusively subject to my authority, and unless
report to me without delay and become subject to my orders, will either
the nation or be disbanded. In your proceedings, you will be go
by your in~tructions of the 4th instant.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL.
lJrig. Gen. Comd'g in C. Country.
Brig. Gen. DuNLAP,
East Tennessee Volunteers.
HEAD QuARTERs, An.MY OF THE

0. N.,
New Echota, . August 27, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to communicate, for the information of theW
Department, that Major C. H. Nelson reported his command to me,
sisting of three companies of mounted men and two companies of in
try, all Georgia troops, and stationed, by order of General Jesup, in
Cherokee country, and consequently subject to my .authority. Also,
company under tbe command of Captain William Donaldson: and a
HEAD QuARTERS, ARMY OF EAs'r TENN. AND
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pany of mounted men under the command of Captain Matthew Gout, have
been reported; they being stationed in the Cherokee country. 'l'hese companies I do not cousider necessary at this time in the Cherokee country;
still, as General Jesup has expressed a desire that Major Nelson's command
should be retained in the service for the present, I shall not discharge
it until I hear from him again on the subject, and from the War Department. The other two companies, from Alabama, I have ordered to be
discharged.
In relation to Major Nelson's command, I would remark, that I do not
consider myself authorized to pay his troops, or to pay any debts contracted
by his quartermaster for forage or subsistence. 'This duty properly belongs
to the staff of Major General Jesup, who, I presume, has funds for that
purpose. I have, however, ordered the quartermaster and commissary
under my command to supply them with forage and subsistence from this
time forward, but to pay no arrears. If it belonged to the assistant quartermaster and commissary attached to my staff to pay the arrears of this command, they would not have time to do it, for they have more than they can
attend to in supplying the several posts which I had previously established
in the Cherokee country.
As soon as I have a correct return of Major Nelson's command, it will
be forwarded to the Adjutant GenerQ.l's Office at 'Vashington.
Herewith I send a letter fi·om General Jesup, on the subject of retaining
Major Nelson and his command.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding Army, <J-c.
To 0. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Acting Secretary of War.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF THE

SouTH,

Tuskegee, August 12, 1836.
GENERAL: In my letter of July 24th, I informed yon that Major Nelsou,s command had been ordered to report to you, and requested that, in
the event of your not needing their services: you would cause them to be
discharged.
Subsequent incidents render their remaining in service desirable, and I
will thank you to consider the request for their contingent discharge withdrawn.
I have the honor to be,
Your obedient servant,

TH. S. JESUP,
Major Gen. Commanding Army of the SmUlL.
Brig. General \f\T ooL,

Commanding Cherokee Cow1try.
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HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF EAsT TENN. AND C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, September 2, 1836.
SIR: Herewith 1 forward you an inspection -roll and monthly return
Captain Vernon's company. As soon as practicable, I will forward to
a return of the whole army under my command.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Comd'g Army of East Tenn. and C. N.
To the ADJUT .ANT GENERAL.

No.1.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY EAsT 'I'ENN. AND C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, September 4, 1836.
SIR : I regret that the late regulations of the · War Department will
allow me longer to retain you and your staff in the service of the U
States. Having but ten companies in the two regiments of your ·
it is not considered a command equal to your rank. you will
therefore to consider yourself and the staff of your brigade discha
service of the United States after the 8th instant.
F'or the vigilance and promptness with which yon have obeyed my
ders, you will please accept my thanks, and my best wishes for your
prosperity and happiness.
I have the honor to be.
With the considerations of highest respect,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Comd'g.
Brig. Gen. DuNLAP,
Commanding East Tennessee Volunteers.

D AHLONEGA, September 7, 1836.
SIR: Annexed I send you a copy of a letter from the Governor of G
gia, accepting the Lumpkin cavalry . into the United States service
twelve months, under the late act of Congress. In behalf of the co
I take the liberty of expressing our pleasure, under the hope of being
tered into your command. If it be within the pale of yonr authority
muster us into ~ervice, please advise me, by the earliest opportunity, of
time and place it will meet your convenience to have it done.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
ROBERT A. HOLT.
General WooL.
HEAD QuARTERS GEORGIA,
Milledge·IJille, August 30, 1836.
SIR: I have received your letter by Mr. Gath\vright, on the subject
entering the service of the United States for twelve months, under the
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act of Congtess. Your tender of service is ac<:epted, and if General "\IVool
will order an officer to muster yon into the service, I shaH be pleased, as
your distance from General Jesup is so great that it may be inconvenient
for him to have it done. I will write to him on the subject, and you can,
in the mean time, apply to General Wool, who, if he has authority to muster you, will, of course, do so ; you will please write to me as soon as you
ascertain this f.1ct. You omitted to give me a roll of your company, so
that I do not know the number. Supply th!s defect immediately, if you
please.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WILLIAM SCHLEY.

Lieut.

RoBERT

A.

HoLT,

Dahlonega: Georgia.

ARMY oF EAsT TENN. AND C. N.,
·New E'chota, Georgia, September 10, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of·your communica~
tion of the 23d ultimo, on the 8th .instant, by express from Athens.
It is unneces;sary for me to go into a defence of the course I have pur~
sned towards the Cherokees, since I have had a command in their country;
that has already been transmitted to the '-/Var Department. I believe, ho v~
ever, notwithstanding all I may have ~aid on this subject, in my several
communications, or what others may have said to the War Department, I
believe I have not essentially departed from the prudent course suggested in
your communication o( the 23d ultimo. Yon may rest assured, although
a want of confidence in my judgment and discretion hovers over the War
Department, I have hitherto pursued that course which has not only
secured to me the confidence of all the parties in the country, but-will, I am
sure, stand the test of all future time, as well with the Indian as the white
man. I have not come to this country to tnrnish my reputation by acts of
imprudence or indiscretion. Every step and every measure has _b een wei]
considered before tak~n or adopted, which, thus far, has wet the approbation of all concerned.
:
'rhe duty I have to perform is far from bein.g pleasant. On the contrary, it is the reverse of every thing that is agreeable, or pleasaQt, and only
made tolerable with the hope that I ·may stay c1;uelty .and injusti'ce, and
assist the wretched and deluded beings called Cherokees, who are only the
prey of the most profligate and the most vic:ious of the white. men. 1.,he
whole scene, since I have be~n .in this country, has heen nothing . but a
heart-rending one, and such a one as I would be glad to get rid of as .soon
M circumstances ·will permit. · .. Because I am · firm and ,decided, .do not believu I would be unjust. If I ;oould, .and I ·Could-not do, ,them· a gr,e ater
kindness, I would remove· every Indian to-m.orr:OW; beyond th~ ,r each of the
white men, who, like vultures, are watching, ready to p.oup~e ,oupon their
prey, and strip them of every thing they have-or. ·expect from the GovernJ
ment of the United States. · Yes~· sir-, nineteen-twentieths, if not ninetynine out of every hundred, will go pennyless to the west; but, enough of
this.
.
)
You are anxious to Jiave the · volunteers disbanded, and .so am I. Rut
prudence s~ems to require that the force under my command, C(}tlsisting of
HEAD QuARTERs,
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eight companies of mounted men, and two of infantry, of the East
nessee volunteers, and one company of regulars, should be retained
we can ascertain the course which the Ross party intend to pursue.
'I,his we shall probably be able to do on the 15th instant, when
John Ross is to bave his council of the nation. If he should ad ·
people to submit to the terms of the treaty, we shall have no difficulty
if he should advise them to the contrary, and encourage them wit
hope that the treaty will be either modified or annulled, we may
trouble; at least, we shall make but little progress in lhe execution
treaty. Under. such circumstances, a military force of 500 or 600
think, would be indispensable to the preservation of the peace of
country. Of the necessity of such a force, however, I shall be able
vise you, more correctly, after .the council is held on the 15th instant.
lly the return which I shall send to the Adjutant General, by next
yon will perceive l have a Georgia battalion, under the command of
Nelson. This battalion, consisting of 306 men, has hitherto been
to General Jesup's command, hut, in consequence of being stationed
Cherokee co~ntry to hunt the refugee Creeks, has become subject
authority, and retained at the request of General Jesup and
Schley, and not because I wished them for the defence, or to keep
of the country. Their time of sP.rvice will expire on the 4th of
when, if I do not get counter instructions, they will be discharged.
As a precautionary measure, I have ordered a camp of four
companies to be formed at Red Clay, near the council, to be
on the 15th instant. It is not done with any intention of interfering
the council, but merely to preserve peace.
I have not heard from General Jesup, whether, or not, he intends to
me any regular troops. He informed me, as I have already apprised
that he would have none to spare until after the lOth instant. If he
send me four hundred regular troops, all the volunteers under my
mand could be dispensed with immediately on their arrival. I
think the Creek war was now at an end, and four hundred regular
might be spared from his command.'
Governor Lumpkin, and Colonel Jackson, the secretary to the
missioners, have been here for the last ten days, but we have not
from General Carroll. This circumstance leaves every thing in a
uncertainty, and is productive of evil. It has an unfavorable effect
the treaty-making party.
The appraisers of improvements in this section of the country
pehded their operations, because the Indians have manifested
the measure. Since writing the above, I have been been informed
serious objections have been made to the appraisers in other sections
OOMtr~

-

The commissioners, however, ought to be here, discharging the
assigned to them under the treaty ; until they do enter upon their
we shall not be able to ascertain the true feelings and disposition of
dians, in regard to the treaty.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Comd'g Army,
The Hon. LEwts CAss, See1·etary of War. _.·
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E. T. A!'"D C. N.
New Eclwta, Georgia, September 12:

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

1~36.

Sm: Herewith I forward to you a return of the troops under my com~
round, in the Cherokee country. It is as correct as we can make it with
the reg-imental

return~

before us.

You will perceive that I have discharg-

ed one company of the 1st regiment of East Tennessee volunteers: and
Brigadier General Dunlap and staff. You will also perceive that a Geor'I'hese troops have been retained at the request of l.Vlajor General Jesup, and not because I wished them for the defence, or to preserve the peace of this country. (See the enclosed order from
General Jesup.) Their term of service will expire on the 4th October next,
when they will be discharged, if I do not receive counter instructions pre~
vious to that time.
The Secretary of War is extremely anxious to have the volunteers discharged as soon. as their services can be dispensed with. On the 31st
August, agreeably to his instructions, I called on General Jesup for four
hundred regular troops, who returned me for answer, that he would have
none to spare until after the lOth instant. I have heard nothing from him
since on the subject. Four hundred regular troops won!? enable me to
discharge, in all probability, the greater part of the mounted volunteers,
which are always exceedingJy expensive. Of the number or force which
I may require for this country, I shall he able to advise you more correctly
after the 15th instant, at which time a council of the nation will be held
at the council ground, near Red Clay, and where I have formed a temporary camp of four companies of mounted- men; the object of which is
to preserve peace, and to ascertain if practicable the wishes and intentions
of the Cherokees.
If M.r. John Ross, who controls a large ~najority of the nation, should
recommend to his people to remain quiet and snbmit to the terms of the
late treaty, four hundred regular troops will be all sufficient for the defence
and protection of this country. But if he shoul~ advise a different course,
or if he should himself oppose the execution of the treaty, a much larger
force would be required to preserve peace, and execute the treaty. But what
I am most anxious to know, is, whether a regular force is to be sent into this
country, this fall. It is important that I should know, on account of preparing for winter quarters. In case Mr. John Ross should not oppose the
execution of the treaty, we shall only require eight companies of regular
troops; perhaps six full companies would answer. Two of these ought
to be stationed at this place, where the commissioners, as it is probable, will
transact the business of the nation ; four at Calhoun, and two in North
Carolina, at Valley river, or at Camp Armistead, in 'rennessee. The position at or near the mouth of Valley river would be the most suitable and commanding. It is in the centre of the Indians residing in that section of the
country, and commands the passes of the Hiwassee, the Valley river, and the
roads to Georgia and Tennessee. The only objection to it is the difficulty of
transporting provisions to it in the winter.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

p:ia battalion has been added.

.

JOHN E. WOOL,
· · .Brig. Gen. Commanding Arm!),

Brigadier General R. JdNESi, .
. Adjutant. Genetal.. -

· ·

· ··

· .

·,

~c.
1

•
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E. '1'.

AND

C. NA·rtoN,

J.Vear Echota, Georgia, S ept. 12, l83o.
SIR: ·ro-morrow I shull leave this place for the encampment which
have ordered to be formed near the council ground at Red Clay.
council, us I have already informed you, will take place on the 15th
stunt. Previous to my departure, I would call your attention to so mu
your p1'evious communication as relates to the continuance of the volun
in service. You appear to be anxious to have them discharged. Ho
pacific the Cherokees may appear, I think it would be highly impru
until the treaty is executed, to leave this country entirely without t
I have again and again informed you of the feelings and disposition
large majority of the nation. These peopie are opposed to the treotty,
unwilling to leave this country for the Arkansas. The amount of
nece~sary to be kP-pt in the country will entirely depend on John Ross
his party. If thP- policy of John Ross should be pacific, and not in
sition to the execution of the treaty, a comparatively small force only
be required to preserve peace and guard the commissioners while in
execution of their duties. On the other hand, should his course be in
position to the treaty~for he can control the nation-the force
will be comparatively large. If the policy of Mr. Ross ~hould be
perhaps six or eight companies of United States infantry, comm
a vigilant and discreet officer, would be sufficient, and give ample
to the country. But, on the other hand, if his policy should be
tion to the· treaty, I would not guarantee the preservation of p
eight hundred men. Six hundred might answer, with a very
ficer to command them. This force, however, should be composed of at
four hnndred regulars, and two hundred mounted volunteers. If, under
circumstances, the 'Var Department should deem it prudent and proper
keep a military forcfl in the Cherokee country, whether it is to consist
volunteers, regular troops, or both, I ought to know it soon, because it
soon be time to make preparations for quartering them through the wi
Governor Lumpkin, who is here, is under the impression that the
missioners will locate themselves at this place, to transact the business
the nation. In such a case, he says he will consider two companies.
regular troops, or volunteers, necessary at this place for their
and to facilitate the execution of their duties. Should the commh>sioJ~a.
determine to select this place to transact their business, and, con
two companies be stationed here, w~ich I think will be necessary
quarters must be built and provisions deposited here before the roads
impassable for wagons. Besides this place, I would ·select Calhoun
another position for four' companies, whel'e we have one at this
Should this be approved of, it · will be necessary to build •wintet ·
for them. I would also 'station two companies iri ·North' Carotin
·~amp.. Armistead, in Tennessee. Near the mouth ;of Valley river ·
be the' most sui tabla in regard ' to the Indians. It' cornmands . the
sage of the Hiwassee, the Valley river, the road to · Gebrgia, and to !
nessee. The only objectio11 to · it . is, the difficulty of transporting
plies there during the winter. If a post is established at this place,
Camp Armistead, w'ir,ter qtiarters must be built for the troops.
Aft~r the col}ncil of the 15th instant, I shall be able to inform you of
force which 1 think will be requirE~-d,' for the,Cherokee conn tty. At' the
t~me, I will order estimates to be furnished for bt\ilding 'vi~ter q~rters
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the army. They will, of course, be of temporary construction, aud put up
at the smallest possible cost.
What I nm most anxious to know is, whether or not regular troops are
to be sent in the course of the fall to this country. As I have already informed the ·war Department, 1 made a call on General Jesup, agreeably to
instrnctions from the Secretary of War, 'for 1our hundred regulars. He
retnrne4 mj for answer, that he could not spare any until abont the lOth
instant. I have heard nothing from him since on the subject. He certainly cannot require the force which he has now under his command, to
control the Creeks. They are subdued. It is possible that the whole of
General Jesup's command is intP-uded for Florida. Independent of the
force now in Florida, he has 1,500 Tennesseeans destined for that country,
nnd how many Georgians and Alabamians I do not know. I should think
think that a part of his regular force might be sent to this conntry: which
would enable me to dispense with nearly or quite double that number of
volunteers, which, as you know, are exceedingly expensive.
Governor Lumpkin, in one of his communications to the Secretary of
War: among other things, as he says, has suggested whether it would not
be expedient to allow all the members ofthe committee who may have furnished subsistence to tile poor and destitnte Cherokees, previous to my
issuing rations to them, to be paid out of the fund appropriated for that
object, agreeably to (the 18th article of the treaty. In calling your atte~l
tion to the subject, I would suggest, that if you allow such debts _to be paid
in this case, you will be compelled to allow them in all similar cases. There
are many of this character; and if the door was once opened, they would
give me, or the person who may attend to the duties, endless trouble. Debts
of this kind aaainst the Indians would consnme more t};wn the $72,000.
Again, some ~f the committee are anxious to have a pHrt of this fund appropriated to feeding all those who niay attend on the commissioners to
transact business. If this was esta.9lished, and general1 y known, no man
would come prepared to subsist himself, and tlw consequence woflld be,
that this fnnd would be distributed but partially, and to those persons who
would not be properly entitled to it. ' Besides1 if the Indians should condude to come in aud snbmit to the terms o{ the treaty, the funds would not
last two weeks, the number of visiters w"oald be so great. If they once
knew they were to be subsisted, they ~~Ju!d come .\~hether ~hey had b~1si~
ness or not. I am decidedly against srtch a proposition as this. My obJect
is to distribute the fund imparrially, .1nd m such a way as will do the most
good. The g-reat body of the poorer clas~ reside _jn North Carolina, and
would not get their due proportion of subsistence If I should accede to the
proposition above alluded to. T know not whether it has been submitted to
your consideration; I can or.:fy s,ay, it will never answer if justice is to be
done.
On all these subjects J would wish your opinion and views as soon as
circumstances will pertait.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding,

To the Hon.

LEWIS!

C.Ass,

-Secretary of War.
3

~c.
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P. S.-On the 1st instant I discharged one company of mounted volnn.teers; and 1 on the 8th instant, Brigadier General Dunlap and staff. I
herewith enclose to you an order, of the 12th ultimo, from General Jesup1
relating to :Vla,ior Nelson's command. It was received the lOth instant.
JOHN E. WOOL.
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF THE SouTH,

Tuskegee, August 121 1836.
SIR: I have received your letters of August 7th and 8th,. to
General Sanford, which (he being absent) have been forwarded to me.
I approve your suggestion, that the force be retained m~ar Camp Scott1
and your command will continue in service, even if not needed by Generai
Wool, to whom I will immediately make known this modification of the
former contingent order for their discharge.
You are authorized to discharge the two companies of foot, raised under
erroneous representations of their military dn ties, and to replace them by
receiving into service two new companies of volunteers, to serve for three
months, unless sooner discharged~
II\ reference to those who have been so far deluded as to mutiny
the proper military authorities 1 it rests with yourself to decide
charges ~hall or shall not be preferred.
Your C()urse in securing the refugee Creeks is approved, aud I desire ·
to be contirn.\ed w1th the titlnost activity. In referElnce to such mtHr•r:>m•>ntll
as may lead yon into the Cherokee country, you will communicate
General VV ool, and receive his orders.
In reference t(> ~uch as may lead you into the Alabama Creek '"'v ........ 1
you will eommumcat~ with Major General Patteson, who is in coinmaoo ;
of the troops in the North Creek country.
I desire you, unless inconsistent with orders from Brigadier
Wool, to give to Major G~neral Patteson such aid and co-operation as
may require. Arms can bt ~btained by sending to West Point.
I am, su\ very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
THOMAS S. JESUP,
J.Vlaj. fJ€n., commanding army of the South.

-

E. T. AND C. N.,
Jted Clay, September 25, 1836.
SIR : I have the honor to communicate tt'! you that the council of
Cherokees, held at this place, broke lJp and d1~persed on Friday, the 23d
instant, after declaring that they would not receive the late treaty as the
act of the nation, and appointing a delegation to visit Washington at
next ses&ion of Congress, for the purpose of making a new one.
delegates named are John Ross, John Benger, W. Adair, Calsotohee,
Hogg, Richard Taylor, ~amuel Gunter, Stephen Foreman 1 and J
Saunders. _I have be~ i.hformed that Calsotohee, or. Hogg, has
serving. rrhe delegatiOn lS to proceed to Arkansas, With the view of
ing a council of the Cherokees in that country, for the purpose of
with them in their efforts to procure a new treuty.
HEAD QuARTERs, AR.\'IY
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Although it was estimated that from three to four thousand had attended
the council, only about one thousand eight hundred voted on the proposition to reject the treaty. SinCf.J the council dispersed, I have conversed
with some of the delegation, who did not hesitate to say that they not only
knew they would be compelled to move, but they were willing to do so,
and would be ready to go within the time limited by the treaty, provided
they could have a new treaty, more agreeable to the Jeelings and situation
of the people, or a modification of the present one. It is scarcely necessary
to repeat to the War Department that I have again and iigain informed
l\'Ir. Ross, as well as most of the principal men, that there was not the
slightest hope of success in such an effort; that the President of the
United States would not receive any delegation sent for that purpose, or
listen, a moment, to any proposition ~he kind ; and that he was determined to have the tr~aty executed, 1n all its terms and conditions, as I had
always officially informed them.
From present appearances, I do not apprehend any serious oppositiOn to
the execution of the treaty. Possibly the appraisers may meet with some
opposition in the discharge of their duties among the Indians in North
Carolina. A small military escort, however, will be sufficient to enable
them to discharge their duties.
Dnring the whole period of holding the council, the Cherokees appeared
pacific in their language and cond~Ict, and, generally, conducted themselves
with as much order and propriety as the same number of men assembled
in any part of the United State1:l would have done. Prudence, however,
under existing circumstances, would dictate that a military force should be
kept in the country, and the smallest number of troops that I could recommend \"\fith propriety is six companies of regulars and two of mounted
volunteers. 'rwo of these I would station in Georgia, at New Echota, or
wherever the commiRsioners should locate themselves to discharge their
duties; two in North Carolina, at or near the mouth of Valley river; and
the remaining four companies at Calhoun. Should this force be kept in
the field during the coming winter, quarters will have to be provided for
the men.
I should be glad to know the views of the War Department on the
subject of this communication, as soon as circumstances will permit. The
discharge of the volunteers will depend on the probability of a regular
force being sent here. The Georgiar battalion will be disc~arged the 4th
of next month. If regular troops should not be sent to this country, and
volunteers should be stationed in Georgia, the Georgians are extremely
anxious that those volunteers should be taken from their own State.
Yerewith I en-close you a letter from Cuptain 'Holt, accompanied ·by one
from Governor Schley. I have informed the captain that I'had no use for his
company, and that I had no regular officer to spare for the ·purpose of mustering them agreeably to the wishes of the Governor. I could not-comprehend
. tbe volunteers under my command, who have engaged to serve the
tinned ·States for twelve months, ·shonld ·be discharged, whilst, in a neighboring State, they were raising and receiving into the service the same
description of troops.
I have the honor to be, -very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding in the Cherokee Country.

To the Hon. LEwis CAss,
Seaetary of War.
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E. T. AND C. ~ .,
Red Clay, September 28, 1S36.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF

SIR: You wiH proceed without delay, and report to Major
Jesup: and represent to him the pecuniary situation of your de
and, if practicable, obtain the requisite funds for discharging
contracted on account of the United States, for foragn, subsistence,
transportation, for Major Nelson's command. You will be retained
service until further orders, or until you have settled your accounts.
You will return as soon as practicable1 and report to me the result
your application to General Jesup.
I am, very respectfully,
...._
Your obedient servant
---.-}OHN E. 'v-ooL,

Brig Gen., Commanding in the Cherokee country.
To Lieut.

ELIAS HENDERsoN,

'

Quartermaster of Major Nelson's battalion.

E. 'r. AND c. N.,
Red Clay, Tenn., September 30, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY oF

SIR: Herewith, agreeably to the 65th article of the rules nnd
of war, I transmit the proceedings of a general court mctrtial, in the
of Lieutenant Gordon, of ·the GeOI1giu Highland battalion, com
by Major Nelson. I have only to add, that the battalion, including
tenant Gordon, will be discharged on the 4th October next ; the term
which they engaged to serve will expire on that day.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen., Commanding in the Cherokee nation.
To Brigadier General R. JoNE~,
,
Adjutant General.

E. T. AND C. N.,
Red Clay, Tennessee, September 30, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF

SIR: 1 have the honor to forward, herewith 1 an address of Brigadier
eral R. G. Dunlap, to the East Tennessee volunteers, dated at Athens,
14th September, 1836.
Lest the address may lead to erroneous impressions in regard to the
charge of General Dunlap from the service of the United Stat~s, I
deemed it proper to transmit the following statement, with letters from 1
inclusive.
The brigade of East Tennessee volunteers having been reduced to
companies, I did not consider myself authorized, by the regulations of
War Department, to retain General Dunlap and his staff beyond the
designated in the order of discharge, dated the 4th of Sept~mber, and
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No. 1. From the tenor of the address, however, the General appears to
have labored under some delusion on the subject of his discharge, and that
it was brought about by some secret management, or by some improper influence exerted over myself. It is unnecessary to say to the Secretary of
'Var, that there is not the slightest foundation for any suspicions of the
kind. It was an act entirely
own, ordered and executed without consnltinganyperson whatever; and because I no longer considered myself, under
the circumstances, authorized to continue him in the service of the United
States; and it may not be improper to add that, but for the duties assigned
him in my letters of instructions to him of the 4th and 12th August, marked 4 and 5, he would, however, have been discharged some weeks earlier
than he was.
In reference to the General's correspondence with the President of the
United States, although it appears to have had for object the removal of his
brigade from my eorim1and, I shall make no other comment, than it was
without my knowlege or consent.
In relation tD his application to be discharged, I can only say, that, althm1gh he expressed great desire to enter another service, I did not think
at th~ time he had any serious wish to be discharged the service of the
United States. He certainly made no application of the kind in writing;
and I am equally certain that I rriade no agreement to retain him in the service a short time to make an excursion throug-h the Cherokee nation.
Upon the complaint, however, of several Cherokees, that the Georgia guard,
at Spring Place, had captured some twenty or more Cherokees, and were
<tbont to send them to the west with some Creek Indians, [ sent an express,
with orders marked No. 2, to Captain Vernon, who was on his way to New
Echota, to call at Spring Place and ascertain if the complaint was true, and,
if it was, to investigate the transaction, &c. The express I believe had left
only a short time when Genera) Dunlap called at my qnarters, when the subject of complaint was mentioned, and lest serious difficulties might grow
out of the meeting of the Georgia gun,rd and the Te1messee volunteeers, I
dil'eeted General Dnnlap to proceed to Spring Place without delay, and sup~rintend the executio·1 of the instructions already sent to Captain Vernon.
Having performed this service, he returned to Athens, and reported to me
the result; which was the release of about twenty Indians claimed by Mr.
J. A. Bell as Cherokees. In the mean time, other complaints had been made
of encroachments on the rights and privileges of the Cherokees residing in
Georgia by white men. I sent instructions marked 4 and 5, to General
Dnnlnp, witf1 .orders to proceed without delay to N~w Echota, and other
parts of the Cherokee nation within the limits of Georgia, and give mutual
.protection to both white and red men residing in that section of the country.
After. attending to these duties, and giving such orders as he deemed necessary m the several cases brought before him, he returned to Fort Cass, and
transmitted to me a report of his proceedings, when, having no further services for him to perform, I discharged him the service of the United States.
Of so much of the General's address as relates to the pay of the volunteers
who \Ver.e ordered home to wait without pay the further orders of the President of the United States, I would observe that I extremely regret that he
shonld have considered it necessary to his vindicntio.n to have treated the
su~jeet in the manner be has, for, of all the officers of the volunteers under
my command, he certainly most urged and most approved of the memure, as
s~t forth in general order marked 6, and herewith sent.

my
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His remarks in relation to the causes which induced me to receive
volunteers who were ordered home, requires no comment. My reasons
the act have already been transmitted to the Secretary of vVar. See
communication to the War Department, of the 20th of August last.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL.
Brig. Gen., Commanding in the Cherokee coz~nt1'y.
To C. A. HARRrs, Esq.,

Acting Secretary of lYar.

To

THE EAsT TENNESSEE

VoLUNTEERs:

Citizen soldiers : On the 12th in st., at Camp Cuss, I met with a letter
General 'tVool: informing me that myself and staff had been discharged from
the service of the United States, on the 8th inst., by instructions from the:
·war Department. My only regret at leaving this laure1less region is, that
I am compelled, by a strange force of circumstances, to leave in the
kee service any portion of the volunteers who had, with snch gene
fidelity and unanimity, called me to the head of a brigade that would h
honored any field, in any age.
Bnt circumstances of a peculiar character have separated us, w
have been the result of the President's political papers issued from the
mitage not having been duly respected by the Secretary of vVar or
Commanding General of the Cherokee nation.
You were decoyed into this loathsome service by the Jetter of the
ta.ry of vVar, and Governor Uannon 1s proclamation. But I am vvell s
ed that Gov. Cannon honestly believed that the whole Tennessee
was designed for the seat of war;. and consequently called you to the
nation. Soon after the organization of the brigade, I wrote to the
dent, giving him what information I had relative to the affairs of the
borders, in order that he might .draw his deductions upon the n
of sending forces to that point for the national defence. I tendered
the services of the brigade which I had tile honor to command,
pledge that we would march to any point that duty might direct.
deeply mortified at the disappointment that the volunteers first
home met with, and used every effort jn my power to afford the
opportunity to exhibit their chivalry aHd prowess. I knew that no
nesseean, emulous of character, would willingly waste his time in the C
kee nation, but aU were alike anxious to be where they could render
honorable duty to their country. 'I1he President answered my letter
Kingston, on his way from \Vashington to the Hermitage, and stated,
he had not been sufficiently informed of the state of things on the fron
to know whether it would be proper to order tr0ops to that point; that
intended to preserve our neutrality with Mexico; and that due
would be paid to the chivalry of the Tennessee volunteers, should
forces be required. I sent a second express to the President, pressing
the services of my brigade should be called to some other quarterJ and
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quested to be informed of the probabiiity of either myself or any portion of
my command being ordered to the west. The President referred the gen.
tleman who bore my express to his letter to Gov. Cannon, and requested
him to state to me, that as soon as he should be ad vised of the necessity of
more troops being wanted, that he would write me ; and. to assure me that,
if the defence of the country required it, that he would order myself and
brigade to the frontier. In the face of &11 this, Capt. Williams's company,
together with myself and staff, have been discharged, before a sufficient
time had elapsed to develop the true situation of affairs on the western
borders. As soon as I learned that General Gaines hn.d made a requisition on
Tennessee for are giment of volunteers, I sent Capt. V. M. Campbell on express
to the Governor, tendering an organized regiment from my command ; and,
as ten companies had been notified that they would be discharged in a few
.days, I immediately made a call on the.m for their services to meet this requisition ; seven out of the ten companies, with a spirit which had characterised the whole corps, offered their services. The Governor received five of
these, and directed me to make the selection, which I did without delay,
and ordered them to march to the point of rendezvous. Still, fortune denied these generous spirits an opportunity to prove whether the sons of
Tenne~see had degenerated. I was well assured, from my own views of
things, that there was no chance to have my brigade ordered to Florida,
notwithstanding· its services were offered to both the Governor and President, for any point threatened with the perils of an enemy within the
United States. I a;m, however, · truly rejoiced that General Atm~trong's
brigade has been ordered to that service. Ne\v glorie~ will follow his
march through a country that has baffled the sh:lll of our best generals.
Bnt it seems that no honorable achievernents in the battle field are reserved
for the noble and the brave of our mountains and valleys. vVhen General
Wool discharged ten companies from my brigade, 1 applied to him to be
discharged with them; he seemed to be reluctant to do so. I then agreed
to remain a short time, and make an excursion through the nation, with the
double hope that I could possibly do some good by endeavoring to induce
the Cherokees to snbmit to the late treaty, in the mean time, that facts might
<>ccnr which would justify and induce tbe President to order my brigade
to the western frontier or to Florida.
I went forthwith to the Cherokee nation, <md had released some friendly
Indians, claimed to be Creeks,· hut connected with the Cherokees, some of
whose ancestors had fought by the side of General Jackson at the battle of the
Horse Sho€, which the Maury guards in Georg-ia, distinguished alone for
its cruelties and oppressions, had in custody and in chains. This gave the
Cherokees a pledge that their rights and feelings would be protected and 1'<;)spected. After this, the Tennessee troops were hailed by the Indians,
wherever they marched: as their fi·iends. f saw many of the chiefs of the
nation, and advised them to submit to the !nte treaty1. as I believed it was
their interest us well as that of the United States to do so, although it is
well known that it was made by the management of faithless agents, and
against the wishes and authority of the nation. The manner in which the
Cherokees received the Tennessee troops, and the belief that their conduct
inspired, that the faith and prornises of · the Government would, on this occasion, be redeemed, induced me to belie'\'e that a faithful protection would
secure n. submission to the treaty. I returned, made a report to General
Wool, expecting soon to be discharged; otherwise to resign. I soon after re-
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ceived an order to visit all the military posts in the Cherokee nation, ·
in the States of Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, and North Carolina.
forthwith visited all the posts within the first three States, and gave
Cherokees (the whites needed none) all the protection in my power,
attempted to redress their violated rights, which can be seen in my
to GeneraPWool. On my way, I met the President's letter to ~n\l'lll' 11 ""
Cannon, which presented some hope that I would be ordered with my
mand to the defence of the western horders. 'rhis again induced me
then to leave the service.
'
lVI v course in the nation has excited the hatred of a few of the law!
rabble in Georgia) who have long played the part of unfeeling petty
and that to the disgrace of the proud character of gallant soldiers
citizens.·
·
I bad determined, and so expressed myself to \he officers under my
mand, that I would never dishonor the 'Tennessee arms in a servile ser
by aiding to carry into execution, at the point of the bayonet, a treaty
by a lean minority against the will and authority of the Cherokee people
especially, when I knew that one eqnally~ as f::tvorable to the character
interest of the United States, conld have beAn made with the legiti
powers of the nation. The brigade which I commanded was called
service for the ostensible object of protecting the country against the
mored hostilities of the Cherokees. And to this point I was always
and willing to act, without stopping to inquire into the cause which
threaten the peace of my country. But I soon discovered that the India
had not the most distant thought of a war with the United Stutes: notwith.
standing the common rights of humanity and justice had been denied
The faithless and crnel conduct of their contemptible oppressors, tending to
excite every other than kind feelings towards the Government of the Unit ..
ed States and its citizens, all failed to produce any acts of hostility. Is it
then remarkable that Tennesseeans, who had ),1lounted their war-steed~t
emulous for the discharge of a soldier's duty, should feel mortified at ·
checked in their career for honor and usefulness by being quartered in th&
Cherokee nation?
We have certainly fallen upon evil times, when a course of conduct i!t
pursued by the favorite agents of the Government: which is to fasten on
the Indians deep rooted hostility towards the Government of the United
States, when it has long been her policy to send all the Indian tribes west
of the Mississippi in clnstered neighborhoods. It seems to me that a wise
policy, aside from the dictates which should rule a christian people, would
forbid any conduct but that which would secure the friendship of the Indians on a defenceless frontier.-

Citizen soldiers :
You who have been ordered home to awnit further orders of the Government, and you, who have been discharged after nearly one month's.
·service, have been wronged, in my honest opinion, by the late order of the.
!President of the Unitr.d States, in which he has refused you pay for the
sacrifice of your time, yonr money, and your feelings. 'l"'hose in service
have not received as mnch pay, according to my construction of the lawt
as they are entitled to, and I conceive it my duty to bring this subject to.
the consideration of the Secretary of War, which shall be done as early as
possible. In doing this, I am well assured that no mercenary passion Jed
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yon with so much eagerness to rally at the call of your country, beneath
the national flag, determined to bear its unfurled stars and stripes proudly
through every peril that a common enemy might present. I am well convinced that every officer under my command, worthy to wear the badges of
his rank, who held in sacred charge a large portion of the pride and chivalry
of our country: would willingly have made a bonfire of their claims upon
the Government, if they could have been ordered to a field \Vhere duty
and honor wonld have called into action the high qualities of the patriot
and the soldier. But if a benign peace reigns over the land, you should
be contented with that consolation which you must justly feel, in having
given a ready obedience to the precepts and examples of yonr fathers, in
times that are gone, but the remembrnnce of which lives in vivid colors
both in the history and tradition 0f your country. I consider the Tennessee volunteers ns a part of the ten thousand which the act of Congress of 23d
May nuthorized the President to receive; and that they are to be paid under
this act, and not the act of the 19th of March, which has an exclusive
application to the forces raised for the defence of Florida, by its own
terms.
'
'
'
At the passage of this act no war was prevailin o- except in Florida. Soon
after its passage the Creek war broke out, and a ~aH was made by General
G;lines for the defence of the western frontier; and these are the incidents that
induced the passage of the act of 23d May last. By the provisions of that
act, volunteers are placed upon the same footin~, in all respects, except as
to clothiPg, with similar corps of the United States arllly. The first section of this act fixes the character of the East Tennessee volunteers, and
proves beyond controversy th at this is a cavalry corps, and that the officers
and soldiers are entitled to all the privilerres and immunities of a similar
corps i:1 the United States army. This se~tion provides, "That the President of the United States be, and he herebv is, authorized to accept volunteers, who may offer their service either as ·infantry or cavalry, not exceeding ten thousand men, to serve six or t\vel ve months after they shall have
arnved at the place of rendezvous, unless sooner discharged ; and the said
volunteers shall fnrnish their own clothes, and, if cavalry, their own
horses, and wh en mustered iuto service shall be armed and equipped at
the ex:pensc of the Uni ted S tates." The Tennessee volunteers Yvere
mounted, a11~1 cavalry to all intents and purposes, and it was at the election of th,] Governmeat to arm them \Vith s words and pistols, or rifles
and mnskcts; and consequ ently they mnst be paid as cavalry, with the exception of the Brigadier G eneral. . This officer is unknown to the cavalry
corps ns orgnnized in the army of the United States, aud, of course, he is
only entitled to the rights and immunities of an infantry officer.
At the time of the rendezvous of the volunteers, to the honor and astoni5hment of the country, we had 2,500 instead of the 1,250 called for by the
Secretary of War. General vVool had allowed me to read his instructions
from the department, which authorized him to call on the Governors of
Tennes~ee and Georgia for any forces which he might deem necessary for
the service over which he bad been ordered to assn me the command. I
was extremely solicitous that the patriotism of no volunteer should be rebuked, by not being received, in the midst of a general apprehension of
Imlian hostilities in almost every quartP.r.
Governor Cannon gave G eneral Vv~ ool a copy of a letter from General
Gaines, stating the probability that a new requisition would be made on
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Tennessee, as the pea·ce of the western frontier was again threatened
.savage war. I further informed General vVool, that I had, a few
fore my arrival at Athens, received a letter from my brother, (W. C.
lap, M. C.,) from Washington, informing me that he had an jnterview
the President, at my request, in relation to the dPstination of the East
nessee brigade. The President informed him that we were intended,
the present, for the Cherokee nation; but if no troops should be
there, we would be ordered either to the Creek nation or Florida; .and
he would receive all the volunteers offered in Tennessee, as he not
wanted them for the Creek nation and Florida, but also for ihe
frontier. At this time, the whole south and southwest was
threatened, with a general Indian war. I presented these facts
Woo], believing that it would meet with the approbation of the
for him to receive all the East Tennessee vnlunteers, as it would be
paring an organized force, ready, at a moment's warning, to march to
point which the exigencies of the country might require. I mo
stated to General Wool, that: from my knowleclge of General Jackson,
was no man in the nation, when the peace of the country required ·
would take more pleasure in paying due respect to the voluntary,pa
which had brought together such a noble array of gallant spirits on the
·Of July; and that, in receiving the volunteers under the circnmstan
would meet 'with the cheering approbation of every generous and en
ened citizen throughout the Union.
The volunteers that have been ordered home to await the further
of the President, and that have been discharged, were H1ustered and
ceived into the service of the United States, bv an officer with com
authority from the VVar Department, and the· motive or object for
they were received has nothing to do with legalizing the act. 'This
tion could only arise upon the arraignment of the officer for an i
exercise of his authority. If this view of the subject be correct,
conclusive to my mind, t.Pe only manner in which the President can
his constitutional aid to enable the volunteers to receive compensation
their services, is, to order his paymaster to settle ai1d liquidate their clai
as duty, in my humble judgment, requires him to do.
The only question remaining is, how long shall the volunteers be
for? Those who have been discharg0d: can only, be paid to that
Those who hav-e been ordered home. to await the further orders of
President of the United States, are entitled to pay until they are l
discharged, in my honest opi11ion.
If a.n officer cannot nlter the term of service, he certainly ha~ as
right to withhold the pay of the soldier during that service. The
teers were mustered into service on the 8th July, (most of them for
months,) at the expiration of which time they will be erititled to th
charge, otherwise it will be competent for the Government to order
home and into service, with as rnany repetitions of such order, with or
out pay, as whim might direct, long after the expiration of the t
months. Such manifest violence to the· spirit and language of the act
Congress which calls the volunteers into service for a fixed period, (six
twelve months,) unless soouer discharged, will not be sustained. by
respectable jurist. Is the time of the volunteers daily-expiriug and
tinning? if so, it is clear to my mind that their right to pay 1s a
consequence, and cannot be withheld except by arbitrary rules.
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The President, in his letter to Governor Cannon, states, that he had
ordered the Secretary of War to apportion the 10,000 volunteers which he
was authorized to receive, among several of the States, \vhich was done;
and that as the present number in Tennessee exceeded her portion, that,
therefore, the levy was thus far illegal. Since the apportionment, which
had no other effect than an order, power was given to General Wool ~o
receive volunteers without any restriction as to numbers ; which was, 111
legal effect, a countermand of this order of apportionment; the whole
number still received does not exceed the 10.000. The Te11nessee volunteers are a portion of this corps. It was co~npetent for the President or
any of his authorized officers to have received this whole corps from any
one Btate, by the act of the 23d of May, and this apportionment gave no
right to any State further than as an order in its legal execrution may have
carried with it.
It may be that General "\Voo1, should it become necessary, may place his
vindication on a different question, one wholly consistent with the spirit
and letter of his instructions, us he very properly mny do; my views only
presume a motive honorable and patriotic. He was a stranger in the
country, nnd the co;1fiicting rumors of Cherokee hostilities, produced, no
doubt, by interested and unworthy men, may have illduced him to recei_ve
and retain u force sufficient to meet any emerg-ency which might anse
within his cmnmand. His orders on the must~r rolls of those captains
ordered home, by which they were mustered and received, does not give
arguments, nor designate any service for which they were intended, aside
from the Cherokee service, they being a part .o f the army of East Tennessee
volunteers, which fixes the question bevond doubt; as his power was only
limited by his discretion as to the number of yolunteers l;e rnight call for
or recPivc from eiiher the Govern.or of T ennessee or Georgia.
l'~rom every view of the subje'ct, I am firmly convinced that the Ea?t
Tenaessee volunteers are a pQ.rt of the ten thousand which the President 1s
authorized to receive; that they have been legally mustered and recei':'ed;
and those discharged ar~ unquestionably entitled to pay up to that time,.
and those naw holdino- themselves in readiness for further orders must be
paid until dischnrged.~f the law be executed.
In making this ]ust vindication o{ the rights· of the volunteers, I wish it
distinctly understood, that it 1s done ·without the knowledge or consent of
General ·wool; I have not consulted him on this subject) and nothing
would be a source of more regret to me, than that an act of justice to those
who intrusted their righrs and character to my keeping should be the cut:se
of bringing him in collision with tbe Government, whose wishes and mterests, I am sure, he has vigilantly endeavored to gratify and sustain.
General \Vool received the East Tennessee volunteers under circumstances that did credit both to his heart and head. But fortune is capricious
i bestowing her gifts npon ihe character of the soldier. When success
crowns his efforts, his merit is then settled, aud the praises of the poet and
th orator nre lavished upon him; but if a failure ensues, even under the
rarest development of skill and valor, the denunciations of the vulgar or
d signing are too often made the basis of cabinet censure, and:_unfortunately
t; r truth aud justice, too frequently give pbint and character to the pen of
tho historian.
· 'I trnst that bis excellency Governor Cannon will take high grouud,
nnd ask the Tennessee Leo-islntnre for that cou1pensation to the volunteers
~
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\Vhich their genuons offers and sacrifices so jnstly merit.
sent state oCthings, this is, perhaps, the only successful course to
Every citizen who is proud of his State, and feeJs for the injuries
the volnnteers have sustained, will no doubt rejoice at such an hon
mode of relief.

Cil'i.zen soldiers:

I

,.-rhe manner in which both the officers and soldiers have disc
their duty merit my cordi~t.l and decided approbation, and cannot
seen re to them the thanks and gratitude of their country.
That confidence which yon have so kindly manifested for me during
command, impresses me with the deepest and liveliest sense of gratitude.
I sincerely trust, that amidst the many changing seenes of life, an
tunity may yet occur which may enable me to discharge some of the
gations which your fidelity has created, which has only been equalled
my desire to advance your character and protect your rights; may each
all of yon receive that reward due from the just and the generous, for
toils and emb~rra~sments, incident to the Cherokee service, which
been mnch more perplexing than the usual dangers and privations of
camp, is the hope and wish of
Your humble servant,
R. G. DUNLAP.
A'I:'HENs,

8eptember 14, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

E. 1..,.

AND

C. N.,

Red Clay, October 6, 1836.
S1 R : Herewith 1 have the honor to forward a monthly return of
volnnteer~ under my command in the Cherokee nation, for the month
Septemb\~r·last.
I also forward general ordPr No. 55, relating to the
charge of the Georgia volunteers, under the command of Major C.
Nelson, and a letter to Lieutenant Elias Henderson, dated September
1836, relating to the same, and his intention to settle the ::~ccounts of
battalion, contracted on account of the United States.. 1,hcse debts h
heen contracted f(•r snhsistence, for forage, and transportation, throu
that sc.'ction of the country in which tl1ey have been operating, for
purpose of hunting and collecting refugee Creeks.
rrhese ACCOUnts I have refused . to have any thing to do with.
because they .were principally contracted previous to tl1eir becoming su
to my anthonty or command; secondly: because they are numerous,
contracted under the most favorable circumstances; thirdly, because
would take an officrr, which l have not to spare, n month to collect
arrange the accounts in proper form. I arri, moreover, unwilling, u
any circnmstanees, to become in any way responsible for the contracts
this battalion, whieh, 1 have no doubt, will amount to more than
residnc of my command ; and yet they may all be proper and just.
I have already in formed yon of my reasons for establishing this
The council broke up and dispersed a few days since; the object
determination of which were set forth in n communication addressed to
by J'lr. John Ross and others, dated tl1e 30th of September, and tra
to the vVar Department the 2d instant. Although the determination is
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re!ist the late treaty made between the United States and the Cherokee
nation, it does not appear that they intend to resist its execution by force
of arms; nor do I apprehend any difficulty until after the delegation: nppointed for that purpose, has made au attempt to make a new treaty, or
modify the present one. If they should be unsuccessful, which I have uo
doubt will be the case, difficulties may arise which may require a much
larger force than I have at present 1 to preserve the peace of the conn try.
A large majority of the nation is decidedly opposed to the present treaty,
and will probably continue so until checked by a more determined policy
than has heretofore been pursued, and y,rhich the War Department bas been
unwilling to adopt. Since the council dispersed, it is reported that threats
have been made by some of the Valley River Indians against those who
are in favor of the treaty; and it is thought they will kill 'rhompson, who
has heretofore been an influential man in the nation, and I have llenrd
that one man said if the delegation recently appointed to make a new
treaty, did not succeed, war would be the consequence. I have ordered an
investigation into these rumors, and: if found correct, to apprehend and
confine the individuals. "'\Vith these remarks, I would call your attention
to my last communication, on the subject of employing a military force in
this country. I have seen nor heard nothing since to change my opmious
then expressed, as to the force which ought to be kept in this country.
For the present, we ought to have u.t least six ft,lll companies of regular
infantry and two of cavalry, or mounted men, stationed in different parts
of the Cherokee country. This force 1 with a prudent, but determined
commander, who will d.eal justly, honorably, and faithfully with the~e
people, might prevent all difficulties, and insure the execution of the
treaty.
I am about to establish a camp at New Echota, where another council
of the Cherokees is to he held, to commence on the lOth instant. Mv
object is merely to watch their movements, aud to prevent distnrba11ces
which may arise from the meeting of the parties of Ridge and Ross. The
object of the council, on the JOth instant, is to sustain the treaty.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. 'VOOL,
Brig. Gen., Corn'ng -in the Cherokee country.

To Brig. Gen. R.

JoNES:

Adjutant General.

HEAD QUARTERS, ARMY EAST TENN. AND

c. N.,

Fort Cass, Tennessee, October 11, 1836.
Sm: Herewith I forward a return of the regular troops under my com~
mand for the month of September last.
Ofthe four compat-.ies at Red Clay, two have been ordered to New
.Echota, and the other two to Ross's Landing, excepting thirty men: under the
command of Captnin M'Clellan, ordered to Camp Scott, to take charge of
the public property at that place until the quartermaster, ordered to General
Jesup for funds, returns and can dispose of it.
As soon as the conncil at New Echota <;tdjonrns, unless the commis·
sioners should desire them to remain for their protection, I shall order the
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two companies at that place to Ross's Landing. In relation
missioners, however, I have not yet heard of their arrival.
expected at New Echota as early as the lOth instant.
From this, Ross's Landing is 45 miles, to Spring- Place 40 miles, to
Ecbotn. 62 miles, to Valley river 77 miles, to Red Clay 25 miles, to A
15 miles, and from Athens to Valley river 62 miles. In the sprmg and
nnd during the rainy season, the roads are almost impassable, aud
hridges. The roads through the mountains of North Carolina are, at
time, tolerably good, having- been recently repaired by the volunteers.
\¥e have no blank returns or muster-rolls. We shall require
rolls for eleven companies at the end of this month, including the
at this post. Major Payne informs me that he has already written on
subject, but has received no answer.
I am, very respectfully,
Yours: &c.,
JOHN E. \VOOL.
Br,i gadier General Commanding,
To Brigadier General JoNEs,
Adjutant General.

,

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY EAsT 'l,ENN. ANb

C. N.,

Fort Cass, October 12, 1836.
Sru: l have the honor to present, herewith, a connected but short
of my. operations since I have had charge of the important trust con
me in this section of the country. Constant and laborious duties, from
time of my arrival nnti] the present moment, have prevented me from
forming this service sooner.
By instructions from honorable Lewis: Cass, Secretary of War, dated
20th June, 1836, I was directed to repair to this country without delay,
take command of the troops destined to operate in the Cherokee ·
These instructions required me to nse all proper means to allay any
ment that might exist among the Cherokees; to seek interviews
principal men of the natibn, and to urge upon them the necessity of
interfering and prevailing upon their people to remain quiet, and to
with the late treaty stipulations ; and, in case the necessities of the
should require it, to issue a. reasonable quantity of provisions to all su
evince a friendly disposition towards the United States, conformably to
eighteenth article of the late treaty; and, in case of hostilities Ol1 their
to employ such force as I might deem necessary to suppress them,
reduce them to unconditional submission; and, in case I flhould deem
force to be raised by the Governor of Tennessee insufficient for this
pose, I was authorized to call, for such additional force as 1 mi
necessary, upon the Executives of 1.'ennessee, Georgia, and North
Agreeably to the foregoing instructions, 1 set out, accompanied by
sistant Quartermaster Hetzel, United States army, on the 20t!J June, for
destined command, and travelled night and day, over the worst
roads, until I arrived at Knoxville. He're, I learned [it was np,.,l(l~. .....r~
purchase various sn pplies for the troops I was about to take co
'This occupied me and my assistant quarte,rmaster three days, when I
Athens, the place of rendezvous for the East Tennessee brigade of
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'mel's, where I arrived on the 4th July. Although 2,500 men, instead of
12001 as called for by the Seeretary of \Var, \vere marching on this
place, no preparation had been made to receive them. Every thing, therefore, was to be done immediately, with only Major M. M. Payne, Lieuten~
ant Howe, assistant commissary, and Lieutenant Hetzel, assistant quarter~
master, to assist me. Su b~istence, forage, store-houses, tents, and camp
equipage were to be provided before the 7th Jnly, the day the troops were
to be assembled. They commenced arriving on the 5th, and on the even
mg of the 7th, all were present, and all mounted except two companies.
At the request of Governor Cannon, I ordered them to be supplied with
!provisions and. forage.
On the 8th and 9th July, Governor Cannon organized this force of ~,500
men, according to the laws of Tennessee, into a brigade of three regiments,
:and turned it over to me, with Brigadier General Dunlap at its head. 'I' he
ntgent solicitation of the Governor, with a solemn pledge that the State of
Tennessee would pay the expenses, if the President of the United States
would write a letter from General Gaines to the Governor, request·
ing him to have, in readiness, (l believe,) a brigade of mounted men
for the southwestern frontier, and the rumors of the day of a general
war with the Indians on our western_ borders, all conspired to induce me to receive the whole number, on condition that the supernumeraries over and above the call of the Secretary of War, should
return to their homes, and there wait: without pay, the future call of the
President of the United States, or the Commanding General ot the Cherokee
forces. It was an organized force, and, as I considered, authorized by the
law of Congress of the 25th May, 1836, and ready to be called into active
service at any momei1t, with no other expense than what is allowed for
~oing to and returning from the place of rendezvous to their homes. It
was at least a prec~utionary measure, warranted by circumstances, indepei1··
dent of the pledge of the Chief Magistrate of a sovereign State, which no
officer could well refuse without giving offence to the State. Besides, it
prevented an excitement, the extent of which no man could foresee. ImJ
mediately after receiving them, I ordered Brigadier General Dunlap to reorganize the brigade into two regiments, of ten companies each, and ordered
the remaining companies, fourteen in number, besides one rejected, to their
h()mes~ and there wait, without pay, the future call of the President of the
Uaited States, &c. This occupied General Dunlap two days. During
this period, I ordered Lieutenant Howe, assistant commissary 1 to establish
depots of provisions for the troops which I intended for active s?rvice, at
Ross's Landing, Tennessee, at New Echota, Georgia, and at the mouth of
Valley river, in the mountains of North Carolina. At the same time, I or~
dered ten t~onsand rations to be deposited at each of the above depots, for
:the poorer class of Cherokees.
.
The brigade being re-organized, but having no ammunition for muskets,
and not being able to learn that any were on the way between any of the
United States arsenals and Athens, I armed such of the companies as I intended for immediate service with rifles, and ordered the necessary ammunition and equipments to be purchased and prepared at Athens. On the
11ith of July, I ordered Captain 1\'lorrow, a discreet, intelligent, and vigilant
officer, with his company, to make a tour of the greater part of the Ghero ..
kee nation, in order to ascertain the temper and disposition of the people,
and to disseminate the views of the Government, and to urge the ne~
4
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_cessity of remaining quiet, and of submitting to the terms of the late
On the same day, I ordered the two infantry companies to proceed
pair the road through the mountains of North Uarolinn, to the mot
Valley river.
.
On the 20th of July, Lirutenaut Howe, assistnut commissary, and
tenant Hetzel, assistant quartermaster, having made nrrangements for
porting the supplies previously required, I ordered five companies,
the command of Colonel Byrd, to Ross's Landing; one company, under
commaud of Captain Vernon, to Ne\v Echota; and five companies,
the co1nmand of Colonel Smith, to the mouth of Valley river. Each
rnand arrived at its destined position about the .same time, on the
July.
On the 27th of July, a few days more than a month after I left vV
ton, having travelled eight hundred miles, received, armed, and
a brigade of volunteers, established depots of provisions at three
positions in the Indian country, for both the troops and Cherokees,
paired thirty miles of road, I established my head quarters at the
of Valley river, in the mountain~ of North Carolina, in the midst of
most savage and warlike part of the Cherokee nation, where they
nearly or quite unanimously opposed to the late treaty.
to my instructions of the 20th Jnne, I nssembled the chiefs and
men residing in that section of the country: and endeavored to
on them, us well as the people in general, to submit to the te
the treaty, and to seud their poor, to receive from the United
rations and clothing. After three several meetings, without
to any conclusion, although they promised me they would, ou the
ject, at the last of these they abruptly separated, without waiting tor
arl'ival, or furnishing me any excuse for th~ir conduct. Such a cou
could view in no other light than as exhibiting stro·n g feelings of
to the treaty, if not a determination to resist its execution, and such
for prompt and decided measures. I immediately ordered a force t6
them and bring the principal men back to my head quarters; wh ·
done, and they \Vere confined for the night under gnard. The next
ing, they apologized for their conduct, and promised submission to the
of the treaty. As I could not rely on promises made under the ·
stances, I permitted them to return to their homes, with directions that
young men should bring in and deliver up their arms, which, to a
able extent, was complied with. This measure had the desired
did more to convince them that a treaty had been made with them,
they disavowed, than anything else. It is in vain to reason on the ,
with a people who are decided in their cQnviction that they have
treaty, and that, if they submit to its terms, they submit to that which
wrongfully deprive them of their rights. To carry out the measure, it
only be done by the presence of a military force, with a pr~ent, firm,
decided commander, who, whilst he would have the treaty executed,
deal fairly, frankly, and honestly with tbe Indians, and see that
protected in the enjoyment of all the rights and privileges secured to
by the treaty, at the same time checking all discussions calling in
its validity, and prohibiting all meetings having for their object an
result than a submission to its terms. Of the propriety of this cou
Government will be convinced before the treaty is executed.
On the lith August, I left Valley river to visit my cotmpand in
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nessee aad Georgia. On the 2d Angnst, I arrived at Fort Cass, where I
fonnd the troop.s, as well as every thing else subject to the control of Lieut.
H()we, in excellent order. He is an efficient officer, and attends to the
{aithful performctnce of all his duties.
{)n the 21st August, I sot out fqr Ross's Landing, to inspect the volunteers
nuder the com nand of c ,)lonel Byrd, second I~egiment East Tennessee
volunteers. These troops I found in as good order as could be expected,
hen officers and men were alike inexperienced i11 the duties of a soldier.
On the 25th, I set out for New Echota, whern I arrived on the 2ith of
August. The co:npany at this place, under the command of Capt. Vernon,
of the first regiment of tJast Tennessee volunteers, like Colonel Byrd's
command, I found undisciplined, but willing, obedient, and subordinate in
their disposition. In relation to the ~ast Tennessee volunteers generally,
I can say with truth, and I take pleasure in doing so, that, though unacquainted with the duties of a soldier, as was naturally to be expected, I
have ever found them subordinate and obedient; and it requires nothing
but discipline and experience to make them all that I could desire.
From New Echota, I proceeded to Red Clay, where I had ordered a camp
to be formed of four companies, to ''yatch the movements of tl11~ Cherokees,
and to prevent disturbances at the council, which was in session at that
place from the 15th to the 25th ultimp. During this period, the volunteers conducted themselves with order and propriety.
I had several interviews witlJ~. John Ross and other princ1pal meu of
the nation, on the subject of tile council, the object nf which was to explain
the conduct of the late tl.elegation at w·ashington, and to denounce the
treaty mrrde with the Cherokees, and ratified by the Senate of the United
States, the 25th May bst. I endeavored to convince him of the extreme
folly of any attempt to set aside or modify it. That if he persisted in the
course su7gested, he would not only bring down ruin on himself, but also
upon his friends. I informed him of the determination· of the President to
adhere to the treaty, and ::to have it executed in all its parts, terms, and conditions." I called,.tlis attention· to the situation ofthe Creeks, not only those
who had been engaged in the recent hostilities, but those who had been
friendly, ancl who had resided for many years in the Cherokee country, who
were now hunted and carried to the Creek emigrating camp, and forced .
to the west. I asked him if he was prepared to witness snch scenes among
his own people, which would inevitably be the result if he persisted in his
present policy. He repliecl that his will was that of his people. He should
submit the question to them, and abide the result. The result of the council has been transmitted to the 'Var Department.
From Red Clay I proceeded to this place, where I have been busily engnged since the 7th inst. in examining and signing abstracts of issues, and
making out my account with the Government of the United States.
I have only to add to the above, that I have done every tlung in my power,
not only to conciliate the Uherokees, but to protect them in all the rights and
privileges secured to them by the treaty. This they have no hesitation to
acknowledge. Scarcely a day passes that some complaint is not made that
a Cherokee has either lost a horse, a cow, a hog, or his house and lands, which
requires my interference. I think I have restored four stolen horses withiu
the last two weeks, and protected I)umb~rs in the possession of their houses
and lands and ferries. These, with the_supplies which I have furnished
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them ·in rations and clothing, ha~given me a cTaim to their confidence, w
my decided course has commanded their respect and obedience.
In relation to the force which ought to be employed in this country
existing circumstances, I beg leave to call your attention to my letters
the 12th September and the 6th October, addressed to the Adjutant
to neither of which have I received any reply.
I leave this in the morning for New Echota, where I have a CiU11}J of
compt.1.nies of volunteers, to \Vatch the movements of a council of
kees now sitting at that place, and to prevent disturbances which
arise between the parties of Ross and Ridge.
I have the honor ·to be,
With considerations of the highest respect,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Con1. ·in Cherokee ·Country.
Mr~jor

General A .. iVlAco:f\.tB,
Commanding the United ·~-.lates Army·.

P. S.-It is due to Major Payne to inform the General-in-Chief, that I
under obligations to him for his attention to the duties J:rqtlired of him.
has been almost constantLy engaged in mnsteJ ing and mspecting the
under my command; extending from Valley rive:r to CaH1m1n, f
houn to Ross's Landing, from thence to' New Echota, a.n d from the
place to Camp Scott,. on the Coosa river.
It is also pruper to remark to the General-i:tr-Chief, that Lie'EI
Hetzel, assistant quartermaster, and Assistant Surgeon ,Hitchcock, who
the general superintendence .of the medical department · in my comn)and
have been prompt and vigilant ii1 the discharge of their respective
The distance from this place to Valley river is 75 ·miles, from
river to Ross's La1-1ding 120 miles, from thence to New Eeho1a 60
from thence to Camp · Scott 40 mi1es, fmm Camp Scott to Calhoun
miles, and from this last place to Athens 15 ·miles ..
Of the brigade of East Tennessee 'Volmlteers, I discharged niue
panies on the 31st of July, one on the 30th ·0f August, and on the. September Brigadier General Dlmlap and -his staff.. 1 have now
my command, of East 'rennessee·volnnteers, one battalion of each reg
in aU' ten companies. Of these, it is probable, I :shall discharge six
panies at the end of this month; leaving only four c·ompani,es, two moun
and two infantry, for the' wi.nter.
JOHN. E. WOeL,
BPig. Gen. Commanding in:.C.

c.

HEAn' QuAR'i'EEsr ·Amw--v iEAs'l' TEN'N. ·A-ND C. 'N.,

·Fort' Cass, November~ 2, 1836.
·SIR: ·r hatre the'nonor· to acknowledge !he !ecffipt of your · collntnllfnii~
tion of the 12th,· and ycmr several commumcatiGns· of the. l7lh
answer to. which; I wonid·· ~espectfuUy_ request that y()tfwiU..do .me the
to inform the President of 't he United'· States that it has not-only ·been
pleasure. (as it ever will be so long as! I hold a commission in the service
the United States) to obey all· orders emanating from the President, bnt to
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spa.te no e:-tertions to discharge every trust con:fided to me in such a manner
as to merit his high approbation, as \Veil as .that of my countrymen in
general. It was with such feelings that I entered upon the discharge of
the important dnties assigned to me in the Cherokee country; and I can
as::;nre the President that, since I have been in command in this country, I
have earnestly, perseveringly, firmly, and faithfully, endeavored to discharge
my dnties, and to carry out the objects of the Govern merit; at the same time,
pursuing a just and honorable conrse towards both . ~he red and the white
mau; and which, I doubt not, would have accomplished, iri due time, the
fulfilment of the treaty lately entered into between the United States and
{he Cherokees. Of this, I am sure t~e President wilt be convinced, when
he is made acqaainted with all the tJcts in relation to my course; and so
soon as I have completed the arrangements required by the last instruc~
tions from the War Department, I will transmit a report to the department,
which I shall request to be laid before him. As it is evident, however, from
the communications I have received and the restrictions imposed upon me,
that I do not possess that confidence which should belong to a military
comm::mder in this country, peculiarly situated as it is, I would most earn·
estly, but respectful! y, request, in order that auother may be sent possessing
more of the President's confide.nce, that I may be recalled from this com·
man d.
In the mean time, tbe department may be assured that all the orders of
the President, in rela.ti,m to John.· R9ss and his associat~s, together .with
those relating to the commissioners, will be promptly arid .Jai,th(u)Jy fi}~e·
cuted. It may not, how~ver, be practicable to comply with so 1nuch.as relates
to John Ross and his colleagues, as · they have, some ' time since, departed
for Arkansas.
·
So mnch of the instructions of the 12th ultimo as relate to the wjth.
drawal of the Tennessee volun.teers from Georgia,. I.have co~pli~dw~th,
as to consult Governor Lumpkm, (the other comm1sswner not havmg yet
arrived,) who ag-rees with me, that two companies only are n~v~.s~ary . this
time to give protection to that por,tion of ~he Ch~rokee coun,( ry \vit~in: t~e
limits .of Georgia . . I ..est, howev.er, circumstanc~s .w~g.ht arisc .wbich would
make 1t necessary to call for a greater number, It was agreed ,t hat I should
req~1est the Governor of Georgia to qave _in ,reacline~s a battalion of
volunteers, to be composed of three companies of mo~1i1ted .m.en,and two
of itifantry, to serve twelve .months, unless _s,o~me~ discharged. T,hjs I have
done. Two of tht;!se co~panies will be cal.led in~~ seryice, as soon,I)..S they
can be raised, ~!1~ the _re~ainder of the battalion ,to ne .,~u9J~?t .0: t~~ .~&11
of the Comm~ndmg Q~peral of the Ch~rqkee f~rc,fis, ~Q~n, ,~n. J;lJ$"' Opi~J~n,
t~e public servi,ce m!g_h~ req~i~e . it. rr:l1e -!;>atta;liqn is to ,be".BI~.c~d :ul1d.~r
tHe eommand oC a fi~ld offi~er, \Yi~h ,tl)e F'':tjk: 'of ',wajor, .~~po JV.l.u·-l>e '<;ft1led
ihtO service with. the t\vo .Gompa11ies'..t9 pe .iin!n.e~iiately Jfl~~~d, iind .~t~Ron¢d
W{t·New Echota. !\rom *e . frirpqwstan.<;e .,tl:t,at . bp.t .9n·Ep r:co,Jill,lliss~op.er
pt~ent, and ~ I was instructed .to co~isult. b~~li, • I .Jl~ve ppt ~et call~d
~~ ·~e Governor~ of ~Nor~h Q~r9lma_ and 1 A:It:t\>~~pa~Gpyelnor ~~plP,l~m,
- e r2 not ~e~m~ng 1 1t necessary.
Iri consequence o'£ *e, pacitic ..appe~rfln~e of, tpe Chero}}e~:s, flOd "'fter
~n~ting Governor ~~J,l.-mpkin on tQe .s~1bject,. I .Q.,ad ·or~~red,' ftve c9.mf>A~nes of Tennes~ee voluh_tee~s · to tli:is
witlftlie v.i~w pf.f].istbargif}g
tbem; but on receiving th~ instruc:;tikns of t}Je l~th ultill)o,,the QfQ.er· wa.s
<Changed to comport with' the ·views of the department, and the five com-
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panies ordered home 1 to wait the future orders of the President of the
United States, or the Commanding General of the Cherokee forces 're
have now five companies of East Tennessee volunteers in the field; two
at VaHey river in the mountains of North Carolina; two ut or uear Ross's
Landing, Tennessee; and one at New Echota, Georgia. This last com.
pany, as soon as the Georgia volunteers are organized, will be sent to Gunter's Landing, Alabama, unless tt.e commissioners should d~em it advisable
to call for troops from that State} in which rase it will be stationed at son~e
point in Tennessee, or ordered home.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To C.

Esq.,
Acting Secretary of JVar.

A / HARR 1s,

E. T. AND c. N.,
Fort Cass, Tenn., November 6, 183G.
SIR: Agreeably to my communication of the 2d, instant 1 I have the
honor to transmit a report of my conduct as an officer, and the course I
have pursued since I took charge of the important trust confided to me in
this section of the country, connecting therewith a part of the correspon·
dence relating thereto, between the Secretary of War and myself, with the
confident expectation that, so far from finding cause to censure my course
since] have commanded in the Cherol\ee country, my conduct throughout
will command your high approbation as well as that of my countrymen in
general.
By my instructions from the Hon. Lewis Cass 1 Secretary of \-Var: dated
the 20th of June last, I was directed to repai1· to this country without dehtyr
and take command of the troops <fustined to operate in the Cherokee conntry ; to allay all excitement which might exist .among the Cherokees; to
seek interviews with the principal men of the nation, and to urge upon
them the necessity of their interferin!f and prevailing l'ipon their people to
remain quiet: and to comply with the late treaty stipulations; and, in case
the necessities of the people should require them, to furnish, conformable
to the 18th article of the treaty: a reasonable qnantity of provisions to all
such as evince a friendly disposition to the United States; and, ih casr. of
hostilities on their part, to employ such force as I might deem necessary to
suppress them, and subdue them to unconditional submission ; and in case
I should deem the force to be raised by the Governor of Tennessee insnfii.
cient, I was authorized to call for such additional force as I might deem
necessary, upon the Executives of Tennessee, Georgia, and North Carolina.
Agreeably to my instructions, I set out, accompanied by Assistant Quar·
termaster Hetzel, on the 20th of June, the day on which. I received them1
and travelled night and day unfil I arrived at l{noxville. Here I met with
Lieutenant Howe, assistant commissary, from Fort Cass, fro~p .\vhom 1
learnt that it would be necessary to purchase, at this place:' various sup.
plies for the troops I was about to take command of. This occupied me
HEAD QUARTERS', ARMY
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and my as.:;!stant qun.rternuster three days, when I left for Athens, the

pbce of rendezvous for the brigade of Bast ,..rennessee volunteers, where
I arrived 0~1 the 4th of July. Althongh twenty-five hundred men were
nnrching o:1 this phea, instead of twelve hundred, as called f'Or by the
Secretary of War, no prep:uation ha:l been made to receive them.

Every

thing, therefore, was to be done immediately, with only Major M. M:. Payne,
LieLttcnant H1wJ, and Lie tttenn.nt Hetzel, to assist me. Subsistence, forage,
store-houses, camp ec1uipage, and tents, were to be provided before the 7th
of July, the day the tro.1ps were to ass.J mble. They commenced arriving
on the 5th, and o:1 the 7th all w0re pr,~sJnt, and all mounted, except two
companies, and without the mJans of providing themselves with provisions
ot· fong~. At the re'1 aest of Governor Cannon, I furnished them with
both.
On the 8th and 9th of July, Governor Cannon organized this force,
accordin5 to the laws of Tennessee, into a brigade of three regiments, and
tnrntd. it over to me, with Briglldier G.anera.l R. G. Dunlap at its head. I
o~1iected to recei wing it. B.1t, on the nrge~1t solicitations of the Governor,
with a solemn pledge that the State of Tennessee W9uld pay the expense
if the President would not authorize it ; a letter from G.:mera.l Gaines to
the Governor, requesting him to hn.ve (I believe) a brjgade of mounted men
in readines3 for the southwestern frontier; and the rumors of the day, of
a general w::tr with the Indja.ns on our western borders, all conspired to
induce me to receive the whole number, on condition that the supernumeraries, over and above the call of the Secretary of 'Var, should retnrn to
their home::;, aud there wait, withont p:1y, the future call of the President of
the United States, or the Commanding General of the Chero.kee forces.
It was an organized force, and ready, at any moment, with no other exp0nsc than is allowed for going to, and returning from, the place of rendezvous to their homes. It was at least a precautionary measure, and, as I
concciveJ., warranted by circumstances, indep:mdent of the pledge of the
chief of a sovereign State, which no officf~r could refuse without giving
offence to tbe State. Besides, it prevented an excitement, the extent of
which no man conlcl foresee: and which, 1 have no doubt, would have
been turned against myself and the administration if I had not received
them, and more especially if I had disregarded the pledge of the Governor.
For, I would ask, what justification conld I have offered to the volunteers
for not receiving them, after the State of Tennessee was pledged, through
its chief, to pay the expense? Besides, I had little doubt, whether or not Ireceived them, that Congress would, under the circumstances, pay the expense
of going- to and returning home from the place of rendezvous. And in
this opinion, it would seem, I am sustained by the high authority of the
President himseif; for: although he censured me for receiving them, he
says, in a communication to the acting Secretary of War, dated the 7th of
Angust, '"those men obeyed the summons of their country, and ought not
to snfrcr for the indiscretion of those who caused more of them to turn out
thnn would be received into the service. 'They ought to be paid for their
travel and expense to, at, and from the place of rendezvous, and Congress
will doubtless pass the necessary law. Their promptness in tendering
their services, and eqnipping thernsel ves for the field: is a high evidence of
patriotism, and deserves the· tLanks of tb.c country." I may have done
wrong, hnt, under the circumstances, I do not perceive ho'\17 I could have
avoided receiving the volunteers.
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Itwas p,nder such circumstances that I received the brigade, and imme·
diately ordered Brigadier General Dunlap to re-organize it into two regiments of ten companies each, and ordered the remaining companies, fourt~en in number, besides one rejected, to their homes, and there wait, without pay, the future call of the President, &c. This occupied General
Dunlap two days. During this period, I made arrangements with Lieutenant Howe, assistant commissary, to establish depots of provisions for
the troops, which I intended for active service at the mouth of Valley river,
in the JllOUntains of North Carolina, at Ross's Landing, in Tennessee, and
at New Echota, Georgia; at the same time, I ordered ten tl~ousand rations
to be deposited at each of the depots, for the poorer class of Cherokees.
The brigade being re-organized, but having no ammunition for muskets1
and not being able to learn that any was on the way between any of the
United .States arsenals. and Athens, I armed such of the companies, except
three, as I inte.n ded for . immediate service, with rifles, and ordered the
neces~ary ammunition and equipments to be purch~sed a'nd prepared at
Athens. On the 16th July, Captain Morrow, an intelligent, discreet, and
vigilant officer, being ready, I directed him, with his company, to make a
tour of the greater part of the Cherokee nation, in order to ascertain the
temper and disposition of the people, and disseminate the views of the
Governrpent, and to urge them to remain quiet, and to st1bmit to the terms
of the treaty. On the same day, I ordered two infantry companies to proceed and repair the road through the mountains of North Carolina, to the
mouth of the Valley river, which was necessary, before provisions could be
transported to that section of the copntry.
On the 20th July, Lieutenant Howe, assistant commissary, and Lieutenant Hetzel, assistant quartermaster, having previously mnde the requi·
site arrangements for supplying and transporting of provisions to the se-rernl
points designated, I ordered five companies, under the command of Colonel
Byrd, to Ross's Landing, one company to New Echota, and five companies
t0 Valley river, under the command of Colonel Smith. Each eommand
arrived at its destined position about the same time, the 27th July. The
remaining companies, nine in number, I ordered to he discharged the 31st
July, leaving myself with only eleven comprtnies of volunteers, and one
of United Stutes infantry. This force I considered necessary to make a
proper impression upon the Cherokees, and, as I informed the Secretary
qf War on the 19th July, "to induce them to emil?.Tatt>, for I had little
doubt they would resist removal as long as they could xvith safety.:1 (See
my letter, with documents, of the 15th of Au~ust, to the Secretary oCWar.}
On the 22d July, in consequence of the information received from officers and agents employed in the Cherokee country, I 'vas indnced to make
the following remarks to the Secretary of lVar: "From information recently received, growing out of the force assembled at this place, (Athens,) a
very favorable change, it would appear, has been produced in the minds of
many of the friends of John Ross, not\vithstanding he bas recently enconraged them with the hope that he would obtain a re-hearing, and eventnally
set aside the late treaty. 1 have cautioned the Cherekees in Tegarrl to the
advice of John Ross, and informed them that th ey had no hope hut that
of removal according to the terms of the trfaty. Any othe7· hope ~could
end in tlwi1· destruction, and all those concern ed with them. Thr treaty
must be executed, and that us soon as cin~umstanc es wi!l permit. Such
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communications have had their efl'ect, and the -Cheroket-:s are now willing
to be advised. If 1 am not iltteJfered with, one-half of the Cherokees, if
necessary, will go this fall, notwithstanding a powerful influence is exerted
against it." (See my l~tter of the 25th July, and that of the 15th of July.)
On the 27th July, a little more than a month after I received my instruc~
tions from the Sectetary of vVar, having travelled eight httndred miles,
received, armed, and equipped a brigade of mounted volnnteers, except
two companies, established several depots of provisions, for both troops
and Indians: made regulations for their government~ appointed agents to
issue rations to the Indians, and repaired thirty miles of road, I established
my head qu::trters in the mountains of North Caroliua, n!!ar the mouth of
Valley river, in the midst of the most savage and troublesome part of the
Cherokees, who were nearly, or quite, all opposed to the treaty. Conformably to my instru ,ctions of the 20th June, I assen1bled 'the chiefs anq headmen residing in that section of the country, and endeavored to prevail on
them, as wall as their people, to submit to the .terms of the tr.eaty, and. to
send their poor to receive rations and clothing. After three severalineeting3, without coming to any conclusion on the subject, although they
promised me they would; at the last of which they abruptly separated without waiting for my arrival at the time appointed, or fumishing me with
any excuse for their sudden departure. Such conduct, after giving them
every assnrancc of protection, and promising to guard. them against any
and every violence either in person or property,. as guarantied by the treaty7
I could view in no other light than exhibiting strong feelings of opposition
to the treaty, if not a. dr-termination to resist its execution, and whi-ch, ~s I
conceived, called for prompt and decided measures. I immediately ordered
a force to pursue them, which brought the principal men to my head
quarters, who I placed under guard for the night. The next morning
they apologized for their conduct, and promised sq.bmission to the terms of
the treaty. As I could not re1 y on promises made under such circumstances,
I permitted them to return to their homes, but with directions that their
young men should bring itl and deliver up their arms, which was compli8d with, to nearly one hundred stand. This measnre had a decided
effect, and did more to convince them, than any thing else, that a treaty
had been mJ.de with them, and that it was to be executP-d; and if I had
been permitted to pursue the same determined course throughout the nation1 we should never have heard of the council at Red Clay, and I should
have been spared the eensmes of the President of the l)nited States. The
conrse pursued on that occasion commanded not only their respect, but
their ob2dience. Nay more, it commanded the respect and confi~ence
of all parties, the red, as well as the 'vhite men. Not a murmer was heard
against the measure in this section of the counlry. All, as well as Governor Lumpkin, Boudinot, Ridge, Dell, and Curry, approbated it, and declared
it was the trne course, and the only one which would iasure a peaceable
and quiet execution of the treaty. It con vi need a large portion of the
Cherokees that a treaty had been made with them 1 and that they had to
go to the west; and consequently they began seriously to think of movin,g,
as soon as the commissioners ·.vou1d settle their claims, and the emigrating
and disbursing <\gents coutd furnish the means. Every thing, in fact, was
going on as well-as the Government conld possibly desire, when I received
the following com ~mmication from the vYar Department:

[
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"SIR: I have the honor to aclmowl£dge the receipt of your letter of the
19th instant.
"In reference to your remark, that, 'with a less fcrce, we shall have dif.
ficufty to induce the Indians to emigrate, for I have little doubt they will
resist removal as long as they can with safety,' I beg leave to observe, that
your instructions of the 20th June, contemplated the application of a mil-

itary force only -in the event of hostilities being cmnmenced by the Chero·
kees. The treaty provides that they shall remove within two years; and
that, during that time, they shall be protected in the peaceable possession
of their country. Unwillingness to remove, or even resistance to are·

moval, will not authorize the employm ent of f orce. iVo intimidation not
coercion m,ust be used.
"I may have misapprehended your rrmark, but it seemrd proper to call
your attention to one obvious construction of it, and its incompatibility, so
construed, with the stipulations of the treaty."
The Secretary of War can, under the circumstances, easily ,imagine
what my feelings must have been when I received this communication,
which deprived me of all power, except "in the event of hostilities. Uu.

'l.villirtgness to remove, or resistance to a removal, will not authorize tlte
employment of force. J.Vo intimidation nor coercion must be used." Noth·
ing was left for me to do, but -to stand still and look on until the Indians
had 1·aised the tomahawk and scalping kmfe. This was not all: another
letter of the 1st, and still another of the 13th of August, with private Jet.
ters from the War Department, were received, filled with the most cdarming forebodings of the cours-e I was pursuing. These communications not
only surprised me, but excited in me the most painful anxiety. I foresaw ·
that what followed would be the result; and that the people, as soon as they
knew I was divested of discretionary power, would relax into the arms of
John Ross. l-Ienee, I \Vrote to the Secretary of '"'" ar, dated the 20th of
August, at Fort Cass, calling his attention to my peculiar situation, and
asked for instructions; and, particularly, in relation to the council proposed
by Mr. John Ross. In that letter, I remarked as follmvs on the acting Sec.
retary's letter, of the 30th July. Speaking of John Ro~ s, "I advised him
to be careful how he advised such a proceeding, (alluding to a council,)
unless it \Vas for the r:urpose of explnining to the people the late treaty,
with reference to their entire submission to its terms. That any discussion,
having for its object a different result, I was confident, would meet with no
favor on the part of the Government of the United States. 1 said thus
much to Mr. Ross: more I could not say, with propriety: after the Jettt~r of
the acting Secretary of War, dated the 30th July, npon which I shall make
no other comment than, if I underGtand my' instructions of the 20th June,
and understood the Secretary of War, I was not only sent to suppress hostilities, but to prevent them, and to preserve the peace of the country. If
I am to do nothing until hostilities have actually commenced, J can only
say that I cannot be recalled too soon from this command. I wni never
consent to risk my reputation as an officer, with the restrictions embraced
in the acting Secretary's letter. By timely and decidr,d measnres; the Florida and Creek war might have been prevented. One Cherokee, (alluding to
John Ross;) whenever he pleases, can unite the whole nation, at least a
large majority, in a war against the United States."
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Again, on the 27th of A ngust, after I had seen and consulted with Go·vernor Lumpkin, showing him the instructions I had received from the
War Department, expressing to him my great anxiety on account of the
restrictions which had been imposed on me, which appeared as unaccountable to him as myself; for he declared there had been but one voice in relation to my conduct: and that was, universal approbation: saying, for himself, that he did not believe any other officer conld have done better, if as
well as mysel£ I wrote to the War Department in answer to the acting
Secretary's letter, of the 13th of August, when I endeavored to convince
the Secretary that there was but one course tbat ought to be pnrsned to\Vards these people, and that was, a firm and decided, but just course; protecting them in all the rights and. privileg-es secured to them by the treaty.
I concluded the letter by observing: "If the officer in command has no
discretionrrry power over the white or red men, he ought not to remain in
the country, for it would be utterly impossible fer him to do his duty: either
as it regards the Government, himself, or the Indian or white man."
Again, on the 1st September, I wrote to the acting Secretary, when I remarked: "Since my last to yon, Mr. John Ross bas issued his circular calling a council of the natiou, for the purpo~e of laying before it the pror.eedings of the delegation at \Vashington ; at the same time, to give an account of their conduct in relation to the late treaty. This council is to
meet on the 15th instant: I have sent one of the circulars by express, to
the President of the United States, with a request that he would give me
his views on the subject, and advise the course I ought to pursue in relation to it. One thing is certain: that no good will result from it, and much
evil may be anticipated. Major Cnrry and John Ridge have been here;
they both predict much evil from the meeting-. \'Ve shall be disappointed
if a formal protest of the council is not made and published against the
treaty. This is the time for decision and action. Those who are opposed
to the treaty should be told that the time had passed for djscussing the
question, and that they hn.d nothing to do but to comply with its terms.
This, you may rely upon it, is the true cours~. I shall, however, wait: and
do nothing- until I have further instructions from the War Department, or
the President." And why did I say I would wait and do nothing? because
of the letter of the 30th July, which would not allow of even inti'midation
nor cocrcio11.
On the 30th of An2,·ust, however, I wrote to the President of the United
States by expres~, when I transmitted to him one of John Ross's circulars,
calling a council, and, in order that he might know the extent of the restrictions imposed on me, I enclosed a copy of the letter of the acting Secret.·uy, dated the 30th July, with a request that he would give me his wishes
in re~ard to the course I ougbt to pnrsne. I asked it: because, as I remarked in my letter, 1 was very much restricted, and had very little or no discretionary power left me in any case, except actual "hostilities." At the
snme time, I informed him that it was thought that the meeting and the
proceedings would do much mischief, and would interrupt very much the
hu iness of the C'Hnmissioners, and retard emigTation. At the time I sent
this letter: 110 o:;.}e doubted hnt the President wo~ld give me all the authority
uecl~Ssary in the case. Such was the opinion of Governor Lumpkin, Ridge,
Bo11dinot, Bell, Rogers and MDjor Curry. The President, however, did not
thi11k proper to do -so.
ln his reply, dJted Septem,)er 7th, he s:tys: "As yon have the treaty be-
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fore you, and the instructions of the acting Secretary of 'N ar, 1 do
that I can add any thing more on this subject at present. The t
he rigorously fulfilled. You may assn re all concerned that no modi
or alteration in it will be made by me. Of this, l\lr. John Ross is
advised. His frieud, Mr. Standifer, who waited on me at \Vashi
made the inquiry whether I would agree to a supplemental arti
ting the Rosses nnd their delegation in as chiefs, was informed I
Yon will, therefore, make known to the Cherokee people that no al
in the treaty will be made, but that all its terms and conditions
faithfully and fnlly executed.
" Yon will caution John Ross from calling a council of the Ch
people, with the view of opposing or alte_ring the treaty. He knows
there will be no further negotiation on the subject; that the Cher
to emigrate in two years from the ratification of the treaty, and
oblig-ed to go within that period; that the collisions between them and
whites have been too long continued for the gratification of himself, at
expense of the poor of the nation." I could view this letter , in no
light than as full confirmation of the acting Secretary's letter of the
July.
But it appears, by the communication of the acting S
dated the 12th of October, that the President expressed his surprise
should have permitted the council to remain in session a moment
became apparent that it was determined to declare the treaty void.
was the contingency contemplated in the letter of the department of
September, in which you were instructed to interfere, and dis
at
assemblage." Surely, from the course I hnd previously pursu
river, when I told the Cherokees that they could not council with
Ross, for I would not permit it, at the same time informed tbern that I
the only one with whom they could advise, (the commissioners had
then arrived,) and I advised with no one but the President, and he
determined to have the treaty executed-surely, I would repeat,
firm and decided a course, and after my earnest solicitations to
dent, as well as the Secretary of War,-on the subject, no one will
that I would have permitted the council to have remained in session a
ment, if I could have imagined that either of the letters referred to
me, under the circumstances, the least anthority for the measure. It
have been contrary to my whole course, since I have been in the
in words, feelings, and actions, and which had cansed so much alarm
War Department, lest I might commit some rash and indiscreet act,
would not only compromit myself, but the Government. It was a
able assemblage, conducting its proceedings with order and decorum,
without noise, co11m1otion, or disturbance. It is trne, it decided that
treaty was no treaty, but not until the last day of the session, when
council dispersed, and before I was made acquainted with its decision,
yet 1 had a confidential interpreter to report its proceedings honrly.
though I well understood the object of the m8eting, no one could tell,
tbe vote was taken1 what the final result would be. The subjects were
discussed in general council, but, as it was understood, in private
around the family fires. 1'\ot one circumstance, however, occurred
the whole sitting, that, according to my construction of the Secretary's
ter, would have justified me in breaking it np. He says, in the
paragraph, "you command in an important section of the country:
a moment of much anxiety. vVhile every thing is quir:t, and no
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ance of hostile dasigns meditated; your measu.res will be adapted to a state
of peace. Or, in otlter words, nothing rnore will be neci3ssary than to keep

your force upon the alert, and to watch the movements of the Indians.
But, if you have just ground to believe that they are preparing for disturbances) you will thBn adopt measures adeyuate to the emergency." I
had no ground to believe they were preparing fur disturbances: although
their measures might eventually lead to such a result. The letter expresses
great confidence iti my jndgment, as well as my energy, and yet, as to the
course I ought to put'sne, it has many qualifications. In one sentence it
gives power, and in another it takes it way. I thought it appeared more
like a diplomatic letter than a military one. Whether: or not, it contained
authority to break up the council, 1 did not third\ it was the letter by
which I was to be governed. The only letter to 'vhich I could look for
authority, under the circumstances, was thnt of the President's. HB had
been sent to by express, in order to obtain his vie,vs on the subject. He
had before him the circular of John Ross, RS also the acting Secretary's letter of the 30th July, which took from me all power, except "in the event
of hostilities." Mr. Rogers, the bearer of my letter, 'vas with the President.
He was anxious to have the council broken up, and was partienlarly requested to call the attention of the President to the subject, and more especially as I had no power to net in the case. Mr. Rogers returned. No
one doubted but he . bad brought me the requisite authority. Governor
Lumpkin saw Mr. Rogers before he arrived at my camp with the President's reply, and, under the impression that it contained the necBssary
power, wrote to me on the subject, anticipating that I would give the death
blow to the influence of John Ross. He, ho.w ever, was mistaken, as well
as the rest of us. The Presideufs letter contained no snch authority. On
the contrary, it only referred to the acting Secretary's instructions, \Vith a
caution to John Ross, and orders to inform the Cherokee people that the
treaty was to be rigorously fulfilled: without alteration or nJOdification. h
being the last letter on the subject, and coming from the President of the
Unite~l States, according to military rule it would neither be disregarded
nor disobeyed. It was obeyed to the Jetter, and to the exclusion of all
others, not doubting that I was doing right and proper under the circnmstanr.es. (See my communication of the 18th September.)
As to the transmission of the communication of John Ross and his associates, I can truly say that I intended no disrespect to any one, much
less to the President of the United States or the Scnnte. Of snch an act
I am wholly incapable. My ohjP.ct in sending it to the War Department
was merely to let them see what had transpired at thr. council, in order
that such measures might be adopted as, in the opinion of the Secretary, the
circumstances required.
ln relation to the instructions from the \Var Department of the 17th October, by which I am required to consult the commi~sioners, and :: acquiesce in their jndgment, and carry into effBet any measurP. or operations,
civil or military, they may determine to be 7;roper," I would observe, that
thcv are too hnmiliatin o- to an ofi1cer. who has served his conntrv honorahly.and faithfully, in p~ace and wnr, 'for more than twenty-four years, and
withont the slightest censure from a superior, to be subrnitted to, without,
at least, remonstrance, lest the blood which flowed from his veins nt Queenstown should rise in judgment against him.
For a military commander to- be held responsible for the peace: protcc-
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tion, and defence of a country, at the same time to be placed n
control of civil officers, has no parallel in the military annals of our
try. I will not believe the President intended to impose on me, as
ry commander of this country, such degrading conditions. I ha
nothing to deserve it. If l am culpable, let me be arraigned ani
do not degrade me until I am proved guilty.
I have yet w be convinced that I have been wanting in judgment,
ness, or decision; or that I have neglected, in a single instance: my
or the interest of my conntry. Nor have I been wanting in cou
attention to the commissione1·, who has been w·aiting many weeks
colleague's arrival, to enter upon the duties of his office. His
responsible station is a sufficient guarantee to command my
to induce me to consult him on all proper occasions. I am sure
Lumpkin will not say that I have not consulted him on all
sions, or that there has been any want of union or action betw
myself. On the contrary, we hi:tVe communicated freely and
all subjects connected with our stations and our duties, without d
ment or difference of opinion. I have, however, no objections to the
tary command of this country being given to one or both of the
sioners; and I have no d:1nbt, if they should be invested with it,
would do honor to themsel v·es and their country; hut I hope and
the President will not require rre to act the subordiDate. In closing this communication to the Secretary of \Var, I would
fully observe, that I hope nothing therein will be construed tts in ten
disrespectful to any one, and certainly not to the President of tb
States, who is the last person I would thir1k of treating in the s!'
gree with disrespect. The object of the communication is a v
nf my honor, and, if possible, to remove the suspicions which
to hang over me, and to convince the President, as well as the
War, that I am not deserving of censure in any respt~ct whatever,
my whole course, since I have beeu in this conntry, has been di
a single eye to the accomplishment of all the objects of the
and to promote the interest. of my country. 'That I have h0nestly,
ly, and fearlessly, discharged all the duties required, doing justice to
as well as th e white rnrm, and protecting all, as far as it was in my
in their rights and privileges as secured by the treaty, I nm confident
a warded to me by the people of this country.
vVitb considerntions of the highest respect,
·
I have the honor to be
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig.Geu. in t!te Clurokee
To the Hon. B. £<"'. BuTLER,
. Attoi'. Gen. of the U. S., and Act. Scc'ry of vVar.

HEAD

Qu!\ R'I' E Rs,

ARMY

C. NATrox,

1Vew Echola: G eorgia, !Vovember 14, I
SrR: 1 am anth orizcd by Govern or Schley: of G cor_g:ia, to rr~ll in
f:ervice the company commanded hy yo11rs elf~ You will p!Pafe,
to take up yonr line of march for this place without delay, where your
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pany, on its arrival, will be mustered and received into the service of the
United States, for twelve months, unless sooner discharged. The company
must have at lenst fifty privates, besides officers and musicians, and each
:nDn-commissioned officer, musician, and private must have a good horse,
saddle, briJle, martingale: and blanket for each horse, and each individnal
must he well clothed , besides a blanl\et and overcoat, and, at least, one spur.
Each officer must be well clothed, and must come armed with a sword, and
if practicable with pistols.
It is important, in consequence of the advanced season of the year, that
the company should arrive at this place as early as circumstances will permit, in order that they may be placed in winter quarters before winter oi·
cold weather sets in'
Captain Derrick will please answer by the return of the express.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. \VOOL.

Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To Captain DERRICK,

Dahlonega, Ga.
C. N'ATIOK,
J.Vew Eclwta, November 15, 1836.
Sm: I can compare myself to nothing but a ship at sea, in a storm,
1rithout rudder or compass. The commissioners have been invested with
discretionary power over the civil and military a:ff.1.irs of this country.
either is present. The one has never yet been here, and the other has been
sent since the 6th instant. The sit nation in which [ am placed is em.
rrassing in the extreme. I cannot but hope that my request of the 2d
stant will be granted, and I will be recalled from the command as soon as
8rcumstances will permit. The troops are in a situation to be connnanded
bf almost any officer of field rank, and no apprehensions are ente.rlaine<.l of
any difficulties with the Cberol\ees. They will remove whenever the com~
mssioners will settle their claims, nnd the emigrating agents can fnrnish the
~ns of transporting them to the west.
ln my present situation, nnd~r existing circumstances, I can neither do
justice to myself, the Government, or my country.
I ha"t'e the honor to be,
\Vith considerations of the highest reg·urd,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. 'VOOL.
Brig. Gm . C01nrnanding,
To the Hon. B. F. Bu'rTLER,
Secretary of f'Var.
HEAD QuARTERS, ARMY

~

NEW Ec:HOT'"\' CitEROKEE NATION:

November l 5, 183!t
To the Hon. SEcRETARY oF WAR.
SIR: rrhe deep interest the committee :feel for the happiness and peace
oftb,ir people impels them to address you this letter. We are now 0~1 the
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e ve ·of leaving the land of our forefathers for the Wel t, and in doi
will need the kindest treatment and protection from the military o
command in this nation. And, sir, we have understood, with deep
that Brigadier General '"'. ool has requested a recall, under circnmsta
he conceives, strong enough to ask it. 'Vith his reasons and his d.
we have nothing to do. But as Cherokees we know very well
honest, and who is faithful to the duties of his station ; that man is G
vVool.
It is true, we thought that he ought to have prevented John Ross's
sive council, which has resulted in producing the impression, in the
of the poor and ignorant portion, that their counrry will be restored to t
and that Mr. Ross is striving to effect that object. The council was
because, as the committee now believe, General Wool had not in
to prevent it.
In carrying this treaty into execution, you need the most respectable
cers that yon can appoint; such is Governor Lumpkin~ and such is
eral Wool. And yon will find, by reperusing the letter of the former
you, that he expresses the best of feelings towards General WooL
If a regular general officer is removed, and a subordinate officer is
in command, the consequence to onr people will be deplorable. It
well enough, to keep down prejudices from any State troops being
out of their State into another, that you should keep Georgia
Georgia, and Tennessee troops · in 'rennessee ; but we, as Chero
quest an able and magnanimous. general to commn,n d them. If not,
case will be deplorable; and,. we know, t.he commissioners, if thev
here, wonld coincide . in this view of the case ; but it is useless to·
long talk 011 this sn.bject.
We have a deep interest at stakt~, and we now, as a committee, in
of the nation, express onr best respects fo.r, and confidence ii1,
vVool. Of this the President was advised, by the course taken by
our leading men when they sent an expr•~ss to him, at the
September last, advising that General Wool should have full di
powers.
In conclusion we ,will add, that all the Cherokees .. have the
spect for General \Vool, and he, in our ~pinion, will be the best
officer to carry the treaty into execution, in conjqnction with the
sioners.
VV e are your frie~ds,
JOHN RlOGE, Presidrnt Committee.
JOHN GUN'rER.
TUR'rLE · FIELD, his x mark.
'l'E-LOH-T A-SKE, his x mark.
L. W. BELL.

G. W. ADAIR.
J. A. FOURNON.
BRICE MARTIN.
BLIAE:i. BouniNOT1,
Cle~k,

protem.
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HEAD QuARTERS: AR::YIY o.F CHE IWKEE ,N_\:'l'IO~,

1Vew Echota, Ga., iVovember 29, 1836.
Sm: On the arrival of Captain Derrick's company, of Georg"ia volunteers, which has been ordered to this place to enter the service of the United
t'3tates, for twelve months, unless sooner discharged, yon will proceed to
muster and inspect it. No man will be received who is not able-hodied 1
nor over the age of forty-fiye, wdl clothed, including n blanket and
over coat, and at least one spur,· and a good horse, saddle, bridle, martingale, halter, and blanket to be placed under the saddle. Arms will
be furnished all the men of the company received hy the United States,
upon proper requisitions of the captain. rrhe officers must be well clothed1
and armed at least with a good sword, and in possession of a good horse,
saddle, bridle, martingale, and halter. See a copy of a letter to Captain
Derrick, herewith encl0sed.
I am, very respectfully,
Y.our obedient servant.

To Mnjor M. M. PAY~E1

JOHN Fi. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding in C. C.

·

-

Acting Inspector General.

HL~D .QuARTERs, ARMY OF CHS.B.OI{EE NATION;

New Echota, Georgia 1 December 1, 183G,
Sitt: l have the honor to ackno.w1e<;lge the receipt of your oommunicc:t~
twn of the 16th ultimo. I am roost .happy to find that . the President still
has confidence :in my capacity: fidelity, and zeal, to discharge the ·important
trust confided to me in this country. ·1 am not without hopes 1 however,
lhat when he has been made acquainted -with all the circumstn:nces attendino<
•he course I had pursued in this country,- he will find .no cause to censnr~
me; on the contrary, that he will consider me justly entitled to his high
epprobation for my conduct throughout, from the time I arrived in Ten ..
;llessee until the present moment; and that he will do me the justice to
release me from the control of the commissioners. I alQne must be the
judcre of all military movements and opMations connec.ted··therewith in the
Ch;rokee conn try; otherwise, I ought not .to r.e main .in this country.
I have the honor to be,
With conside~:ations of the highest res~ct 1
Your ·obedient ·ser:vant,

. JO:HN ·E. 'VOOL,
Brig . .Gen . Commanding.
'ro the Hon. B.. F. Bu'rLER,
Secretary of War.
P. s.---Please direct to Athe.ns, 'rennessee,
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Hs.\D QuARTERs, ARJ\IY OF CHEROKEE NATIOK 1

New Ec!wta, Georgia, December 9, 1836.

SrR: Herewith I transmit a return of the East Tennessee volun
under my command, for the 11101ith of November, 183G.
I am, very respectfully,
Yours, &c.,

JOHN E. vv-ooL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding
To Brigadier General R. JoNES,

.__

Adjutant General.

HEAD QUARTERS, ARMY OF CHEROKEE NATION:

New Eclwta, Georgia, November 20, 1
SIR: Herewith I transmit, for your office, a return

of the

my command, for the month of October, 1836.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. vYOOL,
Brig. Gen. ( o1nrnandiug.
To Brigadier General R. JoNEs,
Ad:Jutant General.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY oF CHEROKEE NATION,

Fort Cass, December 14, 1836.
Snt: You will proceed to 1\ew Echota, and, on the arrival of
Buffington's company of mounted Georgia volunteers at thnt pi
will muster, inspect, and receive it into the service of the United S
twelve months, unless sooner discharged.
The company will consist of oue captain, one first lieutenant, oJJe
lieutenant, four sergeants, four corporals: two musicians, and at least
privates.
In relation to the age~ capability, clothing, &c. of the men, and their
and eqnipments, the instructi0ns given to you in regard to Captain
company will govern you in this case.
Requisitions for arms, &c. will be made by the captain and approred
yourself, and they will be de>livered to him as soon as they have
their winter quarters.
You will direct Captain Buffington to erect his winter quarters on
left of Captain Derrick, corresponding with the plan adopted by
Derrick. Ofliccrs' quarters on the wings, with the whole front open
parades and mancenvres.
If Captain Derrick's company has not received its arms and equi
you will have them delivered.
I nm, very respectfully:
Your obedient servant,

To Major M. M. PAY NB,
Acting Inspector General.

JOHN E. 'VOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
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HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY oF THE CHEROKEE NATION .

.Port Cass, Decem,ber 22, 1836.
Sm: I herewith enclose a monthly return of the regular troops under
It has been delayed in consequence of my absence visiting my command, which requires all the attention l can give it.
·
.
Copies of general orders will be transmitted ns soon as practicable. I cannot obtain the requisite assistance to transmit them regularly. It is as much
as we can do, and do mv other writing, to furnish copies to the various commanders stationed in the Cherokee country. The only assistance which
I have hitherto had, has been confined to my aid de-camp, Lieutenant
Lyon, who has been constantly employed.
1 am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

my command for the month of November

JOHN E. "TOOL.
Brigadier General.
To Brig. General R. JoNEs,

Adjutant General . .

N.,
Fhrt Cass, Tennessee, January 14, 1837.
Sut: In order to have a few men light mounted for active service, I
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF THE C.

have to reqnest that you will send me, as soon as practicable, seventy-five
dragoon sabres and belts, and seventy-five dragoon pistols and holsters,
with ten thousand pistol cartridges, twelve kegs of rifle powder, and five
hundred pounds of lead in small bars. The powder and lead are for the
rifles now in use.
These articles are all much wanted. In sending them to this place, I
have to request that you will send them under the care of an officer, or
some careful person: otherwise they may not arrive until after the period
may have past when they will be most required for the public service.
Most of the equipments and ammunition sent to this place last June, did
not arrive at this place until some time in October last. They were detained
on the way, and finally left at a place one hundred miles below their place
of destination, from which t~1ey had to be transported at a very heavy
expense.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
To Colonel G.

Brig. Gen. Commanding.
BoMFORD,

Chief of Ordnance.
P. S.-Please send them to the care of Lieutenant C. L. Howe, Fort
Cass, Tennessee.

5

JOHN E. WOOL.
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An.MY E. ,.r. AKD c. N ..
Fort Cass, T ennesser, January 14 1 1837.
SIR: I herewith forward a copy of a letter to Colonel Bamford. Tlic
articles therein required are mw·h wanted, and l could wish they might
be sent as soon as practicable, under the care of an officer, to this post.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. VYOOL.
'ro Brig. Gen. R. JoNEs, ·
Adjutant General.
HEAD Qu AR TE n s ,

HEAD QUARTERS , ARMY

c. N.,

N ew EchrJta, Ge01·gia,- Janu ary 27, 1837.
SIR: Herewith I enclose you general orders from 19th to 31st inclusive,
to my command. 'l"'he remainder shall be forward ed as won as they can
be prepared.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commwuding.
To Brig. General R. JONES,
Adjutant General.

HEAD QuARTERs, ·ARMY

C. N.,

New Eclwta, GeoTgia, F'ebruaTy 1, 1837.
·
SIR: After the adjournment of th e general court martial of which you
are president, yon will please to repair t9 Valley rL er, and take a
superintending charge of the troops under the command of ·Major Cunningham. You will, as far as practicable, enforce upon the troops a vigilant discharge of all their duties, and more especially the duties which ap·
pertain to guards. Those statione~ for the protection ,ofthe stores and h ·
tal at Camp Huntington should be particuJ~uly attended to by the
of the day. · The surrendered arms of the Indians in that nei~uuvJ.J.JV'l'u
are deposited at Camp Huntington. rrhe owners are exceeding y anxious
to have them returned. It would be unfortunate, indeed, if the Indians
should get possession of them by any negligence of the officer immediately
in command of the troops. I would direct your particular attention to their
protec!ion, as well as the stores in general. If possible, enforce upon the
command order, discipline, and regularity. As often as you may deem it
necessary, rgquire reports and returns; the more frequent, the better it will
be for the officers. Finally, have every thing done which in your judgmem
would contribute to improve, in a military point of view, the command.
In your intercourse with th.e Indians,. let them llnderstand that the treaty
will be executed, and they will be reqmred to go to the west, when a proper
time arrives for their removaL .·\dvise them, therefore, t0 pr~;:1 re for such
an event in due seaS('!1 • T·~ t them every d::y they 'dL.J ii.l .h1 . ~.>~termin-
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not to give in their adhesion to the treaty is an injury to them.

We

nre now issuing ratious and blankets to all those who have given their assent
to go to the west. By refusing to give in their assent, they will not oaly
lose the benefit of rations and clothing, which are now offered them, but
they will be obliged to go, when the time arrives, without either, unless they
soon determine to submit to the terms of the treaty.
These instructions are not to interfere with your duties as acting Inspector General. Those will be discharged as heretofore, and as often as the interest of the service requires. Of course, you will make a tour of all the
~antonments before the next muster, or as soon thereafter as may be prac-

ttc:tble.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. \i\TOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding iu C.

To Major M. M. P A YN r,;,

c.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY C. N.,
New Echola, Georgia, February 11, 1837.

Snt: Herewith I transmit monthly returns, for the month of January,

1831·: of the troops under my command in the Cherokee nation.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
T~

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Cdmmandiug.

Brig. Gen. R. J o~ms,
Adjutant GeneraL

HEAD Qn ARTERs, ARMY

0. N.,

New .Echota, February 11, 1837.
Sm: Herewith t transmit the proceedings of a general court martial at
Fort Cass, :of which Major Payne was president, and order No. 6, relating
th€reto,
I am~ sir, very· respectfully,
JOHN E. WOOL.

Brig. Gen. Commanding.

To Brig, Gen·. R.

JoNEs,

.lldjutat;:tt General,

ArrMv C. N.,
Ech<Jta, Georgia, February 11, 1837.
Sur: Herewith l transmit th~ ~emainil!g gen~ral orders issued to my con~
mand·~ not heretofore sent to your office, mcludmg Nos. 32 to 83, and termiHEAD QuAit'l'.ERs,

.NeW

tlating with 1836..

.

.

,

. .

._

·

.

I also send yon those iSSUed m 1837, from 1 to !> tncluslve.
'
I perceive, bytfie new regulations for the armyj'-1st received, that I havP
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styled my orders improperly." general orders.'' lV~y apology for any errors:
which may have been comnntted must be found m the want of a bcok of
regulations, which, in my hurry to leave VV ushington, I unfortunately ne·
glected to bring with me.
I ani, very respectfully,
,
Your obedient servant 1

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding,
'To Brig. Gen. R. JoNE~ 1

Adjutant General.

HEAD QUARTERS, ARMY

c. N.,

New Echota, Georgia, .F'ebruary 18, 1837.
StR: I informed you, on the llth ultimo, of my tour through the CherJ
okee nation, and the feelings and disposition of the people in regard to th~
late treaty, and more especially those in the mountains of North Carolina.
I have now to add, for the information of the General-in-Chief1 that a coun·
cil was recently held at this place to make disposition of some money due
the nation for annuities under former treaties, when 1,269 votes were
taken in faver of paying the money into the hands of George Lowry, the
2d principal chief of the nation, who is decidedly hostile to the treaty, and
only 96 votes in fa_vor of placiug it in the hands of the committee desigJ
nated under the treaty to manage the affairs of the nation. The 96 votes
constitute about two-thirds of all the votes in the nation favorably disposed
to the execution of the treaty, and the 1,269 votes constitute about one-third
of those who are decidedly hostile to the treaty, and wholly opposed to removing to the west. Those who voted were principally from Georgia,
Alabama, and Tennessee, and a very few from North Carolina.
After they had voted, I had them called together, when I made a short
speech to them. It is, however, in vain to talk to a people almost unani·
mously opposed to the treaty, and who uniformly declare that they have
, never made the treaty in -question, and if one has been made with the
United States it was done 'vithout the consent of the nation, and by a few
unauthorized individuals, aided and assisted by corrupt agents of the Government. So determined are they in their opposition, that not one of all
those who were present and voted at the council held but a day or two
since, at this place, how~ver -poor or destitute, would receive either rations
or clothing from the Umted States, lest they might compromit themselves
in regard to the treaty. These same people, as well as those in the. mourl(
tains of North Carolina, during the summer past, preferred living upon the
:roots and sap of trees, rather than receive provisions from the United
. States ; and thousands, as I have been informed 1 had no other food for
weel{s. Many h~ ve said they will die before they will leave the conn try.
I have deemed It my duty to present these facts to the General-in-Chief.
jn order that he may be on his guard against misrepresentatio:ns, and ~
apprize him that a people so determined in their opposition, and so nnwiHing
to leave their native country, ~equire !o be urged but one step further t&
ra1se the tomahawk and scalpmg kmfe. That we shall have difficulty
with them which may lead to the shedding of blood, I have litt]e doubt.
Again, the course pursued b.y the white people, (and which it is impossible
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to prevent,) in plundering them of their property, is well calculated to exasperate them still more. It requires, I assure you, only the torch to be applied, and we have a bloody war on our hands. 1 shall, however, endeavor
to avoid such a result, and shall call into service a part of the volunteer
force ordered home last fall. But to prevent war, and better to secure the
peace of the conntry, I would earnestly request a regiment of United States
infantry. Is not the war in Florida terminated J It would appear, from
the rumors in this country, that it must be at an end. Cannot a
regimentofregnlars be spared from that country. With a regiment of regular troops, and the volunteers which I could, at all times, command in East
Tennessee and Georgia, 1 will be able to prevent war, and, perhaps, induce these people to leave the country without resorting to unnecessarily
harsh measures.
I am, sir1 very respeetfully,
Your obedient servant,

. JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding in C. Nation.
To Brig. Gen. R.

JoNEs,

Adjutant General.
Please to direct your communications to Athens, Tennessee; the mail to
this place is altogether uncertain ; we are some four or five weeks without
a mail direct to this place. It has been longer.

JOHN E. WOOL.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF THE

C. N.,

New Echota, Georgia, February 18, 1837.
Sm: 0\ving to some important business which Lieutenant Hetzel, assistant quartermaster, left unsettled at the time he left, with myself, for this
country, I have granted him permission to be absent from my command
for a few weeks, and to visit Washington in the mean time. Lieutenant
Hetzel has been no less active and efficient during the summer and fall
past in the Cherokee country, than he has rendered important services to
the United States. Permit me to recommend him as an officer no less
meritorious than deserving of your notice and high consideration.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen., Commanding in U.N.
To the Hon. B. F. BuTLER,

Secutary of War ad interim.
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HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY oF THE

C. 'K.,

New Eclwta, Georgia, March 10, 1837.
SrR : Herewith I transmit, for the information of the General-in
order'i: ;'rom No. 7 to 10, inclusive.
I am: very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,.
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To Brig. Gen. R. JoNES,
Adfutan! General.

P. S.-Please direct, in future, to Athens, Tennessee.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY oF T H E

C. N.,

New Eclwta, Georgia, ~Uarch 10, 1837.
SIR: Herewith I transmit returns of the troops under my command,·
the Cherokee country, for the month of February, 1837.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To Brig. Gen. R. JoN~:s,
Adjutant General.
P. S.-Please to direct, in future, to Athens, Tennessee.

c. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, March 10, 1837.
SIR: Herewith .I transmit, for the information of the General-in-Ch'
orders and instructions, from 1 to 8, to officers employed, under my
mand, in the Cherokee ·nation. These_, with the general orders wh
have heretofore transmitted, will show, in some degree, how I have
charged the trust confied to me in this country.
I amr very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To Brig. Gen. R. JoNr.:s,
Adjutant General.
HEAD QUARTERS, ARMY OF THE

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OP THE

C.

NATroN,

NeuJ Echola, Geo., March 12, 1837.
SIR: Your communication of the lOth instant was received last
ing by express.
The conrse which you have pursued towards private Gardenhin is
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proved, at least so far ns delivering him over to the civil authority for

trial, &c.
It appears, however, he was released by the civil authority: on giving
secnrity for his appearauce at cotut to answer for the crime for which he
~tands accnsed, and the day after rejoined his company.
'This is substantiatcll by the fact that he was mustered and inspected by Major Payne i
and yet, you state that he did not report himse lf for duty. \Vhat better
evidence would you have of a soldier having reported himself for duty,
than his nppearing on parade for muster and inspection, and answering
to his uame when catled ?
Having been releast~d hy -the civil anthority, be became again subject
to military control and to your authority. Having, therefore, left your
command in the m:.tlmer as stated, without permission, be catmot be viewed
in any other light than a deserter; and, according! y, he will be so entered
on the muster rolls of his company.
The prisoner, Bridgemaker, can be released on his promising not to oppose any longer the execution of the treaty, and that he will prepare and
get ready to remove with his f~1mily next fnll to the west. At the same
time, inform him that if it shmdd be ascertained that he has advised any
one against getting ready to remove to the country designated for their new
homes, he will not only be confined, .but severely punished for his conduct.
Inform him, also, that many complaints have been made against him, and
of such a character CIS to iuduce me to believe that he is not only inclined tg
be troublesome, but hostile, to every person disposed to comply with the terms
of the treaty. It is stRted that he has threatened to kill some of his neighbors
who were anxious to remove, and who ceased to make exertions to g€t off
in consequence of his threats. Inform him that such conduct can no
longer be tolerated in nny, mnch less in himself.
In relation to .gamblers, or black-legs, yon have all the authority necessary to prevent them from establishing themselves in your neighborhood,
and to drive them ont of the Cherokee country. There is no State, or United
Statr~s bw to protect them, within tbe limits of the nation.
Gambling
and selling ardent spirits must be prevented. You will therefore consider
yourself as having authority to prevent gambling and selling ardent spirits
within the Cherokee limits of Tennessee, and within reach of your authority or command. Herewith I sE?nd yon copies of orders relating to
escorts or expresses. It is not intended that expresses should take with
them either rations; or forage. ~m: is it intended that escorts should take
with them fornge. (See order No. 8, dated February 26, 1837.)
Wht:n officers are ordered on detached service with two, three, or more
men, they will purchase their forage, and take receipts for the same. The
accounts will state the amouut, which must not exceed the quantity allowed
by regulations, which the assistant quartermaster will refund, after the ac~
count has been examined and approved by the Commanding General.
Herewith I transmit a petition of Bnshyhead, in which he asks protection for some improvements which, he says, have been improperly taken
fron~ him. On the rec~ipt of this, you will investigate the case, and have
JUStice done to the petitioner.
.
In relation to the amount to be paid Gardenhin, for depredations committed on his property by your command, I have only to say it must be paid.
If yon cannot ascertain the individuals who are liable to pay the damages,
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you will divide the amount between the two companies, and deduct
the pay of each man his proportion of the amount at the next pay
(See extract of order 78, herewith sent.)
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. \VOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To

Major J or-IN R.

DELANY,

Cormnanding at Ross's Landing.

HEAD QuARTER s , ARMY OF THE

C. N.,

New Echola, Geo., March 15, 1837.
SIR: Having reported yourself for duty, agreeable to order transmitted
you of the 18th ultimo, you will proceed, without delay, and take command
of the troops under Major Cunningham, at or near the mouth of Valley
river.
Your attention is called to all orders hitherto issued in rell'ltion to the
command assigned you, and especially to orders 77, 78, 80, 81, and ofthe
new series for 1837, orders 1, 5, 8, 9, and 10, and such instructions as may
have been furnished from time to time to the commanding officers of your
station, all which you will fail not to have rigidly executed. Sobriety,
obedience, and subordination are too essential to good order and discipline
to be dispensed with. 'Therefore, intemperance or insubordination must be
suppressed by promptness, decision, and punishment.
ln your intercourse with the Cherokees in that section, you will treat
them kindly, and give them all the protection guarrantied by the late treaty
made between the nation and the United States. At the same time, you
will adopt such measures as may be best calculated disseminate amo
them the information that they have bnt one summer more to plam corn
in this country, after which they must prepare to remove to their new
homes west of the Mississippi. 'The whole nation will be removed next
fall and winter, and those that do not voluntarily get ready and go before
next spring, about one year from this time, will then be forced off by the
troops of the United States. You will likewise inform them that rations,
blankets, shoes, and other articles, w~ll be furnished J:he poor of the nation
on - application. As soon as there may be a sufficient number of poor in
that section of the country to justify the expense of an agent,_ one will be
appointed to issue rations to them.
Should any thing occur of importance in relation to the troops or the
Indians, and proper for me to know, you will not fail to transmit it to me
by express.
On your way to Valley river, if you should deem it necessary, you will
visit Captain Peak, and in form him that his men mu st be properly clothed
for a summer campaign. Every officer, non-commissioned officer, musician,
and private, must have a good horse: well shod, suddle, bridle and martingale, halter and blanket; and each man must have at least one pair of good
strong shoes, two pairs of stockings, two pairs of pantaloons, two shirts, ve&t 1
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stock, dress coat, a decent hat or cap, blanket, a substantial over-coat, wallet,
or saddle-bags, and one spnr.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E WOOL,

Brigadier GQneral.

,.ro Colonel JosEPH

BYRD,

Second regiment East Tennessee Volunteers.

HEAD QUARTERS, ARMY

c.

NATION,

New Echota, Georgia, March 20, 1837.
Sm: You will take charge of the prisoners, John G. Smith, John Oxford,
Burrell Smith, and Jesse Griffin,and after you have made yourself acquainted
with all the facts and circumstances relating to the charge of their having
killed a Cherokee Indian, by the name of Oo-ta-loo-kee, or Darhee, you will
deliver them ovP.r to the civil authority of Walker county, for examination,
commitment, and trial.
On your way to the county-seat of Walker county, you will have the
body of Oo ta loo-l;:w~ taken up and examined, in order to ascertain, if practicable, whether he was the Indian said to be killed by Smith and others.
The whole business to be done in relation to the prisoners who are charged
with the crime of murder, is left to your good sense and judgment, with
the expectation that nothing will be left ur,done to have justice done to all
concerned.
Sally, a Cherokee woman, sister of the Indian killed, and Sick-ee-ah,
another Gherokee woman and wife of Con-see-nah, a prisoner in the possession of those who were concerned in the murder complained of, both say
they saw Smith fire on the Indian killed; they both live near where the
Indian was buried.
'rhe detachment consisting of Lieutenant Clayton, and a sergeant and
ten men, are placed under your direction. 'l'hey will take with them four
days' rations of provisions. You will have the detachment furnished with
forng·e during their absence, taking care to keep a correct account of the
expense. You will not be absent more than four days, including this day.
I am, very respectfully, yours, &c.,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen. Cemmanding.
Lieutenant

B. SHAw,·
Georgia Volunteers.

HEN"RY

HEAD QuARTERs, ARl\'lY

C.

NATioN,

New Ecllota, Georgia, March 20, 1837.
SIR: rrhe bearer, Sal! y, is the sister of the Indian killed, and also the
sister of Con-me-sena. It is supposed by his family that he is killed. You
will endeavor to ascertain what has become of him. You will also procure
• a rifle and pot taken from Dick, the son of old Sarah, and deliver it to old
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Sarah. This, however, you can attend to when it will be most con
either_ going or returning. Sally, the bearer, saw Smith fire on Oo-ta
or Ram-crow, who was killed..
I am, very respectfully, yours, &c.,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Command·

'ro Lieutenant SnAw.

HEAD QuARTERs,

ARMY C.

NATION,

New Eclwta, Georgia, fr1arclt 25, 1
SrR: Allow me to call your attention to the case of John G. Smith,
charged with the crime of murdeT. 'rhis ease has produced a
siderable excitement amongst the Cherokees, at which I am not su
for the murder of Oo.ta loo-kee, or Darkey, as called by Smith, wns
eause or justification, in the slightest degree. It would be nnfort
Smith should escape the punishment which so cold-blooded a murder
for. You will, no doubt, recolleet that most of our Indian wars, and more
ticularly the last war with the Creeks and Seminoles, was brought
similar conduct on the part of the white people residing among- them.
Government is very anxious to have the Cherokees rem_oved without
shed, and in that respect, I need not tell you that I am doing every
my power to carry out the wishes of the Government.
Lieutenant Pascal, the bearer of this, has been directed to attend to
ease for the time being ; he is acquainted with all the facts and ·
stances in the ease.
Very respeetfully,
Your obedient servant.

JOHN E. ·wooL,
Brigadier

To Col. H. SnvrMs,

Sol. GeneraL

C. N.,
1Vew Echota, Georgia, ll-Iarch 23, 1

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY oF 'l'HE

SrR: On the reeeipt of the general order, herewith transmitted to
you will lose no time in proceeding to Coosawatee; where it is
you will arrive with your detachment in the course of the day, and
such Creek refugees as may be found lurking in that neighborhood.
On yonr arrival at Coosawatee; you will find a black woman, the
of John A. BeH, who will answer as interpreter: she can talk both
and Cherokee, and, I presume, English. You will employ her, if
sary.
It is desirable that the most favorable impression should be made
the Creeks; and assure them that we have no qther object thnn to
them, under the most kind treatment, to Arkansas, where the great
their nation have already gone. Should they willingly come in and
render themselves, yon will see that tbey are kindly treated, and pro
provisioned.
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Colonel GeorgeS. Massy will accompany you as agent for the Creeks,
who has authority to purchase their necessary provisions for them, and
pay all other incidental expenses attending their collection, &c. : that is,
such as having interpreters, wagons, teams, &c., ~f necessary, to collect

them.
On your arrival, and after you have made yourself acquainted with the
number of Creeks in the neighborhood of Coosawatee, their feelings, dispositions, &c., and particularly in regard to their removal, you will transmit
me a report of the same by express. 'rhis will not be delayed more than
one day. You will also send all other inforn1ation in r~gard to them which
it may be proper for me to know. If the Indians should surrender them·
selves, and appear willii1g to submit to the authorities of the United States,
and make no resistance to removal, ybu will treat them in the most kind
manner, and allow no insult to be offered to them, or depredations committed upon their property by your soldiers. If any improper treatment
should be extended to them by your soldiers, the offenders will be immediately punished, and satisfaction made to the Indians.
I am, very respectfully, yours, &c.,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To Captain

DERRICK,

Commanding Georgia Volunteers.

C. N.,
New Eclwta, Georgia, March 30, 1837.

HEAD QuARTERs, AR1'11.Y OF THE

SIR: Herewith you will receive orders 12 ai1d 13: the last excepts
Quartermaster Vaughn from order 12, until further orders. You will have
the detachment required in 13, to be in readiness to march on the morning
of the 1st of !pril.
The horses must be well shod: and the men prepared for an absence of
ten or more days. The service will be active. You wili send a wagon
and team with the provisions. If it can carry more than ten days' rations,
you will put more in.
I am, very respectfully, yours, &c.,

JOHN E. w-ooL,
Br,ig. Gen. Commanding.
To Major JoHN R.

DELANY,

Commanding near Ross's Lauding.

C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, March 30, 1837.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY 01<"" ·rHE

SIR: You will take the directing charge, or superintendence, of collecting the refugee Creeks scattered through- the Cherokee nation. Yon will
employ such agents, and give such directions, in regard to their collection and
concentration at Ross's Landing, as may be best calculated to effect the object. On your application, from time to time, as you may deem necessary,
troops will be furnished from the military stations in Georgia, Alabama,
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Tennessee, and North Carolina, to aid and assist you in
Creeks. An agent, to supply the Creeks with provisions,
with each principal detachment.
·
Should the necessities of the Creeks require clothing to cover their
kedness, you are authorized to purchase clothing in such cases, and
it to the account of contingencies, if you have no funds in your
.
the purchase of clothing.
After you have visited Coosawatee, and made such arrangements
yotu agents at that place as may be neces~ary, you will return to
head quarters for further instructions.
· I am, very respectfully, yours, &c.,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen.
1To

Lieut.

c:o:mrn~ar,~mnlt~

EDwARD DEAs,

United States Army.

HEAD QUARTERS,
New Eclwta, Geo., MaTch 30, 1837
SrR: By the enclosed order you are excepted from general order
13. You will accompany the detachment of Captain Humbree, to
the duties of quartermaster and commissary. I would advise
ever, to be prepared to discharge the duties correctly and with pro
It has been reported to me thnt you have not hitherto discharged
ties of quartermaster correctly. I trust that we shall not, in future,
similar complaints against you.
I am, very respectfully,
Yours, &c.,

JOHN E. vVOOL,

Brig. Gen. Commanding.
'ro Quartermaster

VAUGHN,

Ross's Landing.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF CHEROKEE NATION,

New Echota, Geo., March 30, 1837.
SIR: On the receipt of this letter, the detachment ordered to be
to march, by order No.' 13, already transmitted to you, will
Clay, for the purpose of collecting the Creek refugees in that neigh
and deliver them to lVIr. A. R. Barclay, esquire, who will receive them,
furnish them with provisions. As soon as a sufficient number can be
lected, they will be conducted to Ross's Landing, and delivered to Lieu
ant Deas, of the United States army, at that place. 'rhe agent will
the teams and pay the expense. All expenses attending their
will be paid by him, that is for provisions, teams, wagons, and in
Neighborhood, means ~wenty or more miles. If, on the arrival
detachment at Red Clay, the Creeks should -attempt to escape, they will
pursued, and brought back and secured. Captain Humbree will
the Cherokees to aid .and assist him in collecting them. If they refuse,
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will be confined, and the circumstances reported to me, when I will send a
detachment and have them forthwith :-:~nt to the agency for emigration.
Harsh or severe measures will not be adopted unless absolutely necessary.
'rhe Cherokees, no doubt, will be able to render great assistance in bringing in the Creeks. After they are taken, they must be treated with kindness, and on no account must the soldiers be permitted to offer any insults to
them, or allowed to commit any depredations on their property.
I am, very respectfully,
Yours: &c.,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To Major

JoHN

R.

DELANY,

Commanding near Ross's Lauding.

C. N,
New Ec!tota, Geo., March 31, 1837.
Sm: I have the honor to inform the Secretary of War that I have this
day discharged, except one company, the East Tennessee volunteers,
ordered home agreeably to order No. 66, issued the 1st of November last.
This order has not been issued in consequence of any apparent change
of feeling on the part of the Cherokees in favor of removing to the west;
but because I do not apprehend any danger or disturbance from them
until about the time they will be called on to take their departure for
their new homes. So long as they may have a ray of hope remaining
that they will be permitted to remain in this country, and will not be
obliged to remove to the west, there will be 110 danger of war or djsturbance with the Cherokees. But when the period arrives when all
hopes of remaining in the land of their forefathers :shall be dissipated,
and they find that they must go, whoever may be in command in this
country at that time, may consider himself more than fortunate if he
should succeed in removing them without the shedding of human blood.
I will not trouble you with a detail of circumstances which are to
produce such a scene. It is sufficient to say that the rights of these people
have been too often disregarded, too often trampled upon, and too often
violated without cause or justification, with impunity, not to hav'e sunk
deep into their hearts, and which, I have little doubt, will be made man·
ifest, in a most signal manner, before they finally take their departure,
unless prevented by the most efficient and judicious measures. By these
remm·ks I only intend to refer to the acts of individuals who reside amon()'
them, and who seem bent on drenching this country with blood. Recent
ooourrences, which are but repetitions of those which have heretofore
taken place, show plainly that it is in vain to appeal to the civil authorities
ofthe country to repress the disposition af the whites to oppress this people
and trample on their rights. In illustration, I would refer to a case of an
aggra'tated cast, which occurred a few days since, within a few miles of
diis place. An Indian, at his own house, was shot down and basely mur.
dered by a party of white men, who had not the least semblance of provocation, unless an attempt to escape from their barbarity be so considered.
These men were arrested by my order, and immediately turned over to the
civil authority, to be dealt with according to their deserts. But so strongly
HEAD QtJARTE:Rs, ARMY oF THF.
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have tbe prejudices of the people, stimulated by avarice; been ex '
against the· Indians, that it is exceedingly doubtful if justice can be
in the case. \-Vith these people it really seems to be no crime to kill
Jndian; they do not look to the probable consequences. This circumst
together with the daily efforts of the whites to dispossess the Indians
their houses and lands, ha:s created a state of feverish excitement, which
will be exceedingly difficult to repress when the hour of their
arrives. rro check these aggressions on the part of the whites,
allay the consequent excitement of the Cherokees, and, if possible, to
them to prepare to remove, at the proper time, peaceably to the
induced me to propose making the tour through the nation, to
alluded in my last communication. In the mean time, 1 would
renew my application, made through the Adjutant General's office to
General Macomb, in my letter of the 18th of February last, for a
of United States infantry, to be sent to this country. Such a force,
with the volunteers I can always have at my command from
Tennessee, will, perhaps, enable me to preserve the peace of the co
and to remove the Cherokees without the horrors of another Indian war.
In addition to the above, I would observe that Lieutenant Deas, of the
United States army, has arrived,· with agents to receive, for emigration,
refuo-ee Creeks scattered through this country. From the information
hav~ recently received, I think there cannot be less than one
These, it would appear, like many of the Cherokees, are determined
to leave the country until they are forced out of it. On the first intimati
of a design to collect · them for removal, they fled to the mountains
Georgia and North Carolina. But few have yet been apprehended.
have little doubt, however, that the greater part will be taken in the
of a month. I have several parties of volunteers in pursuit of them.
With considerations of the highest respect,
1 have the honor to be yom· obed1en't servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen. Ccommauding in

To the Ron.

JoEL

R.

0.

N.

PoiNSETT,

.

Secretctry of War.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY oF THE

C. N.,

New Echota, Georgia, Ap1·il 3, 1837,
StR: Herewith yon will receive general order Ko. 15. On application
Lieutenant Deas, you will furnish such military aid as may be nta.:t::s:su,rv....
not exceeding thirty men, including non-commissioned officers, for the
prehension of Creek refugees _in the Cherok~e country. . You will ·
pursu.e them, ii1dependent.ly, m th~ mountams ?f Tennesse~ and
Catolma, .or co-operate·· w1th Capt am Humbr Je m the pursmt at or
Ued Clay, as may be judged most' advisable.
Yon will call on Lieutenant How~ for rations, who will furnish
He will also make provision to furnish your detachment with forage
its absence, Rations for the detachment will, if · practicable, be carried in
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wagon:l. The head quarters of your company will be established at or
ne·1.r Fort Cass, until fmth er orders.
I tun; respectfully,
Yours; &c.,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Comrnandir1g.

To Capt. JAcoB

PEAK,

Commanding Tennessee Volunteers,

eye.

ARMY oB~ THE C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, April 3, 1837.

HEAD QuARTERs,

Sm: Herewith yon will receive order No. 15. On application of Lieu ..
tenant Deas, yon will furnish such military aid as may be necessary to ap·
prehend the Creek refngees in the mountains of North Carolina. He may
send an agent to superintend the collection and supplying them with provisions. If, however, provisions c!lnnot be purchased in the valley towns,
you will cause them to be furnished from the depot established at Camp
Huntington, in the charge of Lieutenant Montgomery, for the poor and
destitute Cherokees. If they can be supplied w-ithout interfering with the
depot for the poor Cherokees, I would much prefer it. No doubt fresh
beef can be procured, and corn of Hunter, of Starrett.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. VVOOL,
Brig. Gen. Cor.rz.manding.

To Colonel

BYRD,

Comnwnding near Valley River.
ARMY oP THE C. N.,
New Echbta, Georgia,· April 3, 1837.

HEAD QuARTERs,

SI.R: Herewith yon will receive order No. 15. In case Li(.'utenant
Deas should ask for a part of Captain Peak's company, for the apprehension
ofthe Creek refugees in the mountains of Tennessee and North Carolina,
or to co-operate in the pursuit with Captain Humbree) in the neighborhood
of Red Clay, yon will adopt the necessary measures to furnish the detachment with rations and forage during its absence. If the route will admit
ofit, you will fnrnish a team and wagon to carry the rations and tents of
the detachment.
Captain Hurnbree, with forty men, has been ordered to Red Clay) and to
take with him ten days' rations. Quartermaster Vaughn has been ordered
to attend the detachment as quartermaster and issuing commissary. If
you deem it necessary, you will send an agent with Captain Peak's detaphment, and as many days' rations as it is thought the detachment will be
bsent.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
.

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen.. Commanding.

'11o Liec' C. S. H owE,
· ~. C~·m. S11b. and Acting Quartermaster.
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HEAD Q uA RTERs, ARMY oP THE CHEtWKE:E NATto~,
~New Echota, Georgia, April 4, 1837.

SIR: I received your favor of the 2d instant, last evening. In answer
to so much of it as relates to forwarding to the "Paymaster General an
estimate for the next two months, including the last five months for Captain
Peak's company," I would call your attention to the enclosed extract of
letter from the Secretary of ';y ar to the honorable James Standifer. You
will perceive, by the extract, that the volunteers ordered home under order
66, will not be entitled to all the allowances granted to those constantly in
the field. It appears that they will only be entitled to their pay and rations.
Your estimates in regard to those ordered home will be made, therefore,
conformably to the extract. I presume, however, it is not intended to
preclude their getting the full allowance of clothing. You will, hdw<wer,
recollect they were not quite four months in service when they were ordered
home. You will please confer with Major Payne, who will furnish you
with a return of the companies included in order 66. You will, however,
not pay any of the volunteers who were ordered home, until you have
conferred with me on the subject.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN B. WOOL,
Brig. Gen.. Cmnmanding.
Tn Paymaster BENNE'I"f ,

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY oF THE CHEROKEE NATION,

New Echola, Georgia, April 8, 1837.
SIR: I had the honor to receive, the 6th instant, your communication
of the 23d, with enclosures, in relation to the conduct of a part of the
volunteers under my command, towards the citizens of North Carolina.
In answer to which, I would inform the Secretary of War that measures
have already been adopted which, I trust, will prevent a repetition of conduct
similar to that with which the volunteers stationed in that part of the
Cherokee country have been charged. It is, however, due to the volunteers
to say, that no complaint of the kind has ever been made to me by any of
the citizens in that part of the Cherokee eountry ; on the contrary, they
have uniformly reported favorably of their conduct and deportment,
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
.
Your obedient servant,

JOHN B. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Comrnandi11g in C. N.
To the Hon. J. R. PorN'SE'rT,
Sectetary of War.

HEAD QuARTERS, ARMY O:F THE CtiE:RoKEE NATtoN,

New Echota, Georgia, April 8, 1837.
Sut: Herewith are transmitted copies of orders from 11 to 15, inclusive,
issued to the troops under my command siuce my last return. I also transmit
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copies of letters of instruction to otficers. By these orders and instructions,
you will perceive my troops are in pursuit of the refugee Creeks scattered
through the Cherokee country. The number is estimated to be 1,000.
The greater part have :fled to the mountains of Georgia and North Carolina.
About 150 have been apprehended. I ain in hopes those that have :fled
will return and surrender themselves. They have little else than roots
nnd the sap of trees to subsist on.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
I

To Brigadier Gener~l R. JoNEs,
Adjutant General.

HEAD

Brig. Gen. Commanding.

ARMY OF THE C. N.;
New Echota, Georgia, April 8, 1837.

QuARTERs,

Srn.: Herewith is transmitted a monthly return of the volunteers under
my command, for the month of March.
Captain Peak's company, 2d regiment of East 11 ennessee volunteers, has
been recalled into service. It is eighty-six strong. It will be reported in
the next monthly return.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

B1·ig. Gen. Commanding in C. C.
To Brig. Gen. R. JoNEs,

Adjutant General.

HEAD

QuAR'rERS,

ARMY

C. N.,

Ne'W Bchota, Georgia, April20, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to inform the Secretary of War that I have just
returned from a tour through a part of the Oh~rokee country, extending
from this to Coosawatee, Red Clay, and the regwn of the Frog mountain.
My object was to converse with the Cherokees in .regard t~ their removal
west, and to visit the sevttral detachments sent out m pursmt of the Creek
Indians scattered through this coun~rr. I found that about three hundred
had been apprehended. These, wtth one hundred and fifty at Gunter's
Landing, will, it is probable, in the course of two or three weeks, be sent to
~rkansas. Those found in the Cherokee country are generally in a
wretched condition. and most of them nearly naked. I ordered sufficient
clothing to be furnished to cover their nakedness.
In my communication to the Secretary of War, dated the 31st ultimo, I
earnestly requested that a regiment of United States infantry might be sent
to this country. For the following reasons, I would again call your atten·
tion to the subject:
·
The period is approaching, when the term will expire, for which the
volunteers under my command engaged to serve the United States, except
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two companies frmn Georgia. Under the most favorable circumstances,.
the volunteer service is extrcrnely troublesome, and often perplexing, especially so \vhen both officers and men are alike 1macquainted with their
dt!ty; such have been nnder my command from the highest to the lowest
grade. By the time those now in service will have become capable and
usefn l troops, they will be entitled to their discharge-the 8th July uexL
Mn.ny of these, however, if not all, would be willing to engage for another
1
year. But, unfortunately for myself, as well as the service, my instructions
of the 12th October last do not favor such a result. 'l..,hey appear to an·
ticipate that each State will furnish the number of men requisite for its
own defence. I am wholly unacquainted with the circumstances which
should have dictated such instructions. Whatever may have been the
cause or motive which le.d to their adoption, I am sure no good can possibly result from enforcing them. By examination, it would appear that
the volunteers are not to act conjointly, but that each State is to be pro·
tected by its own troops. Should such he the intention, it is obvious that
four times the number of troops necessary, either for the preservation
peace, or the protection and defence of tbe country, will be required.
Uuder the impression that each State is to be protected by its own troop~
volunteers from each of the States interested in the removal of the Cherokees, have tendered to me their services. Under the hope that a regiment
of United States infantry might be sent to this country, I have given no
~ncoumgement that they would be received. I am, however, one of those
officers who would at any time prefer 500 disciplined troops to 2,000 andisciplined and uninstructed volunteers. The latter are little else than an
unruly mob, until restrained and brought do\yn by the force of discipline.
To accomplish this without experienced officers to assist in the instruction1
imposes upon the Commanding General a duty by no means to be envied.
His cares and duties are endless. The idea that I shall be compelled to
commence the Jabors · of the last year, of again tra.i ning -and preparing
volunteers for the services of the coming fall and winter, fills me with
anxiety and solicitation. T assure you, from the time I took command of
the volunteers now in service) until this moment, I have not had one mo·
ment's leisure. Day and night l have been employed. It is true I have
had the good fortune to overcome their prejudice against regular officers,
and to bring them to a proper state of subordination and discipline. · These
duties, together with those connected with the Cherokees, which are dai!J
and hourly increasing, have caused me many sleepless nights. The Secretary of War has no idea, from any action which may have been made,.ef
the difficulties which a military commander has to contend with in this
country. If I had the time to c:ommunicate them, I have not the inclination to lay before him a description of the corrupting and disgusting scenes
which "daily, and I might almost say hourly, take place in this country, and
which is not in the power of any military command'e r to prevent, without
producing a great evil. I am only surprised that the Cherokees have not risen
in their might, and destroyed every white resident in the Cherokee country.
To all these difficulties and embarrassments, I trust that the drudgery of
again receiving, arming, and disciplining raw and inexperienced volunteers
will not be superadded; and that, too, at the time when the services of
· experienced and efficient troops will be most required.
In conclusion, l beg leave ta observe that I have but one object in view,
and that is to accomplish the wishes of the Government, and to remove the
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Cherokees, without bloodshed, to their new homes; at the same time to protect
them in all the rights secured to them by the treaty. Hence I ask for a
regiment of United States infantry, or as many companies of regular
troops as can he spared from other sections of the country, with the privile~e of receiving as many volunteers as the service may require, from those
wno have previously served under my command. I ask this, because the
public service demands it, on account of efficiency and economy; and that
I may also be relieved from labor of a vexatious and harrassing nature, at
a time when my services may be required in the field.
With considerations of the highet;t respect,
I have the honor to be,
Your most obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Oornmanding the C. C.
To the Hon. J. R. PoiNSETT,
Secretary of l'Var.

ORDER

21.

QuAR'l'ERs, ARMY C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, May 7, 1837.

HEAD

·william M. Shaw is appointed assistant quartermaster to the battaJion
He will be respected and obeyed accordingly.

of Georgia volunteers.

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

ORDER

22.

.HEAD QuARTEH.s, ARMY

C. N.,

NeM Ecltota, Georgia, May H, 1837.
The Commanding General would again call tl]e attention of officers in
command of corps, battalions, or compauies in the Cherokee country, ~o the
mders heretofore issued for their government in relation to pJonthly returns
oo general head qu~rters.
·
The monthly returns will, if practicable, be always transmitted on the
lst day of the month, and will specify the numbers, dates, and d13s~ription
of all orders and instructions received during the month.
The Commanding General trusts that this is the last time he will have
to admonish his officers on this subject.

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

ORDER

23.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, ~Iay 10,

1837.

No leave of absence to officers, or furloughs to soldiers, will be granted,
until further ordm·s.
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
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C. N. 1
New Echota, Georgia, May 14, 183i.
Hereafter no officer performing the quties of quartermaster or co
sary at the different stations in the Cherokee country, will ]eave his
without permission from general head quarters.
Applications for such leave of absence will be transmitted
Lieutenant Hetzel, assistant quartermaster, and Lieutenant Howe,
commissary, by the officers of their respective departments.
JOHN E. WOOL.
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
ORDER

24.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

C. N.,

New Echota, Georgia, May 9, 1837.
SIR: Herewith I transmit you the returns of volunteers and
in the Cherokee nation, for the month of April, 1837.
I am, sir,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WODL,
Brig. Gen. Commandin{(,
To General R. JoNEs,
Adjutant Generald

C. N. 1
New Echota, April26, 1837.
SIR: I herewith enclose the monthly return of regulars nndet my
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

mand in the Cherokee nation, for the month of March. It has
layed in consequence of the commanding officer at Fort Cass ne~;tectq
to forward his return fn time, and also because of my absence on a
through the nat.ion 1 visiting the detachments sent out in pursuit of
refugee Creeks.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
B1'ig. Gen. Commanding.
To General JoNEs,
Adjutant General.
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HEAD QuARTERs,

New Echota, May 11, 1837.
SIR: Herewith I transmit orders; ifilsned during the month of April, from
16 to 18 inclusive. Those issued previous to No. 16, within the month,
were transmitted with my returns for March.
I am, sir,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL.
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

To Brig. General R. JoNEs,
Adjutant General.

C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, May 15, 1837.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

Sm: I had the pleasure to receive yours of the 8th instant, by express.
I approve of your course, in relation to the visit you made to the ball
play. The conduct of the Indians ought ttl be closely watched, and if
you diseover any indication of hostility to the execution of the treaty, you
will not fail to give information of the fact, with a detailed account of the
circumstances connected with it.
You made no mention or reference to my instructions of the lst May
last. Yon cannot too soon comply with so much of them as relates to sending ont detachments to explore the country, and make the examinations
therein required. The most vigilant and active conduct is requisite, in
order to ascertain the views and intentions of the Indians, in regard to submitting to the terms of the treaty.
I am, very respectfully,
Yours, &c.,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen. Commanding.

To Colonel

BYRD,

Commanding at F_ort Butler.

0Rm:;:. 25.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

C. N.,

New Echota, Georgia, 1Vlay 15, 1837.
Jacob Pettyjohn, a musician of Captain Buffington's company of Georgia
TO nnteers, having committed the crime of stealing thirty dollars from one
of lns fellow-soldiers, is unwor~hy to remain longer in the service of the
l nlted States, and will, therefore, be disgracefully and dishonorably disbarged; to take effect from the 5th of May, inst.
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
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26.

86
C. N.,
_New Echota, Georgia, May 17, 1837.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

-Sergeant Henry Wigley, _ of Captain Buffington's company of
volunteers, in consequence of disurderly conduct, disobedience of
and neglect of duty on guard, is reduced to the ranks; and will be disch
the service of the United States forthwith. He will not be per ·
remain one moment in the neighborhood of the cantonment, after
discharge.
Of the same company, private John B. Champoix, and James M.
f<>r mutinous eondnct on the morning of the 17th instant, in exciting
encouraging the men of said company to take their arms to rescue from
a number of prisoners confined for gross neglect of duty, whilst on guard
thenightsofthe 16th and 17thinstant,at Cantonment Wool, will be forth
dishonorably and disgracefully discharged the service of the United
These men will not be permitted to remain for a moment after their
charge, in the neighborhood of the cantonment.
Of the same company, Sergeant Green W. Cain, Corporals S. B. Ma
and William D. Gilmer, for mutinous conduct on the morning of the 1
instant, in exciting and encouraging the men of said comp~;tny to take
arms to rescue from prison the prisoners above alluded to, will be for
reduced to the ranks. 'They will be confined under guard until
orders.
Lieut. McCormick, of the same company, who was an officer of the
the 16th and 17th instant, for neglect of duty, and disobedience of
will be arrested and confined to his quarters tmtil further orders, or
a general court martial can be ordered for his trial.
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen.

ORDER

27.

Com'mana~·ng.

C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, May 30,

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

Major lVJ. M. Payne will continue to exercise a general superin
ing control of the command at New Echota, Georgia, until further
He will see that all orders relating to the discipline, police, &c. of the G
volunteers be vigilantly enforced.

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, May 17, 1837.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

SIR: I received, by express, your letters of the lOth and 11th iustant,
a copy of a certificate from Lawler to you. Hereafter, you will not fail
transmit all returns as required of your command, with your monthly
turn of the troops. You will give notice to the assistant quartermaster
commissary of the station, of the day you intend to send; in order that
may setid, with the same express, his monthly abstracts .
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I should have considered the letter of General Smith, in regard to Lawler

and Peter Seaford, in the light of a complaint, and of the highest order.
It wonld appear, however, from the certificate of Lawler, that he does not
desire the land. This certificate may have been obtained through force.
You will ascertain whether such is the fact~ and have justice done. If Lawler does not wish to dispossess Seaford, let the case stand as at present, nntil
I visit you.
In relation to the conduct of part of Captain Powell's company, in burning
the bacon, I have only to o~)serve, that I had expected a differeut course of
conduct from a company having at its head an officer for whom I had always entertained great-respect, and from whom, on account of his intelli~
gence and capacity, [ had expected one of the first volunteer companies in
the service. Indeed, I had looked with certain confidence to that officer fi11·
example£ and efficiency that would have had a most salutary influence upon
the rest of the corps. I hope, notwithstanding all that has happened with
his company, that I shall not be disappointed, and that, when I arrive at Fort
Butler, I shall find it all I could desire.
·
In conclusion, I would repeat, that, commanding in an important station
Df the country, you must keep on the alert. You cannot be too vigilant.
I am, very respectfully, yours, &c.,

JOHN. E. vVOOL,
Brig Gen. Commanding,
To Col. BYR n,
Commanding at ~Port Butter.

C. N.,
New Echota, Geo,, May 21, 1837'.
Snt: You will proceed, with your detachment, to Hightown, via Cassville. On your arrival at Cassville, you will call on C. D. Terhum, Esq.,
and inform him of your intended expedition. Mr. Terlmm will accom~
pany you, for the purpose of investigating the complaints of Indians on
ucconnt 0f being dispossessed of their improvements. In all cases where
it may be necessary, you will fnrnish the requisite force to dispossess the
white men, and give the Indians possession. As Mr. Terhnrn is the State's
agent for executing the laws of Georgia, as regards the dispossessing the
white people, and restoring the Indians their rjghtful possessions, I have to
request that yon will be governed by lus opinion in all such cases.
ln your tour you will endeavor to impress npon the Indians the uecessity
ofprepart1.tion for rem,wal next fall and winter. At the same time, inform
them thnt this is the last summer they will be allow·ed to plant corn in this
COU!Jtry, and if they do not get ready to go before the 25th of May, 1.838,
they will be forced from this country by the soldiers of the United States.
You will not prolong your tour beyond eight days.
I am: sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient serv~:mt,
JOHN E. \VOOL,
Br,i g. Gen. (}olnmandiug.
1 1o Captain DERRICK.
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY
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HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY OF THE

C. N.,

Athens, Tennessee, June 3, 1!:-l37.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your commu ·
tion of the 24th ultimo, on my return to this place from the mountains
· North Carolina: where I had been to inspect the troops under my
mand, stationed near the mouth of Valley river.
In answer to which I would observe, although I do not agree with
honorable Secretary of War in his opinion of the propriety of the
tion to which he has alluded, yet I do not deem it necessary to my
ter, Oi' to my usefulness as an officer, to publish the Jetters from the
Department of the 12th of October, the 16th, or the 23d of November.
character as an officer, as well as my honor, are sufficiently vind ·
the report of the Secretary of War to the President of the United
dated the 3d ultimo. It may not be improper, however, to
relation to the publication alluded to, that it was the result of the
and villanous slanders of a man with whom I never had the
difficulty, who boasted of his influence and almost daily cmrrespcmdenell
with the President.
I have just completed a tour of inspection of my command in the
kee nation, with the exception of one company, Captain Bni-n..,,..,... ,ft
recently received into the service from Georgia. All are comfortably qu
tered for the winter, and, comparatively, at a very small expense.
The Indians residing in North Carolina are still unanimously, or
so, opposed tp the late treaty, and have no idea of removing to the
The number now in the mountains is estimated at about five thou
This number will be greatly increased as soon as the Indians in
and Alabama begin to emigrate to the west. It is the refuge for the
contented of the nation, and particularly those opposed to the treaty.
poorest and most destitute among them will not receive rations or cl
from the United States, lest they should compromit themselves, and
be compelled to remove. Those whom I compelled to surrender t
arms, last summer, appealed to me, on my recent visit to that section of
country, to have them restored. I offered to comply with their request
conditwn that they would promise to submit to the terms of the
This they refused to do, and left without their anns. I do not, ho
apprehen-d any difficulty with these people until about the time for
removal to the west, when I have little donbt we shall be compelled
force them from the country, which may lead to the shedding of
blood. It certainly will be if the Government is not more fortunate
heretofore in the appointment of the civil agents,· who are greatly
and detested by the Indians. Had Curry lived, he would assuredly
been killed by the Indians in the valley towns. It is a truth that you
not a single agent, high or low, that has the slightest moral control
the Indians. It wonld be wise, if persons appointed to civil stations in
nation, could be taken from among those who have had nothing to do
making the late treaty.
I have transmitted, by thi:-:; mail, to Brigadier General Gibson, an ·
for funds to purchase subsistence for the troops, that probably will
required in the course of the year, in the Cherokee nation. The a
number that will be required will not be much short of eight hund
To subsist this nnm,ber it will cost, perhaps, $50,000. I have proposed
the Commissary General tG expend, at this time, or in the course of
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winter, $30,000 in the purchase of bacon and flour. Bacon can now be
purchased for about ten cents the pound, and flour from eight to ten dollars
per barrel. Flour will be scarce, as there is but little in the country ; and
if we wait till spring we shall not be able to supply our troops in North
Carolina and Georgia with flour at a less expense than from fourteen to
fifteen dollars per barrel. I hope yon will sanction the measure.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant:

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen., Comnzanding in Cherokee nation.

To the Hon. B. F.

BuTLER.

Secretary oj'War.

C. N.,
Fort Cass, Tennessee, June 7: 1837.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

Sm: Herewith I transmit a return of the volunteers under my command for the month of May, 1837.
I also transmit orders from 19th to 27th, inclusive; and letters of instruction to Colonel Byrd and to Captain Derrick.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
B rig. Gen. Commanding.
To Brig. Gen. R. J o N Es .
Ac?jutant General.

ORDER

19.

H E AD QuARTERs, AHMY

C. N.,

lVew Eclwta, Geo., May 2: 1837.
Lieutenant Shaw, of Captain Derrick's company of Georgia vo1imteers,
is appointed acting aid-de-camp to the Commanding General. He will he
obeyed and respected accordingly.

.

JOT-TN B. WOOL.
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

Oamm :20.

C. N.,
New Ecltota, JV/ay 7, 1837.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

:Major Delaney, commanding at Ross's Landing, will immediately direct
Captain McClelland to repair with his company of mounted East Tennessee volunteers to Valley river, and report himself to Colonel Byrd, for duty.
The assistant quartermaster will have the requisite means of transportation for the company furnished.

_.
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The assistant commissary of subsistence will see that the requisite sup
plies for the subsistence of the company be furnished on the march,

JOHN E. WOOL.
Brig. Gen. Cor;nrnanding.
C. N.,
J-i1ort Cass, Tennessee, June 8, 1837.
SrR: Herewith is enclosed a return of the regular troops under my
command in the Cherokee nation, for the month of May, 1837.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
'To Brig. Gen. R. JoNEs,
Adjutant General.
HEAD QuARTEn,s, ARMY

ATH.ENS, EAST TENNESSEE,

June 12, 1837.
I have the honor to report my arrival at this place on this day .
. I am, respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
.,V M. LINDSAY,
Col. 2d Artillery.
Bre\'. Brig. Gen . .R. JoNES
Adjutant Gene1·al.
HEAD QuARTERS oF THE ARMY,

Washington, July 17, 1837.
SrR: The Governor of Alabama has addressed a letter to the Secretarv

of War, covering resolutions of the Senate and House of Representatives
of that State, in rehttion to certain transactions of the military force of the
United States P-mployed in the Cherokee country, within the limits of the
State of Alabama, under your command; copies of which letter and resolutions are, herewith, transmitted to yon for your information.
The President ha:!l received from the Secretary of \Var the letter and
resl)lutions above referred to, and has directed that an immediate investiga·
tion be made into the conduct of all concerned in the transactions set forth
iu the resolutions of the Legislature of Alabama; and, in consequence, a
court of inquiry will be immediately appointed, to New Echota, or other
place convenient to hold its session, and make the examination. Yon will,
therefore, remnin at New Echota until the arrival of the court of inquiry,
~u1d app~ar ?efor~ it with such witnesses a:s you may judge proper to bring
m your .JUStrficntwn.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
ALEX. MACOMB,
Maj. Gen. Cornma nder-in-Citief.
Insp. Gen. JoHN E. \VooL,
1Ve·w Echota, Georgia.
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9J
HEAD QuARTERs,

Washington, D. C., July 19, 1837.
SIR: I have, since my arrival in this city, seen a letter., dated July 3d,
1837, from his excellency C. C. Clay, Governor of Alabama, in which it
is represented that, in consequence of certain orders of mine issued whilst

in conimand in the Cherokee nation, :'a contest has taken place in the
county of Marshall, which resulted in the death of two individuals, certainly, besides the most serious injury to others; some of whom, it is feared,
may yet die of their wounds;" and requests that the affair "should be
promptly inves.tigated/' in order that those concerned in it may "receive
merited condemnation."
With a view that justice ,may be done to myself, and that my conduct,
whilst in command in the Cherokee nation, may be duly appreciated, and,
at the same time, to preveut false impressions from growing out of -the affair complained of, I earnestly request that the President of the United
States will institute· a court of inquiry, not only to investigate my conduct
in relation to the case iti question, but in relation to all my conduct as
Commanding General in the Cherokee country, from the time I entered it,
until I relinquished the command to Colo-nel Lindsay, on the 1st July
instant.
I have the honor to be,
_
\'Vith considerations of the nighest respect,
Sir, yonr obedient servant,

JOHN E. vVOOL,
Brigadier General U. S. Army.
To the Hon. J. R.

PorNSE'l'T.

Secretary ' of l'Var.
HEAD QuARTERS 1 ARMY EAsT TENNESSEE,

·

Athens, July 22, 1837.

SIR: You will forthwith proceed on your march with three companies
of your regiment to the mouth of Valley river. On your arrival on hh t
part of the road ordered to be repaired by n detachment of volunteers under
the command of Major Cunningham, you will examine it; and, in case it
has not been done, you will make it passable for wagons. Should yon
overtake the teams carrying provisions to Valley river, and they should find
it ~ifficult to get along, you will render them such assistance a3they may re.
qmre, to enable them to reach the month of Valley river by Wednesday next.
Yon will be careful to avoid all colEsion with the Indians, and prevent
your men from insulting them, or committing depredations on their property. Should any of these occur, you will immediately make ample
satisfaction ; and the offenders will be discharged fi·om the sen.-ice of the
United States without pay or allowances.
All ardent spirits, as far as practicable, will be excluded from the camp of
the volunteers; and, as far as the laws will permit, from among the Indians.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. '\VOOL.
Brig. Gen. C.'Jmman,ding.
To Colonel

SMtTH,

First Regiment of Volunteers.
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NEW YORK, August 6, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communica.
tion of the 27th ultirno, from which it appears that the President of the
United States refuses to grant my request for a court to inquire into
condnct as Gommanding General in the. Cherokee country, frem the time
entered it, until I relinquished the command to Colonel Lindsay,
:'no accusation had been made against me, with regard to any part
conduct while in command in the Cherokee country," excepting one
the Governor of Alabama, on which an investigation has been ordered.
It appears, frorr1 a communication addressed to the officers of the
volunteers, by the Secretary of War, dated May 20th, 1837, that I
recalled at my own request.
It is true, that, in consequence of the censures and degrading orders
the President of the United States, as contained in the comm,,.. . ,.·,.,to."'"""'
from the War Department, dated the 12th and 17th Octqber, 1836, and cir
culated by the order of the acting Secretarr of War through the Cherokee
nation, and partially published in the Athens Republican, of the 23d of
November, 1836, I did request to be recalled.
· rrhe President did not dt-~em it expedient to comply with my request, ''as
he saw no adeq nate reason for recalling me from the command," and I
remained in the country.
After the lapse of several months, the recall is ordered; and one of the
reasons assigned, is the application made in November, whieh was then
refm;ed.
As something new must have occurred, subsequently to November, which
has been deemed by the President of sufficient importance to induce a recall
even on an application which had been refused, and which had not been
renewed; and as Colonel Lindsay, my successor lind junior in rank, has
been directed, upon the complaint of Mr. John Ross and others, to investigate
certain transactions of mine, and report the facts. to the War Department;
and ns all partinl inquiries may lead to injustic~, the justice of making the
inquiry general is very apparent to me; therefore, [respectfully request that
the court, which is to assemble at Athens, on the 25th instant, may be
anthorized to make .snch general inquiry, and to report their opinions \.vith
the facts.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant.,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brigadier General U.S. Army.
To the Ron. J. R.

PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.

TRoY, N. Y., August 10, 1837.
SIR: I have :10 copy of the complaints;upon which my conduct is to be
investigated by a court of inquiry of which Major General Sc.ott is president.
Allow me to reqnest that yo~1 will do me the favor to obtain a copy, f\nd
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transmit it, with a copy of the late treaty with the Chel'okees: to Kuo x vi lle~
'rennessee.
I am , very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E . vv-001 ,,
Br·i gadier General l/ .. 8 . Army.
To Brigadier General R.

JONE S ,

-

Adjutant GenP.ral.

co., GEoRau ,
Octobtr 1 l, 1837.
DEAR StR: 'rhe undersig·ned, members of the bar of the Chet'Okee circuit1
with respect, represent to you the following information: Previous to an
adjonrned term of the Superior Court of Murraycounty, an affray bappened
with some of the citizens. This was on the 2d instant; our court was to
be held on the 9th instant. What was our surprise, when assembled at
court, to behold ourselves surrounded by a strong military force, under
command of Uaptain E. Buffington, of the volunteers. In investigating
the cause, we have ascertained that Colonel Lindsay had ordered him and
his company to Spring Place: to aid the civil authorities; if required, in the
administration of justice. A sttong feeling of opposition mnnifested itself
relative to this course. Captain Buffington tendered the services of himself
and command to the presiding judge, the honorable Henam vVarner. His
honor refused their services, re1ying upon the constitution, the laws~ and
the intelligence of the community; and, aided by a strong solicitation from
the bar, dismissed the troops, and they returned to New Echota. '1-,his is
the history of the case in a few words. Now, sir, feeling, as we do, that
such conduct is an innovation upon the established usage of our country in
the administration of~ur Jaws; that it is directly opposite to our constitution,
and highly intrusive to the feelings of an intelligent community, and has
a direct tendency to coerce, by military interference, and obstrtlct the legal
course of jttstice, and to extend the military power over that of the civil,
when each should be kept ~eparate and distinct, we respectfully submit
this question: Had Colonel Lindsay any authority, in his general order's,
for this movement~ Has he not, by it, exceeded his orders 1 Hns he any
!I.Uthority to parade a military force 1 and to tender their service, through
officers, to assist the civil authorities 'l We think he has not; \ve hope he
has not. w-e also assure you, that the movement was made at a time of
profound peace, and no indication of any resistance from any men, or body
of men, to the civil authority of the county. We believe Colonel Lind.;ay
has exceeded his orders, and do sincerely hope that yon will dons the justice
to have his conduct, in this regard, inquired into.
We are, with great respect, &c.,
SPRING PLA C E, M u i1IlAY

Hon. JogrJ n.

M. J. WALI(ER,
C. D. 'rERHUW,
G. B. .HARGRAVE,
JAMES A. WRIGH'r.
JOHN .H. LUMPKIN~

PoiNSE:'iiT,

Secretary of War.
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REPORT FRO:Vl 'rHE GOMYIISSlONER OF INDIAN AFFA

WAR DEPAR'rMENT,

Office Iadian Affairs, December 14, 1837.
SrR: In cornpliance with your direction, of October loth, I have
honor to submit a report in answer to so much of the resolution of
Senate, of the 13th of tha,t month, as relates to the business of this
This report embraces "copies of all correspondence," between this
"and any commissioner, agent, or other person, not heretofore cornmtmi
cated, leading to, and connected with,- the treaty of December, 1
supplemental articles thereof, between the United States and the
Indians; and also such correspondence as grew out of said
communications received from the Cherokees, or any portion of
relation to the same,'' with copies of the instructions to disbursing
under said treaty, and of the correspondence with them. 'rhe p
in relation to the investments that have been made in stocks, are stated
the accompanying abstract.
Very respectfully,
Your most obe<J_ient servant,
C. A. HARRIS, Commissioner,
Hon. J. R. PoiNi:lET1',
Secretary of War.

WAR DEPAtt'i'MENT,

. January 6, L835.
SrR: I hnve just received your letter of this date.
Instructions have not yet been ~iven to remove you from the l'o<:<,ol'tr•ltinli
you occupy. Understanding you were upon the road, I thought it
to delay any further action until your arrival. It is, however, ret,resc~nWI
that you are living upon the agency reservation, to which you haven
I shall be ready to receive any explanation you may wish to give
the matter is decided.
Very respectfully,
LEWI~

.Mr.

LEWIS

CASS.

Ross,

Washington city.

DEPAR'l'.MENT OF

WAtt,

February 11, 1835.
SrR: A delegation of Cherokees, representing that portion of the
east of the Mississippi, favorable to emigration, have communicated to
department their willingness to enter into arrangements for the
of themselves and their brethren. The Pref!ident ~s disposed to meet
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wishes, as expressed in their letter of the 8th insta.nt, a copy of which is
enclosed.
I am instructed to request you to seek an interview with them, and to
discuss freely with them the principles and details of the contemplated
arrangement, and to communicate the result to this departm2nt, for the
consideration of the President.
While performing this duty, yon will be allowed the usual compensation
of an Indian commissioner.
Very respectfully,

LEvVIS nASS.
To the Rev. J. F.

ScHERMERHORN,

Washington .

'\V AR,
February 11, 1835.

DEPARTMENT OF

SIR: 1 have to request that you will suspend proceedings, under the
authority given you to-day, to meet the Cherokee delegation, until you
receive further instructions from this department.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS CASS.
To the Rev. J. F. ScHERMERHORN.

vVAR,
February 11, 1835.

DEPARTMENT oF

GENTLEMEN: I have received your letter of the 8th instant.
The Pre·
sident is willing to give you an opportunity of communicating your views
in regard to the removal of yEmrselves and your brethren, and has appointed
the Rev. John F. Schermerhorn to discuss with you the principles and
details of an arrangement for the accomplishmer::t of that object.
Very respectfully,

LEWIS CASS.

To :Messrs. JoH:N
A.

RIDGE ,

Sl.\'IITH,

E. BoUDINO'l',

s. w. BELL,
JonN

w.
E.

WEsT,

A.

DAVIS,

WEsT,

Cherokee Delegation.

DEPARTMENT

OF

W ~Ht.

February 12, l83~.
SIR: 1 have had the honor to receive yotll' letter of the 13th ult., and
have submitted it to the President.
1 am directed by the President to assure you that, in any arrangement

l
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which may be made with the Cherokees, no stipulations shall be ·
inconsitJtent with the constitutional rights of the respective States
whose territories those Indians reside.
Very respectfully,

LEWIS CASS.
'fo his excellency \V ILSON

·

LuMPKIN,

Governm· of Gem·{.J'ia.

DEPAR'I'MENT OF wAR,

Office Indian Affairs, February 20, 1835.
SIR: In reply to the letter of John Ross and others, of the . 18th ·
referred by you to this office, I have the honor to report: That of the
of $3;718 51, claimed by the delegation on account of annuity due
eastern Cherokees, only $485 remains in the hands of the agent,
1\'Iontgomery, he having paid, as appears by his accounts rendered,
to certain emigrants from the east to the west of the Mississippi, under
order of the department of June, 1830, a copy of which is enclosed.
The proportion of the annunity for 1834 was reduced from $6,666
to $5,625, in consequence ,of the increase of the number of emigrants
the west. 'rhe reduction of $1,041 67 in the apportionment for
added to the payments to individual emigrants of $2,192, and the ba
in the agent's hands, $485, make up the snm claimed.
'rhe letter of Mr Ross and others is herewith returned.
Very respectfully,
ELBERT HERRING.
'ro the Hon. LEwis CAss,

Secretary of War.

DEPAR'.rMEN'r oF

'v AR,

~February

21, 1835.
'rhe enclosed repot•t of the Commissioner of Indian
tocrether with the accompanying copy of a circular mentioned therein.
tufns the information in relation to the difference of the ·cherokee '
paid to. them during the last four years, and that which you claim for
during the same period, asked for in your letter of the 18th instant.
Very respectfully,
GEJ\TLEMEN:

LEWIS CASS.
Messrs.

JOHN

•

Ross

AND OTHERs,

Washington city.

DEt?AR'I.'MEJ'Q"IJ.' OF WAR,

February 27, 1836.

i have received your letter of the 25th instant and
hlitted it to the ~!esident. I am instruc~ed by the President to s~y to·
that the propositiOn you have made, viz: $20,000,000; for your title
GENTLEMEN:

.·
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land, and an indefinite sum for the payment of t!w various claims referred
to by you, is so far beyond any thing which he deems to he just, that he
thinks it unnecessary to hold any further communication with you on the
subject. Anxious as he is to terminate the embarrasments arising out of
your situation, he yet sees no hope of effecting it by continuing this negotiation. And he is fortified in this conclusion, by the reflection that, in the
personal interview which I had with you, I stated distinctly the views of
the President, and received from yon assurances that those views would be
met by corresponding offers on your side, and by a sincere desire to put an
end to this affair.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS CASS.
Messrs. JoHN Ross and others,

JVashington city.

lVlernorandurn B,Jor Mr. Ross and his 1-'arty.

VYAR

DEPARTMENT,

February 28, 1835.
Before submitting to the Committee on Indian Affairs the letter of 1\'lr.
Ross, on the snbject of the opinion of the Senate, concerning the amount
to be given for their lands, it is proper to remark, that the President is extremely desirous of so arranging the matter connected with the Cherokees
as to effect a union among all their people, and no effort on the part of th~
Government will be spared to accomplish this desirable object. If, therefore, a single arrangement can be made, which will secure the just rights of
all parties, and which should, in the opinion of the President, be satisfactory
to all, then that arrangement alone will be submitted to the Cherokee people
tor their cousideration. But if it should not be found practicable so· to
arrange their affairs, then the President would submit to the Cherokee people, for their decision, the two propositions which may be agreed on . .

wAR DEPART.MEN'.r.

February 28, 1.835.

'rhe following memorandum, with papers marked A, and B, was delivered
to Judge King, Senator from Georgia, on Saturday, February 28th, to be laid
before the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate, and was by him submitted to them on Monday, the 2d of March. rrhe same had been previously submitted to the President, and this course was approved by him.
1'here are two deputations from the Cherokees now in this city; one', at
the head of which is John Ross, and the other, at the head of which is John
Ridge. Ross and his party, as is well known, have heretofore been opposed
to removal, while Ridge and his party have recently favored that measure.
Without entering into too mnch detail concerning. previous communications, it is sufficient to observe that Ross and his party submitted, three days
since, u proposition fol' the cession of their claims in Georgia; Alabama,
7
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'l'ennessee, and North Carolina. 'fhis propositiOn was founded upon
ba.sis of allowing them '$20,000,000 for their rights, and also the
ment of clctims stated by them, which are uncertain in their number
-value; and, consequently, in the ultimate amount which might be
to pay them. This proposition was so unreasonable as to lead to
lief that they could not be seriously inclined to an accommodation of
matter upon the only terms to which the President could assent, being
~ntire removal without tbe white settlement. An answer was prepared
them repealing the proposition, and declining any further prosecution
the negotiation. Before: however, it could be sent, it was intimated
Judge Underwood that they would be willing to submit the question
value to the decision of the Senate, and to accept such a sum as the
might deem just. In accordance with this suggestion, Ross and his
ha\·e addressed to the department a letter, of which a copy acccnn~mn•
this memorandum.
Before, however, any distinct proposition was made by Ross aud
party, Ridge and the other party had presented themselves, and requ
that an arrangement might be made with them for submission to
people; and which, if approved, might be laid before the Senate for
consideration. Instructions were prepared for Mr. Schermerhorn, an
izing him to meet Ridge and his party, and to ascertain on what terms
amicable and satisfactory arrangement could be made. After the ·
tions had been delivered to Mr. Schermerhorn, but before he had
menced the negotiation, Ross and his party requested to be allowed to
a proposal to be submitted to the President for his approval. He
s\.ued that his proposal would be considered; and, in the mean time,
Schermerhorn was requested to suspend his operations. So much
powever, elapsed before any thing more was heard from Ross and his
that Mr. Schermerhorn was requested to open the discussions with
and his party.. These have terminated in a general understanding
ing the basis of the arrangements; leaving, however, many of the
\ret to be filled up. The total amount of the various stipulations
i'or is $3,250,000, as a full consideration for the cession to be made by
In addition to which the sum of $150,000 is to be allowed for
claims for injuries, &c., which they allege have been committed
them. Besides these pecuniary stipulations, a tract of very valuable
estimated to contain about 800,000 acres west of the Mississippi, is to
added to the territory already possessed by them. This territory ori ·
contained about 7,000,000 acres. In addition to which, they were
to the use of another tract, containing about 6,000j000 acres, for the
of an outlet or communication ·with the tribes and country west
It is proposed in the arrangement with Ridge and his party, to gran
the entire property of this tract of 6,000,000 acres for their uncon
:use ; this will make, for the whole country given ~nd proposed to be
to them west of the Mississippi, 13,800,000 acres of land.
, , It is computed that the quantity of land claimed by the Chero
.G eorgia, Alabama, Tennessee, and North Carolina, is about 7,vv•v,v,,u
The ultimate title of that portion of this tract which lies within
p.f Georgia, will pass to that State; and, in like manner, the State of
.Carolina is entitled to the fee simple of the Indian lands within its ju
tion. It is understood that a similar claim is asserted on the part of
nessee, but upon what ground it rests is not known at the department.
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J8 not certain, therefore, that the extinction of the Indian title in all those

States would transfer to the United States any right of property except in
the State of Alabama; and it certainly would not in any other State, ex.
~pt in Tennessee. The quantity in Alabama. is estimated at less thar)
1,600,000, and that in the State of Tennessee at about 1,000,000 acres.
It is not contempJated that any arrangement made with these partles, at
this time: should be definitive. It is intended that the Cherokee people
should assemble for the purpose of «~OIJsidering this matter, and that a
eommissioner should be sent to them to explain the whole subject, and to
uk their assent to such propositions as they may deem equitable and satisfactory; and, after theit approval, it is proposed to lay the arrangement before the Senate for their constitutional action.
The history of the matter is too well known to require any observations
at this time. Among other difficulties which have attended it, it has in.trodueed intestine feuds among the Cherokees themselves, and arrayed them
into two parties, with embittered and excited feelings towards one another.
Next to settling this affair justly and satisfactorily, it is the wish of the
President so to arrange it as to unite these people, and to put a stop to the
divisions that have prevailed among them; and no effort on the part of the
Government will he spared to accomplish th11t desirable object. Ridge and
his .rarty have acceded to distinct propositions ; while Ross and his party
have declined to accept such as the President deems reasonable. But
Ross's party have this day made a suggestion, which will be found in the
accompanying letter from them, and which, if acted on, may lead to a satisfactory adjustment of the whole matter. He proposes to accept such pecuniary terms as the basis of a negotiation as the Senate may think proper to
fix, leaving the subsequent details for their removal, security, &c., to be
arranged by personal or written communications with this department. It
will be found that·the party pledge themselves to accept, and recommend to
their people to agree to whatever terms the Senate may think proper to fix,
• the total value of their claims; and it is beli~ved that, if Ross {md
is party acts with good faith, their recommendation will be decisive. A
~py of a memorandum, handed to Ross immediately after the receipt of
his letter, is also transmitted. It will be seen by this, that, if a:n artangement can be made, which will secure the just interest of both parties, and
give satisfaction to all of them, that cotirse, which is a most desirable one,
wilt be adopted, and the subject presented in that form to the Cherokee people. Bnt the President would not consent, for one moment, to put to hazard the pecuniary inter0.st or personal safety of those whollave been endeavoring to promote the views of the Government, and at the same time to
"SeCure the welfare of their own people. Their il)terest must, under auy
circumstances, be provided for. If, therefore, in the further prosecution of
1his matter with Ross and his party, difficulties should be interposed to a
atisfactory adjustment, which shall secure 1111 interests, then the propositions made by both parties will be submitted to the Cherokee people, and .
they can freely decide upon the whole matter: and accept the one which
they deem the best for their intere~t. It is proper to remark, however, that,
should both propositions be laid before the Cherokee people, the President
would feel it his duty to offer, in the proposition to Ridge and his party,
~ver pocuniary amqunt mf:ty be fix~d by the Sen~te, fOl' the x~lqe of
wbDle Cherokee.cession.
It would be desirable, should the Senate think pl·qper tp a_ct ~pop the
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subject, that their opinion should be expressed in the altetnative; that
that the gross amount to he allowed to the Cherokees as the value of
cessions in the above mentioned States, should be stated without any
ence to a proposed increase of the territory west of the Mississippi,
may be that Ross and his party may wish to provide a country for
selves. And, also, that the amount should be estimated, after
the value of the cessions proposed as above mentioned, to be made west
the Mississippi, in conformity with thedemands of Ridge and his party.
Very respectfully,

LEWIS C

DEPARTJ\IEN'l' OF wAR,

March 3, 1
SrR: I have had the honor to receive the letter of Messrs.
Hardin, in favor of Doctor Fort, which you have referred to this
ment. Should it become necessary to appoint commissioners to
a treaty with the Cherokee Indians in their country, Doctor Fort's c
shall be respectfully considered.
Very respectfully 1
LE~WIS C
rro the Hon. JoHN FORSYTH,

Secretary of State.
I

DEPA.H:TMENT OF

WAR,

March ,l3, 1
GEN'TLEMEN: In reply to your request of ~he 11th instant, I
copies of the letter of John Ross, and his associates, to this d.nn~.,,t . . ,.,"''
the 28th ultimo, and of the answer, dated the 6th instant. I do not
it proper to furnish you with a copy of the proceedings of the Senate,
they are confidential in their character.
Very rel\)pectfully,

ElABERT HERRING

To Messrs.

JoaN RIDGE,

Wl\'1, A.

E.
A.

DAVIS1
llOlrDINOT,
SMITH,

s. w. BELL,

J.

WEsT,

Cherokee

lJelegatiou~

DEP .AR Tl\rEN'l" OF wAR,

April 2, 1
GENTLEMEN: I have the .hono-r to inform you that the President
&ppointed yon commissioners to negotiate ·with the Cherolfee ludians
of the Mississippi river.
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A copy of the arrangement recently made between some individuals of the
Cherokee tribe and Mr. Schermerhorn is herewith enclosed, together with
copies of ~.":enain other papers, which may be useful to yon in the performance of your d11ties. I enclose, also, the address of the ·P resident to the
Cherokee people, which you will cause to be read to them, in open couneil,
and enforce by such topics as may occur to you.
You are aware of the importance of removing ti1ese Indians, and are
acquainted, generally, with the history of our intercourse with them, and
of the cffortfil which have been made for the termination of the difficulties
in '~·hich they hD;ve been placed. I need not, therefore, enlarge upon these

subJects.
The provisional treaty contains the general terms which the President
is disposed to offer to the Indians, and he is desirous that the Cherokee
people should assent. to this arrangement, without making any change in
its stipulations. Still, however, he would not object to such alterations as
might be deemed essential by them, and which would not conflict with
those principles which he deems indispensable to a proper settlement of this
difficult and protracted affair.
.
I shall proceed to state to you those conditions, from which the President
will not depart. 'Vithin these limits, if it will tend to conciliate the Indians,
and to insure their assent to a treaty, you are authorized to make such
changes as yon may deem proper, and as they may demand.
I. The Senate have, by resolution, stated as their opinion that. a sum
not exceeding five millions of dollars, might properly be allowed to
these.Jndians 1or the cession of their entire claims east of the Mississippi
river. Prior to the adoption of this resolution, Mr. John Ross and his
party, who were then in this city, avowed their determination to abide by
th~ decision of the Senate on this point, and to accept such ~consideration
as that body might deem reasonable. After the Senate, however, had acted
upou the matter, that party declined acquiescence, and would not enter
into nn t~rran~~ement, as they had before promised to do. Among the papers
enclosed to yon , you \Vill tlnd those necessary to a full knowledge of this

affitir.

.

You will, therefore, under no circumstances, increase the amount of the
consideration to be given. If, however: the Indians should prefer to receive
the whole amount, viz: $5,000,000, in lieu of the sum of $4,500,000, and
of the additional tract west of the Mississippi, estimated at 800,000 acres,
you are at liberty to give them the whole sum in money: and to withhold
this ndditional tract.
2. The President has no objection to a change in the various items constituting the Rum of $500,000, and enumerated
the treaty; that is, if the
Indians should wish that more should be allowed for some objects and less
for others; and if this can be done with a due regard to the security and
just rights of all, you are then at liberty to assent to it.
3. But there is one consideration which must, under no circumstances,
be overlooked ;' and that is the necessity of a jnst security for all the
Chewkees, so that a dominant party, if such exists and is disposed to exert
i~s power, may not be enabled to violate the rights of individuals, and partwnlmly of those who may have rendered themselves obnoxious hy· their
efforts to promote the plan of removal. You will take care, therefore, that
the ri~hts of iJJdividuals are properly guarded, so that the nmonnt coming
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.to them, for their improvements, expense of removal, &c., shall be paid
themselves, and not placed at the disposal of any other persons.
Those portions of the funds which .are applicable to the purposes of
tribe generally, such as annuities, school money, orphan money, &c.,
of course, be left to the management of the tribe itself.
4 . '1-,he great object being to insure the entire. removal of the tn
reservations will be granted. lf individuals are desirous of remaining,
must purchase r~sidences for themselves, like white persons, and must
left to the car~ of the Jaws of the States within which they reside.
Should auy suggestions occur to either of yon, with respect to a
fihanges in these instructions, I will thank yon to communicate them
df.lt delay. They shall be immediately laid before the President, and
decision made known to you.
The Cherokees who negotiated the treaty at this place, were
that a person should be sent, as soon as convenient, to explain to
people the course w JLich it is proposed to take, and to remain among
till the council is held, with a view to communicate freely with them,
to obviate any objections which may arise. Mr. Schermerhorn, th
will proceed to the Cherokee nation as soot1 after the receipt of these
.structions as may be convenient to him: where he will remain until
duties are terminated. As soon as he arrives there. he will enter into
communication with the Cherokee people: and explain to lhem the ·
of the Government. He will endeavor to satisfy them of the necessity
settling this matter, and of the liberality of the arrangement \vhich is
mitted to them.
It is believed that a discreet course of conduct, and personal int
atid explanations, will remove many of the objections which may be in
posed to the consent of the Cherokee people. He will likewise
the most proper time and place for convening the adnlt male persons of
whole tribe ; and he will communicate fully and freely with Go ·
Carroll on all subjects connected with the mission. Governor Carroll
himself will determine on the time and place for such meeting, m1d he
give the necessary notices. Arrangements will be made by Mr. ;:;ctlerrrlet
~orn for supplying such quantity of provisions as may be nee
the meeting of the council. '11 his will be done through the d1s
agent there, who will, npon the requisition of Mr. Schermerhorn, cause to
purchased such a supply as he may indicate. The estimate for this ex
(submitted to Congress) amonnted to $1,000, and it is believed that a
will be sufficient to purchase all that may be required. The pure
will be made upon public notices previously given, and the issues \viii
made upon provision returns drawn by the commissioners. They
likewise certify the abstracts of the disbursing agent.
From the c.ondition of the Cherokees, it is uot deemed necessary to·
to them any presents; nor will any public table be kept, nor any
of that nature be incurred 'by the commissionel's.
Major Currey, the emigrating agent, will be advised of these instruct'
and will be directed to co-operate with the commissioners, and to c
irito effect such directions as they may give.
When the Cherokees convene jn general council, the subject will
opened by the commissioners and fully explained to them. A journal
proceedings, containing, at fulllengtb, all the speeches on both sides,
be kept, under the direction of the commissioners, and transmitted to
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department. As the application will be made to the Cherokee people assembled for that purpose, the commissioners will not recognise any other
authority. There can be no objection, however, to a free interchange of
opinion: and to a conditional arrangement on all disputed points between
them, and a committee fairly and publiely chosen, should the Cherokees
think it proper to commit the details, in the first instance, to such a committe8 ; but the final action upon the subject must be had by the people
themselves in open council, although the mode of authenticating the fact,
either by the signatnre of some of their people selected for that purpose, or
in any other manner, is left for the commissioners to determine. If there
is any dispute as to the decision of the majority, an actual census will be
taken of the persons present, ~xhibiting their names, and they will pass
before the commissioners an~ state whether they are in favor or against the
arrangement proposed ; and this census, together with the result, will be
certified by the commissioners, and transmitted, with their and the other
proceedings, to thA seat of Government.
The progress of measures for the removal of these Indians, in the event
of forming a treaty, will be much expedited by a collection and examina~
tion of the claims which may be presented under the 12th article of the
accompanying treaty. Mr. Schermerhorn, therefore, is requested to procure
n general statement of such claims, showing the names of the claimants,
the circumstances of the claim, and the time it originated. It is not expected
that such a document can be used in currying into effect the article of
the treaty, and consequently no actual validity can be given to it. But it
would furnish important information to be laid before the commissioners to
whom this subject will be finally referred, and would enable them in a much
shorter time, and in a much clearer manner, to discharge their duties, than
could otherwise be done. No expense, however, must be incurred in the
collection of this information, nor will any other compensation be allowed
therefor to Mr. Schermerhorn, than the sum hereinafter stated. Great cam
will likewise be taken to let the claimants know that this is a mere preparatory inquiry, and that they will not acquire the slightest right in cousequence of it.
.1\'lr. Schermerhorn will be allowed travel at the rate of eight dollars for
every twenty miles from the place of his residence, by the nearest and most
practi~able route, to New Echota, and. thence back to his place of residence.
He will be allowed eight dollars a day during tlfe centinnance of this duty,
to be computed from the day of his arrival at New Echota, till the ternJination of the council. Governor Carroll will, in like manner, be allowed the
same rate for travelling, by the nearest and most practicable route to New
Echota, and thence back to Nashville, and be will also be allowed the same
rate of daily compensation, from the day after his arrival at New Echota t?
the termination of the council. But no other allowance of any nature or
kind whatsoever, either for services or expenses, will be made to either of
the commissioners. Their expenses will be borne wholly by themselves.
A secretary will probnb~y be appointed by this department, who will be
directed to report to the commissioners.
The disbursmg agent employed among the Cherokees will be furnished
with the reqn~site funds to defray such expenses as may be necessary, and
as may be directed by the commissioners. He will be authorized to advance
to either of the commissioners> upon their receipt and certificate, such part
of the amount. at any time actually dne to them as they may find necessary
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to defray their personal expenses. 1.,he sum of $500 will be remitted to
to meet the necessary contingent expenditeres ; such as notices,
stationery, expense of issuing provisions, &c.
The expenditure for these objects will not exceed this sum.
Very respectful1y,

LEWIS CASS.
'l'o the Rev. J. F.

ScHERMERHORN,

Utica, New York.
Governor

WILLIAM CARROLL,

Nashville, 7'ennessee.

EMIGRA'TION OF INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., April 3, 1
SIR : Yon will receive and fulfil the instructions of the Commissioner
Indian Affairs, for making- disbursements, nnder direction of the com
sioners recently appointed to treat with the Cherokees east.
Very respectfully,
Gf~ORGE GIBSON,

Com. Gen. Sub.
'l'o Lieut. M. W.

BATMAN,

Disbursing Agent, Cherokees East, Calhoun, Tennessee.
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF

Vf AR,

Office Indian Affairs, Ar,ril 3, 1835.
Srn.: I request that an order may be issued to Lieutenant Batman,
bursing agent, to comply with ' such instructions as may be given to
from this office, for the execution of the duties assigned to him, in con
ion with the contemplated negotiation with the Cherokees east of
Mississippi.
Very respectfully,

ELBERT HERRING.

'ro the Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War.

- - -,
DEPARTMENT OF \V AR,
Office Indian Affairs: April 3, 1835.

Sru.: The sum of twenty-five l:mndred dollars will be remitted '
from the Treasury. This amount you will pleasp, to disburse upon t
quisitions of his excellency William Carrol1, and the reverend J. P.
mer horn, commissioners to negotiate with the Cherokees, or either oft
One thousand dollars are applicable to the purchase of provisio
tho~1sand dollars to the mileage and pay of the commissioners, and five
dred dollars to contingencies.
Mr. Schermerhorn -will make the arrangements for procuricg tho
ions. The purchase will be made by you, of such quantities and kmds
he may designate upon contract, based on previous proposals, These
will issue on his requisitions of the abstracts and provision returns.
sum for contingencies will be paid on the requisition of either of the
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mtsswncrs, attached to bills receipted by the parties, and certified hy the
commissioner. Of the remaining $1,000, you will pay to either of them 1
such portion as they may require of the amount then actually due, upon his
receipt and certificate.
The commissioners will certify to yonr abstract of disburs ~ ments, and
of provisions issued. Your accounts will be transmitted to this office. You
will not '}Jay requisitions to u large r amount, under e[tch hee~.d, than is herein stated.
Very respectfully,

ELBERT HERRrNG.
To Lieut. .M. 1N. BATMAN,
Calhoun, Te'Rncssee.

DEPARTl\'IENT OI<'

VVAR,

April27, 1835.
Sm: I have received your letter of the 14th instant, and highly approve
the sentiments disclosed in it, concerning the Cherokee lndiaTis. I cannot
but hope that, on mature reflection, they wilJ see the liberality of the terms
which are offered to them, and will feel the necessity of closing, at once,
with the propositions which the commissioners are authorized to place before them.
From what I have heard of Major Davis, I luve no doubt of his fidelity
and ability; but the appointment of commissioners having been s_o me time
made, and the necessary instructions given; Major Davis could not now be
added to the commission , withont encounterinp an expense which does not

seem justifiable.

=>

Very respectfully,

LEWIS CASS.
Lient. M. W. B ,\.Tl'L\N,
Cherokee Agency, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, llfay 2, 1835.
SIR: Your letter of the 16th ultimo, advising of the intention to assemble

the Cherokees early in May, for the purpose of explaining to them what
has been done in their affairs, bas been received.

The measme seems to be judicious, and, it is io be hoped, will produce
good effect. You will, doubtless, apprize the department of the result ns
aoon as the meeting adjourns.
Very respectfnll y,

D. KURTZ,
Acting Commissioner, 9'-c.

To Major BENJAMIN F'.

CuRREY,

Calhoun, Tennessee.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, May 7, 1835.
SIR: I find that some points in your letter of the 15th ultimo have
been specifically answered.
·
Yon s·ay the necessary expenses of the preparatory councils of
Cherokees should be paid. This cannot be done by the Government.
appropriation was not made with a view to such measures and
and will not be more than adequate to the objects estimated for.
The warrant in favor of Lieutenant Batman, for the amount of the
of emigrants, was transmitted to Athens, 'rennessee, on the 28th u
It was made payaLle there; and I was informed in the Commissary
Office, that they directed lettters for Lieutenant Bntr;nan to that place.
trnst he will have received it.
The annuity will be remitted to the same officer without delay.
Very respectfully,
Major B. I . ,.

D. KURTZ,
Acting Commissioner, o/c.
CuRREY,

Calhoun, Tennessee.
\'fAR DEPARTMENT,

Qffice Indian Affairs, Jlrlay 8, 1835.
S1R: The sum of $6,66n 66 will be remitted to you from the
This is the proportion of annuities due to the Eastern Cherokees, and
are instructed to pay it to them in a manner a majority of those present
the general council, about to be held, may direct.
Major Currey will make the necessary arrangements for the
and notify you of the time and place of paymentVery respectfully,

ELBERT HERRJNG.
Lieutenant M. W.

BATMAN1

.

Calhoun, Tennessee .

Bitract of a lettt:r to the reverend .1. F. Schtrmerhorn: from, the Commia·
sioner of Indian Ajj'airs, dated May 9, 1835.
"Your letter of the 4th instant has been received. In reply to that
which relates to the route by which you propose to journey to the Ch
agency, I am instructed to say, that the department will not object to
proceeding by any route most agreeable to you. But your mileage
be computed and paid only for. the distance by the nearest prac
route."

wAR DEPARTl\'IEN'l',

1Vlay 20, 1835.
Sr R: Your letter, of the 4tlt instant, was received immediately before
departn re of the Secretary of War for Detroit; and, by his direction, it h
been submitted to the Presidt'tlt.
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He has instructed me to inform you that, before its receipt, Governor
Carroll and Mr. Schermerhorn were appointed commissioners to meet the
Cherokees. The former was selected in consequence of his long and intimate acfluaintauce with these Indians, and with the controversies that have
existed among- them, and between them and the United States; the latter
was selected <tt the earnest instance of Ridge and liis associates.
The President does not doubt your ability to render valuable sen·ices~
in bringing this negotiation to a successful issne; but the limited and specific character of the appropriation, of which you have been advised, pre~
Yents his availing himself of your influence and exertion~.
I have, &c.,

C. A. HARRIS,

A-cting Secretary of fVar.
To the Hon. C. C. CLAY,
lluntsville, A~abama.

·wAR DEPARTMENT,

May 20, 1835.
Sm: Yonr letter of the 30th ultimo, to the President of the United
States, has been referred to this department. I am instructed by him to
say that the appropriation for defraying the expenses of the negotiations
with the Cherokees was based upon precise estimates for specific objects,
and the amount will not be more than adeqnatc to their accomplishment.
As lhe emp.loyment of agents, in the manuer yon suggest, was not one
of these obJects, there is ·no fnnd from which i.VIessrs. McClnng and Parsons can be compensated for their services.
·
11 he President appreciates the motives for yonr suggestion, but he cannot,
under the circumstances, direct th~ employment of these gentlemen.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS.

Acting Secretary of 'war.
To the Hon. C. C.

CLAY,

Hunts~1 illc,

Ala-bama.

vV AR

DEPARTMENT,

O.Jfice lndian Affairs, .IYiay 23, 1835.
Snt: I have received your letters of the 30th ultimo and 6th instrmt,
eommnnieating certain intelligenc.e respecting the contemp1atcd meeting of

the Cherokee council.
Very respectt'i1H y,
ELB-ERT HF.RRING.

Major B. F. CuH.tU<:Y,
Calhoun, Tennessee.
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vVAR DEPAllTMEN'l',

1Hay 25, 1835.
GENTLEMEN: l have received aud laid before the President your
of the 13th instaut.
He has instructed me to authorize you to announce, publi.cly, to the
Cherokees, that no propositions for a treaty will hereafter be made, more
favorable than those now offered to them. 'rhe sum of five millions of
dollc:..rs was fixed upou by the Senate as an ample equivalent for the
l'elinq uishment o[ all their rights and possessions in Georgia and othr.r
States east of the Mississippi. The whole snbject was fully considerr.d
before tins price was determined. Mr. Ross and his associates had daily
opportunity of exprc!ssing their own views to the committee and to other
Senators, verbally and in writing. He himself proposed that the adjust·
ment of the considera.tiou should be left to the Senate, and lJe voluntarily bouud himself to nccept the snm they might name. When under
consideration in the Senate, there were members of that body watchful for
his interests, and prompt to adduc~ every argument in his favor. The
treaty has been published, and its liberal conditions have been every
where acknowledged.
Most assuredly the President will not, under these circumstances, sanction any expectations that more favorable arrangements will hereafter
be held out to the Cherokees. So f::tr from t.his, he has instructed me to
say, distinctly, that the present is the last proposition he will make to them.
while h0 remains in office, and they must abide the consequences of its
rejection. Nor will it be wise or safe for them to anticipate that either
branch of the Government will be disposed to do more for them.
The Comm~ssioners have been authorized t.o vary the nature of some of
the stipulations, if others ·would be more agreeable to the Cberokfcs. But
they hnvc uot, and they will not be authorized 1o offer one dollar more
than the five millions: advisf!d by the Senate.
Very respectfully:

C. A. HAlUUS,
Acting Secretary of T.far.
To ~Tessrs. \V. H.

Uli:DEitwooi',

Gainesville: Hall couuty, qeorgia.
JoHN RIDGE,

Cassville,

Gem~gia.

WAR lh:PAR'I'MENT,

May 30, 183G.
I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter addressEd
to Messrs. Ridge and Underwood, by direction of tbe Presiden t. It was
Gr:NTLE!IH:N:

written upon their representation ; that Ross was endeavoring to create an
impression among the Cherokees that, if they refused the terms now om'red
them, more favorable conditions could be obtnined. 'f1he views and delt'r·
mination of the Pre~idcnt upon this point, you will p~rccive, are decided
and inflexible.
I nlso transmit a cop~· of ti)e instructions given to Mr. R. J. l\Ieig·s 1 of
Augusta, who ha" been appointed secretary to yonr commission.

l
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been instmcted to report. to t\lr. Schermerhorn, as it is presnmt:d tl:ai
gentlemen will arrive at New Echota before Governor Carroll. 1 \via
thank you to advisr. Mr. Meigs of thP. time \Vhen his services will l:e
required.
l am! respcctfillly,
C. A. B ARIUS,
,, .
.
Acti11g •\'t'cretary of l'Var.
I o h1s cxcelleny, VVILLtAM CARH.OLL, and
Rev. J. 1?. ScHERMERHORN,
New Echota, GPorgia.

'VAn.

DEP.-\J{'l'r.:iEN'.r,

ft!lay 3i ), !886.
Sm: You are hereby appointed secretary to the commission nuthor]zed
to negotiate with the Eastern Cherokees. 'The commissioners arc, his
excellency ·william Carroll, and tbe Rev. J. F. Schermcrbom. Yoll will
report yourself, by letter, to the latter: at New Echotn, and he 1vill ndvise
you of the time when yo in services will be necess~ry. Ynu will be allowed
five dollars for every twenty miles travel~ from Augusta to New Echota 1
by the nearest and most practicable route, and thence back to A ugustn ; and
five dollars for every day the council is actually in session, and 1ive dollars
per day for two days thereafter, if so much time s11all Le required to com~
plete your records. You will keep a full journal of all the procrcdings 1
includiug the speeches of the commissione·rs, as well as of the Indians.
You will be paid upon the certificate of the commissioners, attached to
yonr account, to the number of miles travelled, and days of actun1 ~eJTice.
Very resp.!ctfhlly,
C. A. HARRIS,
Acting 8<.'tTelary '!f' JVm·.
R. J. MEIGs, Esq.,
Augu.sta, Geot-gia.

'Y

AR DI<:PARTMENT,

Qffice lndian Affairs, June 1'7, 1835.
Sttt: I have received your letter of the 23d ultimo, with the severaj
papers therein enclosed.
The reasons assigned by Ridge and othPr~j for reqnestiug delay till the
third Monday of July next, to take the votes of the Cherokees as to the
payment of their annuity, were extremely strong, and justified your de·
cision in griinting such postponement. Your statement of proceedings at
the councjl at Red Clay leaves no room to doubt that Mr. John Ross and
his coadjutors will interppse all possible obstacles to prevent the acceptance
of the liberal treaty lately tendered to th8 Cherokees. Believing those
chiefs to be erroneous in their opposition, and pursuing a course injurious
to the welfare of their people, you will, by all proper means, counteract their
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iii-judged efforts, and adopt such legal measures as you may suppose
calcntated to gi v : ~ success to the treaty.
--rhe an:ntity money for t.he Cherokees was remitted to Lieutenant
ma.n, O!l the 9th ultin·10.
Very respectfully,

ELBERT HElUHNG.
Majnr B. F. Cu R.RgY,
Cal/wu n., Temr.es.<:ee.

(~!]h•e

WAll l>EPAH.Tl\1ENT 1

Indian Ajf'airs, June 22, 1835.

St n: I hLLve received yout· letter of the 8th instant, enclosing documents
in relation to ,the payment of Cherokee annuities.
[t has been represented to the depc.1rtment, that unfair means have been
used in obtaining names of individnals to the paper protesting against
paynwnt of the Cherokee annuity to any other than John Martin,
ulleged to be their national treasurer. Be that as it may, the number
testing is a very small minority of the Cherokees east: and, as age
cmwcil h;ls been called :{()l· the third :Monday of next mo~1th, to
~heir opiniou on the subject, you will de1uy the payment until tbe sense
that rnccting shall be obtained. You will then pay the annuity to suck
pP-r:3on or persons as tbe decision of that cotmcil, expressed by a majority
of those: and personally present, shall designate.
Agreeably lo your request, I have forwarded the acts of Congrass
30th June, 1S:34, to regulate trade, &c.; together with the regulations con
cerning the pnymfmt of annuities: approved 3d July, 1834.
Very respectfully,

-

ELB~~R'r

HERRING.

Licmtenant M. W. BATMAN,
Calhoun1 Tennessee.

W -AR D~: PAH.TMgN't,

June 23, 1835.
Sut: 1 am instructed, by the President of the United States, to commu
hicate to yon his direction, that you comply with the requisitions for mili•
tary aid, of Major Currey, special agent for the emigration of the Cherokees
:Major Currey will be restricted in the exercise of this authority; to casesftf
urgent t~ccessity, which absolutely require the co-operation of the force
under your command. 'rhe interference of unauthorized white persoWft
with the persons or property of the emigrants, and attempts, on their
to obstruct the emig·ration of those who ha:ve enrolled, and disturbances
nggravated character among the Indians themselves, wlll present the only
cases in which the depa1:tment, ftS at present advised, considers it will be
proper for him to require, and foT you to render, aid. He will judge oftlw
necessity for yonr interfert>nce; and tlle responsibility of all his requisitiom
will rest upon him.
.
The dnty herein confided to you is of a delicate character, and will de-
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mand the exercise of great Eliscretion and care: to a void every thing that
may unnecessarily irritate either onr own citizens or the Indians. The
department relies upon your ready and prompt co-operation with the special agPnt, in accomplishing the objects of the Govemment.
Very, respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
.A.cting Secretary of H-'a1·.

To Major J. S. MdN-rosH,
Co'mmanding officer at the· Cherokee Agency, Ga.

wAR DEPAR'tMKN'l',

June 23, 1835.
Sm: At the date of your appointment as disbursing agent for the
emigration of the Cherokees, a copy of the regulations, approved by the
President May 15th, 1832, was transmitted to you. rrhe Bd article of the
2d section of these regulations prescribes, that "rdl persons appointed by
the Government, to aid in the business of removal, will report to, and
receive the instructions of, the special ag-ent." The 2d article of the 3d
section prescribes, that "these officers (the officers of the army, making
disbnrsements) will carry into effect the instructions of ~he special n2:ent.' 1
'rhe President directs that these articles of the regulations shall be
brought distinctly to yonr notice, and that you shall be required to comply
with the instrnctions you may receive from Major Currey, the specia l agent
for the emigration of the Cherokees, so far as they are in conformity with
the general regnlation s, and the special instructions of this department.
This course is absolutely essential to insure unity of design and action,
and the success of your operations.
As disbursing agent of Ingiun annuities, your first duty is to procure the
necessary funds upon warrant sent to you.
The time and place of payment will be fixed by Major Currey, who ifl
the acting Indian agent. When the Indians are assembled, you will, together
with the agent, a::;certain from them to whom they wish the money to be
paid, and the payment will be made accordingly. These duties; with the
exception of that of procuring the funds, are to be performed conjointly
with the agent; and you will therefore not enter upon them unless he is
present, and at the time and place he may designate.
Further instructions npQn this subject were sent to you yesterday, by the
Commissioner of Indi~m Affairs, to which yon will conform.
The department urges upon you the necessity of your cordial cC>-operation with the agent, and careful avoidance of every thii1g that may be
construed, by the" party opposed to the emigration, into an encourngement
of their measures.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary oj War.

To Lieut. M. W. BATMAN,
Disbursing Jlgent Cherokees, Ch.rrokee Agency, Ga,
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wAR DEPART!I!ENT,

.
June, 23 1S35.
SIH.: I enclose eo pie~ of letters addressed to the commanding officer
the Cherokee agency, and to Lientenant Batman. The authority ·
to you by the instructions to thr.se officers is of a delicate and respon
character. It is iutrusted to yon for the purpose of producing concert
action betwetm yon and them. You will not call for the aid of the
except in the cases specified, without a previous report of the circums1lanc:es.
RHd the sanction of this department. "'When yot~ ht\Ve made a req
on the commanding officer, and designated the poiuts at which his
will be wanted, the selection of the troops to be employed, and tho
direction of their movements, will be left to him.
The President expects that you will exercise a sound judgment
discretion in the use you make of tbis authority; that you will cnlti
u. courteous and conciliatory intercourse \vith these gentlemen and
others associated with you in official duty; and in all communications
them and with them abstain from any act or expression that may ·
oflence. The relation now established between you and the officers
army is a novel one to them; and ylm will perceive the propriety of giving
to yonr requisitions the form of requests nnd not of orders. Their
pliance is not and cannot be doubted. You must be sens]ble how ·
ously n feeling of disaffection towards yourself may operate on the
interest; and yoi1 will endeavor to nxoid giving any just occasion for
The same caution and prudence in your intercourse with the citizens
the States, and with the Indians, will facilitate the successful execution
your duties.
I have submitted this letter ~o the President, who has given it his sane·

tion.

Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS.
• Acring 8ecrr:tm·y of ll'ar.

To Mnjor B. F. Cun.t"!.EY,
Supt. Cherokee .L'migralior,
Cherokee Agency, Ga.

"lN AR

DEPAlt'rMEN'r,

June 24, 1835.
I request thnt nn order may issue directing the company at Camp
Armistead to proceed to the Cherokee agency in Georgia, to carry into effect
the ordets of the President of the 23d instant, transmitted from this depart•
~lR:

ment.

Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of War.
~ro

Major General A. MAcoMB,
General-in- Chief. ·
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\VAR DEP.<\R'l'MENT,

Ju.l:J 10, i83:;.
St n. · llmve rcceivr,d your letter of the 23d ultimo. The g e neral f(;e1ing
which yon mrwifest in regard to the condition and prospects of your
countrymen is certainly connnendnhle. But your explaualion of the procecdincrs of the council ttt R ed Clay is fi:-tr from being satisfactory. The
council must have been aware that, before tho arrangement was mnde with

Ridge, the delegation of which Mr. Ross was the head was invited to submit propositions for a treaty, upon the basis fixed Ly the Senate, and declined doing so. It became, therefore, necessary to conclude terms with
those who were willing to enter into them, if any thing was to be done to
relieve the Cherokees from the difficulties .that surrounded them. Mr.
Ridge nnd his colleagues were not considered, as chiefs, or as authorized
a~ents of the tribe. It was distinctly understood that the arrangements made
with t!1em weJ;e to be prese~te? to all t~1e Cherok.ees. . In those l?roceedings,
there 1s no evidence of part1ahty for R1dge, or of unfnendly feehng towards
Mr. Ross. A fair opportunity was afforded the latter to suhmit propositions,
which he would not embrace, and the Government was obliged, if did any
thing, to adopt the cou rs~ actually taken. 'rhe council at Red Clay, therefore, ncted unwisely in suffering a mere supposition of tbe influence of Mr.
Ridge to determine them upon rejecting tbP treaty. A!! the terms of that
treaty are ~uhjects for the free discussion and action of the whole nation
aud one or all of them are open to modification or change, if sutficienf
reasons shaH be exhibited. The cornmissioners will consult the wishes
not of any one party, but of the whole body of Cherokess.
'
I am apprehensive that those who were present at Red Clay will not be
disposed to meet the commissioners in a proper spirit. They have looked
at one side of the subje\~t, under the influence of prejudices ugaim:t an individual, and an unfounded feeling that the delegation of Ross has Leen
slighted. I am willing to hope, hqwever, that this will not prove to be the
fact;. and you cannot ret~der a better servie~ to you.r cou.ntryme~l than by
exertmg yourself to eradicate every wrong unpress10n from thcu minds.
Let them go to the general council with an assurance that the commissioners will hear patiently all that they have to say, with every dispos;ition
t~ gratif~ their reasonable wi~hes. At the counc.il they ~ill have eq~al
nghts with others. The subJect should be candidly considered and discussed, with a willingness on all sides to yield something for the accomplishment of the object all admit to be essential to them. T trust none of
them ,,·ilJ reject a great benefit, bP.cause they dislike the hand that offers it.
Very, respectfull.y,
.
C. A. HARRIS,

tro Mr.

•

. t;
!j" ...

Acting Secretary of War.
WILI.IAM

RoGERs,

Lawrenceville, Georgia.

w..t\R

DEPJ\RT.M EN,T,,.

.
Rogers,

(IDe

}ld!Jll, 1835. .

I have the honor to enclose copies of a letter of William
of the Ro::;s delegation in this city, last winter, and of the an-

GENTLEMEN:

8

.~ · .
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swer which was giv·en to it. I"t is possible they may be nseful in the courM
of your negotiation with the Cherokees, as the letter of Rogers may be con·
sidered as expressing the reasons for which the arrangement with Ridge
was rejected by the conncil at Red Clay.
Very respectful!y,
C. A. HARRIS,

Ar.ting Stcretar·y of War.
rro his .Exc.' WILLIAM CARROLL, and
Rev. J. F. ScHERMERHORN,
Commission~rs,

Echota,.. Georgia,

WAR DEPARTMRNT,
SIR:

Office Indian. Affairs, July 22, 1835.
I have received yonr letter of the lith June, enclosing one ad·

dressed by the National CherokPe Council west, to Capt. Vashon, in rela·
tion to the prov-isional treaty made with Ridge and others.
Oppo~ition of that council to the treaty, extremely liberal in its
and recommcnd~d in the most pressing manner by the President of the
United States, is an intet·ference both unexpected and unwarrantable. But
whatever impressioil their delegation had the power of making upon the
minds of the 8astern Cherokees, must have been made before the proceed.
ings could have been communicated by the department to the commis·
·8ioners, for the purpose of counteracting them.
I cannot but indulge in the hope that the delegates will not persist in tbe
opposition to a treaty pregnant with advantages, particularly to the Westem
Cherokees; and that, if they should, their objectings will be unavailing
with their eastern br3thers.
'rhe great council of the nation was to take place on the 20th instan~
and it is probable that, in the course of the present week, the fate of tbt
.treaty will be determined. There is reason to believe that it will be ado
though Ross and his friends are making mighty efforts to defeat it.
President, in his address to the nation, after recounting the advantages
the treaty, has well asked why any honest man among you objer.ts to a
removal.
Very respectfully,

ELBERT HERRING.
'l,o t\lajor F. W. ARMSTRONG,
Choctato Agencv West, 4-'c.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, July 23, 1835.
SIR : I have received your letter of the 8th instant, with the several
elesures, relative to recent outrages committed by Cherokee Indians.
The measures adopted by you in consequence of those atrocities were
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together correct; nor is it perceived that they call for other instructions
from the department, than those which have been already communicated.
Very respectfnlly,

ELBER'I'

HERRING~

To 1\'laj. B. F. CuRREY,
Callwun, Tennessee.

W AU.

DEPARTMENT,

Ojit:e Indian Affairs, July 28, 1835.
SIR: I have received 'your letter of the 14th instant, with the enclosures.
'rhe department is gratified in observing the perfectly proper character
ofyour communication to Lieutenant Howe. It is hoped the same spirit
will govern your intercourse with the other officers, even with tho~e with
whom yon have been heretofore brought into collision.
If North Carolina has extended her jurisdiction over the Indian country, then thP. trial of the prisoners, charged with murder, will properly come
before the State conrts. If not, they should be placed in the custody of
the marshal of the Un-ited States, and prosecuted in the United States court.
Very respectfully,

BLBER1l HERRING.
Maior B. F. Cun.n.Ev.

WAR DEPARTMEN'r,

August 3, 1835.
Sm ·: I have received your le~ter of the 23d ultimo. In reply, I beg leave
to inform you that two of the commissioners have been appointed to negotiate with th€ Eastern Cherokees, and the limited means of the appropriation
will not allow of the appointment of a third. I am also advised by the Commissary General of Subsistence, that no additional agents are now required
to carry on the business of emigration.
.
The department appreciates the interest you feel for these Indians, and is
desirous to do every thing in its power which may tend to relieve them from
existing difficulties. Under the circumstances above stated, however, it
eannot avail itself of your services in effecting this desirable object.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS~
Acting Secretary of War.

'ToR. .J. ME~Gs, Esq.,
Knoxville, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

'Office llldian Affairs, August 10, 1835.
SJR: 1 have received your letter of the 29th ultimo, with the enclosed re·
ports of the census agents. These will be laid before the Secretary of
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War on his return, and you are requested to fuke no finther meu~nres
relation to this subject until his decision is communicated to you.
The 6th clause of the circular of May, 1835, was designed to call
approximate statem~nts o~ly, and it was supposerl i~ woul~ be so unders
as it gave no authonty to mcur any large expend1tnres, m complying
it~ requisitions.
Very respectfn ll y,
_
D. KURTZ,

Acting
To Major B. F.

Cornmi.~.<?ioner, ~·c,

CuRREY1

Calhoun, Tennessee ..

Extract of a letter to B. F. Currey, Esq., frmn tf~e Comrnissary
of Subsistence, dated Jlugust 10, 1835.
"]n the letter containing this report, you say, 'it is deemed expedient
this time to take a census of the tribe, in order to ascertain the distri
share (of money) which may be allotted to them,' &c. As the taking
census had not, as far as I have been able to learn: been authorized I
not notice the above, believing it to be merely suggested. But I am i '
to do so now, hecause of the sums deemed necessary to pay persons for
the census, and others connected with them, being included in Lieu
Batman's estimate, received by me on the 25th ultimo. On inquiry
at the Indian Office, I find you have acted npon the abcwe su
·
mention, in your letter to the Commissioner, a verbal understanding
the Secretary of War. ,.rhe matter will then test until the return of
Secretary to this city, which is daily expected.n

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Qffice Indian Affairs, AYgust 17,
S 1 a : Your letter of the first instant, enclosing accounts for the
of Cherokee annuity, and for expenses at the payment, has been
They will be placed in the hands of the Second Auditor, with a
for their immediate settlement. In the mean time,. a remittance will be
-to you of the sum $665 80,. being the balance claimed by you for
attending the payment.
Very respectfully,

D. KUR'rZ,
Acting Commissioner, ~".(.
Lieutenant M. \V.

BATMAN,

Calhoun Tennessee.

WAR DEPA:R'rMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, August I7,
SIR: I have the honor to transmit the accounts of Lieutenant
Batman, for payment of Cherokee annuity for 1835. ·
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Lieutenant Batman is in advance the whole amount of the expenses at
the payment, and therefore requests a speedy settlement of his accounts, in
-erder that he may be reimbursed.
Very respectfully,

D. KURTZ,
Acting Commissioner,

Major

WILLIAM

o/c.

B. LEwrs,
Second Auditor~

wAR DEPAR'l,'M;ENT,

Office Indian Affairs, August 20, 1,835.
Sm : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
1st insiant.
Very respectfully,

D. KURTZ,
Acting Commissioner,
'ro the Rev. J. F.

~"c.

ScHERMERHORN,

Calhoun, 'I'ennessee.

WAn.

DEPARTMENT,

qjjice Indian Affairs, .O.ugust 20, 1835.
Sm: Your letter of the 29th ultimo has been submitted to the Secretary
(')f War, who eonfirms the instruct·i ons from this ·office of the lOth instant,
and directs that uo further measures be taken to complete a census of the
Cherokees.

Vcry respectfu 11 y,

D. KURTZ,
Acting Comn2.issioner, 4-'c.

Major B. l''· Curt:H.EY,
Callwun1 Tennessee.

\VAR DEPARTMENT',

4tf~irs, August 20, 1835.
Sm: Your letters of tbe 30th and 31st ultimo, with the enclosure in
~ formt'f, have been received.
Very respectfully,

qjJice Indian

D. KURTZ)

Acting Commissioner, o/"c.
To Major

BK:>rJAMTN

F. CuRREY,
Calhcntn) .7'ennessee.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Endian Affairs, Sqdernbl:r 2,
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
Schermerhorn's letter of the 7th ultimo, enclosing certain papers
mentioned, in relation to the appointment of traders in the
conntry, the multiplication of enrolling and appraisiug agents, and the
ploymeut of persons to take the censt:s of the Cherokees.
1,hese several subjects have been under consideration, and I am ·
structed to commnnicute to you the views and deeisiol'l of the depart
in relation to them. 'l'he arrangement made for the appointment of
cial traders among the Cherokees has been sub mitt€ d to the President,
is disapproved by him. 'Vhile the President is very desirous of the
moval of the Cherokees, and determined to nse all proper measurt:s ·
the scope of his authority to effect that object, he yet deems it in
to hold out to such improvident people as the Indians inducemeuts
to contract debts, which must be met by funds intended to provide for
comfortable establishment in their new country. It furnishes opportu
to dishonest white men to speculate upon their property, and the
must inevitably lead to the entire exhaustion of their ultimate
support. The President's ideas on the subject of permitting the
Indians to incur debts, anu to pay them out of funds provideu for their
provements, removal, &c., have been heretofore communicated to the
perintendent ; and the arrangements already made in relation to that
ject extend as far as it is deemed proper to go, and possibly farther
a due regard to the future condition of these Indians woulu call for.
plan, therefore, of establishing these special traders, must be discontinu
'l.,he appointment of Mr. Underwood, or of any other person, ns en
and appraising agent, in addition to those heretofore authorized by the
partment, carinot, under present circumstances, be confirmed. The
pense is considerable, and the result, so far, entirely disproportioned to
It is believed that but one enrolling and appraising agent has teen
plnyed during the last quarter, and that but little, if any rlting, has been
complished by him. No person, therefore, will be employed in any
city, without previously submitting the circumstances to the depa
With respect to the census, the reasons given for taking it, arE:
in order to enable the commissioners to ascertain whethf'r a majority of
tribe agree to the treaty. ,.rhe instructions on this subject provide
the question of concurrence or non-concurrence in the treaty shall be
termined bv the vote of all who attend the council. It was not co
plated that ·those who were absent should be taken into the accouut
such a measure would not only he unjust in itself; but would have a
tendency to destroy the treaty ; for the votes of a11 those absent
of course, if a majority of the votes of the whole nation were required,
estimated against the treaty. The views oft he department were that all q
tied voters should receive ample notice of the time ofmeetin~ of the coun
and of the objects to be presented for their consideration, at~ d that the
should be determined by a majority of those then present. The
therefore, of the whole tribe, cannot be deemed necessary for this object.
Second. The other reason given for taldng the census is, thnt n ·
division of the nnnuitv between the Eastern and Western Cherokees
be made. The department does not know that the question of a div'
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of the annuity is, at the present moment, urged by either party; and as
the annni1ies lor the present year are paid, and no question respecting their
division can arise till next season, it :::.eems that this is not the best time tor
doing this business, especially as the great question of a general removal
is nm~J· before tllr. Cherokee people, and, if favorably determined, will supersede the uecessity of any such arrangement hen•after. Even, thereforet
if jnsticr. should eventually require it, the department is of opinion that it
had better be postponed.
·
By the estimattl, this measure will be attended with the daily expense of
at least twenty-six dollars, and will contirme during sixty days, and very
possibly lon~er. rrhe expenditures ccnnected with the removal of the
Cherokees have been thus far so heavy, and the consequences so unimportant, that the departme11t is w~ry unwilling to encounter any expenses that
can possihly be avoi~ed. If, therefore, the business has not already made
such progress as to render its continuance inexpedient, it is desirable to
have it stopped. Ot course, if a cons-iderable pllrt of the expense has
al·ready been incurred, it will not be best to suspend the proceeding. The
expenses of parries of the Cherokees, attending the agents in the execution
of this duty, cannot be paid by the United States.
No instructions have been given to Mfljor Currey on this subject; for
the {}irculnr of May last, from this office, can ·o nly be considered as calling
for approximate statements. But lJC states, as the gronnd of his proceeding,
that the Secretary of '\Vnr approved the measure in conversation with him.
Althougtt the Secretary has no recollection of the matter, yet he has no
doubt that Major Currey states the circumstance as he supposed it took
place, nnd he eutertains perfect confidence in Mfljor CnrreY:s honor and
integrity. 'rhe impressions of the Secretary at the time must have been
produced by the views submitted to hinr in the conversation, and the matter
did uct ,engage the consideration which he hns no\v given to it. And his
assent mnst have bren intended to express his impressious at the time, and
uot to have constitntPd the fonndalion of official nction.
This is not
the prat·tice of the department, nnd the matter, before any final action on
it, ought ·to have been presented in an official communication, and properly
considered and acted on nt the department.

I have, &c.,
ELBERT HERRING.
f'ro Messrs.

JoHN

F.

and
Commissioners, o/c.,
Calk?wl-, Tenn essee.

ScHERMERHORN,

\Vn.t.IAM CARROLL,

BMIGHATION. OF lNDL'\NS,

Ojjice Corn. Gen. of Sub., September 3, 1835.
Sm: I am directed, hy the Secretary of '\'Var, to say, in reference to the
letter of Mr. Schermerhorn to the Commis~ioner of Indian Affitirs, dated
the 7th ultimo, that no person, in addition to the agents alrendy nuthorized
by the department: can be employed under present circmnstances ; and
tlmt no person will hereafter be employed -in any capacity by you, withot1t
previously obtaining the sanction of the department.
rrhe proposition to appoint special tmd·~rs among the Cherokees is
disapproved of by the President; who, though very solicitous thut these
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Indians should emigrate, and wiiJing to use all proper means within
authority to induce them to do so, thinks it inexped ient to indtw•
improvident people to contract debts, the payment of which will, by :::.o
lessen their means of comfort. when removed west of the Mississi
Dishonest men would thus be enabled to speculate upou them, and
system might lead to the entire exhaustion of their ultimate mC'ans ofsu
The President's views on the subject of incurring debts to be ·
of funds provided for their improvements, removal, &c., have he
been communicated to you. The arrangements already made go
perhaps farther, than a due regard to the future condition of thes0ln
would sanction.
The Secretary of War directs me fnrther to say, in relation to the
that your reasons for employing agents to take the census, who
ascertain whether a majority of the tribe agree to the treaty, do not con
to the instructions on this subject, which provide thnt the question
conenrrence or non-concurrence shall be determined by the vote of all
attend the council. Those who might be abs~nt were not to be taken i
the account. Such a measure would 1 therefore, not only he unjust in·
but would have a direct tendency to destroy the treaty; for, as a mn
of votes was required; those absent would be estimnted against the
'rhe views of the department were, that all qualified voters should rece
ample notice of the ti n1e the council would meet, and of the objects to
presented for its consideration ; the matter to be determined hy a
·
present. The census: therefore, cannot be deemed. necessary for that
Nor W<.ts there any reason for that course, in order that a just divi ·
the annuity between the Eastern and vVestern Cherokees might be
'rhe S(~Cretary does not deem the question of the annuity to he ur
present by either party; and it see111s to him that, as the nnnnities or t
year are paid, the qnestion cannot arise till next. laasmnch, then: as
w~s not n2cessary to agitate it, it &hould 110t have been hmched;
the great question of removal; if tavorabiy decideo, wonld ~uperseue
arratigerrwnt.
·
Secretary of War perceives-, by the "estimate," that the takinO' th
census wm be attended by a daily exp2use of at ]east twenty-six dollars,
which will continue sixty days, perhaps longer.
The expenses incident to tho Cherokee removal have been SJ heavy, and
the results so unimportant, that the department is very unwilling to f'anctim
any expenditures that can Le avoided. It~ therefore, the census has no~
upou the reception of this letter, made such progress as to render it
dis~·mtinuance inexpedient, it will be smpped. This willi of conrse, depend
upon the fact, whether a. considerable portion of the estimated expense has,
or not, been already iueurred.
rrhe expenses of parties of Cherokees
atteuding· tho cc:nsus takers cannot be allowed .
Yon state, ttS tlte ground of your proeeeding ill taking the census, that
the Secretary of War approved of the measure verbally, whilst yon wer
in conversation with him. He has nn recollection of the matter, bnt does
nor doubt that you stat~ it as you believe it took place; and he has perfect
confidence in your honor and integrity. He rresnmes that, in the conversation
referrad to, the matter did not ottract thut kind of attentiou he hus sub<cquently given to it; and that hi:• nssent was intended to express his
hnpre~sious at the time, and not authorily for an official act. 'rhis is uot
his practice ; and, before the act was performed, it should have teen
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officially presented to, and approved by, the department. The Secretary
has ascertained that no imtrnctions had been given to you on this su hjPct;
for the circular of May last, sent from the Indian Office, can only be considered
as calling for approximate statements.
Very respectfully,
J. H. HOOK,
Actin.~·

To B. P.

CuRREY,

Assist. Com.. Gen. Sub.

Esq.,

Supt. Rem.. Cherokees, Calhoun, Tenn.

WAR DP.:PAR'l'MENT,

September 5, 18:35.
Sm: Your two letters of August 20, together with their enclosures,
have been received at the Indian Office, and laid before this department
Instructions respecting the various points alluded to hy you will be for .
warded by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; but there is one subject to
which it is necessary I should draw your particular attention. In your letter of the 19th ultimo, to Lieutena1it Hooper: yon quote the instructions
given by the President of the United States to yourself and the Indian
agent. These instructions must be carried into full effect. 'They are not
only correct in themselves, but they are required in the existing state of
things in the Cherokee country; but the conslrnction you put upon them,
with relation to your dnties, is not the correct one. When the President
directs yon and the agent to cause to he apprehended all persons who have
usnd threats, &c., yon are, of course, to cause tbem to be apprehended in.
the mode pointed out by lnw. If, therefore, the Indian agent, the superintendent, or the military officer, has no authority to arrest un inclividnal by
his own act within the State of Georgia, it follows that, ·when you find it
necessary to cause an individual to be arrested: then you must do so in the
mode pointed out by law. If a warrant is requiTed from a judicial officer,
it must be procured ; and then you can cause such military aid to be furnished as th e officer executing it may deem necessary. Cases, I suppose,
may occur, in the commission of a crime in the presence ·of the agent, superintendent, or military ofiicer, which might justify the arrest of the individual, and the taking of him for cxaminati~n to the proper <mtilori ty.
Bnt these are cases where c·very other person would have the same power.
You will take care, therefore, in executing the authority conferred on yon,
to exert it in the mode required by the local laws of the State within which
the act may be required to be done.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS CASS.
Major n. F. CuRREY,

Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lrzdian Affairs, Septernber 7, 1835.
Sm: The attention of tha department has been given to)he subject of the
remwul of Lewi;; Ro.-;;s from th ~ re3ervation he occupies, but more precise
information is re1_uired before aay decision can be made.
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'rhe 1Oth article of the treaty of 1798, secured c: n sufficient ·
ground for the temporary nse of the agent." 'rile 3d article of the
of 1819, granted ''a reservation to Lewis Ross, so to be laid off as to in
his house and ont hmldings, and ferry adjoining the Cherokee ngency
serving to the United States all the public praperty there, a~1d the cot
ance of said ugency wwere it now is, during the pleasure of the Go
meut."
lt would appear, from your letter of the 3d of January: 1835, that
took this reservation under the treaty of 1819 ; that the agency was so
terwards removed from the point designated in the ahove section to a
point: the position of which you have not defined; and that Ross
removed near to this last point, and has resided there since.
This statement, unaccompanied as it is by a sketch of the premises, is
very intelligible. If Ross is nnw upon the resen·ation grnnted to him
1819, and the agency is also established upon that reservation, as it
seem to have been in that year, then it may well be doubted whether
United States have power to remove him; for the treaty of 1819 only
serves to the United States the public property on that re~ervation, and
continuance of said agency at the pleasure of the Government. But if
agency was removed to a distinct point snbsequently to that treaty,
Lewis Ross then located himself upon the reservation on which the a
was situated, not the same that was gruntf'd to him by treaty, the r
the Gnvennnent to eject him would l]e more clear. If his tenure is
the permission of Colonel Meigs, and not nuder the provision of the
of 1819, it can, no doubt, be terminated at any momeut.
'rhe Secretary of War has, therefore, instructed me to obtnin from you
sketch, showing the relative position of tbe agency and Ross's vP<;:Pl'l!llllnl
as designnted by treaty, and the age·ncy; and the reEervntion now oc
by Ross: if this be not the one granted by trenty. Vpon receivi
sketch, and such other information ns you may have that will thro
upon the question, the attention of the department will again be dev
its consideration.
·
Very res pectfn ll y,
ELBERT HERRING.
Major B. I''· CuRREY,
Cal/wm~,

Tennessee.

VVAR DEPARTMENT,

Office luflian Affairs, 8eptember 8, 1835.
SIR: I have received vour letter of 20th ultimo: t>nclosin~, with
papers, a copy of the corn;spondence tbat pasfed bel ween yourself and
tenant Hooper, on tbc subject of arresting James Martin.
A letter has been addressed by the Adjutant Geueral of the United S
to Lieutenant. Hooper, instructing him to n :port the rEasons f()r uot ha
made the arrest of Martin, according to yonr instructions.
The other subject of your letter, to wit: the removal of Lewis
from the ngency limits, was answered on the 7th instant.
'Very respectfully,

ELBERT HERRING.
MDjor B. F.

CuRH.EY 1

Calhmm, 1f:nnessee.
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WAR DEPAH.'fMEN'l',

Office Indian A.Oairs, September 8, 1835.
SIR: I have received your letter of 21lth ultimo, with the enclosure: ap·
prising the department of recent proceedings amoug the Cherokees. 'l'hey
seem to iudicate the speedy dowuftll of H.oss aud bis associates, and the
consequent adoption of the profiered 'treaty.
Hel'ewith is enclosed a copy of the lelter which you requested, und also
an extract from a letter of the Secretary of War, addressed to the chiefs· of
the Creek nation.
Very respect fnll y,

ELBERT HERRING.

To Major

F. CuRREY,
Callwuu, Tennessee.

BENJAMIN

wA.R

DEPARTMl.;NT,

September 19, 1835.
GENTLEMEN: I have received your letter of the 7th instant.
The copy
of the letter from this department of 11th May lilsf, to Messrs. Ridge and
Underwood, which was published in the newspapers, you have no doubt
seeu. I have understood that a copy of it was communicated for the information of the commissioners appointed . to conclude the treaty with the
Cherol\ees. Any further declaration of the determination of the President
not to offer to those Indians any other terms during his p~riod of service
seems to be unnecessary, and the President is not disposed to make it. No
ne\V one could be made stronger than that.
I yet do not comprehend the necessity for a census. 'rhrre are at present no existing treaty provisions that seem to r~quire it, and I do not know
to what you allude, when you ~ay that ';without it we cannot make a cer·
tl\ill estiruale of Lhe amonut which will he paid to each individuaL" Should
dtc propo~ed treaty be concluded, aud contain any stipulations providing for
the division of money among the individuals of the whole tribe, so as to
make an enumeration necessary, it will thea be time enough to do it. Nor
do I perceive what the objects are, requiring- specific appropriations, which
render it uecessar-v that 1he whole nnrnber of the Indians shoulu be kuown
to the commissiotiers. I take it that the objects whieh I suppose you refer
to, such as schools, &c., will not be affected by any probahle d1fiereuce there
may be between the estimated and actualnnmhers of the tribe.
The statistical facts specified by yon won ld, no doubt, he valuable, ns conveying a general idea of the country, but their bearing upon the treaty is
not upr.arcnt to mr., because, he the computation greater or less; the gross sum
to be given for the conn try, and fixed by the Senate, cannot be excef.ded.
And as I remarked before, oa anoth e r point, if the commissioners should
make any trealy provision for the individual d\vision of this sntTI: or any
part of it, it will then be time enough to make the enumeration.
\Vere there a specific appropriation fo.r this object, I shou lei not hesitate
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in agreeing to your suggestion, but as there is none, I think the subject
better be left till the treaty arrangements are con~luded.
Very re:--pectfnlly,
LEWIS CASS.
To Messrs. BENJAMIN F. CunREY,
WILLIAM :M. DAVIS.
WILLIAM H. UNDE~WOOD,
Ch.erokee Agency, Georgia.

wAR DEPARTl\1El'iT,

September 26, 1835.
SIR: Your letter of September lOth, marked private: has been
at the department. As it relates, however, wholly to the movements
the Cherokees, 1 have shown it to the President, and it is with his
renee I answer it. As I suppose it would be contrary to your \vish, I
not put it upon file. Still, however: it becomes absolutely neces~nry that
should commnnicnte the President's views on two subjects yon mention,
you strlte that otherwise the commissioners would consider the silence
the departmcot as nn acquiescence in the measure proposed. 'l'he~c are
First. rrhat the appraising agents of the Government should
from influential Cherokees, their O\Vll opinion of tile value of their
ments, and pron1ise them the amount, if this estimate is any w
reaf'onable, and if they would taken. decided sta11d in favor of the t
and conclude tbc same.
'rhe second j ~~, to conclude the treaty with a portion of the nation
should one with the whole be found impracticable.
'rhe Fresident has no doubt of your good intentions in commu ·
these propositions., and he is satisfied of yonr zeal to promote the objects
your mission. But he is decidedly opposed to both measures. You
literally follow ilw instructions which have been given, un1ess
changes ktve }'een, or may be, made by this department. If you
conclude a treaty with the Cherokees upon what the Govcmment
fair and open term": yon will nhandon the effort, and leave the nation.
Upon them be the consequences. \Vhatever influence yon exert,
be by argument aud remonstronce. Make no particular promise to
individual, high or low, to gain his co-operation. The interest of
whole must not l e sacrificed to the cupidity of a few. If we make a
at all, Jet it J-. e such a one ns wi-ll stvnd rhe test of the most rigid scru
It is out of the question to attempt to make an arrangement with a part
the nation. You will therefore _relmquish any such expectation.
I am happy to learn that yom· prcspects nre brightening. We feel!
a great interest in tlie matter, and I cnnnot hut ~ope that time nnd
will convince the Cbr.rokees that the terms we have offered tllem are
liberal; and that they ought to accept them without hesitation.
Very r·r Prrrtfn lly,
LEWIS C1\SS.
!he F:ev. J. F. ScBERMERHoH:;...;,
ChrrokN! Agcru·y.

. ro
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\YAR lh:PARTJIIE.l\·T,

Ujjir:r- illdian Atft~irs, St'jJ{Nnber 2G, !.t~35.
Stn.: l have rect~ived your letter of the l~?th ius!.. t!uc!o~iug nue of Jobil
Ross to yonrsclf, nnu your answer, relative to tile Che10kcc priuting pres~;
and materials.
lam instructed to say, that the views of the Presideut (·oincide w.th those
of the Secretary of \Var, on the suhject of taking the census of the CIJer•,kee
nation. Yon will therefore not proceed in that bnsiness: unles:: you have
progressed so fill' already us to render it inexpedient to stop. If the expense of completing it wonld adll bnt little to that which ltas been it!Crured 1
let it be completed; but if its completion wonld much increa!':e the expense,
let it be immediately arrested.
Jt is not intended to censure, iu the least, nor to subject you to any loss
for what has been done. 1t is believed that yon acted from praiseworthy motives; but the President and Secretary of 'Va.r cnnuot consider
the crnsns of mch importance ns yon and :VIr. Rchermr>rlJOttl ba\·e attached
to it.
Very respP.ctfnlly,
ELB!-ial'l' HERRING.
~lnjor B. F. CuRREY 1
Calhoun TennP.ssee.

WAn.

DEPAH'l'J}IJ-:1\T,

NovembtT 20, 1S35.
Sm: l had the honor to receive your letter of the 19tlt itJstant, and in
1\nswr.r beg leave to refer yon to the enclosPd copy of a letter, flddressed
to the commissioner in the Cherokee country. As this department has not
been officially advised of Mr. Meigs's resignation, nwre positin~ instructions
cnnnot properly be given.
Very re~pectfull)·~

LE \riS CASS.
rro the Hon. JoHN P. KtNG.

Wa.~h·.;,,gto1/. ,

'~ "'\lt iJJ:P ..H:.' I':\1 El'\'tj

l\'om.'nt.brr 20, U;~~5.
lt has been intimated to this departmellt that Mr. Meigs
has resigned the office of secretary to th? cornrni~sioners appointed to
~gotiate with the Cherokees. If Mr. l\'le1gs has vaeated, or desires to
aeate, this office, you will please to nppoint Mr. VVestern B. Thomas, of
u.gusta, GeorO'ia, to succeed him, whenever rou require the aid of n secry. But n~ change will be made if Mr. Meigs wi11<hes to cnntinue iu
C! service.
Very resprctfully,
LE\VIS CASS.
'To the Hon WILLIAl\'~ CARRoLL, and
Rev. J. F. ScHERMERHORN,
GENTLEMEN:

Commissioners, <,Yc.
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Extract of a leiter to Lieutenant ]J1. H~ Batnwn, .from t!te Commiss'
of lndiau Affairs, dated Novetnber 24, 183iJ.
''It is not dce ,ned necessary at present to increase the fnnd1~ in
hand;; applicn.b!c to the negotiation with the Cherokees. Should an
tional sum be rc:qnil\'-d, you will so inform the departmei1t, stating
amorwt, and the parlicnlur object of expenditure, that a remittance may
made under the proper heads of appropriation."

\VAR DErARTMENT,

S1tt: 1

lHtv~

pemsed the

l~trer

Decembet 2, 1835.
of the 27th ultimo, addressed by

Payne to me, and handed by you .to me this morning.
I enclose: for the iuformation of Mr. Payne, an extract fmm the
uf Lieutenant Hooper, commanding a company of the United States
in the (Jh,~rokee country, and whieh contains all the information in
possession of this department on the snbject of the arrest of John Ho
Payne, Esq. It will be perceived that the arrest has been made by
not acting under the authority of the United States.
Very respectfully,

To the Hon. JmiN

LEWIS CASS.

~fcKEoN,

lVashingtou. city.

wAR DEPARTMENT,
SrR :

ln answer

to

December 5, 1835.
your· letter of yesterday, I have the honor to ·

yon, that 110 further information has been received at this department
spec.ting the circumstances of the arrest of Mr. Payne.
Very respectfully,

LEWIS CASS.
tl'o the Hon. JoHN McKEoN,
House of Representatives.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, December 21, 11535.
SIR: Yonr proposal to bring here a delegation of Indians is Uli\.J;::.o;;~u 101
inadmissible. Permission to come has been already denied to one
gation, and cannot be extended to another.
·
I am instructed to say that in no event will it be received. Their
would be. useless, as l'P.spects the proffered treaty, and cannot be sarlcUonellli
by the dep;trtment.
Very respectfully,
Your humble servant,

To the Hon. J. F.

ScJt~RMERHORN,

Culhoun, Tennessee,

ELBBRT HERRING.
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WAH. DEPARTMENT,

qbice

Indian Affairs, December 22, 1835.
SIR: Your letter of the 8th inst., enclosing a contract made by you for
the supply of provisions at the Cherol\ee couucil, has been received.
Very respectfully,

ELBERT HERRING.
Lieut. M. W. RATMAN,
Calhoun, 1't:nnessec.

WAlt DEPAit.'r:MENT,

January 5, J836.
Sm: I have had the hunor to receive the letter addressed by Mr. Hunts~

man to you, enclosin~ a claim on behalf of General Dunlnp, for expenses
in travelling to and from this city, and for services rendered by him in a
negotiation with the Cherokee Indians.
'rhere is nothing in this department showing the employment of General Dunlap, and all that I personally know is, that I conversed with him
a number of times in relation to the matter, and I have no douht but that
be advised the Indians to form a treaty. There is nothing here, however 1
upon which a claim could be based.
The letters of General Dunlap and Mr. Huntsman are herewith returned .
Very respectfully,
LEWIS CASS.

To the PRESIDENT of the United Stales.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

January 16, 1836.
In answer to your letter of the 14th instant, I have to in~
form yon that Mr. Schermerhorn has reported the formation of a treaty
with the general council of the Cherokee people. It has not been received
here, nor are its terms known.
I presume, however, that they are in conformity with the ihstructions
given to the commissioners, which I suppose are well known to you. As
to the paper to which yon refer, I have only to observe, that I see no kind
of use in giving you a copy of it. Such a document would probably oc..
casion additional discord among your people, and might lead to lo~s of
life. As yon have read it, its contents must be sufficiently known to you
i»r all useful purposes.
Very respectfully,
GENTLEMEN:

LEWIS CASS.

To Mr.

JoHN Ross and others,
Members of the Cherokee delegation;

· Washington city,

[ lQO
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\YAR Ih:PARTJIENT,

Office Indian Affairs, January 23, 1836.

Silt: The President has directed that a copy of a letter, addressed to
hy this department on the 18th instant, shall be transmitted to yon, and
yon be called upon to communicate the information yon may possess,
tbe vnrions snbJcc.ts tberein mentioned, as early as practicable.
Very respe2tfully,

.

l<.~LBgRT

HERHING.

To Mlljor B. F. CunREY,

Cherokee Agency, Go.

"\V AR

DEPAH.TMENT,

January 2i', 1836.
SIR: In compliance with your request, I transntit yon an extract of
instructions given to the commissioners appointed to negotiate with
Eastern Cherokees. You will perceive from this, that this department
not authorized any provision to be made in the trenty with them for
vations or pre-emption rights.
Very respectfully,

LEWIS UASS.
rro the Hon. H. CHAPMAN,
House of R.epn:senlatives.

wAR. DEPARTMENT,

O.fjice Indian Ajf"airs,

~Pebrnary

4, Ul36.

SIR: Your letter of the 8th ultimo, with its enclosure, has been
eeived.
:.vtr. Schermerhorn arrived here several days since.
Very respectfu II y,

ELBBR,-r HEJlRINO.
"\VR.sTERN

B. TnoMAs, Bs<l· :
.!lugusta, Georgia .

wAR DEPAR'l'MEN'l',

O.ffice Indian Affairs, February 11, 1836.
SIR: The Secretary of War directs that all persons employed by you.
valuing the improvements of the Eastern Cherokees, be discharged
that your accounts for their services be made up to the date of the '
of this letter, and forwarded to the department without delav.
Very respectfully, "

Major B.

F.

ELBERT HERRING.
CunREY 7

Calhoun,

Tenne~see.
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EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., F'ebruary 11, 1836.
SIR: The Secretary of \Yar instructs me to direct you to discharge your
clerk, en:rolling agents, ana census takers, and a]] the interpreters, except
one. No officers or agents but yourself and Lieutenant Batman will be retained in service, in the Cherokee emigration.
The discharged persons will be paid up to the reception of this letter, or
if not present with yJn, they will be paid up to the time you communicate
their discharge to them.
Very respectfully,

GEORGB GIBSON,
Commissary General of Subsistence.

To B. F. CuRREY, Esq.,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

EMIGRATION OF INDIA~s,

Qffice Com. Gen. of Sub., February 11, 1836.
SIR: I enclose, for your informatiOn and government, the copy of a letter
this day addressed to l\1r. Benjamin F. Currey.
Very respectfully,

GEORGE GIBSON,

"r·

CIJmmissary General of Subsistence.

'ro Lieut. M.
BAT MAN,
Disbursing Agent Cherokees, Calhoun, Term.

WAR DBPARTMEN'l', .

Office Indian Affairs, February 11, 1836.
Snt: Yourletters of the 15th and 26th nlt. have been received. The accounts accompanying the latter will be placed in the hands of the Second
Auditor for settlement.
'rhe sum of $2,320 21, the amount of your esti~1ate for expenses already
incurred in the ne~otiation with the Cherokees, w1ll be remitted to you by
the Treasury.
Very respectfully,
ELBERT HERRING.
To Lieut. M. ,V. BATMAN,
Calhoun , Tennessee.

Extract nf a letler to B. F. Currey Esq., from, the CO'Jnmissary General
·

of Subsistence, dated Pebruary 22, 1836.

1' You have never reflotted to this office the name of but one census
taker and interprr.ter, viz : .M.r. Underwood and Fields. The employment
of Mr. Underwood and his interpreter was approved in my letter of October
9

..
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31, because you observed their services would 'cease in a few days,'
yet it is observed this agent i,s pnid ut intervals to lt.::th DecemLer.
•' I11 your communication to this office of the 12th September last,
make the fo lo\\· ing reinarks, with a view to &ustain you in the
mE'nt of census takers : 'On the subject of taking the census, I
observe, that, in a personal interview with the honorable Secretary o
I understood it to be the wish of that officer, that an accurate eensus
be taken of the Eastern Cherokees.
"A copy of regulations was since sent to me, signed E. Herring, pu
during the month of May, which made it the dtity of the snperin
or agents to furnish, on the 30th September of each year, statistical re
embracing the uumber, their pursuits, the productions of the soil, the
ernl resources, and water privileges of the country. I was under the
pression that, while engaged in this business ostensibly, men of ch
and influence could indirectly be of more service in bringing about a
thnn could those wbose avowed and known emrloyment it was to
that business.
"The commissioners concurred in this opinion. Some inter
having previously taken place through John Ross's opposition
measure; they made an arrangement with him by which he was a
the privilege of sending one of his party along 'vith such persons and
interpreters as I might select, all of whom were chosen and in serv·
fore the receipt of your letter, and some of whom have nearly
their districts."
·' '1'he printed circular of May last, from the office of Indian Affairs,
which you here allude, has no relation whatever to· yourself; or to the
of yonr appointment as emigrating agent, but was intended for, and
dressed to, the Indian agents and sub-agents; and, consequeutly, was no
thority to you, for the ernployment of additional agents. Notwithstan
the great expense incurred by the employment of census ngents and t
interpreters, and the obvious disinclination of the War Department
this office to their employment, no results, whatever, of their labors,
been reported by you, either to the Office of Indian Affairs, or to the
gration office."

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian A./fairs, February 25, 1836.
Srn: Your letter of the 5th instant, enclosing copies of your letter
Governor Schley, and statement by Eli Bolan, of the hostile feelings of
Cherokees respecting the recent treaty with them, has been received.
Very respectfully,

ELBER'l"' HERRING.

To Major B. F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Tennessee .

•

!31
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DEPARTl\I£NT,

Office lndian AJlairs, JJ1arch 1, 183G.

Sm: 1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
th ultimo, and have delayed an earlier answer, under an expectation of an
~vent which has this day taken place.
A treaty has just now been made with the Cherokees east, contemplating
We removal of the entire nation to the west of Mississippi. By the 4th
article of that treaty, the United States are bound to pay the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions such amount as the Union
and Harmony missionary establish-ments may be appraised at, by such
persons as the President of the United States shall appoint; such money
to be expended in schools among the Osages. The treaty will be forth··
with sent to the Senate, and will be probably ratified by that body. In
that event1 your board will receive the amount of the appraisement, and the
disposition of that fund is also plainly pointed out in the aforesaid article.
A more explicit answer to your several questions can scarcely be re~
-quired. Permit me, however, to add, that it appears to be injudicious
to discontinue the school at Harmony, until the appraisement shall be
nade~ which \Vill no doubt take place soon after the ratification.
Very respectfully,

ELBERT HERRING.
Rev.

DAVID GREENE,

Boston: Massacltusetfs,

vv AR

DEPARTMENT,

111arch 4. 18:16.
Sut: I have the honor 'to transmit you a treaty concluded 'with the
Cherokees, together with certain supplementary articles entered into at
this place, and also copies of the instructions, the journal and report of
the commissioners, the protest of some of the Cherokees now here, and
of snch other papers as appear to be necessary to a full view of the
whole su hject.
Very respectfully,
LEvVIS CASS.
'To the PRESlDE'N'1'
OJ the United States.

E:rtrnct ~~a letter to John Ross, Esq., aud others, from tlte Commissioner
of indian Affairs, dated JJ1arclt 9; 1836.
GENTLEMEN~

In your communication of the 29th ultimo, to the Secre-

tary of'\Var, you stated "that you had been delegated and duly constituted
representatives of the whole Cherokee people, for the purpose of entering
into a treaty arrangement with the United States Government."
As I have before remarked, the delegation from the Cherokee nation, ot
which some of you were members, and which visited this city last winter,
was emphatically assured, during the last se~sion of Congress, and that ns-
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surance was officially repeated in the cpurse of the following autumn,
no delegation would be received here to make a tn~aty. Should the
nuity be now paid agreeably to your request, the department would
propriate the money of your tribe to defray the expenses of a
that has come here in defiance of its express prohibition. It cannotl
fore, be paid to you.
In addition to all this, the President has ceased to recognise any
Government among the Cherokees ;. and, therefore, the annuity
them must be paid as they, from year to year, may direct.
The papers enclosed in your communication are herewith returned.

WAR DEPARTMENTt

Office Indian Affairs, March 14,
SIR: By direction of the Secretary, I enclose a copy of a letter
John Hardwick~ in which he makes serious charges against your
as an officer of the Government.
This paper is sent to you, that you can have an opportunity of
such explanation as may be in your power; and it is to be hoped
your reply will be satisfactory to the department.
Very respectfully,
ELBER'r HERRIN
Major BENJAMIN F. CuRREY,.
Calhoun, Tennessee.

'VAR DEPAR'l'MENT1
Office indian Affairs, ll1arch 14,
SIR: Your letter of the 26th ultimo, to the Secretary of War1
plaining of the conduct of Major Currey towards yourself, has been
ierred to this office.
Major Currey has been furnished with a copy of your Jetter, a.nd
to transmit a reply. vVhen this is received, the department will be
to decide upon the proper measures to be taken.
Very respectfully,
ELBERT HERRlr\G
.Mr. JoHN

HARDWICK 1

Calhoun, Tennessee.

wAR DEPAR'l' l\fE ~'!'1

Office lnd'ian Affairs, March 17, l
StR : Your letter of the 21th ultimo, with the census of the Ch
nation which accompanied it,. has been received.
Vmy respectfully,
ELBERT H'"-' .... . _ . _hn...
To Major BENJAMIN P. CuRREY 1
'
Calhoun, 1'enncssee.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

JJ1arch 17, 1836.
I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 15th
nstant in favor of Doctor Lillybridge, with its enclosure.
When it may become necessary to make appointments under the treaty
with the Cherokee Indians, the claims of Doctor Lillybridge shall be
respectfully considered.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS CASS.
To Hon. RrcHARD 1\II. JoHNSON and
GEoRGE LoYALL, Honse of Representatives.
GENTLEMEN:

WAR DEPARTMENT,

March 21, 1836.
S!R: I have had the honor to receive yom·letter of the 17th instant, in

avor of Doctor Lillybridge. That gentleman's name has been placed on
he list of applicants for employment in the Indian Department; and, when
1t shall become necessary to make appointments under the Che1·okee treaty,
his claims shall be respectfully considered.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS CASS.
To Hon. MosEs MAsoN, jr.,
House of Representatives.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, April 6, 1836.
Sm: In answer to the letter of John Ross and others, addressed to yourself, and referred to this office on the 28th ult., I have the honor to report,
that the Cherokee annuity was regularly paid, until the year 1831.
On the 18th of Jnne; 1830, the then Secretary of War issued an order
directing the agents to apportion the Indian annuity, and pay it among all
the members of the respective tribes. The Eastern Cherokees refused to
comply with this regulation, and on that account, for several years, they
would not receive their portion of the annuity.
A considerable number of them, however, haring afterwards determined
!O emigrate, and being desirous of receiving their proportion of the ~nnuity,
at was ordered by the department that the amount due to them should be
paid. It was estimated by the agent, Col. Montgomery, $2,192. But on
the settlement of his accounts in 1835, he was credited with $1,881 17
Instead of $2,192, leaving a balance of $309 S3, which, but for his error,
-would have been paid to the Eastern Cherokees in 1834. Many of those
who then resided east, and who, of course, were interested in that fund,
huvin~ removed to the west, and the time for the next yearly payment of
their annuity being hear at hand, Mr. Ross was informed that th,is balance
of $309 83 would. be paid to the Eastern Cherokees at the payment of
their annuity for the current year.
I further report, that in the year 1834, in consequence of the number of
Cherokees that had recently emigrated, the sum of $5,625 was thought to
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be the rightful portion of the annuity due to the Eastern Cherokees,
was accordingly remitted to the agent, instead of $6,666 67, beiug $1,041
less than had bee11 previously paid to them.
By the act of 30th Jnne, 1834, it was provided that annnities shou
paid to the chiefs, or such person as the tribe should .designate. And
sum of $25,625 01 was remitted to the ag~ut to be paid according to
designation. The tribe directed the payment to be paid to their
John Martin, and it was pnid to him accordingly.
'rhe sum of $25,625 01 remitted as aforesaid, was composed of
following items:
Two-thirds of $10,000 for 1831

"
"

"
"

Computed portion for

1832
1833
1834

Deduct the amount retained by CoL Montgomery
And it ]eaves the amount of
'Vhich bas been paid to the Eastern Cherokees.
Col. Montgomery, however, instead of paying the emigrants the su
$2,192, paid them only $1,881 17, leaving a balance of $309 83 now
to the Eastern Cherokees.-'
By the census recently taken of the Eastern Cherokees, it appears
the apportionment of the annuity made in 1834 was incorrect, und
they were then entitled to two-thirds of the annuity, according to the
article of the treaty of 1819.
From the foregoing statement, it appears that there is due to the
Cherokees the sum of $309 67, being a surplus beyond the amount
to the emigrants by Col. Montgomery; wl1ich, having been refunded
annuity accounts in the 'freasury of the United States, can now be
to John Martin, treasurer of the Eastern Cherokees, or it can be
them at the next yearly payment of their annuity.
And there appears to be also due to them the sum of $1 ~0L11 67, in
quence of the incorrect apportionment of the annuity iu 1834; and as
excess bt•yond the rightful portion dne to the Weste1n Cherokees was
to them in 1634, it is proper that this amount should be refunded by
and deducted from the next payment of their annuity, and paid o
the Eastern Cherokees.
And l further report, that the claim of John Ross and others, on
of the Eastem Cherokees, to the sum of $1,681 17, is nnfmliJdrd,
amount having been paid to Cherokee emigrants, in pursuance of thr
of 18th June, 1830, as their proportion of the Eastern Cherol\ee
for the years 1831, 1832, and 1833.
•
Very respectfully,

ELBERT HERRIN

Ron. LEwrs CAss,
Secretary of W aro
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

AprillH, 1836.
St R: Your letter of the 26th of March was received a few days since at
the dep:ntment, and would have ·been sooner answered had I not been confined hy indisposition.
1 enclose, agreeably to yonr request, n. copy of your letter on tbe subject
of Cherokee affairs. Pntting out of view the terms of your recent communication, it is only nE:cessary to add that I am utterly at a loss to comprehend what you allude to when charaeterizing the conrse of the department
towards Mr. McConnell and yourself. The correspondence on the subject
of Mr. McConnell's employment has never been made public by this department, nor the facts in relation to it communicated. So guarded have I
been that, when some time since, a resolution of the Senate would have
embraced this correspondence, I did not think it proper to transmit it publicly, and, therefore, laid it, confidentially, before the Committee on Indian
Affairs. I believe it was never promulgated.
I callnot suppose you refer to the a11usion incidentally made to Mr.
McCounell in a letter ·receutly addressed to Major Currey. The object of
that letter was so far from injuring Mr. McConnell, that it was intended to
censme Major Curry for the promulgation of a fuct with which, as he reports to the department, he became acquainted through Mr. McConnell
himself.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS CASS.
To the Hon. PRYoR LEA,

Knoxville, Tennessee.

\V AR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, il'lay 9, 1836.
Sm: Upon the various subjects presented in the memorial of John Ross
and others to both Hruses of Congress, and transroitted to this department
by the chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs in the Senate, I beg
wave to submit the following report:
rrilis dr,partment is in possession of no information respecting the causes
of the delay in the ratification of the treaty with the Cherokees of October
21, 1804-, than that contaiued in the documents: printed on pages 4S8, 489,
490, and 491 of the volume of Indian treati es. To avoid any delay, I
wonld resrectfnlly refer the committee to that book.
The accompanying abstract of a Jetter to Col. Montgomery, on the 24th
Qf March, 1827, will explain the reasons. for discontinuing the allowance
.f 8l,2SO, in lieu of rations for the Indians, at the payment of the annui-

'rhe enclosed ropy of the receipt of the treasurer, John Martin, shows
thnt the ~a--tern Cherokees received the whole of their proportiou of the
nn nity for 1830.
For a statement of the circnmstances connected with the payments of
the annuities for 1831, 1832, 1833, and 1834, I beg leave to refer the com
mittr.r. to the accompanying copy of a report on lhe communications of
Messrs. Ross and others, of March 24. and May 18, which \\'as snbmitted to
you yesterday. I presume that it is not expected that I shall give any
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opinion on the claim of the memorialists for interest upon the annuity
vided in the trenty of 1804, from that date to the date of its ratification,
upon the annuities for 1831, 1832, 1833, and 1834.
Very respectfully,
ELBERT HERR
'ro the Hon LEwis 0Ass,

Secretary of JVar.

VVAR DEPARTMENT,
May 9,1836.
GENTLEMEN: I have received your letters of March 16 and April
respecting the annuities of the Cherokees ; I transmit, in reply, a re
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Yery respectfully,
LE'WIS CASS.
To :Messrs. JoHN RIDGE,
JoHN MARTIN, and others,

Cherokee Delegation, Washington .

WAR DEPARTMENT,
May 10, 1836.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 9th inst., and
reply beg leave to refer you to the accompanying report of the
·
er of Indian Affairs.
'rhe memorial of Messrs. John Ross awd others, which you tran
is herewith returned.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS C
To the Hon. H. L. WHITE,

Ch. Com. on Indian Affairs, U.S. Senate.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
JJfay 20, 1
SIR: I have received your letter of this date, making some inquiries
specting the mode in which the Cherokee Indians will be removed. It
not be in my power to give you this information until the app
·
are made, when the attention of the department will be directed to the
ject, and the necessary arrangements made.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS C
To the Hon. G. W. B. TowNs,

House of Representatives.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, May 23, 1836.
Sra: I have the honor to submit, herewith, a communication, together

\Vith certain papers therein referred to, received from Major B. F. Currey,
in consequence of a letter addressed to him from this office on 23d January
last, calling for information on certain subjects, particularized in a copy of
a. letter th-erein enclosed, and addressed by the President of the Gnited
States to the Secretary of War: on the 18th January last.
Very respectfully,

ELBER1, HERRING.
Hon.

LEwrs CAss,

Seeretary of Wnr.
wAR DEPARTMENT,

May 26, 1836.
GENTLEMEN:

In answer. to your communication of yesterday, in favor

of Doctor LiHybridge, I can only repeat the substance of my former letter
to you, that when the Cherokee treaty shall have been ratified, and the appointments under it are making, Doctor Lillybridge's claims shall receive
respectful consideration.
Very respectfully,

LEWIS CASS.
To the Hon. R. M.

JoHNSON

GEORGE

and

Lov ALL,

House of Representatives.
WAR DEPARTMFNT,

Office Indian AJtrtirs, May 31, 1836.

Sm: I transmit het'ewith a copy of the reply of Major Currey to the letter addressed to him from this office, by direction of the President, calling
upon him for explanations of some of his proceedings as superintendent of
Cherokee emigrat ion. It is proper to add, that this report, although dated
April 16th, \VJ.S not rec~ived before the 23d instant.
Very respectfully,

ELBERT HERRING.
0. A.

HARRis,

F.sq.,

Actmg Secretary of War.

•
WAR DEPARTMENT,

May 31, 1836.
Sta: I have the honor to lay before you a report of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, transmitting- the answer of Major Currey to the questions
proposed to him, by yom· direct~on, on the 12th January last, respecting his
conduct as superintendent of Cherokee emigration.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary oJWar.
To the

PRESIDENT

of the United States.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

June 3,
SrR: I have the honor to transmit: herewith, a report from the
sioncr of Indian Affairs, covering an estimate for carrying into efiect
late treaty with the Cherokee Indians. It is proper to state that this
mate has been submitted to and approved by the President.
Very respectfnll y,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secr~:tary of War.
To the Hon. C. C. CAMBRELENG,

Chairman Committee Ways and Means,
House of Represeutatives.

•

WAR DEPARTMENT,

June 10, 1!;36.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit, herewith, a communication from
Commissionrr of Indian Affairs, covering estimates of the appr ·
necessary to carry into effect certain Indian treaties recently ratified.
estimate for the Cherokee treaty wa8 some days since transmitted to
Committee of Ways and Means, and I presum~ the whole of the nnr:1ron:rJa
tions will be included in one bill.
I have the honor to ask the attention of the committee to the snbject,
to request that the necessary funds may be provided. ,.rhere are eight
these treaties, including that with the Cherokees.
Copies of all these, excepting two, with small bands oft he Pottaw
in Indiana, are herewith enclosed. These two have not yet been
from the Department of State. As soon as they reach thi;; dep
they shall be transmitted to the committee.

To the Hon. C. C. CAMBRELENG,
Chairman Committee of Ways and Jvfeans,
House of Representatives.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Corn. Gen.. of S'tb., June 10, 1836.
SIR: I would respectfully sug-gest to you that the credit claimed by
for the issue of 390 blankets at the making of the lnte Cherokee treaty,
the requisition of the commissioner who made the treaty, cuunot be all
without the special sanction of the Secretary of "\Var thereon, \vhich
are requested to obtain.
G ~0. GIBSON,
C(,mmissary Gene1'al of Subsistence.
'ro Major B. F. CuRREY,
Supt. (',/wr. Removal, Washington citv.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, Jane 14, 1836.
SIR: Your letter to the Secretary of vV ar, dated 29th ult., has been
received aud referred to this office; and, in answer, l <ttll instructed to say
that when the appointment under the treaty with the Cherokees nre made,
your claim will be duly considered.
Very respectft tll y,

ELBERT HERRil'\G.
To

W! PAscHAL, Esq.,
Auraria, Lumpkin couuty, Georgia.

GEoHGE

WAR DEPAR'l'MENT,

. June 11, 1836.
Sm: On looking into the stipnlation in the 18th artiele of the Cher~kee
treaty, and conversing with Mr. Schermt ·rhorn, I think it woultl be hest
to appropriate $75,000 for the ndvnnce of tbe interest which will be due
upon the Cherokee fnnds for the next two years.
'l,he provision nsitlg the term aunuitieR, is not as definite as is desirable;
still it appears that the Jndians anticipated this arrangement, and as It is an
advance merely by the United States, to be ultimately repaid by the Cherokees, 1 have the honor to recommend that provision may be made for it.
It appears that, in the progress of the negotiation with the Cherokee Indiilns, a quantity of blankets was delivered to them by the orders of tbe commissioner, as many of these Indians were poor and hadly clothed, nnd the
weather was cold. Those blankets had been purchased under previous
laws, for the purpose of supplying the emigrating parties. The number is
stated at 290, and some legislative provision is necessary to close the account.
I submit, therefore, to the ·committee, the expediency of providing for the
closing of this account, on the production of proper vonchNs, it ,lppearing
to have been one of the necessary expenses of the treaty.
No appropriation will be required. I intended, this morning. to send tile committee an
estimate for the expenses of making a survey undr- r the Cherokee treaty.
But as I depend on Mr. M'Coy for the necessa ry information, which I have
not received from him, I am obliged to postpone acting on the matter.
Very r espectfully,
LEWIS CASS.
'ro the Bon. C. C.

CAMBRELRNG,

Chairman Comnzittee of Ways and Means,
House rf Representatives.

'\VAR

DEPARTMENT,

Juue 15, 1836.
SIR: Application hns been made fiJI' a pntent to be grnnted to the c:lerokees, undl;'r the 3d article of the trenty recelltly concluded wilh them.
There are two tracts of lund to be included in the pnh~ nt, nnd eaeh has
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been partially surveyed, though, it is thonght, not sufficiently so to
the proper office to describe them with proper precision in a patent.
lines of the large tract have not actually been closed, and the Qu
have a reservation which probably runs into the small tract, and which
require a deduction to be made from the price which was charged to
Cherokees for the latter.
·
Under these circumstances, I have the honor to submit an estimate for
consideration of the Committee of Ways and Means, to enahle the
ment to have these surveys completed, so that the patent; which the
kees are anxious to receive, may be issued without unnecessary delay.
As it is difficult to ascertain here with precision the steps necessary to
taken, I propose to commit the superintendence of the matter to the
Mr. M'Coy, who is well acquainted with the topography of that region,
who has been employed in surveying portwns of it. An estimate of
sum deemed nt;Jcessary for his compensation is added to the probable
expenses of surveying. The surveys will be executed by competent per.
sons, under his direction.
·
Very respectfnll) ,

LEWIS CASS.
To the Hon. C. C. CAMBRELENG,
Chairman Committee of Ways and .Means,
House of Representatives.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
June 15, 1836.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 13th ·
in favor of Mr. Washington; and when the appointments of the
required by the Cherokee treaty are made, Mr. '\Vashington's claims s
be duly considered.
Very respectfully,

LEWIS CASS.

'ro the Hon. W. R. KING,
United 8tates Senate.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
)nne 16, 1836.
GEw.rLEMEN: In answer to your letter of yesterday, I have the
to inform you that, when the appointments under the Cherokee treaty
mad~, Mr. Washington's claims to the emigrating agency shall he duly
considered.
Very respectfully,

To the Hon. vV ILLIAM HENDRICKS and
Ron. JoHN TIPTON,
United States Senate.

LEWIS CASS.
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vv AR DEPARTIVIE:NT,
June 17, 1836.
answet to your letter recommending Messrs. Mays,
Shaw, and Liddell L. Dobbs, for valuation agents under the recent Cherokee treaty, I have the honor to inform you that, when the time arrives for
making the appointments under that treaty, the claims of those gentlemen
shall be respectfully considered.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS CASS.
To the Hon. J. F. CLEVELAND, and others,
GENTLEMEN:

In

Congress United States.

\VAR

DEPARTMEN'l',

June 20, 1836.
StR: You willtepair to the Cherokee cmlntry \vithout delay, and ascei' ·
tain the condition and probable designs of the Cherokee India11s. Rnmors
ha~e reached here, that these Indians are meditating hostilities agaihst the
Umted States, and that depredations have actually been committed. It is.
very desirable that any excitement which exists among them should be
allayed, and you are requested to use all pn>per means, by representation
and remonstrance, to allay it. Yon will please to seek interviews with
the principal men, and to urge upon them the necessity of their interfet·ing and prevailing upon their people to temain quiet, and to comply with
the treaty stipulations. A treaty has been . recently ratified with them,
providing liberal sums for their presei1t relief and future support. The
mcment the necessary appropriations are made, artangements will be adopted for carrying into effect all these treaty stipulations. In tl1e mean time,
as it is probable thi:l;t the scarcity of provisions among the CherokeeR may
lead them to commit depredations: yon t,re uuthorized to issue to snch of
them as may require this aid, and ns evince a ftiendly dispositioti, a reason a·
ble quantity of provisions. A copy of the Cherokee treaty is herewith
enclosed. By adverting to the 18th arncle, you will find a stipulation for
these issues of provisions. The amount tor provisions and clothing is limited
to seventy five thousand dol1nrs; but a fat less sum than this will he
sufficient for the issues required to be immmediately made. The purchases,
if any, will be made upon the best terms, and will be paid for in bills, to
be drawn npon this department, which will be met as soon as the approJlriation is made. It is presumed that pork, beef, flour, coi'n, and salt, arc
all the articles that it will be fou ud necessary to distribute. Yon will
cause the provisions to be issued and accounted for, upon provision returns,
corresponding as nearly as may be with the army practice ; and you are
at_ liberty to employ such persons as you may find necessary to perform
this hnsiness under your directions, and to allow them a reasonable compensation for their services.
·
You will apply at the offices of the Adjutant General, the Commissary
General of Subsistence, and the Colonel of Ordnance, and you will ascer~
tain, in detail, the arrangements that have already been made to meet any
difficulties among the Cherokees.
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· You will find that the Governor of Tennessee was some time sin
requested to rase a body 'of volunteers, under the late volunteer act.
portion of these, the number depending on the organ ization , and
ing to from one thousand to one thousand two hundred, one h1:1 lf
ted and one half infantry, were assigned to East •rennessee. It
by the Governor's letter received this day, th(!_t he is about organizi
force, and that he will call into immediate service the quota ----··~ ··~~·:!'!'!
East Tennessee. These troops will rendezvous at Athens on the
Yon will take the immediate command of them, and station them in
parts of the Cherokee country as you may think best. You will
from Governor Cannon's letter, that these troops will be supplied with
A quantity of nrms, ammunition, and provisions were directed some
since to be sent to that quarter, and to be deposited at Hiwasse, u
direction of Major Payne, of the army. 'rhese provisions you are an
ized, in case of necessity, to issue to the Cherokees, in lien of those above
referred to.
Should the Cherokees commence hostilities, you will employ the above
mentioned force in reducing them to unconditional submission; and if you
should not deem it sufficient for that purpose, yon are authorized to call
upon the executives of 'Tennessee, Georgia, and North Carolina, for such
additional force as you may judge necessary. I have this day written to
the Governors of those States, requesting them to call into the service of
the United States such militia force as you may require. The volunteers
under the late act must serve for one year. The ordinary militia force
must serve at least three months after reaching the place of rendezvou~
unless snch volunteet·s or militia shall be sooner discharged. Provision
has already been made for mustering the brigade of Tennessee volnntee~.
If that, however, should not have been done, you will have it attended t~
and you will likewise cause the other troops to be mustered into service by
~orne competent officer of the United States. I need not insist upon the
necessity of all proper economy in your expenditures, and likewise upon
the due preservation and accountability ofthe public property.
Should the conduct of the' Cherokees require the application of force,
you will proceed to subdue them with as much expedition as possible. When
this is effected, their arms will be immediately taken from them, and they
will be kept together, under proper guards, till you can complete your
arrangements for their removal west. A copy of the general instructions
for the removal of the Indians will be furnished you, from the office of the
Commissary General of Subsistence, and you will conform, in this duty, as
far as possible, to these regulations. Should a portion of the Cherokees
remain friendly, you will still require them to deliver np their arms; but
they will not be confined, and will be allowed a reasonable time to remove
themselves, in conformity with the stipulations of the treaty.
You are aware that General Scott and General Jesup are in the Creek
country, conducting the operations against the Creek Indians. Copies of
these instructions will be sent to each of them, atid they will be requested
to communicate fully with you. Should you find that, in addition to the
'"rennessee volunteers, troops will be required in the Cherokee country,
I think it probable that a portion or the whole of them may be furnished
from the forces under the command of General Scott ; and, if so, it may
render it unnecessary for you to call into service any other militia troops.
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The state of affitirs in the Creek country will, I hope, soon render un·
necessary: the employment there of the whole force now in the field.
The President directs that you be assigned to duty as et brevet brigadier
general. During your command as such, you will receive the pay and
emoluments of a brigadier general, and will be allowed to select an aid-

de-camp.
Yon will immedia1ely consult with the heads of the respeGtive bureaus,
and take care that every necessary arrangement is made for furnishing all
the supplies that may be required. You will look particularly to the
arrangements yourself, so as not to run the risk of any disappointment.
The necessary orders upon this subject will be given to these bureaus. I
desire that you will keep the department informed of your proceedings.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,

LEvVIS CASS.
Brig. Gen. JoHN E. WooL, Washington.

wAll DEPARTMEN'l',
GENTLEMEN:

June 24, 1836.
I have received your communication of the 15th instant,

representing the suffering condition of many of the Cherokee Indians.

In auswer, I beg leave to inform you that, by the late treaty with the
Cherokees, it was stiplulated that the sum of $75,000 should be ad\'anced for the purchase of food and clothing for the poorer class of their
people. Measures have been taken for executing this provision of the
treaty. Brigadier General Wool has proceeded to the Cherokee c~untry,
with ample authority to procure and distribute such provisions as shall be
required. I trust that thi~ course will relieve the existing distresses of these
Indians, and take nway the inducements to depredations upon the property
of our citizens.
Very respectfully,

LBWIS CASS.

To Messrs. J. R.

and others,
Clarksville, Georgia.

MATTHEws,

\VAR DEPARTJ'I'IENT,

June 24, 1836.
SIR: 1 have the honor to return the letter of J. R. Matthews and others:
addressed to General Glascock and yourself, left by you at this department,
respecting the propriety of affording relief to the Cherokee Indians, many
of whom, it is stated, are in a starving condition, and to refer you to the
enclosed extract from the instructions of General '.y ool, from which you
will learn that the measure suggested has already been adopted.
Very respectfully,

To the lton. G. W.

OwENs~

House of Representatives.

LEWIS CASS.
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\VAR DEPARTMENT,

June 28, 1
SIR: In answer to your letter of yesterday, I have the honor to
you that it is not yet determined w·hether this department will appoint
secretary to the commissioners under the Cherokee treaty, or whether
commissioners will be authorized to do so.
·
Very respectfully,

To the Hon. J. P. CLEVELAND,
House of Representatives.

LEvVIS C

wAR DEP A R'fMEN'r,

June 28, 1836.
SrR:

In answer to your letter of yesterday, I have the honor to

you that the subject of appointing valuing agents under the late
treaty has not yet come up for consideration, and will not until the
priation is made. Consequently, I cannot at present answer your q
us to the number which will be appointed from Georgia.
Very respectfully,

LBWIS CASS.
Hon. J. F. CLEVELAND,
House of Representatives.

WAR DEPAR'rMEN'r,

Office indian Affairs, July 5,
~IR: Hy treaty of New Echota, of December 29th, 1835, it is

·

that the lands ceded to the Cherokees west of the Mississippi
secured to them by patent; and it appearing that the surveys of these
have not been so far executed as to enable the Government to i
patent, you are hereby appointed and instructed to cause the snrveys of
said lands to be completed, and to supply every denciency connected
the subject at this time, to prevent the issuing of a patent
For information respecting the boundaries reqnired, you are referred
the treaty itself. You will be careful to see that the requirments of that
strument, in relation to boundaries, are fully met.
You will appoint a competent surveyor, to run and mark the lines w
have not been surveyed, and allow him thP. same compensation as has
tofore been allowed for surveys of other Indian boundary lines in that
gion ; and to enable yon to detetmine what remains to be done, you will
furnished with the field-notes and plats of the sutveys which have
made, so far as yon are not at present in possession of them. It is u
stood that you are wanting the following : that is to say, the field-notes
plats of the Jines, from the mouth of the north fork of Canadian
to the Arkansas river, of the meanders of Arkansas and Verdigris ri
the line from the Verdigris to the point called for in the treaty, twmHV-Jl!V!
miles north of Arkansas, and of the Jine from that point west, as fnr as
line ,has been run.
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The ~cting superintendent of the Vf estern Territory ha~ been instructed
to canse a snrvey of the lands of the SetlPCfl.S and Quapaws. You will
need his field-notes of the survey of Neosho, so far as that river divides
their lands fi·om those of the Cherokees, and, as it is possible that the lands
of the Quapaws may extend farther north than the southern limit of the
tmct ceded to tile Cherokees by the last clause of the 2d article of the
treaty, aud thereby dimmish its quantity, the surveyor of the Seneca and
Quapaw lands will be instructed to furnish you with a copy of the fieldnotes and plats of his entire surveys, as soon as they shall be completed.
It is expected that you will furnish the d3partmcnt with field-notes and
plats of all the surveys that you shall canse to be made, and also with a
duplicate plat of the whole tract provided by the treaty, (one being for the
use of the Cherokees,) or duplicates of each, should their lands necessarily
form two tracts.
Accompanying yonr p1at of the whole, you will furnish a statement of
the course and distance of each li1w, and the character of the object that
terminates it; the names of water courses, so far as they form boundaries;
and the number of acres contained in the whole tract, if the land be included it1 one, or of each tract, if it be in two.
The lands under consideration extend west us far as the limits of the
United Stutes territories. It is believed that, in an open com1try: so uncommonly favorable to correct measurement as that through which these surveys are to be made, the western limit c~n be obtained with sufficient accuracy without celcsti~l observations. Snch mineralogical and geological
observations will be made, as can be done without hindrancP. to tlw principal \Vorlc
'rhe commanding officer at Fort Leavenworth will 1~, instructed to furnish, at yonr request, such an escort as shall be sufficient for the protection
of the surveying party a%'uinst marauding parties of Indians.
You will enter npon this work immediately, and report its completion to
this offi.re as soon as possible, und throughout the whole you will observe
the most. rigid economy.
'rhe appropriation for this business is $7,000, and this amount will in no
event be exceeded. X our own compe nsation will be at the rate of $8 per
day, to include your expenses for the time actually employed, to be pn.id
on your certifLcate of honor. Your accounts will be accompanied by the
requisite vouchers, according to the regulations of the department.
·
You are authorized to draw on this department for such sums as may be
necessary to enable you to fulfil these instructions.
Vel'y respeetfnlly,

0. A. HARRIS.
'ro the Re\'.

IsAAC

1\'lcOov,

Now ·in H1 ctsltington.

wAlt DEPARTMENT,

July 7, 1S36.
to tran~mit a commission appointing you one of
the commissior1ers provided for in the 17th article of the treaty concluded
on the 1st of March, l836, with the Cherokee tribe of Indians. Governor

Snt: 1 have the honor
10
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Carroll, of Tennessee, has heen associated) and a commission and si
letter have been transmitted to him.
The necessary instructions for the execution of the duties contem
by the treaty will be prepared and forwarded to you from the office
dian Affairs.
Very· respectfully,

LEWIS CASSr
'ro the Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN,

1Vlilledgeville, Georgia.
Same to Hon. Wm. Carroll, 'renn<;:ssee..

wAR DEPARTMENT,

July 9, 1836.
SrR: In answer to your letter of the 1st inst., I have to inform you

Major Davis applied to know whether an order had been given for the
moval of Lewis Ross from the land occupied by him.
On examination, it wa<:; not ascertained that such an nrder had been
en, and letter to that purport wns written to J\htjor Davis. But the
day it was discovered that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs had
to you saying, ''Lewis Ross will be r€rnoved from the agency ,..,~or.:mh•~n
Major Davis was immediately advised of this, and I enclose you a
the letter. written to him. Although I had not directed that L.
should be actually removed, and therefore suppose that the Comnm·.ssi<met
of Indian Aftairs :ntended to intimate rather what would be done
give an order to do it, still the praseology is such as might obviously
you to suppose it was an order requiring your action.
Very resp~ctfully,
.
LEWIS CASS.
Major B. F. CuRREY,

Washington.

W .AR

.D.EP.AR'l'l\1ENT 1

Office lndian Affairs, .July 11, .1836.
S1R: I am directed by the Secretary of vVar to infi-mn you that yon wiiJ,
in addition to your present duties, be ch.uged with the general superin
dence of the business relating to the valuation of improvements, ferries,
and the payments of the debts . of the Indians, under the late Che
treaty, subject to such revisionary power as may be invested in the
misssioners of claims.
No additional compensation wm be allowed f0r this ~dditionul
Instructions will be given for your government as soon as they can
prepared. In the mean time, however, you are authorized to make preliminary arrangements for the employment of a sufficient number of val ·
and other agents, at such pay per day as shall not exceed the f'(\J'nnl'l•ns:~·hm'''
heretofore allowed for similar services, and for commencing this
your duties.
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You will report for the action of this department the names, compensa&c., t~f the agents you are hereby authorized to select.
Very respectfully.
C. A. HARRIS.
To Major B. F. CuRREY,

~~on,

Now in fVashington.

P. S.-1 enclose, for your consideration, a list of the names of certain
t>ersons recommended by the Georgia delegation, and Mr. Chapman, of
Alabama.
wAlt DEPAKTMEN'l',

July 12, 1836.
Sm ~ In answer to ymir letter of the L1th inst., recommending certain
gentlemen as appraising agents under the late Cherokee treaty, I beg leave
to inform you that the selection of these agents has been committed to Major
Currey, and he will be fnrnished with the names of these gentlemen.
Very respectfully,
L~~WIS
'l'o

the Hon. R.

CASS.

CHAPMAN,

Somerville, Morgan county, Alabama.
\V AR

DEPART'l\IENT,

July 12, 1836.
Sr R: Yon are hereby appointed secretary to the commissioners authorized to examine claims, under the treaty with the Cherokees recently con-

clllded. You will be allowed five dollars per day, fm every day engaged
in. this duty. If you accept this appointment, you wiH report to Governor
Lumpkin and Governor Carro11 1 who are the commissioners, and receive
their instructions.
Very respectfully,

.

LE \VIS CASS.

1.'o Col.

WILLL\M JkCI{SON 1

Aikens, Georgia.
wAR DEPA.ltTMEN·.r,

July 13, 1836.
Colonel William Jackson, of Athens, Georgia, has been
appointed your secretary, and instructed to report to you. A copy of the
letter of appointment is herewith enclosed. Be pleased to give him the
necessary instructions for the execution of his duty.
Very respectfully,
GENTLEMEN:

LEWIS CASS.
rro the Hon.

wILSON LUMPKIN.,

Milledgeville, Georgia,
WILLIAM CARROLL,

Nashville, 7'ennessee.

Commissioners for examining claims under Cherokee treatv.
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1NAn.

DEPAR'rnmN•t 1

July 16,
Copies of aU the instructions to Major Currey,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the Commissary General of
sistence, for the execntion of the treaty \Vith the Cherokees, will bet
mitted to you by those officers.
Yon are authorized to exercise a general sr1pervision of this whole
ness, a td _to direct such changes in the plans ::>f operation indicated in
instructions as you shall think proper. You are also authorized
pend any of the persons employed, and to appoint others in their
But whatever you may do nnder this authority, you will please to
to this department, with your reasons, for its consideration and action.
Very respectfully,
GENTLEMEN:

LEWIS 0
To the Ho11.

LmvrPKIN,
!rlilledgcville, Georgia,

\'VrLSON

Gen. W JLLIAM

CARROLL,

Nashville, Tennessee.
wAR DEP AR'l'l\1EN'l',

.July 19,
SIR: I. have the honor to transmit, for your information, a copy
communi'3ation addressed to the1 President of the United States1 on
30th ultimo, by :Major and John Hidge, representing that the
are intmded upon and injured by white persons.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
To his excellency

·vv ILL IAM

Actin.!{ Secretary of ltJ';
ScHLEY,

.lVIilledgev'llle, Ge01:gia.
Same to the Hon. ~Nilson Lumpkin, inserting after the
tion, in 1st line, "as commissioner under the late treaty)'
Same to Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. Wool.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, July 19, 1
SIR: Y onr communication of the 4th instant has been laid before
Secretary of War, with the accompanying documents, relating to the
of the Cherokees, residing in the State of North Carolina, in the
of December 29, 1835.
I am instructed to inform you that the Cherokees in North
have an interest, proportionate to their numbers, in all the stiiJuJ:cuHma~
that treaty.

~st

WILLIAM H~ TitOMAs,

Esq.,

Scott Creek, Hayward,

N~

C..
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wAR DF.:PAR'l'MENT,

Office lndian Affairs, July 20, 1836.
SlR: I transmit, herewith, n. copy of the treaty with the Eastern Cherokees: of December 29, 1835.
'rhe Rev. 1\lr. McCoy has been charged with the direction of the surveys called for by the second article. It is understood he will require the
fidd-notes and plats of the snryeys of the Seneca and Quapaw lands,
which your predecessor, and subsequently yourself, have been authorized
to -cause to be rrnde. I have to request that you will take measures for pro·:curmg these·copies, and delivering them to Mr. McCoy.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS;
Commissioner.
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG,

'E sq.,

Actiug Supcriutendent Western Terr-itory, <;Yc.

W.\R DEPARTMENT,

Qffice Indian A,ffairs, Ju.ly 25, 1836.
GENTLKMEN: I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary of War,
to communicate to you the views of the department respecting th e execution of the dnties confided to you by the commissious transmitted to you
•on the 7'th instant. I present them as suggestions, as, from the very nature
of the dnties, very much nmst be left to your discretion and judgment.
The 9t.h article of the treaty with the Cherokees of December 29th, 18~5,
provid·2s for the valqntion of their improvements and ferries. It also pro·
vides for the payment of their debts out of the amonnt of this valuation,
and of any claims they rrny individually have upon the nation. 'rhe lOth
;utir.le of the treaty stipulates for the payment of just debts and claims held
by cit.iznns of the United States against the Cherokee nation.
Tile <"'xaminn.tion of these dabts and claims is confided to you, under the
lith urt.icle of the trenty, which stipulates that your decision shall be finaJ,
and the payments be made upon yonr certificates to 'the several claimants.
Copies of the valuation rolls of the appraising ngent.-3, signed by them·
selves, a11d certified by Major Currey, the superintendent of the emigration, under whose supervision the valuing agents will execute their duties,
will be furnished yon by him . A schedule of the claims of the Cherokees for spoliations will be prep;ued by you upon the representations of the
persons named as the agents for the tribe in the 12th article. If. otlJer
claims are presented by individual Cherokees, they will be submitted to the
examination of these persons. You will then collect such testimony, whether
ora\ or written, as ran be procnr~d, nnJ determine, in the exercise of a jnst
drqcrdion, whether it be sufficient to establish their correctness. Where
the wit 1esses understand the nature of an oath, it shonld be adminis~ered
to thcrn. 'fhe eircnrustances of tnne and place should be carefully inquir·rd into, nnd the Indians required, as a general rule, to name the person
or r(~rsons by whom the alleged depredc1tious were committed. In addirion to lhe testimony of the fndians, yon will obtain, whenever it is practicable, the evidence of white persons, who rrmy have had means of knowjng uny circumstances connected with the transactions. The inquiry into

the value of the property alleged to have been stolen or destroyed, shou
be conducted with great exactness and caution. Public notices will be given
' of the times and places at which yon will receive and examine these cln·
and your proceedings will be beld in open council. It will be
keep a register of all the claims presented to you, which shall contain a
summary of the facts relating to each, the grounds of your decision,
the amount awarded by you, which will be forwarded to this otlice, w
your labors are completed.
Similar notices will be given of the times and places
of the debts of the Cherokees will be received by you. The wish and
object of the Government are, that only bona fide debts should te paid. Y
are well aware that demands are easily preferred against Indians, and the
semblance of justice given to them. Your attention, therefore, will be directe-d to a careful scrutiny of all the accounts thnt ure exhibited. Wherever
a fraudulent intent of practice is manifest, they will be rejected. 1f theitems be overcharged, a proper reduction will be made. I would suggest,
however, whether an inquiry into the consideration will be necessary,
where a demand has been liquidated, the execution of tbe due bill or 11ote
proved by the attesting witness, whose testimony is not invalidated, ar1d the
makers acknowledge it to be correct and just, and assent to its payment. In
other cases, as the treaty provides for the pnyment of just debts only, every
proper precaution should be used to exclude those of a different character.
No debts, accruing since the conclusion of the treaty, will be atlmitted. The
acconnts you may admit should be registered, and when the payments are
made, the holders of them should sign a receipt upon the register. •r
nature of the debt, whether for goods, provisions, or other articles, should
also be stated. This register wdl be forwarded to this office.
The' debts of each Indian are to be paid from the proceeds of the valuation of his improvements, and out of any claim he may individually ha
against the. nation.
If the debts exceed the total of these, a pro-ratn pay rP("nt will be made
to the several creditors. No debts of emigrating Indians will be paid, un..
til the value of the improvements, with the anwunt of debts, is ascertained,
&nd the Indians are ready to embark for the west. 'rhe debts of thosewhc.
remain can be paid, a~ soon as yon h :w e satisfi ed yourselves of the amount~
justly due to them and to their creditors. The Indians and their creditors
should distinctly understand this arrangement in regq.rd to the emi~n.mts
If any inconvenience will be likely to result from this course, it might be
obviated, by giving to each creditor a certificate of the amount th at will he
paid to him, in which, however, it will be distinctly stated that it if' snbjrc~
to a pro rata rednction in the event. of the debts of the Jndian cxceedina0 the
amount which he will receive under th e treaty.
The sum of three hundred thou sand dollars is appropriated to pay claims
for spoliations; if they should fitll short of this sum, the balance will I.e
applicable to the expenses of removing th e Cherol\ees.
The provision in the lOth article of the treaty recognises onty nationat
debts. You will give ·p roper notices for the preservation of clnin-1s of
character indicated in the treaty, with the evidence upon which they
They will then be submitted to the persons named in the 12th article. I
th.ey adn?it the~, no further inquiry will be necessary; if they do not, yon
Wlll recmve their statements, cornpaJe them with the evidence adduced by
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~he claimants, and decide upon the matter, after a full consjderation of all

the circnmstances.
'rhe 16th article of the treaty provides that snch persons as had been
.dispossessed of their improvements aud houses, prior to any grant under the
law of Georgia, of December, 1835, shall be again put in possession.
'l'he committee named in the 12th article will be called upon to point out
•persons in this condition, and you
then please to examine to what extent, and in what manner, this provision of the treaty can be fulfilled. If
necessary, yon ace authorized to call upon the proper district attorney for
his services. If possession cannot be again given, it is stipulated that t he
United Stntes shall malw compeu:-ation for losses and damnges. You will
adopt snell measures to ascertain the extent of these, as you shall think
proper; calling upon Mnjot Currey, if necessary, for the services of the ap·
praising· agents, and making a separate report of yonr proceedings.
I have thought it inexpedient for me to adven to the order, time, or place,
in which these duties shall be performed. 'rhis must be left to your own

wm

judgment.

·

·

. !-transmit a copy of the treaty, and of the instructions to Major Currey
for the appraisement of the improvements, from which you wilt perceive
that certain duties may derol ve upon you, and to these I have to request
your attention ; especially to the instrnctions to the disbursing officer for the
payments for improvements, debts, or claims. If circumstances permit at
the tit~e: it is intended that the payments shall be made under your immediate supervision. I will be obliged to you for any suggestions that may
improvtl the plan indicated for the valuation of the improvements, or for executing any other provision of the treaty.
It is very possible that the construction here placed upon the treaty may
not accord with the understanding of the Cherokees who were parties to it,
Should this be the fact, you will oblige me by communicating their views, .
that the subject may be again carefully considered. Yonr compensation has
been fixed, in the appropriation bill, at eight dollars for every day, from the
commencement to the termination of your duties; to be paid upon your respective certificates.
·
Yotl are at liberty to employ one or more interpreters, at a compensation
uot exceeding two and a half dollars a day, and to incur any incidental expenses 11ecessary to procure testimony, or to facilitate the correct execution
of yom duties; the accmmts fi)r which will be paid upon the usual vouchers. . The secretary who has been selected will be paid agreeably to the
terms of his appointment, but his account will be certified hy you.
I beg leave to reqnest that yon will exarnine the sev~:::ral stipulations o f
the treaty: and favor me with any snggestions that occnr to you.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS.

To the Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN,

fl1illedgeville, Georgia.
·Gen.

WILLIAM CARROI.. L,

Nashville, Tennessee.
P. S.-l enclose copies of the instructions to General \Vool, relative to
-the purchase of provisions and clothing under the 18th article:
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Oj]ice Indian Affairs, July 25, 18J6.
SIR: By the instructions given to yon on the 20th ultimo, yon
authorized to issue ':a reasonable quautity of provisions" to snch of
Cherokees lndinns as might require this rud. I now have the ho
euclose a copy of the treaty C<JlJCluded with this tribe on the ~9th o[
eemter, 1835, and to request yom nucntion to a more complete exec
of the 18th article, by virtue of whicb the above authority was given, 1
was then contemplated.
TlJat article stipulates that the amount of the annuties accruing llll
the treaty for two years, sh<dl be advanced by the United States, t-nd
pended in the purchnse of pro,·isions and clothing for the bcmfit of
poorer class of the nation. 'l'hcse annuities, it was estimatEd, w
amount to $75,000, and tlH1t sum was appropriated . But he investn~
in stocks have been OJ1ly partially made, and the exact amount of tl1e
nuitics cannot yet be ascertained. It will be prudent, therefore, to
you r expenditures to $70,000. When the investments are completed,
will be ndvised of the true amount.
I n the 12th article of the treaty, twelve persons are nmncd as a commi
on the part of the Cherokees, and are fnlly empowerf' d and antLorizcd
transact a11 business on the part of tile Indians~ \V hich rrwy ari se in curryi
into effect the provi:::;ious of this trenty, &c. Y0u Hre requested, th
to call these persons to your aid, in determining who l' elong to the
claf's of the natiou, and whnt ammmt shall te expended for go od~, and wh
amount for provisioHs. Your arrnngerr.ents will th en Le made to procn
both tbe goods and provisions; and, if necessary, you will cstnblish diire
poin ts oCdistrilJlltion, and appoiut as many issuing agents, at a remon
compensation: ~ls you may thwk proper, who will act nndcr such iust
tions as they may receive frorn you. I would suggest, however, whetbc
goods \vould not be more useful to the Indians, if procnrfd for them w
{hey are about to emigrute; but -yon will be guided on this r;oi1Jt by t
·opinion of the committee of the tribe.
.
It has occurred to me, that some pnrts of the regn1atious of the 5th
February, prescribing tbe mode in which rntimJs shall be i~sned to
inhnbitauts in "F lorida, mny well be applied in the execution of 1his
of the treaty.
The 2d regulation provides that the is~nes shall be <1S follows:
'l'o each perwn of the age of fouri.ccn years and npwa1 ds, a fi1ll
ration.
YI'o eacb person nuder the age of fourteen years, hnlf an army ration.
The 3d re~:ulation requires that all persons to whom rations are to
i'sned, shall ~1ppear before some person, to be appojntcd for the r mpose, a
have their narnes, n.ges: f'cx, nnd condition entered, arranging them on
roll by farnilies.
.
Provision retnrns will be drawn for each family, stating tHe name of
head of the family, ;md the number of perwns, agreeably to the prcc
designatious, nnd stati11g the commcncemeut and tcrmi1wtion of the
for which the i8sues were mnde. These prevision returns will be dra
in the nsnnl manner, upon the issuing ngeufs: and the issues will Lc
fiecl by him. Tl1ey will be abstracted a1-1d certi.fird, ngreeably to the
regulations; which ahstr11ct; together with the rolls above mentioucd,
be ti1e vouchers in the seHlement of the accounts.
With these general views, the directlou of this business is committed ~
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yon. You have already been authorized to draw for the amount you might
require for the purehase of provisions. This authority is hereby extended
to the whole amonnt of $70,000, or it will be remitted to you as you may
preff'l'. Yon will please to indicate which yon think the best c0urse, A
copy of this letter will be sent to Governor Lnmpkin and to Governor
Cart·vll, 1vho hnve been appointed commissioners to examine claims, and in·

tru ted with a geueral snparvisory authority over the execntion of the treaty.
A copy will also be sent to Major Currey. And [ transmit, herewith,
copies of the instructions to these gentlemen, and of a letter of the two
I will thank you to transmit a copy of the
r gulatious you may prescribe for the issuing agent~.
Very respectfully,

f(Jrmcr of tbe loth instant.

C. A. HARRIS.
To Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

OJjice Indian AJlairs, July 25, 1836.
SIR: 'The selection and general supervision of the agents to be employed
in appraising- improvements under the treaty with the -Cherokee Indians, of
December 29th, 1835, having been cmmnitted to you, I proceed to state
some principl es f{w their observance in the execution of this duty.
You will divide the conntry ced ed by the first article of the treaty into
collvcnient districL', and assign to each a sufficient number of agents for
the prompt completion of this bnsiuess. Yon will report to this office the
names and residences of these agents, and indicate the district in which
eaeh is to be (~mployed.
The Luprovements to be valned arc snch as were in the possession of
the Cherokees <tt the date of the treaty, nud as add any value to their lnnds.
Tim ageuts will be required to take an oath to act with perfect impartiality,

and they wlll be specially instructed to receive all the the statements and
estimates of the Indians, and to examine personally every thing pointed
out to tl1em. And in determining the value of tbe improvemeuts, they
will be inflncnced neither by a desire to be generous on the one hand, nor
parsnnonions ou the other.
Each improvement will be appraised by two agents, and, when their
estinwtes ngrce and are approved by yon: they will be final. If they disagree, the decision will be referred either to yourself, or to one of the com·
missioners appointed to examine claims: as may be most convenient. If
the owner of the improvement bt~ dissatisfied, and, in the opinion of either
of yon, he has jnst cause to be so, the whole matter \Vill be submitted to
t1ejoiut m:lion of the comrnissiouers. Great care will be tnken to ascertClin
the pl~rsons entitled to each improvement; and, in determining this, reference will be had to the la\vs of the State, aud to the laws aiid u&ages of
the Cherokees. Inft1rmation respecting tbese will be obtained from the
persons named in the 12th article of the treaty. \Vhen the title to a partiCular place is contested, the qnestion will be referred to the decision of
the commissioners.
. Each district will, if necessary, be subdivided, and two ngents will act
Ill ~ach ~nbdiviston, who will keep but one register.
Of this register three
copies will be made by them, one of which will be sent to this office, nnothcr
to.the acting superintendent of Indian affairs west of the Mississippi, the
thud to the commissioners. These registers will show, in separate columns,
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the name of the owner of the land, its situation, the number of acres
improvemellt, distingui~hing the different kinds thereof; the extent of
fences, the bnilding:s, and other improvements not herein enumerated;
value of each separate improvement1 and the aggregate value of the
The circumstances in each case, in regard to which the agents d'
or the holder may be dissatisfied, or the title may be disputed, w
bridly stated, with the grounds of the ultimate decision. The
will be signed by the agents, and countersigned by yourself.
'rhe appraising agents in each district .or snhdivjsion will give
notice of the times and places at which they will ccmmence this bu ·
and they will then proceed to its execution, with as much despatch as
be consistent with correctness and the rights of the parties. If the
are present, they will value the improvements successively, passing
the first to the adjoining one ; and by this mode greater regularity will
insured, and the owner of each improvemerit will know when It is to
valued.
The treaty provides that the ft>rries shall be valued according to
nett income ; the agents will receive upon this point the statements of
owners, and of othe-rs who, from their business or residence in the vici
may have means of knowing the income, and decide npon a fair con ·
tion of the whole matter. if they cannot agree, it will be referred to
commissioners.
'l.,he claims of Cherokees who have been dispossessed of their ·
rnents and houses, provided for in the 16th article of the treaty, have
referred to the commissioners, and they will furnish you with a list of
as they may admit. 'rhey have been authorized to call upon you for
services of thP. appraising agents, if required, to ascertain the exten
losses and damages. Ferries for this purpose will be considered as
provements.
.
As the appraisement in each district is completed, yon will cause a
register, in triplicate, to be prepared from it, showing only the name o
owner of each impro\rement, and the aggregate ammmt due to him.
you will deliver to the commissioners, with the register of the appra
agents. · 'rhe commissioners will then Pnter upon it the amount of
claims they have allowed, and deliver it to the disbursing officer, with
instructions in regard to the times, places, and manner of paying f0r
provements, debts, or claims, ns they shall think propar. Similar
of the debts will be made npon tlw other two copies of the registers.
the debts exccel[ in amount tbe valuation of the improvement, nud of
individual claims against the nation, they will be paid pro -rata.
The compensation of the agents will be four dollars a rlay, and of
interpreters, of which a sufficient number will be appointed by you,
dollars and fifty cents a uay for every day of actunl service, to be paid
your certiilcate. A reasonable snm will also be allowed for necessary
dental expenses, upon the rendition of the nsual vouc.hers.
Yon will communicate and co-operatefreely with the commissioners n
all subjects connected with the execution of your duties; and you will,
time to time, make full reports of your proceedings.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS.
To Major B. F.

CuRREY,

Calhoun, 'l'ennessee.
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P. S.-1 enclose copies of instructions to the commissioners and to Genernl
Wool, and of a letter to the former of the 16th instant.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

July 27, L835.
GENTLEMEN: This department has been advised by Major Armstrong
th t the w~~stern Cherokee council have appointed a del~gation, consisting
of eph Yam, William S. Coody, John Smith, and John Drew, to visit the
rn Cherokees. The avowed object of this mission "is to unite the
two people in one upon the Arkansas, upon such principles us will be sati~
cfpry to the people cast and west." But Major Armstrong writes that
e people are dissatisfied," and '' will object to the views of the Govrwneut in unitin,g- the Cherokees, unless they can have their wishes, which,
I M$Ure yon, art~ not to be found in the treaty to be laid before the Eastern

Cherokees."
This communication has heen laid before the President, who has instruc-

ted me to inform you that, if the delegation present themselves, they must
not, under any circumstance:;;: be admitted to the council nor recognised in
any mnnuer. 'l'heir interference is nnauthorized and officious. And yon
artt reqnestcd, hy the exercise of every proper means, to counteract every
effort they may make, out of the council, to obstruct the progress of the

trraty.
You are also reqnested to examine the 13th and 14th sections of the
intercourse act of 183L1, in connexion with this sn bject, and consider whether
their provisious can be fairly applied, in the event of any proceedings on the

part of these delegates, to defeat or delay any measures proposed by the
Government.
Major Armstrong also states that these delegates, if unsuccessful at the
council, are directed to proceed to this city. It is the wish of the President
that you distinctly inform them that they will not be received here, nor will
any business be transacted with them.
Very rcspec tfull y,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acti-n g Secretary of War.
To his excellency W TLLIAl\i CARROLL,
and Rev. J. F. ScHERMERHORN,
New Echola, Geo.
WAR

DEPARTMENT,

July 28, 1836.
Sm: Yonr letter of the 20th instant, with the enclosed recommendation
for the appmntment of a sub-agent, or a contractor: for the removal of Indians, has been received.
In reply, Thave to state that there is no vacant sub-agency: and that contracts for the removal of Indians are reqnired, by a law of the last session,
to be hased upou proposals previously issued.
Very respectfully,

'ro S-rhPHEN

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of War ..
SAMPsoN,

Esq.,

Harrodsburgh,

Kentuc'h~y.
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EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Corn. Gen. of Sub., July 28, 1836.
SrR: The treaty with the Cherokee Indians, concluded on the 29th
December, 1835, lmving been ratified, and appropriations made for
·
its various stipulations into effect, it becomes the duty of this ofilce to
measures for the execution of so much thereof as relate~ to the removnl
subsistence of those l11diaus. For this r-~urpose, you will prosecute yonr
bors us superintendent of the Cherokee emigration, as heretofore, and
department has every confidence that you will perform this duty with
the despatch consistent with a prudent and efficient execution of the t
In the discharge of the service intm sted to you, the regulations con
ing the removal of the Indians, ':nnd memorandum respecting- the
of Indians during the year 1834," heretofore communicated to you, shall
your guid8s, except so fiu as they are altered or modified as herein st
1..,he modifications and alterations which have been made, I now point
to you.
1. The power of suspension, given to the special agent in the third article of section two, is not to extenu to disbursing agents. Those officers can
be suspended or removed ouly by the Commissary General of Snbsistence.
2. The commutation, provided for in article two, of section fom, is fixed
by the treaty at twenty dollars for each member of a family removing on
irs own resources; and the commutation for a yenr's subsistence, after ar.
riving we~t, is thirty-three dollars and thirty-three cents. On these points,
you will he governed by the treaty.
3. The amvunt of baggnge authorized in article five, of section four, is
increased to two thousand pounds for every fifty pcrsous.
4. Yon will not be confined to one wagon, as specified in article six,
Section four. rrhe Hllmber of '\Vagons to-be employed will be determined
by the conductor; aud he will exercise a discretion in this respect deJlendunt upon the state of the ro~ds, the number of sick and infirm, &c., to be
transported. rrbe greatest eeonorny is: however, strictly enjoined.
5. A copy of the muster roll, required by article twelve, of section four,
will be delivered to the disbursing ngent, or the person appointed to perform
his duty, instead of the agent taking charge of snch detachment west of the
Mississippi ; and the copy of the rolls for the War Department will be directed to this office. The changes in the mu~ter rolls will be noted quarterly, 011 the abstract of issues.
6. 1'he qnantity of forage constituting a ration, fixed by the army regulations, and to be 1ssued according to article ten, of section four, is fonrteen
pounds of hay, or fodder, and twelve quarts of oats, or eight quarts of corn.
7. Where it is found thnt the existing- regulations are at variance with
any stipulation of the treaty, the latter 1m1st he taken as the guide. In all
snch cases, yon will apply to this office for mor~ particular instructions.
8. rrhe disbmsing officer ,,rill be de~ignated by the Commissary General of Subsistenee, ·and yon will be aided by him and such assistants, apprnising and removing agents, ns may be reqnired. Yfhe nomination of
the,~e agents will he madP- by yon to the Commissary General of Subsistence,
f()r the npproval of the War Department. You will employ as few pen•ons
as possible, consistent with the accomplishment of the duties intrusted to
you.
9. Enrolling books will be prepared, in which will be entered the sub-
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tnncc of the treaty recently formed; and a clause shall then be added, sig~
the choice of the signers .as to the time of removing under the trenty 1
whether they would preter to beeome ci:izens. 'rhc captiou of the enrolling book ~, shall provide that the enrolment be a rel inqni shment of all
nght to occnpancy in aud to the country east of the Mississippi, and a sur.
render of all their rights in the same, to take effect whenever the proper
~ents shall sig-nify their readiness to remove tllem, after the period designated by themselves for removal, if prior to the latest period fixed therefor
by treaty; at the expiration of which period, aU who have not removed, or
registered and not been admitted to citizenship, will be expected to remove.
jf). In all cases where yon may find it necessary to employ an attorn(~y
on questions connected with the ewigrution of the Cherokees, you arc authorized so to do, in your own discretion, having a regard to economy; and
11honld circumstances be snch as to require action, before the matter can be
submitted to the Government, yon will then be governed by the opinion of
learned council, taken in writiug. But if there is time, all donbtfnh1u estions
of importance will be referred to the Uommif'sary General of Subsistence.
J l. Your communications, required by the twenty-seventh article af the
'' memorandnrn," will be had with Captain .Jacob Brown, principal disbursing agent west, instead of Mr. Armstrong, special agent west.
nifyin~

J. H. HOOK,
Act. Ass't Com. Geu. of Sub.

To B. F.

CuRREY, Esq.,
Sup't Cherokee Re?noval, Calhoun, Tennessee.

EMIGRATION OF INDIAN S,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., July 29, 1836.
Sm: In conformi.ty with the direction of the Secretary of vVar, I have
the honor, herewith, to transmit to you a copy of the instructions fi·om this
office to Major B. F1 • Currey, special a~ent fo r the removal of the Chero·
kee Indian~, for the execution of the treaty with the Cherokees, made and
concluded December 29, 1835.
-

J. H. HOOK,
rro Hon.

'v

Act. As.s-'t Com. Gen. of Sub.
ILLI Al\'I CARROLL,

.¥ashville, 'J'enuessee.

EMIGltA'l'fON 01<' INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., July 29, 1836.
StR: In conformity witb tbe direction of the Secretary of War, I haV'e
the honor, herewith, to transmit to you a copy of the instructions from this
office to Major B. F. Currey, special agent for the removal of the Cherokee Indians, for the execution of the treaty with the Cherokees, made and
concluded December 29, 1835.
J. H. HOOK,
Acting Com. Gen. of l:::J..ub.

To Hon. vV ILSON

LuMPKIN,

Milledgeville, Georgia.

[ 1•2o
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Vv AR n~~l'ARTM.ENT,
July 30, l

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your leiter of
19th instant.
In reference to your remark, that "with a less force we shall hnve
ficul y to induce the Indians to emigrate, for I have little dou ht
resist removal as long as they can with safety," I be.g lea,·e to
that your instructions of the ~Oth June contemplated the application
military force, only in the event of hostilities being commenced by
Cherokees. The treaty provides, that they shall remove within two
ond that, during that time, they shall be protected in the peaceable
sian of their country. Unwillingness to remove, or even resistance
removal, will not authorize the employment of force. No intimidation
coercion must be used,
I may have misapprehended your remark, but it seemed proper to
your attention to one obvious construction of it, and to its incompat1
so construed, with the stipulations of the treaty.
Your draft for $10,000 f.Jr provisions will be paid on presentation.
The other subjects in your Jetter have been answered in previous
munications from this department.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of Waf'.
To Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,
Com'l1tanding Anny, Athe7'1S~ Tennessee.

\ly AR

DEPARTMENT,

August 1, 1836.

"--

SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 22d ultimo.
I beg leave to observe, in relation to that part of it in which you
that you shall "not hesitate to remove them (white :persons) out
country," that it seems very questionable whether there Is any Jaw au
izing such a step. It has been heretofore decided by the department
the intercour~e act of J834 did not extend to the country the Indian
which had been extingui~hed. And whether there be any authority for
mei.'lsure you indicate appears so doubtful that the question will be
for the Secretary of War, who is expected to return to the department in
few days.
Very respectfhlly,
C. A. HARRIS,

Acting Secretary of War

To Brevet Brig. Gen . .toHN E. VfooL,
Athens, 1ennessee.
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EM I GRATION Ol" INDIA~s,

Office Com. Gen. of ~\"ub., August 3, 1836.
Sm: The enclosed letter is from Mr. Millard, who bas heretofore been
engaged in the business of emigration. Both General Gibson and myself
would be gratified if you could find employment for Mr. Millard.
Very respectfully,
J. H. HOOK,

Act. Asst. Cmn. G-en. of Sub~
To .Major B. F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, 1'ennessu.

.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,
Sub., August 3, 1~36.

Office Com. Gen.

of

SrR: In the late treaty with the Cherokees, it is stipulated that such ·

persons and families as, in the opinion of the emigrating agent, are capable
of subsistillg and removing th emselves, shall be permitted to do so; and that
there shall be allowed to each person and member $20 commutation for
transportation and subsistence on the route, and $33 33 for the year's subsist~
ence after their arrival west.
It may happen that, in making the distinction between such as shall be
·deemed capable and those regarded otherwise, dissatisfaction may arise among
the Indians. ·will you be pleased to favor me with your v1ews as to the
propriety of extending the commutation to all who may prefer it, particularly
the allowance of the $33 33 in lieu of the year's subsistence? What course
would most probably be most ~greeable to the Indians, or most for their
advantage?
Very respectfully,

J. H. HOOK.
Acting Com. Gen. of Sub.

To Capt. JAcoB BaowN,
Principal Disbursing Agent, Little Rock, Arkansas.

wAli

DEPARTMENT,

August 4, 1836.

Sm: Since my letter of the 2d inst. respecting the purchases of pro ..
visions for the suffering Cherokees was written, the Treasury Department
has completed the investment of the funds provided for by the treaty. The
annual income fmm them, it is ascertained, will be $36,040. Your expenditures for this object will in no event exceed the sum of $72,080, and I
presume you will find it neither necessary nor expedient to expend a large
proportion of it at once, but will make disbursements from time to time as
circumstances may require.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,

To Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,

Acting Secretary of lYar.

Athens, Tennessee.
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''VAR DEI~ART1\1ENT,

Office Indian Affairs, August 4,
SIR: I have the honor to / transmit a copy of the late treaty with
Cherokees, \v hic.h shonld bave accompanied your instrnctious of July

To Gen .

Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Cormn:is
..,\'VILL!AM CARROLL,

jVaslwille, T eunesset.

'VAR DKPAR'l'l\lENT,
O.fjice Indian, Affairs, August 4., 1
Srrt: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your comm
tions of the 25th aud 26th ult.
I find that a copy of the treaty with the Cherokees was o~11itted, th
some inad\rertence, to be sent wjth your instructions of the 25th iilt.
therefore enclose one now.
Vcry respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
To the Hon. WILSON LuMPrnN,

Athens, Georgia.

wAR DEPARTl\IEN'1',

August{), 1
Srn.: 1 return, herewith, the bill of exchange for $10,000~ drawn
General 'Vool, dated the 18th of July, 1836, presented by an agent of
hank for payment. 'rhis has been declined for the present, in con
of the representations of General Wool. ]n n few days, further in
tion is expected fi·om that officer, when a definitive answer will be given

regard to its· payment.

Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

'ro Gen. J.P. VAN NEss,

Acting Secretary of l'Var.

President Bank of the ll1ettopolis,
·
~VashinFrton.

':VAR

DEP1\R'l'I\mt·;•J• 1

August 6, lb36.
Snt: 1'he Bank of Metropolis in this c1ty has presented a bill of
change drawn on this department by General '\YooJ, in favor of Lieut.
S. Howe, for $10,000, and dated July 18th, 1836.
General Wool has advised the department that this draft was p
to the branch of the Union Bank at Knoxville, which charged a discount
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ounting to $103 34, and paid it in notes payable in Louisiana.

That

these notes not being current at par, he had directed Lieut. Howe to return
them, and demand the bill of exchange.

Upon this representation, payment of the bill has been declined for the

present.

I have brought these circumstances to your notice, under the impression
t the Union Bank would be disposed to discountenance proceedings like
these on the part of one of its branches, and to direct the amount charged
to be refunded, and current notes paid for the bill of exchange, especially,
hen it is recollected that drafts on the ~astward command a premium with
you, and when drawn by an azent of the Government should meet with
tpeeial favor.
'"'
be disbursements under the recent treaty with the Cherokees will be
heavy, and it will be the duty of this department to prevent their beattended with such large costs as in the present instance.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretay of War.

To JoHN M. BAss, Esq.,
Pres. Union Bank, Nashville, Tennessee.

WAR DI<:PARTMKN'r.

August 6, ·1836.
Sta: I have the honor to transmit copies of letters of this date to General
ool and the president of the Union Bank, at Nashville, relative to the bill
;,flli•lc:narlge, drawn by the former in favor of Lieutenant Howe, for $10,000.
distance of the deposite bank at Nashville from Athens, at which'
the principal disbursements under the treaty with the Cherokees are
made, presents itself to me as a reason for suggesting to you the exof some arrangements by which this inconve.nience may be
Such an arrangement seems to be the more desirable to preYent
charges upon the drafts of the officers of the Government, like those
by the branch at Knoxville.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of ll'"ar.

o the Hon. LEvi WoonBUR v,
Secretary of tlte Treasury.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

1 :

Augus,t 6, 1836. . ,
1 have received your letter of the ~5th ultimo, respecting your
fkvor of Lieutenant Howe, and in reply, transmit copies of letters

lllellteSSed to the president of the Union Bank, at Nashville: and the S~cre·
tlie Treasury; a copy of the former has been sent to the president
branch at Knoxville. Upon leatning the result of Lieutenant
we's application to the latter, the department will be better prepared to
11
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determine upon its course. I have to request that you will guard
similnr charges upon your drafts in future. The Bank of the Met
has, for th~ present, suspended the demand for payment.
~
Very respectfu11y,
C. A. HARRIS,

Acting

Secr~tary

of trar.

To Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,

Athens, Tennessee.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

August 6, 1836.
SIR: I transmit, for your information, a copy of a letter addressed
day to the president of the Union Bank, at Nashville, upon the subject
General Wool's draft of July 18th, for $10,000, in favor of Lieutenant
S. Howe.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of lVar.
To the

PRESIDENT of the
Branch of the Union Bank,
Kno:r:ville, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

August 6, 1836.
SIR: I have received yours of the 25th ultimo, and observe
pleasure your arrangements for dispensing with the volunteer force,
the arrival of the marines or the regular troops.
In reference to the Creeks, who are in the Cherokee county, it
seem to be the most direct course to remove them wi~h their own tribe.
would suggest, therefore, that you communicate with General Jesup
his subject.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

T.o Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E.

Woor~,

Acting Secretary of War.

Athens, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

August 13,.
SIR : I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 30th ultimo,
·municating the results of your interviews with the Cherokees.
I cannot too earnestly urge your attention to the provisions of the
and to the tenor of your instructions upon the subject of the removal
these Indians. They are allowed. to remain where they are for two
.and some of the stipulations of~he treaty, as you will p9rceive by the
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to Governor Lumpkin and Govm:nor CarrolJ, and to Major Currey, wili require nearly if not the whole of this period for their execution ; and to the
right cxecuti0n of some of them the presence of the Indians will be necessary.
It \vas never intended that they should be debarred ·an opportunity of
presenting their claims, and of havin~ their improvements valued. 'The
stationing of a military force in their country was- a precautionary measure·
and it was designed to be employed only in the event of hostile movement~
towards our citiz~ns, or of active mea~ures on t_h~ part of any to prevent by
force the emigratiOn of those who might be wilhng to go.
I have presented these views: because your remark, "if they hesitate, or
show the least symptoms of hostility, I will take them all prisoners of war,"
indicates a misapprehension of the object of your appointment. Hesitation
on their part will not warrant any acf on the part of the Government that
wi11 interfere with or prevent the fair and proper fulfilment of the treaty.
In a letter dated August 2d, Major Currey says, "the Indians appear generally to be in the spirit of removing next fall or early in the winter." It
would be a cause of regret if any measure should be taken that tvould
change tbis feeling.
You have already been advised that Major Currey would superintend
the emigration, and appoint the necessary agents . .
In relation to the confinement or removal of Mr. Jones, or any other white
personJ I have to observe, that as the intercourse act of 1834 does not extend to the Cherokee country, I am not aware of any.law authorizing either
measure. A similar proposition by General Jesup has been reserved for
the Secretary of War.
Very respectfully,
,

To Brevet Brig. Gen. JoHN E. WooL,
Athens, T'ennessee.

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of War.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

.

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., August 13, 1836.

SIR: Yours of the

2u instant is received.

Detailed instructions were trans-

mitted to you from this office on the 28th ultimo, which you will have received long ere this. . As regards !he blat?-ks, those..that appertain to the emiption of Indians will be tr~nsmltted this da_y.
'rhe blanks for the valuatiOn of Cherokee Improvements will be the subjeet of a letter fro~ the Commissioner. of Indian Affairs.
,
The blank appraisement returns which were shown to you in this office
ben you were last here, I have laid before the qQmmissioner of India~
aits, who has charge of that part of the executwn of the treaty. He
inks the form cannot be made to answer the purposes of the Cherokee

'91luation.
Very respectfully,

To BENJAMIN F.

GEORGE GIBSON
Commissary General of Subsistence.
CuRREY, Esq.,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
.,
Calhou~, Tenne3see:
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EMIGRATION o:F' INDIANs,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., August 13, 1836.
SIR : I herewith transmit for your information a copy of the instJrucltto•
from this office to Benjamin F. Currey, Esq., superintendent of the
okee removal, dated the 28th ultimo.
Very respectfully,
GEORGE GIBSON,
Commissary General of Sub8istence.
.
To Brig. Gen. JoHN E. WooL,
United States army, Athens, Tennessee.'
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian .lljfairs, August 13, 1836.
s ·IR ~ I hji.Ve had the honor to receive your letter of the 3d instant.
In answer to your ·inquiries, I have to state. that Governor Lumpkin
General Carroll have been appointed commissioners to examine
under the treaty with the Cherokees, at a compansation of eight
day.. Major B. F. Currey has been continued in the office of su
dent of emigration, at a salary of $2,000 a year, and authorized
the enrolling and appraising agents, who will each rec.eive four
day.· The duties of these several officers· are, it is presumed,
with suffiCient distinctness by -their titles.

Very respectfully, ··
To the ·Hon.

C. A. HARRIS,
CommissiO'Tier.

w ..B. CARTER,

Elizabetht()Wn, East Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT

13,

Office Indian Affairs, August
1836.
SIR: I have received your letter of the 2d instant. Your instJructJl~
from this office were sent to you un,der date of the 25th ultimo, and
from· the 'emigration office under that of the 27th ultimo.,
You wi!l please to report your selection · of 'agents for · appraising·
provements when they are completed.
. _. .
Very·respectfully, ·
Q. A ... ..,~.............~v,

To Major B.- F. · CuaaE!i,

Calhoun, Tennessee:

---. ' ·· r

r

WAR DEPARTMENT,

August 23,
Su\,:, Your two letters, of July 30th·and Augu~t 8th, have been
Core me, together with the answer of the aetirl~ SeC!retaty of War
former.
.
The situation of affairs in, the Ch:eroltee country seems to render it
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eessary that I should enter into some detail on the subject of your duties
under existing circumstances. .!t the time you were ordered to take command in the Cherokee country, there was· reason to apprehend that the Indians might be induced to disregard the stipulations of their late treaty,
and to commence hostilities against our citizens. A force, therefm·e, was
directed to be stationed among them, as a precautionary measure. So 1ong
as they should remain peaceable, it was intended·that this force ~hould not
be brought to bear upon them. Your instructions looked, however, to the
possibility of hostile operations on their part ; and, in that event, you were
authorized to subdue and remove them as necessary incidents to their own
conduct. The directions, however, upon this subject had relation-to a state
of things growing out of the conduct of th~ Cherokees themselves; and
should they commence ·hostUities, or pursue such a course as to make their
hostile designs manifest, 30 that common prudence would require their
counteraction, you would be right at any moment in subduing them, taking
from them their arms, requiring hostages, and removing them, &c.
'l,hese, however, are steJ>S incident to those war measures, which selfdefence gives us a right to take, and not to be resorted to, unless evidently
necessary. 'rhe President did not contemplate the removal of these Indians by military authority in the ordinary execution of the treaty. They
are allowed in that instrument, two years to remove ; anJ there are · several
stipulations f.1.vorable to them, which seem to render it proper that they
~hould remain a part, at least, of that time, and the whole of it if they are
peaceable and disposed so to do. rrheir removal under these circumstances
has been committed to Major Currey, the superintendent, agreeably to the
standing regulations of the department, and I learn on inquiry that a copy
of his instructions has been sent to you from the removing office.
Allow me, therefore, to suggest that so long as the Indians are at peace, it
is not expEcted that they shmtld be forcibly removed, or that their ordinary
rights should be affected. While this state of things continues, and the force
under your command occupies the country, it will only be necessary to
watch their movements, and to keep your troops stationed at proper places
in order to preserve the peace of the country. The execution of the provisions of the treaty will take place in the ordinary way, through the officers appointed for that purpose.
I beg, also, that you WOtJld not carry into effect your intention to arrest
Mr. Jones, or any other individual, unless this is done by the civil power.
If any persons commit offences against the laws, which are injurious to the
Government or the Indians, let them be prosecuted; but further than this
the military authority ought not to go.
Should, however, hostilities break ont, the state of affairs will be entirely
changed. All the measures connected with the subjugation and removal
of the Indians will be directed by you, agreeably to the principles laid down
in your instructions.
Is it necessary any longer to retain the volunteers in service 1 It is desirable to discharge them as soon as circumstances wi1l justify. I have to
beg that you would turn your attention to this subject, and reduce the
amount of force as soon as you can do so with safety to the peace of the
frontier.
Very respectfully,

LE,VIS CASS.
To Brig. Gen. JoHN E. WooL,

.Athens, Tennessee.
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EMIGRATION CF INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., August 29, 1
SIR: Yours ef the 14th and 16th instant have this day been
The blank forms pertaining to emigration of Indians were sent to you
the 18th instant.
'rhe business of superintending the valuation of Indian impro
and appraisement returns, belongs to the Commissioner of Indian
Your letter of the 2d instant was laid before the Commissioner, who
the instructions given you by him on the 25th July sufficient to
you to prepare the necessary forms.
One dozen of memorandum books are sent this day.
Very respectfully,
GEORGE GIBSON,
Cornmissary General of JS~ubsistence.
To BENJAMIN F. Cun.REv, Esq.,
8upt. Cherokee Removal, Calhoun, Tenn.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

August 29, 1836.
SIR: I have received your letter of the 16th instant, communicating
measures taken by you to corn=1ct the proceedings of the branch of
Union Bank at Knoxville. in relation to the draft of General Wool.
measure have removed every difficulty, and the draft will accordingly
paid.
Very respectfu11y,
To

LEWIS CASS.
M. BAss, Esq.,
President Union Bank of Tennessee, Nashville, Tenn.

JOHN

'\VAR DEPARTMI<"':NT,

Office Indian, Affairs, Augu$t 29, !836,
SIR : Yours of the 14th instant has been received, and in compl'
with your request, I transmit a copy of the instructions to General
of the 25th ultimo, respecting the purchase of provisions for the C
Very respectfully,
D. KURTZ,
Actiug Uornmissioner.
To Major B. F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Tennessee~

WArt DEPARTMENT,

8eptember 2, 1836.
SIR: I have received your letter of the 22d ultimo, and am gratified
learn that you are prepared to enter upon your duties, as a comm· ·
under the Cherokee treaty.
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Governor Carroll, who has been f;9r some time engaged in the execution
of certttin provisions of the treaty with the Chickasaw Indians, at Pontotoc,
Mississippi, has not yet ad vised this department of the receipt of his appointment as your associate.
Very respectfully,

LEWIS CASS.
To the Hon.

ltVILSON LuMPKIN,

New Eclwta, Georgia.

WAR DEPART1\1ENT,

September 3, 1836.
Sm: I have just received your letter of the 20th ultimo, and approve
entirely the views taken by you in the conversation with John Ross, concerning the council proposed by him to be held with the Cherokees. If
the Jndians are to be assembled with the fair intention of explaining to
them their duty under the treaty, and the necessity of an immediate compliance with its terms, the measure may perhaps be useful. Of this, however, you can better judge from the temper that may be displayed there
than I can. If you think good will result ' from it, yon are at liberty to
encourage the measure. But if the object is to discuss the validity of the
treaty, and thus to excite tho Cherokees ultimately to opposition, it is certainly proper that you should express your decided disapprobation of the
proposition. I would not, however, have you use actual force, till you are
satisfi<>d that the measure will have a tendency to provoke disturbances; in
that event, it must be put a ~top to.
I imagine you misundertood Mr. Harris's views in the Jetter to which
you allude. This department certain! y never expected that you should sit
still and see the Indians prepare for hostilities, without interruption. The
distinction which you suppose was drawn between hostilities actually commenced, and those meditated, was not intended to be laid down. The distinction was between hostilities, whether meditated or commenced, and a
state of peace, from which no danger was to be apprehended.
You command in an important section of the country, and at a moment
of much anxiety. While every thing is quiet and no appearance of hostile
designs meditated: your measnre3 will be adapted to a state of peace ; or,
in other words, nothing more will be necessary than to keep your force
upon the alert, nnd to watch the movements of the Indians ; bnt, if you
have just grounds to believe that they are preparing fot dtsturbances: you
will then adopt measures adequate to the emergency. I have great con~
Uence, as well in your judgment as in your energy, and I am satisfied
lbat the result will prove that confidence to be well foanded.
The circumstances you state, respecting the employment of additional
Tennessea troops, although they will not enable this department to recognise their services, yet furnish strong considerations, which may well have
produced an effect upon you.
Very respectfully,

LEWIS
To Brevet Brig. Gen. JoHN E. WooL,

Athens, 'l'enncssc';!.

CASS~
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EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub.,. 8eptember 3, L836.
SIR: Yours of the 9th tdtimo, enclosing account current to the 1st
August, quarterly statement of agents, statement of treaty articles
·
and issued, with a voucher for a payment to John F. Gillespy, the
of which had previously been suspended in the last settlement of your
counts, by the Second Auditor, is received.
The voucher is this day transmitted to the Second Auditor, with the
quest that it may be passed to your credit.
Very respectfully,
GEORGE GIBSON,
Commissary General of Subsistence.
'ro BENJAMIN F. CuRREY, Esq.,
Sup't. j()herokee Removal, Calhoun, Tennsssee.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANSl,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., ~eptember 3, 1836.
SIR: 1 transmit, herewith, a voucher, belonging to the account ofBenja.
min F. Currey, S':Jperintendent of the Cherokee emigration, amounting
seventy-five dollars, being a payment to John F. Giii~spy, for services aa
attorney in prosecuting Anderson Springson and James Foreman, for tht
murder of John Walker, jr., of the Cherokee county, before the circuit
court of McMinn county, Tennessee, at the Octoher term, 1834.
The amount of the voucher was, I believe, suspended in the account of
Mr. Currey, on the last settlement thereof. I have to request that it may now
be passed to his credit.
.
Very respectfully,
., ,
GEORGE : GIBSON,
Commissary General. of Subsiste11ct.
To 'V ILLIAM B. LEwrs, Esq.,
Second Jluditor.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, September 5, 1836.
SIR: I have received your Jetter of the 9th instant. I presume that you
have received the copies of the field-notes and plats which you required, as
they were forwarded some time since.
The enclosed copy, a letter of the Adjutant General to General Atkinson,
will explain why an escort. could not be furnished you from Fort Gibsont
and the measures taken to supply you with a sufficient guard.
Very respectfully,

D. KURTZ,
Acting Commissioner.
To the Rev. IsAAC McCov,
West Port, Jackson county, Jl1issouri.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

September 10, 1836.
SIR: In compliance with the request of the president of the Union Bank

of Tennesse, at Nashville, I have the honor to enclose you a letter addressed to the cashier of that bank, by the cashier of its branch at Knoxville,
relative to the draft drawn on this department a short time since by General
Wool.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of fVm-.
To the Hon. LEvi WoonBuav,
Secretary of the Treasury.

W AU.

DEPARTMENT,

September 13, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter ·of the
27th ultimo, and am happy to perceive that your views of your duty in
the execution of the Cherokee treaty accord with those of the department.
I think it will occur to you, upon reflection, that the determination of the
Government to carry into full effect the treaty, may be as strongly manifested by fulfilling its provisions respecting the payment of claims, debts,
and for improvements, as by requiring or urging an immediate removal,
which the treaty does not authorize. As these provisions are all beneficial,
it would seem that their prompt and just execution could hardly fail of
conciliating many who are now opposed to the treaty. The arrangements
in the power of the department for removing all who will go willingly
have been madG; and it only remains, by every proper precaution, to prevent any infringement of the treaty by any portion of the Cherokees.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of War.
To Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,
Athens, 'l.'ennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Endian Affairs, September 13, 1836.
SIR: I have received your letter of the 26th ultimo, and return you my
thanks for 1he views yon have communicated respecting the condition and
di.c;position of the Cherokee Indians, and the measures to be taken in the
execution of the late treaty with them. Your suggestions shall receive a
respectful cousideration.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
'fo SPENCER JARNIGAN, Esq.,
New Echota, Ge01·gia.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, Septem,ber 14, 1
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 30th
communicating the measures tnken J,y yon relative to the distri
provisions among the Cherokees, which seem to me to be judicious.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
'ro Bre,'et Brig. Gen. J. E. 'VooL,
New Echota, Georr;:ia.

WAR DEP ARTMEN'r,

O.ffice Indian Affairs, September 15,
SIR: Your letter of the 2d instant has been received. In answer
your inquiries respecting your account for services as secretary to
commissioners negotiating with the Cherokees, I beg leave to state, that
account should have been certified by the commissioners. But, as it
be inconvenient for you now to obtain this, the account will be paid u
the certificate of Major B. F. Currey. It will be made out upon the
ciples of the annexed extract of the instructions to M.r. Meigs, your
decessor.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.

To 'V ESTERN B. THoMAs, Esq.,
Frlitn~fort,

I

Kentucky.

Vi All.

DEPARTMENT,

Septentber 16, t836.
SIR: I have received yonr , letter of the 30th ultimo, transmittin
from the cashier of the branch of the Union Bank at Knoxville, exp ·
tory of the payment ot General vVool's draft; and, as yon requested, ha
sent it to the Secretary of the Treasury.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRlS.

Acting Secretary of ,lil'a.r,
To JoHN M. BAss, Esq,
1
President Union Brm.k, Tennessee, Nashville, Tenn.

"\VAR DEPARTJ\'IENT,
Office Indian Affairs, September 16, 1836,
Snt: Your letter of the 4th inst., with the enclosure, is before me. The
law having expressly directed that the tribes shall decide for themselves in
what manner their annuities shall be paid, and the new treaty containing
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nothing affecting this prov1swn in regard to the annuities under prior
treaties, the measure recommended by Mr. Rogers cannot be adopted.
As you have copies of all the instructions seen by Mr. Jarnigan, it will
be easy for you to detect and correct any misrepresentations he may make.
The question of the propriety of preventing the holding of (a) council
without the sanction of the agents of the Government, must be determined
by the commissioners.
You need not fear that you will state too strong! y the determination of
the Government to execute every provision of the treaty.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

To Major B. F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

w~R

DEPARTMENT,

Office lndimtJ Affairs, 8eptember 17, 1836.
SIR: In answer to your inquiry of 16th inst., I have to state that the·
records of this office fnrnish no evidence of authority having been given to
Major Currey to visit this place in November, 1835, nor of any authority
having been given to Mr. Schermerhorn to pay his expenses on that visit
Very respectfully,

C, A. HARRIS,

Commissioner-.
Major

WILLIAM

GENTLEMEN:

B. LEwis,
Second Auditor.

WA.a DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Ajj"airs, Septentber 19, 1836.
I transmit an extract of a letter of Major Currey of the

14th iust., suggesting the expediency of preventing the holding of any
councils by the Cherokees, but with the express sanction of an agent of the
Government.
He has been informed, in reply, that this question would be determined
by you; and that you may be possessed of the views of the departrnent
upon the subject, I send a copy of a letter to General Wool of the 3d inst
Very respectful! y,

0. A. HARRIS,
Counnissioner,

To the Hon.
Gen.

WILSON

LuMPKIN, and

WILLIAM CARROLL,

New Echata, Georgia.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, September 19,
SIR : Your letter of the 29th ult., with the enclosed copy of the
tions for the issues of provisions and clothing to the Cherokees, is
me. The regulations seem to me to haye been prepared very jud'
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
· Com

To Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,
f!ew Ech~ta, Georgia.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

' · September 22, 1
Srn: Your letter of the 7th-instant, submitting a proposition for
moval of the Cherokees by contract,· has been received.
In reply, I have to state that every arrangement for this purpose has
authorized, and will be made by Major Currey, the superintendent
emigration. So much of your letter as relates to a contmct will,
be referred to him for his action, and y~u will ascert~in the result by
ing to him at N~w Echota~ Georgia.
·
Very respectfully,
·
- .· c~ A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of Wi
'To JAMES R. BRACKEN, Esq.,
Mardisville, Alabama.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

September 22,
SIR: I enclose an extract of a letter of Mr. Bracken, of the 7th
submitting a proposition for removing the Cherokees by contract. He
been advised of this reference to you ; and I have to suggest that, in
consideration of the <subject, you will have respect to the proviso
clause making appropriations for the removal of the Creeks, (a
which is annexed,) which, it seems to me, should be considered
deliberate judgment of Congress.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary of W

To Major

F. CuRREY,
New Echota, l:X'eorgia .

Br..;NJAMIN

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, September 22, 1
SrR: I have h~d the honor to receive your I etter of the 1st inst., with
copy of your communication to Governor Schley. This is the first·
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mation the department has received, of a promise having been made by Mr.
Sc:hermerhorn to the Cherokees, that prosecutions pending against them in
the State courts, except for murder, shonld be dismissed. If it were, it. was
without due considerations: for the national executive has no authority
10 to interfere with the administration of the laws of a State. If, in view of
the present condition of the Cherokees, a suspension of existing prosecution
be desirable, it is presumed the Governors of the States will readily take
any measures within the proper scope of this authority. In respect to the
council summoned by John Ross, I do not perceive that further instructions can be given than those contained in the letter of this department to
you of the 3d instant.
Very respectfully,
U. A. HARRIS,
Commi,ssioner.
To Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,
'
Ne'IO Echola, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, September 24, 1836.
Sr~t: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 11th inst. In
reterence to your propo~ition to send an agent to New York to purchase
blankets, &c. for the Cherokees, I beg leave to remark that the measure
seems to me to be inexpedient. By the 13th section of the ac.t of 1834,
Of~anizing the Indian Department, it is provided, "that all merchandise
required by any Indian treaty for the Indians, payable after making- of such
treaty, shall be pnrchased under the direction of the Secretary of War, upon
proposals to be received, to be based on notices previously to be given."
Iran agent were employed, he must necessarily be delayed in New York,._
tUI the proposals are received. A better coune would seem to be, that you
should send on a list of the goods required, describing each particularly,
and designating the estimated amount for each, an~ the point at which all
shall be delivered. Proposals will then be issued, under the direction of
this department, for their purchase in New York. Under this arrangement, no money would be paid but upon a certificate oi deli very to
yourself, or a person appointed by you, and the contractors would b.e
liable for any damage in transitu.
.
.
You do not ~tate what part of the $30,000 is to be invested in New York,
for blankets, &c., but if the balance is to be invested by you in merchandise,
it U}ust likewise be upon contracts. I understand from your letter that this
ltltn of $30,000 has been recommended to be immediately expended, or
er the goods procured with it, to be distributed according to the neces. of the people, having reference to those who may emigrate this fall
alil.eoming winter. I also und~rstand that you may make purchases from
ti~ otime, in sums of $300 to $400; and that, having expended $4100Q for
rations, you have directed the issues to be stopped. Allmving $5,000 for the
P9frChases you may have occasion to make, and adding thereto $30,000 for
cloflling, and the $4,000 expended for provisions, the total of the drafts upon
this fun.d fur the pr~sent will be $39,000, leaving for the wants of the next
ye~'r 833,000. It seems to me, that no more should be drawn at present.
Tfie object of the treaty was to supply the wants ot the poorer Cherokees
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durinrr the two years in which the nntional fnnds would not be n
_And ~nless the emigration of this clnss this year shonld embrace by
greater proponion, the sum of $33,000 m1ght to be reserved for
cmergen cies.
To meet your check, the sum of $5,000 will be depnsited in the
ehants' bank, in New York, subject to your order. 'l'he de
prohibited from depositing the balance of the appropriation in the
way, by the 3d section of the act of Congress of July 2d, 1836,
appropriations for fortifications, which provides that all sums which
been or may be appropriated, shall be drawn from the Treasury "
the same may be required by the several objects of expenditure an
by law.''
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Corn missioner.

To IJrevet Brig. Gen . .T. E. 'VooL,
Ne'W Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian AJlairs, Septembe1· 27, 1
SIR-: I have had the honor to receive your lett-ers of the 9th and lOth
to the Secretary of 'Var, \Vhich have been referred by him to this
'I.,he silence of Governor Carroll upon the subject of his appoin
attributable probably to his engagements in the Chickasaw nation.
'rhe expenditure of a reasonable sum i? ~·epairing the buildings at
Echota, reserved for the use of the comm1sswners and others in the
tion of the treaty with the Cherokees, will be approved.
In the letter of the 25th ?f July, ym~ w:ere authorized to employ
more interpreters, and to In?ur any mc1dental expenses necessary to
proper execution of your dut1es. It would seem that the emr.ln,·nv..nnf '
expresses was a proper expenditure under this authority. _ To
to meet these and similar charges, the sum of $1,000 will be
Col. Jackson, your secretary, whose accounts will be settled upon
tificate of one commissioner, for the time one only is present, and of
when both a represent. 'rhe law having fixed the compensation
eommissioners a.t eight do11ars a day, and of the secretary at five
day from the commencement to th~ close of their duties, any addi ·
Iow~nce for their expenses and subsistence seems to be precluded.
question you have p~·esent~d relative. to the compen~ation of the
tee under the 12th art1cle, wlll be submitted to the President upon ·
The view you have taken of the relation of the committee to the
ment and the Indians, and their agency in the execution of the treaty,
incides with that taken by the department. Certainly the Government
proceed to carry the treaty into effect, even if all of them refused to
Their appointment was made by the nation for its own benefit or
tion, and their conduct can in no way alter the duty of the .imrer11ment.
The expense of the provisions furnished the poorer Cherokees, pr'
the arrival of a disbursing officer, seems to be properly chargeable to
:fund appropriated for their relief nuder the treaty. Gene.r al ool w
instructed to take the necessary measures for paying .the accounts

"r
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yon may certify. He will also be instructed to issue ra1icns to the poorer
Cherokees, who may be at New Echota attending to the setller:nent of their
claims. I do not find that there is any fund under previous treaties applicable to this object. In respect to the paymems to be lTmde to nny of the
Cherokees, I have only to remark, that the time of makiug them must be
left entirely to the judgment of the commissioners. The question may be
so variously affected by many circumstances not lmo·sn bet e 1 that it is impossible for this office to form any conclusion.
V cry respectfully,

tJ. A. HARRIS,
Com.m.i ssioucr.

To the Hon.

"\VILSON LuMPKIN,

New Eclzota. Georgia.
SEPTEMDIW 28.
Since the above '\Vas written, your letter of the 12th has been received.

It would give me pleasure to sanction any measure that would render the
position of the commissioners more agreeable tn them, bnt the treaty having
reserved the public buildings for them: any other arrangement seems to be
precluded.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Cmn. Gen. of Sub., 8eptember 29: 1836.

Sm: I enclose, herewith, a letter from B. F. Currey, Esq. to you, requesting that yon will repair to the Cherokee agency, as he thinks there will be
need of your services. Doctor King will shortly receive all the necessary
instructions and blanks, preparatory to starting for the Cherokt!e country.
Very respectfully,

·

·

GEORGE GIBSON,
Cornmissary General of Subsistence.
To J. M. MILLARD, Esq.,
Leonardtown, St. Jlllary's county, iWaryland.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, September 30, 1836.

Sm: It is represented in a letter received from Governor Lumpkin,
dated the lOth instant, that, before the arrival of the disbursing officer of
~he Government in the Cherokee country, many of the people were suffering for want of food, and that their wants were supplied by some of the
members of the committee, and by others, to an amount not exccedin.!l'
three thousand dollars. The reimbursement of those who were thus liiJeral
requested; and Governor Lumpkin has been informed, in reply, that you will
be instructed to pay such of the accounts for these supplies as he may cer~
tify, not exceeding $3,000, out of the fund for provisions and clothing. I
have to request that you will give this subject the earliest attention which
your other duties will permit.
Governor Lumr,kin has also been informed, in answer to a suggestion
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from him, that you will be instructed to furnish subsistence for such of
poorer Cherokees as may be at New ~~chota, attending to the settlement
their claims. This I have also to request your attention to, and
suggest the propriety of your corresponding with Governor Lumpkin
the subject.
·
A remittance of $5,000 will be made to enable you to meet the
t.ional expenditures above indicated.
In a letter from this office of the 24th instant, you were informed
$5,000 would be deposited in the Merchants' Bunk of New York, to
credit. Since the date of that letter, it has been ascertained that the
ters' Bank of Tennessee: including the branch at Athens, has -been
nated as a depository of the public money. This arrangement has
made at the suggestion of this office, and will prevent any future difficulty
in respect to funds. Had it been known, the deposite of $5,000 in New
York would have been nnnecessary. The remittance , of $5,000 herein
alluded to, you will please consider as a part of the $30;000, to -which
were requested, in the letter of the 24th instant, to confine your e
ture for provisions, clothing, &c., for the present year.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRlS,
Comrnissioner.
'ro Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,

Athens, 1'ennessee.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Oj]ice Com. Gen,. .oj 8ub., October I, 1836.
g 1 R : You are hereby appointed disbursing agent in the removal of the
Cherokee Indians, whose emigration from their present residence, east of
the Mississippi river, is abont to take place, to the lands provided for them
west of that river, in accordnnce with the treaty concluded with them on
the 29th of December, '1835.
Upon the reception of this communication, you will proceed to the Cher·
ok~e agency east, Calhoun, State of Tennessee, and report for service to
Benjarr1in F. Curr~y, Esq:, superi~tendent of the rmigration:
·
Herewith y~u w~ll receive a prmted copy of "regulations con~erning
the removal of Indians," at?d another of a ·" memorandum respectmg the
removal of the Indians dunng the year 1834." You wi_ll also be furnish~
with a copy of the treaty ar:d of a. '~ circ~la,~" from -this office,, dated 28th
. February, 1835, anpof the ms.truct~ons of . !hts offi<;:e .to the .superintendent:.;
Prom these documents you will, without difficulty, be ,enabled l:o compre·
bend the nature of your duties, and the mode. of perfo-rm,iug them.
. ·
The regulations .and instructions already mentioned, ~xcept : the instructions to the superintendent,. were prepared us general instructions to
sons employed in Indian emigration, but before · the -late treaty ~ with
Cherokees. Hence, in some particulars, a-few of their requirements will·be
found inapplicabl~ to the P!esent condi.tion ~f!d relations of tile Cherokee3~
but you will readtly perceive, that theu sp1nt and general principles
still , applicable to the ~ontemplated em.i~f;atio~ of the Cherokees ; and
those parts of them whiCh are rendered mapphcable by the treaty, will,
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donbtless 1 as readily be recognised by you. , The most material alterations
you will find to have b.e en already pointed ont in th e instructions to the
sn perintendent.
Yon will, from the general "regulations," perceive that .it is your duty to
carry into effect the instmctions of the superintendent, so far as the same
shall be in conformity with tiH~ general authority given by these "regu·
lations," or by special direction from the War Department.
The route and mode of transportation will be determined by the superintetldent; bnt the means, both 0f transportation and sn bsi~tence, will be
provided by you, upon his requisitions; and by you, also, will payments
be made for all services as well as all supplies.
The muster-rqll will show the num~)er of Indians at the time of setting
out, and all changes on the ronte ; and will, of course, agree with the issues. The utmost exactness will be expected in the rolls, the provision
and forage checks, &c. ,..rhe journal to be kept by the conductor will
sho\V the incidents of the travel, and will be forwarded with your quarterly
accounts. The mode of contracting for wagons and teams will be found
in the" circular." To this circular I would request yourspeciaLattention.
It will shed much light upon the duties, accountability of agents, and the
forms and manner of' keeping their accounts, _and ma!dng their returns to
this office. Blauk forms of the accoqnts there~n mentwned, and of musterrolls, andall other requisite returns, _shall be sent you ip .due time.
You will keep me cqnstantl y apprized of the state of the emigration, and
of the matters of interest touching your d~1ties.
That the several provisions of the treaty spqul~ be carried into effect, in
the humane and liberal spirit towards the Indians in which they were
made by the Government, and at as early a period as may be compatible
with the rights and interests of the Indians, is anxiously desired by this
department; it is, therefore, confidently expected that, in endeavoring to
effect this important result, the utmost harmony and cordial co-operation
will prevail among all func~ionaries employed by Government fqr the attainment of that end.
The journal of occurrences, mentioned at p~ge 13 of the " . regul~tions,''
will be kept by you for the purposes there stated.
Very respectfully,
GEOR~E

GIBSON,

-Commissary General of .Su~s-~~t"ence.
To Doctor

BENJAl\'liN KTN.G,

Assistant Snrgeon U. 8. Army, ,Wa~"«iP:r!ft.qn. city.
EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. of,-Su.b., Octr;;oer J, .,ISP,6.
StR: Doctor Benjamin King, assistant surgeon .United States army, has
has this day
and, for yeur
further information, I herewith send a copy of those instructions.
Very respectfnHy,

been appointed disbnrsing agent Cherokee removal. He
been furnished with a letter of instructions upon the subject ;

GEORGE GIBSON,
Commissary General of, Subsistence.
'
' .. , ·'
To BENJA)!IN F. CuRREY,
6~uperintendent Ch.er. Removal, Calhoun, Tenn.
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'VAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, October 3, 1836.
SrR: I have the honor to transmit·, herewith, a copy of a letter
General Wool, respecting the reimbursement of the persons who s
the wants of the poorer Cherokees before he reached their country,
the issue of provisions to such of these as may be at the agency sett\'
their claims.
Before the receipt of General '\Vool's letter: your recommendation that
both these measnres should be authorized, had been approved, and I hav&
so informed him in reply. Great confidence is, however, entertained in his
discretion and judgment, and I beg leave to invite your attention to his
representations. They are, in my opinion, insufficient to induee a doubt
of the correctness of the course which has been taken, but they are certain·
ly good urgume~t~ to show: the propri~ty ?f great ~aution and discrimina·
tion in the adrmsswn of clmms and m 1ssmng supplies.
It is of course impracticable for this office to prescribe rules for executing
these measures, even were they necessary. 'l'he whole matter must be
left to your discretion and that of your colleague, after his arrival. I will
remark, however, that it seems to me no claims should be admitted unless
it shall appear, after a rigid scrutiny that the supplies claimed for were
bonafide furnished to Indians too_ poor to purchase for themselves, and
at a time subsequent to the date, 1f not to the ratification, of the treaty;
and that no provisions should be issued at New Echota, except to those in
the same impoverished condition, who are necessarily there, and only for
the time they are obliged to remain for the accomplishment of their business.
rrhe sum indicated, $3:~00, is as much as c~n be spared for reimbursing
these claimants; aud as this may not be sufficient to pay the whole of the
claims, it is respectfully suggested whether it would not be best to postpone
paying any till all are presented, in order that a pro 1·ata allowance
'be made in the event the amount is insufficient.
Two thousand dollars have been remitted to General '\Yool, to enable
him to make the proper issues of provisions, and he will be iustructed to
do so on your requisitions only.
The whole amount applicable to the relief of the poor Cherokees is but
little over $72,000. Great care should be used in its expenditure, so that
the greatest possible benefit shall be conferred. And should too much be
spent at first, great distress might prevail before the two years have expired,
without the existence of power to relieve it.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon. WILSON LuMPKIN,
New Echota, Georgia.

W.<\R DEPARTMENT,-

O.ffice lndian Ajj"airs, October 3, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
18th ultimo, ~nnouncing your intention to despatch, the next day, an agent
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to Nc\v York, to make purchases of clothing for the poorer Cherokees,
and beg leave to refer you to my letter of the 24th ultimo, for the views of
the office on the subject.

By the sa me mail which brong·ht your letter of the 18th, I received that
of the 12th, in regard to the inexpediency of reimbursing those who supplied the wants of the poor before your arrival in the Cherokee country,
and of issuing provisions to those who are detained at New Echota iu settling their claims. Both . these measures had received the ·s anction of the
office before the receipt of your letter, and Governor Lumpkin and yourself notified accordingly. The arguments advanced Ly you are certainly
forcible, and entitled to much consideration, but I think they go to establish
the necessity of great caution and discretion in carrying out these
measures, rather than to show that the measures themselves are improper.
I shall send a copy of your letter to Governor Lumpkin, and recommend to
him a rigid examination of the cJaims to :reimbursement, the expenditure
for which you will have perceived is limited to $3,000, and great caution
in issuing the supplies to those only who are too poor to purchase for themselves. •rt1e sum of $2,000 is the limit of the expenditure for this latter
purpose; and as the commissioners will have the best means of knowing
who should be supplied, I have to request that you will issue provisions to
this class of p~rsons only on the requisition of one or both of them.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Brevet Brig. Gen . J. E. WooL, .

Athens, Tennessee.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office ConlJ. Gen. of Sub., October 4, 1836.
SIR : I have to acknowledge the reception of your letter of the 28th
August last, in answer to mine of 3d of same month, relative to the best
mode of removing and subsisting the Cherokees about to emigrate under
the late treaty. Accept my thanks for your communication. Your views
will doubtless prove highly useful to the superintendent of the emigration 7
to whom I have sent a copy of your letter.
Very respectfully:
GEORGE GIBSON,

Commissary General of Subsistence.

Capt. JAcoB BRoWN,

Principal Disbursing Agent Indian Removal,
Little Rock, Ark&nsas.

EMIGRATiON OF INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub.: October 4, 1836.

. Sm: I have to acknowledge the reception of three letters from you, one
of the 8th, and two of the 14th ultimo. The first relates to the division of
the Cherokee country into districts for the appointment therein of agents
~d interpreters to attend to the estimating of the improvements of Indian
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lands. As every thing connected with the improvements is under the Stl
vision of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs: I have referred yonrs of
8th to that officer, who, I understand, has already, indeed, instructed
tcr the valuation of improvements, and requested your reports upon
pdint to be made to him. In all your correspondence with the depart
upon Indian affairs, it is proper that you clearly discriminate between
which appertains to this office, and what belongs to that of the Com
sioiler of Indian Affairs. Nothing bnt what has a direct bearing upon
emiuration of Indians should be addressed to this office. One of the o
two'letters mentioned, relating to the date of the appointments of the
it1g agents, has also been referred as the first. And that part of your
letter of 14th, that relates to the estimated fnnds for valuing agents,
preters,, &c., has, for the reason already assigned, received like reference.
That part of your e~timate for funds having a connexion with the
gration, shall be duly attended to by this office. The requisite
shall be remitted to the disbursing agent in due time.
It is perceived that you have estimated for a clerk to the snperin
but have not stated whether his services are required in the business
V;llningthe impro:vemen1s, or that
emigratiol~. The necessity for
employment of a clerk must be explamed before It can be sanctioned.
I beg leave to call your attention to a fundamental regulation in the
gration of Indians, to be found at page 2 of the printed " regulations,"
quiring the special agents to submit to the "\Var Departmen( the names
the persons proposed to be employed, and the nature of the duties to be assigned to them, and the amount of compens·a tion proposed to be given.
The same rule lays it down 'that no person· will be employed,
temporarily and from necessity, without the previous sanction of the
partment.
It is seen that you have estimated for six interpreters to attend the
grating parties of Indians. I presume that one interpreter is sufficient
each party, and therefore the employment of more cannot be authorized.
Very respectfully,

or

GEORGE GIBSON,
Commissary General of ·-subsistence,
!To

F. _CuRREY, Esq.,
Superinteiidcnt Uherokee. Remopal,
Calhoun, -Tennessee.

BENJAMIN

EMIGRATION OF INDIANs,

Office Com. Gen.

of Sub., Octobef 4, 1S36.

SIR: I have deem~d it' proper to submit, for your consideration, a
of a letter from this office to Captain J. Brown, principal disbursing
Indian removal, relative to the mode of removing and subsisting the
kees about to remove, and also of his answer thereto, both of which
will find enclosed herewith.
Very· respectfully,

GEORGE GIBSONt
Commissary General -Of Subsistence,

BE-~JAMTN F. CUJ:1.REY, .Esq.,
Supfrintendent Chero/cee RerrJ,oval,
Calh ou.n, 'l'ennessee.
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Extract of a letter to· General M. /stokes, from the Commissioner
Indian Affairs, date_d October 5_
, 1836.
·

of

"In explanation of the remittance under the head of annuities, I have
to state that tho sum of $12,600 was appropriated for the payment of int~rf'st on an annuity of $10,000, secured by the treaty of 24th October,
1804., which was not paid until 1825. This sum was to be divided and
paid as the annuities. The portion, therefore, due to the Western Cherokees, being one-third, was
$4,,200 00
After deducting the sum of 3,333 00
paid here on the order of the chiefs, left
$866 67
to be paid as annuities, under the ·act of appropriation. The old annuities
of $10:000 were superseded by the llth article of the new treaty with the
Cherokees: concluded in December last: by providing for a commutation of
them. No action has yet been had in relation to a division of that fund.
In dne time, the Western Cherokees will receive ~heir proportion, under
the treaty, of $~14,000."
-

EMIG~ATJON OF INIJIANS,

Qffice Com. Gen. ,of Sub., October 6, 1$36.
Sr:tt : Tbe acting Secretary ,Jf '\Var instructs me to say he wishes Major
William M. Davis, of Kentucky, appointed either a valuing agent, or to
an equally eligible situation as regards emolument, in the emigration of
the ChNokee Indians.
Very respectfully,
GEORGE GIBSON,
Commissary General of Subsistence.
To BENJAMIN :B.,. GrrRREY, Esq.,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
Calhoun, 'l'ennessee.

EMIGRA'l'ION OI•' INDIANS,

Oj]ice Com. Gen. of /Sub., October 6, 1836.
Sm: I enclose, for your information, a copy of a letter from this office
to Benjamin F. Currey, Esq., superintendent Cherokee removal, directing
him to employ you in the emigration of the Cherokee Indians.
Very respectful! y,
GEORGE GIBSON,
Commissary GtJneral of Subsistence.
~lajor

·w I~PA:M: 1\J.

J?Avts,
Harrodsblfrg, Kentucky.

YV AR

DEPARTMENT,

Oj]ice Indian Affairs, October 10, 1836.
Sm: In accordance with the intimation in my letter of the 27th ultimo,
:the qutstion of allowing the committee, under the 12th article of the treaty,
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compensation for their services, has been submitted to the President.
has decided that they may he paid such a sum as the commissioners
fix, not exceeding four dollars a day, for every day of actual sP-rvice
necessity for which will be certified by the commissioners, or one of
upon the accounts.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
His excellency

WILSON

LuMPKIN,

New Echota, Georgia.

EMIGRATION 01<, INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., October 10, 1836.
SIR: A letter from Lieutenant Van Horne, of the 23d of August
states that about thirty or forty Cherokee emigrants have lately ar ·
but before the ratification of the new treaty. 'rhey say that they e
with the 1mderstanding that they were to enjoy the benefits of all
tions of the late treaty; and that, therefore, they are entitled to
each, in lieu of a year's subsistence in kind, which they, therefore, dec
to receive.''
You will immediately write to Lieutenant Van Horne, and let him know
whether, or not, any of the emigrants did enrol with such an unde
ing; and if any did so enrol, give him their names, and furnish tbis
with the same information. If th ere are any who did so enrol, tbey
by the principles of equity and good faith, clearly entitl ed to tbe com
tion.
Very respectfully,

GEORGE GIBSO~,
Commissar'!! General of Subsistence.
To BENJAMIN F. CuRREY: Esq,,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

EMIGRAT I ON 01<' INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. rif Sub., October 10, 1836.
SrR: Your letter of the 23d August has been received. I have this d
written to Mr. Currey, superintendent, requesting him to inform you if
of the late emigrants from the Cherokee nation did actna11y enrol wit
understanding mentioned by you, and if any did so enrol, to ~iw you
name~. If there are any such, they are unquestionably entitl ed, by
principles of equity and good £'1ith, to thA commutntion a llo w a nce~ in I
of the year's subsistence. You will therefore be governed by the in ·
tion to be derived from the superintendent.
With regard to the amount due Cheroken emigrants for improve
abandoned by them east of the Mississippi, as also t he fomteen thot
dollars, mentioned by you, appropriated in 1834 for loss of Cherokee
erty, I have to inform you that the requisite sum to meet such claim~
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placed in the hands of Captain ~rown, in March, 183!1, by the <iommissioner of [ndian Affairs.
In all yonr correspondence with the departmetit upon Indian affairs,
it is desirable that you distinguish between what properly belongs tothis
office, and that which is nnder the supervision of the Commissioner of
lndi<1n Affitirs. \Yhatevar is not connected with the removal and subsistence
of Indians, should be submitted to the Commissioner.
Your statement of the losses sustained by the friendly Seminoles, during
the Indian hostilities in ~.,lorida, together with Lieutena.nt Harris's report on
the same snhject, will be submitted to the consideration of the actmg Secretary of War.
Very respectfu Hy,
GBORGE GIBSON,

, Commissary General of ~~ubsistence.

To Lieut. J.

VAN HoRNE,

Disbursing Agent Ind. Removal,

~Port Gibs~n.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen of Sub., October 10, 1836.
Sm: By the authority of the acting Secretary of War, you are hereby
appointed to serve as physician in the emigration of the Cherokee Indians,
nndet the late treaty with those Indians. You will please signify to this
office your acceptance or refusal of the appointment. Should you accept
it, yon will, with all convenient despatch, proceed to the Cherokee agency,
Calhoun, Tennessee, and there report for service to Benjamin F. Currey,
R:q., superintendent of the emigration; or, in case of his absence,· to the
commissioners, Wilson Lumpkin and William Carroll, Esquires.
Yonr compensation will be at the rate of six dollars a day, to commence
from the day of your reporting-, as above stated, for service. Bu ' after your
arrival WASt with a party of ernig-rantS: your per diem allowance will cease
until yon again return to the Cherokee nation east, to accomp:my another
party; and: instead thereof, you will be allowed six dollars for every thirty
miles yon may travel in returning by the nearest route.
It will be your duty to render to the Indians such medical and professional services as their condition may require. You will submit an estimate
for the requisite medicines to the ~mperintendent: Benjnmin F. Currey, who
will draw a requisition for the ::-;arne upon the disbursing officer. Should
medicines or hospital stores for the sick be needed on the route westward,
the disbursing officer nccompanying the party will supply it upon your
requisition.
Yon will keep a regular journal of the incidents connected with your
functions, whilst on tne route.
After your return from the west, you will report yourself again to the
supcriutendent. rro this office you will transmit your journal, and make
occasional reports, copies of which you will also transmit to the superintendent.
Very respectfully,
GEORGE GIBSON,
Commissary General of Subsistence.
To Doctor C. LILLYBRIDGE,
Norfolk: Virginia.
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EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,
Office Com. Gen. of Sub., October 10~ 1
SrR: I send herewith, for your information, the copy of the appoint
and instructions given to Doctor Clarke Lilly bridge, a.s physician in the
igration of the Cherokee Indians.
Very respectfnlly,

GEORGR GIBSON,
,
Comrnissa1·y Generat of Subsistentt.
To BENJAMIN F. CuRREY, Esq.,
Sup't Cherokee Removal, Calhoun: Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian .JJ.ffairs, Uctobe1· 12, 1836.
SIR: I enclose an extract of a letter of this date to Brigadier

Wool.
Should the delegntion of EaRtern Cherokees therein ~poken of, which,
is understood, consists of John Ross, John Benge, W. Adair, Calsatoht•e,
Hogg, Richard Taylor, and Joseph Snunders, proceed to the Western
okee country, with a view to incite opposition to the treaty, or to
an alten1tion of it, you will at once arrest them, and institute the
legal proceedings in the United States district court, nnder the 13th an
sections of the intercourse act of 1834; and you will inform the W
Cherokees that the condnct of Mr. Ross and the delegation is regarded
in direct contravention of the recent treaty, and admonish them against
proceedings which .may have a similar tendency and chara~ter. You
instruct Governor Stokes to watch the conduct of all the Cheroh:ees
great vigilance.
'rhe commanding officer at Fort Gibson will be instructed to furnish
military aid you may require for the execution of these instructions.
Very respectfully,
0. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
To Captain WI:tLIAM ARM.STRONG,
Choctaw Agency, 'IJ)est cif the Mississippi.

WAR DEP.o\ltTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, Octobtr 12, 1836.
SIR: I enclose, for your information, a copy of a Jetter of this date
General 'Vool, and you will give publicity to the views of the Presid
therein expressed.
Very respec.tfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Major

BENJAMIN

F. CuRREY,

Calhoun, 'l'ennessee-.

Curnrnissiomr.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Octobtr 12, 1836.
Sm: T have had the honor to receive and submit to the President your
letters of tbe 12th, 2 Lst, and 25th ultimo.
It has never been the intention of the department that the military force
in the Cherokee country should be withdrawn or rednced, \Vhile its presence
was necessary for the accomplishment of any objects connected with the
treaty. A proper regard to economy, however, reqnires that no more should
be retained than is sufficient for this purpose.
.
The marine c::>rps having proceeded to P-,Jorida, there is no portion of the
tegular army that can be placed at your disposal.
The nnmber of volunteers that you may require will, in acc01dance with
the snggestion of Governor Lumpkin: in which you ·seem to concur, and
Which is approved by the President: be drawn from the States, respectively,
in which they are to he ::-.tationed, and the President has directed me to reqnest that yon will muster: pay, and suffer to return to their homes: such
~rtion of the Tennessee troops as, in the opinion of the commissioners and
yourself, will not he wanted within the limits of that State, \Vhile the exeetttion of the treaty is in progress. Having engaged to serve twelve months,
flilless sooner discharged, they must distinctly he informed that they are
liable to be called into service at any time during the period of their original
eagngement. It would be improper to part with any of the Tennessee
troops, until ample arrangements are made to guard the other States, unless
yourself and tbe commissioners should think that less than the whole num ·
ber can effect this object.
It is apprehended that many, if not all, the volunteers from Georgia and
Alabama, lately in the ~crvice, have been finally discharged. Should this
not bP. the cnse, yon will call on the Governors of those States, respectively,
for as many of those yet liaule to serve as may be required within tLe limits
of caciJ. Shonld th~y have been discharged, von carl then mnke yoi..u re··
quisitions for the same tmmber of new troops.· As none have yet been in
service from North Carolina, those called out for that State will, of course,
be new troops.
'rhe letter from this department of the 20th June last gave you authority
to call for militia from the States of Tennessee, Georgia, artd North Carolina;
but it will now he preferable to make your reqnisitior1s for volnnteers nnder
tbe act of Congress of the 23d of May last. I enclose a copy of the HCtt an
extrnct of a letter to the Governors of some of the States from which voltmtecrs \Vere called, and a copy of a memorandum that accompanied it, in
~ich the principles of ti.e organizntion of volunteer troops are distinctly
lard down, by which yon will be guided, so far as tbey are applicable. The
iir.mbt•ryon may call for will he received into the service for twelve months.
unless s )~._mer discharged. This <lrnwgement, however, so far as it respects
orth Carolina, will not be carried in!!) effect, if you and the commissioners
<J t!d be of opinion that, in consequence ot the small number of Indians
HI that Stnte, every necessary service can be rendered by the troops fwm the
other States.
I understand, from your letter of the 12th ultimo, that your present impression is, that eight hundred men are snfficietJt for a permanent force for
~he whole Cherokee conntry. 'l'his number, therefore, will not be exceede~
m cnl'rymg- out the arn:mgements indicated in this letter; and I presume It
ttrll be nec.essary to keep a gre11ter number of the Tennessee troops in
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service until it can be completed. As many of the eight hnndred
may be mounted as you and the commissioners may think proper.
In determining upon the various points herein presented, the
and kind of volunteers to be employed, and the stations of the
tacbments, I would recommend that you consult the commission
characters, and know ledge of Indian temper and habits, and of the
of the country, eutitles their opinions to great consideration.
You are authorized to have the necessary winter quarters
the troops you may call into service.
'rhe dec;larations made by you to :;\h. John Ross, as stated in your
of the 18th ultimo, will be sustained. 'rhe President will not depart
the determination expressed in his letter to you of September 7th.
"The treaty is to be religiously fulfilled." No delegation sent to
place with a view to obtain new terms, or a modification of those
existing treaty, will be received or recognised; nor will any in
had with them directly or indirectly, orally or in writing. Yon
peat this determination of the President to Mr. Ross, and to all
the strongest terms. If any of our citizens enter the Indian
incite opposition to the execution of the treaty, you will ascertai
there is no Jaw of the State which eun be brought to bear upon t
under which they can be removed. If they cannot be reached in
it is the opinion of the President that they may be removed under
article of the treaty, in wbich the United States guarantee that the
kees shall "be protected against interruption or intrusion from ci
the United States: who may attempt to settle in the country ·without
consent." It is not to be presumed tbat this consent will be given by
of the committee who are acting under the 12th article, and by the
of that article they alone are authorized to give it.
If any oiiicer of the army should countenance resistance or
to the treaty, yon will arrest him, and order a conrt of inqniry.
he established, the President will dismiss him from the service,
commissioners will be instructed to suspend any of the agents e
under the treaty, who may be guilty of the like offence.
I am instructed to express the surprise of the President that you
mitted the council of the Cherokees to remain in session a mornent
became apparent that it was determined to declare the treaty void.
was the contingency contemplated in the letter of the department
tember 3d 1 in which you were instrncted to interfere and disperse
sernblage. If, upon any future occasion, the non-execution of the
• should be discussed in conncil, yon will immediately close its
You will illform Mr. Ross trat the President regards the procec
himself and associates in council as in direct contravention of the pl
faith of their people, and a repetition of them will be considered as ·
tive of a design to prevent the execntion of the treaty, even at the
of actual hostilities, and they will be promptly repressed. Yon will
inform him that, if a delegation proceed to thE' Cherokees w~st of the
sissppi for the purpose of procuring their co-operation in an attempt
aside or modify the existing treaty, or obtain a new one, the acting
intendent of the 'Vest8rn Territory will be instructed to eo force the
course law of 1834, nud to employ rnilitary aid, ·if necessary, under
authority of the 23d section.
I annex copies of these sections, which, as well as a copy of this
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on will deliver to Mr. Ross. 'rhe direction you have given to Major
]son, and yom general views respecting the Creeks residiug among the
Cherokees, meet the concurrence of the President, so fitr as they may affect
Creeks settled in the Cherokee country prior to the extension of the jurisdiction of the States over the Indian conn try, and to the treaty with the
Creeks of March 24, 1832. Those who have settled there since will be re(\Uired to join their people west of the Mississippi, and military force will be
lpplied to effect that object if necessary.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secretary ofWar.
To Brevet Brig. Gen. JoaN E. WooL,
Athens, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

('Jjice Indian Affairs, October 12, 1836.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 24th ultimo.
In reply to many of the subjects embraced in it, I beg leave to refer you
to the enclosed copy of my letter of this date to General Vvool, the views
expressed in which yon are requesled to make public for the information
of all.
I hope General Carroll will be with you at the time you have assigned
for the meeting of the Cherokees, and have to request that you will forward
an estimate of the sums that may be required for the payments to be made
under your direction. A disbursing officer will soon be with you.
Yon have full power. to suspend any of the agents employed in the exe~
cntion of the treaty; and you will not hesitate to exercise it, if any of them
encourage its infraction: reporting the reasons tor your proceeding to this
department. General Wool will arrest any military officers ,-dw may so

offend.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Comm issione1·.
'ro his exct::llency '\'V ILSON LuMPKIN:
New Ecltota, Geogia.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Corn. Gen. of Sub., October 15, 1R36.
Sm: You are herehy nppointed disbursing- a~ent in the removal of the
C'lerokee Indians, whose emigration from their present residence: east of
the Nli,sissippi river, is abont to take place, to the lands provided for them
west of that river, in accordance with the treaty concluded with them on
the 29th of December, 1835.
Upon the receptiOJJ of this communication, you will proceed to the Cherokee agency east, Calhoun, State of 'rennessee, and report for service to
B:mjamin F. Cnrrey, Esq., superintendent of the ernigration.
Herewith you will receive a printed copy of "regnlations concerning
the removal of Indians,'' and another of a ': memorandum respecting the
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removal of Indians during the year 1834."· You will also be
with a copy of the treaty, and of a "circular" from this office,
February, 1835, and of the instructions of this office to the snperin
From these documents you. will, without difficulty, be enabled to
hend the nature of yonr duties and the mode of performing them.
The regnlations and inl:)trnctions already mentioned, except the·
tions to the superintendent, were prepared as general instructions
sons employed in Indian emigration, but before the late treaty
Cherokees; hence: in some particulars, a few of their requirement
found inapplicable to the present condition and relations of the
, bl~t yon will readily perceive that their spirit and generous princi
still applicable to the contemplated emigration of the Cherokees ;
parts of them which are rendered inapplicable by the treaty, will,
as rendily be recognised by you. The most material alterations you
find to have been already pointed out in the instrpctions to the
ten dent.
Yon will, from the general "regulations," perceive that it is your
to carry into effect the instructions of t.h e superintendent, so far
same shall be in conformity with the ·gcn~ral authority given by
': reg·ulations," or by special. direction from the '\'Var Department.
The route and mode of transportation wil] be determined by the
iutendent; bnt the means, both of transportation and subsistence,
provided by you upon his requisitions; and by you, also, will
made for all services as well as supplies.
,.-rhe mnster roll will show the number of Indians at the time of
out, and all chano·es on the route, and will, of course, agree with the
The utmost ex~ctness will ce expected in the 1~olls, the
and forage checks, &c. The journal, to be kept by the
will sbo\v the incid~nts of the travel, and vJill be forwarded
y1~11r quarterly accounts. The mode of contracting for wagons and
Will he found in the ''circular."
•ro this circular I would request
special attention. It will shed much light upon the dnties, ac
ity of ngents, and the form and manner of keeping their accouu
making their returns to this office.
Blank forms of the accounts therein mentioned, and of mnster
all other reqnisite returns, shall be sent von in due time.
You will keep me constantly apprized. of the state of the e''Yl".,.,.,.~,M\.
of all matters of interest touching your dnties.
That the several provisions of the treaty should be carried into
the lmmnne and liberal spirit towards the Indian s, in which they
made by the Government, and at as early a period as may be co
with the rights and int<'rests of the Jn,d ians, is anxiou sly desired
department; it is, therefore, confidently expected that, in end
e~ect this important result: the utmost harmony and cordial co
w1ll. prevail among all functionaries employed by Government
attamment of that end.
The journal of occnrrcnces mentioned at page 13 of the "rep,nl
will b(~ kept by ym1 for the purposes there stated.
Very respectfully,

GEORGE

Commissionary General of 8u
To Doctor

PHILIP MINis,

As::;t. ·/Sur.

U. S. Army, l'Vashington city.
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P. S.-You will be allowed Y<?Ur actual expenses while enga_ged in the
service; of these you will kee0 an accurate account from day tn day, and
authenticate the same by your certificate upou honor"

'\V AR DEPARTMENT,
Ojjice Indian Affairs, October lG, 1836.
SIR: I have received your letter of this date, applying for instructions
for duty in the Indian Department.
In reply, I have to request that yon will report yourself in person, to the
honorable Wilson Lumpkin and General 'Villiam Carroll, commissioners
under tbe late treaty with the Cherokees, at New Echota, Georgia, to
which place the necessary instructions and funds will hereafter be sent for
you.
Very respectfully,

C. A. 'l-IARR18,
Cmnmissioner .
. Doctor PHILIP MrNrs.

Assistant 81;rgeon, U. S. A, now at fVa.~hington.

wAR DEPARTMEN'I',

October 17, 1836.
SIR: I have recr.ived from the Commissary General of Subsistence your
letters of the 8th and 14th ultimo, communicating the names, &c. of the
appraising agents and of interpreters selected by you, which seleetions are
approved.
I have to remind you that all communications upon the subject of In~
dian affairs, not relating to the removal and subsistence of Indians, should
be addressed to the Commiss~oner of Indian Affairs.
V~ry respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secret-ary of H'at.
Major B. F. CuRREY,

Galltoun, · Tenne~see.

·EruiGRAft:tON ()~ 1ND1ANS,

~}ttb., OctnlJer 17, 1336.
StR: On the 1st instant, I informed you that Doctor B. King, assistant

Office Com. Gen. of

~geon

nited States army, had been apJ?ointed disbur~in~ offic~r jn the
Qll.erokee removal. I have now to eommumcate for your mformat10n that; .
owing to the extreme illness of Doctor Lovell, Surgeon General, the pro-fessional services of Doctor King have been r~qnired here, and hence the
necessity of appointing another person, in lieu of Doctor King, 1o make the
disbursements. Doctor Philip Minis, assistant surgeon United States ar"'
U.
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His ihstructions are the
t hose prepared for Doctor King, of which a copy was enclosed to
my letter above mentio11ed.
Very respec.t[ull y,
GEORGE GIBSON,
Comrnissary General of Subsi
fro B. F. CuRREY, Esq.,
Superinteadeut Cherokee Removal,
Callwun 1 Tennessee.

!TlY: hn.s been appointed for that pnrpose.

EMIGRATION OF lNDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. of S:ub., October 17, 1

Sa1.: A set of blank forms was forwarded to the address of Doctor
at Ca1houn, Tennessee, on the 28th Septembe1·. Doctor Minis has
quently been appointed disbursing officer in place of Doctor King
set of forms furnished him. Yon will please apply those sent to'
King to your own use.
Very respectful! y,
GEORGE GIB~ON,
Commissary General of 8ub ·
rro B. F. CuRREY, Esq.,
Supaintendent Clwrokec Removal,
Calhozm, Tennessee.

'\VAR DEPARTMENT,

October 171
Sra: ':rhe President has instt~uc.ted me to commun~cate to you his
that you shall consult the _co~missw~:ers upon all subJects connected
the execution of your dutles m the Cherokee country. Your
operation with them is not don bted: and is esteemed to be of the
moment. Should, however, a diversity of opinion arise between
them upon any branch of the business confided to you, the
·
that you will a~qt;tiesce i~ _their judgment, and ca~TY into effect any
or opemtions, c1v1l orm1htary, they may determme to be proper. He
duced to prefer that the discretionary authority which must be
should be vested in !hem, by his knowledge of their capacity and ju
and acquaintance Wlth the character of the Cherokees, and especially
consideration that they belong to two of the States most interested
execution of the treaty. They were intrusted, in their first instru
with this authority over the fulfilment of its several provisions.
the civil agents e~ployed, and its .extensio_n, in the manner herein i
is considered by h1m to be essential to umty of purpose and of action.
I am also directed to request that you will exhibit to the
· ·
the instructions yon have, from time to time, received from this
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whether rel·ning to duties sp8cjally milit(.uy, or othewise, tflnt they may
have a full viev,r of the whole ground.
Very respeclfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Actiug Secretary of War.
Brevet Brig. General JoHJs E. W om.,
Athens, Tennessee.

UENTLEMEN:

"'\t\T AR DEPAHTMENT,
O!Jice lnd·i an Affairs, O,;to';er 17, 1836.
I have the honor to transmit a copy of a letter of this date

to General Woo1.
You will perceive from it tbat it is the intention of the President to invest yon with a general supervisory po\vcr over the execution of the treaty: aud over all officers, civil or mj.litary, connected therewith. The Pres~
ident is fnlly sensible of the difficult and responsihh~ nature of this trust,
hut he relies with entire confidence in your capacity and disposition to fufil
it faithfully. The authority confided to you, it is designed, shall be as extensive as the constitutional duty of the President: under the treaty with
the Cherokees, and the laws, will permit him to confer npon any one. Your
own judgment will tell you in what cases a reference to him, for his previ ~
ous or subsequent sanction of your measures, will be proper, before yon con·
sider them as final.
You are specially directed to keep this department advised of your proceedings, and of any occurrences among the Cherokees, or our own citizens, that may affect the fulfilment of the treaty. The views of the P•:esident in relation to it are especially stated in the letter to General vVool of
the 12th instant, a copy of ,,rhich was transmitted to you on the same day,
and in the one now enclosed. He especially requests that you will observe,
with great vigilance, every movement of Ross and his associates, and if you
discover any of a character to bring on hostilities, that you apply, without
delay, every measure to defeat it which, in your judgment, may be authorit:ed by the treaty and the laws, even to the extent of arresting him and

them.
·
A copy of the communication from John Ross and others, fowarded by
General Wool, is also enclosed for your information.
Very respectfully,
C. ·A. HA:JlRIS,

Commissioner.
To Messrs.

LuMPKIN

and

CARROLL,

Commissioners, 9'-c., New Echata, Georgia.

wAR DEPAR'l'l\IENT,

October 17, 1836.

S:m: 1 have had the honor to receive and lay before the President your
letter of the 2d instant, enclosing a communication of John Ross and oth ...
ers to you.
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I am directed by the President to return the communication to
~xpress his astonishment that yon should have received or
a paper so disrespectful to him, to the Senate, and through them to
pte of the United States. You will immediately return it to those who
signed it, and express to them his decided disapprobation of their
ings, and those of the council, and of the measnres contemplated by
and his associates.
,-fhe expn)ssion in your letter, ::if the Government intended seri
execute it (the treaty) within the period preseribed," leaves room to
that you yet e!'ltertaiu a doubt as to the intentions of the Presiden
prevent any misapprehension on the subject, I am instructed to repeat,
most explicit terms, that it is the settled determ ination of the Presid
the present treaty shall be executed withont modification, and with
despatch consistent with propriety and justice.
Yon will deliver a copy of this communication to Mr . .Ross,
thereafter cease to hold any communication with him, either Ol'ally
writing, in regard to the treaty.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Acting Secrelaty of
Brevet Brig. Gen. JoHN E. vVooL,
New Eclwta, Geotgia.

to

E~HGRATION OF INDIANS,

Ojjice Cmn. Gen. of Sub., Uctobe1' 19, I
Sw.: Your communications of the 1st instant, enclosing an
the third quarter of the year, and a statement of the officers . and
ters employed in business preparatory to the removal of the
Indians, are received. This latter document should have been
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
'l'he balance due on your account should be .$6,046 50!, i
$6, 14Jj 50!- You will take up this corrected amount on your ne
and in future are requested to adopt the following mode of ren
accounts.
To balance due the United States per last account,
Arising thus:
.1-,or 391 rifles on hand: at .$13 22
$5,169 02
For 131 blankets, at $3 55
465 05
For 425 camp kettles, at 89! cts.
381 43!
For cash due the United States per last account
11 ~0
For amount disallowed by 2d·Auditor on settlement, 23d November, 1835
By your quarterly statement of agents it is perceived you note
Currey clerk to the superintendent, appointed 14th March, 1836.
11th February you were instructed by this office that the
war had ordered the discharge of your clerk and
other
in the Cherokee removal, except yourself and Lieutentan
authority has been given from this office, or that of the CoJnmissi(>ri~

an
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Indian Affairs for the employment of a clerk. The appointment of George
W. Currey will not be recognised, and you are requested to report on what
authority you employed him after his discharge had been ordered by the
\Var Department.
Article 4th c{ section 2d, regn lations for removal of Indians, expressly
requires that the names of all assistants b~ submitted to the War Department for approval; in the present instance you have neglected to comply
with the plain regulations.
A strict compliance with the regulations and the instructions of this
office is expected ti"om both superintepdents and agents, and will be rigidly
exacted.
Very respectfully,

GEORGE GIBSON,
Corwrnissary General of Subsistence.
F. CuRREY, Esq.
Supcriutendeut of Cherokee Removal,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

BENJAMIN

wAR DE;PARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, October 20, 1836.
Silt: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
30th ultimo, enclosing copies of ~he letters of the Hon. H. Clay, and of
Mr. John Ross. These papers have been submitted to the President.
The copy of a letter to General Wool, enclosed in mine of the 12th
instant, will have advised yon of the views of the Pre::;;ident respecting the
late Cherokee council, and of his determination respecting the proceed·
ings contemplated by it. Hjs views on other points connected with the
execution of the treaty you will learn from the enclosed copies of letters
to the commissioners and to General Wool.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Major B. F.

CuRREY,

Calhoun, Tennessee.

EMIGRATION oF INDBNs,

Office Com. Gen. of Sub., October 21, 1836.
Sta: [have this day required that four thousand dollars be deposited
to your credit: at the Branch Bank of Tennessee, at Athens, Tennessee, on
account of "the removal of Cherokees, and for spoliations/' &c.
'rhis money is applicable to the payment of the salaries of the superintendent, his interpreter, contingencies of removal, and the salarie.s of the
agents authorized by this office.
Major Currey has estimated for the pay of a clerk -at $3 per diem. The
appointment of a clerk has not been approved of.

13
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In drawing money from the deposite bank in sums to meet your
ditures, your che.~ks or drafts will be endorsetl with the approvttl
superintendent.
Very respectfully,
GEORGE GIBSON:
Commissary General of Su.b8zste2~ce.1
Doctor PHILIP MINis,
J)isbursing Officer, Cherokees,
New Echola, Georgia.
·

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Ajfairs, October 21, 1836.
SIR: A-copy of your letter of the Lst instant, to the Commissary
of Subsistence, advising the appointment of valuing agents nnd in
ters for the first and second Alabama districts, has been cornmlUl1lcated
this office.
The appointments made by you are approved.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Comrn issionr:r.
Major B. F. CuRREY,
Cherokee Agency, Tennessee.

VVAR

DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, October 25,
SIR: You will receive under this date, from the War Department, an
pointment as commissioner under the Cherokee treaty of 29th
1835. Your associate, Governor Lumpkin, of Georgia, is now nrclh::tl11v·· ·
New Echota, at which place it is important you should join lnm
delay. To save the time that would be required to prepare copies of
papers connected with this business, I have requested him to show
the instructions that have been given him; a simular request has
dressed to Major B. F. Currey, the superintendent of the emigration
General Wool, who is in command of the military force in the
country.
You will perceive from these and the enclosed copy of the treaty,
your duties are of a difficult and delicate character. Bnt the President
lies upon your judgment and discretion for a correct discharge of them.
Your compensation will be eight dollars a day, from the commer1cell!18
to the termination of your duties, to be paid upon your certificate of
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
To JoHN

KENNEDY,

Jonesborough, Tennessee.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, October 25, 1836.
Sm: 1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
7th instaut, tendering your resignation of your appointment as commis.
sioner under the late treaty with the Cherokees, which has been accepted
by the President.
Very respectfully,
G. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
To Gen. WILLIAM CARROLL,
. Pontotoc, Mi.s sissippi.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, October 25, 1836.
Sm: Governor Carroll has tendered his resignation of his appointment
as commissioner under the Cherokee treaty, which has been accepted by
the President, who has directed a commission to be sent to John Kennedy,.
Esq. of Jol1esborough, Tennessee.
He will be requested to proceed to New Echota without delay. ·You will
please to show him the instructions that have been given to you from time
to time, as it will take too long to prep~re copies here for him.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon. WILsoN LuMPKIN,
New Echota, Gem·gia.
Same to Brevet' Brig. Gen. J. E. Wool, New Echota, Georgia, and Major
·

B. F. Currey, Calhoun, Tennessee.

.

WAR DEPAR'l'MENT,

October 25, 1836.

Sm: I transmit, herewith, a commission, authorizing you to execute certain duties under the treaty with the Cherokee Indians of December 29, 1835.
Your instructions will be sent to you by the Commissioner of Indian
!1fairs.
Very respectfully,

To JoHN

B. F. BU,.rLER,
Acting Secretary of War.
KENNEDY,

Jonesborough, Tennessee.

P. S.-You will please signify immediately
eeptance of this appointment.

your acceptance or non·ac-
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"\V.AR

DEPARTMEN'l',

Office Indian Affairs, October 27, 1836.
SrR : I have the honor to transmit, herewith, a copy of Major B.
Currey's list of persons employed in valuing Cherokee improvements.
And nm, &c.,
C. A. HARRIS,

Cornmissioner.
Major WILLIAM B. LRwrs,

Second Auditor.

WAR DEPARTMEN'.r,

Office Indian JJffairs, October 28, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
11th instant, from Fort Cass.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,

JJ.thens, Tennessee .

•
WAR

DEPARTMEN'1'7

Office Indian Affairs, October 29, 1836.

'

SrR: A requi£ition has been issued in yonr favor for $8,505, be·
amount estimated by MajtH Currey to be necessary for the pay of ei
valuing agents, and nine interpreters for them, under the late
treaty, for three months, with which you will stand charged u
head of appropriation " for Cafl'ying into effect the treaty with the
kees of December, 1835, per act 2d July, 1836."
You will disburse this sum upon Major Currey's requisitions, taking
and receipts according to the usual forms certified by that gent
Major Currey being familiar with these forms, he will be able to furn
you with the proper information on the subject.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRJS,

Cmnmissioner.
Doctor .t;>HILIP MrNrs,

Disbursing Agent, New Eclzota, Geo.

wAR

DEP.A.RTMENT,

Office Indian Ajfqirs, October 29~ 1836,
SIR : A requisition for $8,505 has been issued in favor of Doctor
Minis, disbursing agent, being the amount estimated in your Jetter of
14th September to be necessary to pay eighteen valuing agents, and ni
interpreters for them, for three months. Doctor Minis has been i't1strtlctee

•
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to disburse this sum upon your requisitions, accompanied by bills, receipts,
&c., in the usual form. He has been informed that you are familiar with
these forms, and will give him the proper information on the subject.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Comm issionm·.
Major B. F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, October 31, 1836.
Sm: 1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
13th inst. 'rhe letter of the 24th ult., from this office, which you say has
not reached you, being an important one, I transmit, herewith, a copy of it.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,

Athens, Tennessee.

•

WAR DEPARTMEN'l',
A~tfairs, October

Ojfice indian

31, 1836.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
l3th instant.
It is much to be regretted that General Carroll has not been able to enter
upon the duties of commissioner under the Cherokee treaty. You were
notified some days sinr:e of his resignation, and the appointment of Mr.
Kennedy, of Jonesborough, Tennessee, in his place. Up to the day his
resignation was received, every confidence was entertained that Genl3ral
Carroll wonld be present at the time fixed by Governor Lumpkin. When
it was known that he would not attend, steps were promptly taken to
remedy the difficulty. Convinced of the importance of the speedy commencement of the duties confided to the commissioners, I trust nothil1g
will occnr to prevent· the immediate attendance of Mr. Kenneuy.
Dr. P. Minis was ordered to the Cherokee country, some ten or twelve
days since, to perform the dnty of disbursing agent. So far as any business
under the charg-e of this office was concerned, it is not perceived that the
delay that hn~ occurred in sending an agent has been or can be productive
of injury to the Government or individuals.
Until the commissioners
eomncnce their duties, he can do comparatively nothing. It is hoped that
the bnsines~ is now in such a condition that its successful prosecution is
.certain.
Very respectfully,
,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
M jor F. B. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Tennessee.
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WAR DEPAR'J'MENT,
Otfir:e Indian Affairs Oct(;ber 31,
SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
13th instant, respecting the delegation appointed at the late council at
Clay, to proceed io the country of the Cherokees west of the Mississippi,
purposes connected with the late treaty.
The letter from this office of the 12th instant will have informed
that the course recommended by you, in the event this delegation
ceeds to the Western Cherokee country, for the purpose of exciting
tion to the late treaty, hm~ already been adopted by the Pre::;ident.
proper instructions have been given to the acting superintendent of
Western Territory, to carry mit -the views of President on the subject.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
To Major B. F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Ajj"airs, November 4, 1836.
GENTLEMEN: Doctor Philip Minis, assistant surgeon in the U
States army: has proceeded to New Echota, with instructions to rer
you, having been selected to make the di~bursements called f"' by
treaty with the Cherokees of December 29, 1835.
You were informed, on the 25th of July, that it was contemplated
disbursements should be made under your immediate supervision, and
were requested to give the person who should be appointed to perform
duty, instructions as to the times, places, and mode of payment.
The sum of $4,000 was remitted to the branch of the Planters'
'rennessee, at Athens, by the Commissary General of Subsistence, on
25th October, on account of the salaries of the emigrating agents
contingent expenses. Another remittance, amounting to $8;505, was
from this office, on the 29th, on account of the salaries of the
agents and interpreters. These amounts, and all others that
remitted for similar objects, will be drawn from the bank by Doctor
drafts, countersigned by Major Currey.
On the 3d instant, $50,000 were remitted to the bank, which
applicable to the general purposes of the treaty. Being without
from you, this sum was fixed upon without precise data. 1 will
to forward estimates monthly of the amount that you think
deposited at Athens.
.
Other remittances will be made, from time to time, on account of
disbursements to Indians, or claimants under Indians, by virtue of
stipulation in the treaty, for any object besides those above muned.
to the spirit of the provision in the third section of the act of Con
July 2d, 1836, " making appropriations for fortifications," that
appropriated at the last session ~hall be drawn from the Treasury ';
the same may be required by the several objects of expenditnre au
by law," it seems to be prope;r that no more money shonld . be d
Doctor Minis than the servi:;e rna y actually require. You will
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therefore, to inform him, from time to time, of the amount you think is
w nted, and he will be instructed to make his drafts accordingly. But
every draft will be countersigned by one of you, and the bank will be
r~quested to pay none, not so countersigtjed. I would suggest for your
consideration the following mode of proceeding iu making the disbursements
~o claimants. When the register upon which the payment is to be made
IS completed, exhibiting the amounts due, let corresponding numbers be
prefixed to the name of each claimant upon the register, and the register of
improvements or claims, according to the class to which he ·belongs. In
addition to the re\!eipt which yon were requested to take, in the letter of
July 2:Sth, let a book of blank cerlificates of the enclosed form be printed.
Whenever a payment is made, let the same number, the name of the payee,
thP. amount paid, the article of the treaty authorizing the payment, and the
date of the treaty, corresponding with the filling up of the certificate, be
entered in the margin. Let the.. claimant sign another receipt on the back
of the certificate in the presence of one .of you, and the disbursing officer will
then. pay the amount. These certificates, signed by either of you, will
constitute his vouchtrs.
If any improvement upon this plan presents itself to your minds, you
will please to adopt it, and report it to this office.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.

Hon.

and
Esq.,

WILSON LuMPKIN
JoHN KENN'EDY,

New E'chota, Georgia.
No.-This certifies that $ - - - - are due to - - - - - - , under the-article of the treaty with the Cherokee Indians of December 29, 1835, as
per No.-- on the register of payments to be made. 'rhis --day of
- - , 183 .

~

Commissioners.

Received of the United States, by the hands of -- - - - - , disbursing

i•gent, the above amount of$ -- - .
WAR DEPARTMENT,

0./fice lndian Affairs, November 4, 1836.
rrhe sum of $50,000 will be remitted to the branch of the Planters'

E.mk of Tennessee, at Athens, to be subject to your drafts, as disbursing
a ..ent, under the treaty with the Cherokees of Df'cernber 29, 1835.
Regarding the intent of the provision in the 3d section of the act of Cong.ess of July 2,18:36, making appropriations for fortifications, that the sum
RJ propriuted at the last session shall be drawn from the Treasury "only as
th lY are required by the objects authorized by law," yon will make your
d1 lfts according to the wants of the service. The commissioners appc·~nted to examine claims can best judge of these, and they have been reqn ~sted to inform yon, fmm time to time, of the amount required, for which
yo. I will draw. gvery draft will be countersigned by one of those gentlem.•JJ, except those on account of emigration and the salaries of agents,
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which will be countersigned by ~ajor Curr~y. The bank and the
accounting officers have been advised of this arrangement, and
to conform to it.
'fhe snm now retr1itted is applicable to the ge~eral purposes oft~e
and will be disbursed by you under the instructiOns of the cornm
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Doctor

PHILIP MINis,

New Echola, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Ajjairs, November 4, I
SIR : I have the honor to transmit a copy of a letter, of this date, to
cashier of the branch of the Planters' Bank of Tenne·ssee, at A
specting the payments of the drafts of Doctor Minis, disbursing
under the Cherokee treaty of December 29, 1835.
I beg leave to request that it may be observed by you iu your official
tion upon the subject.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commi ·
JoHN CAMPBET... L, Esq.,

Treasurer of the United States.
Same to Hon. A. K. Parris, Second Comptroller,
Second Auditor.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, November 5,
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge · the receipt of your letter of
20th nltimo.
You have already been informed of the resignation of General
and the appointment of Mr. Kennedy. This measure, on the part
former, was entirely unexpected, and is certainly to be deeply
both on account of the delay, and because the country and the Indwus
deprived of his great experience. · Great · confidence is entertained in
sound discretion and business habits of Mr. Kennedy, and it is
that nothing will occur to prevent his immediate ath-'ndance, so th
further delay may take place in the prosecution of the important duties
trusted to the commissioners . .
Doctor Minis, the disbursing agent, is doubtless, by this time, at
Echota. He has not, heretofore, been furnished with a large amon
fnnds, hecause it was presumed that, until the commissioners enter€d
their duties, the disbursements would be small. I apprizPd yon: in
ter of yesterday, that $50,000 had been placed in the bank ut Athens,
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nessec, subjP-ct to Doctor Minis's drafts, countersigned by one of the commissioners, for the payments under the treaty gene:ally. I infer from your
letter: however, that the business is in such a state of forwardness and preparation that, as soon ns Mr. Kennedy arrives, it can be prosecuted with
great despatch, and consequeutly a larger sum be needed immediately than
I had anticipated. In this view of the case, nn additional sum of $1UO,OOO
will be immediatelv placed at Athens for these general purposes, and the
sum of $100,000 for purposes connected with the emigration ; this latter
subject to the drafts of Doctor Minis, countersigned by Major Currey.
These snms will, I trust, be ample to meet all demands until the estimate
which yon were requested, in the letter from this office of the 12th ultimo,
to fhrnish is received. when I shall have a better view of the whole
ground.
'
.
I regret that warrants on the bank at Athens cannot be furnished, that
not being a dcposite bank. I presume, however, that an arrangement can
be made by which the Athens bank wonld cash ,.freasnry drafts on tbe deposite bank at Augusta, Savannah, or Columbus, Georgia.- lfyou think it
udvisable, you will please ascertain if I am correct in this, and then drafts
on such deposite bank as may be desil:able will be sent to Doctor Minis, or
such other arrangement made as will meet your views on the subject.
I hope the decision made here in regard to Boudinots' house, is not attributed to any indisposition to pDvide for the proper accommodation of
the commissioners. It seems to me that no other coustrnction can properly
be given to the provision in the 16th article of the treaty relating to the
agency buildings.
_~
Certainly, so fiu as you are concerned, the zeal: ability, and promptitude
you have displayed in the performance of the dut'ies committed to yon, not
only entitle you to high commendation, but to all the indulgence which
can be given. So far <lS it depends on this offk·e, your wishes shall always
be gratified, when this can be done with due regard to paramount oLligations.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HAHRIS,
CQmmissioner.
Hon.

WILSON LuMPKJN,

New Echola, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, November 5, 1836.
In a letter addressed to the President, Mnjor Currey has represented'' that

Mr . Jarnig~n has erected a trading honse on the ngency reservation. In this
he lS snstamed, so far as General Wool's f~1ilure to remove him, and others

· ilarly intruding, on my application, can he considered so."
The President has directed that all intruders, who, before the late treaty,
~ere not entitled to be there0n by existing laws, shall be removed. I am
mstrncted to request that you will cnnse this order to be executed, by the .
removal of the persons indicated, unless they have entered the country,
and resi~Pd in it, by permission of that pnrt of the committee narmd in the
12th article, who have engaged in the perfonuance of the duties confided

to them.
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I beg leave to refer you to the letter to Gen. \Vool
copy of which was sm1t to yon, for the views of the President iu
to the right of the Government to remove intruders from any part
Cherokee country. In this case, the public and free use of the
buildings and improvements is reserved to the United States
Cherokee Indians, aud any measure will be authorized, necessary to
them in this.
Very respectfully,

. C. A.

To

WILSON LuMPKIN
JOHN KENNEDY,

and

New Bchota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, November 5,
SIR: A request has this day been made that $100,000 may be p
the Athens Bank, subject to Dr. Minis's drafts, countersigned by
This sum is intended for disbursements connected with emigrat
the amount of the remittance is predicated on the estimate in your
the Commissary General of Subsistence, of the 14th September.
I will thank you to furnish monthly estimates of the sums
be.placed at your disposal for emigrating purposes. A request bas also
this dny made, that $100,000 may be placed in the Athens Bank,
~rawn on Dr. Minis's drafts, countersigned by one of the com · ·
m addition to $50,000 yesterday requested, for general payments,
the treaty.
The plan of requiring t£1e counter.signatnre of one of the
· ·
or yourself, on the draft of the disbursing officer, has been adopted
suggestion. The cashier of the bank: and the proper accounting
have been notified of the arrangement, aud requested to co1Jform to it.
The amounts Dr. Minis will have in his hands, at any one time,
emigrating purposes: and for pay of appraising agents, &c., will: t~
depend on yourself, and for the general payments, on the commlSSI
These gentlemen have also been notified, and it has been suggested
in accordance ·with the spirit of the third section of t~e act of Con
the 2d July, 1836, making appropriations for fortificatiOns, no more
be drawn at a time than "may be required by the several objects of
diture authorized by law." To this law I also beg leave to call
ntten tiou.
Very respectfully,
C. A.
To Mt0or B. F.

CuRREY,

Callloun, 1ennessee.
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\VAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, IVovember 5, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit, for your information, a copy of a letter
to the commissioners, of this date.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

To Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,
Athens, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, November 5, 1836.
SIR: Your letter .to the President1 of the 24th ult., has been referred to
this office. In reply, I beg leave to enclose a copy of my letter, of this date,
to the commissioners.

Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissiouer.
To Major B. F. CuRJu.:v,
Calltoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, }{ovem.ber 10, 1836.
SJR: The 4th article of the treaty with the Cherokees east of the Mississippi, of December 29, 1835, a copy of which is enclosed, provides for
the payment of $15,000, to certain half-breeds for whom reservations were
set apart in the 5th article of the treaty with the Osages, of June 2d, 1825.
The individuals to whom ~his sum is to be paid, are named in a schedul.e
appended to the treaty. The condition of the payment is the execution of
a satisfactory conveyance of these reservations to the United States, by the
perso~s to whom they belong, or have been as~igned, or their agents or
guardmns.
I have to request that yon will instruct the sub ·agent of the Osages to
procure this conveyance. If the lands have not been assigned, a copy of
the assignment should be obtained by him, and transmitted to this office.
If an agent or guardian has been appointed, an attested copy of the appointment should be forwarded here.
When this conveyance is received and admitted here, the amount will
be remitted to Captain Brown, with instructions to cause it to be paid upon
the requisitions of the sub-agent.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Cttpt.

wILLIAM ARMSTRONG,

C'ho.;t..~.w

Agency west of the

Missis~ippi.
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'\V AR DEP ARTl\mN·r,
Office Indian .A.ffairs, .ZVovernber 11, 1
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 27th
relative to the difticulty about the house occupied by the troops as
pita!, and the removal. of 1\lr. Jarnigan and dthers from the agency
vation.
Upon reference to my letter of the 20th ultimo, enclosing copies of
munications to General Wool, and to the commissioners, you w·
ceive that the latter have been invested with large discretionary
Upon application to them, no donl1t is entertained but that a joint
in respect to the matter complained of will be made.
A reference to the same letter, and to one of the 5th instant, enc
copies, will make known to yon that proper instructions have already
given in respect to the intrusions on the agency reservation.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARR~S,,
Major B. F.

CuRREY,

Calhoun, Teurt essce.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

GENTLEMEN:

Office Indian Affai·rs, Novtmbf:r 11, 1
Your letter of the 22d ultimo, addre~sed to the Sec

of 'Var, and proposing to enter into a contract for the· removal
Cherokee Indians to their lands west of the Mississippi river, has
ferred to this office. I am directed by the Secretary to say, in reply,
deem~ it inexpediE'nt to enter into any contract, at present, for the
mentioned. Yon:' letter shall be placed on file, to receive such
tion as future events tnay render expedient.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Comm· ·
Messrs.

& Co.,
Tuscmnbia, Alabama.

CHR1STJAN SIMPSON

wAR DEPAR'r.ll:lENT,

Office ludian Affairs, .!VovtJtmber 12, 1
SIR: I have received vour letter of the 26th ul!in1o. 'fhe sel
made by you of additi0l1nl appraising ngents, and of others to fill
cies caused by the illness of some of those first appointed, nre appr
'1..,he only other point in your letter that seems to require notice i~,
injury you intimate has resulted from the non-nttendance of a disbn
agent in the Cherokee country, "in due season." For any purposes 11
the treaty, with the execution of which this office \Vas charged, prior
the transfer to it of the business of P,Illigration, the a:·,pointment of snch
agent, it was considered, \Vould be unnecessary, until both the
sioners had entered upon their duties, and the time of General Car
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pi'Obable arrival at Ne\V Eehota was unknown ; and upou inquiry of the
gentleman employed. upon the business of emigration, l learn that no
representation of the importance of an early appointment of such agent
has ever been rect:i ved' fJ\Jm you. Had one been made, it would have been
promptly acted upon.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Major B. F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Temtesscc.

\'VAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian A.ifa irs, November 12, 1836,
SIR: Yours of the 28th ult., enclosing a roll of seven Cherokee emigrants, constituting one family, who had set out for their lands west of the
Mississippi upon the commutation a11owance for transportation, is received.
Whenever advances of ~uch commutation are made, I would have you to
be careful to use proper measures to insure the accomplishment of the object
of making them.
The views and suggestions of Captain J. Brown as' to the most eligible
mode of removing and subsisting the Cherokees, contained in a letter to
this department, and already communicated to you, seem to be judicious;
and I would advise that they be adopted and carried into effect, so far as
circumstances may permit.
Very respectful] y,
C, A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
To Major B. F. GURREY,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

wAR DEPARTMEN'l',

Office Indian Affairs, November 12, 1836,
SIR: Enclosed you will receive a copy of a letter from Captain J. Brown,
presenting his views as to the best mode of removing and subsisting the
Cherokees about to emigrate. Mr. Currey, supe~intendent of the removal,
has been also furnished with a copy, and instructed to carry Captain
Brown's suggestions into effect, as far hs circumstances may permit.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Comm·issioner.
TQ :Veut. J. VAN HoRN.E,
Disbur.,ing Agent Indian Removal;
Fort Gibson, Arkansas.
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wAR DEPARTMENT;

Office Indian Affa'ir... , Novem.ber 13, 1
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 2d ·
respecting the instructions gi Vtm you for the purchase of clothing and
visions, and your proceedings in the execution of them.
I cannot, of conrse, speak with certainty, but I think it reasonable to
su me that the non-reference · to the act of Congress of June 30, 1
qniring such purchases to be made upon contracts, in the letter
Secretary of \Var to yon of June 20, 1834, was in consequence of
posing that yon were aware of the existence and terms of that act.
you were so, has been taken for granted in the letters from this,office
to the 24-th of September last, when the proposition to send an
New York evinced the contrary. The error is to be regretted;
consequences will be obviated as far as practicable. When your
come in,· they will be laid before the Secretary of W nr, for his decision.
Very respectfully,
U. A. HA~R!S,

rro Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,
Athens, Tennessee.

vv- AR

DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian JJ.ffairs, November 14, 1
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letters of the 26th and
ult., with the enclosures.
I presume the discretionary and snpervisory power conferred u
commissioners will enable you satisfactorily to arrange the d]stri
m.tions, and the payments to the chiefs for provisions delivered to the
Cherokees. And I should think the same power sufficient to ._""""u •. -..
proper conduct on the part of agents or officers, as it extends to the
sion from their offices and duties of any of the persons employed.
Whether the attentions shown to Mr. Ross by any of these, be of a
acter and tendency to justify the exercise of this power, is a
which must necessarily be left to your determination.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

To Hon.

WILSON LUMPKIN,

New Echota, Georgia.

WAtt

DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian .9tff1i'rs, November 14,
Sitt ~ Having furnished Mr. B. F. Currey and Lieutenant Van
each with a copy of your letter of the 28th of last August, presenting
views of the most eligible mode of removing and subsisting the Ch
aboqt to remove, and instructed them to carry your suggestions into
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so far a~ cirenmstaitces may permit, I deem it proper to inform you, also,
of my approval of your sugge~tions, and to request that you will act in ar ..
cordance with them, so far as circumstances shall render It expedient.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
C01nmissio1ter·.

To Capt. J. BRowN,
Little Rock, Admnsas.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Noventbcr 16, Hm6.
Sm: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 26th ultimo; and,
in respect to the varionos topics to which it alludes, deem it sufficieni to refer to the communications addressed to yourself and General Carroll by
this department, under date of the 17th ultimo; most, if not all, the points
noticed iu your letter being fblly anticipated in that commnnication and its
enclosures.
The difficulties and embarrassments to which yon have been subjected
by the want of an associate, will soon be removed by the co-operation of
the new commissioner, (Mr. Kennedy,) who, it is hoped, has already joined,
or will soon join you; and the plenary powers recently conferred on the
commissioners, whilst th(~y indicate the confidence reposed in you by the
President, will, I trust: enable yon to accompli~h the important object in~
trusted to your care.
Very respectfully,
B. :F\ BUTLER,

Secretary of War
Hon.

a~

interim.

WILSON LuMPKIN,

New Echota, aeorgia.

WAH. DEPARTMENT1

Office Indian Affairs, Not•ember 17, 1836.
GENTLEMEN : I have received yonr letter of the 15th instant, and re ..
turn the draft of General Wool of the 2d of November, 1836, for $15,159 81,
on account of clothing for poor and destitute Cherokees;
The Secretary of ·war regrets that he is prevented from directing the
payment of this draft by an express provision in the laws. The 13th sec..
tion of the act of Congress of June 30th 1 1834, for organizing the Department of Indian Affairs, prescribes '' that all merchandise required by any
Indian treaty for the Indians, payable after making of such treaty, shall be
purchased under the direction of the Secretary of War, upon proposals to
be received, to be 'based upon notices previously to be given." The pur~
chase for the Cherokees not having been made in accordance with this
provision, the department cannot authorize a p:qment on account of it.
I am instructed, however, to state, in justice to General Wool, and for
your satisfaction, that he was empowered to draw for the whole amount of
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the appropriation for the poorer class of Cherokees, and that his
was not called to the section of tl-:e law above quoted, until after
was advised by him of his intention to send an agent to l'\ew
make purchases; it having been supposed that he \VpS aware of i
ence and chamcier. 'rhe agent was rt1ade acquainted with it w
your city, and requested to come to this place before making any pu
which he did not do. There being no other objection to the paymPnt
draft than the legal one I have stated, the matter will be submitted to
gress at an early day in the approaching session, with a strong
dt~tion that the department be authorized to pay it. Under these
stances, it is presumed one of the deposite banks in your city will ad
the amount.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissi
HuNTINGTON

&

BucKINGHAM,

New York.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

O!Jice Indian Affairs, November 18,
SIR: I have the honor to transmit a copy of my letter to Messrs.
ingl1an1 & Huntington, in answer to one from them, enclosing your
in their favor for $15,159 81.
It was with very great reluctance that the Secretary of 'Var yiel
the necessity of returning this dr:aft; and from a sincere desire to
embarrassm<:nts, he suggested to the holtlcrs .of it an application to
the deposite banks, which might cash it upun the assurance contai
the letter to them. You may rely upon it, that nothing but the
terms of the law, which left to him no discretion, prevented his
its payment.
It is much to bP. regretted that the agent you sent to New York did
act upon the information which was there given him, informally, from
office, of the provisions of the law of 1834, and, in conformity with
suggestion made to him, proceed to this place. I was apprized of his
at New York by a gentleman from that city, whom 1 requested, as he
to return immediately, to see your agent, and make known to him the
and the instruction that had been given to you, and say to him, that ·
would come here, the proper arrangements would be made at once.
he taken this course, no difficulty could have occurred.
The earliest opportunity will be taken to procure the necessary
Congress.
Very respectfu II y,

C. A.. HARRIS,
Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,

At/tens, 'l'ennessee.
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WAR DEP ARTMENT 1

Office indian Affairs, November 18, 1836.
Silt: I have the honor ro acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
4th instant.
I believe there is no point in it whi~h requires a specific answer. But to
obviate the delay in the receipt of letters from this department, I would suggest that you make some arrangement for their prompt transmission and delivery to you. Any reasonable expenditure for this purpose will be ap-

proved.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Ron. vV ILSON LuMPKIN,
. New Echola, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, November 18, 1836.
Sm: I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 26th October last,

nnd in reply, have to observe that I have taken the decision of the Secretary of War ad interim upon the claim of the Cherokees to commutation for
subsistence, at $33 33 each. The Secretary decides that the commutation
may be paid at the rate above stated ; but at the same time declares that
the allowance is made under the treaty of 1828, and not in pursuance of
any stipulation of the final treaty of 1835.
Your employment of George W. Currey as a clerk is approved of, and
you are authorized to continue his services, at the rate of three dollars per
day, so long as they shall be necessary.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Major B. F.

CuRREY,

Ualhoun, Tennessee.

/.

GENTLEMEN:

wAR DE:PAH.TMENT,

/ Office Indian Affairs, November 19, 1836.
Letters have been addressed to the Pr~sident, and to this of-

ice, by Cherokees, claiming compensation 'for property alleged to have been
taken for the army of the United States 1 passing through their country dur. g the war with the Creeks. The President is of opinion that no property
88

taken, as alleged; certainly not by the troops under his command.

H any claims of this character are presented to you, you are requested to
~t

them to the most rigid scrutiny.

Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
WILSON LuMPKIN
JOHN KENNEDY,

and

New Echota, G:eorgia.

14

.

.
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·wAn. DEP.\R'rMEN'l',

Office indian Affairs, November 19, l
SrR: I hnve received your letter of the 12th ultimo, addressf'd
Commissary General of tlubsistence; and for reply, observe, that
, gestions relative to omitting to make a contract for ::;ut.sisting Ch
igrants, will be duly considered. I cannot, however, now determine
·.any certainty what measures the exigencies of the service, in removal
sub:~dstence of those Indians, will require to be adopted.
The articles stipulated to be delivered to the emigrant Cherokees,
treaty of .1828, were provided and were to be delivereu, east of the
sissippi river, and the Government are under no obligation to furnish
west. I am, however, disposed, if it can consistently be done, to
for delivery to McNultie and Childers the treaty articles to which they
entitled, notwithstanding their neglect to apply for them at the proper
and place. You will therefore apply to Captain Stephenson for two
in his charge for the Creek Indians, and a corresponding number of
ets and kettles, and having obtained them, you will deliver them to
Nultie and Childers. These articles will hereafter be replaced to the
· of the Creeks.
Very re~pectfully,
C. A. HARRIS.,

Lieutenant J. VAN HoRNE,
Dis. Jlgt. Cherokees, Fort Gibson, Arkansas.

wAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, November 21, 1
GENTLEMEN: It was provided in the 9th article of the treaty
·cherokees, of December 29, 1835, that "such teachers at present
the Cherokees as this council shall select and designate, shall be
west of the Mississippi with the Cherokee nation, and on the same
allowed to them." 'rhe 12th article authorizes the persons therein
to " select the missionaries who shall be removed with the nation."
If the terms "teachers" and "missionaries" refer to the same persons,
the selection is committed to the council ~t which the treaty was
and the committee named in the 12th article. The most obvious
.tion of this which occurs to me is, that the power was given to
. mittee for the reason that they would have time to act w·ith more
tion than the council ; and it was through inadvertence that the
~ given to the latter was not revoked. At any rate, I am not aware
' council made any selections, and presume the duty remains
committee.
I will thank you to bring the subject before them, and at the
show them the enclosed copy of a letter from the Cherokees west, to
Starr and others, protesting against the settlement of more · ·
among them. This protest appeals to the discretion of the collnmittee.
I doubt not that you will advise them to adopt such a course as
to the promotion of friendly relations between the Eastern and
Cherokees.
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'rhe same letter of the Western Cherokees sets up their claim to an equal
}larticipation in all the beneficial stipulations of the late treaty, in propor
tion to their numhers. This claim is uot addressed to the department, but
to the Eastern Cherokees; of eotus~, it is unnecessary to express any opinion upon it. But as the question may eventually be referred here, I
have to request that you will ascertain 1 in what may seem to you to be the
best way, the understanding of the Eastern Cherokees upon this point, and
communicate the information yon may obtain, with your own views, to
this department.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
4

\V l.LSON

GJmmissioner.

l~UMPitJN and

JOHN KENNEDY,

NmJ) Echota, Georgia.

vvAR

DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, N'()V·ember 21, 1836.
Sm: I have received your letter of the 8th instant, and have to express
my gratification with the promptitude and energy of your proceedings.
Very respectfu II y,
C~ A~ HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Major B. F.. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

wAR DEPAR'l':MENT,

Vtfice lndian Affairs, November 22, 1836.
Sm: l have received your lettH of the 8th instant, addressed to , the
Commissary General of Subsistence, in which you urge the necessity of
employing G. W. Currey as a clerk. In my letter of the 18th instant, I
no~ified you that the employment of Mr." ~urrey and the rate of compensation were approved. 1 have now to mform you that when you shall
present o.n account and vouchers for the payment of the salary of the clerk
from the 14th of April, 1836, such payments will be approved.
I am gratified in learning that so respectable a party of Cheroke~ e~tgrants
lllay be expected to remove this faU ; and I presume that before you receive
his, Doctor Minis will have arrived at the ,agency, ready to make payments.
You will please to give the earliest intimation to this office of every proble emergency to be provided for, either by transmission of funds, or appointment of additional agents 1 that the emigration may not be retarded by
ay deficiency whatever.
Very respectfully,
.
C. A. HARRIS,
· ···
Commissioner.

Calhoun,
Tennessee.
'!
.•. ..
. _'
.~
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. WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office indian Affairs, November 22, 1
SIR: On the 25th ultimo, you were appointed by the President
missioner under the late Cherokee treaty, and was requested to "
immediately your acceptance or non-acceptance of the
·
Nothing has yet been received from you on the subject ; and as the
will not admit of further delay, I will thank you to say, m reply
what are your intentions.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Cornmissi
JoHN KENNEDY,

Esq.

Jonesborough, Tennessee.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

0/fice Indian Ajfairs, November 23,
SrR: I have received your letter of the 12th instant, addressed
Commissary General of Subsistence, reporting your arrival at New
In my letter of the 4th instant, I informed you of the
·
$50,000 to the branch of the Planters' Bank, at Athens,
have now to inform you that, on the 5th instant, a request was
a remittance to the same bank, of $200,000 to be drawn by you;$
of which is applicable to emigration, and the remainder to the
the Cherokee treaty generally. And inquiry having been made
Second Auditor's Office, I am inforn:.ed that the above mentioned su
despatched on the same day, and I presume it will have been received
this comes to hand.
Since the letter of the Commissary General of Subsistence of
ultimo, acknowledged by you, the employment of a clerk by Major
has been approved, to take effect from the 14th of April Jast, and to be
for accordingly.
·
After your arrival at the head quarters of the Cherokee
shall expect regular reports from you of the progress of the business
your province as disbursing agent.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commi

.Dr.

PHILIP MINIS,

Dis. Agent, Cherokee Rem·oval,
New EC!wta, Georgia.

wAR DEP'ARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, November 25,
GENTLE])-lEN : Your letter of the 21st instant has been received.
In reply to your inquiries, I can only state that the· question
the payment of General W ooPs draft, now .held by you, will be
to Congress as early as practicable1 certainly in the second week
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session, and that no action will be necessary on your part, nor will it be
necessary tor you to return the draft to this office. I would suggest, however, that it may b~ well for you to request the personal attention of one of
the Representatives from your city to this matter.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Messrs.

BucKINGHAM

&

HuNTINGToN,

Neu' Ym·k.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, Not•P-mbe1· 28, 1836.
SIR: 1,he returns for Cherokee disbursements in the 3d quarter of this
year, transmitted in your letter of the 12th October, to the Commissary
General of Subsistence, have been received at this office.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Lieut. J. V-~N HoRNE,
l!brt Gibson, Arkansas.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office

lndi~n

Affairs, November 28, 1836.

SIR: I have been informed that you learnt, on the 7th instant, from the

publication in the Globe, the fact of your appointment as a commissioner,
under the treaty with the Cherokees of December 29, 1835, but that you
had not then received your commission.
·
Apprehensive that the original sent to you on the 25th ultimo may have
miscarried, I transmit by this day's mail tw0 attested copies, one addressed to you at Jonesborough, the other at New Echota. If you shall
not have left the former place when this reaches you, I will thank you to
use all despatch, as I understand from Governor Lumpkin that the business is delayed in consequence of the abr~ence of his colleague.
V cry respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Esq.,
Jonesborough, Tennessee.

JoHN KENNDEY,

\:VAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, December 5, 1836.
SIR: Your letter to the President of the 19th ultimo, recommending Mr.
Byers as an agent in the removal of the Cherokees, has been received.
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The selections of agents to · perform this business has been com
Major B. F. Currey, to whom Mr. Byers's application should be
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
WILLIAM LYoN,
Knoxville, Tennessee.

wAR DEPAR'l'MENT,

Office Indian Affairs, December 10, 1836.
SIR: I have received your letter of the 22d ultimo, with the en
The appointment of Major George Waters as an appraising agent,
place of Mr. P. Hempstead, is confirmed~
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Major B. F. CuRREY~
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, December l 0, 1836.•
SrR: I have had the honor to submit to the President your letter of
22d ultimo, and am instructed to express his gratification at the ene
ability, and zeal with which you have engaged in the execution of
trusts confided to you.
I am unable to give you any information respecting Mr. Kennedy,
not a word has yet been heard from him. I hope he will have joined
before you receive thi.s.
When further remittances become neces~ary, I will endeavor to make
arrangement by which the funds may be obtained at the bank in A
Georgia, as you have proposed.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Comrnissioner.
Hon. W. LuMPKIN,
New Eclwta, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT 1

Office lnitian Affairs, December 14, 1836.
SIR: A difficulty has occurred in the execution of one of the articles
-the treaty with the Cherokees of December 29th, 1835, to obviate
some legislative action is necessary. ·
The investment of the annuities for two years, amounting to $72,000,
in goods and proYisions for the benefit of the poorer class of Che
according to the stipulation in the eighteenth article, was committed
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General Wool, on the 20th of June last. In his instructions he was told
that ':the purchases, if any, wm be made upon the best terms, and will be
paid for in bills to be drawn upon this department." Under this authority,
he purchased and issued provisions, and, in September, sent an agent to
New York to purchase blankets, shoes, &c. Upon being advised of his
intention to adopt this measure, he was informed that it was considered to
be inexpedient, and his attention was called to the provision of the thirteenth
section of the act of June 30, 1834: organizing the Department of Indian
Affairs: which provides that all merchandise required by any Indian treaty
for the Indians, payable after making of such treaty, shall be purchased
upon propos:lls based on notices previously given.
Of the provisions of this section, it seems to have been supposed, up to
that time, that he was aware, and they had not, therefore, been distinctly
adverted to. Upoll' learning from a gentlemen from New York that the
agent was in that city preparing .to make purchases, I caused him to be
advised, informally, of the terms of the law, and requested him to come to
this city, before proceeding further under the instructions of General Wool..
Without doing this, he made purchases to the amonnt of $15,159 81, for
which sum General Wool's draft has been presented to ' this· department, .
and payment declined by your direction.
'fhe circumstances of this case do not present any reason for holding·
General Wool accollntable for these expenditures, as his pnrchases · of .
provisions and goods have been reasonable and fair; and certainly the
individuals of whom they were made ought not to suffer loss by the operation
of a law, of the existence of which it is not to be presumed they were .

aware.
I wonld respectfully recommend that Congress be requested to pass a
law authorizing the settlement of G eneral Wool's accounts,·and the payment
of his drafts, withont re ference to the requirement of the thirteenth section
of the act of June 30, 1834, herein before quoted.
It is understood that G eneral Wool's disbursements out of this fund do
not exceed $30,000.
Presuming it will be acceptable, I transmit the draft of u .bill which will ,
effect the object herein recommended.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Hon. B. F. BuTLER,
/Secretary of War ad inter,i m.
Non~.-See

Miscellaneous H ecor~ No. 2, page 79, for bill herewith

trilnsmitted.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Decernber 14, 1836.
SIR: l have the honor to transmit, herewith, a letter from the nommisSJ•)llCr of lndin.n Afl\i rs, and an enclosu-re, representing the necessity of
s_orm actio:1 by Cong-res3 to remedy tht: difficulty specified by the cornmis~
SJ HlJI' i!l rehtion t ') a tran'laction of G Jneral Wool, connected with the ex·
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ecution of a provision in the late Cherukee treaty, and respectfully to
quest the necessary action of the Committee on Indian Affairs, to effect
object desired.
·
Very respectfully,
B. F. Bl JTLER,

Secretary of War ad interim.
Hon. JoHN

BELL,

Chairman Com. on lndian Affairs, H. R.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

O!Jice Indian A.f!cdrs, December 15,
SIR: On the 25th October you were appointed a commissioner
the Cherokee treaty, and a commission forwarded to you at Jonesbo
Tennessee, by the Secretary of War. On the same day you were l'P(lllP,t,Pd
in a letter from this office, to join Governor Lumpkin, the other ~om
sioner, at New Echota, without delay. On the 22d November, you
advised that your acceptance had not been received here; and you
requested to say at once whether your services could be calcnlated on,
not. On the 28th November, fearing that your commission had ·
ried, and that this was the cause nf your silence, copies were sent to
one to Jonesborough, and the other to New Echota.
To none of these various communications has any reply been
nor had Governor Lumpkin or Major Currey, at the latest advices
them, heard aught of you.
This delay has produced, and is producing, much injury to the
service. You are earnestly requested, immediately on the recejpt
letter, to signify your acceptance or non-acceptance of the uppointment
dered you; and if you accept, to repair without delay to New
where your presence is awaited with the greatest anxiety. Shonld noth
be heard from you within a reasonable tin1e from this date, I shall feel
my duty to report the case, that the President may make a new nppoi
ment, if he thinks proper.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Comrniss iomr.
JOHN KENNEDY, Esq.,
Jonesborough, 1'ennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, Decernbet 17, 1836.
SIR: In compliance with the reqnest contained in yonr letter of the
nstant, a remittance will be made to yon of $1,080, and one to Col
Jackson of $550, for services rendered, as appears by your certificates.
As these payments will be charged to you, respectively; ou the books
the Auditor, it will be necessary to state formal accounts, charging
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tor the

services, and crediting the remittances made.

When the accounts

are rendered, they should be accompanied by certificates similar to those
already received.
Very Tespectfully, .

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Bon.

w·ILSON LuMPKIN, -

Athens, Georgia.

,

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office I_~1.di"an Ajj'airs, December 20, 1836.
SIR: I respectfully recommend that.~he_ JJame of John Kennedy, Esq., of
Jonesborough, Tennessee,_be : Su-bmitted to the Senate, for 't be · office of com.:
missioner to examine cl!iilns under the treaty with the Cherokees, of DeC861ber 29, 1835, in place of General William Carroll, who has declined.
Very respectfidly,
C. A. HARRIS,
Uommiss·iouer.
Hon. B. F. BuTLER,
Secretary of liVar ad interim.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

December 20, 1836.
SIB.: I respectfully submit for your sanc.tion the accompanying recom-

mendation of the Commissioner of Indian Atfaus, that John Kennedy, Esq.,
of Jonesborough, Tennessee, pe norninFJ._h~d tg the Senate for CJifice of commissioner to examine claims under the treaty with the Cherokees of December 29, 1835, in place of General 'Villiam Carroll, who bas declined.
Very respectfully,

B. F. BUTLER,
Secretary . of 11'ar ad interim.

The

PRESIDENT-

of the United States.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Uffice Indian Affairs, December 21, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
23d ultimo, with the enclosed regulations respecting the issues of provisions
and clothing, which appears to have been framed with caution and good
judgm~nt. I have some douht whether the committee named in the 12th
~crion can delegate their trust to agents selected by them, as contemplated
m the first cln.nse of the regulations. Upon this point you will please to
consult with the commissioners.
1,he judicionsuess of the purchases made by your agent in New-York has
never been questioned. rrhe measure has been at all times free f~·om anr
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objection, e~cept that arising out of the provisions of the law of 1834. It
me pleasure to state, that it has never been intimated to this departmen
ficially or otherw.~.s.e, ,Jts .yotl3<J.Y, y,ou .ha,ve understood, that you had
view to your private advantage in making tbis..arr.angemet)t.
A project of a hill to provide for the payment of yo~u draft, and the
tlement of your accounts, has beeu sent to the appropriate-committee.
It is presumed, from the last adv.ices from the commissioners, th'at
. will have arrived at New· Echota before this reaches yon.
· You will there:~ ore please to present to them the questions in your
respecting John Ridge, and 't he removal of white persons from the
country. ' A reference to them, in all ~ases, will prevent the delay ntte
upon -applications to this department, and effect the object in view, .
the general supervisory authority was intrusted to ' theri:a
·
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
To Brevet Brig. Gen. JoHN E. WooL,
Commanding Arrny, Athens, Tennes$ee.

wAR DE:PARTMEN'l',

Office Indian Affairs, Decembe1· 22,
· · S.r:R : Y ~mr.let,~~~-.()f. the 6,t h . instaant, directed_t? the ~,ecre.tary ·of W
has been: referred to this office, and 'ifbecon'ies my'dtlty to give the . .
answer.
Your intention of collecting the fngitive Creek Indians who may be
in the Cherokee conntry, is approved, it being understood that a discri
ation will be observed agreeable to the,· instructions on this subject from
department, in the letter· of the Secretary of War to you of the 12th of
tober last.
The purpose for which these Indians are to be collected, is their
to the Creek country west. With this view: Captain John Page, disbu
agent tor the Cr~ek removal at Fort Mitchell, Alabama, has this day
instructed from this offic~. A copy of my letter to Captain Page is
with enclosed.
In reply to your inquiry relative to the expenses of escorts for d1s
agents, I have to remark,· that no suc,h :cJaim can be allowed as cha
uppn -appropriations for "removal and subsistence of Indians." If the
ty of the officers employed in the duty of emigration requires escorts, it.
expected they will be furnished in the ord,i nary process of detachment,
their subsistence and other expenses provided for according to the regn
tions of the Quartermaster's Depn.rtm~nt, and from 1he appropriate funds
that department.
Very respectfully,
C.

A. HARRIS,

C01nrnissiomr.
To · Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,
Comnwnding Army, New Eclwta, Georgia.
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wAR DEPARTMENT,

December 23, 1836.
SIR: In answer to your letter of the 21st instant, I beg leave to observe, .
that Mr. Bell must be under a misapprehension in regard to the case of
Bnckingham and Huntington, occasioned, perhaps, by the fact that their
names do not appear in the communication to the Committee on Indian
Affairs. The whole mattter was submitted to that committee. in ·a com·
munication dated the J4th instant, together with the draft o:C a bill which,
if passed into a law, will legalize the purchases of Gtmeral Wool, and
enable this department to pay his draft in favor of Bu'Ckingham and Huntington. Besides those mentioned in that communication, I am not aware
of any facts, the stating of which will have any bearing on the case.
Very·· respectfnll y,
-B. l<,. BUTLER,

Secretary of War ad interim·.

Hon. F. GRANGER,
House of Representatives.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

SIR: The

December 23, t836. ·
Commissi.on~r ·of ltidian Affairs has laid · before me your letter

of the 20th ultimo.
· ·
'· ·
·
Whilst there is room to question th~ propriety of the pnblication inserte6.
in the newspaper enclosed in your letter: if, ris~ y<'tu ,·'snrpose, it emanatea
from an officer belonging to General Wool's cornn1and, it is r·egretted .'that
you should have deemed it necessary to insert in the next number' of the
same paper an extract from the letter of the acting Secretary of Wur, of the
12th of October, 1836, in reply to that publication. Yon were instructed
to ghre publicity to the views expressed in that communicLttion, for t he
purpose of enabling you in your intercourse witi1 Indians and others to
counteract any injttrious effects which might result from the proceedings
of John Ross and his associates, and to impress on all concerned the determination of the President not to allow the treaty to be called in question .
.r[1he publication of an extract from that letter in the manner and under the
circumstances in which it has pren made, was not conternploted, and is not .
approved by this department.
·
In order to secure that nnity of purpose and action amoug the various
agents of the Governmept employed in th e execution of ihe Cherokee
treaty which is so essential to the public interest, the commissioners have
been invested with the general supervisory powers over them . and their
proceedings. I have to sug~est that a reference to them in cases of doqbt,
difficulty, or disagreement, wonld save much time, and relieve the department of much labor at this busy season of the year.
·
Very respectfully,

· B. F. BUTLER,
S ecretary of T¥ar ad interim.·
Major

BENJAMIN

F.

CuRREY,

Superintendent Cherokee Em~s;ration,
Calhoun, Tennessee.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

December 23,
SIR: I have bud the honor to receive your several letters uf the
20th, and 28th ultimo. Conceiving that the two former have been
anticipated by the communications of this department, addressed to
under date of the 16th and 23d of November, I deem it unn""'"'""'"""
make any particular reply to them. The like observation is appl
some respects, to your letter of the 28th.
In regard to the publication contained in the newspnper trnn
with your last letter, it is due to the depa1·tment as well as to n,..,.,.,.""' 1w~
state that a copy of the letter from the acting Secretary of War, of the
October, 1836, was furnished by the Indian Office to the superint
of Cherokee removal, in order to keep him advised of the measures
and contemplated by the department on subjects connected with his
duties, and that he was instructed to gi~e "publicity to the Yiews
expressed, for the purpose of enabling;. him, in his intercourse with
Indians and others, to counteract auy injurious effects which might
from the pro~e.e.4tngs·. ef-Je>hn<·Ross'·ntrd.his associates 1 and to impress
co"ncerned the det~rmination of the Pre·s ident to entorce the
of the treaty, and not to. ~:i.llow its _validity to be called in question.
'rhe publication of an extract froi11 that letter in the manner and n
the circumstances in which it has been made, is not approved by
department, and the superintetJdent has been so advised by a letter
day addressed to him. ·on the other hand, there is room to question
propriety of the publication previously inserted in the same nn'"'"""...,.
which led to the communication of the extract above referred
seems highly probable, it emanated from an officer under your com
The superintendent evidently supposrd thnt the publication of that
·made it proper to give publicity, through the same medium, tc, the
selecte·l by him from th1~ letter of the 12th October.
Should yon deem it necessary to your character and usefulness as
officer, yon are at lib~rty to publish the whole letter of the 12th
together with the .le.fters of this department of the 16th and 23d of
bcr, or either of them, and this letter, which will be included in nny
cation you may make. It is not perceived that any necessity exists
publication of any other part of the correspondence.
Very respectfully,
B. P. BUTLER,
Secretary of lVm· ad' inttrim.
Brig. Gen. JoHN E. WooL,

Athens, Tennessee.

'\YAR DEPARTMENT,

O.ffice Indian A_ffairs, December 24, 1
SIR: It appears by a paper filed in this office hy Hon. R. M. Job
and sign ed by Joel Ynncey, Esq., dated April 15, 1836, that there is
from the latter to the former tbe sum of eighty dollars. I have everyd'
tion to accommodate the parties ns far as it can be done with prop
and would pay the claim here at this time; but, on reference to a
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of attorney heretofore filed in the Auditors's office. It an1y authorizes the
pa.y~ent of moneys coming to Mr. Y nncey as agent in the removtd of the
Semmoles.
·
The object of this letter is to ask for Colonel Johnson yonr attention to
this business, so far as to see Mr. Yancey on the subject; and on being advised by you that he consents to the payment, it will be made here accord~
ingly, and charged against his pay. ln that evant, yon \Vill instruct Doctor
Minis, the disbursing agent, to debit him with it, and take his receipt as a
payment made on account; as he will he charged therewith.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Major

F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, 1'onnessee.

BENJ.

WAR DEPAR'1'MEN'r.

Office indian Affairs, Decembe?: 2H, 1836.
~m: A warrant will be remitted to yon from the Treasury fot $:250,000 1
whtch amount you are requested to deposite to the credit of Doctor Philip
Minis, disbursing agent of the Indian Department.
This ueposite is to be subject to the drafts of Doctor 1-"linis, disbursing
agent, countersigned by his excellency Wilson Lumpkin, and John Ken ~
nedy,Esq., United States commissioners un~er the Cherokee treaty,or either
them, but not otherwise.
·
The commissioners, as well as Doctor Minis, have been advised of this
remittance, and of the mode of making payments on account.
Very respectfully,

CASHIER

Bank of Augusta,
At Augusta, Georgia.

C. A. HARRIS 1
Commissioner.

WAR DEPARTMEN'r,

Office lndian AU"ai1·s, DecembAr 29, 183tL
GENTL~MEN! A remittance of $250,000 hns this day been made for
general purposes connected with the Cherokee treaty, to the cashier of the
Bank of Augusta, Georgia, to be deposited in that bank to the credit o(
Doctor Minis, the disbursing agent, to be paid out on his drafts·, to be
countersigned by either 0fyou, but not otherwise. The cashier of the bank1
as well as Doctor Minis, have been notified of the mode to be observed in
making payments. This arrangement, so far as the plan ou which the
draft will be sent is concerned, is in accordance with Governor Lnmp...
kin's suggestions, contained in his letter of the 22d ultimo-.

Very

respectfully~

C. A, HARRIS,
Commissioner.
His excellency WtLso:N .LuMPKIN, and
JoHN

Esq.,
New· Echola., Georgia.

KENNEDY,
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Office indian Affairs, December 29,
Sat: A \Val'rnnt wi1l be remitted to the cashier of the Bnnk of
Georgia, for $250,000, which he hns been requested to dcposi
credit, subject to your draft when eountersig11ed by Governor
aud Mr. Kennedy, the commissioners under the Cherokee treaty,
either of them.
The remittance is desjgned for geueral purposes connected
treaty, and for which yon will be held accountaLie.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Com'll'l?S~~i.DIII

Doctor

PHILIP MINis,

Di~bursiug A,f{eut, Cherokee Removal,

:..?Vew Ecltota, Gforgia.

\V AR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, December 29,
. th.::NTLKi\1E:N : lnfol'tnation has reachE'd this department of the
Major Currey, superintendent of Cherokee emigration. A su
him will be appointed at an early day. In the mean time, I am
by the Secretary of War to request that you wi1l take . measures
prosecution of the business heretofore in charge of Major Cur
manner which shall, under all circumstances, be considered most
An additional disbursing officer will be sent to the Cherokee
a very short time.
Very respectfn lly,

C. A. HARRIS,
His excellency 'VrLsoN LuMPKIN; and
JoHN KENNEDY, Esq.,

New Echola; Georgia.

WAit DEPARTMEN'r,

Office Indian Affairs, December 30,
GENTLEMEN t [have the honor to infotm yon that an additional
bursing officer will soon proceed to the Cherokee country, and
yon for duty.
.
I will thank you to advise me fully and frequently c fthe progress
. emigration. Now that the commission is full, and that lhe necessary
are at your control, I hope the business in all its branchl·s will be
with great rapidity. I should like to be advised of the probab]e
parture of the first party, and of the succeeding ones. This
. probably make an appointment of another physician, who will
~o report himself early in March. I will thank you to say if a<l<llltiona11
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hnrsing oi·Reers, and ~1ow many, will not be \vauted to accompany parties
early iu the spring.
I transmit, f(n· your mformation, t1w copy of o letter tl1is day written to
Doctor Minis.
vcry respectful! r,
G. A. HARRIS,

Commission a.
Hon.

WILSON LuMPKtN,

and

Esq.,.
New Echola., Georgia .

JonN KENNEDY,

wAR

DEPAR'I'I\'t:EN~,

Office Indian Affairs, December 30, 1836,
StR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letters of the 24th ult. 1
nnd 2d and 11th instant, and to remark, thnt an answer has been delayed
by u variety of causes not necessary to be now mentioned. The subject
matter of the first of these letters does not appear to require a reply.
In relation to the appointment of a wagon-master by Major Currey; as
an answer to yonr inquiry, I have to refer you to the 2d sP,ction of thfl
regulations, by which you will learn that all subordinate appointments and
employments are made by the superintendent.
'l,he employment of a clerk by you is not npproved. I am not advjsed
of any necessily growing out uf the nature of your duties, which cousist
in the m0re payment of money upon requisitions of the superintendent and
commissioners, which can justify the employment. As it appears that you
have, without waiting for the decision of this department, already employed
a clerk, it becomes rny duty to apprize you that no credit can be given to
you for payments made to him on account of his compensation as such,
the rule being to sanction no expenditure made without authority.
In determining whether an agent to issue provisions is required,"the
commissioners are to be consulted, and you will be governed by their di..
rectwn: they being, for the present, charged with all the duties of superintendent of the Cherokee emigration. It will facilitate the public business:
and relieve this office of much labor, if you will, in all doubtful cases, re..
ceive the directions either of the commissioners or superintendent, and this
remark particularly applies to the question of payments on power of attorney executed by emigrant Indians.
Another disbursing officer will soon proceed to the Cherokee country,
who will relieve yon of part of your duties.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
, Commissioner.
Doctor PHILIP MtNisj
Disbursing Agent Che1'okee Removal~
New Echota, Georgia,
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vVAH. DEPARTMEN'r,
Office Indian Affairs, D~cembrr 30,
Snt: 1 huve the honor to acknowledge tbe receipt of your letter
28th instant to the Secretary of vVar, and, in reply, beg leave to i
that, when the su!Jject of making appointment of a successor
Currey is taken up for action, the claims of David Campbell
gentleman recommended by yon, shall receive respectful cousi
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Hon. LuK-.....: L1m,
House of Representatives.

WAR DEPARTME:N·r,

Uffice Indian Affairs, .kmuary 2,
Sra: I have the honor to imform you that, when the question of
n successor to 1\'lajor Currey comes up for action, your recom
General Smith, contained in your letter of the 31st ultimo to the
of vVar, shall receive respectful consideration.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Com ·

Hon.

PELlX GRUNDY,

Senate of the United States.

WAH DEPARTMENT,

January 3,
You are hereby appointed superintendent of the C
emigration, vice B. F. Currey, Esq., deceased. Your
be $2,000 per ~mnum, which will be in full for all your
expenses. Yon will receive, from the Commissioner of Indian
specific instructions in relation to your duties: and you will act
directions, and report to him, from time to time.
Yon will please to inform me immediately of your ucceptance
acceptance of this appointme1 1t.
·
Very respectfully,
B. F. BUTLER,
Secretary of War ad ·
Gen. NATHL. SMITti,
Athens, Tennessee.
SIR!

WAR bEPARTMENTj

Office Indian Affairs, January 3,
Snt: You have been appointed, by the President, superintendent
Cherokee emigration, in the place of the late Major Currey, and ·
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by the Secretary of "\Var, that you would receive instructions from this
office. Should yon think proper to accept of this appointment, you will
repair, without delay, to Calhoun, Tennessee, the present head quarters of
the emigration, and enter at once upon the duties of your office.
It is not conside1ed necessary to recapitulate all the instructions heretofore
given from t)lis department in relation to the exeeution of the treaty with
the Cherokees. These you will learn from the records, papers, and
correspondence in the office of the late superintendent: and it will become
your duty to see that they are fully carried into execution.
The commissioners provided for by the seventeenth article of the treaty
with the Cherokees of the 29th December, 1835, have been intrusted, by
this department, with a general supervision of the business of emigration
in addition to the other duties required by the treaty. 'The gentlemen now
composing the board of commissioners are the honorable Wilson "Lumpkin
and John Kennedy, Esq., who hold their meetings for the tromsaction of
business at New Echota. Since the death of Major Currey, the late
superintendent, these gentlemen have been requested, by this depa1tment,
to discharge the appropriate duties of superintendent of emigration.
Your first business wm, therefore, be to report yourself to the commissioners,
and receive from them whatever properly belongs to your office.
It is hoped that you will find the execution of the treaty, and nil the
preliminaries for a removal, in such a state of forwardness as will secure
an etuly and large emigration, and insure the speedy and satisfactory
accomplishment of the object of the Government.
Though Calhoun has been named herein as your head quarters, it is
believed that it will facilitate the business of all branches connected with
the execution of the treaty, if they were located at one place instead of
being dispersed, as they now are, at New Echota, Calhoun, and Athens.
The commissioners will be consulted by this office on this point, and
unless strong objections exist, the whole business will be concentrated at
one pomt.
Doctor Philip Minis, of the United States army, is the disbursing agent
for tl1e Cherokee removal, and his present location is at New Echota. He
is amply supplied with funds, and will be prepared to make all necessary
disbursements.
·
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Gen.

NATHL. SMITH,

Athens, 1'enuessee.

wAR DEPAR'l'.MEN'l',

Qffice Indian Affairs, January" 3, 1837'.
GENTLEMEN: I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th ult.,
the contents of which have been duly considered.
I have to inform you that Gen€fal Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, Tennessee, has th1s day ·been appointed superintendent of the Cherokee removal, in place of Major Currey, deceased, and he may be expected soon to
report to you for duty. On his arrival I request that you will turn over to
him all the books, papers, &c. belonging to the office of the superintendent,
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and give to him such aid as may be necessary to ap efficient and 1:1
fnl discharge of his duties.
The advance of funds to emigrant Cherokees under the 9th art'
the treaty, is intrnsted to your discretion. Instructions have
been given to the superintendent on this point, to which I refer you as
taining the views of this department.
It is believed that it would much facilitate the transaction of business
nected with the execution of the .Cherokee treaty, if all the officers
gaged in its various branches were located at one place; and I request
opinion of the expediency of selecting- either New Echota,
Athens, or some other place as general head quarters of the comrms~~ioute1
superintendent, disbursing agent, and all others engaged in this
Should you think it 101..dvisable to act npon this suggestion, you will give
structions to the officers above mentioned, to establish themselves forth
at such place as you shall designate.
Previous to the death of Major Currey, Doctor John S. Young, who
served as valuing agent, was appointed by the superintendent as
·
ing agent to go to the .west with tb.e first party of ~migrants, in lieu
Millard: who has dechned the service. The appomtrnent of Doctor
has been confirmed by this department, and it is desired that he
employed accordingly.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN,
JoHN KENNEDY, Esq.,

and

New Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, January 3, 1837.
Sut: I have received your letter of the 20th and 22d ult., cornmuni<:al
ing the painful intelligence of the death of your brother, the late s
dent of the Cherokee removal. The commissioners have been
by this department to attend to the duties of superintendent, until a
sor to your brother shall arrive. You will therefore receive and carry
effect snch instructions in relation to your duties as the commissioners
think proper to give. General Nathaniel Smith has this day' been
ed superintendent of the Cherokee removal, and he may be expected s
to arrive, to enter upon his duties.
The appointme~t of Dr ..John S ..Young as an emigrant agent, made
your brother, prevwus to lus death, JS confirmed, and you are authorized
inform Dr. Young that his services will be continued, agreeable to the
rangements made by the late superintendent.
Very respec'tfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
GEo.

W.

CuRREY,

Esq. .

Calhoun, Tennessee.
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wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian A.ff~irs, .January, 4, 1837.
SIR: Your hmer of the 16th ultimo, recommending Lieutenant C. S.
ltowe, of the United States army, for the appointment of superintendent of
the Cherokee emigration, has been referred to this office by the Secretary of
War ad interim, to whom it is addressed.
In reply, I have to inform you that, by direction of the President, General
Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, Tennessee; has been appointed superintendent
of emigration, in place of Major Currey, deceased.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
•
Commissione·r .
Brig. Gen, J. E. W oor.,
Fort Uass, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Oj]i·ce Indian Affairs, January 4, 1837.
SIR: Your letter of the 17th ultimo, addressed to the honorable Lewis
Cass, late Secretary of War, and requesting that you may be appointed
~perintendent of the Cherokee emigration, has been referred to this office.
In reply, I have to inform you that, by direction of the President, Genfal Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, Tennessee, has been appointed superyueudent of emigration, in place of Major Currey, deceased.
·
Very respectfully,
·
C. A. HARRIS.
Commissioner.
To A. R. TuRK, Esq.,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPAR•.r:MENT,

Office Indian Affairs, January 4, 1837.
SiR: Your letter of the 18th ultimo, addressed to the President of the
United States, and recommending George W. Currey as superintendent of
rokeee emigration, has been referred to this office.
In reply, I have to inform you that, by direction of the President, Gen- .
Ietal Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, Tennessee, has been appointed superin-.endent of emigration, in place of Major Currey, deceased.
Very respectfully,
0. A. HARRIS)
Commissioner.
tt'o JoEL YANCEY, Esq.,
Calhoun, Tennes.vee~
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DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, January 4, 1
SrR: Your letter of the 20th ultimo, addressed to the President
United States, recommending General Nathaniel Smith as
·
of the Cherokee emigration, has been referred to this office.
In reply, I have to inform you that, by direction of the President,
ernl Nathaniel Smith has been appointed superintendent of
· ·
place of Major Currey, deceased.
Very respectfu 11 y,

C. A. HARRIS,

•

To JoHN F. GILLESPY, Esq.,
Madisonville, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT".

January 4, 1831
SrR: In answer to your letter of the 29th ultimo, I have the
inform you that: upon a full consideration of the claims of the
plicants for the office of agent for the removal of the Cherokees,
the death of Major B. F. Currey, the President determined to appoint
eral Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, Tennessee, to the place ; and this
ment will, it is hoped, prove satisfactory to those interested in the
of the Cherokee treaty, as well as beneficial to the interests of the public
to those of the Indians.
Very respectfully1
B. F. BUTLER,
.
Secretary of l'Var ad interim..
To his excellency WILLIAM ScHLEY,
Governor of Geor/{ia,
Milledgeville, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTME:NT',·

Office lndian Affairs, January 5,
SIR: Your letter of the 2d instant, addressed by you in conjunction
the honorable Mr. Grundy, to the President of the United State
recommending General Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, Tennes~ee,
appointment of superintendent of the Cherokee removal, in place of
Currey, deceased, has been referred to this office.
In reply, I have to inform yon that, by direction of the President,
eral Smith.has been appointed to the office in qt1estion.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner,
To Hon. J. K. PoLK,
Speaker of the House of Representatit•es
of the United States.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, January 5, 1837.
SIR: I have to inform you that Geneni.l Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, Tennessee, has been, by the direction of the President, appointed superin~end
eut of the Cherokee emigration, in place of Major Currey, deceased.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Doctor PHILIP MINis,
Disbursing Agent, Cherokee RP'moval,
New Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, January 5, 1837.
Sm: Major Cnrrey, under date of the 22d November, forwarded to this
~ffice a letter from you, and an account and other papers in support of arenewed application by you for compensation for time lost in 1834, while attending at the Cherokee agency under an appointmellt from the War Department.
The death of Major Currey renders it necessary that I should commu_ni-cate directly to yon the views of the department in relation to your claim.
The Secretary of War, to whom the ca:e ·h as been submitted, declines interfering with the decision of his predecessor in a case where, us in yours,
no new evidence or facts are adduced. Consequently, your account, which
IS herewith returned, cannot be allowed.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Comin issioner.
Captain I>Avtn CALDWELL 1
Cherokee Agency, Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

January 5, 1837.
SIR: The Commissioner of Indian Affairs has referred to me your letter

of the 2d instant.
In answer to the first inquiry contained in your letter, I have the honor
to inform you thflt there are no recommendations of Mr. Kennedy for the
appointme:1t of commissioner under the Cherokee treaty on file in this of-

fice.

·

In answer to the second inquiry, I have to state that the commission under which Mr. Kennedy is now acting is dated the 25th October.
In tegard to the other two inquiries, no definite information can be given. The commission, owing to unforeseen causes, was not fuJI until the
8th of Oacember, and as the treaty requires the joint action of the commissioners,_ no business was finally despatched previous to that day. Governor
Lumpkm had, however, devoted himself to the duties of his appointment
since the latter end of August, in receiving and registering papers connect-
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ed with claims, and performing such other business as could be done by
commissiouer. It is understood· that matters are in such a state of£
ness as to warrant the expectation that the business will hereafter be
patched with great rapidity. There is no information in this d
which enables me to give even an e~timate of the amount of the
which have been, or will be, submitted to the commissioners.
Very re!Spectfully,
B. F. BUTLER,
Secretary of War ad ·interim
Hon. H. L. YvHITE,
Chairman Committee Indian Affairs, Senate.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Office lndian Affairs, .January 6~ 1837.
SIR: In answer to your letter of January 2, recommending
~mith for the office of emigrating agent for the Cherokees, I have
to inform you that that gentleman has already been appointed, by
of the President.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon. T. H. BENToN,
Seaate of the United States.

Same to Hon. W. C. Dunlap, House of Representatives.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, .Tanllar!J 6, 1837.
SIR : Your letter of the 3d instant, respecting Doctor Young, with
accompanying recommendations, have been referred by the Secretary
War to this office.
In reply, I have the honor to inform you that directions have been ·
for the employment of Doctor Young as an assistant in the Cherokee
gration.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Comrn issoner.
Hon. J. K. PoLK,
House of Repr·esentatives.

WAR DEP AR'I'MEN'r,
Office lndian A,ffairs, January, 6, 1837.
GENTJ. . EMEN: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 1
ultimo, enclosing a communication signed by Messi·s. Ridge and othrrs,
portion of the committee provided for in the 12th article of the late
kee treaty.
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I have submitted the whole case to the Secretary of
ar, and am instrncted by him to say that the request of the committee in relarion to the
portion of the annuities due the Bastern Cherokees under treaties previous to that ofl835, and to the snm of$12,600, appropriated at the last session of Congress for paying interest on an annuity under the treaty of I oU4,
which was not paid the Cherokees until 1[;24., cannot be complied with.
The portion of the annuities due to the Eastern Cherokees under the old
treaties, amounted to $6,666 66, being two-thirds of the whole. The
treaty of l8:35 provided that the snm of two hundred and fourteen thousand
dollars should be added to the general fund of the Cherokees: and invested
in stocks, and the interest paid to the Cherokees. This sum was appropria'ed at the last session, and has been invested, and the interest has been
accruing since the 1st of August last. It is the opinion of the Secretary of
War that, from the time the interest on the investment commenced accruing, the annuities under the old treaties ceased. Consequently, the Cherokees east are only entitled to $3,838 88 of the sum appropriated at the last
session to pay the old annuities for 1836, that being an amount in proportion to the time which elapsed from the first of. the year to the time
when the interest commenced accruing from their money invested
in stocks, and in proportion to the amount to which the Cherokees
east are entitled. And this cannot be paid to the committee, because the
treaty of 1835 only empowers and authorizes them "to transact all business
on the pnrt of the Indians, which may arise in carrying into effect the provisions of this treaty, and settling the same with the United States;" but it
must be paid in accordance with the provisions of the 11th section of the
act of31lth June, 1834, reorganizir.1g the Indian Department. ]n respect to
the other snm i11 question, the Secr~~tary is of opinion that it also must be
paid hy the United States in accordance with the provision of the s-ection
just alluded to, becanse the act of appropriation says, it "shall be paid in
the same manner and in the sarne proportions to the Cherokees east and
west of the Mississippi, that the cumuity itself is payable." 'rhe ·annuity
nllutled to is that under the treaty of 1804, wbit::h forms a part of the aggregate of $101000, to which the Cherokees were entitled under the old treaties.
The portion of this appropriation of $12,600 due the Eastern Cherokees, is
two-thirds, amounting to $8:400.
However much it is to he regretted that the request of the committee
cannot be complied with, the want of lawful authority to do so is too plain
to cause a donht. I have, therefore, to inf.>rrn yon, that these two sums of
$3,888 BS and $8,400 nrc yet in the Treasury, and can only be paid out
as .the annuity money was paid ont in 1835, in aceordance with thereqmrements of the 11th section of the act of 1834, before referred to: that is,
"to thechie£~ or such person as the tribe shall appoint."
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN,
JoHN KENNEDY, E:Sq.,

and

New Echola, Georgia.
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DEP AR'l'MENT,
1

January 9,
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your several
of the 1st, Sth, 16th and 19th ultimo.
Your request to be released from the control of the commissionerR
been duly considered, hut no sufficient reason is perceived for
from the conrse marked out by the letter of the acting Secretary of War,
the 16th October. The instrnctions contained in that letter were not fou
ed on any representations made to your prejudice, but on the
considerations explained to yon in the letter itself. In our Governr
appropriately belongs to the civil authorities to determine the cases
which a resort is to be had to military force ; and in time of peace, it is
only perfectly consistent with the rights of the army, but most aE,'J:ee~:lble
the spirit of our institutions, that the discretionary power to direct
trol the employment of the military forces should be lodged with
This principle is uniformly observed by this department, whenever t
are required for the execution of the revenue laws, or in the preservation
public order. When the instructions in question were issued, it was
posed that both commissioners were then present in the Cherokee con
or would be there by the time you could receive them. So fiu as re
yourself, the very fact that you have been required to follow the wi>;hesof
commissioners will be sufficient, should your judgment differ from tl
and should any mistake be made by them, to shield you from any u
responsibility.
'rhe communication of Governor Lumpkin, enclosed in your letter of
1st ultimo, though it bears the appaarance of a rni!itar·y order, could
it is presumed, have heen ~o designed by him. I am happy to learn
your subsequent letters that, not\\'ithstanding this occurrence, a
degree of harmony and confidence prevails hetweei1 the two commi
and yolll·self, and I trnst that no slight causes will be allowed to in
it. In all branches of the public service, anJ especially in the perfo
of duties so responsible and arduous ns those with wh ich you are c
mutual forbearance is necessary, and private feeling mnst be sacri
the public good.
The President, from out of the several candidates presented to his
sideration for the office vacatP.d by the late Mr. Currey, has selected G
Nathaniel Smith. This appointment, it is hoped, will be satisfactory to
concerned, and beneficial to the public.
Very respectfully,

B. P. BUTLER,
Secretary of ltVar ad interim.
Brig. Gen. JoHN E. WooL,

Athens, 1'ennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

January 11, 1837.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive yonr le~ter of th e 22d ultimo;
in answer to yonr inqniries on the subject of nllowanres for clothing-,
leave to refer you to the nc,~ompa.nying copies of official opinions of
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Attorney General of the United States, which, having been approved by the
President: and transmitted to this department for its guidance, will hereafter be followed by it.
It is true that great inequalities may occur, under the construction now
given to the law; but that construction being believed to be unavoidable,
those inequalities can only be remedied by further legislation.
In regard to that part of your general order No. 66 which r'equiren the
volunteers to await at home, and without pay: the future call of the President or the Commanding General, I also beg leave to refer you to the
accompanying copy of a communication addressed by this department to
the Hon. Mr. Standefer. The c0rrectness of the concluding opinion
expressed in tbnt communication is not doubted; and it will, accordingly,
be acted on by the department.
Very respectfully,
B. F. BUTLER,
Secretary of l'Var ad interim .

Brig. Gen.

JoHN

E. WooL,

At/tens, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, January 11, 1837.
Sm: Yonr letter of the 7th instant, to the President of the United States,
recommending Colonel William N. Bishop for the appointment of superintendent of the Cherokee removal, in place of Major B. F. Gnrrey, deceased,
has been referred to this office.
[n reply, I have the honor to inform yon that, by directien of the President, General 1\atbaniel Smith, ~f Athens, Tennessee: hus been appointed
to the office in question.
.
Very respectfully,
V. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon. E. C. HAYNEs,
House of Representatives.
Same to Hon. Jesse F. Cleveland, House of Rrpresentatives; Hon. J.
P. King, United States Senate; Hon. Holsey Hopkins, House of Heprese.ntatives; Hon. S. Grantland, Hou~e of Represeutatives; Hon. G. W. Owens, House of Representati \Tes.

WAR DEPAR'rMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, January 18, 1837.
Sm: I have to request that J. M. C. Montgomery, Esq., of Georgia, may
be employed on the bnsine~s relating to the val nation of Cherokee improvements, shonld there he any dnty of that nature yet to be performed. Mr.
Montgomery's experience and knowledge of the Indians and their improve·
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ment~,

will, it is confidently believed, render his services
You will be pleased to correspond with him on the suhject.

is "Standing Peach Tree," De Kalb county, Georgia.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Comrn·
Gen.

NATHANIEL

SMITH,

Athens, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, January 18,
SIR: I have the honor to transmit for your information the copy
letter, this day written to General Smith, superintendent of Cherokee
gration, and of the business rc~lating to the valuation of their imnl'n'uPmlln
That letter has been written by direcl ion of the Pre~ident.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
C01nmis ·
J. M. C. MoNTGOMERY,
Standing Peach Tree, De Kalb county, Georgia.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, January 24,
SIR: I have the h:mor to reqnest that acting Paymaster Richard
nett be assigned to duty in the ludian Uepartment.
Very respectfully,

Hon. B. F. BuTLER, _
:S,'ecretary of War ad interim.

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissi

'VAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, January 24, 1837.
SIR: In compliance with yonr directions, I have the honor to sn
the followin r upon the subject matter of the letter of Mtlo Hoyt,
by the honorable Mr. Bond, in his letter of the 16th instant.
Mr. Hoyt complains that he enrolled for P-migration under the foil
assurance given to him by the agents cf the Government, viz: that
!o receive for himself and fi1mily provisions for one year, or, if he
It, $:3~ fi)r each membr.r of his f~unily, consisting of fonrleen person
on his arrival at Fort Gibson he could 0btnin neither subsisteuce iu
nor money, and was compelled to sacrifice pl'•)perty to supply his wants,
that after a lapse of six months, he obtained provisions iu ki11d to the
of not exceeding- $135. 2d. ,.rhat the t1g:ents of the Governrnent
him that one-half of the value of his improvemeiits east should be paid
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wn, and the balance immediately on

( 1 QO]

his arrival at Cantonment now Fort
bson; that on his arrival, in lieu of the promised payment in money, he
could only obtain attested notes which passed generally at 25 .per cent.
· unt ;"and that having returned east of the Mississippi, he was compelled
tO make a journey to Arkans.:ts to obtain his money. 3d. That when pnyD1ent for his abandoned improvements was made, the sum of $265 was ded cted from the valuation, and for what cause is unknown to him ; and he
claims $2,000 as an indemnity for losses resulting from these non-perforDl1tnces on the part of the Government. 4th. Mr. Hoyt claims a partidpation and benefit in the stipulation of the late treaty with the Cherokees.
In regard to first complaint, I have to remark that it appears from official
documents on file in· this office, that Milo Hoyt: n white man, married to a
Cherokee woman, and residing in the State of Alabama, on the 12th April,
1834, enrolled for emigration on his own resources, with a family rated fourteen persons, under the tJth article 6f the treaty with the Cherokees west,
concluded 6th May, 1828, and received the allowance of $18 per head, as
fixed by the Commissary General of Subsistence, agreeable to the instruct»ns of the Secretary of '\Var, in lieu of transportation and subsistence by
the way for these fourteen persons; that he arrived in the Cherokee country
west on the 1tith of :May, 1834, with a family of ten persons only; that before the 31st of December, 1834, he had received in kind the whole of the
year's provision for his family of ten persons, and was dropped from the rolls.
It does not appear from any evidence in this office, that Mr. Hoyt was
entitled to demand $32 per head in lieu of a year's subsistence for each
member of his family; bnt had he been so entitled, he lost all claim to it
when he received the provisions in kind.
Thus it appenrs that Mr. Hoyt's complaint on this point is entirely unfounded, unless, indeed, there was unjustifiable delay in dnlivering him provisions
between the time of his arrival and the :31st of December, 1834, a supposi·
tion which is not supported by any evidence in this office.
2d. As to the second item of Mr. Hoyt's complaint, 1 report that Mr. Hoyt's
improvements abandoned by him were valued at $i1,456 25, and his debts
acknowledged to be due amounted to $1:600; leaving to be pnid him in the
Cherokee country west, $1,851) 25. rl'he vall,lations were submitted to this
epartment for approval in the spring, or early in the summer, of 1834, and,
in consequence of complaints and alleged frauds and injustice iu makirig
tbem, were: by order of the President, committed to H.. J. Meigs, Esq. tor his
investigation. Mr. Meigs made his report to this department under date of
)uly 14, 1834, and the nece~sary examinations and investigations, previous
to the approval of the valuations as reported by him, and the preparation of
the rolls preparatory to payment, occasioned a delay nntil the 28th of May~
18:~5: when the money required for these claims payable west was remitted
to Cnpt:.tin Brown, principa-l disbursing agent for emigration on tbe west
lide of the Mississippi river. 'fhis officer commenced payrnents on the
lOth July, and continued them from day to day until the 13th August,
hen the last payment prior to Mr. Hoyt's was made. On the 9th of De,
eemher, Mr. Hoyt was paid by Captain Brown the snm of $1:591 25, as
&h~ bal~nce his due for abandoned improvements. No reason appears in
th1s office fo~ the delay of payti:Jt~nt to Mr. Hoyt beyond the period when
theotfwr cnugnmts were pn1d, mlless it be inferred fmm the fitct th;,t, hnving
returned cusr, thnt gentleman did not apply for his morwv, until the day on
whtch lw received it.
·
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. 3d. As to the third item of M~·. Hoyt's complaint, I report that one
Items of improvements assessed as the property of Mr. Hoyt, consisted
well valued at $25, and forty acres of low land, vnlned at $240, sitn
the Chickamunga, in '"rennessee; the whole valuation of this item a
t? $265. The first assessment haviug- been referred to Mr. Meigs
~1011 as <thove mentioned, that gentleman reported in relation to Mr.
lmprovements that the above mentioned improvements, though made
about fifteen years previous to valuation, were sold by Mr. Hoyt in J
the missionary establishment at Brainard, for $300, which sum had
paid to Mr. Hoyt; that the missionary establishment had been in
possession since 1822, without any claim on the part of Mr. Hoyt: for
possession or rents and profits, and that this item of $26.5 onght to be d
ed from the amount of the first assessments for Mr. Hoyt. This
~r . .Meigs was approved and confirmed by this department, and the d
mg- agent directed, in paying Mr. Hoyt, to dednct the sum disailowed
the previously stated balance of $1,856 25, which was done.
4th. The question whether the Cherokees who had removed west of
.Mississippi river before the conclusion of the treaty of 29th December,
with the Cherokees: are entitled to a portion of the benefits of that
and, if entitle.d-,--m-what extent, remains yet undecided.
,
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Cornmis ·
Hon. B. F. Bu·rLER,

Secretary of 'JiVar ad interim.

P. S.-- Mr. Bond's letter, and Mr. Hoyt's, are herewith returned.

wAR DEPARTMEN'l',

O.fjice Indian .Affairs, .Jmmary 26, 1
SrR: I have the honor t~ acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
15th ultimo, reporting yonr proceedings in relation to the survey of
Cherokee lands. Under the circnmstaJJces stated by yon, I do not see
more could be done than has been accomplished. I will thank
cause operations to be resumed at as enrly a day in the approaching
as is practicable, that the business may be brought to a close with us
despatch as possible.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Cornm issiouer.
IsAAc McCoy,
West Point, JYJissouri.

To Rev.

WAR DEPARTMEN'l',

.luuuary 27, l837
Sra: I have the honor to trnnsmit, herewith, a commnnirntion from
Office of Jndian Affairs, which contaius the information a::-kt.d for in
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tt r of the 16th instant, in relation to the matters complained of in that
of Mr. Hoyt, enclosed by you. This last is herewith returned.
Very respectfully,
.
B. F. BUTLEU,
.8 ecretan; of JiVar ad interim.

To Hon.

WILLIAM

K. BoNn,

House nf Representatives.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian A.ffa·irs, January 31, 1837.
Sm: Richard Bennett, Esq., acting Paymaster United States army, has
been detailed for duty as disbursing agent for the Cherokee removal, and
has been instructed fi·om this office to repair to New Echota with all convenient despatch, w enter upon the duties assigned to him in conjunction
with yourself.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

To Doctor PHILtP MINIS,
Dis. Agent, Che1'. Re1n., Calho1tn,

'Fl~nn.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office indian Ajfairs, Janua1'y, 31, 1837.
GENTLEMEN: 1 have the honor to inform you that Richard Bennett, Esq.,
acting Paymaster United States army, has been detailed for service as dis·
horsing agent for the Cherokee removal. He has been instructed from this
office to repair, with all convenient despatch, to New Echota, and to report
himself to you for such i'n strnctions as you may find requisite for him in
the capacity in which he is to serve.
Very respectfnll y,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commiss,ioner,

To Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN,

and

Esq.
1Vew Echoti.t, Georgia,

JoaN KENNEDY,

.

WAR llEPARTMEN'I',

Office Indian Affairs, January 31, 1831;.
StR: I a&a10wledge the receipt of your lett~r of the 30th instant, in
\vhich you report yourself for service under the direction of this office 1
agreeable to the order of the Secretary of War ad interim.
Yon will repair, with us little delay as is consistent with convenience, to
New Echota,Georgin, the present location of the commissioners under the late
Cherokee treaty, and there report yourself to those commissioners, the hon·
orable Wilson "Lumpkin and John Kennedy, Esq. You will officiate as
disbursing agent under the Cherokee treaty, and in the discharge of those
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tlnties, you will be governed by such instructions as you may from ti
time receive fi·orn the commissioners or the superintendent; and
functiona ries you will receive all necessary facilities either in fu
structions, or other essential means. You will also notify General Na
iel Smith, superintendent of the removal, and Doctor Philip Minis, the
bursing agent, now at Calhoun, of your arrival.
Very respectful] y,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Esq.,
Acting Paymaster, U.S. A1·my, lVashingtrm.

lhcHARD BENNETT,

wAR DEPAR'l'MENT.

Office Indian Affairs, January 3l, 1837.
SrR: Richard Bennett, Esq., acting paymaster United States army,
been detailed for service as disbursing- agent for the Cherokee removal.
has been instructed to repair to New Echota with all convenient uP.smn~!n.,
and to report to you and to the commissioners for di1ty.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Gen.

NATHANIEL Sl\nTH~

Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPAit'l'MENTj

Office Indian Affairs, February 4, 1837.
Srtt: Your letter of yesterday to the Secretary of War: in relation to
draft of General Wool, in favor of Messrs. Buckingham & Hun
has been referred to this office.
In reply, I beg leave to inform you. that, until reference can be made
the law, to which you allude, as havmg passed Congress, no
can be given of the course that will be pursued in respect to this draft.
however, the law is in the Words of the bill, as reported to the House
the Committee on Indian Affairs, a presentation of the dtaft at this
after the act is official1y promulgated, is all that is necessary to be done
secure its immediate payment. ·
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
ilon. F\ GRA~GER,

House qf Represtntatives,
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WAR DEPAR'l'MENT,

OJfice lndian .A.ffairs, February 6, 1S37.
StR: I have received your letter of the 20th ultimo: and in reply have
to remark, that the necessity or expediency of employing a clerk in your
office is not yet apparent to me. ln adhering to the OJ)inion expressed
heretofore on this subject, I will remark, that the expenses of the execution of the treaty with the Cherokees are paid from funds furnished by the
Indians themselves, and administered by the United States as trustees for
those Indians. Great circumspection will therefore be required in incurring expenses.
In relation to your continuance as disbursing agent, I have to remark
t~a~ no~hing is. novv anticipated .to P.revent it; and. w:ithout intending to
hm1t tillS office m the power of d1sposmg of your services as the public
interest may require, I can say that you may calculate upon your continuance in your present duties, subject t~ all the contingencies necessarily
connected with the public service. It is proper to remark, however, that
Mr. Bennett, of whose appointment as a colleague with you, you will have
been l'lotified, having to perform the double dnty of disbursing for the emi~ation and making payments for the military, will be permanently located
In the nation, and should the service require a disbursing agent to accompany emigrating parties, you may be called upon for that service, thus producing a temporary absence from Georgia.
Very respectful! y,
C. A. HARRIS,
Uommiss·iont:'J:.
Doctor PHILIP MINis,
Disbursing Agent, Cherokee. Removal,
Neio Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Of/ice Indian Affairs, February 6, 1837.
StR: Your letter of the 14th ultimo, addressed to the Secretary of War
ad interim, has been referred to this office. In reply, I have the honor to
uifo.rm you that yours of the 6th ultimo, ha,Ting also been referred, was
duly answered on the 22d of same month. Enclosed are copies of the an~

swer.
I also forward an extract from a letter from Captain Page, in reply to
mine, of which you have a copy herewith.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,
Athens, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Ajfait·s, Februa1'1J 7, 1837.
tR : t have received your letter of the 23d ultimo. Your employmen£
of Dr. John S. Young is in accordance with the pleasure of this depart-
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ment, previously expressed, and is approved. I take this opportunity
mind you that previous to starting a company of emigrants, it is ·
that notice should be given to Captain Jacob Brown, principal
agent at Little Rock, Arkansas, of the intended movement and
rival, that proper measures may be taken for their reception and su
Very respectfully,
C. A.. HARRIS,

Cornmis ·
General

NA'I'HANIEL SMITH.

Sup't Cherokee Remov~l, Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian A./fairs, February 9, 1
SIR: Your letter of the 25th ultimo has been received with its
sures. The proper direction will be given to the several papers tran
by you relating to accounts: and as soon as it can be ascertained, the
ed information will be furnished as to the state of your late brother's
counts.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Esq.;
Cherokee Agency, Tennessee.

GEORag W. CuRREY,

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian A.ffairs, February 9, l
SIR : A requisition has this day been issued for eighty dollars and
Colonel Johnson on account of Mr. Yancey, being the amount
with his consent to be retained for the purpose. As you are now
with it, yon will of course indude the whole account of Mr. Yancey,
which you deducted this sum, in your next account, as directed in a
to Major Currey of 24th December last, the contents of which have no
been communicated to you.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Doctor PHn~IP MrNls,

!lew Echota, Georgia.

W~R

GENTLEMEN :

DEPAR'rl\n~NT,

Office Indian 4flairs, February 14, 1837
I have rereived your three letters of the 23d, 30th,

31st ultimo, the second of which has been referred to the Secretary of
for his decision upon the subjects therein mentioned~ and he will d
give such directions and orders as the cases demand.
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I am sensible that the decease of 1\r!ajor cm=rey must have produced much
derangement and dnlny in the branch of business confided to him.

lt
gives me pleasure, however, to Jearn from your reports, that the prospects of
speedy and numerons emigration are so fair and encouraging. I have
heretofore informed you of the appointment of Captain Bennett as disbursing agent, and he will have arrived probably before this. The presence
of Captain Bennett will leave Dr ..Minis ~t liberty to accompany the first
emigrating party, aud he will also be able to take some supervision of the
medical department on the way. You will make such arrangements as
circumstances may require for medical aid and attendance for each party.
Arrangements are in progress for the appointment of another disbursing

agent.
Iu proposing a concentration of the difl:'erent branches of business
under the treaty, I contemplated an arrangement and location to continue
during the future period in which the treaty should be under execution. If
it is in contemplation to change the location of the commissioners in the
spring, it strikes me that, unless some urgent necessity exists to the contrary, the other officers had better remain as they are until that removal
takes place. I ]eave the matter, however, to yonr judgment and discretion.
In relation to the payment of the compensation to the committee, I have
to remark that the whole appropriation for the execution of the Cherokee
treaty, constitutes a flmd for the payment of any and all expenses necessarily incurred therein. You will therefore be at 1iherty to make the requisi tion for payment to the committee out of any funds in the hands of the
disbursing agents. ,..rhe paper addressed to you by the committee, and mentioned us having been enclosed, did not come to hand.
Your assurances of the prompt payment of all claims of the cmigrau ts
by the agents west will be fulfilled; unless are iutended to be embraced
therein the per capita payments, or final distribution of the balance of the
fnnds. These payments cannot be made until t.he treaty is fully executed,
and the balance ascertained. It ought to be observed, however, that the
prompitude with which these payments will be made must depend very
much npon the ac.!::JHacy with \Yhich the rolls and other documents are
prepared ior the ofti~rs west. 'rhe earliest intelligence should be given
to this oftlce of the probable amount required \Vest; and of the purposes
to which the funds will be applied, that remittances may be seasonably
made. The agents west should also be seasonably informed of any inten.
ded emigration, the probable number of the party and time of arrival, that
preparations may be made for the reception and snbsisten ce oft he emigrants.
Very respectfully,
U. A. HARRIS,

Comrnissioner.
lion.

loaN

vV ItSON

LuMPKIN,

KENNEDY,

and

Esq.,

New Echota, Geor{?ia..

WAR DEPARTMEN'r,

Office Indian. Affairs, February 14, 1837.

Sut: Enclosed is a copy of a letter this day addressed to the commis·
oners under the Cherokee treaty. I forward it to you that you may be
16
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dpprized of the vie\\'s of tbis effie(', arid tlw.t: so far t1S they otl<:tt y
ties, you may conform to them.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Gen. NATHANI.I'~:L

Sl\nTH,

Supt. Cherokee Etnigr{ltion,
Galhoun, '1'ehn-essu.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Ofjice Indian Affairs, Februaty 15,
SIR: I have received your letter of the 3d ultimo, with your
Cherokee disbursements in the 4th quarter of 1836.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Lieut. J. · VAN HoRNE,

'Port Gtbson, Jlrkansas.

wAR D]\_:p ARTMENT,

Office indian Affairs, Febnw1·y 15,
SrR: I have received your letter of the 27th December last, reg
an order to repair to this city for the settlement of your accounts;
reply, have to remark, that it would give me much pleas.ure to
your wishes, did the public service permit. Late advices from the
charged with the Cherokee emigration inform that parties of that
have started for the west by the first of this month, and probably
now on their way. Your services on their arrival will be in ·
and I should not feel myself justified in calling you from your post
out the most urgent necessity, growing out of some public duty of
mount importance. As none such exists, I am obliged, for the
decline a compliance with your request.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Comm' ·

To Lieut. .J.

VAN HoRNE,

Dis. Agent Cher., Fort Gibson, Arkansas.
wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, February 17, 1
SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter,
one addressed to you by William H. ,.rodd, Esq. In reply, I
nothing appears in this office tending to show that Major vV m.
was entitled to any pay under · his last appointment under the
treaty. Though it is understood that he accepted the appointment, it
not. appear that he reported himself for service, ·or left his ordm· aryQI
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~nits to en ter upon his dntics, fro.H \vhich pcrwd his compensation shonld
commence.
An accollnt, amounting to $2·10, for services in the Cherokee nation,
from 5th March to Llth 2ilay, 1836, WhS presented by lVlajor Davis for allowance, early in July last. 'I"hat account has bezn examined lately, aud
allowed, and the amount will be paid to the legnl representatives of Major
Davis, on the presentation of the proper vouchers. Mr. rrodd's letter is
herewith returned.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARHIS,
Commissioner.

Hon. R. M. JoHNSON.

!-louse of RerJresenlativ~s.

'N Alt

DEPARTMENT.

Office Indian Affa-irs, ~Pebrum·y 18, 1837.
Sm: I have received yonr letter of the 31st ultimo, respecting your claim
fM provisions furnished the poor Cherokees, and us it is impracticable to
give a. just decision on it without further information, l have this day
transmitted to General W oot a copy of your letter, and requested him to
state the facts of the case.
'
Very -respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
I

WM. H.

·rHoM:As:

Esq.,

New Echota, Georgia.

VV AH. DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian .Affairs, Pebruary 18, 1837.
Sm : I ha'V"e the honor to . transmit, herewith, the copy of a letter from
William H. Thomas, in relation to a _~.{
, aim for provisions furnished to poor
Cherokees, and to request that you win state the facts of the case, as without
further information it is impracticable to decide justly on the subject.
Very Jespectfnlly,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Gen. J. E. WooL,
rl. 8. Army, Atliens1 Tennessee.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

February 20, 1837.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs has 1·eferred to me
your letter to him of the 30th ultimo.
Whilst I cannot but lament the existence of those causes of complaint to
which your letter alludes, 1 deem it unnecessary: at the present time, to
take any particular step in the matter. The general views of the department on the subject were distinctly expressed to General Wool~ in a com~
GENTLEMEN :

( 1'lO

J
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munication tran smitted to him nnder date of the 9'th ·ultimo, a
which is enclosed. This letter, I presume, had not been received
when y.m wrote, and l trust it will have secured that harmony and
of action so necessary to the public service.
Very respectfully, .

B. F. BUTLER,
Secretary of War ad '"-···-·~· ···

Hon. WILSON LmuPKIN 1 and.
To the JoHN KENNEDY, Esq.,
. New Echota, Georgia.

'VV AR

DKP'ARTME:N,.r',

Ofjice lndian Affairs, J:i'ebruary 21, 1831
Gt:wl':LEMI<:N ~ I have received the paper addressed to you by the
mittee of the Cherokees, on th€" subject of compensation for thetr
In reply I have to inform yon that, in preparing estimates ofamn·o1maltlo•
reqnired for the ensuing year, for the execution ofthe late Cher
the President's views were taken as to the objects of expenditure to
provided for. He decided that expenses incurred for certain pnrposes,
which the compensation of the committee did not constitute one,
should be embraced in the estimates, and that all others must be paid
the general Cherokee fund. No appropriation, therefore, has been
for compensation of the committee, and the general fund must corlse<}Dell~
ly defray that expense.
Very respectfulty,

C.. A.· HARRIS,
Commissioner·
Hon. W lLSON

and
Esq.,
New Echota,

LuMPKlN 7

JoHN KENNEDY,

Georgia~

WaR DEPAR'i'MEN'I'.f

February 241 1831,.
instant.
have the honor to inform you that, as the President doe& not
,.
yon in any such official capacity as that described i~ your communica"
tions, no interview can be had with you in that character, either by
or the department. Should you think proper, as individuals, to call
department, it wiH grve me pleasure to meet you ; and any SU!!~(~Stli>nf:
you may make in that character, and which it may be proper for the
partment to consider, will receive due eonsideratie>n.·
Very :r'espectfn.Hy,
.
.
B. F. BTTTLglf. ·
Sec1·etary of l-Yar ad· intmtlk
Messrs .. JonN Ross,
JoHN LooNEY, and others~:
,.
GENTLEMEN

~ In answer to vour letters of the 13th and 22d

Washington citv->
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'VAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, February 24, 1837.
RIR: Upon receiving the instructions to your predecessor, it appears that

no specific instrnctions have been given for valuing the missionary establishments in the Cherokee country, which, it is provided in the 9th article

of the treaty with the Cherokees, of December 29, 1835, shall be appraised,
-and the proceeds paid over to the treasurer of the respective societies by
whom the establishments were instituted.
I have to request that you will instruct some of the appraising agents to
perform this duty, and transmit his report, made out and certified in the
manner prescribed in the original instructions to Major Currey, of 25th
July, 1836, relative to the valuation of other improvements, so far as they
are applicable.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Comrnissioner.
General

NATHANIEL SMITH,

Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

. Office lndian Affairs, l?ebruary 27, 1837.
Sm: I have the honor to return the letter of the honorable Mr. Crittenden, of the 22d instant, and to rep0rt that Major Davis was appointed an
appraising agent, after the conclusion of the last treaty with the Chero·
kees, but did not enter upon the duties of the office. The selection of the
other agents was committed to MnJor Currey, then the superintendent of
the emigration; and if others should now be required, it would be made
by his snccessor, General Smith. · Bnt, from information recently received,
it is presumed that the business of valuing improvements is nearly completed. [ am not aware that there is any other office, connected with the
e1eeution of the treaty, which could be tendered to Doctor Roberts.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Co-mmissioner.
lion. B. .F'. BuTLER,

Secretary of JV ar ad 'interim.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, Febr·uary 27, 1837.
GENTLEMEN : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 13th instant. In requesting you to investigate the claims of
Messrs. Coody and others, which accompanied my communication of the
20th of January, it was not my intention or wish to divert your attention
from other bnsiness of more importance, and more strictly within the line
of your duties; but that you would avail yourselves of a moment of
comparative leisure to make an -e xamination which would aid me in fonning
correct conclusions. I hardly know in what terms, stronger thau those
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heretofot·e used, to convey to you the assunmcel that the arduousness
your duties, and the diligence and ability with which they have
performed, are fully appreciated. But you will allow me to correct
evident misapprehension on your part, that you have been re.strictcd to
assistance of a ~ecretary. It is true that a specific appropriation has
made bnt for one secretary, and this officer was selected for the
under your direction, of the mme difficult hranch of the business.
this by no means precluded the employment of clerks, and the
authority ve:)ted in you has been, nnd is,sufficient to warrant the enga
of any number you might think proper. I would also remark,
connexion, that the place at which the agents of the Government ·
be s~ationed is designated in the treaty, in such terms, as you have
1dvised, as to prevent any change by the department; bnt you have
empowered to make any repaus necessary for your comfort and ac
~ation. The inconveniencAs arising from the crowds that assemble a
you are, for the very reasons yon ha\re stated, obviously beyond the
1f this department. In respect to your compens11tion, I have only to
what was said in my letter to you of the 14th instant, in regard to the
of the committee ; that the whole appropri11tion for the execution of
treaty. constitutes bnt one fund, and is as a pplicable to the payments
your services as to any other object. If it will be more convenient to
therefore, you can make your requisitions quarterly upon the d sbn
agent for your compensation as it becomes due.
An answer to the renewed complaint of the Commnnding General
considered unnecessary, as it is not doubted that the letter from the depart
to that officer of January 20th, will have insured harmonious
The letter of the 14th instant, a11ove referred to, notified you
Ttppointment of Captain Bennett as disbursing agent, which would
Doctor Minis at liberty .to accompany the first emigrating party."
of that letter was sent to General Smith, and, to prevent doubt or d.
he will be written to again on this subject.
As from the tone of yonr communication it might be inferred that
had been a want of prompt attention to yonr representations, a
withholding of proper facilities, it becomes my duty to remind yon, that
powers confided to you have heen all but unlimited in their character;
to observe, further, that, in no instance, hns there been a. remi
acting upon every suggestion you have made, always favorably when
laws and the treaty permitted.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
lion. WILSON LuMPKIN, and
JoHN KENNEDY, Esq.,
Nl'11J

Echota.) Georgia.

'..y

AR DEPART~l"ENT,

Office Indian A.ffairs, 1'darcl~ 2, 1837.
SIR: I have received your two letters of the 8th ultimo, informing
y.our arrangements for subsisting Cherokees at Ross's and Gunter's Jan
nnd of the appointment of valuing agents and interpreters. These

r.
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ra gements, as well as the appointments mentioned, <He approved br this
department.
I am g-ratified in learning from your report that the bnsiness c·f emigration is progressing so favorably. In order that every preparation may be
made, dcpcudiug upon this office, the earliest iutelligence should be given
of what may be required. At present, the arrangements which you \"ill
act upon are as follows: Doctor J\'linis will attend the first party as disbursing agent, and also superintend the medical department of the party. Doctor
Reynolds, of the a:rmy, has been detailed, and will join you at an early day.
He will attend the second party, in the same capacities ns Doctor Minis.
Such number of physicians as may be requisite for each and every detachment, yon will employ from citizens of that profession. In case of a third
party, you will give to this office the earliest possible intelligence of what
will be reqnired, and you will be particular to inform whether a third disbursing agent will be· wanted, so that an officer can be detailed in season.
Very respectfully,
_
C. A. HARRIS,

C01nmissionm·.

Gen.

NATiiANIEI. SMITH,

~'!uperintendent

fJ!urokee Removal,
Calhoun, Tennesse'!.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Qffice Indian A.ffaits, March 10, 1837.
SIR: 1 acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 13th ultimo,
eaelosing your account for expenses, &c., in purchasing medicines a.t

Knoxville.
.
This account is regular in every respect, and having received .the approbation of the superintendent, and his requisition for payment, should have
been paid by the disbursing agent, without the trouble of a reference to this
office. The account is herewith returned, and the disbursing agent, by re~
(erring to his instructions contained in the circular of the Commissary Gen·
-eral of Subsistence of 28th Ft;bruary, 1835, will perceive that it is his duty
to pay it withont further delay.
Very respectfully,
U. A. HARRIS,

Dr.

G"omtnissioner.

C. ~ILLYBR.IDGE,
Physician Creek Rem,oval,
New _Echota, Geo.rgia .

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Qffice Indian Affairs, March 11, 1837.
SlR: You \\rill proceed forthwith to Calhoun, Tennessee, and report
Genentl Natlmniel Smith, superintendent of the Cherokee emigratiou, for duty as disbursing a.geut for that service. Herewith you will
receive copies of tile regulations for the "removal and subsistence of InyoUt's~f to
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dians,' 1 and for keeping and rendering accounts of disbursements. A
per attention to these guides, by which you will be governed, will
yon clearly to understand your powers and duties, and a strict
To them will be expected.
You will receive funds from time to
progress of the service may require, from Captain Bennett, or Dor.tor
who will turn over to you on the requisition uf the superintendent.
Herewith are blank forms of accounts for your use.
You will report your arrival at Calhoun for this service to tlJis
Very respectfully,.
C. A. HARRIS,
Commi
Capt. J. P. SIMONTON,
Disbursing Agent, indian Department,

Washington,

1).

C.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, March 11, 1837.
SIR: Unexpected emergencies in the public service have required
employment of Doctor John C. Reynolds in other duties thaB the
emigration, for a short time. So soon as he has completed the service
which he is now engaged, and which will be shoi·tly, be will report to
Captain J. P. Simonton, of the United St~tes army, has this day been
strncted to repair forthwith to Calhoun, and report to yon for duty us
bursing agent for the Cherokee removal, and may be expected to join
soon.
Captain Bennett or Doctor Minis will tnrn over fnnds to Captain
ton on your requisition, from time to time, as the progress of the
may require.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commis
Gen.

NA'rHANIEL SMr.rH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
Calhou.n, TenneJsee.
wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, Marcli ll, 1831.
SIR: Captain J. P. Simonton, of the United States army, ha~ this
been instructed to repair to Calhotin forthwith, and report himself to
ral Smith for duty, as disbursing agent fot the Cherol\ee removal, and
may be expected to join soon. You will turn over to him, from time
time, upon the requisition of the superintendent of the Cherokee emi
such portion of the funds in your hands as the progress of that
may require.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Cornmissi
Doctor PHILIP MIN Is,
Disbursiug Agent Cherokee Removal,
New Echola, Georgia,
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, March 11, 1837.
StR: Captain J. P. Simonton, United States army, has this day been instructed to repair to Calhoun forthwith, and report himself to General
Sm1th for duty, as disbursing agent of the Cherokee removal, and he may
be expected to join soon. Yon will tnrn over to him, from time to time,
such portion of the funds in your hands, upon the requisition of the superintendent of the Cherokee emigration, as the prngress of that business may

require.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Captain RrcnARD BENNETT,
Disbursing Agent, Indian Departrnent,
New E'chota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

llJflrclt 11, 1837.
The press of business connected with the termination of
the session of Congress, has prevented an earlier reply to your letter of the
28th nltim0.
In your letters of the 13th and 22d ultimo, you described yourselves as
a delegation duly authorized by, and representing, ''the Cherokee nation
east and west of the JI;Jississippi." The official character thus claimed,
the President conld not recognise, for the following reasons :
l. All the relations existing between the United States and the Cherokee
nation east of the Missi~sippi, are defined and settled by the treaty made
with that part of the nation, and ratified by the President and Senate, in
May, 1836, and the provisions of previous treaties not inconsistent therewith. Since the conclusion of that treaty, nothing remains for discussion
with that pnrt of the nation, except such matters as belong to the execution
of the treaty; and in regard to all such matters, the twelfth article of the
treaty appoints a committee of twelve persons to transact the same on the
part of the Indians.
2d. 'I'he relations existing between the United States and the Cherokee
nation west of the Mississippi, are also defined and settled by certain treaty
provisions; and thon2"h delegations may, from time to time, be authorized
to act for that part of the nation, yet, in the present posture of affairs, no
such delegation as yours was described to be, (that is, a delegation professing
tQ represent the nation on both sides of the Mississippi, to the exclusion of
the committee above referred to,) can be recognised.
3d. The claim to the official authority described in your letter, when
taken in connexion with the fact, that some of your number have deniPd the
fatmess and validity of the late treaty, and have taken measures to defeat
1ts execution, made it improper, in the judgment of the President, to recog·
nsie yon in such character, unless he was willing to re-open the discussions
settled by the treaty. This: as yon well know; he llad previously decided
could not be done. In order, therefore, to avoid nseless and irritating discus."''ions, as well as from a deliberate sense of duty, he was constrained to
give me the direction stated in lny letter.
GENTLEMEN:

•
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I forbear to enlarge on topics the discussion of which cannot be
tive of any good; nnd will, therefore, merely repeat the assurance,
any suggestion yon may have occasion to mnke as individuals, or a
bu~iness you may be authorized to transact, consistently with the
stipulations existing between the United States and the Cherokee pt
wilJ receive a prompt and liberal cousiderntion.
Very respectfully,

B. _11-,. BUTLER,
Secretary of War ad interim.
Messrs. JoHN Ross a:nd others,

W asltington, D. C.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, !Jilm·ch 13, 1837.
SIR: I have received yonr letter of the 31st January last, in which you
refer to this office the claims of sixty Cherokee emig-rants to commutation
for transportation and y~ar's snbsisteuce under the late Cherokee treaty.
Before these claims cnn be df~cidl'd, it is necessary that the fi:tcts attending them shonld be made lmuwn to this ofiice. If the claimants ha
recently emigrated from the Cherokee couutry east, they should have
supplied with papers from the superintendent, whtch would have establ'
their clairu. No decision can now be made fi)r want of the ll"'""''"'",.,p·
information as to the time and circumstances of the removal.
Very respectfully,

Lieut.

1. "t/ AN "HoRNE~ Disbursinr.:

C. A. HARRIS 1
Com.m issioner.
A.!!'ent,.

Indian 1Jepartme1it, F'ort Gibson.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian .B.ffairs, Alnrch 17, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to inform yon, that after Captnin J. P. Simonton,
of the lst dragoons, shall have accompanied a party of Cherokee Indians
to their conntry west of the Mississippi, his services will not be required
in the Indian Department.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HAHRIS 7
Commissioner.
Gen. RoGER JoNES,

Adjutant General, U. S. Army.

•
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\V AR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, March 18, 1837.
Sm: I have received your letter of Fe.bruary 3d, communicating the
circumstances that prevented your execution of the order 1or the arrest
of Ross and his party.
Very respectfully,

U. A. HARRIS,
Comrnissioner.
Captain WM. ARMSTRONG,
Choctaw Agency, west of the 1J1ississippi.

· WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office indian AJ[airs, ./Jilarch 18, 1837.
Sm: Yon are appointed physician for the Cherokee emigration now in
progress. Should you accept this appointment, you will proceed forthwith
to Calhoun~ 'rennessee, and report yonrself to General Nntbnniel Smith,
superintendent of the Cherokee removal, from whom yon will receive such
instrnctions <'cS the nature of your duties may require. Your compensation
will be $6 per day, with such other allowances, if any, as have been usn·
ally made to physicians engaged in the remov!'IJ of Indians; which com:.
pensation will commence on the day of your urrrval at Calhoun, and
report to General Smith, and will continue until you are notified of your
discharge from further duty.
You will please to sigQify to this office your acceptance or non-acceptance of this appointment, as speedily as possible.
Very respectfully;
0. A:. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Doctor G. S. TowNsRND,
Washington., D. C.
'j

WAR DEPARTl\:lENT,

0 )ice Indian Affairs, March 18, 1837.
Sm: Doctor Granville S. Townsend, of Cecil county, Maryland, has b3en
appointed physician to the Cherokee emigration now in progress under
yonr superintendence; and having accr.pted of his appointment, may be
expected to report to you for duty by the m~ddle of April next.
His compensation is fixed by this department at $ti per day, and such
other allo\\rances, if any, as have been usually made to physicians in the
emigration of Indians, to commence on the day he shall report to you, and.
to continne until he shall be regularly discharged from further duty.
Very respectfully,.

C. A. HARRIS,
Cornmissioner.

Gen.

NATHANIEL SMITH,

~o..'>upt.

Cherokee Removal, Calhoun, Tenn.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

March 20, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit a commission from the President
the United States, constituting you a commissioner to examine all cl ·
arising under or provided for in the treaty with the Cherokee Indians
December 29th, 1835. Your compensation will continue to be the same·
stated in the letter from this department, of October 25, 1836: yonr
pointment under which terminated at the close of the session of C
Very respectfully,

J. R. POINSETT.
JoHN KENNEDY,

Esq.,

New Echola Georgia.

lVAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, March 21, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
5th instant, in which, in the name of your colleague and in your own,
recommend to the favor of the department the suggestion made by
Denning in the communication which you enclosed, that the funds req
for the execution of the Cherokee treaty might be deposited in the
road Bank, at Athens, Georgia.
1""he expediency of this measure was brought to the notice of the
partment by Governor Lumpkin, on the 20th of October, and he was
vised, on the 5th of November, that warrants on. that bank could not
furnished, as it had not been selected by the Treasury Department as a
posite bank ; and he was requested to inquire whether an arran
could not be made with it, to cash Treasury drafts on the deposite bank
Augnsta, Savannah, or Columbus, Georgia. On the 22d of November, he
reported that he had effected such an arrangement for warrants on the bank
at the former place; and he was informed, in reply, on the lOth of Decem·
ber, that when further remittances were required, this office would en.
deavor to give effect to the arrangement he had made; and warrants
~ince been issued in the manner indicated by it.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Hon.

JoHN

P.

KING,

Sa·IJannah, Georgia,

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indt:an Affairs, MaTch 23, 1887.
SIR: I have the honor to return the letter of Messrs. Lumpkin and l{eo.
nedy, Cherokee commissioners, of the 21st ultimo, referred to thisoffice,and
respectfully suggest, that, as ihe questions put by them seem to be of a legal
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~hatactei', the opinion of the Attorney General be taken np(m thetn. 'rhe.
points to be decided seem to be stated in the letter with sufficient exph"

citness.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRTS 1
Commiss-ioner.

Hoo. J. R. Polt'Js.E'l't.r,
Stcretary of Waf.

WAn

DEPAR1'rt1EN'1',
J~1arch

23: 1837.

SIR ! I have the horiot to c11dose you a letter from the Commissioner o~'
lndian Affairs, accompanied by one from Messrs. Lumpkin and l{ennedy.
Cherokee commissioners, and to ask y'onr opinion on the points presented
In the latter communication~
Very respectfully,
J. R. POINSET 1l\

Hon. B. P. BtrTL.En,

Attorney General United States,

'VAR DEPARTMEN'r1

lJ!Iarch 23, 183i,
Enclosed are copies of a 1€itt~r from this department to the Gover...
or of North Carolina, and of' the doc11rnent to 'vhich it is a reply. I have
fO invite your attention to the complair.t respecting the conduct of the troop9
fn the United States service stationea in North Carolina, and to request
that you \Vill take the prdper measures to prevent its repetition. .
StR !

J. R. POINSETT,
Secretary of War.

Brigadier General JoHN It '\Voot.,
Athens, 1"mnessee.

WAit

DE:t1ARTMEN'l-t,

Ma·rch 24, 1831,
N1'L~l\1EN: Your memorial of the 16th instant, addressed to· the Pres-=
of the United States1· has been 1aid before him, and I nmv proceed
•••amunicate to you his decision upon the propositions yot:1 hate sub..

treaty conciuded at New ~chota ori the 29th of Dec~mber, 183'!51
,.......~.ratified aocording to thP- fonns prescribed by the constitution, and
the dttly of the Exec.ttti ve to carry. into eftect a1l its stipulations in a
· · ofliberal justice. The considerations to \vhich you have invited the
tion of the President, were brought to the notice of the Senate before
•1 advi.sed its confirmation, and of the House of Representatives be~ord
thef made the appropriations therein provided for. Their final action
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must be regarded as the judgment of these branches of the Govern
the degree of weight to which they were entitled. lt remains for
ecutive to fulfil tiJC treaty as the supreme law of the land.
Your second and third propositions, therefore, it is considered,
ncceded to, as they involve an admission that the treaty of 1835 is
complete instrument. To your first proposition, I can only answer,
department has al'ready assured you, that any measures
you will receive a candid examination, if it be not inconsistent
contravention of, the provisions of the existing treaty.
Very respectfully,

J. R.
Messrs. JoHN Ross and others
Of the Eastern and JiVestern Cherokees,
·
H'ashiugton, D . C.

\\r AR

,

DEPARTMENT.

Office lndian Affairs, lVla.r~h 29,
SrR: A party of the Cherokee Indians residing east of the
river, consisting of John Ross, Richard Taylor, Samuel Gunter,
Sanders, Walter S. Adair, John Benge, Stephen Foreman, and
Brown, have presented 'their credentials, which purport to have
by " the chiefs, national . committee' and council, and the
Cherokee nation," assembled in general council at Red Clay,
day of September, 1836, and to constitute them a delegation of
They are therein authorized, "under the direction of John
trea~urer of the Cherokee nation, to apply to the Government of
States, or to the proper officers thereof, and to receive all sums
due to said Cherokee nation enst o( the Mississippi, from the U ·
and to receipt for the same, for ard on account of the said
tion." They have also presented a letter: signed " John Martin,
treasurer,''dated September 29, 1836, a111d addressed to the Secretary
requesting him to pay over to the order of the a'Qove named
sum t1f$16,418 17, and notifying him that their receipt will be
this sum, a part, $6,666 67, is the annuity for 1836. 'ro the
this to them upon the papers they have presented, certain objectiOns
upon which I respectfully ask your decision.
1. The 11th section of the act of June 30t 1834, organizing the
nepartment, prescribes that annuities shall be paid to the chiefs, or
person as the tribe shall appoint. The regulations approved by the
dent in July, 1834, direct that previously to the payment, the
convene the Indians, and ascertain from them in what manner
the annuity to be paid. This regulation contemplates the assl3mb~ti1
. tribe for the express purpose of receiving their annuities, and that
then decide to whom they shall be paid. As the council at which
sons received the credentials they have exhibited was not so
regulation precludes, ~ payment to them.
2. The 11th arifcle of the treaty with the Cherokees of
1835, provides for a commutation of their annuities, the inve~;tmenU
amount of the commutation, and the payment of the interest
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may he consiuered that the annuity ceased at the t1me the interest hrgan to
accrue. If this be so decidedl only a part of the former could be paid to
the persons now claiming it.
'l'he first objection applies to another part of the amount claimed by
them, $S,,100, appropriated in 1836, as interest npon annuities entitled to
be paid, and which, by the terms of the law, is to be paid in the same manner with the annuities.
I have stated that the sum of $6,666 67 is the annuity for i836. It is
proper for me to remark, that the letter of the treasurer refers to an appended account as showing the sum, and in that account this sum is called "the
last yeur's a.unuity appropriated by Congress ;" which means the annuity
fur 1835. The annuity for that year has been paid to them, and it may be
doubtful whether the letter ofthe treasurer will authorize the payment of
the annuity for any other year. If it be thought advisable to give them
the benefit of this doubt, and the Cherokees believe the annuity for 1835
ls still due them, it can be stipulated that their receipt of the above sum as
the annuity for 1836, shall not effect that question.
Thete can be no question as to the power of the Secret:uy of War, with
the sanction of the President, to suspend or change any Executive regula~
tions to induce such a proceeding. In the present instance, the persons appearing for the Cherokees: and who are kno\\Tn t0 possess great influence,
might be conciliated, and forego their opposition to the execution of the
treaty of December 29, 1835. Harmony between the different portions
might be, to a considerable extent, restored, and the removal of all from the
States, an obje"t of primary import· nee to them and to our own citizens,
might be peaceably effected. In view of these possible results, I would
suggest whether true policy does no dictate that the payments should be
made according to the request in the letter of the treasurer.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
C.ornrn.issioner.

Hon. J. R. PoiNSETT,
Secretary of liVar.
MARCH

30, 1837.

Let the 'money be paid according to the suggestion.

J. R. POINSE'l.,r,f,

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndia'n Affairs, March 30, 1837.
1\! l have to call vour attention to the 5th article of the 2d section of
regulations for the ·removal and subsistenc9 of Indians. From this you
perceive that" special agents" are required to communicate to this department every occurrence the knowledge of which can be useful. They
will "make weekly reports of their progress and operations," &c., &c.
~~~loo to remind you fthis dnty by the great deficiency of the information
in th1s office, relative to the progress and present condition of the execution of
the late Cherokee treaty, and particularly in that branch of it relating to emigration. From the commencement of this business, this office htts not been
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distinctly and fully adv1.sed of the plan of operations, or the progress
time to time in the work. I have therefore to request that you ~'ill·
ately report definitely in relation to the following point~, viz: the
now enrolled for emigration ; the prospect of iluther enrolment,
circumstances affectiug this part of the operation ; the number cot
a party ; the place or places of assembling prior to removal ; tb~
tween assembling and starting the parties; the measures talwn to
sub<:>istence while assembling and on the route; the means und
transportation provided, both east and west of the Mississipp1, and the
ures taken to secure both subsistence ami transportation after crossing
rivet, and the route adopted.. Has a party started? and: if so, what ·
number of emigrants composing it? What officer conducts it ? Wh
sician attends upon it? "\Vhen 'did it start, and when will it n••f\h .... N11111
rive at its destination? When will other parties probably start, and
maintain communications with the principal disbursing agent west,
to your operations, so as to give him seasonable notice in which to
his arrangements for receiving the parties'! \Vill the disbursing
l)hysicinns now employed be sufficient to answer" aU the purposes oft
vice. or must additional ones be furnished? Arc additional funds
und; if so, how much?
The foregoing are some of the points upon which this
quires information, and, in addition thereto, any and every fact n
give a clear and full understanding of what is going on, and what
expected relative to the emigration of the Cherokees; nnd this to oo
tinned from week to week. The date of your last communication
in this office is the 21st ultimo.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
General

NATHANIEL

SMt'i'l1 1

8up't nherokee Rernoval1 Calhoun, 1'enncssee,

wAR DEPAR 1tMEN1·,

Ofjice lndian Affait's, April3,
Btn.! 1 have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th
tuary, enclosing a certificate of the judges appointed by you to
sense of the Cherokees east, in relation to the payment of their u
\\thich it appears George Lowry wq.s appointed to receive the satne.
lVIr. John Ross and others, of the nation east, presented an
signed by J\l[r. lVIartin as treasurer, requesting the amonnt of the
nuities to be paid to them; and also a general authority, signed by
ry and others, to transact the business of the Easterh Cherokees,
being submitted to the Secretary of War, were, under the c·Irclltmsu
rect>gtlised as sufficient, and thetefore the payment was made
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Comm·

Generall'q"ATHANrtL SMrfit,

Calhoun, Tennessee,
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WAR DEPARTMEN'r,

Office Indian Affairs, April 3, 1837.

SIR: Your letter of the 20th ultimo has been received in this office.

Any reasonable expense which you shall necessarily incur for

transporta~

tion to Calhoun, will be allowed.
On your arrival at Calhoun, you will report yourself to General Nathanlei Smith, superintendent of the Cherokee emigration, and will, under his
directions, perform the duties of disbursing agent. These duties, you will
clearly pointed out in the "regulations for the removal and subsistence
of Indians," and circular copies of which are forwarded ·herewith, and will
be found to require you merely to make such payments as the superinten·

dent shall authorize and require, and to render your accounts in the manner therein specified. A strict attention and conformity to these regulations
in the rendition of your accounts is required, and will be insisted on by
this office.
Previous to starting a party for the west, notice will be given to the prin-

ctpal disbursing agent, at Little Rock, of the intended movement, of the day
of departure, the route, the number of the party, and the probable time of
arrival on the Mississippi, and c.t Little Rock; and you will make it yonr
duty, whenever you accompany a party of emigrants, from time to time, to
report to that officer your progress on the route, so that proper preparations

may be made for the reception of the emigrants, the necessary transportation and subsistence provided, and a full co-operation of the officers of the
Government west, secured. A proper forecast and precaution in these respects will prevent much inconvenience, if not distress and sutrering, to
emigrants, and contribnt\) to the economy of the removal.
Herewith, blanks are forwarded for your use.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Doctor J. 0. REYNOLDS,
Disbu.rsiug Agent Clzerokees-,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR D.E:PARTl\lEN'r,

April12, 1837.
It is desirable that the Tennessee volunteers furloughed
~ General \Vool's "general order 66" of the 1st of November last, should
be at on.ce discharged, unless their services are necessary to repress any
hostile spirit on the part of the Irtdians ; and, by the enclosed copy of a let~r this day addressed to General Wool, you will perceive that he has been
cted to discharge them, unless, in your opinion, their services are
requisite for that purpose. I have to request that you will communicate
\fith that officer on this snbject, in accordance with 'the last sentence of the
(h:NTLEMEN:

letter to him.

J. R. POINSETT,
Secretary of War.

Messrn.

LuMPKIN

and KENNEDY,

Cherokee Commissioners,
New Bchota, GelYtgia.
11
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"\VAR DI<;PA1t'l':MEN'f,

April 12, 1837.

Snt: Your letter of the 3d instant has been submitted to the
and he directs me to say, that in his interview with Colonel Ross, he
tinctly stated to him that he could hold out to him no expectation of
alteration or modification being made in the late treaty between the U
States and the Cherkoee nation. And in my sev-eral conferences with
I gave him and his friends to understand that the treaty would be
and that no further time would be allowed to the Cherokees to
in the country beyond the period fixed by the treaty.
In my last interview with Colonel Ross, I urged him to advise the
okees to submit quietly, and to fulfil their treaty stipulations; that
sition would only lead to further expense, and produce results in· ·
the true interests of the Cherokees. He avowed his intention of
them to be peaceable, to submit to superior force, and if they could not
tain any modification of the treaty, to emigrate without further
·
And 1 again repeated, that no modification of the treaty would be
but all its stipulations be carried into effect ; that to hold out any
tation of the contrary would be to deceive his countrymen, and
inous to them, inasmuch as they ought to make preparations to
to their new homes at the period indicated by the treat)r.
~·~A copy of my letter to Colonel Ross and others, of the 24th ul ·
herewith enclosed.
Yery respectfully,

J. R. POINSETT
Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,

U. S. Army, Athens, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, Aprill7, 1837.
SIR: I have received your letter of the 29th ultimo, from which I
that, in consequence of the absence of Doctor Minis, the number of
emicrrating party was much less than had been expected. It appears
he \~as absent one month on his tour to Augusta. You will please to
plain the cause of this ubsence and the nature of the business \Vhich
him, for this time, from his post, and the authority upon which he left it.
It appears that from various causes, in starting the party reported by
a pecuniary sacrifice of about $2,500 has occuned. This circttms:tan1ce
little calculated to sustain the reputation of the Government, or its
and requires explanation. Why was five days' demurrage paid,
appears you arrived at the point assigned on the day fixed by the
with the boats ?
This office will expect from you a weekly report of all your ope:raboil
Very respectfu11 y,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Gen.

NATHANIEL SMITH,

Superintendent Clze1·okee Removal,
Calhoun, Tennessee.
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-vv An. Ih::.PAR:rl\IENT,
Office Indian A.ffairs, Aprill7, 1837.
Sm ~ rrhis office is informed that a contract was made, on behalf of tbn
..,overnment, for the transportation of a party of Cherokee etnigrants to
Fort Gibson, to consist of not more than 1,000, nor less than 60D ; that, in
oonsequenccofyourabsence from your post, ~m ajonrney to Augusta, and the
inability of the Cherokees who would have emigrated to obtain money from
you which was their due, owing to your absence, the emigrating party fell
short of the 600, and that the Government have been compelled to pay for
the transportation of 466, the same price that was to have been given for
600 emigrants. You are requested to explain these circumstances, and parlicularly the reason of your absence from your post from the 6th February
to the 6th March, and the authority upon which you were absent.
You are also required to explain the causes of the demurrage in getting
off the boat hired for the party. So far as this office is informed, it would
seem to be owing to your neglect in not keeping with the emigrants. The
necessity for so great a pecuniary sacrifice, viz: about $2,500, as has occurred in getting off this small party: is not at once apparent, supposing
there had been a prompt and faithful attention to duty on the part of the
officers of the Government. It is hoped that a satisfactory explanation can

be made.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Com/missioner.
Dodor

PHI LIP MINis,

Disb'g Agent, Cherokee Removal,
Little Rock, Arkansas.

'VVAR Dr<:PARTMEr-TT,

April18, 1837.
'SIR: Yom letter of the 31st ultimo is received. Your proposed tour
lhrough the Cherokee couutry is approved, and will, I trust, be attended
with favorable results. The prese nce of the regular troops being deemed
important elsewhere, your application for a regiment of infantry cannot
now be complied with, unless you have reason to apprehend difficulties
with the Indians, which your present force might not enablP. yon to terminate.
But these difficulties you do not seem to anticipate, until the period arrives
tor the removal of the Indians.
rrhe discharge of the rrennessee volunteers is approved.

J. R. POINSETT.
Brigadier General JOHN E. WooL,

Athens, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, April 20, 1837·.
SIR: A remittance will be made from the Treasury, of $200,000,
to the cashier of the Branch of the Planter's Bank of Tennessee, at
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Athens 1 also one of $200,000, to the cashier of the ga;nk of A
Georgia, to be deposited in said banks, respectively, to your credi
subject to your orders, when cotmtersigned by his excellency W . ............ ..,,,..~
and John Kennedy, commissioners, or by either of them.
You will be charged with, and held ac·cotmtable for, the sums now
ted, under the head of account*' for carrying into· effect the treaty
the Cherokees/' per act 2d July1 1836.
Very respectfully,C. A.. HARRlS,

Capt. RICHARD

Com-missiem.'f,

BENNETT~

Disbursing Agent, .
New Eelwta, Georgia.-

WAR DEPAR'l'l\-iEN'r',

Office Indian Affairs, April 20, f837,
SIR:- A warrant wilf be transmitted to you from the 'rreasury fof
$200,000, which sum you are requested to deposite in your bank to thecredit of Lien tenant Richard Bennett, disbursing ·agent Indian Department
to· be paid on his orders only, when countersigned by his excellency
Wilson Lumpkjn_ and John Kennedy, Esq·., commissioners, or either of
them ..
Very respectfully,-

•

CAsHIER

of the Bank of· Augtesta,.
.
Augusta, Georg{aa·

0 •. A-.· HARRIS,
Commissioner·

:WA:n. DEI?'ARTMEN'.t;
Office indian Affairs, April 20, i831,.
SIR: A warrant will be remitted to. yo.u from the Treasury for $2GO,OOfff
which sum you are requested to deposLte In your bank to the creditofLieu..tenant Richard Bennett, disbursing- agent l11.dian Department, to be paid
orr his orders only, when counters1g~e~- by hiS e~ccllency Wilson LumP"
kiru and John Kennedy, Esq., commissioners, or mther of them,
Very respectfully,
c .. A. HARRIS~
C.!SHIER

oftlie .Brancli of tfte Plctnfe1·s" Bank·
6{ Tewn;essee,. Athens,: 'l'ennessee,.

Cornrnissione'!'~
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WAR\ DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, April 29, 1837'.
SIR. I have the honor to inform you that, after Doctor Philip Minis
shall have completed the duty now assigned him, viz: attending a party of
Cherokee emigrants to their eountry west of Arkansas, as disbursing agent,
this office will have no furtheT occasion for his services.
I have also to inform you, that the con tinned indisposition of Lieutenant
J. W. Harris deprives this office of his valuable services, and that, at his
request, he is discharged from any further duty under the direction of the
Department of Indian Affairs.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Brig. Gen. R.

JoNEs,

.

Adj. Gen. United States Army.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

O.ffice Indian A.flairs, J1p1·il 20, 1837'.
GENTLEMeN: I have to ..acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
'23d March, reporting the progress and prospects of the emigration of
the Cherokees under the late treaty, and the course pursued by the commissioners, which all exhibit a commendable zeal, and are duly appreciated
by the department.

Measures have been taken for remitting the sum, estimated by you to be
required now in Tennessee and Georgia, by causing the sum of $200,000
to be deposited in the Branch of the Planters Bank of •rennessee, at Athens,
.and a like sum in the Bank of Augusta~ Georgia, to the credit of Lieutenant
Richard Bennett, disbursing agent Cherokee removal, to be paid on his
()rder only, when countersigned by you, or either of you.
The Secretary of the Treasury, having been advised of the wants for
this branch of the service, informs me that ample arrangements for the
.supply of funds have been made. I cannot see, therefore, how the delay
you seem to anticipate in sending to Nashville for funds can occur, as it is
the duty of the bank at Athens to be always rea,dy to meet the demands
made upon it.
As advised iu my letter of the 5th of November last, drafts cannot be
made on the bank at Athens, Georgia, there being no public money at that
place, because there is no deposite bank there. If that bank wishes to
become the depository of the money needed in Georgia in executing
the Cherokee treaty, it must .first be selected by the Secretary of the rrrea,aury as one of the deposite banks. I understood, however, from your letter
pf the 22d November, that drafts on Augusta could be cashed at Athens,
~nd thus all the objects in view could be accomplished. I am not informed of the reason why this course was not pursutd, and why Doctor Minis
llbsented himself for so long a time on a trip to Augusta, to the great detriment of the public interests. That officer and General Smith have been
eatled on for explanations in this regard, and I will thank yon to give me
.any information you possess on the subject, which will tend to elucidate
th1s apparently strange conduct of Doctor Minis. 1 hope yon will be able
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in regard to the sum now remitted, to make such arrangements at A
as will promote the public service.
. So much of your letter as suggests a remittance to be made west
m due time, receive attention.
'
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN.
JoHN KENNEDY, Esq., '

and

New Echota, Georgia.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

April 21, 1837.
SIR: Your letter of the 18th ultimo has been received.
A recent examination of the 18th article of the treaty with the '-'"'"''v·"""'
of December 29, 1835, has resulted in the conclusion, that the
Cherokees are entitled to one-third of the amount therein stipu
be advanced for the benefit of the poorer class of the nation. While,
fore, your draft for $25,000 will be duly honored, I have to request
your entire expenditure, under your instructions of 20th June, 1836,
limited to two-thirds of the sum advanced, ($72,04.0,) or to $48,053 34,
that you place the balance to the credit of the Treasurer of the United
in the nearest deposite bank; and I take occasion to rema.rk, that the
penditure should be so made as to insure its application, during all
time of their remaining east, to the most deserving objects.
The department approves of the measures you propose to take to
cure interviews with the Indians, and promote their removal.
Very respectfully,
J. R. POINSETT.
Brig. Gen. JoHN E. WooL,

Athens, Tennessee.
W.'\R DEPARTMENT,

April 21 1 1887.
SrR: As the force now required in the Cherokee country is so
that the command can, with safety and propriety, be intrusted to an
lower in rank than yourself, and as that force will probably not
creasing till the near approach of the period for the removal of the
of the Indians west, the department is now willing to comply with
plications you have heretofore made to be relieved, and have ac<~onlm~rll
given directions for Colonel William Lindsay to be ordered to the
country for that purpose. But till that officer arrives there to assume
command, you will continue to exercise it; and when you turn it over
him, I have to request that you will furnjsh him with such documents,
with copies of such of your iustructions, as will enable him to un<1ers:tall;1l
fully his position, as the commanding officer of the troops, his cormexiotl
with the commissioners, and the views of the department in reference
the execution of the treaty with the Cherokees.
J. R. POINSE'I'T
To Brig. Gen. JoHN E. Woor.,

Athen8, . Tennessee~
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, April 24, 1837.
Sm: The commissioners on the part of the United States in the Cherokee country, to whom has been referred the execution of the several stipulations of the treaty of December 29th, 1835, have requested that they
might be furnished with " whatever evidence the records at Washington
can afford, to aid in coming to a just conclusion on the subject of reservations,'' ns n gl'eat effort will be made by interested persons to impose upon
the commissioners.
The claims for reservations before the commissioners are those provided
for in the 13th article of the treaty. I respectfully request that the papers
in yonr office may be examined, and copies of such ns \\'ill be useful to
tbese gentlemen transmitted to this office.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Comm,issioner.
J.utEs VVHtTCOM.B, Esq.,
Commissioner of tlte General Land Office.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, April 24, 1837.
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 9th ultimo. In reference to that part which relates to the
eondnct of Ross, I enclose copies of letters addressed to him anc!. to General
Wool, which will enable you tu correct misreprPsentations, should he make
any, respecting his relations and intercourse with the Executive branch of
the Government.
I learn that some evidence respecting reservations under former treaties
can probably be procured at the General Land Office, and have made the
necessary application to the commissioner.
Very respectfully,
0. A. HARRIS,
C01nrnissioner.
Holl. WILSON LuMPKIN, and
JonN KENNEDY, Esq.,
New Echola, Georgia.

vv AR

DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, April 24, 1837.
StR: Your letter of the lst instant, addressed to the Secretary of "\'Var,
and offering- your services a:;; attending physician in the Cherokee emigration~
has been referred to this office.
In rrply, l have to inform you that it is not now known that any
additional number of physicians will be reqnired in thll.t service. Should
it become necessary ta make a further appointment, upon making your
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application to General Smith, the superintendent, who has power to
such appointments, your claims will doubtless be respectfully
·
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Cornm · ·
Doctor CnAs. E. IsAAcs,
Asst. Surg. J'!J. Tcrtn. Vol., Calltmm, '1'enne.-~see.

wAR D.sPAR'fMENT,

Ap·ril25, 1
SIR: I am induced to call your attention to your order of March
respecting the sale of spirituous liquors, and request that you will
to be so modified as to prevent any infringement of the rights of the ci
of Alabama or Georgia. You have no right forcibly to prohibit within
States such retailing as is licenced and authorized Ly their laws, aiJd
only prevent the sale of spirituous liquors to any Indian, or to any
in the United States service.

J. R. POINSETT.

Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,
Commanding, <5'-c., Athens, Tennessee.

wAR DEPARTMJ<;NT,

Office Indian Affairs, April 25, 1837
GENTLEMEN: Your letter of the 21st of February to the
¥ ar was received, and the question in relation to the proper canst
of that part of the treaty of 1835 with the Cherokee~, relative to the
of c'itizens of the United States for services rendered the Cherokee na
was referred to the Attorney General for his opinion, a copy of which
have the honor here\Yith to transmit von.
•
Very respectfi1l1 y,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN,

JonN KENNEDY,

and

Esq.,

New Ecltota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, April 25, 1837.
SIR: A' warrant will be remitted to you from the Treasury for $100
which y0u are requested to deposite in your bank, to the credit aud
to the order of Captain J.P. Simonton, disbursing agent Indian Depa
who has been ad vised according! y.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Com miss-ioner.
CAsHIER branch Pla.1ters' Bank of Tennessee,

Athens, Tennessee.
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wAR D..RPARTMENT,

Vjfice of Indian Affairs, April 25, 1837.
StR: A remittance of ,'$100,000 has this day been made to the cashier of
the branch of the Planters' Bank of rrennessee, at Athens, with directions
to pass the amount to your credit in that bank.
You will pay the amount thus pf'a:c_e d tv your credit, on the requisitions
of General Nathaniel Smith, superinten-dent of Cherokee removal, ~~sit may
be required by him, and account for the same under the head of account
11
tor carrying into effect the treaty with the Cherokees."
'
·
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.

Capt. J. P. SIMONToN,
Calhoun, ~I'ennessee.

--·w _.\R

DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, April25, 1837.
GgN'fLEM E~: In compliance with the requisition contained in your let~
ter of the 23d ultimo, a further remittance hac;; this day bee1.1 made of
$150,000, to be placed in the hands of Lieutenant Van Horne, at Fort Gib~
son, for the purpose of paying claims under the Cherokee treaty. This
course has been deemed necessary, in order that no delays may occur for
want of funds; but, as in your letter you have not stated the kind of claim
to be paid, I have not been able to give to the disbursing agent any instructions other than to pay such sums as may be required on requisitions to
be drawn by the commissioners, thus unavoidably throwing upon you responsibilities which, under other circumstances, would have been assumed
here.
I have therefore to request that, keeping former instructions before you,
you will, without delay, notify Lieuteuant Van Horne whe_n and where
you will expect him to be prepared to make the required payments, and the
authority you may consider sufficient, with the form of the receipt he is to
take, &c., so as to prevent any difficulties hereafter in the settlement of the
accounts.
Yon will be pleased to transmit a copy of snch instructions as you may
give to the disbursing agent to this office, for its information and future
government, and give timely notice of such further sums as may be required, that early remittances may be made.
Very respectfully, .
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon. 'VILSON LuMPKIN, and
JonN KENNEDY, Esq.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, April 25, 1837.
Sm: A requisition has been issued in your favor for $150,000, for
which a warrant will be remitted to you from the Treasury.
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As this money is to be disbursed in the nation west, under the d'
of Governor Lumpkin and Mr. Kennedy, commissioners under the
kee treaty, you will be pleased to pay it over in suitable funds to ·
Van Horne, who is the disbursing agent for that tribe.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARR.IS,
Capt. R. D. C. CoLLINS,
Little Rock, Arkansas.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

O!fice Indian Ajj"airs, April 25,
SIR: I transmit, herewith, a copy of a letter· of this date, addressed
Messrs. Lumpkin and Kenneky, commissioners under the Cherokee
by which you will see that the sum of $150,000 will be placed in
hands for disbursement, to be accounted for under the head of
"for carrying in to effect the treaty with the Cherokees."
The warrant will be sent to Captain Collins, at Little Rock, with i
tions to pay over the arnouut to you.
Very respectfu Uy,
C. A. HARRJS:

Lieut. J. VAN HoRNE,
Fort Gibson, Arkansas.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Ajj'airs, A1Jril25,
Sin: I ~mve received your letter of the 8th instant, informing of
purchase of previsions for the Cherokees. '"rhe measure seems
JUdicious. $50,000 will be remitted to the cashier of the bank at
'rennessee, to be deposited to the credit of Captain Simonton, as req
by yon, to which l have added $50:000, in order that there may be
amount sufficient to meet all circumstances provided.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Com'llitlSSli-Dntt

Gen.

NATHANIEL SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, April 25,
Sm.: I have rccgived your letter of the 14th instant, and am
with the very satisfactory account given of your operations in the
removal. I desire that you will continue your reports from week to
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I have heretofore inadvertently omitted to acknowledge the receipt of
the muster rolls of the last party, accompanying your letter of the 29th
ultimo.
There can be no objection to your appointing Doctor Isaacs as a physician to the Cherokees when another is wanted. ·
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Gen.

NATHANIEL SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
Calhoun, 'Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian .fljfairs, April 25, 1837.
Sm: In repiy to your letter of the 27th December last, which was
duly received, l have to state, that the transactions complained of by the
Cherokee chiefs in relation to their annuities, have at length been fully
and finally settled, up to, and including, the year 1836, by the payment
of the undrawn funds, to Mr. Coody and others, on the authority of the
chiefs in writing filed by them, and to these gentlemen you will please
refer the Indians for explanation.
The commutation money stipulated for in the 11th article of the late
treaty has been invested in State stocks, yielding a great interest, which
will be collected as fast as it becomes payable, and annually remitted for
distribntion. The proportion to be paid over to the Western Cherokees
will be one-third of the amount, and will hereafter be transmitted in lieu
vf the annuities, which, under the treaty, ceased with the payment in 1836.
'fhis communication, like the former, is forwarded through the superintendent. for his information.
'
Very respectfully 7
'

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Gen. M. S·roKEs,
Fort Gibson, Arkansas.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, April 25, 1837.
SIR: In conformity with the expressed views of the department relative
to the mode of conducting the correspondence with its agents through the
superintendent, when practicable, and without detriment to the same, I
transmit a communication to General Stokes, in _reply to one from him1
which, after you have perused, you will forward.
Very reRpectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner
Captnin

WILLIAM ARMSTRONG,

Choctaw Agency, west of the Mississippi.

a
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, .llpril 26,
SIR: Your letter of the 8th instant, accompanied by your
rent, with vouchers, return, abstracts, and rolls, for the 1st quarter of
lhas been received.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
To Brevet Brig. Gen . .J. E. WooL,
New Echota, Georg-ia.

\VAR DEPARTMENT,
Otfice1ndia.n Affairs, April29,
SIR : I have the honor to transmit, herewith, for your information, a
of a letter from Captain Armstrong, of the 3d instant, to the sta1:em~ntsi
suggestions of which your attention is requested.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRI~,
General NATHANIEL SMITH,
Sup't Cherokee llemo'Dal, Calhoun, Tennessee.
Same to Hon. 'Vilson Lumpkin, and John Kennedy, Esq.,
Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, April 29, 1
SIR: Copies of yours of the 3d instant, (in relation to Cherokee
grants,) the receipt of which is acknowledged, have been sent to
Lumpkin and Kennedy, commissioners under the Cherokee treaty,
General Nathaniel Smith, superintendent Cherokee emigration, and
attention requested to the statements and suggestions which it contains.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Captain \\'-ILL IAM ARMSTRONG,
Choctaw Agency, west of the Mississipp·i.

-WAR DEPARTMENT.
Office lndian A.ffaiTs, May 3,
SIR : I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 28th March
porting the arrival at Fort Coffee of a party of Cherokee emigrants,
ed by you as disbursing agent. I have to inform you that the 0
dian Affairs has no further occasion for your services, and that the
in-Ohief has this day been notified thereof.

:
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Vmt wtli turn over to Doctor Reynolds snch funds and property 91" every
description as yon may have in your hands as disbursing agent for_ the
Cherokee removal, and will forward yonr accounts and vouchers tothi.~ f,)f·
fice for settlement.

·

Very respectfully,

Doctor PHILtP MrNIS1
U. S. Arm11, Calhc.un 1 Ten:nessee. ·

·wAR

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

D.EPART.ME:NT~

Office Indian .Bffairs1 May 3: 1831..
Sm : Agreeable t<1 the intimation given in my letter to yon of the 20th
bltimo, addressed to the Adjutant General, I have the honor to inform yon
that, as Doctor Philip Minis has completed the service on which he wa~
engaged as disbursing agent to a party of' Cherokee emigrants, this office
has no further occasion for his services. Notice of tb.is fact has been given
to Doctor Minis from this office, addressed to him at Calhoun, Tennessee;·
. Very respectfully,
·
C. A. HARRIS;
Commissioner.

Major Gen~ A~ MAcoMB;
.
General-in· Uhiif U. 8. A1"1ny,

w.AR

DEPAR.'TME~'P,

Office indian Affairs, May 3, 1837,

Sm.: Doctor Philip lVHnis htts this day been relieved from further set..
tlce in the Indian Department by notice from this office, and instructed t<J
turn over to you snch funds and propel'ty of every description as he may
have m his hands appertaining to the removal of the Cherokees. You will
~lease to receive the same, and thereupon execute to Doctor Minis the
ptoper vouchers therefor~
Very respectfully,
01 A. HARR1S 1

Doctor J. b. REv~otJbs;
. .
...
Dis. Ag·cnt Cher. Rem:.; Calhoun, Ten'it,

Comrn.ission er4

- 1VAR. DEPAR1'1\tE~T; ' '
Office Indian· Affairs, May 3, 1Stf7,

SiR: 1 have receivecl yout.ie,tter of th~ 20t~ ulti~no, enclosing a quarterly
statement of agents employed m the em1gratwn of the Cherokees. By re ..
ference ta the form for this return , annexed to the regt11ations1 and which
uonstitute a part of the same, you will p~rceive that there is a column for
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tompensation allowed to the different persons employed, although
ticle requiring the return to be made does not specially require
pensation to be stated. This informatit'm is important to this
I therefore enclose your return that it may be corrected.
Your views in relation to the removnl of the Cherokees, so as to
their comfort and good feelings, meet the entire concurrence of this
ment; and the very successful accomplishment of your first effort is
gratifying, and evinces that your arrangements have been made
and judgment.
A remittance of $100,000 was made a few days since to Captain
ton, for emigrating purposes, under the supposition that he ·
rected to remain with you. Should he, howevAr: be assigned to
the commissioners, he can turn over the amount to Doctor Rey
Doctor Minis has this day been notified from this office that the
Department has no further occasion for his service.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
General N. SMITH,

Sup. Cher. Rem., Calhoun, Tenn.
wAR DEP AR'rMENT

May6,
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
•ith instant, bringing to my view certain acts regarded by the
oppressive and unjust, and of which they complain; and asking to
nished with a copy of the instructions to Col. Lindsay, who is
proceed to the nation to relieve General \Vool.
The acts of which you complain will be strictly inquired into,
Lindsay \Vill be instructed to examine and report to this department
circumstances connected with them.
With regard to the instructions to be given to Colonel Lindsay, it
the usage of this department to furnish any copies of similar
The Cherokee nation may be assured they will be framed ·
kindness towards them, and that every indulgence will be ex1tended
consistent with the settled determination of the Government
execute the treaty of 29th December, 1835.
Very respeetfully,

J. R.
Colonel JoHN Ross,

Washington, D. C.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
SIR :

lJ;Jay 11,
I have to request that all your drafts for funds be, without

made payable in Tennessee.
Brig.

Gen. JoHN E. WooL,
Athens, Tennessee.
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WAn DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian .Ojfairs: May 12, 1837.
MADAM:

Your letter of the 2d instant enclosing an attested copy of the

last willofyourlate husband, 'ViJliam M. Davis, Esq., has been received; and,
m reply, I beg leave to inforrn you that his accoun~ against the_ Government
for $240 has been placed with the Second Auditor, who will cause the
amount found due on settlement to be remitted to you from the Treasury.
Very respectfully,

Mrs.

DA vrs,
Frankfort, Kentucky.

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

ARaBELLA

WAR DEP.1R1'M.EN'.r.

Office lndian Affairs, May 13, 1837.
GENTLEMEN : In accordance with the intimation in my letter of the 24th
ultimo, I now transmit the original papers procured from the General Land
Office, relative to the alleged abandonment of reservottions by the under
named indivjduals, for whom they were provided in the treaties with the
Cherokees of 1817 ~nd 1819.. As. these ar~ ~riginal p~pers, you are speCially requested to give such directiOns as will msure thmr safe keeping and
return to this office.
Very respectfnl1y,

Hon. WILSON

LuMPKIN,
E~q.,

and

C. A. BARRIS,
Commissioner.

JoaN KENNEDY,

New Ec!zota, Georgia.

WAR DEP l RTMENT,

May 18, 1837.
Sm: You will proceed without unnecessary delay to the Cherokee coun~
try, and relieve Gene~al Wool of the .command now exercised by him,
That officer hr..s been mformed that this measure would be taken by the
department, and you will, without doubt, find him prepared to turn over
th~ command to you, and, i!l obedi~nce to his instru?tions, to furnish you
Wlth all the documentary mformatwn necessary to g-Ive you a full view of
his powers as military cammanding officer, and of his relationship in the
execution of his duties in that capacity, to the commissioners, Messrs.'Lumpkin and Carroll. ·Your powers and your connexi?n with those gentlemen
will be the same as those of General Wool, and this department hopes t:1ere
will be perfect harmony and co-operation between you and them. To meet
the contingency, however, of Gen~ral "\Vool not being able to furnish you
with the necessary documents, copies of such of the correspondence with
that officer as may seem requisite fully to inform you on the two points alluded to, will be made out without delay, and forwarded to your address at
New Echota, Georgia: at which place you will probably find General Wool,
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or best be able to ascertain where he is, and
first proceed. _
John Ros8 and the Cherokees who were with him in this city,
themselves previously to their reeent departure for the nonh in con
and peaceable language; but as the former has, since his retnrn,
his tone, you will jealously watch his conduct, ~nd if, in your opinion,
calculated to excite the Cherokees to hostilities, you will cause him
arrested and delivered over to the civil authority1 to be dealt with
to law. Herewith, you will receive copies of a letter addressed to
John Ross, and of my reply. In referenee to tlle matters complained
the former, you will, at the earliest practicable period, pursue the
pointed out in the second paragraph of the letter.
I also enclose yon a copy of a letter from General Wool, dated 20th
in which he calls the attention of the department to a request for a
of regular troops made by him in a former communication. In
that communication, he was informed that the presence of those
beinO" necessary elsewhere, his request could not be complied with,
he h~d reason to appn~hend difficulties with the Indians, which he
not terminate with the force now under his command. Snch a contin
did not: however, seem to be anticipated by him till the near app
the period prescribed by the treaty wnh the Cherokees for the removal of
whole of that tribe west of the Mississippi. General 'Vool states, in
same leV.er, tbat " many, if not all," of the vohmteers now under his
mand, whose term of service will expire in July ne_·t, will be willing
engage themselves to the Uni~ed Stat~s; and he enters at length into
erations of preference to be gtven to tnem over ne\'\T troops. 'These
era~ions are satisfactory to the department, and you are authorized to
such of those troops as you may deem requisite again into the serv
serve for six months, unless sooner discharged. Of the nnmber of
you will, ns soon as yonr other engagements will permit, prepare an
and transmit it to the dep~rtment. In the event of your being
to employ a further militia force, either to prevent or suppress I
tilities, at the period of the removal ot the Cherokees, it is deemed
that drafts shot~ld be made for this species of force from other St&..tes,
a part of the same State distant from tbe place \Vhcre hostilities are
to occur, in order to avoid inJustice and violence being inflicted upou
Indians by individuals who h a -e been injured )n their persons or
by the tribe.

Col.

WILLIAM LtN!>sA -v,

Athens, Tennessee.

wAR DEPARtr'l\1EN •:1

May 20,

t have had

the honor to receive your letter of the
sta.nt, communicating- certain rc<Jolntions adopted by the "Georgia
te~rs in the service of the Un itcd States," all of which are hi2'hly
mentary of General Wool, P :1d one of which .opposes his recalt 1
command now exercised b~· him.
0ENTLEMEN!
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Of the confidence reposed by the department in General Wool, and of
the satisfaction given by his general conduct, in the important and trying
· ation in which he has for some time been placed, he has, on more than
ooe occasion, been fully assured; and its gratifying to the department, as
ell as a high testimonial in its favor, that he has gained the confidence
of the citizens of that part of the country where he ._has been acting, and
of the troops under his command. But his recall has been in conformity
with his expressed wishes, and because his services are required in the performaqce of his own peculiar duties, and cannot, therefore, be reversed.
Colonel Lindsey, who has been selected to succeed him, is an officer of
much intelligence and experience, and from his well tried character and
his knowledge of the people and of the country, the department feels assured that he will be able to secure the peace and tranquillity of tlt1e district confided to his care, and to satisfy its inhabitants, who may confidently
rely that every propet· measure for their protection will be taken by the department.
Very respectfully,

J. R. POINSETT.
Capt. Wl\1. E. DERRicK, and others,
Officers of the Georgia Volunteers
in the service of the United Stales ,
Dahlonega, Georgia.

WAR DEPAH.TMEN'r1

Office ltulian Affairs, .1.Way 20, 1837.
tR: l have received your several letters of the following dates, viz :
of the 24th ultimo, reporting the prospect as to making another party of
Cherokee emigrants this season ; of the 26th ultimo, stating the result of
the last emigration; and of the 6th instant; remarking upon the absence of
Dr. Minis, and the causes of demurrage paid to the steamboat company.
The views of this department in relation to the last subject. may be inferred
from its having dispensed with the further services of Dr. Minis as a dising agent. in the Indian Department.
l:Snclosed I forward copies of two letters received from Lieut. J. Van
ne, disbursing agent for the Cherokees west, dated 7th and 11th of
'I, and an extract from a letter to this office from Dr. Minis, dated April
tsai. My obje~t in forwarding copies of Lieut. Van Horne's letters, is
call your attention to the irregularities in the last removal mentioned by
him. Dr. Young should not have left the party, nor suffered it to disperse
lUltil it had been mustered in his presence by Lieut. Van Horne, who was
'fll'Oper agent to receive it; and he should, furthermore, have obtained
the latter officer a receipt for the number of Indians appearing on the
to have been present. Yon will perceive?·by attention to the regula' that a roll should have been made of all who remove on commuta~· The practice of paying the year1s subsistence east of the Mississippi
1l'fegnlar, and must be abandoned. 'rhis business belongs to the agents

~u will perceive the difficulties which are

experienced by L,ieut. .Van
e, and will remove them by immediately furnishing him with the ne18
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ce~~wxv information. You will also enable him to correct the mist
enrollfng persons or families, so far as you have the means.
In regard to your course relative to Dr. 1\'linis, it is approved, and
ler you to the extracts from his Jetter, only to call your attention to
cessity of preparing the account for the provisions issued and sold,
money returned into your hands.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Comm
Gen. NATHANl.EL Sl\UTH,
Supt. Cherokee Removal,
,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPAR"''MEN'r 1

Ojjice Indian Affairs, May 20,
SIR: I h,a ve received your letter of the 6th instant, enclosing
Simonton's receipt for $50, the proceeds of sale~ of hospital stores
you in Arkansas. It wiJI be necessary, when you make up your
to furnish a statement of the articles sold, and an extract from the
tendent's instructions which you considered as authority for dJ.tsposintr
the stores. In the mean time, the receipt will he transmitted to the 2d
ditor, to be entered npon his books.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Com miss·
Doctor C. LILL YBRIDGE,
New Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, May 23,
S 1 a : Your letter of the lsf instant, respecting a claim of Peter J
to a reservation under the treaties with the Cherokees of 1817 and
has been received. The original papers in possession of the
relative to these claims have been sent to Messrs. Lumpkin and
commissioners on the part of the Untted States, and any facts con
with them will properly be communicated to them at New Echotn.
Very respectfully,
D. KURTZ,
Acting Commissioner
CHARLES S. JoNEs, Esq.,
Bolivar, Alabama.

WAtt DEPART:MEN1r,
Office Indian .Affairs, May 23,
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 12th
and, by direction of the Secretary of War, enclose to you, in reply, a
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f a 'letter trom the department to Captain Derrick and others, wh1cl l
explains the reasons for relieving General \Vool from the command in th e
Cheroke~

country.

·
Very respectfully,

D. KURTZ,
Acting Couz,'missioner.

Hon.

J.\MES STANDi;;FER,

J1ount Airy, Bledso county, Tennessee.
Same to Messrs. Rodgers, Johnson, aud others, New Echota, Georgia,
nserting 7th in place of "12th instant."
Same to Gen. Nathaniel Smith} Calhoun1
m plaee of :' 12th instant."

Tenne~see 1

vV AR

inserting 1Oth

DEPAR'rMENT,

Office Indian Affairs: May 25, 1837..
:Silt: I acknowledge the receipt of your two letters of the 7th and 11th
ultimo. Enclosed I forward an extract from my letter to -General Smith,
uperintendent Cherokee removal, dated the 20th instant, which will appri-ze you of the views entertained and the meas1ires adopted by this office
in relatien to the subject matter of your letters.
On the 25th ultimo, a remittance of $150,000 was n1ade to Captain Coltins for the payments to Cherokees, on account of abandoned improvements.
Very respectflillly,
D. KUR'JlZ,
A.cting Commissioner.
Lieut. J. VAN HoRNE,
Disbursing Agent indian Department,
Fort Gibson, Wostern Territory.

\V A;ll

DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, 1J1ay 31, 1837.
Srit: I acknowledge the receipt of your letters of the 28th March last,
ith the report of the health of the emigrating party attended by you, and
,.one without any other date than 1837', with your journal of occurrances
'011 the route with the same party....
.
·
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS, '
Commissioner.

lloetor C. Li:LL YBRIDGE,
:Physician Cherokee Ernigtat·ion,
Calhoun~ Tennessee..
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WAR DEPAR'ti;tE~(l',

Office Indian Affairs, June 21
Sm. : Your letter of the 12th u:ltimo, to the Secretary of War,
a "copy of the correspondence of Colonel John Ross wlth the
and the "-r ar Department," has been referred to this office; and, in
pliance with your requ'est, I have the honor, herew'ith,. to endose to
copies desired.
Very :respectfully,

C. A.. HAllRlf-1,
JoHN

RIDGE,

Esq.,.

President Cherokee Committee,
Neu; Echota, GcrJrgia ,.

wA:·R

DEP AR'i'l\1EN'tj·

Office Indian Affairs, June 6, 1
StR: f ha-ve the honor to refer to you for your consideration the
Letter from Doctor P. Minis, of the army;. and I take the libeTty to
that it is highly important for the interest of both Doctor Minis
Government, that his accounts should be rendered· to this office for
ment without del'av,
I thel'efore respeetfully recommend that the request of tha:t officer
far granted as to enable him to gn· to New Echota for the purpose
taining· posse~sion of his papers, and· ~hat he be permitted there to
for such period as·may be Tequisite for· makcing. ont his accounts, "l.vhieh
he forwarded te thiS> office from that place.
V:ery respectfuli y-,. _

D. KURTZ,
Acting Comm
ALEX. MAcmvta;.
General·in-Chief U. 8. Army:.

Major General

WAR DEPART)lENT1-

0JJice Indian Affairs, .June 6,
S'rR : f acknowfedge the receipt" of your letter of the 5th instant,
reply remark,. that your having been relieved; front duty in· the·
partment, this office has· Ho· power ro·regulate your movements,- antl
grant your request for leave to repair to New Echota is; within the
of the~ General-in-Chief.- Yom: letter has therefore been referred to
ficer ..
lery respectfully,·
_

D. KURTZ;
Doctor PiHLIP' Mn~·rs;.

Wa,sl~ingtort,- lX

~ctin.§!

c:·.

~77
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W~o\.R DEPAR'l'MENT,

Office Indian .A.ffai1·s, June 14, 1837.
IR: Your letter of the 18th instant, in relation to the claim of Major
John Kerr against Elijah Hicks, has been referred by the Secretary of War
o this office, with the following endorsement: "The commissioners in this
ase ought to apply the same rule as would obtain in Georgia in intestate
estates; and if the laws of that State extended over the lauds and improvements of Hicks, the dehtor, the same law ought to govern in the distribution of his estate among his creditors. 'rhe commissioners to ascertain
and apply the law."
A copy of your communication, with the Secretary's endorsement, has
this day been transmitted to the commissioners, and Major Kerr has been
notified of the action of the department thereon, as you requested.
Ve1·y respectfully,
D. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon. JoHN P. KING,
Augusta, Georgia.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, June 14, 1837.
GE~'rLEMEN : Enclosed is transmitted for your information and guidance a copy of a letter from the Hon. John P. King, dated June 8th, to the
Secretary ot War, and by him referred to this office with the following en-dorsement: H The commissioners in this case ought to apply the same rule
as would obtain in Georgia in intestate estates; and if the laws of that
"'tate extended over the lands and improvements of Hicks, the debtor, the
same law ought to govern in the distribution of his estate aiT'.ong his creditors. The commissioners to ascertain and apply the Jaw."
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
·
Commissioner.
His excellency 'V ILSON LuMPKIN, and
.JoHN' KENNEDY, Esq.,
NeM Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

O.Jfice Jndian Affairs, June 14, 1837.
~lR: The letter of the 8th instant from the Hon. John P. King, in relatton to yonr claim against Elijah Hicks, a Cherokee Indian, has been referre4 by the Secretary of War to this office: with the following endorsement:
u The commissioners in this case ought to apply the same rule as would obtain in Georgia in intestate estates ; and #if the laws of that State extend
ov~r the lands and improvements of Hicks, the debtor, the same law ought
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to .g<?vern in the distribution of his estate among his creditor5.
m1sswners to ascertain and apply the law."
A copy of the letter and endorsement of the Secretary has this day
forwarded to the commissioners.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Cornmissivn
Major JoHN

KERR,

Augusta, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, June 14, 183i
SIR: I ackpowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th ultimo, an
swer to which has been necessarily delayed to this period.
In regard to you1· duties as disbursing agent for the execution of
Cherokee treaty, they may be summed up in a. few words. You are to
all claims which are sanctioned by the commissioners, and which
make a requisition upon you for, if within the scope of their powers,
fixed by the regulations, and also to meet all such requisitions as the su
intendent may make, within his proper sphere, to the extent of the
in your hands.
In abstracting your accounts, if you will refer to the 55th article of
revised regulations and onward;_ I think you ·will not be at a loss how
do it. Payments on account of commutation of removal west will come
der the head of transportation.
,
Payments for abandoned improvements will be abstracted as such.
In relation to the debts of John L. McCoy, which you say you are
quired to pay by the superintendent, I can give you no instructions
want of necessary information. If they are debts due from him,
have been examined and approved by the commissioners, the req
should proceed from that board, as the powers of the superintendent
confined to expenditures in the immediate business of emigration.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Capt. J. P. SIMONTON,
Disbursing Agent Ind·i an Department,
New l!klwta, Georg-ia.
\

wAR DEPARTI\1EN'l',

Office Indian Affairs, June 14, 1837.
SrR: I have received a letter from the honorable John Blair, dated
30th ultimo, addressed to the Secretary of War and referred to this
with a copy of aletter from B. F. Currey, late superintendent
emigration, to you ,subjoined.
The claims mentioned by Mr. Blair, having accrued in pursuance of
suggestions of Major Currey's letter, must, for aught which now a
be considered as debts against the individual Indians who receiTed
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plies; and may be secured and paid under the stipulations of the late treaty
with the Cherokee Indians, provided those debtvrs have any means growing out of abandoned improvements, &c. 'rhe process by which this is to
-effected is, to present the claims and the evidence to support them, before
the commissioners for the execution of the treatv, and, if allowed and certified by them, a deduction will be made from the sum awarded to each
debtor f()r his improvements, &c., and the amount paid to the creditors of
the Indians.
Very respectfuJly,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Mr. GEoRGE MouNTCASTLE,
Cherokee Agency E'ast,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lnd'ian Affairs, June 15, 1837.
Sm: Herewith I have the honor to transmit copies of letters received
m this office from Doctor J. C. Reynolds, dated 27th ultimo, from honorable Wilson Lumpkin and John Kennedy, Esq., dated 30th ultimo, and
from Captain Richard Bennett, dated 3d instaut.
·
From these letters, it will be perceived that the Branch of the Planters'
Bank, at Athens, 'rennessee, by their l'efusal to pay the draft of Captain
Bennett, a deposition in that bank, as a disbursing officer of the Govern·
ment, has subjected the public service to great embarrassment.
My object in presentin~ this subject to you is, respectfully to request that
the interposition of the Treasury Department, to remedy the evil now exist¥
ing, by a.n exercise of such powers as it may possess for that purpose.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Com·missioner.

Hon. LEvi "VoonBURY,
Secretary

of the

Treasury.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndiqn Affairs, June 15, 1837.
Sa: l have received votu letter of the 3d instant, in relation to the refusal of the Planters' Bank, at Athens, to pay your draft for $200,000, pre:Sellted by Doctor Re~ nolds, the holder, as the agent of the Government.
In reply, l have to inform you that this subject, with all the correspondence
relation to it, has been laid before the Secretary of the Treasury, for
che parpose of invoking the interposition of that department; and it is
hoped that means will be devised by which the amonnt of the draft will
be realized, in fnnds available for the service for which it was intended.
rrhe remittance to the bank at Augusta was made to the cashier of the
Planters' Bank, at Athens, to be passed to your credit; and the cashier of
the bank at Augusta may not have deemed it necessary to advise you ot'
Jts receipt. It is prrsumed that the funds ilre now in the bank at Augusta~

J
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subject to your draft; and I entertain a hope that the amount will be
so as to prevent any embarrassments to the public service from the
of the bank at Athens.
I deem it due to you to remark that, should you incur any ex
the purchase of specie, by paying a premium· for it, the amount of
premium will not bfl allowed in settling your accounts; and, therefore,
expense will fall upon you.
Very rel'pectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner
Capt.

RICHARD

BENNETT,

Disbursing Agent Indian Department,
New Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTI\JENT,

GE:NTLEME~:

Ol]ice Indian Affairs, June 15, 1837.
I have received your letter of the 30th ultimo, in

to the refusal of the Planters' Bank, at Athens, to pay a draft dra
Captain Bennett on that bank, to Doctor Reynolds, the holder, in
of the Government.
In reply, I have to inform you that this subject has been laid before
Secretary of the Treasury, with copies of the correspondP-nce in rela
jt, for the purpose of invoking the interposition of that department;
is hoped that means will be advised by which the amount of the
will be realized, in funds available for the public, service, for which
draft was designed.
As to the funds which may be reasonably required from the
banks, 1 have to remark, that the Government expect and may 'f'Dr<nnu .~l.il
require that they should pay such as will answer the purposes of the
serviee, and no other funds will be received from them ; and in no
a premium be paid for specie or other currency at the expense of the
ernment.
Vcry respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Hon. \VILsON LuMPKIN, and
JonN KENNEDY, Esq.,

Commissioners, o/c., New Echola; Georgi~ .

WAR DEPARTMEN'r,

Office Indian Affairs, June 15, 1837.
SrR: I have received your two letters dated 24th and 27th ultimo,
first enclosing an account of John A. M. Jarnigan ; the other informing
the refusal of the Planters' Bank to pay Captain Bennett's draft.
In relation to the account of Mr. Jarnigan, I have to remark, that it
unusual to employ laborers to attend upon emigrating parties, except
particular emergencies. It is not understood that that class of persons ar
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net\eSSary as attendants upon parties, and therefore no provision is made
fot them in the regulations.

The employment in this case was irregular,
masmuch as the approbation of this office was not previously obtained.
At present, I decline authorizing the payment of the account, until I shall
haTe such explanations· fi·om General Smith as shall satisfy me of its propriety, and of the necessity for Mr. Jarnigan's services.
In relation to the employment of a laborer and police officer in future, l
have to remark, that I am not at present aware of its necessity. lt has been
believed that the agents now provided for to attend upon parties are sufficient for all duties required ; and a further increase cyppears, as at present
advised, to be inconsistent with the economy which should be observed.
In relation to the draft on the Planters' Bank at Athens, payment of which
has been refused, I have to remark, that the subject has been laid before the
Secretary of the Treasury for the purpose of invoking the interposition of
that department, and it is hoped that through that means, the amount of
the draft may be realized in funds available for the service.
Very respectfully:

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Doctor JoHN C.

REYNOI.ns,

Disbursing Agent Indian Department,
Cal!tou11, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, June 16, 1837.
SIR: I have now before me your several letters of ihe following dates,
v1z: lOth ultimo, enclosing the report of the medical director, and suggesting a change in the Indian ration; of the l7ih ultimo, reporting the progress
of enr?l ment; of the 24th ultimo, acknowledging mine of the 25th ~f April
last, with a ~opy of a letter from Captain Armstrong; of the 26th ultimo; reporting the progress of enrolment and prospect of emigration this fall ; of
the 28th ultimo, requesting that Doctor Young's service~ may be confined
to the Cherokee nation east, and his compensation increased ; of the 29th
ultimo, enclosing the account of expenditures in removing five Creek Indians with the last party of Cherokees; and of the 31st ultimo, enclosing a
connected statement of agents for the 1st quarter of 1837.
For answer to so much of the above letters as seem to require it, I have
to remark, as to the services of Doctor 'Young, that no instructions from
this office are necessary. You have, by the regulations, now the power of
employing that gentleman in any capacity which the good of the service
requires ; and should you think that that consideration should keep him in
the CherokeP. country east as an assistant superintendent, you are at liberty
o to order. But you will understand that his compensation must be that
of an assistant, which, having been fixed by the SecrP.tary of War, this office has no power to change without his approbation. In this case, I see
no reason for making such change, the compensation being esteemed to be
sufficiently liberal, amounting to $1,460 per annum, especially when the
requisite qualifications and the nature of the duties are considered.
The suggestions of Doctor Lyde, as to a change in the component parL
of the Indian ration, have been maturely considered by this department.
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Though the reasons ~ssigned for the change have great weight, yet it
not been thqughtzexpe~ient to make it, as it is believed that more imp01
considerations are ·oppqsed JO th~ alterations.
The compensati6ri of- Doe tor Hetzel, ~s clerk, at $4 per day, is not
· proved. Three dollars per day:1s the': higb·est :nmount paid to a clerk
the emigrating service, ahd . is considered, as -:it amounts to $1,095 pe~
num, amply sufficient to secure the service of a 'c ompetent person; and
a~ not ahl~ to see that the additio~1al !abo~ in assisting pa~~ain ~i
w1ll render the task of the clerk d1sproportwned to the ·con1pensatwn ;
it ought to be borne in mind that the Government are entitled to the
service of the clerk, as well as other agents~· while-they are in public
ployment.
' ·
On examination of the muster roll, which ; has been forwarded to
office, of the party lately desfia:tcned by you, it is found that you
- not certified that it is correct, agreeable to paragraph 32,
the '
regulations, and article 12 of section 2 of the old regulations.
muster roll is an important document, in condu_<:~i~g_ lh~ business ,of
gration, and should be made ·Up w_itq grtp(\t· care ,lind _ accu~acy. :
which has been forwarded . ~q,: tt:ris~, office_is· certified by Doctor Y
C(;)'nductor. Now, a •.~(il-p.duetor is nota musterin~? officer, and his cert
ca~_gi_ve 110 -~ali4ity·:'to that document. The regulations require th
shopld personally attend the muster, and see tha~ , every individual
·upon the roll is pr~sent for emigr_atiop_. , _,. Y.pur:.. certificate u_pon the
ass'ures this ,ofiice and-all-otlie}s concerned of these facts. The muster.
is equally-important, a~d- should be made and certified by the agent
,_ irtg the party, and not by the condu·ctor: I retur.n the roll to you fo.r
_ purpose of enabling you to make any corrections, -a s , i(is _su~;gested
- Lieutenant Van Horne in his letter, (a copy of which has been sent to
there are many which have occurred, and that you may add your
tificate to it. I suggest to you, also, the importance of great caution
making up the roll and mustering future ·p arties. ,,
Enclosed with the muster roll are blank quarterly statements of
quarterly abstracts of provisions issued, statements of treaty articles
and received, and some paper of the largest size contained_in this
which is forwarded agreeable to your request. -- .-"''··
· -· ·
'rhe account of expenditures in removing ~he five Creeks has been
amined in this office, and is approved.
- ·
· ·
Measures will be taken to. reimburse the Chero:kee fund for this
ture.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

of

>-

·

Dommissioner.
Gen.

N.ATHL. SMITH,

SuJ'· Cher. Rem., Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR lJEP AR TMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, June 20, 1837.
SIR: Enclosed, I forward the account of J. A. M. Jarnigan and
randum of his expenses while attending 11pon the late party of

•

vuo;.,,vn""l

-~;., [ 12ft ]
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emigrants) which papers were inadv~rtal}tly omitted in forwardlng~tll,Y, l~t:-.~,
-· ~.-· - -< . :. ' :.:.:!Ei-~
ter of the 15th instant.
Very respectfully,
.
·~:~~;~·
,, , "
C. A. HARRIS,

,..,_, ,,
Doctor J. C.

REYNOLDs,

Commissione1·.

.. .,

Disbursing Agent lndian Depa1·tment,
Galf!:olm, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

·.- · ''

Office Indian Ajj'airs, June 20, 1837.

SIR: I have received your severat'letths, viz.: · of the 3(f'and ·two of the
5th instant.
As to the"supply "of funds .. by transmission from the mint or otl)erwjse ~
this department ·ha:s···no control over the subject. I do riot"hesitate, however, to assure you that every practicable method will be taken by. the
Treasury Department to supply such funds as will answer for the discharge of the obligations of the-.Governm~nt: . • . . .
. ·. _ ,.
.
'rhe eertifica.te · wl;ti~~- yo\l:· giv.e in cases whe.r e Cherokee~' -rerboye t~em,~ .
selves· on commutation is correct: · · ,..rhere ought; however, to, b~ kept and, ·
forwarded to the agent west, a roll of all such __ &s remove ,in this inanne~i
that he may be properly informed, and a similar roll should be ·transmitted·
to this office. Too much care cannot be taken to give to this office and the
agents west every information in relation to the progr~ss of this business.
The copies of the letters from Doctor Minis _and .Lieutenant Van Horne
were forwarded to you, in order that you migh~ be infor.rned of the alleged
inaccuracies and mistak.es in the last remov~l. I have been pleased to find
that your explanation is satisfactory. As I have forwarded the roll, you
will have an opportunity of making it perfect, by such entrjes as truth will
permit. You will understand that the same eorrections_. ought to be forwarded to Lieutenant Van Horne. This is important, as the .muster roll is
the document upon which all his disbursements are forwarded; and unless
this is correct, he can have no safety in his payments. ,
On examination of..yonr quarterly statement of agents, namP.s are found
which are not known _to have . been submitted to this department for approval. Yon are desired, in .this_ .-r espect, to conform to the regulations 1
which require that before y9u' employ any one in the business of emigration, except temporarily and from necessity, the approbation of this offiee
should be obtained.
·
Very respectfully,
_ .

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Gen. NATHANIEL

SMITH,

Superiutendent Cherokee Removal,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

j.,
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

}'ltne 28, 1
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 12th ·

1 deem it proper to advise you against prematurely or unnecessarilv
·
creasing your force in the Cherokee country, by .calls· on the
of the adjoining States for volunteers, as no movements on the part of
Cherqkees are probably to be apprehended, till Ross shall have visited
city and failed in the application, which he has declared it to be his ·
tion to make, to Congress, for the purpose of procuring a modification of
treaty with that tribe.
I enclose for your information offers of sundry volunteers, and a
also of the law authorizing the President to accept the services of
species of troops.
Colonel

WILLIAM LINDSAY,

Athens, Tennessee.
N. B.-You will be consid.ered as entitled to double
time you enter upon your new duti~s.

WAR DEPARTMEN'l',

Otfice lndian Affairs, June 30, 1837.
SIR: I have received your letter of the 24th instant, inquiring as
your duties as physician to the Cherokee emigration.
In reply, I have to remark, that you were appointed in pursuance of
8th article of the treaty with the Cherokees, of the 29th December,
\Vhich provides that a "physician wel1-supplied with medicines shall
company each detachment of emigrants removed by the Govern
It will follow, of course, that your services will be confined to e ·
and, that there may be no misapprehension as to what circumstances
stitute an emigrant within the . meaning of the clause of the treaty
quoted, I have to inform you that he must not only have enrolled, but
in rendezvous under the appointment of the superintendent, for the
of emigration, or on the march. Indians under these circumsta
stitute a detachment of emigrants who are entitled to your p
services. Any other attendance as u physician, consistent with your d
to the Government, will depend upon your own· pleasure.
General Smith has been furnished with a copy of this letter.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Vornmiss-ioner.

,Doctor C.
·

LILLYBRIDGE,

P kysician Cherokee Removal,
Athens, 1'en.rnessee~
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\VAR 1Jr.:PAR'rl\1E:&"T1

Office lndian Afj'uirs, June 30, 1837.

StR:

i~ndosed,

1 ti'atlsmit

fot your information a copy of a letter thifi

day addressed to Doctor C. Lillybridge, from this offiee.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner .

Gen. NATHANIEL Sl\HTf.t ;
8'uperintendent Cherokee RemDval;
Calhoun, Te1nwssee .
WAR DEPARTME:N'rj

Q/]ice Indian Affairs; .June 30, 1837',
Snt! I httve re~eived yotit letters of May 22d and June 13th, respectin~r
the draft in your favor for $150,000; for Cherokees.
_
In answer; I have to infotm you that Captain Joseph Hook, jr. has thi~
day been engaged as an agent of this department to proceed at once to
Louisville and other points on the Ohio river, and procure $150;000 in
pecie, and to transport it to Little Rock and deliver it to you, taking your
teceiptj He will leave this city as soon us the necessary papers can be
~repared. 'rhis amount, it is intended shall be applied to the payment
of the claims of the Cherokee emigrants under the instructions heretofore
given, in place nf the professed wa.rrant1 which you will please to return

to this office.

I have to request that you will nfford Captain ·Hook, \vho has been

m:

l!tructed to correspond with you, all the aid in your power.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commiss·ioner ,

Cnptain R. iJ, d.

CoLti~s ,

Little Rock; Arkattsa~~

"\,Y AR

DEFAR'l'MENTj

Office Indian Affairs, July 5, 1831',
S1 R : You ate heteby appdfnted an assistant to Captain Joseph H. Hook>
1r., of Baltimore, \Vho is about to proceed to the west as an ~gent of the
Indian Department; to convey $150,000 in specie from certain points on
the Ohio rivm·; to Little Rock, At·kansas. Yon will report yourself to that
~entleman, and perform your duties under his direction.
.
You will be all~wed five dollars per day for each day ·actua1ly and
necessarily engaged in this servi~e, to be paid on your certificate, and your
tual travelling expenses; to be paid on an account supported by vouchers;
, in the ~~sence of these, on your certificate as to ·the am?unt expended 1
ae.tU!DPt1med by a statement that yon could not eonvemently ~ procure
Me1pts,

"Very respectfully;
C;

A~

_. .. ...

·HkR1US,
·C:Vmmissione11•

JoaN li. DoRSEY; Es<i_.,

Baltimore, Ma1·ylancL
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\VAR lh.::PA.H.TMltNtr,

Office Indian Affairs, July 5,
Srn : You are hereby appointed a special ageht of the Indian
ment, to receive, transport, and deliver to Captain R. D. C. Collins,
tle Rock~ Arkansas, the sum of $150,000 in specie. Drafts on recei
banks on 'the Ohio river will be furnished you by the Treasury
ment. I have to request that you will enter upon your duties at the
practicable moment, and press forward in their execution as fast
ble. The route and mcde of transportation are left to your
.Captain Collins has been notified of your appointment., and
· · give yo1:1 all the facil~ties in his P?wer. The sum of $5,000
furnished you to pay transportatiOn and incidental expenses; in
bursement of which you will observe all possible economy,
·
the proper performa~1ce of the duty. You will be charged with,
account for, both this sum and the specie! under the head of H
into effect the -Cherokee treaty, per act of 2d July, 1836." En
copy of the regulations for the emigration of indians, from which
derive useful information, more particularly in regard to the
form of keeping and stating your accounts.
Nlessrs. John H. Dorsey and H. "\V. Tilley have been appointed
sistants. Enclosed is a: copy of their letters of appointment. S
deem additional assistance necessary and ptoper, you can employ
the same compensation and on the same' conditions. You will be
eight dollars per day for each day actually and necessarily engaged
service, to be paid on your certificate, and your actual travelling
to be paid ol'l an account supported by vouchers, or, in the a
these, on your certificate as to the amount expended, accompanied
statement that you could not· conveniently procu·re receipts.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Comrni
r~apt. J. H. HooK, Jr.,
Baltimore, Maryland.

WAR DEPARTMEN'r,

Office Indian Affairs, July 7, 1

SIR: I have received your letter of the 6th ultimo, enclosing
}lapers connected with the refusal of the ,bank at Athens, Tennessee,
Captain Bennett's drafts. It is hoped that the measures taken by the
tary of the Treasury will have produced a course of conduct on
of the bank which will be satisfactory to all.
Upon reference to Captain Ben~ett's instructions; it will be seen
warrants were in favor of the cashiers of the banks at Athens and
to be by them placed to Captain Bennett's credit. This will
the non-reception at New Echota of the warrant on Augusta.
the amount has been standing to Captain Bennett's credit for two
past. I hope that, long ere this, such funds have been realized as
ble the commissioners and disbursing officers to proceed with their
ness without further interruption•.

·'
I

.~~
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The order from the Adjutant .General's office, to \Vbic~ you allude, is,
ot' course, in operation, until you are notified from tlus office that your sorvices are no longer required in the Indian J)epartment. Until such notice
1s given you, and the Adjutant General is informed of it, you wilt continue
to perform such duty as may be indicated by this office.
· · ·· "' . Very respectfully,
.. ..
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Capt. J.P.

SIMONTON,

New Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, litly 8, 1837.
GEN'rLEMEN: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your let. .
ters of the 31st May and 16th June.
It seems to me that your instructions to Lieutenant Van Horne, a copy
of which, and of the roll of emigrants entitled to payments, with the amount
each is entitled to, you have transmitted for the information of this depart ..
ment, are very proper, and sufficiently explicit and ample for the government of that officer, and to insure the satisfactory and safe performance of
his duty.
Owing to inadvertence, no instructions respecting the valuation of th€
missionary establishments were given until the 24th of February last, when
a. l~tter, a copy of which is herewith enclosed, was sent to General Smith.
If, however, Major Currey caused the valuations to be made, so much has
been gained ; and I have to request that you will continue to make such
settlements as you allude to, granting to the agents of the boards certificates of the amounts due for each. These certificates will be, by the hold ..
ers, presented at this office for payment, it being deemed best that they
should be payed here instead of in the Cherokee country. You will be
pleased, however, to give this office full information of the amounts al~
lowed, al1d of such other particulars as may be useful here. A copy of ·
this paragraph will be sent to General Smith, for his information.
I entertain the hope that the measures taken by the Secretary of the
Treasury will have produced such results at Athens, Tennessee, as will
enable you to realize the money on deposite there; and that you have,
also, rendered available that at Augusta, and thus have surmounted all the
diffi.cnlties respecting fund~. If, however, this is not the case, this office
will, upon being so informed, use all the efforts in its power to supply
funds that will be satisfactory to all.
That part of your letter of the 16th, relating to Ross and the military
operations, will be laid before the Secretary of War.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

W. LuMPKIN and
J. KENNEDY, Esqrs.,
Ne1o Echota, Georgia.

Commissioner.

2~8
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\VAR DEPAR'1'ME:N'1',

Ojjlce lndian Affairs, July 8,
SIR: I lmve to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
und, this morning, I received one from D. Thompson: cashier of the
of America, stating that the bond referred to in yours had arrived,
ln reply, I beg leave to refer you to mine of the 28th ultimo, a
which has been sent to the cashier of the above named bank.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

SMtTn, Esq. 1
President Bank of tlte State of A1issouri,
St. Louis, Missouri .

JoHN

wAit DEt~AR'l'MEN'l'l

~IR:

qjfice Indian Affa'irs, July S, 1
1 have received your letter of the 22d ultimo, with your

of issues of provisions for the 1st quarter of 1837, and vouchers
nying the same.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Gen.

Comntisni

NATHjL SMITH~

8UJh Cher. Ernig1'ation, Calhoun , 'I'enn.

WAR bEPA:RTME~rr.

Office Indian Ajlai1·s~ July 12,
UEl\TTtEMEN: It is tlildel'stood that a council of the Cherokees is to
ble on the 31st instant. The Secretary of "\"Var has determined that
proceeding the Government will offer no opposition. He will,
despatch a special agent, who will be present at the council, and
amply instructed as to the views and intentions of the Executive,
will make fullv known to the Indians in council.
It is the deslte of the Secretary that you shall attend this council, ·
can do so, with due tegard to other duties, and that you will eu-ILHJelrai.P.~
the special agent and others in promoting the objects in view. The
·ngent will be informed that you will co-operate with him as fi:u as
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARR~S,.

W.
J.

LuMPKiN and

J{ENNEDY;

Bsqrs.;

New Echota;

Georg~r.t,
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J

DEPAR'rMENT,

.July 12, 1837.
rit: 1 have to acknowledge the receipt of your 'letters of the 20th and
26th ultimo, and to request that you will withdraw your prohibition of the
as,sembling of ~he Cherokee council on the 31st instant. You will personally
attend the couhril, in order that you may fully inform yourself of its pro·
ceedings. An agent will be specially sent from this place, who will also be
present on that occasion, and communicate to you fully the Yiews of the
Government in relation to this matter.
Very respectfully,
J. R. POINSETT.

Col. WM.

LtNDSA Yl

New Echola, Georgia.

A duplicate of the above was sent to Colonel Lindsay, and the following
postscript added :
P. S.-Jobn ·Mason, jr., Esq., has been appointed agent on the part of the
Government, and you are requested to address a letter to him at Athens,
f'xeorgia, informing him of the place where the council will be held.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Ajj'airs, .July 12, 1837.
SIR: l have the honor to inform you that the Secretary of War has dett?rmined that no opposition shall be made to the assembling of the Cherokee
council, which it is understood is to be held on the 31st instant. A special
agent will be despatched at an early day to make known the views and in- •
tentions of the Government, of which he will be fully possessed.
I have to request that you ':'ill also be_ prese_nt, and give all t~e aid in your
power, in forwarding these views and mtentwns. The special ao-ent will
be notified that you have been instructed to co-operate with him. ~
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Heneral N. Sl\nTil,

CaUwu.n, 'l'en nessn.

\VAR DEPARTMENT,

July 15, 1837.

Sta ~ You will seek nn interview with the commissioner~, for the purpose
of conferring with them upon the subject of the measures which ought to
be adopted in order to produce unity and c.m,cert of action among all the
officers and agents of the Goverument connected with the execution of the
treaty, and to effect the peaceable removal of the Cherokees.
They are of opinion, that if their ad vice had prevailed, and their plans
been followed, this work might have been triumphantly accomplished, and
complain that the supervisionary care confided to them has been rather productive of evil than good; that the military stationed there to secure the

19
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peace of the country have been wotse than useless~ and that the
sioners and their authority have been contemned. The Government
sirous of having some E:'xplanation of the manner in which these evils
been produced, and of profitting as far as practicable by th~ knowledge
experience of the commissioners to remedy them. As the commn
made by the commissioners were oral, the Government is ignorant of
plans proposed by them to promote the emigration of the Indians, and
not, therefore, until made acquainted with what they were, form any
ion as to their propriety, or co-operate in any manner in their
You will endt:lavor to obtain from them a full development of their
and an explanation of the causes which have embarrassed their pro
They think that the kind treatment Mr. Ros8 received at the bands
Government has added to his means of doing mischief. He was
with civility both by the President and at this office, but assured un
edly of the fixed purpose of the Government to carry out the
was not considered politic or proper to treat him or his followers ha
long as their deportment was respectful: but certainly the conferences
with the public officers while at Washington were not calculated to
n. doubt on his mind of the determination of the Executive fully and
fully to execute the treaty. While that determination is expressed and
idly adhered to, it is important to the character of the Government, that
Cherokees should have no just cause of complaints. 'rhey ought to
treated with uniform kindness and forbearance until the moment ·
when their resistance to the execution of the treaty may place the
under the painful necessity of coercing them. Above all, the illegal
cise of power must be avmded both by the civil and military agents of
ernment, as such a course would be more likelv than anv other to
odium on the Government, and to receive the sympathies of deluded
as well as to e~cite the indignation of the pe?ple generally. With
view of the subJect, the council has been permitted to be held and it
been thought to afford a fitting opportunity to impress upon the
nation the views of the Government towards them. You will assure
commissioners that upon receiving information of the plans they have
posed to adopt in order to secure the peaceable execution of the treaty
shall be carefully considered and adopted, as far as they may be found
sistent with the settled policy of the Government. You will urge them
plain to you the subjects of complaint, and to point out what they
the proper remedy ; and you will frankly expose to them the views of
Government, with regard to the present treatment of the Cherokees, and
future conduct which will be observed towards them. With respect to
Ross) the military commander has been instructed to watch his actions
idly, and to take prompt and efficient measures against him, should his
duct justify such proceedings. Any illegal act against this man would
only be unjustifiable and contrary to the spirit of our institutions, but
give him an advantage over the Government, and elevate him into
tance.
l have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

J. R. POINSETT.
JoHN MAsoN, jr., Esq.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

July L5, 1837.
,a: Yon w1l1 proceed with all possible despatch to New Echota, in
rder to be present at the council of the Cherokee nation to be assembled
there on the 31st of this month.
It is understood that this council ha.s been called by Mr. John Ross and hi.s
friends, who wen'l lately in this city, in order to give to the nation an account of their proceedings here ; and the object of the President in desiring
that yon should be present there is that the conduc.t and declarations and
final determination of the Government-should be fairly stated and fully explained to the Cherokee people, us tney were to their chiefs.
It has long been an object of"anxious solicitude with this Gove_rnment to
remove the Cherokees beyond the baneful and fatal influences which now
urround them, and which, if they had been suffered to remain in their
present position, must soon have destroyed them. In pursuance of this humane policy, a treaty has been made with them, which has received the
sanction of the Senate of the United States, and of the Cherokee nation.
Notwithstanding- the very liberal terms of this treaty, by which the United
States have made provisions for the fnture comfort, quiet, and happiness of
their red brethren, and have agreed to pay largely and liberally for the land
and improvements the Cherokees will abandon, Mr. Ross and his immediate friends and followers are dissatisfied with that compact, and seek a
modification of many of its provisions. They have been assured by the
Executive that this instrument is now become, by mutual acts of ratification,
the law of the land, and cannot be altered at the will of either party ; that
the President has no power over it, and that the constitution of the United
States makes it his imperative duty to cause it to be executed. In all the
interviews had by Mr. Ross and his party with the President and the Secretary of War, this language was held to them and this declaration solemnly repeated: yon will take care, therefore, to have this view of the subject
fully explained to the council. Although the treaty itself might be defended on its own merits, and be proved to have been concluded in the most
generous spirit on our part, and to co!ltain the most liberal provisions for
the Cherokees, still it is worse than useless to discuss it now ; it has been
concluded and solemnly ratified, and must be executed; and the chiefs who
should advise the people to attempt to resist or to delay its execution, would
~xhibit a factious spirit, and•show an utter disregard of the interests of the
nation.
.
The people of the United States and the Government have hitherto regarded the condition of the Cherokees with great intflrest and deep sym~thy. !hey saw.them surround~d and pressed upon by n white population, wh1ch, for their own preservatwn, were compelled to extend their laws
over the Indians as well as over their own people; yielding gradually to the
pressure and falling to decay; encompassed Ly evils moral and physical
and those fea!fully incr.easing~; their conditio~, to use the language of Gen~
eral Jackson m his feehng address to them m 1835, was becon1ing worse
and worse, and they were about to disappear, as so many tribes had done before them. A few of the chiefs might have survived the general fall of the nation, but no doubt can reaso~ably ~e entertained that the ~~ss of" the people
would soon have fulfilled this ternble prophecy. Entertammg these views
ed anxiously solicitous to avert so great an evil, the Government sought t~
remove this people beyond the reach of moral and physical causes which
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were rapidly, certainly, and evidently working their destructiotJ.
by pernicious counsels, the nation for a long time obstinately
listen to the proposals of the Government, and resisted all om
ameliorate their condition. Instead of being a prosperous and united
established in a fertile region, independent of the rnle of the
which is foreign to their custorns and abhorrent to theirt notions of
they still linger in the territory of the States, a divided people, h
the eucroachments of the white i.nlmbitants, and subject to laws
understand. Instead of -roaining unrestrain ed over lands abcmn.dllltfl4
game, they are pent up by the improvements of their n2ighbors,
their suffering, are driven to excess, which would soon terminate in
rnin and utter extinction. Those who seek to withdraw them from
a state are their friends, nnd those who wonid mislead them, by nrging
to resist the benevolent designs of the Goven1ment~ are their enemies,
\Yorthy the severest punishment.
Yon will, in your communications with the council, expose
'\Yickedness of such attempts to deceive the people, and place in the
est light the inevitable results of any fnrther resistance to the
ecution of the treaty, and impress upon them the earnest desire oft
emment to see thern submit to their removal peaceably and cheerful!
that they wish to contribute by all the means in its power to their
and prosperity. At the same time you will nssure them that if they h
the pernicious connsels of artful and designing men, and oppose the
tion of the lnws, the symputby now felt for their condition by the Go
ment and people of the United States will be lost in the indignation
conduct will excite, and that they will he compelled reluctantly to put
their strength to enforce submission to the laws, and compliance with
~olemn pledge given by the nation.
Ia the mean time every indulgence will be extended to them
with the peace of the country, and every facility afforded to those wh
sire to anticipate the period fixed by the treaty for the removal of the
nation.
You \vill avoid in your talk even the appearance of threatening
chiefs or the people, but will use the kindest terms, seeki11g rather to
suade them to abide by the terms of the treaty, and showing the utter
cv of listening to the hopes entertuined by some of the chiefs of o
ai1y modification of that instrument. And you .will mildly but firmly
press to them the settled purpose of the Government to carry into effect
the provisions of the compact at the period fixed by law, and point out
:hem the wide.spread ruin which will follow any attempts to postpone
execution ; consequences which would he mm·e immediately felt and
more fatal to the W€althy chiefs, but which would 1a1l heavily upon
whole nation, and involve them jn one general ruin, for the expense
ing any prolongation of the term or any movement of troops to
obedience to the laws would be chargeable to their rash conduct, and
deducted from the sums so liberally granted to them by the treaty ..
After the very full conversations we have had upon this subject, it
pears unnecessary to extend these instructions any huther. The
ment feels a deep interest in the success of your agency in this matter,.
places the utmost reliance upon your prudence and firmness to prod
r~ost beneficial impressions upon chiefs. and people of the Cherokee
You will meet with the efficient and cordial co-operati~n of Colonel
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ay, military commander, and General Smith, the superintendent of Indian
emigration, who are fully instructed to meet you ;· you will communicate
freely with them on the views of the Government, and report to this department such information as you may derive from them.
·
If the commissioners are able to attend, as they have been requested to
do, you \villlikewise comrnunicate with them with equal frankness, and ex·
plain to them the views of the Government in permitting this council to be
held,and in their treatment of Mr. Ross and his immediate friends. If you
houJd not meet them at the council, you will seek an interview with them
when that is concluded, and tender such explanations as it is hoped will be
.satisfactory to them.
Very respectfully,
J. R. POINSETT.
[No address to this letter.]

wAR DEPARTMENT,

lVashiugton, July 15, 1837.
Sm: The reply to your letter of the 4th of May was mailed to your address in ·washington, and I hope has been received.
Colonel Lindsay has been directed by this department to allow the council you have called to be assembled; and Mr. Mason, who will deliver you
this Jetter, will, it is hoped, be present and explain to the people the views
'lf the Government in relation to the Cherokee nation.
I am, sir, respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

J. R.
~1r. JoHN

POIN~ETT.

Ross1

Cherokee Agency.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

July 17, 1837.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency's
letter of tbe 3d instant, accompanying the preamble and joint resolutions of
the Senate and House of Representatives of the State of Alabama, in relation to eertain transactions of the military force of the United States, employeJ in the Cherokee country, within the lin1its of tl1at State.
You d.o but justice to the President and to this department when yon express your conviction that the exercise of arbitrary power, of which they
complain, has not the sanction of his authority, nor that of the Secretary
.of War; on the contrary, the President has learnt with great regret that
General Wool is accnsed of having so far transcended his powers, and departed from his instructions, as to bring into collision the troops under his
£ommalld and the citizens of the State of Alabama, and has directed that
an immediate and strict investigation shall be made into the conduct of that
officer, and of all others concerned in the violation of the laws of that State.
Peremptory orders will likewise be immediately given to· the officer now in
eommand of the military forces in the service of the United States, in the
Dberokee country, to respect th~ rights of the States within whoRe limits it
SIR:
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may be his duty to operate, and not to assume nor exercise, in any
whats0ever, a power paramount to the laws; but when they are ·
to apply to the civil authorities for redress, and to aid in their execution
under the direction of the civil tribunals of the country; and if, in his
nion and that of the commissioners for the Cherokees, the forces
withdrawn from the State of Alabama, without endangenng the
the people for whose protection they were placed there, he will be ·
to retire beyond its limits.·
J. R. POINSE1,T,
Secretary of w;
His excellency C. C. CLAY,
Gov. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

W .\R DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, July 17,
SIR : I have to acknowledge the rr.cPipt of your letter of the
March last, with its enclosures: which would have been answered
but for the press of business in this <>ffice.
In regard to the provisions for the Osage~, I find that the usual s
lowed, viz: $150, was remitted last year to Captain Brown for
ment; and on the 16th July the sub-agent was notified of the same,
ought to have made his requisitions upon the pay officer for the
required.
An examination has been made of the several accounts, to asc:ertam,
nearly as conld be, the state of the presents stipulated by the lOth
the treaty with the Senecas and Shawnees of 1831 ; the resnlt of
that it appears 18 bridles, 8 pair of traces, and 20 backhands are yet
as part of 20 sets of gears, estimating the sets as single only; that $10
have been expended for extra harness and collars; and that, by your
rendered, $39 70 remain in your hands applicable to the purchase
presents under the treaty.
A sub-agent having been appointed to reside among the Senecas
Shawnees, the subject of the presents shall be further examined int.o,
der the direction of Captain Armstrong, the acting superintendent; as
also the complaints of the interpreter and smith for the Osages, and
for the Senecas, respecting their pay.
The subject of so mnch of your letter as relates to the emigrants
mg without muster rolls or certificates of identity, has been noticed
communications to the superintendent of emigration.
Very respectfnlly,
C. A. HARRIS,
CO'Inm·

Lieutenant J. VAN HoRNE,
Fort Gibson.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, July 18, 1837.
tR: Your letter of the 3d instant has been referred by the Secretary
War to this office, and you will learn from the enclosed copy of my letto General Smith of this date the disposition of the department to reany injury you may have sustained, so far as it has the power.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
'J'noMAS GmsoN, Esq.,
Calhoun, Ten·nessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, July 18, 1837.
SIR: Mr. 'rhomas Gibson has represented to the department that he
has been removed from his possession by some agent of the Government,
whose name he does not mention. He states, as you will perceive from the
enclosed copy of his letter, that he applied to you, and ascertained that it
bad not been done by your authority.
It is the wish of the department that you will institute an investigation
and report the facts, that ustice may be done in the premises.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Geu. N.

SMITH,

Calhoun, 7 (mnessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

July 20, lS 37
Sm: It is of great importance that the accompanying package to Colonel
Lindsay should reach him before or by the 3tst instant; and as it is believed
that there wonld not be sufficient time LOr its transmission, if sent iu any
of the ordinary conveyances, I take the liberty of enclosing it to you, and
to ask you to confer upon the department the favor of procuring an express
to convey it to him at Calhoun, 'rennessee, with the least posstble delay. L
have to request the further favor of your providing for the expense of the
express, for which you will please make out your account, and transmit it,
accompanied by the proper vouchers, to this department, and the amount
will be remitted to you without delay.
J. R. POINSETT,
Secretary of War.
To the PosTMASTER at
Milledge1:ille, Georgia.
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WAH. DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian AJla·irs, July 20,
SIR: You will perceive from the enclosed copy of a letter to
Bennett, that he is instructed to turn over to you all the funds in
applicable to the branch of tlJe Indian service under the charge of
Lumpkin and Kennedy. It is contemplated that you shall in future
burse for this service alone, and remittances will hereafter be
made to you. I hope you will immediately realize proper money from
deposite at Augusta, alluded to in my letter to Captain Bennett: and th:tt
Athens bank will also supply you with . satisfactory funds for the
therein to Captain Bennett's credit, so that no more difficulties will
making payment:;;.
It being uncertain: however, whether the just expectations of this
in this tegard will be realized, a requisition has been this day made in
favor from the sum of $200,000, with which yon will be charged
which yon will account under the head of "carrying into effect the t
pet· act 2d July, 1836." Upon this requisition the 'rreasury Depar
will give the drafts, which you will fiml described in the accompan
statements.
For those on the receivers at Augusta, Mississippi, and
Alabama, and upon the Insurance Bank at Columhns, yon can
procure, at a moderate expense for transportation &c., and in
time, specie or itfl equivalent. For the others, it is hoped thut avm
fnnds may in some way be procureu . Enclosed I transmit five copies
circular of the Secretary of the rrreasury, dated the 17th of .May last,
which yon will learn the process by which these drafts may be made
ceivable for. custon-1s, or for public lands. It is believed that with the
vantage held ont by this process, you will be able to sell the drafts for
money, or to pass them off to the claimants, or to dispose of them oth
so as that the objects in view may bo effected. I cannot doubt l ut that
measure will enable you to procure such fnnds as will place it in
power to meet the requisitions of the commissioners, in such
will be satisfactory to all claimants. I recommend that you consult
the commissiOners, as to the best mode of converting these drafts into
funds as will be available.
It is left to the commissioners to decide upon the course proper to
the dissatisfaction wh1ch may arise from paying funds of nnequ
It is to be understood, however, that the reception of anything but
is optional with the recirient.
I also enclose, for your information and government, the copy of all
of the President relative to the deposites of disbursing officers, and
form of a bond, which it is supposed will be proper in carrying out the
clause of the directions of that functionary.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,

Comrnissiotler.
Capt. J. P.

SIMONToN,

1Vew Echota, Georgia.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, July 20, 1837.
SIR: Messrs. Lumpkin and Kennedy have informed this office that, in
rdet· to procure funds required for the immediate prosecution of their duties, they requested Captain Simonton to see you and procure from you
uthority to draw the sum of $200,000, which yon were advised, on the
20th of April last, would be placed to your credit in the bank at Augusta
nt that you declined a compliance, on the ground that you must first
tScertain that the money was actually there, and subject to your draft. I
must confess my surprise that you should have refused at once to conform
o the wishes of the commissioners under whose directions you were intrncted to act, especially for a reason so slight. The notice to you of April
i Oth was a sufficient authority for you to issue drafts on the Bank of Au_usta at any time when required by the commissioners, in payment of
crdinary claims of individuals, and this, although the bank might refuse
t 1 honor them. There was still less objection to your transferring your
·uthority to draw the whole amount to Captain Simonton, as a disbursing
gent of the Government, who could, as well as yourself, if the commisIOners thought it necessary, ascertain if the money was in the bank and
Jtble to be drawn out, before making any drafts upon it. You seem to
f1tve lost sight of this consideration, and also of the serious inconveniences
t' the commissioners that might result from the delay consequent on the
1 urse you adopted.
To remedy the injuries sustained, and prevent the
t'tcurrence of others, I have to instruct you immediately to turn over to
(' tptaiu Simonton all the money remitted to the Planters' Bank at Athens,
a1 .d the Bank of Augusta, to your credit, or otherwise at your disposal, yet
uuexpended, applicable to the objects confided to the commissioners.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Com'missioner.
Capt. R.

B ENNETT,

Acting Paymaster, U.S. Army,
Athens, Tennessee.

wAR DEPAR'l'MENT,

July 20, 1837.
Sm: Lest some casualty should prevent the person who yon were inouued, iu my letter of the 12th instant, would be despatched from this
plal'e to be present at the Cherokee council soon to be held from arriving
m l' roper time, I herewith transmit you a copy of the instructions to that
geutleman, and have to request that, should he not make his appearance at
the ~~omrnencement of the council, you will proceed to execute the duties impose.J upon him by these instructions, and so continue to do, till his arrivaL
Very respectfully,

Cd.

wl\'1. LINDSAY,
Calhoun, Tetm esse e.

J. R. POINSETT.
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WAR DEPAR'rMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, July 20,
SIR: Captain J.P. Simonton has been this day instructed to
solely under the directions of the commissioners, Messrs. L
Kennedy. You will be pleased to keep this in mind in making your
lations in regard to future operations.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARR~S!
Gen. N. SMITH,

Callwun, Tennessee.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, July 25,
S1R : I have the honor to transmit, herewith, for your u·ttm·mattol)
·Copy of a letter just received by the Secretary of the Treasury
president of the Planters' .Bank of Tennessee, at Nashville. It is
that all difficulties in respect to the deposite at Athens are now
that the Cherokee business will meet with no further interruptions
of funds.
Very respectfully,

c.

Capt. J. P. SIMONTON,

New Echola, Georgia.
Dr. J. 0. REYNOLDs,
Calhoun, Tennessee.
Same to Messrs. Lumpkin and Kennedy, New Echota, Georgia,
-stituting ''gentlemen" for ':sir."

WAR DEPAR'rMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, July 26,
SIR: I have to acknowledg-e the receipt of your letter of the 25th
also, of the papers enumerated therein. Understanding that you
duplicates of some of those papers, I deem it proper to enclose a
copy of your letter.
Yon omit to notice voucher No. 11, in abstraCt of disbursements
count, 28th June, 1834, being the note of E. B. McLaughlin
McDaniel, the receipt of which is also acknowledged.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HAR~IS!
Dr. PHILIP MINIS,

Tivoli, Duchess county, New Yo1'k.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, July 26, 1837.
JR: I have now before me your letter of the 25th ultimo, in which you
e~ain the circumstances which prevented the delivery to, and re-muster
by, Lien tenant Van Horne, of the party of Cherokee emigrants lately condrtcted by you to their new country west, and also yours of the 4th instant,
in which you exculpate yourself from any errors in the muster roll of that
dMachment.
The muster roll forwarded to this office by General Smith being in un6ound sheets, was accidentally mislaid ; and the one received from you subsequently, as it purported to exhibit a muster both east and west by you,
was s.upposed to be the original roll, a~d fim~ing it was not certified by the
su_permtendent, it was forwarde9. to General Smith for that purpose. Much
mtsapprehension and confusion would have been prevented had you, in
making your communications to this office, given the explanations conmined in your letter of the 25th ultimo and -4th instant. Though this
office has not at any time been disposed to doubt either your zeal or ability,
rtwas supposed that you might have inadvertantly omitted to conform to
the regulations in delivering the party. Your explanations on that point
are satis£1ctory, and exculpate you from any impntation whatever.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Doctor J. S. YOUNG,
Assi,tant Sup't Cherokee Removal,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

lN AR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, July 26, 1837·.
SIR: I have received yonr letter of the 25th ultimo, reporting your
want of funds to pay the claims of the Cherokees, certified by the commissioners. Herewith, I transmit a copy of a letter from this office to
Oriptain Collins, dated 30th June hst, from which you will learn the steps
Utken to supply the means for payment of those claims.
Very respectfully,
C. A. -HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Lieut. J. VAN HoRNE,
lJisbursin{f Agent indian Department,
Fort Gibso~, West Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, July 26, 1837.
SIR: I have received your letter of the 1st inst., informing me that you
have not received the revised regulations. Herewith I transmit five
copies of them, together with blanks for agents' accounts.
The roll of the lat;t detachment of Cherokee emigrants, forwarded by
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yon to this .office, being in unbound sheets, was accidentally mislaid,
on subsequently receiving the roll transmitted by Doctor Young, as it
ported to exhibit a muster both east and west, certified by him; it
considered in this office as the original roll. This document, under
erroneous impret:ssion, was returned- to you for your certificate, accord·
the regulations. Explauations since received from Doctor Young
correc-ted this error, and your roll having been found: is discovered
duly authenticated by you. On this point, therefore, you will give
self no further trouble.
From the enclosed extract of a letter from Lieutenant Van Horne,
25th ultimo, it app~ars that he had not then received from you any
or other information to enable him to discharge the dues to the
·
for transportation and subsistence. It was one of the objects of my
to you of the 20th May last, communicating the copies of letters
Lieutenant Van Horne, to call your attention to this deficiency, and
quest that you would, without delay, forward to that officer every in
tion necessary to enable him to make the requisite payments. I trust
this has been done, and that by this time he has discharged those dues
\ the emigrants.
Very respectful1y,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Gen.

NATHANIEL SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Emi!Jratiou,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

July 27,

lt5~7.

SrR: I have attentively considered your letter of the 19th instant,
after mature reflection, feel myself constrained to refuse your request to
tend the inquiries of the court, which, at the instance of the State of
bama, had been previously ordered, so as to embrace a general investunLtiAI
of the whole of your conduct as Commanding General in the
country, from the time you entered it until you relinquished the com
to Colonel Lind~ay. Such a course is unusual, and, as a precedent;
be prejndicial to the service. No accusation has been made against
with regard to any other part of your conduct while in command in
Cherokee country; nor was it intended by this department, in any
given to Colonel Lindsay, to convey any censure of your proceedi
By the laws, n=~gulations, and usage of the service, every officer, who is
cused, is entitled to 3 court of inquiry; but in the entire absence of
charges against him, it is unusual t0 ask, and is deemed inex
grant, a court to inqnire generally in relation to his conduct during
period of his particular service.
Very respectfully,
J. R. POINSETT,

Secretary of War.
Brevet Brig. Gen. J. E. WooL,

Nassau,

/VP.W

York.
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"\V AR

DEP.ARTME:NT,
July ~9,

1837.

Sttt! 1 have hnd tbe honor to receh-~ your l~tter of the .17th ultimo,
l'ecommendirJO' John F. Gillespie for appointment ns third commissioner
Under the Ch~rokee tr~ty, in the event of its being determined to adopt
such a measure.
Such a meastire has been in contemplation for some time past, and I was
instructed by the President to ascertain whether a person he designates
\Vould accept the ~lppointment ; should he decline, the claims of Mr. Gillespie will receive due consideration.
Very respectfullyj
J. R. POINSETT,

Secretary of War.
Hon.

PELIX

GrruNtn:,

Nashville, 1'emtessee.

wAR

DEPARTMEN'.t',

Qffice Indian Affairs, .July 30, 1837,
GEN·rp~ME:N: 1 have had the honor to receive your letter of the 3d
nstant.
In regatd to funds, 1 have to remark that it seems to me as extraordinary'
ltnfortunate, that the ample arrangements made by this office for keep ..
an amount of funds sufficient for all pnrpmses connected with the exe ...
tion of the Chewkee treaty , have, by one unlucky circumstance o"r
another: proved unavailing.
On the 20th April last, a remittance of $400,000, based on your estimate1
was made to Captain Bennett, one-half to be deposited to his credit in the
bank at Athens, '1\mnessee, and the other half in the bank at Augusta,
·a. When it was as£3ertainerl that the b_ank at Athens would not pay
satlsta<:.torv funds, it was confidently believed ~hat at Augusta better
would attend the efforts of th e disbtlrsing officer, and, consequently 1
remittance has since been. n"~adc. From some strange misttpprehension
the part of Captain Bennett, howe\:cr, it seems that in this there has been
'ntment. Enclosed r transmit the copy of a letter to that officer1
will, I trust, put matters right; a nd secure the realization of proper
From this you will lea rn how little reason Captain Bennett js con"'
to have had for his refusal to turn over the funds at" Augusta to
n Simonton, and thnt he is now directed to do so, witlwut" further
I nlso enclose for yont information copies of letters to and from
.... ,.,t,!\l'1r of the Treasury, showing the measures adopted to produce
payment of the $200,000, at Athens: Tennessee.
the enclosed copy of a letter from Captain Simonton, yon will
that he has been instructed to disburse under your direction alone 1
· in future, remittances f(}r objects under your charge will be
· measure wiil, I trust, obviate all cause of complaint on your
: respec1J·rur the want of a disbursing officer in your own branch of the
It 1s due to this office to remark, that this is the first intimation
teeeived here, that the disbursements for objects under your care were
satisfar.torily made, for the want of the services of an officer under yonr
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exclusive direction. It has always been supposed that the arran
heretofore existing were sufficient for all purposes, especially as
Bennett's disbnrsements' for the army could occupy but a small
his time. From the remittances first made to Captain Si
$200,000, in drafts on receivers and on banks, ns •xplained iu the
him, no doubt is entertained that funds that will be sar'""~"""r·"""
claimants will be realized, and thus enable you to proceed without
·difficulty in the arduous and perplexing duties committed to you.
As specie will douhtless be procured for some of the drafts, it is
you to decide on the course proper to be taken to prevent the
tion which may arise from paying funds of unequal value. It is
understood, however, that the reception of anything but specie is
with the recipient.
Very respectfully,
0. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner
Hon. WILSON LuMPKIN, and

J6aN

KENNED~Es~,

New Echota, Georgia.

\VAR DEPAR'I'MEN'r,

Office htd·i an Affairs, Aug~tst 2, 1837
SrR: In answer to your letter of the 15th instant, I have the
transmit, herewith, the copy of a let~er this day written to General
Very respectfully,
0. A: HARRIS,
Commission
WILLIAM J. TARVIN, Esq.,

New Echota, Georgia .

•
'

WAR DEPAR'rMENTj

Office Indian Affairs, August 2, 1
StR : I have the honor to transmit, herewith, the copy of a letter
William J. Tarvin, Esq., and of an account for $18 . 30 for ferryin~:r
okee emigrants, and to request ~hat you will tak~ such measures in~
to it as may seem to you to be.JU~t. If the services were rendered,
compensation has not been pa1d, It does not seem to me that the
a written contract should prevent the payment of the account.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

General N. SMtTrt,
Calhoun, Tennessee,
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, August 2: 1837.
:SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your two letters of
the 30Lh June.
My letter of the 1st ultimo will have informed you of the measures taken
here to supply yon with available funds, in lieu of the warrant for $150,000
which the bank at Natchez has f~tiled to pay.
A remittance of $90;000, on account of the removal and subsistence of
Creek Indians, and $10,000 on account of Seminoles, having been made,
it is not deemed necessary to send you the whole of the sum estimated for
hy you.
The sum of $102,500 will be remitted to you, with which you will be
charged, and for which you will account on the following heads, viz:
Fulfilling treaties with the Creeks, per act 3d March 1837 - $100,000
Repairs of houses
2,500
The first item being for objects connected with removal and subsistence
of Creeks, and the last for the erection of sheds, &c., at Fort Coffee, included in your Chickasaw estimate, but which does not properly belong there.
For this sum the Treasury Department will transmit- j
For 1draft on the receiver at Jackson, Missouri, for - $21,000
Do.
do.
do.
Springfield, Missouri, for
4,500
Do.
do.
do.
Batesville, Arkansas, for
19,000
Do.
do.
do.
Fayetteville, Arkansas, for
8,000
For 30drafts on banks in New Orleans, for $1000
30,000
For 40
do.
do.
do.
$500
20,000

$102,500
Referring you to my letter of the 1st ultimo for information as to how these
drafts are to be collected aud used, I express the hope that you will be
able to use them in a maimer which will enable you to give satisfaction to
all claimants.
It is not known here that any funds besides those heretofore and now
sent will be required for emigrating purposes in your district. As far as

this office is able to anticipate, due provision will be made ; but for objects
in your quarter, you must be depended on for timely information.
Very re:spectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Captain R. D. C. CoLLINs,
Little Rock, A1·kansas.

wAR DEPAR'.t'l\IEN'I',

Office Indian .Rtftlirs, Jlugust 4, 1831'.

Sm: You letter of the 25th instant, postmarked the 14th July, to the
President of the United States, suggesting the propriety of surveying the

'
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Cherokee lands the present year, has been refetred to this office, with
remark that it is thonght inexpedient to cause the survey to be
present.
Very respectfully,

·C. A. HARRIS,
Commiss·

R.

Esq.,
Claysville, Alabama.

HATCH,

WA:rt DEPAtt'I'I\n.:Nif'.

Olfice Indian Affairs, August 4, 1
tSnl: Your letter of the 31st ultimo, to the Secretary of \iVar:
the president of the Planters' Bank, Tennessee, of the 22d n
uccompanied by copies of certain letters to and from the cashier of

t)ne from

branch of that bank, at Athens, has been referred to. this office.
As verbally requested by you, I now return the Jetter of the
·
the bank, having retained a copy of it, and the other pnpers. lt is
to be observed, that the difficulties alluded to in this corresponden
lmrtly from a mistake in the ofiice of the Second Auditor, and partly
misapprehension on the part of one of the disbursing officers, and that
have, as I learn from a gentleman just from that qt1arter, been all
nnd the matter properly adjusted. I think it also proper to observe,
have yet received no ad vices justifying the belief that the Athens
discharging its acknowledged obligations to the agents of this
ment in a satisfactory manner.
Very respectfully,
U. A. HARRIS,

Commis:

Hon. LEvt "\VoobBURY, ,
S&cretary of the

Treasury.

WAR

:b.E:PARfNiEN7,

A1fgust 4, 183f
StR: 1 have to ackndwledge the receipt of your letter of the
Ultimo.
You are permitted to retain Major Payne as acting inspector, aud
ttllowed to employ a clerk; to be paid at the rate of two dollars per day.
Very respeetfnlly;

J. R. POINSETT1
Secretary

toL 'iVrLt.I.AM Ln-lnsA'Y,
New Etlwta,

Georgia~

af War.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs: August 5, 1837.
StR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 7th July. You
will perceive from mine of the 26th ultimo, that it is not necessary that you
should take any further measures in respect to the roll of Cherokee emigrants, about which this office labored under a mistake.
You will perceive from the enclosed extract of a letter from Lieutenant
Van Horne, that as late as the 12th of July, that officer was not possessed
ofthe information requisite to enable him to settle with those emigrants
who have claims for transportation and sutsistence. I beg your early atlion to this subject.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Gen. N. SMITH,
Calhoun, Tennessee.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

,

Office Indian Affairs, Jlugust 10, 1837.

SIR: Upon the letter of the Surgeon General of the 8th instant: respecting Doctor Reynolds, I have the honor to remark, that that gentleman is
now engaged in disbursing for the Cherokee removal, and is accountable
for heavy sums of money and for much property ; that· his services in that
business are considered to be for the present indispensable, both on account
of getting another army officer, and on account of his experience, energy~
and business habits and talents, Whether Doctor Reynolds should or
should not, upon the completion of his present duties, be directed to return
to the line of his profession, is a question not for my determination, but
until these are completed, it is obvious that it would neither be just to him
or to the Indian Department to relieve him. In regard to that portion of
the Surgeon General's letter which relates to the mode in which officers
for the Indian service have been supplied, I have to state, that in February
last the subject was elaborately argued by the Major General and acting
.Surgeon General in reference to the case of this very officer and others,
and that after much consideration, and after consultation with the, President and General-in-Chief, the Secretary of War decided, in substance, that
officers for Indian duty should be selected and not detailed. This decision
will be found on the letter of the Adjutant General of the 17th F'ebruary ,
last., referring one from the Surgeon General, arid by it I had ;myposed that
this question was put to rest forever. I cannot, therefore, think it necessary,
in the present case, to say more than that if the doctrine contended for by
the Surgeon General, respecting details, should be practised upon, it wou1d,
in my opinion, be destructive to the public interests connected with the
Indian business.
The letter of the Surgeon General, and its enclosures, are herewith returned,
-·
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

llon. joEL It

PotNsErr~,

Secretary of W arr
20

Commissioner.
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wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, August 10, 1831.
SrR: A warrant will be remitted to you from the Treasury for
with which you will be charged under the head of accounts for
into effect the treaty with the Cherokees, per act 2d, July, 1836.
The superintendent of Cherokee removal will be advised of this
tance, and authorized to make his requisitions on you for the amount,
may be required in the progress of emigration.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Dr. J. C. REYNOLDs,
Present.

WAR DEPAR'rMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, August 11, 1837.
Sra: A requisition has been issued in favor of Doctor J. C. Rey
disbursing agent for Cherokee removal, of $40,000, wnjch sum be is
structed to pay out, on your regulations, as the same may be required
the progress of emigration.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Gen. N. SMITH,
C:alhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMEN'r,

A:zigust 11, 1837,
Sra : I have received your letter of the 6th instant.
Your application for a general inquiry into your conduct while
manding in the Cherokee country, has been re-considered; but
Presid€nt still sees no reasons for changing the determination already
municated to vou.
There is no" charge brought against you, and the mere circumstance
your reeall from the command, and the appointment of a successor,
your junior, does not furnish any ground either for complaint, or for a
to call for a court of inquiry. No censure was intended by this
nor by the order to <iolonel Lindsay to report the facts in a matter in
this department desired information.
Very respectfully,
J. R. POINSETT,
Secretary of War,
Brig. Gen. JoliN E. WooL,
City of New York4
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, Jlugust 12,1837.

Stn: Mr. Sherbourne, who will deliver you this l~tter, having manifested
a Wish to confer with you on the important subject of the execution of the
treaty and peaceable I'emoval of the Cherokees to their new homes: with
the assent of this department, in the belief, from his intimacy with yon and
knowledge of your character, that his interview with you will tend to
smooth the difficulties which now exist, and lead to the happiest results,
was informed that the President regards himself as having no control over
the treaty, and no alternative but its enforcement. Aware, however, of the
disposition of the President, and of all who act by his orders, to extend
every indulgence compatible with the provisions of the treaty, to those
who are willing to comply with its stipulationg in good faith, and still anticipating the most favorable result from his interview with you, Mr. Sher·
bourne has reiterated his desire to be permitted to visit you) and the department has consented to grant his request. He is aware that, from your
superior education and intelligence, you possess great influence over the
Cherokee nation, and argues, from his knowledge ofyour character, that
you will be disposed to exert it in such a manner as to avert from that people the calamities which they would inevitably bring upon themselves by
resisting the execution of the laws. rrhe department coincides in this
opiniqn, and yields to this gentleman's wishes to confer personally with
you, in the persuasion that yon will exert your influence to maintain the
peace of the country. You are too well acquainted with the charact~r of
the white population by which the Cherokee nation is surrounded,
to desire or expect them to remain where they now are, and too
well aware of the power of this Government, not to be convinc.ed of the
utter hopelessness of that nation ' being able, for any length of time, to
evade the execution of the treaty. Every consideration of policy and
humanity calls upon all who possess influence to exert it, in order to induce
the Indians to remove peaceably to the west. On our part there exists
every disposition to respect the feelings and the rights of the red men~ and
to carry out the objec~s of the treaty with the utmost kindness and indulgence. In this spirit the department has yielded to the solicitations of Mr.
Sherbourne, and will rejoice if his expectations shall be realized, and the
Cherokees induced, through the influence of their chiefs, peaceably to remove to the lands set apart for them by treaty for their future and permanent residence, and will be happy to receive, through him, any suggestions
you may think proper to make, which may enable them, in a manner consistently with pre-existing engagements, to contribute to the future welfare
and prosperity of that people.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

J. R. POINSETT.
JoHN Ross, Esq.,

Red, Clay, Cherokee Nation.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

August 12, 1837.
Sm : I have perused the letter you submitted to me from Mr. Ross, on
\he subject of the Seminole war. It is certainly desirable that peace should
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be restored to that country, and the Indians be induced peaceably to comply
with their treaty stipulations; but the late conduct of our Florida Indians
forbids our taking any steps to renew negotiations with them. If they
will submit quietly to the laws 1 and agree to carry out the provisions of the
treaty, every indulgence will be extended to them· in the power of the
~xecutive to grant; but the Government of the United States has been
too often deceived to seek to renew negotiations with chiefs who appear
to have no control over their people except for mischief.
J It is true that this Gov~rnment ardently desires to terminate this contest
without farther effusion of blood. All hnrsh measures are repugnant ta the
spirit of our institutions, and it would be gratifying to all who are animated
by kind feelings towards their red brethren, to see them return to the paths
of peace. The Government has lately given a convincing proof of this desire, and still will not shut the door to reformation, but cannot consent ta
take any steps which may be interpreted into an act of weakness. lf the
Seminoles sue for peace it will be granted to them, and every kindness and
indulgence in the power of the Government be exercised townrds them.
But if they persi8t in their hostile attitude, they will be coerced by the
strong arm, and ultimately compelled to submit to the superior force which
will be brought against them.
I am, sir1 very respectfully, ,

J. R. POINSETT.
Mr. J. H.

SHERBOURNE.

WAR DEPARTMEN'I'1

Office Indian Affairs, August 16, 1837,
SIR: .By the last returns on file at this office, it appears that there are in
store 392 rifles, purchased by the department, and in your care, for
the Cherokees. As these rifles are wanted immediately for the military
service, I request that you will give the necessary directions for the de~
livery of them, or as many of them as will answer the same t(} the Ord~
nance Department~
·
Very respectfully,. .
.
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner..
General N.

SMITH1

Calhoun, Tennessee ..

wA:a: DEP'.Art"l' M.ltt~T'f
Office Indian Affairs, August 17, 1831'.
SIR: Herewith, I transmit Dr. P. Mini's1s accounts, as disbursing agenf.
for the removal of Cherokees" for· the 4th quarter of 1836;- and 1st and 2d
quarters of 1837.
Very respectfully,
c..A.

B. LEWIS1 Esq.,.

WH.
l

,

Second AuditOr,: T;easuryiJepartment.

HARRIS,
Commissioner;.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

OJfice Indian Affairs, August 18, 1837.

Sm: Your letter of the 16th ultimo, with the accompanying accounts for
. the quarter ending the 30th June last, have been received.
Very

respectft~ll y,

D. KURTZ,
Acting Commissioner.
Lieutenant J.

VAN HoRNE,

Fort Gibson.

WAR DEPARTMEN'l',

August 22, 1837.
Sm: I hav-e to request that, at the earliest practicable period,' you will
make a particular examination of the Cherokee country ; and especially
()[that part of it which would probably be the scene of hostilities by those
Indians, should the enforcement of the treaty with them unfortunately lead
to such a result, and furnish this department, with as little delay as possible,
the bt>st topographical sketches in your power of the country. Colonel
..Abert has been directed to furnish you with the best aid in this matter that
he now can, and to communicate with you on the subject.

J. R. POINSETT,
Secretary of War.
Col.

WILLIAM LINDSAY,

Athens, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Ojjice lndian Affairs, August 22, 1837.
Sm: I presume that the general character .of provisions of the treaty
with the Cherokees of December 29, 1836, will be t:nade known extensively
at the council, and afterwards by those who attended it. Still, however, it
seems essential that all the agents: of the Government should be specially
instmcted to avail themselves of every opportunity t0 disseminate a knowledge of them, and to explain them fully. You are therefore requested to
give particular directions to all persons acting under you upon this point.
'rhe portion of the Cherokees inhabiting the mountainous region in North
Carolina, and living in a great measure distinct from their brethren in the
other States, should not be overlooked. If you find it necessary, you can
employ one or two specilll agents to visit them, to make them acquainted
with the terms of the treaty, its obligations on them and the Government,
and the determination of the latter to carry it into effect in a spirit of liberality and kindness. The agents will embrace the opportunity to observe
the topography of the country, its resources for subsistence, and its capabilities nnd facilities for offe.nsive and defensive operations. rrh'3ir reports
should be accurate and in detail, and transmitted as early as practicable.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Gen. N.

SMITH,

Calhoun, Tennessee.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Ajf'airs~ August 23, 1
SIR : In answer to your note of this date, I have to remark, that
John H. Dorsey received from this office, on the 5th of July, an
ment as assistant to Captain J. H. Book, jr., who was charged
transportation of specie to Little Rock, Arkansas. rrhe performance of
duty will probably occupy him fifty or sixty days; for every day of
service he will be allowed five dollars, with his actual travelling
As he has not resigned this appointment, he is still in the receipt of
compensation.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
McC. Y ouNa, Esq.,
1'reasury D€-partment.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, Augu$t 23, 1837.
SIR: Herewith I transmit the account of John C. Reynolds, assistant
surgeon United States army, for disbursements during the 2d quarter of
the present year, on account of the removal and subsistence of Cherokees.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

~.
WILLIAM

B.

LEwi~,

.Esq.,

Second Auditor, Treasury Department.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, Jlugust 24, 1837.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 1st instant.
Since my letter to you of the 20th ultimo, I have become aware of the
mistake made in the Second Auditor's Office, to which you allude, and
which has been the cause of so much embarrassment and delay in the Cherokee disbursements; a mistake which I should deem an ample justification
of the course pursued by yon, were it not that my letter of the 20th April
to you explicitly informed you that the warrant would be issued in favor
of the cashier of the Bank of Augusta, and that he would place the same
to your credit. I do not entertain the slightest doubt of your having acted
throughout according to your own sense of propriety.
You will perceive, from the enclosed copy of a letter to General Macomb,
that you are to be relieved from Indian duty.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Capta:n R. BEN~ETT,

Athens, Tenr:e Jsee.

Commissioner.

Sll
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

njjice Indian Affairs, August 24, 1837.
Sm: I have the honor to state that Lieutenant R. Bennett, acting paymaster, is unable, from the pressure of his duties in the pay department, to
render any service as disbursing officer in the Indian business, and that,
therefore, and in compliance with his request, he may be relieved from
duty in the latter.
Very respectfully,
0. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
General A. MACOMB,
General-itt- Chiif.

wAR DEPAR'l'MENT,

Office Indian Affairs, August 24, 1837.
Sm: I have thB honor to transmit, for your information and government, order No. 63, issued by the Adjutant General on the 18th instant.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

.Commissioner.
Doctor J. C.

REYNOLDs,

Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, August 25, 1837.
Sm: Your letter of the 23d, with the enclosure, was duly received.
I have written to the commissioners respecting the payment to David
Carter, as thjs office had received no advice that they had a. warded to him
the value of the improvements appraised in the name of Ann Fields.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
General N. SMITH,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

· Office Indian Affairs, August 25, 1837.
SIR: Your letter of the 11th instant, transmitting your account for removal and subsistence of Cherokees, made up to the lOth of July, has been
received.
Very respectfully,

D. KURTZ,
Acting Commissioner.
Doctor J. C.

REYNOLDs,

Calhoun, Tennessee.
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WAR DEPARTMENT.
Office Indian AjjaJrs, August 25, 1
SIR: Messrs. Lumpkin and Kennedy, the commissioners under the
Cherokee treaty, have this day been authorized to draw on yon in f;
David Carter for $4,049 92, the balance in your hands of the $87
remitted to you on the 14th May, 1835, to pay for improvements
quished by the Cherokees under the treaty of May 6, 1t;28.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Captain JAcoB BRowN,
U. S. Army, Little Rock, Arkansas.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, August 25, 1837.
GENTLEMEN: General Smith has informed this office that you have
amined the conflicting claims to the improvements valued in the
Ann Fields, under the Cherol\ee treaty of May 6, 1828, und bave
them to be the property of David Carter. H e has also represented it
the wish of Carter to remove irnmedintely, and receive the amount of
valuation, which he states to be $4,250 50. If these statements are
rate, and you know of no objection to the course, yon are authorized
give him n draft on Capt. Jacob Brown, Little Rock, Arkansas, for $4,049
the balance in his hands applicable to this object. 'rhe residue of the
due Carter will be paid, in some other way, as soon as it can be done.
Very respectfu11y,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Messrs. WILSON LuMPKIN and
JOHN KENNEDY,
New Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, August 26; 1837.
SIR: Your letter of the lOth instant is before me. My communicntionJ
of the 20th and 25th ultimo will have apprized you of the measures taken
to place suitable fnnds in your hands. It is the opinion of this department
that the certificates of the commissioner are not negotiable, but must 00
paid to the persons to whom they are first given.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Captain J. P. 'SIMON·roN,
New Echota, Georgia.

Commissioner..
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\YAR DEPARTMENT,

qffice Indian Affairs, September 1, 1837.
SIR: 'rhe Secretary of War has referred to this office your letter of the

14th ultimo. In answer, I have the honor to state, that the claim of Doctor
Hetzel is not considered to be .properly chargeable Oll the poor fund provided in the Cherokee treaty, and there is no other fnnd out of which it can
be paid.
The law gives this department no power to interfere to procure the restoration to its mother of the child taken from her by her husband.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Colonel

WILL lAM LrNDSA v,

Athens, Tennessee.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Ind-ian Affairs, September 7, 1837.
SIR: Your letter of the 23cl ultimo is before me, with the account of
witnesses in the snit against Foreman, which l return. M<·ljor Currey was
advised, on the 20th December, 1834, that all the expenses of these witnesses must be paid by the State, as the State instituted the prosecution.
Yourlettel' of May 23d was answered on the 25th ultimo.
'l'he general subject of payments for abandoned improvements will be
adverted to in my answer to your letter of the ~4th ultimo, respecting the
claim of Mary Dougherty, which is now under investigation.
.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
·Commissioner.
General N.

SMITH,

Calltoun, Tennessee.

,
1NAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, September 8, 1837.
SrR: In conformity with the stipulation in the lSth article of the treaty
with the Cherokees, the amount which it was estimated would accrue
under it, as annu ities, for two years, has been advanced to them. Since, a
pprtion of the interest on the sum invested under the lOth article has
11t3come ane, and stands to rny credit in the following banks, viz:
Phmnix Bank, New York, (deposited before suspe,n sion of
specie payments)
$18,787 01
Do.
do.
in specie
7,1 no 00
Union Bank, Nashville, in specie
6,250 00

Making a total of $32,137 01, of which I am prepared to reimburse to
the Treasury, in any manner. you may point out.
Very respectfully,

Bon. LEvi

C. A. HARRIS,
Com·missioner.
WoonBuRv,

Secretary of the T1·easury.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Ind-ian Affairs, :September 9,
SrR: The following appointments reported by you, in your letter
25th ultimo, are approved, viz :
Preston Sturrett, as conductor.
S. A. Kincannon, as assistant agent.
Jno. W. Webb, as agent to collect Indians.
Mary NI oore ~
~ as h osp1tal
. matrons, &c.
Be tsy D ownmg,
The appointment of Dortor Townsend has,
sanction of the department.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRI~, .
General NATHANIEL SMITH,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
:September 9, 1
SrR: In reply to your letter of the 29th ultimo, on the subject of
ing into the service of the United States the company of volunteers
mandea by you, I have the honor to inform you that your application
been referred to Colonel Lindsay, whose duty it is to dEcide whether
force now under his command is sufficient for present purposes.
he deem his present force ample, as it appears from your letter he
has been instructed to accept your offer at the earliest period when
exigency requires that his command should be increased.
J. R. POINSETT,
Secretary of Wa~
Captain NATHANIEL KELSEY,
Burnsville, North Ca·rolina.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
:September 9,
SIR: I transmit you a letter from Captain Kelsey, addressed tb this
partment; and, for your government, a copy of my reply thereto.
J. R. POINSETT,
:Secretary of War.
Colonel WILLIAM LrNDSA v,
Athens, Tennessee:

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Office indian Affairs, :September 11, 1837.
SrR: 1,he enclosed receipted bill of George M. Lavender, against J
Liddle, (of $4,) for books for registering Cherokee valuations, and for
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stationery, and the separate price of paper, apparently an envelop, with
your address thereon, were received some time since, and were intended,
no doubt, to be handed over to you.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Doctor

PHILIP MINis)

Tivoli, Dutchess county, New York.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, September 12, 1837.
SIR: Your letter of July 18th is before me. Jnstructions have been
given to the acting superintendent, and principal disbursing agent, and
measures taken to correct the errors in the remittances to which you have
adverted, and you will receive from them the necessary information ~
General Smith, superintendent of the Cherokee emigration, has been
repeatedly directed to send you rolls of the emigrants, and such data as he
can collect respecting the claims of snch Indians as may have rernoved
without having been enrolled. He will be again written to on the subject.
I do not find that you have at any time inquired "whether all who
emigrated since May, 1834, are to receive the allowances provided for
under the treaty of 29th December, 1835," nor do I perceive why that date
is assumed. The only stipulation in the treaty, in reg-ard to this matter,
is contained in the 15th article: "and such Cherokees as have removed
west since June, 1833, who are entitled by the terms of this enrolment and
removal, to all the benefits resulting from the final treaty between the
United States and the Cherokees east, they shall nlso be paid for their im~rovements," &c. This stipulation was based, I presume, on the instructiOns given to Major Currey on the 22d June, 1833, from which I quote
the following: "Enrolling books must be prepared on the following ·
pia~: A memorandum, or entry, must be inserted, purporting that the snbscnbers assent to a treaty with the United States upon the terms heretofore
offered by the President to their people. And that if no treaty should be
made dnring the next fall, or early in the winter, then the subscribers will
cede to the United ~tates all their right and interest in Cherokee lands
east of the Mississippi, upon the following conditions: that they shall
receive, so fast as Congress shall make the necessary appropriations, the
ascertained value of their improvements, on their arrival west; that they
shall be removed and subsisted for one year at the expense of the United
States; that they shall be entitled to all such stipulations as may be hereafter made in favor of those who do not now remove, excepting so far as
auch stipulations may depend on the cession of rights or improvements,
for which the subscribers have been previously allowed a compensation;
~hat they_shall have their full share of the three years' annuity, now remainmg nnpmd; and that they shall also be entitled to their just proportion of
the Cherokee school reservation under the treaty of 1819."
None of the rolls transmitted to this office by Major Currey have sueh a
~emorandum appended to them. And I am apprehensive that it will be
dtfficult, if not impossible, to procure the information required to be embodied in it. I shall write to General Smith, and request him to ascertain
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whether such a roll and memorandum were ever prepared by Major
rey; and, if they can be found, to send copies to yon and this office.
this information cannot be obtaim·d, it will be necessary to consider
other evidence of rights required under the clause of the treaty
quoted shall be received.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Comrn issioner.
Lieut. J.

VAN HoRNE,

U. S. A., Fort Gibson.

P. S.-The requisition for $150,000 was issued on the 30th June,
I presume yon will be in receipt of the amount before this reaches you.

- ,- V'{ AR

DEPARTMENT,

Q!Jice Indian Affairs, September 12, 1837.

Snt: I transmit an extract from a letter of this date to Lieutenant
HMne, upon the subject of claims of emigrants under the 15th article of
Cherokee treaty of December, 1835.
The correspondence with M
Cnrrey hns been examined, but no evidence has been discovered that
ever acted upon the part of the instructions of June, 1833, quoted in
letter to Lieutenant Van Horne. It is important that the matter shonld
investigated. I have to request that you will examine the papers left.
.Major C11rrey, and make the necessary inquiries of his clerk, the en
agents, and of the Cherokee committee; and whatever informati'm you
collect, communicate to this office and Lieutena1Jt Van Horne.
I would again urge yonr attention to the instructions heretofore given,
fnrnish Lienteuant Van Horne with perfect rolls of the emigrants,
·
who have commuted their transportation, and who are entitled to commu·
tation for subsistence.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commis8ioner.
Gen. N. SJVJ:ITH,

Superintendent,
Callwuu,

o/c.,

Tennes~ee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

September 15, 1837.
SIR: Complaints have been ma1le from North Carolina of insults having
been offered by the Tenuessee volunteers under yorir command: to the citizens of Macon county. Captain Powell is alluded to as having nsed boastful and insulting lnngnage in his intercourse with the people of North Carolina. It is advisable to avoid such collisions wherever it may be done,
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and you are advised of the complaints, that the cause may be removed 1
and Captain Powell kept from that frontier, and a more discreet officer seHt
there in his stead.
J. R. POINSETT,

Secretary of War,

Colonel

WILLIAM LINDSAY,

Jlthens, Tennessee:

wAR DEPARTMENT,

8eptembcr 20, 1837,

StR: In reply to your letter of the 9th instant, the President has in.,
structed me to say, that he has attentively considered your proposal to raise
two regiments of militia, early in the ensuing year, for the purpose of pro..
tecting the citizens of Georgia from apprehended hostilities of the Cherokees, and at the same time to urge forward the execution of the treaty by
which that people are bound to evacuate the territory of Georgia, in May1
1838, and ..:annat perceive the propriety of sanctioning the measure at this
time. The term of service of draughted militia called into th.e field at the
period designated by you would expire before that which is fixed upon by
the treaty for the removal of the Iudians arrives, and the President cannot
allow that they should be urged to anticipate that period otherwise than by
persuasion. Nor does he regard the present situation of affairs on the bor..
ders of the Cherokee country to be such as will justify any immediate augd
mentation of force in that quarter. The greatest vigilnnce is exercised by
the Government over the movements of the Cherokees; an officer, in
whose talents and activity the utmost confidence is reposed, is stationed in
the territory, with a sufficient force to command the respect of the In ~
dians, and agents are scattered over it, whose duty it is to give notice of any
hostile disposition they may manifest, as well as to urge forward the work
of emigration, by holding out such inducements as we can offer them to
remove before the period fixed by law for the final execution of the treaty.
lt is believed that these precautions, and the further measures to be adopt~
ed in due season, will secure to the citizens of Georgia, inhabiting that re..
gion of country, the seasonable and efficient protection of the Government.
Besides, the force your excellency proposes to call into the service is not of
a description which it is considered desirable to employ upon this occasion~
If danger is to be apprehended, the term of service of draughted militia is too
short effectually to guard against or to avert it, and if compulsory measures
are to be r8sorted to in the execution of the treaty, the Government will
not employ those who reside in the immediate vicinity of the Indians to aid
in that task. Independently of the extreme impolicy of drawing off that
poJ\ulation (rom their farms and dwellings, where they ought to be encour..
ag~ to remain, in order to be in readiness to protect their own hearths
~llst such straggling bands of hostile Indians as might escape the vigilan~e of the main army, it is deemed inexpedient in a case where war is to
be avoided, and all just causes of complaint removed, to surround the In·..
di~q territory, and enforce the treaty by those who, from a variety of unto..
ward events, ha-ve been rendered hostile to the Indians in their vicinity. ·
tfhe Cherokees have been repeatedly informed of the settled purpose of
the Government to execute the treaty; and in all the communications held
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with their chiefs, care has been taken to impress upon their mihds
terminatiou. It is but a few weeks sincel that an agent was sent
hence to meet the nation in council, who, on that occnsion, repeated
assembled people, that they must expect no change in the
·
the Government to insist upon the fulfilment of the treaty, and urged
argument to persuade them to anticipate the period fixed by that in
for their final removal. A body of twelve hundred are now on their
to their western homes, and hopes are entertained that another band
soon be assembled with the same intent ; and whenever the time
for removing the remainder of the nation, precautions will be taken,
necessary measures adopted by the Government, to preserve the tr
of the country, and to enforce the execution of the laws.
While the President is compelled at present to withhold his sanction
the measure proposed by your excellency, he fully appreciates the
by which you are actuated, and confidently relies upon your zealous
operation, and that of the citizens of Georgia, to maintain the peace of
country, and hopes 'that you will communicate to this department such
formation as your position and knowledge of the country and the
will enable you to obtain, and at the same time to offer such suggest1
your experience may prompt you to make, in the full assurance that
will be gratefully received and respectfully considered.

J. R. POINSE'l'rr,
SecrP-tary of
His excellency Vi ILL IAM SCHLEY,
Governor of Georgia,
Nlilledgeville, Georgia.

m

WAR DEPA.rt'I'MEN~,

Office Indian Affairs, Septembm' 30, 1831
GENTLEMEN : 1 hav-e the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
letter of the 8th instant.
In regard to funds for the etnigtants, I have to ii1form you that
hundred and fifty thousand dollars in specie was placed in the hands
agent at Little Rock, to be transmitted to Lieutenant Vah Horne, about
4th of August last. This is the amount heretofore estimated by you
necessary at present, and yott can now assure emigrants that they will
ceive their dues promptly, in hard money. If more is or will be . ·
it will be sent to him, t1pon l'eceiving an estimate from yon of the a
It has been represented that the valuation of the improvements in
Carolina has been too low. You \Viii please to examine this matter,
if von find that the appraisement has been too high, or too low, in
State or elsewhere, so that wrong has been done, you will instruct
Smith to have them valued again.
The q11estion of your location has been recently reviewed by the
tary of War, and 1 am requested to inform you that he is of the
that the treaty does not confine you to New Ecliota. After you
pleted your duties at that point, therefore, you will repair to the
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agency, and when you have transacted the business to be done there, ad·
journ to the place which, in your judgment, will be most convenient.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN,

JoHN KENNEDY,

and

Esq.,
New Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMEN'r,

Office Indian AJlairs, October 4, 1837.
Snt: t have had the honor to receive your three letters of the 17th
ultimo.
The order No. 63, issued by the Adjutant General, was transmitted to
you without remark, because it was supposed you understood that in deter·
mining the time when "the business on which you are now engaged"
should be so closed, that the public interest would not suffer by ryour relief, .
this office was the exclusive umpire. As soon as this time arrives; you will
be duly notified, and provision will be made for supplying your place.
Provision will be made as soon as possible for additional disbursing
officers.
No report respecting the ·u se of Treasury drafts need be made until your
accounts are rendered.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Doctor J. C. REYNOLDs,
Calhoun, Tennessee.
WAit D£PAR.'l'ME1\1'1;,

Office lndian Affairs, October 4, 1837.
SIR: 1 have had the honor to receive your letters of the 14th and 18th
Ultimo, and have to express the gratification of the department at the favorJ
able prospect of a respectable emigration this fall.
It was not intended that Doctor Reynolds shoulJ be relieved till furthet
notice fi·om this office.
Other disbursing officers will be sent to you as soon as possible. As the
commissioners have been directed to remove to the agency as soon as practicable, and as Captain Simonton has been authorized to employ a clerk, it
is hoped that no inconvenience will be experienced from the absence of
Dr, Reynolds with the first party or parties.
Yotu nominations of Aaron Haynes, George Massey, Henry McCoy, and
E. D. Terhune as enrolling agents, and James Lauderdale as collecting
agent, are approved.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Gen. N.

SMITH 1

Ualhoun, Tennessee.

•
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AR DEPAR'l'MEwr,

Olfice Indian Ajfairs; October 4, 1
SrR: 1 have received your letter of the 14th inst. You are au
to employ a clerk, at a compensation not greater than is paid to
engaged in the same capacity under the Cherokee treaty, and to be ret
only so long as absolutely necessary.
I am unable to decide on Dr. Hetzel's claim until it is formally
It should be accompanied by a full statement of his services.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS;
()om missioner,
Capt.

J. P.

SIMONTON;

New Echota, Georgia.

WAR DEPAR'r.MEN'I'!

October 4, 1837.
StR: I have received your letter of the 21st ultimo, concerning the
that have retired into the Cherokee territory; and refuse to emigrate
cording to the arrangements entered into to that effect by their nation.
The consequences you apprehend. from entering that country and ·
the refugnes by force, in order to transport them to the land set apart
. their future residence, are fully understood, and you are authorized to
pend any operations you may have had in contemplation to effect that
ject, until further orders from the department. You will, however, use
peaceable means to induce them to remove, and you are enjoined to
both upon them and the Cherokees, the absolute necessity of emigrating
1838, and the advantages of doing so during the approaching winter.
It is to be hoped that the Indians will not deceive themselves: and
take the miidness and humanity with which this department is disposed
treat them for \Vant of energy and firmness. I understand that the
sion granted them to assemble in council, and the mission of their
to Washington, have inspired them with the hope that they will be
ted to remain in the territory they now occupy. Such an expecta
altogether dP.lnsive; and it is of the utmost importance to undeceive
which you will avail yourself of every opportunity of doing. .
\
J. R. POINSETT.
Col.

WILLIAM

LtN:t>sA v.

Athens, T~nntJssee.

vVAu

DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian .AJfai1·s, Octobe1· 5,
StR: Your letter of the 28th August last, informing the department
you had turned over to Major Payne 293 rifles and 416 camp kettles!
been received.
f

Gen. NATHANtEt SMt'i'Ii,

•Calhoun; TennessetJ,
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, September 21, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the name of James W. Gwinn, of
orth Carolina, to be laid before the President, if you think proper, and if
ys>roved by him, transmitted to the Senate for its constitutional action, as
~of a suitable person to be appointed third commissioner under the 17th

y.hcle of the treaty

Ron. J. R.

with the Cherokees, of December 29th, 1835.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, September 22, 183i.
SIR: Your letter of the 4th instant is before me.

'fhe department will permit a commutation of the year's subsistence to

rsons of the elass you describe ; who are steady and estimable men, well
¥alitied to remove tbemse] ves ; who were concerned in making the late
treaty; and who intend, in good faith, to remove within the time specified.
This departure from the instructions of May 20th is sanctioned reluctantly, and great discretion will be necessary, on your part, to prevent imt1>per persons receiving the benefit of it, or disaffection being excited in
ose to whom the benefit is denied.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Gen. N. SMrTa,
Ne1o Echota, Georgia.
P. S.-Of all to whom you pay commutation for subsistence: under this
authority, you will be carefn l to furnish Lieutenant Van Horne with correct registers: as you have been before instructed to do, in regard to those
whJ received commutation for transportation.

'y AR

DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, September 26, 1837.
SrR: Your letter of the 7th instant, reporting the favorable prospects of
the emigration of the Cherokees, has been recei vcd.
'fhe appointments made by you of Aaron Haynes, as enrolling agent,

and:Qf Colonel Thomas C. Hindman, as wagon master, meet the approba~01' oi this office.

,:ij ~ to be lwped ·that the measures heretofore adopted, in regard to
,&~d.s, will prove ample and sa.tisfactnry.

Very respectf~11ly,

0. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
G~n.

N. SM:tTn,
Calhoun, Ten·nessee.
21
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\YAR DEPARTMENT,
1

September 27,

SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your cornm.nm

tion of this· date, respe,~ting the nomination of James "\V. Gwinn: to
commissioner under the treaty with the Cherokees of 1836.
In compliance with your request, I transmit a copy of a letter
honorable Messrs. Strange and Brown, the Senators from North
as the evidence possessed by this department of the qnalifiations of this
tlemnn for the office to which he has been nominated.
'The board of commissioners consisted originally of Messrs.
and Carroll, who were appointed in July, 1836; the former
promptly, and repaired to the Cherokee country; from the latter,
then in the public service in the Chickasaw country, no info
received until the 7th of October, 1836, when he declined theam)omtmm
on the ground of ill health, and the unexpected protraction the
in whicLh he was then engaged. This communication was received on
24th of October, and on the following day John Kennedy was selected
place of Governor.Carr~ll. Mr. Ken11edy arrived at New Echota on
7th of December followmg, and on that day the board may be
·
as having bee~ fir~t orga!lized. Governor ~umpkin, ho.wever, had
steadily occnpwd m the mterval between h1s own appomtment and
Kennedy's arrival, in arranging a large mass of preliminary business.
I submit an extract from the last report of the commissioners, which
hibits the progress made by them.
Creditable as this report is to their diligence and zeal, there r
large amount of labor to be performe~ within t.he. sh~rt period befo~e
time fixed for the removal of the Indians. This, It will be observed, Is
23d of May next, and it seemed obvious that the aid of all
·
would be absolutely necessary to enable them to complete the execu
the duties confided to them. Differences of opinion, too, it was
anticipated, would arise in determining the complicated questions
to them, and delay would be avoided by the appointment of a third
missioner.
Vcry respectfully,
J. R. P<DINSETT,

Secretary of War.

Hon. H. L. WHITE,
Chair. Corn. on Indian .9jfa'irs,
United States Senate.

"\tV AR

DEP AR'l'MENT

September 30, ' 1831.
SrR: Your letter of the 25th instant, addressed to the President, has
.

referred to this department, and in reply I beg leave to state, that in the
ran,qements which have been made for the protection of the frontiers of
territory of the Cheroke~ India~s. there was. ~o intention on the part of
ernment to neglect any JUSt claims. of the Citizens of North Carolina.
Indians were, and are, perfectly qmet, and the force on that frontier
been increased since Governor Dudley's letter to the department, except
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t!ddition of the company of North Carolina volunteers. Colonel Lindsay,
finding the Tennessee volunteers, who had so long served in that count! y,
disposed to continue in the service of the United Stntes, preferred them
to raw, undisciplined troops, and the department permitted him to re ·engage

them.
Neither the. President nor this department recognise the claims of the

militia of any particular district) on any occasion, to the exclusive right of
being mustered into the service of the United Stat-es, and in this instance

are not disposed to :lepart from their views of policy in repressing Indian
hostilities, and enforcing Indian treaties. lt is deemed of the highest importance, whenever Indian hostilities are apprehended, that the inhabitants
of the immediate neighborhood should not be drawn from their homes;
but, on the contrary, be . encouraged to remain on their plantations and
farms, in order to defend their own hearths ; and it is considered impolitic
to risk bringing into collision with the Indians, such persons as from their
position may he st~pposed to cheri~h hostile, or even unfriendly feelings
towards them. It Is the earnest desire of the department to avmd hm;tilities with the Cherokees, and to enforce the execution of the treaty without
bloodshed; and: in its endeavors to avoid the calamities of war, it must be
permitted to adopt such measures of precaution as may be deemed most
expedient. If, contrary to our just expectations, and in despite of all our
r.recautions, hostilities cn:~m?t he avoide~,. the department will.gladly avail
Itself of the zeal and patnotlsm of the citizens of North Carolma. In the
mean time, if the companies you designate are desirous of serving their
eountry when their servicrs are really needed, they shall be immediately
mustered for the ensuing campaign in Florida.
Very respectfully,
J. R. POINSE1,T,

Secrelaty of lVar.
Hot!.

JAMES GRAHAM,

House

of

Representati,ves .

if

the United Stal-es.

WAR DEP_\RTMENT

Office Indian Affairs, October

5, 1837.

Sm: I have to ackno\~ledge the receipt .of the abstracts of disbursing
for July and Augus~ whtch were enclosed 111 your letter of the 14th inst.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Comm·i ssioner.

Capt. J. P. SIMONTON'~
New Echotat Georgia.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndimt Affairs, OctfJber 6, 1837.
SIR: Herewith

is the a.ctount of Captain Joseph Hook for disbursements

mthe transportation of specie to Little Rock; out

of the appropriation "to

•
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carry into effect the Cherokee trea1y per act 2d July, 1836, under
tions fmm this office, dated 5th July last, a copy of which is filed with
account~

Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS 1

Comm· ·

W. B. LEwis, Esq.t
Second Auditor.
wAft D~:PAH.TMEN'l',

Office lndian A.ffr;tirs, October 6, 1837'.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of .the 14th
respecting the compensation of Doctors Lillybridge and Townsend.
ous to the adoption of the revised regulations, No. 5, concerning
tion of Indians, no uniform rule of compen8ation for .physicians
in that service had been adopted, rl'hose officers were only OG<~aSJOll!lit
employed, and the rate of pay was fixed according to the circrtm~;tan~ctll
of the different cases. It was under this state of things, and
adoption of the revised regulations: that Doctors LiHybtidge and
were employed, and their eompensation fi~ed. The~e reg1l}ations
not designed to have a retrospect~ve operation 1 an~ those gentlemen
be paid according to the terms of their original appointments, until
term of.duty upon which they entered previous to the promulgation
the new regulations is ended; then, according to the new regulations.
therefore, their services should be suspended during the winter, as
probably should be, because no emigration can then take place, they
not, upon the :resumption of duty in the spring, be considered as en
to more than the revised reg-ulations allow.
I enclose, for your information and government, the copy of a letter
day written to Dr. Lillybridge, and of a letter to GeneraJ Smith, both
luting to compensation of agents ~nd others, who re~eive a daily pay.
From these documents yon will perceive that this department has an·
thorized the payment of Dr. Lillybridge's per diem allowance, for the pe·
riod of his absence on furlough during the last summer, and you will
please to make the payme~t accordingly. You will, however, further learn,
that this decision has been made in consideration of the peculiar ·
stances of the case, and must not be treat~d as a precedent to a-nth
similar payments be~eafter~
·
Very respectfully1

C. A. HARRIS 1
Commissioner.

Do ct. J. C. R£:vNoL:ns,

Dis. Agent, lncl. Dep. 1 Calhou11, Penn,

WAR
I

.

DEP'.A.RTME~T,

Office lndian Affairs, October 6, 1831.

SIR: I ha"tre the hol)ot to acknowledge the receipt .of your ,~tt~r of tbf
22d ultimo, respecting payment of the compensation of Doctor Lillybridge1
during his absence on furlough last summer,
·

I
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In relation to this subject I have to remark, that neither the revised
regulations No. 5, concerning the emigration of Indians, or any which
prevailed before their adoption, authorize or contemplate the absence of
officers engaged in that service from their appropriate .duties, either with
or without leave. These appointments are merely temporary, and the
compensation accordingly fixed per diem. The granting of furloughs has
been considered inconsistent with the nature of the engagAments, and incompatible with the interests of the service ; and it is not known that an
instance has occurred before the case of Doctor Lillybridge.
In consideration of the peculiar circumstances of the case, this department has determined to authorize the payment of Doctor Lillybridge's
compensation daring the period of his absence, and instructions have accordingly been given to · Doctor Reynolds. It is to be understood, however,
that this case is not to be viewed as a precedent to authorize similar
payments hereafter. On the contrary, this department has determined,
and will hereafter enforce the rule, not
sanction the payment of compensation to any officer engaged in the business of Cherokee emigration,
while absent from his post and appropriate duties1 either with or without
leave.
·
As to the liability of Doctor Lillybridge to provide for the compensation
<lf Doctor Doaks for his services, 1 have to remark, that this department
eltJ}not take cognizance of the private agreements and understandings
which may have been entered into, so far as to enforce them by exercise
()fits authority.
If, however, such ag1·eements were made by Doctor Lillybridge a's are
tated in your letter, his refusal to .comply with them will be considered
as a dereliction of honor and good faith on his part; in which ease Doctor
Doaks will be paid for his services by the disbursing agent on your requijlition.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

to

Commissioner.
Gen. N. SMITH,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office lndian Affairs, October 6, 1837.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 14th uftimo,
respecting your compensation while absent on furlough last summer.
Revised regulations No. 5 are applicable to the case, and not No. 3, the
\5th article of which comprehends only agents, sub-agents, and others, re~iding permanently with the Indian tribes, and appointed in conformity
with the act to organize the Department of Indian Affairs, passed 30th
June, 1834.
Upon examination of revised regulatio~1s No. 5, you will perceive that
they do not authorize or contemplate the absence from his post or duties
of ~ny officer engaged ir.. the service of emigration.
·
rhese appointments are professedly temporary, and the compensation
per diem, with the exception of the superintendent alone. This depart-
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ment, therefore, considers your furlough as irregular: and your a.u~1cu1»•
incompatible with the regulation for the government of officers o't'Hl'<>ll'...t•
the business of emigration. In consideration, however, of the
circumstances of your case, it has determined to authorize the
your per diem allowance for the period of your absence, and mstru
ha\'e this day been given to Doctor :Reynolds accordingly.
But this indulgence must not be considered as a precedent for fu
cases. On the contrary, it must be distinctly understood that, nereatt1e~
no officer employed in the Cherokee emigration will be paid, while
from his post or appropriate duties, either with or without leave.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Doctor C. LnL YBRIDGE,
Physician Che1·. Em. , Calhoun, T enrr.
n!Hl'OlOnt

WAR DEPARTMENTr
Office lndian Affairs, October 7, 1837.
SrR: I have the honor to inform you that Joel Cruttenden, Esq.,
Georgetown, District of Columbia, has heen appointed a disbursing
in the Department of Indian Affairs, and has this day been instructed
this office to repair with all convenient despatch to Calhoun, Tennessee,
and report to you for duty, in the above mentioned capacity, in the
kee emigration.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Cmnmissioner.
General NATHANIEL SMITH,

Sup. ()her . Bmigration, Calhoun, T enn.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

October 7, IS:J7.
GENTLEMEN : J have rec-eived your note of this date.
It will give me pleasure to meet you at this office, on Monday next, at l
o'clock, P. M.
Very respectfully,
J. R. POINSETT.
Messrs. JoHN Ross,
R. TAYLOR,
JAMES BROWN,
GUNTER,
EDWARD GuNTI<:R,
ELIJAH HICKS,
SITUWAKEE,

SAMUEL

'VHITE PATH,

lVashi11gt an~
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)V AR DEP_o\l{'l'MENT,

Office Indian Affairs, October 7, 1837.

SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 23d ultimo,
transmitting your account and vouchers for the second quarter of 1837.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
C{)mmissioner.
Captain J. P.

SIMONTON,

Ne-w Ec!wta, Georgia.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Otfice Indian Atfa,irs, October 7, 1837.
SIR: With the approbation of the Secretary of War, you are hereby appointed a disbursing agent for the Department of Indian Affairs. Your
compensation will be five dollars per day, and your actual necessary travelling expenses in the discharge of your duties. These expenses will be
allowed in the settlement of your accounts, upon your certificate on honor,
that they were actually and necessarily incurred, accompanied by a memorandum of the amount from day to day, and from place to place. Should
yon determine to accept of this appointment, you will please to give immediate notice thereof to this office: and thereupon execute and defiver to this
department a bond in the penal sum of twenty-five thousand dollars, with
sureties to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. You will
then, with all convenient despatch, repair to Calhoun, in the State of Tennessee, the present head quarters of the Cherokee emigration, and report
yourself for duty in that service to General Nathaniel Smith, the superintendent, who will be notified of your appointment.
As the disbursements which you will be required to make in the station
above assigned to you will be connected with the Cherokae emigration, you
will find your duties pointed ont in the revised regulations No.5, concerning
emigration of Indians.
The system of accountability to which yon will be subjected is therein so
clearly exhibited that no detailed expositious are now considered necessary.
In cases involving doubts, which are not specifically provided for, should
any such occur, you will apply to this office for instructions. I have to enjoin upon you a strict and scrupulous adherence to these regulations, and to
assure you that neglect in · this respect will subject you to embarrasment
and probable loss in the settlement of your accounts.
You will receive $10,000, applicable to the execution of the treaty
with the Cherokees of the 29th December, 1835, which you ·will account
for under that head of appropriation.
The necessHry forms of accounts and vouchers for your use will forth~
with be forwarded to you by mail, directed to Calhoun, Tennessee. You
will report to this office yonr arrival at the place of your destination above
mentioned.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
JoEL

CRuTTENDEN,

Esq.,

Georgetown, District of Columbia.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

OfJice Indian Affairs, October 7, 1
GENTLEMEN : I have the honor to inform you that Joel Cru
Esq.: of Georgetown, District of Columbia, has been appointed a
ing agent in the Department of Indian Affairs, and has this day
structed from this office to repnir to Calhoun, Tennessee, with all con
despatch, and report to General Smith for duty, in the above me:ntloll(l
capacity, in the Cherokee emigration.
.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon. WILSON LuMPKIN, and
JoHN KENNEDY, Esq.,
New Eclzota, Georgia.

WAR 0EP.AH.TMENT,

I

Office htdian Affairs, October 7, 1831.
SrR: The receipt of Mr. druttenden for $2,000, enclosed in your letter
this date, will be transmitted to the Second Auditor, to be passed to
credit, as you request.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Capt. JosEPH HooK, jr.,
Present.

wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office hzdian Affairs, October 9, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to enclose a Jetter from Messrs. Lumpkin
Kennedy, dated the 15th ultimo, desiring the opinion of the Attorney
eral upon certain questions therein stated, and to request that it be laid
fore that officer.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRlS,
Commissioner.
Hori.

J. R. PoiNSETT,
Secretary of l'Var.

wAR DEP AR'.rMENT,

October 11, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
·2d instant, and of the note acrompanying a copy of the lettr,r of General
McConnelJ.
These communications have been submitted to the President, who, while
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he sees no reason to alter his views of the matter to which they relate, regrets to perceive in them evidences of a determination of your excellency
to adopt measures which he cannot sanctioti.
By the treaty between the Uriited States and the Cherokees, the latter are
required to remove to their new homes within two years after its ratification) and during that period the United States is bound to protect them in
the occupation and use of their possessions and property. The first of
these stipulations, yonr excellency may rest assured, it is the intention of the
President shall be executed without fail, and in a manner that will secure
the peace of the country, and the safety of its inh~bitants; and he trusts that
you will so act as to enable him to maintain the faith of the General Government, which is pledged for the performance of the second stipulation,
and desist from the proseoution of measures which, it is apprehended, will
produce that state of things in the Cherokee country which it is the ~ish
of yourself as well as of the Government should, by all means, be avoided.
J. R. POINSETT.
His excellency WM. ScHLE~,
Governor of Georgia,
Milledgeville, Georgia.

W~<\R DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, October 11, 1837.
SIR: With the approbation of the Secretary of War, you are hereby appointed a disbmsing agent for the Department of Indian Affairs. Your compensation will be five dollars per day, and your actual, necessary, travelling
~x.peuses, in the discharge of your duties. 'fhese expenses will be allowed
m the settlement of y·mir acc~unts, upon your certificate on honor that they
were actually and necessarily incurred, accompanied by a memorandum
ofth.e amount, from day to day and · from plac~ to 'place. Should you deter~une to accept of this appointment, you will please to give immediate
notice thereof to this office, and thereupon execute and deliver· t<?- this department a bond in the penal sum of twenty-five thousand dollars, with
sureties to the satisfaction and acceptance of' the Commissioner of Indian
~airs. You will then, with all convenient despatch, repair to Calhoun,
In t~e State of Tennessee, the present head quarters of the Cherokee emi~a~Jon, and report yourself for duty in that service to General Nathaniel
S\inth, the superintendent, who will be notified of your appointment.
~;~s the disbursements 'which you will be required :to ma'ke in the station
aoove asssgned to you, will oe connected with the Cherokee emigration,
)ou will find your duties pointed ont in the revised regulations No. 5, conling emig-ration of Indians, a copy of which accompanies this letter.
system of accountability to which you will be subjected is therein so
c early exhibited that no detailed expositions are now considered necessary.
In cases involving d0ubts, which are not specifically provided for, should
any snch occur, you will apply to this cffice for instructions. I have to
enjoin upon you a strict and scrupulous adherence to these regulations, and
to assure you that neglect in this respect will subject you to embarrassment
and probable loss in the settlement of your accounts.
So &oon as you shall have given the bond above required, you will receive
10,000, applicable to the execution of the treaty with the Cherokees of
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the 2~ith December, 1835, which you will account for under that head
appropriation, per act of 2d July, 1836. 'rhe necessary forms of
and vouchers for your use will be forwarded to you by 'mail, directed
Calhoun, Tennessee.
You will report to this office your arrival at the place of your aes:tm!ltJot
above mentioned, and thereafter make promptly all such commumtcatiO!III
as the regulations enjoin upon you.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,
VERPLANCK VAN ANTWERP,

Comrn·issioner.

Esq~,

Te1-re Haute, lndiana.

WAR DEPARTMEN·.r,

Office lndian Affairs, October 12, 1837.
SrR: Upon the subject of the communication of the Hon W. Strange, of
the lOth instant, I beg leave to submit the following statements, having an
important bearing on the subject of the appointment of a third commissioner
under the Cherokee treaty of December, 1835.
The general considerations in favor of this measure were stated briefly
in the letter addressed by you to the Hon. Chairman of the Committee
on Indian Affairs of the Senate, of the 27th ultimo, and the extracts from the
communications of Colonel Lindsay, and Messrs. Lumpkin and Ken
that accompanied it. I/ now submit a further extract from the first of
communications, that will throw more light upon the subject. I also en
abstracts from the instructions given these gentlemen in July, 1836,
indicate the varied character of the duties confided to them ; and, in
to these, they were charged, on the 12th of October following, with a
al supervisory power over the execution of the treaty, and over all
civil and military, connected therewith.
I also present a copy of a letter recently received from the coJmnms~swrJers:
in which they state a number of questions, on each of which they
the opinion of the Attorney General. This illustrates Colonel Li11dsay's
of the importance of an umpire. As these questions are difficult in thernsellv~.
and the application of the principles the Attorney General may lay d
may be attended with even more difficulty, and give rise to much di
of opinion, I would again advert to the necessity for completing
execution of all duties confided to the commissioners before May next
time fixed for the removal of the Cherokees. It is believed that
impracticable, unless the number of commissioners is increased; and
is not done, they will he unwilling to go, and the persons who hold
against them will be prompt to throw obstructions in the way of
going.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Hon. J. R.

PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.
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WAR. DEPARTMENT,

October 12,

183~.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

lOth instant.
I transmit a communication from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
which, with the papers that accompany it, demonstrate, in my judgment,
the urgent necessity for the appointment of a third commissioner under the
late Cherokee treaty. I cannot express too strongly my concurrence in
the views presented by him, or my conviction of the indispensableness of
the measure.
To place the subject, however, even more clearly before you, I have requested John Mason, Esq., who recently visited the Cherokee country,
as special agent of the Government, to call upon you, and if it shall be desired, to appear before the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate. He is
able to give ample explanations, and I believe entire confidence may be
placed in the accuracy of his observations and statements.
J. R. POINSETT.

Hon. R.

STRANGE,

Senate.
"\-VAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, October 12, 1837.
GENTLEMEN : The attention of this office has been called to a report
made by General Posey and General Sanders, in December, 1829, as commissioners to purchase reserves not claimed by Indians within the limits of
North .Carolina, and it has been suggested that copies of it might be use_ful
to yon. I therefore enclose copies of that, and the papers that accompamed
it, for your information.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner.
Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN,
JoHN KENNEDY, Esq. ·

and

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

November 21, 1837.
Sm: As requested in your communication of the lOth instant, enclosing
a resolution of the Senate of the 13th October last, I have the honor to
furnish the enclosed copies of letters. They embrace the correspondence
of this department, relating to the investments on account of the Cherokees, as directed by the President of the United States, on the 7th of July,
1836. Those letters_show that the stocks purchased absorbed the whole
sum directed to be invested by this department, to wit:
There was paid for the Michigan bonds
- $69,120
for the North Carolina bonds
300,000
for the r-rennessee bonds
250,000
for the Kentucky bonds
94,000
for the Maryland bonds
880

Making, altogether, the sum of -

- $714,000
----- --
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The stocks purchased were delivered to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs on the 27th of December, 1836, and the agency of this department
in regard to them was closed.
I am, respectfully,
'
Your obedient servant,
LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.
Hon. J. R. PoiNSETT,
Secretary of lVar.

. SENATE C~AMBER,
JtVashington, Ju_ne 15, 1836.
SIR: I was informed, a few days since, by the Hbn. William H. Haywood, who has been appointed, under a Jaw passed by the Legislature of
North Carolina, to negotiate a loan for the State, that he had called on yourself, and had some conversation with you on the subject of the fund which
is to be invested under the Cherokee treaty, for the benefit of the Indians,
by the Government of the United States. The President this morning informs me th~t the execution 'of this duty will devolve on your department
when the money is appropi.·iated by ·congress. May I ask you to inform
me what will be the prospect of' Mr. Haywood's success in negotiating the
loan with the department, or, in other words, on what terms would. the stock
of the State probably I.Je taken? A precise answer cannot, I presume, be
given at this tirrie to this inquiry, as it would, of course, become a matter of
competition among different applicants when the fnnd is otfered for investment. I have, however, supposed that you could give me in'formation suf~
ficiently definite to enable Mr. H. to decide on the propriety of awaiting
the investment of the Cherokee fund, or of directing his attention elsewhere.
As regard~ the financial condition of the State of North Carolina; none
in the Union is better.
May I ask .of you the favor of a line by the bearer, as Mr. H. has left
this for New York, and I would be glad to write him this evening.
I have the honor to be,. &c.,
B. BROWK.
The Hon. LEvr WooDBURY,
Sec1·etary of the Treasury.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
June 15, 1836.
SiR: Your letter ~f this date, respecting North Carolina State bonds, has
been received. I had the pleasure of informing Judge Haywood, yesterday,
that I had no power yet to make the investment proposed, but if power
should be given it would afford me pleasure to receive his proposals. I
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fnrther informed him that five per cent. stock had lately been purchased b\r
me running for some years. "\'Vhether any lower offers are likely to be made
l cannot calculate with any certainty, though I do not expect any.
I am, &c.,
LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.
Hon. B. BRowN,
Benute.

.'VA~lllNG'l'ON,

.ht?'Y 1, 1836.

StR: ·Under the authority of.nn act passed by the Genera( Assembly of
North Carolina, in 1835, (a copy of which is enclosed,) I am desirous of
selling the bonds of that State to the amount of_$30~000, (the other fourth of
the loan havi11g been taken up already,) and smce the law for carrying into
effect the Cherokee treaty has been passed by the House of Representatives,
and will, undoubtedly, receive the sanction of the Senate and the President,
I take the liberty of proposing to you a sale of those bonds in a formal manner, as I have heretofore informally done. I am content to take par for the
bonds, making the interest, &c., payable in North Carolina, either at the
Treasury of the State, or at any bank in the State. Yon will observe, by
the act which authorizes this negotiation, that it is very desirable to have
this business finally arranged at an early day, and there are reasons, per~onal to q1e, which if11pel r~e to ~ntreat tq&t you will accept or decline ·this
ofi'er at a ver.y ear~y day.
It is proper for rp.e to add thAt the sa,me o~er is Hl.~de tp tpe Secretary
of the ~avy in case he shoulp .sell, or ptqe.t;wtse repelVe the ~toc~r held by
tpe navy pension fu~~ in the Bank of the Upited States; . b~t I presume
it will not be very material to ,the Governm~p, t at \v;hiqb d~partment the
loan is made; I have no pref~rence myself. .I have nnqerstqod that ·M r.
Thomas, who is an agent for sorpe of the Cherok~e.s, has expressed a desire to have the boqds of N,orth Carolina purcb(;l.sed for those he represents.
On this subject, however, 11 have no personal kno\Afledge, C).nd I tqke the
liberty of referring you .to the t-Ion. BeHf.ord Brown, one of the Senators of
North Carolina.
·
·
I,Elm, with . s~ntimeqts of copsidE;lr~tjop ~d re~pect,

.

P.

yY:lLLIAJ.Y.[ H.

~A YWQQD,

As;~r.t~ for '~he $(ate .of !for"t.h C,a_ro~~nq.

S.-A,ny communications on this subject will reach me at Raleigh,

North Carolina. My commission is enclosed also.

T&sAsun:v DEPA:fi."J.i:MEN'rr,

July 2, 1836.
~IR i

Ymit iettet bf J.e~terda~, ,with .~he

accomp~~ying papers, has been
Meived. I will ~e happy to consider your p~opos1twn, should any po+\rer
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to make further investments be devolved
Department. None has been yet.
I am, very respectfully,
.
LEVI WOODBURY,
SecretaTy of the 1're
,V. H. HA vwoon, Esq. ,
Raleigh, North Carolina.

W~I\R DEPARTMENT,

July 7, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit, herewith, for your consideration
copy of a letter addressed to the President of the United States, and
proved by him, together with a letter from the Commissioner of Indian
tairs, and a copy of the Cherokee treaty, referred to in thesP. letters.
Very respectfully, yours,
LEWIS CASS.
Hon. LEvt WooBBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.

J

"\-VAR

DEPARTMEN'r,

.July 7,
SIR: I have the honor to submit, for your consideration, the 1'\l'I:\T\,.;_....;;.
your authorizing the ~ecretary. of the 'rreasury to make the 1n.,.,,.,,..., ...
for the Cherokee Indians, requued by the lOth aud 11th articles,
4th article of the supplement of the treaty, promulgated on the 23d
1836. It will appear by the letter of the Commissioner of Indian
herewith transmitted, that the whole sum to be invested is $714 000
that an appropriation, including that_ with other sums, is made by the
of Congress, pass_ed July ,2, 1386, ent~tled " An act to carry into effect
tain Indian treaties." '1 he lOth article of the Cherokee treaty
that the "President of the United States shall invest, in some safe an
productive public s~oc~s of the coun~ry, for ~he ~enefit of the whole
kee nation," &c., certam sums therem mentwned. The Treasury
ment can perform this duty, under your directions, with much
facility than the Department of War, and I therefore suggest that it be
mitted to the Secretary of the Treasury.
Very respectfully,
LEWIS C
APPROVED,

July 7, 1836.

ANDREW JACKSON.

WAR DEPAR'l'MENT

Office Indian Affairs, July

6, 1836.

Sra. 1 ha-ve the honor to state that the amount required to be ·
under the lOth and 11th articles, and the 4th article of the supplement,
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the treaty with the Cherokee Indians of December 29, 1836: and appropriated by the act of Congress to carry into effect certain Indian treaties of
July 2, 1836, is $714,000.

F'o1· tiLe _general fund:
Under the lOth article
Under the lith article
Under the 4th artic.le

$200,000
214,000
100,000
--$514,000
50,000
150,000

For orphans, lOth article
:£ducation, lOth article

$714,000
----·-·--·
------

It is proper for me to add, by way of explanation: that the present school
fund, for the investment of which provision is made in the lith article, was
invested prior to the negotiation of the recent treaty. A copy of the treaty
is herewith transmitted.
Very respectfully,
C. A. HARRIS,

Comrnissioner.

Hon. LEwis CAss,

Secretary of War.

'1-,REASURY DEPARTMENT.

July 8, '1836.
SIR: Having funds at my disposal, I am enabled to close the contmct

with your bank for the 250 Tennessee State bonds ; and, understanding
they.were in. the possession
the Gira:d Bank, I wrote this day41 to Mr.
Lew1s, thnt, If he was authonzed to dehver them under the contract with
you, I would have the amount paid to him. If he has no authority to act,
you will please give him the necessary instructions, or adopt such other
measures as will enable me to invest the funds I am directed to do, as earlv
as practicable.
·
I am, respectfully,

o!

J. M. BAss, Esq.,
Union Bank, Nashville, Tennessee.

' L. WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.

TREASURY DEPAR1'MENT;

July 8, 1837.

Sm: Having authority to inve5t funds in State stocks, I purpose cJosing
the contract with the Union Bank of 'rennessee for the remaining 250
State bonds, held by that institution.
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Learning from your letter ot the 11th June that these bonds are in
possession, if you are authorized to complete the arrangement
bank, by delivering them accordingly and receiving pay~ you will
forward the bonds, and warrants for the amount will be sent to you
soon as th~ same can be matured.
I am, respectfully,

'\V.

p. LEwrs, Esq.,

L. "\'VOODBURY,
Secretary cf the ·1'reasur1J.

Cashier Girard Bank, Philadelphiq.

GIRARD BANK.

Philadelphia, July ll, l836.
SIR: In accordance with the views expressed in your letter of the 8th
instant, and being duly authorized to malw the negotiation, I have the bon·
or to transmit to you by this mail, the remaining 25,0 bonds of the State of
Tennessee, belonging to the Union Bank of that State, payment for which

at par, yon will please make to IDl~ for account of the above institution.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

"YV. D. LEW IS,
Cc~shier.

Hon.

LEVI 'VooDBURY,

/Secretary of the Treasury.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

.htly 13, 1836.
SrR: Ha-ving purchased an account of the Cherokees, under the lOth
and 11th articles, and the 4th article of the suppliment to the treaty, pro.
mulgated the 23d May, 1836, 250 Tennessee State bonds for one thou·
sand dollars each, and having this day received the same, you will please
state five accounts for $50,000 each, being the price of fifty bonds. AU
the accounts are to be in favor of W. D. Lewis, Esq., cashier of the Gi·
rard Bank, from whom the bonds were received.
·
I am, respectfully,
L. WOODBURY,
Secretary of tlze Treasury.

W. B.

LEWis,

Bsq.,

Second Auditor.

TnEAsuav DEPARTMEN'r;

July 8, 183ft
StR: tia.ving.audtm:ity t9 ln.ve.st ttl;hds f~t tbe benefit of t}le. Chetoke~
' 1 can ac~ept your oifer of the $300,000 in Nortb.,Carolin.a State bonds, ~rul
request you to forward the same to the department; and warrant~ for ,t®
amount will be sent to you a.s soon after the receipt as they cnn be matured.
1
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The interest, until otherwise directed, will be expected to be paid into the
deposite bank in R :.t leigh, to the credit of the ·rreasurer ot the United
States, for the benefit of the Cherokees.
1 am, respectfully,
L. WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.
"'.,.· H.

l-IA YWOOD,

Raleigh, N. C.

RALEIGH, July 12, 1.836.
Sm: I hare the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your last favor, con-

11enting to buy North Oaroliua State bonds for $:300,000. It is necessary that
these bonds shall be registered here before they are sent, and you do not say
in whose name you wish thern to be made payable. I hand ·you a blank
copy, which I wish yon to fill up as you desire, and the bonds shall be sent
fortrnvith. Be pleased to let me hear from you soon.
Very respectfully,

WM. I-l HAYWOOD.
Hon. LEVI WooDBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.

rrREASUH. y DEPARTMENT,

July 16, 1836.
Sm: Your letter of the 12th instant, enclosing a blank bond, which you
wish filled up as desired, has been received. The purchase being for the
benefit of the Cherokee Indians, the bonds shonld be made payable to "the
United States of America, in trust for the Cherokee Indians, and to the assigns of the said United States." The blank is herewith enclosed.
I am, respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.
WM. ft.

HAYWOOD,

.Esq.,

Raleigh, N. C.

GIRAiiD BANK,

Philadelphia, July 20, 1836.

Sta ~ At the request of Major 'rilford, president of the Northern Bank of
Kentucky, now here, who is duly alithorized to neg-otiate the same, I have
the honor of tendering to you . half a million of dollars, or any por~ion
thereof, of five per cent. bonds of the State of Kentucky, havmg thirty
years to rnn, at par. Should the funds alluded to, in your favor of the 8th
instant, which you were authorized to invest in State stocks, not be ex-
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hansted, I think I can venture, with great confidence: to recommend
bonds above named to your attention, as offering a secure investment
long period of time, with a perfect certainty of the semi-annual in
being punctually paid.
Major 'rilford, who will probably remain in this quarter for some
i13 provided with the means of giving every explanation in relation to these
bonds which can be desired, and would esteem it a finror if you would, at
your early ronvenience, give me your views on the subject.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WM. D. LEWIS,
Cashi~r.

Hon. LEvi WooDBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury, Washington.

'rREAsuRY DEPA'R'I'MENT,

July 22, 1836.
SIR: Your letter of the 20th instant, o:ffering 7 on behalf of the Northern
Bank of Kentucky, " 5 per cent. bonds of that State, having thirty years.
to nm, at par," has been received. Having a balance of $94,880, in favor of
the Cherokees, to invest, if you \Vill forward bonds to that amount, with the
necessary explanatory papers, if they are approved, a warrant for the sum in
favor of the person you may designate, as soon as it can be matured, will
be forwarded to you. The payment of the interest in Philadelphia or New
York would be preferred, and, if ag reeable to the agent, the warrant would
be made payable in Louisville.
I am, respectfully,
LEVI WOODBURY
WM. D. LEwis, Esq.,
Cashier~ Philadelphia.

Y oRt;.:, July 14, 1836.
·:SIR: Expecting you will be investing the Indian funds i:\bout this time,
1 o~er you 64 bonds, of one t.housand dollar~ each, of the State of Michigan,
havmg 20 years to run, bearmg 6 per cent. mterest, payable semi· annually.
I offer you this stock at 108, and the back interest due of about 60 days.
I consider this a low price for so good and valuable stock, and will thank
you to inform me if you will talm it.
I am, with respect,
Your obedient servant,
NEW

J.D. BEERS.
P. S.-The only debt this State . has is lOOm. and I have 64m. of it.
The residue is held at 110. If you should have to employ any one to
make investment for you I offer you my aid.

[ I '20 ]
TREASUH.Y DEPARTMENT,

July 21, 1836.
Sut: Yonr Jetter of the 14th instant, offering for sale 64 bonds of the
Srate of Michigan, of $1,000 each, having 20 years to run, bearing 6 per
-cent. interest at 8 per cent. advance: has been received. If yon will forward
the bonds with the necessary explanatory papers, and there is discovered no
objection to them, the amount wiH be remitted to you as soon as a warrant
~an be got through.
I am, respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

LEVI WOODBURY,
/Secretary of tlte Treasury.
J. D.

BEERS,

New York.
W

Y ORR, July 23, 1836.

SIR ~ Your favor of the 21st inst. is received, in which you accept of my

offer of 64 bonds of the State of :Michigan, and I now enclose you the same,
as directed, with a bill receipted, and a copy of the act of the State authorizing the loan.
I am, with much respect,
Your -obedient servant,

J.D. BEERS.
T.o sixty-four bonds, of $1,000 each, of the State of Michigan, at 108 per cent.
·
Back interests from 1st May up to 25th Ju]y -instant

rrotal

$69,120 00

906 66
$70,026 66

----------

H.eceived payment,
1. D. BEERS,

Gr RARb
Pkiladelphi~

BANlt~

July 26·, 1836.
Sra: In consequence of your letter of the 22d inst., in n~Iation to the
ltentucky State bonds, bearing 5 per cent. interest: of which you expressed
your willingness to take a certain amount ($94,880) at par, for account of
the Cherokees~ I enclose, for your inspection, the following docnments,
viz:
1. A certified copy of the la ·»- of Kentucky, by virtue of which the bonds
\n question have been issued; to the 16th section of which l beg leave par~
ticularly to· direct your attention_.
2. Two extracts from the minutes of the Northern Bank of Kentucky,
duly certified, empowering the president thereof (Major 'l.'ilford) to make
~ale of a given amount of the said bonds.
3. A bond to serve as a sttmple of the lot tendered to you. After ex~.mining these several documents) yon will have the goodness to return
\hem to me, and if they should prov-e satisfactory, I wi11, on being requested
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by you so to do, transmit sur;.h number of the bonds to yot1 as you may
sire to have, receiving reimbursemellt therefor, at par: with the amo
interest named since the 1st inst., until the date of payment, in your
rants on either of the Atlantic cities, the Northern Bunk having
for heavy funds in this quarter at the present time.
1 am desired, however, by Major Tilford, to inform you that if you
conclude, hereafter, to make further investments: however considerab
amount, in these securities, he can so arrange it ns to receive payment t
for in Kentucky, in case it should, at that time, be desirable to you.
You will observe, on the back of the bond enclosed, an em1on;emeo
making the interest payable either here or in New York~ thi~ call he
ried, if you wish it, so as to make it payable in \Vashington ..
I have the honor to remain
Your obedient servnnt,

WM. D. LEWIS
Hon. LEvi \VooDBURY 1

Secretary of the Treasury.

TREAsun:,·· lh:fiAR'rM.ENT,
Jaly 28, 1835.

Snl :. Y mu Jetter of ti1e 26th instant, respecting the offer of the Nor
Bank of Kentucky to dispose of certain bonds oft hat State, has been
ed. I think it will be most to the interest of the . Cherokees, for
am investing fundsr that the semi·annual interest shcnld be paid in
delphia or New York, and, therefore, until otherwise directed, the pay
will be required to be made at your counter. Copies of the documents
nected with the bonds should ~ccompany them, to be filed in the depart
The bonds being $1,000 each: you will please forward 94 of them,
ing the balance uninvested, unless you can arrange as to the $880,
is desirable,. as it would close the snm desired to be invested for the
kees.
I am 1 respectfuily 1
Your obedient servant,

w:M.

LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretary of the 7 reasury
D. LEWIS,
Cashier Girm·d Bank, Philadelphia.

GIRARD BANK.

30, 1836.
5 per c;ent. bonds

Philadelphia, July

Srn: Your letter of the 28th

instant~ relating to the

the State of Kentucky, canie duly to hand, at1a, in accordance with
request, I transmit, herewith, 94 of the bonds, amounting at par to
to which add interest carried for oll'P month at 5 per cent., $391 66,
ing the amount to be received from you $94~391 66.
I enclose, nlso, notarial copies of sundry documents connected with
~nbject 1 for the purpose of their being placed on :file in your den .....t.........,,
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vrhe bonds being issued in sums of $1,000 each, it is not in my power to
send them for the exact sum you desire.· Those sent are numbered from
No. 151 to 244, both inclusive. In consequence of yonr preferring that the
interest on these bonds shall be paid here, I shall notify the Northern Bank
to that effect, so that the requisite memorandum may be made at Lexington.
I remain, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WM. D. LE\VIS,

Cashier.
Hon.

LEVI WooDBURY,

Secretary of tiLe Treasury.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

August 2, 1836.
Sm: Your letter of the 30th ultimo: accompanied with sundry documents
connected with the subject of the Kentucky bonds, has this day been received. 'rhere came to hand yesterday 94 of those bonds, and I had (1
warrant prepared in your favor on account of them for $93,973 34, the
balance on the Treasury books then applicable to their purchase.
In paying for some bonds received for the Cherokees, interest to the
amount of $906 66 was advanced, which has ' not been returned to the
Treasury. This advance at present reduces the sum to the credit of the Cherokees $;a6 66 below the cost of the bonds forwarded by you; and prevents
my advancing the month's interest due on those bonds. This subject will
be attended to, however, when the first intere~;t for the Cherokees is received.
I am, respectfully,
·
LEVI \\TOODBURY,
Secretary of the Trea.su'r y.
WM. D. LEWIS,
Cashier Girard Bank,
Philadelphia.

'r.a1-asuRY DEPARTI\:IEN'.r,

August 3, 1836.
S1R: On examination it is fonnd that the 94 Kentucky bonds: forwarded

by you, have not been assigned by the President of the Northern Bank of
Kentucky so as to pass the interest in the bonds, the endorsements on
them being confined to the payment of the coupon. If Mr. 'rilford is still
m Philadelphia, please to ascertain what course will be most convenient to
him to make the necessary assignments, whether by forwarding the bonds
to you, or by his authorizing some one here to make the transfer tor the bank.
I am, very respectfully,
LEVI WOODBURY,

Secretary
~V.M.

D. LEWis,

Cashier Girard Bank,
Philadelphia.

of the Treasury.
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GIRARD BAN It,

Philadelphia, August 5, 1836.
SIR: I have notified :Major Tilford of the singular omission in the
dorsement of the Kentucky bonds, which he will immediately supply, either
by executing a power of attorney to enable some one else to assign them,
or by repairing to Vvashington himself, (as has all along been his intention, for the purpose of seeing you:) and doing so in person. He is, at this.
moment, either in New York or Boston.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant.
W. D. LEWIS.
Hon. LEvi 'VooDBURY,

Secretary of the Treasury.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

November 28, 1836.
SIR: Having at this time $33,912 40 to invest in State stocks, for the
benefit of the Seneca and Shawnee Indians, and a balance of $880 for the
Cherokees, if you have not disposed of the bonds offered in your letter of
the 9th instant, and will forward an account for stocks, the principal and
premium of which will be as near as you can reach these sums in separate
bonds, I can take them. Be pleased to forward with the bonds an account
receipted for the amount ;. and if no objection is discovered, a warrant for
the amount will be remitted as soon as it can be got through the office.
'
_
lam, very respectfully,
LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.
JosEPH Wl1I'l'E,

Esq.,
Baltimore.
BALTIMORE,

No·vember 30, 1836.

SrR: Your letter of the 28th instant has only reached me this morning~

The State bonds which I offered to you on the 9th instant are in New
York, whence I have written for them, and expect to have it in my pO\ver
to furnish you, by Saturday or Monday next, wjth the amount you require
I am, very respectfully,
JOSEPH \VHITE.
Hon. LEvi W oonBUR v,,
Secretary of the TTeas·'l:lry.

Dr. Hon.

LEvi WooDBURY, Secretary of the Treasury,
11 o

JosEPH WHITE.

1836.
December 5. For $761 1~30 six per cent. State of Maryland stock, redeem- $871 75
able after 1870: at 1 14-(0; (0 Add interest which has accrued from 1st October to 5th December
8 25
$880 00

[
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BALTIMORE, December 5, 1836.
Received eight hundred and eighty dollars, in full payment of the fore-

going blll.

JOSEPH ·wHITE.

~V AR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Affairs, September 8, 1837. '
SIR: In conformity with the stipulations in the 18th article of the treaty
with the Cherokees, the amount which it was estimated would accrue under
i~ as annuities for two years, has been advanced to them. Since, a portion
of the interest on the sum invested under the lOth article has hecome due,
and stands to my credit in the following banks, viz:
Phamix Bank, New York, (deposited before suspension of specie
payments,)
$18,787 01
Phamix Bank, New York, in specie
7 100 00
Union Bank) Nashville, in specie 6,250 00
Making a total of $32)37 01, which I am prepared to reimburse to
the Treasury in any manner you may point out.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.

Hon. LEVI

WooDBURY,

Se9retary of the Treasury.

PHOENIX BANK,

New York, Septemb.er 13, 1837.
SIR: ]n accordance with tha request in your favor of the Lith instant,

received this day, I have placed to the credit of the 'Jlreasury of the United
States, in special deposite, the sum of $7,100 in specie; and have transferred the credit per yonr draft to credit oftlw same account for $18,787 01,
and have so ad vised the department.
Respectfully, yonrs,

J. DELAFIELD,
Cashi.er.
C. A.

Esq.,,
Commissioner, VVashington-

HARRIS,

WAR DEPAR'I'M.ENT,

Office lndian Affairs, September 16, 1837.
S11t: I have the honor to inform you that, on the 11th instaqt, I instructed the cashier, John Delafield, of the Phcenix Bank, in New York, to
transfer from my credit, as ex officio disbllrsing agent, &c., to the cretlit of the rrreasnrer of the United States, $ ·~5,887 0 t, in special deposite, ( 7,100
in f.lpecie, and $18,787 01 collected prior to the suspension of specie payments,) it being for intere~t received on Cherokee stoc-k. l have received
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information from the cashier that the subject has been attended to, and
notice has been given to the Treasurer to that effect. $6,250 has been
posited in the Union Bank at Nashville, to the credit of the Treasurer of
United States, for interest due the 1st July last, on $250,000 T
bonds, held by this department in trust for Cherokees; which,
the $25,887 01, makes $32,137 01. This amount I wish to be cons
as refunded to the Treasury, on account of the advance made by it to
Cherokees, under the 18th article of the treaty of necember, 1835.
Be pleased to acknowledge the receipt of this letter.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
The honorable LEVI WooDBURY,

Secretary of the Treasw·y.

'rREASURY DEPARTMENT,

September 18, 1837.
SIR.: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letters of the 11th an4
16th instant, apprizing this department of the instructions which had been
given to the cushier of the Phcenix Bank to deposite $ 25,8tl7 01 to
credit of the Treasurer; and the instructions to the Union Bank of Nashville to deposite, in like m~nner, $6,250; making, in the whole, $32,137 01,
for the purpose of refundmg to the Treasury, to that extent, the advance
heretofore made on account of the Cherokees.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

"\V AR. DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, September 20, 1837.
SIR: Your letter of the 31st ultimo, addressed to the Secretary of War, re.
lating to the interest, $6,250, which fell dneon the 1st of July last, on $250,000
1.,ennessee bonds held in trust by this department for "Cherokees," has been
referred to this office. In reply, I have to state that the interest in question
having been carried to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States on
the books of your institution, it has been arranged with the Secretary of
,of the Treasury that it remain so. Your bank will, therefore, account to
him for the same. It is proper, however, to state, that the interest arising
in future on the bonds in question, is required to be paid in Philadelphia,
-agreeably to the tenor of the bonds, the Girard Bank having been selected;
.and ~hat gold or silver only can be received.
Very respectfully,

C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner-.
JoHN SuMMERVLLE, Esq.,

Cashier Union Bank of Tennessee, Nashville,
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wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Ajj"airs, December 22, 1836.
SrR: Having consulted the Secretary of ~Var upon the su bjeet of the
bonds that have been purchased by you as agent of this department, under
the provisions oftreaties with the Indian tribes, he is of the opinion, in which
I understand you concur, that it would be better that they should be transferred from your department to this.
.
I therefore request that you will cause such transfer to be made of all
these bonds, and with them such papers as may properly appertain to them,
except those for the proceeds of the lands of the Chickasaws, constituting
n nationnl fund, which, by the resolution of the Senate of the 20th January,
1836, are to remain in your department. I would suggest that the bonds
be endorsed in blank.
·
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon. LEVI W oonBuR v,
Secretary of the Treasury.

TREASURY . DEPARTMENT,

Dcce1nber 27: 1836.
Sm: Herewith you will receive the bonds requested in your letter of
the 22d instant.
Purchased for the Clterokees.

125 Tennessee bonds, for $1,000 each, bearing 5 per cent.
125
do.
do.
54 Michigan bouds, No. 37 to 100, inclusive, $1,000 each,
6 per cent. • 94 Kentucky bonds, No. 151 to 244, inclusive,$1,000 each,
5 per cent. 300North Carolina bonds, No.101 to 4.00, inclusive, $1,000
each, 5 per cent.
1 Maryland bond, No. 30!;, 6 per cent.

$125,000 00
125,000 00
64,000 00
94,000 00
300,000 00
761 39
$708,761 39
---- - - -

Purchased for the Senecas and Shawnees.
1 Maryland bond, No. 307, 6 per aent.

$29,341 50
- - - -- - -
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Purchased for the incompetent Chickasaws.

1 New York bond, No. 702, 5 per cent.
1 Maryland bond, No. 255, 6 per· cent. 1
do.
No. 312,
do.
1
do.
No. 313,
do.
1
do.
No. 319,
do.
5 Indian bonds, No. 712 to 716, for- $i:OOO each, at 5
per cent.
10 Kentucky bonds, No. 1 to. IO, for $ _5,000 each
10
do.
No. 11 to 20, for $2,000 each
30
do.
No. 21 to 50, for $1,000 each
5
do.
No. 251 to 255, for $5,000 each
25
do.
No. 256 to 280, for $1,000 each

The receipt of these bonds you will please acknowledge.
I am, respectfnll y,
Your obedient servant,
LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.
C. A. HARRrs, Esq.,
Commissioner of ltldi-an Affairs.

TrttGlfl

o.J"

~h: Jll.arcJa., 1835, and BfiiPPl~llat:'fl arlicka of ),at. M.arch., 1836.

Under the lOth article there was invested in State stocks, for account of" orphan~"Do.
do.
do.
rlo.
do.
"schools" Do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
"general fund"
Do.
du.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Do. 4th article supplementary articles, 1st March, 1836 dci.
do.

$50,000 00
150,000 00

$200' 0.00 00
214,000 00
lOQ,OOO~I
-~

514,000~
~-

Desc-r-:ption of stocks in 10ldc/t, tke

i1~vestments

North Carolina State bsmds, bearing interest at the rate of five per cent. from 1st August, 1836, payable semiannuafly. This st~ck wa'5 redeemed on the 7th March, 1837-, ~;tn_d the interest paid, and an equal amount
of Alabama bonds, bearing same rate of interest, was furnis.h.ed Kentucky State bonds, bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent. from 8d July, 1836, payable semi-annually
Tennessee
do.
do.
do.
do.
21s~ July, 1836,
do.
Michigan
do.
do.
do.
6 per cent. from lst Nov., 1836,
do.
Cost p.remium of 8 per cent.
Ma.ryland

do.

do.

do,

-

were ma¢e.

.
6 per cent. from ~st October 1836, payable quarterly - Cost p~e1n.ium of 15 4~5-10~0 per cent. -

-

64 000 00 .

300,000 00
94 000 00
25o:ooo 00

~20
00 I
69,120 00 I
761 39
118 61
--~8000 l

w

~

....
714,000 00

I

NoTE.-::-All the above ~tock, except Michigan and Maryland, cost par.
The above de~cribed stoclr has from twenty-five to thirty years io ·run.
The amount of interest received, to include the 30th June, 1837, b.eing $32,137 01, has been refundeq to the Treasury on ?:Cconnt of the advance which
was made to the Cherokees under the "18th article oi the treaty above. r~f.erred to.

,....,

t-:l
0

1-J
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WASHINGTON CITY,

Brown's Hotel, January 14,
SIR: The undersigned delegates, representing the Cherokee nation
of the river Mississippi, have received the copy of a bill, which they
correctly informed has been passed into a law, by the sanction of·
Legislature and executive authorities of Georgia; and, moreover,
the· agents who have been appointed by the Governor under its
visions have already commenced the work of destruction upon the
okee occupants, by the enforcement of the same.
rehe law of 1833, to which this act is amendatory, having been
ted to the President through your department, by the Cherokee
on the 6th day of February last, the undersigned, in the discharge
duty to their suffering nation, beg leave to transmit, through you, to
President of the United States, forthwith, this last mentioned act also.
They need not remind the Government of the oft repeated de'c
which have been made to the Cherokees, that its protecting arm
extended towards them, to secure their right of occupancy to their
for these declarations are to be found on the records of the department,
cannot have escaped the memory of its officers.
rrhe act of 1833, referred to, being bO obviously repugnant to
principle of justice, and the fundamental laws of the land, it was
that the authorities of Georgia would not, and could not, carry its
ions into execution; that the-judiciary of the United States, and even
of Georgia, would not sustain them.
The enforcement of that law, however, has been attempted by the
agents, and against which, the Cherokee occu'pants sought security, by
pealing to their own (Georgia) judiciary. 'rhe CherokEes were proud
find a Georgia judge who possessed sufficient virtue and honesty to
the hand of unprovoked injustice, by granting bills of injugction to ·
them the peaceable and quiet possession of the houses and farms which
occupied, and they themselves had Inade on their own lands, until the
tion of right could be fairly tried. These proceedings, however,
the Cherokees but a momentary relief. 'rhe seqnel will be found in
subsequent proceedings of the legislative and executive departments
Georgia, of which the enclosed is one of their fruits. Suffice it to
that whilst the honorable judge has been made to feel the wrath
most vindictive policy of his own Government, the unoffending
are made victirns to the insatiable propensities of tyranny and cupidity.
1~he property, the reace, and the existence of the Cherokee people,
in jeopardy, and nothing but the timely interposition of the General
ernment can save them; and to it, with intense anxiety, they now
That iippeal being made under the most delicate and perilous ci"",.."'rn"'
to the plighted faith of this magnanimous Government, it is
hoped that it will not be in vain: but that the protecting arm of the
Executive of the American republic will be speedily extended to arrest
unconstitutional and fatal course of Georgia.
Since the above was penned, and at this moment, the delegation
received (from unquestionable authority) intelligence fromtheir nation,
forming them that the whole country was in a state of the highest
ment, growing out of the operations of the late act of Georgia; and
it was seriously apprehended that the most fatal consequences would
from the manner of the execution of that law by those ill tempered·
11

"""'
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uals(William N. Bishop and Charles Nelson) who have been appointed by
Governor Lumpkin for that especial purpose. The delegation beg and trust
that you will immediately bring this subject before the President, and inform them of his determinations, that the same may be communicated to
their nation with aH possible despatch. With great rPspect,
'rhey have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient, humble senrants,

JOHN ROSS,
R. ,-rAYLOR,
SAMUEL GUNTER,
'\tVILLIAM ROGERS,
DANIEL McCOY.

his x mark.

To the Hon. LEWis CAss,
Secretary of War.

HousE o:F

HEPRESEN'l'ATJVES 1

.January 17, 1835.
Sm: 'rhe delegation of Cherokees favorable to emigration have rc-·
QUested. of me to ontain from you a copy of the treaty agreed upon by the
President, and a portion of the Cherokees, represented by Andrew Ros·s
and others, for the purpose of rnaking it th~ foundation of a law, which
they are seeking to have passed, by which the means may be provided for
the removal :tnd settlement of the Cherokees on the west of the Mississippi,
who arc in favor of emigrating. You can best determine whether it be
proper to send a copy of the treaty to the committee. If not improper, per..
mit me to request of you to do so, as it may be useful for the plirpose nl ~
lnded to.
Very respectfully, yonrs,

GEORGE R. GILMER.

To lhe l-Ion. LEw is CAss.

ATHENS,

January 19l 1835.

Stlt: ·rhe superintendent of Cherokee emigration contemplates some
change, I am informed, in tl1e assessors of abandoned improvements.
Should either of the gentlemen at present employed be dismissed, I beg
leave, most respectfully, to recommend to the notice of the department, to
fill the vacancy, James S. Bridges, Esq., of this place, should he be ac~ept~
able to Maior Currey. He discharged the duties of assessor, while Col.
Montgomery superintended the emigration, to the entire satisfaction of that
o~cer; a11d I pledge myself for his faithfulness nnd activity, should he re~
cetve the appointment.
I have the honor to bel
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
R. J, MBIGS.

lton. LEW1s CAssj

&cretary of War'.
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ExEcUTIVE DePARTMENT, GrwRGlA,

M ,illedgeville, January 30, 1835.
SrR: Being apprized that 'delegations fron1 the Cherokee Indians

still reside in Georgia are now at Washington, on b'usiness connected
their territorial and other claims, and having seen a statement of the
tents ot a memorial laid before the United States Senate, in the name
John Ross and other Cherokees, I think proper to communicate to
and through you to the President of the United States, that, anxious as
people of Georgia still are for a final adjustment and termination of
conflicting claims with the remnant of those Indians: neither the people
authorities of Georgia can ever be induced to accede to the arrogant
assuming terms proposed by Ross and his advisers, to the Congress of
United States. Georgia can never submit to the degradatiotl of purch
submission to her laws from any cast or portion of her population
ever, who reside within her own limits and constitutional ju--'·--"-''-'rhe occupant rights of the Indians will be dnl y respected; but fee
rights will not be granted, upon any conditions whatever.
Ross is the dictator of his party amongst the Cherokees ; if, tnerer01re~
fee simple rights were given to them, he (Ross) and his council
derive th13 entire benefit.
I most ardently desire an arrangement which shall benefit the
of the Cherokees, and forever put to rest the disquietudes, growing
our present Indian relations ; but I would prefer things remaining as
are, to an arrangement which would increase existing evils.
I have the honor to be,
'Vith great respect,
Your obedient servant,
\VILSON LUM.PKIN.
HoN. LEwis CAss,
Secreta~y of l'Var, Washington.

NATto.N,
February 4, 1835.
MY DEAR CoLoNEL : I have only time to drop you a line via M1
ville. Affairs here with the Cherokee people have assumed a crisis,
all parties are now in favor of a treaty. Additional delegates
nation will be at the city in a day or two, clothed with instructions to
&c., to bring about an immediate treaty. It is desirable for all con
that this matter should be adjusted forthwith, at Washington. I
quested by many of the citizens of Georgia, who are all your rru·~nns. i
request your aid and influence in bringing about a treaty while
·-delegations are at Washington. But if it should fail, and the matter
be referred to commissioners who w.ill be appointed to attend here
a treaty, I wish you to urge the pretensions of our friend, Major ~~·· .. ~...F. Currey, the present superintendent, for one of the commissioners
will be appointed for that purpose. His services here, and his intimate kn
ledge of all the affairs of this people, in addition to his talents, emJ·men.ut
SPRING PLAcE, CHEROKEE

r
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I beg your attention to this matter, and hope
yon will particularly mention this point to :1\ir. Cass and the President;
and the favor will b3 gratefully remembered.
Your sincere · friend,
\VM. 1\il. DAVIS.

qnaiify him for the station.

Col. R. M.

JoHNSON.

NoT£.-The ulJove left at the Office Indian Affairs, by Colonel Johnson.

WASHINGTON Crry, Februar·y 8, 1835.
The tmdersigned, . a delegation apppointed at a council of Cherokees
who are opposed to State subjection, and in favor of removal, have already,
in part, furnished to the Executive and Congress their views of the unhappy condition of their people, and of the desire of a respectable portion of th~
Cherokees to yield an acquiesence to the policy of the President, in regard
to their nation. They have, moreover, asserted the belief that a large majority will agree to remove when their true condition is made known, to
wit: that they cannot be re-established in the enjoyment of their laws, or
even happily to live as individuals amidst a white population. From
various letters recerttly received from respectable Cherokees, and from the'
Government officers, an increasing power is setting in favor of our great
cause, and its success is highly flattering.
A council has been held since our departure, at Two Run, in Georgia,
composed principally of the reservees and their descendants, who are men
of fine judgment and feelings, and who delegate three of their number to
come here and endeavor to effect a re-union between our delegation and
John Ross's, to the end that a speedy treaty may be concluded with you,
that our people might enjoy from it a hasty relief from oppression. With
these delegates weh-a ve been candid, as we always have been since we have
advocated- a treaty, and have expressed our willingness to unite on fair
terms with the other pnrty, upon principles which will render equal justice
to our poor people. From inu.endoes only we have found out that John
Ross desires not, and never intends to procure, national privileges fox the
Cherokees in the west, or provision for those who may wish to remove,
but would join us if we consented to the destruction of our people in concluding a treaty on selfish principles. We did not come here to speculate
on the destiny of our people, and therefore we are as far asunder from
John Ross and his associates as we were before the mediators came on.
They have become discouraged in their attempts, and have expressed their
deepest regret. Mr. William Rodgers, of John Ross's delegation, is desirous
to unite the parties, but he, tool has £1.iled. Those who are fast in the
opposition are John Ross, Richard Tayfor, Samuel Gunter, and Daniel
McCoy. The first three are reservees, and have heretofore, by treaty,
obligated themselves to the United States, to become permanent settlers on
their reserves. They, moreover, affect to hold offices from the Cherokees,
contrary to their constitution.
These, then, are the men whos,~ policy will destroy their people. They
have spoken falsely to the Senate by stating that 15,000 Cherokees hold
their determination tu become citizens of the States, and that we only
r.epresent 100 who a1·e -in favor of removal. Shall such men, as long as
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they please: keep their people in hot water for the nltitnate object, ns
believe, of specnlation '1 W c say, 110. They have more than
They have feasted upon the ignorance of the Indians too long. They
now awaking to a. sense of their condition. \Ve arc happy to have
t.ained that your policy is _gett~ng to be popnlar among the different
in Congress ; but the sessiOn IS now so nearly closed, that le~islation
your policy cannot be effected, and if it can, legislation cm !ld not do
well as the President. But if we were to conclude a treaty, and ha
submitted to the Senate, on Ross's protest it might be laid upon the
a.s was the case with Ross's treaty last ~ession.
·
We bave thought seriously upon the best means of relieving our p~
as soon as possible, and we think a preliminary treaty entered into
with us, to be sent to our nation for their ratification, will accomplish
object. Our people will hear and see f,lr themselves, \Vhat yo:·1 are
posed to do for them in their most unhappy condition. Ross will beth
aside, .-tnd to the Senate the treaty can be submitted at the next s
of Congress. $1,000 should be appropriated, to afford rations to
people, when they meet. rrhis step will not impede the emigr .
cause they will enrol the faster~have snre hopes of the future.
they depart they will sign their acceptance of the terms of the treaty.
We therefore desire that a commission may be appointed to make
arrangements. It may be well to withdraw the late treaty for a
tion to suit the parties. We conld enlarge reasons for this plan, but
experience and that of the President cannot fitil to comprehend it all
bearings. 'rhe poor Cherokees are now in the hands of the Prcsi
He has it in his power to save them.
\Ve are, sir, your friends and brothers.
JOHN RIDGE,
ARCHILLA S M.ITH,
ELIAS BOUDINOT,
S. ,V. BELL,
JOHN WBS1\
W. A. DAVIS,
EZEKIEL 1VES'T,

Accompanying the delegation
Hotl.

LK\VlS

CAss,

~sec1·etary

of War.
W ASiliNGTON, February 17, 1

Stn.: I am desired to ascertain t.he prospect of a treaty with the
kees.
If it is not improper to communicate the information, I shall be obliged
receiving it.
Very respectft1lly,
Your obedient servant
THO. F. FOS
.~.

CITY, Pebruary 18l 1
Sut.: Ftom informatiort received by the delegation, it appears that
sum of money paid over to the treasurer of the Cherokee tlation, for
·wASHINGTON
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annmt1es due for years 1831, '32, '33, and '34, fall short of the actual
amount due by $3,718 51 ; each annual payment being $6,666 67, and
for the four years would amount to $26,666 68, whereas there has been
only $22,948 01 paid over; leaving a deficit of the sum above stated.
rrhe delegation would respectfully ask to be informed the reasons why
the whole amount due has not been paid over.
Very respectfully,
We have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient, humble servants,
JOHN ROSS,
1
•
R. s. -TAYLOR;
\VILLIAM ROGERS,
DAN. M'COY,
his
SAMUEL x GUNTER.
mark.
Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretm·y of War.
WASHINGTON Crrv, February 27, 1835.
81 R: It is understood that a resolution is about to be submitted to the
Senate of the United States, \Vith a blank to be filled up with the gross
amount which that . body is willing to allow the Cherokee people, and let
them seek their own country. The · President has sai\1 he will go as far
on this subject as that body goes. Now in order to protect Ridge and his
party, it would appear to be just and proper that the Senate should say also
what it is willing to allow, provided they join their · brethren west, the
United States finding them a country. 'Vithout this provision in the resolution, you will readily perceive Mr. Ross is enabled to return home, holding
out terms from both the President and the Senate, co-ordinate branches of
the Government, which-are alone necessary to the formation and perfection
of a treaty, while Ridge will have the authoritative sanction of only one
branch, which may at pleasure, so far as the Indians will be able to discover, be set aside by the other. I know it is far from the wish either of the
President or Secretary ·Of1' War to sacrifice their first friends. This will
however be the inevitable fate of Ridge and· his party, unless they are
armed with power from all the sources that Ross is.
··
Without letting either party know anything of this communication, it is
due to you and to them, before the contemplated resolution is lodged with
the Senate, to say it should embrace-these two distinct propositions:
What will you give in money, and furnish a country of a certain extent,
with what they already have west, to the Cherokees?
What will you give, and let them furnish their own country?
An answer to each uneqnjvocally given by the Senate, will place the
parties on fair and equal grounds, beJore thei~ conn try: people.
The foregoing is most respectfully submitted for your consideration,

while

Hon. L.

CAss.

23.

I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,
B~NJ .. f· .CURREY.
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February 28, 1
SIR: 'Ve think something like the following questions ought to be
to 1he Senate :
How much are you willing to give in a gross amount, if a majority
Cherokee people agree to join their brethren in the west, within the
States?
How much will you agree to give, if a mRjority choose to go out of
limits of the United States ? Let it be understood that the rights of
minority who choose to go out of the limits of the United States should
secured, if it should so happen ; and the same security to the minority,
prefer to join their brethren in the west, if it should so happen .
'Vith great consideration, &c.,
WASHINGTON,

-

JOHN RIDGE,
ELIAS BOUDINOT,
For the Delegation.

CHEROKEE AGENCY ~AsT,

Ji'ebruary 28, 1835.
SIR : During this week an order arrived here for the march of the
pany of United States troops, stationed at this place, to Columbus:
I regret very much that any occasion should have given rise to the
sity of the marching of the troops from the Cherokee nation, as we
be left in a very destitute situation here without them. Their
here, I have uo doubt, prevented the further shedding of blood
death of Walker, last snmmer; and besides, their presence was
necessary to guard the public property at this place from incendiaries
mischievous persons. At this juncture of our affairs here, I do not see
we can do without them. I hope their absence from here will be but
short time, and that the same company will be ordered back to this
as early as practicable.
Yours, respectfully,

E.

WILLIAM M. DAVIS,
b'nrolling and Appraising Agent, and acting Agent.
HERRING,

Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

MARCH

10, 1835.

fhave seen Judge Underwood this morning. He is decidedly
opinion that the less hope Ross has of obtaining commissioners, the
the prospect of getting him, or a portion of his paity, to sign Ridge's
here.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
Hoh. LEWIS CASS.
'SIR:

35b
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WAsHINGTON CITY, March 11, 1835.
It is important the proportion of annuity due the remnant Cher~
okees, east of the Mississippi, should be on the council ground at the time
the voice of the tribe is taken, as to whom the same shall be paid, so that it
may be paid out in their presence, or to themselves, as the case may be
determined.
In 1828, the number of Cherokees east was estimated by the agent at
12 or 13,000. When the money was directed to be paid out to the heads
of families, this number was made the basis for distribution by that office.
Since the year 1828 about 3,000 Cherokees have emigrated
to the west, leaving 9 or 10,000 behind, besides whites
and negroes. Taking the basis adopted by the agent for
determining the amount due each individual, and there is
due the Eastern Cherokees
$5,166 66!
'l,o be transferred to the western agency, for those who have
emigrated since the apportionment of the annuity by
1,500 00
treaty
SIR :

$6,666 66J

----I must, therefore, request that the above sum, estimated to be due the
Eastern Cherokees, be placed at my command in the Branch of the Planters'
Bank, at Athens, Tennessee, that the public interest may thereby be promoted.
Most respectfully:
BENJAMIN F. CURREY,
Acting Indian Agent.
ELBERT HERRING,

Esq.,

Commissioner of ln.dian Affairs.

MARCH 11, 1835.
Mr. Hicks has called and requested me to give you a statement of the object and character of his visit to this city, that ybu may be
able to determine whether his expenses ought to be paid by th~ Government.
Mr. Hicks and Mr. BeU, who were taken sick and returned home came
here with Judge Unde~wood, by the wish of the. Cherok.ee nation, to' represent to Mr. Ross and hls colleagues that the natiOn desued that their controversy and difficulties should be pnt an end to. Mr. Fields, of the same
party, who was subsequently with Judge Martin, as I am informed, sent to
make the same representations. 'l.,hese representations, I am sure have
had the effect to induce Mr. Ross and his colleagues to determine to ~eturn
home and advise a treaty. I am sure that these representations had great
weight with Mr. Ross and his colleagues to agree to recommend to their
nati?n the acceptance of the pro~ose~ sum by the Senate for thei~ country.
I thmk these men ought to be pa1d, If any are. They have certamly aided
DEAR SIR:
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to produce circumstances which will ultimate in the cession of Lheir conntry, sooner or later.
These gentlemen wish to leave in the morning, and start for New Y
to-morrow.
I am, very respectfully,
Your friend,
R. G. DUNLAP.
His excellency ANDREW JAcKsoN,
President of the U1~ited States.

WASHINGTON CITY, March 11, 1835.
SIR: The undersigned, in behalf of the treaty party of the Cherokee
nation, desire to be furnished, from the War Department, certified copies
of all the letters addressed to it, and the replies, by John Ross and his associates, during their present visit, for the information of the Cherokee people. Also John Ross's and his associates obligations to you to abide by
the decision of the Senate, in regard to the amount of money they were
willing the President should give for our country. Your letter, submitting
the same, and the proceedings of the Senate thereon, if you are at liberty to
render them public to the Cherokee people. As soon as the treaty is signed
we purpose to leave the city, and hope that this request, if complied witbr
will receive your earliest attention.
We are, sir, your friend and brothers,
JOHN RIDGE,

WILLIAM A. DAVIS,
ELIAS BOUDlNOT,
ARCHILLA SMITH,
S. W. BELL,
JOHN WES'l,.
Hon. SECRET A R v

OF

W AJl.

W ASHJNGTON

March 13, 1835.
SIR: 'there are three questions to which the situation of Indian affairs
would appear t? call your early attention, to wit: .
. .
lst. Does art1cle lOth of the treaty of 1798, which Is m the following
language," T~e Cherokee nation agre~ that t~e agent who shall be.ap·
pointed to res1de among them from time to time, shall have a sufficient
t piece of ground allotted for his temporarr use," exclude agents appoit~ted to
reside among them and tran~act t~e ~usmess, from the bene&ts of this article since the law of 1834, d1scontmumg the Cherokee agency east 1 This
la~ does not, it will be perceived, take away from the department the
authority to appoint public agents to reside among the Cherokees. The
article fibove quoted from the treaty of 1798, says, " The agent who sltaU
be appointed .to reside among them from time to time," <_Yc. The superintendent of Cherokee removal is an agent appointed-his business, andCrTY,
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necessarily, his residence, is among the Cherokees; and it would appear to
follo:v as a matter of course, that a sufficient territory ·should be assigned
for ll1s use and that of the emigrants, while they are assembling, embark-

mg,&c.
. 2d. On the lands of the United States, has the Execnti ve thereof aut11orIty to remove, by military force, intruders settled upon Indian improvements 1
3d. The laws of Tennessee have been partially extended, with the
proiJiso that nothing- contained in the act should "be so construed as to invalidate any treaty or law of the United States, made in conformity with
the constitution thereof."
Will the superintendent of Cherokee removals, in the absence of the civil
?uthority, be authorized to use the military to remove intruders on Indian
Improvements: within the Cherokee part of the State 1
I have endeavored to depict, in former communications, the difficulties .
that mnst unavoidably visit and surround your agents at almost every step, ,
unless they are invested with this authority. Without being immediately
{)11 the theatre of action, however, I am fully sensible of the incapacity of
any one, by description, to give more than a miniature conception of t~ings
as t.hey are and must be, without an affirmative to the foregoing questwns,
~h.ICh are now most respectfully submitted for your examination and de~---"""'

Ililave thehon~o~r•t~o•o~e~,~smir~,------------~~-----y our most obedient servant,

BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
To the Hon.

LEWIS

CAss,

Secretary of War.

\V ASHINGTON CITY, lr'Iarch 13, J835.
Sm: I read this letter this morning, advising me of the progre~s of
intrusion upon my plantation and ferry in the chartered limits of Alabama.
rrhe damage done to me will be considerable if this is suffered to proceed.
Deplorable will be the fate of the Indians if lawless men, without the
authority of the States, are suffered to throw free people out of their houses
while they are preparing to leave the land of their forefathers. This is
not a solitary- case, but these aggravated cases are transpiring almost every
day. The Government should give instructions to its agents upon this
subject without delay.
I am, ·sir, respectfully,
Your friend,
JOHN RIDGE.
Hon. SEcRETARY OF WAR.
/

CHILDERSVILLE, ALA., Feb. 23, 1835.
It has been some weeks since I wrote to you. I have·
been expecting to receive a letter from you, but have not received any yet.
D!i:AR FRIEND:
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I now write to give you the times here. We are all well. I have com~
menced clearing up my ground for a crop. I shall start my ploughs in a
few days. John W. Garrott is here on the other side of the river; has
got large double houses built, and has taken those old houses that Pathkiller used to live in, and made kitchens of them. He has moved part of
the fencing there, and says he intends to hold all the possessions there, and
that he will take the ferry as soon as you return. I forbid him to build
there, before witnesses. He threatens to shoot any man that should interrupt him. He snys he can raise a militia force at any time to protect himself
there. Major B. F. Currey was here shortly after Garrott first came, and
ordered him off. Garrott now says they had a private conversation, and
that Currey has told him that he should not be interrupted, and that they
(Currey and himself) had made a compromise of the business. I hope you
will be able, whilst you are there, to make arrangements with Government
to have him put off from this place. If you cannot do that, it will injure
you more than one thousand dollars. If he was away from here I could
get twenty-five hundred dollars for the place at any time ; but it will not
sell for half that amount under the present circumstances.
I have bad news to tell you about the money business here. My share
this winter is but little. The smallpox turned the people away in the forepart of the winter, and now, and for some time back, the people are afraid
to travel on account of the highway robbers. The travellers are gettincr
1
c ,,
•
•
an
Spanish John's old place; there have been found a man and two horses
killed. On the mountain between here and Mr. Bell's, a man has been
mbbed of a horse. Down at Mill creek, on this road, a man was robbed of
one hundred and ninety-two dollars. On the mountain near Cox's, a man
was killed, and robbed of his horse and money. In Chattoog valley there
were two men shot, hut neither of then! killed. Near Montgomery, a few
days ago, a man was killed, and robbed of several hundred dollars.
I heard from Mrs. Ridge a few days ago. They were all well. 'l,o-day
I shall send JVIrs. Ridge $45 of cash. I must conclude by saying to you that
I still remain
Your sincere friend,
Wl\'1. CHILDERS~
To Mr. JoHN RIDGE .

~--4..-:·.~a

1

l

•

11

•

Mm·ch 13, 1835.
SrR: The undersigned would respectfully represent, that Mr. Richard
Fields, upon promise of having his expenses paid, came to this city for the
purpose of inducing Mr. Ross, and others, to come to some arrangement
with the Government for the relief of the Cherokees, and not being authorized in any way, he does not think proper nor consistent to sign the provisionary flrrangement to be proposed by the Government to the Cherokee
people.
The undersigned being assured that Mr. Fields will not lay any obstacle
in the way of a free and unbiassed decision upon the acceptance or rejection of the propositions of the Government, but will himself give the}\l
w_o\.SHINGTON,

r
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propar consideration, and induce others to do so, would request that his
expenses may be paid. We understand that two hundred and fifty dollars
will br. sufficient to defray his expenses.
vVe are, respectfully, &c.,
JOHN RIDGE,
ELIAS BOUDINOT,
1N. A. DAVIS,
S. W. BELL,
JOHN WEST,
EZEKIEL WEST,
ARCHILLA SMITH.
To HoN. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War-.

Jlllarch 13, U!35.
I wish to make
a few snggestiens in relation to the mode which ought to be pursued in
presenting the treaty for the ratification of the Cherokee people. We, as a
people, have.been unanimous in opposition to a treaty. Now, as I believe,
there is a majority for a treaty, and the difficulty is as to such a one as
will be acceptable to the majority. The Ross party will desire to make one
with the Government, which will administer to their pride as well as profit,
and will try to mislead the understandings of the poor ignorant Indians,
and for a while may well succeed; but time, in the end, will dissipate
those impressions.
In the first place, the President should send, through his commissioner,
a friendly written address to the people, as their political father, who entertains the greatest regard for the future happiness of the Cherokees, as a
community which is to exist under the protection of the United States,
with the right of exercising government. over its people. .T o effect that
object, it was necessary that they should have a home, a country which, in
no future time, should be encroached upon by State intrusion. That this
home, in order to answer the purposes of an asylum, not only comfortable
for the present generation, but looking to their increasing posterity, he had
enbrged in this treaty, which he now proposed to their consideration ; and,
for the purpose of defraying the expense of their Government, and to promote civilization and religion, he had also granted and vPsted sufficient
funds for national purposes, the proceeds of which were subject to their
own management. So well convinced was he that the Cherokees must
have n. cou-ntry, and the funds to render them respectable as a nation, that
he never would change or le$sen the extent of the one, or reduce that of
the other. Thnt, in respect to the other items, he had given his commissioner
power to make alterations to please them. So desirous was he to grant
them the best of terms, he had agreed to obtain the opinion of the Senate
what it wa£ willing to allow for their country, which was determined upon
at five millions of dollars. The additional land, although greatly more
valuable, was rated in the treaty at half a million ; and the balance was
so Q.rranged that it granted an equal measure to the poor and the rich. In
consideration of his love to the poor Cherokees, a portion of whom shed
their best blood by his side in the late war, he would give them a fair and
WASHINGTON CrTv,

DEAR SrR: Before I leavP this place for my native land,

l
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sujjicicnt time to get their opmwns upon this arrangement, not on1y
councils, but at their dwellings in the nation ; and that he will not
mit it to the Senate for ratification, until a clear majority of the people
sanctioned and ratified the same.
Sir, I am an Indian, and understand the character of my count
The common Indians are not to blame, and haYe only been misled
avaricious half-breeds of the Ross party. This talk, or something
ldnd, with instructions to your officers in pursuance of it, will prevail.
Let the enrolments go on as usual. Let those who enrol sign their acceptan~e of the arrangement, and keep a correct copy of their numbers.
You will effect the object. Take this plan I have suggested, and you
cannot go wrong. The circumstances of the half-breeds are entirely
changed. Instead of making money, they are now losing fortunes, by
the compulsive acts of the States. They, at first, to induce you to yield
up this arrangement, which is a measure of justice to the Indians, may
feign great opposition, and, by falsehoods, may influence the Indians to
hesitate a while ; but if they perceive that you are inflexible in your determination, they will propose to compromise with us, and an arrangement
will be adjusted upon principles of justice. If they do not, which is ·
probable, the majority of the Indians will ratify it, in time. lf this
is adopted, I am sure of success; and 1 shall hail such an address, con
ing the ultimatum, as the era of the happiness of the Cherokee people.
I am, sir, respectfully,
Your friend and brother,

JOHN RIDGE.
To the SEcRETARY

oF WAR.

W .1\SHINGTON Cr1·v, .Wan:h
.
17, 18R5.
DEAR SIR: Before we ]eave this place, we take the liberty of sug~~estint"l
the great importance of instructing your commissioners to examme
claims of the Indians, according to the 12th article of the late treaty,
ditioned on the ratification of the treaty ; and to examine the claims
individuals as pensioners, according to the 15th article. This will ·
into the event of the commissioners' influence an extensive popn]
of the Cherokee nation, and will be a fine preparatory step to the
tion of the treaty. If this portion of the public service should be left
after the ratification of the treaty, the people will be so hurried in reruoval
to the west, it will almost be impossible to do justice in the premises,
As soon after as possible Mr. Ridge arrives, ht~ will convene a prelimi
council, of those who are now organized as the advocates of emjgration,
explain the nature of the treaty,and the affairs of the Cherokees at this ·
It would also be well to instruct tlw enrolling agents to enrol on the fai
of this treaty.
We are, sir, respectfu11y,
Your friends,
JOHN RIDGE,
ELIAS BOUDINOT.
Hon. LEwis CAss,

Secretary of War.
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SIR: I know you have a great pn:~ss of important business on hand, yet

lt is the wish of the President that I should leave the city for the Cherokee country as early as practicable. Before leaving here, it is of the first
importance that additional instructions should be received from you. It is
also desirable that a decision be had on thn three questions submitted for
your consideration a few days ago. Could these things be attended to at
odd hours? If so, I would cheerfully attend you at any time or pJace which
you may designate.
Most re~pe<!fully,
Y oqr very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
'ro his excellency GovERNoR CAss.
CHEROKEE AGENCY

EA~T,

April 14, 1835.
SIR: During a residence of five or six months in the Cherokee nation
east, much of my time has been devoted to acquiring information relative
to the feelings, wants, views, wishes, &c., and the nature and extent of the

dowestic feuds which, at present, so unl:.appily distract these unfortunate
people; and feeling, as I do, the most lively interest in their welfare, and an
ardent desire to promote the views of the Government in bringing to a
speedy termination their perplexing difficulties, will, it is hoped, serve as
my apology for thus intruding on your time.
The meeting for the discussion of the prnposed treaty is looked foward
to with intense interest by men of all parties. Already have Cherokee partisans arrayed themselves for and against its provisions. Excited party feelings will rage to an extent heretofore unknown in the nation, and will,
doubtless, jeopardize the lives of the traders. This will call for, on the part
of the commissioners who may be appointed by the United States, much
prudence, skill, and discretion. I would, therefore, most respectfully recommend thnt Major W. M. Davis, of Kentucky, be named in the commission
to treat with the Cherokees.
Major D. has been employed among them for the last two or three years,
as enrolling and appraising agent, and is well acquainted with the feelings
and prejudices of the Cherokee people. He has, by his prudent and upright course of conduct toward them, acquired the confidence and esteem
Ofthe whole nation; and, to distinguish him from other agents employed
here, they have given him the name of the "straight talker." His talents
tre so generally acknowledged as to render anything I might say on that
lllbject wholly superflwms. By associating him with the commissioners,
much good might be done, and perhaps much evil prevented.
der these circttmstances, l should feel as though I had been recreant to
my .official duties, did 1 not, most respectfully, ask your attention to the

SUbJect.

·
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant, .
M. W. BATMAN,

1st. Lt. 6th ln., Dis. Agent Chef. RemQ
The Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of TVar.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

,
Aprill5, 1
SrR: On my return from \Vashington via Fort Mitchell, I happened
arrive at the head of Coosa in good time to visit a council which had
called by Ridge on his return home. 'l.,heir proceedings at the city were
and supported by the eloquence of Major Ridge, whereupon it was resol
to be expedient to hold another council on the 1st Monday in May nex~
viting all to come who might feel an interest concerning the unhappy
dition of the Cherokee people, preparatory to the great council
plated, at which the voice of the nation is to be taken by the cornmJSSl<one•
The necessary expenses of this council slfould be paid. E
be sent into every neighborhood and town. And, in the mean time,
Davis and myself will see as many of the leading men as may be corlsldlertll
favorably disposed.
I am apprehensive the draft to pay the debts of the late emigrants
fallen into the hands of pilferers, as it has not yet reached the dis
agent.
Be pleased not to fail sending the annuity money due the Eastern
okees in time for it to be paid out in the presence of the whole
assembled ai the council called by the commissioners, and in acc!ord:an~
with the will there expressed.
Ridge's party are rapidly multiplying, and if nothing is or has been
at the city to resuscitate Ross since our departure thither, Ridge will
the majority on his side by the latter part of next summer, in my
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obr.dient servant,
BENJAMIN i:". CURREY.
E. HERRING, Esq.,

Commissioner lndian, Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

Apri'l16, 1835.
It has been considered expedient to notify the Cherokees to
ble at Running Waters early in May next, not only to hear generally
has been done at the city, but also to take the sense of their people in
tion to the mode of making payments, and to whom the annuity dne
be paid.
,
This will insure a more general attendance than could otherwise be
where we can be availed of all the talents of the treaty party in exr)launnfi
to their people the benevolent offers of the Government, so as to en
all who attend, and which cannot fail to prepare the public mind for
favorable reception of the commissioners.
·
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN t--,, CURREY.
ELBERT HERRING, Esq.,
SIR:

Commissioner lndian Affairs. ·
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CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

April 27, 1835.
Enclosed, I transmit you a communication addressed to General
with copies of papers referred to, marked A and B.
be so good as to give them a careful perusal; after which, should
w·. \liiUI&Dau~::a the public interest likely to be promoted by handing them to
Macomb, you will greatly oblige me by delivering them in per~on ,
...UIIlYJIJigupon the General the necessity of having these troops subJeCt
of conduct; a copy of which, in all reason, should be fur. . . ..me superintendent.
.
tosh considers himself, if I understand him, a creature of his
te will. His temper and habits, it will be perceived, render
IIH1821~eeatble and mulish, and unless a ·change is effected, the tro~ps
immediate command will wholly fail to answer the purposes m &o he achieved by the order from their' Commander-in-Chief.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient sl'}rvant,
BEN. F. CURREY,
Supt. Cher. Rem., and acting Indian Agent.
n~n

OmsoN

-

Commissary General of Subsistence.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

Apr·il 26, 1835.
. When at the city, I requested of you to ~rder the return of the two
F and 0, of the 4th infantry, to their former stations, respectively,
Camp Oass might be made a separate post. All of which, if my
serves me, was agreed to by you, in case Governor Lumpkin could
with their services in the Creek country.
Governor Lumpkin at the request of the honorable Secretary of
thought Major Gen&ral McDougald, of Columbus, expressed his
that the public interest would authorize their return to the
country, under my directions. Lieutenant Allston w·as in comI visited Fort Mitchell, by whom wagons were promptly emand the companies directed to march to the respective posts assignby your order. I proceeded on in advance of the troops, after
· Mcintosh, who, by a very severe frost-bite, resulting from
of weather and unfortunate habits, had been detl'lined from the
until now, met the companies and directed a change of their des1 am advised. On the arrival of the companies at the agency
r:t(idrE~sse:d the Major a communication, of which tfu.e enclosed
A, is a copy. After which, without paying any respect to
peremptory order was given by the Major to Lieutenm 1t Hooper
forthwith to Camp Armistead with company F, which had been
stationed at Fort Cass. Whereupon, another letter was addresme, of which the enclosed paper, marked B, is a copy, on re-
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ceiving which he remarked he would not reverse his order to
ant Hooper.
I had hoped I should bA saved the painful necessity of giving in
reasons which influenced me in making the particular request that
F should be continued at this place, but when public duty calls
will not shrink from any responsibility. They are as follows:
1st. The superior discipline and respectability of cC'mpany F,
qualifies it to perform arduous and responsible duties, and the habits
officers, with their age, &c., are better adapted to active service than
those of Major Mcintosh and his company C. Lieutenant Allston is
termaster to both companies, and is not intended, however, to be ·
by these remarks.
.
2d. The duties likely to be performed here would seem to
officer at all times sober enough to receive and obey requisitions, a
company, instead of being confined by chains, degraded and rendered
useless by neglect, with habits inculcated from the example of its
manding officer, should be at least composed of as many efficient men
belong to company F.
3d. Major Mcintosh will not be contented with the quarters h
occupied by company F, and will, in all probability, require additional
commodations to those which are considered suftlcitJut___hy oompany P
its use and occupancy, without additional expense to the Government.
4th. Officers acquainted with the resources of the country and its·
tants would be more able to make cheap and safe contracts for
than those wholly unacquainted with either.
5th. A general aversion on the part of the Major to be advised by
officer unconnected with the army, and the dissatisfaction pervading
ranks of his inferiors, growing out of his mistaken notions of courage
public economy, while on the march or at his post.
6th. Company F will be obliged to have a citizen surgeon if st ·
Camp Cass; the population around it: with the prospect of practice
the inhabitants, would procure at a much lower price his services,
they could be had for at Camp Armistead, where, on account of the
ness of the population, his practice \vonld be confined almost exc
to the company.
.
.
All of \vhieh is submitted most respectfully for your consideration,
the hope that Major Mcintosh may at least be ordered with his
to resume his station at Camp Armistead, and that company F may be
turned to Camp Cass at the expense and charge of the Major himself.
Very respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
,
.
Your most obedient servant,

BEN. F. CURREY,
Supt. Clte1". Rem., and acting Indian
Mrdor Gen. A.

MACOMB.

.A.
EAsT,
April 26, 1835.
SrR: When in Washington city, with the view of being unem
by a withdrawal of company F from Camp Cass, I requested of
CHEROKEE AGENCY
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comb that a separate post should be established at this point, with direcns that this efficient company and its officers should be permanently loted near the agency, subject to my requisitions, and to answer emergen. in the mountain towns which might arise. Company C should cone at Camp Armistead. .
.
.
For the sake of harmony and subordination in the service, it is hoped
obstacle wil1 be interposed now to frustrate these arrangements.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY,
. ' '
Indian Agent.
To Major MciNTOsH,
~,th Jnfantry.

B.
EAsT,
April 26, 1835.
Sm: Company F is hereby requested to remain at Camp Cass 1 in obedi"
ce to the orders which you have received from your commanding officer
llneral Macomb. 'l'he services of that company are indespensable. Th~
ttder is plain, and the insufficiency-of company C to perform the dn'ties an'pated in this quarter is so obvious, I must insist that you comply with
this requisition.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY,
. • ,r, .
lndian_ Agent,
. +
;
To Major MciNTOsH,
4th I'!l'fantry.
CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAs'r,
April 30, 1835d
Sm: 'Vhen John Ross returned he appointed the second Monday.in May
bis council. On hearing that Rigde's council was called to meet on the
first Monday of the same mont~, ·A. Ro~~ informed. me, a_nd I heard from
other sources, that John Ross had 'determmed to defeat Rtdge's if possible~
For this purpose he ap'pointed the same ·day for his to meet, calculatina-, pro, to take off from Ridge's many who it was hoped would there r~ceive
~some lessons. Whereupon, in order to attract as many as possible, at
which place the notice referred to and authorized by your letter of Decem..
ber 10, 1834, was immediately sent out to all parts of the nation. This
put a stop to Ross's council at the contemplated time, when there was nohope of aid in disseminating truth.
I was in£o~med the Ross lparty on receiving this notice at first concluded
meet .at the place (l,ppointE1_d, but on counting their forces hastily without
~o, drill the~ all1 i.t was found th~y Il!ight be de~ea~te6, and their p~ople 1
CHEROKEE AoENCY
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by attending, would stand a chance to be drawn off from them
eloquence of Major Ridge; hence his (Ross's) protest against
vote at a "private place."
Should the vote be taken at Ridge's, and Ross's party does not
will be their own fault. They have runners out all over the nation
their friends from attending.
This fund in the hands of Ridge's party will enable them to
good, while it is very probable, should Ross's party ngain get it, a
~
ous use will be made of it, as heretofore.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F.
ELBERT HERRING, Esq.,
Commissioner Indian Affairs.
NoTE.-The four following letters were enclosed in the above.

CnEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT

April 14,
SIR: I am directed by the President of the United States to
your perusttl the enclosed propositions to the Cherokee people, in
they will prove acceptable to you and your countrymen.
Without having the slightest wish to awe any one into the
these terms by threats or menaces, it becomes my duty to say, that
the premises occupied by you, and surveyed for the exclusive but
rary use of the agent appointed from time to time to reside
Cherokees, would be desirable, yet, if you are not found raising
ence, as heretofore, in thwarting the benevolent purposes of
ment, I have no disposition to subject you and your family to the
venience of removing from said reservation at this season of the year.
however, it is ascertained that your influence is directly or indirectly
cised to prevent an acceptance by your people..of these liberal terms,
will at once perceive the propriety and justice of relieving the
servatioN. of all such obstacles at an early period.
Your views and determination on the premises are respectfully
ed during the present or ensuing week.
In the mean time, I have the honor to be,
'
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY,
Indian
Mr. LEWIS Ross.

Oa:gRoKEE AaENcv, April17t

A few days since, 1 had the honor to receive your cornmuniclllfl
of the 14th instant, enclosing me the propositions of the President rl
SIR:
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United States, in the form of a treaty, t~ the people of the Cherokee nation, with his address, which shall receive my respectful attention and
consideration.
'
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,

LE\VIS ROSS.
Maj.

F. CuRREY,
Acting lndian Agent.

BENJ.

Mv DEAR

SrR:

HuNTSVILLE, April 30, 1835.
i have seen, with pleasure, the treaty concluded under

your directions, with the Cherokee delegation, whom I left in \Vashington .

It is extremely liberal in the terms offered to the Cherokees, but not more
so than I cordially approve, and find generally to be approved by your
friends in this quarter. Indeed, the few opposition men with whom I have
conversed, seem generally to assent to its policy and liberal justice. I am
anxious for its ratification by the mass of the tribe, and feel a strong confidence that it will meet their ready acquiescence. To insure this, an expedient has occurred to me, which I take the liberty of suggesting, in the
hope that it may meet your approbation, and be productive of good.
You are fully aware of the influence of those who have their confidence,
over all classes of Indians. Now, and for some time past, James 1V.
McClung and Silas Parsons, E squires, have been employed by the authorities of the nation as their counsel: in all instances where their persons or
property may be affected, in our courts. They have been faithful, and perhaps more successful than the Indians anticipated. Consequently: those
gentlemen have the ascendency of all others, in this part of the country,
in the confidence and kind feelings of the tribe generally. It is my confi~
dent opinion, that if those gentlemen could be induced to spend a few
weeks, in the course of the summer, amongst the Indians, assisted by such
men as Ridge, Boudiuot, Young, John Gunter, &c. &c., they could do
much good toward securing a ratification or approval of the treaty by a
majority of the tribe. Under these impressions, I submit to you, whether
it would not be advisable to request Messrs. McClung and Parsons to go
among the Cherokees, in such manner as you may deem proper, to explain
the nature of the treaty, and render them duly sen·sible of the liberality of
its terms.
·
I learn that John Ross and his party are using every exertion to render
the treaty unacceptable to the common Indians. This is not improbable,
as Ross must be sensible that so soon as the Indians are made to understand
the benefit yon are ready to confer, his power and influence are gone forever. I think it desirable that J. R.'s efforts should be counteracted, and, if
possible, the common Indians undeceived, and it is my impression that no
means could be more likely successful than thor.;e I have proposed.
I have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
Your friend and obedient servant,

C. C. CLAY.

General ANDREW JACKSON,
Washington city.
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May 4,
DEAR S1 R : Since I have returned from Washington, I have been
pains to ascertain what is going on in the Indian nation, and I
Ross is endeavoring to injuce the common people to reject the
think may succeed, unless his course shall be counteracted. He tP.lls
dians if they will rejec-t this offer, he can make a much better ; and
he will induce many, who would otherwise be pleased with the
reject it. When I first arrived, all the Indians were pleased with the
and, until Ross came home, it was the universal voice almost, that·
be accepted; but, at this time, a different sentiment prevails, and
say, if Mr. Ross can make a better, they ought to reject this ; hen _
it will be necessary for a disttnct intimation to be given to the
that they can get no other than the one now offered ; and so soon as
are assured of this, the treaty will be received.
I feel very sure, if this can be put down, it is the intention of Mr.
to adopt his old system of .d elay and obstinacy, and that no adn"·'"tnna... jHI•
be had at all. 1 shall go out through the nation next week, and will
inform you what is going on.
Respectfully,
·
Your obedient servant,
WII,LIAM H. UNDERWOOD.
Hon. LEwis CAss.
'<'I
GAINESVILLE,

-

HEAD OF

CoosA,

GA.,

l

May 6,

SrR: On yesterday, the called cpuncil ofChyr()kees, a~ Running

adjourned, after a session of two days. Owing to the ~ iq
'weather, unusually high waters, and the unparalleled exertions of
okee dynasty, but about one hundred Qherokees attendftd. .. The
was, therefore, adjourned, until the third Monday in July, when the
at the request of the chiefs present, will be taken o~ the ,subject of
present year's annuity.
_
·
Ross's runners exhorted the people not to attend, because,
back, he would im the fall .be_ able to ~o better than__ Ridge
It is my opinion, Ross intends then to raise a quibble, and. have an
egation appointed, who will return without. doing any_thing.
General Dunlap's alleged ,letters have done much mischief here.
Most respectfully,

BENJ. F. CU

To

Esq.,
Commissioner Indian Jlffairs.

ELBERT HERRING,

CAssviLLE, May 13,
DEAR Srn : We have endeavored to ascertain, as· fully as
present views and feelings of the Cherokees in regard to the treaty
conclud~d at Washington, and the result has convinced us that a
large majority will accept it as :5oon as they are convinced that they
receive no other. Mr. Ross has induced them td believe, that "if they
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reject this, he can procure a much better treaty; and, until this delusion is
removed, they will not accept this. Our object in this communication is,
to ask of the department to place it in our power to dispel this obstacle~ by
such means as may be thought most advisable. \Ve have no doubt, if Mr.
Ross shaH succeed in defeating this treaty, it is his object to avoid any adjustmPnt whatever ns long as it can be done; and, at all events, not to per.
mit the present Administration to settle the difficulty. In the mean time,
the evils consequent npon the present situation of the Cherokees are daily
increasing, and must produce the ruin of the nation, if a speedy termina·
tion Le not put upon their operation, which can and will be done, if
the Government will stand by those \Vho are endeavoring to forward its
views in the matter, and ·,vill convince the Indian people that the final propositions are now made to thern. This, we repeat, is, in our opinion, all
that is wanting to an acceptance, on their part, of this offer, which all admit to be so much their interest to do.
We hope to receive an answer to this letter as early as your convenience
will permit. Direct your reply to each of us-one to 'Villiam H. Under~
wood: at Gain~sville, Hall county, Georgia, and the other to John Ridge.
Respectfully, and sinc.erely,
Yonr obedient servants,
WILLIAM H. UNDER"rooD,
JOHN RIDGE.

Hon. LEwis 0Ass.

CoLUMBus, May 20, 1835.

7\1Y Du.R SIR: I recommend to you Mr. R. J. Meigs, of Augusta, as a
competent person to execute the duties of secretary, or clerk, to the Cherokee commissioners. Mr. Meigs is the relativE' of the former Cheroke-e
ngent, Colonel Meigs, called by the· Indians " vVhite Path."
I am, dear sir, truly,
Your friend and obedient servant,
JOHN FORSYTH.
Hon. LEwis CAss.

CnEROKE:r:: AGENCY EAsT, LV.lay 23, 1835.
Sin: Enclosed 1 have the honor to transmit to you a correspondence
between the leading men at Ridge's council, and myself, on the subject of
the annuity; from which it will be seen that the contemplated vote thereon
is postponed until the third ~fonday in July next, at which time it is their
desire the money shall be on the ground, so that after paying the expense
of holding the meeting, the balance may be distributed to those assembled,
or in their presence, as the case may be.
I attended Mr. Ross's called council at Red Clay, which commenced its
session on the 11th instant, and continued until \Vednesday, the 20th.
In order to be informed of all that might take place, I requested Major
Davis to attend with me, and employed . two interpreters; one nn enrolled
emigrant, the other unenrolled; both men of intelligence, and much to be

24.
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relied on. Enclosed is their st~tement. Crawling Snake, the
this council, addressed about two hundred and fifty of the headmen,
riors, &c. He inquired first of the several ,towns if their people were
exhorted them to ~tick to Hoss; said when he gave Hp, it would be
for them, to act On the next day, the meeting opened by an address
the ~arne person, sncceE.ded by John Ross, who proceeded to read the
communications which passed between himself tmd the departmen
his memorial to the Senate and House of Representatives. Also, a
purporttng to be from his party to the Senate, through the Jndian vv•uu'""'
with snch explanations as are stated in the depositions of the inte
The next act worthy of note was to· prote:: ; t against ·paying
to any other than the person designated to receive it last year.
signed by nearly all present, because but few attended except his
followers. The names of many, however, who .were not present, were
down as though they themselves had signed.
'rhe next successive measure was a call upon the poor Indians
contribution of money, with which to purchase John Ross a· horse, to
known aml'held as a national horse. Afterwards, the conditional treaty
Mr. Ridge, and his party, was read by Mr. Rodgers, and rommunicat£d
the Cherokee language to the multitude, by Edward Gunt er~ as repre
by affiants, which was attended by occasional derisive nnd silly bursts
laughter. This was followed by the reading of letters from A
written by William Boling, one of the former councillors here, giving
most unhappy picture of the country, and the condition of the emi
there, tl1e faithfulness of the Government in fulfilling its pledges,
and another from Isaac Bushyhrad, an Indian of talents, but had
giving a still more lamentable account of deaths, delay of payments,
sequent suffering, &c. &c. 'rhe writer was spoken of as one to be relied
I inquired publicly if he was the person who had, no great while ·
been sentenced to receive the lash by that same council? 'They repli
he was I had saved him. I then urged the importance of informing
people correctly, and referred them to Mr. Co, 'dy; who then stood in
presence, one of their own kindred rrnd tongue ; a man who had n
by any act of his, been rendered infamous ; one, too, of honor and in
He had seen the country; was acquainted with all the facts referred to;
if their object was truly to inform the people, they could not reject
testimony. The reply was, ':they expected they ~vere already inf
. correctly." But immediately during recess, they endeavored to
Coody to make partial statements, corroborating, in part, those of
writers, which he refused to do, unless they would take from him a
history of all the matters referred to, observing that the delay of
was more the fault of the enemies of emigration than of that of
ernment, and that the sickness referred to was more the conseq
of travelling and exposure on the . route, than it was ·of an unheal
~tmosphere or bad water in the west. This, of course, did not snit
purposes of the Jeaders, and was not communicated .by them to the
After a tissue of misrepresentations, a ,vote was taken in commi
council, only one member dissenting, to reject Ridge's terms, and ·
)loss with full power to adjust all their difficulties in whatever
might think most beneficial to their people. From the discussions
explanations which took place on th.e ir ·passage, my interpreters
opinion that but few understood the import .of the resolutions.
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the m~ming of this day, however, their rations having been exhausted, a
report was industriously circulated that I had sent for the regulars to arrest
all who were at the council, (of this I was informed by Mr. Riley,) which
was the means of driving off many of the common Indians before they
could find cause to complain of their headmen on account of the scarcity of
provision, and was, no doubt, intended to put them in dread of the officers;
while, at the same time, the great body of visiters would be placed beyond
the immediate inflnence of truth, which, it was apprehended, would find
its way among them should they remain until that dissatisfaction should
arisP. which was anticipated, and which actually occurred in the segue)
among- the advocates of a treaty, who were then getting the committee and
council to call on Mr. Ross for his views in relation to their political condition.
This call was made on the following day, (S'aturday,) and next Mondayt
the 18th, his answer, in ~ubstance, was to "hold on-be united, ::md all will
be well shortly." This proved to be a fruitful source of discontent, and was
succeeded by an application from many of those who remained t~ntil now
for the appointment of a party to explore the regions of the "far west,"
which was laid on the table until next meeting. The council and committee
then proceeded to appoint one interpreter and two appraising agents to
value improvements: from which their Cherokee brethrer:t had been ejected
by the operations of the State laws. This measure I consider to be intended
to keep up the delusion of their suffering people, and prevent them from
calling on the agents of the United States Government to perform that duty.
From all that I have been able to learn, there is no hope that Ross, or
his party, will act in good faith to their engagements, unless impelled by
the surrounding States, who will consider themselves privileged to enforc~
a compliance with his obligations, authorized, as he contended he was, to
settle the question.
I will proceed to take the census of the nation shortly, which will enable
the commissioners to determine the distributive share of individuals, in the
event of a division of the nation. If it is the intention of the General
Government that these people shall not go to Texas, I would suppose it
would be well for the commissioners to be positively instructed to that effect.
It would afford me pleasure to have Mr. Schermerhorn present at the
payment of the annuity in July. I am persuaded this payment will inspire
the treaty party with fresh zeal, and give a death-blow to the opposition.
I would, therefore, urge the importance of having the amount on hand at ,
the meeting on the third Monday in July next.
Most respectfully,
·
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,

BENJ. F. CURREY.

To ELBERT

HERRING,

Esq. 1

Commissioner Indian Affairs.

To Major Benjamin F. Currey, Indian Agent :
The undersigned, in behalf of the voters, having convened agreeable to

the notice given, by order of the Secretary of War, directing you as early
as practicable to take the sense of the Cherokee people as to the mode of
paying their present year's annuity, and to 'whom, beg you to posU?,<>ne the
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subject until another time. On this occasion: the atrendance of the
has 'been prevented from various causes, which it has been out
power to foresee. It is now an exceeding busy time of the year,
planting time, and unusual rains having 1allen, which has rendered
streams impassable to those who live at a distance, which has
marty f.mm attending. Under these circumstances, \Ve beg of yon to
the duty enjoined upon you in this respect, until about the time when
is ip roasting order, when the people will have more leisure to attend.
We trust that you will at once perceive the reasonableness of this
as o~r only desire is to get the votes of a majority of the tribe. We
that you will have the money on the ground; that you may pay it
once, as the tribe shall direct.
We are, sir; re:spectfully 1 your friends,.
John Hidge 1
Coody,
Jos. A. Fourmnn 1
C. F. Foreman,
Major Ridge,
George Chambers1
Te-sah-ta-as-kee 1
John Ratliff,
Charles Moore 1
Samuel Ballard,
Jacob Weste,.
Sar-nah-na,
Alexander Brown 1
George West 7
Nelson West,
Spirit Bufaloefish1
So us,
David Vann,
David J. Hooks,.
Joseph Johnson,
Henderson Harris1
J as. Fields1
Ezekiel West.
David Scoutarhie1
Bear Meat,
Yoh Nookilla ..
Rib,
,
Hammer 1
Watie,
Ground Mole1
John Fields, sen. 1
ArchyRome 1
Poin Soo-wee-culla.
Gourd,.
·
Coon;Itte-cun-tm-hee,
Charles H. Vaun,
.John Fields, jr.,

Z. R.

.

.

.. .
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Cntrokee Nation, 5th May, 1H35.
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HEAD OF

CoosA,

GEORGIA,

May 6, 1835.
Your application to postpone the election for disposing
~f the present year's annuity has been received, and is considered to be
founded on liberal principles. The request is, therefore, granted. And, in
()rder that there may be no complaint hereafter because of a want of timely
notice, I hereby appoint the 3d Monday in July next, for the purpose of
holding said election, which will be opened and held at the council ground,
neap the head -of Coosa.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY,
GENTLEMEN:

Supt. Cher. Rem., cy Act. Indian Agent.

Messrs.
RIDGE,

Coonv,
CHAMBERS,
WEST,
VAUN,

RATLIFF,

TA -ESA-TA-ES-I{EY,

and other~,

Chiefs of the treaty party,
Head of Coosa.

DEAR

MAy 23, 1835.
Sm: I have the pleasure to inform you that I leave here to-mor-

row for the Cherokee country, and that I shall pass through Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Letter may be addressed to me, if sent soon, to
Nashville, care of Governor, Carroll, whom I wish to see and consult before I go into the Indian country. I have just learnt that the Secretary of
War has gone on to Detroit; and I shall go on to that place to see him, to
ascertain if there is any intelligence of importance for the Cherokees. The
letters I have received speak favorably for the treaty.
W,i th great respect,
Your obedient servant,

J. F. SCHERMERHORN.
ELBERT HERRING,

Commissioner, cj-·c.

CHEROKEE AGENCY fjAST,

May 2J, 1835.
S1R: After strict inquiry, I have the honor to answer the unanswered

part ofyonr communication of the 20th February last, enclosing extracts

(rom Lientenant Van Horne's letters.
Elijah Moore, who is spoken ofby Lieutenant Van Horne as an emig'rant
returned from tlte west to the east: went westwardly, and after exploring
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the conn1ry came back. His report is favorable to that region as ann
for the Cherokees, and has beeu the means of making many conver:s.
,William R. Russell, Ann Sourjohn, and Jacob Sanders, have not as
reached thi~ country.
'I' hose who have returned of the former emigration, as far as I can
are,
U:riah Hubbard and family
John Langley Samnel Ballard and fi1mily
George W. Parris
Malachi Parris
Ben. Bracl<et and family
William A. Colman and familyWidow Ouugherty
M. Blalack (no emigrant)
Felix Autbur John H. Storer
Joseph Crittenden

12
14
7
1
1
3
5

7
10
10

\Vidow We'llcs
John M. \Vard
Michael C. Wood
Ahram 'Vood
Richard Henson
Wm. Southerland
Edward Edwards
George Ward
Good Money
and perhaps his
John Harris

family -

1

Particular care w ill be observed that none of these }Jersons Rgain be
transported at the expens-e of the public. In fact, I know of only two
instances of the sarne persons having been transported a second time at
Government expense.
One was the case of Early Cordery, who was a good interpreter and
unable to pay his way home; he went the first t~me in 1829, and a second
thne last spring ; his servic.e s were supposed to be more valuable than the
ratiQns ·he used on the passage.
'l.,he other was Jacob Goweo, an emigrant of 1817, who returned to thial
country shortly after that period, and was, on his arrival, admitted to the.
privileges of the nation. He ngain went off last spring, taking with him
all his connexions; for that reason he was received himself; and transported
as others were.
Enclosed, I have the honor to trnnsmit, for your rending, a copy of an
affidavit given by two interpreters of good character, giving a brief view of
the character of the proceedings at Ross's ]ate council, which afford n
knowledge of the means still resorted to by the dominant party here to
defeat the purpof:es of our Government.
Ridges's party are gradually increasing in strength; they are zea1ons and
firm in the canse espoused by them. 'fhat the distributive share which
may be finally allotted may be aseertained and fixed upon in case of a split,
it is deemed expedient, at this time, to take a censns of the tribe previous
to the meeting contemplated at the caJl of the commissioners.
For the performance of this duty men of high character will he employed,
whose returns will be made on oath. This information will also be
indispensable when the vote is taken for disposing of the nnnuity due the
tribe, so that, in case it is voted to the people, each share can be accurately
arrived at, and the money paid out on the spot to such as attended.
Major Davis, the enrolling and appraising agent 1 is absent for two months.

.,.
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He wishes to visit his family in Kentucky, and the privilege was accordingly
granted; his pay of course ceases until he is recalled.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,
BEN. F. CURREY..
Gen. GEo. GmsoN,
Corn. Gen. Subsistence.

P. S.-The second and third questions in your Jetter of the 1Oth of
March last, are answered on the first and second pages of this communication,
and to the first question the following is an answer:
David Welch received comrnu tation, and nm off, taking gnn, blanket,
&c., after giving bond with secnrity, John Beck; the value of which is
charged to Beck's valuation, and deducted therefrom.
Geo. Killeon
l
Jonathan Williams's wife
1
Ann Fields
- 2
Jos. Fulling 1
Bullet Eye
1
7
The last six advanced to are bonded, and should they fitil to comply,
this amount will be deducted from tl1eir valuation, not only for the
commutation, but for the price of the articles received by them respectively.
Most respectfully,
Yottr very obedient servant,
BEN. 1?. CURREY.

MAY 22, 1835.
'rhe undersigned were appointed and furnished with a copy of the pro~
positions from the Government to the Cherokees: by Benjamin P. Currey,
to follow Ed ward Gtmter and others, Mr . .Ross's interpreters, at a late coun·
eil, and to point out any errors of translatiou.
Report that except the first seven lines and a half of article third was
omitted, and the first eight lines and a half of article fourth was omitted,
and in translating the balance of said article, the interpreter told the people
there was so great a scarcity of wood in the west, it wouhl all be destroyed
by the troops before the Cherokees could get there. In giving the last sentence of article seventh, the interpreter conveyed the idea that when intruders were removed off Indian lands, their pLu.:es were to be filled by white
i.rmers, mechanics, &c.
In giving article nine, while on the snbject of physicians, he said if it was
a good country there would be no need of physicians, intimating that the
Government had contradicted itself in praising the country, at the same
time providing doctors.
The sixth clanse of the President:s letter, where he says, "Mr. John '
Ro,s, and the p:trty who were with him, agreed, &c.," wns omitted, and towards the conc\nsion the interpreter stated the estimated qnantity of land at
thirteen million five thousand, instead of thirteen million eight hundred
thtJtBand acres, n.ddiug that the Government had no power to grant these
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lands, and it wonld: therefore, be better to reject Ridge's treaty and
here, than to go there and get no land. .
In rending the letter from Mr. Ross and his party, they all denied
anything at the city townrds mnking a treaty, or in the least calcn
to weaken the Cherokee title here; and in their speeches, Messrs. Gn
'raylor, and Ross said they had merely proposed to take what thr. S
might. valne their country at, in order to try their strength iu the Sen
which means they expected to regain their land and remove the w bite
Mr. Ross told tbe Cherokees that the chairman of lndian afrairs in
refused to take notice of the Secretary of \Var's letter, su hmitting t
position from himself and his patty: because it had not come directly
the President; but thnt Judge White had advised him, Ross, to sn
question, and he would present it to the Senate. This be said was
at ten o'clock, P. M., the last night of the -session, to which the Senate
sponded promptly; and, in conclusion, the people exhorted to unite
hold on to this country, and, if they could not regnin it, all perish
JOSEPH A. FORE
ELLIS S. HARLll\t
Sworn to and subscribed before me:
BENJAMIN V CURREY,

Sup. Cfter. Rem. c-;,nd Acting Agent.

AuausTA, GEORGIA, June 6, 1835.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yoms of the 3Utb
ultimo, nnd accordingly have reported by letter to the reverellCl Mr. Scher·
mohom, at New Echota, the appointmeut ns secretary to the commission,
authorized to negotiate with the Eastern Cherokees, and requested advice
when to proceed on the service assigned me.
With great respect, sir,
Your obedient servant,
R. JOHN MEIGS.
C. A. HARRIS, .Esq.,
SIR:

Act-ing Secretary of lVar.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAs~

Ju11e 8, 1835.
I have the honor herewith to enclose von some documents received
on the 2d instaut, iu relation to the payment of Cherokee annuities.
'ro preclude the possibility of any misconception on my part of the v·
of the depnrtmellt, 1 bave to request that yon will be pleased to give
specific instmctions in relation to this matter.
I should have transmitted them at an earlier period, were it not
~ajor B. F. Currey was absent from the agency, who- I wns very an
shon lcl see them before they passed out of my hnnd:s.
·will yon be plea·.;ed to transmit me tbe acts of Congress: pnsst:d 30th Ju
SIR:
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1834, "To regulate trade and intercourse with the Indian tribes," &c. to.
gether with the rerrulations
conceruin()"
the payment of annuities, approved
0
0
3d July, 1834.
I am, sir, very respectfnlly,
Your obedient servant,
.l\tl. W. BATMAN,
lst Lieut. 6th Iofanlry, United States Anny.
EwERT HERRING, Esq.,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs,
Wa~ltinglon city.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

Jww 2, 1835.
Sm: I take the liherty to reqnest the favor of you to report to the h?norable Secretary of War the aecompanying documents, a;;; the exp_resswn
of sentiment on the part of the Cherokee people of the mode of paymg the
ammiry due the nation, and to whom.
·
Having been informed that the payment of this money will be made
tluough you, it is to be hoped that the department will transmit the same
to yon ·without delay, with instructions to pay the same over to Mr. John
Martin, the treasurer of the nation.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN ROSS,
Principal chief of tiLe Cllt'rnlcee 1~at!on., .
east of the Mtss~sslpp~.
Lieut. ~l. V{. BA'J·MAN,
oth l11jantry, Disbursing Agent.

CHOCTAw AGENCY,

.Tune 11, 183c..
Sm: 1 have the honor of enclosing, for your information, the copy of a
letter addressed to Captain Vashon, snh-ngent for the Western Cherokees,
by the late council, convened exprrssly to lake into cousiJernt iou thP. treat.Y
utfercd to the Cherokees east. It is my duty to inform yon of a fitct that Is
wcl\ known here, that the~e people are dissntisf:ied; nud will, I have no
donbt, ohject to the views of the Government, in nui1ing: the Cherokees,
unless th ey can have their wishes, which, I assure yPn, are not to he fonnd
in the treaty to be laid before the Ensteni Cherokees. If these people are
not made to abide the policy of the Government, nnd the acts of Congress,
there w.ill soon he no use for agents, or any Olie else in tbe Cherokee conntry, ns far as they are concerned.
If tlw Cherokees this side of the :Mississippi deemed it their dnty to have
anything to ~ay in the treaty proposed, all they bud a right to do was to
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give their eastern brothers a friendly invitation to JOII'l them, for no
can say but that in the treaty they are well provided for, and should
satisfied.
·
I have the honor to be,
Your obedient servant,

F. W. ARMSTRONG,
Acting Superintendent JJ'estern 'l'erritory.
ELBBRT HERRING, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian .B.ffairs.

7, 1835.
SrR : The national council has thought it proper and expedient that you
should be informed of the nature and design of the present eouncil. The
JuNE

provisions of the treaty has been made by John F. Schermerhorn on the
part of the United States, and a delegation of the Eastern Cherokees, and
as said treaty involves the interests of this nation, it has been sent to thia
nation for our consideration.
The principal chief bas called the present national c.ouncil together
its eonsnltation. Some objections to tbe treaty, as it respects the rights of
nation; but as the object of the treaty appears to be to unite the two na·
tions in one on the Arkansas, upon satisLtetory terms, the national hns
thought it highly proper and expedient to take such steps as will effect
a termination.
The national council, by direction of the chiefs, have selected four delegates, Messrs. Joseph Vaw, Wm. S. Coody, John Smith, and John Drew,
who are instructed and authorized to go to the Eastern Cherokees: and if
possible to effect snch arrangements as will unite the two people in one
upon the Arkansas, cmci npon such principles as will be satisfactory to both
the Eastern aud Western Cherokees; they are also instructed to attend to
any and every thing which involves the interests o{ the Western Cherokees;
and iu the event our delegation should not be able to effect such arrangements in the Eastern Cherokee nation, and they think it necessnqr and ex·
pedient that they should repair to vVashington, they are instructed to do so,
that is, if they believe they can effect an object of interest to the nation,
sufficient to justify their going there; and in the event the delegation
should g:> on to \Vashington, yon are respectfully rr.quested to inform the
Secretary of War, and apprize him of the nature of their visit to that place.
You will please also to make any necessary arrangement for the conveni·
ence of the delegation, which will place or present them to the departrnen~
upon such terms as will enable them to effect the object in view, that is to
unite the two people into one on the Arkansas, upon such principles us will
be satisfactory to the p~ople east and west. This will be handed by the
principal chief.

.
Captain

JOHN SMITH, Principal Commissioner.
GLASS, Principal Counsellor.
W. 'THORNTON, Clerk National Council.
GEoRGE

VAsHoN,

United States Sub- Agent.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

Jllne 16, 1835.
SrR: Colonel Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, Tennessee; Colonel Charles H.
Nelson, of Cherokee county, Georgia; and James S. Barnett, Esq., of Murray
county, GP-orgia, have been selected to aitl me in taking the censns of the
Cherokee tribe. Each has his district assig-ned him, and has instructions to
enrol at the same time such persons as may'"feel disposed to approve the terms
o~ered through Mr. Ridge. 'rhey will ulso endeavor to impress upon the ·
mmds of .the Cherokees the importance of attending the meeting at Ridge's.
on the tlnrd Monday in July next, for disposing the present year's annuity.
Most respectfully,
Your obedient servant, ,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
E. HERRING, Esq., .

Commissioner of Indian Affairs. -

CHATTAHOOCHEE,

June 23, 1835.

Sm: To bring you acquainted with the hnrnble writer of this letter, it
is only necessary to remind yon of a tall yonng man, who, as one of the
delegation of Ch~:::rokees in company with Mr. Ross, paid you severtd visit~,
and was one of the signers of the various commtlllications which were
subinitted to you by thitt delegation last winter. I have thonght it proper
thus to apprize yon that I urn a Cherokee, not nuly as an apology for obtruding myself upon you notice, but by way of calling yonr attention to
what l may say; us I am persuaded that you will not pass by unnoticed
the suggesti.ons of the humblest Cherokee, especia!ly when assured that he
is not only an mlvocnte for the removal of his people to the west, bnt is
powetfnlly convinced of the absolute necessity of such a course, and offers
his suggestions with a hope that they may lend to a result so TIJUCh desired.
I am not ignorant that the President and perhaps yourself thill k well of
Mr. Ridge. 'ro lower him in your estimation is not my object, for I am
not his enemy. All that I would sa}' i~, that there are persnns holding office undnr the Government nmong-st the Cherokees, who, taking ad vantage
o£ this uisposition in Mr. Ridge's favor, would impress your rni11d, and that
of the President, with a belief that no treaty can be mude with the Cherokees, unless it is done through Nlr. Rid\!e. 'This I think is n mistaken
policy, and is to be attr-ibnted more to a feeling· of enmity to Mr. Rt)ss, than
to a desire to forward the views of the Government, and to advance the
true interest of the Indians.
Dictated by a spirit of this kind, a report of the proceedings of the late
cpuncil at Red Clay has no donbt ere this been made to yon, and you may
in consequence have come to the conclusion, that because the treaty arranged with Mr. Ridge was rejected, that the Cherokees will not nt this time
enter into any treaty, based upon thC' award of tile Senate. I know this
idea is taking gronnu every where: but I know it to be erroneous; for I
was present at the council ; saw all nud heard all that was dolle ; and l am
certain that nothing was said or done, which fixed in the smallest degree
8D impression upon my mind, thnt the council, by rejecting Ridge's treaty,
intended to reject the award of the Senate. 'Vhy, then, it may be asked,
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did they reject this treaty? Without mentioning other reasons, it
sufficient to say, that prejudice was not one of the lightest. You may
some idea of the extent of this prejudice, when assured that the Che
look npon Mr. Ridge as the cause of the cruel oppression which
n~w suffering at the hands of Ge0rgia; proof of this they firmly
m1ght be found in the executive department of that State.
By what I have snid, I would wish to suggest~ that the
ought not to believe: that because a treaty cannot be made with the
kees through Mr. Ridge, one cannot be made. "\¥hat I have further
suggest is, that the Government ought to send out commissioners this
me~·, fully authorized to enter into a treaty with the Cherokees, np
basis fixed upon by the Senate. Mr. Ridae cannot object to the C
being permitted to make such a treaty, upon that basis, as they may
and if Mr. Ross opposes it, he will be deserted by many of his most in
gent and best friends. If, however, the Government should come to a
terminntion to consider the award of the Senate, nnd the treaty based
it with Mr. Uidge us one, and therefore not to be altered, then I ha
hope that any treaty will be made with the Cherokees during the
which the present Chief :J\'Iagistrate mny continue in office.
I have the honor to 13e,
Your obedient servant,

WILLIAl\'1 ROGERS.
Hon.

LEWis CAss,

Secretary of War.

EAwr,
July 8, 1835.

CHE ROI{EE AGENCY

Srn: I have the pleasure to inform you of my safe arrival here on
morning of the 6th instant, and of having immediately entered upon
business assigned to me. I found a considerablE" degree of excite
among the citizens of this vicinity, in consequence of some of our cit
having been assaulted and dangerously wounded by the Indians; and
serious npprehensions were entertained that this was only the beginning
more serions difficulties. This I do not fear or apprehend if prompt
efficient measures nre taken by the civil authorities to arrest these e
I have, however, felt it my duty to address a communication on the
to Governor Carroll, of 'rennessee, within whose jurisdiction the
were committed, and give it as my opinion, that it was both expedient and
cessary, in order to p1 otect our own citizens, as well as the peaceable and
offending Indians, that he should demand from the chiefs of the nation
~mmediate surrender of the authors of these outrages, and to notify t
1f not done within a reasonable time, that he would proceed to tnke
for the peace atJd security of the citizens of Tennessee. This commun
tion was written and sent with the fnll knowledge and approbation of
agent, Major B. F. Currey, whom I have every reason to believe is a
vigilant, active, and efficient officer of the Governwent, whose only o
is to carry into full effect the views of tlw Government with rrgard to
removal of the Indians, and I have no hesitation in saying he ought to
and I have no doubt he will be, finally and fully sustained at "\Yash ·
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lt is trtte he has enemies here, and those that are dissatisfied with him, .and
perhaps have made representations to the Government to his iujnry. But
who are they that do so 'J Are they not those very indi vidunls tbat are
equally dissatisfied with every measure of the Government for the removal
of the Indians '1 I am fully persuaded that no man ought to be employed
in the Indian country, either in a civil or military cnpacity, who does not
fully enter into the views of the Government in the removal of the Indians.
Unhappily it is not so.
·
Yesterday I had, unexpectedly, an interview with John Ross, and I ex·
pect, in a few days, to meet him and some of his principal supporters, to ascel'tain their views and wishes in regard to the treaty. I think it probable
they will propose some alteration in the details of the treaty, and I hope
to be able to put it in a shape, in which we shall be able to curry it, if u suf.·
ficient time is allowed me. The bnsincss cannot, with safety, be hurried·
and l have told Ross that the President will never make another attempt t~
treat with them; and that I am determined not to call a council until I
have seen ail the principal men in the 11ation, and am 'veil assured
that we shall be able to effect a treaty ; and that lle may rest assured Ishal l
not call a council soon merely to be defeated. You may rely upon e\"erv
exertion on my part, and that I shall spare no labor or sacrifice to acconi-·
plish this matter.
Major Currey informs me he will send you the documents with reO'ard ro
the Indian outrages to-day. I wish you to send this commnnicatio~ to the
President, to whom I wish you to make my best respects.
With respect,
Your obedient servant,

·ro the Hon. ELBERT HERRI~a,

J. F'. SCHERMERHORN,
C01mnissiouer.

Commissiener.

CHEROI{EE AGENCY EAS'l',

July 8, 1835.
Sm: Enclosed 1 have the honor to transmit to you copies of communi-·
cations on the subject of recent Cherokee outrages.
The most of public officers have heretofore boarded at Lewis Ross;s, per..
haps for the want of other convenient quarters. A reciprocal confidence
seems involuntarily to gtow up between them and the Ross's. As that takes
place, all the dread which keeps Indians in snbjection is removed, and the
common Indian is taught to regard Ross's boarders as my enemies and his
ftiends. This idea was somewhat encouraged by the recent conduct of
"Major Mcintosh and his surgeon, Dr. Mills, who, I am advised, made their
bOast that the Vv ar Department had sanctioned the course of the commander in refusing to consider me more than another private citizen.
I have heretofore endeavored to irppress it upon your mind that here,
where Ross has his confidants and associate~, made up in part of those ap~
pointed to co-operate with me, and they claim to act independently of my
suggestions, mischievous c?nseqnences woul~ ensuo. I would again, for
the public safety, urge the Importance of havmg the regular troops placed
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here, subject to my order~, for all of which I wlll hold myself,
willina to be held, responsible.
Mr.t--Ross should be removed from the agency reservation, and an
keeper rla~ed il~ his si~nation, wh? is superior to improper influences,
in no wise 1dent1fied w1th the Indwns.
Most respectfnll y,
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,
BEN. F. CURREY.
ELBERT HERRING, Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CA.MP AR.MIS'l'EAD, July 3, 1835.
Snt : I think it proper to report to you the occurrence of one or two

dian outra~es, in this vicinity, of a serious nature. The first, and most
portant, is thn_t of an atta~k upon Col. H. R. Turl~, whilst in your e
About four miles from this place, he was wayl:ud by a body of In
·fired upon by several of them, and re~eived a very severe wound from
He made his escape from them, and IS now confined to his room at
place.
A Mr. Rogers, a citizen on Valley river, was fired npon, and
wounded, by an Indian, whilst engaged at labor in his field.
It is unnecessary to add, that I have, and shall do my utmost, within the
authority of the laws of Congress, to stop these occurrences.
Be pleased to accept assu ranees of my respects and esteem.
Most respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
C. S. HO\VE,
Lt. Corn. U. S. Troops, Camp Armistead.
'BENJAMIN F. CuRREY, Esq.,

Supt. Indian Rern., Acting Agent.

CAMP ARMISTEAD, July 3, 1835,
OEAR 13Ro'l'ltBR : On the day before yesterday I passed by John Redix's,
nine miles from this place, returning from over the mountains, and while
passing the honse,. and who \~as there, .gave a loud war sh.out. After passing there some ~1les, an Indiat;t came mto the road, behmd me, and fol·
lowed me some miles. ~rom ~us manne~, I supposed he _had some design1
perhaps, on me. . After followmg some dist~nce, on tnrmng to look at him,
I found him m~kmg ready to shoot me ; his gun fired, and the ball passed
throuah my right shoulder, and wounded me seriously. At that time, a
great ~mmber of ~ndians came out of the bu_shes; some four or five others
shot at me, but without effect. I came to this place as soon as I could, and
am here confined with my wound, and want you to come and see me.
While I was over the mountain, an Indian shot a white man on Valley
rjver. 'rhe man shot was by the name of Rogers; he is considered dangerous.
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I am of opinion that Reddix was the causa of the attack made on me. I
have notified the persons, as directed by .Major Currey. If you should see
him, or have an opportunity, you will please communicate these facts to
him. I am suffering a great deal of pain, but have hopes ' my wound may
not prove mortal. I wish yon to come np as soon as possible. I am about
to proceed to examine Reddix jndicially. Perhaps the examination may
lead to a detection of the guilty persons.
I am, with brotherly affection,
Yours, &c.,
HIRAM K. rrURK,
By .his friend present,

PRESTON S'rARRETT.

Col. A. TuRK.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,

July 7, 1835.
StR: I had the honor to receive your communications of the 3d instant,
on my arrival here yesterday, conveying the unpleasant intelligence of Indian outrages on Colonel Turk and Mr. ,Rodgers. The perpetrators it is
hoped, through your diligence and industry, will be ascertained, an·~sted
and held in confinement, until demanded by the respective executive au:
thorities of the States within which these offences were committed, or until instructions on the subject can be had from the War Department.
Be pleased to accept assurances of my confidence in your zeal and fidelIty in promoting the great objects of the Government, and believe me to be,
:Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMJN F. CURREY,

Superintendent Cherokee Removals.
Lieutenant C. S. HowE.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST~

July 7, 1835.
Sm : I am advised that yon have it in contemplation to arrest the chiefs
of the mountain c?un~ry, and ho~d them. in confinement. until the perpetra..
m1~ch1ef are delivered mto your keepmg. This course
meets my hearty approbation, and I hereby enjoin it upon you to hold said
chiefs as hostages for the good behavior of that portion of the tribe, until
otherwise directed by the Secretary of War.
Most respectfully,
I am, sir,
Your very obedient servant,

tors of the late

Lieutenant HowE~
Camp Armistead.

BENJ. F. CURltEY,
Superintendent Cherokee Removals,

P. S.-Require Timson forthwith to give up thE! letter rec!eived from

ROBS, and forward it to -me, if obtained.

B. F.

c.
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STATE op 'rENNEssEE,

38-1
AfcMinn County.

Personu.lly came before me, Bcnj. F. Currey, snperintendent! &c.,
Fouls, nud after being duly sworn, deposeth and sayeth, that about
weeks ngo ht; was assaulted by Isaac Springston, Anderson Springston,
James Foreman, members of the Cherokee tribe, residing within the
tered limits of 'rennessec, with rocks thrown and guns presented,
panied by threats from them aguiust the life of affiant if he did not,
one week·, leave the cabin and improvements where aftJ.aut then
Affiant says, that he himself made the improvement in the woods,
was at leu~t cne-half a mile from any qther hou se or cultivated lands,
whieh is within the county of McMiiJn and State of Tennessee : a1fian
thor says, through fear he has heen consLntined to leave his pos
and seek refuge in the older settled parts of the State; and further
deponent ~~ayeth not.
Sworn to and subscribed before me, Benj. I•..,. Currey, snperinteudent
okee removals, this 6th July, 1835, at the Cherokee ngency east.

EAsT,
July 6, 1835.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

StR: 1 have often called your attention to the temper and spirit of
Cherokees towards the white settlers. as well as towards such of their
people as consent to go west. As y~n hav~ been prompt on every
gency where your country's good was at hazard, I am encouraged with
confident expectation that the following outrages will receive, at an c
period, such attention as yonr better judgment may dictate.
On the 1st inst. Col. Hiram K. Turk was badly wounded by a ball
n gnn fired by an Indian, (see letters A and B.) This happened on the
pr~b1ic highway within the limits of :Monroe county, 'rennessf!e. A few
days beforl3 that, but within the limits of North Carolina, a .Mr. Rodgers,
while ploughing i11 his field, was fired en, and badly wounded, by Cherokees. But a few days ago, within the limits of McMinn county, Mr.
and his f.-a.mily were pnt in dread of their lives by Springston and
the murderers of Vvalker, and were compelled to seek refuge among
citizens of Calhoun. 'rhe enclosed affidavit will present the case
fully to your view. Not long sincf!, Fox 'raylor wns abused and bea
twice, hy an Indian of the name of Butler, becunse he had given his
sent to emigrate; another In dian, who had spoken fit vorabl y of removals
the west, after being severely beaten, his scalp wus taken. Threats are
made daily, ambuscades are formed, and our citizens, as well as those
Cherokees who are disposed to favor the views of Government by consent·
ing to remove, are fired on and made to bleed freely. The houses of the
settlers have been torn down in many instances, while the settlers them·
selves have been driven from their improvements, and their crops, half
made, are left exposed to ruin. Their women have been insulted, and
their children mistreated. The officers of Government have been measnra·
bly defeated in taldng the census-a measure so necessary to an equal
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distribution of justice. And the fact is too plain to admit of a doubt, that
no important step is taken by the Indians indicating hostility, or a wa11t of
amity, without first receiving the sanction of John Ross.
As the laws of Tennessee have been extended, the Wur Department considers these matters to be more properly subjects for your excellency's consideration and action. The civil authority here is inadequate to the present
emergencies. The few regular troops stationed at Cocoa creek, under the
com:nand of Lieutenant Howe, will, as far as lies in their power, aid the
civil authorities. But I must be allowed to remark, that a search after
crimmals skulking in the b•1shes and impervious mountains afford n·o
security against t.he assassins' aim. In fact: nothing short of holding the
self-constituted chiefs of the tribe accountable, will give security to the
emigrants or to our own citizens.
I have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY,

Sup't Cher. Rem. £t Act'g Ind. Ag't.

His excellency WM. CARROLL.
P. S.- You may furnish John Ross a copy of this communication, or
give it any other publicity which may be considered proper by you.

B. F. C.
GAINSVILLE, July 9, 1835.
Your communication of the 28th May was duly received,
and I nm greatly mistaken if it has not been productive of much good. I
am in the almost daily receipt of letters from the influential members of the
Ross party, in which they all, with one accord, express thP-ir conviction
that something must be done. I had, as I expected to do, lost something of
the confidence of the Ross party, in consequence of my' aid to Mr. Ridge ;
but that is now fast wearing away, and they are again calling upon me constantly for advice as to what they sht1ll do, aud are again returning to their
former dependence upon me as their friend and counsellor. I shall go out
to the nation next week, although I can hardly spare the time, and but illy
bear the expense; and I hope to do something amongst them for the treaty.
I was much pleased with that part of the letter which informed me that
the commissioners were instructed to vary some of the stipulations; with
afiY small latitude on tJiat score, they can hardly_ fa_il. I shall attend the
oleeting, if it is in my power, when the commissioners assemble; and I
ink: w1th proper manageme1~t, we can hardly f~il of success.
.
l presume you .are 1 kept advised of the proceedmgs and; prospects tn the
n~ion, and therefore I should not have troubled 'y ou 'with this Jetter ; but,
f~om the.fact of the returning confiden~e of the Ross party, I know I'am
b ler 'nformed o( their fuelings than any one else.
Opon the whole, l shall be rini.dh disappointed if we do not give you the
~t of the Cherokees to the treaty in a few months.
Respectfulfy,r &c.,
.
.
Wlf.JLIAM
H.
UNDERWOOD.
'ir. 1 A: HARRis, 1 ' r•
DEAR SIR:

q.

Jlctutg Secrdtary 0j War.
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EAs'r,
July 1O, 1835:

CHERGKEE AGENCY

Sin.: Instead of hearing from Governor Carroll yesterday, as I
I hnd the p!eusnre of meeting him here. He has acted in the
referred to in my letter of the 8th inst., with great promptitude and de ·
He has demand('d from Mr. Ross the perpetrator of the outrage com
in Tennessee, and informed him that, if it is not done, he will immed
organize and order into service a company of mounted riflemen to
our own citizens, and take the otreuders.
The commissioners have also addressed a letter to Ross, stating that
had been informed that, in consequence of his interference, the
appointed to take the censns of the Cherokees had · been nnable to
plish it; and that we regretted to hear this, and hoped that he
facilitate this work by having some of their principal men appointed to
the officers of the Government in this work, as it was important in
plishing the business of the commissioners, who are required to obtain
consent of a majority of the headmen and warriors of the Cherokees
render a treaiy valid. I have no doubt this will have the desired effect.
I leave here to-day for Brainard mission: and I shall go fi·om thence
the council, which meets at Running Waters on the 21st instant. I
probably see many leading men next week, ttnd be able soon to comm
cute to you somethiug mc.re definite. You may rest assured we shall ha
a treaty.
With great respect,
Yonr obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN,
Comrn:issioner.
Hon. ELBERT HERRING,
Commissioner.
pat~d,

'

N. B.-M&jor Currey yesterday went up to Camp Armistead, and
expected back to-morrow. I expect, on his return: he will be able to·
you of the apprehension of the person who shot Colonel Turk.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

July 14, 1835.
SIR: Your communications of the 18th and 23d ult. have been recei
It gives me pleasure to assure you that every legitimate aid that can
be called to give success to the late treaty.
Ross, and his party, oppose the taking of their census. Gov. Carroll
Mr. Schermerhorn have called on them to render us every assistance
their power. Their answer ~as not been r~ceived.
.
Ross will attend the counCil, on the 20th mstant, at Ridge's, for
of the annuity. Mr. Schermerhorn will be there, in company with
Batman.
The suggestions and requirements contained in your letter of t~e
ult. will · he complied with, on my part, promptly. The nature and I
tance of the service called for such admonitions as were calculated to
harmony and unity of action between the agents of the Government.
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l1·eturned on 1ast Sunday from the npper part of the nation. The Indian
who shot Rogers, a white man, in North Carolina, has been arrested, and
committed to Franklin jail, as I am informed.
The Indian who shot Col. Turk has been arrested. He says lte was
employed to do so by a white man of the name ofReddix, living, by permit,
in the Indian part of North Carolina. It appears that Reddix had made
threats against 'I"\uk's life. Reddi''x is in confinement also, and will probably
be detained until yopr pleasure is known whether they shall be delivere<il
to the marshal of the United States for the district of North Carolina, or
turned o\l·er to the State authorities. Enclosed, however, is the copy of a
lettel' from myself to Lieat. Howe, on this subject.
Upon the Governor of Tennc~see's proclamation to that effect, Lieut.
Howe arrested Foreman, who bad been once committed, with Anderson
Springston, under a charge of having murdered John Walker, jr., but who,
having broke jail, were running at large, to the terror of the peaceable
inhabitants. I accompanied the lieutenant in the performauce of this
duty. Springston could not be found. Lieutenant Howe will deliver the
prisoner into the custody of the jailor of Knox county.
Enclosed is a copy of the Governor's proclamation, and a letter from him
to myself, accompanying the same. He is taking such steps here as are
well calculated to keep the peace hereafter, at least within the limits of
Tennessee.
The Governor of Georgia has organized a guard to protect the treaty
party, and pre::;erve the peace there.
North Carolina and Alabama, it is hoped, will adopt n;easures calculated
to effect the same purpose within their respective limits.
A determination to hold the mountain chiefs accountable led to the arrest
and delivery of the offenders in North Carolina.
No hostages will be taken, unless previously ordered by your department.
Very respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
·
Your most obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
ELBERT HERRING, Esq.,

Commissioner Indian Affairs.

CALHOUN,

July 10, 1835.

DEAR SrR: Enclosed you have auihority for the arrest of Springston
and Foreman. The arrest of those men I consider important, and the
time and manner are left to your discretion. It is scarcely necessary to
remark, that the greatest secrecy must be observed, otherwise our intentions
may be frustrated.
Most respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WM. CARROLL.

MnJor B. F. CuRREY,
Cherokee Agency.

3-BS
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S'f ATE OF TE!iNESSEE.

Jf1illiam Carroll, ·Governo1· in and ove1··the ~ame,
Wil~RtAs_ it has been n1ade l{nown t'o me that ~ncte)·~·on Spr'i.ngston
J&mes 'F'oreman1 ctiarged . wit11 the murder of John w ·.Uker, have
t1_1~He tb'ei:r - ~s~ape from 't11e jlt'i1 ··~f tTie · 'c ou'nty' of iVlcMiim; and are
running, at large:
'
.
.
Now; therefore? I,JYilliam Ct;t!r'oll, Governor as aforesaid1 bY, virt~1e
the po\ver and ant.h onty vested 1n me, do.. hereby offer a reward of Oll61
h'undre.d dollars fo! the appreheps~on and ' d~!ive~· y ?f said Springston an
Foreman. to the J<;Ulor of thf- Cfltmty of Kno..x, or fifty dollars for tbe apprehens16n n;nd :del~ v,er"y.of eith_e r: :of .~bem ~~ above stuted.
. .
ln testfmony where.o f I liave neteunto set rny .. hand, this lOth day"'

July, 1835.

iVM. 'cARROLL.
· CA:MP AR:lV!is~·EA'D,

· July

io, 1835.

:SrR. : ' Yo;n :r' C<?,m~u~i.ca!,ff?.n 'or:t~~?ay, which: was ' r~ceiyed oil iny way to
thi~ posf, has 1 been read 'and duly considered.
.
'
" The course p~rs~ed by you in,_,relati.?n to. the . o~trage~ . committed by
Cllerokees on . Citizens· of the Chnted States1 IS such ns nilght ' have been
looke~ for from on~ 9( y_ou~ reputed experience ai)d .dis~_ietio,n.,_.
[·regret)that· bne of my' coinp1~m~cations I on the' su ~j_ect or ~hese outrage~
was. c?u?he,d i,n.langu.ag~.~b-e~ring ::t~~ : npp_eara~ce of ~:ictation . . Such was
not my. ll!~entwh ·a t, the ' tlm~ · o~ wr!tmg·; mronly ObJ~Ct ~as ' to take the
responsi~Ihty. of tl~e wh<?le proceedmg~ on my~e]f,Jn' case. you should have
a delicacy, for the want bf-irrsth1ctions from:Jour · ~·petioi-s i'n-corhmand, in
proceeding to arrest the offep~e~,s, ~~· . ·_
· Hereafter my _com1~~~·n¢at_rons \V:tlL <be shaped afte1· a character less
exceptionable. Jt i·s not ' the · style, but the public interest, which I 1have
most-~t heart,; and what~ver may have been ?o~tai!!e4 in th~ coi,Dm~~I;li~ations
alluded t~ of an exceptiOnable ch~raq,t~r, _It 1s · h~l?~d \y1~l )ip __rega~·~ed as
the offsprmg of zeal to serve our Government, more· th~n a disposition to
command you or those under your control.
If the laws of the State within \vhich · these outrages we1·e cammitted
have , in. any ._spa~e be~n ex~ended, I would give it as my opinion that the
offeritll3t~ shtnHil be -aelivered to the civil authorities of the State. But if,
upon,'Jnt(}rmation;-it shoitld :ap.pear ' that 'the civil autharity of ~ said 'State
should not 1axtend to su()h o:tfericesr •it a}iPeaits' tb>me, it 1 '\vould~•be - well WJ
hold ~the: otfend~rs ·in · eustody unti!J'the ·Secteta:py ·iof. War··sha1hdirett tilt
coursetto ·be·pursued 'ill telation to:-thehn. • · · ·
· ..
.,
I will take occasion to advise the department of the .ookraote~ of. the
outrages committed on Colonel Turk~~t \m'l'J ~}lrly :pe'riod, and inform you,
as early as E_racticable, o£ its :deteTminiitiOINJtl the subject, unless I should
previdm;ly b~'a>dvised· that the supposed offenders have been disposed of
otherwise.
Most respectfully,
..
Your very obedient servant,
I

BEN. F. CURREY.
Lieutenant C. S. HowE,

Camp Armistead, Tennessee ..
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KNOXVILLE, ·July 23, 1835.
Sm: In the last communica,tion which I ha~l the honor ofmakin<T to von,
n the termination of the duties assigned me last summer, inflw~nced by
motives the purity of which I believe yo~1 wiil do me the justice not to
question, I tendered my services in any part that might be assigned me in
effecting the removal of the Cherokees west of the Mississippi. Having,
by that ofi~~r, indicated my willingness to be useful, I then intended to leave
the rest to the judgment of the Executive; but living, as I do, in the
immediate vicinity of the Cherokees, it is impossible that I can close· my
eyes on daily occurrences, or be blind to the fact that a very important part
of the dnty of the Government is becoming involved in greater and greater
diffic11lty and confusion ; nor is it to be denied that much, nay, most of this
perplexity may he justly ascribed to ourselves. If tr1is were· not the case,
and if all that ha~ happened wera imputable, to the obstinacy of the Indians
()f thP.ir leaders; it does not become ns1 in' my; judgment, to refrain from the
employment of a1~ honorable m~ans. biddingJajr to put an end to the present
state of affairs. · •
·
They nrc our pupils, we their guardians; and we will not stand justified
in the sight of Heaven, if
proudly fold our arms and permit them to
imbrue their hands in their own or our people's blood, Lecause a chief is
<>bstinntr,, wayward, impudent, or spoiled by being long dandled in indulgent
arms. Let 11s not, my dear sir, make it a point of honor to reduce an Indian
chief to unconditional submission; it may cost more than it is worth, even
if it were not an object infinitely below the position to which we are called.
Here, on the frontiers of four States, is a population of 15,000 souls,
having a language, manners, customs, and a destiny different from ours;
very partially civilized, and, therefore, incapable of government hy our laws;
cccnpyii1g <:i territory which, in a. thousand ways, we have aclmowledged
to b~~ their own; who, since onr independence, have looked to us for
protcc:tion 7 taken a lively i~1terest in our prosperity or adversity: and ft:cely
spilled their blood in our qnarrels; bdt wl1o, now, instead of finding a place of
safety iu the bosom of their natnrar guardialls, are tasting the bittP.r fruits
proceeding f'rom that guardian's inability to protect them; who, in the teeth
ofthat g;nrdiau's authority, have b:;en despoiled of their property by the
violent hands of htwless inen: and whose internal government, rnde, but
energetic to ' restrain, hils ·been abolished, and the law of the strongest
substitnted in its stead. And to put a finishing stroke to their nnhnppiness,
it mnst be admitted that thev owe this frightful state of their affairs to us,
plighted thongh we be, and ·bnund by pro-mises and c:h'ristian dnty, aud by
tnnsiderations of our power and their imheC:ility and dependence, to relldor
them protection. Instead of which, here are our officer::; and agents wickedly
fomentin~! party divisions among them, foolishly, contemptibly, and blindly
instigating ignorant, uncultivated r:mvages to despise their own chiefs, theil'
natural superiors and real friends, and to throw o{f the on1y moral influence
by which their minds can be restrained..
·
·
In t!JC name of onr country's honor, in the name of humanity, my dear
fllr, put an end to this disgraceful state ofthings. Yon can, very promptly,
have a treaty made, on the basis of the 5,000,0UO ad vised by the Senate,
and with those whose au-thority the Cherokees will not, we cannot, deny.
I assmc yon that you will do the country a disservice, and yourself and
me itljn:)tice, if yon permit yourself to 11m·bor and act rrpon the suspicion
tiint whu.t is here said has been suggested by a selfish motive. Follow the
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dictates of common sense and custom, appoint negoliators pe
acceptable to those to be negotiated with, guided by the star of the
good, remove obnoxious officers, and have success.
Believe ITlC, that
success, however brought about, will amply reward the paius of, sir,
·
Yours, respectfnlly,

R. J. M
Hon. Lgwrs CAss.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

BAsT,

July 27, 1835.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your commuu·
tion of the lOth instant, enclosing one to William Rogers. Before its
ceipt: the council had adjourned: and I was on my way to this place.
has, therefore 7 been deposited in the post office at Ch.lhoun, where it will
mailed on to-day, for Lawrenceville, Georgia.
•
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,

BENJ. P. CURR8Y.
Hon.

CAREY

A. HARRI~,

Acting Secretary of War.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT.

July 27, j 835.
SrR: The people composing the council called for the purpose of obtai
ing the sense of the nation on the subject of the annuity, convened on t
day before the period appointed. There were between 2,500 and 2,6U0In
men present. 'I'his number could not by any previom; measures or
ings have been anticipated. l\'lr. Schermerhorn was present, and obtai
their consent to address them on the next morning. The first day was con,
sumed in discussions, explanations, and voting on a proposition to divide
the annuity among the people by ayes and nays. \Vhen the next morning
arrived, lVir. Schermerhorn had a stand erected, so that he might by his
elevation be the more generally heard; aided by the reverend Jesse Bushy.
head, he went into a fnll explanation of the views of the Government, and
the relation in which the different delegations stood to one another, their
people, the States, and the General Government, which was list~ned to with
much attention for a period of three hours. In order to insnre attention,
this resolution had been so worded that it wonld not dispose of tbe question
further than the single proposition was concerned; and, by addressing them
before the vote was finished, Mr. SciJenncrhorn had, perhaps, the 'largest
red audience, of adult males, ever before assembled together in this nation
at one time.
· The Cherokees had, until a few days befo-re, been ad vised not to attend.
but when Ross found that the money would be paid to the order of the mu·
jority attending, his headmen were called toget}:ler at Red Cla.y, when I nm
inf()rmed he told them the agents of Government, and the disorgauized nt-
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tached to Ridge, must be pnt down ; aud in order to do this, all the men of
the nation mu . 't rally, and be there to sustain their nation and its treasnry.
They came: some starving, some half dad: some armed~ and scarcely any
\Vith provisions for more than one or two days. Under these circumstances,
having a desire to be heard: Mr. Schermerhorn promised them rntious for
one d;iy, on condition they would hear him as commissioner. On examination
I fonnd they might, 1..mder the 9th section of regulations for paying annnities; be furnished at public expet'lse, if circumstances rendered it necessary.
Arrangements were according] y made, and requisitions olrn wn on Lieuteuant
Batmau to meet the same. 1 took occasion to say to the Cherokees, as they
came up by districts, that let them vote the money in what way they would,
it could not save their conn try; that their party had been invited to express
their views and wishes freely; instend of doing this, they had withdra\\-n
themselves from the ground, and been counselled in the bushes. Why was
this so? were their chiefs still disposed to delude their people, when ruin demanded entrance at the red man~s door, and the heavy hand of oppression
already rested upon his head? 'fo say the least of it, there was something
suspicious in their withdrawal. The officers of Government were bound
to report their speeches to the Secretary of War, and the chiefs had shown
contempt to the United States, by withdrawing themselves and their peoplo
into the woods beyond their hearing. 1f this was not the proper construction to he placed upon such a proceeding, the chiefs certainly had carried
them off to feed their feelings on false hopes and fJ.lsc promises once more.
When the resolution presented by Smith was di~posed of, which stood 114
for, aml2,238 agaiust, Gunter's resolution to ray to the Treasury was next
in order. 'rhe \vhole peopleftwere called np, and the resolution read. Mr.
Gnnter made a few remarks in its support, when Major Ridge offered an
l\menclment directing that none of this money should be paid to lawyers.
This was seconded by John Ridge, which gave both of these latter gentlemen
a fnll opportnnity to be hen rd. They went into a most pathetic description
of national distress and individual oppression; the necessity of seeking
freedom in another clime; the importance of union and harmony: and
the beauties of peace and of friendship; but said if there were any who preferred to endure misery, and wed thernsel ves to slavery, ns for them and
their fi'icnds: th ey crnveJ not such company. rrhe Indians bad, by districts,
in files four deep, been drawn up to vote on Gunter's resolution, that they
might hear it read, and be counted the more conveniently. Bnt when the
Ridges were speaking, all the previous prejudices so manifestly shown by
looks nppearcd to die way, and the benighted foresters involuntary broke
the liuc am1 pressed forward as if attracted by the powers of magnetism to
the stand, and when they could get no nearer they reached their heads forward in anxiety to heat· the truth. After the Ridges had procured the desireJ attention, they withdrew their amendment, and the vot1! was taken on
Gunter's resolution, and carried by acclamation. JYir. Schermerhorn then
requested each party to appoint committees to meet him and Gov1~rnor
Carroll, at the ag:et'lcy, ou thn 29th instant. Ridgc:s party complied. H the
other party diu: it bns not heen made known to the commissioner.
By the next mail, we will be able to g·ive iuf(mnntion of a more satisfactory character, baving reference to the futnre.
I have no doubt, although the money went into the treasury of the nation, (as mi~bt have been expected from n genera.! tnrn ont,) still the information communicated in the discussions growing tip on the occasiou will
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be attended with the most happy conseqnences to the Cherokees, and
facilitate a final adjustment of their difficulties.
It is a mutter worthy of remark, that so great a number of persons of
color have seldom if ever met and preserved better order tlum was
on this occasion.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F . CUUREY.
ELBER'l' HERRTNG, Esq.,

Cmnmissioner of lndian Affairs.

P. S.-The r~port required . by the
as it can be made out.

regu~ations

will follow this, so

·
Yours,

CHEROKEE AaE~cv

EAsT,
Jul!! 29, 1835.
SIR: Enc.losed: I have the honor to trnnsmit copies of reports made by
Colonel C. H. Nelson and Colonel Nathaniel Smith, who were appoitJte~
in June last by me to take the census of the Cherokees f'nst, in conformity
with a verbal request from the honorable Secretary of War, <.~s well as t~
comply with the requirements contained in a "circular:" dated 'Var De
11artment, Office Indian Affairs, May, 1835, addressed tp rn~ a short peritl<t
before this dnty was commenced. Hnnners were sent Qver the contJtry,
and some of Hoss's messClges were seen nnd read by the census-taller$J
directing the Cherokees 11ot to ·nllow their unmhers tn he taken.
In 1819, John Ross notified the In diem ngent that he had determined to
reside permanently on a tract of land, reserved within the ceded territory
for his use ; and, in contemplation of the treaty, took upon himf'clf all th~
responsibilities of a citizen of the Pnitt>d St11tes. Has he not, then: sub·
jected himself to the penalties of the 13th, 14th, and 15th sections of': An
act to regulate trnde and intercourse with the Indian tribes," &c. appro·
ved June 30, 1834?
One thing is very certain, that, by sendin:~ his mPssnges nnd holding hit
talks in the Cherokee settlements, he more -effectnnlly distnrbs the peace~
and defeats or delays the measures of the GovcrnmPnt of the rnitrd Stalest
than he could if he were th'3 citizen of a foreign Govemment, and mucb
more than one of our own citizens possibly could do.
Very respectfully,
I have the honor to be.
Your very obediet;t servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY~

Esq.,
Catnrnissioner of ln.dian Affairs.

ELBERT HERRING:
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POLECAT SPRINGS,

Cherokee county, Ga., July 7, 1835.
DEAR SIR: I made several efforts to procure an interpreter before Crittcntou came on, but was unabl~J to do so. He arrived on the 20th June,
and on the 22d we set out to make the enumeration of the Cherokee5 in
the bounds allotted me. With much difficulty I succeeded in getting 29
families to give in. On the morning of the 25th I arrived at Sixestown:
where I WU::I called upon by an arrrled force, who manifested much feeling, with directions that I proceed no further untrl they were bette.r informed of the subject. I directed the parties to meet on the next Monday,
at a large bnll-play that was to have taken place on Long Swamp, where
the parties promised to meet me, but failed to do so. I deem it but prudence to wait until the feelings of the Cherokee people should receive some
definite direction from their headmen. After waiting thus 1ong, 1 feel s~fe
in saying that Ross, the principal chief, has directed his people not to g1ve
in their names or numbers. ln. this state of affairs, 1 have determined
that prudence would direct that your vie·ws be known· for my future government, as I am Sittisfied that nothing short of force will bring them to n
sense of their duty: which I am willing to employ, if you think prudent to

do so.
I am, with respect,
Your obe~dient s~rvant,
C. R. NELSON.

ATHENS, TENN., .July 8, 1835.
Sm: In accordance with my appointment to take the census of
the Cherokee people in North Carolina, &c., I entered on this service on

DEAlt

the Hith of June. I appointed Preston· Starrett, Esq., interpreter, and
commenced the work at the mouth of Coqua creek, and took down the
number of eleven families without any difficulty; but when I arrived at
the honse of John Christie, he refused to give the number of his family,
and l found it impossible to proceed, in cousequence of evil ·disposed persons having preceded me, and spread a report that I had been appointed
to enrol them secretly, for emigration; that soon: other individunls would
bc·on to apprai£e their improvements and remove them, &c. In consequence of this, the heads of fi1milics refused to give me their names, numbers, or answer any inquiries that I made, and the young people took to
the hills; so that it was impossible to proceed with the business. I found,
however, that a council was to couvene in that vicinity in a few dnys. 1
deemed it proper to address it talk marked A, in which I stated my business and authority, and requested them to appoint some one of their people to accompany, me. 'rhey liste~1ed to my talk with attention and res-pect, and appointed John 'T'imson, m~e of their chiefs, to a.ccompnny me;
bnt, afterwards, refused to l~t him proceed with me, unless it met the approbation of their principal chief; John Ross. They sent an express to
him, by whom l addressed him a letter, a copy of which is herewith enclosed: marked B. On return of express, I received from him letter marked
C. Tho rhiefs again met in couucil on the 22d, about 100 in number,
when I addressed them talk marked D. Arter hearing the communication
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from Ross read, they still refnsed to give me their numbers: or 1ct
accompany me. I therefore fotmu it impossible to procecu with the
ness, and I rcturucd home on the 24th ult. I deem it due to tlte ch'
met in couucil to say to ydu that they treated me with attentiou aud
pect, after I had shown my instrnctions, and convinced them that my
ness was not to enrol them.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,

NATH. SMIT
BENJ.

F.

CuRnEY,

Esq.,

lndian Agent, o/c.

A.
VALLEY TowNs, Jnne 6, 1
I have been, by authority of the honorable Secretary of
nppointerl to take the census of a portion of your tribe, as yon will see
FRIENDS:

a copy of my appointment, herewith enclosed.
You will see tbnt I have authority to appoint my own int.~rpreter,
that I have appointed your acquaintance, Preston Starrett, Esq., ns I
unacquainted with you, and believed that you would have confidence
him, enough to know that he would not be instrumental in taking any
vantage of you. In this I am disappoiuteu; for some evil-disposed
sons bave misrepresented my intentions, and induced many of your
to believe that my business was to enrol them for emigration, &c.
ohject of this communication is to assure you and your people, th~tl
no other object in view than simply to get your numbers, agreeably
instructions, for the information of the Government of the United
This the Government has a right to ; and as the impression is out
your people, calculated to keep them from reztdering to me a correct
count of their number, I ask yon to appoint some one of your tribe,
whom you can confide, to accomp:my me, that [ may be enabled to
yonr number for the information of the President, as it has bPen rep
ed to him that yonr Jmmber did not exceed ten thousand, and you say
number is much larger.
I am, respectfully,

NATH. SMITH.

D.
PRI~NDS:

VALLEY TowNs, .June 22, 1835.
It is with regret that I am informed that the appointrHcnt

one of your people, to accomprtny me in taking the censns, did not
the approbation of your priucip1l chief. I do protest against his refn
and insi;;;t that the President has a r1ght to take yonr numbers, in :my
ner that he mny think proper to direct. J do not ask it as a fiwor,
claim it a;; a right, to proceed in taking yonr nurnbr.rs, and will view
refusal as a direct d )Claration that yon h ;we no friend )hip for thr.
ment of the United States. It is an established cnstvm in the Uni
Statcs1 for the President to have the census of each State and rrerritory
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ta~en every ten years, for the information of the Government, &c. And now

lhat he should, for the first time, attempt to take your numbers, for your

wn benefit,

and be refused, and the most illiberal con£truction put upon

his motive~, is a rnatter much to be regretted, as it is conclusive evidence
"that yon are unfriendly to him.

\Vhy sl10uld yon be unfriendly to bim?
Hils he not, at all times, given yon friendly counsel, and pursued the same
policy towards you that his predecessors recommended and pursued? In
all his talks to you, has he not given you good advice? What he recommended to you, he believes would promote your best interest; this he
wishes to do, by placing you with his red children west of the Mississippi.
In his intercourse with you, he addresses you as a f~lther and a friend, and
urges yon to listen to him through his commissioners. You stay at home,
and observe a snllen silenc~, and treat his commissioners with silence and
contempt. This yon did in 1822, and 1827, instead of meeting them, and
conferring with them, as friends should have done. I know the President
your friend, and he believes tba you are misled by bad men. The count!~nt he gives you is intended by him for your own good. If yon believe
at it is not, you should meet his c~mmissioners, and convince them, by
"Jnnr arguments, that it is not, &e. This would be like a father and his
ildren conferring on matters and things for thrir mntual benefit. Instead
ef this, yon view the agents that he sends among you with suspicion and
distrust, and treat them as enemies. rr'his is disagreeable to your great
father, the President, as he is confident that t_he advice he gives you is
good. I regret to have to inform him of your refusal, hut shall do so, and
'&Wait his fnrther orders on the subject.
Res pee t fn ll y,

NA'rH. SMITH.
CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

July 30, 1835.
SIR: Enclosed, I have the satisfaction to transmit to yon a certified hi~~
'Dry of the proceedings of the Running Waters council, held on the 19th,
Oth, and 21st instant, to determine how the annuity of the present year
onld be disposed of.
'rhc names are recorded as thP. votes were presented on Smith's resolution. But all who were present did not vote on either side, and marty of
those who were in favor of dividii1g the mone y, finding thnt their wishes
onld not be carried, voted it to the treasurer. Some of the voters in favor of
treaty, having claims on the Cherokee nation, voted, a!Jd influenced many
l)thl:'rs to vote: in tbe same way; so th at the vote on Smith's resolution
annot, properly, be considered a fair test of the strength of parties.
Ridg-e's party is increasing rapidly, nnd will, by raising the proper means,
ell the majority of Georg·ia, Alabama, and Tennessee, long- before the
Jidjonrnment of the next Co11gress.
._
Most respcctfnlly,_
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient sarvnnt,

BENJ. F'. CURREY,
Superinten.dent,
ELBERT I·h:nn.ING, Esq.,
Commissione1· Indian Affairs.

o/c.
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P. S.-Ross has failed to meet the c.ommissioners, for jesuitical
assigned. 'fhe commissioners addressed him a commnnicatio~1,
prodtlced a proposition in writing f1·om him tB the Ridges to
hatchet, and act iu co~1cert for the good of their country, aud in vi
to a convention, to be· composed o( the intelligent of all parties, for
pose of coJJsidering of their natiolwl condition. To tliis proposition,
party have yielded-their assent"; bnt, in the mean time, they are
to redouble their zeal rmd diligence to accomplish the remov~l of
people.
·

RuNNING

W.a;rEns,

Cou;-wJL GnouN·D, F~oyn Co., GA.,

·

Monday, July 19, 1
At an adjourned meeting, ~eld, P,tnsnant to notice from the acting
of the Uuited States for the Cherok~cs east qf the Mississippi river, f~f
purpose of ascertaining from the Cherokee people their wishes as to
mauner and to whom their present year's annuity shunld be paid, by
mon consent it was agreed and resolved that the meeting be opened
prayer; and the l.}ev. Mr. Spirit aud David Weatie (Cherokees)
accordingly.
.
After the solemniti es appropriate to the occasion were performed,
min F. Currey, United Stutes ngent, aided by Lieutenant Batman,,
UnitP-d States army, fully explained the object for which this meeting
called; all which was ngnin ful1y explained: in the Cherokee langnage,
Joseph A. Foreman, the interpreter.
John Ross made some remarks in reply; said l1e was sorry that the
had taken occas ion to be personal in his remarks, but that he was not
posed to take any notice of thf'se personalities at this time ; that he
aware that tl-Jere was among us a description of persons who were
by party natW3S; this he had not encou rnged; that, as for llimself, he
not disposed to q narrel with any man for an lwnest expression of ·
for the good of tbe people, (for tlte truth and sincerity of which
Heaven to witn t~ss ;) and thnt if gentlemen were hon est in th eir pro
of bellevolencc, he was ready, nt any time, to co-operate with them:
would nppcar that they were right:. and he was wrong.
Juhn Hidge 1 in rt>ply, st.1ted, tllnt so fnr PS he wns concerned, he, too,
carded part v vi e ws, and sinister motives; that, so far as he, and those
him, acted ditfere m from Mr. Ross and his chiefs, he done so from an
est conviction that it was the ouly way in which the integrity and poli
salvation of the Cherokee people could be preserved and effected, and
he was, at any moment, ready to acknowledg-e Ross as his principal
when he (Ro~s) could or would prove to him a better plan. But till
as an honest ma11. sensible as he was of the difficulties and hazard of
crisis thut sut·t·om~ded them all, he must act on the suggestions arisingof the e·tse, thoug-h Jt should cost him the last drop tbut heaved his
th:tt he had not uuderstood the agent to indulge in, or intend persoua
but his q:planntions, directed by the law and instructions from thee
tive, necessarily involved the actors themselves; that he hnd, and w
at all times, he open to convicti :m, when better and more conclusive
mPnts than his own were adduced on the poiuts of difference. But he
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not understand why it was: if ·!11r. Ros~'s declarations were sincere, that
large bodies of Indians had been withdrawn by their chiefs from the ground,
and werenot'permitted to hear. As for his part, he \Vanted the whole lla·
tion to le~un: and be ahle to 'know their true situation ; that he was ready
to Co·operate with Mr. Ross, or any body else, for the salvation of his bleed~
in~ and oppressed countrymen.
flhe Rev. Mr. Schermerhorn, commissioner on behalf of the United
States, took occasiou, after bemg introduced by .the agent ns such, to rise;
read his commission, and expressed his satisfaction and gratification at
the prospect of an amicable reconciliation of all party strife and animosity,
and, so far as he might be concerned in their affairs, he did not intend to
know any party or distinction of parties; that he only meant to know the
Cherokee people east of the Mississippi as one party in this casA; and that he
would avail himself of the pre~ent occasion to request that during this
meeting they would select from among themselves a number of · delegates,
at least twelve or more, or any other number they might deem. expedient,
tb meet him and Governor Carroll at the Cherokee agew~y, on Wednesday,
the 30th instant, to arrange-preliminaries, necessary to ·a. convention for a
run adjustment of their whpl~ difficulties by trei.tty; the basis of which
had already been fixed by Ridge, Ross, and others, whic.h he presumed
they were all 'npprized of; and suggested the importance of naming Ross
and Ridge first ·on said committee. The commissioqer tQen apprized the
C6ndnctors of the eJe.c tion that he w,ould, \vith their consent; occcupy t!leir
dme on to-morrow morning, so far as to read· over and fully explain the
treaty to be offered the Cherokee people for their approval, which was consented to by the agents, and the chiefs present; whereupon, Commissioner
Schermerhorn ret-ired.
The following resolution was then introduced by Archilla Smith, and
seconded by John· Ridge:
"Resolved, by the council of the Cherokee nation, That in consideration
of the poor condition of our people, the aged, the infirm of both sexes, men 1
women, and children, that the present annuity of si.r.: thousand six hundred
rmd six·ty.six dollars and sixty-seven cents, be now divided equally to the
people, and to the poor particularly, as it is their money, accruing from
old treaties with the United States. It is now a g1·eat many years since
they have received the same."
In support of this resolution, Major Ridge, John Ridge, and Archilla
Smith spoke at considerable length, to the following purport: The people
make a nation; no nation ever existed without a people. ,.rhe annuity is
payable to the nation ; and Congress has given the people full power to dis··
pose of it in such manner as they may think proper. Have the people
been benefittPd by the use made of the money heretofore, by their chiefs?
Have those chiefs saved the country? Have they restored to you your
ftelds? Have they saved your people from the gallows? Have they driven
back the white settlers? No. But, on the other hand, have you not lost
your laws and government? Have you not been impoverished and Ofpressed? And"are you not bleeding and starving under these oppressions?
If this be the fact, is it not time for you to take that which will give you
tome little relief from want, rather than vote it to those who cannot, or, if
they can, will not afford you relief.
All that we insist on in this matter is that you exercise your own choice
disposing of this money. It was in our power not long since, when but
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few attended at the ·call of the General Government, (last May conn

at Running "VVaters,) to have done as we pleased with this money,
would not condescend to take advantage of that absence which h
procured by the other chiefs. We preferred to have a full meeting
people, if practicable, and leave the q nestion to the majority. At thnt t'
application was made to this effect, and agreed to by the agent for the
eral Government; which has been rend to you by him, and inter
1\Ir. Foreman. It is the will of on r people and not my will whi
wished should control this money. ·vVhile we make this dec!
wish the yeas and nays taken and registered, that all may have an o
nity of und<";rstanding the resolution ; and that each and every one
vote as Cherokees sbonld learn to vote, indepe1?.clently.
Edward Gunter then offered the following· resolution :
''Resolved, That the present annuity now due to the Cherokee u
paid to John Martin, treasurer of the Cherokee nation."
In support of this resolution he made the following remarks:
nation was in debt; that their faith as a nation was pledged for money;
they had none wherewith tt) redeem that pledge ; that they could not
to taxation, for in that case the State laws would interfere. He hoped,
fore, they would vote the money to the national tn~asury.
At this time a general call for the vote from the crowd (consisting of
wards of two thousand Cherokees) was made.
.
'The Government agents then opened the election to take the
Smith's resolu6on ; those in favor, in the affirnmtive, and those a
the negative.
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YEAS AND NAYS on Sm,ith's usolulion.

----- · - - - - - - - -- 1 Jnmes Field
2 Major Ridge
3 D. J. Hook4

Stand W aitie

5 J. L. McKay
6 J. Saunders
7 Elijah Hicks
8

-

Thomas ,.rnylor

9 James Casey
10
11
12

13
14

15
16
'17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Nath'l Hicks
A. Ratley
1,esataesky
Black Fox
Sam'l Poreman
Jno. Adctir
Jno. RogP-rs '
Henderson Harris
Joseph RQgers R. Raincrow
D. McCov
Ezekiel F'ields •
Willy Bigby
A. Adair
J. A. Thompson
R. Rogers
Bird Harris
James Vaun
Jno. Fields. sen.
Johnson Thompson
J no. Williams B. F. Thompson
Geo. Candy
J. F. Adair
G. W. Adair
Sweet \Vater Situaga
Geo. Blair
Wastuwaha
Ned
Isaac Dick

39
40
41 Jng

42 Alaac

-

43 Jno. Timson

Ayes.

Residence.

Names of voters.

Number.

.._.__ _

- - - - -- -- - - -- - Chattouga
Coosa
Turkey Town
Coosawaittie "\Vilis Valley Talloney
New Echota Chichamaugado.
do.
Ten river
Spring town
Oothcalouga Candy's creek
Oothcalouga Chattahoochee
Forks of Coosa
Sa wan a
Chattouga
Red Clay
Tcu river
Candy's creek
Oothcalouga
Pine Log
Sa wan a
do. Talloha
Turnip Mountain
Pine Log
Rock creek
Sala Coa
Mouse creek Two Run
Sala Coa
Ac:tuoa
do. .
do.
0. 'rown
Aqnoa
do. do.
do.
do.

-

.-

---

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

;;

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

~

-

Noes.

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

400
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.

Number.

Residence.

Names of voters.

- -- ----- - -- - - - 4tl
45
46
47
48
49

50
51
59.

53
54

55

56
57
58
59

60
61
62

63
64
65

66
67

68
69
70

71
72

73
74
75
76
77

7S
79
80
81
82

83

84
85

86
87

88

Mose
William
J. C. Towers
Jus. McNair
Jas. Vann
J. Davidson
D. Foreman
John
Jno. Blythe
Jesse Grass
Jno. Rogers
Horse Fly
ldom Young Turkey
Wansanda
Catcher
Jim
Conazeen
Archy Temaha.
Sandusky
Davy John
Snow Bird
Throw it Down
'Steph'n Ray
Spike Buck
C. lVIcNair
J. Rogers
Draging CanalTom Otterlifter
Chatowie
Ned Christy
Jack
Chusawalla
Wawasade
Assultie
Crow Mocker ··
Eagle !John Hooper
1Jno. Walker
Ana Cqoka
Chunoali:a

Aquoa
do. Oothcalouga Connasauga
do. Aquoa
Candy creek Aquoa
Long Savannah
Aquoa
do. do. do.
do. do. do. do. do. do. ,do.
do.
do. do. do.
do. Candy's creek
Aquoa
Connasauga Chattl:thoochee
Aquoa
do. do. do~ do. do.
do.
do. do. do.
do. do.
. d-o.
do.
do. -

·-

do. '

40-1
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.

-

Names ofvoters.

-___ __
..__._

89 Chulowie
90 Nas:;;ntah
91

92
93
94

95
96
97
98

99
100

101
102
103
Hl·l
105

106
107

108
lll9
110
lll
112
113

114
115
116
117
118
119
120

121
122
123
124
125
126

127

128
129
130
131
132
133

Johnson
SofskieLookout
"'\Vaxy Jno. Christy
Overtuker
Joseph Luatsu tlie
Inside Going-away
Snnallic
Nicoochi
Bear-sitting-down
Bnshy Isaac Stooping-about Bony Ohunowie
Cloud Old Rabbit
Crawler
Turnover
Taple Zekiel Going-back
Shot-bag
Ra,g-y 'l'unowie
Joe
Dark Christy Rising Tower Lightr1ing BugGeoro-eJim Hawkins
Ohunokie
lVJ.ose Cloud
GeorgeSent.forSquirrel
Nickyach
Chulihaw
Siquachy

.

-

26

Residence.

Ayes.

Noes..

---

--

~

·

~-

-------Aquoa
do. do. do. do. .
do. do. do.
do.
do. do.
do. do. do. do. do. do. do. do. do.
do. do. do. do. do.
do.
do. do. do. do.
do. do.
do.
do. do. do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do. do. do.
do. do.

1
1
1

-

-

..,

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

1

1
1
1
1

-

1
1
1
1

-

1
J.
1'

-

-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

-. -

1
1
l
1
1
1

402
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

--- -

-

------"-- ---~~~-

134 Ridge .
135 Duck 136 . Tunowie
137 Daylight
138 Sapuchen
139 Wachucker
140 Otterliiter
141 Suaki 142 Sangeeooha
143 S~vinged
144 · Wausada
145 Astola 146 Uxy
147 Dick
148 Path-killer
149 Thief ...
150 Hale
151 Triadet
152 George""
153 Chumocka
154 Culsowie
155 Tincer156 Y-o ung '"furkey
157 ' Bear Meat
158 Sconser
159 'l.~icnsh:ie
160 Stl.akie 161 1.\mtike
162 Catcher
163 Spike Buck
164 Going-on
165 Chalagatahi
166 Bear Drowned 16i Swimmer
168 Y onng Bird ,169

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177

178

Residence.

Names of voters.

Young Chicken
David England
E. Buffington Mashabout
Rngid' Bill
John
Watty Sapsucher
Charles

Aquoa

do. ' do.

do. -

do.
do.
do. -·
do.
do. :
do. ..
do.
do. ..
do.
do. ..
do. ..
do. ..
do. do.
do. do. ...
do. ..

-

da.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do ..
do.
do.
do.
do.

-.

..
"'

.
-

-

-

-

.-

.-

· Ayes.

[ 1'20]

403
YEAS AND NAYS~Continued.

Number,
........._

179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201

202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213

· Ayes.

Residence.

Names of voters.

Noes.

- - - - ------- ------- - - - ·----"'·~---- - - - Cotaqusky
Oohalvoka
Mouse Chunhaka
Wolf Going-away
Big Head
FodderSpring :F~rog
Rising Town Early Corn
Going Back
Snkeke
Bill
Oolah •
Tesitiskey
Ike
Squirrel
Chostawsy
Cup
Sutteah
Headont
Listening
Oaksotooie
Jim
Axe
Cahalstie
Snake Johnson
Johnson
Pigeon
Back them
Going About 'rarchulana
Lizard Standing
Do()'

214
215
'216 Bill
217 Saumy21B John .
219 Jack
220 Sam
221 Wolf .
222 Chuhalooka
223 Crow
~

Aqnoa
do. do. do.
do. do.. ..
do.
do. .
do. ..
do.
d0.
Shoemake
Aquoah
Salacohe
Aquoha
do. do. do. do.
do. do. do.
do. do, do.
do. do.
do.
do. do. do. do. do. do. do. do. do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do. .
do.

I

-

~

~

~

-

I

i

I
l
l
l
l
1
l
l
1

-

~

-

1
l
l

-

do.

l
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
l

1
1
1

~

-

-

1
l
1

-.

l
1
1.
1
l
1
1
l

1
1
1

1
l

1
1
1
1
1

[ 1~0)

404
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.

Number.

Names of voters.

--- ----------~--·----

. !

224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269

Parch Corn
Shoe
Board . Binding
Uchustorcy
Ramble
Grog - .
Young ChiCken
Sparrow
1'akeout
Siah
Wansitie
·Walawtah
Siuder Dick
Barrow
Little Dog
Cahcowie'Tusiskie
'rualooka
Bear Paw
Bird
John
Bunch legs
Nuntooaka
Cotaquaskie
Hog shooter
Spirit
John Ro,sers
S. Oral
Hogfish
Coonortalooah Lipbout
Biter
Rub bin
.Hogs hooter
Going Snake Keakyhead
Chulehaw
Sankinah
Stargoing
Mistake
TincerBean Ear

-

-

Tai~ki.,

Residence.
----b

-·-~--~~-

Aquoha
do. .
do.
do . do.
do.
do.
do. do. .
do.
do. ..
do-. "'
do. ..
do.
do. ..,
uo. ..
do.
do. -·
Aqnoa
'l'arcou
do. do. do, .
do. ..
do.
do. ..
do.
do. ..,
do. do. ..
do. ..
do. do. ..
do. do.
do . Tarcoa
do. ..
do. do. ..
do-.
do.
do.
do. ...
do.
~

-

-

~

-

do~

-·

Ayes.

405
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YEAS AND NAYS-Oontinued.
Number.

Names of voters.

Residence.

-- - - - - - - - 270 Suttikah
271 Gntanoolahi
~72

27:{
274
2i5
276'
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
2R8
289
290
29L

292
293
294
295
296
297
29El
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
30~

310

1311
312
3L3
314

Mortar,-roo sa wattah
Snttowaka
Flax bird
Drawer
Caskndooah
Sincabtihi
Cat
Kuockmi
Johnowana
Little Bone
Jl)hnowana
Little Bird
Conosaha
Seoussah
Getup
Darin water
Sam
'Vntibah
Jackson

.

Jim

Harness
Chnheatlah
Charles
Bnzard
Dick
Whirhvind
Squirrel
Fi 1cer
Raine row
'l'icani
Cup
Cowalitah
Whip
Ratlin!4
Potll' Bov
Yonng Dnck William Foreman
Rising Fawn
.Tnmes Brown John Vann
Dick 'ravlor
Sleeping 'Rabbit

-

-

Ayes.

N(les.

-- -Tarcoa
do.
do.
do•
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do. ·
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Aquoa
Tarqnoha
Chickamoga do.
do.
do.

1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
I
1
1
I
l
I
I

1
l
1
I

l
l
l
l

.1

:;~j

l 3JJ
..... C'

l
l
l
1
I
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

l
1

1

r.~~o 1

406
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued..

~$umber.

Names of voters.

Residence.

- - - - - - -- -- - - - - ------315 John Baldridge
316 Charles Ruce 3t7 Cannuyaha
3t8 Young Glass 319 Jessee 320 Thusquani
321 John Brown
322 Robert Binge 323 Levi 'rimberlake
324 Swimer
325 Martin Binge 326 Archy Wilson 327 Tom Brown
328 Dick Wilkinson
329 Dahl ossa
330 Moses Campbell
331 Path killer
332 Back 333 Robin Hood
334 Speaker
335 .Big Dollar
336 .Ned Bark
237 Small Buck
338 John Young
339 Dick Foreman 340 Dick Binge
341 Singer
342 Arc by
343 'rarapin Head .
344 Zagngp,sti
345 Horace Brown 346 'ran chichi
347 Stand 348 Knnaskiski
349 Waskiski
350 Udenulla
351 Richard Taylor, jr.
352 'r. Rallinggourd
353 James TayJor 354 Cahlonahasky, 355 Tom Fox
356 Cold Weat.her
357 Talonahisky
358 John Baldridge
359 Cloud ~

Q

Chicknmoga do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
•do.
1do.
'do.
do.
do.
do.
·dO, '
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Chatooga
Chickamoga
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

Ayes.

- --

-I

- !

- I
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407
YEAS AND NA YS-Contintted.
~-

-

Number.

~

Ayes.

Residence.

Names of voters.

Noes.

- - ---------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --360
361
362
363
364

365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
, 395
396
397
398
399
400

Josiah Ruce
Tho. Manning
Wancausoda Tracke.r
Yonng Bird
Jim Ptuker
James Sanders
Swan Caligah
Smoke
,.rho. Walker Hunter TAangley
Otter Seting Bear
James Lowry
Black Fox
Runabout
Robbin
Kinatooga
Cabagantaske Spirit George
Stephen
Westana
Black Fox
Johnson Murphy
Rain Crow
Johu Walker
Ben
Landseller
Samuel Tavlor
James Fields
Phem:ant
Clostanah
Young Chicken
'l\1chansey
Ohaluskey
Double head
Dt\1wning Bear
Smoke
-

-

-

-

-

-

p

Leaf

-

-

401 Witl:r.a1ooski .
402 Olisitnnki
403

404

Stump
Canadi waski

.

-

- Chickamoga .
do.
-

-. .
- _i

" I

-,
-

-

"r )

-'
- '
- J

-

-

j

--

-

-

-·
-

.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.•
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
·do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

-

-

-

-

..

...

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

'!'
-

-

-

• J:
.

-.
-

-

-

-·
-,

-

-

1
1
1

~

1

-

1
·1

-

1

-

·.1

-

J.
1

1
1
1
.1

1

-

1
1
1
1
.1
1
1
;1
1
1

-

1
1

-~

I

I

-I
.

"

-

-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

- -

.

-

-

f

-

-.
-

- :·

j

-

-

..

-

l

-

-

-

"'

l

-

-

1

-

1
1

_,

-

!

1
1
1
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408
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.

Numbel

Names of voters.

______ _ __ __
.,..

419

Watt Oalscnnny
Arkalooha
Antacuske
Whirlwind
Cadnastiskey
Corntassle
Crying Wolf
Path killer
Arch Lowry
Saska Hawk Osage Catcher
John

420

~pirit

421
422

Ynstiski
Pigeon
'l..,alaoatly
Calegah
Charles Manning
Toonaki
Chinabi
Rock
Charles
Six Killer
Will
Zikanastiki
Chinaquayah .
Onnatlar
Zamryah
Pigeon-.
'Vishana
Cooiskooi
Tnrapin
Canascurki
Shunalli
Chuit .
'I'alska
Wawosaili
Manstriker
Sparrowhawk Squannh
Draging Canal Wash Lowry
Salah

405
406
407
408
409
410
411

412
413
414
415
416
417
418

423

424
425
426
427
428
429
430

431
432
4~3

434
435
436
437
4-38
4.39
440

441
4.42
44:{
444
445
446

447
448
449
450

..

-

-

-

-

-

Residence.

.,._

Chickamoga
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

Ayes.

409
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number

Names of voters.

Residence.

Ayes.

-451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
4f>9
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474

475
476
4i7

Noes.

--

Jackson
Ash hopper
Gander
Oohalatah
Rustybelly
Lnscany
MartinCreek
Olahati
Jnly
Durin water
Chilhowie
Culskawa
Tuchichi

-

~weetwater

Fodder
Shade rracoosta
Cnquanha
~weetwater

Durcoming
Leaf Standing
Littlemeut
Crow Oceanah
Ouskillah
Goin~ Snake
Catuqua
Chnnnhaga
Zalata Chniskah
Zoogootah
Osnlanah
Ouchncaiska

478
479
480
481
482
483
481
485
486 Noonday
4Si Tnltahasah
488 Tarchiclii
489 Gro(}' 490 Scr,:P.sk.in
491 Owl 492 1 Onioinski
4931 Dick 494 George ·
495 Alunftah·

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

·•

-

_Chickamoga
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do·
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
_do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1 ..
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1·

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

410
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.

-·- -

-- -Number.

Names of voters.

Ayes.

Residence.

- - - - - - -496
497

498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
5~5
5~6

527
528
529
530
531
532
5:33
634
535
5:3u
537
538
639
540

Sweetwater
Dnck
rryger
Key
John
Wasoda
Good money
Wat McDaniel
Dick Bl'Dwn
Ahdalaski
Knnuh
Letnsstop
Peacock
Titaniski
Canedooh
Zantnlanah
Scaffold
Man Killer
Wahhachy
Mouse
Mole
Robbin
Ouneha
Horns
Dick , _
Moses Buzard
Ellick Henry Gatahi
Smoke
Eagle Night W atet· Lizard
Chuckcowie
Utaha Chnlestah
John Owayer Clond Field Dick Red Bird

-

Cnlalm

Red Bird
Lion

-

Chickamoga •
do.
do.
·do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
·do.
do.
l
do.
do.
·do.
do.
do.
l
do.
'do.
-,
do.
·r
• ~ do.
.do.
t
do.
do.
-·
do.
do.
do.
·do.
do.
do.
do.
ao.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

..
I'

1

~

.:

-:·
l-

~

~ do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-;
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411
YEAS AND NAYS-_C ontinued.

Number.

- - --·

-- -------541 Field .

.

543
544
545
546

-

512 Hawk .

547

548
549
550

551
652
553
55 1
555
556
558
1

559
~60

5tH
552
563
564
565
566
567
56S

569
670

67L
672
573

674
675
6i6
677

578
579
680
581
582
583
684

.

..

-

Kiainatah
V/hite Killer
Kalahahi
David rressiski
Hocr '"'
Pheasant
Jack Esooqnnah
Aotterlifter
Sultagi
George
Clounbli
Cauohili
W. Griffin
Canastoha
Young- Chicken
Wm. Baldridge
Peter rroosawaltah. Istiaskeah
Toouai
Blue Bird
.T. Ratlinggourd
Wanahoisk
Mr-sseng-er
DrPadfLilwater Aqnichi
Bnck
Siting-Bear
Cloacanah
Wasahah
Jeralaastah
-

~ l
l

-

-

-

..

-

,.I

-)

:.,.J
-

--

-

I

-

-

-

r~lliskanah

Sooksarah
Zi!.{oolatiski
Oosasti
Three Killer
Big Nose
Robbin
Johnson
5851 Tawhinctah
686 Saquah

-

-

.

)

-I
I

-I

-

-

-

-_ J

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

Chickamoga .
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
...
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

,,

: r

-

Noes.

Ayes.

Residence.

Names of voters.

~

l
I
I

-

-

-·

I

:.:n;

-

-·
-I

-

-

-

-

-

'

~

.: ~

-·

-

-

J
_,

-

-

<

-

-

j
I

:1
'1
·1
·1

I

·1
1
1

r

·1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

-

-

-

-

-_1
-

-

1
·1
·1

'·

-

-·

'

;

-

I

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

I

1

l

-'
-- :
-

-

J

-

-

1

1

- .!

..:'

-

1
\

-

...: f\

..!
-

1
1

-

..
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412
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.

Number.

Names of voters.

Residence.

-----·-----------587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
6U2

603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631

Tikahastika
Anna watacatew
Assinagah
Allakana
Me~senger

Zenelanstah
Lewis Bark
'Vilkinson
Wall ace Vann Standing Crane
Tesetoski
Jack
Cunei ski
Chichi
Aqnatake
Daniel Rabbit Lewis Martin North
Utalmili
Little Barrow Chulloka
EchakEight. Killer
Big Kittle
l{in
Pelican
Tn rkeytoter

.

Tom

-

Metuvah
Enn e.l atishah
N. McDaniel Johnson
Hare Estuwah
George
Aquah Cull ass
G. McPherson Cu!tawallah
Tekeng Murphy
Five 1\:illler
Stud Horse
Pheasant
Canaloiski

-

- Chiclmmoga do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
' do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do·
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
\
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

. [ 120 ]

413
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued,
Names of voters.

t\umber.

-632
633
6:34
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
617
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
li60
661
6~2

663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671

----

~----~
·

Zal1owsa
Sukatowie
..
Snhannka
Drowningbear .
Onnnulah
Mans't riker
..
.Walegoolie
..
Jack ...
Chinowie
.
Squirrel
C. Mcintosh ...
.
'l'equeiski
Abram Miller
Tom Murphy .
Spring Frog .
Bushy Head ..
..
Young Bird
David Styner ..
~

.

-

-

Leaf

-

..
Five Killer
Phelim
.
Cnnsinch
..
Patridge
..
Peach .
Welakah
Jno. Benge
Robt. Murrut ..
..
Utnloonie
..
Salalisi
.
Sam ..
..
Osawatah
..
Sam
Sam
..
Snlaki Ooliskali
..
Arklooka
Goose ..
Flute
Standingdeer ..
Enneoli
George
Six - ..
4

-

-

-

-

672
6i3
674 Kenati ..
675 Zayahi
676

.

Mosey ..

.

.

.
..

.

.

-

-..
-.
..

-

..-

-.
..

..
.

-

..

..
.

..

..
..

.
..

-

-

-...
.

.

..
..
.

.

-

Residence,
------~.......__

Chickamoga ..
do.
..
..
do.
do.
..
do.
..
do.
..
do.
.
do.
do.
.
do.
do.
do.
..
do.
do.
do.
do.
..
do.
.
do.
do.
do.
..
do.
do.
do.
..
do.
do.
do.
Aquoha
do.
..
do.
..
do.
..
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
..
do.
do.
..
do.
..
do.
do.
.
do.
do.
do.
do.
~

A

.
n

~

~

-..
.
..
..

-

--

..

-.
-

..

~

..

.-

-.
..

-

-

-.

-

-

..

-

--

---

.

-

Noes.

..
..

-

Ayes.

-- -

____

..

-

-

-

.-

.

.~

..

.-

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

_)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

-

-

--

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

----

-

-

I

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l

1
1
I
1
1
I
1
I
1
I
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

414
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.

677
678
679
680
681
682
683
'684

'

685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
6!J5
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
717
713
714
715
7Hi
717
718
719
720
721

Residence.

Names of voters.

Number.

---------------- - - -- - - - -- Hickory Log ~
James Daniel .

-

G. "M.. Waters
V\r m. Rogers
Jessy Beck
J. B. McLocklin
Geo. Still
Ellis Beck
A. Downing
E. 'rowns
Scaqua
Johnson
George
George
Nakid •
George
Archy Watty Tacquo
Tuillo Poor Bear
Beginning
Flying
Jackson
Wanbarchy
Oolatillah
Luck Kesequanah
Doo-head
Oaniasaska
Moving
Nonalah
Davis
Chutallooka
Yah tan
Stop
Watty ..
Mink rrasselA vi
Pincheater
Oaksanaqu(t Beardrowned
Wanie ..
Ezekiel
John
~

uo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

..

I

l

....

do.
do.
do.
.do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

,_

~

415
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

-

722
723
721
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
74:3
744
745
746
747
748
749
75[)
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759

760
761
762
763
764
765
766

Names of voters.

Residence.

Ayes.

- - · - - - - - - --

· --- -·----~--

--

Four Killer
.
Prince Chuachua
Coon Catch em
John
Nuptah
"
Catch em
Zoehlerstah
Big Boy
Elijah Jack Draging
-.
Ned Mose Drowning
Davy
~

-

-

-

-

-

Bob
Ned
Downstriand .
Jess
Uchilla
Uxsillasti
Bill

~

Chickelee
Pan
-

-

.Tim
Dirtpot
Tal{eitout
Laking
Pigeon
Siquoa..
Wauhachy
Do hie Nuntowihah Charles
.TackWinn
Sparow Hawk Tobaco Purse Pushim
..
Black Fox
Charles
Santaga
Dry Charles
Jim -

-

.
-

-

~

~

-

.-

.

-

.-

-'
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

..

Hickory Log
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

-

--

~

~

.-.

.

-

-

-.
-

.-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-..

-.
-

-

-

-

-

~

-..

-

-

--

I

-

- --

6

-

-

Noes.

l
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
)

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1.
1
1

1
1
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416
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Names of voters.

Number.

767
768
769
770

Daniel
Shade Blanket
Ruck

771

Datasin~

772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781

Mose
Robbin
Cnlipski
l\!lole 'raiski Aoksooiski

78~

783
784
785
786
787
788
789

sou

801
802
803
804
805
806
~07

808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821

.
-

Davy Seaqua
Red Bird
Jno. Rogers
Four Killer
Peach
Elijah Charles
Squirrel
George
FoO'
1-:-

Nick
Spaniard
Eight Killer "\V~Iker Daniel
Nofire •
John Mose
Jess
Yonng Chicken
Callakin
Bush
Eye
Ettate Toonowie
Zoonowie

-

Spy

Hawk-...
Watty ·_
Bill
Henry Chunahaky
Man Killer
Jack

Residence.

Hickory Log .
do.
~
do.
do.
do.
do:
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
::;;
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Ayes.

417
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

Names of voters.

Residence.

Ayes.

- - - - - - - - --822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866

-

Sawney

Davy
Key
John
Swan
Goodg-als
Elamga
Usuatah
Uanalah
FaHingpot
Young Wolf
Chin Draging
Soap Flyin2' 1 1assali
Wanhachy
Man striker
Tayiski
Guess 'Vatty -

Hickory Log do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

~

-

-

Bird
Rattling Gourd
Watlookah
B.~--,. Adair
'rakasi
Culculoski
Tusuoski
George
Robbin
Dick Blackhorse
Capsou
Takee Peter
~Valkin gstick
Prullola
Cuuneku
.:.
Ned
Cunge Minsa Huckleberry
R. Gourd
Standing
Cotton -

-

-

27

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

1
1

.I
1
1
.1
.I
1
,t

l:
-I-:
1
I
1

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1

do.

I·

Noes.

-

1
1
J.
1
I

418
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
NQ~nber.

N~mes of voters,

. 867 Taliskf
868 Saune}r
869 Chunohahie
870 Chuchichi
871 Teniof1e
872 Nichijack
873 Sumcooyah
874 Isaac 875 Plant 876 Trying
877 Chnrle~
878 Ac.huculi
879 Coohunshie
880 Nichijack
881 Bu_cli 882 Chaniski
883· John ,884 'raquohili
885 Taloti~eski
886 Stargoing
887 Thief 888 Nooja~
889 Cackitowie
890 E •.Ganders
891 Corn Silk
892 Swan
893 Oakskilantah
694 .'rassel 895 Agungah
896 Bill Proctor
897 Tandinichi
898 'ransil\li
899 John pwana
900 Totherside
SOl Jack
902 ,.roter
903 Bear
904 I<nx SJtin
905 Uhalukah
906 Fife
907 Sunalli
908 Jack
909 ·. Bigshe ..
910 Liver 911 'facayah
1

-

1 -

Residence •

-

Hickory Log
do.
do.
do.
do. ·
do. r1o.

d&. ·

do.

do.

do ..~
d.~.

-.

do~

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

do.
do.
do_do.
do.
do.
do. ·
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do ..
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

qo.
do.
do.

qo.
do..

Ayes.

[ 1'20]

4l'~f.'

YEAS · AND NXYS:__Continued.

NumbeF:

912
91:~

914
915
916
917
918
9l9

920
921
922
923
924

925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
94L
942
943
944
945
946
947
94:8
9tl9
950

Natnes of voters:

Residence.

Ayes.

Noes,

------------- - - - - - -- - - - - Hickory Log
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do. _
do.
do.
do.
do.
do. do.
do.
do.

Ave
Standingo Up
,..rrash Gatherer
Sour Arnachuhah
UchillaMulberry
SenderLachil ,..reacher
Walking
Uobbin
Standing
Flying ~Fish
CntTier·
George '
Falling!
1,aehns5y
Tachussy
Weaver
Take man
Dew
Cold
Adsaluhi
Climber

1
1
1
1

1

,_

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1 ,
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I

do. ~

Dirty-belly

John Proctor rrhief 'Jim Proctor
Oadsil R. Gou:rd
1
Dog-chaser
Fany Chnhangookie •
Oasunrlie
Catogiskie
951 Bill
952 Clusi
g53 Young Wolf

955 Chosen
956 Rising·-

1

do.
do. do.

Falling; -

954 Owl

1
1

do. J

Elijah 'rrake-ont-beans

-

1
1
1
1
1

~

do.
do.
dd.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do. ·
do. do. ·
do. do.

1

-

do. ~

·-

do.
d0.
do.

do. ·

•

..
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420
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.

Number.

- -·

957
95~

Names of voters.

Yonng- Turkey
Sounding
A. Miller
C. S. Adair
Joe
'fooniah
Hurnniing-birdBen Martin
. Young Chicken
Young
Heavy
'J'assle Sinacooyah
Spring-frog
Cheater
Cuuuelovi
Bill
SenderFoul Tnckhony

Toonoie

994 Smoke995 Tessatisky
996 Old
997 Mixture
998 Chasen
999 Sitting-bear
1,000 Raining
l,otH

'1,002

Ayes.

Noe:t

---------------- -- - --------- - -

959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966
.
967
968
969
970
971
972
973
974
9i5
976
977 fe:m 978 Luck 979 Nick 980 Cold 981 Outside
982 Crow 983 Goingwolf
984 Echaye
885 Dew 986 Goingafter
987 Owl 988 Board 989 Robin Sanders
990 Henry 991 Tukiugout
992 Patridge
993

Residence.

Crane Flaxbird

-

-

- .'

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-'

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

--

-

-

.

-

Hiclwry Log
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
...
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
.
do.
do.
.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

-

.
-

.-

-.
-

.-

-

-

.-

-

.
-

-

-

-~

~

~

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-·

- - -

- - -

-

-.

-...

-

-.
. .--

-

-.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

·-

-

-

'
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4'21
YEAS AND NA YS-Uontinued.
Number.

Ayes.

Residence.

Names of voters.

Noes.

---------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - -·
1,003
1:001

1,005
1,006
1.007

1'oos
'
1:009
1,01U
l,O ll
l,tll2
1,0 I :3
1,014
1,0l5
1:016
U117
1;018
1,019
1:020
1.02l
1;022
1,1123
1,024
1,025
1,02/j
I,O:d7
1,028
1,029
1,030

1,o:n

1:032
1,03:~

1,034
l,tt:t>
1,036
1,037
1,038
l,t13~J

1;u4o
1,041
1,042
1,04J
1,041
1,045
1,046

1,047

Bean Daylight
Crying-bear
Henry Archy -

Sampson
Chuinstooti
Bear -paw
Coat
Eel
Good woman
.Fis!t
Chuie Elk
Swimmer
Bird cutter
\Vagon
John , Dmwer
John Bntier
R. Perry
G. Hutler
Sawney
Capt Han
James Spears
Wolf Murphy Cbinubby
Jess Bnshvhead
.lnsepb Bigboy, sen.
Dick Sanders
Lame Dave
S .. Candy, sen4
\¥Illiam Blythe
..To. Spears
F'lint Bnshyhead
'fusie Scraper
Bigmnsle
L. HiJtibrand John Brown, jr.
James Ross
Sitting-down
Captain Watts Kyuhatche

-

-

--

Hickory Log do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Amohee
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1

1
1
1

1

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

[ 1'20
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422
YEAS AND NAYS---Continued.

·Number.

- ----

1,04.8
1,049
1,050
l,fl51
1,05~
1,05:~

1,054
1,055
1,056
1,057
1,058
1:059
1,060
1,061
1,062

J,oo:{

Names of voters.

Residence.

- - - - - - - - - ----------- --Arch. Murphy -

•

James Han
Knob Cheater
Mo. Fields
T. Foreman
'l'aldngout
S. Candy, Jr.
J. Foremam
Beavertoter
-Chuhalulm
George Hicks
George Fields
Tesonisky

L

~

l

·-

·-

1

~rom

Hiram Linder
D. Hihebrand
J. Hiltebrand
'rhmnas Bigboy
SiO'n
ca"s(!)oletah
--"\Yilson
'l'niski William Butler
Ch lrnnstoati
-Shndo\v
A. Sanders

l:Oii4
1,065
1,066
1,067
1,01)8
1,069
1,07tl
),071
1:072
l,Oi3
1,074
l,C75 .Ttm
1,076 Render1,077 Crowing Chicken
1,078 Ja.f~k .
1,079 Poor Bear
1,080 R. Johnson
1,081 Dog1,082 A. Ballard
1,Ot-13 Rib
1,084 Mose 1,085 Crowmocker
1,086 lJew
1,087 Chnttie
l:OSS Tnrnabont
1,089 Mu~knt
1,090 · C. Timberlake -·
1,091 Rncking1,092 Waterbird

-

-

Amohee
do.
do.
do.
do.
do ..
do.
, do.
· do.
do.
· do.
1do.
do.
, do.
1 do.
do.
do.
do.
, do.
do.
: tlo.
do.
, do.
. do.
do.

l.

.-'-'

=II
-1

do~
!

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
t·IO.

clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-,
l

J

...

_,
.i.l

_i

~:' j

-

I

u12()]

4~3

YEAS· AND N.A YS-Continued.
ajer.

Names of voters.

Residence.

1,093 Chnlitisky
J,(l94 N. Sanders
1,09.} Cresar 1,096 Oew-in-wuter
1,097 JJnll-frog
1,098 Going-snake
1,099 11 hief 1,101) Cotoquoski
l.JOL B1·id 1remaker
I~ W2 'road 1,103 ft. Spears

1,115
1,116
1,117
I, liS
1:119
1,120
1,121
1,122
1,123
1,12t
J,l25
1,12{)
1,127

Clogah-

1,12H

Big-path

1,129
1,1:30
1,131
1,132
1,133
1,134
1,135
1,1:~6

Stariding
Creeping
Feather

YonngPup
r['ail-np
P. Hi ltebrand

-

.ft)h tJSOU

Oolstovie
Mose Jess Hare
'rahlossie

Crazy

-

Rising Mick
Chnachnco

T<!sarcsky
Thier
Roc.k

-

-

\Voman !{iller Tantnlana

1,137 Sapsucker

.· 1
1
1
' 1
1
l
1
I
1

Amohee.
1 do.
do.
do.
do.
, do.
~ do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
. do.
do.

I,Hl4

Miuk 'Vatts
J,l05 Shoe
1,106 Cunscowie
1,107 Wolf 1,108 Toonoyi1h
1,109 Water looker
1,110 Qm\rt-whiskey1,111 Hurricane
l,LL2 Tachakisi
1,113 Dry
1,114 Wansodder

Noes.

-1

1

1
1
l
l

; do.

!';
~

do.
· do.
1
do.
do.
. do.
1 do.
. do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

l

1
t
l
1
l
1
l
1
l
1
l

1

I

1

-

1
1
l
l
l
1
l
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
l
I
1

[

1~0]

424
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Names of voters.

Number.

Residence.

- - ------------1-----

1,138
1,139
1,140
1,141
1,142
1,143
1,144

Young Duck
.Archy Rambling

1,145
1,146

Heavy -

1,147
1,148
1,149
1,150
1,151

1,152
1,153
1,154

1,155
1,156

Uochncky
Thick-string
Toosooalta
Freezing

Black Fox
George
Man-spoiler
Terrmahi

Chumtowie
Room War
Wahuskey
Running Wolf
Clamacre
Dnck -

1,158

Catcher
'rail

1,159

S Ieepin g-deer

1,160
1,161
1,162

Shadow

1,157

1,163
1,164
1,165
1,166
1,167
1,168

1,169
1,170

Hawk Bellows
Toonately
Btacarssta
Mouse Fork
Destroyed
Turnover
Archy -

Bill
.M. Waters

1,171
1,172 ' Aqntaka
1,173 Chuiska

1,174

John

1,175
1,176
1,177

Treader
Hooper
Cnnnedo
In-the-water
Elijah Jnticah
Drawn
Wm.Ruce
Taiski

1,178
1,179
1,180

1,181
.1,182

1,183

-

Amohee
do .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do•
do.
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425
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number,

Ayes.

Residence.

Names of voters.

-- ---------- --------1,184 Squirrel
- - Arnohee
1,185 Cnnnequaque do.
.
1,186 July do.
.
1,187 Four Killer
do.
1,188 Monse do.
.1,189 Cloyacu
do.
1,190 Boston
do.
1,191 Ho1·se fly
do.
1,192 Pigeon
do.
- -- ' do.
1,193 Pheasant
1,194 Skyahagat
do.
1,195 John Boo-rrs
do.
I

1,19fi
1,197
1~193

1,199
1.2011
1;201
1,202
1,2113
1.204
t;2ll5
1,201)
1,~117

1,208
1,209
J,·~IO

0'::1

Sutteah
Shadow
Checalooka
.TinJ
Ueet· .in-water
De\v Goose Coosunv
Chncausche
Crying Wolf
Dick Spade
baac . 11assasty
CuucLtssasy
Sl'q mckv

-

-·-

-

-

-

-

-

Out-mnner

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,~28

-

-

1,211
1.212 11oos.a \V~Im
1;213 Smoke 1,~14 Bllick 1,215 .lack 1,216 D. ('alston
1,21i 'l'ohacco
--1,218 Chickalile
1,219 George
l.tlO Jim
1;221 Noodsowie
1,222 Sparrow-hawk 1,223 Soldier
1,224 Beter 1,225 NeLl .
J,22:j Blackbird
1,2~7 Smoke -

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

--.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
db.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

-

-

-

.-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

Noes.

--

1
1
1
I

-

-

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
I

1
1

-

-

1

1

-

1
1
1
l

-

-

-

1
1

-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1

-

1
1
1
1

-

-

1
1
1
1
1
!·

-

l

1

-

-

1
1
1

I

1

1
1

~

l20]

426
YEAS AND N AYS~Continued.

Nqmber.

.Names of voters.

--- - - - - - - - - - - -·I

1,229
1,230
. 1,23l
1,232
1,233
1,234
1,235
1,236
1,237
1,238
1:239
1,240
1,24.1.
1,242
1,24.3
1,244
. 1,24.5
1,24fj
1,247
1,248
1,249
1.250
1;251
1,252
1,253
1,2541
1,255
1,256
1,257
1,258
1,25~)

1,200
1,26L
1:262
1,263
1,264
1,2li5
1,266
1.267
1:26t'
1,2f:9
1,2711
1,271
1,272
1,27J

Path,Jdller
Chips Oidapper
Tayahqnlla
Cuchcowie
Swince
Cnnnntcky
Oohekey
'foakah
Deer-coming
Going· away
.J ack
A. Shell
Crow-mocker

-.

Shell

E. Graves
l\'loncy Crier
Zi:m
N. Harlnnd
Hohin Brown
Luck
Dew :Bat
A. Lowry

I.

..
'

':

Bf'ar
Rider Fields
Bent about
'rhief . ChnJ')<>R Jnstice -

Gunter
Cnshalita
John
.Side

...
J

-..

~l'hreadtoter

:)am']

---------~

':'

Goose Bi0'-hoe
:-.
Cnhbin
.l. Prince
Bark
Poort-bear
Honsekeeper
.Jnck
Edwnrd Gunter
..lames Lnsley ..
Johnson Fields

Ayes.

Residence .

Ia

Ahwhee
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
;do.
do.
do.
,do.
do.
do.
1
do.
1
do.
1
do .
;do.
do.
1
jdO.
do.
1
do.
1
do .
Chatooga
,do .
,do.
:do.
do.
.do.
.do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do .

- 1

~ ~

"' .i

..

-

El'lO]

427
Y;E~AS

AND NA YS~Continued.

Names of voters.

liamber.

-- - - - - - - - 1,274
,1,275
1,2711
1,277
1,278
1,279
1,2811
1,281
1,282
1,283
1,2S4
1,285
1.286
1,2,7
1,288
1,289
1,2911
1,291
1,29·~

-

Chuil
Jackson
Fife
Casity 'ru1·tle Fields
Rich'd Guess
.Bald Head
Jack
J. Spenser
J)irtsellcr
Goin~ Round
Creek. Killer
Torn Spenser
Arch
Jno. jBlackhird Going·to-sleep
Yon~1g Duck
Lnck Gnu

-

-

t29:l J. ~icbolson
1,'!\14 Robbinl,'~~l:l

1,29t)
1,297
1,298
1,299
1,300
1,31!1
l,H02
1,303
1,304
1,3Uii
1,3116
1,307
l,:Ju8
1,309
1,3lll
1.3ll

t::Jt2

John
Towatisky
'1\nnkPig<1on Feather
\Yatty Welooka
_Nick
Bread
Fnll
Raven Young- Turkey
Bent· Fryirw
0
Tassel Sud
Cap Fie1ds

-

..

1

Swc~llow

Jay Bird
Onlonastookie
1,314 Pat.t:idge
1,:!15 Pheasr\nt
1,:Jw Trailing
1:317 Sr.awie1,3L~ Wheeler
1:31:~

-

Ayes. , Noes.

Residence.

--·-·
Chatooga
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
· do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
· do.
do.
' do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

---:-

\

-J

: I

:= I
-j

1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

+l

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

:=J
-i

-j
I

-j

-{

-·_j

... ~

-·

~I

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4'28
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

Ayes.

Residence.

Names of voters.

----------------- - - - - - - - - - - 1,319
1,320
1,~{21.

1,:3~2

1,:323
1,324
1.3~5

1;32H
1.327
1.328
l
1,3:2~-)

1,3:311
1.331
1:332
1,33:3
1,:334
1,3:35
1.3:36
1;3:37
1.338
(339
1,:340
1,34 L
1,342
1,343
1,314
1,345
1,:346
1,347
1,34~

1,349
1,350
1,:3:11
1,352
1,35:3
1,354
1,355
1,356
1,:357
1,358
1,359
1,360
1,:161
1.362

1~363

Cabbage
Jumper
Bullbat
Hnzor Uktoonic
Spring Frog
Trailing
Chicken
Geo. Campbell Pat
Davy TallowTrunk -

Rmutbnnt
Fox Frying
Joe
J uo. Rogers
Toonarge
Field Undnhana
White Head
Young Duck Yonng Wolf Black Fox
Beaa· Drowned James Gunter Beaver toter
Gronnd Hog
Soak ike
RisingPheasant
CatithiCharles
Paynp Diver -

Cup

Pirreon -

G~rge-

Big Feather
Toosawalta
Catchem
Kooiskooi
Hog-shooter
Arch Simpson
Smoke-

\

-

;.

Chatooga.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
dn.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

·~

1
_,
·1

~

~
,i

"

;,,

...

t
'

t
··.:

-..
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429
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Numbet.

Names of voters.

Residence.

Ayes.

Noes.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1,364
1,365
1,366
l,3(i7
368
36!)
370

Seq nata
Ki1ehing
Folly Eataha-

Bark
Mills

-

Tt'rchtoter

,3il

Ned

,3i~
,37:~

Rising Sokiki Housing
Mose Lee
M.tnstanding Jesse 11 ramping
GarfishSikitoori
Dirtseller
Barry Hughs Jug
Kin like
Beavertail
Taquotike
Shadow
Tooniyer
KillingCasadody
Standing Inside
Muskmellon
Diver Kooiskooi
B. B. Wisner , Billy Canntsua
Eli Scott
Eli Smith
Hitinhead
Corn silk
Chickasaw
Snaka Oolstuic
Charles
Tacayah
Lifter -

3i4
75

376
3i7
t,37S
379
,380
,381
1,3B2
1,383
,384
1,385
1,386
1,387
1,388
1,389
1,390
,391
,39·~

,393
l,:J94
,395
1,396
,397
398
,399
400
1,4lll
1,402
1,403
1,404
1,405

1,406

1,407
1,408 Leeddng

Chatooga
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
.t

"1

1
1
1

430
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Y·EAS. ANIY -NA.VS'-Continaed-.
Residence.

Names of voters.

Number.

--------------· -! ------~.---

1,409
1,410
1,411
1,412
1,413
1,414
1,415
1,416
1,417
1,4JS
1,41H
1,420
1,421
1,422

1,42:J
1,424
1,425
1,426
1,427
1,428
1,429
1,430
1,431
1,4a2
1,433
1,434

Ch'a tooga

Snake John Riley

· do. do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Gness Sraper \Vahimtn.
.Six-killer
Eating-up
Wm. Gremit
Locr
Buffalo

-

do. do. do.
do. do. -

Taauatnlia
Pigeon
Hiding
Wind G. Baldridg-e
Writer- ""
Handle'
Blue
Four-killer
Something

-

do. do.

-

~

do. do. -

do.

do. do. -

do. -

Eta

do.
do. -

Fish trap
Natburntup
Henry Arch Downing

do.
do. do. •. -

George Sanders

do. -

1,435
1,436

rrnrner

Nuskituha

do. -

1,437
1A38

Ghnrles
Mtishroon

do.

1,439

Twister

1,440
1,441
1,442

John

John Wen

1,443

Daylight
Chnmilaski

1,444
1,445
1,446

1,447
1,448
1,449

1,450
1.451
t;452
1,453

-

do.

-

Wagot~

1

Allstridg

Laughatmush
rrlllaskaska
Tookah
Falling
Bears head
Cunskooha
rrunoy.

Young-pup

-

do. do.
do. - do. -

do. -

do. -

do.

do.
do.
do.
do. do.
1

-

do. -

do. · ..
do. · ·

!
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491
YEASOAND N.A:YS.....:.Continued.
Namber.

Na.lnes of voters.

--

--·-- ·---~-

1,454
1,455
1,45tj
1,457
1,458
J,459
1;460
1,461
~462

1,463
1,464
1,465
1,466
1,46•7
1,468
1,469
1,470
1,4.71
1,472
1,473
1,474
1,475
1,476
1,47i
1,478
1,4i9
1,480
1,481
,482
483
1,484
1,485
,486
,487
,488
,489
1,490
,491
,492
,493
1,494
1,495
1,496
1,497
,498

Jared Hill
Cabin Smith
Johnson Fields, jr.
Screech owl
Arch Campbell
Tho$. Watts
Jno. Husk
Ste. Foreman
Geo. Sanders
J no. Sanders .
Backbone
David Sanders·
Will Atnold
Johnie Dick Prickitt ChaltHU
Snnacdhe
Whitepath
Should~r
Squota ueky
Snake BLLrning
Isaac G

-

Falling ·

Leaf
rrhree '_
StandingGE>o. F~Uing
Oaskilke
Jas. CHambers Lewis ·

-

Geor~e

Young, Wolf .
Taliske
Aaron Jas. Foster
Turkey
Allday
Pnmpkin-pie
Chaltiha
Talasit~eh
Wahhaski
Thomps. Sanders
'rho. Smith
CannaSsoki

-

.

Residence.

Ayes.

Noes.

- --··-- - - - - -

--

--

Chntooga
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Coos\vattie
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

1
1
1
1'
1
1

do. -

1

do. do.
do. ·
do. ·
do.
do. ·
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Chatooga
Cooswattie
do.
do .
do. do.
do.
do.
do. ·
do.
do.
do. do.
do.

1
1
1
1
1
1
l
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

I

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

f

-

l

(

'•

1
1

,_
!..

do.

I_

do.
/

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
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432
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued:

Number.

1,499
1,5tlU
1,501
1,502
1.503
1:504
1,505
1,506
1,507
1,508
1,509
1,510
1,511
1,51:~

Names of voters.

Jim
Alcx'r Sanders Youug Squirrel
Running WolfBill Pritchitt
Tom Ahomah
Standiug
Catcher
Drngging
Johnson
Leaf
Tumallah
Nauseyah

1,!11:3

Bear

1,514
1,515
1,516
1,517
1,518
1,519
1,520
1,521
1,522
1,5:23
1,524
1,525
1,526
1,527
1,52R
1,529
1,530
1,531
1,532
1,533
1,5:34
1.535
1;5:-)6
1,537
1,538
1,5:39
1,540
1,541
1,542
1,543

Tayeaskah
Tuqutulana
Backbone
Tater Aabsananah
Charles
Spring-frog
Said Oooah
Leaf
'rhief Hunter
Spade Johnson
Getting-up
Muskrat
Willy Hickory
Ned
Young Duck
Little Bird

Duck
Ned
Tetoha
Young Bird

Feeliug
Water Chenaque
Jack
rrurkey -

War Club

-

Residence.

Cooswattie
do.
do.
do·
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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433
Y BAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

Names of votero.

Residence.

-- - - - - -- -1,544
1,545
1,546
1,547
1,548
1,549
1,550
1,551
1,552
1,553
1,554
1,555
1,556
1,557
1,558
1,559
1,560
1,561
1,562
1,563
1,564
I 1,665
r 1,566
1,567
1,568
~ 1,569

t•l,570
1,571
1,572
._.1,574
''1,575
1,576
l'/~,577
1,578
1,579
11,580
1,581

~~82
,5S3
1,584
1,685
f: l,586
1,587
.~1,588

\1,889

Draging
Standing
Four Killer
In-the-water
Jack .
Nick Seqnche
Woodpecker Jess John Big Talk
Ellis Hagan
Charles
Charles
Squilite
Ground Squirrel
'roocaloosa
S. Sanders
Six Killer
John Daugherty
Bell Downing Tassel Crowing Chicken
RiddleChi-qua-he
Sn -ta-is-ke
Oo le-ta-as-ki 'Throwing Down
Horse Fly
Rear Ripe
Ki-and
Oo-la-hah
Thrower
Arcbilla
Mose McDaniel
Flying
Standing Deer Nose
YoungBear
Ratling Gourd ...
Jess
.
Standing
Su-a ney
Su-lah ~
Lal"!y_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

28

-

~

..

.-

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

-

-

...
-

...

..
4

.
.."
-

- - - - - - - - --Coosawattie
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
dJ.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
1 do.
· do.
do.
do,
! dO.

1do.
· do.
do.
1do .
do.

-

.,.

-

.
-

-

.-

-

--

..-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'

-

I

1
l
1
1
1
1
1

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

l
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1

--

.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I'

-

-

--

-

l
1
1

-

-.

-

-

-

-

-

·

-

I •

-

~

Noes.

Ayes.

1
1
1
1
1

1
} .

1
1

1

-

- --

-

,.

-

-

-

l

-

1

-

-

-

--

-

-

1

-

r

-

-

-

..

-

-

-

!"'

-

'

1

1
1
1

.4

-•

-

l

l
1
1
)

l
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434
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.

Number.

- -

Names of voters.

Residence.

Ayes.

- - - ·- - - -- - .- - - --- - - --·- - ...

1,590 Sulticah
1,591 Human Striker
1,592 Jack
1,593 Lacy 1,594 Young Duck ·
1,595 Chosen
1,596 'ruthuayalla
1,597 John
1,598 Tu-ne-he
1,599 Nakid 1,600 Chickaga
1,601 Ta-che-chi
1,602 Hi1ing
1,603 Chn-noi-ka
1,604 Knock-knee
1,605 Nick Sanders 1,606 Ben Sanders
1,607 Charles
1,608 Coming-out-of-water
1,609 Sawney
1.610 'fah-cy-ny-ah 1:611 Largest
1,612 Jim Coe
1,613 Limb 1,614 Tocoyah
1,615 Lynn 1,616 Toating
1,617 Down Stream
1,618 Drawer
1,619 Oo-saw
1,620 John Foster
1,621 Good Money 1,622 Eli Sanders
1,623 Head Her
1,624 Coming
1.625 Woman Coming
1~626 Gowing About
1,627 -Archy
1,628 Scontai
1,62Y Young Duck · 1,630 Cho Sucker
1,631 Taking-out-of-water
1,632 TnrnBack
1,633 Dul-sow-ah
1,634 Hiding-

Coosawattie do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do;
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

[ i '20 ]

435
"YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

Names of :sroters.

- - ·-

a,635
1,636
1,637
1,638
1,639
1,640
1,641
1,642
1,643
1,644
1.645

t;646
1,647
1,648
1,649
1,650
1,651
1,652
1,653
1,654
~,655

1,656
1,657
1J658
1,659
1,660
1,66L
1,662
l,663
1,664
1,665
1,666
1,667
1,668
1,669
1.670
1;671
1,672
1.673
1;674
1,675
1,676
1,677
1,678
1,679
1,660

Black Fox
Goose
Swallow
Oo-sa-nalla
New
John O'Waney Backrm
Young Deer
Ridge Noise George
Se-cewa
Ned
Jno. O'Wnney Slo-hinSena-queah
Elijah
FollowFrost Saucy John Walker Deer Biter
Homony
Stoping
Bottle Running
Allulah
Chu-na-co-lis-quee
Luck ~
Cho-suck-eh
Pot
Bear
Hungry
Ta-ga-nah
Touching

-

Standing~in-water

Bear Paw
John Amos
Dry
SmokeShick -so-ta-ha
Big Bug
Chip
GeorgeIn-the-bag
Chip -

-

Ayes.

Resi<lenC'e.

Noes .

- - -- - ------ - - - - Coosawattie . do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
de.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
\

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1,
1
1

1
1
1
1
l

1

-

~

1
1
l
1
l
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
ll.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
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436
YEAS AND NAYS-Cotltinued.

Number.

-1,681
1,682
1,683
1,684
1,685
1,686
1,687
l,f88
1,689
"1,690
1,691
1,692
1,693
1,694
1,695
1,696
1,697
1.()98
1,699
1,700
1,7t'l
1~702

l,703
1,704
1.705
1;706
1,707
1,708
1,709
1,710
1,711
1,712
1,713
1,714
1,715
1,716
L,717
1,718
1,719
1,780
1,781
1,7A2
1,783
1,784
1,785

Names of voters.

Residence.

---------~-

-------~-

Rambling
Ca-noo-kah
W. S. Adair
Ca-yo-lah
Shade Big Pouch
In-na-ta-hee
Ool-si Melter Archy Ned
Charles
Chu-la-ca-ta-he
Ta-yo bah
Too-new-ie
PigeonTickstring
Spring Frog
Chu-la-ne-he
Con-no-sas-ka All-day
George
Torch Ne-cow-ah
Pan
An-an-su-ha
Driving
Little Deer

Coosawattie
do.
do.
'do.

...

·do-.
'do.
'do,
Ido.
:do.

'do.
'dG'.
1do ..

.:...

'do.
ldo.

'do.
Ido·.
I

do,.

do.
'do.
:do-!do.
'do.
do.
·do~-

'do.
idg.
~do.
1

do.
!do.
·do.

Movin~

John O'WaneyLittle Bird
Bird 1Cutter
Bear :Paw
Skea-too-yah
Ezekiel
Wolf Tracker
Foot Log
Liver Con-nas-u-ga
Chev-now-ha-ka
Beaver Emtie George
Knockem-in-the-neck
Sutuwaka

~

Ayes.

:do.
'do.
do.

·do.
:do.
'da.
'd o..
do.
'do.
00.

:.

ao.

-

tlo.

\io.

~o.
uo.

"

r
r;
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4:37
YEAS· AND NAYS-Continued.

,
Ayes.

Residence.

Names of voters.

Number. I/

I Noes.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --1
1,786 Jesse - Coosa wattie - 1
dp.
1,787 French Hawk - ,. 1
dp.
1,788 Unadryatihaka - :
-'
1
do.
1,789 ' Oola wastike -- ~ 1
do.
1,790 Twister
l
do.
1,791 Chose If\
- .. r lr
; (

1,792
1,793
1,794
1,795
1,796
1,797
1,798
t,799
1,800
i,801
1,802
1,803
1,804
t,S05
t,8'.l6
1,807
1,808
1,809
t· 1,810
1,811
l,812
1,813
1,814
1,815
1,816
1,817
t,818
1,819
1,820
t,821
1,822
,823
1,824
1,825
1,826
1,827
,828
~ 1,829
;. t,S30

.,
l\i.

W m. Crittenton
Chunoihaka -

Ned

-

-

Aram Past
Well - ..
Poor , Deer-in-water Charles Dobbin
..
Ezekiel
Black ·Fox
Oascal1a
Young Bird
Jaek DmwHing-bear
Toosowalto
Borrower
Ta-yo-hah
George Miller Stud Deer-in-water Tarapin
: Rabbit Wattie -

-

-

1

1

'

Bi~rd

-

-

Turkey
alking Stick H-iding .
Tachusy
Tom Woodard .
TQbacco
Johnson Daherty
Goorge
Archy Head-eater
NeiU Crane-eater
Soluier
Deer-head

"r

~

-

-

:·,
,,

;c

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

do.

do.
do.
do.

do1

-

-

do.
do.

,'''

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
.do..
do.
do.
.do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

do.
do.
.do.
do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

..

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
1
1

-

1
l
1

-

1
1

-

1

-

l

-

-

t

-

-

-

I

-

-

l
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

-

-

li

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

1
1

-

1
1

-

-

-

-

--

-

--

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

;
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438
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued·;

Number.

Names pf voter~.

Residence.

Ayes.

1 - - - - - -· - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - ---1--:---1--

1,831
1,832
1,t;33
1,834
1,835
1,836
1,837
1,838
1,839
1,840
l,841
1,842
1,843
1,844
1,845
1,846
1,847
1,848
1,849
1,850
1,851
1,852
1,~53

1,854
1,855
1,856
1,857
1,858
1,859
1,860
1,861
1,862
1,863
1,864
1,865
1,866
1,867
1,868
1,869
1,870
1,871
1,872
1,873
1,874
1,875

Turkle
George
Chunoihaka
Eater Ticaiska
Biter
Keannri.
Thief Johnson Prickett
Warrior
Fool
Sounding
Feeling
Uchelile
Asquati
Human Spoiling
Swan Grape Yatana
Standing
Head Standing
John
Shell Geo. Christy
Nat Sajah

Bill
Unte-a-lah
Hitcher
Crawling
Tu-ne-he
Small Wood
Arche Mushroon
Oo-le-oh
Coald Catcher Coal-as-ta
Cha-le-ta
Standing
Ansulti
Coo-lu-cha
Draying
Peter Oo-sow-ale
YoungDuck Chu-cu-loo-ka -

Coosa \Vattie
do.

-

do~

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do ..
do.
do.
do.
do_
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do ..
do.
do ..
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-.
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439
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

-- - - - 1
1
-

-1,876
1:877
1,878
1,879
1,880
1,881
1,882
1,883
1,884
1,885
1,886
1,887
1,888
1,880
1,890
1,891
1,892
1,893
1:891
1,895
1,896
1,897
1,898
1,899
1,900
1,901
1.902
1,903
1,904
1,905
11906
1,907
1,908
1,909

t,mo

ItBll
lj9l2
1,~13

1,914
1.915
1,916
1,917
1,918
l~H9

1,920
1,921

Tal-las-sa
'ralluskee
'roo noo-ah
Sweet Water Chu-aw-chuah Deer Crying Young Squirrel
Tu-la-hnstie Tarrapin Head Way Husky
Randum
Henry Juarow
Frog Toosawate
Owl
Too-on-al-ha Burnt Tobacco
Jack Fis~
Will Skee-yu-kah Too-niBack Bone
Jack Teacher
Black Horse Striker 'roosawalte
Snale John Martin James J. Trott Big Bear
Weah Dew
Jna-nos-kah
Ashes Hnckle Berry Pumpkin
Nawched
Black Fox
Echaaa
0
'rhief Going 'Volf Wat-see-ser
Pot
Faster -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Coosawattie
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

:I

a

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

.,.

-

-

-

...

-

.
-

-

.J

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

-

-

1

-

-

.,.

1
1

-

-

-

-

-

Noes.

Ayes.

Residence.

Names of voters.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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440
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
\

Number.

Names of voters.

Residence.

----------------- - - - -----·---1,922 'rwo Heads
Coosawattie 1,923
1,924
1,925
1,926
1,927
1,928
1,729
1,930
1,931
1,932
1,933
1,934
1,935
1,936
1,937
1,938
1,939
1,940
1,941
1,942
1,943
1,944
1,945
1,946
1,947
L,948
1,949
1,950
1,951
1,952
1,953
1,954
1,955
1,956
1;957
1,958
1.959
.1~960
1,961
1,962
1,963
1,964
1,965
1,966

Too-nan-a-lah Ta-is-ki
wat s~unders Ta-Jis.]\i
Elie
BigHead
Ga-ta-la-na
San-ta-ta-gah Eagle Ca-te-ha
All Day
Money Sealer Ned
Young Turkey
Cold
Tom Foster
By-him-self
See Cona
·wily 'railor Hang Foot
Bell Prichett
Ground Hog
Chu-ne-stuld
Standing Deer Bill
Chu-ca-la-ta
SenderChu- nu-los ka Wm.Lawry
Davie
In-the-field
Hog
Ben
Tater ..
Falling
Fool
Chow-send
Cloud Oo-ta-ta-ti
Jack
Archy House Keeper Coon -

-

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
dQ.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do~

do,.
do.
do.
do.

Ayes.
·-- - -

[ l'ID]

441
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Name~

Number

ResiderJce.

of voters.

Ayes.

Noes.

-- --------- --------- - -1,967
·t,968
1,969
1,970
1,971
1.972
1;973
1,974
1,975
1,916
1,977
1,978
1,979
1,980
1,981
1,982
1,983
1,984
1,985
1,986
1,987
1,988
1,989
1,990
1,991
1,992
1,993
1,994
1,995
1,996
1,997
1,998
1,999
2;000
2,001
2,002
~003

2\004
2)005
2;006
2,007
2,008
2,009
~010

2j011

Jack
Doing-so
o~w-ie , -

Six Killer
Ool-so-te-he
Si-ke-te-he
Sap Sucker
Turkey
Ta-es-kee
Turn Over
Stand_ing Buffalo
White Killer
Ohie-so-te-ha Peter rrom ·amespie Foddei;Heavy John Beemer Oo_,.la-ne·tah
Draging
Leach Leya-tee-ha
Sauny -

Ben
Flax Bird
Eagle Setting
Sky-u kah
Fog
Cate-hah
Oreepinft
1...,ake A ter
Partridge
Morter ·waite Gutte
George Lee
Swinger
Con-cho-lah
Tou-nn-hi
Chuno-ha-ha Tobacco
You ·as-so-walta
Seed
Oo-ta-la-uah
Wiper Bone-carrier

-

- Ooosawattie
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Hightower
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
dQ.
do.
do.
do.
dQ.
dq.
do.
- I
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

1
1
1
1
1
1
·1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

44~
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

Names of voters.

Residence.

Ayes.

- - ----------- - - - - - - - - - 2.012
2·,013
2,014
2,015
2,016
2,017
2,018
2,019
2,020
2,021
2,022
2,023
2,024
2,025
2,026
2,027
2,028
2,029
2,030
2,031
2,032
2,033
2,034
2,035
2,036
2,037
2,038
2,039
2,040
2,041
2,042
2,043
2,044
2,045
2,046
2,047
2,048
2,049
2,050
2,051
2,052
2.053
2;054
2,055
21056

Goy-a-chesa
'ralassee
Thos. Petit
'Vagon
Smallwood
Crawfish
Deer Tor-lis-ki
Six
Cripple
Levi
Waltie
Ned
Cloud Seed
Buck Allday
John
Pipe

Ben
Leaf
Sweet Water Guts
Shutter
Grapes
Let's·hunt-them
Ca-ta-he
Chu .in-stu-waloska
Turnover
Stooping
Arm up
Gusty Seaser Big Tongue
Pigeon
Bundle
Turnover
'ru-nou-ah
Ellick Sour Omeping
Little Terrapin
Moses Tom Too-nou-ah

Hightower
do.
do.
d0.
do.
od.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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443
YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

2,057
2,058
2,059
2,060
2,061
2,062
2,063
2,064
2,065
2,066
2,067
2,068
2,069
~,070

2,071
2,072
2,073
2,074
2,075
2,076
2,077
2,078
2,079
2,080
2,081
2,082
2,083
2,084
2,085
2,086
2,087
2,088
2,089
2,090
2,091
2,092
2,093
2,09,1
2,095
2,096
2,097
2,098
2,099
2,100
2,101

Names of voters.

Ayes.

Residence.

Noes.

- - -- - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Sharp - - Hightower 1
Squirrel
do.
1
Buffalo-fish
do.
1
Turnover
do.
- I ~

Little Deer
Te-coo-ah
"\Voman Killer Woman
.
Too-nou-ah
Ice
Jo
Pouch Laugher
White Path
Hang Foot
Crane Dog Noise Chu-na-eo-lis-ka
Pheasant
Knitts Drawer
Boiled-down Pawney
Che-now-ah
Epaw Wessus Saherson
Trailing
Taw-nas-ti-]oh Huckleberry· Robin Bran Kickup
Sawkiah
Hocer Tas-co-u-hu
Se-te-yah
Peach Shooter Catcher
Chu-i-osta
Melter Cnh bow-ah
Wah hatchie
Humming Bird
Cow -e-chur-kah
.
Robin

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

u

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

,

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

.-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

."

-

-

--

-

1
1
1
l
1
1
1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

-

-

-

-

..

--

-

.

- I

.

-

-

-

-

-

1

1
1
l
1
1
l
]

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
l
1

1
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444
Y.EAS ANI) NAYS-Continued.

Number.

1

Names of voters.

Residence.

I

- - ,- ---------- - - - - - - · - - 2, 102 Daniel12,103 Catch-him
2,104 Seen-them
2,105 Chip 2,106 Bushy 2,107 ' MDse 2,108 Pumpkinpie
2,109 At-a-sa,.
2,110 Kill-them
2,111 Standing Wolf2,112 Masher
2,113 Young Turkey
2,114 \-Val king Stick 2,115 Jim
2,116 Dragging Canal
2,117 rrail 2,118 Dirt Thrower 2,119 Pound-it-over 2, 1~0 Ed ward Adair 2,121 Kill-them
2,122 Burntup
2, 12'~ Five Killer
2,124 Red Bird
2,125 Oo-chiel-lo
2,126 · Tan che-sto
2,127 Bird Hunter
2,128 Water Killer
2,129 Wa-saw-tu
2,130 Young WoJf 2,131 Robin 2,132 Stee-kee
2,133 ' Fish
2,134 Handshaker
2,135 Hog Toater
2.136 Fog
2;137 Johnson2,1B8 Ou-nes-ha-te-oh
2,139 Charles
2,140 Tas co-neh
2.141 Davis 2,142 'rasey 2,143 Draging
2,1 44 Big Bear
2,145 Cnlsawah
2,146 Chu-nun-tu

.' Hightower
dp.
do.
do.
dp.
dp.
do.
do

d~:

dp.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Coosawattee Hightower
dp.
do.

do.

-

1

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
dp.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Ayes.

445
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continned.
Number.

Names of voterS.

Residence.

-- - - - -- ·--- 2,147
2,148
2,149
2,150
2,151
2,152
2,153
2,154
2,H55
2,156
2,157
2,158
2,l59
2,160
2,161
2,162
2,163
2,164,
2,165
2,166
2,167
2,168
2,169
2,170
2,171
2,172
2,173
2,174
2,175
2,176
2,177
2,178
2,179
2,180
2,181
2,182
2,183
2,184
2,185
2,186
2,187
2,188
2,189
2,190
2,191

Water Hunter
Goose
Jo
.
Shell
Robin Baggs
Bear Paw
Chev-quil ta-kah
Corn Silk
Chu-nn-las-kah
Charles
Tar-che-cha
Diver
Let-it-fall
George
Sap Sucker
Creeping
Push-off
Big Burn
Josiah Mose Harris
Hairry Breast
Beans Pouch Pigeon Roost
..
Na-tdo Stay-all-night .
Charles
Charlev Moore Grou:nd Hog Buffalo Pouch English Pea
Yese-taes-ka
Ezekiel West
Spirit
Hammer
SuuO'a
•
:::>
0o-sca-wattie .
Jack Sourmush
Robin
John Murphie ~
Jac West
.
Hamtner
Nathl. Wolf
Joe
Bear 'Climbing ~

-

~

~

~

-

-

-

-

~

~

-

Baesl~ng

~

----- -~---

;..

.

-

~

"""~\

.
. }

-

-

-

~

.
-:

- l
.

-

-

I

-

'

•

I

-

-

-

i

~

-

.

-

l

.'
~

I

•

I

-. .

.

-

-

-

·-

.

-

-
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

Names of voters.

Residence.

--- -----2,192 Tarapin Striker
2,193 Te-ke-wa-tis-ka
2,194 John Ridge
2,195 Daniel Mills
2,196 Standing
2,197 Tac-ses-ka
2,198 Jay Hicks
2,199 Geo. Chambers
2,200 Catcher
2,201 Rib
2,202 Scou-tike
2,203 Archy
2,204 Carnton Hicks 2,205 Trailing
2,206 Road 2,207 Chwa-looka
2,208 In Debt
2,209 Day-light
2,210 Hog Shooter
2,211 Tais-taes-ka
2,212 Standing Wolf2,213 Dave Scotlte
2,214 Matthew Moore
2,215 Milk
2,216 Standing
2,217 Dick Scott
2,218 John Wayne
2,219 Standing
2.220 Lightning
2:221, Hair Tied
2,222' John Wayne
2,223 Tookah
2,224 Harry Scott
2,225 John Waitie
2,226 Frozen Foot
2,227 Wake-them
2,228 Morter 2,229 All-day
2230 Bear Meat
2;231 Waitie 2,232 Mole Sign
2,~33
Fase
2,234 Uma-tois-ka
2,2:35 Bear Toat
2,236 Wat Liver

Ayes.

---------- - Coosawattie .
1
do.
do.
Chatowga
do.
do.
Amohee
Chatowga
Hightower
do.
do.
Chatowga
Coosawattie Chatowga
Hightower
do.
Coosa wa.ttie do.
Chatowga
do.
Hightower
do.
Coosawattie Chatowga
do.
do.
Hightower
Coosawattie
do.
Chatowga
Covsawattie Hightower
Coosawattie "
do.
Hightower
Coosa wattie
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
HighTower
Chntowga
do.
Coosa wattie -

-

-

1
1
1

1
1
1
L
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
]
]

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
I
1

1
1
I
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YEAS AND NAYS-Continued.
Number.

Names of vqters.

Residence.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -"--·
2,237
2,238
2,~39

2,240
2,241
2,242
2.243
2:244
2;245
2.246
2;247
2,~48

2,249
2,250
2,251
2,252
2,253
2,254
2,255
2)256
2,257
2,258
2.259
2;260
2,261
2,262
2,263
2,264
2,265
2;266
2,267
2,268
2,269
2,270
2,2'll
2,272
2,273

Nelson West
Joseph Foreman
Jac Bushyhead
Dick
George
Se-nah-ne
Owl
Chicken
Jno. Chambers
Buffalo
Parch Corn
Huckleberry
Coon Ned
Chewaga
Rain Crow
Ellick Ratcliff
Isaac
Red Bird
vVat Huskhe Ave Vann
Walter Ridge ~
Jac Nicholson
Jim Six Killer All-day
John Jim Bear Skin
Coo-Los Kee Bread Butter Stephen Harris
Collin McDaniel
Samuel Mayo
Ezekiel McLaughlin
William Reed
Charles H. Vann
Elijah Moore
John Eliot

Hightower
Armohee
do.
Catowga
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Coosawattie
do.
Chatowga
do.
do.
do.
Coosa wattie
Hightower
do.
Coosa wattie
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Chatowga
do.
do.
do.
Ooosawattie
Hightower
Amohe
do.
Ohatowga
do . .

-

Hightower

.-

-

-

I

Ayes.

Noes.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
-

1
1

1

1

1
1

--12,159

2,273*
1

[*Note by the Printer.-There are only 2,200 names in the foregoing
list.]
.

.
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The voting on Achilla Smith's resolution being gone through, and on
ing the state of the pol1s it appears that 114 voted in the affirmative,
·
2,159 in the negative; and consequently Smith's resolution was
Edward Gunter then called up his resolution. It was agreed by
agents of Government, as well as the Cherokee people present, that
vote on this resolution be taken hy acclamation. Before the vote
taken on Gunter's resolution, Major Ridge offered the following
amendment of Gunter's resolution: "And that the Treasurer of -the

pay the same to such persons of our nation as 'ZOe owe fo7· money
and not to the lawyers which the nation has employed, who can
at some other time." In the discussion on this amendment, Major
and John Ridge displayed their usual strain of eloquence: making a
impression on a large portion of the crowd, if we tnke for evide
rivetted ntteution, and the press forward to catch the words that dropt
them, and more particularly that: in the course of that evening and
morning, the number who deserted from Ross's ranks and 6nrolled t
selves with John Ridge and his friend~ for the w~stern country.
During the course of their remarks, they spoke of the false hopes
and delusive promises held out by their lawyers; the obligations
were under, first to dis~harge debts contracted, for which a valuable
sideration had been recei vea by the people, and then afterwards and
those which had been created without the hope of returning
But discovering that the people had determined to vote down their
sition, it was wfthdrawn. ·
After these individuals had spoken. generally of the causes which i
ed them to secede from Ross and his party, and the necessity of an
removal of the tribe, the vote on Gunter's resolution was taken, and
ed by acclamation in the a"ffirmative.

HAST,
July 30,

CHEROKEE AGENC \-

The foregoing is a correct statement, so far as my memory serves
my knowledge extends, founded npon a constaut attention, con· ·
Benjamin F. Currey, Indian agent, to the proceedings ,o f this rneetu~!!'..:i
one of the managers.
M. W. BArrMAN,

lst Lie'ut. Infantry, l:Jisbru rsing

CHEROKEE

AG:f1:NCY ~AsT, .
:lul'!) L30,

As Indian ~gent, under the directions of the War Department, I
tntended the foregoing election and proceedings, and do hereby cert~fy
\'lte 'election was as fairly conducted as the situation and circumtstance:s4
the . Cherokee tribe would admit of, -and that the .proeee4i-ngs
made by the chiefs are sttbstantially. c0rrect1 ·as detailed by D. •Hfmftt:nol
~ seerefury to the ·n1eeling.
BENJAMIN F. CURREY,

Indian Agent for the Eastern Cherokees.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY,

July 30, 1835•

. i certify upon honor that in the foregoing transcript, detailing the proceedIngs at the council culled and hdd at Runing \Vaters council ground,
Floyd cou'ltY: Georgia, on tho 19th, 20th, and 21st instant, the votes
are correctly recorded, and the speeches correctly detailed as to substance.
DANIEL HENDERSON,

Clerk for the managers of the said election.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

August 1, 1835.
Sm: I have the honor to inform you that I attended the meeting of the
Cherokee council at Running Waters, on the 20th ultimo; and my proceedings there, I will transmit to yon by the next mail. At the close of that
council, I requested a committee of the principal men from the Ross and
Ridge parties to meet the commissioners at the agency on the 29th ultimo,
to see if they could, in conference with each other, agree upon some modification of the proprsed treaty which would he satisfactory to all concerned.
Ross and his fi·iends did not attend, and the commissioners wrote him immediately to know whether he and his principal men refused to meet them
at the place arpointed, and also whether they were determined not to aceept the award of the Senate, viz: five millions of dollars, in full for the
settlement of all matters in dispute between them and the United States,
nnd for the cession of their country. He evaded the last question, (as will
be seen by his letter, a copy of which will be forwarded to the department,)
and prevaricated, in saying that no notice was given of the meeting at the
ogency, although it was doue in open council. He may, however, have
meant he had no official notice of the meeting in writing. He sent a Jetter also to Major Ridge and John Ridge, inviting them and their friands to
a conference with him and his friends, to settle all the difficulties between
tHem, and unite in promoting the common good of their people. This is an
omen f(-,r good, and I have been laboring while here to effect this object. No
doubt Ross has been hard pushed on this subject by his friends, and he is
convinced that unless a reconciliation takes place, and a treaty is soon
made, he will he forsaken by them, and a third party arise, who will unite
\Vlth Ridge and carry the proposed treaty. I cannot now go into detail,
bllt will simply state, overtures have been made by several of Ross's friends
to unite with Ridge's party if Ross refuses to come to terms on the award
ofered by the Senate of the United States.
'The best informed here entertain no doubt but thllt a treaty will be per~
f~ted in the fall, if not sooner.
has been thought best by the commissioners not to call a meeting by
t nation until November, unless both parties should be brought to agree
tot articles of the treaty to be submitted to the nation for their adoption.
~fuss's council meets in October, and many of his principal men have agreed,
if he does not come to terms by that time, they will leave him and treat
wfthont him.
have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the several communi~ns from the Secretary of War, forwarded to me at New Echota, in May

. 29

.
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and July, and especially the last~ containing the letter of Mr. W
Rogers, with the answer to it. I respectfully suggest to the de
should any similar le1ters be received 1 whether it would not be best
them to the commissioners, with such iustructious in reference to t
may be deemed necessary, and refer the writers to the comrnissiouers
an auswer. I make this suggestion mere! y to pn:vent being- em
by the crafty policy of the men we have lo deal wilh. It is believed
Rogers's letter was written at the suggestion and with the knowledge
Ross.
With great respec.t,
Your obedient servant,

Hon.

JOHN F. SCHERMERHORN,
Cormnis8iantt
ELBERT HERRING,

Commissioner.

CHEROKEE· AGENCY,

Augitst 3, 1
ha\·c the pleasure to transmit to yon a statement of my p
inus at the council convened at Running Waters conneil grotllld on
2(hh nlt., and also a copy of my talk delivered to them on · that <;c
'This council was convened by the agent, Major Benjamin P. Cn
ordQr to ascertain in what manner the people desired to have their an
paid. After Major Currey hn~ explained the object of the meeting
he inlroduced me to the council, as one of the commissioners appoin
the President of the United States to negotiate a treaty with the
east.
I immediately ar?s~, and rend to them the commission given to his
Ieney Governor W1lh~m Carroll and myself, and then observed: "It j
my intenlion to submit the r.roposed treaty for your :final action upon
this time, because the counc_1l has not been convened for that purpose,
therefore Governor Carroll Is. not present. I am ex.tremely gratified,
ever that I have an. opportumty to meet so many of yon at this time·
with' yonr permission, I will address you to-morrow morning·, and '
you the views of_ the Gor~rnment, and th~ adva~tages. offei:ed you by
proposed treaty, m orde~· tt1at you may .thmk of It until we meet
·
finally act upon ths subJect. If any artiCle of the treaty, in its d
be altered for the better in your opinion, the commissioners have
make such alteration ; and I assure yon it will afford them much
to make such alterations a·s you can convince them will be for your
interest as a people. ~regret,. however~ .to find. one great d!fficulty in the
of a friendly and umted actiOn on tlns subJect, and this arises from
. party divisions and d.issensions ~mong yourselves: . ~or your own in
prosperity: and !lappmess, I desire to see ~reconciliatiOn b~tween your
ing- men. I beheve Mr. Hoss and Mr. R1dge, and the 1eadmg; men on
sid-es. are the friends of their country and people; and if ever men
to m~ke sacrifices for the public good, yon ought all to do so now.
since I have been among you, I. have labored to effect this pbject: and
continue to do so. If you w1ll hear me, to-morrow morning, I
SIR: [
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~ndeavor to propose a plan to effect this object, and I hope it will be met by

both parties in the Silme spirit with which it will he proposed.
Mr. Ross arose and teplied: in substance, as follows: I assure yon, sir, and
this council, that I am not a party man; that, in what I hnve done, I have
been actuated by a desire to promote the best interests of rny people. I
have no enmity to Mr. Ridge, nor unfi·iendly feelings towards any of his
friends; I should be happy to hnve them act with ns to promote the good
tlf our nation. I am notdisposed to encourage party vie\VS; and feelmgs, and
n~mes; neither am I disposed to quarrel with any man for an honest
exptession of his opinion., with regard to what is best for the interest of the
people: anrl if gentlemen are honest in their professions of benevolence, I
will cordially co-operate with them for .the public good. I mnst, however,
observe to the commissioner, that, however much we should desire to hear
him, it will be, I fear, impossible; because, the people have not come prepared
to stay more than one day, and many are without provisions.
Here Mr. John Ridge arose and said, in substance: I arise, sir, to express
tny gratification to he~r such words drop from the lips of one of our chiefs.
his long since I have been accustomed to hear such language from him; and
if they are the words of sincerity nnd truth, my heart cheerfully respond.s
to such feelings. I acknowledge I have acted differently from Mr. Ross and
his friends: have been driv:eu, from a sense of love to my nation and an
honest convictio11 of duty, to tnke the course I have adopted, as the only
means for the preservation of our nfiiicted and distre~sed peeple: and if Mr.
Ross will only go forward now, and act at once to bring our difficulties to
t\D end, m:d have them settled in any better manner than the Government
now prop0se, and I and my friends have agreed to accept, I am ready
now to acknowledge him as my principal chief. I am at all times open to
donviction, and shall willingly unite, with my vote, in every measure to
~romote their peace and prosperity.
. On this, I again rose and said: It affords me the highest satish'lction to
hear alld sec the disposition manifested by the leading men of .both parUes among you; and they have done themselves. great honor this day. I
cannot b\lt hope that this disposition may be chenshed by all <H1 both sides ;
aud I trust the plan which I shall propose to-morrow, to settle your difficulties, and to bring you to act i~•. unis_on a~d harmony, 'Yill be cordially
ll'cceded to by both parties; nnd If so, It will be the hnpp1est and best day
yon have long- seen as a people. If you conclude to hear me to-morrow
IJ.lt>rning, I will immediately issn~ a reqt~isi_tion for 2,?00 rations, to supply
tJtr. people for another day. Th1s pernnsswn, I was mformed by Mr. Ross,
t~as granted, and that the people had concluded to hear me.
On the next morning~ the 20th, when I took the stand which I had
tansed to be erected, a11d was about to address the Cherokee people, Mr.
and some of his leading man endeavored to prevent it, pretendinO'
at their understanding was, I was not to address them until they baa
finished their business, for which they had assembled, for disposing of the
a~nuity. I was well aware of the artifice and policy of those I had to deal
ith, and that their desi~n was to leave the ground the moment they had
~ne voting; and, therefore, I had appointed my time for addressing them
an the morning, bE-fore they had finished their business. The multitude,
instructed by their leaders, were loud for going on with taking down the
mes, and deeide the question of annuity. I stated to them that their
rmeipa\ chief had told me the people had agreed to hear me 1 according to
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my request, and that I was resolved they should not make their chieft
me, but that he should stand by his word; and if the office-rs of the G
ment who presided at this meeting would permit me to proceed, I
now address them: and I have the satisfaction to state, that
Currey and Lieutenant Batman, who presided, affordrd me every
and support I could ask.
The people drew near, and I addressed them as follows:

:M.Y FRIENDS: I informed yon, yesterday, qf my having been sent
as commissioner, with Governor Carroll, of Tennessee, to settle the
ences which exist between the Cherokees and the United States.
rrhis is a SUbJeCt of the deepest interest to yon, and of the heaviest
·
ponsibility upon us: for it involves yonr futnre destiny a11d
not your very existence as a distinct people. This, then, is business w
we ought to enter upon, without the t1nholy feelings of passion, or
dice, or misrepresentation, which is only calculated to bl]nd and
us. For my part, [ desire to enter upon it with calm and cool dell
to look at the state of things as they really are, and help yon to devise
best means for yonr ftHure peace and prosperity: and I hope I shall find
correspondent feeling on yonr part.
I must, however, say, I regret to hear that some evil birds have
flying about among yon to prejudice yon much ngainst me: before ever
saw me, or knew what 1 wonld say to you. I was told by a man:
word I cannot doubt, that it is reported among you that I am the per·son:.
who, after the battle of the Horse Shoe, with mv company of Tennes·seeoW
ans, fell upon the party of friendly Creeks, and massacred them and their
men and children. I would ask your warriors, who signalized themselves
that battle of deed8 by noble daring, whether they ever saw me, or knew ·
in those days of blo~d and carnage. Ask Going Snake, Major Ridge, W
Path, and Reese; d1d you ever know me in those days? No! Did
ever see me there.; if so, speak ont? Did you ever see me there,
Reese'~ Reese bemg at hand answered, No! You see, then, it is false.
care not for these things on my owi1 accounr, but on yours. I mention it,
fear such lies as this, and other lies you may hear, will shut your ear£
harden your hearts against me. This is the design of circulatincr
stories among you. I wil_l, however, tell you what I have done for
former days. I am the man who first &~1ggested and urged upon the
ican Board, the estnblis~ment of their fi.rst missions ·among you, and
commended Kingsbury to engage in this work, and which, with the oth
missions that have since been estal~lished here 7 have been the means
make your principal men what they are, and g~ve them ali the importa
and distinction they now possess; and to wh1ch your whole nation
principally indebted for the advancement you have made in civilization in
morals, and religion; and I am happy' to find among you many who would ~lot
disgrace any civil society. I shall never forget the first interest excited in
bosom in your behalf by the ~ev. Gideon Blackburn, and I still re
among the children in his schools in your nation, tl).e names of "\Va
Lowrey, Ross, Fields, McCoy, Adair, Tn'ylor, and others. ~rhe. love I
my fellow men, and to the Indians in 'p articular, hds caused me to -' · · ··the last three years of my life to IndiQn affairs, west and east of the .l.UJ~•o:~Jl!···-•
sippi.
·
'l1 he subject of the removal of the Indians west of the Mississippi

you
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me is not new and 1of recent date; for I have lJeen of opinion for more
than twenty years, wh en I first examined into tlte state and condition
of the Indians in the vnlley of the Mississippi, \vith a view to establish
missions among them, that it was hi'ghly desirable to remove them beyond
the while population, by wl}ich they were, or soon would be, sn rronnd~d,
if anything was to be done to save them from utter extinction and the lowest degradation; and to improve their condition by introducing the arts of
eivilized life, and Icaruing and religion among them. I came to this conclusion, from what I had learned of the condition of the thousands and tens of
thonsands of your red brethren, who once inhabited the Atlantic coast; and
the result of all the attempts that good people there had made to civilize and
instruct them. Where are the powerful tribes, some of w.hich history informs us once numbered five thousand warriors and twentv thousand souls'?
'rhc names of rivers and mountains where they once dwelt and hunted, is
all that is left to remilld us they once existed there; and a small, miserable
remnant only r~mains of those among whom the Elliotts, Mayheeas, and
Brninards once labored with so much success; and wh:-tt bas produced this
result, but the baneful and destructive influence and example of thP- white
population with which they WPre surrounded, and who mingled with them.
Similar causes will always produce simila'r effects; and because I did not
believe the peopl e of th e west had more morality; religion, or benevolence
than tile people of of th e east, I h ad come ro the conclusion, in the process
time, that tbc Indian s, if they continued here, within the territorial limits of
of the western States, would, ere long, be in the same condition they are
in the east. l conlcl not: then, see ho\V this ever could be accomplished. I
knc\V the Iudinns wonlcl never undertake it themselves; benevolent wcie!ies,
I lmcw,could not do it; nnd the Government, I supposed, wonld never undertal\e it. Bnt, on tbe contrary, I suppo~ed they would lt=!t whiskey, the
cormpting- and destructive i11fluence of bad white men, wars among themselves :wd with on r own citizens, \vaste you away; so that, nt last, they
might get yonr hmds for little or nothing:. But wheu I saw the benign pol.
icy of our Governme11 t towards the Indians manifest itself, by undertaking
to place them beyond the territorial limits of the States, and tbeu secure to
them nil their rights and privileges, and guarantee to them n permanent
~ome, with provisions for the year, protection, and necessary support, and a
hbernl and generous price 1or their lands here, my heart rejoiced, for I he}ie,,ed now tltere was yet a hope that the conditi on of the Indians might be
improved, and that they might yet be saved from extermination and ruin.
I have fi~lt mysdf constrained t.1 ]end my mite and use my best efforts to effect this object. For thi3 reason, I applied to my friend the President of the
United Stntes, whom I know is om~ of the best friends the Indians ever bnd,
oo be employed in this work; for I deemed it important thnt whoever might
be engnged in this matter should be a derided friend of the Indians, and
steady to promote their l 1est interests for time and eternity.
When thr Prl ·sident hand ed me mv commi~sion, he charg-ed me in the
following words : " Go and do justice to the lndians;jt:siice to yourself,
andJusf'ice to your country." This I hnve endeavored to do, and, rely t•pon
it, I shall perform to the ntm(Jf't of my ability. I have lived too long toestablish an honest repntation and clmracter: to de~troy it by nn net of injustice to the poor and oppressed Indian. No! My feeliugs, my sympathicst
are nll in yon r favor.
You, as well as myself, have doubtless heard various and contradictory
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reports with regard to the conn try destined for the Indians, west of the
sissippi. I have examined that conn try for myself, and tbe Chero\{ee
try particularly, and have been there m~nrly two years; and I now
to you, as an honest man, I consider it an excellent country, \vel! culcu
for the Indjans in every respect. A great portion of the lands are first
timber and prairie, bottom and up!aud. You will find a sufficient qu
of wood and good water; and you need only to examine it and see
comforts yonr friends enjoy, to be convinced of it. But, ask yonr fr'
that have been there and examined the country, some of whom have
returned: Arch ilia Smith, Sam Bell, Leslie, and Andrew Ross. I have
elled over your conn try here, from this place to the agency on the
wassee, and from thence to Brainard; and I hesitate not to say, the
have here travelled over does not begin to be compared with the Cb
country, west of the 1\'Iississippi. And the salines there, alone 7 are
more than all the gold mines of your country here.
Yon have been told that the conn try is very sicldyt and ~hat nobody
live there. I have lived there near two years, and enjoyed excellent h
but it is true, yon are liable to sickness there and death too ; hnt hnve
ever heard of a country where people never get sick and die? It is
more sickly there than in Arkansas, Mississippi, Missonri, lllinois:
Tennessee, or nny ·ne\Y counttT. You would probably enjoy as
health there as in any new settlement you could go to, if you once left
native hills. It is not, however, more sickly at Dwight Mission, on
Arkansas, than at Brainard, in this country; most of the emigrants th
have died there: have been taken away by the cbolern. Bnt we are
where free from the cholera, small pox, and other virulent and pestilen
diseases. 'rhe cholera is llow in Tennessee, in places it never has
before; and before the summer is passed, it may reaeh yon here in
native hills and valleys, rmd sweep yoa from the face of the earth.
my part, 1 consider myself safe in no place but in the hands of the ~ord.
I would recommend you to remove to this conn try at on ce, and if o
there, you will never regret it. If I was an Indian I wonld ~ever l1
where I could not enjoy ihe same privileges as my neighbors, and where
had no rights in common with my fellow men; n1y proud spirit would
permit me to continue among the whites 1 to be treated a~ they pleased, a
liahle to be scourged, imprisoneu, sent to the peniteniinry, or hnng- by t
neck like a dog, fill I was dP-nd, for violating laws which I never heard
and could not understand, and which my own people had ))() hand in
making. You cannot live and prosper under them, aud so fully convinced.
am I of this, that were I an Indian, and just rendy to die ' here, I wonld.
leave jt, as my ]as;t injnuction upon my children, to remow~ ; and, ns an
evidence of my fitith that so~ner or later they would do so, I Wf.'Uld rhnrge
them m: Joseph did his brethren, saying "When ye remove ye shall carlJi
my bones with yon hence.:' I do not advise you to remove merely to
rid of your difficulties and the dendly influen~e by whi ch yon are surrounded, but I look forward with contidenct~ to the dny wl1en your several
tribes of Indians shnH there he organized into a territorial govern
· \Vith the rig-hts and privileges of Anicrican citiznns; and thnt the time will:
yet corr~e, \vhen an Jndiall ~tate will he added to our Federal Union; nnd
which, tbongh the last, will he the brightest stnr and fnirct't stripe 1:pon
the banner of OUl' .nation, and fill ll p the menSlll'e of OUJ' COllntry's g~o
Let others sneer at this idea if they please, but I am not afraid or ashamed
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to say I believe in the practicability of Indian improvement and civilization, and that among them are to b<~ fonnd unpolished diamonds of the
first \\'ater. What age or country has prodnced a genius superior to
-George Gness~ the untutored Indian, who never had a dRy's instruction,
·and yet, by the force or native intell~ct: invented the Cherokee syllabic
alpha~J~t: by which his conntrymen have been enabled, by one day's np ..
plrcatwn, to read the Scriptn re and otfler lwoks in their own language 'J
"rtJC irn·er1tion of the Greek alphabet will benr no comparison to this.
G.twss is one of .the greatest geninses of. this age, and has immortHlized
hrmself among bts countrymen.
·
It is time: however, that we look at yonr present situation, and consider
what can be done fnr your relieC It is now several yenrs that yon have
felt your rights infringed, and have thought the Government of the United
~tales hnd not fulfilled their treaty obligations to yon. This is a delicate
subject., aiJd on which many good men have differed in opiniou, and I do
not know that ally uood would result from agitating tlrose qnestions.
When men get into di.fficn1ty, it is not so important to consider how it was
h~nught npon them, as how they can best get out of it. Yon have now
trted various ways to relieve yourselves, nnd hnve been flattered to believe
you wonld succeed. Yon have appPaled to the laws and tribunals of the
eouutry, b11t they have bronght you no relief. Yonr peopie have been
imprisoned nnd hnng fi>r tran-sgressing the laws of the State of Georgia.
Yon ha.ve aprenled to Congress for relief, but you have got none. 'l'he
pRrty politicians ol the day, so long- as they thought hy espousing- your
eanse they might pnll down General Jackson and embarrass his administration, have flattered yon from time to time with hopes of a change in
yonr favor, bnt now, when they see yon cannot profit them iu their polittcnl sch<.>nJes, have gjven yon np: and for the first time told yon to make
the hest arrang-ement with the Govf'rnment yon can. It is the onlv hope that
is left you. Yon see this is the fact. Y ot1r leading meu know it is so. The
several Stntes hnve the ri:£'ht to make lnws for the government nnd regulation of all the p'ersons and property within their chartered limits, and it
m:lfters not how hard and oppressive ·these may be, the United Statef. cannot intertt.~re with them. You mny now ask, will it not be the snn1e if we
go west of the Mississippi'? I answer no; because there yon will be beyond Stale jurisdiction and governmr·nt, and thP- United States there, can
and w!!l protect yon in all yonr rights nnd privileges of self-government,
so fitr ns thev are consisteut with tl1P- ciuties she owes to all the individnals
eomposiug onr great repnhlic, which stretches from the Atlantic to the
West('l'tl ocean; nnd shonld yon obtain a delegate in Congress~ yon will
hnve tbe greatest possible secnrity for the preservation of yonr rights and
privileg·es.
Let i1s now tnrn our attention to the propositions of the Govrrnrnent,
which 1 have heen directed to lay before yonr people and explain to them.
Bnt here it will be nece~sary to refer to some proceedings transacted at
Washington last winter. I W<'tS there when Mr. Ross <md his party arrived;
nnd he \vill do me the jnstice to allow that I proffered my services nnd
infinence with the Government to bring nil these matters to an nmicnbla
adjnstment. He, however, t wk a conrse which h~~ thought best calculated
to accomplish his ends. When M·i·. Ridge and his party came on, I also
saw them~ nnd \vas soon appointed by th-e Presidf':nt to see what nrr~nge~
meuts could be rnade to unite them into a negotiation for a treaty. I found
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it impracticable to bring them together. I was then instructed to sec
arrangements conld be made with Mr. Ridge's delegatJOll, and on the
day I received my authority to net, Mr. Ross requested it might be
pended, and promised to submit propositions, bnt which v;rere of soc
tant a nature as would not be listened. to~ (IS yon may we11 imagine
I tell you they were fonr times at least, and probably five times, is
tho Senate hn.ve awarded to you. I then entered into propositions
the other delegation. I offerrd three millions of doHarR, uud BUO,OtlO
of Jand; Ridge asked $5,000,000. 'Ve entered into deh1ils whir,h \Vere
rnittcd to the Secretary of 'Var, who said the Senate would never agree
them. ,.rhe price then agreed upon was $3,250,000, and the 8PO,OOO
of land, $150,000 for claims; and this shonld settle nil diflicnlties 7 of e
kind. Mr. Ross was informed of all that passed at this meeting by
Alex. McCoy, who was present. at that mef'ting and professed to be p\
with the arrangement, nnd- agreed to ~ign the propositions now to be
before you.
Mr. Ross then wrote the Sec1etary of War this letter, (which see,)
which he and his delegation agreed to sell the Cherokee country, nnd
all their difficulties with the United States, for such a sum as the Senate
would agree to. give them. The language is, "we are prepa·red, as far at
-tee are concerned, to abide thA awards of the sense of tlu American Sen
and to recommend the sarne for ilu: final detl'rndnation- of our nation."
After this, I went to work and saw several members of the Senate, and
among others the Bon. Mr. King, of Alabama, and did what I could~
have the matter taken np, and obtain for you the price now offered you,
$5,000,000. This price was fixed upon, as ;J understand, with ditficultyt
and several other sums, above and below this amotmt, were rejected.
'"rhe understanding of the Secretary of War was, nfter the Seuate
fixed the price, that Mr. Ross and l'Vlr. Hidgo would both submit proposi.
tions for a treaty, and if they eould not be brought to unite, that then hoth
should be ~uhrnitted to the Cherokee nation for their final dL·cision. Mr.
Ross refused to comply with his agreement, and to submit propositions as
the basis of a treaty. Mr. Ridge and· his friends did do it, and the Pn~sider1t
has instrncted me to lay before the nation, and explain to them, the following proposed treaty for their consideration.
The preamble of the trenty declares, that Mr. Ridge and the delegation
from the conncil at Running 'V"aters did not cJaim to have power to make
n treaty for the whole Cherokee lHttion; hut that they had agreed, for themselves and their friends, to the several articles of this treaty, but which
should only b(~ viewed as propositions, to be snhmitt('d for the consideration
and npprohlltion of the uation, in fnll council assPmblcd.
Article 1st declares it shall be submitted at ~ew Echota. nt snch time
as I shall fix upon; and if a rnujority of the nation so a~se-mblcd ~':hall
npprove of the same, then it shall be a treaty, and not before. The articles
in former treaties, not annulled or supPrseded by this, arc to stnnd good, und
continue in full force.
Articles 2d and 3d declare tlwt yon are to have $t1,500;000 in money,
to be paid ns stipulated in the following articles, nnd 800,000 ncres of
laild, in addition to tlw lands already secured to the Cherokee n:1tion, in
the treaties with the Cherokees west; aud that this is to be in fnH fnr all
your lands east of the Mississippi, and yon r claims upon the United Srntes.
The whole quantity of lands that yon will now have west secured by thi~
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tl.nd other treaties, will he 13,800,000 acres, w'hich is more than all the
hmds the whole Cherokee nation owned before the treaty with General
.Andrew Jackson, in 1817, by which they were to have acre for acre for
their lands east, on rhe west of the l\ll!ssissippi. I say you will have more
laud than you had there; ior by that treaty you sold to the United State3
abont 4,000,000 acres, and yon still own here about 7,000,000 of acres,
making in all ll,OOO,UOO of acres, so that without the 800,000 acres which
yQu buy by this treaty, you will have 2,000,000 acres mom west of, the
Mississippi, than yon had here before the treaty of 1817.
The 4th article declares that all your lands west shall be secured to you
by a pntent deed from the President of the United States ; and yon w.ill
~old it by the same title the white mal holds his lands, as long as yon exist
as a Stnte, and reside upon it. It also declares, if the Government abandon
Fort Gibson, the United States _reservation shall belong to the Cherokees,
but that the United States may build another fort in any part of the conn try,
By paying for private property, if .used for public purposes. The Unio'n
Missionary station shall also belong to the Cherokees, if not occupied; and
~bnndoned bv the missionary board.
·
By article 5th the United States agree to purchase the Osnge reservations
mthe Cherokee country, for the benefit of the Cherokees-.. 'l.'hese are
valuable, and will cost the United States $16,000.
Article 6th secnres your poli.tical rig-hts ; aud declares that yonr country,
without yonr con sent, eannot be inelrided within the limits of any Stute or
Territory of the Uniied States. 'I'hat yon shall, in your national conncils,
make yonr own laws and regulation~, to govern all the persons and property in your country, belonging to yonr nation in any way: Provided
tbey shall not be inconsistent with the constitution of the United States,
and such nets of Congress as relate to uade nnd intercourse with the Indians. These privileges yon never can ngain enjoy here, and without them
yon cease to exist as a nation .
•1rticlc 7th declares perpetnal peace and friendship shall exist between
yon and the citizens of the United States. The United States will protect
on ngainst all en emies and intrusion nud strife, forPign and domestic; nnd
hat yon shall assist the United StatP.s: when called upon in your national
council, to preserve the peace of tiie Indian country; and if yon engage in
actual service, yon are to have the pay and rations of the army of the
Pnited States. lf yoll don't like this article, yon may throw it nwny. 'rhe
nitcd States can maintain the pence of the conn try without you. l consider
lhis nrticle as being altogether in your favor.
Article 8th provides for a delegate in the Congress of the United States;
and this, if granted: 1 consider otle of the best featnres in the treaty, to
\imnlate rou to improvement nnd civilization, and to secure to yon your
~ights and privileg-es.
Article ~lth provides for the removal and subsistence of the Cherokees,
pne year after the arrivnl in their new conn try. Youi· people who have
ecrnigrated. hence complained that the boats were too crowded, aiJd that t.hey
~d not wngm::~ enough ; and that the sick had no atte11tion, and in eonteqnence o( it many died. 'l'his article provides a remedy, by securing to
.f.Oll a snffi.ciPnt nnrnher of boats and wagons to remove you comfortabl~r,
1d a physician to attend you on your journey.
It secnres also a rifle to every man, a blanket to every person, and n
fttle to every family. 'rhe r_ich among you may laugh nt this provision.
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bnt poor Indi;1ns want these things, and must have them. The
will be delivered here, the rifles and kettles afrer you get to yonr nPw
where yon want them most. 'rhose who are rich and nhle to take
themsdvcs, will be allowed $25 per bend for their 1amilie~, except
sla\'e.::, for which they will receive $18, and their one year's rntiow-l,
m·1y commnte for $33 33. The poor people the Government will take
to see removed in a rrnnner satisfactory to themselves.
'J'he United Stai<'Os will also ptty $150 per bead to every Cherokee
enrols and removes tlH~ first year, and $100 to those who remfwe the
ond year after the 1'ittificaliou of the treaty; bnt no pny of this ki11d
be made to tbo~P. who remove after two years. 'I' his is 1ruly n.
for tbe poor families of the nation. Tile wealth of th(~ rich men cortsi
their houses, improvements, and neg-roes; bnt the poor mall's richc~
women and children. A poor mall thnt has ten sords in his faruily.
remove the first ~·ear, will g-et, when he arrives at the west or theM
sippi, $1 ,nOO, and the ~nrrw~ in proportion ns hi~ family is larger or
'rilese ad vantag-es nre to he extended, also, to those who removed
yenr, nnd snch n(your people as now h\·e iu any of the Stntes out of
conu1rv, nnd will movP. with VJll in two venrs.
Article lOth provides for a ·fidr and just valuation of nll thE impt
J.1JPnts belong-ing to <'ncb iudividnal of y.nu nation, tmcl his frrries;
which they nre now in possession of~ or from which tlwy have bt~
peJied nnd cast out. by the viol4·nce nf the laws of any of the Stn
th<~y have resided. It is inte11ded to do jnstice to all, in order to e1
to pny yon r jnst debts. Beft)}'e yon relllOVf', the Governmellt will n
to yon, out of the
luat inn of your rosse~sions :llld rlnims, a snm sn
for that purpose, and what may he d('emed uecessary to remove yon
comfortably to your new homes. The rest of your md'ney for yonr
pmverrwnts, claim,, per en pita nllownnce, &c., shall be paid to yon
the Mississippi. The reason of thi~ provision is this: to enable yon
snvc yonr money until yon g-et settled in your new conntry, whPre
wi!l want it moq, to purchase your horses nnd cattle, and to enable
h11ild lronscs and mnke in1provernents. Ifyon were to get all yom
here, th(~ white peopl<~ nnd speculators .nrnong yourselves would get it
away from yon refore yon left here, and then yon wonld he hen~ like
poor Mnscogecs, without n home nnd withont money. Yon need 1rot
nfraid the Governu:.ent will not pi1y you. The~·e nre lies told to yon
those w!to want to s!Pal yonr monev from yon, or defr,md yon of' it. '
nrticle likewise provides pay for the missionary establishrnellts he1e,
the ('feet ion of other~ wesr of the Mississippi: for yo11r benefit.
Artir·les ll th and 1 ~3th provide frw your annuities nnd school nnd
phan fnnds. $400.(100 is set npi1rt for annnity, to be disposed of ns .
llationnl council sbnll direct; nnd tl1is. with your pre~ent anunity,
bring you in, as a natinn, $:34.000 n venr. Yon r whole school fnnd
amonut to npwnrds of $208;000, and produce an inc.ome of $12:480
year. This is to he expended entirely .'fi)r ~c.honls in the nntion. T
is also a provision f.ll· an orphans' fund, of $50,000, which will produce
income of $~~,000 a year·. This is to be npplied towards the support
poor motherless ehild1·en, in s11ch n manner ilS the conncil of yollr nn
sha'tl di rPct. 1,lwn~ is also n provision of $60,000, to pay your nnti.
· -debt. Yon owe money to yonr own peorl~-~, from whom yon ha\',:)
..rowed, nnd here is provisivn to pay them. There is also $:-30,UOO pmv·
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to build couucit nnd school-how:;cs in your new country west ; and$l0,000
to introdnce improved breeds of auirnals. The rich, we 1\:uow, can buy
these things for thernsel ves; the poor eannot; it is iutenued for their b~.~nc
fit. There is also $5:000 provided for a printing t•stablishmeut, aud to
print the scripture, hymn, and ~chool-books, for g-ratuitous distribu:ion
among the poor people ; so that all may have the be11e.fit of these thiugs.
Your present annuity is comnmted for a gross sum, the interest of which
iseqnnl in value to jts anuual amount o( $10,000. 'This has been done
to enable yon to withdraw all yonr funds, whenever ·yon deem it best for
yon:- nation, nnd the President and Srmate agree with yo11 in this opiuio11.
n; in auy of the details of these money matters, you think they cnn be
better disposed of for the benefit of the whole natwn, so long ns yon do
not destroy the prin~ipal of your fnuds for national vnrposes, the school
and orphan fund, yon can do so; ~~nd the commissioners will ch1!erf'ully
unite with you in any alteration which yon can show them will be for the
better.
Article 12th provides $250,000 for the payment of just claims of every
kind, wliich yonr people have against the_United States; and, also: of citizens of the United Stutes ngainst the Cherokees, nuder the intercourse law
oflSI.l~~. We do not kno\v, positively, that any such claims exist; but if
they do, they ot~ght to be paid. J::Iere, yon perceive, is relief for ull of yon,
who have jnst claim<; to be adjusted against the United States.
Article 14th makes provision fnr snch Cherokees ns do not wish to remove west of the Mississippi, nnd wish to become citizens of the States
where they live, nnd are qualified, in the opinion of the ngent, to take cure
flfthernselves. They will have paid to them here all that is Line them 1or
their claims, improvements, ferries, per cnpita allowance, removal, and subsistence; but they must bny their own lands, like other citizens, nnd settle
where they p!ease, subjects of the la\\'S of the country where they live.
Article 15th provides for the old warriors of the nation, who have been
wonuded in th~ sen·ice of the United States. Yon see your old friend,
General Jackson, has not forgotten your and yo11 are to be ~~ntitled to a
pension from the time yon received your wounds, and this will provido
f?r you well iu your old days, and make you comfortable as loug as you
bve.
Article 16th secures to you the protection of the United States, after the
ratification of the treaty, for two years ; aud if they do not do it, and you
are molested in your possessions, yon are to be paid for all losses and damages yon sustain.
Articlr.s 17th and 18th declare that the several su ms agreed to be paid
tts above, are to come out of $4,500,000, and are not to exceed that sum;
and ifth8 payments and expenditnres nnder any particular beau are more
or lr,ss than i~ required, they shall be added or taken fro111 the di fferent
funds vested tor the benefit of the Cherokee nation, excert their present
nnnnity fnnd ,Jf$2l4,00n, nnd pn~sent school fund of $48,2iJl. 76.
Artiele 19th declares this treaty to be biudiug-, when signed by a majority
ofthc chiefs, hendmen, and waniot·~ of the Cherokees, and ratified by the
Prestdent and Senate of the 1Jnited States.
After this, the President's Jetter to the Cherokee nation was reno, and
interpreted to them. I then contitmed as follows: I am authorized by the
President to say to yon; if yon reject these propositions for a treaty, and
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come to no fi~·Htl arrangement with the commissioners now ap
treat with yon, he will enter into no further negotiations with you, d
his ;tdtnillistration. You kuow him \\·ell; he neYer dccei ved yon by
cne thing·, aud menning- nnother. He willlllakc 110 children's play of
yon reject the present overtnres, yo11 nmst abide tile conseqncuces, wh
they may be. And let me nsk you, what hnve yon to gnin by delaying
mnttcr? c·e rtniuly uothiJJg. You have tried various ways, for several
past; nud every y<!ar your situation has been growing \VOr~e and
Every overture for ncgotinti(lll that has been rejected by you, and every
tion on your part to he reinstated into your former rights nnd privi
to expel the whites from among you, and to escape the force of
of the States over yon, have not only failed to bring you the relief p
yon by your lawyers and counsellors and chiefs, but they have bf~en
ed, by new aud more unsupportable law::; and measures. Yonr prin
men ltave all been turned ont of their possessions, or have become
at will to the citizens of Gecrgia. If you continue to cast away from
the very liberal and g·enerous offers of the Government now made to
you will even lose t'be sympathies of some of your best friends.
cannot mistake the policy of Geor _ria. She is determined to get rid of
Indian population, and she will soon legislate yon out of the country,
grantiug yonr possessions to her own citizens, who claim the fee of
lands. Aud then where will you go? to Alabama or Tennessee? yon
the whites there are as thick on your lands as they nre in Georgia,
every place stHnmdercd by the en1igrants arc occnpied by white men,
they ba ve heeu in Georgia. You need not be surprised if iu ~uch a
the other States were to pass lnws that they would not permit the Ind
from Georgia 10 Eettle within their bonnds. Be not deceived: the citi
of the States of Alabnma, Tennessee, and North Carolina, nre ~s
to get rid of yon as Georgia, and they lrty still and hold back
Georg-ia is fighting their battles as well as her own with )~On; and th.
will find when the crisis arrives to which I have alluded; for tlwy
nll of them already extended their laws over you. Let me say to
these evils nrc now at the door. lf yon reject these overtures, you
look for them soou. I ask yon again, why sh ould yon delay this
In hopes to get more from the Government? that is in vain. Yonr
country, if ~old nt public sale, on tht~ same ~onditions that the public
of the United States arc sold, wonlcl not bring the amount. Do you
your hopes on wme political changes, f<\Von\ble to your interests?
this idea yon hnve alrt"ndy long deceived yonr~clves, and been dccei
and yonr pro<::pects of reli ef from this qnarter nrc more hopeless thane
'l' here is not a man of sensA and information among you, who dot.'S
know you cannot be reinstatf'd iu yon r conn try here, \vith the rights
privileges yon once enjoyed here. Yon have nlready, before this,
your chiefs authority to sell your conntrv, as I have been informed:
at their own rrqnest the prjce has been fixed by the Senate of the Un
States, to settle all yonr difficulties and remove w~st. Why not, then,
this matter, which involves yonr present and future interests, to a ~r
elnse hy a treaty.? If the preseut propositions are exceptionable, let
}mow where n:1d how they can be nltered: nnd yon wish them altered
the better, and the commi~sioners will meet yon and arrange them so
possible, and rejoice to meet your views if practicable.
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And now, to bring this subject to a close, let me ndvise nnd entreat you
to appoint a committee at this council, composed of the best and most ine
t~lligent men among' you, of both parties, to see if you cannot settle the
difficulties that exist among yourselves, and which I believe are the prin~:i
pal obstacles in the way of a treaty at this time. Why shonld you snfter
JOUr private piques, jealousies, and animosities to operate to the injmy and
ruin of your people? ,..rhey are unworthy a place in the bosom of a friend
to his people, and who has their' interests at heart. At the head of this
committee place John Ross and John Ridge. I believe both of them have
~e interests of the Cherokee people at heart: and add to them ten or twelve
Qtber judicious men, and settle your difficulties. The commissioners will
meet you next week at the agency, on the 29th instant, when Governor
Carroll will be there.
Here the commissioners will examine with you the proposed treaty, and
hear your objections to them and the alterations you wish to have made,
and agree with you upon some terms of a treaty to be submitted to the
nation when they shall be assembled for that purpose. I have done.
Near the dose of the council, I inquired of John Ross, the principal chief,
whether a committee had b een appointed to meet the commissioners? He
replied they had not: and that it was deemed inexpedie11t at that time to do
so. I then informed the council of a meeting of the commissioners at the
agency on the 29th inst:.1nt, and requested a committee from t\"vo pt1rties in
tbe nation, Ross and Ridge parties, and such principal men as chose to
attend, to meet with us and endeavour to agree upon some terms of a treaty,
which wonlu give general satisfaction to the Cherokee people wh(m called
tqgether to act n pon it.
I have already had the hor-wr to transmit to the department the result of
the meeting at the agency of the ~9th ultimo, and I uow forward the
correspondence with Ross on the subject alluded to in my last, of the 1st
iqstant, and which is marked _No. 1:3, 14, and 15.
The meeting with the -Indians · at the Running Waters council ground,
and also at the agency, although the money was voted to be paid to the
treasnrer of the nation, as might. have been expected, I consider will: on the
whole, be productive of much good. · We have· had an opportunity to inform
the Indians of their true situation ; of the advantages the Government offers
tqem in a final treaty, and the absolute necesssity there is for them to make
this arrangement; as their country has a.lready been· virtually sold by the
ckiefs, and the price fixed · by the Senate of the United States. Hnd Ro~s
been aware that the Indians would hear and witness what they have at this
council, he would rather have lost the annuity than to have brought them
out. He has, heretofore, had. an uncontrolled sway over the Indinns, and
tlie Emperor of Russia ·and his nobles have not their vassals under more
absolute controlr than Ross and his principal· men appear to have had· the
common Indians. At the cotmcil they were not per1uitted to leave their
ranks or cross a certain line durjng the day, and · m~rched off to their camp
the moment the council adjourned; and every delir~quent was Iharked r
no one bnt the leaders were allowed to mingle with Ridge and his party 1
nqr to eat at the S{\me table, nor drink at· the same spring. Indeed, they
W'.f1re drilled eqnn.l to a Swiss guard, to do only what tliey were hidden.
T~ey were marched by their leaders in solid columns to give their votes
u1hey were instructed ; and without knowing, it is believed, the question
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on which they were voting; as wns a~certnined by the agent from·
of them us they came up to give in their votes.
We ascertained, however, that muny of the Indians were dissatisfied
the treatment they received from their lenders, and after the council
left tl1eir camps at night and returned to Ridge's party: and about 134.
enrolled iu favor ot the treaty. I was personally informed, and so
Rid~e, by some of the leading men who yet adhered to Ross, that if he
not e11ter into a treaty by their October conncil, which meets on the 1
Red Clay, they will then leave him aml form n third party, and uuite
Ridge, and effect a treaty for themselves. I deem it important to relax
exertions on the strength of this, but push every means calculated
accomplish the views ofthe Government.
With great respect,
Yonr most obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN,

Commissioner.
Hon.

ELBERT HERRING,

Commissioner, Washington city, D. C.

CHEROKEE AGENCY; August 5, 1835.
I have the honor to transmit to the department copies of my
respoudcnce sinCf' my arrival here. It will not be found very i
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or i11tercsting, but it will serve to kPep yon advised of my proceedint,rs.
No. 1 is a communication to Governor William Carroll in reference
Cherokee ontrages, committed on the citizens of Tennessee. Instead
receiving a written answer to it, the Governor came to this place person
nnd afier examiuing iuto the matter, ordet·ed a company of mounted
unteers to be raised for the protection of our citizens, and the apprchen
of offe:1clers ; and Mnjor Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, is placed in
mand of the company.
No. 2 is addressed to the agent of the land office of Tennessee, at
ens. I deemed it important to ascertain what Cherokees had heretofore
cei ved reservations, and who among them were entitled to reservations
der former treaties, and had not received them. I hope to be able too
nll the necessary information on this snbject.
No. 3 is a letter from R. J. Meigs, Esq ., annonncing himself as
to the commissioners, and requesting to know when his services will be
qnired.
No. 4 is the answer to it. His letter was addressed to me at ~ew
and I did not receive it antll on my way to the council on the 17th ulti
I there met with Mr. Meigs, and requested him to attend the council,
pared to take notes, &c. of such things us might be transncted in reff'
to the treaty. He has also attended the mPeting at the agency: and h
since that, b~en engaged in copying the correspondence, and the
ing-s at Runmng "'\Vaters.
No.5 is a short note from Governor Carrol1, requesting me to notify
meeting at the agency: of the chiefs of both parties, with the com1mlssJ01~
ers. 1 have already informed the department of the nsult of this
on the 1st instant.

[ I '20 ]
o. 6, to 15, inclusive, is a correspondence with John Ross. Nos. 6, 7,
, hnve rcfereucc to the holding of the council at Htmuing 'V<itrrs. He
in(omJed me, iu a private interview. 1hat he nnd his friends \ronld not at4
tend; aud thnt he wished the council removed to Red Clay. I found this
was not expedient, and thnt it would not be done. I therefore urged him
tbuftend, believing it would give me a good opportnnity to address tile Cber~
Okee~, und prepare the way to a final treaty.
Nlr. lloss professed to yield
to the reqnest, and notified his people that he had been requested by the
~mmis-ioners to attend, and that he wonld go; aud lie gave orders for as
auy as possible to meet bim there; alld in the eonrse of ten days' noticP.,
upwards of 2,500 Cherokees wcra assembled at. the conucil ground. I wns
htghly gratified to meet so large a nnmber of Indians, which, I arn confident, uuder uo other circnrnstances, would have been bronght together, to
bet\r explained to them the treaty offered to them by the Preside11t, and to
be mf(mned of their n~al situi.ltion and coudition ; the impossihilit y of ever
bei,Jg- reinstated here with their former power and privileges, or to get the
white people removed from their lands, or to prevent their settling among
them. All this, as you Will hereafter sec, I had nn opportunity to do, with·
out jeopardizing- the treaty in the least, while it gave us time to take meas•
utes to accomplish our objects for carrying the treaty, wltic!J, l have no
donbt, we shall ultimately do.
/os. 9, 10, 11, and 12, have reference to taking the census of the Cher
olree people, which will now be accurately done l"n a short time.
Nos. 1:~, 14, and 15, have refere11ce to a meeting- nt the ng-ency, between
the principal men of t.he Ross aud Ridge pnrt.ies, and the conmtissioueJ s.
The object of this meeting was to endeitvor to unite the two parties, awl
then to agree upon some alterations in the proposed treaty: so as 10 make it
satisfactory to them all; nnd thus enahle us to conclude the treaty without
difficulty, when the Indians should he as~emb!P.d for that pnrpose.
I nm persuaded that the priucipal difficulty in the way of effecting a
treaty IJow, is the dissensions and hostilities between Ross and Ridge, nud
their partisans; and that if the commissioners would sacrifice Ridge and
his friends, who have for three years past supported the measnres of the
GO\·ernmcnt, and <lone all they could to bring about a treaty, and enter into
a sepnrate negotiation with Ross and his council, who have assumed to be
the authority of the nation, to the exclusion of Ridge and his friends, an
arrangcn;cnt could he made with them. But such- n measure I would
deem cruel and dishonorable, as it would be unrighteous; and such an act
ns I know the President would never sanction-to ::;acrifice a friend to
gt·at~{y a foe. I wish to see neither Ross nor Ridge injured ; bn t if a
treaty can he carried ouly by putting down one and exalting the other, I
shonld not long hesitate to mn.ke my election.
'ro avoid sueh a crisis: I requested the national council, assmnbled at
Runmng 'Vaters, whom alone I considered had the power to maim a treaty,
tortppoint a. com11ittee, composed of the best and most iuflncntial men of
both partie~~, to mP.et the commissioners at the agency, on the 29th instant,
to see if they could not settle their difficulties existing between them~ elves,
and agree upon some terms of a treaty, on the basis of the price of the
6,000,000, which would be satiefactory to the whole nation.
W1th this reusonnhle request Hoss and his principal men would not comply; prohably because they saw that by this act they would yield their as~med prnver as the constituted aurl.ority of the nation. 'rhis <lnestion of
4
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app0inting a committee was not acted upon in open conncil, but
conclusion of Ross and his partisans, at some separate council at
among themselves. I called upon Mr. Ross, just before the council
up, to know if a committee had been appointed by the council to meet
-commissioners at the agency. He replied they had not, and that it was
deemed expedient to do so. I then appointed a meeting of the co
sioners, at the agency, the 29th instant, and requested the principal
a committee, to be chosen by ~he different parties, to. meet us there at
time for the object already specified. :Mr. Ross stated the time was
short, and wished to know if it could not be postponed to another day.
told him distinctly that Governor Carroll's public duties would not
him to meet at any other time previous to the session of their Legi
in October.
From this statement of ·facts, yon will perceive that I consider the
of Mr. Ross's excuse a palpable departure from the truth. But as it is
determination not to be drawn into a useless correspondence with ·
passed over rhis and other things in silence, as unworthy of my notice.
I think, by the course I have pursued, and from what has already
pired, as I have been informed, a reconciliation of the parties w11l
place befi,re long: and then you may be sure a treaty will follow ·
ately.
I shal1 not suffer myself to be deceived or amused by any :flattering
pearances or promises, but carry on, steadily, the measures now .i n
ful progress to effect a treaty, even if Ross should refuse to come to
I will take another occasion to in fArm you of all the plans we have
to effect a treaty this fall.
\Vith great respect 1
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN,

Commissioner, o/c.

H.on.

ELBERT HERRING,

Commissioner, lVashington, D. C.

No. L
CHEROKEE AGENCY

·

/

EAsT,

July 6, 1835,

Srn : On my arrival here to-day, I learnt, with deep regret, that
Hiram K. Turk, of Monroe county, Tennessee, and a Mr. Rogers, of
Ciuolina, have been dangerously wounded by some Cherokees, who
laid them, no doubt, with intent to kill. I have also rend the
Solomon Foats, in which he states that he was assaulted within the
len~d li~its of the State of Tennessee, about two weeks since, by'
'C herokees, two of whom were taken and imprisoned last year for
murder of Jack VValker, and have since m.a de their escape, as I undet'Stand;i
from the prison at Athens. These cases will be fully detailed in the
lnunications forwarded to~you by l\1ajor Benjamin F. Currey, the agent
would respectfully suggest w}wther these outrages, together with the cou
:adoJ?te~ by the .rarty '"hostile to the views of the Go_vernment, would
render lt expedwnt for you to defil:and from the chwfs the persons
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have perp()trated these ne ts, and notify them, in case the offenders are not
snrrendcrcd, that you will feel it a duty to seize hostages for the security
of the citizens of Tennessee. 1,his course, it appears to me, from the state
of feeling and apprehensions that I witnessed at Calhoun: is both neces'sary
and politic, in order to pr .vent fut.nre outrages, the consequence of which
may be most deplorable to the innocent and unoffending Indians.
With great respect,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN F. SCHERMERHORN.
His excellency WILLIAM CARROLL.

No.2.
CHEROK.E.E AGENCY,

July 7, 1835.
Sut: It may be of considerable importance to me, and indeed necessarv,
to know what Cherokee Indians have had reservations granted to them by
the United States, and which have been recognised by the State of ,-.ren~
nessee. Governor Carroll informed me that I might obtain this informa.
tion at your office; will yon, therefore: have the goodness to furnjsb me
with a map of the purchase by General Jackson, in the treaties with them,
in lS 17 and 18l9, and on which shall he noted, as far as practicable, the
several Indian reservations, and to what Cherokees they .vere originally
granted.~ Please to send the sama to me, by the bearer, Mr. Currey, who
will call fiH it on his return, and pay you the charges for the same, for
which yon will please to execute duplicate receipts, as received from J. F.
Schermerhorn, commissioner to treat with the Cherokees.
With great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN,
Commissioner.
JAl\tEs BRIDGEs, Esq., or
NATHANIEL SMITH, Esq.,
Athens, Register of Land Office of State of Tennessee.

No.3.
AuGusTA, GEoRGIA,

June 6, 1835.

Snt: The acting Secretnry of War has advised me to report to you my
IM?intment as secretary to the commission authorized to negotiate with
and that you would inform me of the time my
presence and services are necessary.
You will confer a favor by replying (o this letter by return of mail, stat"

t e Eastern Cherokees ;

•!should also wish to be iurnishcd with the names oftlH.• individuals who have elaimed
JeServations which have been disallowed, or have not been perfected; and if not too much
trouble a brief st:ucm\!nt why they wete uo' ;:anted.

,
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ing the pro.bable time my ~ttenti~n is required ; and if not ·
:
the promot1011 of the Jmbhc service: an early day would l:e pleusmg.
Very respectfully,
Yours, &c.,

R. J.

For the Rev. J.

F~ ScHERMERHORN,

New Echola.

No.4.
RoME, GEoRGIA~

July 20,

SIR: In the course of the last week, I have received your several
addressed to me at New Echota, and also one from the Secretary of
informing me of your appointment as secretary to the commissioners
pointed to treat with the Cherokees east. I am not able, at present,
signate -the time and place for holding the council for the con
treaty; bnt: as a national council of the Cherokees will this day
and some things may transpire to give us an opportunity to in
subject of the treaty, and since you have come on expecting that the
missioners would bring the matter of the treaty before this council,
requested to attend its meetings: prepared to take minutes of such
importance in reference to a further council and treaty, as may be
important.
With great respect,
Your obedient servant,

J. I<-,. SCHERMERHORN,
Com·m.is ·

To R. J. MEIGs, Esq.,
Coxncil at Running Waters.

No.&.
KNox CoUNTY,

July 14,

Please to procure the assemblage of some of the
both parties at the agency on Wednesday, the 29th instant· on
evening of which day I expect to he with you. I have not ti~1e to
DEAR SIR:

more.

Y QUr friend,

F. ScHERMERHORN,
Spring Place, Cherokee nation.

Rev. JoHN

WM.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY, August 20, 1835.
Sm: Duty appeared to call for an excursion from me through the

Georgia part of the Cherokee settlements, in the early part of this month.
Before my departure, information was communicated to me, from sources to
be relied on, that James Martin, formerly one of the judges for the Cherokee nation, had threatened the hfe of John Ridge.
Lieutenant Howe, who had command of the United States troops at this
place, having previously left for the springs in North Carolina, the command devolved on Lieutenant Hooper, to whom I addressed the communication, a copy of which is enclosed, marked A, with full confidence that
my requests would be curried into effect. When on my way home, I was
surprised to hear the Indians langhing about Martin's arrest, and the pains
the officer had taken to enable him to make his escape. Unfavorable representations were made, also, by white persons in relation to this matter.
Being unwilling to accredtt reports to the prejudice of Lieutenant Hooper's official chamcter~ on my arrival at this agency I addressed him a note,
of which the enclosed paper, marked B, is a copy, wlJich was followed by
a reply, enclosing a warrant, a copy of which is herewith sent, marked C.
On examination, I found this not to be so full and satisfactory as was expected, under the circumstances. I consequently stated to him specifically
the points upon which I desired inf"Ormation, in a note, of which the en4
closed paper, marked D, is a copy. The copy of his answer to this request
will be found herewith enclosed, marked E. Notwithstanding the charac·
ter of this reply~ I was still anxious to give the lieutenant an opportunity
to account for a course of conduct which was effectually carrying out the
views and wishes of the opposing chiefs, and calculated to defeat the ob..
jects of the Government. I, therefore, addressed him a communication, o(
which the enclosed paper, marked F, is a copy. This he returned without
note or comment.
I was then left to resort to those who had the next best opportunity of
knowing the facts in relation to this transaction.
From the enclosed paper, marked G, which is the copy of an answer to
my inquiries on this subject, from George W. Currey, a clerk in this office,
with Jesse W. Edington's statement, l fear there is too much reason to ap·
prebend that Lieutenant Hooper has been unduly influenced by Lewis
Ross, with whom he boards, and who is the confidential friend of said Mar·

tin.
Mr. Ross has exercised a secret and powerful influence over the destinies
of this people, and still continues to do so. I have often had to contend
against his influence, shown through whites a~, well as reds. He lives convenient to the agency, on a tract of land allotted for the use of the agent.
By virtue of his convenience tG this office: and that unbour!ded confidence
which he seems invariably , to have acquired with the inmates of his
house, he has been able to give tone to the feelings of the best of men,
thwarting the views and purposes of our Government, and at times threatening the peace and safety of the Indian country. He votes at the State
elections, and acts the chief at Indian councils. He holds rich and valuable reservations within the ceded territory, and et~croaches with impunity
on the agency reservation, where, by the use of his wealth, and keepino- UPa constant system of e<5pionage~ through the unsuspecting confidenc~ reposed in him by his boarders, he is able to shape ~he course of near!f &ll on
whom I have had to rely~ in cases of pressing emergency.
,. ,

l
·
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Under such circumstances, if the department doubts the propriety
removal from the agency reservation, which the Presidenl. verbally·
ed me might be done, provided he continued his opposition, lww
it do to make his removal dependant upon the decision of the
ers, while, at the same tim~, full power is given me to remove him,
receiving written advice from them to that effect?
All of which is most respectfully submitted for the consideration
tion of the department, while I have the honor to be, sir,
Your very obedient servant,

BEN. F .. '\..' \.).U.U.I:IJ.I •
·

ELBER'.r HERRING,

Esq.,. , ··

Commissioner of Indian

Jlffairs~

A.
CHEROKEE .AG:l!::N't \' 1

August 5, 1
SIR: J~mes 1\'lartin, an old Indian man: formerly judge of the
court for Armoke district, has threatened the life of John Ridge.
directed to have all persons making threats against any of the
Rrrested and bound to keep the peace, or committed to jail until disc
by a due course of law.
I must, therefore, request that said Martin be immediately arrested
field in your custody, free from any intercourse with other members
·tribe, until Samuel McJunkin and others, who h eard the above
threats, can be procured to give testimony upon which to obtain a
from some acting justice of the peace for the county of l\'IcMinn1 and
·alleged offender tried (or commitment. ,
·
Very respectfhlly1

·BENJ. F. CURREY,
Sup. Cherokee Rerm. 1 and act, lnd.
Lieut. HooPER.

B.
CHERO:K:E:£ AGE!iCY

EAS1\

August 18, 183p.

(pi

Snt ~ Be ]'leased, at as early a period as practicablet to Iiepvrt to me
writing, what has been done in relation to my request for the, aPJDrelleDISM
and con:finemeut of James Maitin~ who is alleged to have threatened
life of John Ridge, one of the chiefs of the treaty pa1·ty.
Most respeetfuily,.
,
'
Your very obedient servant;

~: H fi'j' l :.,· · L
:J'I !.JOii0hUt1tJ

~~ r~ lrn l!i'e\lt! J.

t

L. lloorE:a,

t
·. BENJ. ~" .. ~ CURREY, ~,
Sup. Clterokee Rem.~ and act. lnd.
J

•
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1

c.
CAMP CAss, Au,gust 18, 1835.
SIR: Herewith I have the honor to transmit to you a warrant taken out
by me as acting Indian agent, against' James Martin.
This is the only important step taken in the matter; he can (if found) be
taken by any ci vii officer.
·
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JNO. L. HOOPER,
Lieut. Commanding.

To BENJ. F. CuRREY, Esq.
Acting Indian Agent, o/c.

S-rATr~ o~ 'rENNEssEE,

i

McMmn County.
~
.
To any lawful officer to execute and return, aided, if necessary, by the
military troops of the United States, at the Cherokee agency.
Whereas complaint hath this day been made to me, Jesse W. Edington,
tOne of the acting justices of the peace for said county, by John L. Hooper,
•s acting agent for the ChErokee nation in the absence of Benj. F. Currey,
upon the oath of Samuel McJunkin, who swears that on Saturday, Sunday,
and Monday, the lst, 2d, and 3d days of this instant, a certain .lames Martin, a part Cherokee and native of said nation, did, in his presence, and in
the presence of others, threaten to kill, or have it done, John. Ridge, a
aative of said nation, on account of his having used his influence to sell
the ~aid nation to the United States.
No\v whereas many threats have heen made and put into execution by
kiltin.~, in varions parts of the country, and the views of the Government
thereby athwarted, these are, therefore, to command you, or either of you,.
forthwith to apprehend the said James Martin, and him safely keep, so that
tie may be fnrther dealt· with as the law directs; and make return of this
warrant. Given under my hand and 3eal this lOth August, 1835.
..J. ,V. EDINGTON,
[L. s.]
.Justice of the P .eace.
S11mmon~ for the State or United States, as the case mn.y be, Leroy M~ly,
Asa May, \Vil1iam S. McAlister, and Samuel McJunkin. ·
.
J. W. EDINGTON,
[L. s.]
Justice of the Peace. •
AuGtrST 10, 1835.

D ..
CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT, ~

August 18, 1835.
Sm.: I h1.ve the hnnor to acknowledge the receipt of yonr report on
artin's Cn.se, and finding it •BOt SO full and satisfactory as could have been
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wished for, I therefore request yon will inform me whether James
has not been within your power since the receipt of my requisition of
5th instant, and, if so, why he has been permitted to escape.
Most respectfully,
Your very or.edient servant,

BENJ..F. CURREY,
Sup. Cherokee Rem., and act. Ind.
Lieut. JNo. L HooPER.

E.
CAMP CAss, TENN., August 19,
SIR: Your note of last night was ' received this mon1ing; in nn~~\VP.I~
have to say that I have already given all the information by me
twcessary.
During your late absence, complaint was mnde to me that John
a Cherol\ee, intends disturbing Amos Hambright, a white man, who
rented a place from Betty Howe. As no particular ac[ could oe
·
I did not think it advisable, at present, to take any steps in the matter.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN L. HOOPER,
Lieut. Comrnandi1lg
To BENJAMIN F. CuRREY, E"sq.,
Acting Indian Agent.

F.
GHEROKEE AGENCY E_I\ST,

Aug-ust }9, 1
SIR: The following is an extract from n l~tter of instructions, add
to myself and the then Indian agent, by the President of the Unitt•d
"Yon, and the agent, will cause to be apprehended all persons who
made threats against any of the chie£c:.; of th~ emigrating purtyt or a
yourself, and have them kept. in closE> coufinement until they give
sufficient security to keep the pence," &c.
'rhe following is nn extract of a. letter of instructions, nddressed by
ftcting Secretary of War, to the commanding officer at the Cherokee
dated 'qVar Department, June 23, 1835. He will judge of the ne
of your interference, and the responsibility of all his requisitions will
upon him," (referring to myself,) thereby making the troops subject tu
requisitions.
In a commnnication of the same date, from the department to the
signed, the following language is employed: 'L The nnthority giveu to
by the instructions to these officers, is of a delicate aud respousibte ell
It is intrusted to you for the purpose of producing concert of uction
you and them." While, again, this langunge is employed iu the same
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ef instructions: "The relation now estah~ished he tween you and the officP.rs
of the army is a novel one to them, and you will perceive the propriety of
giving your requisitions the form of requests, and not of orders.

,.rheir

compliance is not, and cannot be, donbted." A1.1d, in conclusion, he observes,

"I ha,·e submitted this letter to the President, who has given it his sanction."
1,he object of the above extracts is to show to you the relation intended
established by the Executive officers of our Government between you
a)Jd myself. As special agent, it is n1ade my duty to report weekly on all
matters of interPst connected with Indian affairs. This 1 cannot do correedy and satisfactorily without having information from those whose duty
(1\S would appear from the foregoing extracts) it has been made to co-operate
with me. I hope, therefore, with these facts before yon, (on a second conaideration ,) you will cheerfully yield to my request of yesterday, to wit:
"that you would inform me whether James Martin has not been within
your power since my requisition of th e 5th instant, and, if so, why he has
been permitted to escape?'' Sbould yon not, however, answer, I can
eonsider your letter of this morning in no other light than as a deliberate
Jefnsal to comply with my requests in the case of Martin, and shall have
to rely on circumstances to find a motive for this strange and unexpected
eourse.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
~be

BEl\J. F. CURREY,
Sup. Cherokee Rem., and act. lnd. Agent.
To Lieut. JoHN L. HooPER.

·

Gl.
CHF:ROI<:EE AGENCY

EAsT,

August 19, 1835.
Sm: Before my dep:lftnre for the Cherokee settlements in Georgia, I
1ddre3sed a reqtwst to Lieut. John L. H ooper, commanding company F, at
Camp Cass, to arrest James Martin for thre::ttening the life of John Ridge,
ooe of the chiefs of the emigrating· party.
Since my return, I considered it proper to request Lieut. Hooper to make
report of his progress. H e has evaded, and even refnsed, to inform me
why, when said Martin was in his power, he was permitted to escape.
lshall, therefMe, have to resort to the next best evidence to ascertain why
y request of the 5th instant was not complied with. You will, therefore,
att\ to me in writing all the circumstances which have come within your
lnowledge duriug my absence, touching this matter..
Very respectfully,
. Yotu most obedient servant,
BF~NJ.
o GEORGE

W.

Cuu.REY.

F. CURREY,
Special Agent.

[ .120.i]
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I

(ii.2. •
EAsT,
•.llugnst 19, 1835.

Ci-IEROKEE AGENCY

SrR: Yours of the present date is now before me, and in reply I
to'remark, that, on the 9th instant, Lieut. Hooper came to this office,
informed me that he had James Martin then at Lewis Ross's, and be
me to have Samuel McJunkin, and othms, sent for as .w itnesses. I
to send, or go myself. Lieilt. Hooper said he would not confine
but keep him at Lewis Ross's. I expressed my fears of his escape, un
confined. He replied, in case he got a wny he would hold Lewis
his prisoner, and appeared to refer to him as an assunmce of
remaining without being guarded,, · until constables, nwgistrates,
ne8ses, could be brought in to dispose of him. I observed, that It
he had better be coi1fined, and I had doubts of his- (Hooper's) righ
authority, to hold Rqss in lieu of Martin, unless Ross were regularly bo
as bail.·
I went after the witnesses on the night of the 9th. While I was
the enclosed note to my address was handed in at my boardingwhich I read the next morning. Sometime after breakfast, l went
Lewis Ross's, and Lieut. Hooper recommended the taking of a bond
a magistrate upon Martin's acknowldegment, as 1 had uot brought the
witnesses along with me. 'l'his I consid-ered (after having consulted with
a m·agistrate) to be an unsafe experiment, and went again for Mr. McJunkii).
who came in with me; but, on onr arrival, Lieut. Hooper informed us Mr.
Martin had made his escape. Lieut. Hooper then proposed to take out a
warrant for said Martin, which was done, a copy of which will be found
in the copy of his report to you of yesterday. I inquired of the lieutenant
whether it -would not be well to have with him: in the retaking of Martin,
a civil officer to serve the warrant. He replied that be would take the
warrant him::self.
Since t~e taking out of the warrant, no effort has, to my knowledge-,
been made to retake said Martin. Lieut. Hooper informEd me, however~
ihat he had sent word for Martin to come in.
These are all the facts in relation to the matter which are considered tn
·be of any importance. ·
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
G; 1N, CURREY.

To

BENJAMIN

F.

CuRREY,

,Esq._

G4.
CHEROKF.E AGENCY,

Augllst 20, 1835.
before me, and, in reply, I have
to state, thut on the lOth instant, on the affidavit of Samuel .Mc.h1nkin and
application of Lieut. Hooper, I issued a warnmt ngaint James Martin, for
threatening the life of John Ridge; and after issuing the warrant, there was
Sni: Yonrs of the 19th instnnt is

llOW
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~anethin!!'· Said about having a const4ble to Pxecnte it.

Liententant Hoop-

e .observed that it was not necessn.ry to ha VP an officer, that he would take

b

(Mart in) himself.

It was 1h~n proposed that Lieuten~ut Ho?Pt'r should.

be deputizctl, which was accordmgly done; the deputatiOn wntten on the
w rraut, and he duly sworn to execute.
.
I siuce iuqnired of Lieutenant Hooper if he had taken Ja.m@s Mnrtm;
bG said not; that he was waitiug for him to get home, or ,come iu, I do not
recollect which.
Very respectfu11y, yours,

J. W. EDINGTON.

To BENJA.MIN F.

CuRREY.

G4.
CAMP CAss, TENNESSEE:

Jlu.g1~st

9, 1835.

Sm :.If a messenger has not already started to request .Mr. McJunkin's
and others attendance, it will be nnuecessary, as James Martin is ready to

give the security required; the atteudauce of a justice will, however, be
necessary.
Rcspectfn11y, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN L. HOOPER,
Lieult:nant Commanding.

To GEORGE W.

CuRREY.

CHEROI{Ef..: AGENCY,

August 20, 1835.

Sm: Enclosed I send you a copy of n letter from Mr. Crntch field, of
Will's Valley, A. I have seen and converst'd with Mr. Lamarr. ,.:Phcse are
both respectable members of the Cherokee tribe. I am induced to believe,
by ordering the E:ffective mrn of company F iuto Alnhama for a few days,
that the fonndatiou eonld be laid for a general enrolment of the Indians
there. I have, thereft1re, requested Lieutenant Hooper to repair to that section of the country: with this comt1ally.
John Ross, not long ng-o, appointed officers to value property, from which
&he reserrer.s had been dispossessed in Georgia. Several .of these officers,
ltlijnh Hick~, Thomas Tailor, the son of Jndg-e Tailor, the Rev. Mr. Trott,
aod Jndgc Adair: have been arrested, and the Georgia Guards, I an1 advised,
i in pnrsuit of the others.
It is likely a demalld will be made for the delivery of John Ross, for trial
bafor(! the courts of that State.
In such a ca.;;e, I have no donht of the propriety of a compliance. 'rhe
punishment is ftmr years' imprisonment nt hard labor in the penitentiary.
'rhcrc is to be a great g-recn . coru dance at Rid!!e's in a few duys. Mr.
Schermerhorn and mvself will be there bv invitation.
Ross sent to New .Town a few days ago, to get the press, in order to re-
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establish it in Tennessee. Stnnd Wattie, of Ridge's party, hnd, through
Georgia G unrds, succeeded in taking possession of it: gtvmg a
that the columns of the paper, when re-established, should be open to
sides for the promulgation of truth among his people.
A compnny of mountEd riflemen have been organized along the Ten
see line, by order of Governor Carroll, for the purpose of suppressing
arrestmg violators of the ,law, &c.; and their services have been te
for these purposes whenever I may consider them important.
Enrolments must become general before long, in the very nature ofth'
Ross and his party are becoming embarrassed at every turn and step,
Ridge's path is open and plain. Ross holds ont the olive branch of
to Ridge, while his confidential friends sp~ak of slaying him, becGuse
say he has forfeited his life by the laws of the nation. Although energy
necessary and vigilance is nil important at this crisis, I am nware that
ness might put an end to our prospects for a treaty, und timidity would in·
crease the dangers of defeat.
A few weeks ago one ._)f Ridge's chiefs was slain by Ross's friends; and
young Murplly, another of the treaty chiefs, was stabbed to death a few
ugo1 by another of Ross's party, who said, if there were any more A
tuen tllfm~ hP- would RP.rve them the snme wny. A murderer by the n
of Took, who had enrolled some years previously, was present, and ·
ed Duck to walk with him. Afler getting him out a short distance,
ldllfd him and fled into a neighbornood o-f whites, who undertook to arrest
him for having a hand in the murder of a white family, by the name of
Bowmnn, in 1832; he resisted, and they shot him. The wound wus sup.
posed to be mortal.
,
Would you be so good as to furnish me with an official copy of a letter
fl'Om the Texas anthorities to the Hon. Secretary of War, culling on him
to restrain our Indians from encroachitJg on that Territory '! By doing so,
it might be turned to ndvantnge.
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
ELBERT HERRING, Esq.,

Com. Indian Affairs.
AuausT 8, 1835. ·
DEAR SIR: I take this opportunity to drop yon a few lines to this effect.
There has a fermentation taken place in the Nicholson fitmily, and I have
advised Mr. Lamnrr, the husbnnd of the widow, to apply to the agents
Government for protectiou. He will make his views known to yon .
much I will say to yon ; if yon "tvill snstain them in all their rights, you
shall have all my influence. Here they are wronged indeed ; a.nd the laws
of Alabama are too short to reach their case. Jack Nicholson hus went
great lengths to dispossess his mothPr; and bas got all the notes due the
estate into his possession by force; and unless you can quell . the noise it
wilt raise to a greut flame. I think yon can do a great good here at this
time; and anything you do will confer a great favor on your friend, &c.
1 remain yours, truly,
JOSEPH CRUTCHFIELD.

Mr.

BENJAMIN

F.

CuRREY.
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SIR: In accordance with instructions received from the War Department, as sec.retary to the commission authorized to negotiate with the East·
ern Cherokees, I reported myself in conformity thereto.
After waiting a reasonable time, and having beeu informed that a grand
council of Cherokees was to assemble at Running Waters the third Monday
in July, without any answ·er to my letter to the Rev. Mr. Schermerhorn, at
Ne\V Echota, I was induced to set out on my journey to the nntion, and
met with him on the day that he received my Jetter, and wns invited by
him to attend the council to be held at Running Waters on Monday, the
20th of July, prepared to take minutes of the prcceedings in reference to
a treaty which he wonld endeavor shonld be brought before them. The
particulars he has already communicated to the proper department at
'Washington.
He had an opportunity of nddressing the greatest collection of Cher·
okees ever remembered to have assembled together on such an occasion,
'Which was lislened to by all with much attention and interest, particularly
those thnt were needy, with large :fil.milies, as he explained the provisions
of the treaty, and made them comprehend what sums they who h~d women
and children were to receive. The treaty .provisions \Verc fi1itbfu1ly inter·
preted by the Rev. Jesse Bnshyht•ad, and had great weight and effect with
many of his brethren. The commissioners have concluded to dispense
with my services till November; and, if required, I shall be informed. I
have accordingly made ont my account for travelling and services rendered,
amounting to $209, which is submitted to them for their final nction

upon it.
I trust before winter sets in that the difficulties of settling this protracted
a1fair'will be brought to a succP-ssful termination.
\Vith very great res~'ect, sir,
Your most obedient servant,

R. J. MEIGS.

Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War.

RuNNING WATERs, GEORGIA,

Septernber 7, 1835.
Sm: From Ross's late movements, directing his officers to place an
extravagant value on improvements from which Cherokees have been
ejected hy the operations of State laws, with the view of obtaining- an
estimate of spoliations, and his great anxiety to hn~e the census completed
at an early period, believing: as he does, that the real nnmber of Cherokees
east will exceed the compntation heretofore made by the Executive, with
the hope, occ.asionally expressed hy his associnte chiefs, that when these
facts are made known to the President and Senate, they will con~ent to
incrense the amount agreed to be given on a final arrangement with the
tribe, the undersigned are indnced to express an opinion that it would
ltrengthen the probability of a treaty this fall, for the President nnd Secre·
tary of War to instruct the commissiouer~ or specinl ngent to inform these
people that the Government having commissioners in the country, after
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having already settled the -yalue of Chero~ee claims, by mutual n[r·eenoen1
will r1~ceive no delegation nt Washington until the preliminaries are
upon and approved by the Cherokee people~
Such a notification, connected with th~ conrse expected to be taken
the different State Legislatures convening this fall, and the indefi-l
exertions of Mr. Schermerhorn and other officers, if continued: cannot1
we apprehend, fail to put an end to this perplexing question early in
approaching wiuter, if not befot·e.
And we would further suggest that it is all-important to the snccess
the treaty that a correct census should be taken of the nnmber of pe
compo~ing the tribe, about which there is much difference of o
among the Cherokees themselves as well as the officers of Govem
Withont it we cannot make a certain estimate of the mi1ount which
be paid to each individnal; nor con ld the coin missioners l1 e certain of
amount that shonld be appropriated specifically to various objects con
plated in the propositions now before the tribe. To be fully possessed of a
knowledge of their ntimber; the number of each man's houses; the
ber of his farms, with the qunntity of land under cultivation ; the ....... .--........~.,;
tion of tillable land; the mineral resources and water privileges 0
country, &c., the commission ers would be able to fix a true estimnte n
the value of the country, in case the whole tribe does not approve of
,gross stun fixed upon already; then, after giving to such as lwve and
come into the arrangement, their respective shares of the five millions
dollars) that the others may (if they get anything after their stubbornn
be cut off with sheer jnsti~e, at which no one,· in that event, could
plain.
·
:Most respectfully, we have the honor to be,
·
· Your very obedient servants,

· BENJAMIN f,. CURREY,
WILLIAM
WILLIA~l

Hon.

LEWIS

1\1. DAVIS,
H. UNDBRWOOD.

CAss,

~Secretary

of War.

CHEROKEE AGENCY E.1ST,

8eptrmbo· 12, 1835.
Srn: Enclosed. I have the honor to transmit, for yonr pemsal , the copy
of a lettN from John Ross to Mr. S. and myself, with the reply thereto,
which will serve to keep you a<rvised of the disposition of that stubborn
CQ~ef.

·

·

Very respectft~lly,
· Your niost obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
ELBERT HER~ING,. ~sq.

CHEROI{EE AGENCY,

/Sep 11!rnber 12, 1835.
SIR: Your letters of the lOth and 14th instant I have the honor to ac-

knowledge the receipt of. Having just returned from an exc u rsion throu~ll
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varions parts of the Cherokee conn try, I now hasten to answer that of the
lOth instant by to-day's mail, and hope to have it my power to answer the
other by the next mail.
On the subject of extravagant estimates, I would observe, it has been con
sidered at all times proper not to fall short of what might, in the grent un ..
tertainty attending· this business, turn out to he the . real expenditures.
Where an estimate is made in advance, it has been found more difficult in
Indian afii.tirs to fix upon the true sum than in almost any other branch of
expenditures.
..
_
In relation to the estimate for G. Vi. Currey's services, I bad, previous to
our last interview, estimated them at not exceeding four dollars pP.r day ;
but did not intend to make that allo\vance without your consent. I spoke
to Mr. Easton on the subject when at the city. He seemed disposed to refer
the settlement of compensation to me, but expressed his opinion that fonr
dollars was too much for a clerk in this back country, yet the specific
allowance was not fixed. I myself had a delicacy in attempting to do so 1
as the clerk is my hrother; although I was well satisfied his duties were
more laborious and conl;itant than were those of some individuals \Vh~so pay
exceeds three dollars per day, I did not insist on that amount. He is satis~
lied with the limit which y"ou have fixed for his services-three dollars per
day. He was temporarily employed, but 1:nexpected and accu mulating
rluties gave him constant employment from that date up to the present time.
In fact, there will be need of. a clerk here until removal of the tribe is cf.
fected, or the business abandoned. The services of G. W. Currey, un·
settled1 commenced September 10, 1834.
On the subject of interpreters, I would beg leav·e to observe, they are only
employed when the active duties connected with removals require it. Each
agent, in travelling through the country, whether valuing property or en·
rolling Cherokees, or nrging a treaty, has to speak to the full blood Iridian
through an interpreter.
.
. .
.
.
These interpreters find their own horses ana pay their own expenses,
which, on an average, amounts to $1 50 per day, und strange as it ,m ight
nppear, their lives are almost constantly at hazard, so great is the prejudice
which has existed, and still continues, by Ross's adherents against those
who urge the speedy r~mo\;"al of the tribe .
.J have no regularly appointed office interpreter, but should I have occac
sion to emplov one to stay at the office, your directions in relation to his
term of employment and sql~ry. will be adhered to. ' , . .
_
On the subject of taking the census, I would observe that, in a personal
interview with the honorable Secretary of War, I understood it to be tha
wish of that officer that an accurate census should be taken of the Eastern
Cherokees.
.
_
.
Acopy ofregt1la~ions was since sent to me, signed by E. Herring-, pub·
lished during the month of May, wh,i ch r~mde it the duty of the superfntend..
ent or agents to furnish, on the 30th of September of each year, statistical
.reports, embracing the numper, their pursuit~, the production of the 'soil,
the ~nineral. r~sqnrGes a~d· wat~r priv~i1~ge~ of th~ country; ~ was under
m~ lmpresswn, }h~t, wht~~ ,P,ngaged . 1~\ th~f . 9.vsm'e,ssl ostenslb1e m~n of
character and mfluence could, mdirectiy, be of more service in brihging
~uta treqty thp.n c~o,\)ld those whose avowed and known employmetlt it
4

yv.s t~ P.te~s. t.b~~ .P.us1oe~,. ,,
rrhe commissio~ers c'dhcurred
t

.

.

•

,

in this .r opinion.

,

••

•

'Some 1btettu1Jtions
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havino- previously taken place through John Ross's opposition to
measu~·e, they made arrangements with him by which he was al
privilege of sending one of his party along with such persons and t
terprcters us 1 rnigllt select, all of whom were chosen and in service
the receipt of your letter, and some of whom have nearly eompleted
districts. It was contemplated by the commissioners, in the last
treat with the Alabama and Georgia Indians, whose lunds are valuable,
whose territory is extensive compared with their population, and the
tory and population of those in North Carolina and 'rennessee. A
sition of this character would at once shock the avarice of those ·
the two last named States, and induce them to come into the measure
by which means a general arrangement is hoped for.
In order to aid all these views, it was considered expedient to have an
rate census taken of the Indian occupants in the several States. The
GeorO'ia have driven off manv of the Indians from that State to North
lin a a~d Tennessee. 'l'he de.nse white settlements in Alabama have
them from thence in numbers, also.
Should !he commissio~er~ then pr?pose t~ t.reat. with the majority
whole nation, or the maJonty of Indmns res1dmg m any one or more
States for their particular sections of te:r~torr, it would be necessary to
the number of all, and the number res1dmg m each State, respectively,
order to know when a mCljority has approved the terms offered.
Please to show this letter to the honorable Secretary of V/ ar. I ho
considerino- its matter fully, the propriety of my course, ~ud the
of those et~gaged to take t.he census, in other respects, to wit : bringing
Indians to a sense of their duty to themselves by encouraging their
removal.
lf, however, it should be decided by the honorable Secretary of War
these agents are not to be paid by the dis~mrsing agent, a seuse of
my own engagements, ~nd the grea~ anx1~ty I ~ave to bring every
mate influence to bear m order to hrmg this busmess to a final close,
dictate the payment of the same out of my own purse, as I may
able.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,

DEN. F. CURREY.
Gen. GEo.

GIBSON,

Commissary General of Subsistence.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

September 15, 1835.
StR: Your communication of the 3d instant is received, to whieh
hasten a reply.
_
Enclosed, I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of such lette}l
authority to respectable traders as have been given by me, with the
of encouraging a speedy enrolment, under Ridge's treaty, of a majority
the tribe.
You will perceive it gives no license to go beyond the amount h
fixed upon by the Government in paying debts, except where the poor
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needy are concerned, who compose more than one-half of the nation, and
with whom the traders are limited to $10 per head for grown persons, und
$2 for their children.
This inducement breaks off that influence by which the opposition were
accustomed to maintain their power in the country, as their necessities became more pressing; and rallies the same -persons around the standard set
up by the treaty party, taking off but a very small portion of each individ·
ual's distributive share of the five millions, contemplated by the Senate to
be given for the country. Scarcely one of these agents expect compensation for any duty they may perform.
By giving these licenses, the trade with Indians is thrown out of the
hands of whiskey sellers, and not at all increased, a11d is brought at the
same time under the control of persons of discretion, who will have an eye
to the real necessities of the Indians, while the pu Llic interest is thereby
subserved.
I regret the misunderstanding that has taken place in relation to the
census, but I flatter myself its utility and even necessity will be so manifest
before the session of Congress, as to remove all objections on the score of
expense.
'"rhe ground now taken by the department, of submitting the treaty for
the approval of a majority attending the council to be convened by the
commissioneFs, is one which, if it had been understood by myself and com.
missioners, would have superseded the apparent necessity of a census, to
determine when a majority of the headmen, chiefs, and warriors of the
nation had approved it, and which makes a treaty this fall inevitable. But
the success of the measure, even under that rule, wiH depend measurably
on the individual influence exercised bv the census takers, with the weio-ht
0
of the mercantile community thrown 1nto the scale.
It still appears to me, the treaty could not, so far as individual interests
are involved. be based upon substantial g-rounds. without first bavino- an
accurate census of the tribe. rrhis, however, has 'met the decided disapprobation of the department on the score of expense; but the notice of which
~as come at ~ t~me when the measure can~ot be arrested without cutting
It off, when 1t Is too late to save any considerable expense, and when it
would defeat the salutary influence of those men engag<:d in the business
by shaking the confidence of the Indians in the agent's acts. Rather tha~
this prejudice should be wrought, or the department should be censured for
profuse extravagance, I would prefer to pay the amount ont of my own
fnnds, as they may become due.
The very moment the treaty is approved, every species of trading was
intended to be interdicted, so far as any authority of mine existed, but to
let this fact be known to the traders beforehand might lessen their exertions
in favor of the measure, and defeat the very objects of their appointment,
to wit: to encourage the approval of a treaty, and supply, to a reasonable
extent, the wants of a half famished portion of the tribe.
The object in having the appraisers at work is, that the Indians may have ~
no business to detain them after the npproval of the treaty. Many of them
would now be on their way west, only for the anxiety we have that they
should be present at the council to be convened for ,the purpose of submitting the propositions, which will not probably be done before the commis·
sioners are satisfied that they will he approved.
There will be a council held at Red Clay in October. Ross's .and Ridge's
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parties will attend . . 'rhe different articles of the treaty will b;:~ there d'
and some of them modified.
It is the intention of the commissioners shortly afterwnrds to call a
cil of the nation, and submit the varions stipulations for approval. I
mean time, no means that could he considered honorable should be
tried to make assurance doubly sure.
'rhe great mass of Indians are in a deplorable condition, and hu
considerations would dictate anything but absolute force, in
·get them to save themselves from their fast accumulating troubles
distress.
Most respectfully,
J have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,
BEN~

·F. OU

Gen. GEo. GrasoN,
·Commissary aeneral Subsistence.

CnEROKE:e AGENCY EAsT,

September 20, l835t
SIR: 1 ht:tve already forwarded to the department a communication
the commissioners to John Ross, of July lOth, on the subject of
census of the Cherokee people, and I will now more fully express my
on that subject. 'l'his business was commenced before my arrival
and the p<'rsons appointed to this service were interrupted by the in
ence of Mr. Ross, as they stated to the commissioners, in the n
Major B. F. Currey from this place, and were ordered not to address
Ross on the subject. It nppeared to us that the taking of the
this people was indispensable, in order to arrange properly ~11 the d
under the proposed treaty, so as to make an accurute division of
$5,000,000, under the different heads of appropriation.
An
census also might become necessary, to ascertain when we had obtained
majority of the headmen and warriors in favor of the treaty, as well
to know the number of the rcservees and old emigrants under the t
of 1817 and 18! 9, and who have already sold all their right and in
in the Cherokee country, and received their pay for ' the same, and
agreed to become citizens of the States in which they took reservations,
else to remove to the Arkansas; in order to exclude them, if necessary,
·· a futnre arrangement with rightful . occupants of the Cherokee
· · We anticipate, also, another good resuJt from this measure, at this t
thus opening a door of access to the Indians for some of our most infln
citizens among them; and · giving ' tbeni all' opportunity to speak to
on the subject of the proposed treaty; and point out to them its
\Tantages, anJshow them the utter impossibility of 1 being again ·
in their former privileges here, and to get the white ·settlers removed
their country. In thi~·· way 'tnucli has ..been effected, in addition to the
that this very measure itself is calctllated to· leave the impression u
'' common InClians ;that alt is"lost; and they call'' stay here no longer:
this view of the subject, I deem 'it important that the · census shonld
~OJ?.?pleted_, which I helieve is ·already the case in some district~, and
arrested; ·l' trnsr, "thnt' 011 a rec6n~ideratit~h of this ' subject, tte
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ment will see the importance and n.ece~sity of having the c~nsus taken at
this time; and that they will not throw this expense on the agent, Major
B. F. Currey, nor subject him to censure, for I am, fully persuaded he conceived it his duty to have it done, for the communic,ations he had received
from the Government1 an~ from a private, i~.terview he ~ad on this subject,
as he informed me, with the honora~le . ~e.cret~ry of War.
I have the pleasure to inform you that ~he measures which I have adopted and pnt in operation are producing the desired effect, and I feel more
encouraged than ever that we shall have a treaty before long, I hope in
October or November; and if not with the whole nation, undoubtedly with
the Indians of Georgia and AlabamGJ in which the Unjted States are mainly
interested. The Indian lands in North Carolina an~ Tennessee belong to
those States, and the United States are under no special obligations to extinguish the claim for the benefit of those States.
·
I trust, sir, the Governme~t will n,ot be dec~ived ~y .any cormnunjc.a~ions
that may be sent on from this quarter of a d1scouragmg nature, and hold~
ing ont the idea that. Mr. Ross will treat at "\Vashington n.ext winter. 'l,his
is what Ross wants to bring about, and I have no doubt he will endeavor
to effect it through some gentlemen in this regi<?n. We are sur1,3 of n:. treaty
soon, if the Government will instruct us to say to the Cherokee~ that they
will not receive any delegation from them at Washington to close a treaty)
but that it must be done, if done at all, during the present administration,
by the commissioners now appointed to mee~ them and conclude a treaty.
I tmst.l shall soon receive such instructions.
With p-.re.a t respect,
·v olir obedient servn:nt,
~·

F.

SCHE~M~~HpRN,

Commissioner .

. To the Hon.

ELBERT HERRING.

CHE<~ ROIU.:E AGENCY EAsT.
Calhoun, Tennessee, Octobe'r S., l835.
SIR: I huve the pleasure to inform you that I haYe just returned from a
tour through the Cherokee country in North Carolina. This part of the
nation hn.s ever been supposed the most difficult to manage: and the most
hostile to a treaty. My object in visiting them was to become acquainted with the people, and to communicate to them such intellio-ence concern-

ing their affairs as would br~ng thorn to see theh- true situatidn: and prepare
them for the acceptanc,e of the overtures of the Governrrient by the proposed treaty.
A.frer I had obtained the consent of the. principal men to collect the peo~
ple for a talk, and they had sent ~ut their runners to call them together, a
~e arrived from Ross, to tell the people not to a~tend , any meetinfr
with me. Other runners were then sent to tell the people not to come, and
in consequence of this very few attended, and I was defeated in my object.
I howevercontinned-arnong them about ten days, and saw· several of their
principl men and liste.ned tci their grievances ; and appointed a time to
hear a their compla.\nts, aud redress them as far as possible, through the
agent. Of their proceedings, I will forward you a copy•as soon as I can
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get them transcribed. It was found that some unprincipled white men
deprived them of their houses and fields, and such were required to be
stored to the owners. And when fields had been valued to emii!_Tnnts
had no right to them, they were promised redress in the eveut 'of at
'I'hese proceedings eollected a considerable number of people together
ditierent parts of the country, and my decir:;ion gave great satisfc:u:tion tt>
Indians, and had a tendency to secure their confidence ; and also gave
an opportunity to say to tbem all I wished to communicate; and w
has, no doubt, beAn generally spread through their towns in that part of
nation.
The annual council of Ross commences on Monday next. l have
quested Governor Carroll to attend, and I think the prospects very fa
able for a final arrangement at this time.
'
A delegation of the Western Cherokees have come on. I know them
personally; and I have had an interview with William Coody, who
their object is to help on a treaty, by assuring the Cherokees east oft
willingness and anxiety to receive them in the west, and re-nnitc the na·
tion; and to do away the many false reports and misrepresentations that
have been made concerning that country to the people here. If they are
true and faithful, they may be of great service, and if they are not, I ha
told C,oody what I shall be obliged to do in reference to them.
Major Currey has not yet retnrned to the agency. We parted on Monday last, and I expect him here to-day. This will account for not receiving an acknowledgment of your late communications to him. We have
spared no labor or pains to effect the objects of the Government at this
conncil. If we do not succeed, I do not despair, but am sure of success at
the council we shall call, as soon as the Legislatures of Georgia and Alabama have had time to act on the subject of the Cherokees at their next
session.
'V ith great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN,

Commissioner,
To the Bon.

~·c.

E:t.BERT HERRING,

Commissioner, <_Yc.
CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

October 10, 1835.
SIR: I have the honor to enclose you my accounts, vouchers, &c., for
disbursements made on account of negotiating- with the Eastern Cherokees,
. for the quarter ending the 30th September, 1835.
I am apprehensive that the voucher for a payment made to Mr. Schermerhorn, for mileage, wil1 not be satisfactory, but I hope you will find for
me a sufficient apology in the fact, that it was Mr. Schermerhorn's urgent
wish that the account should be made 0ut as it is.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Yonr obedient servant,

M. W. BATMAN,
1st Lieut. 6th Infantry, Disbursing Agent.

E.

Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Washington city.

HERRING,
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HuNTSVILLE, ALABAMA,

October 15, 1835.
StR: I have the honor to state to you that Edward Gunter, one of the

principal men of the Cherokee tribe of Indians, who resides in this State, ·
and in the Cherokee nation, in the northern district of Alabama, appeared at
thep1esent term of our district court now in session, and endeavored to force
me, by motion to the court., to prosecute some white men for making settlements within the Cherokee country. I refused to commence those prosecutions; and in justification of my conduct on that occasion, I ask leave
to assign the most prominent of my reasons for that refusal. The defendants were not brought forward in custody, nor were they sent here for trial
by any committing magistrate or other authority. There was no presentment of the c·ases made by the grand jury. I therefore considered that I
was not bound, unless in cases of great public injury, to notice any case
thus situated. It would have seP-med that I sought the business. But
these reasons, separate and distinct from all others, would not, perhaps,
have made such a determined impression upon my mind, as to force me to
an utter refusal of all interfereHce in the business, but other considerations,
which, in my mind, would have rendered a prosecution by me highly
culpable, exist at this time. You are engaged, as I understand from the
newspapers, in striving to extinguish, by treaty with the Cherokee tribe of
IndianR, their title to any lands within this and other States. If this be the
case, it is highly prohable that any prosecution of the kind alluded to, commenced now, with any prospect of success, would retard, and might entirely
defeat, the present policy of the administration, of which no one here doubts
the propriety now. lt is a fact, too well known here, sir, that there are
two white persons fur one Indian in that part of the nation in which these
alleged offenders reside, and that any attempt to enforce the judgment of
the court, convicting these individuals, would terminate in a state of things
which would make the stoutest heart tremble. 'J1he result, sir, I fear would
end in a total destruction of those unfortunate heathens, and the destruction of the life of many valuable citizens. These are the facts of the case.
I now wait, sir, for your advice and direction in these matters.
..
~
*
*
~
*
I have the honor to be, sir,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

BYRD BRANDON.

Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary

of

War.

RED CLAY CouNciL GROUND,

·
October 22, 1835.
SIR: The annual council is in session. Between fifteen hundred and
two thousand Indians are in attendance. Much anxiety prevails amongst
them, yet their leaders hold them back and keep them in darkness. A
-~·eonlmr.ttec of five from Ridge's, and the same number from Ross's party, is
n.ow holding a conference. It is hoped they will agree to treat here, but
am satisfied nothing but dire necessity will produce that result.
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Mr. Schermerhorn is alone, Governor Carroll being unable to ntt,
Mr. Schermerhorn, however, has acted with so much firmness, and
with so much prudence and address 1 as to give Mr. Ross no excuse
decline a treaty on the ground.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
.,
Your very obedient servant,
BE~JAMIN

. : Hon.
~

F. CURREY.

ELBERT HERRING,

· Co1nm·is.~sioner of Indian .Affairs.

GROUND,
October 27, 1835.
SIR: I have the pleasure to trar1smit to the Department of Indian
my transactions since I have been on this ground, and the enclosed pa
from A to J, inclusive.
Every effort has been made by Ross to prevent me from addressing
people ; and as the council was not called by the commissioners, I could
control it. From the correspondence, you \Vill also perceive his nw'~rerlre. ;
sentations of my communications; and he circulateq pubqcly that I
no commission to act, and therefore he did not know me as a
· ·
authorized to meet.
You will perceive Ridge and 4is friends have taken, apparently, as
course. I believe he began to be discouraged in contending with
power of Ross ; and, perhaps, al~o coi1sidetations of personal safety
have had its influence, but the L~rd is able to overrule all things for
I have pressed ~oss so hard, py the course I have adopted,. that al
he got the general council to pass a resolution de9laring that they
not t.rea~ on the basis of the $5,000,000, ·yet he h~s ~een forced to bring
the natiOn to agree to a treMy, and has got the s1gnatures of at Ieasa
one thousand names, to empower and authorize him al1d nineteen others
to do so. They have appointed a committee of twenty,
make a treaty
RED CLAy COUNCIL

to

ltere or at JVashington.
~h~y have used every effort t~ ge_t ~y me and get to. W ashi~gton again
this wmter. They dare not yet do It, although they tned .to reJect me this
afternoon, because th~y did not consider me fully authorized to treat, because
I bad not the signature and seaJ of the President of the United States ta
my commission.
l have now just opened negotiations with them, and I hope to come to a
treaty, now I have commenced ; but there are still many difficulties in the
way, and the only hope I have of accomplishing it now, is, the fear of
Indians of Georgia legislation. Alabama and Tennessee, I think, will
also pass some wholesome laws to quicken their movements.
I have the council which the commissioners were authorized to call
in reserve, and if I am broke up here, I shall shall notify these gen
that they will not be received at Washington, and that they must treat
or ·nowhere, during General Jackson's administration, and at the
time, when the :Legislature begins to press the call, then convene at
.Echota.
·
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I am alone. Governor Carroll is confined at home with the rheumatism.
r. Meigs is not here, and I have appointed Major B. F. Currey to act in
his stead. I will write again in a few days.
"\V ith great respeGt,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN,
Com. to treat with Cherokees east.

To the Hon.

ELBERT HERRING,

Commissioner.

RED CLAy CouNCIL GROUND,

October 30, 1835.
Sm : \\;e have arrived at such a crisis in our Cherokee negotiation,
that I think a treaty is inevitable, if the Government supports me in the
.steps I have taken; and in order to give you a full view of the subject, and
to explain every thing I have done, and the prospects before us, I have sent
on Major B. F. Currey as an express to communicate to you confidentially every thing in relation to these matters, and which can thus be done
more satisfactorily than in any written communication.
From all my proceedings at this council, which I forward by Major
Currey, you will perceive I have used my best efforts to bring about a treaty
here, although I never expected to accomplish more now than to bring
about a state of things that would eventuate in a treaty at New Echota.
This I then expected would be done by a division among Ross's friends,
a part of whom I expected would unite with Ridge and his friends, in
making a final treaty. In this, through the unadvised and unexpected
course Ridge has ado:r;ted, we have been disappointed; yet there has been
much accomplished even by this move, to secure a treaty. More than one
thonsand names of the people are affixed to a paper giving their delegation
power to make a treaty. The people now expect it, and all expected it to
be done here ; and it will give great dissatisfaction if it is done on t of the
nation. Ross has made every effort to prevent its being done at this time,
and used every effort to induce me to accompany him to Washington; but
I have distinctly informed him publicly, and his friends privately, that I
should not vary from my instructi<ms, but hold a council at New Echotu,
which I have appointed to be held on the 3d Monday of December. Yon
will perceive from the course I have adopted, my communications, and the
propositions for a treaty which I offered them, that I endeavored to take away
every excuse for going to Washington, by offering them individually such
a fmther snm as the Senate might allow them, if their claims have not
already been included in their award.
Yon wiU perceive from my last communication to the delegation, that I
have distinctly informed them that they will not be received nt VvT ashington,
which I felt authorized to do from the correspondence of the Government
generally, although I had no express instructions on that point. If I am
sustained in this, and the delegation are informed by the Government
they will not be received, a treaty is inevitable, in my opinion, at New
Echota: especially if they receive this communication before they leave
here, which they have fixed for the 1st of Dr:!cember. In my opinion,
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if this delegation goes to Washington they will again connect this
kee question with the politics of the day, and no treaty will be made
General Jackson's administration.
vVhile Major Cnrrey goes to Washington, I shall visit Nashville,
caloosa, and Milledgeville, with a view of using my influence to
legislation affecting the Indians, and secure
protection and peace, especially for those
who accept the terms of the treaty,
and enrol for removal. I
(destroyed by seal.)
the pres£3n t state of exertion
people towards the Indians
getting the liberal overtures of
Government. If I should not visit those places, the Legislature might
indiscriminate, and exceedingly oppressive to the ignorant and
formed.
I shall expect to receive by Major Currey such further instructions
the Government deem necessary to communicate. I shall confer
Governor Carroll, at NashvHle, and hope to be at Milledgeville
the 20th and 30th of November; where, also, I hope to meet Major
rey. I :-~hould like to hear the views of the Government on the subject
the reservees, and the course proper to be adopted towards those who
the views of the Government.
With great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCH8RMERHORN.

Hon: LEWIS CAss,
Set.,retary of Wa?".

NAsHVILLE: November 11:
SIR: I arrived here last Saturday, and found a bill had that dav
introduced to extend the laws of the Stal.e in full over the Cherokees.
received a letter from the chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs
the Senate and House of Representatives of Tennessee, calling upon
for information in regard to Cherokee affairs and negotiations, which
have given them, and which I understand will be published; and I
have requested Governor Carroll to send you a copy. The Legislature1
I think, will do all that is desirable. I came here to-night for Tuscaloosa,
from thence to Milledgeville, and shall return to the agency by the 1st of
December, when I expect to receive all necessary instructions as to what
is to be done. Governor Carroll wil1 rpeet me at that time at the agency.
We certainly must have a treaty soon in the nation or at Washington. It
cannot be prevented, in the present position of affairs. I have left all my
arrangements contingent at the agency upon information from Washing·
ton, both with respect to the council and the supplies from the same, for
which proposals are out.
In great haste,
Your obedient servant and friend,

J. F. SCHERMERHORN.
To the Hon. LEwis CAss.
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·vvASHINGTON CITY, ]'{ovember 14, 1835.
SIR: A'S Mr. Schermerhorn may not receive the letter from your department of the lOth instant, in time to prevent the evil consequences likely
to attend the departure of a delegation from the Eastern Cherokees for
Washington at this juncture of time, and I am anxious to undeceive the
people of tbat trjbe as to tbe attention that will be shown those chiefs desirous of visiting tl1e President and Secretary of War again, I would ask
the favor of you to furnish me a copy of that letter, wiih such remarks
upon its contents as may appear to you most proper for the benefit of that
deluded people.
I have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
To the Hon. LEwis GAss.
Secretary of

War.

1NASHINGTON CITY, November 14, 1835.
Sm: I have thr. honor to acknowledge the receipt of a letter from the
Office of Indian Affairs, of the 7th of September last, on the subject of re·
moving- Lewis Ross. from the agency survey, selected under the authority
of the lOth article of the treaty of 1798.
The 3d article of the treaty of 1819, granted "a reservation to Lewis
Ross, so to b3 laid off as to include his buildings and ferry, adjoining the
Cherokee agency, reserving to the United States all the public buildings,
and the continnunce of said agency whe~e it now is, during the pleasure of
the Government."
This was on the lands then ceded, and is on the northeast bank of the
Hiwassee river, from six to ten miles from the present site, which was selected by Col,mel R. J. Meigs, under directions from the War Department,
in l82:l, lying on the southwest bank of said river, and inclnded within
thfl nnceded territory. The following will give the relative situations of
the honses, out buildings, &c., occupied by Lewis Ross in 1819, and reserved to him by the treaty of that date, and his present residence on the
unceded lands. Should it meet the views of the department to remove
Lewis Ross beyond the limits of the more recent survey, it will be done
only on the contingency that he persists in his expressed determination to
visit the city during the next winter.
1 would, however, suggest, for the purpose· of having the will of the department promptly executed in this respect: that orders issue from the
proper department at the same time, to the commander of the troops at
Camp Cuss, to carry the same into effect, when notified of that necessity by
the special agent.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
_Y our obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
Hon. LEwis CAss.

Secretary of War.
P. S.-It is my desire to leave in the 6 o'clock boat to-morrow morning.
B. F. C.
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WASHINGTON CITY,

November 19, 1835.
DEAR SrR: Having understood that :Mr. Meigs has resigned the

of Secretary to the commissioners appointed to consummate the treaty
the Cherokees, I take the liberty (if; in fact, the office be vacant) of
mendmg the appointment of Western B. Thomas, Esq., of Augusta,
gia, who, I believe, is very well qualified to do the duties of the office.
I have the honor to be,
With much respect,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN P. KING.
Hon. LEwrs CAss,
Secretary of War.

NEw YoRK, Nm;ember 27,1835.
SrR: I have just received information that my brother, John Ho

Payne, on the night of the lOth of November, instant, while in c
with John Ross: the Cherokee chief, at his dwelling- in the Cherokee nation,
was seized by a party of about t ;v(mty-five of the Georgia Guard, and con·
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ducted by them to their head quarters, at about twenty miles distance
from the place of seiztne, where, as I am informed, he is now imprisoned.
Mr. Payne's general object, in a tour through the western and southern
sections of the United States, has been, partly to obtain subs_cribers to a
periodical work, in which English and American writers may 'meet upon
equal ground, and partly to collect such materials for his own contributions
to the work, as a personal acquaintance with the various peculiarites of our
extensive and diversified country may supply. To one acquainted with
his pacific disposition and exclusively literary habits, the supposition of his
entertaining any views politically danger!-ms, either in reference to Georgia
or the United States in their respective relations to the Cherokees, if it were
not accompanied with results painful and perhaps perilous to himself~
would seem ludicrous. My .informant, a stranger, states that "it is there
reported that he is considered, by the officers of Government, to be a spy."
Whether by officers of Government is meant those of Georgia or of the
United States, I am not informed. He likewise states that "Mr. Payne is
supposed to have had some influence in producing the failure of a late
treaty with the Cherokees."
In the present excited state of feeling in that section of the country, on
subjects connected with the Indian removal, there may, perhaps, be serious
danger to the personal safety of one coming under suspicions of the character above a1luded to, however groundfess.
I take the liberty (I hope not unwarrantable) to request and urge a speedy
inquiry into the circumstances of the case, and the use of the means within
the province of your department of the Government to procure his release,
if, as will undoubtedly appear upon investigation, he shall be found to have
been wrongfullly detained.
I am, with great respect,
Your obedient servant,
'THATCHER T. PAYNE.
Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of Wa1·.

CHERO&:EE AGENCY,

December 1, 1835.
SIR: Be pleased to hand the enclosed to its address: and oblige the writer.
I believe Ross and his delegate will go to Washington at all hazards.
Payne and Ross ascribe their arrest to myself and Mr. Schermerhorn.
They were in confinement but a short time. Payne's papers: seized by
the GP-orgia Guard, show a strong propensity to alienate the confidence of
the tribe from the Government:
He charges Government with tampering with the Indian chiefs, and
offering at one time a birbe of fifty thousand dollars to Ross himself if he
would make a treaty.
·
These papers were detained by the commander of the guard, as specimens to justify this arrest.
Ross's papers were of an inflammatory character towards the whites.
Some papers to his address were also found, j~1stifying the murder of the
treaty party, and lamenting there were not more avenging patriots, such as
slew Eli Hicks, one of that number.
. -
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Neither myself nor Mr. S. were in the counties at the time the a
made, and if we had been: we had no control over the Georgi1. Gua
from 1\lessrs. P. and R.'s deportment, supposed they were
schemes between Indians and negroes against the safety of the
Colonel Hansell is knowing to the fact that Payne denied the
sioner's authority to treat, thereby "delaying the measures of the
ment."
His writings were intended to "alienate the confidence of the
the Government.'' These overt acts, with the circumstances of
Ross's intimacy, (being often closeted together,) produced alarm,
could only be allayed by examining into the result of their labors.
were not arrested in Georgia, it was so near the line as to make the
tion debatable; and if in Tennessee, the want of a regularly
government over that part justified the crossing to fei-ret out
instigators of mischief, and bring to the eyes of the world the
slander and the propagator of falsehood. Upon the whole, it is
this arrest will supersede the necessity of arresting others. ·
I will transmit, for the eye of the Executive, a few of the most
extracts from M.r. P.'s writings, so soon as I can procure a copy.
Very respectfully,
Yours, &c.,
BENJ. F. CURR
General GEo. GIBSoN,
Commissary General of Subsistence.

NEw EcHOTA, GEoRGIA,
Decernber 1,
SIR: The undersigned, chiefs, who are in favor of removing to the
would address you as the guardian of the Indians. At this crisis
affairs, when we have ceased to exist in our national capacity, we can
to no one to protect the rights of the poorer class of our people, and
them from the miseries which seem to await them, from utter
tion, except our politic'al father . . 'ro him, we trust, we can look with
fidence for aid and protection.
It is now some years since we 'Became convinced that the policy of
moving the Ind.ians beyond the limits of States and organized Terri
snch an one as you have recommended and urged upon our consi
was the only course that can preserve us as a distinct community.
rience and observation since, has most amply confirmed that conv
We have seen onr Government and our laws prostrated under the
tion of State jurisdiction, and we see our people daily sinking
·
misery and degradation.
It is well known to you, that we have exerted ourselves to convince
countrymen of their true condition, and to urge them to an arrang
with the Government for a final adJustment of our difficulties. We
had many obstacles to contend with, not the least of which have been
prejudices of our people, and their great attachment to the soil and
of their fathers. We now, however, congratulate ourselves in the
that the majority of them are fully convinced of the entire folly of
continuing any longer in their perplexed condition, and that they
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repared to give their assent to a treaty with the United States. This was
a consummation much to be desired, and we feel grateful to that kind
Providence, which seems about to vouchsafe to us a speedy termination of
our much complicated difficulties.
Although we can comfort ourselves with the favorable prospect of a
trPaty with the Governrnent, yet we cannot disguise onr apprehensions in
regard to the nature of the arrangement that may be made, as connected
with the best interest and hnppinm1s of the Cherokee people. \Ve know
not what may be urged by those who have their confidence, and this uncertainty of their views would throw us into painful anxiety, were it not
for the assurance we have of your great desire to promote the best general
good of the Indians. Permit us, therefore, to express OUI' entire confidence
myour full determination to secure justice to the poor Indians. We are
among those who look to the time when the two portions of the Cherokee
p~op1e will be reunited under such a treaty basis as will promote the happiness and prosperity of the whole nation. Those bases must be such as the
President has already recommended and urged, viz : the removal of the
Cherokees to the lands allotted for them west of the lVIississippi; the guarantee of those lands to them and their tlescendants by a patent ; protection
in their political rights and privileges, and the security and proper appropriation of such amount of the avails of the lands here, as may be necessary to promote the advancement of the Cherokee people in education,
religion, and morals, and in all those things which adorn a virtuous and
intelligent community.
Such is our creed, and we look to our political fi1ther to place it upon
a sure basis, whenever an arrangement shall be made. We are opposed to
the reservation system, as most destructive and demoralizing to the Indians.
We have only to look to the Creeks, to excite our opposition to this system.
We trust no reservations will be granted. Another most fatal course would
be the division of the gross amount of money that may be paid by the
Government among the mass of the Indians, without securing a home to
which they can flee for refuge.
But we need not enlarge; all these things will have already occurred to
Y?U· We look to you as the only protector of our rights, and the gnardtan of our interests, and the interest of our wives and our children ; and
we lue assured, under your administration, we shall not be disappointed.
We are, sir, respectfully,
Your friends and brothers,
his x mark.
Major Ridge,
his x mark.
David Watie,
his x marlc
Jesse Half-breed,
his x mark.
Bear Meat,
his x mark.
Ground Mole,
his x mark.
Ye-sah-daske.
his x marie
E-de-gnng-n~-hee,
his x mark.
Scon -ah-dah-hee,
his x marie
Y o-noo-killer,
his x marir.
Jos. Scon-ah-da-hee,
Gah-lung-doh -quoh-noh, his x marlr.
Elias Boudinot.
To his excellency ANDREW JACKSON,

President of the United States.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY EAs~

December 1,
SIR: The Indian delegation have been notified of the determi
the department and of the President. Some of them have, notwit
ing, set out for the city ; some have since declined going. 'rhose
go on calculate on the company of Spencer Jarnigan, a lawyer of
ville. Ross is determined to go for the avowed purpose of
·
Schermerhorn and myself from office. Mr. Jarnigan is the
neighbor of Judge White, but is generally acknowledged to be
worthy. The council called by the commissioners, it is said,
attended by a great many members of the tribe.
The ephemeral excitement produced by the arrest of Payne and
has passed off, except with the disaffected politicians.
Mr. Payne had, on the information of Colonel Hansell, persuaded
Indians that Mr. Schermerhorn's commission was incompetent, and
of his writings, which are in possession of the guard, and . of which
send you a copy, show an evident intention to alienate the cor1hd.1ence
the Indians from our Government ; \vhile pnpers were found
session of Mr. Ross, from his co-chiefs, showing their high appro
the murder of Eli Hicks, one of the treaty party, and lamenting that
were not a thousand such patriots as his murderers were: to rid the
of its enemies.
Ross and his coadjutors hnve endeavored to fix blame upon l\!Ir.
mer horn and myself for having issued an order for their arrest ; but
known to be untrue. · We have never presumed even to dictate.
guard in a plain case of duty, much more to direct them to cross the
tered limits of their State. They supposed, from the secret and
conclaves between Ross and Payne, and the strange results of the
council, that the Indians were encouraged by Payne to delay an
ment with the Government, with a view of taking advantage of con
plated insurrections at home, and the anticipated war with
reinstate themselves, and resolved to examine into the results of
labors. They were detained only a short time, and released without
poral injury.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Your most obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War.

WASHINGToN, GADSBY's HoTEL,
December 4, 1835.
SIR: Thatcher T. Payne, Esq., of New York (the brother of J
Howard Payne, Esq.) has written to me stating that his brother is in
fincment at a place called "Spring Place;" that he is under a constant
watchful guard, and that he is allowed no communication, either by
or writing, with others. Mr. T. T. Payne is very anxious to obtain i
mation with respect to this subject; and with this view I wish to know
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the War Department has any other infOrmation to communicate, in addition to that already given to me, and which has been forwarded to Me
Payne1 at New York.
'Vit,h respect, I remain
Your obedient servant.,
JOHN McKEON.
Hon. L. CASE1.

CHEROKEE AGENcY, December 5, 1835.
1 have the honor to forward to you the copy of a ]etter
from myself to Mr. Ross and his coadjutors, on the subject of their contemplated visit to the city, and his reply.
The council called at New Echota, will be attended by a large number
of the tribe.
It is asserted by many of the Cherokees that, after the arrangement is
made here, a portion of the delegation now gone to the city will sign, and
its ratification by the Senate..
Most respectfu1ly,
Your very obedient sP.rvant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
ELBERT HERRING, Esq.,
Commissioner Indian Affairs.

SIR: Enclosed,

EAsT,
December 8, 1835.
8IR; I have the honor, here\vith, to enclose you, for your information 1
copies of articles of agreement and bond for supplying the Cherokee In·
dians with provisions at a grand council to be commenced on the 21st
lll$tant, at New Echota, Georgia. The contract was not taken so low as
I had reason to hope it woutd· have been, owing to the lateness of the
season and the distance the provisions will have to· bz transported, as the
supply will have to· go from East Tennessee.
·
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
'
. M. ,V, BATMAN,
1st Lieut. 6th lnjaut1·!;.
CHEROKEE AGENCY

ELmmT HERRI:KG,

Esq.,

Commissioner lndian Affairs,

W ashi<t1.gton city.

December 16, 1835 .
Su~·: 1 had the ple~sure to receive, by last night's m[l.il, fi·om the R~v,
Schermerhoril, United States commissioner, a letter of the 8th instant,
at the Cheroke~ agency, notifY-ing me that an Indi.an council wa~ ta
at Ne)V Ec,~Qt~1 the thit:d M99day of th's ~1ont~.
AuGUSTA, GEORGIA,
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I extremely regret to say, thnt so short a notice does not
to arrange my concerns hu·e, to meet the council on the day specified;
in accordance with instructions received from the commissioner, have
tificd Western B. Thomas, Esg., to meet the council at New Echota,
third Mouduy of this mont b, and he would there have official notice
appointment as secretary to the commissioners.
I am, with very great respect, sir,
Your obedient servant,

R. JNO. MEl
Hon.

LEWIS

CAss,

Secretary of vVar,
T'Vashiugton, D. C.

NE'Y EcHO'l'A, Dcccmbet 19, 1835.
StR: I have the pleasure to inform you that Major B. F. Currey

here last night from the mountains in North Car·o lina. He says th
is great trouble in the mountains among the Indians-, and dissat"
with Mr. Ros~'s course. They are holding councils among themselves,
it is not improbable that tbe whole of them may attend here next
bnt, at all events, we shall have about forty or fifty men from that qu
I am happy to find \Ve have lost none of our old friends in consequence
Ridge's colllpromise with Ross. His father, Major Ridge, wi11 be here
day. He and his family take an active part in preparing for this cou
I was called upon, yesterday, by an old chief~ of Estimabe, about
years old, and the principal man of all the Coosawattee region, who
for information, and brought two of his men with him to witness
passed. After giving him a succinct account of affairs, he said he
satisfied) and that he would immediately despatch runners to several
on the Hightower, and also attend a council to-day at Coosawattee, and
liver a talk to the people, and advise them all to attend the council here
week. He told me that he called upon Mr. Ross for information, what
meant to do at Washington, a few days before he started; but that he
get no satisfaction from him. 'l'o some he has stated one thing, and to
another, so the chief says, and that he can no longer depend upon him.
the chief in conversation, that last winter, when he offered to sell the
to the Government for $20,000,0001 he asked this price merely to
and deceive the Government; that he knew they would not give it;
that he never meant to sell the land. But when I read to him their su
mission of the whole matter to the Senate, the old chief laughed heartily
the deception that Ross attempted to play off upon him; but said he u
stood matters now, and I might depend upon his being with us at the
cil, and do what he conld to bring out the old men and chiefs of the nat
. I find that the Indians, after their return from the Red Clay council,
ported that now they would get their land back again ; that a great
(meaning J. H. Payne) had come from England, and now they wpuld
every thing righted ; that he was very busy with the pen, and took
every thing that passed; and how very soon every white man wou
driven out of the country, and they would have their land safe.
story was tbld and believed by even some men who might have kno
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better, from their general information.

They have had this story, no doubt,
from Ross, and the leaders; and I am.sorry to find that notwithstanding
Mr. Payne's pretensions to the contrary, he bas been very busy in meddling
with Cherokee affairs, and done what he· could to prevent an arrangement
with the Government. I shall obtain all the evidence I can of this fact.
I shall return tn Washington as soon as the business of the council is
closetl and settled.
lam, with great respect,
Your obedient servant,

J. F. SCHERMERHORN.·

To the Hon.

ELBERT HERRING,

Commissioner Indian Affair-s.

NEW TowN, December 29, 1835.
Sm: I have the honor to announce to yon the conclusion of a treaty, by
the Rev. Mr. Schermerhorn, on to-day, with the Cherokee people in general councll convened at this place.

Most respectfully,
Your friend and very obedient servant,

BENJ. F. CURREY.
To his excellency

ANDREW

JAcKsoN. ,

NEw TowN, GA., December 30, 1835.
S~n: ~ have the high satisfaction of being able to communicate to you

the mtelhgence that a treaty was concluded at this place on yesterday, by
the United States comh1issioners, with the Cherokee people in general
council convened at this place.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,

BEN. F. CURREY,
ELBERT HERRING,

Esq.,

Special A{(ent.

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

DECEMBER

30, 1835.

StR: I have the extreme pleasure to announce to you that yesterday
ltoncluded a treaty with the Cherokee nation in general council assembled.
The meeting was large and respectable, and every thing conducted in that
pen and fair manner, that there will be no difficulty in its ratification.
ve uot time to say more; I leave here as soon as I settle the accounts,
North Carolina, to see the chiefs there who did not attend here, to give
em an opportunity to sign the treaty, which I have no doubt they will do.
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Ross, after this treaty, is prostrate. The power of the nation is taken
him, as well as the money, and the treaty will give general satiS1i:tCtU)Jl
Make my respet;ts to the President, and congratnlate him on the
With great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERH
Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War.
N. B.-I shall return as soon as possible, consistent with public duty
Governor Carroll was not here.

NEW EcHO'!' A,

December 31, 1

SrR: I have the gratification to inform you that we have at length

eluded a treaty with the Cherokees east. The treaty was signed on
29th instant, and is such as I believe will give general satisfaction to
Government, the Indians, and the public. The council was
many who were here, the largest council that they had ever seen
ground, the former seat of Government of the Cherokee nation.
uumber varied from three to five hundred. I found the number of
regularly issued, amounts to about six: thousand, or upwards, in twel
mid there were present about one hundred and thirty who came
back, who were obliged to be supported at the public expense,
there was no range for the horsrs, and in the notice of the cmnmttssio~
they were promised subsistence and support if they attended; the
of the expenditures since I have been in the nation negotiating, not·
ing my own services, &c., or that of the secretary, amounting to
$3,000 ; and I believe all the accounts are in, and settled up to ·
having made myself personally responsible to the disbursing agent
advances, above the money in his hands, for this service.
I have also succeeded in obtaining the signatures of two of the
of the Western Cherokees, approving the treaty in toto, and inviting
brethren to an equal participation in all the benefits and privileges·
Cberokee country west. '1-,his I d~emed a very--important measure;
effect it, I agreed to advance them money sufficient to bear their
to Washington, and they will come on when the delegates from tlns
of the country go on, which will be on the third :l\'Ionday of January.
I have deemed it necessary, in the present crisis of the Cherokee
to advise a large and respectable delegation to accompany me to vV
They go with directions from the general council to urge upon
Clay delegation to sign this treaty, and those at Washington are ·
to do so, and they also go to secure the ratification of the treaty.
Ridge is at the heat! of the delegation, and several fine full blood
Their number will be about fifteen. It must be large and res:pectab.le, Q
Ross and his friends may not be able to look them down. I ave
the payment of their expenses, and engaged Mr. Boudinot to
us as an interpreter. I have been under the necessity of drawing a
on the Secretary of 'Var for $1,000, payable when an appropriation is
£,r the Cherokee treaty1 in favor of G. M. Lavender.
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This money I had borrowed to pay the expenses of the delegation on
lheir way to Washington.
I leave here to-morrow for the mountains of North Carolina, and I hope
to be able to bring the whole of that section of the country in favor of the

treaty.
It will also be necessary for rrie to see the Governor of Georgia, and
endeavor to get him to issue a proclamation to prevent the molestation of

tlie Cherokees in their possessfons.
I hope to he at \Vashington about the 25th of January.
I am, with-great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN.

To the Hon.

BLBERT HERRING,

Commissioner.

ON

BOARD STEAME:R

MrssrssiPPI, OHIO

RIVER,

January 1, 1836.
, m: By the recent death of my father, I was left one of his executors. I
~ave had several urgent calls to repair to my home. The unfinished state
~r my duties und er yonr department, and the dislike I hfld, under the cir'tUm3tanees: to ask for leave of absence, has, so far, prevented me from
making the applic~ttion. About the lOth of December, however, I received
from niy brothe1· a letter: on behalf of the family, of a nature so very urgent
and i:11pe.rative, calling for my immediate presence at all hazards, aud setting forth circumstances of a family nature, which it would by no means
become me to disreg<Hd, partly because my failure to be present must subject them to great loss and inconvenience, that on its recP-ipt; having little
to du besides paying the $4,770 of gratuity, and not having received the
rolls from Major Currey showing which of the Cherokee emigrants are
from Georgia, without which Captain Vashon had not the data to guide us
In payin:; £his gratuity, I turned ovel' the funds in my possession, pertain ~ng to Jndge Herring's d epartment, to Captain Step~enson, and agreeably
your and Captain Brown's instructions, reported 111 person to the latter,
Little Rock, to assist in removing the Seminoles.
With Captain Brown's sanction; I am now· proceeding horne, in order to
what is most essential there, so as to return to Rock Stone on or before
lOth of February, by the time the Seminoles reach there. l will by no
Llil to be there at that time or earlier, and hope that under the cir..
ms1aur~es, peculiarly urp·ent as they arc, my absence nnt1l that time wilt
looked upon by yon ~ith indulgence, as I believe the int.!rest of the. will in no wise suffer.
the Cherokee emigrants ·who were entitled to snbsis:ence were supexcept a very few who are entirely indifferent about receiving, and
come after their provisions.
lPavin~ Fort Gibs;:m, I mailed a register of those Cherokees who
subsisted during the disbursing agency. On account of the great
tion of the roHs in my possession of those who emigrated pre' under Major Currey's s;1peri ~1 te nde nce, nnd on acconnt of tlw
ce of C<tpw.i n Vashon a ad Lieutcl! ~tnt Sea. welFsl I have not been able to
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·get the information ue1,1Ted by YNl with regard to the mnnr;er in
and by whom, the5e last were snb~istcd, &c. J have registered thew
·bnt 1 on account of this deficiency, am obliged to wait nntil my ret
when I cun comp.lete this register, and forward a copy of the
·
part of it. The registt.r received from yon, us \vell us the loo~e
\Yerc very much damaged and soiled wben they reached n:e: I. used
to mnl<e tile copy for you : you will therefore please e.xcu~e the condi
in which they will arrive. I would prefer sending a complete copy of
register, when I get this additional iuformatien, for which purpose 1
he- glad to receive another register book.
On my return, the rolls from .Major Citrrey will probably have arri
nnd the gratuity can be paid to the Georgia Cherokees.
. I have made out my retnrns tor 4th qun.rter, 1835, which I enclose
with. I inadvertently left the account current at Fort Gilson, and will
unable to forward it until my return.
I enclose, also, a statement of letters received and written
December. An nccident to the steamboat has obliged me to leave my
gage and papers behind. ".rbis accmmts for my haYing no printed form
this statement, which I am obliged to make ont from memory.
'rhirty-five Quapaws, in nddition to thofe I mentioned, passed Fort
son a few days before I left, on their way to their new homes. 0
were said to be on their way. I also met a pnrty of abont 300 Creeks, at
month of. Ohio: ou the 29th December, on their way to their new cou
Very respectfully,
Sir, your obedient servant,

J. VAN HORNE,
Lt. 3d lnf. Sup't, Disbu-rsing Ag:t, 1. R.
Brigadier General GEoRGE

Co1nmissary Geueral

GIBSON,

of Subsistence . .

vv .t...sniN'GToN CITY',
January 6, 1836.
SIR: Duty to myself, relying upon your candor and magn ·
requires that I should trouble you with a few inquiries. 'rhe
of my application will appear, when I inform you that I am a n
and resident in, the Cherokee nation of Indians east of the Mississi
the place c~lled the Agency, and am now in '\\rashington, and one
deleaation of Cherokees to settle with the lJnitcd States the difiicu
bet\;een them and the Cherokees. A bont the year 1821, I settled at
present residence, in the Cherokee natwn, anQ. got possession accordi
the laws, usages, and customs of said naiion, where I have ever
remained without molestation, having in the mean time, for the
and convenience of self and fnmily, made improvements to the va
Beveral thousands of dollars. 1\'ly family is now threatened with expn
from their own home nnd firPside, in the absence of the head of that tn
at the capitol of the United States on public business; and 1 ami
this expnlsion is to take place nuder an order from your de
Having no means of knowing whnt repre~entations may have been
to you or the President of the United States of me and my situatioo.,
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'\Vhat apology can he found for turning my little children out of doors, and
that, too, in the absence of their father, l have only to beg the favor that the
honorable Secretary will inform me if any such Qrder has ever been given,
or is in COlllemplation ; and if so, I n~k to be favored with the grounds upon
whiclt it is or can be supported. I take leave to assure tbe honorable Secretary that this request is not made with the purpose of discussing with him
the propriety of any of his official acts, but solely with a view to atford me an
opportunity of setting right any misrepresentation of facts that may have
been made, that my property may be saved from destruction, and the United
States from an act of injustice. Like other men, I have my persohal
enemies, and am peculiarly unfortunate in finding some of them among
the official agents of the United Stater , and perhaps the bitterest of them all
is Major B. F. Currey. I have nothing to expect from his forhenrarice,
where he has the power to oppress. "Vhen excited, not by anger, but_by
that which usuaHy unbridles the tongue, I am informed he has declared he
would nP.ver be satisfied till he had me dispof'sessed: but I hope to be heard
before he shall be permitted to use an order from the War Departmen~ for
my destruction. I will forbear to say more, and hope the honorable Secretary will fiud my apology for the trouble I give him in his own breast,
when he looks at my situation ; and his known character gives me
\\ssurance of an early ans\\·er to my requests.
I have t.he honor to be
Your obedient servant,

LEWIS ROSS.
Honorable

l11EWIS

CAss,

Secretary

of

TVm-.

ATHENS, 'l,ENN'ESSEE;

January 9, 1836.
DEAR SIR:

As I know you feel much solicitude in relation to otu.lndian

difficulties, I am pleased to have it in my power to inform you that I beheve
there is now a fair prospect for. their adjustment. A treaty has been entered into by Schermerhorn and a portion of the nation, upon terms highly
advantageous, as I think them, for -the Cherokees.
As it will shortly be laid before the Government for ratification, it is
unnecessary for me to enter into details. That a better one will ever be
had I have not the ,remotest idea. The agents of the G~Jvernment, and
particularly Schermerhorn, have labored hard and faithfully, and effected
much more than has . been done for years heretofore.
·
I wish you to notify l\fr. Secretary Cass that drafts drawn by Charles
Hicks, then chief of the Cherokee nation, in favor of old Major Walker,
many years since, have been long since paid; and if they should be _presented for payment by any person, he should protest them. They are said to
be lost. My reason for this suggestion is that I am pledged to the nation
that these drafts shall never come against it
Please let me hear from you immediately in relation to Indian affairs;
how have the delegates been receivec4 and what is doing in Washington.
Yours, most respectfully,
CALBB STARR.,

Hon.

JAMgs STANDEFaa.
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NF.W Ecno'l·A, G .Eo.otwu,
January 10, 1
Something like seveu years sinco I ohtain€d license
the agent of Indian affairs ·east of the Mississippi to carry on trade
intercourse with the Cherokees, and during my residence here the lnd
have committed several depredations on my property, amounting,
to the best evidence l can produce, to $1,9~~ 49, which I have aced
the hands of my friend, General Glascock. Abont a year since I
lected a part of the evjdence of my claims1 and had It lnid before
by Colonel Foster; and not until after I had received your
was I aware that there had heretofoFe existed any regulations by which
might have obtained compensation [i)r my losses, until after I had recei
your answer, which was late last spring, which found me on a
~ickness, and wheu I inquired, was told the agency was abolished.
over, 1 was unable to obtain all my testimony until lately, and yet lack one
J have looked forward to the settlement of the long peudiug question between the Clierokees and Government to obtain compen8ation for my
You will perceive that some of those depredations were committed
Georgia extellded her jurisdiction. And you will easily perc6ive that it
would be a hard case for me to lose my just rights, merely because a cer·
tain statute was wrote in the archives of a State, and which I had no
ftg-ency in bringing about, more than furthering the views of the Government
of which I was a citizen, in fact with all my political influence.
This treaty wilh the Cherokees, is with them, first, a matter of necessity,
secondly, a matter of interest. The delegates represent the rights of their
nation and their people; and, on the other part, you represent your GoY·
ernment and your citizens, and hence the reason I appeal to you to secure
my rights 7 in the last resort: not that I expect you will audit my claims a&
once, but that you may prepare the way. There are but two other
licensed traders in the nation that I know of, and I don't lmow that they
have any claims for spoliations. F'or a better acquaintance with me and
my affuirs, I will refer you to Elias Boudinot and Elijah Hicks,· of the
Cherokee delegation: and to General Glascock, General Coffee, and Jesse
F.- Cleveland, of the Georgia delegation in the Hou~e Representatives.
With the highest consideration,
I have th~ honor to be,
Very respectfully,.Your most obedient servant,
WILLIAM J. TARVIN,
Hon. LEwis CAss 1
Secretary of W~ar,
DEAR SIR:

Washington city, D. C.

C:ru::tu:)KKJ;~ AaE:NcY ~As'1··,

January 1 1, 183G·, ·

Snt: On separating with Mr. Schel·merhorn 1 at Vafley 1iver, North Ca1a~
linn 1 a few days ago,. he desired me to open .his public lette1·s which might
arrive thereafter.
I find ~ne letter refusing to receive any delegation he may have agre€d tg
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take on. This intelligence was received at too late a period to put a stop to
the contemplated visit from the treaty party. I hope, therefore, Mr. Schermerhorn will experience no embarrassment on that account. These delegates were not disposed to make a treaty at New Town, unless they could
have an opportunity of seeing their brethren already at the city, before the
treaty is submitted to the Senate.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient sen·ant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.

Esq.,
Commissioner indian Ajj'airs.

ELBERT HERRING,

P. S.-Be pleased to hand the enclosed to Mr. Schermerhorn, and oblige,
llJOSI respectfully,

'

B. P. C.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

January 12, 1836.
Sm: Having visited the North Carolina part of the nation after the treaty
was Goncluded at New Echota, it was not in my power, at the end of the
last quarter, to advise you of the precise situation of the public property
here.
·
The commissioners called the nation together at New Echota on the 21st
ult. The Indians were, many of them, destitute of clothing necessary for
the season, and, lest the council shonld be very thin on that account,
bh~nkets were provided to such as stood in need, and could not be present
wtthout such supplies.
Mr. Schermerhorn, therefore, made a reqnisition on me for blankets,
which were delivered. I felt myself bound to co-operate with him in cadying into €ffect the measures of the Government. Although not specially
authorized to comply with his request in this particular, still the circumstances of the case appeared to warrant it, inasmuch as I had not time, after
being satisfied of the necessity of furnishing them, to consult you before
the n~eeting was ac.tunlly to take place.
It is hoped there will be no difficulty in obtaining a credit for the number
(){blankets delivered on the occa:-;ion.
I herewith forward to you an account current for the quarter ending
with 1835.

On this day I expect to leave for Nashville to see Governor Carroll, one
of the United States commissioners, and will return forthwith to the
agency, where I will remain until otherwise directed by yon or the necess)ly of things.
.
AU the Indians in this country are pretty well satisfied with the late
.t.._ty. l find the deleg-ates at the city, by using the names of certain Ten-

nessee politicians, are t-udeavoring, by letter, to produce excitement.
i.\Iost respectfully,
·
1 have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
General GEoRGE G msoN.
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January 15, 1836
SIR: In obedience to insthictions ft~orit your ofli~e, I have the hon
el}close yOtl' an estimafe of funds required in negotiating with the
Cherokees, together with an estimate for $79 40, paid for an iron
closet, making a grand total of $2,320 2l. This sum has already
advanced by me from my pri':"ate funds. You \vill thereibre per ·
necessity of prompt action in the case. I am induced to make
advances from a wish to promote the best interests of our common cou
The accounts and vouchers would have accompanied these, were ·
that a voucher received from Governor Carroll was informal. I
transmitted an a~count, made out agreeable to form, to him for his si~
tu.re, which will be returned in a few days, when the whole will be
ted to you .
I am, sir,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
M. W. BATMAN,

1st Lieut. 6th lnf. Dis.b'g Ag't.
Honorable

ELBERT HERRING,:

Commis$ioner of lndian Affairs,
Washington city.
I

'VEsTPORT, JAcKsoN CouNTY, M.rssouRI, .

January 20, 1836.
Snt: My bill of exchange of this day for three hundred and thirty-t
dollars, in favor of William M. Chick, is drawn agreeably to authori
c~

A. Harris, .esquire,.Cornmissioner of Indian Affair~, dated July 5~
and is to enable me to fulfil in~trnctions ,which at that time he gave me,
cause the surveys <;>f the Cherokee lands to be completed, &c.
Respectfully,

ISAAC McCOY.
Honorable B. I?.

BuTLER,

Acting Secretary of War.

WASHINGTON,

..

Jo,nuary 16,1836.

DEAR Srn: I have the honor to aclmow ledge that I received, last ·
your favor under date of the 14th, with its enclosure, in answer· to
of the 2d instant.
The result is so different from \Vhat, I think, I had a right to
that 1 refrain from any remarks · on the contents of the letter written to
Currey by direction of the President.
I have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
HUGH L. '"'rT"rYrnT.. .. .
Honorable LEwis 0Ass,

Secretary of

lVa:r~
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'VASHINGTON, January, 18, 1836.
Sq.R: I have considered the letter ascribed to B. F. Currey, Esq., and{
published in the Federal Union of Georgia, together with the Hon. H~1gh
L. White's, enclosing the paper, which you laid before me; and think ~t
proper to request, that you call forth with upon Mr; Currey for the reas~nit
which indnced him to make that letter public, and for the proofs upon which
he made the stateme1its therein contained, in reference to the interest Mf·
McConnell has in Indian reservations; his connexion with Payne and Ros~,;
his consnltatiaus with them; and paticulnrly in reference to the advice. S(\.id
McConnell gave to Ridge's friends, who had refu~ed to go over to Ross w~ttl
him; also for his proofs as to the abolition ,tracts, in whose posses·sion foqnd• ·
and by whom circnlated. This inquiry is due to all the persons \\r,hqse .
names are brought before the public, and it is due to the Governmeqt whosf
agent Mr. Curmy is. It is equally due to Mr. Currey that he slwn'ld. 9.0
heard before he receives any additional censure. Let him be firl:lt he~r.A, ~
aud then judged.
Your obedient servant,

ANDREW JAOI\SON ..
Honorable L.

·

CAss.

Secretary. of JVar.

P. S.-Mr. Currey's proof as to Judge '\Vhite's agen_c y in ha?iog.: lU':
McConnell appointed, is also expected.

'V~sHINGTON GtTY, January 21 1 1836.
Snt: Some days sin~e ! 'received your note of the 16th instant, in whi~h,.

y,ou inform me that instructions have not been given to remove rpe; t~~t,·
understanding I was on the road, you thought proper to delay any furth~r.
action till my arrival; and that you are ready to receive any explanatiop I
may wish to give. My silence till now was occasioned by absence. frorp
the city, to which l retnrned last evening-, when your note was recei ~_ed.
I had with me three of my children, on their way to school in Maryland,
where it was necessary I should accompany them. I now beg· le.a v.e :~o·.
make my statement.
The charge, if it may be called a charge, is,, that I am living upon th,e
agency n~:-ervation, to which, it is said: 1 have no right. At the date of
the treaty of the 27th of February, 1819: between the United States ~n<\
the Cherokee nation, It J. Meig-s, the then agent, kept his o,ffice am~ ha~
estahlished his ag-ency upon lands ceded by that treaty, but he h.q.d no~
claimed a mile square, or other quantity of land, as an agency reservation.
About the year 18:20, he removed his agency to the present cite. I had at,
this pt)riod a mercantile establishment at the old agency, where I then re~
sided with my family, and at the earnest so]icitation of Colonel Meigs, Iremoved, and took up · my re.sidence near the place selected by him fqr 1?-is,
intending: thel'e to make permanent my home, and where I have ever s~nce .
resided without molestation m complaint from any quarter, till recently 1 I
have made very extensive improvements, to the value of many thousand~
df dollal'~. My right, residence, and possessions, are sanctioned _a nd. secnred to me by the laws, usages, and customs of the Cherokee nation, o.f

[ I '20 ]
which I am a rEember.
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Now if a mile square Le laid off, making the

in which Col. Meigs kept his office the centre, it will include me;
my possessions, no agent has pretended a claim till the time of B. F.
rey,_ nor has any complained of me or my residence, save him. I will
trouble you with his conduct towards me personally, and will only
that I have been told he said in Milledgeville, Georgia, tlwt my
ance in my house depended npon my own conduct; that he had the
and if I proceeded to Wnshington, ht~ would turn me out. Shortly
Colonel Meigs fixed upon the present citt~ for his residP.nce and ngency,
James Cowan was permitted to settle there as a tavern keeper, to which
Cherokees objected, upon the ground that he was an intruder upon
territory, and that he had no right to authorize his residence there.
colonel insisted, that, as agent, he was entitled to a mile sqnnre for his
porary use, and made some communieations to the War Department
subject, to which I beg leave respectfully to refer the Hon. Secretary. Co
Meigs was directed to apply to the authorities of the Cherokee nation, to
~urveyed to him such mile square. The nation refused his request for
place described, yet by his own authority he surveyed a mile squarf'.
all this controversy my rights were not questioned, or my possessions
to be disturbed; but the Indians insisted upon the removal of Mr.
nn. 1~Thus ,matters stood at the death of Colonel Meigs. Colonel J
Mc.Minn, his successor, renewed the application of the mile sqnare, and
lndiar1s theirs for the removal of Cownn, and thPre was on this suhject
corre~potidence in the year 1823 or 1824, bew€en a Cherokee delegation
Washington, nnd Colonel Thomas McKenney, now on file in you.i·
ment, to which I beg leave to refer. 'l'he Indians prevailed, nnd an
was issued for the removal of Cowan, but was never executed by Go
McMinn. .After his death, Colonel H. Montgomery eRme into office,
gave tbe Indians to understand, if they \Vonld renew their application
would remove Mr. Cowan. They did so, and Cowan was removed;
a Mr. Hardwick, the son-in law of Montgomery, was estahlished in his pin
und the lndinns gained nothing but a change of occupnnts. My rig
were not doubted when Colonel Montgomery settled in the nation; he
no respect to tbe lines marked by Colonel Meigs, and in faet cultivated
beyond tLem, and never asked for any in my possession. So it will
as the truth is, that neith('r the United States or Cherokee 11ation
cognised a mile square, as [et apart f.or -the temporary use of their Gh
agent. I am aware of the treaty stipulation, that the agent shall ba
sufficiency of land for his temporary use: this has never been refn
b11t that he shall havP. six hundred cmd forty acres, and his house in
centre thereof, I presume, cannot be found in any treaty; nnd nnles~
be ~o, there is no necessity for interfering with my possessions, which in
· way obstruct the business of the age11cy. I will further remark, that by
act of Congress, passed in the year 1833~ the agency to the Cherokees
of the Mississippt was discontinued after a limited tin!e, Rnd I nm not
formed of any law or treaty that now aut borizes the residence of any fl
in the nation; then the land upon which I live, if ever included in
agency reservation, being no longer wauted for the temporary we of
agent, belongs to the Cherokee nation, nnd not to tJw Unit(·d Stales. 'J'I
is the conclusion to which my mind comes, nfl"'l' nn atteutive e:xaminati
of the treaty of 1798, and the act of Cougress of 1833. Thf' foregoi1
views of my rights are, with dne respect, submitted to the cotlsideration
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the Bon. Secretary. I hope I m~\Y be indulged in one or two fl!uther remarks. lf the Unitt~d States possess the right (I know she has the power)
to dispossess me, I am not informed by your note of any neee~sity for an
assertion of that right, which has been permitted to slumber for so many ·
years, more especially when I have bee11 eneouraged to expend large sums
of money in permanent impro\'ements for the comfort of myself and family7
and 1 am slow to believe the interest of the United States requires my little
children to be made homeless in the absence of their father. Has the agent
nowhere to reside but in my honse? Are my fields, st0re-house, barns, stables, kitchens, cotton gin, ferry, all wanted for the temporary use of the Cherokee agent? Can it be true that the hard earnings of my life, my private
property, is thns to be taken from me, and thal I am to return nnd find myself a stranger in my own dwelling, and another oceupying what was once
mine? I will abstain from further remark on this unpleasant sn bject, and
ask yon will pardon any seeming warmth of expression. \ I am sure there
must be something in the matter of whieh lam yet ignorant. I have long
lmo\Vn the President personally, and yon from character, and that knowledge assures me that by neither will I ever be told "the pound of flesh is
my rights," and it further assn res me, that when the truth shall be told you,
I shall not be longer hnnted down by my personal enemies, nor expelled
from my fireside. If representations have oeen made to you, that my language or conduct towards the United States has been objectionable, in jusIke to myself; I have to be informed of the specific charge. For the eorrectness of my GOUrse, I can appeal with confidence to Major Davis, Major
Mcintosh, Lientenant Batman, Lieutenant Howe, Lieutenant Harris, and
many olher officers of the United States, and who have bad a fair opportunity to lmow my course. l might add a list of a hundred names. I have
my own opinions of the· relation existing between the United States and
Cherokee people, but I have never expressed that opinion in harsh or unkind terms towards the people or public functionaries of the United States.
It is trne, some of those who have been among us have taken occasion to
wonnd my feelings, to step aside from the path of duty to annoy me; of
them 1 have spoken as their condnct deserved; but that condnct has nott
by me, been attributed to the United States. In conclusion, I have to request that as soon as the Hon. Secretary shall determine upon the course
thought right nnd proper to be pursued towards me, I may be advised of
that determination. Please accept assurances of the respect and high conSideration of
Your obedient, humble servant,

LEWIS ROSS.
Honorable LEwis GAss,

Secretary of JiVar.
P. S.-At the time Colonel Montgomery went out of office, B. F. Currey
claimed all the lands in possession of Montgomery, and a difficulty arose
between them as to what should be considered public property. The whole
matter was referred to the award of Mnjor Davis, and LiP.utenauts Batman
and Philips. Tirey made an award, which I am told is yet in the hands of
lajor Davis. This award has a direct bearing upon what is termed the agency
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reservation, and contains facts 11se.ful to be known in reference to my
I must further trouble you with a reference to Major William M. Da
·
Respectfully, yours,

LE\\IS

HousE oF REPRESENTATivEs,
January 25, l
SIR: By numerous letters I , have lately receved f~om persons residi
that part of my district known as the Cherokee nation; I learn that
great excitement and alarm prevails among the citizens there, ou ace
a report that a treaty has been lately concluded by Mr. Schermerhorn, as
agent of the Government, one . provisjon of which is that reser.vat·
pre-emptions are secured to all the Cherokees, tp be located within the
its of the States of Alabama, Tennessee, and Nor.~h Carolina; a11d that
of the tribe who. are within the State of Georgia are allowed the pri
of locating their reservations · \l'ithin the other. '-States named.
Knowing that much solicitude was felt by i~1y coustitneut~ living in
Cherokee nation, on the subject of a. treaty with that tribe, and their
gn::at anxiety that. when the ~ country migbt be t~~ated for by the
States no reservatiOns sh.o uld be allowed the· Indians,
I took the
1
opportunity after my .arrival h.P.re: to have a perSO.Q <11 iri.tervie,w with
weH as the .President,, on this subj~ct, in order to. ascertain the views
department in relatipn to such a provision ii?, tb~ Goritemplated .treaty.
am not ·mistake.t;l, you informed me that the v.iew.s of the President, as
as your own, were ·a dverse to such a principle, and' that one determiu
in the formation .of a treaty, was, that no reserves should. be allowed .
. further stated, if I recollect, that this would certainly: be adhered to by
departn~ent, as one of the terrn.s of a treaty not to. be depurted hom.
. This is a question of so much importance to the interest 'of tbecit'
m that country, that it is particularly desjrable that the views of the
part.ment should not be misunderstood. The policy I understand now
solved on is so mauiiestly correct, that no argument is necessary to su
it. The evils that have resulted from the reservation plan under
treaties itq>ractice are welll\nown. The iuterests of the Indians as well
the citizens of the country have been greatly prejudiced, and a class of I
speculators have availed themselves of the opportunity thns atftJrded
of increasing their wealth, by taking to their own use that which was it
ed by the Government as a benefit to the Indians, and the honest
unable to come in competition, have been driven before -them: nuu. ..•u"'·'"'"
their improvements to seek homes elsewhere. Many, and, indeed, most
them, who were forced thus in the Creek, have settled in the CherokEe
tion, and made other improvements, relying securely on the liternlj
the Government to. preserve them, and confident that a policy which
produced snch injurions effec~s would be abandoned in the formation
treaty with tbe Cherokees. In thi~ I am glad' to find, from the views
expressed to me in our conversation, the\ will not be mist(l,ken.
you d!l;~rn it not improper to do so, I have· to, ask o( you an answer to
letter, and at as early a period as it may suit your convenience, in ordert
7
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y be em~bled to remove the fears of my constituents on a subject to
m of the most vital · importance.
With grent respect,
I have the honor to be·,
Your obedient servant,·
R. CHAPMAN.
Hon. LEW'Is CAss,
:secretary o.l War.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EA~T,

January 26, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to/.nclose yon, herewith, my accounts and vouch-

ers for disbursements mad. . oh account of negotiating with the Eastern
Cherokees, during the <ftt<(rter e,nding 31st December, 1835, and part of the
quarter eAding 31st March, 1836.
I have respectfully to ask your early attendance to these accounts.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
M. W. BATMAN,
1st Lt. 6th lnf. Dis. Agent, Cker. Rem.
Hon.

BLBERT HERRING, ·.

Cornmisstoner of lmlin.n Affairs)
Washington city·.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

January 27, 1836.
I um ad vised, from John
Ross, instructiug his second principal chief to cnll the Cherokees, together,
and get them to protest against the ratifkntion of .the late treaty.
Until letters \vere recei\Ted from Washington advising this conrse, all the
Indians here appeared well satisfied. So vou may date their late dissatisfaction with the receipt' of letters from that stubborn and perverse chief, Ross,
qhd his coadjutors.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor· tb be,
Your very obeai(mt servant:
BENJ. F. CURREY.
SIR: Letters have been received rf'cently, as

E.

HERRING,

:Esq.,.

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

W ASHINGTON 7 J~nuary 29, 1836.
SIR: 'fhe undersigned are a part of a depntation of Cherokees, reprelenting those of their nation who have recently conclnded, at New Echota,
Ureaty with the United S~ates commissioner, Mr. Schermerhorn.
Un\·ing, a few moments since, called upon Judge Herring, we were in··
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(ormed that Mr. Schermerhorn had been directed not to bring on a
and we were ]eft to infer that our coming here as such is contrary
will and wishes of the department.
That this information should render us unhappy mnst be obvious·
ing here, as we have, at the request of the commissioner, and u
assurance from him that our expenses on the way, and whilst here,
be paid, we were altogether unprepared for what we have heard.
In order that. we may be relieved from our nnpleasant situation, we
to request that you will communicate, as soon as may be convenient,
is the will of the department with regard to ns.
Mr. Schermerhorn and the remainder of our delegation are on the
and will be here in a few days.
We have the honor to be
Your obedient :::ervants,
WILLIAM ROGERS,
JAMES FOSTER,

JOHNSON ROGgRs,
ROBER'r SANDERS.
Hon.

LEWIS

C.-1ss,

Secretary of l'Var.
Joint memorial of the Legislature of the State of Alabama, to his
lency the President of the United 8tates, and the honorable
the Unitt'd States, iu anticipation of a treaty between tlte United
and the Cherokee tribe of indians, praying that thty 'may not
reservations to the said Indians.
To !tis excellency the Presiden~ of the United States, and to tlze
Senate of the United States:
The memorial of the Legislature o( the
RESPECTFULLY REPRESENTS:

'rhat in anticipation of a treaty between the United States and
Cherokee nation of Indians for their lands lying east of the
the subject of grnnting reservations to the heads of Indian families
attracted the attention of a highly respectable number of the people of
bama, and iR not, in the opinion of your memorialists, indifferent to
portion of them. Indeed, it is a subject which calls for the soundest
tion of the statesman and philanthropist. It has been most unqnestion
one of the leading traits of policy in the administration of the
tinguished Chief Magistrate of the United States, to acquire the
lands within the limits of the States; and, by rernoviug the Indians
the Mississippi, to settle those vexatious questions of conflictir.Jg ju
tion, which have so often threatened to disturb-the public harmony.
to effect this in a manner which, while it removes this cause for distu
of the public tranquillity, shnll, at the same time, secnre the best int
not only of the native Indian, but of those white persons who have
tied among them, is alike the dictate of enlightened humanity and of
policy. In this aspect of the subject, the consequences of granting
vntions naturally came np for considt'ration. 'The pnictical operation
the system in the Creek nation has furnished a painful commentary on
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past effects, and affords the safest criterion by which to judge of its futuro
Near four years have elapsed since the treaty with the In ~
dian~ was concluded. 'rheir reservations were numerous, and comprehended nearly all the good laud in the conntry. 'l1hese lands have very gener·
rally been disposed of, and reservees are now in a miserably poor, destitute,
ud degraded condition: with not a dollar of the money for which they were
~ld; their aversion to labor, their ignorance of our laws and our habits, and
f the value of property, together -with the limitations n pon their rights
and privileges, are not more effectual in preventing them from becoming
eitizens, than is that fondness for savage life, which seems to be deeply seat·
al in the very constitution of their nature. These things, together with
their fondness for excitement, and their proneness to indulge in dissipated
habit~, when th~ means of doing so conld be had, rushed them into the
of speculators, by whom their lands have been obtained, and afforded
the means of their indulgences, which have reduced them, almost
IB'Wltiiout exception, to their present degraded condition. They are now
g our citizens, but they can never amalgamate with them; and unless
li~¥:Jemovt!d by the General Government, they must dwindle out a miserable
nee in peril of starvation and of violence, in return for the excesses
their condition prompts them to commit. · Indeed, acts of violence
recrimination between the whites and the Indians nre becoming of fre~
1'Jent occurrence. Had these things been represented to them prospective~
, and had they been induced to relinquish their rights to reservations, in
ltmsideration of •]arge amount of money paid for .the lands, and to rellOve to the west, en masse, there can be no don bt but that their condition
would hrwe been infinitely superior in every respect to what it is at present.
Too ignorant to perceive the ruin that is tnst overtaking them: they yet
tinger aLont their miserable homes, in contented and blind indifference,
obstinately refusing to emigrate, yet wholly unprepared to remain. 'rhese
are melancholy facts, and show, most conc!usivcly, that the Indians them~ves have not been benefitted by the reservations; and it is, in the opinJOn of yonr memorialists, equally clear that the numerous and highly res~
feetable citizens, who have beeu induced to settle on these lands, have not.
The honest husbandman, who h~1s subdued the forest by his toil and labor,
uniformly become the victim of the land specnlator, and b~en forced to
orchase his improvements at a price far above its real value, or abandon
home forever. Your memorialists would further most respectfully
represent, that the territory claimed by the Cherokee Indians is no longer a
wilderne~s covered with immense forests, but that the greater portion of it
settled by worthy, industrious, and highly respectable citizens, many of
have made permanent nnd valuable improvements. These improvehave b('en so made as not to intertere with the rights of individual
and have been made by persons goitig into their country, under the
of the laws of the State. To grant reservations, which would
in many cases, these valuable improvements, wonld be to take
the industrious laborer the earnings of his industry, and to confer them
men whose tmde is to grind and oppress the unfortunate poor; for it
be questioned, but that they would priss into the hands of unprincin for a mere song.
'rhis, in the opinion of your memorialists,
ho the means of working out for the settlers and cultivators of the
territory a crying ancl most oppressive injustice, against which
is no relief, but in convincing the Cherokees that it is their highest ine
)!,'K~:om;eonences.
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terest to receive a larger sum in total extingui~hment of their
remove in a body to their brethren west of the Mississippi, where
relight the torch of civilization at the base cf the Rocky n;ou
they are invested with valuable reservations, tbey are at once
prey to speculators, who will caress them until they i:lcqnire th
less than their value, and then turn t~1em over to the retailer of
who will complete the work of _degredation and ruin, which the
has commenced; and the poor Indian, linked to the habit of in
and penniless, friendless, and degraded, will have little else to
look around for a mis~:rable grave in the land of his fathers. The
ment cannot desire this, and the voice of humanity cries aloud
Your memorialists would fnrther represent, that the granting of
tions, with a right on the part of the Government to supervi~e the
by which they are disposed ot; is attended wilh great expense and
as is known in relation to the Creek reservations, opens the dGor,
part of the buyer, for the indulgence of the worst passions of the
breast-to fraud and perjnry of the most unmitigated character. I
point of view, therefore, in which this subject has been viewed, the
of granting reservations is fraught with evil. And your memorialists
therefore, respectfully suggest that the Indians should be urged to
their interests by receiving n fair equivalent in full extinguishment
whole title to their lands, and that no re~ervations be granted; but
may go iu a body to join that portion of their tribe who have
them ; and th~y mo13t respectfully ask that a treaty be made wit
formabl y thereto ; and, as in duty bound, they will ever pray, &c.
fore,
Resolved, That the Executive of this State be required to forward
of this memorial to the President of the United States. and each of
ators in Congress.
' '
J. W. McCLUNG,
Speake1· of th.e House of

SAM.R. M

Pres·ident of the
Approved, January 9, 1836.
A true copy from the rolls :

SPRlNG PLACE, GEORGI

Feb1"t.w ry 3,
Stn.: 1 have the 'honor to communicate to yon the £1ct that the
kees held a council which was called to meet on Friday, the 29th
ary last, nnrler the reputed orders of John Ross, by Georg-e
protest against the proceedings at New Echotn, which meeting I
on the 1st, 2d, and 3d instaqt. 'l'he number attending this council
exceed two hundred, men, women, and children.
Anvther delegr.tion was to be appointed to go to 'Vashington, to
the proceedings had at this meeting, and contributions were called
the expenses of said delegation.
•
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While nt this council, I was in:filrmed by a get1eman of integrity that
Mr. Ware; a white man residing in Ross's family, said Ross had written to
his friends thnt he had got Mr. Hell, the Chairman o( the Indian Committee,
to recommeud the passage of a resolution by Congress, which was intended
to authorize a call for persons and papers, to show the reasons of the arrest
of J. H. Payne and himself by the Georgia Guard.
.
·
Previous to the receipt of this and other communications from the city,
the treaty appeared acceptable to all. But while false information is used
here to delude the Indians into the belief that they will obtaiN a strong
support from Mr. Bell and his friends: and that through the discnssious
growing- out of this resolution the Jate treaty will be defeated before the
Senate of the United States, when aided by the protest of the more recel,lt
eouncil held at Rr.d Clay, threats of war against the whites are occasionally
~eard to come from the incautious devotees of Mr. Ross, in the event of
that treaty's being ratified.
As a specimen of the feeling inculcated by events passing here at this time,
nd elsewhere, I transmit to yon a statement of Eli Bolan, a respectable
hite man residing within the Indian settlements of Georgia, and beg Jeave
assure you similar indications are not unfrequentl arising more from
he alleg~d opposition shown by our own politicians, and communicated
through their chiefs at \Vashington and elsewhere, than from any hostile
rray of the Seminoles and discontented Creeks, or the prospect of a war
'th the French Government.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
'BENJ~ •·P. CURREY.
ELBERT HERRING, Esq.,

Cornmissioner Indian

Affair~.

P. S.-Enclosed, I have the satisfaction to forward to you the copy of a
letter from myself of this date to Governor·Schley.
Very respectfully:

'

B. F. C.

SPRING PLACE, GEORGIA,

february 6, 1836.
StR!

I ht.tre the honot to transmit to you the copy of a communication

from myself to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and at the same time to
advise yot1 that: while ·large numbers of the Creeks are flocking into the
Cperokee settlements of Georgia, intirnations~have been made· by vindictive
Chtrokees, that, at a short n-otice, they could avail themselves of all the
'physical force of the Creek nati0n to resist the contemplated removal of the
Cherokees from your territory.
Although, in the sequel, these intimations may all be found to be moment·
ryebulhtiotls 6f fancy or passion, more than any.settled design to commence
hostilities hereafter, it is considered highly proper thltt you should, as the
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executive offi.cer_of the State, be informed of aU that militates against
local Jaws: and directly or remotely threatens evil to your citizens.
Very respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Yonr most obedient servant,

rro his excellency

wILI~IAM ScHLEY,

BBNJ. F. CURR

Governor of Georgia.

STATE OF GEORGIA,

l

Murray couuty. )
Personally came before me, B. P. Currey, superintendent of
removals, Eli Bolan, one of the judges of the snperior conrt o
county, and, on oath, sayeth: 'I'hat on or about tbe 25th day of
last, \Vnttie, an old Cherokee womau, with whom be has had a
acqnaintance for several years, told him through Anny Falling: who
preted on the occasion, that whenever the Cherokees saw that their
were sold, and they had to leave this conntry, they \Vonld ki!l as
the whites as theyconld, and advised affiant that if he wished to save
and family, he hnd better settl.:1 near an Indian family: and cnltivnte a
understanding with them,, through \vhom a lon e would they be able to be
ser.ved: and further this deponent sayeth uot.
Signed and sworn to before me, B. F. Currey, superintendent
removals, February 5, 1836.

\'VAsHINGTON CITY,

F'ebruttty S, 1

Srn.: I have the honor herewith to tnmsmit to the department tbe
conclnded with the Cherokees at New Echota, Georgia, on the ~9t
December last; the journal of the commissioner of the proceedings
council; also, the minutes of the council kept by the Indians themse
and certain papers ia reference to the claims of old traders, ref(~rred
the supplemni'ltury article of the treaty.
It has been a source of great regmt to me that this matter has been
long delayed; but the difficulties we had to contend with from the divi ·
among the chiefs and people, the determination of a few influential
to resist all the offers of the proposed treaty, the interference of some of
own citizens, as we ha\re reason to apprehend, bGth in the Indian
and ont of it, has greatly embarrassed us, and retarded our pro . . .:;.;;;uull;l;;lt·l
bringing this business to a close sooner.
I trust the treaty, as it is, wil1 be acceptable to the Government.
I can anticipate no objection to it, nnless it may arise from the pre-e
rights granted by the treaty; and if these are inconsistent with the
of the States interested in these lands, I hope the treaty may still be
and ratified with the pr~viso, " Tlzat the Legislatures of North

and 'l'erm.PsseP. ngrr.~ tn lite same.''
I have h:1d the pleasnte ot· nn interview with the GoYcrnor of
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who has examined the treaty, expressed his satisfaction with it, and assured
me that he would carry ont its provisions, as far as Georgia was concerned,
to the uttermost of his power.
I can only ·assure you, sir, that under all th. e circumstances of the case,
I have done the best I could to settle this diffi. cult subject in a manner the
best and most satisfactory, both to the Government and the Indians, in my
power.
I have only to add, that Governor William Carroll, the other commis·
sioner, could not attend the council; but I forwarded to him the treaty,
which he has returned to me with his ~ignature.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

J. F.

Comn~'r

Honorable

SCHERMERHOR~

to treat 'With the Cherokees east.

ELBERT HERRING,

Commissioner.
A journal of the proceedings of the council he~d at N ew Echola, Georgia,
December 21-30, 1836, with the Cherokee people, by John F. Sclwrmerhorn, commissioner an the part of the Dnited States to treat 'With
the Cherokees east.
On the 30th of October last, the Cherokee chiefs and people, while
assembled at Red Clay council ground, were requested and notified by the
United States commissioners to meet them at Ntnv Echota, in general
council, on the third Monday of December, for the purpose of negotiating
and making a treaty with tlte United States. In addition to this, the
commissioners also had the notice accompanying this, marked A, printed
in the Cherokee language, and extensively and generally circulated among
the people, in order that they might all know th~ time, place, and object of
the council. They were also assured that they would be provided with
every necessary subsistence and support, and that they should not be molested, but be protected by the United States at the council and on their return
home. 'rhey were also distinctly informed that those who did not attend
would be considered as giving their sanction to what was done and transacted by those who did attend.
DECEMBER 22.
The Cherokee people having convened at New Echota, according to
the notice of the commissioners, the council was opened by J. F. Schermerhorn, one of the commissioners, (Governor William Carroll, the other
cbmmissioner, being abserit, in consequence of the state of his health.)
After the notice which had been published calling the meeting haa been
read, the commissioner fully explained to them the object of the meeting,
anti stated that to-morrow he would submit to the council certain propositions from the Government of the United States for a treaty \'rith the
Cheroke~.

It was then publicly stated, in open council, by pei·sons from different

parts of the Cherokee ccnintry, that r'unnef3 had been' sent by Mr John

loss

and his chie'fs into the · different districts of couhtryJ to prevent the
people from attending this council i that they had circulated various
repttrts to defeat the couhcil, by endeavoring to prevent the people from
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attending; among others, it was currently circulated that n great man
come from England, meaning John H. Payne, who was veribusy with
pen, taking down every thing that had taking place amoug them, and
he would soon get all things right. That John Ross and the d
had not gone to vVashiugton to sell the land, but to get troops to d
whites out of their country. Notwithstanding all the artifice, threats,
misrepresentations that had been used to prevent the people from a
this council, a large concourse of Cherokee people assembled, and especi
of the most intelligent and best informed among them. It was also
by those who did attend that the people generally were very an ·
have their difficulties settled, although they \Vere deterred from
on account of the influence and fear of some of the chiefs.
There was but one prevailing opinion among the people present,
that was that the best interest and salvation of the whole people req
that their difficulties with the United States should be speedily settled by
treaty, and that before they separated from this council.
The council was then organized by appointing John Gunter to prel)I.d1e11
and Alexander i\'lcCoy secretary, when they adjourned until to-morrow.
DECEMBER

23.

The council having convened, the commissioner submitted to
the propositions for a treaty, which were then read, interpreted, and
explained to them in their own languoge. The acceptance of the
treaty was urged upon them by various arguments and considerut
the only means of saving the Indians from utter ruin and destru
They were reminded that they had tried, for several years, various
to obtain relief, by appeals to the public through the ptess ; by peti
and memorials to Corwress, and the Executive Government of the
States; by resorting t~ the judicial tribunals of th e country; but
vain. Their difficulties had only been increased by the very means
used to obtain relief. 'That, indeed, there was no way to save themse
from degradation and final ruin, if not extirpation, but by accepting
liberal overtures of the Government) and a removal beyond the tern·ton•
limits of the States.
After solemn deliberation mnong themselves, they informed the
sioner that the council had resolved to receive the propositions,
into negotiations for a treaty ; and that, for this purpose, they had
and authorized a committee of twenty persons to confer with the cornmi&II
sioners, and seitle the terms of the treaty: and then report their doings
the counciL
The commissioner and committee were engaged in consultations
conferences, and settling npon the terms of the treaty. In these contertm~.
the committee insisted, 1st. That the Senate o[ the United States, in their award, by which
advised, " That a sum not exceeding $5,000,000 be allowed to the

kees for all their lands and possessions ea:--;t of the M ississippi
did not include any allowance for claims for spoliations, the losses
danaers sustained by their people from the intrusion of the citizens of
United States~ and taking from them their possessions and property by
extension of the laws of the States over them.
In order to meet and get rid of this difficulty, the commissioner
that this matter should be agnin referred to the Senate of the United
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'v determine \Vhethet· anything had been allowed by them for these claims
m the award. of the 5,00U,OOO or not; and, if no allowance had been made
for the same, then an additional sum of $300,000 should be allowed for
lhem, which is $50,000 more than they were esti 1ated at a year since;
but not more than they haye since been increased during the last year.
The committee, however, insisted there should be no contingency in
this matter, as it was evident from the language of the resolution itself,
that these claims had not been taken into consideration. The commissioner
then agreed that the treaty should not be presented to the Senate without
the consent of their delegation, until we had satisfied ourselves that no
allowance had been made by the United States Senate for the same, in their
award of $5,000,000.
.
2d. The committee insisted that reservations should be made and illlowed
t:> such of their people as were averse to a removal west, and were determined to continue in their residences under the laws of the States. This
they urged very strenuously, on the grounds that reservations had been
gl'anted to their neighbors, the Creeks, Choctaws, and Chickasaws, and
they could see no good reason why their people should not have the same
privilege.
~
··
The commissioner informed them distinctly, that, according to the instructions of tli.e commissioners, no discretionary power was given -them on this
point, and that they were inadmissible in the treaty. In order, however,
to get over this difficulty, and satisfy the Cherokees in some measure, it
was finally agreed to allo\y a limited numbe! of p~e-ernption rights of a
quarter section, not exceedmg four- hundred m all, lll the States of North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Alabama, to such heads of Cherokee L'lmilies only
ns were qualified or calcu.lated. to become nseful members of society; and
in order to prevent, as far as possible, n.ll frand and imposition, none em{
be entitled to this privilege unless recommencled by a committee of their
own people, a majority of whom wil! rm_:nove themselves, and are strongly
in favor of the removal of the whole natiOn. They must also have certain
quali.ticati?us for citiz.enship ; they must ~ec.ome actual settlers, and they
must recetve the certificate of the commissiOners before any one can be
~ntitled to this privilege: and then it must be confined to the residence or
improvements in N?r~h Caro.lina, !enne~see, an~ Alc_tbama. 'I'he Georgia
Indians have the pnv1Iege of makmg their selectwn m those States.
The commissioner was a ware that the Cherokee land~, after their title is
extinauished in the States of Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee,
belon~ to these States; and, as Georgia had already disposed of her lands,
110
emption privileges were given there, and in the States of North
Carolina and Tennessee it was proposed to make them contingent npon
the consent of the Legislatures of those States. To this power the Cherokees objected, because they supposed the influence .of the citizens of the
United States, who already had settled on their lands, and wanted these
privileges for themselves, would have influence enough in their Legislatures to defeat them, and said their only reliance was upon the United
States, who, as the treaty-making power, could grant it if they pleased, as
the States had no powers to make treaties. ·
On an examination of former treaties, especially those of 1817 and 1819,
I found the fee simple reservations of 640 acres had been made in all these
States, and in which North Carolina and Tennessee had acquiesced; and
I was informed by gentlemen learned in the law, that the right had been
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Contested by the State of Georgia, but that the grants of t'eservatlons u
these States had been held good. From the precedents of former
I inferred that if the United States had the right in those Stutes to
fee simple reservations 1 there could be no don bt or difficulty in gra.ntiJrlf!:~
few pre-emption rights. If in this an error has- been committed,
~till the treaty may be sent to the Senate and ratified, with such qu
tions as the rights of the States may render necessary, and which 1 I
no doubt, will be accepted by the delegation who have come on with
treaty, and who have power to make such alterations as may be ne(~es~;aJ1
to secure its ratifiaa:tion.
3d. 'There was, also,I found, anothet subject w·hich had occasioned
difficulty among the Cherokees, and which they insisted should be
vided for in the treaty, and that was reservations under former treati
the treaties of 1817 and 1819, the United States acquired about '±,vvii,IJW.~
of acres of lands from the Cherokees, in the States of Georgia, Nortb
Carolina: Tennessee, and Alabama, for which they gave the Cherol\ees an
equal quantity in the 'Territory of Arkansas, and a certain number of
\rations in those States. This as appears was the only consideration
ed by the United States for this extensive and valuable cession of lands, by.
the Cherokees. Those, however, who removed to Arkansas wP-re paid for
the improvements, and removed at the expense of the Government.
complaint of the CherokeQs was, that s<Jme of those reservations in Al
and Tennessee had not yet been granted, and that in some instan
reservees had been obliged to purchase their lands from the State of
nessee, rather than engage in a long and expensive litig-ation, to
retain them. 'rhose made in North Carolina, had all been bought by
State from the Indians, and those in Georgia, the .lndian.s had been paid
by the United States, in compliance with the special agreement on
part of the United States, to extinguish the Indian title to the lands
that State.
In order to remove, if possible, these complaints, and satisfy the
of the disposition of the United States to do them ample justice,
13th of the treaty was inserted on this subject, which only ,...,.,.,.n1rl,,""
carrying into effect the provisions _of former tre~ties, as far ~s
and which the honor and good faith of the natiOn renderS! mmspe11sat>ltl
4.th. It was also represented at the council, that there must be great
and suffering among the common Indians this season~ unless some
sion was made for their relief, as their crops have been neglected in
sequence of the unsetled state of their affairs, and also been cut off by
early frosts. For their re~ief, .t\~o y~ars' annuities were set apart and
priated by the treaty, whtch It IS stipulated shall be advanced for
pos·e by the_ United States, as soon as the treaty is ratified: It is
tant that th1s should not be delayed,· as many are already m a sutl:erm&t
state.
When we \Vere about to close the treaty; the committee bronght
the-supplemental article, making provisi<>ns for the payment of
claims of their former traders. On the exammation of the papersted to the commissioner, and which are herewith transmitted to· the
ment, (see B,) ~t appears that the cla~tn was ?riginally a just .one, and
never was pa1d, although the Indians made a large cessmn of lands
this express pnrpose, just previous to the war of the revolution, and
consequence of it these debts never have been settled and paid. 'l'he
VULUlUUI
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missioner, however, is of opinion, that the claim is most properly due from
the State of 'Georgia, and therefore he utterly 6eclined to have it appear in
the body of tl1e treaty, or in any-way to make the United States liable for
the same. But in order to bring the matter under examination, that justice
may be done to the claimants, if they have any equitable demand upon the
United States, and to remove all anxiety from the minds of the Indians on
this snbject, it was agreed it should be attached as a supplemental article,
so tr1at it might be detached without jeopardizing or defacing the treaty,
if it was disapproved or rejected by t_he President or Senate of the United
States.
I will only add, that in the other articles of the treaty no material alterations will be found, from the propositions as originally draw up. The Indians insisted that the commissioners appointed to make this treaty should
also be continued to settle all the business under it, as they have been conversant with all their business; and therefore their names have been inserted in the treaty.
DECEMBER 28.
The committee reported their proceedings to tqe council, and _the ·treaty
as agreed to by the commissioner. It was then again re.a d and explained
in open council, and interpreted to the people, with the alteration that had
been made. After due deliberation and consideration they were approved
by the co~ncil, and the ~ommittee were instructed and authorized to sign .
the same, m behalf of the people of the Cherokee nation.
DECEMBER 29.
The treaty was transcribed fi.Ud signed by John F. Schermerhorn: commissioner on the part of the United States, and the committee in behalf of
the Cherokees.
DECEMBER 30.
The council again convened: and the committee reported that they had
·igned the treaty, according to the directions and instructions of the council,
and by their authority, which act was then unanimously approved by the
counciL
The council then appointed a committee to accompany the commissioner
to 'Vashington with the t-reaty, and instructed them to use their best influence with the Red Clay delegation to sign this treaty, and to do what
might be necessary to secure its ratification by the Senate of the United
States.
After distributing among the Cherokees a ulanket each, which had been
brought to the council ground for the accommodation of the Cherokee people at that inclement season, the council adjourned. A more particular aceount of the proceedings of the council, signed by the chairman and secretary, is herewith transmitted.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
J. F. SCHERMERHORN,
<A!mmissioner to treat with Cherokees east.
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A.
Notice to the chiefs, hea.dmen, and people of the Cherokee nation

indians.
FRIENDS : The United States commissioners, by the direction of
President of the United States, do hereby notify you to meet them in
general council of the nation, after the manner of your old usages and
toms, at your old council ground, New Echota, on the 3d Monday of
cember next, being the 21st day of the first winter month; then and thereto deliberate and determine, and settle by a treaty, all the difficulties be~
tween the Cherokees and the United States.
The delegation or committee, whom you appointed at your late council
at Red Clay, and whom you expected would settle all your difficulties
there, with the commissioner then present, would not hear him, nor listen
to the liberal propositions of the Government for a moment, but were deter.
mined beforehand to go to Washington, and we know not for what, unless
they were afraid to let you know what they meant to do ; or else to try to
get your money into their own hands, which they knew the commissioner
,'would not give to them, because he believed your money was safer in your
·own hands than in their hands.
You must not listen or believe any man that is sent to you to tell you
not to come to the conneil at New Echota, and that nobody will be there.
Such a talk as this, your delegation, whom you expected to settle the business at Red Clay, at the last council, may send to you, because they may
want to sell your land for themselves, as many of them did in 1819, when
they secured reservations for themselves, which has made them rich while
you are poor.
We want you all to come to New Echota to the council, and see for
yourselves, and act for yourselves, and see that you get your own money
for your own lands. rrhere will be a great many people at the council·
and all who come shall be provided with rations, and shall be safely protected while there, and -on their return home.
You need not be afraid to come ; no onf' shall· be permltted to molest
you or harm you, if yon conduct yourselves well and peaceably. The
commissioners will be there, and prepared to make a treaty with the Cherokee people who will meet them there; and those who do not come, we
shall conclude give their assent and sanction t{) whatever is done at this
coon~.
·
From your friends,
Wl\1. CARROLL.
J. F. SCHERMERHORK.
U. S. Com. to treat 'With Cherokees east.
NovEMBER 3, 1835.

DECEMBER 30, 1835.
It is understood and agreed, bet\veen J. F. Schermerhorn, commissioner
on the part of the United States, and the sub-committee who were authorized to sign the Cherokee treaty in behalf of the Cherokee people, that preemption privilege or rights, under article 12 of the Cherokee treaty, signrd
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December 29, 1835, shall be granted, if required by the committee, who
have a right to recommend persons for this privilege, to a number not exceeding four hundred in all. And it is also agreed and understood by the
parties to said treaty, that it shaH not be submitted to the Senate, without
the consent of the delegation, unless satisfactory assurances are obtained
that the additional sum- of three hundred thousand, dollars for spoliation
claims, will be allowed by the Senate of the United States, on its ratification.
J. F. SCHERMERHORN,
U. S. Commissioner.
"\VILLIAM ROGERS,
ELIAS BOUDINOT,
JOHN A. BELL,
Sub-Committee.

It is also understood that the commissioner will nse his best efforts with
the Governor of Georgia, to obtain a release and discharge of all the Cherokees confined in the penitentiary, when the nation rem,oves west,. on condition that they rem 1ve with them ; and, also, that all prosecutions against
the Cherokees now pending, except for murder or other high criminal offences, be stayed.
FEBRUARY 11, 1836.
\Vbereas, by the understanding and agreement betwe,~n the United States
eommissioners and the committee of the Cherokee council, held at New
~chota, Dscember 21st and 30th, and who signed the treaty then made
and concluded, the said treaty should not be submitted to the Senate, without the consent of the delegation, unless satisfactory assurances were obtained that the additional sum of three hundred thousand dollars will be
allowed by the Senate for spoliation claims, we, the undersigned delegation, having entire confidence in the liberal justice of the Senate, consent
tbut the same sh:-tll be sent to them for their action on the subject.
Major Ridge
his x mark.
James Foster,
bis x mark.
Longshell Turtle,
his x mark.
Toh-ye-ske,
his x mark.
James Starr,
his x mark.
George 'vV elsh,
his x mark.
James Fields,
his x mark
J. Foreman,
John Fields,
his x mark.
William Rogers,
John Gunter,
Robert Sanders,
Andrew Ross.
John A. Bell. '
Cherokee Delegation.
Elias Boudinot,
Interpreter to the dele{{ation.
Johnson Rogers,
Secrrdary.
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5'20
SPRING PLACE, GEORGIA,

February 9, 1
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your cornmuni1~
tion of the 9th ultimo, conveying to me the Pre:sident's
of certain expressions contained in a letter from myself to the
Union of the 1st December last.
Had there been the least possible danger likely to accrue to the
of l\'Ir. J\'IcConnell, by naming the nature of his employment among
Indians, I would have been the last to utter a syllable publicly on the
ject. Mr.l\'lcConnell never mentioned to me the nature of his emm1cwn1ent
but I had been repeatedly informed, by persons intermarried with
that he had commnnicated this fact himself to them, and also that he
:~ppointed through Judge White.
While he may have induced the authorities at Washington to
that he was usefully employed here, all the dignity and weight of ,.h., ... .,,...,_.
attending a confidential agep.cy appeared to be used to thwart the
lent purpose of other c.gents in bripgiJ1g about a final settlement of
difficulties with this tribe.
·
Shortiy after the delicate rmd responsible duties of superintendent
committed to my charge, Mr. McConnell, both in person and through
friends, solicited employment of me as n~ assistant.
I had known him while attending upon the Legislatur.e of Tennessee,
and informed myself of his character during the pendency .o f his application. His indolent habits and supposed desire to avail himself of the use of
public money, withop.t force or energy of character enough to be useful to
the Government in return, induced me .to reject his application.
rejection I believed, and still believ~, suggested to him the characte~
employment, favored, as I am now informed, by Mr. Lea, Judge White'&
particular friend, and approved by .the Judge himself.
This poin~ attained, his vindictive feelings have since followed me in his.
employment among the Indians in the discharge of my public duties, an4
were, as I have reasons to believe, with the influence of letters from a certain
member of Congress to Indians within the Indian territory, the means of
generating, on .one OC!casion at ·least, a conspiracy against my own life. It
was, therefore, that when speaking on the subject of the various obstacles
which we have had to contend against, that I supposed it would not be
amiss to hold up to public view the imposition practised upon our Government by his employment.
The name of Judge White had often been brought in contact with our
exertions, and the influence of many of his friends had been wielded to the
,prejudice of our success. Of this, the Judge was partially advised by the
'Hon. Joel Yancy, while in this service, who is the Judge's equal in age,
. and whom, from a letter of reeommendation now in my possession from
:the _Hon. John Bell, l would suppose to be his equal in point of character.
Colonel Yancy requested Judge \'Vhite, in the most delicate and respectful
it erms, to ,.disavow any authority claimed by the Indian chiefs to interpose
the in:ftu~.n.ce .of his ,neyme to delay an adjustment, because it was believed
hi.s disavow.a:l would have a tendency to undeceive those who might be
labnring under a ,cdelusion on this subject. 'ro this letter I have the word
of Colonel Yancy no answer was ever receiv:ed,
The Judge's private, .and to me apparently uncalled for, opposition to
Andrew Ross's conditio.ni1J .treaty, which, had it nave been ratified, would
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have ended, and put .forever to rest this unpleasant controversy, with the
ubsequent use of the Judge's name agait;~st us by the Indians, and his
failure when called upon from so respectable a quarter to discountenance
it, induced a public allusion to that venerable gentleman, in order that he
might in a public manner, if innocent, clear his skirts of any participation
in the opposition experienced from some of his friends, and the unwarrantable use of his name by Indian chiefs, to mislead the common and suffering Cherokees.
I would beg that you make these things known to the President, and
present to him my ac1mowledgements for the disposition manifested to have
justice take place under all circumstances; and fqr the further satisfaction
of Judge White, if it be deemed proper, it would be agreeable to me for
him to be furnished with a copy.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
Hon. LEwis C.Ass,

Secretary

of War.

CooswATIE, GECRGIA, February 11, 1836.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yonr letter of the
2&1. ultimo, enclosing the copy of a communication from the President of
the United States to the l-Ion Lewis Cass.
At as early a period as possible, it will be answered fully, and I hope
atisfactorily.
Most respectfully,
J have th~ honor to be
Your very obedient servant,

BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
ELBERT HERRING,

Esq.,

Comm'i.'gsioner lrutian Affairs.

P. S.-The census return would have been sent on ere this, but its bulk
ndnced me to h0"ld it up until I go on in person, which will be as shortly
after the required testimony is collected as possible.

ExECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, GEoRGIA,

Milledgeville, February 13, 1836.
Sra: The situation of Georgia at this time, in relation to the Inllians on her borders .a nd withjn her territory, is by no means a pleasant
ne. We are sending troops to fight the Seminoles in Florida, and are now
1,aising a battalion of men to guard the southwestern frontier against the
ids1ile incursions of the Creeks. The expense of this protection will have
be borne by the United States. General Scott has agreed to sanction
hat I shall do in the matter.
D:EAR
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In addition to these sources of disquietude, we are not easy upon
ject of the Cherokees. I have received several intimations of hostile
intentions among that people, and herewith enclose to you copies
nications I have received on the subject.
John Ross will never be satisfied with any treaty unless it be
himself, and in accordance with his exorbitant demands; and,
the treaty concluded between the Cherokees and Mr. Schermerhorn
be ratified, as I hope it will be, I should not be surprised if he (Ross)
sanction and even advise any violence on the part of the discon
Cherokees.
Whether there be any real cause for alarm among the people in the
okee country, is a question not to be determined now; time alone can
Bnt we think there is good ground for fear, under all the circu
\-Vonld it not be well, and I make the suggestion with deference
judgment, to disarm all the Cherokees, in the event of the ratific
the treaty, until they are removed? Why shonld this people be
to possess the ·means of destroying our citizens, when those
110 sense necessary to their safety and subsistence ? They are di
he hostile, and nothing has restrained them but a sense of their
And now, when the Seminoles are in a state of actual war, and the
constantly committing murders on the Georgians, the Cherokees
moment of desperation at the idea of losing their lands and being
by a treaty, not made with the sanction of their leader, who 'has un
ed influence over them, to leave the graves of their ancestors and the
of their childhood: make a desperate effort to obtain what they may
sider revenge on the white people, ]n the hope that they can escape
ment by flying to the Creeks and Seminoles.
Many of the Creeks have gone among the Cherokees, and are now
it is supposed, for the purpose of stirring up a hostile spirit.
If it be in your power to do anything for the protection of that
Georgia, either hy disarmin~ the Cherokees, or, if you cannot do
authorizing me to keep a militia force in that section of the country in
event of the ratification of the treaty, I would be glad you would do so.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

WILLIAM SCHLE
General ANDREW JAcKsoN,

President of the United 8tates.

CHEROKEE

NAT ION,

February 1, 1
DEAR SIR: vVith great fear and uneasiness, I take ~he liberty of i
ing you of what will save the white people of the nation. lf the
ratified, the Indians will rise between the 25th and lst of March, and
massacre all the whites that is in the nation: in one night ; and then
go to the Creek nation, and then will go to the Seminoles. and will
that is opposed to Ross. You must never tell any person that you g-ot
lett~r, or I would be killed in an instant. I am a half-Lreed , and I kn
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1sa foolish plan. I would advise you to order Colonel Nelson to take care;
him and Bishop they wiJI kill ; if yon will believe your friAnd, you will,
to save Kicklesville and Dahlonega, order Colonel Shaw and Colonel Gibson to keep a standing army about that time. To let you know I am your
frien':l, the Ross party has been all through the nation and making
,
under pretence of getting all the Indians willing to go to South America.
But Jackson has treated Ross with contempt, and they will be revenged;
and I went to the missionary school; and I know they are all your enemies ;
and there is an understanding between the Cree~s and Cherokees and Seminoles, and there has been white men at the head of it ; all you know
verr well. I will not fight against yon, for I would have to fight against
my father. I love my father, and will not fight on either side. If I was in
)lllledgeville, you -would know me; but in one month you will know
hether I am telling you the truth, and that will prove whether I am your
end or not. If it was known, they would kill me; and if I would tell
the white men they would laugh at me, and the Indians would kill me.
The sheriff King wonld make a good officer, and Colonel Shaw and Col ~
nel Gibson. I sign my name your friend .
A CHEROKEE.
Governor vVrLLIAM ScHLr.:Y.

AT HoME:

CouNTY,
FP.bruary 1, 1836.
Dr.aR Silt: I feel it my duty to lay before you the facts in relation to
the number of Creek Indians now settled and daily expected to arrive and
settle in this county, in the neighborhood of Coosawattie, Oldtown. Their
movements have excited considerable alarm amongst many of our citizens.
On yesterday, Mr. L. Atkinson and myself, from the solicitation of some
our neighbors, who appeared to be alarmed, rode down to where they
e settled and settling-, to ascertain, if possible, the facts. Agreeable to the
t information we could get, there are from 75 'to 80 in number, con'sting of men, women, and -children, and perhaps as many more expected
hortly. They say they are from Tarapin creek, Alabama. Some of these
Creeks have relations amongst the Cherokees, I Jearn, where they have settled. They appear peaceable as yet, and are building good cabins, and say
they intend to remain here. Threats are frequently made by the Chero·
kees, those opposed to the treaty saying they will fight for their country
before they will leave it, and the Creeks will help them. The Ross party
mee,t in council to day, I learn, to protest against the proceedings entered into
tNew Echota, by order of Ross. A great many Indians have gone on mnch
to a treaty. We nee~ not be surprised if the difficulties with the
rvu'I:;IVI\.IJIJ" end as
with the Seminoles, as we have plenty of such men
w amongst ns as Powell, though I still hope for the better.
I have the honor to be,
Your friend and obedient servant,
ISAAC BAKER.
His excclle.ncy WrLLJAM Scnt.EY.
MuRRAY
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5'24
SPRI~G PI...ACE,

G
February
SIR: I have the honor to transmit you the ~opy of a con1mUtJii
from myself to the. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and at the
advise you that, while .l arge nu~1bers of the Creeks are flocking
Cherokee settlements of Georgia, intimations huve been made by .
Cherokees, .t hat, at a short n.otice, they could avail themselves
physical force of the ~reek nation, to resist the contemplated rem
Cherokees fro.m your territory.
Although in the sequel these .i ntimations may all be found to be
tary ebullitions of fancy or passion, more than i;tny settled design
mence hostilities hereafter, it is considered highly proper that you
as the Executive officer of the State, be infor:r;ned of all that
against your local laws, and directly or remotely threatens evjl
citizens.
I have .the honor to be,
Very respectfl!lly,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CU
To his excellency \V M. ScHLEY,
Governor of Georgia.

WAsHINGTON, February 15,
SrR : The undersigned are desirous to have a copy of the
tion, recently addressed by the department to John Ross and others,
ing them of their mistake in snpposing thnt they had been recei
acknowledged as the legal representatives of their nation. We
transmit copies of that document to our people at home, in order
may understand the true situation of Mr. Ross and his friends, and
lieved of the false impressions they are at present laboring under
impressions have been made by letters which they have received
place.
We have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
his
MAJOR x RIDGE,
mark.
WILLIAM RODGERS,
ANDREW ROSS,
In be,half of the Delegation.
Hon. ELBERT HERRING,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

February 24, I
SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
11th-instant, directing the discharge of the clerk employed here,
agents, census takers, &c.
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Davis, the enrolling and appraising agent, and G. W. Currey,
have been accordingly notified, and wiH, after to-m~rrow, cease to
duties under pay from the Government, they being the only ones
in employment, except the disbursing agent, superintendent, and one

ter.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,

/

BENJ. F. CURREY.

Gen. GEo. GIBsoN,
Com. Gen. Subsistence.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

February 25, J 836.
: Information reached me, some time since, that the Creek Indians
· over on the Cherokee part of Alabama, in large numbers,
nfriendly and hostile appearance. Also, that the Cherokees
ying on Look-out and Raccoon mountains, i11 Alabama.
~a,•rlnl'''"'" it to be my duty to learn the truth and report it to the proper
accordingly visited that part of the nation, and am happy to
you the Cherekees are quiet, to all appearance; and that; although
been a considerable ingress of Creeks, some of whom, driven by
'have desttoyed stock belonging to the white settlers, yet, so far
able to learn, their intentions are not of that unfriendlv charin the first instance.
·
will be found copies of commnnicatiori.s from myself on the
to Governor Clay..
Most" respectfully,
Your very ·obedient se1;vant,

as

BENJ. F. CURREY.
Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Ajj'airs.

R'I' HERR!NG,

WILL's VALLEY, ALA:SAMA,
lR:

February 19, 1836.
lt is conceived to be my duty to inform you, that consider~ble

exists among the white settlers on the Cherokee part of yotu terri to ..
consequence of the late eruptions of the Creeks. It is reported that
of twenty-five or thirty C_herokees were seen passing on top of
~~'"'"U\JU mountam, atmed and gomg southwestwardly, perhaps to join
ate

thnes of alarm, the statement as to the Cherokees may pl'ove

I am, h~weve~l fi~W' on my \vay to exa·tnin{! 1 and will1:eport to you
of the mvesttgatwn.' . .

M.<1St regpeetft\11 y,

,

l have the honor to 1 be

Yoi1r very obedient setvaut,
BBNJ. F. CURJlEY.

ex!!cllei1c}t CLEi\il~N'l' C. CLAY~
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5.!6
vVILL's

VAL!"EY,

At

.Pebrnary 20,
SrR: On inquiry, 1 tl nd the report of twenty-five armed
proceeded from the circumstance of twenty-five or thirty whites
passed Byrant's, on Racoon mountain, to ascertain the reason of the
of the Creeks.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F.
To his e;x:cellency CLEMENT C. CLA v.

Vv ASHINGTON

CrT v ,

Feb1'uary 25, 1

We the undersigned delegation of the Cherokee nation, hereby
whom it concerns, particularly the President and Secretary of
dnring the last winter a part of the Cherokee delegation, to wit,
Smith and Samuel Bel1, were sent by the delegation, headed by John
to explain the propositions for a treaty to the Cherokees of the Ar
to get from that nation an expression of their willingness to receive
brethren in friendship from the east, who should remove from the
west.
'l~his was done, and the head chief, John Jolly, and the Cherokee
cil sent, appointed Capt. James Rodgers and John Smith, ms1ru·1!11111
chiefs of that nation, and they arrived in our country,
·
messages from our brethren of the west, stating through them,
willing to re-unite the two nations; and the said chiefs were o
nised as such, in open council at New Echotn, in the month
last, and in token of their national feelings, signed the treaty concl
the Cherokees and the United States commissioners. We, therefore,
said deleo-ation, state that these chiefs were officially recognised in
general ~ouncil, and we hereby certify the same.
John A. Bell,
John Gunter,
William Rodgers,
Maj. Ridge,
James Foster, his x mark.
Andrew Ross,
Robert Sanders,
George Welch, his x m
James Fields,
Jos. A. Foreman,
John Fields,
Tarye-ske,,
l.
Longshell Turkle,
James Starr.

McMINN

CouNTY, TENN.,

February 26, l
SIR : I wish to inform you of an affair which took place yesterday
office at the Cherokee agency, between Benj. F. Currey and mysel4
you may be informed to what extent an officer of thi~ Government
O'rade himself, with a request that you will take the matter under
~tion, and pass some order on the subject. You will have been in
perhaps, before this reaches you, by Col. Standefer, of my being
from the agency by Currey~ I had, previously to my being removed,
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the good will of a small improvement of Jack Spnr, an Arkansas emigrant,
which lies about one mile and a quarter from the agency, which I rented
to a Mr. Harvey, and on the return of Currey from the city, he made :-:ome
threats ou Harvey, which induced him to give Currey his obligation for th~
rent. A few weeks ago Currey sued Harvey, and I became defendant in
the case, and it was decided in my favor, which I suppose has ruffled the
ngmt's temper a little ; and on yesterday I had occasion to call at the office
with a note on an emigrant which had been endorsed by Currey as agtmt;
when, before my business was settled, he commenced his abuse on me respecting this improvement, and I was ordered in a very insulting and abusive
manner to leave the office. I replied that I should not leave until my business was settled. He then swore if I did not leave he would take my life, and
made an attempt, as it appeared fwm his arms, and a Mr. Cowan being
present prevented the execution of his plan, ..or his own co\vardice, I do not
know which. He now threatens my life .if I attempt to interfere with the
improvement, or even cross the river. I do not believe he will ever accomplish it: for several reasons. But will this Government in which we Jive
suffer its officer to insult its citizens in their lawful business. I should not
have taken his abuse and insults on yesterday, but for his being an officer
of the Government, for I am well assured that an attempt of the kind would
have cost me more than I should have been able to have met. I refer the
case to your consideration, hoping that you will pass some order on the
subject that will put the question at rest.
Yours, respectfully,
JOHN HARDlvVICK.
Hon. LEwis CAss.

C H E ROKEE AGENCY,

February 27, 1836.
Sm: Yours 9f the 15th instant, has just come to hand, and 1 have to
apologise for my failure to send the requisition alluded to in mine to yon of
the l~th and 30th ultimo.
I was, when I wrote the letter of the 12th January, on the eve of setting
out for Nashville, in obedience to a request from Mr. Schermerhorn, to see
Governor Carroll on the subject of the treaty; and supposing the original
requisition was in the office, requested the clerk to find and enclose it with
the account current which was forwarded at that time.
He was not able to find the requisition, and sent on the account current
without remark. Strict examination has been made since the receipt of
yours of the 15th, and I am still unable to find the original. I however find
a copy, which is herewith sent, and which I hope you wiJl do me the favor
to allow Mr. Schermerhorn to acknowledge at the city.
1 also send herewith the wagoner's receipts for the blankets, with his
promise to deliver them to the United States commissioner at New Echota;
also the copy of a certificate of the delivery of three hundred and ninety
blankets as presents by the United States commissioner, the balance bei1~g
since returned and in my charge.
I write by to-day's mail to Mr. Schermerhorn, requesting him, if he has
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these papers (which I think it probable he took to enable him to h
matter adjusted in person) to call and do so ut as early a period as
ble, and which I hope he will be able to do.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Yonr very obedient servant,
BEN. F . CU
General GEoRGE GIBSoN,
Commissary Geru:ral of Subsistence.

WAsHINGTON

cl'rv,

February 27, 1
SIH.: I have the honor, herewith, to transmit to the department a
munication, which I received yesterday, from Messrs. John Ridge and
Waittee, two Cherokees who constituted a part of the delegation, ·
John Ross, at present in the city. They give us a plain statement of
as to the present state and condition of the Cherokees, the course thc:tt
been pursued by the self-constituted authorities of the nation to per
their authority and powers, anj the means they have used to deceive
own people, and obtain their signatures to protests and papers which
did not understand, and also thus imposed upon the Government of
United States.
I urn, with great respect,
Your obedient servant,

J. F.
Honorable

SCHERMERHOR~.

CAss,
Secretary of TVar.

LEWIS

WASHINGTON CITY,

February 26, 1836.
rt~he undersigned, part of the delegation appointed by the people at

Red Clay council, have examined the treaty and proceedings of the
kee people in general council at New Echota, held during our
the month of December last, and we now cheerfully obey their inst;ruc~hor•
through their subsequent delegation, who have arrived, and unite
them to urge the ratification of the said treaty. It is well known,
number of years that are passed, the Cherokee, people have suffered
greatest calamities. They are now in the midst of the fiery furnace
~ppression. They now cry aloud for relief. If obstacles to a
release from their heart-rending situation did not exist by a combina
a few rich half breeds, it would be needless to say any more than to urge
ratification of the treaty. But since, fot three long yearsl our li(l!VP.T'nmfftl
has been suppressed by the jurisdiction of the Statesi a few men, at the
of whom is John Ross, who is nearly a white Irian in color and feelings,
affected to be the " constituted authority" in the nation, by h0lding
cils in the frontier of our nation, in the form of a committee and
his friends, who have used up all the Cherokee annuities, and exhau
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the credit of the nation, under the pretence of defending and saving the
Cherokee lands. While this was believed by the Cherokees, he maintained
his authority in controlling their confidence, and with it their funds, until,
tor any practicable use, the poor Cherokees have no homes, no country,
no laws. rrheir condition is worse than the poorest of the slaves of the
south. Men there were who urged their people to consider their condition,
and release themselves by treaty to exist as a nation out of the limits of the
States; bnt this 8elforganized council told them to rest assured that they
would all be restored to their rights, and the white people and their laws
would be expelled by the General Government out of the country.
Previous to the extension of the laws of Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee,
and North Carolina over our nation, our government was elective, according to a constitution: this government ceased in 1830, and no elections
have been heldflince, and all the membNs of that government, chief~, members of committee, and council, became private individuals; but, being still
united, this government, which was thus expiring contrary to the constitution) in a small council of the people selected twenty-four men to hold a
COll\'ention, to decide how ~he government should be continued. They
decided that the chief, John Ross, and the members of the committee and
ouncil, should hold office until the nation should be restored.
This committee consisted of sixteen members, and the council of twentyour members: if vacancies occurred, they were to be filled by the principal
chiefs. rrhis, of course, was adopted in the form of a Jaw, by the very men
who had chosen the twenty-four to say that they should continue in office.
This council thus organized was tolcmted while the people retained confidence in it; but eventually the people rose and held councils in other parts
of the nation, and called aloud for a treaty, aud bid defiance to the Red
Clay authority. \Vhenever any of the chiefs left the conllcil, John Ross
would put in their places his friends: so he has retained the influence of
that council, and on the same principles he can keep it organized all his life,
without any responsibility, if the General Government will allow this man
to be the speculator of a rnined nation. At various times, Major Ridge,
Alexander McCoy, Alexander lYle Donald; \\filliam Boling, John Ridge,
avid Vann, \V. S. Coodey, Tesahtnoske, and George Chambers, abanoned this council, and John Ross filled the vacancies.
Since our delegation left the nation, Captain James Foster, Mr. \tVilliam
Rogers, and John Timpson, have left Ross's council, and he will be enabled
tb ftll their places on his return. All the members of the delegations, for a
umber of years past, he has nomiuated to his council, who confirm them,
ways adding to their number John Ross himself; who lives more of his
1me in Washington than he does at home.
He derives his pay and his expenses from the Indian annuities,. or, from
on the eredit of the nation, which he is authorized to borrow by his
· at the rate of giving eight per cent. interest per aunum.
·
He g-ives due bills, also, on the credit of the nation to the m0mbers of his
ooiJncil for their legislative wages, when they can't pass any laws, and these
discounted by his brother Lewis, who keeps a store on his councit
, at the rates of 10 per cent. in goods.
'l'his is the way he keeps up his "constitutefi authority." But 'to this
· , taxation, and extravagance, the Indians submitted while they
ght it was spent to save their country. Poor deluded people: while
rhan intended to pay all his "cunsl'itut~(!nal" debts whenev~f he sh~hld
~
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make a treaty out of the price of their collntry. "fo this grent o
began to spring up, and at the last council he was -constrained to
m1se with the treaty party to treat at Red Clay or els:ewbere, and
people consentEd an& gave the authority, having the majority of his
the delegation, he refused to tteat there, and determined ·to come h
the frontier he was officially notified that he could not be received at
ington, as the President had determined to treat wjth the people at
Notwithstanding, he hasted out of the country, <'hoosing to make a
here. In the mean time, his best friends of the Rtd Clay council1
treaty party, and the people of all parties met at New Echota, and con
the treaty with yon. During the session of that great eotmci1, no
were made, and the Ross men did not dare to bring those nnder the1
ence to the courtcil, because they would have joined their brethren, to
themselves by the treaty.
W.e say that it was a great council of the true Iudians of the
'\Vho are John Ross, Lewis Ross, Richard Taylor, John F. Baldridge,
Brown, and John Benge? ''fhey are all reservees, and have become
from our common property, and are now here calling themselves the "
stituted authority/' We have shown how thnt "constituted a
has been formed, and how continued in organization. The general
cil, held nt New Echota, have sent Andrew Ross, brother of John
A. Be1l, son-in-law of John Martin, Joseph Foreman, son of Thomas
man, who is now on the Ross delegation, and Captain James Foster,
the oldest and distinguished members of Ross's council ; and the
of their delegation, in Jegard to number: and representing the various
rests of the nation, and their intelligence, never equalled before.
The majority of the delegation appointed under the influence
and his "constituted authority," have determined, as we believe,
riotisly to protest against tbe treaty, and for this purpose, their
home collected names, which they have appended to protests which
will call the voice of the nation.
The way these names are procured, either in the shape of protest or
morials, is this : The instrument i.s wr~tten in the English language,
uenerally, the names affixed are wntten m the Cherokee character,
hired for the occasion. These men ask the question of the head of a
or leading men of a settlement, do you love your land ? do you
white pe(jple driven out of the country? The answer is yes.
then proceed to learn the names of the men, women, and children, and
babes, and set them down to the protest In the same manner, if those
are in favor of the ratification of the treaty were disposed to do
procure names of equal amount for the ratification. Their question
be, Will you choose to live in this. miserable condition among thew
the answer is, no !-- Wnuld you then like io have the treaty ratified, so
you can go to another country, where you can live on your own
he governed by your own laws? the. a~swer. will be, yes. Protes!s
in this way make a large show. It IS 1mposmg at a glance, but It is
tected in a mannir entirely ex parte and false representations; it is. an

sition.

·

·

dfthis character, a protest against the New Echota treaty was
to our delegation, from the chartered limits of North Carolina, by a
breed of John Ross,s committee, who came as a special messenger.
Out of a population of about 3,600 souls, he brought .a pretest wri
English, and signed in Cherokee character, by 3;250. He was asked
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this number was obtained. and he con.fessed that r1umers were sent out to
procure names to the protest. The protest itself is ably written; this of
course is a fraud. In other parts of the country the same fraud has been
l'esorted to, by those who are defending John Ross and his party.
We will not enlarge; if we did, it would require a large volume to tell
all the cunning operations of this " constituted authority." '\'Ve will UO\V
only add the discovery we haw~ made of the designs of the majority, at
least of the leaders of the Red Clay delegation who oppose the treaty,
and they can oppose it with safety. If the treaty is ratified, they lose
aothing-they \vill freely participate in its bene tits ; hut if they defeat it
and seetHe their object, it will be of vast importance to them. No treaty
(:an be acceptable unless they make it, and get all the funds into their hands
for disbursement. AU the agents for executing the treaty they wish to be
appointed by their ·committee and council; even the valuing agents of the
Indian improvements. This has been openlr argued by some of the members, as the greatest reason the treaty ought to be opposed.
On this discovery we were indeed astonished. The poor Indians, after
all their sufferings, dragged to the brink of destruction, should at last reeeive their little all, .from the hands of such disbursers of their money.
This accounte.d for their repugnance to make the treaty at home, in open
eouncil. Sir, the President will never allow this ! rl'he Senate of the
United States can never tolerate such a scene. We know, and all the authorities of tile United States ought to know and feel, that the poor children
of the forest are in the midst of death; their sufferings are intolerable;
they now beg for a treaty. If the Senate should not ratify this treaty, when
<he next Congress n:.eets they may be required to appropriate moriey to suppress them, as it has beeN. done to suppress the Seminoles. Two-thirds of
thr. Cherokees will be otn of house and home and food by the next fall, if
this treaty is not ratified. Our people will be compellP.d to make another
treaty, which -could not be submitted and appropriations made until the
next session of Congress, and as it \Vill require a long time to execute the
reaty, the Cherokees ·c annot begin to emigrate until the fall of 1837. It
'Will readily occnr to you, the awful state of things which wo-uld result from
snch a course.
Having just left John Ross's delegation, and knowing the powerful exertions which will he made to deceive the Senate into a rejection of the treaty,
and also knowing that you have acted with indefatigable zeal, to secure the
ri!hts of tbe poor Indians in this treaty, and ably seconding the Presiclenfs .
~ws on that point, which has never been done to our satisfaction befor~,
•nd your desire to preserve them as a nation, we have taken the. liberty to
.,dtess this tluough you to the Government of the United States, for the
mformntion of the Senate.
1Ne nre, sir, yonr. friends,

JOHN RIDGE~
S~ WATIE.
Rev.

J. F. ScHERMERilORN,
United 8tate.t;; Commissioner:.

FEBRUARY

29, ) 836.

We have no hesitation in stating it to be our impression, sir, that the Senof t.he United States did not intend that the all<>wance for spoliations or
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the expenses of removal should be deducted fmm the amount of five
lions recommended to be offered to the Cherokees as the price of
territory. It is nlso our confident opinion that the Senate will readily
six hundred thousand dollars to the sum of five millions to meet these
expenditures.
With the greatest Iespect,
A. CUTHBER1\

JOHK P. KING,
)\TILLIAM R. K!~

'I'o the

SIR;

PRESIDEN'.F

of the United States·,

\V ASIHNGToN CtTY, 1J1arch 3, 1
I have the honor to inform you that I have received alld e

the papers, referred to me for information, from Mr. John Ross alHl
in reference to the treaty cencluded with the Cherokee people, at New
ta, December 29, 1835. I find they contain copies of two protests
the treaty, one purporting to come from the Indians i1i North Carol'
3,250 signatures, and the other as coming from the committee and
of the Cherokee nation in general council convened, and \vhich is
by Alexander McCoy, clerk, and Samuel Gunter, president of the n
committee ; and this is said to be concl!Hred in by the signatures of 1
person8, and dated Red Clay, Cherokee Nation: February 3, 1836.
ground assumed and relied upon in these protests, to destroy the val'
the treaty, is, that it was made by unauthorized individnals of the
and withont the consent of the constituted authorities of the same, the
tional committee and counciL
I am happy, sir, in rhus having an opportunity afforded me to meet
objections to the treaty, and to communicate such additional inform
may have a bearing on this subject. In the preamble to the treaty
forth a brief history of the negotiations in reference to this treaty, from
it will appear, that Mr. John Ross and others were duly authorized
constitutt:d authorities of the nation," last year, to settle a1l the
between the Cherokees and the United States ; and that they did
sell the United States all their lands east of the Mississippi river, for
sum as the Senate should agree to allow for the same; and further
ed to abide by their awa}·d. This subject was submitted to the
that body fixed the price at $5,000,000, for the rands a:nd possessions
Cherokees. When Mr. Ross and his delegation was called upon by
Government to make preparations as to the details of the treaty, and
the disposition of this amount, he and they declined, and . proposed "·

this 'lnatter should be referred to the Cherokee nation, in geNeral counci4
deliberate and determine upon the subject, in order to produce harmony
good feeling among themselves, and to prever~t any unjust imp
·
]Jrejudices against themselves or others."· Propositions were then
up and entered into with John Ridge and others, a delegation from the
okee people, and which I wa:s subsequently instructed to submit to a
council. to be convened at New Echota:.
I ardved in the Cherokee country in July, and used my best
immediately, to heal the divisions and produce harmony among the
as the hPst and most effectual means· to succeed· in :making. a treaty
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hould be satisfactory to all parties. At a council convened by the agent
or the distribution of the annuity, on the 20th of July last, I embraced the
opportunity to explain to the people the propositions of the Government for
a treaty; but did not submit them for their decision at this time. I did not
think it proper or prudent to do so, because the people had not been assembled for that pnrpose, and I also knew that great pains had been taken to
pr~judice the minds of the common people against these propositions by
m1srepresenting them. I also found it was impossible to obtain a fair expression of the sentiments of the people, while overawed by their leaders,
who would not even permit their men to eat at the same table: or drink
water from the same spring, with the friends of the treaty; and the people
were as perfectly at the command of their leaders as a Swiss guard, drilled
!o do only what they are bidden. My talk, however, made a very favorable
Impression on the minds of the people, and several came after night over to
he treaty party, dnd enrolled in favor of it, and during the last season about
3,000, I was informed, enrolled under the propositions for a treaty, and in
fitvor of it. Such was the effect and influence of this public interview
with the people, that runners were despatched to d1fferent parts of the counry, warning the people to beware of me, and by no means to meet me in
onncil, should I visit their different seUlements; and such is the power
nd infiueJJce of the chiefs, on a few principal men of the national committee and council, that I .could not obtain a hearing again until the meeting at
New Echota.
The commissioners reqnested the chiefs and principal men of the Chero~cs, of both the Ross and Ridge parties, to meet them at the agency, with a
lew to use their best endeavors to restore peace and harmony among themselves: and to agree as to the terms of a treaty, such as should be acceptable
to. all parties, and then to be submitted to the people. Mr. Ridge and his
~nends attended; but Mr. Ross a.nd his men did not come. 'They, however,
nformed the commissioners that the annual council of their nation would
meet on the 12th of October, and requested them to attend, and that the
ouncil wonld then be prepared to act definitively upon such business as the
ommissioners miaht brinO' before them.
·
This meeting Governo? W. Carroll was prevented_from attending, on acount of the state of his health. On my arrival, I immediately addressed a
ommunication to the chiefs, headmen, and people: in general council, informing them that I was present, as commissioner on the part of the United
States, by the request of the principal chiefs, and was prepared tv enter into
negotiations for a treaty; and although I endeavored, in various ways, to get
n opportunity to address the people on th is snbject, bnt in vain, as every
easure \Vas used by Mr. Ross and his council to prevent it. At this meet'ng, however, .Mr. Ridge and his fr]ends agreed to terms of reconciliation
wlth Mr. Ross and his council, with a view, as they supposed, of expediting
treaty and concluding it immediately. In tbis, however, they were deceived, for they found that Mr. Ross, and the delegation selected by himself,
,and app:1inted by his committee and council, were determined not to conlude the treaty in the nation, as Mr. Ross and his then delegation
1ad agreed with the Government to have done, in their communication
f ~hrch, 1835 ; but that they would go on to Washington city, and there
make the treaty, as they pretended. But this, I then and do still consider as
1erely intended to create delay, and raise new difficulties, in hopes that at
t hey wonlcl bring the Government to their terms, if not in the price of
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their 1ands: at least to give the entire dispm;ition of the avails thereof
self-cons#tuted authorities of the nation.
When I had fully satisfied myself, after making every reasonable
ture -and effOTt to bring them to terms, I notified them that the eo ·
ers would· meet the Cherokee people in general council at New
the 211't of Vecember next, with a view of sn bmitting to them the
tions of the Government, and concluding a treaty, and that they
tified to meet a·ccordingly, and also to give gt>neral information to
pie. The· delegation were then also officially informed by the conamr.ssidl
that the President would not receive them at Washington to
treaty, and that, according to my instructions, the treaty must be
in the Cherokee country. Of this the delegation were again officially in
by the communication from the Secretary of War, before they left
homes to come on to this place. From all this it is evident they were
advised of what kind of reception they might expect from the Gover
and also of the time, place, ~md object of meeting of the general
cil of the people at New Echota. For the proceedings of this
refer you, sir, to my report accompanying the treaty.
It was stated at the council that Mr. John Ross had drawn up a
before he departed for Washington, and directed it to be circulated
the nation, and to be presented to the commissioners at the council.
however, was not done, becanse only 119 name~ of men, women, and
dren, had been obtained to it, and Nathan Hicks: who was intrusted
it, was ashamed to present it. This paper fell into the hands of Mr.
drew Ross, and is now in hi& possession, in this city. If there had
any good and substantial reasons to object against the authority and
ceedings of the council, then and there was the time and place to
them known.
In reference to the communication of Alexander McCoy, adclressed~
Mr. John Ross, a copy of which has been sent to the department, I
state, that this man appeared to act cordially with the council in
the treaty, and approved of it. The people, however, had no emlttdence1
his stabihty and integrity, he ·having repeatedly been both sides, for
against a treaty; and because they would uot appoint him one of the
gates to .come on with the treaty, nor secretaTy to the delegationt he
offence, and \Vent over and joined the opposition to the treaty, and
as secretary to the national committee who drew np the protest at Red
The meeting he refers to was the first meeting of the council, before
people had generally collected, and not the meetings when the treaty ·
was under deliberation, and at which it was adopted, dul'ing which
there were at least between four and five hundred on tbe council ground,
sanctioned the proceedings. I would next call your attention to the
said to have been signed by 15,964 names. ln order to ascertain how
importance is to be attached to the number of names affixed thereto, 1
insert a summary of the census of the Cherokees, completed last ....... ,............

I
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CENSUS of the Cherokees, December, 1835.

Total
Whites
Clherokees. connected
by marriage.

!iT.I.TES.

North Carolina
Tennessee

Alabama
Georgia

-

-

2,257

90@
573
353
2,1f:i6

- --

- --

4,237

3,99:2

950

6G7
363

825

664

331
2,155

969

624
377
2,368

3,6-14
2,528
1,424
8, 946

22

37

79

480

3~

68

299
776

- - - - - - - -- - - - - 3,975

4,338

16,542

Cherokees
Whites -

201

l ,592

16,542

261
T o a.l

16,74:3

According to this census, then, there are in the whole Cherokee nation , of
all ages and sexes, of red, white, and mixed, only 16,743. Of this number,
about 400 reside out of the Indian country, in that part of North Carolina
which was ceded by the treaties of 1817 and 1819; so that in the Indian
eountry proper, there are not more than about 16,34.~ Indians. Take from
this the number of names to the protests, being15:964, and it leaves about
381 souls that have not the names affixed to them. The constituted authorities of the nation certainly overshot the mark when they put so manv names
to this protest, fo·r there were at least as many persons at the New· Echota
eouncil, (381,) as is wanting- on their lists to inake out every man, women,
and child belonging to the nation, besides their familie~ at home, 'which
they represented ; and how formidable must be these protests made up about
three-fourths at least of women and chil<lrt>n, for by the census there are
only 3,992 men above eighteen years of age. But is it reasonable to suppose that the 3,000 persons, or whatever th~ number may have been, enrolled
under the treaty the last season, could knowingly and understandingly and
voluntarily have put their names to the protests 1 'I' his is not credible ; and
we also knO\v very many who have not enrolled, and still were in favor of
the treaty.
The Legislature of Georgia, at their last ses:-:ion, passed an act for granting titles to her own citizens, to all the la.nds at present possessed l:iy the
Cherokees in that State; and the Indians are permitted to occupy their improvements only until December next, unless further time is. allowed them
for removal by a treaty arrangement with the United States. From the
eensns, it appears that 8,878 Indian-s, and whites intermarried with them,
reside in Georgia; that is, more than one-half of the whole Cherokee nation;
and can it be supposed that ~hey would, if correctly informed, pwtest
against a treaty, which is their only security for their homes, until they can
remove west. and an indemnity for damages if left unprotected? It is not
eredible, and if their names have been put or obtained to these protests, they
must have been m0st grossly imposed upon., deluded, and deceived.
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\iVith regard to the protestsfromNorth Carolinalndians,of3,250signat

it is evident they must have taken down, without -discrimination, every
woman~ and child, in that part of the Indian country. I visited this
the ndion since the treaty. and I have explained it to some of the
and prillcipal men, who expressed themselves well satisfied with the
sioris of the treaty, and anxious to send on with me deleg:G.tes in fa
ratificatiou. The old chief, La-ta-wage despatched runners to
the people to meet me Jor that purpose, and sent word to me to tha
and that be would come and eat with me on the morrow, (January 7.
night prevhus, however, there was a private council of some of the
men ; and they v.rould not consent to have me to meet th e people,
plain the treaty to th em, becG.nse it had not heen made by the co1
authorities of the ua.tion. At that time Mr. "'\'Varford was very anxious to
come on with me as a delegate in favor of the treaty, althongh he has since
come on with the protest. About fifty men, however, met me on the
appointed, to wl-:.om I read and explained the treaty, and they were well
tied with its provisions. I have no doubt, if the peopl13 were Mt to hear
act for themselves, three-fourths, if not niue-tenths, of the nation would be,
under their present circumstances, in favor of the treaty.
In reference to the Red Clay council and protest, information has
rr~ceived by a communication from the agent of thG Government, who attended it, that there were present nut exceeding two hundred, men, women
and children; yet it is stated that the proceeding of the council and protest
was concurred in by 12,714 persons, on the :~d of February; the very day
the council met and drew up their protest. The papers presented convey
the idea that aJl these were present. This certainly can11ot have
the case; and there must have been some magician to conjure up so
names to a protest in a day. I ndeed, \Ve question very much if, with an
rcasouab!e diligence; so many names conJd have been iairly obtained to a
paper in the Che1 o!cee conn try, between the 3d of Fcb;uary nnd the 3d of
March, this very day. To say tbe least, all this ;-~rray of names lool~s very
suspicions, that all has not been fairly and openly' transacted; that the people have not had an opportunity to act understandingly on the subject.
According to the Government established und er the Cherokee constitution, the general council is not composed, in conformity with the ancieut
usages and cnstoms of the nlttion, of the cllieis and people assembled in their
collective capacity; but is composed of a na tional committee of 16 members,
and a national council of 24 members; and these were formerly elected
by the people according to their constitution . but now tbey are appointed by
the principal chief: John Ross. Bnt I perceive this protest, while it pur·
ports to be the act of the national committee and national council in gen.
eral conncil convened, yet it is signed only by the president and secrEtary
of the national committee. "'\'Vhere was the national council? Is it possible that even the constituted authorities of ~he nation are divided in opinion on this subject, that there was no protest from the national council
We do not notice this because we attach any importance to it, put as something rather singular.
In examining the protests I find the principal if not only O"fOllltd of objection to the treaty is because it was mnde by nnanthorjzed in7lividuals, and
not by the self-constituted authorities o[ the ua·ion. To this point I wish
to direct your attention more cspecia11y, f{)r the objections in the protests as
to the provisions of the treaty are sufficient I y refuted by the treaty itself~
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which provides a permanent home for the Cherokees, secures to them their
political rights and privileges, which they cannot enjoy where they are at
present; it secures all the rights of individuals to their property, makes
ample provision for public purposes and beuefit of the natiou, such as
schools, &c., and afterwards makes an equal distribution of the funds of
the natiou, which will give to each individual, without regard to age or sex,
upwards of $100, and which will enable them to settle in thejr new country under more favorable circumstances than any portion of the United
&ates has ever been settled.
Let us now inquire, who and what are these men styling themselves the
constituted authorities of the nation, and who arrogate to themselves all the
pt~wers of the people, and deny to them the right and privilege of assemhhng together in general council, according to ancient usage and custom,
i?r the pnrpose of treating with the United States for the security of their
nghts and ipterests''.l These are some of the same men, who, in May, 1817,
!Pt themselves appointed a committee of the nation, and in reality, u11der
~retence of saving their lands, gradually deprived the proper chiefs and
council of the people of all their power and authority; and had themselves
invested with it, so that no treaty could be made without their consent,
and who, in the treaties of 1817 and '19, obtained for themselves reservations of 640 acres each, and agreed to become citizens of the United States,
and reside permanently on the reservations; but who, in violation of their
3nlemn engagements, on the first opportunity, sold their lands at high prices;
remo~ed back again into the Indian country, and took possession of the best
erries and stands for public bnsiness; a11d, by means of their wealth and
rdueation, in a short time assumed the power and authority over the people, and got into their hands all the funds and annuities of the nation,
whiclt has amounted, within the last eighteen years, to near $200,000, which
has all been expended iu paying themselves for salaries and services, and
of which tlw people, the poor red men, have received not a cent of benefit.
~ot content with this, these men, in 1828, organized under the Cherokee
constitution an independent foreign government within the chartered limits of the State of Georgia, North Carolina, Tennessee and Alabama, and
enacted laws which subjected every man who should <luestion their aut!lo~·ity to one hundred lushes on the bare back, and which made it death for
any person or persons to make a treaty for any part of their lands with
these Stutes, or the United States, without the consent of the national committee and council ; and that no treaty should be valid without the sanctiOn and signature of the principal chief. When the States of Georg1a,
\lahama, and Tennessee extended their laws over the Indians within their
territorial limits, and dissolved the Cherokee Government, these men, in
order to perpetuate their authority nnder the Cherokee constitution resolved themselves into the constituted authorities of the nation, and gave the
principal chief, Mr. John Ross, fnll power and authority to fill all the offices
under the Cherokee Government; and who has from time to time: in consequence of this power, driven hom the commitlee nnd council every man
who had the independence to express his opinions in favor of a treaty, and
tilled their places with men more subservient to his vie·ws and pleasure.
rrhese are the men, too, who, through their ambition and love of power; are
persisting in maintaining their independent government, even now; which
has brought npon the Clierokee people all the troubles they have experienced for some years past, and has been the principal obstacle in the way of
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the settlement of their difficulties with the United States, and who
heretofore successfully rejec~ed, resisted 1 and defeated all the liberal
tures of the Government for a treaty 011 just, liberal, and equitable
ples. Such are the men who compose the self-constituted atitho · ·
nation, and who, for the sake of maintaining their power and a
have brought the Cherokee people to the very verge of ruin, from
nothing but a treaty at this time can save them.
. The object of this self-constituted authority of the nation, in
forward all this array of names to the protests .before the Senate, is
and have the question decided .by that honorable body, whether any
exists in the Cherokee people to make a treaty for theniselvP-s, without
consent of the national council and committee, and the signature of
principal chief, John Ross, according to the laws eliacted by the
dent Cherokee Government, organized under the Cherokee con
Should the decision of the Senate be in favor of these se]f-constitu
thorities, by rejecting the treaty with the Cherokee ·people, then the
kee Foreign State Government will .be ·sanctioned and approved wi
chartered limits of the States of Georgia, Alabnima, Tennessee, and
Carolina; a result which Mr. JohnRoss and his1friends, and they only,
pate; and then, .too, no treaty will ever be concluded with them wb'
do not dictate, and which does not give them the sole and entire
of the $5,000,000 for their lands and possessions; and if they get this
their hands, then the poor Cherokee red men may go to Arkansas, if
please, with a blanket,. a kettle, .a rifle, and a pound of tobacco, while ·a
white Indians will' divide the spoils of the nation between themselves
and their friends.
Permit me also to make a few observations in reference to the a
Messrs. John H. Pay~e ' and John Ross by the Georgia guard,
perceive from the public papers, they charge or insinuate was done
direction of the .commissioner and agent. of the Government.
~he state~ents df Mr. Payne in referen~e to myself were exceedingly
JUst and mcorrect, I could not condescend to a newspaper controversy
him, therefore I have passed it by in silence; but lest my ~ilence should
interpreted by some of the memhers of ·the Senate, as I find it has been
some others1 into a tacit acknowledgment .of the truth of his sta
now say, that I had no knowledge or agency, directly or indirectly, in
matter. ,.rhe first information I Feceived on this subject wc.s through
Georgia newspapers, while I was at Tuscaloosa, Alabama; and ·
ately on hearing it I left there, to use my best endeavors to obtain
release, and I arrived at the agency only a few days after Mr. Payne
been liberated. It was owing to my interference, that Mr. Ross was
taken by the Georgia guard last July, for some violations o( the
that State.
I must, however, say that it is evident from Mr. Payne's own
which he has given to the pubhc, that he did interfere at Red Clay,
very improper and unwarrantable manner, with the negotiations then
ing between the Government and the Cherokee Indians, and I should
been perfectly justifiable to have had him arrested and removed from
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treaty ground ; and if I had known what he has since disclosed of the part
h~ acted there, I should have done it.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN.
'ro the Hon. LEwis CAss,

· Secretary

of lVar.

WASHINGTON CrTv, March 5, 1836.
Sm: Some days since we drew an order in favor of John Martin, treasurer of the Cherokee nation east of the Mississippi, which we were informed you declined to accept. Our authority to draw such an order was
derived from the Cherokee people, in open council assembled at Red Clay,
in October last, and which is here enclosed, as is also said order. Being
informed the annuity due the Cherokees west of the Mississippi had been
paid to their delegation in this city upon a similar resolution of their nation
~council, we thought it proper to request Mr. Martin to renew his applicatiOn, which we are informed has been equally unsuccessful with the first.
Of the special reasons for the difference we are uninformed, and therefore address you this note, for we are apprehensive there is some misapprehension in the matter. The Cherokee nation appointed us a delegation to
transact their business, .and clothed us with full power to receive the annuity due, and to apply so much thereof as might be neces~ary to defray our
expenses.
'rhis was the act of the nation, an'i has not been rescinded. By an act
of Congress of the 30th of June, 1834, we find the following: "That the
payment of all annuities, or other sums stipnlated hy treaty to he made
to any Indian tribe, shall be made to the chiefs of such tribes, or to such
person as said tribe shall appoint," &c.
We beg leave here to remark, that in the year 1834, the Cherokees were
required by the Government agent to meet at the agency, to vote how the
annuity should be paid.
They did direct it to be paid to the treasurer of the nation, and it was
lk> paid. In 1835, the Government agents required the people to assemble
again at their own expense, to vote how the annuity should he paid. They
again voted it again to he paid to the regular treasurer of the nation. lt
is presumed the Government agents have dtily informed your department
of these two elections, and of the result nt each. The members of our
tribe have a treasurer to whom their annuities are to be paid, and that treasurer, John Martin, being one of the delegation, they thought proper, for
the purpose of avoiding all difficulty, to adopt the resolution herein enclosed, and thereby appointed the persons to receive the same, according to
the provisions of the act of Con~ress. 'rhe people have a treasurer to
whom the annuities have been paid hy their direction, and that treasurer
is John Martin, as papers in your office will show. After the passage of
the act of Congress before referred to, we believed our annuities would be
paid without further difficulties, as they had been withheld for several
years, but in this we were mistaken. After the two elections before stated1
we had hoped there would be no further difficulty, but in this, it seems 7 we
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are also -mistaken, and have now to ask that you will inform us if it be
intention of the War Department to have elections each year, to direct
the annuities are to bA paid, and whether our order will be accepted or
or payment made to John :Martin, the per:son known to be appointed by
Cherokees to receive their annuities.
We do this because it will be necessary, if protested, to look elsewhere
for funds.
We have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient, humble servants,
John Ross,
Lewis Ross,
John Benge,
Joseph Vann,
Charles H. Vann,
T. Fox Taylor,
Bark, his x mark.
John F. Baldrige,
Sleeping Rabbit, his x mark.
Oolenowah, his x marie.
Jesse Bushyhead,
James Brown,
John Huss,
Thomas Foreman.
Peter of Aqnakhe~,
Archibald Campbell,
R. Taylor,
John Martin,
Elijah Hicks,
Richard Fields,

Representatives of the Cherokee rtation east.
Hon. LEwis CAss,
Si~Cretary

of J!Var.

GA.,
111arch 7, 1836.

CuMMING, FoRSYTH couNTY,

SIR: On last Friday I attended a council of Cherokees, on Hiwassee
river, in North Carolina, called together by l\1r. Wofford, an express bearer
from John Ross to the Cherokees east.
They endeavored to keep every thing communicated to them fi·om me.
~Iy interpreter, however, got to hear a part of what had been translated into
the Cherokee language, a5 he believes, by the Rev. Evan Jones, which was
full of abuse against Mr. Schermerhorn and those who made the treaty at
New Echota, and which, I suppose, was intended to inflame the minds of
the ignorant Indians against the treaty party. A collection of money by
contribution was made at that place, and it is believed this was done to defray the expense of runners to other parts of the nation, bearing copies of
a letter supposed to have been addressed by Ross to Jones.
The reasons why I suspect Jones: are the following: On the day before
the council, Colonel Hunter and Mr. Mountcastle visited Jones; they saw
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Mt•s Jones first, and inquued what news \Voflord had Lrougl1t :from the city'!
She replied: Mr. Jones had got letters from Mr. Hoss nnd Mr. Bushyhead, but
she did not know their contents. Mr. Jones was afterwards seen by them
apnrt from his wife, and before she had u.n opportunity to inform him what
she had told them. They made the same inquiry of him, when he denied
having received a letter from Ross at all, but said he had got one from Bushy~
head on the subject of translating the Bible, but little or nothing in relation to a treaty. I visited him on the following day, in company with Col.
Hunter. On entering his room we found him engaged in writing a communication in Cherokee characters~ with a host of indian men about him,
whom he immediately dispersed, and ceased at the same time to write any
more. The address read at the council, and of which my interpreter got a
glimpse, he infonns me could not have been written by a. Cherokee, because
the stroke of the pen was too fine.
Jones acknowledged to myself and Colonel Hunter, in th? presence of
the interpreter, he h~ld received a letter from Ross by \Voftord, although he
had denied it, while his wife said he had, only the day befort>. This letter
he informed us only assn red him nothing had yet heen done. He informed
us tba:t Ross ascribed their failure to the Ne\V Echota council. Judge Mar~
tin to David England, who is known to Mr. Schermerhorn, substantiates the
~a

me.

Should any greut disquietude take place, or mischief ensue, be assured
it will he owing to the infiammatorycomrnunicntions received from Ross and
his coadjutors, as we fear, dictated hy bad counsellors at Washington city .
.Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
Et.BEH.'r 1-leJtRitw, Esq.,
Commissioner of l11dian A.ff'a:irs.

P. S.~l-lnving collected all the testimony necessary to sustain my com~
tnnnication to the Federal Union, except that which can only be derived
from persons at the city, I shall, on my return to the agency, take pleasure
iu answering your letter of the 23d of Janna.ry last, on that snbject.

B. F' C.

EAsT,
March 14, 1836.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

8ut: gnclosed, 1 have the honor tq transmit you an account of moneys
teceived and refunded by me on account of the Cherokee negotiations dur ...
htg part of the quarter ending 31st of March, 1836.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient s~rvant,
M. W. BATMAN,

1st Lieut. 6tk Infantry, D'is. Agent.
'11he l-Ion. ELBE!H:r HERRiNG,
Comrnissioner Indian Jlifm:rs,
Washington city.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

1l1arch 14, 1836.
SIR: 1 haYe the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your cornmumot
tion of the 22d ultimo, in which you take notice ofthe expense of the
sus takers and their interpreter~, as exhibited by Lieutenant Batman's
counts, and for which I never made ar1 estimate as required by
regulations.
Lieutenant Batman, for the .3d quarter .of 1835, was furnished with
following estimate for officers or agents.
One superintendent, salary $21000 per annum, per quarter
One clerk, pay not to exceed $4 per day
Four census takers, say· sixty days each, at $4 per day
One interpreter for acting Indian agent and superintendent, at $2 50 per day
Four interpreters to accompany census takers ; time estimated sixty days each, at $2 50 per day
660 00
Two enrolling agents, members of the tribe, their pay to be pro. 726 00
portioned to setvices performed, say $4 per day -

$3,444 00
Lieutenant Batman had been in the habit of calling on me regularly be.
fore the termination of the quarter, for estimates, and, as nearly as they
could be made in advance, they were given to him. As he was the dis.
bursing agent, I believed estimates made through him to your department,
would prove satisfactory; and in the hurried movements necessary to ac·
complish a treaty during that year, I pt;tsume I did not so closely examine
the letter -of the regulations on this subject as duty required.
After the foregoing estimate was made, and before another quarter ended,
the disinclination of the department to pay the census takers became so
manifest, that I expected nothing else than to have to defray this expense
myself~ inasmuch as instructions had issued to the disbursing agent not to
pay the same.
Seeing the unfavorable bearing likely to attend the discontinuance of
these agents, after Ross's oppositi,on had been publicly shown at various times
among the Indians, my zeal for the accomplishment of the purposes of the
United States com1 nissioner led me to conclude that I had better pay for
this nature of services, than prejudice the contemplated t:reaty by their untimely discontinuance. Sometime subsequently, however, the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs addressed me a letter, saying, substantially, that if the public interest was likely to suffer by the discontinuance, the census takers
might proceed, &c.
In estimating for the fourth quarter of last year, which was done after the
receipt of the letter referred .to, from the Commissioner .of Indian Affairs: I
consequently named G. W. Underwood:.(whom I had appointedinplaceof
J. S. Barnett, who had died in. the service,) :with his interpreter. I then believed their duties would be completed in a few days, but having an oppor·
tunity of hearing from them but seldom, and being much otherwise enga~
in this I was liable to be and was under a mi~Jake.
Colonel C. H. Nelson, too, whose district had pot.yet been completed whim
this estimate was made for the fourth quarter, had some further service to
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pertorm, but this was mi.known to me at the time of makiug the estimate.
His name consequently omitted to be given. The extent of the country and
a want of mail facilities from most part~ of it to this agency, makes com·
mnnications otherwise thun personal, extrernely uncertain.
In the estimate for the third quarter of last year: l mentioned four census
takers only, because it was my intention to perform the duties of one my·
selt: But, upon the suggestion of the United States commissioner, that my
services could be more efficiently employed otherwise, I employed Rezin
Rawlings, Esq., to take the census of Alabama.
However accurate one may be disposed to be, it is impossible to foresee
all the expenses attending exertions to conquer Indian prejudices, moulded
by aval'icions chief~, and heated by the political frenzy of our own color.
Ridge's account, from the 2d to the 9th September, I believe, was for services rendered l\Iajor Davis, and not known to me until after the estimate
was made out.
I am aware I have, from my zeal to accomplish a treaty, given you
much trouble: and the Government much expense. But, sir, without the
united exertions of myself and Mr. Schermerhorn, rely on it, no arrangement would have been made, perhaps for years, and finally it would have
eost the Government more than has accrued from the measures adopted by
the commissioner al1d myself during the past year.
The number enrolled and subject to' be removed is between 2,500 and
3,000; most of these persops, however, would be unwilling, from past cireumstances, to leave this country, until an infallible rule is established, to
determine befor.ehund their respective interests in full. The census takers
have performed some service in this way ; while, by the determined course
pursued by the Government, the Indians are nearly all satisfied that Ross
stands committed, and that taking the cP.nsus was but a preparatory step to
that general removal, which is regarded by them now as unavoidable.
I thank you, sir, for reminding me of my omissions in relation to the estimates required by the regulations quarterly. I shall endeavor hereafter
more strictly to comply with the letter of your instructions, and hope there
will arise no emergency, calling for any departnre from them in future.
Most re3pectfully,
I have the honor to be
Yonr very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
Gen. GEo. GIBSON,
Com. Gen. Subsistence.
P. S.-The censu~ returns have been sent to Judge Herring's office.

·wASHINGTON CITY,

March 16, 1836.

SIR: We beg leave again, from a sense of duty to our .nation, to trouble
you with another communication in relation to Cherokee annujties.
By the treaty of the 27th of Febru&:ry, 1819, between the United States
aDd Cherokee nation, "the contracting parties agree, that the annuity of
the Cherokee nation shall be paid, two-thirds to the Cherokees east of the
.Mississippi, and one-third to the Cherokees west of that river, as it is esti·
tna\ed that those who have emigrated, and who have enrolled for emigra-
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tion, constitute one-third of the whole nation; but if the CherokcPS
the Mississippi object tn this distribution, of which dne notice shall be
them, before the expiration of one yen r after the ratification of this
then the census, solely for distributlng the annuity, shaH be tal;:en at
times, and in such manner, as the President of the United States mav
nate." Of this distribution, the Cherokees west never complained, lin
they received more than their due portion. The annuities were
paid, from the year 1819 up to the year 1830, two·thirds to the
east, and one-third to those west, according to this treaty stipnlation;
we are not informed that the latter have, at anv time, claimed more
one-third.
·
Prior to the year 1S19, at the suggestion of Return J. l\feigs, the
the United States, the Cherokees had appointed a treasurer to recei
annuities, and the United States heing bound to furnish them wi~h
sions, while attending to receive their annu'ity stipend. After the
ment of a treasurer, twelve hundred and eighty dollurs were
regularly pttid to the treasurer, for many years, as receipts ill the 'Var l)e.
partment will show.
On the subject of Cherokee annuities, no difficulties whatever occn
till 1830, at which time, for reasons best kno\vn to the \Var Department,
circnlar letter was addressed to the Indian agents, hearing date the 18th
June, 1830, saying : '~the Secretary of vVar directs that in futn re the a
ties transmitted to you for the Indians of your agency, be distri
among the chiefs, warriors, and common Indians, paying to each
and his family the amount to which he or they may be entitled in
tion to his grade, and in no other mode; and \Vhen there are indi
without families, payment must be made to such individuals, and not to
chiefs." It is not readilv seen how the agent could tell the amount
individual would be entitled to, without a l{nowledge of the number of
tribe: or by what rule he would fix the "grade" of each applicant for a
tion of the annuity, unless that was determined by a supposed influence
among the Indians. But the propriety of the course pointed out by the
Secretary of War, v..re have, at preseut, no disposition to discuss. It is suffi.
cient for us to know the Cherokees refused to receive their annuiries in the
mode prescribed, nor were they paid to them for four years, though annua
nppropriations were made by Congress. ]n the year 1834., an act was passed
directing Indian annuities to be paid to the chiefs, or such person as the
tribe might appoint. This act of Congress would seem to have removed a!£
difficulties in the way of our nation receiving their annuities, inasmuch as we
had a treasurer regularly appointed by the nation, and to whom payments
had been made, before the date of the order of the Secretary of Vvar ; but it
was made the source of further delays and embarrassments by your depart·
ment requiring an election to be held each year, to decide how the annuities should be paid, and to whom.
Our treasurer was a public officer of the Cherokees, and known to the
Secretary of War of the United States as such, and to whom sundry pay·
ments had been made. The first eJection was ' held at the Cherokee agency,
in the fall of 1834, when every votl!l, save one, and he an Arkansas emi·
grant, was given that the annuities be paid to the treasurer of the nation·
yet ont of the annuity for the year 1831, three hundred and nine do
and eighty three cents were retained, and r~turned to your department
the agent, Hugh Montgomery, when he went' 6lir of office~ ··This am
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has been demanded by the same treasurer, and payment refused by the Commissioner of Indian ~Hfairs, who says another election must be held to decide
who must recei\1-e it. rrhis treasurer has made advances to the nation of his
individual funds, to the credit of the money due. The Cherokees once decided this money should be paid to Johu Martjn, who was then, and is yet,
the treasurer of the nation; but it has been withheld for near six years,
withont interest, and now a third election is required to take place to decide
who shall receive it, and perhaps the Cherokees to be again notified to at~
ten?, at such time and place as the Government agent may think proper to
designate, at their own expense, to vote.
We protest against such a useless and temporizing course. The Government had better withhold the claim from the nation altogether. Before we
make an application elsewhere, we respectfully ask to be informed, if the
decision of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs is sanctioned by you, and
whether the treasurer is to receive the sum above stated.
Out of the annuity due for the year 1834, there was deducted the sum
of one thousand and forty one dollars and sixty seven cents, which the
commissioner says, in his letter to Hugh Montgomery, of November 18,
1834, "was caused by the alteration in the proportion dne to the Eastern
Cherokees, occasioned by the increase of the number of the rmi.grants to
the west;" and that "this alteration was made upon data furnished by
Major Currey." Vie are at a loss to understand how it happened, Major
Currey was permitLed to regulate the amount to be paid to the Eastern
Cherokees: or upon what data he proceeded: as the census recently taken
shows they have increased. vv c are informed that, for the year 1834,
the agents for c~ach part of the nation made requisitions for the annnitie~
dne, two-thirds east, and one ·third west, and that the delegation of the vVest ern Cherokees received of their annuity nine hundred and fifty mght dollars and thirty-three cents, and the residue sent to the disbursing agent,
which two sums made the amonnt of his requisition; and that the annuity accounts are settled with him, without any reference to the qne thousand and
forty-one dollars and sixty-seven cents. Thus it is apparent,·the stim of one
thousand and fNty-one dollars and sixty-seven cents has · Lee.n ·witl1held
from the Cherokees east. vVe have to ask to be informed by the honorable
Secretary, to whom this one thousand and forty-one dollars and sixty-seven
cents was paid; when, and by what authority, for either the United Sta.tes or
the Cherokees west, owe our nation the amount. .\Ve will, ·in conclusiou,
remark, that the surplus of the annuity for 1831, refunded by pol. Montgomery to the United States 'rreasury, of three hui1dred' 'a nd nine dollars
nnd eighty-three cents,· herein referred to, and the sum of one . thonsn.t1d
eight hundred and eighty-one dollars and sixty-seven cents, ·distr'i'buted by
the agent to Arkansas emigrants: out of the same annuity, together with the
sum of one ·thouS"and'imd forty~one dollars and sixty-seven cents, curtailed,
as before stated, from the annuity for 1834, make the sum of three thousand
two hundred and thirty-three dollars and seventeen cents; which amount
we claim to be justly dne from the United States to onr nation by treaties .
agreeably to law, and ought now to be paid over to John Martin, the treasurer of the Cherokee nation, in compliance with the votes of the Cherokee
people, given in 1~3~ and 18:?5, at the elections which were imposed upon
35 '•.
.
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them by orders from the War Department. We hope the honorable Secre·
tary will f..1.vor us with an early decision upon this claim.
We have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servants,
John Ross,
Lewis Ross,
Joseph Vann,
James Brown,
Richard Fields,
John Hu:ss,
R. Taylor,
John Benge,
John Martin,
Elijah Hicks:
The Bark,
Sleeping Rabbit,
John F. Balridge,
Jesse Bushy head,
Charles H. Vann,
'I.,hornas Foreman,
Peter, of Agushee,
Soft Shell Turtle,
Archibald Campbell,
Thos. F. Taylor.
Honorable LEWIS CAss,

Secretary of Wa1·.
CoLuMBIAN CoLLEGE,

March 17, 1836.
SIR: Understanding that there will, probably, be certain appointment8
in the gift of the Secretary of War, in relation to the removal of the Cherokee Indians, I beg leave to recommend to your notice Dr. Clarke Lilly bridge,
of Norfolk, Va., as a suitable person for the appointment of coliducting
agent, or for any other agency that may be preferred by the department. I
have been acquainted with Dr. Lillybridge from his youth, and am happy
to say he sustains the character of a gentleman of correct morals, and re·
ligious principle; and from the interest I am persuaded he will take in the
welfare and moral improvement of the Indians, I think his appointment
would be judicious.
I am, sir, yours, with
Sentiments of the highest respect,

S. CHAPIN.
Hon. LEwis CAss,

Secretary of War.

WAstiiNG'i'oN', Match i7, 18g6,
SIR : I have understood that Dr. Clarke Lillybridge of Virginia, has
been recommended to your honor, as an agent for the removal of the
Indians.
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Dr. Lillybridge was once a citizen of :Maine; and, having some acquaint·
nnce with him, I consider him a very suitable person, and a medical gentleman of good acquirements, and whose moral and religious character stands
good.
With sentiments of high respect:
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
MOSES MASON, JR.
Hon. LEWIS CAss,
Secretary of rYa1-.

W ASHING'l'ON, ]J1.arch 21,. 1836.
. Sm: While at tht~ Cherokee agency east, I ascertained that there were
m the hands of the agent for Cherokee removal, a quantity of public
blankets for distribution among the emigrants under the treaty of 1828.
The council at New Echota being appointed on the 21st of December, at
the most inclement season of the year, and when those who attended must
necessarily be much exposed, it was deemed advisable, for the comfort of
the Indians, to supply them each with a blanket; and I therefore made a
!equisition on 1\'lajor B. F. Currey, marked A. After the council I found
tt was expected by the poorer class that a present would be made them, as
bad been the custom at their former councils when they sold their lands ;
o.nd knowing many of them to be very destitute, and believing it would
have a good effect and inflnence upon them, I directed a blanket to be distributed to each Cherokee present, who would accept of it; and three
hundred and ninety were delivered to the Indians, as per certificates marked
B. Several of the more intelligent and wealthy of the Cherokees declined
taking any ; and about a dozen were delivered to Major Ridge, and some
other chiefs, for as many Dld and infirm Cherokees who had left the council
before the distribution, or who wete unable to attend, but who were in
favor of a treaty. Although I had no tlXpress instructicms on this snbject,
under all the circumstances of the case, I hope this act of the commissioner's
will be approved by the department, and credited t~ the accounts of the
agent for Cherokee removal.
With great respect,
Your obedient servant.

J. F. SCHERM,ERHORN.

Hon.

ELBERT HERRING,

Cumnzissioner.

KNoXVILLE,

March 26, 1836.

Sm ~ Some time ago, (date not recollected,) I took the liberty (as a
friend of the administration, and for the public good) of addressing you
concerning Cherokee affairs, and particularly the . employment of Mr. Me·
Oonnell. I retained no copy of my letter, as I could not then anticipate
that I should ever have any use for it ; but 1 have now to ask you to cause
• copy to be sent to me.
Another object of this communication is to protest against the conduct of
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your department towards both Mr. McConnell and myself; to let you
that, humble as I am, I do not acquiesce; but feel, as I ought to feel, i
nant at such treatment. Towards him it has been faithles5 and cruel;
wards me, indelicate, unkiud, and unjustifiable.
My reasons for saying so must be familiar to you, with your mti
knowledge of the circumstances.
Predisposed to respect you, both as an officer and as a gentleman, I
sincerely regret the existence of this occasion for addres~ing you in terffi9
of complaint.
I am your obedient servant,
PRYOR LEA.
Bon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War,

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

March 30, 18:16.
SrR: Enclosed, I have the honor to transmit to you an account current
for the past quarter, with vouchers for the articles delivered and placed to
my credit.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BEN]AMIN F.. CURREY.
Gen. GEoRGE GrBsoN,

Commissary Geue)·al of St.tbsistence.

CALHOUN, TENN.,

Aprill, 1836.

SrR: Yours of the 14th of March has this day been received, in which
you say, when Major Currey makes a report, that then the department wiiJ
be a~le to decide on the .proper m~asures to be taken. If it depe_nds solely
on his reply, the matter iS not left m doubt. If the department wishes to be
correctly informed on the subject, call on Wm. W. Cowan, who was present
wheR the transaction took place. As to the property in disputP-, I have it in
my possession! and the laws of the State will protect me in the occupancy;
he rented _the field to a Mt. Rodgers, who I ~ave dispossessed, according tO'
law, and If he should attempt any other vwlence, either on my person or
property, I shall deal with him according to the laws of the State, to which
I shall always feel myself amenable.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN HARDWICK.
ELBERT HERRING,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Wash,ington city.
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OF INDIAN AFFAIRs,

April 4, 1836,
By a letter from John Ross, addressed to the chairman of the

committee, they are informed that, since the President's me3sage to the
Senate, transmitting the trea~y made with the Cherokee Indians in December last, a communication has been made to you by Major .William M.
Davis, one of the Government agents in the Cherokee nation, giving very
material information in relation to the circumstances attending the negotiation of the treaty, and that certificates of respectable men accompany tl~at
<:ommunication; and a request is made that, before the committee decide
upon the treaty, they make themselves acquainted with the contents of the
communication and certificates.
'rhe committee now have the treaty before them; and as it may be some
days before they can have an opportunity of calling by resolution, they
have instructed me respectfully to request, if no injury will result therefrom,
that you will furnish them, as soon as you conveniently can, with a copy
of the coml'nunication and certificates referred to, and with any additional
infor~mttion in yonr power, which may be of nse, in enabling them to come
tp a JUst conclusion upon the subject referred to.
.
The apology of the committee for this call upon yon, will be found m
their desire to hasten, by all the means in their power, a decision upon the
matter referred to them by the Senate.
Most respe.c tfully,, .
Your obedient servant,

HUGH L. WHITE,
Chairman.
The Hon. LEWlS. 0Ass,

Secretary of TJTar.

'v

c.,

AsHINGToN, D.
April 11, 1836.
SIR: I~ making so1~e of the surveys which_I have, or my son has been,
()f may be, n~quired to make in the Indian Territory, this year; will lead us
fitr west of the settlements; it is possible, though I trust it will not be the
ease, that a military escort may be necessary to secure the party from injury from war parties of remote tribes.
.
'rhis is respectfully to request, that provision be made for furnishing an
~scort, shoald one be necessa~·y.
,"
Most respectfully, sir,
Your obedient servant,
ISAAC McCOY.

Hon. ELBERT, HERR,n~G,
Com.missione1· lndian A.Dairs.

CrrY,
A.prU 16, 1836.

"\VASHINGTON

SIR: Yours of the 23d January last, enclosing a copy of the President's
letter to the honorable Secretary of War, of the 18th of that month, was
received in due time.
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This letter first requires me to give the reasons which induced
make my letter to the editors of the Federal Union public.
In order that the department may be able to form a proper jndgment
the considerations which led me to make that letter public, I shall be ob
to give n brief narration of the circumstances which operated, at that
against the pulicy of the Government, and were prejudicing the public
against the agents ,,. ho were employed to bring to a close the
·
for removing the Cherokees west of the Mississippi. When this 1s
feel assured that the publication of that letter will be found to be
with my duties, and that, both in its spirit and in its facts, it is su
by truth and justice.
· At the date of that letter, untrue statements had gone out from the October council to the Governors and Legislatures of four States of the Union,
whose citizens were deeply interested in the success of the treaty with the
Cherokees. These statements were signed by John Ross and his coadju.
tors, but they were obviously dictated by Mr. John H. Payne, who was Ill
that time well understood to be an enemy to the policy of the Govern men~
and to be busily employed in doing whatever he could to render. unavailing
the steps which had been taken to reconcile the Indians to the idea q~
·removal. Of the same character had been the exertions of the honorable
James Standefer eighteen months before, though their design was not S()
apparent, being concealed under the form of accusations against me. That
such was the consequence of the countenance afforded by this gentleman
to the malicious and groundless complaints of those who were anxious to
prevent the enrolment and emigration of the Indians, is apparent from the
accompanying statements, marked numbers 1 and 2. The paper marked
number 3, from General Samuel Houston, and those marked pnrt Is~
number 4, and part 2d, number 4, from' the honorable James Stand~fer, one
to myself, and the other to John Walker, junior, an Indian, then residing
within the Indian country, and opposed to the policy of the Government in
removing Indians by enrolment, authorizes the supposition that there was
a systematic effort to obtain my removal, without giving me an opportunity
to meet my accusers. That mn.rked number 1, given by Andrew Ross, and
his own letter to 'Valker, number 4, part 2d: will show that James Staude·
fer was the individual who countenanced snch an effort. At this time all
my exertions were employed in bringing the difficulties with the Cherokees
to a close. It will be recollected that a delegation, appointed by a council
representing a numerical force of eighteen hundred Cherokees, convened
a.t the agency on the 1Oth of January, 1834, and were instructed by said
council to proceed to Washington city, and there make the best terms possible for that portion of the nation and such others as might choose to come
into the measure. 'rhis proceeding derived additional importance: in the
estimation of all those who were acquainted with the true situation of the
Indians, from the circumstances that the States had determined upon the
extension of the laws over the Indian country; and it was obvious that the
interests of the Indians, as well as the Government, required a speedy settlement of the difficulties which retarded the removal of these Indians.
Hence, the fate of the conditional treaty made by this delegation with
Governor Eaton, which was submitted by the President to the Senate, and
which was to take effect provided a majority of the tribe gave their nssent
to its provisions, depended, in a considerable degree, not only on the
assurances which it contained of the wishes and views of the Executive
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branch of the Government, but on the preservation of ~just confidence in
the agents through whom these wishes and views were to be communicated
to the Indians. It is obvious, therefore, that the attempt to injure my
character was at this particular time, taken in connexion with the disposition made by the Senate of the treaty submitted by the President1 and with
the subsequent resolution reported by the honorable chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs, requesting the President to negotiate with the
State of Georgia for a portion of her territory for the use of the Cherokees,
although not adopted, were well calcn1ated to raise serious and lasting
obstacles to the efforts which have been since made to negotiate a treaty for
the removal of those Indians; and, as subsequent events have shown, still
encouraged them to hope that such a measure might afterwards be effected.
Both the resolutions of the Senate, that declaring that the delegation
representing the party in favor of the treaty had no aathority to make a
treaty, and that ,requesting the President to negotiate with Georgia, were
understood to have the sanction, and to have been drawn up by the honorable Hngh L. White, as may be inferred from his letter to Mr. Whiteside,
published in the Nashville Banner of the 28th of September last. Judge
White's view and advice upon this subject could not fail to have a controlling influence upon the decision of the Cherokees. It is no part of my
dnty, and it is far from my intention, to speak disrespectfully of the motives
of this honorable Senator; but it was impossible for me not to feel, when I
\Vitnessed the effect which these measures had upon the temper and expectations of the Indians, that insurmountable difficulties had been thrown in
the way of a treaty upon the terms originally proposed by the Presideut.
'rhose measures !lOt merely enabled John Ross to increase his party, but to
create an expectation in regard to an ultimate settlement of the Cherokee
question in such a manner as to maintain his independent Government%
within the limits of the States of the Union, wholly inconsistent with the
views of the Pregident, and contrary to the spirit of all the instructions
nm1cr which the agents of Government had been acting.
To those who have been familiar with the arts by which the power of
John Ross is upheld, and who have seen the ease with which the mind of
the common Indian has been blinded to the humane policy of the Government, in endeavoring to withdraw them to a country where they will be
fi·ee from all collision with the laws of the States, it was natural that a
course of measures, however well designed, which was to confirm so fatal
an influence, should be regarded with deep regret. When they saw that
an infatuation was produced by them which indnced men in the Indian
nation, of more than ordinary intelligence, to look forward to the day when
John Ross would ha\re the patronage and sole distribution of millions of
dollars, tbey could not wonder thnt any hazards, however annoying to the
whites or dcstrnctive to the real interests of the Indian, should be incurred
so long as there should be a prospect of his attaining his objects. r~..,rom
such causes, it was easy to account for the reliance which John Ross
and his party plaeed on the aid of the honorable Hugh L. White. It
was certain that his name suddenly acquired all the romance which
Indian credulity could give it, as a shield not only for the protection of
the party opposed to a treaty, bnt as an instrument to render ineffectual
the lnhor of the agents of Government; and it will appear fi·cm the accompanying communication from Colonel Joel Yancy, marked number 5, that
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this honorable Senator wq.s not nnapprized of t;te use which was thus
of his nanYe.
Under such circumst::mccs, eeeing that the busitH~ss of removals hnd
stifled, and that I was falsely charged IJy men lmown to pos~cs s the
dence and friendship of the same honorable Senator with delaying
vals for the selfish purpose of enjoying a salary, it was scarcely poss1
resist the conviction that his influence had a tendency in de1€a ·
objects of Government in this respect. In regard to the connexion
Payne had with the circulation of the abolition tracts, I will call your
tention to the following circumstances. By the accompanying paper
ed No. 6, it will be seen that that portion of the country was supplied
papers of that character. It was known that Ross had recently v·
.New York, and that said Payne reported himself to the Indians as
ing arrived from the same place, after he he had bef'n receivEd at tbe
of John Ross. Impressions derived from Payne himself identified him as
particular friend of the party in the nation opposed to the policy of
administration, and it was cert~-1inly believed he was an emi ~sary fi;om
.l and for the purpose of enal?ling the Indians to resist the oppression
American Government. He wrote his appeal to the American people
the house of Ross, and also a communication charging the Government
an attempt to bribe Ros~, and much other matter calculated to stir up
Indian feehngs nnd endanger the pence and securi1y of the country.
designs of snell n charaeter those of the abolitio~ists were natmally
iliary, and certainly could be imputed without injustice, wheu all the
cumstances attending the distribution of the abolition tracts pointed to
as the real agent. How could the author of those tracts in New York
come acquainted with the post offices and the address of the humble i
viduaJs living in the Cherokee nation; and even if they had been fa
with their names: what motive existed to send such papers to this
The answer of those questions was easily made when it was known
this man found a welcome in John Ross's house, and that John Ross
not long before visited the city of New York, where he hnd nn apport
to form an acquaintance with Mr. Payne) and to employ his literary
in a crusade against the policy of the Government. When we look at
situation of the country at the time; the apprehen sion which existed
we were about to be involved in a war with France; and the general po
excitement which prevailed, no one can doubt there was in the operationa
of Ross and Payne a settled des1gn to connect the Cherokee question again
with the party discussions of the day.
Had a wRr with Fr::mce have taken place, it would not be hazarding
much to say that at this time, instead of repressing the hostilities of aportion of Seminoles and negroes in the so nth, our Government would
have been involved in a war with the whole of the southern tribes. k
will be seen, from all the testimony on which I have relied to make these
declarations respecting the intentions of this man Payne, that his opera;
tions, like those of Ross, were always cloaked under professions of friend.
ship to the Cherokees, and were given effect by mdirect assurances that
Judge White, if elected President, would recover for these Indians their
GOtmtry and lands. Being fnlly sensible that the acts of P:tyne and Ross,
if not exposed, would defeat the exertions of the United Statf's commission·
cr, with whom I was instructed to co operate in furthering the views of the
Government to bring about a treaty, which has since been made and sub.
mitted to the Senate, I felt myself justified by the facts which were within
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my k1wwledge, to make the stat{-!ment3 contained in the letter, whose publication I have been called upon to explnin. It was obvious that the varions misrepresentations which were circulated respecting the arrest of Payne
by the Georgia Guards were calculated to bring Georgia and Tennessee
into collision; and whatever should be said within the bonnds of truth
and justice to prevent this consequence was laudahle. The idea that my
holding an office under the Government should prevent me from giving
'Such information, · never occurred to me, and I am confident it will never
be mentionerl by those who acknowledge an accountability to the people
for their conduct and opinions. Mr. Payne's representations and complaints
were mostly false and unfounded, and designed to produce mischief. It
will be seen by communications marked 7, 8, 9, 10: 11, 12, 13, and by a
reference to the 13th and 15th sections of the intercourse law, passed in
1834, that he had violated its provisions in the attempt to alienate the confideuce of the Indians from the Government, and defeat or delay its measure, an offi~nce not pnnishable, as was pretended, m1der the Jaws of Tennessee, in the shape they were extended over that territory, which provided for
the pnnishment of murder, rape, and larceny, and the enforcement of Indian
tustorns by the State tribnnals in other respects. Indeed, no friend to the
true interests of the Indinns or the citizens of the States immediately affectPd by their position, can examine the appeal of this man to the American
people, which was written prior to his arrest by the Georgia Gnard, nor
the explauations with which it was subsequently accompanied in the Knoxville Register, without admitting that he had meddled in matters over
which he had no rightful control~ and about which he was utterly unfit, as
. a partisan and fanatic, to form correct opinions. As an evidence of .Mr.
Payne's destitution of truth, I would here introduce a short extract from
his explanatory remarks accompanying the appeal before mentioned.
While on the subject of his comnmnications on Cherokee affairs, he says:
"But having u-ritten one number, I thought I would lay it by/' and again,
in speaking of this number which was thus laid by, he says: " The number in q:ustion was consequently put a,side, and no second number ever
..,-itten j it was signed VV ASHINGTON." As it has no signature to it, and from
its tenor, it must have been intended for publication. I vrould cite another
instance of his want of capacity to take a fair view of the facts, or the presentation of trnth. In his communication herewith sent, marked No. 14,
n his own hand writing, he ventures t:1e assertion that "au ,innocent Indian, a few days ago, act1wlly hung himself 't n the guard house, to escape
the tortu,re apprehended from the guard." The history of this case will
tie fonnd in the paper herewith submitted, marked No. 15: which is snbstantially a copy of a report written by me and sent as directed to the editor of a paper to refute a similar calumny, but which, from some cause not
known to me, was neveT publishr.d. The Indian who hung himself stood
accused of the offence of murder and 1·obhay7• an offence more common oflate
among the Cherokees than formerly, owing to their poverty and the wickedness, perhaps, of such advisers as Mr. Payne. I shall for the pre~ent di~miss
this man, because to follow him thrcugh his whole story would be attended
with a loss of time to me, and too great a tax upon your patience unnecessarily. I consequently come to that portion of the letter in question where
!;spoke of McConnell as deriving his appointment from the Ron. Hugh L.
White, who, in that event, became obnoxious in my judgment to some of the
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censures which deservedly fell upon the mischievons conduct of
vidual, if be was previously acquainted with his condnct and d
How far I have erred in the expressions made, ascribing the
of McConndl to Judge White, nnd whether for that error I
epithets which have been applied to me by that honorable Sen
appear from the following facts: It was a matter of notoriety
Cherokee people and those intermarried with them, that said
represented himself as the friend and correspondent of Judge Whi
that from this circumstance his operations derived an influence and ·
tance which would not otherwise have belonged to them ; knowi
that he was often in company with certain lawyers who resided in
mediate vicinity of the Judge's residence, nnd who were understood
the Judge's confidential friends, and that McConnell occasionally
Knoxville himself: where Jndgo White reside~, and who, as chai
Committee on Indian Affairs, would, as a matter of course, feel a
tmest in whatever steps were taken to settle the difficulties with th
kees, it was natural for me to suppose that such an agency as
would not have been resorted to without his knowledge and am)rot>atia
When I was, therefore, informed by persons who had opportn
know how the facts were, that he obtained his appointment from the J
I could not hesitate to credit the information, and did not suppose, in
so, there could be the slightest injustice done any one. But did the
ration which I frequently heard in the nation, ascribing the appoin
McConnell to the agency of Judge White, do him such manifest i
as to authorize the denunciations which have been heaped upon me.
crediting them? It appears from the papers whirh have been prcsen
the public, that it was Mr. Lea who recommended McConnell. Mr.
the confidential friend of Judge White, and lived in the same villngP
him. Standing in such a relation to Judge White, and knowing him
that time to be chairman of the committee in the Senate, which ha.d u
its consideration the relation with these Indians, can it be presumed
.M:r. Lea would designate an individual for the execution of such a
as that committed to McConnell, without first consulting with the Ju
or, if this supposition is unjust, is the case nt all changed by the pr
forded by the Secretary of War, in the following words: :'as all the

..

cessary circumstances 'Were nut fully known at the department
instructions were given to B1c Connell, and enclosed to Judge
to be delivered if he thought the arrangement 1.vould be useful."
/

it is evident that the Secretary ,)f War cast the respon')ibility upon J
lVhite. The Judge was to deliver or withhold the arpointment. f
upon his knowled~e of the character and fitness of the man to bee
and the objects to be attained by his services, that McConnell obtai
appointment. If this is not a virtual derivation of the power from J
White: I am at a loss to conceive what more could be necessary to mu
so. His confidential friend being .in the same village with him, and
acquainted with his sitnation as chairman of the Committee on In
Affairs, recommended an important measure, having a direct benring u
the policy of both the Indinns and the Government, and nominates an i
vidual to the Department of \Var to execute this measure-an indi ·
who is al:;;o his neighbor, and the chairmm1's old acquaintance and con
uent, which will appear from the Jndge's remarks, taken in connexion
James Cowan's statement herewith sent, (marked A.) The Government,
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not havin2' satisfactory information: encloses a commission to the indiviual, to be delivered or not, at the discretion and on the responsibility of
White. 'fhe individual rec:eives the commission, and enters upon
discharge of the duties imposed by it. But if these circumstances do
)lot justify the declaration, that lVIcConnell derived his appointment from
or "through the procurement of Judge White," they were certaiuly not
lculated to destroy the genera.l beliff that the fact was so-n belief
\Jhich arose from McConnell's own conduct, who disclosed. not only the
()bjects of his mission, but attempted to promote them, by representing himself as the intimate friend and corrr.spondent of Judge "\Vhite. That
1rfcConnell did so, is apparent from the paper marked No. 16, and also Nos. 8,
91 17, and 18. If, therefore, there has been any mistake in the words ~
have used, to express the real conn ex ion which existed between Judge
White and McConnell, the blame is not mine. It was impossible for me to
know, literally, how all the facts were in the case of his appointment.
These [could not have obtained without seeing the papers themselves, and
rhus sharing with McConnell the consequences of violating the seal of
secrecy, under which it appears his duties were designed to be performed.
lspolw of his conduct as I saw and felt it operating against the true interests of the Indians, and thwarting the policy of the Government. I
said that he derived his appointment from Judge White, or "through his
'Pocurement," because such was the general belief, founded not only on
llis own acts: but corroborated by nil the circumstances attending his appointment and employment. vVhether, therefore, the statement in my letter, respecting the mode of his appointment, is justified by the facts or not 7
I trust the Government, after an examination of the letters now laid before
it, will be satisfied that it is one which was innocently made, and which
can in no wise bear the construction which has been placed upon it to my
prejudice.
The idea that I have endangered the life of McCmmell, by disclosing the
secrets ofhis mission to the Indians, from whom they were to be concealed,
is too serious to be dismissed, without such a notice of its irljustice as will
induce that honorable Senator to declare, as publicly a5 he announced
i~ that it is erroneous and unfounded. Were the fact so, there is no punishment which would be too severe for me. If it is not trne, the atonement which is due to n1y inuocence need not be it'lvoked from one holding
so conspicuous a station before his country. 'I' he obligations of distinction and honor will satisfy him, that in proportion to my ohseurity will be
lby need of nll the aid which truth can g-ive, in removing the censure
he has attempted to heap upon me for other causes. From the statements of the various individuals who have subscribed the papers above
referred to: you will perceive that McConnell's agency was revealed by
himself, nnd that while all its objects were known, as far as they had nny
connexion with the public interest: his great desire seemed to be to give
himself consequeuce as the confidential friend and correspondent of the
honorable chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs, and un enemy of
the measures the present administration had adopted, with reference to the
Cherokees. From my letter to the department, of the lOth of September,
1833~ you were informed of my opinion of the man, and how impossible it
\10nld be for me to have nny intercourse with him. You will see from the
ments of Judge Underwood, Samuel Workman, clerk of the circuit
court of McMinn county, marked No. 19, Col. Caleb Starr, aud Col. Charles
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·n. Nelson, that he \vas interested in reservations.

See, also, the
James Cowan, Esq. on this subject. My letter to the department,
20, fonnded on information received from Wm. Hicks, ex principal
John Milier, interpreter, which, taken in connexion with those of Cols.
and Nelson, Isaac Anderson and A. B. Weir, also show that while he
first to disclose the nature of his appointment, he did it to unite the
feeling growing out of these reSI-"!rVP.eS. ri'hese statements are
facts evidently prior to the publication of my letter in the Federal
and show conclusively the utter absurdity of the pretence that it
that letter the Indians derived the knowledge of his appointmen
of t.he department the perqsal or these statemi!nts, beyond which I
notiCe fu rthet· the attempt to make the treachery of that man the
charge against me almost as atrocious as that of a direct attempt to
one of my fellow citizens. I eann'ot, however, take leave of this
of the snbject, without expressino- a hope that
the department
1
President will at least do rne th; j~stice to say, that the op:probfllll!li
tempted ~o be cast upon my character by the language of ndge
was wholly unmerited, and that the censure expressed through the
ment, founded upon the Judo-e's declaration, that I had jeopardized the
of MdJonnell by the noti~ taken of his employment in my letter
the l:<'ederal Union, will be w·i thdrawn. The papers marked Nos. 19,
22, 23, and 24, will show the conduct of McConnell, in the arrest of
C?eorgia surveyor; and, besides his general interfereuce to thwart the
twns of the commissionei·, ~hey sustain my statements iu relation to
talks to Ridge and Foreman, the proof of which ha~ been required of
by the department. The fact of Ross and his coadjntors having
i~ltO i'l. written agreement with the Secretary of vVar last winter, to
the Cherokee claims east of the Mississippi whatever sum the
should award, is well known to the department and Senate, and cannot
denied. The fact that 1\'lr. Ross and his party ncted on that
under power of attorney, has been tacitly admitted in all their co
dence with the United States commissi,oner, and which they ha
pre~ended to deny. The fa.ct that Mr. Ridge and others, after Lhe
award was had, and lVIr. Ross had r efnsed to negotiate, entered in
provisional arrangement,. is supported by the correspondence between
department and Mr. Ross's party, and the terms snbmitted through
Schermerhorn last year to the Eastern Cherokees, in the form of a
That Mr. Payne is of a party knov:.rn to be opposed to the
administration, is evident from his writings as well as from his assocHlllOI~d i
His precipitate visit to Knoxdlle, after his release, and the attentions
to him by the citizens of that place, as a mark of respect for his l
acquirements, and the great services, perhaps, which he had pertorrn~~i
(see Mr. Par·sons's statement, marked No. 25,) and his application from
ville, through various . members of Congress, at the city of Wash
for the immediate dismissio:1 of Mr. Schermerhorn and myself from
Cherokee service, show3 also that he had Mr. Ross's selfish views
interests and the defeat of the treaty more at heart than he had the
of humanity, or of truth and justice; and that rumor made Mr. Payne
abolitionist, I would refer yon to statements marked Nos. 8 and 13. Th
Lewis Ross visited Knoxville at the time stated, will not be denied,
that while ahsent his brother John inquired where his brother Lewis
is corroborate~ by the statement of Judge Underwood. That there was a
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rumor in circulation about the time Lewis retnrned from Knoxville to the
council ground, "that Judge \tVhite, if elected President, wonld do much
for this people," is established fu1ly by the papers referred to 1 marked Nos.
6, "8, 11, 12, 13, and 26; and the circumstance of Paynq's going to Knoxd
viUe so soon after his release goes far to show that he was not without his
convictions that Judge White and his supporters would support .Mr. Ross
and his coadjutors. Will any one doubt that this impression ' was made
on his mind by McConnell or by the Ross, or, if not by theql, by some
higher authority 1
n relation to that part of my letter referring to the compromise between
Ross and Ridge, and their resolution, urged and carried btfore the people
then assembled, never to treat on the basis of the Senate's award, I would
respectfully refer ' to th,e proceedings of said councili already submitted to
the Senate by Ross and his companions. As to th~ number present at the
time these resolutions were presented, I would refer to Geo. W. Under·
wl10d's statement, marked No. 11, who also testifies to the fact of Messrs.
Plyne and Ross having been found in Ross's room, where, to his know~e, Payne was reading a paper to Ross in the shape of a memqrial.
Fci the facts in relation to the trials for murder, and the decision of his
honor, Judge Keith, of the circuit court bench, against the constitutionality
of the laws of Temiessee, the appeal to the Supreme Court of the State 1
and the reversal by that court of the opinion of the court below, a~d the
su~equent appeal frorn the decision of the Supreme Court of 'l'ennessee 1
&htough the aid of s0rrie of the citizens of this very town and its vicinity 1
whare Mr. Payne was tendered a public dinner in token of their approba tim of his measures, t«? the Supreme Court of the United States, whereby
to defeat the operation of the State laws. Also, for a knowledge of the agency
I hac! in bringing this ques~ion forward by becoming pros~rutor, &c.,
I would refer to''the statements marked Nos. 27 and 19; the first from the
State's attorney for that judicial district, and the 9ther from the clerk of the
circuit court of McMinn county, 'w here a tnie bill had been found ag~ipst
James Foreman, high sheriff of the Cherokee nation, and his half-brother1
A~rson Springston·, for the murder of John 'VValker, jr. A syn.o psis of
the!testimony in this case may be foun~ on file in your department.
'fhe paper het•ewith sent, marked No. 14, is mentioned in my Jetter, in
whidh Mr. Payne accuses the Government of tampering wir_h the Indians 7
aniltt one time having offered John Rm;s a bribe of $.50,000, &c ~ , .w hich
wal well calcnlated, by reading, or in conversations, if repeLtted, to alienate .
theil confidence, and :excite their prejudices. aga~nst the Gov~rnment an~
itatgents, as well as the whites gener_~l~y.
·
,
W.ving now noticed all the maJeriitl points affecting my offici~l CQ,nduct,
. . .eting which you have called for an answer, I trust it will np! b'o conlidered impr~per to add a wor? ?r two on the subject of the gene,ral .d~npn~i"
Uoe ith wluch I have been VISited by the Ron. Hugh L. White rrhls gentle.liOubtless had information which he suppo~~d ~uthorized all h~. h11s ~aid
resJOetihg me. But he should !;lave recollectetl that it was my right to be furr,
DisWH with this information, for the purpose of exposing its .falsity,_before he
it the sanction of his name and office. Had he not have disappointe,q th\s
. .. .lbUla.b1le expectation, he would- fuwe been .~pared the mortification whiy,H, .
in finding that .his impeachment _of my _c haracter has been 'un!f'll'lmf~ed by facts, and' has been prose.cu~ed with a~~al which woul.d p~ye
-nm111~·h better directed against those who have abused his confidence,
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and have injured both the Government and the Indians, in their
procure my removal from the little office I hold.
If my employment in the Indian nation had been illegal, the
would have been that of the department whose orders 1 was
not mine. But, if on this ground there \Vas any reason for c.ornnlftnl
it js one which Judge White has long known.
You witt see from the accompanying-letter, (marked No. 28:) add
by him to me in 1834, and from my reply to it, (marked No. 29,) that
knew perfectly well what my bm;iness was in the Indian nation at
time. As chairman of the Indian Committee, he has also seen my
ments, which could not have left him uninformed on this subject.
clear: therefore, that it was the sole object of his call on the Secre
War to know what office I held, to effect my dismissal from office, or
wise to endeavor to maim a hue and crv against the President for
ing an agent in the service, charged and co!1demned as I had been wi
a hearing. Wha~ fiwlts had I committed? Those concerning 1\'IcCo
and my intercourse with the Indians have already _been noticed, and
nothing more nor less than_ such as any public officer who is deter ·
upon the performance of his duties will never fail to commit in the eyes
those who are resolved to prevent the performance of his duti~~.
I am charged, however, with "figuring as a politician," and with
a general slanderer, nnworthy of notice except fi·om the circumstance
my holding the humble office of agent among the Jndians. In support
the first of these allegations, reference is made to a letter which tbe
dent of the United States wrote to me in. answer to an inquiry which I
of him at the instance of many of his friends. To understand the
chnracter of this transaction, it will be necessary for me to advert· to
fact that Colonel Standefer, who had preferred Indian charges against
and whose influ~tnce had been so invariably brought to the aid of
,vho were adverse to the steps taken by the agents of Government to
just the difficulties of the Cherokees; was, at the time I wrote this
the President, availing himself of the influence of his name and aut/Jtorlldl
the more effectually to injure my standing. For this purpose, he was
ing to the people a certificate written the year before, purporting to
signed by the Secretary of War, and endorsed by the President, the
sign of which was to strengthen his· assurances that he possessed the
confidence of the Executive branch 0f the Government, and had given
the measures and views of the administration a hearty support at W
ington. 1\iany of the President's friends, who doubted the truth of
professions, were desirous that he should be made acquainted with the
I communicated them ; his reply to me was shown and read to vv.tvu1~
Standefer, and to some of the citizens, in order that those who had been
ceived might be undeceived. This is the history of this corresponden
and on this, no doubt, rests the complaint \Vith which the honorable
ator has thought fit to associate me in his impeachment of the consi'.steJ!lcVJ•
and patriotism of the President, and the administration of which he is
head. The g-eneral allegation that I have travelled for the purpose of
tioneering either in or out of the district in which my public duties la
wholly nnf0tmded. That J have ventnred an expression of my poli
opinions in conversation or in writing to my friends and acquaintan
do not deny, particularly in my native State, and cannot suppose that
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exercise of this privilege will ever be deniecl me by any one who really
llels that our elections ~:~hould be as free in practice as they are in theory.
The charges that I ever had any epistolary correspondence with Mr.
y, or of my having pretended to have a letter from him either namor alluding to Judge White, are equally untrue, and must have grown
of a misunderstanding on the part of the Judge's informant, or proceedfrom a wicked and wilful disposition to deceive Judge White, and mis- ·
t Mr. Grundy as well us myself. In regard to the declaration of
White, that': those who know Mr. Ourrey will not ex·cuse him for
g his slanders generally," allow me to say, that the period is not
very distant when he entertained quite a different opinion of me. In 1826,
he said of this Mr. Currey: as you will see by the accompanying paper,
marked No. 30,) the following: "The undersigned, Senators and Reprentatives from the State of Tennessee, present: for the appointment of postmaster at Nashville, Mr. Benjamin F. Cnrrey. 'l'hey are induced to this
morse from a consiu~tration of his merits: having acted as deputy in tbat
office for several years past; but esset1tially for the reason that he has been
ommended by nearly the entire population of the town of Nashville and
Its vicinity,w hose wishes, whatever our own might be, should be attended. to
d regarded. But over and above their knowledge and the recommendations
zespecting him) the undersigned~ from their own acquaintance, had by some
of them, and information by others, present Mr. Currey as aptly qualified,
nd as one who will be entirely and altogether acceptable to the citizens of
Nashville and its vicinity.
WASHINGToN, March 13, 1826.
HUGH L. WHITE,
JOHN H. EATON,
J. C. MITCHELL,
J. K. POLK,

J. C. !SACKS,
JNO. H. MARABLE,
ADAM B. ALEXANDBR,
ROBERT ALLEN,
SAML. HOUSTON,
JOHN BLAIR."

And, in 1834, he wrote . a letter to me expressing the same continued
tlODndencc, as yon will see by the letter marked No. 28.
Smce the date of the paper in which Judge White, as I believe, without
icitntion from me, presented me for the highly important and responoffice of postmaster at Nashville, I am not conscious of having done
act which deserves his censure. It is true that I have resisted with all
zeal I possessed, the attempts which were made through his name and
lli.ID.Ue:nce to mislead the Cherokees, and have formed an opinion most re·
ll~iCtallltly unfavorable to the wisdom and justness of the counsel which he
the Ross part of that tribe of Indians. I have, however, never
lit:-IDCealed from him or any of his friends the grounds on wh~ch I acted,
do I fe~r any investigation of their correctness before any tnbunal.
It is true that I am an humble individual, and have strnggled hard to obbread and what little character I have formed. Bnt' my situation is
that of the great body of the yeomanry of my country, to who~
White, as well as myself: is responii5le. It is not yet, thank God, m
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the power of a Senator or of any public functionary, however high·
fice, to deprive an humble citizen of the right of defending his own
acter when ussailed, and a confident reliance that justice and truth
a shield against tbc assaults of detraction and denunciation from
in high places ; and I am happy to believe that those under whose
have been acting, will never do anything to weaken this reliance.
this principle, I deem that I am transcending no rnle of decornm or
priety when I beg tbat this communication may be laid before the
dent, and pray that he will cause it to be submitted to the Senate,
have not the privilege of appearing in person, to refute the mt:'sreoresenl
tions and unfounded charges of which I have been the subject on ils
Verr r{'spectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,
BENJ. P. CURREY.
ELBERT HERRING, Esq.,
Commissioner of lndiau Affairs.

No.1.

EAsT,
May 6, 1835.
DEAR SIR: 1 have received your communication of this date, rt:>nlnll~:fi
my opinion of the investigation into the conduct of the officers engaged
the emigration ot the Cherokees, said to have been gotten up at the instance
of the honorable James Standefer and others, last year.
Being engaged myself as one of the agents in Cherokee emigration, in
connexion with yoursel~ and having an intimate knowledge of the w
subject, and as no charge was exhibited against my conduct: I feel no embarrassment in responding freely to your inquiry. I unhesitantly state that
the inve~tigation was entirely unnecessary, as the result has proved; your
official-conduct had to pass the searching scrutiny of Return J. Meigs, Esq
the iuvestigation agent, a gentleman eminently qualified by his impartiality
and talents for the task. You passed this severe ordeal, unscathed and un·
injured. All who had a knowledge of your official conduct, i
·
myself and others who were associated with you, testified to your zeal,
ity, talent, an<l faithful services in promoting the cause of emigration.
had been very successful in your efiorts to promote the service; an
ally large number had emigrated last season; this excited the ambition
both white and red, who were opposed to the policy of the Goll~>1'11mll,,..t·"
here, and through them the investigation was caused, and I feel con,tident
was conceived more in a spirit of malice and envy towards you and
officers associated with you, than with a view to promote the public
In answer to your inquiry, as to the effect and consequence of th1s
vestigation upon the emigrating- service among the Cherokees, I have
hesitation in declaring that it has operated very injuriously to the
here, and for a time rendered the efforts of the Government to pro
emigration almost useless, by causing a long delay in the payment of
amo,unt of the valuations of the abandoned improvements, promised
emigrants at an early day after their arrival at their new homes in the
which has causP.d the Cherokees to lose faith in the promises of the
·cHERoKEE AGENcY

So I
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ment, and which I fear will operate injuriously against the new treaty
shortly to be submitted to them for their ratification. And I would· further
state, that I believe the expense of the investigation~ taking into view the
injury done the Government in a pecup.iary point of view, by delay, will
cost considerably more than was ~aved. to it, by the amount docked from
such valuations as were conceived to be improper.
With great r~spect,
Your most obedient servant,

'VM. M. DAVIS,
Enrolling and Appraising Agent.
A trne copy:
DYER CASTOR.

I have examined Major Davis's statement of facts, and agree with him in

all that is set forth.

I would further remark, that Colonel Standefer showed

me a letter while at .the city, in February, 1834, from Jack Walker, who, 1

knew not only your personal enemy, but at that time an enemy to emigration, accusing you of unofficer like conduct. The Colonel told me that he
was obliged to lay this before the President. I informed him the charges
were malicious, and that to investigate them would ruin the cause of emigration. ·As I predicted, the cause suffered, while your character was exalted, or you would not have been appointed by the President to perform the
double duties of superintendent of Cherol\;ee removals and United States Indian agent. Colonel Standefer, it might be well to remark, always talked in
favor of Indian removals, ~lthough his a.c ts.in .this particular gave a death
blow to the cause.
AN ORB V\r ROSS.
A true copy:
DYER 0AS'l'OR.

·.No .. :'2.
HEAD oF

CoosA,

CHEROKEE N~·rwN,

May 6 1 1835.

ln answer to your inquiries, ':what effect the Jute investigation, by Mr.
Meigs, has had on emigration," and whether, in our opinion, the ultimate
object of the Government, in effecting a genernJ arrangement with the
tribe, has been retarded thereby, we are compelled, through justice tn
truth, to reply, that in both respects, that it has. And we deplore the investigation, for these reasons : First. Because it has abstracted the attention
!Of the officers of Government . from . tbe , business of enrolling. ~econdly.
After the departure of ;the emigrants, and in their abs~nce~ their titles .to
property were a second time·investigated, when themselves and 'their witnesses had perhaps set out for a d.i stant country, under a pleage .that their
JGlrly removal should not ,prejpdice their rights. After thi~ r~rpoval, , effect~
~ under these pledges, th.ere appeared to be ,manifest . injuslice in having
this e.1: parte investigationr·by which little else. could , be expected than loss
Ao the emigrants. As an ,e;vidence to th~ , t~ut~ of our opinion, scarcely any
removals have talten place since thnt .£xamination com.menced.
'rhe
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people are not willing to place themselves in a similar situation with
who have gone before them.
In c~ncll.1sio_n, this '~hole matter_ has ever been viewed by us us
those diplomatic expedient~, of whiCh Mr. John Ross and his party
ever shown themselves so capable : that of throwing obstacles in the
of a tre~ty, and the removal of the tribe by detached parties.
Pe~m1t us to _expres~ our decided conviction of your usefulness
ness m the statiOn ass1gned you by the Government of the United
We are, sir, respectfully,
Your friends,
MAJOR RIDGE,

JOHN RIDGE,
JOHN FIELDS, Jr. his x
CHARLES H. VANN 1

T. J. PACK.

A true copy:
DYER CASTOR ..

No. 3.
APRIL

29, 1

Mr. A. Ross : 1 believe Jl P·. Currey a capable, faithful, and honest
as the Government ever had. 1 know him to be an honest, brave,
hearted, sincere, and generous ma:n.
If removed upon vague and idle charges, growing out of malice, bad
selfish feelings of any individuals of the nation, it will be an act of
glaring and outrageous injustice.
If accused, let him know the accusation ; a11d if he does not meet and
pel it as an honest man should do, I will forfeit my Jife.
The delegation who are in favor of the removal, can all testify in
behalf. ,
He is entitled to a chance to meet and face his accusers.
A true copy:
DYER CAS'l'OR.

No.4.

W ASHINGTON 1 Jlfa.rch 5,
DEAR

SrR: I received two letters from John Walker of the

nation, dated on the 15th and 19th ultimo 1 in which he made
agains~ you. I showed thef!i to the Secretary of War ; h~ requested
aive him the letters, and said he would have them copied and
~opies to you~ with a request that you should make answer to the
and also that "\'Valker should be requested to make such proof of
ject as he might have in his power, so as to enable them to come to a
factory conclusion on the subject. The delegation has not as yet said
they intend doing. Andrew Ross, West, and Pack, have arrived here.
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:are very sorry the others of their ddegation have not come on. rrhere is no
telling what will be the result of their meeting here this winter, but it is to
be hoped they will fall on some plan that will bring to a close this subject)
any rate by the next fall. I am astonished they should hesitate a moment,
for the longer they put it off the worse, for it will be the means of a great
number of the poor class almost starving. I think it is most likely they will
Dt)t petition Congress to restore them to their original situation.
I think
they are satisfied it would be of no effect whatever.
·
Your friend, and humble servant,
JAMES STANDEFER.

at

.
i<,EBRUARY 25, 1835.
l have examined the \vithin copy and compared it with the original; and
find it a copy of the same.
WM. M. DAVIS.
A true copy :
DYER CASTOR,

WASHINGToN,

April 6, 1834.

Your two favors of the 18th, and 19th, have beet") received. I
think strange you have not received Judge Herring's letter requesting you
to make out your charges against Currey. I also wrote you on the subject.
The President has got to believe Currey is acting badly, and if charges are
made out against him and sworn to, he will remove him instantly. He says no
man shall remain in his service, who will not discharge his duty ,v-el·l, and
ueat the Cherokees well. The President has been informed there are frau ds
practising on the Government, by valuing white men's improvements for
the Cherokees. He has directed an inquiry on this subject; says he will remove any man that knowingly has anything to do on this subject. I have
not the least doubt but what the President will act correctly on all those
subjects, where he is well informed. The people of Athens and others petitioned to have .McMillen appointed postmaster, which has sometime since
been done. Should you come on~ you can give better information on this
subject than any one here. 'rhe delegation as yet are saying but little.
Should the most influential men come on, I think it likely something could
be done to promote the lasting happiness of yon r people. The delegation ils
all well, and conducts very well. I shall at ali times be pleased to hear
from you.
Y our friend, and humble servant,
JAMES STANDEFER.
A true copy :
DEAR S111:

DYER CASTOR..

No.5.
WASHINGToN CrTv, April 10, 1836.
I have recmved yours of the present date, relating ~ an impression
which appeared to h:1vc been made on the minds of a number of Cherokees,

SIR :
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whei1 I was in their conn try as nn appraising agent of the Go
1834, that Judge White 1 Senator in Congress from Tennessee, had,
session of Congress previous to that, made some motion or tah:en
having for its object the purchasing of Georgia their title to the
the Cherokees in the said State for the benefit of the said Cherokees·
such an extent did the idea prevail, that it manifestly tended to
'
my opinion, a nnmber of them from enrolling for emigration. They
to have imbibed this idea from some source, I know not what. I felt it
my duty t.o write a letter to the ~udge on the subject, which I did, a
it in the post office at Calhoun, Tennessee, not long prior to the
ment of the session of Congress, and in substance stated that the
idea seemed to impede the progress of emigration, and asker,l him, in
to disavow it if not true. Whether he received my letter 1 am not
but of this fact I am certain, that I never received an answer. I
concluded that he had not received my letter, or that, having become
ble that the step he had taken (if any) was of pernicious tendency,
therefore did not wish to promulgate it any fnrther.
I am, most respectfully~
• Y mu friend and obedient servant.
JOEL YANCY
A trtie copy :
DYER. CASTOR.

No.6.
DE KA:t.B CouNT'i", AL\BA:MA,

February 181
1 have the satisfaction to say to ytror inquiry, that I was
Clay COQncil in' October last, \Vhere I saw Samuel McConnell,
looked upon by myself, and all others witl.i who'm I conversed on
ject: .as one opposf;d, from ~orne cause, to concluding a treaty at
with Mr. Schermerhorn. He was. often ·seen in apparently private
sation with q Mr. Paine, also with John Ross, and the party who
concert with Ross. He was an object of suspicion from those r:··,rerimRilil
, as from his, a~,>paren~ anxiety to know what the
· ·
agents were about, he was seen on some occasions, as I was in
the commissioner's room, under the eave of the house 1 and after
the door, and was strongly suspected of eavesdropping, so that
a fire at the back part of the house. Mr. Paine was not more- an
suspicion, from all that I was able t? discover, than was Mr. M~.;v~,,uut::u.,a
was he suspected of :stronge-r attachment to Ross in opposing the policy
the Government.
You inquired, also, as to the abolition tracts.. 1 was present when A.
informed you that they were sent to him and others in the Cherokee
try through the mails. You reg_nested hi~ to go at~d get yon some of
He got on his horse and rode to LoWl'y's, h1s father-m~law's, the 2d
chief but returned saying that they could not then be found. 'rh1s
Sept~mber last, or about that time. Afterwards I was informed that. Mr.
Ross had visited the city of New York, from whence these papers
', A. Ross ap[)eared to be ~otally · i~noran·t of .the means.·by which
· and residence was made known m New York~ but sa1d as for his
SIR :
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receive no n~ore of them.
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A . .R.,oss is esteemed .an honorable man,

a man of truth. During the early part of the October council, I

reme1~~

that Lewis Ross was absent, and that he afterwards arrived, when it
stated, without contradiction, that he had been at KnoxvillP-. About the
~e time a rumor was put afloat amorig the Indians, that if Judge \Vhite
uld .be mnde President, he would satisfy the wishes of the Cherokee
pie m relation to their country. On Saturday evening, of the 2d week
the council, as I was about leaving the council, I met Mr. John Riley;·
fho told me that they had appointed nineteen delegates, sixteen of the Ross
party and three of the Ridge party, and they wete to meet the commission~ ·
ers to try and make a treaty, but that they had no notion of making a treaty
-re, ~or they would not take five million dollars, but they would go on to
shmgton city and make some propositions, and pass off the session of
gress, and at next fall council they would send another delegation, which
!f>Uld end Jackson's time; then they would make a treaty, and not before.
Jr. Riley lives in the same ,part of the nation that I do, and is known to be
the confidence of the Ross party.
Yours, very respectfully,
REZIN RAWLINGS.

!

WASHINGTON CITY, April 9, 1836.
I have examined M.r. Rawlings's statement, and, as regards the abolition
U'aets, I received one number, called !-Inman Rights, printed in New Yor~,
and my neighbor Jefferson Park received anothP-r. It is true Major Cnrrey
requested me, in the presence of Mr. Rawlings, to get him one of the papers,
~d I went to Mr. Lowry's, where I was ' living, and expected to find it, but
dtd not get one. I do not know who sent these papers to us.
ANDREW ROSS.
A true copy:
DYJm CAsToR.

No.1.
1N ASHINGTON CITY, March 31, 1836.
In your letter of the 1st December, 1835, to the editor of the
··· .. ..Itt., •. .,. Union, you say " the committee thus appointed to treat, remained;
raised an objection to Mr. Schermerhorn's authority, and in this they
snstained by Mr. Payne ; for the truth of this I refer you to Colonel
R:

n

.

replying to your request, I shall endeavor to be as concise as possible.
attended the Red Clay council last October, actuated by the like views
with the same motives which induced me to visit Washington the past
tor the sole purpose of contributing my aid in brin~ing to a final
: ~•clusH·)n, by treaty, the unhappy and complicated difficulties existing bethe United States and the Cherokees. I httd been one of the council
the Cherokees for some years, in which time I had many opportunities
witnessing with pain and disgust, the innumerable wrongs and injuries
and inflicted on those unhappy . people, sometimes under color of
without even the pretence of legal sanction. I had witnessed the
decline of c\<·ery moral and virtuous principle among the great mas~
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of the common Cherokee people, and their certain approach to the
state of mental and bodiJy degradation 1 and had long been convinced
their situation must continue to become more intolerable, so long as
remained in a country commingling with the whites, and the facil'
forded them in every neighborhood of gratifying their inordinate th
spirituous liquors. I was convinced that nothing could preserve th
nation, hut a speedy change of location to the country provided for
west, and that the liberal provisions made for the purpose of consu
so desirable a termination of all their difficulties with the Government, s
be embraced by them at the earliest period.
Shortly after my arrival at Red Clay, I learned that the princjpal
and others, of the committee and council of the nation, had two obj
to opening a negotiation to treat with the commissioner : 1st. That
commission was shown by Mr. Schermerhorn, but only a letter of
ment from the Secretary of War; and, 2dly, That, should it be
that the Jetter of appointment was a sufficient authority, then, that
was a joint authority to Governor Carroll and J. F. Sc;hermerhom,
that one alone could not act. '"fhese objections were stated to me by
of the highly respectable members of the committee and council, and
opinion requested. I gave it freely, and with candor, not deeming ·
objection as entitled to any consideration ; and particularly so when a
ter was produced from Governor Carroll , showing that he was
from attending the council from indisposition. I was informed by a
thy gentleman of the committee, that my opinion had proved satisfactory,
would be acquiesced in. 'rhis was before the appointment of the
tee or delegation now in thi~ place. Understandingr as I did, from
ofthe most intelligent Cherokee~, though not from Mr. John Ross,
these objections to the competency of the power of the commissioner
waived, and that they were desirous to close a treaty, I became sangu·
my expectations of a favorable termination of the negotiations af Red
and remained under that belief until the morning of the day appointed
the meeting between the commissioner and the delegation at the
house. I was greatly surprised on the morning of that day, by b~ing
formed by Mr. Payne that there would be no treaty at Red Clay. I inq ·
of him his reasons for _making such a statement. His reply was, that
Schermerhorn had no authority to treat; that he had no commission,
only a letter, or copy of a letter of appointment; and that was to him
Governor Carroll jointly; and that the delegation would not
Mr. Schermerhorn as a commissioner duly or properly authorized.
pressed considerable astonishment at this information, and stated to
that I had, by request, given an opinion the week before, and had heen
formed that these merely frivolous objections had been waived, and th
had not expected to find them again renewed ; that l was fearful
should the Cherokees suffer that opportunity to slip, they never
again have an opportunity afforded them of making so advan
treaty, if any tre11ty at aJl ; and that I should not be surprised
event of their refusal to treatt that the Government should make
ments to have them removed, even contrary to their consent. Mr.
assured me, in the strongest terms, that they would not treat, and
that if the Government should attempt to remove them in the man
had stated, it would be one act more of tyranny and oppression to
these people, and one which the people of the United States would
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ubmit to or permit. I requested Mr. Payne not to hold out such false
views, or nse such language as he had to me to the principal Cherokees,
as thereby he might be instrumental in preventing that, which every man
possessing philanthropic feelings towards these oppressed people believed
to be the only mode of preserving them as a nation, and, at the same time,
redeem the Government of the United States from the chcnge of a forfeiture
of its pledged faith towards the Cherokees. His reply was, that he should
exercise his own discretion in this matter as a free American citizen, regardless of consequences; and that he should advise them not to hold a
treaty with the commissioner, unless he could produce a commission under the proper seal. I suggested to him that he might place himself in an
unpleasant situation, and be considered as one who had incurred a penalty
by an infraction of some ofthe provisions of the intercourse law. We
separated, and met no more.
.
.
I should not have so particularly noticed the substance of the remarks
ofMr. Payne at the time, but from the circumstanc~ of the high regard I
had formed for him on a short acquaintance, a fe\\'r weeks previous, as a
gentleman of high literary attainments, and from a knowledge that he was
at the time, and had been some weeks, a guest in the house of the principal chief, and, as he had previously informed me, had free access to all the
correspondence between Mr. Ross and the commissioner, with the privilege,
as he stated, of taking copies. Under these circumstances, I could but believe that his opinions might have great weight with the delegation.
To the best of my recollection, I informed you of my suspicions us to
the improper interference of M.r. Payne, about the time we were leaving Red
Clay, and 1 did it in order that any intermeddling by him might be guarded against, should he attend the council to be convened after that time at
New Echotn, pursuant to the notice given by Mr. Schermerhorn.
What to me at that time was suspicion, founded it is trne on strong presumptive evidence, has been verified to be stubborn fact by statements in his
J' Appeal to his countrymen," and the ': Address of the Cherokee nation
to the people of the United States," written by him, and printed in the Knoxville Register of the 2d December last.
vVith respect,
Your obedient servant,
WM. Y. HANSELL.
BENJAMIN

F.

CuRREY,

Esq.

No.8.
MuRRAy

CouNTY,

GEORGIA,

February 11, 1836.
I do hereby certify, that I attended the council convened at Red Clay, in
October htst; that while there I heard Mr. J. H. Payne say, he disapproved the policy of the Generai Government and the State of Georgia;
that he considered the lands to belong to the Indians; and that the States
had IJO right to jurisdiction in the countr)r. 'l.,his conversation was addressed to me. I remarked that I was then in Tennessee, and had no arguments to offer there in relation to this matter. He replied that he was
ready to discuss the question there himself with any body. I saw him and
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S'amuel McUonnell in conversiltion with Indians repeatedly, and the

.ral dpinion was, that· they acted -in concert to prevent Mr. Sche
from concluding a treaty. While Mr. lVlcConnell continued at the
ground, the Indian rnmor was, that Lewis Ross had returned from
villee, and that Judge White, if elected, would aid them in getting
couritry back. This McConnell is the same who is alleged to have
formed a trip 1o Jobn Ross, and was instrumental in having Mr. Br
Georgia snrveyor, arrested and carried to the courts of Ten-nessee. I
upwards of two years ago that Mr. McConnell had bee11 employed as
cret and confidential agent to ascertain the views and wishes of the
men of t.he nation ; ttnd that he hnd made the nature of his tnission kn
to several persons with whom he had interviews, and who are me
the Cherokee tribe. I have never seen any abolition tracts iu circn
among ·the Indians, bnt ·have heard that $Ome were ill circulation before
Payne's arnval; and thafthey came from New York bymail. When
Payne came into this country, he went to Ross's, from what I could learn,
ported himscl( from New York, and opposed to the measnres of the
sent administration; but rumor among the Indians at council was,
came from their old father, the King of England 1 and was to see the
kee people righted ; that he was keeping notes of what the commi
was doing; that the commissioner was not authorized to treat with the
diems, an-d anything' he might do would not stand. Mr. Payne was
pected of havingeuJtivated an acquaintance with Mr. Ross last
while in New York, by · which means he acquired a knowledge
names and residence of those who have -received these tracts; an
before and· during as well as after the council, was, froin the best in
tion, in secret conclave with Ross, when he wrote an appeal to the Ame
people, and also a communication, which is now in the possession of
Governor of Georgia, in which he accuses the Government of trying
bribe John Ross by offering him $50,000; and in which he says, if it
uot that the Georgia Guard were afraid, John Ross would be arrested.
communication had no signature to it, and was, from its general ch
slanderous, and well calculated to excite the Indians: if read to them or
peatrd in conversations with them; that he also acknowledged himself
author of this piece. I left the council ground after the great body of the
Indians had dispersed, but before the chief or commissioner did. On my
return from Milledgeville, I saw Sergeant Young, who informed me he was
at the running of the State line and that Ross and Payne were found within
the proper limits of Murray county, Georgia, when· the arrest was made.
WILLIAM N. BISHOP, [L. s.l
Clerk Superior Court Murray cou.nty, Ga.

No.9.
PoLF..:CAT SPR·INGs, CHEROKEE C ouNTY, GA.,

February 12, 1836.
This is to evidence that I was at the council at Red Clav, in 0
ber last. While there and standing in the yard of Williams, a tavern keeper, in company with Wm. N. Bishop and Mr. Schermerhorn, a person cam~
up, who Mr. Shermerhorn introduced to Colonel Bishop and myself as .Mr
SIR:
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, of New York; as early as the salutations usual upon such occasions
were gone through with, some person called .M.r. Schern1erhorn off: when
Colonel Bishop, seemingly through courtesy to the stranger, inquirtd of
Mr. Payne how long it had been since he arrived in our section of country?
to which Mr. P. made some indefinite reply. Colonel B. continued his inquiries, by aski11g how he was pleased with [no. doubt to him] the novel
scenes of our wooded section of country? to which Mr. P. readily replied,
&lntlemen, your views and mine difier widely upon these subjects; I think
these people much oppressed and badly treated by the Government. Col.
B.-Perhaps you have not investigated the subject fully. Mr. P.-I have
fully. Col. B.--Perhaps you have only taken a one sided view of the
matter, although it is a subject which I am not at this time disposed to discuss. Mr. P.-I am prepared to discuss it now or at any other time, and will
be able to show the Government greatly in the wrong; and the day of rP.tribution will come for these wrongs. Some persons coming up, dispersed
the company.
The occasion and sayings of Mr. P., together with the tone and to me
the seemingly uncalled for remarks of Mr. P., arrested my attention, and
induced an inquiry upon my part into the character and object of Mr. P.'s
visit to our section of coun ry; the result of my inquiry was, that he had
oome to the nation some weeks previous, ostensibly for literary purposes,
but bad been most of the tinre up to or near the meeting of the council at
the house of John Ross, the Cherokee principal chief, and with great seeming confidence had access to the fellowship and intimacy of the Ross party,
as well as tho~e white men whose opposition was and always had been
openly opposed to the views of the Government in their proposed project in
removing the Cherokees west ; and I will add, that it seemed to be, from what
1could learn, his determined purpose to defeat, as tar as he could, the pro~
posed treaty. rfhese opiniGnS were entertained of him by all those who
felt an interest sufficient to make the necessary inquiries into the matter, that
I heard speak upon the subject.
l'rly attention was subsequently attracted to a person named McConnell,
under the following circumstances: I was conversing with some Cherokees
Uld Cherokee countrymen n pon the probable prospects of the proposed
treaty, when ohjections were said to exist, as to the powtrs of the commis·
sioner. I asked the grounds upon wh1ch those apprehensions were founded.
I was a11swered that they had learnt that an agent of the Government
had given Jt as his opinion, that a treaty made by Mr. Schermerhorn, with·
eut the aid of Governor Carroll ; would not be binding; whereupon I incp~iredwhothatagent was. I wastoldthatit w&sMr. McConnell. Havingseen
tbe gentleman mostly associating with the Ross party, on seeming tc!rms of
iatimacy, I promptly disputed his having any ~gency with the Government.
h was reasserted that he was and had been for some time the confidential ngent
afthe Government; that he had obtained his agency through the influence
of Judge White, as was expected the better to enable him to settle some old
Jrmd claims he had acquired under some former treaty. On making further
Jaquiry:'(not of officers of Government,) the fact of his agency was continned, aud he was also represented to me as being connected with: the arrest
of a Georgia surveyor, in 1832.
'fhe Indians after their return from council exulted much in having, as
they said, got their lands back, by the vote they had given at council. 'fhe
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latter information I derived from many Cherokees with whom I had ·
course as certifying agent of the State of Georgia.
Respectfully,
C. H. NELS
Major B. F. CuRREY.
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

No. 10.
MuRRAY CouN'rY, G~<~ o.,

February 11, 1836.
I do hereby certify that I attended the council held at Red Clay, in
tober last, and saw Samud McConnell and John Howard Payne
in conversation with the leading men of the nation; Ross and M
rooms appeared to be their places of rendezvous. McConnell, however,
eat at Williams's, where yourself and the United States commissioner
I had lived among the Indians for about ten years, and understand
little of the Cherokee language. Mr. Payne and Mr. McConnell were,
Indian conversations, equally opposed to a treaty. In fact, Mr. McCo
became so much suspected of using unfair statements to prevent a
that you on one occasion politely declined answering a question p
him as to the probability of Governor Carroll's arrival. I think it was
ing the second week of the council, McConnell spoke of having to
court at Athens, on the following week, and left the ground. The lnd
became insolent on account of their supposed strength, and threw
at the camp of the Georgia guard, on one occasion, after night. This
was stationed, at your request, within the limits of Georgia, to prevent
vending of ardent spirits there; while the United States troops, on the Ten
nessee side, prevented disorderly conduct there, (about twenty-five inn
ber.)
After the adjournment of this council, and you had left the ground
or four miles going southeastwardly, I told yon that I ·.vas willing to
oath, that there was mischief brewing through the exertions of this
Payne against the whites; that from the hints and insinuations which I
been able to gather, Payne was conspiring with the Indians, and trying
excite them against our Government officers, in such a manner as to prevent any negotiation for years to come ; that I was of opinion he was aQ.
abolitionist; and that vague allusions had been made about help, which apo
pea red to indicate a prospect of war between ourselves and other nations,
by which the whites would be compelled to give up to them the lands in
question; and that Payne had told them, as they understood, that he was &
great man from England, and bad come to see them righted.
Whereupon you slackened your pace, until Sergeant Young came up,
when you requested him, if he could get hold of Mr. Payne and Mr. Ross,
it would oe well to examine their papers, and see what they were about.
Sergeant Young was not only in command of the gnard at that time, but
was. an acting justice of the peace for the county of Murray, and he said
Hoss lived in Murray county.
-
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I heard the Indians in their own as well as the English language say

Mr. McConnell and Payne were going against Schermerhorn and Currey,
both before and after you declined answering his question about Gov.
Carroll's visit. From every circumstance, I believe there was full understanding and hearty co-oper.~tion between McConnell and Ross, as the-re
was between Payne and Ross, in opposing the treaty.
JOSHUA HOLDEN.
Signed in presence ·of
BENJ. F. CURREY,

Sup't Cherokee Removals.
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR .

No. ll.
FEBRUARY 15, 1836.
Agreeable to your request, I give you the information, as well as I recollect.
I know that I saw a man at Cass superior court, held on the third .Monday in September, 1835, whom I saw afterwards at Red Clay council, and
there learned that his name was John Howard Payne. Some said he was
from ~ew York, and others said he was from .England. I think he staid in
Cassville near one week at court, during which time I saw him in no employment. At Red Clay he was in the- company of John Ross, on whom
I had occasion to call on some business, and found Mr. Payne in the private room of John Ross; and at the same time saiu Payne was reading
something in the shape of a memorial, and observed that he: John Ross,
would do- well to send off some Cherokee boys to learn to set type, in their
own tongue, which they could learn, he thought: in three months ; to which
John Ross replied they had several in the nation.
As for Mr. McConnell, I never saw the man till I saw him. at Red Clay
t'ouncil in October last, and recollect that he was there a~cused, by almost
all, of interfering to prevent the treaty. Of these facts I know nothing
only common report at the council.
And further, that I know that the Cherokees of intelligence excite much
interest on the subject of the presidential election ; that a large portion of
them that interfere with their national politics are looking to the election of
Judge White with rnt 1ch interest. Further, that -respectable interpreters
for the Government informed me that some of the old Indians about the
time of their return from October council were boasting that the diffi.cultie::;
were all settled and the conn try regained. And further, that they (the
Indians) wonld take possession of their houses, (meaning the white men.)
Also that there were about from six to eight hundred Cherokees at the
stand when they passed upon the resolutions of October council last.
GEORGE W. UNDER\VOOD.
Mr. BENJ. F. CuRREY.
A tme copy :

DYER CAST01t .
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No. 12.
MvRrtAY

CouNTY, GEoRGIA,

February 10, 1836.
This is to testify, I was at the late council lteld at Red Clay, in
last, and that a Mr. Samuel McCoun ell attended the said council, and it
u. .common expression amongst the Cherokees that Mr. McConnell was their
fnend: and that he was opposed to making a treaty with Mr. Sehermerhorn,
nt that place. This is the same :Mr. McConnell, who instigated the arrest of
Mr. Brown, one of the surveyors, while surveying the Cherokee lands in
the State of Georgia, and forced him before the courts of '"fennessee. It
was a common remark at this council, with the Cherokees opposed to a
trea~y, that they would not enter into negotiations then ; that if Judgn
White was made President, that he would get their country back for them.
There was also a certain John Hdward Payne, who attended the same
council, and who was seen frequently in secret conversations with McConnell. Mr. Payne was constantly engaged during the council in advising
the Cherokees not to make a treaty with Mr. Schermerhorn, saying he was
not authorized to treat with them. This same Mr. Payne was lurking in
and, about the council ground for some time before the council commenced,
and for a considerable time after it broke up, was seen associating with all
the leading Cherokees in that vicinity, consulting them in their national
matters. Mr. Payne and Mr. McConnell, from their associations with the
leading Cherokees, and the great interest which they seemed to take for
them, became objects of general suspicion, with all who felt any interest in
tl1e final adjustment of our Cherokee difficulties. Some time during the
fall of last year, I read a very scurrilous and inflammatory letter in Mr. Longstreet's Journal, printed at Augusta, Georgia, ascribed to a gentleman of New
York, then in the Cherokee country, which produced the belief that Mr.
Payne was the author, as he stated he was acquainted with Mr. Longstreet,
as well as from Payne's known talent for catering and misrepresenting, with
Mr. Longstreet's known anxiety to pnblish slanders against the Union party
and the General Government, and iuduced the belief that he and others of
his character had employed Payne to answer their purposes of defamation.
ABSALOM BISHOP.
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

No. 13.
GAINESVILLE, March 7, t836.
DF A It SIR: In answer to your several inquiries, I have the honor to
s~ate to yon that, at the Red CJay council, in October last, I was introduced to
Mr. John Howard Payne, and the subject of a treaty with the Indians being
mentioned, he remarked that there would be no treaty, that the considerations
offered by the Government were greatly inadequate to the value of the
country as a fair business transaction.
At the time, I feared Mr. Payne was exercising an influence amon~st
the Cherokees adverse to the views of the Government. And, on mentioning this to Major Hansell, a few days afterwards, he stated to me that he was
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5atisfied of the fhct, and assigned as his reasons for that opinion, that when
Mr. Ross's objections to the validity of Mr. Schermerhorn's commission werf"
read in council, Mr. Payne was taking notes of the objections, and stated
that Mr. Schermerhorn was not clothed with any authority to conclude a
treaty, or words to that import, when Major Hansell stated he rebuked him 1
and stated to him he had better meddle less with matters he appeared to
know nothing about ; that this matter had undergone jt.dicial investigation 1
and that such authority as Mr. Schermerhorn held had been decided to be
sufficient and proper. Mr. Payne appeared to be much among the chiefs 1
and the general opinion was 'that he was opposed to any treaty being concluded at that time. I ~1eard snspicions freely circulated against him, as
using an influence adverse to the opetations of the commissioners; and
many thought he ought to be arrested for a violation of the intercourse
laws, in endeavoring to prevent a treaty. "\Vhen I arrived at the council
ground, it was stated that Lewis Ross had gone to KnoxviHe, and that John
Ross was heard to inquirB, with mnch apparent solicitude, if any person
could tell him where his brother Lewis had ~one. Several persons
present stated that John Ross well knew where Lewis Ross had gone; and
that the inquiry was hlade for effect merely. After Lewis Ross returned ,
there was a ·rumor afloat that he had been to Knoxville to consult J ndge
White, and that no treaty would be made until after the Presidential elec~
tion. This rumor was mostly ft·om the Indians friendly to a treaty.
In regard to· Mr. Samuel McConiiell; I was advised, shortly after 1 arrived,
to be cautious of him, and, in consequence, had but little conversation-with
him; he stated, however, to me: that he had claims against the Government,
for resetvations, and which he wished ·provided for in any treaty that might
he made; he frequently mentioned that' he had much influence with· the
Cherokees, which· he would use in the event of his claims being provided
for. This he mentioned <tt \Vashington city ·last winter, as well as at the
October council. I have I1ot a copy of your letter alluded to, and which
was published in the Federal Union, itt December last; but remember to
have read it in the papers at the time·, and considered there was nothing therec
in stated which· was not warranted ·by the facts within my knowledge; or
the general r~mors afloat at the council, and the opinions expressed by very
many persons· who· w-ere there.
· Respectfully, yours,

· \ViM. H.: UNDERWOOD.
Majot B. F. (JtrR:REY,
P. S.-lliave ditiitt~d .. to ~ iate t>n~ fact"in regard to 'Mr. Paine: · there
was s'tl'dng•·'st1.'spicibn ex.pressed by some that ·he·was an abolitionist.
'W: •H. ·U,

No. 14.
:· CFt:t:R.o:KE!~ NA-itrtnvj

·st&: 1'a.ttt'ho politiciatL

~ossible,

TE1~rri:JtsSEE

BoRO'ER1

Sunday, October 11, 1835.
Of thi~ you' are aware. I generally a'V'Oid, if

'e-ien thitiking·-upon' what lire caned politica~ questions. .r:r:~eir
discttssion is apt forthwith to become personal, and, mstead of ehc1t10g
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truth, to produce brawls. But there are points of policy upo11 which
are sometimes forced to think; and when we are called upon to detest
Mussnlmnn for his tyranny over the Greek, and to pity the exile from
once was Poland, we are at a loss to believe that there are scenes
in our free country at this very moment, to which both the 'rurk and
Russian might triumphantly appeal, for a sanction to the despotism
which all have shuddered. Shall I tell you what they are 'lIn travelling through Georgia I, of course, heard frequent mention of
Cherokees ; Lut I took little heed of what I heard. I considered the Cherokees, as they had been represented, as but tbe miserable remnant of
broken race, given up to all sorts of degradation ; and I thought the sooner
they could be transported beyond the bounds of civilization, the better for
the world. Accident, however, brought me to some very different views
of the question. 1 inquired more thoroughly. I determined to judge them
with my own eyes. I purchased a horse, travers:ed the forests alone, and
went among them.
Still I was perplexed; I was desirous of seeing the headmen of the
nation; I was particularly desirous of seeing John Ross. Some Georgian
told me I ought not to see him ; that he w'as a selfish, and a sordid, '"and
a silent man, in whom I should take no interest, from whom I should
obtain no information. At one moment I had turned aside from my purpose, and \Yas proceeding homeward. But I felt as if my errand would be
a fruitless one if I went away. So little instructed, I changed my course,
and travelled the wilderness for three .day,s to the abode of Mr. Ross.
I found Mr. Ross a different man, in every respect, from what I had heard
him represented to be. His person is ofthe middle size, rather under than
over; his age is about five and forty ; he is mild, intelligent, and entirely
unaffected. I told him my object. He received me with cordiality. He
said he regretted that he had only a log cabin of but one room to invite me
to, but he would make no apologies. If I could put up with rough fare he
should be glad if I would stay with him. From a visiter, I afterwards
learned how the principal chief of so many thousands happened to live in
such discomfort. The story contains the story at this moment of the whole
nation. Last winter he was delegated with others to Washington, in order
to attempt a treaty upon available terms-such terms as his people would
accept. He could not obtain such. It was evening when he had arrived,
on his returning way, within twenty miles of the dwelling he had left, then
a beautiful abode at the head of Coosa, upon rising ground, overlooking a
luxuriant plain below, and rivers running through it, and in the distance a
noble mountain. A friend desired him to remain all night. No; he was
approaching home after a long absence; he was impatient to see his family.
He hurried on. In the dead of night he aroused the house ; strange voices
answered him. His family had just been turned from the spot where his
children had been cradled, and it was occupied by a Georgian. The land
had been drawn in the Georgia lottery; and though not claimable until the
Indians should be removed by treaty, was seized in his absence to petition
Congress for his country-seized under the delusion of that wayward and
selfish policy which has led Georgia to defy the General Government, and
all its solemn pledges to protect the Indians and vindicate its honor, in not
swerving from its treaties. It was this hard conduct which had driven the
principal chief to one of the humblest dwellings in his nation. But he
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made no complaint, even after I had grown familiar with him. I learned
this wrong from other lips.
Some of your readers may have glanced, but lightly as I had, at the
real position of the Cherokee case. Though so often and so eloquently stated,
I will recapitulate it in brief: Disputes between the General Government
and Georgia were, a long time ago, compromised by an arrangement for
certain advantages to Georgia, in return for advantages given by her to the
General Government; and, as a part of the compensation from the Government, Georgia was to receive the Cherokee lands, as soon as the Indian
title could be peaceably extinguished, and upon reasonable terms. But
the Cherokees are proverbial, and have been so for ages, for a peculiar
devotedness to their native soil.
·
11 he Cherokees, in their disposition and manners, are grave and steady ;
diO"nified and circumspect in their deportment; rather slow and reserved in
co~versation, yet frank, cheerful, and humane ; " tenaoious of the liberties
and natural rights of man ; secret, deliberate, and determined in their councils; honest, just, and liberal, and ready always to sacrifice every pleasure
and gratification, even their blood and life itself, to defend their territory
and maintain their rights."- -Barharn's Travels. 1791, London edition,
]J.

483..
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"It may be remarked, that the Cherokees differ, in some respects, from
other Indian nations that have wandered from place to place, and
fixed their habitations in separate districts. From time immemorial they
have had possession of the same territory, which at present they occupy.
They affirm that their forefathers sprung from that ground, or descended
from the ·clouds upon those ·hills. These lands of their ancestors they
value above all things in the wor~d ; they venerate the places where their
bones lie interred, and esteem it disgraceful, in the highest degree, to relinquish these sacred repositories. The man that would refuse to take the
field in defence of these hereditary possessions, is regarded by them as a
coward, and treated as an outcast from their nation."-Historical account
of the rise and progress of the colonies of South Carolina and Georgia,
t'ol. 2, 201. London, 1777.
·
This was known to the Georgians. This has been felt by the General
Government in the extreme difficulty which it has experienced in the attempt to persuade the Cherokees to part with their lands. Millions after
millions of acres were reluctantly wrung from them, until at length they
came to a pause: "We have not lands enough," exclaimed they, "for our·
selves; we part with no more land." A Creek chief endeavored to
tamper with their councils, and offered a bribe, from the United States, of
many thousand dollars to their principal men, if they would countenance
the sale of the country to our Government; but their principal men repelled the bribe, and drove the Creek from their territory with scorn. Threrlts,
and gold, and persecution, and sufferings. unprecedented, have been equally
incapable of overpowering their sacred love for the wild wood of their
birth, and the resting place of their ancestors. Other Indians have been
Jured away, but the Cherokee remains inflexible. And when the Georgian asks, "shall savages infest our borders thus?" the Cherokee answers
him, "do we not read; have we not schools, churches, manufactures;
have we not laws, letters, a constitution ; and do you call us savages 'J"
The Georgian can only reply by pointing to a troop of border cavalry,
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whose appearance reminds one of banditti more than of soldiers,
claiming ':dare prate to us, and these men's muskets shall be our spo
At1d tt·ue enough it is that they are not savages. Never has at
the aborigines made such advances in civilization. They have even
duced from among ther;nsel ves an aphabet and ·letters of a fi1shion
original, and they have books among them printed with their own
in their own language, and with this alphabet they daily communicate
one end of the nation to the other; they clothe themselves in stuffs of
own manufacture ; they have made roads, bridges, established a
O'OVernment. But Georgia has hated them the more, because of their
~ation; she has made it tretlson for them to keep up their coluts and
cils and !laws; she has broken down their turnpikes and bridges,
denies them the right of nppearing to testify in her courts against
sult or injury they may receive. They have consequently removed
seat of interual government beyond her borders to the corner of
State, and the decrees issued thence are obeyed with reverence even
the offender, who knows if he were to resist~ he would be upheld by
stronger power, to which he never will appeal, because he regards it as
irreconcileable foe of his country.
This state of things has convinced nll parties of the rieces5ity for a
i lemen t of the question, by the removal of ·the Cherokees from the
borhood of those whose interest will not let them understat1d the
kee rights. The Cherokees, themselves: at length acknowledge that it
better for them to remove. "But let us not remove," say they, "till we can
sure of a kindlier dwelling place. The Govero.ment of America has .
us no reason to confide in its power to protect us. ·lt acknowledges
eannot protect us against Georgia, and, therefore, we must. remove, for if
1o not, we must perish. If we do remove, then let us remove not
from the country where we are wronged, but from the Government
we cannot get our rights." The United States, on the other hand,
the Cherokees to go to a country of their selection; they \vish the
kees to sell their own country, (in which the United States are
pledged to protect them, until they choose to select,) upon such
the United States think fit to offer. "Take our price for yo:ur land,"
Gen. Jackson, "and I will not insist on -governing you; buy another
try with it." "We cannot buy anoth-er country, and be indemnified for
own with what you offer," says the Cherokee; ·"give us our -price, and
may have otu land, if we must go; but we do not w]sh to- go; no
can pay us for our homes." "You ask. too much," answers Gene
son; "you cannot have your price." "Then let u& remain," r()rlllP~~-ri'UI
Cherokee ; "keep yom: money, aD:d give us your proteo.tion ; take al
rest of the']and we have, and leave m~ . such portions as .are connected,
jncorporate us in counties with the States oil which those poor fr
which we ask to retain for ourselves; border, and let ns ·belong to
nation, and send our representatives, like other counties: to Congress·
satisfy Georgia as you may for her disappointment, from the imposs1
you find of purchasing all our land from us, on such terms as we can
it for. Georgia has no fathers, mothers~ children, buriecl in theJand.
has never seen it. She has no nation to establish. She \Vould rather
money than the land. You · cannot give her the land. ;Give her
money." To this, General Jackson answers with a perempt<)ry t' No.''
What is the next step taken? The agents of Government tamper
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rately with the Indians. 'f'hey get together a few unauthorized Cherokees; make up a scheme of a treaty upon their o·.vn terms, and endeavor to
inveigle the men who possess the entire confidence of the nation: First,
they withhold the annuity to the nation on frivolous pretexts, thus taking
away their only resource for defence in the courts of law: and for remonstrance in the Houses of Congress. A party is attempted to he conjured
up in the nation, by the acts of Government agents; and twice attempts
have been made to parade that little and reluctantly gathering pany, and
on both occasions the people, the great body of the people, have looked them
down; on the lust, especially, not three months since, when they poured
their thousands upon a plain, upon which the agents of Government, with
all the magic of their promises and their patronage, could bring against
them scarcely more than a miserable hundred.
'rhe immediate position of the nation is this: rrhe Government treaty
has be~n exhibited to the Cherokees, and rejected. It has been attempted
to shake their confidence in their principal chief, but in vain. The council
established a newapaper, and the Government agents have seized their
press, avo\Vedly for the purpose of changing it to a Government vehicle,
for swaying the people to such a treaty as General Jnckson longs for.
Here is at once an acknowledgement how base is the pretence, that the
Cherokees ought to be dealt with as a savage tribe! Were they truly
looked upon as savages, would any importance be attached to their press?
Were they not known to be mnch advanced in civilization, wonld the
agents of the Administration have entered upon the perilous extravagance
of seizing an instrument, over which they had no legal power, for selfish
and for corrnpting purposes ? But the Jackson myrmidons have the press;
and possession in lav.r is like power in politics--it takes the place ofreasou
and of right. 'Then let us leave onr Government the Cherokee nutiollal
paper, however disreputably obtained, and proceed to the next. point.
Having juggled the written power into their hands, tbe agents are now
seeking the oral power; they are wandering about with interpreters to talk
up their cause; "you may speak: if yon like;" say the Indinn~, "hut must
we listen." "Let us speak/' is the reply; and the commissioner rises, aud
the people walk away, and leave him to listen hirr1self. The next measure
is force; arrests are made upon the most p.bsurd pretexts ; influential In~
d1ans are seized by the Georgia Guard, vnd detained, and then set free, no
reason being assigned either for the capture or for the release. Some laugh
and defy their fate; some are driven to despair, for the arrest is so often
made a punishment, that an innocent Indian, a few days ago, actually hung
himself in the guard house, to escape the torture apprehended fi·om th
Guard. But alrthe Indian hater's hl'tte is concentrated against the inflexible chief of the Cherokees, John Ross. Intimidation hns been attempted
agait:~st him to no purpose; so has seduction. He has resisted bribery in
every instance, eveu in one amounting to fifty thousand dollArs ; rather
than enrich himself by his country's ruin, he will remain poor, but honest.
The agents insult him; still he goes on. The Georgia Guard watches for
a pretext to make him prisoner, but the pretext is not to be found, and in
some cases, where they would not be deterred by the fear of wrong, they
are understood to have been held back through the fear of the people. ]t
is rumored, however, that some attempt of the sort is, even at this moment,
in contemplation.
Even the President himself has now and then lost his temper because he
37
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cannot shake lVIr. Ross, and has called the impoverished and discreet
conscientious patriot of the wilderness "wicked and sdfish,'' and
-sworn: if he does not forego his policy: and do as Andrew Jackson
him, that Andrew Jackson will never listen to the Cherokees, but
them up to ruin. With internal dissensions attempted to be fomen
the agents of Government, and with incessant external attacks from
gia, and not only nndefended by their legitimate protector the United
.but threatened by the Chief Magistrate of those States, the Cherokee
now stand alone, moneyless, helpless, and nlmost hopeless; yet wi
.dream of yielding. With these clouds around them, in their little corntf
of 'rcnnessee, to which they have been driven from Georgia for shelt~,
their national council holds its regular annual convention to-morrow. I
cannot imagine a spectacle of more moral grandeur thnn the assembly of
·such a people, under such cirucmstances. 'l""'his morning offered the fus
foretaste of what the next week is to present. The woods echoed with the
trampling of many feet : a long and orderly procession emerged from
among the trees, the gorgeous autumnal tints of whose departing folia~
:seemed in sad harmony \Vith the noble spirit now beaming in this dcpart.ing race. Most of the train was on foot. There were a few aged men,
and some few women, on horseback. The train halted at the humble gate
of the principal chief: he stood ready to receive them. Everything was
noiseless. The party, entering, loosened the Llankets which were looselY.
rolled and flung over their backs, and hung them, with their tin cups and
other paraphernalia attached, upon the fence. The chief approached them.
They formed diagona1ly in two lines, and eaeh, in silence, drew near to
give his hand. 'rheir dress was neat and picturfsque: all wore. turbans,
except four or five with hats; many of them, tunics with sashes: many,
long rob~s, and nearly all some dmpery: so that they had the oriental nit
·of the old scripture pictures of patriarchal processions. The salutation
over, the old men remained near the chief, and the rest withdrew to
parts of the enclosure ; some sitting Turk fashion against the trees, othem
npon logs, and others upon the fences, but with the eyes of all fixed upon
their chief~ They had walked sixty miles since yesterday, and had
encamped Jast night in the \voods. They sought their wny to the council
ground. It was explained to them. A.t one moment I observed a sensa·
tien among them, and all arose and circled around their chief. Presently
an old man spoke above the rest; each one went for his pack, and all
tesumed their way. There was a something in the scene which would
have subdued a sterner spirit than mine. All who gazed stood rooted to
the spot with in voluntary awe. "Oh !" cried an old negro woman, wring·
ing her hands, and her eyes .streaming with tears, "Oh, the poor ChoroJ\ees, the poor Cherokees; my heart breaks and will not let me look on
them." Parties varying- from thirty to fifty have been passing the main
road: which is somewhat distant from the residence of Mr. Ross, all day.
All seem to contemplate the approaching meeting as one of vital import.
I myself, though a stranger, partake in the grneral excitement. 'rhe first
movements, which will probably be the most important, I will communicate to you: perhaps I may find leisure to do more; for 1 wish our country·
men to understand this subject. It becomes us as Americans, devoted to
our country's glory, not to slumber over the wrongs of a nation within
power. This people does not approach us denouncing vengeance: they
do not, like the ferocious spirits we would represent them, avoid linger·
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mg extermination as exiles in the desert, by springing up in a mass,
aud inscribing themselves with a tt~rrible lesson of blood among the illustrious martyrs to insnltej liberty; but, in the patient and the meek spirit of
christians, they come again, and again, and again, and again, imploring
humanity, imploring justice, imploring that we will be honest to ourselves.
Am.ericans, turn not away from snch a spectacle; be not deaf to such a
prayer.
(No signature. )
A true copy :
DYER CAs'roR.

No. 15.
Copy of a letter from the supe1·intendent to the editm· of Miner's Recorder.
When at Dahlonega a few days ago, it was asserted, on the authority of
....*,that Colonel Wm. N. Bishop had been concerned in hanging an Inuian at head quarters, which induced me, as agent for the Cherokees, to in~nire into the facts.
Lowny, or Robbin, and the Howling Wolf, had been arrested by the
pard; one charged with the murder of a white man ; the other for stabJ)in~ one of his own people for giving his consent to a treaty.
While under guard, an old white man, by the name of Trigg, was arrested and put in the same room with the Indians. Trigg had lived many
year~ among the Indians before the extension of the State laws, and spoke
the Indian tongue indifferently. At dark, Trigg told the Indians who were
eonfined, the guard would kill them, and intended, in the morning, to shoot
them through the cracks of the house. As the night advanced, 'rrigg
baving been discharged in the mean titue, Lowny, or Robbin, persuaded the
Bowling Wolf they had better hang themselves. He declined doing so,
informs me his• fellow prisoner carried his purpose into effect by using
small cord which was loosely bound around his arms, and this he was; indncad to do from what Trigg told him. The surviving prisoner informs
me he was induced, from the same source, to resist the entrance ·of the
auard into the room when they discovered Lawny was hanging himself;
believing, from 'rrigg's statement, the guard intended. to kill him.
Acoroner's inquest was held over the dead body of Lowny: and the jury,
composed of some of Col. Bishop's bitterest political opponents, gave a verdict that the said Robbin; or Lowny, then and there, in manner and form
aforesaid, as a felon, of himself, feloniously, voluntarily, and of his malice
lforethought, himself killed~ strangled, and murdered, against the peace and
dignity of the State.

wt

J. D. Traynor,
Foreman.
James Donohoo,
Thos. J. Harper1
Eli Boldan,
J. Tedford,
Jno. McCracken,
Burton McGhee,
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W m. M. Ganhy1
K. D. Haynes,
Henry Hickey7
John Brown,
L. W. Runyon,

Jurors.
The foregoing facts are given to satisfy inquiries which necessarily
out of a transaction involving the life of even the most humble indi ·
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
BEN. F. CURREY.
Special Agent,
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

A.
CowANSVILJ~E, MEIGS Co., rrENNESSEE,
SIR :

March 17, 1836.
In answer to your questions, I would observe that, some years

I was under a power of attorney from John Spears: a Cherokee, a
to a law suit instituted for the recovery of a reservation entered for by
under the treaty of 1817. When attending to this case, Judge \Vhitc
an agency from the ~tate, the objects of which appeared to be the
Indian reservations, and to make these lands subject to entry on
~he State of Tennessee.
While I was attending to this case,
McConnell had a suit, or suits, for reservations.
Judge White, while col)ducting these suits on behalf of the State,
spoke of white persons interested in, or for these reservations, as
men in Indian skins. His denunciations were heavy, and understood
intended not only for l\icConnell and all others interested for
selves in the right of the Indians, but for the Indians, by a regular power
attorney.
'rhere was at that period a champerty act in force, which made the parties against the State very cautious so as not to commit themselves.
Very respectfully, yo·Jrs,.
JAMES COWEN.
To B. F. CuRREY.
A true copy:
DYER

c_<\sToR.

No. 16.
S'I'A'I'E OF TENNf:SSKE

MclYh.N:N Co.1

February 29, 1836,
SIR : In answer to your several questions, I won ld observe that,
time in the month of June or July, 1833, Samuel McConnell came to
house and informed me, rather, as I understood it, confidentially, that
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had received an appointment from the Government to visit the leading men
Cherokee country, and ascertain their views and wishes on the sub·
ject of a treaty, and asked my advice how he should proceed, which was
given. He then informed me he was instructed to spend some days at each
of their houses. In passing around, said he would first visit McNair; then
Bell; then Ridge; then Ross; then David Vann, and afterwards he would
pass through Wills Va1ley, &c. He, during this conversation, informed me
he was corresponding with Judge White on this and other subjects connected with Cherokee affairs. In relation to the danger that Mr. McConnell's life may be in from the publication of this fact, I would observe, the
nature ofhis employment appear'ed to be known in this neighborhood, and
the opinion among those who know him and are acquainted with Indian
character, is, that he has no reason to apprehend danger from them. On
the subject of his alleged claims, I am l'lOt certain that I ever heard him
speak. But, on his return last spring from Washington city, some of his
friends informed me he expected, under a treaty, to get an allowance for
Miller's reservation, for which he has unsuccessfully contended in the courts
of 'fennessee, and that he calculated on obtaining fifty dollars an acre from
the Government for the same.
When at the last October council, and Mr. McConnell was about leaving
there, he took me out from the ground a considerable distance: and when I had
declined going any farther, he requested me to say to James Brown, (one of
the party,) that he, McConnell, had to attend Athens court during the next
week, but if the Indians were likely to do anything, he wanted Brown to
send for him, and he would assist him, if he desired it. When I informed
Brown of this, he made 1ight of 1\'IcConnell.
Of the foregoing I informed yon at various times heretofore.
I am intermarried with the Cherokees, and have an extensive train of
relations intermixed with that tribe.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
CALEB STARR.
To BENJ. F. CuRREY,
Superintendent Cherokee 1·emovals.
A true copy;
~fthe

DYER CASTOR.

No. 17.
MuRRAY CouNTY, GEORGIA,

l!""'ebruary 22, 1836.
In answer to your inquiry, whether I have residei near Samuel McConnell, Esq., within the last few years ; and whether I knew of his having a
secret agency among the Cherokees; and, if so, whether that was the general
understanding in the neighborhood of his residence, among whites as well
as Indians; also, whether I believe, from what I have heard and seen of
him, that he is in favor of Indian removals by treaty or otherwise: I lived
within a few miles of Mr. McConnel until lately, and it appeared to be
generally known among his neighbors, both red and white, that he was
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intrusted with a seeret and confidential agency. From his associl~ti€1
so far as I have any knowledge, and I have seen no little of him,
hever been regarded as an advocate of Indian removals, by treaty or
wise, unless his own fortunes could be greatly enhanced by the
ment.

A. B.
Witness:
WM.

of
Blount county, Tennessee.

ANDERSON,

A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

No. 18.
CAssviLLE, February 16, 1836.
In a conversation that took place not long since, between John T.

a Cherokee Indian: living in the county of Cass, and rrtyself: (he was
ing of Judge White; of Tennessee,) he remarked that he had been
fore opposed to him, (Jud~e White,) but he had made some ~:~a~Jllll.I(UliJ"'
with regard to his course upon the Indian question, and that he was
in favor of him, as he considered him a friend to the Cherokees at
time.
-

JAMES McSPEDLOCK.

CAsSVILLE, GEORGIA, ~Pebruary

16, 1836.
SIR: In answer to your inquiry, I would remark, that I formerly
in Tennessee, near the Indian settlements; while I resided there, it
generally talked of that Samuel McConnell had been appointed a
agent for the Government to regulate Indian matters, and it was
named as a matter of surprise, that while undertaking- to act in that
character, he should be so forgetful of his duty as to publish the circumstc-.nce of his employment.
I. ANDERSON.
Test: BENJ. F. CuRREY.
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

GEORGIA,

2

Cass county. S
I cer~ify that Isaac Anderson, whose name appears to the within state,ment~ has been a resident of Cass c~unty for the last two years, as nn innkeeper, and is considered a gentleman of high respectability, and a man
of truth.
Given under my hand, this 16th day of February, 1836.
CHESTER HAWKS,
Clerk Sup. Court, Cass county.
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No. 19.
ATHENS, LJ1arch 25, 1836.
Being called on by Major Benjamin F. Currey to state officially the

number of snits that Samuel McConnell has been concerned in, in this
county, about reservations, either direct! y or indirectly, do make the followin~ statement:
Hilderbrand vs. Samuel McConnell.-ln this case McConnell was con.
tending against the reservees.
·
John McGhee vs. Samuel McConnelL-In this case McConnell was
daimit;g under the re~ervees, (Miller's heirs.)
Betsy Walker vs. Samuel McConnelL-In this case Betsy Walker claiming as a reservee, and Samuel McConnell claiming under the reservee
of Miller's heirs.
The foregoing are all the suits that Samuel McConnell was concerned
in abont reservations in the county of McMinn, and State of Tennessee,
to my knowledge, or that appear of record in the circuit court of McMinn
~ounty.

SAMUEL WORKMAN,

Deputy Clerk of the Circuit Court
For the County of McMfnn.

STATE OF TENNESSEE,

I

McMinn county.

\

Being called on by Major Benjamin F. Currey, to state who was the
prosecutor io. the cause of the State, against Anderson Springston and
James Foreman, charged in the bill of indictment with having r..1tudered
John Walker, jr., in answer, I state that Benjamin F. Currey is marked on
the biU of the indictment, prosecutor.
SAMUEL WORKMAN,

Deputy Clerk of the Circuit Court
For McMinn county, Tennessee.
ATHENs,

March 24, 1836.

Also being called on to state who issued the warrant against Brown, the
snrveyor, appointed by the State of Georgia to survey in the (Indian
country) Cherokee nation, in the attempt to enforce tile intercourse law
against him for surveyin ,g- in the Indian country, in answer, I say, I do
know, of my own knowledge, that Samuel McConnell, Esq., of McMinn
county, issued the warrant.
SAMUEL WORKMAN.
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

No. 20.
CHEROKEE AGENCY,

Septembtr 10, 1833.
Sm: I allowed yon to talm an office copy of a letter from Jno. Robb, esquire,
acting Secretary of War, lo myself, under date of June 22, 1833. I have,
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since that period, seen almost an exact copy of said letter in the
Phamix. On comparing this letter as published with the uncorrected
in your office, I find them to be identically the same. Will you be so
as to inform me whether or not you have furnished a copy of said
any one, and, if so, to whom, or in what manner, it could have
obtained from your office}
1
Respect fu 11 y,

BENJ. F. CURREY.
ANSWER.

"I have never furnished any person with a copy of the above inst
tions, but permitted Dr. Rolls to take a copy of the terms of enrol
and pointed my finger to the place in my book to begin. I did not
the copy he took, but suppose, from what I have seen in the Phamix, that
copied the whole letter; whether correctly or not, I know not. He
to me that several of his friends had asked him what were the terms
enrolment, and that he wanted to show it to a few of them.

H. MONTGOMERY."
'rhe Methodist preacher Roll~, who was supposed to have had Mr.
letter to my address of the 22d June published, called at the a~:e11cy tohe admits the truth of Colonel Montgomery's within answer; but snys
never suffered the copy which he took to pass out of his hands, except
one occasion, and that was at McNair's, in the nation, where he su
the copy of his copy must have been taken. The editor of the
does not give the name of the person who furnished him this copy of
secret instructions, as he is pleased to t~rm them.
It may not be amiss, however, to state that about this time one S
McConneJl, of .McMinn county, Tenn_essee, was at McNair's, and,
accounts, professing to be secretly sent by the Government to ascertain
views and intentions of the leading men of the nation, (McNair's is
the inflnelltial families of the nation,) and that he got the copy from
,.rhe editor of the Phrenix says it was furnished by one employed by
Government. I am constrained to believe, therefore, it was handed
the editor by said McConnell, with whom I have had no con
as yet. Let McConnell's views and intentions be what tht~y may,
has not been considered a man in whom confidence could be reposed with
safety.
Although he has loitered about among the Indians for many years, eveq
they have no confidence in him. l-Ie has, since I entered the service,
repeatedly applied to me for employment, directly and indirectly, and h
on account of his known character, as often been put off. VV here
worthless fellows as him are found travelling through that part of
country not yet subjected to the State laws, repregenting themselves to
in the confidence of the Governmeut, I would suppose the paddle to
the proper remedy.
I have the honor to be.
Most respe~tfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F'. CURREY.
Colonel H. MoNTGOMERY,

indian Agent.
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No. 21.

.MdfiNN COUNTY,
State of Tennessee.

F:

Personally came before me, Benjamin
Currey, superintendent Cherokee removals, James McNair, of the Cherokee tribe, and on oath deposeth
and sayeth : That, some time during the survey of the Cherokee part of
Georgia by the authority of that s·iate, Samuel McConnell, esquire, of
McMmn county, visited the residence of John Ross, within the limits of the
State of Georgia, at the head of Coosa: thnt, 8hortly after said visit, John
Ross issued a warrant, directed to affiant, for the arrest of nny surveyor or
-surveyors in the nearest district to the Tennessee line, and deliver them
over to the authorities of Tennessee, for the purpose of having him or them
tried under the intercourse 'taws: that affiant declined acting; but as said
warrant was directed to others, among whom his brother Nicholas was
named, he undertook to execute the same, and accordingly summoned a
guard and arrested Mr. Brown, the surveyor of the lllth district, who was
carried across the Hiwasse~ river, where a warrant had been issued by
Samnel McConnell: and put into the hands o f - - - Shamblin, a constable
for the county of McMinn, returnable to a magistrate for said county: and
fu~ther this deponent sayeth not.
JAMES McNAIR.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this ~3d Febrnary, 1836.
BENJ. F. CURREY,

Superintendent Cherokee Removals.
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

No.22.
STATE OF TENNESSEE:

McMinn county.

~

S

Personally appeared before me, Benjamin F. Currey, superintendent
Cherokee removals, James Pettit, and being sworn deposeth and sayeth:
That, some time in the year of 1832, shortly after the arrest of Mr. Brown,
the Georgia surveyor, Samuel McConnell, in a conversation with affiant,
mtimated, in terms so strong as to leave no doubt on affiant's mind, that he
had advised John Ross to have some of the surveyors arrested; and, also:
that he had urged it upon Nicholas McNair to make the arrest and become
prosecutor before the courts of 'l-,ennessee, by which means he, McNair,
would reap the advantage of one half the fine assessed under the intercourse laws. Affiant has also heard McConnell censure in strong terms
the policy pursued by the officers of Government engaged in Cherokee
removals. Affiant is an inn-keeper, and has been for several years in
the Cherokee nation. And further this deponent sayeth not.
JAMES PETTIT.
.
Sworn and subscribed to before me, this 24th February, 1~36.
B8NJ. F. CURREY,

Superintendent G'fherokee Removals.

Atrue copy:
DYER CASTOR.
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No.23.

wASHJNGTON, D. c.
JJ1arch 14, 1836.
DEAR SIR: I have read, as requested, your letter of December 1,
as published in the Federal Union, and which the honorable H. L.
has introduced to the notice of the United States SenatE;). That part w
relates to what passed between Mr. John Ridge and McConnell was co!DI
municated to me by Mr. Ridge. I do not now recollect the precise words
used by Mr. Ridge when he gave me the information ; but the impressiOft
is very distinct on my mind that McConnell had endeavored to shake hi&
confidence in us, and therefore proposed to him that they should go and
meet Governor Carroll before we could see him. From nll I could learn of
the course pursued by McConnell in reference to a treaty with the Cherokees, he has been playing a double game, in order to secure, at all events,
his claims to some Indian reservations, which I understood be had purchased. 'That he was, in reality, adverse to a treaty at Red Clay, because
he found he could not get his purposes answered, no one can doubt, who
was acquainted with the course pursued by him at that time.
I am, wit_h great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN.
Major B. F. CuRREY,
Agent, o/"c., of Ckm·okees east.
A true copy:
DYE .H. 0 ASTOR.

No.24.
CITY,
April 11, 1836.
SrR: In answer to your inquiry, I would observe to you that during
the October council at Red Clay, in 1835, Samuel McConnell and myself
were sitting on a log near 'Villiams's: he urged me to join .l\1r. John Ross,
and unless I would do this, I would deprive myself of the money which
would be due to me when John Ross made a treaty; . and more than that, if
I followed Schermerhorn and Currey, I had nothing to expect from them,
and would be ruined: but if J would join Ross T would ~eeure my future
prosperity and happiness. I object!id: I would follow no man, but act for
mysel£ At this 'moment some person came up, and he said no more on
the subject.
·
On the next day Thomas Biglev asked me the news of the day. I told
him, in the presence of Mr. McConnell, the ti1 ne had come when the
Cherokees could be relieved from their distressed condition by a treaty;
for Mr. Schermerhorn had offered the Cherokees a good tre,aty.
And Mr. McConnell then made this reply: John Ross is too srnart a
man for Messrs. Sehermerhorn and Currey to make a treaty with them;
and by this time to morrow you will lose one of your best friends, (mean·
ing John Ridge,) and therefore you had better join John Ross and your
WASHINGTON
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father, and you will do the best thing you ever done in your life. To
this I told him I never would join auy man which I had no confidence in.
He then ~aid no more on the subject, as he was well convinced I had no
thought to forsake my course.
From your most obedient ~ervant,
J. A. FOREMAN

A trne copy:
DYER. CASTOR.

No. 25.

I do hereby certify, that I was at Knoxville, Tennessee, shortly after the
release of John Howard Payne, whom I had seen at the October council,
apparently as an adviser of John Ross. I was at Spring Place, when he
was brought there by the Georgia 12,uard; was there ciuring his confinement
and at the time of his release; and know he was kindly treated by the guard
as well as the citizens. While at 1\:noxville, I was conducted to a room in
which M:r. Payne, and several of Judge White's friends were. Mr. Payne
held in his hand a paper which he said contained a statement written by himself. He observed to the gentlemen present: here is a gentleman who is not
a citizen of Georgia, and he will bear testimony of all that I have stated. 1
had read his communication on tho subject of his arrest, as well as his appeal to the American people in behalf of the Cherokees, and replied there
were some things stated there which I conld not certify to, knowing them
to be untrue, and left the room. I saw Mr. Payne, two or three hours afterwards, in a vehicle leaving the town, after he had declined to partake of
the public dinner tendered him by the citizens, and as I was informed at
Mr. Boyd's tavern, having visited Judge White at his residence.

STEPHEN PAXSOK.
Test:
JOHN

s.

BEALL.

A true copy:

DYER CASTOR.

CLERK's OFFICE, MuRRAY SuPERIOR CouRT,

Georgia.
I certify that Stephen Paxson, the person who gave the within certificate,
man acting justice of the inferior court of our county, and that he has the
confidence of the citizens in this county generally, almost unanimously. I
am personally acquainted with him, and am ready to state that he is entitled to full credit, and that he is a respectable citizen.
Given under my hand at office: this lOth day of March, 1836.
[sEAt.)
WILLIAM N. BISHOP,
Clerk Superior Court, 1Wurray County, Ga.
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No. 26.
HuNTINGDON, MAcON CouNTY,

N. C.,

Jltfarch 3, 1836.
SIR: In answer to your inquiry, I have to reply, that I arrived at
Clay during the annual council of the Cherokees, held at that place in
tober last, at the commencement of the second week of its session, and
mained there during its continuance. If my recollection serves me
Mr. Lewis Ross, one of the council, was then absent 1 and on inquiry,
from report, I was informed that he had not returned from Knoxville, where
he had gone to visitJudge \Vhite,of Tennessee:toprocurecouncilandadvice,
or to have conference with him, on the subject of the interests and welfare
of the Cherokee people, as a confidential friend, &c. &c. Rumor was for
some days after his return busy with the supposed subjAct of his visit, and
its results, and alleged that Judge White · was unfriendly to the successful
results of the negotiations then pending between the United States commissioners and the council. As regards lVIr. John H. Payne, I can only reply
from rumor and casual observation: it was said he was there to procure
materials to compile a history of the Cherokee people. Rumor represented
him as an active partisan in opposition to the negotiations then pending between the United States commissioners and the authorities of the Cherokee
nation, and that his feelings were other than friendly to the views of the
commissioners of the United States.
Fires were regularly k~pt burriing each night to a late hour, and I duly
attended for the purpose-of protecting the deliberations of the commissioners, from interruption by eave3 droppers, &c. &c., which were said to be in
regular attendance.
Very respectfully,

A. R. S. HUNTER.

'ro Major B. F. CuRREY.
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

No. 27.
WAsHINGTON,

March 22, 1836.

DEAR SIR: Ia answer to your. letter bearing date March 21st, 1836,
which has just come to hand, I can say that in the cause ).h-f"State vs. Fore·
man and Springston, on a charge of murder, there ~_as a plea to the jurisdiction of the court filed by the defendants, (the offence having been committed within the limits of the Cherokee nation of Indians,) to which plea
there was a demurrer filed by the State; that the circuit court overruled
the d.emurrer, and sustained the plea; from which judgment of the circiuit court, the State, by her attorney general, prayed and obtained an appeal to the supreme court of the State of Tennessee. 11 he supreme court
reversed the judgment of the circuit court, and sustained the demurrer. From
thn supreme conrt of Tennessee, I am informed, and believe, the cause was
taken by one of the defenditnts, or his counsel, to the Supreme Court of the
United States, all of which facts are generally known.
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As to the fact that you insisted on the cause being t<ll\en to the supreme
court after the judgment of the court was had, I have no distinct recollection, as I bad previously determined to take the cause to the supreme court,
(provided the demurrer should not be sustained by the circuit court,) for the
purpose of settling the question. l paid little attention to what was said to
me on that suhject. I recollect that you spoke in favor of the cause going to
the supreme court, before the decision of the~ circuit court was had pending
the investigation of the cause, but whether you did or did not say anything
aftenvards. I have no recollection.
'
Very respectfully,

SAMUEL FRAZIER.
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

No. 28.
KNoxviLLE, August 29, 1834.
SIR: Upon my recommendation, .Mr. David Caldwell was appointed: last spring, a valuer of improvements in the Cherokee nation. I will
thank yon for some information as to the manner in which .be is compensated. Does he receive an annual salary, or is he paid for the time he is
actually employed? 'rhere are · some other agents employed in the same
business in the same country. I wish to know how they are compensated.
If their compensation is different from that of lVIr. Caldwell, I will be thankful if you will inform me the reason of the differen ce.
I am aware this will occasion you some troul:Jle; but us I am a_nxious to
be in possession of correct infcmnation, I know of no other person from
whom it can be so easily acquired as fram you.
With sincere regard,
l am your obedient servant,
DEAR

HU. L. WHITE.
BENJAMIN

F.

CuRREY,

Esq.

A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

No. 29.
CHEROKEg AGENCY,

JS'eptember 12, 183£1.
StR: Yours of the 29th ultimo has just come to hand, and I hasten to
give you the information culled for. On entering upon this dnty, the Secretary of War advised me James M. C. Montgomery and Littleberry Hawkins had been appointed as appraisers. Mr." Hawkins declined accepting,
and Major Davis was appointed to fill the place. l was authorized in cases
of emergency to make temporary appointments for this service: uut no person was to receive pay for the services not rendered, the allowance being
a per diem one. . The regulations by the Commissary General of Su bsistence fixed the pay of the appraising agents at three dollars per day, to cover
all expenses, and thll.t of the assistant enrolling agents at four dollars while
in actual service. All engaged with me were paid according to the tenor
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of the above specified authority. About the 1st December last,
additional duties were imposed by me .on the appraising agents: they
directed to enrol Cherokees, and appraise property also. On repr
to the department this fact, and that Messrs. Davis and Montgomery
rendered useful service in the double character of enrolling and appra·
agents, it was agreed they should receive, while performing this double
the pay allowed to assistant enrolling agents, instead of the allowance
to appraisers. D. Caldwell, Esq., having rendered no service in the
ter of enrolling agent, was paid for the time employed, at the rate of
dollars per day as appraiser only.
I am placed here to determine when the public interest requires the
vices of any or all the persons designated, how long they shall con ·
and when those services may be dispensed with, and to make requisitiona
on the disbursing agent to pay for the sn,me, according to the time and nature of the service rendered. None of the appraisers are now in service.
consequently none are receiving pay. Messrs. Davis and Montgomery have
been notified, however, to report themselves to me as early as practicable, in
order to receive instructions as to the renewal of their operations. Should
D. Caldwell, Esq., be needed, he will also be called, but, like all others en·
gaged, he will only be paid for the time he is actually employed.
It will at all times give me pleasure to communicate to you any informa·
tion in my power in relation to the service here, as well as the condition of
this unfortunately deluded people, if desired.
·
,
"\Vhile I have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F . CURR~Y.
Han. HuGH L. WHITE.
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

No. 30.
WASHINGToN,

1rfarch 13, 1826.

The undersigned, Senators and Representatives from the State of Ten,
nessee, present for the appointment of postmaster at Nashville, Mr. Benja·
min F. Currey. They are induced to this course from a consideration of
his merits, having acted as deputy in that office for several years past, but
essentially for the reason that he has been recommended by nearly the entire
population of the town of Nashville and its vicinity, whose wishes, whatever
our own might be, should be attended to and regarded. But over and above
their knowledge and the recommendations re~pecting him, the undersigned,
from their own acquaintance, had by some of them, and informatbn by
others, present Mr. Currey, as aptly qualified, and as one who will be entirely
and altogether acceptable to the citizens of Nashville and its vicinity.

HU. L. WHITE,
J~QR EATO~

J. C. MITCHELL,
JAMES K. POLK,
J. C. ISACKS,
A true copy:
DYER CASTOR.

JNO. H. MARABLE,
ADAM R ALBXANDE&
ROBERT ALLEN,
SAML. HOUSTON,
JOHN BLAIR.
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WASHINGTON CITY,

April 18, 1836.

The undersigned delegation, representing the Cherokee nation east of
Ute river Mississippi, present their respects to the honorable Secretary of
War, and ask to be indulged in calling his attention to their communication of the 24th nltimo, on the subject of Cherokee annuities, and for ccr-

tlkin information in relation thereto; also, in requesting his early decision
1IJ'On the matters therein stated. The Cherokee delegation hope it wiU
mit the convJnience of the honorable Secretary to favor them with a r.eJiy at an early day.
With assurances of high regard,
They have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient, bumble servants,
JOHN ROSS,
JOHN MARTIN,

R. TAYLOR,
JAMES BROWN,
ELIJAH HICKS,

and in behalf of others.
To the Hon. LEwrs CAss,
Secretary of War.

WAsHINGTON Crrv, April 22, 1836.
Sm: The undersigned, delegates from the Cherokee nation east of the
ississippi, on behaff of their-nation, have to tronble the honorable Secretary with a communication on the subject of the Cherokee printing press.
After the invention of the Cherokee alphabet by George Gist, a native, it
was concluded to establish a printing office and issne a paper, in part in
the Cherokee language, for th cl diffusion of knowledge among them. This
as done at New Echota. The paper was established and conducted under the authority of the Cherokee conncil, and was the property of the nation, though many citizens of the United States contributed to its establish-

ment.
Mr. .Elias Boudinot, who solicited donations and subscriptions, was paid
by the nation; and when the press went into operation he was the first
editor: and for his services in that capacity was paid by the nation. The
Cherokee council, held in the spring of 1835, resolved to remove the nation's printing press to Red Clay, and to issue a paper at tbat place, inash as the Cherokees were prohibited from holding their councils at New
,,:c,U'~<Ullll\• within the limits of Georgia, and Mr. Richard Fields was aprointeditor.
·
It became the duty of the principal chief to carry this resolution into
fffeet. The press and materials were at New Echota, and he sent a wagon
for them. The messenger returned with information that, before he arrived at that place, the \vhole had been seized by the Georgia guard, under
from Messrs. Benjamin F. Currey and John F. Schermerhorn. Althe lands of the Cherokees had been, in many inRtances: taken by
s of the United States, in violation of treaty stipulations, it was not
believed the agents of the United States would venture to seize the
property of the nation, and destroy what little means of informa-
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tion the Cherokees possessed. 'Therefore, on the receipl of the above i
ligence, the principal chief addressed a letter of inquiry to .Jiessrs.
aud Schermerhorn, which is here submitted for the inspection of the
Secretary, marked No. l. This letter is dated the 2:2d of August, l
and on the 9th of September following, B. F. Currey returned an an
also here snbmitted, No. 2, replete with mistatements, said to be fonn
representati0ns of Stand 'Vaitie, who had never been the editor of tli
Mr. Boudinot, the first editor, formally resigned, and .Mr. Elijah
appointed his successor, and conducted the paper for two years
without complaint from any quarter. After his term of service, M.r.
Fields was appointed, as herein before stated.
On the 24th of October, 1835, an agreement \Vas entered into, signed
Messrs. Bondinot, the brother of VV'atie, Ridge, and others, here submi
No. 3, by which it will be seen the Cherokee press is aeknowledged to
the property of the nation, and that it ought to be restored to tbe
authorities. After this agreement, on the 27th Oetober, 1835, the prin
chief addressed a note to Major Currey, demanding the press; which
is submitted, No . .4. Or~ the same day an answer was returned, here
mitted, No. 5, evading- the inquiries made, but promising to give tbe
and pleasure of Major Currey at some fnture day. This answer was
unsatisfactory that, on the next day, the principal ehief addressed 11im
other note, also here submitted, No. G; and to which Major Currey has
yet declined giving any reply. Thus the public press of the Cherokee
tion has been lawlessly taken, is yet retaiued, aud has been recently
by the agents of the lJnited States, in the publicn1ion of slanderous
mnnications against the constituted anthorities of the nation: &c.
'l'he above information is Commtmicated to the ~Var Departnwnt,
the request that the delegation be informed by the houora.nle. S
the conduet of Major Currey meets the approbation of the Govern
the United States, aud if th e agents of that Government are to be to
in the seJznre and detention of the property of tile Cherokee~? lf not.
respectfully ask tlmt the honorable Secretary will order the press nnd
terials to be forthwith restored to the proper at\thorities of the Cherokee
tion. In conclusion, we solicit the favor of an early answer.
\Ve have the honor to be, sir,
Very respectfully, your obedieut, humble servants,
Sleeping Rabbit
John Ross
Tlie Bark
John Martin
Archy Campbell
James Brown
Elijah I-Iicks
Peter of Aq uahe
Jesse Bushyhend
John Hu::;:s
John Benge
R. 'TaJlor
Thomas Pox 'Taylor
John F. Baldridge
Joseph Vann
·
Thomas Foreman
Oo-lee-nah-wah
Charles H. Vann
Ron. LEwis CAss,
1

Secretary of War.
HARRODSBURG, AJ)ril25, 1836,
SIR: I hope you will pardon me for troubling you with my own
fairs. If you recollect, I wrote you last falJ, respecting an appoin
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wished to obtain in the Cherokee Indian agency. Since that time things
have nenrly been at a stand there, awaiting the completion of a treaty with
the Cherokees. I have recently been informed by a friend ('Villiam M.
Davis) in the agency, that a treaty probably will soon be ratified, and that
officers in some capacity wiil be required to carry it into effect. I wish to
press my application for an appointment under the treaty whenever made.
I have heretofore sent from Kentucky as many testimonials in my favor as
perhaps are necessary.- At present I wish my request for an appointment
made known as favorably as may be right. The appointment may perhaps
be that of an appraiser, of which there will, as heretofore, probably be two.
Those upon whom I may have some claims, are not now at Washington
city, nor even where I can soon command their services; and I mnst,
thel'efore, depend upon those who may feel disposed to aid me, without
the pressure of any obligation. Your friendly attention to this will confer
a lasti:1g favor.
'Vith great esteem,
Your friend and obedient servant)
JOSEPH HARKIN.
To Hon. A. KENDALL.

HousE

REPRESENTATivEs,
April 28, 1836.
Snt! I enclose you a letter from Jacob Lasitter, Rsq., (a highly respecla.·
ble geotlcman, residing within the limits of the Cherokee country,) giviug
an amount of frauds, which, he states, have been committed, to the injury
of the Government, in the emigration of Indiaus, valuation of improvements. &c.
l•,or' tb~ information of \'lr. ·Lasitter, I have to request an answer to the
inquiries contained in his letter.
I have to ask whether Captain John 'r. Rather was appointed, dnring the
last year, to an office connected with the removal of Cherokees; what
wus the nature of the officl!, and when his services will he required?
With great respect,
Your obedient servant,
R. CHAPMAN
Hon. LEWis CAss,
OF

Secretary of War.

MAJOR RIDGE's FERRY,

May 3, 1836.
SIR: 1 have received but one letter from you since your departure.
and that was received some time since, and should have written you, but .
expected, for some weeks back, that you were on your way home. I have
oncluded, from the last.letters received from you, that you may remain at
Washington some time yet. I have but little news 'of importance to communicate to yon. Mrs. Betsey Waitie, consort of Stand W aitie, Esq., died
four or five days sine~, from the deli very of a child, which, al~o, died, it is
said. She had medical aid, but died under great afflictions. One of the
38
DEAR
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emigrants, named Seekatowwa, of Hightown, was shot: two or three
ago, by-a white man at a little whiskey shop, one mile from
Dun S.teers, said to be an accident; he is, hm\'ever, dead: and no
Your family are all well, and every thing about your crop appears
going on finely. Major Ridge's family is all well, and your mother is
on in her usual and fine way in ina king a crop, though frequently
unwell, but no ways dangerous. No person, except a Mr. Cox, has
any of the· cleared land ; he has taken one-half of the long field on the
side of the river. She has lost none on the side we live. Our season
planting has been very bad, owing to so much rain ; but all appears to be
ting on very well, except the poor Cherokees, of which there is not a few,
have been dispossessed of their fields and dwel1ings, and turned out to
refnge in Alabama and Tennessee; without any kind of support, mon
nnd nothing to buy provisions. I know of a number of families destltul,flt
provision, or money to buy it, and wandering and eating from them
has a little subsistence, and many of whom are emigrants. The ·
stance calls aloud on the anthorities of Government for relief to these
ple. It seems impossible for them to last through the season. Corn
scarce and worth $1 per bushel by the quantity, cash; flonr could now
had, and bacon at tolerable moderate price. Yon can scarce hatre any·
of the suffering your Cherokee friends are now encountering. Every
we have lots of men hunting stolen property, and smoke houses robbed
bacon, and every kind of st~aling going on.
Your friend Knitts, or Donehutta, received one hundred and twenty I
es a few days ago, supposed to be concerned in robbing a smoke house;
I think he will be proved innocent. I see my Cherokee friends; emi
within thi& vicinity every week, inquiring what is doing at W
nnd trying to find out what will be done as regards their perilous situ
Many families in our ne:ghborhood would be glad to emigrate, if the
ernment would enable them to do so.
Please to give my respects to the Major and all yonr delegation. ·
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
GEO. l\'1. LAVENDElt
1\lr. JoHN RIDGE.
{NoTE.-R.eferred to the Indian O~ce by .Major Ridge.]

W ASHINGTOJ.\J, 111ay 9, 1836,
DEAR SIR.: The enclosed memorial has been referred to the Gotllffiltt~l

on Indian Affairs. 'To enable them to come to sueh a decision as will
satisfactory to themselves, it is necessary they should be made acquai
with the grounds upon which the payment of the different sums cl
by the petitionms have been refused. Any information in your power
give will ,confer a favor on
Your most obedient servant;

H. L. WHITE
The Hon. LEwis CAss,
;Secretary of JVar.
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OF REPREii>ENTA'HVEs,

May 19, 1836.
Sm. 'rhe undersigned respeetfully ask your 1avorable attehtion to the
~pplication sustained by testimonials upon file in the department of Dr. C.
Lillybridge for an agency under the Cherokee t.Yeat.y.
.~
RH. M. JOHNSON,

GEO.
Hon.

LOYAI~L.

LEWIS C.'\ss,

Secretary of »""ar,

W ASHING'l'ON Crrv, il1ay 20, 1836.
Sm: I desire to learn of you what plan will be adopted by the department in relation to the emigration of the Cherokee Indians? Will the emigration of said Indians be by means of contracts with indivi<lnals for that
purpose? or will it be carried on by an officer of the Government? Ij
made the subject of special contract, I have been long since in charri-e of a
proposition from a company in the South for that purpose; and wii{'submit
it so soon as I am advised of the course determined en by the department.
1,here is one other reasop for asking this information, at this time, whicb
is that I may possibly have it in my power to confer with those gentlemen,
and enable them to come on in due season, to submit their own proposition~
and make their own arrangements, which I greatly prefer.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
G. 1N. B. 'rOVVNS.
Hon. LEWIS GAss,
Secretm·y cif tllar..

·eW AsHrNaToN

CITY,

Jl1ay 20, 1836.
'SIR: We seud you the expenses ·of the Cherokee treaty concluded at
New Echota, and the f?Upplementary articles in this city, which, according
to the said treaty, the United States are bound to pay.
·
We are, sir,
Y ou.r f1·iends and brothers,
MAJOR RIDGE,

WILLIAM ROGERS,
JAMES FOSTER.
Jn behalf of the Delegation.
lion. SEcRE'l'Alt'Y oF

WAR.

AuRoRrA, A-lay 29, 1836.
SIR: Flavtl!g learned with pl~a~tlre tha~ the Cherokee tre~ty has been rafi~
lied, 1 would respectfully sohc1t tne appomtment of valuatiOn agent. My
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acquaintance through the Cherokee c0untry is very extensive, (having
tised law here since the first organization of the Uberokee judicial ci
and l think that I can safely say, that my appointment would give gen
satisfaction. If any recommendations from t.he citizens of my circu·
necessary, they will be readily furnished. Por my qualifications,
would reseectfully refer to the Hon. Jabez Jackson, the Hon. 'l'bomas
cock, and Hon. --Coffee, and Major Benjamin F. Currey.
l have the houor to be
Your obedient and humble servant,
•
GEO. N. PASCHAL1

Auroria, Lumpkin county, Ga.

rrothe Hon.

LEWIS CASS.

W .ASHINGTON CITY,

AT

MRs.

ARGUEL:t..Ess,

lJfay 31, 1836.
Su~: Enclosed are ec:;timates of expenses incurred by me from
Echota, Cherokee nation, Georgia, on a mission to this place, \Vitb Mr.
A. Bell, authorized by a large meeting of the Chero!tees, held in .LJ'"''--"'"'VIiil
18:34, and residents of that part of the conn try; We were deputed
f(>r the special object of favoring the cause of a treaty with the
States, by the national parties, who were then here from the nation,
one of John Ridge's and the other of John Ross's dekgntion. On my
rival in this city, I proceeded and performed the duties assigned me, by
ing upon tbese delegations a speedy setrlement by a treaty with the U
States, for the final termination of the Cherokee difficulties, but \Vi
auy definite result.
'fhe Government, :finally, after the adjoumment of Congress, ne~~ollateG
a provisional treaty with John Ridge amJ his delegation. -Of the acts
this missiou and the expenses incurred, I refer yon to a letter of G
Riehard G. Dunlap, of Tennessee, addressed to the President of the U
States, and referred by him to the Secretary of War, dated, I think, bet
the 1st and 12th of March, 1835. '
Prior to the negotiation of the above treaty, Congress appropriated
sum of $14,000, to pay the expenses of the Cherokees negotiating for a
of ~heir land:il in Georgia, Alabama, &c., out of which fund an alwwm10e•
was made to Mr. Ridge and his party to cover their expenses. I have
respectfully to submit for your consideration, and ask for an allowance to
made me out of that fuud, or from any other, the sum which was given
each of the party stated above, or at least a sum equal to the expenses
in the bill.
.
·
William H. Underwood, Esq., of Georgia, who was lrgnl counsel for the
nation, associated himself and co--operated with me in this mission, but
having no authority from the Cherokees for that purpose, was paid hi
penses by the department, out of the appropriation mentioned, and I
that my claim for the same will not be considered unreasonable, but
admi.ted
am, with due respect,
Your obedient servant1

ELIJAH HICKS.
Hon. ELBERT HERRING.
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Fare from New Echota to w-ashington city, and return, 1,560
miles, at 8 cents per mile Expen~es for the same
Bill of boarding at Brown's, in the months of January, February, and March, 1835
Bill of clothing, at Ecldoff's One hat at T•octd's
B1ll .of clothing at Tucker & Thompson's

$124 80
30 00

85 00

7 50

8 oo·
85 50

$340 so
---"\VEST PoRT, JACKSON CoUNTY, Mo., ·
June 2, 1838.
SIR: I respectfully beg leave to solicit your attention to the fqllowing
~xtract of a letter received from Captain M. Duncan, commanding Port l~a
venworth, on the subject of an escort for Mr. McCoy, dl.ted May 26, 1836.
I am sorry, however, that the escort is not to he larger, as I am of the opinion that the command required is altogether insufficient for the purposes intended, as a war party of near 200 Indians have lately attacked eight men
returning from Bent and St. Vrain's fort, on the Arkansas, and killed two
()fthemata point which can be at no great distance from where Mr. McCoy's
tine will terminate on that river.
Mr. McCoy has br.en absent on his survey about twenty days, having left
previously to the arrival of your orders at Fort Leavenworth; the escort of
which Captain Dnncan speaks will be sent to overtake him on the Osage
line.
In behalf of Mr. McCoy, and to prevent delay in the prosecution of his surveys, I beg leave to say that it will be impracticaLle for him to run the
Kanzas line, without the protection of a much larger escort than that already ordered. Allow me to further say, that you-r early an~ kind atten·
tion to this subject will not only greatly oblige Mr .. McCoy, but save him
from pecuniary loss.
·
- With great respect,
Your obedient servant,

.

L. LYKINGS.

Honorable LEwis CAss,
Secretary of l'Var, Washington, D. C.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Pension Office, June 3, 1836.
SIR: I would respectfully cal1 your attention to the 14th article of the
tate Cherokee treaty, which is in the following words:
"Article 14. It is also agreed, on the part of the United States, that such
warriors of the Cherokee nation as were engaged on the side of the United
States in the late war with Great Britain and the southern tribes of Indians,
and who were wounded in snch service, shnll he entitled to such pensions
as shall \)e allowed them by the Congress of the United States, to commence
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from the period of their disability." As the treaty stipulates that the
alJletl warriors shall receive such pensions as shall be allowed,
·
should be immediately made, in order to ca~ry that part of the treaty
effect. At present no law exists which would authorize this depa
to grant a pension to any person belonging to the friendly Indians
may have been disabled while in our service. The only persons of
description, whose names have been placed on the pension list, have
tioned Congress, and obtained relief under special acts. Under this
application -has already been made for a pension from March, 1814;
the claim has been rejected, there being yet no law under which
claims can be allowed. I have deemed it my duty to lay the subject
you, in order that the Invalid Pension Committee of the House of Representatives may, if they think proper; ~eport a bill. Thts article, it will be
t·emarked, contemplates that the pension shall commence , from the time
when the persons were disabled. In the bill, therefore, which may be
draughted, special reference should be had to the commeneement of the pen·
sions ; for if a law shonld pass merely placing the friendly Cherokee
warriors on ·a footing with the army and militia, it would be insufficient
Fuily to meet the views of the contracting parties, back pension from ttitl
period when the disability originated, must be granted ; and, in this par
ticular, the law will be essentially different from all the other invalid'
pension la\vs, which, according to the construction given them by
department, do not allow arrearages in any case.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
J. L. EDWARDS.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Acting Secretary of War.
WASHINGTON CITY 7

June 13, 1836.

SrR: vVill you do me the kindne£s to fav~r me with an early answer to
my letter to you in relation to my expenses incurred last year .on a mission
to this city, and with a copy of that letter, having mislaid or lost my own.

together with Gen. Dunlap's letter to the President, on that subject.
I am, respectfully, &c.,
ELIJAH HICKS.
Hon. ELBERT HERRING.
W ASHINGTON 1 June 13, 1836.
SrR: The es;timates for the Cherokee treaty, I .find: on consulting witb

J\'Ir. Schermerhorn and Col. Hansell, do not embrace all the appropriations
necessary. They are now examining it. As this may be the case with
the other treaties, I thought it proper to call your attention to them alsot
because the committee meets to-morrow morning, aud I do not wish f()
have any amendments to offer afterwards.
"\Vith great respect,
Your obedient servant,
C. C. CAMBRELENG.
Hon. LEwrs CAss.
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CALHOUN,

DEAR

June 13, 1836.

Sra: Since the ratification of the late Cherokee treatv has reached

us, the people in the nation have become very much alarmed,- under a firm
belief that the Cherokees will fight. A number of families have already
fled across the river. 'rhe alarm is possibly heightened, on account of the
hostilities of the Creeks; eighty of the latter now being within twenty-six
miles of this place, at Red Ulay. rrh~ Creeks there are said to be well
armed, and have a number of .fine cattle with them. They say that they
have fled from their country on account of the disturbances among their
people and the whites, and that they are in search of provisions, and finally,
that they want counsel from John Ross. The Cherokees, a few days since,
murdered an old man, his wife, and a negro girl, and burnt the house. The
old man lived long enough to tell who did it. It is said they were !;nurdered on account of the old man's money. This took place near John
Brown's. I enclose you a copy of a letter I this day addressed John Ross,
which I have done with no other view than keeping him and his party
down until sumething satisfactory can be done. The whites lower down.
in the nation are fighting; this itself wi11 work a great loss, for all their
crops will, of course, be lost. It seems that all the southern world are to
be in a war. I would recommend that yon would authorize some snitable
person to raise a company hen~ that should be ready, at a minute's warning1
togo into service, and that should not cost the Government anything, unless
for their actual service. The eumpany can be raised any time if a person
was authorized to raise it, and then the company could be commanded with
some fixed rules. T'he regulars stationed here are so few that little or no
aid can be expected from them. I think there are not more than nineteen.
If snch a course could be thnnght advisable, I would like to have an
appointment to recruit in the regular service. I can recruit a great many
'rennesseeans that, I think, would be better soldiers than those Irish, Frencht
and German foreigners. They are all bad marksmen, and [ am inclined
to think that eur army is bv far too small for the present use we have for
fighting men.
•
·.
As one of your devoted fnends,
I remain your humble servant,

A: R. rrURK.
Gen. A.

JAcKSON.

CALHOUN, McMINN CoT:JK'l'Y,

June 13, 1836.
DEAR SrR: It seems, from report, that your people are very much displeased with the late treaty for the Cherokee lands, both against those
Cherokees who made the treaty as well as the whole American fiunily, and
it is thought hostilities will take place, sooner or later. 1 am also credibly
informed that a number of white families have fled from the country,
and also that there are now at Red Clay 80 Creeks, waiting your arrival to
say to them what course they are to pursue. I am at a loss to knnw
bow those Creeks should be hanging to your skirts so strong, unless you
have n. preconcerted plan of wnr in your heads: and now, sir, in order
to preserve peace if possible, I inform you that on the very first aggression
on the white settlements: that your blood shall pay the debt as the first
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object. This letter is not public, and will not bQ made so here; but as
eumstances seem to require it from some source, I have felt it my duty
give you this information, that yuu may immediately nse your influence
keep down aU hostile feelings among your people. We wish nothing
peace.
Yours,

A. R. TURK.

Mr. JoHN Ross,
Head Chief of the Cherokee nation.

(No date.)
We: the delegation from Georgia, recommend for valuation agents, under
the Cherokee treaty: Mr. Stephen Mays, of Murmy county; Mr. Josiah
Shaw, of Lnmpldn county; Mr. James Liddle, of Jackson county; .Mr.
John Hobbs, of Dekalb county, Georgia.
JESSE F. CLEVELANDt
JOHN JACKSON,
C. }i~. HAYNES,
G. W. OWENS,
S. GRANTLAND,
A. CUTHBER 1',
JOHN P. KING.
To the honorable SECRETARY oF WAR.

SENATE

CHAMRER 1

June 13, 1836.
DEAR SIR: I believe the Cherokee treaty, recently made, will require the
appointment, by your department, of several agents to carry it into effect.
Pemit me to place before you the name of Lund \Vashington, jnnior,
esquire, us a suitable person to be employed: he is a gentleman of good
education, intelligent, and correct in his principles. I earnestly recommend
hirr~ to your L'lVOruble consideration.
With the highest respect,
I am your obedient servant,
WILLIAM R. l{ING.
Honorable LEwis CAss,
/Secretary nf War.

NEW

SIR:

Ecr-IOTA, June 15, 1836.

By the Jast mail I addressed a letter to Mr. Schermerhorn, t.o your

care, which you have probably perused. "\¥bat 1 there stated in regard to
the state of feeling among the Cheroke.es has only been confirmed to my
sttisfaction. Iudeed, I will venture to say there ha~ never been a time
for the last five years when appearunces were so favornble as nt present.
I know of no hostility to the treaty. I hear now, on the contrary, the
Cherokees in this region will receive it with cheerfulness. 'I hey say the
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I speak of the mass of the
Cherokees. There is a portion who, no dpnbt, feel far otherwise; but
they are those wh'ose ambition has been disappointed. Without their interference, there will be no excitement. I trust they will not endeavor to
excite the people.
The white inhabitants of this country are in a state of great alarm,
founded upon some unfounded apprehensions. I believe it is owing, a great
deal, to what is transpiring in the Creek nation. Our peopiP- are not even
aware of the slate of feeling among the whites, much less are they thinking
ofmaking war. I trust, sir, that no exaggerated rumors, which, no doubt,
will go out of this country, will induce the Government to believe that the
Cherokees are in a hostile attitude. They are not, nor do 1 believe, even
with Ross's influence, will a portion of them ever assume such an attitude. Our people are greatly suffering for food. It is very important
lbat the necessary apprl)priations should be made soon for their relief.
If 1 had authority to do so, I would commence to supply them in this
aeighborhood.
ln my lP-tters to Mr. Schermerhorn, I have referred to the speculations that
going on npon the Indians by whitP.s and half breeds. Strong measures
necessary to prevent it. The President ought to have the right of
· ~what are the just debts of the Indians, for the protection of that
. If not, they will go to the west deprived of every rent of their
property, and the money \Yill go into the hands of the whites and such
Indians as have opposed the very treaty by which they are now tryiug to
QlftSS wealth.
I say, again, strong measures are necessary.
1 trust the Piesident will think it best to send Mr. Schermerhorn again.
I think him a suitable person, because he is a terror to speculators, and
understands the situation of these people ~nd their affairs.
With sentiments of high esteem,
I remain yours,
ELIAS BOUDINOT.
Honorable ELBRRT HERRING,

ma.ttet is now settled,· and they are glad of it.

Commissioner of indian, Affairs.

SENATE CHAMBER,

June 15, 1836.
81~: Allow ns to say to you that Lund Washington, esquire, wishes an

ntment from your department, as an emigrating agent~ under the late
treaty. We have known him several years, and think him
and deserviug. We hope he may succeed.
With great respect,
WILLIAM HENDRICKS,
JOHN 'l'lPTON.

HABERSHAM COUNTY, GEORGIA,

June 15, 1836.
: The undersigned citizens of Habersham county, in Georgia, wonld
ly call your immediate attention to what they b<dieve to be the
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present suffering condition of many of the Cherokee Indians in
vicmity. In consequence of the early frosts, the crop of corn in this
try, and in the upper portion of the Cherokee country, was last year
rednced, and the result has be~n a great scarcity of that article, which
stitutes the principal food of the people. The undersigned have been
formed, and believe, that a 1arge portion of the Indians, and indeed
the whites in the neighboring country, to the west of us, are now
nearly to a state of starvation, and their belief is confirmed by the fact
numbers, they may venture to say hundreds, of the Indians, men,
and children,·are now wandering about this country, purchAsing food
they have or can procure the means to do so, or begging for it when, as
for the most part the case, they have not the means to buy it. This
and their necessities must continue to increase, for the crop of corn at
sent on the ground will not be sufficiently matured for wholesome
sion before the month of October, and the supplies in this county are
ready so much reduced, as to have enhanced the price greatly beyond
usual rate, and to threaten a scarcity even here. Besides which, the
sity which forces the Indian to wander from home in search of food,
resnlt in the loss of his growing crop, and consequently in the in('l''P:~~P.nJt'
duration of the eviL rrhe undersigned, unknown to yon either by ch
ter or name, will not venture to do more than to ask that yon will cause
immediate inquiry to be instituted, and if the evil · be found to be such
they hnve represeuted, that such measures as you may deem best, may
adopted for its remedy; believing, as they do, if humanity does not flP.rn:Hltff,a_
that good policy would require, that early relief should be afforded.
undersigned respectfully submit the matter to yonr discreti0n.

A. ERWIN,
J. S. DOBBINS,
JNO. R. STANFORD,
J. '!". CARTER,
J. R. MATTHEWS,
GEO. 0. PHILLIPS,

W. S. HEATH, Jr.,
J. BRANON,
RlCH. W. HABERSHAM.
Han. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War,

Washington city.

NEw EcHoTA GEoRGIA,

June 16, 1836.
SIR: I addressed a l-etter to you yesterday, giving you a f~worable account of the state of feeling among the Cherokees. I have smce then received the enclosed letter, which would seem to contradict what I have
stated. I wish to be understood as speaking of the Cherokees in this region, and from which I have direct information. There are neighborhoods
where I have every reason to presume, there is hostility towards us ~s a
treaty party, and there are i ndi vidnals who would willingly take our hves
if they could. I have r,o idea that the danger is as great as is appre~ended
by the writers of the two letters enclosed. I came through the nmghbor-
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hood where hostility is said to exist, and the frolic or dance spoken of was
held before I came along. I saw Thos. Taylor there, and he tc1ld me that
he found the people better salisfied than he expected. I yet think there
ma-y be some mistake about Welch being waylaid. Foster, one of our delegation, was here the other day, and he told me every thing was going right
for the treaty. But as I .have before stated, inflammatory statements from
the other side may change the state of feeling. I shall not be excited, and shall take the matter coolly and deliberately, and shall endeavor to kP-ep you
apprized of what is happening. I &hall repeat again what I have said, that
matters have never appeared so favornrl·~ within the compass of my observations within the last five years, as at :->resent, and if Ross would only
keep away, the nation would almost be m.animous for the treaty. To give
you an instance how these poor people are de1uded and mislead, it is said
th11t one of Ross's delegation, on his return, reJ_,f fted that the Cherokee countries here and in Arkansas have been sold, and that the Cherokees will have
~go to a far country, infested by man eaters. The people protested going
there, but are willing to go to Arkansas.
I should have addressed these letters to Mr. Schermerhorn, if I thought
he was still there. Please give my respects to him, and let him see these
letteis.
Very respectful1y,
ELIAS BOUDINOT.
Hon. ELBERT HERRING,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CoAL MouNTAIN,
June 8, 1836.
Sra: There was an Indian frolic or dance ou Saturday night Jast, ~nd
tlmre were some white men went to the same. They have reported that the
Iodians said that they had no malice towards the white people, but that they
tq_tended killing Ridge and yourself. I have written ·y ou that you might be
on your guard, wh1ch no doubt you are. The citizens of this county had
a meeting yesterday; they are resolved to punish all offences if any. I
WWJ.ld recommend, for your safety, for you and family to leave the connt~·y
Ufttil the excitement is over a little. Please to accept for yourself and family
If best wishes.
'rruly yours,
GEORGE KELLOG.
~tr. ELIAS BouniNOT.

CHAT'!' AHOOCH~E,
June 8, 1836.
MY DEAR BouDINOT: I have just received a letter from Welch, informIDg me that his house has been waylaid by the lndians, who are seeking an
opportunity to kill him. Our friend Torn Taylor is scattering the fireAll my friends are well pleased that our treaty has been ratified, and
ready to pledge their lives in defence of the treaty party. We have
'1DQUsands of friends amongst the Georgians, ready to do the same.
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If you are at nll apprehensive of dat1ger, let me advise you to collect
your friends and form an encampment at Ridge's; arm, but act on the
fensi v~, make any contracts necessary to your support. 'The
meet them. I have just written to Schermerhorn, informing him of
conduct. Write to me often. I am mnch concerned for your safety.
Sincerely yonr friend,
WILLIAM RODGERS:
HousE

OF REPRESENTATIVEs,

June 17, 1836.
SIR: I am directed hy the Committee on Indian Affairs to inform
that, to economise time and labor in the department, a sub-committee,
sisting of Messrs. Everett and Hawes, has been appointed to examine
select for the use of the committee such papers and corr.munications on file
in the department, from Lieut. Batman and others, as may be deemed essential to a full investigation of the subject of the Cherokee emigration,
for that purpose to request for them free access to the books of the depar~
ment.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN BELL,

Ctwirman Corn. on Indian Affairs.
Hon.

LEWIS CAss,

Secretary of War.
SENATE CHAMBER, w_o\sHINGToN,

June 20, 1836.
SIR: I beg lea-ve to recommend to your favorable attnntion Mr.
Washington: jnnior, for the appointment of emigrating agent, un
late CherokeP. treaty: as I am informed that several appointments of that
are shortly to be made, to carry into effect the provisions of the late tre:1tv.1•
Mr. Washington is well qualified by his intelligence, business habits,
industry, to discharge the duties devolving on an officer of that descrip
He would no doubt execute its duties with punctuality and discretion,
confided to him by the Government. I will add that his nppoinment, if
should be the pleasure of those who have the power to bestow it to confer
it on him, would be gratifying to myself individually.
I am, with great respect,
Your obedient servant,

B. BROWN.
Hon. L:Ewis CAss,

Secretary of War.

(Private.)

WAsHINGTON

Crrv,

GADSBY's,

June 21, 1836.
DEAR SLR: VVhen at your office a few days since, yon will dou
recollect I :showed you the printed cunfidential documents of the Senate, in
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relation to the recent Cherokee treaty, in which unjnst aspersions were cast
upon my character by statements from individual~ procured by l\lrssrs.
Schermerhorn and Currey. ln Joel Yancey's statement, he says I was
working in opposition to an order from yotl to remove Lewis Ross; a Cher~
okee, from the Jimits of the Cherokre agency, making out that I was aeting
under the influence of lVlr. Ross, against the orders of my Government,
while an officer in its service. This statement was totally unfounded in
truth. As I never knew of such order, l wish to vindicate my charac:ter
thus aspersed to the President and others, who have seen these documents. ·
'I wish you, my dear sir, to give me a statement whether any order ever
issued from yonr department to remove Lewis Ross fmm his residence, at
the Cherokee agency east. Your compliance will confer a great favor upon
your sincere friend
'Vl\'1. M:. DAVIS,

Late Enrolling and Appraising Agent.

P. S.-Your answer, if sent to the post office, will be received by me.

FoRT GrBsoN, June 21, I8B6,
·SIR: I have the honor to enclose my retnrns for Sen-1inole disbursements,
for the quarter ending 30th of June, 1836, with the vouchers, &c. Also a
journal of the party while on the route, a muster roll, and an estimnte of
funds required for third quarter of 18:36. lVI.y absence with the party -prevented me l'rom forwardmg this last earlier. 'rhis party af'rer its arnval
was provisioned to the 1st of July.
It will be observed that I did not issue the fnll rations, for the reason that
our ronte, especial! your deserted camps, were strewe~ with bacon; wasted by
the Indians, and our wagonr; were encumbered wlth large quantities ·of
their surplus corn. They obtained salt when they needed from a sack of
surplus salt on hand.
One of the beeves purchased by Lieut. Meade, aud turned .:>ver to me for
the subsistence of the party, soon after jumped over the pen and escaped.
I will probably be able to ~ell him to the original owner, where he is like!v
to return.
have entered him on the retnrus as "on hand."
.
One of the wagons wns wholly and another partly laden wit.h Indian
goods guaranteed by treaty. I have entered the expense of transporting
these goods on a separate abstract.
Nine Seminoles, brought by Lieut. Meade, arrived since the party came,
being those conducted by Mr. Sheffield. Not having received a roll of them,
they are not comprehended in the rolls forwnrded.
I enclose also accounts current for Cherokee disbursements, ~or 4th quarter of 1835, and 1st quarter of 1836. The first was omitted in my euclc=
sure of Jst December, 1835.
Very respectfully~
Your obedient servant,
J. VAN HORNf~,

r

Lieut. Dis. Agent Stminoles.
Brig. Gen. Geo. GIBSoN,
Com. General Subsistence.
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HousE

OF Rr<:PRESENTA'l'IVES,

JuJZe 271
SIR: \Vill you be so good as to inform me who has the appointing
:secretary to the Georgia commissioners, under the Cherokee
wh'e ther the commissioners or yourself?
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant, .
JESSE F . CLEVE
Hon. LEWIS 0Ass,

Secretary of War.

HousE OF REPRESEN'fA'l'IVEs,

June 27, 1836,
SIR: Will yoi1 be so good as to say what number of valuation
will be appointed under the Cherokee treaty, to value Indian i"nnnrovemellill
in that portion of the nation included within the limits of Georgia '1
The delegation have recommended four gentlemen, and I should like
know whether this number will be appointed or not.
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JESSE ~ CLEVELANTh
Hon. LEWIS 0Ass,

Secretary of lVar,

DAHLONEGA, GEORGIA;

June 28, 1836,
At a meeting of the citizens of Lumpkin county, Georgia, at which
number of the citizens of Gilmer and Union counties attended, it
unanimously
Resolved, That the chairman of this meeting address the honorable
retary of War on the subject of placing an armrd force in this vicinity,
the purpose of more safely removing the Cherokee Indians, and reS])ectJfnl•,
ly to suggest to ~im th~ propriet):'" an~ necessity of affording u·mrwdtate
lief to the suffermg Indians m this neighborhood.
JOSIAH SHAW, Chairman.
SIR~ ln J?tlrsuance of the abov_e :resolution, ~ take the liberty of saying
that I have JUSt returned from a VISit to the Ind1ans of Lumpkin, Gilmer•
nnd Union counties, Georgia, which I undertook at the request of the citi·
zens. I find the Cherokees apparently friendly and inoffensive, but uni·
formly expressing a determination not to remove; generally declarina that
they will di~ on this gro~nd, and t~at here th~y will }eave their bonet; yet
that they wlll have no drffi.culty With the whites. 'I hey have a particular
aversion to Arkansas. I have been much amongst them, and in fact they
visit this town daily ; and, from the observations I have made, 1 am clearly
of opinion that wh~n th~ ti~~ ~or their _removal arrives, the placing a mo.
derate armed force m this V1c1mty, and m several places through the nation I
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would probably save some bloodshed: and m11ch expense and trouble. I have:
no doubt one or two well-disposed agents, who would visit them generally
and explain matters, would have a g\)Od effect. I find they are much misled by evil -disposed, designing white men. I would say much to you on
thP. subject of frauds and ill-treatment of the Indians; but as I am a stranger
to you, and our members, to whom I would refer, will have left, I forbear for
the present.
.
As regards their situation and present distress, I would say that they are,
as you no doubt are aware, an improvident, lazy, careless people; from their
unsettled and uncertain state, planted, last year, but little corn, and that late;
an unusual early frost destroyed it nearly all ; their white neighbors fared
but little better; consequently are unable, if willing, to extend to them the
relief that humanity might dictate 1 more particularly in Gilme1· and Union.
In this county the liberality of the citizens has kept them from actual suffer~
ing, but, in the other two conn ties: the whites are little better off than the
Indians; however, a pretty good harvest is now coming in: which will giye
some relie£ Corn is procnred here at about one dollar per bushel, and
beef is now plenty at three to four cents. The situation of many in Gilmer
and Union is truly deplorable; supplies for both of which would have to
be drawn frorn this vicinity. They would no doubt readily come for it, if
to be had here, without the expense of sendin!r it to them. rrhe whites,
since the Creek dis~urbaNce, refuse to sell the Cherokees a single particle of
ammunition, consequently they are cut o:lf from the precarious support of
hunting. Having made out the above statement in haste, and in a crowd,
for the inspection of the citizens, will be my excuse for its imperfections,
and the solicitude of the, citizens will be my apology for intruding upon
your notice.
One word more; hunger and suffering impels the Indians, in some cases,
to kill the hogs and cattle of the whites, and consequently occasions serious
difficulties, which would be avoided, if tbe poor wretches were furnished
with something to eat. I should be happy to give any information in my
power to the department that might be useful.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOSIAH SHA"\V,
To the Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of 117a?'.
Perhaps the Indi~ns of other sections need relief also, but the facts stated

Jll those three .counties I obtain from . personal observation ; iu the others
only from hearsay. ·
J. S:
I

Ro:ME, FLoYD CouNTY, C.

N .. GEoRGIA,
' June 30, 1836.

OuR r.a.IEND: lt is now two weeks since we arrived home. and all the
people of the Cherokee nation have heard of the nitification ~f the Chero-kee treaty; and it has, by a majority of the peoplej been. most thankfully
accepted 1 and all are willing peaceably to yield to the treaty and abide by it.
There \VilS a strong warl.ike excitement in the minds of the whites, and rumor, with her thousand tongues; filled the land with Cherokee hostility or
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intentions of \Var. 'Ve have examined iuto the truth, a11d find
of all these stories. A great many of the Cherokees have been d'
their rifles by the Georgians. rrhese have been given up without. any
tauce, tho11gh ~rently to the injury of the Indians, as they are in a w
condition for food. rrhe appropriations demanded by the treaty have
so long delayed: that we have, on our own responsibility, issued pro ·
as far as onr individnal means allowed, until your officers shall arrive.
In regard to the desires of the Cherokees to remoye to their country
there are now ·no parties, and all are anxiously waiting for your
afford them the means of departure. In every respect: John Ross's
tion of bloodshed, as being the consequence of the ratification of the treaty
have been falsified, and now our conduct and your policy of lndinnntfairs
stand jnstified by the Cherokees themselves. 1Ve have been hailed by the
poor Cherokees as their deliverers from Ross~s domination. So far, all·
well. But we now come to address you on tlte subject of our griefs and
afflictions from the acts of the white people. 'rhey have got our lands, and
now they are preparing to fleece us of the money accruing from thP. trenty.
We found onr plantations taken either in whole or in part, by the Geor·
gians; suits in:stitnted against us for back rents for our own f~ums. These
suits are commenced in the inferior courts, with the evident design, that
we are ready to remove, to arrest our people, and on these vile claims to
induce us to compromise for our own release, to· travel with onr families.
Thus onr funds will be filched from our people 1 and we shall be compelled
to leave our country as beggars and in want.
Bven the Georgia laws, which deny us our oaths, are thrown asidt'1
and notwitb stundfng the r.ries of onr people, a!ld proiestntion of our inno
cence and peace, the lowest classes of the white people are flogging the
Cherokees with cowhides, hickories, and dubs. \Ve are not ~afe in our
honses-onr people are assailed by day and night by the rabLl~~. Eveu justices of the peace and constables are concerned in this business. This lmrbaron.;; treatment is not confined to men, but tile women arc stripped, nlso,
nud whipped \vithout law or mercy. You gave us at parting an excctlent
talk. We kno\v that yon are onr fi"iends. We now call upon yon to inter·
fere. \¥rite to the Governor of Georgia; perhnps bis proclamation may
have some effect. But, above all, send regular troops to protect ns from
these lawless afl.saults, and to protect our people as they depart for the wesr.
If it is not done, we shall carry off nothing bnt the scars of the lash
on our backs, and on r oppressors will get all the money. V.f e talk plainly,
as chiefs having property and life in danger, and we appeal to you for pro·
tection. 'fhe urgency of our condition will apologize for us in directlynddressing you on this momentous subject.
.
'Ve are yonr friends,
· his

MAJOR

X

R.rDGE,

mark.

JOHN RIDGE.

H1s excellency

ANDREW

J,\cKsoN,

P1·esident of the United States.

,
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W.<\SHINGTON CITY> July 1, 1836.
SIR: 1 understood an honorable member of Congress, last night, to say,
on the floor of that body, that he had in his possession authority from you
to declare that no order had ever been issued to remove Lewis Ross from
the agency reserve, as stated by Colonel Yancy, in his letter to Mr. Scher·
merhorn, and which was submitted to the Senate of the United States.
About the time the public property, at the agency, was ordered to be
delivered into my possession, by C()lonel H. Montgomery, the late Cherokee agent, in answer to a letter I ha.l written stating the. fact that Lewis
loss's wealth and influence, and his residence on the agency reserve, near
the office of the agent, enabled him to neutralize, in a great degree, all the
meJsures of your agents, and that he was directly and indirectly using every means in his.,. power to defeat the views and pohcy of the Government,
I t·eceived a letter, dated War Department, December 20, 1835, of which
the following is an extract:

"The requisite instructions have been given for the movement of the
troors.
"You have already been directP.d to take charge of the agency buildings.
"Lewis Ross will be removed from the agency reserve.
~'Very respectfully:
"Yours, &c.,

" ELBERT HERRIN G.''
'l'he {oregoiug is what was referred to hy Col. Yancy as an ordet\ It
'Was so reg-arded by me, and had l have had control of the troops, he would
Jltve been removed. Major Davis himself considere:l it tantamotmt to an
ordet· when I showed it to him, which was done immediately on its receipt~
.and before the board of survey, composed of Lieutenants Batman, Phillips,
and Major Davis, m:lde their report in favor of Lewis Ross's remaining on
said reserve.
As Colonel Yancy's integrity is called in question on this point, and he
llnot here to vindicate his character, I hope you will excuse me for calling
your nttention to this matter, which I feel assured has only to be done: in
order to obtain for him au explanation and relief from the unjust imputation of falsehood.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,

llon.

CAss,
Secretary of l:Var,
Washington city.

ijBNJ. P. CURREY.

LEWIS

P. S.-1 was informed

tbe member who spoke is of the name of Calhoun.

CoLLEGE HILL, July 1, 1836.
lleing indisposed to day, Dr Chapin has the goodness to deliver you
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I am informed that the appropriation for the Cherokee surveys has
ed the House, and I hope it will have passed the Senate when yon
I am exceedingly anxious to take the stage to -morrow morning, and
could give me my instructions, as soon as convenient, after you
formatiOn of the appropriation being nmde, I shonld esteem it a
ravor.
The field notes and plats can follow me by mail. I must also
fully request to be furnished with the last treaty held with the
and the last treaty with cthe
The per diem allowance for my own compensation, including: my
sary expenses, I feel safe in submitting- to your own judgment and
Most respectfully, sir,
Your obedient servant,
ISAAC

J.U.\J,j\l.:a.•

Hon. LEwis CAss,

Secretary of liVar.

WASHINGTON CITY,

July 4,

SIR: I respectfully place before yon for your examination t
companying papers. '}'hose marked A, contain my anthority taract
portion of the Cherolwes in North Carolina, also my letter giving
sent to the late treaty, information respecting myself as agent, &c.,
in the letters from Colonel Rohert Love and James Graham, and Hon.
ford Brown. My understanding of the provision of the treaty, also the
egation that signed it, also the understanding of their lawyer, Will'
Hansel, before T gave the assent of those I represented, is contained in
marlwd C; after receiving an investigation, please write to me inC~
me if approved of. Should any further explanation or information be
ed, it will be furnished at any time.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WM. H. TH
Hon. E. HERRING.
DEAR

Address to me, Scott's Creek, P. 0., Haywood, North Carolina.
l{now all men by these presents, that we, the undersigned Indians,
hereby constitute and· appoint ,V. H. Thomas our agent, -for and in our
half to transact all our lawful business, as we are ignorant of the law
der which we live; and in order to receive the benefit of the laws by
we are governed, we authorize the said Thomas to in&titute sni~s in
names ;'-and sign our names to any instrument of writing that may be
cessary for the ·above mentioned purposes, nnd we do further make and
enant, that this power of attorney s~all be irrevocable for the space of
year.
SEPTEl\iBER

Y oun~guska,
St.1squehannah,

12,
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Wildnote,
Tilonqushah,
Dolahah, or Flying Sqirrell,
~1". Scotah,
Johnsonne,
Jake,
Hunnasulah,
Aroneach,
Sinla,
·Culusowah)
Skaikah,
Nickojack,
Calnttah,
Johnna,
Dhyuska, or Tomme,
Tennroh,
·
Chunouhinkah,

his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark,
his x mark.
his x mark
13, 1831,
his x mark.
his x mark.
his x mark.

SEPTEMBER

Bigwill,
Wahheyuh Cattugga,
Little George,
Culasutta,
Tnsislah,
Skeeneyuh,
Umacutta,
Lowen,
Tisilaskah,
Tikenneah,
WiJle,
Iakih,
Ah Cuhrorh,
Chinohquih,
Chul\:elah,
Wilson,
'C hunawinkah 1

his x mark.
his
'his
his
his
-his
'h is
his

his
his
his

his
his

x mark.
x mark.
x mark.
x mark.
x marl{.
x mark.
x mark.
x mark.
x mark,
x mark.
x mark.
x mar1r.

Attest ~

George Schuler. his x mark.
Thomas Dallard,
[Dullard to both, Shuller to but one.]
The Heir of Land, daughter of Bigtom.
The within power of attorney was acknowledged before me, Geor()'e W.
Hayes, one of the acting justices of the peace, in and for the county ofHaywood, State of North Carolina, for the purposes therein contained. Also
the Indians acknowledge that they have been perfectly satisfied with th~
within mentioned agent, (Wm. H. 1'homas,) and have as yet no disposition
to revoke the within power of attorney.
This January the 30th, A. D. 1836, I further certify, that I have a suffi.
cient knowledge of the Cherokee language to enable me to know that the
within power of attorney, was, when acknowledged, correctly lunderstoJd.J

Date aliove written.

·GEORGE W. HAYES.
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STATE oF NoRTH CAROLINA,

l

Haywood county.
~
1, vVilliam Welch, clerk of the court of pleas and quarter sessions1
t.he county afores;;lid, do certlfy, that George W. Hayes, before whom
within power of attorney appears to have been acknowledged, was at
time of said acknowledgment, and now is, an acting justice of the
in and for the county of Haywood aforesaid, and that due faith and
ought to be given to his official acts as such.
Given under my hand and seal, at office,
A. D. 1836.
'

S'l'·ATE OF

JORTH CAR.OLINA,

N.

b'ayu;ood county.

l
~

I, John Dilliard, chairman of the county court of pleas and quarter
8ions for said county, hereby certify, that ·william \Velch: whose name
peal's to be annexed to the above certificate, is clerk of said court.
Given under my hand and seal, Febmary 17th, 1836.

JOHN L. D lLLIARD, Chairman.
1.'he within power of attorney was acknowledged by the (
indians, (lwo hundred and thirty-seven in number,) whose names
th~reunto subscribed, before me, _George W. Hayes, one of the acting ju
of the peace for the county of Haywood, State of North Carolinn, for
purposes therein contained. I further certify, that I have a sufficient
ledge of the Cherokee language to enuble me to lmo~v that the within po
Qf attorney was correctly [translatedJ to the lndwns '''hose nan.es
ther('unto subscribed, January the 30th, A. D. 1836.
GEORGE lV. HAYES, J.P.
STATE oF NoRTH CAROLINA, {
l-ky1cood county.
~

I William \Velch, clerk of the court of pleas and quarter sessious
the 'county of Haywood aforesaid, do certify that George l.;V. Hayes,
whom the within power of attorney was acknowledged, and whose
also appears to the above certificate,~:!!, and was fit the date thereof; an
ing justice of the peace, in and for said county of Haywood aforesaid.
that dne faith and credit ought to be given to his official acts as sneh.'
Given under my hand and seal: at t.1fiice 1 the 16th day of February, A.
1836.
:NoRTH CAROLINA, l
Hayu,ood county, ~
I John L. Dilliard, chairman of county court of pleas and qnt~rter
sions, for said county, hereby cert-ify that William Welch, \v·hose
appeal'S to be annexed to the alove ·certificate, is c1erk of saicl court.
Given t~nder my hand, this 17th of Februaty, 1836.
J . L. DlLLIARD, Ohairrnxnt.
KnQw aH men by these presents that we, the undersig-ned, Cherokee
dians, residing in the counties of Haywood and Macon, State of North Car..
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-olina, constitnte and appoint William H. Thomas, of the connty of Haywood and State afo:-esaid, our lawful agent to attend at Washington city,
and for us examine the late treaty made by the Cherokee Indians, with vVilliam Carroll and John F. Schermerhorn, United States agents at New Echota,
()D the 29th day of December last, and if provisio ~ J be made: or the agent of
the Uuited States will yet make provision in said treaty, for us and our
families, (snch as our said agent shall be satisfied with) we th~renpon
authorize our said agent to sign our names to said treaty ; \Vhen signed, to
be as binding on us, our heirs, or assignees, as if we had been persoually
present at the signing and sealing thereof:
We further authorize our said ag-ent (Wm. H. Thomas) to apply for and
receive all sums nf money due ns from the United States, or which m :ty be
due us hereafter, payable to us for annaities or stipulations, in said treaty.
In testimony whereof, we have hereunto snbscribed our names, January
the 30th, A. n. one thousand eight hundred and thirty six. Signed and
delivered in the presence of two hundred and thirty-seven.
•
J. W. KING,
G. WA HAYES.

Yinniah
Salolah
Utoyatisn
Chnlatiskih
Canantiskih
Catolstah
Ahyulahih
Ch\yahlahtuh
Wohtiyohhih

xmark

Dobmn

xmark
:x mark

'Valkinih
Annawakih
lyostuh
Yaholuh

xmark
X mark

xmark
xmark
xmark
:x: mark
x marl£
xmark

xmark

Yihhecuh

Wahvenituh

Olkimn

x mark
xmark
x mark

Sally"
Clechuh
Wallih
Tecuyiskih
Jakin nih
Jyrhin
Wahyetuh
Nella
Cata

xmark

xmark
Chnsquenanuhwotih x mark
Catogih
xmark
lhyalih
Howihnetuh
Quen

Tiniih
Manchi
Wallih
Cnnno Kis Kih
Alsih
Chnryouruhtahih

xmark

xmark
xmark
x mark
x mark

x matk

x mark

xmark

·r recushilluh
Nanchi

xmark

Tahnnh Necudlih
Taniih

x mark
x mark
x mark

·chinnih

Chin nih
AhVih

x mark

Yahkih

x mark
x mark
x :mark

Cotiskih
Salley

Betsey

marl~

xmark
xmark

:x mark

xmark

Manu

xmark

x

x mark
x mark
x mark

Nella.

~

xmark
xmark

Caljni
Chisgrumtuh
"\tVatesih

Wallih

N

xmark

lhyalih

mark
x mark
x mark
:x l'rmrk

Enih

xmark

xmark
xmark
xmark

Stukih Ratoguh
Wotvih

xmark
xmark

Nancy
Lnyih
Alakih

xmark

Cnl!almaniskih
Anna
Colechuh

xmark
xma1k

Cutish
Waltf~r

x mnrk

x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
xmark
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Tekinnih
Coult
John Larga
Char], s: )\Vfi
Youna Chuhyuh
Jaik Son
Jimmih
· Sahnetutah
U1ayohih
Nah cheuh
Alnkih
Sal u wah yuh
Tntestuh
Wilsonih
Jakih
Jo Welch
Briches
Chutaoh
By his Father
Also Oily
Nohyiskih
Talonuuhaskih
Wilson
Little Charley
Sinniih
By his Father
Cuiskuch
Wotannuh
Ne1osuh
Sahtiyuh
Cheyanestuh
Quetnh
Canon Stiskih
Cat a
Snlteyah
A nih
Nan chi
AtayoJltoh
Chi ala
Chunouhiuka
Iyintnga
Chochicuh
Charley
Chuhovark
Chunoiakah
Wlanuhhih
· Chngollorh

AlJq uottaga
Fox
Cb igasuttih

Cotas.ki
Utuhhuttuk

614
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark

x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
k mark
xmark
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
r:Qark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark
mark

x
x
x

x mark

Winny
Tilnskaskih
Olkinnih
Utuhoshistuh
Colenuh
Nan chi
Walliyuh
Talltuh
,
Etikigih
Tullih
Snvakih
Yonnaguska
Loug Blanket
Wild Note
Big Jack
Teceh Nih
Colahah
John Davidson
Cotulla
Oohsonih
Aroniachuh
Suatouch
Ground Squirrel
Nedda
Stikoih
Johnsonih
Wallis
Tetonniskih
'l,iyahah
Litde John
Jakih
'rryonnohella
Cohynskih
Choyahnh
Culasuttih
Ahaiih
Ebkih
Georga
Tounnih
Nann
Jonawagih
Clo
Ta.wayah
Caloniskih
Cnestuh
Nitonuh
Ingceculla
A nih
'Vallis
Nuncy
· Ch ryinanah

Winny

x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x m~rk
x mark
xmark
x mark
x nmrk
x mark
x mark
x mask
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark·
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x murk
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mhrk
x mark
x mark
x mark
xmark
x ma~·k
x mark
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Cn1asnttn
Drink "'\Vater
Canstulla
Uteyah
Mue
Chinoqnih
Sally
Choynknh
Choyukuh
Elakih
'Vulkinih
Ulsaih
Nakih
Chnvonih
Yih Rinih
Cheyonnihtih
Snmnih
Snsanuih
rrakih
Alsuh
'fuwolnh
Sockinih
Watisih
Sahtiynh
Snlih
Anih
Mnnchi
Salih
Wilson
Wahlih
Ulucha

x mark
x murk
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark

Sa'i l
1

Kehulo
Manu
Une
Alsih
Ulstruh
Coluskih
Ulaltih
YfU mawahyih
Wallisnh
Cayohhih
Cannnntiskah
Chachu
Ultisiluh
Eloih
Annesseh
Gal loch
Cisbiliskih
Ol.lih
Chcuch
Chrvenanih
Sakeh
Cahtavuh
Chewi~aluh

Cnnsterskih
Chelowuh
Chetwskih
Naknutuh
Oliy
Nice

x
x
x
x

mark
mark
mark.
mark
·· x mark
x mork
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mnrk
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark
xmark
x mark
x mark
x mark
x mark

x

m~rk

June 15, 1836.
Being called on by William H. Thomas for a statement of the course
pursued by him as agent of a portion of the Cherokees residing in North
Carolina, frankly give the fullowing:
He came to Washington city about the 13th of March, 1836; was first
oC opinion that some a.mendment to the New Echota treaty was necessary
to secure to the Indians he represented an eqnal share of the pro~eeds of the
sale, to which they were entitled, (the annuities and lands of the Cherokee
Q4Ltion, as I have always understood, were held as a. common property,) but
on being informed that an amendment would delay or defeat the ratification
of said ·treaty, and that nothing more was uecessary than an agreement
with the delegation that made it, entered into an agreement with them,
bearing date 2oth of May, 1835, which I have examined, and believe calculated to prevent any irnpropet· constructions, and do justice to all parties,
having confidence in the same as being calenlated to secure the rights of
tbose he represented, joined the treaty delegation, and assisted us in obtainlllg its ratification.
BALTIMORE,

WM. Y. HANSELL.
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CITY,

flr1ay 26, 1836.

Whereas, William H. Thomas, anthorized by a portion of the
citizens of and residing in the State of North Carolina to attend at
place for th~rn, examine, and (if equal and unconditional rights were
cured to them) sign a treaty made and concluded at New Echota, ou
29th of Decem her, 1835, between the United States of America and C
liee nation of Indians, he, arriving here after it was submitted to theSe
for ratification, could have no opportunity of examiuing its provisions,
obtaining supplemeutal articles thereto, had any been necessary, to
to the Indians above mentioned an equal share, proportioned to their nu
bers, of the proceeds of the sale without a new negotiation; and that,
was believed, would delay the ratification, and prevent the supplies bei
furnished in time to relieve the wnuts of the poor class of Cherokees;
being of opinion that the undersigned delegation had the right, and
disposed to do equal and impartial justice to all their people; that the
powers conferred on the President and Congress of the United States tl)
manage their ~ffairs were intended for that purpose and no other; further,
that the articles mentioned below, intended to prevent improper construe·
tions, would be faithfully complied with, gave his assent to and assisted in
obtaining the ratification of said treaty.
The delegation, whose names are hereunto annexed, for the Cherokees
who ha.ve emigrated, and expect to emigrate, to their new homes west of
the Mississippi, of the first part, and William H. Thomas for the CherokPes
belonging to, or which shall belong to, the following towns and settle·
ments-: Qualla, Alnrka, Aquorra, Stokoih 1 Cheoib, and their respective
settlements, expected to remain east, of the second part.
Article 1. It is admitted that the said Cherokees are entitled to one
equal share, proportioned to their nnmbers, of all the lands belongina to the
Cherokee nation of Indians, and, notwithstanding they have b~en deprived of their share of the annuities since the year 1820, are, nevertheless,
entitled to all snms in the possession of the President of the United States
for the use of and annuities due from the United States to the Cheroket1
nation of Indians, (except such as belong exclusively to the Cherokees
now living west of the Mississippi,) their proportionate share of which
benefits was intended to be secured to them by the 12th article _of the New
Echota treaty: which reads as follows: "Those individuals and fai11ilies of
the Cherolu~e nation that are averse to a removal. to the Cherokee country
west of the Missis~ippi: and are desirous of becoming 'Citizens of the State~
wherP, they reside, aod such. as are qualified to take care of themselves and
property, shall be entitled to recei vc their dne proportion of' all the personal
benefits accruing under this treaty for their claims, improvements, and per
capita, as soon as an appropriation is made for this treaty." The qualifica·
· tion, therein required, referred to the preremption privilege, which could not
be allowed of, beiug; inconsistent with the precious rights of the StaleR.
Also believiug it the interest of those desiriug to remain, as provided for
in. the above article, to purchase their lands, procure fee simple titles there.
to, and be the aclmowlr.dged owners of their soil, (to them so dear,) pro~~!ted by the laws of the States.
Article 2. That the number belonging to said towns and Eettlements be
accurately ascertained, two acting justices of the peace, in and for the
coun.iies in which they reside, shall annually take their census: make out
and certify a list showing the number of each town, which list shall be cer.
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tifiedby the clerk and chairman of the county court; agreeable thereto,
the President or agent of the United States is requested to pay them their
proportionate share of all sums arising from the transfer or sale of the

common property, as mentioned in the first article.
Article 3. It is further ng-reed to, that if any construction be given to
any of the articles of the said New Echota treaty, whereby the Cherokees
belonQing to, or which shall belong to, said towns and settlements, shall
be deprived of an e·::J.Lta.l share, proportioned to their numbers, of all sums
rising from n sale or transfer of the common property, mentioned in the
first article of this agreement, payable to the Cherokee nation of Indians
or people, we \vill request the President and Senate of the United . States;
and they are hereby requested, to allow them such supplemental nrticles
thereto as shall relllove such improper constructions, and enable them to
receive their equal proportioned share ns above tnentioned.
Article 5. rrhe said Cherokees, belonging to said towns and settlmnents.,
are to have the nse of the hnnting grouud, adjoining to where they live,
reserved to the Cherokee nation by the 7th article of the treaty made at
Philadelphia, on the 2d of Jnly, 1791.
Article 6. The Cherokees above mentioned, being desirous to have
the translations of the Bible and Testament completed in their own langnagP., for that purpose they agree to pay to such perso11 or pPrsons as may
tieemployed forth(') same, the sum of five hundred dollars; also, after the
transhtion is completed, for boLlks five hnndred dollars, more tote paid on
receiving them. ·
Article 6. Should a division of the lands west of the Mississ1ppi, belongmg to the Cherokee nation as a common property, take place, t.he above
Cherokees shall be entitled to their share, to be laid off for them.
Witness our hand and seal,
Vf. H. 'J~HOMAS,
l\1Ajor Ridge, his x mark.
James Foster, his x mark.
vVilliam Rogers,
Johnson Rogers,
Elias Bondinot,
George vVelch, his X mark.
Long Shell: his x mark.
Johri Fields, his x marie
James Fields, his x mark.
S. Watie,
Jos. A. Foreman,
S· John Smith, his x m~rk.
Arkansas chiefs,
l James Rogers,
John Gun-ter,
Andrew R0ss.
James Starn,. his.. x mark.
llterpret~d by met

s. WA'i'IE~
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LAWS AND TREATIES RELATING TO THE CHEROKEES IN NORTH
OLIN A.

Act passed by the General Assembly of the State of North Carolina,·
the year 1783.
5. c: And be it further enacted, That the Cherokee Indians shall
and enjoy allthnt tract of la11d bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning
the Tenues~ee where the c:;outhern boundary of this State intersects
same nearest the Chickamauga towns, thence up the middle of the
nessee <tnd Holstein, to the middle of French Broad river, (which lines
not to include any island or islands iH the said river,) to the mouth of
Pigeon river, thence up the same to the head thereof, thence along the
viding ridge between the waters of Pigeon river and Tuckasiga river,
the southern boundary of this State ; and that the lnnds contained within
the aforesaid bonnds, shall be, and are hereby, reserved unto the said
okeee Indians, and their nation, forever; anything herein to the contrary
notwithstanding."

Treaty made in July, 1791.
ART. 7. "The United States solemnly guaranty to the Cherokee nation
all their land not hereby ceded."

Treaty, Cherokee Agency, July 8, 1817.
"Those who remain (including the Upper towns) may be assured of our
patronage, our nid, and good neighborhood."
ART. 8.
"And to each and every head of any Indian family residing
on the east side of the Mississippi river, on the lands that are now, or may
hereafter be, snrrendered to the United States, who may wish to become citizens of the United States, the United States do agree to give a reservation
of 640 acres of land, in a square, to include their improvements, which are
to be as near the centre thereof as practicable, in which they will have a
life estate, with a reversion in fee simple to their children." .

Convention rwith the Cherokees, TVashington, February 27', 1819.
"And it is further understood and ngreed by the said parties, that the
lands hereby ceded hy the Cherokee nation, are in full satisfaction of all
claims which the Uuited States have on them on account of the cession
to a part of their nation who have, or may hereafter emigrate to the Arkansas."
ART. 4.
"The Uuited States stipulate that the reservations, nnd the
tract reserved for a school land, in the first ariicle of this treaty, shall be
surveyed and sold, in the same rnauner, and on the same terms, with the
public lands of the United States, and the proceeds vested under the direction of the President of the United States. rrhe interest or dividend on
said stock shrtll he applird, under his direction, in the mnnner which he
shall jndge best calculated to diffnse the benefits of education among the
Cherokee nation on this side of the Mississippi."
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ART.

6. ::The contracting parties agree that the annuity to the Cher-

to

okee nation shall be paid, t\vo-thirds the Cherokees east of the 1\'lissis·
Iippi, and one-third to the Cherokees west of that river."

WASHINGTON CITY, April 6, 1836.
Sm: Mr. William H. Thomas, of Macon county, North Carolina, who
will hand yon this, is, as he informs me: acting- as agent for a part of the
Cherokee tribe of Indians, and visits this city on business connected with
lheir affairs. I have advised Mr. Thomas to place before you c·-rtain paplrs and information, which: he informs me, he has in his possession, touchmg the treaty lately made wjth the tribe.
_
I have not, heretofore, had the pleasnre of a personal acquaintance with
Mr. 'r., but from the representations of others in whom I have entire con~
fidence, he is a gentleman of fair and respectable standing.
I have the honor to be,
With much respect, &c.,

B. BROWN.
Ron. LEwis CAss.

FEBRUARY

17, 1836.

Mv DEAR SIR: Mr. 'Vm. rrhomas, who
IS specially appointed by a large portion of

is the hearer of this, and who
the Cherokee Indians to sanction and approve of the treaty entered into by a great portion of the nation,
and as this portion are desirous that their views should be fully known,
and from the certificate which Mr. Thomas has, the Indians have been
made well acquainted with the subject matter. I am myself personally
acquainted with a great number of the persons who have certified, and do
know th~m to be gentlemen of re~pectability. My dear friend, I have no
doubt hut that you will use all legal and honest measures to effect a general,
honorable, and lasting treaty with those unhappy people, who, it i<; seen by
experience, cannot reside among the whites without coming under our
laws, which might bring on great collision between the parties, and be the
means of ending in mnch bloodshed.
I have to request of yon to give every aid, which prudence may dictate,
to this bnsiness; and I further reqnest of you to give to Mr. Thom:~ s a
friendly introduction to my much esteemed fi·iend, the President of the
United States. I have been much afllicted for over two weeks, whici1 has
fallen into my injured limb from a bad cold, \vhich settled principally in
my leg, from the middle to my toes, and which confines me mueh to the
bed, as I h~ve more ease when lying than 'vhen I am sitting up. 1 hope
these few Jines will meet you in reasonable health. My own lwalth, I
think, would be reasonable if it was not for the pain in my legs, aukle, &c.
Farewell, and may God bless you, ~c.

R. LOVE.

The Hon.

JAMEs GRAHAM,

Esq.
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WASHINGTON,

April4,

Niy friend, Wm. H. Thomas, is now in this city, from North
lina, where he resides. He is retnrning from the north, and has
here, for a short time, to ascertain what is doing: or to be done, with
to the Indian treaty. .Mr. 'l'homas is the agent, I believe, legally and
constituted, for a part of the Cherokee tribe of Indians. l am infr
from gentlemen of high respectability, that Mr. Thomas has, for some
past, acted as the agent of a part of the Cherokees, and has been
serviceable to them. He is entirely satisfied 'that a treaty should be
and concluded with the Indians, which shall guaruntee to that portioq
the tribe, whose ngent he is, their jnst and equal share of the proceeds
the sale. I called, in company with Mr. Thoma~, this day, to sre you
the W nr Office, hut regret to learn you were ahsent from indisposit
I lmve known Mr. Thomns eight or ten years, and have entire eorwaenClJ.,
in his honest~ upright character.
Your humble servnnt and friend,
.
JAMES GRAHAM.
Hon. LEwis CAss.
SIR:

WASHINGTON CrTv, Marclt 25, 1836.
Sra: For a portion of the Gherokees, residing in the State of
North Carolinn, I have acted as agent since the year 1831, (the time that
State extemled her implied jurisdi~tion 1 ) as will nppear by tbe accompanying
po\ver nf attorney. The time of my departure being known to them, they
held a council, and requested me to call at this plare and inform yon th
notwithstanding they were not at the council whi<.h met and concluded
treaty with you at New Echotn, on the 29th of December last, they
nevertheles~, willing a treaty should be made, an expression of which
will verceive in the accompanying papers. Since the last Cherokee
gation came on, I travelled through a considerable pnrt of the Cherokee,
nation. So far as I was informed: there was bnt little excitement among
the Cherokees. Their general opinion waE that their land was sold. Bu&
few Cherokees know anything respecting the Jatificntion of treaties. So
whites and half.breeds, who live among them, cultivating the best land.
without paying rent or taxes, procuring Indian lahor for one pint of spirits
per d~,y, are opposed to n treaty, and use their inflnence with those 1m
tunate people to prevent one being made. The situation of a majority of
the Cherokees, in the upper part of the nation, is wretched in the extreme,
The early frost cilestroyed their crops; destitute of a support for themselves.
and -families, also of the means of obtailling it, they present to the traveller
complete objects of pity. Should the treaty be ratified, which is the only
prospect of relief, the nssistance is requested to be afforded as soon as tbe
nature of the case will permit.
Yours, &c.,
WI\1. H. 'rHOMAS.
Mr. J. F. ScHERMERHORN.
DEAR

~; ASHINGTON

July 4, 1836.

SIR: Enclosed is my acconnt for $'Z9 00, which I spent while acting
under the special orders of Mr. Schermerhorn, Uuited States commissioner,
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111 the Cherokee nation east.

I did not present this account until I saw

Lieut. Batman's qunrterly returns to the department, which showed that
Mr. Schem1erhorn had allowed similar accounts. I forwarded my account
to him at this place last winter; a part he was willing to allow, and a part

he seemed not disposed to allow. I enclose herewith his answer upon that
subject. I have no doubt that, had Mr. Schermerhorn been apprized of all
the facts attending the duty I performed for him, he would have allowed
my account, which is very moderate. I was engaged several days in finding the individuals to translate aud do the printing for Mr. Schermerhorn 1
during which time I was exposed in the weather and caught a violent
eold, which brought on a hemorrhage at my lungs, which confined me at
New Echota two weeks and upwards, without medical aid. As I was
detained there by sickness, I got in the service of the commissioner.
l thought it jnst and proper to charge $15 00, the amount I paid for my
board, at New Echota, a part of which time I \vas engaged in business,
and a part of the time sick. 'rhe last item, $8 00, I incurred in travel~
ling from Ne\v Echota to the agency in a carri[lge, being nnuble to ride,
and I hastened on to inform Mr. Schermerhorn or Mr. Currey that the
printed documents were ready for distribution among the Indians.
Mr. Schermerhorn allowed Mr. George W. Currey his expenses to Nashville and back, merely to deliver a letter to Governor Carroll. -He allowed
Major Cturey his expenses in going to Washington city and back, and he
allowed him $5 00 per day at the Rad Clay council, last fall~ as his
secretary, nnu yet both these gentlemen were drawing their salaries, the one
ns clerk, the other as superintendent; wby, then, pay them, and deny the
same to me '! AH I ask is justicet and for all to be treated alike. If all
my account can't be aHowed: I wish as mnch of it ns may be prGperly
thollght due to me to be allowed ut the departmeut.
Yours, respectfnlly,

W M. J\'1. DAVIS,
Late Enrolling and Appraising Agent.

Vv AsH 1NoT oN Crrv, D. C.
l<ebruary 10, 1836.
SIR: I received, a ft!w· days since, your communication of the 16th ult.
ln reply, I \Vould sny: 1 do not see what the necessity for yonr staying
fmtieularly nt New Echota,. fi'Dm November lOth to 28th: on account of
Cbe trnnsh11ting. My letter to you only requested yon to see Mr. Boudinot1
,.-hether lte would do the translating, and Mr. Watttie the printing: and all
this l suppose was done in your journey to Rome. 11 of course, viewed
-,ou in the pay of the Government, and that when. you had ascertained
these fih}ts 7 and the.y ,engaged to- do jt~ that service was ended; and you
'NOuld be engaged in ymu E)ther services as appraising agent. I do not
believe that the Government woukl think it a proper charge to allow for
your board ilt New Echota from the lOth to the 2Sth of December, and the
charge for expenses to CaHmun.
·
_
I will, however 1 say, i!~ you choose to forward on the account thus
lfeeipted, and if the Government allow it, very well ; 1 shall be no obstacle
in the wny. But I cannot place myself in a situation to make mys<'lf
responsible fot· it, if the same should be disallowed here, which I should
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by _giving a requisition for it on Lieut. Batman. There
my mind about the first charge, of $8 UO.
You had better send. an account to Mr. Batman here, receipted,
can fi,rward to you the money on it wheu allowed by the department,
1 shall do what I can, with propriety, to get it passed.
"\Vith great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERH
W. M. DAvis, Esq.
WASHINGTON CITY,

July 4, 1

Before I left the Cherokee country, and after the Cherokee
was conclnded, knowing the very destitute condition of the l.lherc,ke~!UII
their suffering need of provisions, I requested some persons whom 1
were able to do it, to supply the poor and destitute with provi ·
k~ep them from starvation. I requested particularly Colonel A. R. S.
ter, of Huntington, N. C., Mr. Rogers, the father: W. Rogers, one of
Cherokee delegation from the ChattnhoocheP, in Georgia, and Mr. W
'I'homas, of Haywood, N. C., to render the Indians in their vicinity
necess:try aid and assistance; and [ .assured them they would be paid
the Government a fair price for the same1 out of the money provided
this purpose, by the 18th article of the treaty. I frust, therefore, that
Government will give the necessary directions and instructions to
agent intrusted · with this business, to allow and pay the accounts of
gentlemen for the provisions they have furnished according to my req
and at such a price as the other contracts are made for corn.
I am, with great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN.
To the Han. ELBERT HERRING,
SIR:

Commissioner.
HousE

oF REPRESENTATIVES,

July 4, 1836.
I beg leave to suggest the propriety of an early appointment of
nge~ts ?on tern plated by t~e p~ovisions of the Cherok~e treaty, to value
lndmn 1mprovements, as It nnght pP.rhaps hasten their removal. I aJso
leave to suggest the propriety of nppointing at ]east four, to actin that
the country sitm.tted in Alabama, so that the business may be compl
By this course no additional expense will be incurred, and the service
be performed during the best season of the year.
I most respectfully recommend the fo1lowing gentlemen for the appiOWI~•
ment of valuing agents, to wit: Joshua K. Roberts, of Blount cmmt1r•
Thomas Lite, of Morgan county, George Massey, of St. Clair county,
Cuuningham and E. Hansboro, of Jack~on county. I know all these
dividnals, and believe them well qualified.
They will no doubt faithfully discharge the duties.
With respect, your obedient servant,
SIR:

R. CHAPMAN.
Hon.

CAss,
Secretary of War.

LEWIS
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'V ASHINGTON, July 8, 1836.
Sm: 1 have just received the accounts of Maj. Davis for reconsideration;
and in reference thereto, I mnst say, I was governed in my decision by
what I deemed right in itself, and on the principle I had acted in my own
case. \Vhile commissioner, west, I was confined by sickness on the Ohio
river for better than three months, before I could retnrn home, and I was
.put to some hundred dollars expense, for which I never made any chnrge,
and I was obliged also to purchase a private conveyance and procure attend·
ants to get home, for which I never thought of making charge. If, however,
the department think proper to allow Major Davis's account for expenses
while sick, and his return to the agency, I have no objection. I would refer
you to the letter of Andrew Ross, sent to the United States Senate, to Jet you
see how he discharged the confidential business I committed to him.
I am, with great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. f"'. SCHERMERHORN.
To the Hon. CAREY A. HARRis,
Commissioner, o/c.

JULY

11, 1836.

Col. \Villiam Jackson, of Athens, Georgia, will, I think,
malre a good secretary to your Cherolwe commissioners.
DEAR SIR:

JOHN FORSY'I'H.
Hon. LEwis CAss,
War Department.

WAR DEPARTMENTj

July 12, 1836.
SIR: You will prepare, aR soon as convenient, the necessary instructions

for the commissioners authorized to examine claims, under the Cherokee
treaty, agreeably to the information contained in my Jetter to them of the
7th instant. They will be allowed, agreeably to the act of appropriation,
eight dollars per day for every day actually engaged in this duty, computed
from the time of their leaving home till their retnrn.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

LEWIS CASS,
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.
Commissioner of Indian Aj}'airs.

l!i<~AD QuARTERS, ARMY O:F EAsT rr·ENNESSE~j

At/tens, July 18, 1836.
SIR: 1 have the honor, in compliance with your instructions of the 20th
!une lnstl to inform you that I have this day drawn bills of exchange upon
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yon, in favor of Lieut. G. S. Howe, United States army, for
-dollars, on account of subsistence of Cherokee Indians.
I urn, sir, most respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

1 o the
1

JOHN E. WOOL,
~· C.

Brig. Gen. Uommarui)ing Arm.y E.
Hon. LEWis CAss,

~.,to.,'ecrctary

'I':

of H1a.r, fVashiugton, D. C.

FoRT GIBSON,

July 18, 1836.

SrR: I have the honor to enclose my account current as disbursing
Cherokees, for second quarter of 18:36.
John L. McCoy has rey1eatedly called on me for subsistence, &c.,us
Cherokee emigrant. He ~ays that he came 1nst fall. As I have no roll
him, and he has no certificate from Major Cnrrey, he desires me so to
sent, in order that his claims may be attended to.
While engaged in the removal of Semir.olGs, as 1 had no envelop
me, I was uuder the necessity of forwardiug some letters to you un
I am, sir, very re-spectfully,
Your obedient servant,

J. VAN HORNE,
Lieut. 3d Infantry, Dis. Agent, 1. H.
Srig. Gen. GEo. GnJsoN,
Com. Gen. of Subsistence.

HEAD QuAH.'J'ER~, ARMY

E. '1\

At/zeus, July 19, 1836.
Sut: I have the honor to acknowledge th e receipt of yonr- comnmnica
tion of the 9th instant. In anticj.pation of your itistructions, I had only
ordered eleven comj1anies, including two infantry: to be prepared to marcb
into the Cherokee conn try. This force I. deem necessary to make a
impression. With a less force we shall have difficulty to induce the In
to emigrate, for I have little doubts they will resist removal as long as they
can with safety. Eleven companies will make a force of about seven
dred, inclusive of the sick, &c.
'l'wo detachments have marched, one to Rossville, and the other two com·
panies to repair the road to Valley riv.er, which is impassable for wagons
with anything like a load. The remaining ~ompanies, nine in number, I
will discharge as soon as the paymaster arnves, who, I presume by your
letter, will he here by the next mail.
The companies designated for the Cherokee country were all ready to
mrtrch SRturday last, but detained in consequence of the badness of the
roads, which wonld not. admit of the transportation of supplies in time to
meet. the troops on their arrival at the several stations desigmtted as depots.
I have ordered ten thousand rations of beef or bacon, com or flour, to he
forwarded immediately to Rossville, ten thousand to New Echota, and ten
thousand to the mouth of the Valley river, which I have no doubt, from the
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mformation I have received, the Indians will most gladly accept. For these
supplies and others relinquished, I have drawn on yon for ten thousand
dollars. A part may be Mqnired for clothing. It is not improbable that I
may find it necessary to draw for more. This will depend, however,
upon the friendly feelipg and disposition of the Indians, to comply with the
late treaty, which I ani inclined to think they will do as soon as I can stop
the mouths of the whites established among them, and who are deeply interested in retaining them in their present situation.
A letter has been received at this place, directed to General Dement, from
General Houston, in Texas. 'rhe object and purport of the letter is to induce him, with as many followers as he can procure, to join him in Texas.
He says the Mexicans are marching towards Texas, with from eight to
ten thonsand troops. The whole Mexican population, from his letter, it
would appear, is roused in the rescue of Santa Anna.
I brAve the honor to he, sir,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL.
To the Hon. LEwis CAss,

Secretary of Wllr.

KY.,
July 20, 1836.
But as I am anx-

HARRODSBURG,

Sm: I presume the enclosed supersedes all courtesy.

tous to obtain an appointment in this case, I . will assert my claims as a. republican, my parental service in the revolution and late war, with my
rown ; of this you can judge by my patronage. I am near th~ age of forty,
a.nd this is the first office I ever was a candidate for. If other recommendations were necessary, I would furnish them from the Creek and Cherokee
t\ation, where prejudice of excitement is favorable to Kentuckians.
Those lines should be regarded only as they merit with their favor.
I am, yours, wishfully,
· STEPHEN SAMPSON.
Hon. acting SECRETARY oF WAR.

HARRODSBURG, July 6, 1836.
We take the li~e:tty of recommending fo you Stephen Sampson,
Lincoln county, Kentucky, as a gentlell)an well qualified to act as an
agent, or as a <;ontractor fot the removal of the .~ndians. He has a
uaintance with the country occupied by the Creelrs and Cherokees,
au~Ll<~.u:::sJ.Ire:s an engagement of that kind.
·
His habits, industry, and capacity, qualify him for the employment, and
'tie think he would discharge such duties with fidelity to the Government,
SIR;
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and credit to himself.
of his applica tion.

therefo re, bespeak the favorable con ·

Y OllrF, respectfu Hy,
S. H. ANDERSON,
SAML. DAVElRS,
JOHN GREEN,
JOHN KINCAID,
R. P. LETCHER,

J. HARLAN.
T. P. MOOiiE~
Hon.

LEwis CAss,

Secretary of War.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

EAsT TENNESSEE,

Athens, July 22,
SIR: As soon as a paymaster arrives, which we have been
every day, for the last week, all th e volunteers, except ten companies,
be discharged. It will never answer to send them home without
The excitement would be more than we could withstand .
I received a communication, dated the 18th instant, in behalf of
Cherokees residing in North Carolina, that they would send a depu
meet me at this place, on 'Vednesday next, the 27th instant. I d
receiving them in this place, and informed them that I would meet
on thn.t day, in their own country, at or near the month of Val
where I have ordered six companies of volunteers, amounting to
men.
From information recently received, growing out no doubt of the
assembled at this place, that a very great change has been produced
minds of many of the friends of John Ross) notwithstanding he has
encournged them that he was still in hopes of a re-hearing, and
eventually set aside the late treaty.
I have cautioned the Cherokees in regt'lrd to the advice of John
the same time informed them that they had no hope but that of
according to the terms of the treaty. Any other hope, or any other
would lead not only to their own dissatisfaction, but all those who
concerned with them. 1 have called their attention to the situation
neighbors, the Creeks:, who were now compelled to remove to
perhaps at the sacrifice of the price of their Jands and annuities.
had, I have no doubt, the d<lSired effect, and will bring in many
to remove, who would not under any other circumstances. T
Indians, however, who I have to contend with, are the white in
residing among them, who are opposed from interest to their
These I will soon check, and I will not hesitate to send them out
country, until the question is settled, if they persist in their present
To conclude: I have no fear but I will be able to obtain u large
tion to consent to be removed this fall, if I am not interfered with.
thing makes so strong an impression upon them as military force.
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to be, with conf;idem.tions of the highest respect, your

servant,

JOHN E. \VOOL.
'l1o the Hon . L E WI S CAss,
Secretary of lVar.

HEAD QuART ERs,

ARMY

EAsT

TENNESSEE,

Athens, .July 25, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that a bill of exchange for $10,000,

was drawn

upon you, and forwarded to the branch of the Union Bank of
Tennessee, at Knoxville, for collection, and that $103 34. was deducted for
lhe amount of the exchange, besides the notes sent were made payable in
Louisiana, w~hich are not at par in this section of country. I have"directed
Lieut. Howe to return the notes and ~emand the bill of exchange from the
eashier.
I am, sir, with great respect,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigad·ier General U.S. Army.

To the Hon . LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War, Washington, D. C.

HEAD QuARTERS) ARMY

E. T. AND C. NATioN.,
Athens, July 25, 1836.

Sm: I hasten to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the
instant, just received. I have already informed you (the 15th instant)
{)[my reply to General Scott, that although I had a force sufficient to ac~
.t.pompi.Isn all the objects of the Government, in this section of the country,
a force of 400 marines, or that number of regular foot, was very desir~ble, which would enable me to dispense with at least that number of
~ounted men, which, independent of every other consideration, were very
·ve. I have not yet received any reply to my letter, dated the 12th
and conveyed by Lieutenant Colonel Brown, who came express
General Scott.
I have no hesitation to say that 400 marines, or that number of regular
with the company at Fort -Cass, will be sufficient to control the
Ullerok.ees, and to accomplish any object the Government may have in
in relation to them in their country. As soon, therefore, as such a
can be sent to me, I will discharge all the volunteers from East Tenwhich are very expensive, rendered almost doubly so by not having
sufficient number of efficient staff officers to superintend the disburseof the army. I cannot, however, say to you at this time all I ought
this subject. It would do no good, and it is now too late to be corrected.
wrote to General Scott on the subject, and urged him, if he could do no more,
send me two or three quartermasters and commissioners. If General
received my letter, and he had the officers to spare, he certainly
won send them. I :shall send this evening an express to General Jesup
for the 400 marines, or that number of efficient regular troops.
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I am just on the way to meet a deputation of Cherokees, at the
Valley river, in Macon county, North Carolina, where I have a force
companies, amounting to about 350 men. I eave sent to this pi
distributed among the Indians, 10,000 rations. l have also s~nt a
four companies, about 300 strong, to Ross's landing, with 10,000
be distributed among the Indians in that section of the country. I
also sent one company to New-Echota, with 10,000 to be distributed
the Indians in that neighborhood. Of this amount, however, I have
- to J. A. Bell, one of the commissioners, on the part of the Cherokees, to
late treaty, to be distributed among the Indians in his neighborhood,
load of bacon, and one load of flour. I have appointed agents at all
· places, besides one or two in other sections of the country, to
·
distributions of the rations. I have likewise sen-t Captain
the most intelligent, enterprising, and discreet officers of the vommee-.:
·. rnake a tour through a great part of the Cherokee nation, with
disseminating the views of the Government, and to inform them
must submit to the term~ of the treaty, and any resistance to its fu
would be their destruction, and all who are concerned with them. l
cautioned the Cherokees generally, not to receive the advice of John
who has had great influence, but is now losing it rapidly, and
since my arrival and the assembling of the volunteers in this
From present appearances, I think I shall have no difficulty in
the Cherokees to terms, and I believe a large proportion may be·
emigrate next fall. If, therefore, it is desiraLle, and I presume it is,
part should be removed next fall, the ' arrangements contemplated by
instructions of the _20th ultimo, .(to wit: "'!lhe moment the ne<:essarv1
, propriations are made, arrangements will be made for carrying into
all the treaty stipulations,") ought to be made; · and they cannot be
. too soon, if, as I infer by your · ~nstructions, I ·a m to direct their
· and for which I shall prepare thern, and which, I think, will be
plished in the course of three ~veeks.
. ,
I have ordered all the volunteers to be discharged, except the
companies now in the Cherokee country, as soon as the paymaster
. who I expect this evening. A part of the eleven companies I
~ charge as soon as I possi,bly can. I think it will be at least
retain them for two· or three !weekp, or a't least bntil I have see'n the
and headmen of the nation, ,\rhen I \vi1I reduce the compani~s to ·
and perhaps .si;, and these discharge as soon as I receive the :re.gular
from General Jesup.
. • I have ju~t learned tpat · the Governor of Georgia has a force of '
250 stationed near the 't;herokee an'd 'Creek line. I hav~ sent to i
when they were stationed, by who~e . authority raised, and to i
I,
ti~ularly intO their COnduct, aS great co'inpla'ints have heeri
tl,l;em by the Cherokees. J. A. Bell informed· me that about 150 C
r~siqing ~r his part of the country': he says_-'f hey have been, and still
very friendly, and are anxious to .be included among the Cherokee:
. , grat)ts! l should like your ad,vice orr the subject. Mr. Bell says they
resjded in ,his neighborhood about tw~~ve months.
•
1
•
Being :u,nder nn engagem~nt to' mee't' ~h~ · che'rokee~ . oti Wedt1esday
11
l must ,close with_the assur!lnce I will write you again in the course
week from th~ ~out~ of V~lley river. r , . .
..
By the by, 1t 1s reported that General Games has called on the 1 · ·~ ............ _
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ilf Tennessee for one regiment of mounted men.

The ten companies I
am about to discharge may answer for that service. I believe they are
anxions to go. It is, however, a corps entirely too expensive for so distant
a service.
I have the honor to be,
·
Verv respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
J

JOHN E. WOOL.
To the honorable LEWIS 0Ass,

Secretary of War.

B. rr. & c. N.,
Valley River, N. C., July 30, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERS, ARMY

Sm: I hasten to say to you that I arrived at this place on Wednesday
wening last, 27th instant, with five companies of volunteers, two of which

are infantry.
I have had two meetings of the Cherokees; the last one to-day, when the
i>bject was to answer whether or not they would submit to the terms of
he late treaty. 'rhey evaded the question, and altogether show indications extremely unfavorable. I required their answer, and gave them the
lternative, peace or war. Upon this they apologized, and said they had
been misunderstood, and requested that they might have until Wednesday
next to give a more favorable answer, when they would have :t muc!
larger meeting. This is just what I ·want. If they hesitate, or show the
least signification of hostility, I will take them all prisoners of war. I
think, however, the Cherokees are not disposed to war: they are under the
mfluence of men who are opposed to the treaty, both Indians and white
men. The white men would deceive me, and induce me to believe that
qey are friends, and doing all they can to induce the Indians to submit to
dle terms of the treaty. I shall wait no longer than Wednesday next to
dopt decisive measures. I am compelled) in Rome degree, to adopt this
ourse, on account of the weather, which has been exceedingly bad ever
nee we left Athens. It has rained every day, and consequently the
roads have become almost impassable, and almost impossible to get our
own supplies.
I should be glad to have further instructions on the subject of reJlloving
1he Indian~, whether they will go willingly or by force. Agents are to be
appointed, and fnnds will be required, to remove them. I should like,
• least, a11thority to appoiut some of the agents to conduct the removal. .
~m compelled to hold ou.t inducements to some who are importunate, and
mtght be indifferent if they were not in hopes of future gain or ad·Yancement.
To conclude, the Indians have just retired, much alarmed. I think
ey will on Wednesday next submit, and consent to be removed, agreeably
the terms of the treaty. I think I shall, however, be obliged either to
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confine the reverend Mr. Jones, or send him out of the country.
Englishman, and very hostile; at least, I think so.
In great haste,
Yours, &c.,
.
JOHN E. WOOL.
To the honorable LEwis CAss,

Secretary of TVar.

ATHENs, TENN., August 2, 1836.
SIR: I have not, as yet, had the pleasure of receiving the detailed instructions, nor the blanks, which I thought 1 had reason to expect would be
sent me from your office, before this time, to Calhoun, East Tennessee.
The Indians appear to be much in the spirit 0f removing; and, to avoid
aU blame which might be attempted to be thrown upon the Government
should they not generally emigrate this season, it appears to me the valuation of property should be speedily made. Until I receive my instr ·
and the blanks which I spoke for, however, this dnty cannot be commenced.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
BENJ. F . CUHREY.
General GEo. GIBSON.

Commissary Ge;ural of Subsistence.

ATHENs, TENN., August 2, 1836.
SIR: I have not as yet had the satisfi1ction of receiving the detailed instructions, either from your office or from the emigration office, which it
was expected would reach the agency before this time.
The Indians appear, generally, to be m the spirit of r~moving this
fall or early in the winter. In order that the fault shall not properly be
charged to the Governm~nt if they do not go, it is deemed proper that a
sufficient number of valumg agents shall he employed to complete the valu·
a.tions by the first of December next. In this opinion Governor Lumpkin
aO'rees
with me.
0
I am now making such selections of agents as I flatter myself will prove
satisfactory to the department.
I hope, if my instructions have not already been forwarded, they will
be sent without further delay, as I cannot well proceed to business with~
out them.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,

BENJ. F. CURREY..

C. A.

HARRIS,

Esq.,

Com. lndian A.ffairs·.

6Sl
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BLOUNTVILLE, August 3, 1836.
will thank you to inform me, as early as convenient, the nnm-

ber of appointments that will likely be necessary to execute the Cherokee
treaty, the dLlties of such officers, and probable perquisites.
•
1 have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WM. B. CARTER.
Hon. LEwis CAss.
Please direct to Elizabethton, East 'rennessee.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

.August 8, 1836.
Sm: Your letter of the 6th instant, respecting a bill drawn by General
Wool on the War Department, for which the branch of the Union Bank
at Knoxville charged a discount, has been received. I will this day write
to the deposite bank at Nashville on tlie subject. In the mean time, I
should advise that the bill be paid; having been sent here, it cannot be
exchang-ed: and the faith of the department might be injured by delay.
I will take steps to have a deposite bank at Athens, if practicable; and I
will, in the mean time, express a desire to the Union Bank at Nas~ville,
that it would direct its bank at Kuoxville to take all drafts of public offi..cers on the War Department at par, and pay funds current at par, and
the amount shall be allowed here at once on the production of the bills.
I am, respectfnlly,
Your obedient servant,

LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.

C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Acting Secretary of TVar.

E. 'r. AND C. NATION,
Valley River, N. C., August 8, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge your several communications of
the 19th, 23d, and 2:jth ultimo, with a copy of a letter from John Ridge
to the President of the United States.
I had already anticipated the communication of John Ridge to the President. I had heard of the conduct of Captain Bishop, who had about forty
Creeks and Cl1erokces confined, and some in chains. I sent orders to
Captain Vernon, who is stationed at New Ecbota, and afterwards to Brig.
General Dunlap, to inquire into the many complaints made against the
Georgians, and particularly as to the Gherokees, who were said to be confined and otherwise ill treated by Captain Bishop. This service has been
performed, and all the Cherokees taken from Bishop and carried to the
camp of Cartain Vernon, where they will be retained, agreeably to their
own request, until I ean personally investigate their case and condition. I
have also sent instructions to all the commanding officers in that section
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of the country, not to permit or allow any violence to be committed
either the whites or the Cherokees, and instantly to reuress any
that might be committed on ejther side of the question. I have
that my instructions have been most strictly complied with. I sent
press on the 4th instant to Brigadier General Dunlap, to repair forth
to that part of the country, and to watch over the interests of both
white and red men. Major" Ridge has undoubtedly reported correctly
to the state and feelings of a great portion of the Cl'lerokees in that section of the conn try. But such is not the case in the mountains of North
Carolina. Not one man in twenty is willing to come in and submit to tbe
terms of the treaty, in consequence of which I have ordered the young men
to bring in their arms, which they are slowly complying with. This:· however, did not take place until I took some of their headmen prisoners and
confined them. This has operated like a charm, and they are now willing
to submit to the terms of the treaty. On Wednesday, I shall set out to
visit the country of Roman Nose, a chief residing about thirty miles from
this place, at what is called Cheoree, in the mountains of North Carolinor
and almost inaccessible. He was among those whom I confined. Aft~
my retnrn from Cheoree 1 shall repair to the Cherokee country in Georgia,
I have been delayed a few days in my operations, in consequence of
constant and heavy rain.s evP-r since we left Athens.
I hope a definite answer to my recommendations to make arrangements
for carrying into effect the treaty will soon be made. The sooner it is
done, the sooner we will be able to overcome the difficulties in removing
the Cherokees to the west.
I am, sir, very respectfully, .
Your obedient servant.

JOHN E. WOOL,
Br-ig. Gen. C01nmanding.

C. A.

HARRIS,

Esq.,

Acting Secretary of Wa1·.

WESTPORT, JAcKsoN CouNTY, MissouRI,

August 9, 1836.
In order to prevent any delay in making the Cherokee surveys, I
informed Col. Kearney, commanding at Fort Leavenworth, that the surveyors would need an escort to join him in the month of September, at the
southeast corner of the Osage lands, about one hundred miles north of
Fort Gibson. Col. Kearney had the goodness to reply promptly; but stated
that some difficulty might arise in the execution of the order to furnish an
escort from that post, on account of the smallness of his command.
Apart from what I read in my instructions, I am aware that on many accounts it is exceedingly desirable that the completion of the duties assigned me be reported as soon as possible. Should any delay of consequence
occu~· for want of an escort, the surveys could not be completed before the
severity of the winter, in which case they would of uecessity be deferred
till next spring. I have, therefore, taken the liberty of troubling yon with
this, in which I ask leave respectfully to suggest, tbat the orde1s from the
War Department for an escort might properly be made, so as to take the
escort of dragoons from either Fort Gibson or Fort Leav~nworth, and, in
SIR:
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event that any portion be taken from Fort Gibson, I w0uld request that information of that f.1.ct be communicated to Fort Gibson direct from the department, as early as p1'acticable j and that I also be informed of what the
department shall have done in relation to this matter. Mail conveyances
in this country are exceedingly tedious; if, therefore, I could be informed,
at the same time, what orders had been sent to any military post, I could
avail myself of them much earlier than to wait for a mail communication
from the post to me. 'rhe surveyor will be required to go west of the
southwest corner of the State of Missouri about three hundred. miles; thence,
south about sixty miles; and thence, he will return east to a point about
thirty miles northwest of Fort Gibson. He will go on to ground which is
frequented by Pawnees and Camanches, who commit depredations on the
Santa Fee road, and will be in as great danger as he would be in any place
on this side of the Rocky mom)tains. I have, therefore, intimated to the
commandirrg officer at Fort Leavenworth, a hope, that not less that three
companies would be sent as an escort. If, however, what would be deemed
an adequate escoYt cannot be furnished, please to inform me how strong it
can be made; and if it shonld not be so small as to render the risk of safety
to the party obviously too great, the work shall, if possible, be performed.
I hope that orders will have been issued and every difficulty ouviated before this reaches yon, but as our time is so short, I write, lest some delay
should happen which these suggestions might prevent.
The field notes and plats of which I am in want, both from your office
and from the surveyor of the Seneca and Quapaw lands, I hope to receive
before many days.
Most respectfully, sir,
Your obedient servant,
ISAAC McCOY.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner lndian Affairs.

E. '1\ A~D C. N.
Valley Town, N. C., August 13, 1836.
Sm.: I have the honor to acknowledge by yesterday's express from Athens,
Tennessee, the receipt of your several communications of the 25th, 26th,
and :~Oth ultimo, with a copv of instructions to the Hon. Wilson Lumpkin
and Gen. W"illiam Carroll, and also a copy of a letter to the same, from the
Secretary of War; also a copy of a Jetter from the Paymaster General, on
the subject of paying the supernumerary volunteers, assembled under the
call of the Governor of Tennessee. at Athens.
As suggested in yours of the 26th; I have already written to the President
of the United States. I have no donbt but that he will order the volunteers to ba paid.
So much of yours of the 25th as relates to issuing clothing and rations
to the Cherokees: has been, in a great degree, anticipated.
By yonrs of the 30th, it appears yon have taken exceptions to a remark
in my lAtter of the 1~Hh ultimo. That letter will be explained in due sea~on. I have now only time to remark, that I have no fear but my conduct
HEAD Qu.o\RTERs, ARMY
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and the course I am pursuing will stand the test of all time, as well with
the Indian as the white man.
1 am yours, respectfully,

.
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Com. Cherokee Army.

C. A.

Esq.,
Acting Secretar.u of W a7'.

HARRis,

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY E. 1\ AND C. N.
SIR: I arrived thus far on my way to Ross's landing, to visit the troops
and lndians in that neighborhood, when I received your several communi.
cations of the 2d, 4th, and 6th instant, with a copy of a letter to the Secre.
tary of the 'I'reasury, an4 one to the president of the Union Bank of
Nashville.
In repiy to yours of the 2d instant, I have only to remark that I had
not the remotest idea of blending the expenditnres on account of rations
and clothing to the Cherokees, with the expenditures on acconnt of the
army. I shall be more careful how I write, because I am not understood at
the War Department.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Actiug Secretary of War.

CHEROKEE AGENCY BAsT,

August 14: 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instrncti~u
of the 2iJth ultimo, accompanied by copies of instructions and a letter to the
commissioners; but do not find the copy of General ~Vool's instructions,
which are mentim1ed in a postscript to said letter of i'nstructions to my ad·
dress.
I shall be at a loss on the subject ·o f the powers, aid, relief, &c., with
which General Wool is charged, until this copy is receivP.d; and must ask
the favor of you to have me furnished, as early as convenient, with the
.copy referred to.
M,o st respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner Indian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAS'l',

August 14, 183(}.
SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instrnctions
of the 28th ultimo, which will be complied with as strictly as possible.
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I spoke to Mr. Warren to send me the various blanks, which were designated at the lime, and supposed to be necessmy in performing the duties assigned me; but they have not come to hand. Will you, therefore, be so
good as to have blank muster rolls, appraisers' returns in sheets, also those
under calf-skin covers, memorandum books, &c., &c., put up and forwarded to me as early as convenient, in quantities sufficient to answer any
emergency? and oblige,
. Most respectfully:
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
Major J. H . .HooK,

A. ct. Com. Gen. Sub., Jl1ashington city.

E. T. & C. N.,
Valley Town, N. C., August 16, 1836.
Sm: Being on the eve of a tour through the Cherokee natiou, I herewith forward to you copies of such letters and orders, from 1 to 5, inc)nsive, as may give the Department of \Var a correct idea of the con rso I
have pursued towards the Cherokees, and the white inhabitants residing
among them. I do this, lest some false impression may have been made
in relation to the course l would adopt, by some hasty remarks in my correspondence with the department. I can assure the Secretary of \Var, notwithstanding anything I may have said in my correspondence with him
since my arrival in this country, I have done nothing which is not strictly
in accordance with the treaty and my instructions, and which will not
meet with the approbation of the people of the United States, as well as
that of the Department of War.
On my arrival here, I informed the Cherokees that I had been sent by
the President of the United States to carry· into effect the ]ate treaty concluded with them; th:at I came not to make war upon them, but to preserve pence, and to protect them in the enjoyment of all their rights. For
this, I only exacted from them a declarntion of submission to the terms of
the late treaty, and a promise that they would remain peaceably and quietly
at their homes until the time arrived for their removal to the west.
After several meetings with the chiefs or headmen in this part of the
nation upon the subject of submitting to the terms of the treaty, and of distributing rations and clothing amoug the poor Indians, at the last of these
they abruptly separated, without coming to any conclusion, although they
had promised me to do so. Such conduct I could view in no other light
than exhibiting strong feelings of orposition to the treaty, if not a disposition to resist its r.xecntion; and such as required prompt and decisive measures. I instnntly sent a detachment in pun:mit, and had the principal men
brought to my head quarters and retained nnder guard for tbe night. In the
tnorning they admitted their error, and promised a compliance with the treaty.
Althongh I could place but little eonfidet:ce in declarations made nnder
such circumstances, I nevertht'less permitted them to return to their homes,
with orders that they should reqnire their young men to bring in their arms.
About one hundred have been surrendered, and the remainder in this section of the country, including those of the Che-o-ee Indians: will probably
be brought in during this week. ,.rhis measure will, in all probability, pre~
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY
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vent hostilities; and enforce a peaceable compliance with the treaty. Yet
it is not to be disguised that nineteen-twentieths, if not ninety nine out of
every hundred, of the Indians residing in North Garolina, are opposed to·
execution, and will not comply with it unless compelled to do so by the
presence of a military force. They say they will go to the west, but not
by their own consent; and none, except a few miserable wret~;hes, will receive anything from the United States, lest it might be construed into an
act of submission to the treaty, or of having consented to its ratification.
Without a military force of some four or five hundred men, present at the
time when the greater part of the nation mnst set out for the west, I would
not guarantee that we shall not have the same scenes enacted in this couutry ~vhich have taken place in Georgia, Alabama, and Fiorida. With four
hundred regular troops 1 can insure peace and quiet, and the removal of the
Indians to Arkansas withont difficulty.
I have mentioned regular troops, bec.ause it appears to be the desire of the
Secretary of War that the volunteers should be disbanded whenever regular troops could be obtained to supply their places. For this purpose, agreeably to instructions, I called on General Jesup for the requisite number,
who returned me for answP-r that he had none to spare at this time, and
would not have any until about the lOth of September next.
1 have now about nine hundred men, including a company of regular
troops at Fort Cass. A part of this force I shall discharge as soon as the
Indians of this conntry shall have delivered . up their arms, and I have
completed the tour of the nation, which I shall commence to-morrow. This
tour I had contemplated to have made before this time, and which would
·have been made but for the opposition I met with here, and which contains
the most troublesome part of the nation.
In the course of the next week I shall call together the committee Jnentioned in the 12th article of the treaty, to advise on the subject of furnishing rations and clothing to the poor of the nation. That part of the committee re:siding in this section of !he country, except Timpson, are unwilling to act. Roman Nose and Sn-ter-wa-ger were both, previous to the
reception of your communicatioq of the 25th ultimo, consulted on the subject of issning rations to the poor Indiar'!s, but they would neither take
themselves or advise others to do so. As soon ns the committee have been
consulted on the snbject, regulations will be made in regard to the issues, a
copy of which will be furnished the War Department. It may be proper
to remark, however, that I have little doubt, from information received from
the Cherokees in Georgia, that demands will be made to consume the whole
of the seventy thousand dollars in the course of the fall. I shall not fail to
distribute this snm in clothing and rations among the poor throughout the
nation. as equitably and as economically as may be practic::~ble. As it may
be attended with less inconvenience to the War Department, as well as my·
self; I would, as yon have suggested, recommend to have the seventy thousand dollars passed to my creait in some bank, either in Philadelphia or
New-York. I would recommend this course more particularly from the
circumstance that the deposite bank in Knoxville charges one and a quarter per cent., as you have a] ready been apprized, on bill~ of exchange, when
they will take checks on eastern banks at par.
I bave, as yet, heard nothing from the commissioners appointed under
the treaty, nor have I seen Major Currey, although I understand he has
arrived at the agency.
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It may be proper to remark, that from the temper at present manifested
by the Cherokees, independent of any other consideration: a force will be
required to be kept up in this country during the operations of the commissioners and the appraisers of improvements.
[n conclusion, I beg leave to remark to the Secretary, that from the to·
tal want of exrerience in the paymaster ordered to this country, I apprehend much difficulty will arise in the payment of the volunteer~, a service at all times perplexing, and which should have been intrusted to an
experienced pa ymastr.r.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigadier General Commanding.

To C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Acting Secretary of H'ar.
·' No.1.

Extracts from a letter of Brigadier General lVool to Col. .Toseph Byrd,
of th_e second regiment of East Tcnne3sec volunteers.
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY ' EAsT 'l,ENNESSEE 1

At/tens, July 22, 1836.
Sm: On your arrival in the Indian country, you will endeavor to learn
the feelings and disposition of the Cherokees towards the people of the U ni ..
ted States, and particularly in reference to the late treaty, concluded and
ratified at Washington .
If you should find that any of the Creek Indians have sought shelter
among the Cherokees to avoid punishtilent £n· their conduct in the recent hostilities in Georgia and Alabama, you will either apprehend them 1
or order them to be delivered up to the Commanding General in the Creek
country. Yon will take care to impress upon the Cherokees the folly and
impolicy of any attempts on their part to resist or set aside the treaty lately
concluded with tb.e United States, and represent to them the present un..
happy situation of the Creeks, who, after waging- war for a while with the
whites, have now surrendered, and are about to be driven from their homes
to the west, as the consequence of their hostilities. Enforce upon them
the necessity of quietly and peaceably submitting to the views of the Government in relation to their removal, and that any representations to the
contrary are entirely delusive, and mu~t not be listened to. 'l,hc treaty
has been made and ratified, and must now be <~xecuted.
, You will be careful to avoid all collisions with these Indians, and per~
mit no insults to be offered to them, or any depredations committed upon
their property, by any part of your command; ~and, as far as yon have it
in your power, to lllake the most favorable impression upon them in relation to the objects of your visit, and the views of the Government in quar~
:teTing a military force among them. Should any insults be offered to them,
or any depredations committed upon thejr p.roperty, by any of the soldiers1
lou will immediately ma~e ample satisfaction, and the offenders will be
wsmissed from the setvice of the United States without pay or allowance.
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You arc particularly charged to exdndc, as far as practicab1e, all
spirits from tbe camp ,of the volunteers, and; as far ns the laws will
from among the Indians. If anything of importance should o
proper for rne to know, either in reg"ard- to the troops or the Ch
will transmit it immediately by express to· me, &c.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant, &c.
To Col. JosEPH BYRD,

Com. 2d Reg't of East Tennessee volunteers.
No.2.

E. T. & C. N.,
Athens, July 23, 1836.
SIR: Herewith I enclose you a copy of general order No. 1, by
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

you will perceive that I have, by order of the President of the
States, assumed command of the army of East 'rennessee and the
kee nation. All troors, whether composed of regulars, militia, or
teers, operating in the Cherokee country, are subJect to my command
authority.
It has been reported to me that a drtachment of Georgia militia is
tioned at Spring Place, in Georgia; and immediately on your arrival at
Echora, you will inquire whether the report be true. If true, you will
certain by whose authority they were stationed there, &c. ; direct the
cer to report to me forthwith. You will also inquire into all their opera
and ascertain whether they haw~ in possest:>ion· any Cherokees as pri
and unless there is good cause to believe that they are hostile in their
tentions, and about to take up arms against the United States, you will
lease them. If any douht exists as to their intentions, you will take
o'f them and keep them under guard, until you receive further orders
general head quarters. You are charged to prohibit, unless you are
vinced that the Cherokees are determined to take up arms against the
ted States, or against the people of Georgia, any violence being cornm1ltted
on their persol'l.s or property; and in case any should be committed, by
troops, whether militia or volunteers, you will take charge of them:
confine them under a proper guard, and report, forthwith, the result to
eral head quarters.
1 am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigadier General.

To Captain VERNo:N,
Of the East Tennessee volunteers.

No.3.
H:EA.b QuAltTERs,

An:M:v ~. T. & C. N.,
Atheus, July 23, 1836,

SxR: The Pre3ident of the United States has directed me to take
mand of the army of East '"rennts_ee and the Cherokee natio11. In
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quence of which, troops stationed or directed to operate in the Cherokee
country, are placed under my command, and subject to my authority,
whether regulars: militia, or volunteers.
On the receipt of this, yon will forthwith repo rt to me, at general head
quarters, the force you may have under your command, by whose~author~
ity raised: and where stationed.
Tt has been reported to me that a number of Cherokees have been taken
prisoners, and are now confined under gnard. Unless the Cherokees show
a determination to take up arms against tbe United States, or the people of
Georgia, they will not be molested, or any violence committed on their
persotJs or property.
·
You will therefore examine into the conduct of all those who are confined or retained as prisoners; and, unless strong suspicions are entertained
acrainst them, you will re]ease them. If, however, in their conduct, they
h~we shown anything of ·a hostile character, you will, without delay~ send
them under guard to me at genera1 head quarters.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient serv ... nt,

JOHN E. \VOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

To the

CoMMANDING OFFICER

of the Georgia militia or volunteers
stationed in the Cherokee nation.

No.4.

E. T. & C. N.,
Valley River, August 4 7 1836,

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

Sm: You will proceed, without delay, to New Echota, and such other
parts of the Cherokee nation, within tile limits of Georgia, as may be ne·
cess<lfY: to give protection both to the Cherokees and white inhabitants re ..
siding in that section of the conntry. You will allow no encroachments
upon either side. Both will be protected in their rights and property.
You will prevent, as far as practicable, any collisions between your troops
and the Indians. You will illso prevent any interference on the part of the
Georgia troops with the Cherokees. You will ascertain by whose authority they have be~n r~ised and stationed in th_at cot~~try, and if not legally
anthonzed to mamtmn themselves and exercise rrnlltary control, you will
order them to disband, or leave the country. If legally authorized by the
authorities of Georgia, they will imm0diately report to me, and receive my
orders. At all events, you will prevent any improper exercise of military
control over the Indians, or the white inhabitants. The whole subject is
left to yonr sound discretion, taking can~ to do nothing which will bring
you in conflict with the State authorities of Georgia. The sovereignty of
the States and laws will be respected. You will recollect, in your inte1~course
with the authorities as well as the citizens, they are still in a state of excitement caused by the recent crnelties of a savage warfare. Therefore, great
prudence and discretion should be exercised in all your intercourse with
them; and particnlarly in all measures which might h({ve a bearing on the
~ight') and interests of the State and people of Georgia.
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l will visit, in a few days, that part of the country, with a view of
taining the sincerity of the professions of that portion of the Cherokee
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen. Commanding.
1..,o Brigadier General

Du~LAP .

'

No.5.
. HEAD QuARTERs, ARl.\lY

C. N.,

Valley Towr•, N. C., August 12, 1836.
Sra: Captain Vernon, stationed at New Echota, informs me that John
Ridge has complained to him tl1at some white man is about to take forcible
possession of his ferry, on Coosa river. You will, without delay, iuquire
into the case, and if you should find the complaint to be just, you will, un·
til further orders, protect Ridge in his rights and property. This order will
apply to all cases of similar character in the ·Cherokee country.
Yon are further directed, that in case you should find any troops within
the limits of the Cherokee nation, whether in Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee,
or North Carolina, not belonging to the East Tennessee brigade, to notify
them that they are exclusively 5>uhject to my authority, and unless they re·
port to me without delay, and become subject to my orders, will either leave
the nation, or be disbanded. In your proceedings, you will be governed
by your instructions of the 4th instant.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedjent servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

To Brig.

, Brig. Gen. Commanding.

Gen.

D u NLA l',

of the bri!(ade of l!Jast Tenn. volunteers.

EAsT,
August 16, 1836.
SrR: 1 have the honor to inform you of the receipt of yours Qf the 3d
!nst., and it gives me pleasure to say, Mr. Millard will, in all probability1
CHEIWKKE AGENCY

find employment here as a removing agent, by the 1st of October next.
, I am just on the eve of visiting the Georgia part of the nation, and wilt
. ·be able to communicate more fully with your department on my return;
when estimates will be submitted, and the names of most, if not all; the
appraising agents reported:
Very respectfully;
Your most obedient servant,
. BENJ. F. ~ CURREY~

P. S.--1 have· not yet, but will soon; write to Mr. Millard,
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UNION BANI{ OF rrENNERSEE,

Nashville, August, 16, 1836.
Sm: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your commnnicJ.tion of the
6th inst., this morning; and in reply, have to inform you that as soon as I
received information of tlw charKe made upon Genem/ JiJTool~ draft, which
was but a fe\V dars after it occurred, the cashier nt Knoxville wa~ immediately instructed to refund the amount, which, no doubt: has been done; and
to avoid such charges in fnture. Your letter gave me the first information
that the payment was made in southern post notes j from circumstances,
however, which have come to my knowledge, I am Jed to believe that
those notes have been taken back and others substituted, to the entire satisfaction of General ·wool. If this has not already been done, you may rest
assured that it shall be done without delay. ln order to avoid all snch
errors in future, the cashiers of the branches will be immediately and fully
instmcted upon the subject of the relations and dnties of the institution to
the Government. Allow me to express my obligations to yon for bringing
this subject so promptly to my notice, and to hope, that under the cicumstances, and with tbis explanation, you may feel at liberty to pay General
Wool's drafts, and to subscribe myself; &c.
JNO. M. BASS) President.

C. A.

rtARRis,

Esq.,

Acting Secretary of fVar.
UNION BANK OF TENNESSEE,

J'.lashville, August 18, 1836.
StR: l have the houor to ack nowl edge the receipt of yours of the 8th

inst., aml regret exceedingly that the cashier at Knoxville should have mistakeu his d11tv so far as in the transaction allnded to, with General 'Yool.
Every thing ·has been done to have the error properly corrected, and to
preveut, it is hoped, the futnre recurrence of any cause of complaint ou
the part of the Government. As containing the best explanation now in my
power to give, I have taken the liberty of enclosing to you a copy of my
letter of 16th inst., to C. A. Harris, Esq., in reply to one from him, upon
the same subject, which I hope will be satisfactory to both departments.
I have the honor h' be,
Very respectfnlly,
Your obedient servant,
JNO. l\1. BASS, President.
Hon. LEvi \YooDBun.v,
Secretary of the Treasury.

E. rr. AND c. N.
Fort Cass, Aal(ust 20, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERS, ARMY

SIR: 1 h(tVe arrived thus far from Valley river, on my way to tbat part
of the Cherokee nation residing within the limits of Georgia. At this
place I met with John Ross, who has jnst returned from his v-isit to VVashmgton. He, like many others of the nation, is anxious to have a meeting
of the Cherokee people, for the purpose of submitting to them, for their
decision and advice, the whole proceedings of the Cherokee delegation, in
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relation to the late treaty. He says it has ever been the practice, rmd
the nation requires, that when any bu:~iness of importance, intrusted
delegates, has been brought to a conclnsion, the delegates are hmJ11d to
the whole proceedings before the 'people, assembled in council, for
decision and approval. He asked me if I had authority or instructions
prevent or prohibit the Cherokees from thus assembling. I replied I hal
not; yet 1 advised him to be careful how he advised such a procedure
unless it was for the purpose of explaining to the people the late treaty wi~
reference . to their entire snbmission to its terms ; that any discussion
having for object a different result would, I was confident, meet with no
favor on the part of the Government of the United States. 1 said th~
much to Mr. Ross; more I conld not say, with propriety, after the letter
of the acting Secretary of VVar, dated the 80th ultm10, upr.n which l shall
make no other comment than, if I understood my 1nstrnctions of the 20th
of June last, and understood the Secretary of 'tVar, I was not only sent tosuppress hostilities, but to preVfmt them, and to preserve the peace of th~
country.
If I am to do nothing until hostilities have actually commence<.!, I can
only say, that I cannot be reca11ed too soon from this command. I will
never consent to risk my reputation as an officer with the restrictions em·
braced in the acting Secretaiy's letter. Experience shows how much may
be lost for want of timely and decisive measures. lf they had been resorted
to at the proper time, the Florida and Creek wars might have been prevented. One Cherokee can, whenever he pleases, unite the whole nation,
or at least a large majority, in a war against the United States.
Jn relation to the reception of the supernumeraries of the East Tennessee
volunteers, I have only to say in my defence, that Governor Cannon urged
their reception, upon the grounds that their services W(JUld soon be required
on the-southwestern frontier, and that General Gaines had written to the
War Department, as well as to himself, upon the subject, and !ll!der such
circumstances he was sure that the President would approve of my receiv·
ing them, and if the Presi_dent should disappr?ve of it, and would not pny
the expense, he pledged himself that the Legislature of Tennessee would.
Under those circumstances, I could do no less than receive them; but with
the condition thal they shonld return home, a.ud wait there without pay1
until they were called for by the President of the United States, or myself.
From the representations of the Governor, I conld view it in no other li~ht
than as a precautionary measure, which General Gaines's Jetter, as we!C as
the rumors of the day, rer~dered necessary and proper. It was an organized
force, ready to be called mto the field at any momeut. At this time I did
not know of the apportionment of the ten thonsnnd volnnteers authorized by
Congress, among the several States. If I had known the fact, I should
never have yielded to the solicitations of the Governor.
I should be pleased with your views on the subject of this communica·
tion, as soon as it may be convenient; a11d particularly, in relation to the
assemhling of a general council of the Cherokees.
I have the honor to be,
With considerations of the hi()'hest respect,
·
Your obedient servnn{
JOHN E. WtJOL,
Brigadier General -Commandi11g.
Hon. LEwis CAss,

Secretary of War.
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CHEROKEr~ AGENCY.

August 22, 'ts36.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yonr communication of the 14th March: on my return, enclosing a copy

0f a complaint

against my official conduct, over the signaltue of John Hardwick.
The enclosed statem'ents, marked No. 1 and 2, are signed hy 1\ir. Cowan,
to whom Mr. Hardwick refers, also by G. 'VV. Currey, and Samuel Aiken,
and Colonel Joseph 1\Icl\tlillian.
According to the last clause of the 16th urticle of the Jate treaty, as well
ns the spirit -of the instructions received, to ta'ke possession of the bool\s, pa.
pers: and pBblic property in the possession of Colonel Montgomery, this field
i.~ subject to my nse and occnpn.ncy, having been cleared by Colonel :Montgomery's tenant, by virtue of his implied authority as Indian ngent, and it
is hoped the department will so advise Mr .. Hardwick. There is rlQ. State
law to prevent the enforcement of the treaty stipulations in relation to improvements, or other matters, within the limi~s of '"I'ennessee.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN . F. CURREY.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
..
Commissione1· of Indian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

August 20, 1836.
Sm: In reply to yonr note of this morning, _I would state, that some
time in the month of February last, a Mr. John Hardwick was in the office
ofthe Cherokee agency. \i\'hen I entered the office, a conversation was
going on between him and yourself, in rega.rd to some slanderous insinuations which said Hardwick had, a short t1me before, made in relation to
tbe agent being a partner in a l'llercantil.e house, contrary to law.
Duritig this conver~a.tjon, Mr. Hardwick made known the object of his
. visit; his notes were p!!esented nnd paid: and I feel satisfied that he was
treated with as mnch politeness as is usual _in business transactions.
After settling his claims, be again took hts seat, and the convers.a tion was
renewed. The subject of a field near the agency, which Hardwick claimed
was also discussed. Hard,vick was, in his remarks, very insulting, and
spoke largely of his intentions as to the futnre cultivation of the field. He
was asked by yon to leave the house. He replied he had more business to
transact. You told him when and while he had business with the office,
you would 11lways be glad to see him, and would always treat. hin"l politely,
but that you would not suffer him to make unfounded insinuations wi h
regard to yourself with impunity. iVlr. Har~wick did not present any
()ther business or clnim for settlement ut that time, nor has he since done
so, so far as I am informed.
·
I saw no hostile movements of the arms, &c., as represented by Mr.
Hardwick, in his communication to the SP.cretary of War, nor did I interfere to prevent the destruction of Mr. Hardwick.
This gentleman appears to have given the whole matter a different col-
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oring from the one it actually wore in my presence, and I think his i
ing remarks aud conversation generally, and his frequent interfereu
matters with which he properly had no concern, in my opinion, j
all that was said t0 him by you.
'"rhe field in question, I believe to have been cleared partly hy Hardw·
and partly by Mr. Aiken, while he lived at the agency with Colonel
gomery, and I do not believe Mr. Spears ever cut one stick of tim
the placP.. I have seen the books of the valuation agents, which show
Mr. Spears could never have received pay for any improvement in
than two miles and a half of the agency.
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,.

WILLIAM W. COWAN.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

August 21, 1836.
SIR: I have examined the foregoing statement, and, to the best of my
recollection, pronounce it to be correct', having been present during tlur
whole of the conversation had at the interview allu ded to by Mr. Hard..
wick, in his communicatio11 to the \Var Department of last spring.
.Very l'e8peetfully,

G. W. CURREY
B. F. CuRREY,
Supt. Cher. Rr:m.,, and Act. ln. Agt"

Crn:ROKEE AGENCY,

August 21, 1836.
Snt: [n answer to your inqniry,- I wonld reply, the .field alluded to by
Mr. Hardwick, in his letter to the War Department of February, wa&
grubbed and fenced in part by myself; for which labor Mr. Hardwick,
\Vhile living with Colonel Montgom~ry, the then agent, allowed mo to cul~
tivate it for one season. - Mr. Hardwick, myself, and lVI.r Spenrs, all belongto the same chureh; we lived on the ~ame side of the river; and I had an
opportunity of knowing, aud, to the best of my knowledge and belief, Jack
Spears never cut one stick of timber on said place. I eultivated a part of
this field in 1833; my clearing was done in the enrly part of the year 1833.
Mr. Hardwick cleared his part of the field one or two years before me, while
living with his father-jn .law at the ageucy.
SAMUEL J. AIKINS.

To

BENJAMIN

F.

CuRREY.

I saw Mr. Samuel .T. Aikins at work in the above field, in the spring oi
1833, which he partly cleared.

J. W. McMILLIAN.
Test:

,V. 'tV. CowAN'.
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WESTPORT, JACKSON COUNTY, MISSOURI,

August 23, 1836.
Sm: My bill of exchange of this day for five hundred dollars, in favor
-of Blnir & Bacon, is drawn npon the authority of C. A. Harris, Esq., Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dnted .July 5th, 1836, and is to enable me to
fulfil instructions, which, on that day, he gave me to cause the surveys of
the Cherokee lands to be completed, &c.
Respectfully, sir,
Your obedient servant,

ISAAC McCOY.

Hon. LEwis CAss,
A.~ecretary

of War, l'Vashin{?ton, D. C.

Extract <?!a Zeller jt·om }. Van Horne to Br~![adier General George
Gibson, Com. Gen. Subsistence, dated 23d August, 1836.
"About thirty or forty Cherokee emigrants have lately arrived, but before
the ratification of the new treaty. They say that they en roBed with the
understanding that they were to enjoy the benefits of all stipulations of the
late treaty, and that, therefore, they are entitled to $33 33 each, in lieu of
the year1s subsi~tence in kind, which they therefore declinfl to receive.
"Frequent applications continue to be made to me for the amount due
<!migrants for improvements abandoned east of the Mississippi. Also, for
the $L4,000 appropriated in 183·1; for payment of spoliations of Cherokee
property.
"The CLerokees ~.nd Creeks have been for a day or t\.vo in council
together in this vi~hity. Their object is not distinctly known. It is
thought that the Cherokees are about to express their dissatisfaction with
some :-:tipnlations of the new treaty; and that bo th tribes see, with no
pleasant feelings, the prospect of heing supplanted, in their power and
influence, by the snperior numbers and anthority of the main body of these
tribes, about to set foot on lands which those in power here are disposed to
.consider their own exclusive domain."

E:ctract of a letter from M. Stokes, sub-agent for Cherokees, and others
to C. A. Harris, Com. Indian Affairs, dated August 24, 1836.
u The first item in your letter, mentioning the amount of the remittance
to Capt. Brown, states, 'For Indian annuities, Cherokees, $866 67.' I hove
no conception of what annuity this item refers to. It is no proportionable
part .of any annuity by treaty. Jolly and Vann, two of the principal chiefs,
are here, and I have consulted them and Capt. James Rogers. Neither of
them can give me any in formation on the subject. [ wish to be directed
how it is to be distributed.:'
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EcHoTA,

GEoRGJA 1

August 26, 1836.
DEAR Sm.: On my return to Tennessee, after one night's stny in Knox
'Ville, I went to Valley river, in North Carolinn, where I found General
Wool, with a part of the East Tennessee volunteers. I took upon myself
some trouble to learn the feeling, disposition, and intention of the Cheroke~
in the North Carolina part of the nation. 'I' hey say they are not disposal
to resist the power of the United State~, and will remove whenever orderei
to do so, but have made no treaty. General Wool required them to say
they would submit to the terms of thP. treaty. They said, they would snbmit to anything the United States would require, but could not say they
approved the treaty.
At several atten1pted conferences with them, they acted with duplicity
towards tht~ General, in so much that he thought it prudent to direct the
warriors should bring in their guns. Near a hundred were given up, when
I left. Of this the Indians complained, but without cause, under all the
ci.rcumstances of the case, unless they intended to use them against the
citizens of the United States. Yon know my friend I y feeling towards the
poor unfortunate Cherokees, yet I can but<\pprove of the course pursued by
the General, if the United States seriously intend to carry into effect the late
·cherokee treaty. Ih fact, any other would have favored another Seminole
'and Creek tragi cal scene. It is always better to prevent than suppress hos·
tilities. Perhaps twenty to one of the Cherokees are opposed to the late
'tteaty, and ~re slow to believe it is to be carried into eflect; and nny tem·
porizing course by the officers of the United States, wonld tend to feed the
lingering hope of the Indians; to create a belief the United States are not
in earnest, and to delay all preparation for emigration.
The Cherokees will never be found to dislike or disapprove a firm, inde.
pendent, and candid course, therefore are apparently mtisfied with General
Wool: and view him as a friend and protector. Much good may be done by
bim, having the confidence of the while and the red rnan; though his situati'o n is one of peculiar delicacy, owing to the legislation of Georgia and other
States, over the Indian territory, and the consequ ent diffi.cu lty in protecting
'the Cherokees in their rights, without a collision with State authority7
which has not yet occurred, nor is it apprehended.
Many white men are trading with the Indians, holding out ·inducements,
and persuading them to run in debt: under a belief the United States will
see to the payment, and it not, that the Indians, when ready to embark for
Arkansas, can be coerced by civil process) and that the UnitP.d States wilt
then pay to free them from embarrassment, and get them a way. 'l.'o all this,
my dear sir, a stop must be put, or the Cherokees _ will be stripped of every
thing they possess, and be finally forced to the west penny less.
Some instances have occurred of prosecutions against Indians for felony,
and sums of money extorted for a compromise. 'l'he worst of all swindting being by color of legal process; sometimes under such charges the
head of a family has been confined in jail, till the woman and children
were frightened from the land, the possession of which was desired. A
short method of trying a possessory action.
The CberokeE.s were told last winter, if they would enter into the latetreaty, their oppressions would cease, and they would be protected by the
United States for two yenrs. 'l'his pledge has not been redeemed, and the
consequence is, those who made the treaty are fast loosing the confide nce o
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the friends they had, and the fi1ith of the United States suffers in their esti'mation. I fear General Wool is trammelled by his instructions from the
War Department. Nothing but an unlimited discretionary power to him: or
some such man, viewing the treaty as a part of the supreme law of the
land, will ever accomplish a peaceable removal of the Cherokee tribe; ·withoat it, we will assuredly have difficulties with them, particularly as a large
majority of the nation will be forced to submit to a. treaty they disown.
These sug~estions are made for the action of your better judgment, and
from a conviction on my part of the necessity of such a course. There
need be no apprehensions the trnst will be abused, so as to produce colli3ion with State authurity. It will snrely work for good.
Excuse this hasty scrawl, and accept assurances of the high regard with

which
I am, sir, your most obedient,
Humble serv~mt,
SPENCER JARNIGAN.
To C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.

Acting Secretary of l'Var.

E. T. AND C. N.
New Echota., Ga. August 27, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERS, ARMY

S:R: I have .the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your conummication of the 13th instant: received yesterday, on my way to this place from
Rosss landing.
.·
Ymr impressions are altogether erroneous as to the conrse I would pttrsue i1 relation to the Cherokees. No man can feel more kindly to these
peopP. than I do, and no man will go fiuther to seen re to them all the
benetts of the late treaty. But in doing this, it is necessary to be firm and
decid~d, or you will not convince them that the Government is serious in
its in~ntions in having the treaty executed. A large majority of the nation
are stll under the delusion that the treaty will be modified, if not altogether
rende-cd void, and John Ross it wonld arrear is not without snch hopes.
Albw me to say that the War Department do not understand these people, a1d no man can understand them until he goes among them. For ·
threeweeks after my arrival at Athens, from daily reports made to me, I
wusinduced to beli~ve that a large proportion of the nation was prepared to
subnit to the treaty anq to remove west at a proper time. A few days at
the mouth of Vnllev river convinced me I wns mistaken. A few white
mu and some few half breeds only conld be found to advocate a submissim to the terms of the treaty. This is not fiction, but truth. The same
renarks, although not to the same extent, wilt apply to this section of the
comtry, that is, at least a large mnjority are opposed to the treaty and
• aganst removing to the west. vVhnt course, nnder snch circumstances,
wotld you pnrst1e? vVould you permit these people to remain until the
pend arrived for their remc:val, before yon undertook to convince them that
y01 were serious, and that a tre~1ty had been made with them, which must
be ocecuted? I would be jnst to these people, but before they will allow me
or my one else to b8 so, they must be con vi need that a treaty has been made
wit. tltc~m, (which they disavow,) and that within two years the same must
be nlfilled. How would you do tl1is? Would yon merely say to them,
tha they shaH not be interfnred with, if they will remain 1=eaceably and
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quietly at their homes, until the expiration of the two years? Su
course, I have no hesitation to say, would produce the same scenes w
have just been exhibited in Florida, and the Creek country. Not a
would be ready to move, nor will m'le of them, with some few exce
move without compulsion. If possible, that is if the Governme.lt
nvoid war, some four or fh'e thousand should be prevailed on to go this
If all remain, and all should be required to remove at the ~mne moment
much larger force than I have at this time will be required to preserve
peace oftf1e country. Again, if we would serve and promote the interest
these people, we ought to use every honorable means to induce them
leave the country as soou as practicable. 't,hey are the prey of the
men, and if they remain in this country t\VO years, very few would ha
anything left to carry with them to the west. The white men would haw
debts against them sufficient to cover all that they would receive from tte
Government. It is vain to say that you would not pay these debts; the bdians would be detained by the civil authorities of the several States n
which they reside, under the expectation that the Government would ever..
tually pay those debts. I hope you will not understand me to say, that I
would hurry these people unnecessarily to the west, cr that I would use
harsh measures to force them out of the country. On the contrary, I wculd
convince them that they must go, and in the next place, I won !d endewor
to convince them that it \Vas for their interest that a part should go thif .f..11l.
In the mean time, I would protect them in the full enjoyment -- of al the
rights secured to them by the treaty, and above all I would prevett the
white nwn from turning them out of doors, and taking possession oJtheir
property, which has been done too often in this State. If such procerlings
on the part of the white people cannot bP. stopped, these people "'ill be
driven to a state of desperation, when the result may he learned by rading
the history of the late Creek war.
1f the officer in command has no discretionary power over the wlite or
red meu residiug in the Cherokee country, he ought not to remain it it, for
it will be_ utterly impossible for him to do his duty, either as it regarJs the
Government, the Indian, or the white man, who may reside in the Chrokee
country.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectti.llly,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. \VOOL,

Brigaditr General
'ro C. A.

HARRis,

Commandit~-

Esq.,

1

Acting Secretary rif War.

CHEROKEE AGENCY, FoRT

GmsoN,

August 28, J83.
the chiefs of the Cherokee nation west t• lny

SIR: I am reqnested qy
the enclosed communication before the Secretary of W nr.

The first dem:md is for an arpropriution for stock and other proprty
lost during the emigration of the Cherokees from Arlwn:ms, under the ei:hth
article of the treaty of 6th May, 1828. The appropriation wa~ for
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$14,364 50, and was nwde 28th June, 1834. The Cherokees complain
that it has never be~n sent. on.
'rhe ser.ond demand is for the pToportion of the Cherokees west, of the
appropriation of $l2,HOO, under the act ef Congress of last session, c: making appropriations for the current expet ;ses of the Indian Department, for
Indian annuities and other similar ohjects, for the year one thousand eight
hundred and thirty-six."
The third dema.nd is for money to build a merchant mill in lien of the
"eight patent railway corn mills," promised the Cherokees west by the
fonrth article of the treaty of the 14th day of February, 18~3.
'rhe fourth demnnd is for the valuation of the mills and distillery of
Charles Rogers, made under the direction ofF: W. Armstrong, late sn.perintendent oi Indian affairs. The papers are herewith enclosed. The valuation amonnts to $3,943.
I have bnt little to say in relation to their demands. They speak f<?r
themselves. The $14:364 50 is due.,to a great many claimants; and they
eomplain with mnch dissatisfaction .t hat their money has been kept two
yenrs, since the appropriation, without having been sent on, whilst they
were suffering for the want of it.
1
I am, sir, with gient respect,
Your dbedient servant,
M. STOKES,
lSub-agent for Che1·okees.
C.•\. HARRis, Esq.:

Cmnmissioner of lndian Affairs.

CHEROKEE NATION,

August 22, 1836.
We hereby request you to demand from the Government of the
United States, upwards of $14,000, appropriated 28th June: 1834, for the
benctit of Cherokee citizens, for lost stock. Also upwards of $4,UOO, as
our part of $12,600, appropriated by an act of Congress of the present
year. And also to demnnd the money approprinted to build a merchant
mill for the Cherokees, so that it may be built forthwith.
We fnrther ·require you to demand the money stated as th~ value of the
mill and distillery of Char:es Rogers, which was destroyed in obedience to
alate act of Co11gress regulating trade and intercourse with Indians. w-e
wish you lo call on the United Slates to pny thP. valuation ; so that Charles
Rogers may get satisfaction for his said improvements. Mr. Charles Rogers statE's that the reason his mill was val ned. was becnuse the mill would
have been an expense, instead of a benefit to. him, after the Government of
the United States refused to permit him to run his stills, as it is in a section of country where very few citizens live.
his
JOHN X JOLLY,
mark,
Principal Chief.
JOSEPH VAN N,
SIR:

Third Chief.

To M.

STOKEs,

Sub-ageut for Cherokees.
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CHEROKEE AGENcY, FoRT

GmsoN,

Augu8t 24, 1
I certify the foregoing to bP. a true copy of the original filed by
the request of the chiefs, in the office of ·the Cherokee agency.

.

M. STOI\ES,
Sub-agent for

I

yf 4

E. T. AND C. N.,
New Echota, Ga., August 30, 18~6.
SIR: As suggested in your commlwicntion of the 25th ultimo, I call.etll
meeting of the committee named in the 12th article of the late treaty, madeb&
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

tween the United States and the Cherokee nation, tt) take the subject ofsupplt,

ipg the poorer classes of the nation with ratio us and clothiug, into consider&·
tion. T'hey were to htwe met me on 1.'1-)e 26th instant, but owing to a varietytt
canses, and among others having rains and high waters, noue of the co""
mittee, except one, arrived nnt.illast evening. Mr. John Ross, Sitnakee, flo.
man Nose, and George Chambers,. have declined to serve. Those who Ill·
sembled, propose to adjourn lllltil the St.h of September, when they would
endeavor to have nll present thatfwill serve, at the same time come prepared
to fill the vacancies which may have occurred.
Those of the committee present, and particularly Ridge and Rogers, are
quite impatient for the arrival of the commissioners. Until they arrive
nothing can be done to forward emigrati::m. They seem to be anxious to
move this fall, with as many of their friends as they can get to go with
them; and they think they will have a large number willing in the course
of the season.
I have drawn up a set of regulations for the government of snch agents
as I may appoint in different sections of the couutry to issue rations and
clothing to the poorer classes of the nation. These I intended to have sent
you by this day's mail, but lest I should deem it proper to alter them after
the committee meets, I have concluded to postpone it nntil that time.
In the mean time I have suspended the issues of rations, except in extreme ca')es. They arc not necessary at this time, in consequence of the
coming in of their crops, a few casE.s only excepted.
l have the honor to be,
W.ith great respect,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. "'OOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Commissioner lndiam Affairs.

UNION BANK OF TENNESSEE,

Nashville, August 30, 1836.
SIR: In further explanation of the transaction with the branch of this
bank at Knoxville, made the subject of complaint by General WooL l beg
leave to enclo-,e for yom· perusal the letter of .the cashier, Mr. McMillan,
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under date of the 24th inst. which, I hope, will afford a satisfactory expiation of the tt ansaction.
May I as_Ir the favor of you, after having read this letter, to enclose it to
the Hon. Mr. 'Voodbury: tbe Secretary of the Treasury.
I am, with great respect:
Your obedient servant,
. JOHN M. BASS, President .
CAREY A. HARRis, Esq.,
Acting Secretary of War.

E. T. AND C. N.,
New E'ch,ota., Ga., Septembe1· 1, 1836.
Sm: Herewith I have the honor to forward you a copy of a letter to his
etcellency Governor William Schley, of Georgia. ,-fhc subject is one, perMps1 which ma~r deserve the attelltion of the \Var Department
Since my last to yon, fVIr. John Ross has issued his circulnr, calling a
council of the nation, for the purpose of laying before it the proceedings of
thedelegation at Washington, at the same time to give an account of their
eonduct in relation to the late treaty. This council is to mef't on the 15th
instant. I have sent one of the circulars to the President of the United
States, by express, with a request that he would give me his views on the
anbject: and advise the con rse I ought to pursne in relation to it. One
•ng is certain:· no good will result from it and much evil may be anticipatM. Major Currey and John Ridge have been here; they both predict much
l from the meetmg. We shall be disappointed if a formal protest of the
nncil is not marie and published against the treaty. 'fhis is the time for
tebision and action. Those who are opposed to the treaty should be told
that the time had passed for discussing the question, and that they had
lithing to do !)ut to snbmit to its terms. This you may rely upon is the
tfue course. I shall wait and do nothing until I have further orders £rom
tie War Department or the President.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully:
Your obedient senrant,
JOHN E. "VOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commauding.
To C. A. HARRis, Bsq.,
Acting Secretary of War.
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

P. S.-Nothing as yet has been heard of the commissioners.

The Ins favorable to the treat}' are very impatient for their arrival, as they are
ions to depart to the west as soon as they can.
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigadier General.

E. 'r. AND c. N.,
Ne'UJ Bchota, Ga., August 29, 1836.
: Mr. John A. Bell, a Cherokee, informs me that when the late
was negotiated, Mr. Schermerhorn, the United States comrnis~io11er,
the ludians that all prosecutions, except for murder, pending against
HEAD QuARTERs 1 ARMY
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them in the State courts, should be dismissed, and that he would
excellency on that su bjec.t. It seems the promise, if made, has uot
complied with. Under a belief it would be, I am informed CherokeeR
become appearance bail, and are likely to be injured, and perhaps
gration delayed.
I am not sufficiently acquainted with the constitution nnd laws of
State to know what power or control the Governor can have over the
ject. One thing is certain, the promise, if made, should be complied
I presume the prosecuting attorney for- the State, in the respecti
cuits, would hu ve power to enter a nolle prosequi, under the san
the presiding Judge. It only remains for me to request that the
course be taken to carry into effeet the promise of Mr. Schermerhorn.
he has made known to your excellency any snch promise, without any
position on my part to dictate or interfere in the administration of the
of Georgia, I would respectfully caH your attention to the matter,
conviction that whatever is best for the public good will be done.
I have the honor to be, &e.,
JOHN E. W
'ro his excellency W ILLIAl\1 ScHLEY.
FoRSYTH CouNTY, GA., Sept. 4,
SIR: I have the honor to enclose to you a l~tter reeeived a few
ago from \\'m. Rl)gers, one of the national committee, that you may be
prised of the views and wishes of those chiefs who are in favor of
the treaty into effeet, on the subject of the nppropriation by Congress
last session to satisfy demands for interest on former annuities, &c. due
Cherokee nation.
Spencer Jarnigan, late counsellor and attorney for Mr. Ross, is
much to produce discontent among the Cherokees, by representing t
had been favored by you with your official views, and the perusal of
iustrnctions emanating- from the \Var DPpartmeut to the officers con
in carrying out the late treaty, and retailing constructions not conte
by the parties to that instrument. I am in hopes the commissioners
able to reconcile the doubts and npprehensions produced by Mr. Jar
conversations when they get together. Governor Lumpkin is a
the ground, and an express has been despatehed for Governor Carroll.
John Ridge not long since called a council of the nation to meet at
Town on the 12th instant, which received the approbation of Genr,ral
lap, he being present at the time the call was resolved upon.
Dunlap sh01ily afterwards went to Lewis Ross's, whereupon John
immediately called a council of the nation to meet him at Red Clay,
15th instant. Snch a proceeding as that contemplated by Ridge and
acting independently of the authorized agents of Government or the ad
of the committee, was calculated to array the friends of each in an an
nistical attitude, and produce any other than a desirable result. It is
opinion or General vV ool, Governor Lumpkin, and myself, that no
cils should be permitted, unless it be with the view of carrying the
into effect, and. then it should be called by the proper agents o'f Gove
or by the committee, with the expressed approbation of the agents.
this view of the subject, Ridge has postponed his meeting, and
Wool has notified the committee to meet at New Town on the 8th
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Ro~s has expressed his hopes that he will be able to iay aside the trenty 1
aftd urges his people to be tmtted in their opposition. Thi3 has produced

a di~position with the Indians to arrest the valuing agents, or throw obsta'rhese things have been fully represented to the President, and it is hoped both him and the department will give
the proper officers discretionary authority to abate these and all other ob~
stacles that may be wantonly interposed to prevent the execution of the

cles in their way for the present.

tteaty.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient·servant,

BENJ. F. CURREY.

Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Cornmissinner indian Affairs,
lVashington city.
EcHO'.rA,

GEoRGIA,

August 30, 1836.
Sm: Having understood that it is contemplatad by the Secretary of

War to have the Cherokee people called together, to decide in what manner
tbe annuities due the nation, nnder treaties anterior to that of Echota, shaH
be disposed of, I take the liberty of stating to you (with a view, if they are
+emed worthy of notice, tha~ they. may be co~11municated to the depaJ:tment) some reasons why I thmk thts course w1ll not be the best.
From what has happened since the return of Mr. Ross to the nation,
there can be no doubt of his determination to oppose the execution of the
late treaty. For this purpose, it \vill be a fi1vorite scheme with him to get
the management of this money; and he will so delude the people, that they
will, when they come to 'rote, give the money into his hands, under a belief
that, thereby, the treaty will be broken, the white people expelled from
their country, and their lands be restored. Would the interest of th e In dians, and the policy of the Government, be advanced if all this should
happen? No man can think so. That it is the duty of the Government
to see this money so disposed of as to prornot:e the interest of the Indians,
there can be no doubt. How can this be done? Not by giving it into the
hands of Ross to delude them with : but by appiying it so as to aid in carrying out the treaty~ and in their removal to their new homes. 'rhis may
be done by placing it within the control of the committee named in the
lreaty. 'rhere are many claims against the nation which might be paid
'With this money, and also the salary of the committee ; for it cannot be
cted to serve for nothing.
I am, very re:-;pectfully,
Your obedient servant.

VVILLIAM ROGERS.

Major BRNJ AMtN .P.

Cuun.t~Y.

HEAD QuARTERS, .,ARMY

E.

rr. AND

c. N.~

New Er:ftota, September 6, 1836,
Silt: Herewith I enclose yon a copy of regu !ntions for the issue of
and clothing to the Indians. I do not wish you to consider them
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as finl'll, as I may be induced to alter therr1 after the committee
8th instant, nt this place. Some of the committee are in favor, in
should meet the views of a majority, of my sending an agent to New
to buy the clothing, or articles of clothing, which may be reqbired, th
and winter, for the poorer class of tbe nation. Should such a
adopted, I have no doubt a great deal might be saved by it. In
case, I should be glad to have the money deposited in some bank, to
credit, in either New York or Philadelphia: I think it would be
con vcnicnt in New York, as it is probable most of the articles of cl
will be purchased in that city. I think, under existing circnmstan1ces
would be advisable to spend most of the nppropriation for clothing.
most of them will have P.nough to subsist on until towards spring, at
until the middle of next winter. 'I'his accords with the opinion of
of the committee with whom I have conversed. They are also in favor
furnishing as much of it as may be just and proper to those who ·
this fall, and this accords with my own views on the subject. Pi
whole sum will be expe11ded as equitably, and judiciously, and econ
as circumstances will permit.
At the end of this month I will transmit to you an account of what
Leen expended for rations. It will not exceed $4,000; I tbiuk not so
The rations which 1 sent to Valley river, in consequence of the
refusing to take them, I have transferred to the army. At this place
Coosawattee they hetve consumed about 10,000 rations, and perhaps
that amonnt at Ross's landing, and about 700 at Valley river. Mr.
ton, who I appointed agent to distribute rations to the Indians in his
borhood, has not yet rendered his account. The whole amount can
exceed the sum above mentioned.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigadie1· General Commanding.

To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissionm· of Indian Affairs.

E. 'r. AND c. N.,
Ne'llJ Er:hota, Ga., August 29, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERs: ARMY

vrhe following regulations will hereafter govern the agents appointed
issue subsistence and clothing to the Cherokee Indians, &c. :
1st. Issues will be made only to the poorer classes of the Cherokee
people, referred to in the 18th ~rticle of the late treaty. entered it_Jto with
nation, upon the recomrnendatiOn of one of the committee appomted under
the 12th article of said treaty, or by agents regularly appointed by them and
approved by the Commanding General.
.
2d. No issues shall be made for a longer period than three days at a
time to any one person or family.
3d. Provision returns will be drawn for each family, stating the number of men, women, and children ; on the back of the return the name oC
the head of the family will be endorsed j the returns will exhibit the nnm·
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ber of days for which rations have been issued, and the comti1encemcnt and
~mination of the period for which the issue is made.
4th. The abstract of issues will be accompanied by a roll exhibiting the
number and names of the heads of families, to whom issues have been
maoe, and also showing the number of rations issued to each family.
5th. The ration will consist of one pound of fresh beef, or three-fourths
of a pound of pork or bacon, and of three-fourths of a quart of corn or corn
meal, or of one pound of wheat flour to each grown person, and four quarts
ofsalt for every one hundred grown persons, over the age of fourteen; and
fur persons urider fourteen, one-half of the amount a1lowed to grown per.ims.
6th. \Yhen the age of persons rannot be ascertained, the issuing agent
0
ihall be the judge, and issne accordingly.
7th. No blankets, clothing, or articles for clothiug, will be issued, except
~n rccommendatior>s of one of the committee, or agents appointed by the
oommittee, as authorized in the first paragraph of these regulations.
8th. The recommendations will state the causes which render the is~s necessary, the number of persons to whom issues are to be made, mating a distinction between grown persons and children, with the name of
the hend of the family and the articles that may he required.
9th. Upon these recommendations a return will be made, exhibiting the
number of persons, making a distinction between men and women, boys
akd girls, with the names and number of the articles required, upon the
k·of which the name of the head of the family·will be endorsed.
lOth. No clothing, or articles for clothing, will be delivered, except to
the person or persons for whom they may be intended; and no person will
titJ a\\owed to receive more than one article of a kind, except by the express
~pprobation of the Commanding General.
11th. The abstract of issues for clothing will be accompanied with a roll
rontnining the names of every person of each family to which clothing or
articles for clothing may have been issued ; also showing the articles, with
the cost of each.

MARDISVILLE, ALABAl\lA, Sept. 7, L836.
DEAR SIR: I take the liberty, in behalf of several gentlemen, to address
ou on the snhject of Cherokee emigration.
'
The recent alarming and distres~ed situation of the citizens of Alabama
9}1 account of the Creek hostilities, furnishes incontestible proof of th~
aecessity for a speedy removal of the Indians who have ceded their counto their new homes west of the Mississippi; and humanity, as well as
policy, eqnally dictates that every citizen of onr Government should
r exertion he is capable of making to f~lCilitate their removaL
experience has shown that the longer the Indians remain in the counth~ more ~ifficn.lt it is .to ge~ them sta.rted; and that tl~e only sure pian
de ngamst d1fficult1es With them, ~s to get. them. o~ Imme~iately.
thousand of the Cherokee lndmns reside withm the hmits of the
of Alabama, contiguous to the Creek people; a spirit of dissatis.fu.c·
has, to some extent, been infused into their minds by the recent hostiJi.
of the Creeks, which has become increased, no doubt, bv the excire.
occasioned by the negotiation of tqe late treaty with ihem. They
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are, however, very anxious to emigrate this fall, and would do it i
ly, providecl the necessary arrangements were made. Many of the
flnential of the Alabama Cherokees have spoken to the gentlemen w
represent, to address the department on this subject, requesting that
improvements be valu ed as early as practicable, and that they may be
mitted to go on to Arkansas forthwith. At the request of many of
Indians, and under a firm conviction that we have it in our power to
ward tile designs of the Government, in effecting their removal,
believing also, that, by so doing, we will not only render great service to
people of Alabama, but to the Indians them~elves, and secure to ourselves
reasonable recompense for our trouble, &c., we have concluded to submit
for yon r consideration the following proposition : '"rhat we will emigrate
this full to Arkansas any number of Cherokees, not less than one thousand
that we will provide them with wagons and provisions necessary for their
comfortable transportation , in consideration that the United States will pay
to us the sum stipulated to be paid, by the 8th article of the late Cheroke
treaty, to Indians who emigrate themselves, to wit: the snm of $20 per
head. rrhe Cherokees are desirous that an arrangement of this kind be
made, and it most certainly conflicts with no article of the treaty. We
propose to remove them for the sum, without any other expense to the
Government, save the employment. of an agent to see that we punctilious.
ly comply with our agreement, and to report the number of Indians emi
O'rated, that we may receive the pay. We confidently believe this proposi
t'ion to be a fair one, and have every reason to believe that its acceptance
would comport with the wishes of th..:J Cherokees in Alabama, and the best
interest of our community. If the department thinks proper to accept our
proposition, we are prepared to go into the arrangement immediately, and
to give any security fiJr the fi.1ithful performance of our agreement.
Be pleased, sir, to fi.1.vor me with an answer as early (lS practicable; and
in the mean time be assured that, whether our proposition be accepted or
not, we will use our utmost exertions to rid our conntry of this truly nnfor·
tunate people.
I am, with high respect,
Your most obedient servant,
JAMES R. BRACKEN,

Por himself and others.

To Han.

LEWIS

CAss,

Secretary of JIJ!ar, City of T¥askington .

CuMMING, FoRSYTH

CoUNT~, GEORGIA,
September 8, 1836.

SIR: For the purpose of despatching that branch of dnty connected with
the valuation of improvements, the Cherokee country has been laid off into
districts. That part embraced by Georgia is linown as the first; that part
embraced by Alabama as the second; that part embraced by Tennessee as
the third; and that part embraced by North Carolina as the fourth. Some
of these districts are again subdivided. The Georgia part of the Chero·
kee country, or the first distriet, is laid off into four divisions; as follows~
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Walker and Floyd counties compose the !st.-Major Philip Hemphill,
late member of the Legislature from Floyd county, and James Liddel, late
member of the Legislature from Jackson county. Elijah Moore, interpreter.
Panlding, Cass, and Murray co·u nties compose the 2d.-Capt. Stephen
Mays, late member of the Georgia Legislature, recommended by Georgia
deleO'ation, and Col. VVm. N. Bishop, late State agent and aid to the present G-overnor Schley, and late aid to Governor Lumpkin. John Watie,
interpreter.
Cobb, Cherokee, and Gilmer counties compose the 3d.-Capt. \Villiam
Worley, of Cherokee county: Georgia, who is a man of good character and
business qualifications, and Colonel Joel Yancy; formerly of the Hou~e of
Representatives in Congress, recommended by Col. R. M. Johnson and
Hon. John Bell. Sanders: interpreter.
Forsyth, Lumpkin, and Union, compose the 4th division of the Ist
district.--Col. Josiah Shaw, of Lumpkin, recommended by Georgia delegation in Congre~s, and Col. Nathan.iel L. Hutchings, late meniber of the
Legislature from Gwinnett county. Henry Crittenden, jnterpreter.
The appointments or selections for the 2d district: included by Alabama
are not yet made, but will be in a few days.
'
The 3d district, or Tennessee part of the country: is laid off into two
divisions, as follows:
Tlte 1st, composed of that pnrt lying northwest of the road leading from
Hambright's ferry, via Petit's, on the Federal road, and i'JilcNair's, to the
Georgia line.-Doct. James S. Young, of Mcl\tlinnville, recommended by
Hon. J. K. Polk; and Captain David Caldwell,_ of Monroe county, recom!Dended by the Hon. H. L. 'Vhite and R. J. Meigs. Joseph A. :F,oreman,
mterpreter.
The 2d division is composed of that portion nf Tennessee lying southeast of theIst didsion.-Jackson Smith, Esq., brotherofMajor Gen.Nathaniel Smith, of McMinn county, and Col. Joseph McMillin, of Bradley county
recommended by Legislature of 1832, as a person entitled to the con.fidenc~
of the people of Tennessee as elector. VV m. Foreman, interpreter.
4th district, on LVorth Carolina part of the cou.ntr:lf, is not divided.William Welch, Esq., late member of the ~orth Carolina Legislature, also
of the convention to amend the constitution of that State, and Nimrod
Jarrett, Esq., both recommended by Col. Rohert Love, of Franklin.
Michael Gormley, interpreter.
_
The foregoing persons are all in ae.tive service. The dates at \vhicb
they commenced, respectively, will be giveu on my arrival at the agency.
'Each ngent and interpreter has, before proceeding to business, been sworn
to perform the same failhfnlly and impartially; and the appraising agents
ave been furnished with detailed instructions, corresponding with those
furnished by the department.
Owing to the great uncertainty of Indian movements, and the possibil),ty that eight or ten thousand may wish to go off this season, and in that
tesult, the neces~ity of having their business settled before their departure
dle nurnber of appraising. agents has been increased above the numbe;
,,.•_.. _v"'"'u of in my last interview with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs·
this will not inllJlase the ultimate expense of that branch of business. '

s:
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In a few days I expect to be able to give you a more satisfactory
of the number that will wish to emigrate this season; which depends
much upon the latitude given .Nlr. Hoss, in his mea1-ures of rcsista
the treaty, by General vVool.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURR

NEw

EcHOTA, CHEROKEE NATioN,

GA.,

8eptember 91 1

SIR: On the 25th of July last I entered upon the necessary co
enc(! with General Carroll, and others, to ascertain when and wh
more formal and operative duties of my appointment, as United
commissioner under the late treaty with the Cherokees, might be su
fully prosecuted. Being unable, up to the 30th ultimo, to hear a
whatever from my associate commissioner, and having· been np
letters from Major Currey and many of the intelligent Cherokees,
necessity and importance of thu presence and services of the comm· ·
in this part of the country, I have accordingly proceeded to this
having in my tour obtained interviews with most of the agents
Government charged with duties connected with the execution
treaty. I have also seen and conversed with many of the most in
Cherokees, especially those who are charged with the duty of attonlhnn•.-tllll
the settlement of claims arising under the provisions of the treaty.
withstanding the opposition of John Ross, and his associates, and the
vexed and perplexed subjects connected with the present state of the
of the Cherokees, I still indulge the belief that a wise, firm, and
course, on the part of the Government and its agents, will yet bring
lonO' standing case of annoyance to a favorable issne; but the duties
sig~ed to the commissioners will demand of them untirjng patience
perseverance.
A prudent forecast admonishes me of the importance and ad
which will result from systematic and well-defined arrangement in
acting the business confided to the commissioners. It wotlld seem that
treaty contemplated that the whole of the business should be tralnsa,ctea
this place, and I find this to be the wish and understanding of the
kees who signed the treaty; and, in point of geographical location
Indian population, it is as eligible as any other point whatever.
But neither this or any other central point in the Cherokee cou
at this time afford that reasonable and necessary accommodation
nature of the business seems to require. If the business is transacted
it will be indispensable to have some repairs made to the dil
Cherokee (public) buildings, to afrord shelter and 'p rotection from
ther (of the approaching winter) to the commissioners and their secret:uv-1
These repairs, however, could be made at a very moderate expense,
for a sum not far exceeding one hundred dollars.
Upon my invitation, Col. Jackson, secretary: to the commissioners,
accompanied me on the tour to this place, where we shall remain until
hear something on the subject of the absent commissioner. We find
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expenses of travelling and subsistence greater than could have been reasonably anticipated. Travelling, sending expresses, employing interpreters,
&c., will, in the course of things, necessarily add something to the expenses
of transacting this business. Upon all these matters, I feel myself restrained
from entering upon definite arrangements until I can have an opportunity
of consulting with my associate, and can ascertain from the Government
how, 71Jhen, and where, these expenses are to be defrayed. Under these
circumstances, I have to request that I may be informed, without delay,
whether any allowance will be made for expenses and subsistence of the
commissioners and their secretary, and for the subsistence and expenses of
expresses and interpreters. I will further remark, that none of the Cherokees named in the treaty as a committee to settle the affairs of the nation,
enn, or will, attend to that duty without a reasonable compensation, and
their services will be insispensable to a proper adjustment of the affairs of
their people. It is, therefore, necessary that this Indian committee should
be explicitly informed on this subject. I have, and shall continue to have,
the most strict regard.Ao economy, and, therefore, have not made the .foregoing suggestions witb a view of opening the way, unnecessarily, for the
expenditure of a single cent, but with a view of having a distinct understanding, which may prevent all embarrassments in making a final settlement at the close of the business.
l\iy private resources have thus far been ample to meet the very small
expenditures which have occurred; but I have to request that I may be
instructed npon the subject of obtaining tbe necessary public funds.
I shall continue to feel some solicitude for the arrival of my associate,
but trust I shall not much longer remain in suspense upon the subject.
I have the honor to be, with respect,
Your obedient servant,
WILSON LUMPKIN.
Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War..

Extract of a.letter from Montfort Stokes to the Com'lnissioner of Indian
Affairs, dated September lOth, 1836.
"At the request of t~e chiefs of the Cherokee nation, 1 enclose a copy of
their letter to James Starr., and others, who signed the late treaty with the
Cherokees of 1836."

CHEROKEE NATION, NEOSHO DISTRICT,

August 23,1836.
We, the undersigned, have seen a treaty concluded witl} some of our
eastern brethren, and commissioners appointed by the President of the
United States. And it appears from that treaty that our people in this coun-.
try do not receive equal benefits with their brethren east, except a few late
emigrants~

We, in behalf of our people, do earnestly solicit our brethren east to agree
that all the Cherokee people shall receive equal benefits fl'Om the aoove
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mentioned treaty, as the whole Cherokee people have to remove to the
where we live. It appears to ns that equal benefits, under the said
would unite our people again as one nation in the western country.
We have called your attention to the late treaty, with a view that
take it int~ consideration, so that aJl th~ Cherokees may receive fqual
ftts under It. We have the best of feelings for our brethren east1 and it
ever been our sincere wish for them to UIIite as a nation in the \Vest.
compliance with the above request, appears to us as the o.nly thing that
unite the whole Cherokee people as a nation.
'rhere is another part of your treaty that our people in this country art
opposed to. It is this: That you bring missionaries with yon to this conn
try. Our people consider t?at there ~re plenty of ~ission.aries already
among us, as they create excitement at times, by mterfenng with the political affairs of our nation; and we have a law in existence, that there shall
be no more missionary establishments erected within the nation, until pro.
vided for by law.
We wish further to state to yon, that you sent A. Smith and S. W. Bel
to request us to send a delegation to attend your council, and we were assured by them that all the expenses of the delegation should be paid by yon.
Agreeatly to that request, we sent a delegation; and we shall expect you to
comply with the promise of your delegation.
·
We have the honor tq be,
Most respectfully,
John Jolly, his x mark.
Pr·incipal Chief
Joseph Vann, 3d Chief.
John Rogers, jun.,
E.r:ecutive Council.
Thomas Graves, his x mark,
John McKinzie, his x mark,
Charles Rogers, his x mark.
l .
George Brewer, his x mark.
Moses Smith, his x mark,
Robert Webber,
James Carey, his x mark.
AuausT 23, 1836.
Now you see from this letter what I told. yo~ all when ~ou wished me t<7
1ign the treaty. I told you that I would stgn It, though It was not agreeable to our instructions, and you would not agree to any of my propositions.
you and our people can settle it yourselves hereafter
his
r '

JOHN

X

SMITH,

markr
To Mr.

JAMES STARR

and others ..
CHEROKEE AGENCY,

Fort Gibson, August 24, 1836.
I certify the foregoing to be a trne. copy of the original, file? by me in
the office of the Cherokee agency, wtth a ryquest from the chtefs that a
certified copy of the same be laid before the Secretary of War,
M. STOKES,

Sub-Agent for Cherokees.
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NEW EcHOT A,

September 10, 1836.

SrR: I am still in suspense, awaiting some information npon the subject
<>f my nssociate commissioner, under the Cherokee treaty, from whom I
have not yet heard. I have had frequent interviews with five members of
the Cherokee committee appointed in the late treaty to transact the business of their tribe. I have some apprehension that the balance of the committee, being- uuder the influence of Mr. John Ross, will decline serving. I,
however, entertain the belief that, if a faithful execution of the treaty was
in prog-ress, it would soon overcome all prejudice and opposition, and finally
be carried iuto effect without the aid of those strong measures which have
become uecessary elsewhere.
It is very desirable that a majority of the Indian committee named in the
treaty should act, but I take it for granted, that the execution of the treaty
cannot depend upon the uncertain contingency of the majority of an Indian
<!ommittee performing the duties assigned them, and consequently shall feel
myself authorized to ·t ransact business with the aid of such as will serve, and
such persons as may be appointed by them to fill vacancies.
The memhet·s of the Cherokee committee, with whom I have conferred,
and many other intelligent Cherokees, state that, before the arrival of the
disbursing officer of the Government in this country, they found many of
the Cherokees suffering for want of food ; whereupon they have furnished
their suffering· people until the arrival of relief through the Government
was obtained. The value of the provisions thus furnished, iq estimated not
to exceed three thousand dollars. For this timely act of liberality, the
Cherokees reqnest that they be reimbursed, and suggest that it might, by
your order, be done out of the funds set apart in the 18th article of the
treaty, for the su bsistence of the indigent Cherokees. Upon an approach to
the dnties which devolve on the commissioners, I daily find new questions
arisitJQ", upon m ne of which I find it necessary to trouble the Executive
Government. In order to a proper adjustment of Indian claims, nnder the late
treaty, and to facilita-te the transaction of their business, it is deemed most
expedient to assemble the claimants at this place, many of whom are poor
and destitute, and must have subsistence while attending to the settlement
{)[their claims. Therefore, I would respectfully inquire, is thei'e any fund
which could be placed under the control of the Indian committee and commissioners, for the above purpose of subsistence? The Cherokees snggest
that there are fnnds ,~ under prior treaties, which might be thus applied. But
whether there be any funds, and \Vhat funds, that may be applied to this
{)bject, you can hest jndge. l deem the object of subsisting the Indians~
while here on business, one of great importance to the poorer classes.
11 here are many of the most intelligent and influential Cherokees, who
are fnlly competent to the management of their own affairs, and who are
very desirons, as soon as their claims nre settled, to receive all that may
be due to them under the late treaty. I will add, thi".t if this desire can be
granted, it will have a hnppy influence in favor of the treaty with that
entire class of the nation.
l have the honor to be.
Very resp~ctfnlly,
Your obedient servnnt,

WILSON LUMPKIN.
Honorable LF.wrs CAss,
IS'ecre!ary of War.
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New Eclzota, Ga., September 11, 1836.
SIR: Since my last, I have had a meeting of as many of the committee
designated in the late treaty to manage the afi"i1irs of the Cherokees as
thought proper to attend. Five, being of the Ross party, have declined
serving, and three others did not make their appearance; consequently,
five only were present, to wit: Boudinot, Ridge, Gunter, Rogers, and Cham·
• bers. I laid before them my regulations, to govern in future the issues,
with which they were much pleased. I submitted to their consideration
· how much of the $72,000 they thought ought to be appropriated for
clothing, and how much for rations. Although they preferred . leaving the
whole subject to my discretion, they recommended that $30,000 be appropriated immediately for clothing, the greater part of which, at my sugges·
tion however, they recommended to be expended for blankets and shoes, to
1 be purchased, by an ngent sent for that purpose, in New York.
'rhese
blankets, clothing, and shoes are to be expended accordiiJg to circumstances; that is, according to the necessities of the people, generally having
reference to those who may emigrate this fall and coming winter. In order
to ascertain the wishes of the North Carolina Indians, I shall postpone sending an agent until I have consulted them, which I shall be able to do at the
council to be held on the 15th instant, on the subject of the kind of clothing
· they may require. As they are less civilized than those in Georgia, they
· may require some articles of clothing that the latter do not.
I have already informed you tl1at I have expended about $4,000 for
rations, an account of which will be transmitted to you at the close of this
month. As they can now do without rations, I have ordered the issues of
rations to be suspended until further orders, except in extreme cases. I
ulso, in a former communication, suggested the propriety of depositing the
appropriation in some bank in New York or Philadelphia, where I may
draw for it as circumstances may require. In case I should make pnrchases
· in this country, which, no doubt, 1 shall be obliged to do for small accounts,
(say two, three, or four hundrr-d dollars,) it would be more convenient to
draw checks on some bank at the east than bills of exchange on the War
Department. Small checks I can get cashed almost anywhere; but bills
of exchange on the War Department I shall be obliged to send to the Knox·
, vi1le bank to be cashed, which is always attended with expense, such as
sending an agent for the purpose, &c.
I am at a loss, at this moment, to Jmow how to draw for the money·
required for the clothing to be purchased in New York, lest you may have
deposited the money, as suggested in a former communication, in some
bank in New York. If not, you will please deposite, if it meets your appro·
bation, in the Merchants' Bank, in New York, $62,0SO, being the bc.lance,
tmdrawn for, of the appropriation for the poorer classes of the Cherokees,
agreeably to your statement of the 4th ultimo.
You will oblige me if you will return an answer as soon as practicable
to this communication.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brigadier General Commandi11g.
'ro C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs~
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NEw EcHOTA, September 12,1836.
Sm: Since writing to you on the 9th instant, on the subject of repairing
the public buildings, at this place, for the use of the commissioners, &c.,
Mr. Elias Boudinot, who has the most comfortable buildings which are to
be found on the lands reserved for public ase at this place, has suggested
to me a willingness and desire to lease to the United Stutes his bmldings,
for the use of the commissioners in transacting the public business. His
buildings are both comfortable and convenient, and would add greatly to
the comfort and convenience of all who may be engaged in transacting the
public business under the treaty. This proposition originated ;w ith Mr.
Boudinot himself, who is, as you _know, a liberal and enlightened man,
and who takes great interest in promoting every effort of the Government
towards carrying out the provisions of the late treaty, in that manner
which may be best calculated to promote the interest of his native race.
F'or his possessory right for two years under the treaty, I have no doubt
he could lease his possessions for five hundred dollars; · consequently, the
Government ought not to offer him less. This arrangement would add
greatly to the prospect of comfortable quarters to the commissioners and
other3 at this place; and if consistent with your views of the public interest,
you will please to instruct me on the subject. Permit me to add that the
additional expense 11ow suggested, over that contemplated in my letter of
the 9th, will be more than co-unterbalanced by the comfort of the commist:ioners; for the prospect of comfort, at best, is b11d.
1 am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

WILSON LUMPKIN.
Bon. LEWIS CAss,

Secretary of War.

E. T . .AND C. N.,
New Echota, Srptem.ber 12, 1836.

HEAD QuARTEHs, ARMY

Sm: Since my communication of -the lOth instant, Governor Lumpkin
informed me that he had, at the request of a part of the committee designated in the treaty for managing the Cherokee affairs, suggested to the
Secretary of War whether it would not be expedient to allow such of the
committee, who may have furnished subsistence to the poor and needy of the
nation previous to my issuing rations to them, to be paid out of the appropriation for the poorer class, agreeably to the 18th article of the treaty.
My object in calling your attention to the subject is; a1erely to put you on
your guard against such propositions. The claims of a similnr character
are numerous. If you allow thern in one case, will you not be compelled
to allow them in all others? I have no doubt if such claims were allowed,
they would amount to more than the whole appropriation, $72,000, and
the tronble of liquidating them would be almost endless. I hope the suggestion by the Governor will not he entertained, for I am confident it will
open the door to numerous frauds.
It has also been sng:g:ested by some of the committee, that this fund ought
to be expended in fur-riishing with subsistence all those who may attend on
the commissioners to transact business. If such a proposition should be
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entertained, not a man would come prepared to subsist himself, and
consequence would be that thP. fund would be diverted from the
contemplated by the 18th article of the treaty. It would be partially
tributed, and principally to those residing in Georgia. Those inN
Carolina, where the great body of the poorer class reside; would not get
proportion. I would distribute this fund impartially, and when it
do the most ~·ood. I know not whether this proposition has been submit·
ted to the War Department. If it has, I hope it will not be entertained; it
certainly onght not, if we wonld be just. If the people generally Bhould
submit to the terms of the treaty, and come in and settle their claims with
the commissioners, the number, probably, would be so great as to consume
the whole fund in two weeks.
I hope this subject will receive all the attention it merits.
1 have the honor to be,
Very respecfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gert. Commanding.

C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

September ] 4, 1836.
SIR: In my communication of the 8th, I informed you that the dates
respectively at which the nppraising agents and the interpreters reported for
service, would be given on my arnval at the agency.

Appraisers for tlte 1st district in Tcnnesse;,_
· reported August 11, 1836.
do.
do.
16, 1836.
do.
do.
17, 1836.
Interpreter.-.Tames A. Foreman 7

Doctor John S. Young,
David Caldwell,

Appraisers for the 2d

di~trict

Jackson Smith: Esq.,
James W. McMillnn,
Interpreter.- William Foreman,

in Tennessee.

reported August 16, 1836.
do.
do.
22, 1836.
21) 18~6.
do.
do.

Appraisers for Nortlt Carolina, in one district.
William Welch, Esq.,
Captain Nimrod S. Jarrett, '
lnterp1·eter.-Michael Gormley,

reported August 24, 1836.
do.
do.
24, 1836.
do.
do.
25, 1836.

Appraisers for the 1st ·district in Georgia.
James Lidel, Esq.,
Philip Hemphill,

lnterprder.-Elijah-Moore,

reported August 30, 1836.
do.
do.
30, 1836~
do.
co., 30, 1836.,
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Appraisers for the 2d district in Georgia.
Co1onel Willi'lm N. Bishop,
Captain Stephen May,
lnterpreter.-John \Vatie,

reported August 17, 11336.
do.
do.
17, 1836.
do.
do.
21, 183a

Appraisers for the 3d district in Georgia.
C~tptain William Worley:
Colonel Joel Yancy,
Interpretcr.- Johnson Alberty,

reported September 7, 1836.'
August 20, 18:36.
do.
do.
September 6, 1836.

Appraising agents for the t1th district in Georgia.
Colonel Josiah Shaw,
reported September 5, 1836.
Colonel N. L. Hutchins,
5, 18~~6.
do.
do.
do.
do.
2, 1836.
Inte1Jrreter.-Harry Crittenden,

I shall proceed on to-morrow to Alabama, for the purpose of m:.1king
selections for that conntrv.
It is still uncertain what number may wish to g·o off this season.
'I'here are many emissaries in this country from Knoxville, Tennessee,
whose conduct and conversation appear to be wdl calculated to sustain Mr.
Ross in his measurl's of opposition. Several men: heretofore co-operating
with Hoss in these measures, are now building on the land allotted for the
use of the Government, or agent superintending the removal of the Cherokees, in defiance of my wishes, and to the annoyance of the interest, as I
believe, of the Government. If we are to judge of the futnre by the past,
I am c~;~rtain no good can result from their continuance in this country.
In the conclusion of my Jetter of the 8th instant, I do not wish to be understood as casting censure on General Wool, yet I fear, through the influence
of such as I have above named, the department has been induced to restrict
th~ action of General 'iV ool in such a manner as to give Mr. Ross's prejudices, and those of his political advisers, that effect so much desired by
~me partisans of the present day. I am advised by some of the appraifllmg agPnts that letters have been circn1ated through the Cherokee country, from Ross, requiring the Indians to 5tand firm and united in
opposing the treaty, and that he has assn ranees it will be set aside, and
they will get back their lands. If he is ullowt~d to oppose the treaty in
this way, there can be no doubt as to the effect. It will resu It in
nothing short of a repetition of the scenes exhibited in Florida and the
Creek country, during the past spring and summer.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
Gen. GEoRGE GmsoN,
Commissary General of Subsi5>tence,
Washington city.

P. S.-The vnluing agents are employed at $4 per day each, and the
mterpreters at $2 50, to include the usual expenses.
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CHEROKER AGENCY,

Sept. 4, 1

The expenditures for the next quarter may be regarded as
what uncertain. I would, however, on account of valuation agents
their interpreters, estimate
SIR:

Eighteen agents, at $4 per day, ninety days each
Nine interpreters, at $2 50 per day each
One interpreter for superintendent, back pay, &c. per quarter
One clerk to superintendent, at $3 per day
One superintendent Cherokee removals
Removal of 5,000 Cherokees, at $20
Conting-encies
Advances necessary to be paid by. the commissioners to intelligent class of Cherokees, on their improvements, to enable them to buy wagons, teams, pay debts, &c. Six removing· agents, at $4 per day, ninety days
Six interpreters; at $2 50 per day, ninety days
Six physicians, salary and expenses estimated at $6 per day,
60 days 'rotal

I would sug-gest, as a check and safeguard, while at the same time
public convenience is consulted, that the draft of the disbursing agent,
dorsed by the commissioners,, be necessary to draw the sum from the
posite bank, which should be drawn out in quantities and ·at times to
the emer~ency.
This large estimate is made to avoid the danger of underrating the
mands which might, owing to the uncertainty of Indian movements,
of a sudden. As I have before said 1 the number of emigrants going off
season depends much upan the latitude given to Mr. Ross in his measul'f!!l.;
of oppo.";ition to the treaty.
Most respectfully,
'
Your very obedient servant,

;B. F. CURREY.
Gen. GEo. GIBsoN,

Commissary General of Subs_istence.

PHILADELPHIA, 9th Month, 16, 1836.
We enclose thee Isaac McCoy's draft, dated West Port, Jackson eounty,
Mo., 16th Augnst: in favor ofvVm. M. Chick, drawn un thee, as Sec
for one thousand dollars,-by authority of C. A. Harris, Commissioner
Indian Affairs. For whieh sum please send us a check on the Girard Bank
or on Moyamensing Bank.
With respect,
SITER 'PRICE & Co.
LEwis CAss,

Secretary of War,
Washington city.
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MARIHSVILLE, Septentber, 1836.
SIR: I am infi1rmed that a number of the Cherokee Indians are desirous
to em~grate to the west during the present season, and that they wish agents
of the1r own selection employed for that purpose. If the treaty with that
tribe will authorize such n course, (and I apprehend it will,) I would respectfully suggest the propriety of the removal of such as may desire it, as enrJy
as practicable. I am satisfied a number of them can be removed this fall, at
less expense and trouble than at any future time. Be so good as to let me
hear from you upon this subject as early as practicable.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOAB LA vVLER.

Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT~

Second Auditor's Office, September 1.6, 1836.
SIR: On the ~ettlemnnt of Lieut. Batman's account, Benjamin F. Currey received from him, on the requisition of J. F. Schermerhorn: United
States commissioner, $215 for expenses incurred as special messenger, in
travelling from Red Clay council ground to the seat of Government, and
returning, in November, 1835. As no allowance can be made by the accounting officers for expenses incurred in coming to the seat of Government without authority from !he department, be pleased to inform me if
Mr. Schermerhorn was authorized by his instructions to employ Mr. Currey us specinl messenger, or if his repairing to 'Yashington has been sanctioned by the department.
I am, respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

WM. B. LEWIS.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

E.

'r. AND C. N.,

Red Clay, Tenn., September 18, 1836.
Sm: It is with peculiar pleasure that I acknowledge the receipt of your
several communications of the 1st and 3d instant, by express, from
Athens. 'I'hey have indeed revived my hopes; for I had begun to think
all confidence was lost, both as it regarded my judgment and discretion.
I am happy to find that it is otherwise.
The Cherokees are fast coming in from all parts of the country to attend
the council. I presume at least three thousand are present. My camp is
-within a quarter of a mile of the council ground. 'l'he Indians appear very
1J.uiet and peaceably disposed. Notice has been given that the business of
the council will be commP.nced to -morrow.
I had two interviews with Mr. John Ross. I endeavored to convince
'him of the folly of any attempts to resist the execution of the treaty, or to

•
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obtain a modification of it. At the same time I informed hini of the
termination of the President to have it executed in nll its parts, and,
directed, cautioned him on the subject of holding a council for any
purpose than to advise submission to its terms. I send herewith an
of the President's letter of the 7th instant.
I have no doubt that the council will endeavor to procure a decla
of the people against the treaty, and to appoint a new delegation to
Washington for the purpose of making a new treaty, or to procure a
cation of the present one. On this subject, I intormed lVIr. Ross that I
consider such a measure no less dangerous to himself, than ruinous to
people. It would have the effect to delay the execution of the
and, consequently, the people would not be ready at the proper time to re•
move, when he might look forward to the course now pursued towards the
Creeks, who were found unprepared to remove to the west. He replied,
that hi~ wish was that of his people. If they assented to abide the treaty
he would be content, and remove with them. He does not, however, conside~ it a treaty with the Cherokee people, but made with a faction composed of a very small body of the nation. I told him the destinies of his
people rested with him. It was in his power to do much good or much
evil ; and that the latter would be the result if they adopted at this council
the plan he had suggested. The last interview was had in the presence of
.Messrs. Lowrie, Taylor, Ross, and the two Gunters. I read to all the President's letter. Most of the more intelligent part, such as Judge Martin, Tay..
lor, Boudinot, Bell, Hicks, Vann, &c., are anxious to remove, and they ~ay
they will remove this t1ll. But they appear to have no influence upon
the full-blooded Indians. It is Mr. John Ross, and him only, who appears
able to control them. They ail say they want to hear what he bas to say
on the subject, and then they will decide. He has unbounded influence
over them. This is no fiction, but truth. I am in hopes to be able to ad·
vise you more fully in my next of the measures the council intend to
adopt.
On the subject of certain Creeks and Cherokees, I would call your atten·
tion to the enclosed letters, from 1. t0 3, inclusive. Humanity revoits at the
course pursued towards those Creeks who have not participated in the late
hostilities, but have lived from one to twenty years jn the Cherokee country, and connected, by marriage and blood, with the Cherokee people. They
ought not to be hunted .and dragged to the emigrating camp like so many
wolves. A distinction. ought to be made between that class and those who
have been engaged in recent hostilities. Many of the former have become
nationalized and adopted into the family of the Cherokee~, and by their
laws and customs, are permitted to come in and partake of the benefits of
the late treaty. I hope the subject will claim your early attelltion, in order that a decision may be had as soon as practicable upon those difficult and intricate questions. I would not drive these people, or any part
of the Cherokees, to desperation. 'rhere is a great difference between
cruelty and oppression, and being decided, firm, and just. 'Vith the latter, you will command the respect of the Indian ; and whilst you can do
that, you mny control him; bnt with the other, nothing but hatred and
dislike, and if pursued too far loose every thing. 'rhese people, as tame
and docile as tl·1ey may now appear, can be driven to war.
I regret that the commissior1ers have not found it convenient to enter
upon tfie duties of their office. It would, no doubt, have had the most fa-
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effect.

Until they do, every thing will remain in an uncertain

state. ·we should be able to test the sincerity of those who say they are
ready and anxious to go. If all would go this fall that say they will, it
would not fail to have a very favorable effect.
Yon will perceive by the President's letter, th3t General Carroll will not
be here before early in October.
I have the honor to be,
With considerations ofthe highest respect,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. 'VOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding .

'ro the Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of War.
..
·j

No. 1.
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

E. T.

AND

C. N.

81R: The bearer, Gah-lah-stak-yohs, informs me that she has a sister
who is a Cherokee, but the widow of a Creek, with five or six children,
who have been taken, and are either on the way or at Gunter's landing,
for emigration to the west. Her name is Stewonah, or Oke-wo-nat. I am
informed by some of the chiefs now present, that this woman and her children, according to the laws and customs of the Cherokee nation, are entitled to come in and partake of the benefit of the late treaty made with
the Cherokees. Under these circumstances, and in order to preserve the
peace of the country, and to prevent an unnecessary excitement among the
Cherokees, at the same time to do justice to all concerned, you will not
aend this woman and her chjldren, nor Amak-noh-yoh, nor any other in~
dividual similarly situated, to the west, until the commissioners appointed
ander the late treaty made with the Cherokees, or the War Department,
settle the qnestion whether the wife and children shall partake of the
haracter of the husband and father, and foll.>w his destiny; or whether
they shall be separated, and each, according to circumstances, come in and
rtake of the benefits of both Cheroke~ and Creek treaties, and be sent to

1be west.

Six of the committee, who have authority under the late treaty to mange the affairs of the Cherokees, are now present, and are of the opinion
that this woman and her children, and also, A-mak-yoh-yoh, are entitled to
me in under the late treaty and. partake of its benefits; and accordingly
request: as well as Governor Lumpkin~ one of the commissioners appointed
under the treaty, that they be set at liberty. You are therefore directed to
deliver them to the bearer: and permit her to take them to some place where
they will not be liable again to be apprehended, until these difficult and
mtricate questions are settled.
You will please to instruct your agents to be careful not to apprehend
any ofthose Indians whose cases are of a similar character to those above
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mentioned, unless they ahsolntely know that they have
engaged in the Creek war.
I am, very respectfully~
Yours, &c.,

JOHN E.
Brig. Gen. G'O'.!nn~.anau•;t~~
To Gen.

ANDREW 1\'[ooRE,
Emigrating agent, at Gunter's Landing. •

No.2.
HEAD QuARTERs, HIGHLAND BA'.rTTALION,

Coosau;attee, Ga., September 16, L836.
SIR: I have the honor of reporting: myself, with a portion of my
ion, at this point. I rea?he~ here on Saturday morning, without any
dent worthy of commu?Icatwn. .
I am without any pnsoners, havmg: as yet, made no attempt to arrest
Creeks that are in this neighborh?or~; but am offering them terms,
Sanders and Bell, who, I hope, Will mduce them to come in and
surrender themselves for emigration. I thought the most peELCectble
the best to be employed .first; whir.h, if they fail to accept these
terms offered, they may prepare for the chase. The best informatiOn
more than 300 in this immediate neighborhood, leadino- the most di
life drinking at the little grog shops ; every day fro~ RO to 50
dr~nk, &c. rrhis state of things cannot exist long, without the worst
sequences.
Sanders and Bell, who, all admit, have a co.mplete control of these
ple, have been notified. Bell I have not seen, but have sent him
Sanders, that, by the orders of General Jesup, all these people who
not reported themselves to the emigranting camp by the 20th of Aug
declared to be hostile, and, therefore, the common enemies of the
States which makes it treason in any citizen to give them aid or
which crime the p~nalty is death. I feel unwilling that the views of
ernment should be defeated, and the lives and property of our citizens be
dano-ered, merely to gratify the avarice of a few unprincipled men.
thin~ but fear for their own personal safety will induce them to use
inflt~nce with these people to come in. I have made no threats, but
fied Sanders of the danger he is in. But should they fail to comply
my request, .I will ~a~e out t~e best cas~ that I can, and . if thought
cient for their conviCtiOn, I will ask th~Ir arrest, to be trwd by the laWB
the country.
Be pleased to give me your views upon this matter, which . will be
respected, and you shall be properly advised of the progress of my dutiea
I am, with high ·considerations of respect,
Your obedient ·servant,

C. H.

~ELSON,

Major CO?nmandifll

Brig. Gen. WooL . .
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No.3.

E. 'I'. AND C. N.,
Red Clay, September 17, 1836.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

Sm.: 1 have just received, by express, your communication of yesterday.
Yon will recollect that yon are subject to my authority whilst in the Cherokee country, and not to that of General Jesup. It is essential to the public
mterest that you do nothing to produce an unnecessary exc:itement, and
which might retard or delay the objects of Government, in relation to the
removal ol Cherokees. Mr. John Bell is one of those who signed the late
treaty, and from which circumstance, I cannot credit the declaration that he
has been guilty of treason in the sense you would apply the term to him, or
that he would do anv act to prevent the execution of the treaty.
By my instructi01is from the 1l{ar Department, the Cheroke~s are not. t?
be molested, or their rights depredated upon, unless they meditate hostilities against the people of the United States. If any, hO\~ever, should be
found exertinO' an undue influence to prevent the executiOn of the treaty,
they may be ~garded as meditating hostilities, and ought to be watched ;
but no arrests will be made under such circumstances until the facts in the
eases are reported to me, and orders issued on the subject.
You will, therefore, prohibit any violence being comntitted on the person,
ordepredations on the property, of any Cherokee, 'vithin the limits of the
Cherokee country, without my orders; and should any be committed by your
command, you will make ample satisfaction to the persons injured, and
without delay report to me the names of the offending individuals.
Your command and duties are highly important and delicate, in the dis"'
charge of which you may do much good or much evil. Prudence ancl dis ..
cretion are essential to the faithful performance of the trust confided to you.
In pursuing the Creeks: whom the Government, no doubt, are anxious to
have removed out of the country, you will be careful not to include in the
number Cherokees, or any of those who may have become nationalized by
marriage and long residence, and who. would be entitled, 'under the laws
and customs of the Cherokees, to come in and partake of the benefits of the
late treaty. All cases of a doubtful character, you will report to me and
receive my orders. The course which has already been pursued in relaiic)n to persons of that description has produced great uneasiness, not only
in the minds of those who are opposed to the treaty, but most of those
who are friendly and willing to emigrate to the west. I repeat, that you
nnot be too cautious in your zeal to serve the country, and particularly in
regard to that class of Cherokees or Creeks who have been adopted in the
ilnily of the Cherokees, lest you produce an excitement which may end in
eourse of measur~s on the part of the nation, which might lead to the
t disastrous consequences. ·
I am,. very respectfully,
Yours, &c.,

To Major C. H. :N EL.s oN,

JOHN 8. WOOL,
Brigadier General Commanding.

Comm.a ndin§ the Georgia volunteers.
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(EXTRACT.]

HERMIT AGE, :September 7,
As you have the treaty before you, and the instructions of the
ing Secretary of "V m~ I do not .see that I .c~n add anything more on
subject at present. 'I he treaty IS to he rehgwusly fulfilled. You
sure all concerned that no modification or alteration in it will be
me. Of this, Mr. John Ross has been advised. His friend, Mr. St
who waited upon me at \Vashington, and made the inquiry whether I
agree to a supplemental article admitting t_he ~oss's an~ their delegation
as chiefs, was mformed I would not. You w1ll, therefore, make known
the Cherokee people that no alteration in the treat~r will he made, but
all its terms and conditions will be faithfully and fully executed.
you find any evil-disposed white man in the oation, exciting the
not to comply with the treaty, you will forthwith order him or them
the nation; and if they refuse to go, the facts being thoroughly esti:J.Oltsit
ed, you will ta~e the s.teps nec.essary to put tl~e~n out. Said characters m!JIJI
be consider~d ~n th~ hght o~ mtruders, proh1b1ted by the treaty from living
within the lumts of the uutwn.
You will caution John Ross from calling any council of the CherokeJ
people~ with the view of opposin.g _or altering th~ treaty. He will know
that there will be no further negotiatiOn on the subJect; that the Cherokee~
are to emigrate in two years from the ratification of the treaty, and will bt
oblig-ed to go within that period.
1~hnve had a letter fi·om Governor Carroll. He will leave Pontotoc attW
early a moment as he can, and expects to meet Governor Lumpkin early in
October next.
With these hasty remarks, I remain
Your obedient servant,
SIR:

ANDREW JACKSON.

.
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

E. 'I'.

AND

C. N.,

Red Clay, Tenn., September 18, 1836.
Srn: To-morrow I shall send an agent to New York to purchase blankets,
shoes, &c. &c., for the Cherokees. The amount, as I have already infol'18"
ed yo·u will be tbirty thousand dollars. This sum was recommended by
such ~embers of the committee mentioned in the treaty, as attended on the
8th instant, at New Echota. I requested in that letter that the amount
might be deposited in the ~erchants' Bank of New York to my credit. I
shall crivc the agent authonty to pnrchase to that amount, bnt I shall not
draw for it until I have been informe<;l of the purchases, when I will draw
in favor of the houses of whom the purchases have been made. I shooW
be ~lad to know whether I shall dr~w on the department o~· the bank, in
which I requested yon would depos1te the money to my cred1t.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. General.

C. A. HARRIS, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
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WESTPORT, JAcKSON CouNTY, Mo.,

September 19, 1836.
Sra: My bill of exchange of this day for five hundred dollars, in favor
of W. W. Kavenaugh & Co., is · drawn agreeably to authority of C. A.
Harris Esq., Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated July 5th, 1836, and is
to enable me to fulfil instrnctio·1s, which at that time he gave me, to cause
the surveys of the Cherokee land to be completed, &c.
ISAAC McCOY.
Hon. LEWIS CAss,

Secretary of War.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

E. T.

AND

C. N.,

Red Clay, Tennessee, September 21, 1836.
SrR.: Herewith I have the honor to enclose a letter to Major Nelson, of

the Georgia volunteers. I send it to you to guard against misrepresentation,
and that your attention may be called to the subject to which it relates.
See my letter to him on the 17th instant.
.

. My command is daily becoming more difficult and intricate.

The Georare impatient of restraint, and more difficult to manage. They are
anxiOus to get possession of the lands of the Cherokees, and the latter are
eqn.ally anxious to retain them.
Daily, and almost hourly, complaints are made of some improper conduct
of the white people. I have done much to correct abuses, still 1 find it impossible to correct them altogether.
'l'he con neil is still in session, bnt nothing has been done as yet but read
documents. It is thought a vote will be taken to-morrow, on the subject of
the treaty, which will be unanimously condemned. They may declare it
no treaty, and appoint a delegation to go to Washington to make one, at
least to modify the present one. I sent the enclosed notice to them, which
was read to the people assembled in council. I have since seen a number
of their principal men, but it did not appear to have made any impression
on them, although I have heard it said by some two or three, that nothing
will be done except to read the documents and adjourn. This I do not
believe.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL.
Hon. LEwis CAss,

g.a~s

Secretary of lVar.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

E. T.

AND

C. N.,

Red Clay, 1'eruiessee, Septernber 21, 1836.
SIR: I received your letter of the 18th instant, last evening, by ~xpress.
The object of my commmunication of the 17th instant,* was neither to
• Acopy was enclosed to the War Department by the last mail.
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call in question your veracity, integrity, patriotism, or zeal to serve
country.
It was merely to remind you that you were exclusively subject to
authority whilst stationed in the Cherokee country; consequently, any
ference without my authority to General Jesup in regard to your duties,
the course you ought or would pursue in relation to the Cherokees
Creeks, would be improper and unmilitary. I gave you directions to
the instructions of General Jesup in relation to the apprehending of
refugees, because it was his as well as Governor Schley's desire that you
should be employed on that service, and because I thought you were better
acquainted with it, than any other officer under my command. Tn the discharge of this duty, however, it became necessary, from the remarks in your
own letter, that I should caution you to be careful not to transcend the
bounds of the greatest prudence, lest you might include Cherokees, or
Creeks who hnd been nationalized, and might properly come in and partake of the benefits of the late treaty made with the Cherokees.
I am sure you .c an have ,l}o d~sire to apprehend Cherokee~, or those who
b~ve, been adopted in the Cherokee family, w.hether they are red or white
mer;1. If white men can be adopted in the Cherokee family, and come ill
and partake of the benefits of the treaty, I cap see no reason why Creeks
should not, under the same circumstances. This subject, however, has been
submitted to the War Department for its decision, which, it is probable, 1
shall receive in the course of a few days.
The Government of the United States is extremely anxious that nothing
should be done which would produce an •~xcitement that might retard the
execution of the treaty. Hence my remarks in relation to Mr. J. A. Bell, who
it is said had done much to bring about the treaty.
The great effort now making to induce the Cherokee people to denounce
the treaty, and to show that it was not made with the consent of the nation,
and only by a few unauthorized individuals, aided and assisted, as they say,
by corrupt ager1ts, in whom the Cherokees have , no confidence, rendered
it doubly necessary that we should be cautious in our course and conduct
towards them; and consequently my .order, which was extended to my
whole command, that we should be cautious in our course and conduct to·
wards the Cherokees, and permit no violence to be committed on the persons,
and no depredations on the property, of any Cherokee, and more especially
those who are friendly to the treaty.
With this explanation I return to you your resignation, with the assur•
ance that I intended no impeachment of your veracity, integrity, patriotism,
or zeal to serve your country.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To Major C. H. NELSON,
Commanding the Georgia volunteers.
P. S.-The resignation of Major Nelson, was a
ter, to him of the 17th instant.

conseqnenc~

of my let·

J.E. W.
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E. T. AND C. N ..
Red Clay, Tennessee, September 19; _1836.

H ·E AD QuARTERs, ARMY

I am insttucled by the President of the United States "to make known to
the Cherokee people, that no alteration will be made in the late treaty, entered into with chiefs and headmen of the Cherokee nation, and ratified the ·
23d of May) 1836, by the Senate of the United States, and that the same, in
all its terms and conditions, will be faithfully and fully executed." Agreeably, therefore, to its terms, "the -Cherokee people are to emigrate in. -two
years from the ratificaition of the treaty, and will be obliged to go within
that period."
JOHN E. 'VOOL,
Brig. . Gen. C8m. in Cherokee Country.
To -the

CH\ERO.KEE PEoPLE~

ATH:ENS, GEORGIA;

September 24, 1836.
SIR:

I have JtlS't 'returned 'to 'this place, after having spent a month in ·

the Cherokee cohntry, in efforts to render service, connected with the dis~
eharge of duties confided to me, as one of the commissioners under the late
treaty with the Cherokee Indians. You are doubtless apprized that my
.associate commissioner, General Ca-rroll, has not yet entered this field
of labor, nor is he now expected until some time in next month, (October.) The want of the co-operation of my associate, from the nature
{)f the ·service ·being joint, has greatly retarded the progress and efficiency
of my efforts, to have in a successful train of progress the execution of the
treaty. Under thQ' treaty no claim whatever can be finally adjudicated by ·
.a single commissioner; and not a single Indian or family will emigrate
until their claims are adjusted and settled. Many of the Cherokees, and ·
especially those having property, are very desir-ous to be on their way to
Arkansas, at as early a period as possible. -They wish to perform the jour-·
ney west be:Wre the <Cold winter eornmen'Ces. I have received and registered such drrims as have been :presented for the decision of the commis..
:sioners: and placed the papers appertaining 'thereto on file, ready for the ex~·
-amination and decision of the commissioners. · Major Currey, the emigrating agent, has all of his appraising agents in the field, and I believe they
-are proglfessing in th.at branch of, the busi!less as well as circumstances
will permit. 'rh.e emigrating agent is devoted to his duty, with the re"qUisite skiUamJ ability. Without direct information from General Carrol,
I have, in anticipation of his attendance, given public notire, that the commissioners may be expected to attend -at New Bchota, on the lOth of October next, for the purpuse of entering more fnlly on the duties of their
appointment, ;and havn invited the attendance of claimants, &c. This
11tep was -deemed expedient, in ·o rder to the 'Support and encouragement of
the treaty making party of the Cherokees, and their friends, who are desir'OUS to emigrate. Further delay on the part of the agents of the Government carmot fail to pr-oduce the most unfortunate results, by strengthening
the <lpposition to the treaty. Through General \Vool, and other channels of
information, you are doubtless apprized of the mischievous efforts of John
~and.

his white asseciates to prevent a speedy and faithful execution of

f
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the late treaty. This man Ross, sir, bas already neen tile instrument ill
the hands of bad men, to bring more than prdinary evil upon his
nate people, the Cherokees. His eareer of !nischief should be checked,
fore greaterevils ensue from it. I cannot lje1ieve the Federal Govern
so destitute of rightful power, as to per~it' this single individual to
and overturn its policy and treaties at pleasure. Shall this man in
his people in war, blood, and carnage, and produce a state of things- which
cannot fail to eventuate in the destrnction of this remnant tribe of a once'
mighty race ?-a tribe which was the favorite of our Washington, and aH
of his successor~; a tribe to whom the United States stands pledged ill
honor and by the strongest treaty stipulatiems. If the laws of the United
States do not provide for the arrest and pn11ishment of such conduct as
Oceola and John Ross have been guilty of, it is then the solemn duty of
the approaching Congress to take the subject into serious consideration.
Although the service in which I am engaged is from its nature unpleasant
and perplexing, I should feel that I was usefully and therefore properly employed in the discharge of the duties with which you have thought fit tO'
confide to my supervision and care, as one of the cqmmissioners under the
late Cherokee treaty, provided a power could be--stHlle where lodged, and
prudently exercised, to prevent the selfish, an~ bitious, and lawless, from
thwarting the efforts of the agents of the Go~_rnment in carrying the
treaty into effect. The statements of ~o~s and otbers, that the late treaty
was made contrary to the will of a majority of the Cherokee people, is entitled to no respect or consderation whatever. Nineteen-twentieths of the
Cherokees are too ignorant and depraved to entitle their opinions toanyweight
or consideration in such matters. They are incapable of self-government.
Moreover, their long established customs and habits prevent the common
Indian from exercising his thinking powers upon such subjects. 'rhey have
been, and are still, governed by the opinions of their leading men upon the
subject of removal, just as mllch as the slave is governed by the opinion of
his master. If Ross had entered into a treaty last winter, to suit the
selfish purposfts of himself and his friends; on his return home his whole
party would ·have received him with acclamations of approbation and ap·
planse. 'Jlhe treaty which \ras made was well received by the Cherokees,
and would have been cheerfully acquiesced in by an overwhelming portion
of the people, but for the efforts of John Ross and his confederates of the white
race. Ro~s received the countenance and support of many df the politicat
men of the country. He is countenanced and sustained by them in his
oppositiod to the late treaty, and made to believe that in certain corJtingencies it may yet be abrogated and set aside. He is caressed and flattered
by some of the subordinate agents and officers of the Federal Government.
Under these circumstances, his arrogance is not a just matter of surprise,
I have not yet heard the results of Ross's council, (which he should never
have been permitted to hold,) yet l do not doubt what the result will be.
Tt will be to delude the Cherokees, and throw obstructions in the way of
executing th~ treaty: He wishes again to figure at '\Vashington, during
the approachmg sesswn of Congress, and act the part which may be assigned him. Under this state of things, I anticipate some difficulty in tnt
Cherokee conn try; and, with a view to prevent mischief,.. and to-protect both
the red and white population in their respective rights 1 a- respectable military force ought to be kept in the Cherokee country. If United States
troops cannot be spared for this service; then the force should consist o(
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volunteers from the respective States having Cherokee population, proportioned to the number of Indians in each State. You will excuse me for
the liberty thus taken, when I a~sure you that I am actuated from motives
of prudence and forecast which may prevent much evil if duly respected.
When I entered the Cherokee country of Georgia, on my late tour, l was
!ruly surprised at the excited state of feeling amongst many of the Georgians,
on account of prejudices which they alleged to have been imbibed against
the conduct of General Dunlap, of Tennessee, and some of his subordinates in command. Without expressing an opinion who was right or
wrong, I am assured that volunteers from one State should not be quartered
on stationary duty in another State. The contemplated service will not
likely afford such active employment to voluntfters, officers, and men, as to
keep th.em free from the mischief of intermedd1ing with matters with which
they have not been charged. I should be reluctant to attempt the discharge
of the duties assigned me in the Cherokee country, encountering the bold
and daring, as well as cunning opposition .of John Ross, and have no force
<Jr protection at my -command, except men and officers believed to be more
friendly to the schemes of Ros.s than they 1are to the objects of my mission,
or that of the Government and administration under which I am acting.
To prevent misa.pprehensiQt), and as an act of justice to General Wool, I
deem it proper to state, that I have entire confidence in the honor, integrity,
and ability of General Wool to di:scharge the duties of Commanding General, &c., which have beeri confided to him; and if the General and the
commissioners can be sustained in the discharge of their respective duties,
untramelled by any embarrassment from the subordinate officers of Government, the Cherokee treaty will be executed. .The Commanding General and
the commissioners should be c]othed with all legal discretionary power, and
take the responsibility of doing their duty. Without firmness and decision
this treaty wiH never be brought to a happy issue.
With the highest respect and c.onsideration,
I am your most obedient servant,
WILSON ·L UMPKIN.
'To the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES..

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

September 30, 1836.
S.m: Enclosed, I have the honor to transmit to you the copy of a letter
which has been extensively published among the Cherokees from the day
of its reception, written by the Hon. H. Clay, to John Gunter, a Cherokee,
(marked A.) It has, no doubt, had much influence among the members of
the tribe. I also send the copy of a letter which George Lowry, the 2d prin-cipal chief, received from John Ross, after the ratification of the treaty,
(marked B.) ~"fhis letter was translated by Mrs. Brown, the daughter of
lowry, and the Rev. Edward Graves, from the English into the Cherokee
langnage, and privately circulated. Until the period of its circulation, most
-of the Indians were in the spirit, and very many were making ready to remove west. This letter fell into the hands of Andrew Ross, who translated
it, with the aid of John Ridge, into the English, and furnished me a copy
~f their translation. Ross has held his contemplated council, at which I
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am informed he read to a meeting of several thousand Indians all the
flamatory matter which he transmitted to the Senate and House of
sentatives; also a pamphlet which he published while in Baltimore or
adelphia, and in which he predicts scenes in the attempt to remove the
okees under the treaty 1 at which the heart would sicken. The tenor
bearing of the letter enclosed, and the proceedings had at Red Clay, under
Ross's direction, are calculated, and has so far had the effect, to
duce a stubborn opposition with many of the common Indians to a ~v••••v.,..... ,,
who, before the circul;;~.tion of said letter, and the meeting called by Ross,.
· looked to a remove~l as a matter of course. But since this meeting was tolerated, at which the Indians declared the treaty to be a fraudulent one, and
they were allowed to take steps preparatory to its defeat or abrogation, under
the eye of General VVool, they are encouraged to a stubbornness ami further
opposition, which I fear will end in a realization of Ross's prediction~.
If the course pursued by Ross before and during the council does not
eventuate in such scenes, I will be agreeably disappointed. Had I, however, been present and had control of the troops, Mr. Ross, and his pretended authorities assembled at his call, would now be in confinement.
In my opinion, such a step would have endangered the peace of the conntry less than that which has been tolerated.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. UURREY..
'I'o C. A. HARRis,. E.s,q.,

· ·Conwnssioner

of lnr]ian AJlairs~

A..
AsHLAND, June 6, 1831.
DEAR SrR: I received your Jetter of the 14th ultimo: describing the
wrongs and sufferings of the Cherokee nation. Of these I have been previously well informed . In common with a large portion of the citizens of
the United States, I regretted them and fe,lt the sincerest sympathy with you
on account of them; -I regretted them not only because of their injustice1
but because they inflicted a deep wound on the character of the American
Republic.
I have supposed that the principles which had uniformly governed ,our
relations with the Cherokee and other Indian nations, had been too'Jong
and too firmly established to be disturbed at this day. They were proclaimed in the negotiation with Great Britain, at Ghent, by the American commissioners who concluded the treaty of peace ; and having been one of
· those commissioners, I feel with more sensibility than most of my fellow-.
<;!itizens, any violation of those principles. For, if we stated them incorrectly, we deceived Great Britain; and if our Government acts in opposition to them, we dece1 ve the world.
According to those principles, the Cherokee nation has the right to estab-lish its own form of government, and to alter and amend it from time totime, according to its own sense of its own wants; to live under its own
laws; to be exempt from the operations .of the laws of the United States;:
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and quietly to possess and enjoy its lands, subject to no other limitation than
lhat, when sold, they can only be sold to the United States. I consider the
present administration of the Government of the United States as having
announced a system of policy in direct hostility with those principles; and
thereby encouraged Georgia to usurp powers of legislation over the Cherokee
nation, which she does not of right possess.
Such are my opinions, which are expressed at your request. But they
are the opinions of a private individual, which can avail you nothing.
What ought the Cherokees to do i11 their present critical situation? is a
most important question for their consideration. Without being able to
advise them, I see very clearly what they ought not to do. 'rhey ought
not to make war. They ought to bear every oppression rf~.ther than fly to
arms. 'The people of the United States are alone competent now to re·
dress these wrongs, and it is to be hoped that they will sooner or later apply the competent remedy.
In communicating these opinions at your instance, I have done it with no
!ntention that they should be published. A publication of them might do inJury, and I therefore request that it be not made.
I feel very thankful for the friendly sentiments towards myself; which
yon have expressed; and offer my sincere wishes that your nation finally
may obtain justice at the hands of the United States, and may become a civilized, christian, apd prosperous community.
l am, with high respect,
Your obedient servant,

H. CLAY.

Mr. JoHN

GuNTER.

B.
WASHINGTON CITY,

May 26, 1836.

DEAR FRIEND: Before. you ·get this letter, you will have seen those of
our friends who have gone home. You will, also, have seen the hasty
lines I wrote to yon, and sent. by Baldridge. When our friends left, I did
not expect to remain here until this time; but the Senate have not yet removed the injunction of secrecy from their proceedings on the fraudu,lent
treaty which they have ratified, and how far they will go to involve the
Cherokees, l do not know, for I have not yet been informed; but it is true
that they have made some alterations in the treaty. I have been told this;
and if tile President, and those who made the treaty, do not approve of the
Senate's amendments, it will be no treaty; but if they agree to it, then the
President will have to call on the House of Representatives to make the ap·
propriations to carry the treaty into effect, and this he has not yet done.
They are engaged in something of great ~mportance, secr€tly, \vhich it is
not proper for me to make known at present; for it is very probable that
the House of Representatives will refuse to appropriate the money, and in
that case the treaty will be null and void.
Some of the members say that the President is displeased with the
Senate's amendments, and others say what has been done cannot be viewed
as final: until the majority of the whole Cheroke-e people shall approve of
it; for even, according to Schermerhorn's own statement, there is not one
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in every ten Cherokees, who approves of what he has done ; but all
has been done would be nothing, if the Cherokees would all be firm in
minds, and consider it the same as if tltere was no treaty made and
ijiP.d, and be strong in this resolution, and not accept of the prov
of the fraudulent treaty made by unauthorized individuals. If
would do this, and 1·emain still and quiet, the Government would then
up the idea of treating with them, and we would gain a great deal,
tlte Cherokees would become enlightened, and our minds would be
glad. But there is no doubt there is a great deal said there before this
reaches you, to lead the minds of the people astray. The people must not
be alarmed, and must not be disturbed in their minds, nor suffer their judg·
ments to be scattered, and go astray. They must do nothing wrong, nor
understand wrong, for this business is of the utmost importance to us all, for
our peace and ha!Jpiness. When we, whom you have sent here on your business, get to our homes, we will then tell the truth about every thing that
has taken place here. You will readily see the importance of informing
the great body of the people correctly of what is intended; for if this was
not done, they would be apt to change their minds from what they have
been heretofore, and they would be likely to embrace the first news which
they have heard about the ratification of the treaty made by the unauthorized
persons. I depend on you to inform the people of the contents of this letter, and let them all be informed, so that they may be on their guard, and
not suffer themselves to be deluded. This is all I have to say. Give my
respects to all our friends.
JOHN
ROSS .
....
To GEo. LowRY.
SEPTEMBER 26, 1836.

I certify that this translation of John Ross's lettter to George Lowry, for
the pnrpose of circulating it privately among the Cherokees, is a true copy
of the original, in my possession.
.
JOHN RIDGE.
CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,
Octobe1· 1, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor herewith to forward a quarterly statement of ojicers and interpreters, employed in business preparatory to Indian removals·
Also, an account current for the -balance of the third quarter of the present year ; and a statement of articles of . public property now on hand, and
for which I am accountable.
Also, the receipt of G. \V. Adair, S. W. Bell, and Archibald Smith, for
moneys paid over to them, und for which, I hope, you will obtain me a credit
in the Second Auditor's Office.
I must, also, ask the favor of you to have me some blanks forwarded for
the use of this office, in making out quarterly statements hereafter.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY,

Superintendent Cherokee Removals•.
·- Gen. GEo. GIBSON,

Com. Gen.

Subsistence~
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CHEROKEE AGENCY, October 1: 1836.
Sm: I have the honor to inform you that the Cherokee part of Alabama,
or the second district, is composed of two divisions, distinguished as the
upper and lower divisions of the second district:
APPRAISING AGENTS, &C., RECOMMENDED BY THE HON. MR. CHAPMAN.

For the lst or lower division of Alabama.-Rezin Rawlings and George

S. Massey. William Lapley, interpreter.
For the 2d or upper division uf Alabama.-General Andrew Moore, late
assistant removing agent of Creeks, and David Ricketts, esquire, both of
Marshall county, Alabama. Andrew Ross, interpreter.
The full nunJ.ber of agents, with their interpreters, supposed to be neces-

sary in valuing Indian improvements, are now in service. I regret, however, to inform you that, while the principal men at the council held out to
General Wool a belief they would afford these agents every facility towards
completing this branch of business, off at a distance the assessors have met
with increased difficulty in getting the common Imlians, since their return
from the Red Clay council, to show their improvements.
Most respectfully,
·
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient se~vant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
General GEoRGE GIBsoN,
Commissary General Subsistence, W asking ton city.

E. T. AND C. N.,
Red Clay, Tenn., October 2, 1836.
Sm: I have the honor, herewith, to forward a communication from Mr.
JDhn Ross and others, of the Cherokee nation, relating to the proceedings of
a council recently held at this place. It requires no comment: it speaks
tOr itself. I, however, apprehend no immediate danger from the proceed.Wgs of the council, although it may tend to retard the execution of the
HEAD QuARTERS, ARMY

~ty.

'

On this subject, as well as all others connected with my command, I
freely and fully communicated my views to the War Department,
so far as they may regard the execution of the treaty, may be told
words, as follows: If the Government intended seriously to execute
the period prescribed by the treaty, two years from its ratification,
discussions of its validity should have been prevented, and aU meetings
· for their object anv other result than submission to its terms should
broken up, and· the people ordered home tA prepare for removing
west. Six weeks since this might have been done with ease, and
t producing any-excitement: yes, one month since it might have been
and the late council prevented, with9ut producing the slightest comIt would be more difficult at this time. The . people have been
their principal men that the treaty, so ca1led, is no treaty, and couse' not bound to obey or submit to its terms. (See my communications

. . . ." ' "
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to the War Department of the 15th, 20th, and 27th' August, and of the
12th, 18th, and 25th September last.)
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To the SECRETARY OF WAR.

PoNTOToc, October 7, 1
SIR: I have been so much afflicted with the rheumatism for the
three weeks, that I am obliged to resign as commissioner under the
kee treaty. I request that you will make this determination known to
President, to whom I will write by the next mail.
Business is going on very harmoniously here, and I have very
doubt but that we shall get through without a single complaint.
I beg you will be pleased to have the locations approved by the P
without dG!lay, as it will aid us very much in closing the business.
Gold and silver are abundant here, and the first two sales cuut1uu~.~
about $530,000. The Chickasaws will be rich; but the security of
funds, and their future happiness and prosperity, require their i
removal west of .the Mississippi.
Most re.speetfully,
.
Your obedient servant,

WM. CARROLL.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
H;rashington city.
NEw YoaK, October 10,1836.
SIR: On my retlun to town, this morning, I found that
Lenore, agent for General Wool, had made part of his purchases of
house.
I advised him, before proceeding further in the matter, to see
explained the present mode of making purchases, and showed him the
and regulations under which the purchase should be made. He had
concluded, when he left our office, whether to go or to write you.
either event, any arrangement is made by which he carr finish his p
we would feel much indebted if you would communicate it to us: the
" purchased was of a house who bought from us, though a
·
house, of an inferior article, costing one-third less to import.
left, he did so with the intention of explaining the matter, and obtainin(()
release of the purchase.
Governor Cassis off, having sailed at 11 o'elock this morning.
him your letter.
·
I am, my dear sir,
With many thanks for your kindness,
Your obliged friend and servant,
D. JACKSON TOWNSEND.
DEAR

C. A.

HARRIS~

Esq.
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E. T. AND C. ·N ..,
Fort Cass, Tennessee, October 11, 1836.
SrR: I have been at this place for the last six days, settling up my accounts
for the last quarter, and examining and signing abstracts of provisions.
The abstracts and accompanying rolls of issues to the Cherokee Indians
were not made out agreeably to the forms presented, and consequently, I
have ordered them to be made over, which will delay my accounts for your
department much longer than I intended. It is almost impossible to find
persons in this section of the country sufficiently acquainted with the army
forms to do the business correctly; all must be learnt before it can be done
either expeditiously or correctly.
·
Ileave to-morrow for the Cherokee council, to be held at New Echota,
where I have directed a camp of two companies of volunteers to be formed
towatch their movements and prevent disturbance.
I am impatient to receive answers to my communications of the lOth
and 12th ultimo.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
rro c. A. HARRIS, Esq.,
Commissioner of indian Affairs.
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

FoRT GIBSON, 'October 12, 1836.
Sm: I have the honor to.enclose my returns,for Cherokee disbursements,
~uring the thir.d quarter of .1836.
I take the Jiberty to suggest, that unless a v.er,y .large body of Cherokees
requiring subsistence in kind should arrive here, that no coptract be made
ilr the subsistence of Cherokees, until I can first have an opportunity of
ISsuing the surplus beef contracted for with Mr. Mackey. I believe I can
purchase corn aml salt on better terms without a contract.
GilesMcNoltie and James Childers emigrated without receiving the gun,
~lanket, and kettle, to which each head of family were entitled by treaty of
1828. They have in vain applied to the agent here, and have repeatedly
called upon me to know how they can get them. Are they debarred from
getting them on account of their neglect or their inability to get them before emigrating?
Major Currey writes me that McNultie did not receive, and that Childers
emigrated before there .was an enrolling agent in Alabama.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
J. VAN HORNE,
Disbursing Agent Cherokees~
Brig. Gen. GEORGE GIBSON,
Com. Gen. Subsistence~
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PHILADELPHIA, lOth Month 12,
We enclose a draft drawn on thee by Isaac McCoy, in favor of
& Hickman, dated Westport, Mo., September 9th, for five huudred
lars, being drawn agreeably to authority of C. A. Harris, Commissio
Indian Affairs, dated July 5th, 1836, for surveys of tP.e Cherokee lands.
Please send us a check for the $500.
"Vith respect,
SIT ER, PRICE, &
To LEwis CAss,

Secretary of War, Washington city.
E. T. AND C. N.,
Fort Cass, October 13, 1836.
SIR: I have the h<mor to acknowledge the receipt of your comumm.ca-:
tions of the 30th ultimo and 3d instant, by P.xpress, just arrived from
but that of the 24.th ultimo has not come to hand.
In yours of the 30th ultimo, you. have remarked "that the remittance
five thousand dollars herein alluded to, you will please consider as a part
the thirty thousand dollars to which you were requested in the letter of
24th instant to confine your expenditures for provisions, clothing, &c.
the present year." In reply to which I would observe, that although
amount to be paid out for blankets, shoes, &c., may exc'eed the amount
stated in your letter of the 24th ultimo, yet it is contemplated that the
issues for the present year will not amount to that sum. At least no arrangements of my own will exceed twenty thousand dollars.
The object in sending for so large an amount of blankets, shoes, &c., was
to save the expense of sending an agent next year, and not to issue the
whole amount this fall. The blankets, shoes, &c. ordered, it was esn'matt¥1.../
would amount to thirty thousand dollars ; it may not exceed tweiiLV·Ilvfl ·:
, thousand dollars. I have no doubt these articles have been purchased and
are now on their way to this country. It is, therefore, too late to remedy the
error, if it be one. I have promised to pay for them at cash prices, and
therefore, be obliged to draw for the amount as soon as I receive notice
the purchases having been made, which I expect by the next mail. You
have not informed me agreeably to my request in my letters of the 12th
and 18th ultimo, whether I should draw on the War Department, orwheth.
er I should check for it on the Merchants' Bank of New York, where Ire.
quested it might be deposited to my credit.
I regret extremely that you should have thought it necessary, under the
circumstances, to have transmitted a copy of my letter of the 12th
ultimo to Governor Lumpkin. It can do no good, and may do harm, particularly as it was in opposition to the wishes of the committee designated in
the treaty, to whom I have no doubt the Governor will make known the
contents. If my views of the question had been adopted by you, it would
then have been proper to have c:ommunicated my letter; but as it produced
no change of opinion as regards yourself, I can perceive no good that will
result by communicating it to others. The only object of that letter was to
prevent a partial distribution of the funds appropriated to certain purposes
by the 18th article of the treaty, and great dissatisfaction which will inevi.
tably ensue if all the claims of a: like character are not paid. I have no
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY
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doubt that the daims of the climmittee for suppi ying: the poorer Indians
with provisions are just and proper; and I have as little doubt that. the
claims of many other individnals are equally just; and under snch circumstances I cannot perceive how yon will allow one and not allow the other.
I am myself acquainted with a claim in North Carolina, ammmting to
about one thousand dollars, not included in the estimate of Governor Lump··
kin, and which, I have no doubt, is equally as just as any that will be presented by the committee. These accounts, I think, ought to be audited in
the same manner that all others are by the commissioners, after which the
Government could decide whether they should be paid from the appropriation under the 18th article of the treaty, or from the national fund. The
whole amount of such claims, however, should be ascertained before they
are paid.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Cmnmanding.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
RoME, Ft.oYD CouNTY, GA.,

October 13, 1836.
SIR: I have learned from unquestionable authority that Ross's late conr. ...
eil appointed a delegation to visit the Western Cherokees. rrhis delegation
1S to be headed by John Ross, and the object, as communicated to me by
Stephen Foreman, one of the delegates, is to induce the Western Cherokees
to refuse to accept the late treaty: and get them to send a delegation to \Vashington next winter, to co-operate with Ross and his party in trying to break
it. I have this day read a letter signed hy John Jolly, principal chief, and
a number of others, among whom is John Smith, of the \ovestern chiefs, protesting that this treaty was signed \Vithout sufficient anthority by Smith
and Rodgers, and that jts provisions do not secure equal advantages to the
Western Cherokees, and asking of Jnmes Starr and others a modification of
its provisions.
Would it not b,e well for the department to direct the western agent to
Sllize the individuals headed by Ross, under the authority conferred by the
13th and 15th sections of the intercourse law of 1834, and dispose of them
as that law directs? 1-,he measures contemplated have for their object the
defeat of said treaty, and ought perhaps properly to be checked when commenced among the western Inuians, as there is less doubt as to the binding
inftuence of that law in a countty where the State jurisdiction has not been
and cannot be extended.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient ~ervant,
BEN. !<--,. CURREY.
C. A. HARRrs, ~sq. 1
Commissionet of lndiatt Ajfaits,
Washington city.

P. S.-Ross and his party set out in~ a few days, and will probably remain

lOme week$ in the west.
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According to a notice given by Governor Lumpkin, many
bave met here for the purpose of arranging their business nl·Q,n, ...,.,t"'""
:removal. Unfortunately, however, for them, as well as for
General Carroll has not arrived, nor has any disbursing agent
though, from a letter received by me from Dr. King, who was
that duty, before I left Washington city, he informed me he would
by the 20th August last. It would be difficult for one who is not
person to appreciate the perplexity att~nding these disappointments,
devoutly hoped that they will be removed by an early supply of
ciencies which gives rise to them, so that those who have made
remove may be provided with the means to enable them to do so.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BEN. F. CURREY.
. (). A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

NoRFm.. It, VritGINlA;

Octobet 14, 1836,
SrR: 1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of thA 1
instant, "advising me of my appointment, by the acting Secretary ot
to serve as physician in the emigration of the Cherokee Indians, under
late treaty with those Indians.''
For this mark of confidence in me by the department, I feel truly
ful. I cheerfully accept the appointment, and will endeavor to be so
by a faithful and prudent devotion to my trust, that all interested may
satisfied it was not improperly bestowed.
Private affairs will necessarily detain rhe in Virginia till the first
in November ; after which, I shall repair, without delay, to the theatre
my future labors.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,
C. LILLYBRIDGE.
To Gen. GEoRGE Gn3soN)
Commissary General of Subsistence.

WAslti~GToN",

October Il>, 1836.

SIR: 1 have the honor to inform you that I have been ordered by
Adjutant General to report to you for duty in the Indian Department,
am now ready to receive your instructions.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
,
PHILIP MINIS,

.

Assistant Surgeon

t:l'o C. A. HARRts, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian "'-.!fairs,

·

Wt'tshingtcm..-

u; S. Army.
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P.atLADELPlltA, October 16, 1836.

Stn: After I sayv yon yesterday morning, in Washington, I received my
instructions from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and am therein directed to proceed t6 New Echota. This order differs from that received from
the Subsistence Department, as I am there directed to proceed to Calhoun.
!13 yon ·were absent from the office when I called for my instructions, I
mentioned the discrepancy above stated to the clerk, (in the emigration of~
fice,) who told me that you were aware that I was to be ordered to New
Echota, and as Calhoun was mentioned in the instructions, it was not necessary to erase it, but that I would be considered by your department as
ordered to the former place.
Should you conceive it at all important, you will please forward me an
order from the' Commissary General to proceed to New Echota, directed to
New York, where I shall probably be detained for three or four days waiting for a vessel. I shall take passag~ in the first vessel for Savannah or
Charleston, and proceed immediately to New Echota.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant: .
PHILIP MINIS, ,

Assistant Surgeon U. S. Army.
To Major HooK,

Commissary U. 8. Army,
Washington.

NEW EcHOTA,

October 20, 1836.

SIR: I have this day had the honor to receive your letter of the 27th

ult., in answer to my several letters therein referred to.
I am still here, with my secretary, Colonel Jackson, engaged in all the
various duties with which I have been charged by the Government, as far
as those duties can be performed by a single commissioner. I have no information from my associate except what is contained in a letter of the 9th
Beptember, which I had the honor to receive from the President of the
United States, in which I am informed that General Carroll had assured
the President that he would be here by the 1st inst.
This delay of the other commissioner i~ deeply to . be regretted, from va..
rious considerations.
The Indians who were · disposed and anxious to remove the present au·
tutnn will be wholly disappointed, many of whom are men of property and
!arge families. 'rhey have sold out their grain and provisions, purchased
horses and wagons to emigrate themselves, and have now been waiting for
weeks to have their affairs adjusted and settled, in order that they might
receive their dues under the treaty, and embark for their new homes in the

west.

Major Uurrev is using his bes,t exertions to have the valuations of their
jplprovements completed, and has that branch of business already in such
state of forwardness that all those who are anxious to remove immediate..
could have their business adjusted at once: provided the other commiswas here, and the funds ready to make the payments, in the terms of

aty.
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Although much of the business . confided to the comm1sswners
the joint action of both, and but little can be completed \vithout t
missioners, I assure you, sir, I have not been idle while here
have received and examined a great mass of papers and claims
der the treaty. I have made my notes on many of these papers
arranged, and filed th~m. I have had the Indian committee
sian for ten or twelve days past, a,nd have a great pottion of the
in which they were expected to render aid, in a state of preparation
forwardness.
If my associate was now here, we could dischatge the business of
Indians who are desirous of emigrating immediately with great
the tedious and laborious part of their business being already in a
forwardness and preparation.
I know not who the disbursing agent will be to make payments to
emigrants and their creditors in terms of the treaty, but it is necessary
such agents should be in the country immediately. Beillg un
·
the kind of funds in which payments may be made, I will take
to suggest that I find funds of the banks of the several States are most
ceptable to citizens when on the banks of their own State : some
ments, therefore, to make payments to suit the recipients under
may be advisable. The branch of the State of Georgia, (at Athens,
would be acceptable to all the citizens of Georgia, and most convenient to
much the largest portion of the Cherokee cutlntry.
If I could have a suitable associate, and have the means afforded me
discharging my duty according to my instructions, this business sboul•
progress with 1:!-11 the despatch and correctness of which its nature is su~
ceptible, and such a course will best insure a successful execution of
treaty.
·
Could the opposing part of the Cherokees witness the example of th
more discerning brothers availing themselves of the provisions of the treaty,
it would have the most powerful influence in inducing the ignorant to fol
low their example, and yield che!~rfully to the terms of the treaty. I fi
from my correspondence with your department, that under the IJ.AL·,~uu111:n1
mail arrangements, it is at least one month before I can get an
any communication which I may make. I would, therefore, respec
suggest the great inconvenience which must necessarily arise in the
ecnt~on of this Cherokee treaty, if we are under the necessity of
·
nicating to Washington every time a few hundred dollars may be wan
to meet the demand of payments under the treaty. In regard to Mr. Boodinot's house, I only remark, that I regret to ·hav.e requested any accomlllO-!
dation connected with my personal comfort, which should have been deemed
inadmissible.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WILSON LUMPKIN.

c. A.

HARRIS,

Com. Indian A.ffa,irs,
War Depart'lnent.
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10th /JJJonth 21st, 1836.
Aremittance has been made to us from the Treasury, of five hundred
dollars, in payment of the draft of Isaac McCoy, of the 9th of September,
enclosed in our letter of the 12th instant.
'Vith respect,
SITER, PRICE; & Co.
c. A. HARRIS,
Department of War,
Office of Indian Affairs,
Wash-ington city.
PHILADELPHIA,

TuscuMBIA, ALABAMA, October 22, 1836.
Sm : Learning that Mr. Benjamin F. Currey, in connexion with Governors Carroll and Lumpkin, were authorized to let the contract for the removal of the Cherokee Indians to Arkansas, we made a proposal to Mr.
Currey on that subject. I;Ie did not feel himself fully authorized, without
the consent of the other gentlemen above named, to let the same. We then
applied to Governor Carroll, and he does not consider that, by the treaty,
either or all the commissioner have the necessary authority, but has very
kindly given the recommendations enclosed, and should anything further
be necessary in this respect, we can furnish any testimonials that may be
required of our fitness for the undertaking,
Our proposal which was made to Mr. Currey, and which is herewith re·
newed to you, is as follows :
1'uscuMBIA, ALABAMA, September 15 1836.
The undersigned hereby propose to con tract for the removal of the Cherokee
Indians from their several points of rendezvous in the old nation to Fort
Smith, on the Arkansas, at the rate of twenty dollars per head for men,
women, and children, exclusive of victualling.
We learn that many of the Indians will be ready to move this fall, and
as the work will be one of some magnitude, it wilJ be of importance to us
to have as early an answer as possible.
If it is with the department to consult the fe~lings of the Indians themselves, we have already had a decided expressi?n in our favor, from influential leaders of both parties in the nation, to w1t : of Ed ward Gunter and
)ohn Gunter, and doubt not we can obtaiil the same from other chiefs. We
are prepared to enter into·contract witb such person or persons as the department may appoint, on its will being made known to us.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servants,
CHRISTIAN SIMPSON & Co.
rr. LIMERICK,
JOHN -S. RHEA & Co.,
L. STEVENS & Uo.
The Hon. LEwis CAss,
Secretary of l'Var.

44
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PoNTOToc, October 5, 1836,
SIR: I am informed that Christian Simpson & Co,, of Tnscumbia, J
S. Rhea & Co., of Decatur, and others, will make proposals to remove
Cherokee Indians west of the Mississippi nver.
If those gentlemen succeed in obtaining the appointment, the rtor,<>rt,moft
may be assured that they will faithfully discharge every obligation
undertake to perform. 'rhey have steamboats and other means so
pletely under their control, that the greatest possible despatch may be re
on in removing the Indians.
Feeling a lively interest in the prompt removal of the
but hope for the success of the gentlemen above named.
Very respectfully,
FI""
VVILLIAM. CARROLL.
To Hon. LEwrs CAss.

SPRING PLACE, GEORGIA, October 24, 1836.
SIR: l had the honor: some time since: of receiving your communication
in reply to mine, by Mr. Rogers. Since that date, I find Mr. Jarnigan has
erected a trading-house on the agency reservation. In this measnre he is
sustained, so far as General Wool's failure to remove him and others simi·
larly intruding, on my application, can be considered so. In the last con·
versation I had with Mr. Jarnigan, he informed me he was employed writing
legal opinions upon which for General Wool to base his operations. lf
this be true, the military had as well be under the direction of John Ross:
for I can regard Jarnigan's intrusions in no other character than to afford
him facilities towards aiding Mr. Ross in opposing the enforcement of the
treaty successfully. He was, and I believe he is yet, Ross's attorney and
counsellor ; but he has, by writing flattering letters to Mr. Harris, in relation
to General Wool's conduct here, and reading them to that officer before
they were sent, gained upon his confidence, whereby he may the more
effectually succeed in his schemes.
I enclose you an Athens Republican, containing a letter from H. Clay,
one from John Ross, also one from James Standefer, none of which
need further comment than is made by the editor. Ross, I understand, haa
gone to Arkansas to excit~ opposition there to the late treaty. He takes
with him a delegation from the west. He will go to Washington this win·
ter again, to play the part assigned him by his political prompters. I saw
a letter a few d~ys.ago to ~ames~tarr and others, purporting to be sig·ned by
John Jolly, prmc1pal chwf, and others of the western nation, askin!l' a
modification Mr. Schermerhorn's tret.ty, and complaining of its alleged injustice and inequality. This letter was e.vidently written by a man of talents
and was certified to by M. ~tokes, age~t. Whether his pers~nal feelin~
towards Schermerhorn has mduced h1m to encourage opposition to thts
treaty, I would leave others to JUdge.
I believe Ross is ultimately to fall a victim to the seductive politicians,
and the temptations held out by a company claiming a large tract of land
in California. On the 13th instant, I wrote Mr. Harris on the subject of
Ross's mission, and suggested the propriety of arresting him in the western
nation, under the authority of the 13th and 15th sections of the intercourse
law of 1834
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. The lOth instant was appointed, by Governor Lumpkin, for persons hav·
tng business with the commissioners to meet at New Echota. Many at·
tended, but the absence of Governor Carroll and the disbursing agent disappointed every one. When 1 left Washington city, Governor Cass informed me Dr. King would follow in a few days, to make all the necessary
disbursements. I afterwards received a letter from the Doctor, saying he
would be at the agency by the 20th August ; yet no such officer has
reported himself. Ma:ny Indians wish to go off, and are waiting for the
means of transportation. Having sold all their stock and crop) preparatory
to a removal, they remain here in great suspense.
I write you freely and fully; because your order will remedy all inconveniences in the shortest possible time.
The Georgia elections 1ilave been close, but this I believe will only cause
the Union men hereafter to act with unanimity, making assurance doubly
~ure. The untimely death of General Coffee, I fear, has let in one nullifier
for the session of 1837--8. Changes are taking place rapidly in East Tennessee, but the contest is eveY more doubtful in that State. Alabama is
~afe, and 1 believe North Carolina to be so also.
Be pl~ased to accept my best wishes for your future health and happine~s,
and beheve me,
.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F~ CURREY.
To his excellency A. J A"CKSON,
Presi.dent Qj the United States.
CHEROKE:E AGENcY,

.
October 26, 1836.
SIR: On my return from a tour through the nation yesterdav, I had the
honor to receive your communications of the 22d September, and 12th
October, That of the 22d ultimo relates to Mr. Braekin's bid or proposition
to take the Cherokees off by contract.
The uncertainty as to the number of emigrants who will go off this fall
-and next winter, has rendered it inexpedient that contracts shou1d be let
for their removal. The Indians have, too, a great aversion to being put up
to the lowest bidder, so far as my knowledge extends. I have consulted
Governor Lumpkin, and a portion of the committee, who concur in the
~inion that no contracts should by any means be let; or offered, for the removal of the Cherokees, until near about the expiration of the two years
term allowed in which to remove.
The very judicious views taken by the President, as communicated
'throtlgh your department on the 12th instant> to General Wool, will, if carried out, obviate measurably all the evilS apprehended from the latitude
given Ross by that officer heretofore ; bot still there is no certainty as to the
number that will emigrate so late jn the season, nor as to the proportion
'Who are capable of removing themselves, and wo.uld choose to do so. If
the disbursing officer had beenilere in due time, I have no doubt we would
have despatched many of the wealthy and intelligent ere this; rand whenever the example is shown by a respectable portion of this class, like the
~ll weather leading the flock of sheep ovel' the pound, the common Indians

\rill follow.

·
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Owing to an error of memory as to the author of your corJnffi1ilnt<~
of the 13th of August last, which was not discovered until
ished by the Commissary General of Subsistence under date of
the selection of valuing agents, &c., was communicated to General
This was not intended by any means as a mark of disrespect to
your department. I am advised to address the communications on
subject to the proper Department of Indian Affairs.
Owing to the press of the appraising, I have selected Colonel John
of Lookout Valley, Tennessee, (who is known to the President and
able F. Grundy,) in conjunction with Colonel Henry McCoy, of
county, Alabama, to aid in finishing the district assigned General
and D. Ricketts Esq. Colonel McCoy is recommended by the llOillOralblet
Chafman. Their service commenced October 15th 1 1836. The
assigned these gentlemen are anxious to get off. This measure is Ut='f.l·•v .... .
by Governor Lumpkin and a portion pf the committee.
- In the place of Colonel N. L. Hutchings of the 4th division in
resigned on account of delicate health, George Kellogg, Esq., of
county, Georgia, has been selected on the recommendation of u v n i l l -:l
Lumpkin.
In the place of James Liddel, Esq., of the 1st division in Georgia,
to the Georgia Legislature, from Jackson county, Colonel Samuel Burns,
said county, has been selected, upon the recommendation of Mr. Liddel an4
Governor Lumpkin.
In the place of Colonel W. A. Bishop, of the 2d division, absent on Becount of the ill health of his family, Kinchen W. Hartgrove 7 Esq., of
eounty, has been selected with the approbation of Governor Lumpkin.
The appraising agents are generally getting on well. Dr. Jno. S. Y
and D. Caldwell, Esq., have finished the estimates for their district, and
go out to aid those who, on account of sloth, or the obstacles thrown
their way by Ross's late couneil, and his private circulars, have not
able to get along so well; but all will, in my opinion, be completed by tbf
sett_ing in of winter.
The rule for valuing improvements successively in rotation, has, under
the urgency of particular cases, been varied from in many instances,
the autbority of Governor Lumpkin; to enable those who wish to
readiness to remove as soon as the disbursing agent arrives, to do so
further delay.
After the estimates are fully made, the field books of the assessors, duly
certified by each set of appraisers, will be deposited in this office, as books
of reference; .and clerks will be necessary, or such appraisers as can write
good hands will be retained to :p1ake out the returns for your office, for the
commissioner~ o~ claims:. and for the western agency.
The c.:omm~sswners .will perhaps revise some of the.se valuations to pro-duce umformity, and m order \.Q detect frauds, which may with all the
vigilance used by them have been practised. I will be slow to approve unl-.
it be in cases where the emigrants are ready to be off.
Most respectfully, ,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,.
BENJ. F. CURREY..
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
_Cc;~mu8ion~

of Indian Affairs.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

October 26, 1836.
SrR: 1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, yesterday evening,
on my return from a tour through the nation, of your several communica-

tions of September 2-Jth, October 1st, No. 1 r.nd 2 ·of
5th, and one of tbe lOth.

~the

4th, one of the

By that of the 29th ultimo, I find my estimates for McCoy and McLaughlin's improvements have been referred to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs.
By that of the 1st instant, I am notified of the appointment of Dr. B.
King, as disbursing agent, enclosing a copy of his instructions. It is unfortunate for U1e interest of the Government that he has not yet arrived.
No. 1 of the 4th October, refers to the necessity of discriminating between that which appertains to yonr office, and that belonging to the office
of the Commissioner of Indian Aftairs. The error committed, and to which
you refer, was owing to a supposition without strict examination, that you
had written a letter which I find to be from the Commissioner himself, dated
~ugust 13th, 1836, and for which I hope to be excused.
~o. 2 of the same date, enclosing a copy of a letter to Captain Brown,
<lU the subject of removal and subsistence of the Cherokees, also a copy of
reply; for this favor be pleased to accept my acknowledgments.
One of the 5th instant, in relation /to Alexander Shook's, residence at the
time of enrolment. Mr. Shook resided in -Georgia, when he proposed to
enrol, but heing a white malL and his relations being opposed to his going
west, he declined for the time. He with his family afterwards removed to
the Tennessee part of the nation, where the enrolment took place, and
under which thev removed west in 1834.
There are two· Jane Wilsons on the roll, one a single woman, the other
had four in family. If she is the wife of 'rhomas vVilson, he enrolled her
and £·unily while they lived in Georgia; but owing to his embarrassments
he removed to Tennessee. received the commutation for himself and one
son: anJ left his wife and balance of the family to accompany Lieutenant
Harris's detachment. If it was any other than Thomas Wilson's wife, the
enrolment must have been made without the limits of Georgia.· The foregoing has been communicated substantially to Li~utenant Van Horne.
The letter also of the lOth instant is before me, in relation to emigrants
who have lately arrived in the west, and claim $33 .33 commutation in liet.~
of their year's subsistence. By n~ference to the 15th article of the treaty
of December 29, 1835, persons emigrating since June, 1833, are entitled to
all the benefits accruing under this treaty, to those who yet remain east. (Jonscquently it would appear to me that all who went with Lien tenant Harris,
or received commutation at that period, or have gone since, have a right to
this amount, under the 8th article, although they may have taken a small<'~r
r.ommutation under former regulations. Their names have been furnished
IJieutenant Van Horn, in muster rolls transmitted to the western agency
from time to time. No promises were made on this subject beyond the stipulations referred to, and which were previously authorized by Mr. Robb's letter
of June 23d, 1833.
The clerk estimated for is necessary. Whatever husiness devolves t1pon
me in my absence, whether us a<;ting agent or superintendent of removals,
omes under his care. I cannot bE' at the agency and have the duties committed to my care performed by subordinates elsewhere. My presence is re-
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quired at times in all parts of the nation, and when absent, in addition
the duties of arranging papers, copying letters received and sent, i
tions, &c. &c., this clerk has charge of the business arising in my a
and is consequently an indispensable assiste.nt connec.ted with the
of emigration, for all duties of a public nature here are intimately
nected with that object. It was not known at the time of the amJou·1tmell
whether it would be constant ortemporary. Time seerns, howev
rather than diminish the necessity. lVIy recollection of the am)rmmattOII
is that a clerk was estimated for. In this, however, I may be uu•)lcu•cu.
Very respectfully,
_
your most obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
P. S.-1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter notifying me of the appointment of Dr. C. Lillybridge, as physician, enclosing a
copy of his instructions, dated October 10, 1836.

B. F. C.

NEW

EcH oT A, Oetober 26, 1836.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 3d instant, enclosing a copy of General Wool's letter of the 12th ultimo, on the subject
of reimbursing the Cherokees who have furnished their suffering poor with
subsistence, (to prevent their starvation,) previous to the arrival of the disbursing agent of the Government, charged with the duty of attending t()
the wants of these suffering people; also on the subject of providing for
the subsistence of the poor Indians, who might attend on the commissioners for the purpose of settling their business in terms of the late treaty with
the Cherokees.
I will remark upon this subject, that at the time I wrote to the War Department on the subject referred to, the contents of my comnmnicutionr.
were made known to General Wool, who was then at this place, and to the
best of my recollection, my letters were read to him, and if he had been as
communicative to me as he has been to the Vv ar Department, a better understanding, and greater concert of action, would have been the result.
From the instructions given to the commissioners, gn~atly increased responsibilities are placed upon them, by clothing them with the supervisory
duties contained in their instructions. As one of the commissioners, I feel
great solicitude that this tre'ity should be faithfully (lxecuted, and bnt for
the interest which I have felt on the subject, I never would have entered
on the duties of the appointment. I am ready to risk my reputation in having this treaty executed to the general satisfaction of the country and of all
the parties concerned, if I could be freed from the embarrassment of too
many intermeddling and incompetent agents in the business, and have a
suitable associate to co-operate with me, as was contemplated. When I
entered upon this business, General Wool's letter, to which you refer,
and a copy of which is now before me, clearly evinces to my mind,
that while he takes a correc.t view of the necessity and importance ot
scrutinizing with vigilance all claims, accounts, and disbursements, connect·
ed with the business, in order to guard against frauds and impositions being
prac.tised upon the Government, he has, nevertheless, overlooked the
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yiews and considerations to which I attached great imporbnce, in furthermg and promoting in the most desirable manner the execution of the treaty.
I still believe on the strictest principles of justice and a fair construction
of the treaty, that my suggestion in favor of reimbursing indians who had
subsisted the poor, and providin~ for the subsistence of the same description
who may attend this place on business, can be most fully sustained by reason
and sound policy. In recommending the course 1 did on this subject, I was
influenced by considerasions of sound policy, as well as justice.
General Wool had informed me that the Indians who were opposed to
the treaty, although in a state of suffering, generally refused to receive the
subsistence provided for in the treaty. I therefore concluded, that they
ought not to be permitted act the part of the "dog in the manger," that the
better plan, yea, dnty, demanded that the just wants of those who were disposed to comply with the treaty should be attended to ; and by this course 1
entertained no doubt that much of the opposition to the treaty would be overcome; that the opponents of the treaty would be influenced by the example of their yielding- brethren who were receiving advantages under the
treaty. Moreover, Tentertain no doubt but the same pglicy ought to be pursued in reb.tion t-o the clothing and blankets.
I think it wonld be altogether wrong to press the reception of blankets and
clothing upon that portion of the Indians who express a determination never
to yield to the terms of the treaty. I should deem it more wise and prudent
to ~estrict the distribution of clothing to such as are actually preparing to
enngrate.
My plan is to disburse the seventy two thousand dollars chiefly, (and economically,) extending over two years, to the poor emigrants. I consider
this provision in 1he treaty connected with the emigration of the Indians;
and if no preference is given to emigrants the resnlt will be that the whole
of this provision will be used for the purpose of keeping the Indians in their
present unpleasant abodes, instead of encouraging them to embark for the
we:;t. rrhose Indians and their leaders, who were opposed to the treaty, have
so far appeared to be inclined to peace, and unless they are encourged directly or indirectly, by white men, I do not believe they will ever think of
hostile operations against our white population. Indeed, I have no doubt
but the whole Cherokee people will peaceably yield to the lute tr.eaty, if the
Government and it~ agents perform their duty in the execution of it.
But it cannot be denied or concealed that up to the present day, much
has been omitted, and much done, which has been well calculaled to retard
and hinder the faithful execution of this treaty.
For two months past both of tbe commissioners shonld have been here
with all the means afforded them to discharge every duty with which
they stand charged accordinO' to their instructions. But so far from that
being tha case, I am, after thr~e months' suspense and correspondence up to
the present day, here alone, trying to effect all I can to sustain and carry out
the ~reaty. Yet my labors and operations remind me of a cart with but one
wheel, and the remedy is beyond my control. I have seen and felt the impropriety and mischievous effect of the course of things in this country, with
nothing but nominal control over the evils complained of. Mr. Ross has
received more of the respect and attention of the officers and agents of the
Government sent here to aid in executing this treaty than every other naive of the conn try put together.
I am very far from advising harsh or unkind measures towards Ross and
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his followers, but I do protest, most solemnly protest, against the policy of
cers and agents of the United States, deporting themselves in am
which shall impress the Cherokees with the belief that no treaty can be
or executed without the sanction of Mr. Ross. I thought it wholly w
to permit Ross to assemble his people for the express purpose of
ing them from yielding to the late treaty, if the Government really in.
tend to execute and carry out the treaty. , But I was still more mortified
that during his council of mischief, he should have had a military guard
thrown around him and his followers, and receive from the officers of Gov·
ernment that respect and consideration, which, under all circumstances, I
consider humiliating to that Government of which I am a proud to be a
citizen.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant, .

"VILSON LUMPKIN.
C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

NEw EcHOTA, October 26, 1836.
SIR: Having perceived through the newspapers that you are now at the
head of the \Var Department, I have deemed it expedient to invite your
attention to the subject of the execution of the late treaty with the Chero·
kee Indians, being connected with that branch of the public interest, as
one of the commissioners under the treaty for settling claims, &c.
I should be pleased for you to examine my several communications to
the War Department and President of the United States on thi~ subject;
from which you will perceive that I have been corresponding on the
subject since J nly last, and am, to the present day, here in suspense, and
want of necessary aid and means to have the business in that train of
advanced and successful operation, which the best interests of the Chero·
kees, and the good faith of the Government, so obviously require.
'l,he specific duty assigned to the commissioners under the treaty, of deciding on claims, has been wholly retarded thus far, for the want of an
associate ; and various other dnties with which the commissioners have
been charged in their instructions, have, from their nature, and a sense
of delicacy towards others, been performed with less efficiency and prompti·
tude than would have attended my progress if the entire responsibility h,ad
been placed on me alone.
Nevertheless, I have faithfully endeavored to effect all that could be done
under the circumstances, and most of the duties assigned the commissioners are in a state of preparation and forwardness which would greatly
facilitate the completion of a large portion of the business, if I could have
the immediate co-operation of an associate.
A great mass and variety of claims and papers have been received, par~
tial!y examined, registered, and filed. The committee of Cherokees, recognised by the treaty, have already performed a considerable share of
the labor referred to them under my supervision and advice in regard to
t~eir proceedings. The. va~uing or appraising agents have made considerable progress, and Will, m a few weel\s more, probably complete their
return~.
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If my associate was now here: and the disbursing agent who is to make
payments under the treaty, I think we should be able still, to emigrate a
large company of the Cherokees this s~ason, before the severe cold of
winter will commence in this climate.
I have no doubt but several thousand of the Cherokees are anxious to
remove the present season, and would have gone if their business could
have been settled in the terms of the treaty. I still trust that all opposition to
the treaty will b.e overcome by mild and energetic measures; but Mr. John
Ross, as you are apprized, is still engaged in plans of mischief. His council,
which he never ought to have been permitted to hold, has resulted in a
plan to disturb the peace and quiet of the Vi estern Cherokees. He will use
every exertion to get his western brethren to unite with him in an embassy
to Washington, where he will again act the part which may be assigned
him by wiser, if not better men.
He should receive no countenance from the Government whatever, so
long as he continues to persevere il'l his plans of hostility to the views and
measures of the Government as connected with Indian affairs.
To settle the affairs of the Cherokees under the provisions of the late
treaty, is a most arduous and important undertaking. You will please to
review my instructions, send me the aid of another commissioner, and
afford me the means of obeying my instructions, before I become wholly
discouraged in an undertaking which nothing but a sense of duty, and a
desire to promote the interest of the perishing Cherokees: induced me to
embark in.
·
I have the honor to be,
With very great respect,
Your obedient servant,
WILSON LUMPKIN.
Hon. B. F.

BuTLER,

Acting Secretary of War.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

October 26, 1836.

Sm: Your communication of the 6th inst.: making known the wish
of the acting Secretary of War, that Major Davis should be employed in
this service, was received yesterday, on my return from Alabama.
I addressed a letter to Major Davis on or about the 1st of August, informmg him he had been selected by me as one of the appraising and enrolling
~oaents, (his pay to be the same as heretofore allowed,) and requested him
to report to me forthwith, for instructions, since which time I have heard
nothing from him. I ascribe his failure to bad health, or an indisposition
to serve. The duties of these agents_have been arduous, and owing to his
debility, I regard his failure as fortunate for himself as well as for the public. Owing to the press of busine~s connected with valuations, I have
selected Colonel John Rice: of Lookout Valley, Tennessee, (who is known
to the President, and also to Mr. Grundy,) to be associated with Colonel
Henry McCoy, of Cherokee county: Alabama, to aid in finishing the district
assigned General Moore and David Ricketts. Colonel McCoy is recommended by Hon. S. Chapman. The Indians in that section of country
assigned the persons last selected, are many of them anxious to get off.
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In the place of Colonel N. L. Hutchings, of the 4th division, in
resigned on account of ill health, George Kellogg, Esq., has been
and qualified on the recommendation of Governor Lumpkin.
In place of James Liddle, Esq., of the 1st division, in Georgia,
elected to the Legislature of Georgia, from Jackson county, Colonel
Burns, of said county, has been selected upon the recommendation of
ernor Lumpkin and Mr. Liddle.
In the place of Colonel W. N. Bishop, of the 2d Georgia division,
from duty on account of ill health of his family: Kinchen ,V, L~
vn
Esq., of Cass county, has been selected with the approbation of
Lumpkin.
The appraising agents generally are progressing well. Dr. Young
D. Caldwell, Esq., have valued all the Indian improvements in their district$,
and will be sent out to the aid of those who, on account of slothfulnes~t
or the obstacles thrown in the way by Ross's late council, and his private
circulars, have not been able to get along as well. But I am assured t~
whole will be completed by the setting in of the winter.
After the labor is completed, each set of appraisers, all acting under the
same regulations, will, perhaps, be directed by the commissioners to mak"
slight alterations in some items, in order to produce conformity.
It is thought to be most advisable, after this is done, to have the agent&;
to certify to their respective valuations, and then as they aro approved by
me, or supervised by the commissiOners, to employ clerks to make out t~
transcripts necessary to be furnished the commissioners, as well as for your
department and the western agent, in a more business like manner, reserving the originals in the office here, as books of reference, or subject to the
order of the War Department, or commissioners.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
. . . . ,,_ ••

BENJ. F. CURREY.

P. S.-I herewith enclose the copy of my notice to Major Davis.

ATHENS, TENN., AU{?'USt

2, 1836.

SIR: The business preparatory to Cherokee removals having been confided to me by the Government of the United States, I take this occasion to
notify you that you are selected as one of the assessors of Cherokee improvements, as provided for by the late treaty.
Your pay will be as heretofore. Should you accept, you will be pleased
to report yourself to me for further instructions on the 20th instant, at the
Cherokee agency rust, or as soon thereafter as practicable.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,

BENJ. F . CURREY.
Major WM. M. DAvis,

Frankfort, Kentucky .
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CHEROKEE AGENCY,

October

27~

1836.

SIR: Enclosed, I beg leave to call your attention to a request (marked

A) which I was induced to make of General Wool. I had, for the convenience of individuals who, it is expected: will have business at the office in
the course of Indian removals, procured Doctor Johnson's consent to take
charge of the dwelling occupied heretofore by Colonel Montgomery, to
open a house of entertainment, solely for the accommodation of such as
might not be able to get entertainment, without inconvenience, elsewhere.
Lieutenant Howe just at this time, as I was informed, commenced repairing a house within twenty paces of my office, and which he has converted into a hospital.
This house had been. occupied by a portion of the former agent's family;
but, owing to there having been no use for this building since the removal
of Colonel Montgomery, it was for a while,. by my permission, occupied as
a store house and magazine : but when houses more suitable were built,
and the articles removed, it was not expected that that which had been
granted as a favor would be claimed as a right, and therefore I had engaged
to let the doctor have it, as one of the inducements held out for his under·
taking to open an entertainment. Before this, however, rhy brother, to
whom is intrusted, during my abseHce, the duties of the office, in passing
from the office to the stable was stopped by one of the soldiers, and threatened with violence if he attempted to pass; and I am informed that the
property of my interpreter has been taken, and the peace of his family disturbed, by the conduct of the soldiers. More recently, one of them has
stooa in the lane and fired against the dwelling house attached to the
agency, endangering the lives of our citizens, without provocation: and I
am advised, for this last offence, an arrest and trial have been had, without
being attended with adequate punishment.
I wished, therefore, to confine the sphere of these men to the immediate
eye of those whose authority can control them. The quarters of the army
officers are across ,the branch from the agency, with trees and houses intervening, near which was surrendered to the company first stationed at this
point the buildings occupied formerly by the sub-agent.
I have not seen General Wool since this request was made. I Jearn,
however, he told Governor Lumpkin this was a little matter, unworthy a
man of standing.
.
Enclosed, I also beg leave to ask your attention to the copy of another
reqnest (marked B) made of General vVool, believing he was the proper
person to carry the trcmty into effect, where the laws could not, in the State
tribunals, give proper relief, and where they do not prevent the execution
of the treaty,
The commissioners who negotiated the treaty, understcod the clause
referring to the agency reservation to secure to the agent exclusive control
over the tract of country known as the agency reservation. This is the
view taken by the Cherokees, also, on behalf of the nation, so that the
superintendent did not interfere with the occupant right of any Cherokee.
I was in hopes these things would be carried into effect, so far as white
intruders were concerned, by General Wool, and that the house first named
would be abandoned, when the General was informed its occupl!tncy by the
regulars would annoy me, or that it would be needed for the accommoda~
tion of such pet sons as might be compelled to visit me on business connected
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with emigration~ valuation, &c. Mr. Ross's hous2s are open; but all who
call, and some who have called, inform me that the abuse of the Indians and
officers boarding there, against the Government and its high officers, is
offensive to them, and they have, . in consequence, looked out other
lodgings.
Be pleased to give such direction to this matter as it may, in the estima·
tion of the department, be entitled to.
General Wool has, for what purpose I know not, often spoke of the danger he considered me to be in from members of his military family; that
they had often abused me in his presence, until, at length, this practice was
interdicted by him. He, however, a few days ago, sent for my brother, and
in general terms informed him that I had better not insist on occupying the
house above spoken of, and observed he was fearful I and others would get
to cutting each other's throats, and named Doctor Hitchcock as the foremost
man. I have to contend against Indians, military, and politicians.
I may be dismissed the service ; but, while here, I will ask nothing but
what I believe to be right, nor do anything which I believe to be wrong.
'l.,hreats from the military, either regulars or volunteers, will not prevent
me from the performance of what I conceive to be my duty to myself and
the country.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of indian A.!faits.

A.
CHEROKEE AGENCY,

Sept. 29, 1836.

SIR: I am informed it is the wish and present intention of Lieut. Howe
to convert a house attached to the agency into a hospital. This house is
situated between the office and the residence of my interpreter, and will be
a necessary appendag~ hereafter, as it has been heretofore, to the residence
of the agent.
_
1 feel persuaded you have no disposition to have me annoyed by placing
loathsome diseases, snch as are incident to a regular soldiery, at my door,
when houses more convenient to the quarters of the army officers have already been surrendered by me for that purpose. I would, therefore, respectfully request your attention to this matter, with the view of being freed from
unnecessary interference with the peace, health, and comfort of myself and
those whom it may be necessary, in the discharge of public duty, I should
l1ave more immediate! y about me.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obcdien t servant,
llENJ. F. CURREY.
Gen. JoHN E. WooL,
Commanding, <j·c.,

Calhoun, E. Tenn.
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B.
I

Oct. 3, 1836.
Sm : I beg leave to call yotJr attention to the 16th article of the treaty
concluded at New Eehota, with the fourth article of the supplement thereto 1
and request the favor of you to remove from the lands set apart for the
Government of the_ United States or _the agent immediately superintending
the removal ?f Indians, Mr. ~oh_n Mmgs and Mes~rs. Morgan and Jarnigan ,
who have, w1thout any penmsswn from me, and m contempt of treaty stipulations, erected houses on said tract of Hmd, which was intended hy said
article to be kept free from intrusion .
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obP-dient servant1
BENJ. F . CURREY.
G(m. JOHN E . ' 'VooL.
CHEROKEE A GE NCY,

)

___

NEw EcHO'l'A, Oct. 27, 1836.
, SIR: F1or the information of your department, 1 forward you the follow·mg copies of correspondence between General 'V ool and myself, on the
subject therein referred to. The subject, I presume, will receive the atten ~on which it merits.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WILSON LUMPKIN.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Com1nissirme'l' of lnrlian Affairs.

H E AD QuARTERS, ARMY

E.

rr. AND c. N.1

New .b'chota, Ga., Oct. 19, 1836.
SIR: By a con:mmnication of the 30th ult., received at Fort Cass on th P
14th in;;t., from the War Department, I am authorized to pay on your certificate to such of the committee designated in the late treaty, and such other
Cherokees who may have supplied during the summer past, including the
months of June and July, those of the nation "who were suffering for the
t of food," to an amount not exceeding three thousand dollars.
By the same communication, l would also inform you that I am authorized to issue provi-:;ions to such of the poorer Cherokees as may be at New
Eehota, attending before the commissioners to the settlement of their claims
nnder the late treaty, to an amount not exceeding two thousand dollars.
In relation to the accounts of the committee, or others who may have
aupplied the poorer Cherokees with provisions, I would remark, that they
must be accompanied with a roll, exhibiting the number and names of the
families to whom provisions have been furnished, and also showing the
number of rations, and the period when furnished to each family. This
roll will be sworn to by the person having furnished the provisions, and
certified to by yourself. As so·on as I can be furnished with roll conform-
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ing to the form herewith transmitted, of the number of persons n.nd
ber of rations flunished, together with th e accounts showing the amount
pended for them, which must al~o be sworn to, and certified to by
I will pay the same, provided the whole does not exceed three thou
lnrs. The provisions to be furnished to such of the poorer (Jl11erolkee1~1
may attend on the commissioners to settle their claims at New Echota,
be ready to issue at any time after four or five days' notice by the
sioners, that they may be required.
I have the honor to be,
'Vith considerations of the h1ghest respect,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. \VOOL,
Brig. Gen. Com. the Cherokee country.
To the Hon. W.

LuMPKIN,

Commissioner, o/c.

NEw ~CHOTA, October 27,1836.
SIR: It was after your departure from this place, before I had carefully
examined your letter of the 19th instant, on the snbject of reimbursing
such persons as had supplied the wants of the poorer Cherokees, before
your arrival in the country, and the issue of provisions to such as may
attend at this place on the settlement of their business under the treaty.
The duties assigned me in your letter are incompatible with my other
official engagements, to which I have been invited by the Government of
the United States.
Moreover, I will respectfully suggest, that your requirements appear to
be such as to preclude the practicability of compliance, either by the claim·
ants or myself, so long as we entertain a scrupulous regard for that which
is due to ourselves.
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WILSON LUMPKIN.
Brig. Gen. JoHN E . WooL.

BAst,
October 28, 1836,
SIR ~ I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, this moment; of your
two communications of the 17th instant ; one notifying me of the appoint•
ment of Doctor Minis, of the army, as disbursing agent ; the other author..
izing me to take out of the office at Calhoun, and apply to my own use,
the blanks sent to Dr. King: for which be pleased to accept of my acknow•
ledgements1
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient settrantl
CHERoi:tEE AGENCY

BENJ. F. CURREY,

.
Gen. GEoRGE GiBso:N,

Com. Gen. Sub., Washington.

citv,
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CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,

Octobe1· 28, 1836.
Sm: 1 have the honor to enclose you a copy of a roll of one Cherokee
family, forwarded by to-day's mail. 1,his family borrowed commutation,
nnd the lender relies upon being refunded on the arrival of Doctor King.
The emigrant head of the family receipted as if to that officer.
l\'Iost respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,
BEN~. F. CURREY, S. C. R.
Gen. GEo. 'GrBsoN,
Com. Gen. Sub., JtVashinF{ton city.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

October 28, 1836.
SIR: 1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 15th
t, notifying me of the remittances by your department of moneys to
the claims ofMcCoy and McLaughlin, east and west. Als0, a copy
sections of the intercourse Jaw, referred to in your letter of the 12th
t, addressed to General Wool. Also, your communication of the 17th
t, approving the selections made by me of agents to estimate the value
Indian improvements. Your admonition in relation to addressing your
:· n...,.,..... hv'" .... t on all proper subjects, was deserved.
I hope, however, the ex~
ation in mine .of yesterday wil1 prove satisfactory.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BE~J. F. CURREY.
Hon. C. A. HARRI.s)
Com. lndian Affairs, lVashington city.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

E.

tr. A:Nn c. N.,

Fort Cass, Tenn., November 2, 1836.
Sm: A few days since, on my return to New Echota, to consult Gov,
· on business of importance connected with my command, I h6l.d
or to receive your com!~mnication of the 24th September last, in
you have remarked that it was iBexpedient to send an agent to New
to purchase blankets, &c. for the Cherokees. You have also remarked
"by the 13th section of the act of 1834, organizing the Indian De·
it is provided that all merchandise, required by any Indian treaty,
Indians, payable after the making of such treaty, shall be purchased
the direction of the Secretary of \Var, npon proposals to be re-

" &c.
my instructions from the Secretary of War, dated 20th June, the fol ..
instruc~ions will be found, viz: "The amount for provisions and
is limited to seventy-five thousand dollars; but a far less sum than
be sufficient for the issues required to be immediately made. The
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purchases, if any: will be made upon the best terms, and will be paid
in bills to be drawn on this department, which will be met as soon as
appropriation is made." In the instructions of the 20th June, no
is made of any law on the subject of purchasing either rations or
for the Indians. I, however, confined the issues to the Indians to
only~ and made no purchases or authorized any of clothing, until
received your communication of 25th July, in which, with remar
called my attention to the late treaty, a5 follows : "In the twelfth
the treaty, twelve persons are named as a committee on the part of
Cherokees, and are fully empowered and authorized to transact all businetjl
on the part of the Indians, which may arise in carrying into effect the provisions of this treaty, &c. You are requested, therefore, to call these per·
sons to your aid in determining who belong to the former class of the na·
tion ; ~vhat amo·u nt ,r;hall be e.rcpended for goods, and what amount for
provisions. Your arraagements will thert be made to procure both the
goods and provisions j and if necessary, you will establish dijj~rent postB
of distribution, and appoint as many isssuing agents, at a reasonable compensation, as you may think proper, who will act under such instructiom
as they may receive from you. 1 would sugf(est, however, 1.vhether tlu
goods would not be more useful to the Indians, if procured for them when
they are about to emigrate ;' but you will be guided on this point by the
opinion of the cornm.ittee of the tribe." In this communication no mention
is made of any law) on the subject of purchasing goods for the Indians.
On receiving your communication of the 25th of July, presuming that it
was the wish of the Secretary of War, I lost no time in sending notices to
the committee, as designated in the treaty, to meet me at New Echota, to
make the arrangements as authorized. 'The 8th of September was named
as the day of meeting. 'rhe committee, however, did not assemble until
the 12th, five only attending, when the whole subject was laid before them,
when they recommended that thirty thousand dollars should be laid out
in goods and shoes, and that an agent should be sent, as soon as practicable, to New York, to make the necessary purchases. This was done for
the purpose, and at my own suggestion, to make the most of the fund, and
to save to the Cherokees the one hundred per cent., which is charged on
all goods sold in this section of the country. It was done, too, under the
belief that I was acting, not only in conformity to the spirit, but to the very
letter, of my instructions.
A responsible agent was appointed and despatched on the 19th of Sep·
tember, with instructions to hasten without delay, and to return as soon as
practicable, and, certainly, as early as the 15th of the present month.
The goods were purchased as early as the 6th of October, and shipped
by the 15th for Charleston, South Carolina, and they are now between
that place and New Echota, to which place they are destined.
Fortunately for me, however: the amount purchased exceeds but little
more than half the amount estimated for. The invoices only amount to
$15,159 81 ; whereas the estimate was ·$30,000. For the amount purchased, $15,159 81, I am bound in honor· to draw for on the Secretary of
War, and which I cannot believe will be dishonored, from the circum·
stance that my instructions of the 20th June, as well as your communication of the 25th July, authorizes the draft.
I repeat that I thought I was not only actmg in strict conformity with
my instructions, but that I was rendering important services to the Chero-
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kees. The latter I am assured of, from the circumstance that almost every
article purchased will not cost more than one-half of what I should be
obliged to pay for them in this section of the country.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. 'VOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

P. S.-I have notified Governor Lumpkin that I was ready to pay accounts for provisions issued, by the committee and others, to an amount not
exceeding $3,000, agreeably to your, communications of the 30th September
and 3d October. The Governor) however, has taken exceptions, I bel~eve,
to the manner of making out the accounts. All that I require is that each
person shall make out a roll of the persons to whom he has issued provisions, limiting the time to the months of June and July, which he is to
swear to, and afterwards to be certified to by Governor Lumpkin, according to a form transmitted to the Gvvernor. All that was required of the
latter was merely his certificate, without even giving the form of one,
leaving it entirely to himself. I have also advised Governor Lumpkin that
I was ready, at any moment, to issue rations to those who might attend on
the commissioners, to transact business, agreeably to your instructions of
the 30th September and 3d of October.
J. E. W.
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

E. T.

AND

C. N.,

Fort Cass, Tennessee, Novernber 2, 1836.
Sm: Agreeably to the instructions of the Secretary of War, dated 20th
June, and from C. A. Harris, Esq., Commissioner of Indian Affairs and
acting Secretary of vVar, dated 25th July last, l have the honor to inform
that I have this day drawn a draft, or bill of exchange, in favor of
Buckingham and Huntington, of New York, for $15,159 81, for.
elothing pnrchnsed of them on account of the poorer class of Cherokees:
which I have to request you will honor.
I have the honor to be,
With considerations of the highest respect,
Yonr obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
SECHETARY OF

'V AR,

Washington City.

SPRING PLAcE,

NEw EcHOTA, GA.,
November 4, 1836.

Sm: Your two letters of the lOth and 12th of last month, (October,)
with the copies and extracts therein referred to, I received from the
office, at this placer yesterday. The frequent failures of the due
arrival of even the weekly mails, at ~ew Echota, induced me to visit this
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place in search of news from 1N ashington and elsewhere, connected
my official duties iu this cmmtry. I \Vas gratified to find your
cations above referred to at this place, and more esp(tcially afier
and duly considering their contents.
But for the fact that I have not yet the slightest information from ~~
Carroll, I should now indulge the hope of a successful progress in
cuting the treaty. 1 have never received a word from General Cnrroll
the subject of our joint duties, althonf!·h I opened a correspondence
him (first) in the month of July last. Your instructions to General
and myself have my most hearty concurrence and approbation, and, so
as I am concerned, you may assure the President my duty shall be prompt.lf;
discharged. I will not consume your time by reiterating anything
1 have heretofore sugge~ted or urged upon the subject of executing the
Cherokee treaty, more than barely to remark that my opinions uron every
point, heretofore communicated, remain unchanged ; and I am happy to
find that my views upon every important roint coincide with the views and
opinions of the President.
Having ]eft most of my official papers and correspondenc'e at New
Echota, I am not able to qnote precisely what I have heretofore expressed
to you on the subject of funds and a disbursing officer, to make payment&
under the direction of the commissioners, and in terms of the treaty. In
your Jetter of the 12th ultimo~ you req11est me to forward an estimate oft
sums that may be required for the p,tyments which may come under
direction of the commissioners. My want of correct knowledge of the
lations, mode, and manner of making such disbursements, may: l fear, have
induced me to clothe my ideas, herP.tofore expressed to you on this subject,
in language which may be construed inrn a desire, on my part, for the Gov.
ernment to depart from its usual regulations npon such subjects. Should
this have been the case, permit me to remark that I have not intended to
assume any suggestion on this matter which may be deemed incompatible
with the fiscal dl.1ties of the Government. My only object is, and has been,
that snell arraugements might be made, that , no delay in the emigration
the Cherokees might accrue, for the want of funds being at command in
this country, to meet payments promptly, as demands of the claimants may
require. I had supposed, and believe I have heretofore suggested, that a
sufficient amount of funds might be placed in two banks, one in Georgia,
the other in Tennessee, subject to the requisitions of yonr disbursing ofli.
cer, and, perhaps, sanctioned by the commissioners. In this arrangeu1ent,
the necessity of estimates, it \·,.ronld seem to me, might be dispensed with,
and the difficulty of making anything like n near approach to accuracy in
these estimates be avoided. With a view of simplifying the subject, permit
me to remaik that if you will take a view of the present position of things,
as I have communicn_ted them to yon, you will find it utterly impri.lcticuble
for me to say, with any approach to accnracy, what an amount will
be necessary to make the legal payments in any given time. I do not yet
know when my associate will be in the country. "\'Vith the procrastinations, disappointments, and near approach of winter, I am wholly unable
to say what number of the Cherokees (if any) will be emigrated the present
winter. My ohject, sir, is to prevent ruinous delays to the Cherokees. I
have no-partiality or preference to express in favor of any particular mode
of transacting this business, so that it be consistent with justice and a faith·
ful execution of duty.
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Let the funds be placed within the reach of the oflicers and agents of
the Government, and let not a dollar be drawn, except when needed to
make immediate payments under the treaty.
Bnt I beseech you to let us be relieved from forms of business which
will produce fnrther delay and procrastination, and I shall be content.
1 am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

WILSON LUMPKIN.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Ajjairs,
War Department, Washington.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

1Vovembr::r 8, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communications of the 19th and 21st ultimo; the former in relation to the employment of a clerk, the latter euclosing the copy of a communication from
your office, of the 21st ultimo, to Dr. Philip Minis, United States disbursing agent.
In answer to the former, so far as relates ~o a clerk, you will see, by
referring to the quarterly statement of August 9th, 1836, (made out of
the usual time, on account of my previous absence,) "that George \V.
Currey, during the month~ of July imd the preceding quarter, was engaged,
at my reqnest, during my Hbsence at the city, in attending to such duties
as necessarily devolves upon the agent, and could not be delayed until his
rrturn." This remark was made to your office, believing that he would be
allowed pay, if deemed advisnble, under the circumstances, by your department; and was not considered as ati authorized employment, unless you
should first decide that the circumstances would ju:stify the same. The
date at which bis services commenced should be April14, instead of March
14, 1836. Bnt after the Commissioner of Indian Affairs clothed me with
power and authority, as set forth in his letter of July 11, 1836, a copy of
which is enclosed, marked A, and addre~sed me again, under date of August 13, saying your selections are completed, (referring- to the valuing
agents.) "you will report them to this office," I considered the imperious
necessity of an immediate report waived, until all the necessary aids were
~lected. rrhis view was the more readily adopteu, because of my almost
constant absence fi·om the office, making the selections necessary for the
!Valuations of Indian property. In writing out the instructions for those
agents, and for the purpose of aiding in a multiplicity of other dnties, such
as acting in the office during my absence, copying and filing all letters received and sent, giving i11strnctions contingent upon the apprajsiog agents being obstructed in the progress of their duties, &c., &c.: 1 was
obliged to have a clerk or assistant.
In order to show more fuily the pressing necess-ity which induced the
employment of a clerk, or person to take charge of this office, at the period
for which you disapprove, I would beg leave to call your attention to cir-
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cumstances by which I was surrounded, with which I had supposed
were familiar, and which would be duly appreciated by you, without
ing this explanation necessary. On the lt:lth January last, the President
the United States called on me, through the War Department, for testi
in support of the statements made by me in a letter to the editor of the
eral Union, and the reasons which induced me to make that letter public.
At this time, the troops were in North Carolina. I had in my care valna.
ble papers, besides public property to the amount of fifteen thousand dollars. I had, necessarily, to be absent from the office, my witnesses ·
scattered over an immense territory. Lieutenant Batman, the only person
retained in service by your order of the 11th February, (except myself,)
had previously obtained permission to visit the city to settle his accounts.
Duty to myself, to the Executive, and to the country, required that I should
obey the call of the President. I consequently made a personal matter of
this appointment during my absence, believing, when the facts, hy what·
ever channel they were communicated to you, or the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, would insure the allowance of an adequate compensation. AI·
though the employment was not authorized by your letter of the 11th February, the safety of the pn blic property, books, and papers, required it.
About the time I had obtained such evidence as was to be had in this conntrv, and was ready to answer to the call, but for the absence of Mr. Schermerhorn, Colonel Hansil, James A. Foreman, and Colonel Joel Yancy, (all
of whom I afterwards found at the city,) I received a letter from Mr. Schermerhorn, an extract of whi0h will be found enclosed, marked B, and one
also from the Commissioner of Intlian Affairs, a copy of \Vhich is herewith
sent, marked C, indicating a wish that I should visit the city, and expressing a belief that my presence might be necessary to insure the ratification
of the treaty. J resolved to go on-my character and that of my country
were at stalre, as also were some of those vital interests connected with the
treaty; and I leave it to you, and to those who me acquainted with the
progress of matters connected with the treaty, wheth er it is not well I did
go to the city, and whether, in doing so, I would have done right to leave
the office, public property, rifles, &c., exposed to the dangers of an excited
Indian population, without any one to protect them. Besides this, it was
necessary, in my absence, that I should be .constnntly advised of what was
going on here, while I was at the city, that you mi ght, if necessary, be informed: in order to guard the public interest. Sometime during my stav
ut the city, it will be observed, by reference to the enclosed copies of communications, marked D and E, that not only Judge Herring addressed an
order to G. W. Currey to perform certain public duties, but that your office
addressed me at this place, knowing that I was yet at the city, and that,
too, as I believe, with the full knowledge that G. W. Currey had charge of
the property alluded to, and, in my absence, wonld attend to your order1
which was accordingly done. Also, there was a suit pending between
James Brown and myself~ as security for an emigrant, which had to be at·
tended to in my absence. Neither the clerk, or myself; however, have any
desire to take advantage of this circumstance, nor to claim anything for services not authorized by instructions or the interest of the public. While I
feel con~cious of the correctness of my cour~e on this subject, generally, I
am called on by candor to acknowledge that other duties prevented me from
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strictly complying with "the 4th article and section 2d regulations/' which
I am in hopes it will be in my power hereafter to comply with literally.
.IVIost respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
Gen. GEo. GIBSON,
Commissary General of Subsistence,
Washington city.

P. S.-About fifteen hundred or two thousand Indians would be off this
fall, provided their business was settled at this time by the commissioners, and the disbursing agent had been here to authorize their collection
for departure.

Major Ridge, Judge Martin, and Joseph Vann are of this
~umbe~; when they do commence removing, there should be funds at the
u~med1ate command of the commissioners to meet the demand of all, proVIded they should show their readiness to remove.
Yours, respectfully,

B. F. CURREY.

A.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indicttt Ajfairs, July 1 1, 1836.
Sm: I am directed by the Secretary of War to inform you that you
~ill, in addition to your present duties, .be charged with the general suiJerIDtendence of the business relatin()' to the valuation of improvements, ferriea, &c., and the payments of _the debts of the Indians, under the late
Cherokee treaty, subject to such revisionary power as may be invested in
the commissioners of claims.
No additional compensation will be allowed for this additional service.
Instructions will be given for your government as _soon as they ca~ b.e
prepared. In the mean time, however, you. are authonzed to make preliminary arrangements for the employment of a sufficient number of valuing
and other agents, at such pay, per day, as shall not exceed the compensation
}leretofore allowed for similar services, and for commencing this branch of
.your duties. You will report, for the action of this department, the names,
compensation, &c. of the agents you are hereby authorized to select.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
C. A. HARRIS,
Commissinner.
Major B. F. CuRREY,
now at TtVa:dtington.
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B.
VV ASHINGTON, D. C., March 8, 1836.
I look for you here with considerable anxiety, and I hope you will be on
soon. I told the President you would be here. He will be glad to see you.
With respect,
Your friend, &c.,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN.
Major B. F. CuRREY.

[PRIVATE.]

c.
vV ASHINGTor:, Mm·ch 15, 1836.
DEAR SIR: The letters herewith enclosed hr~.ve been kept by me for some
days, under the expectation of soon seeing you here. I fear, from our
friend Schermerhorn's communication to me, that l shall not have that
pleasure. 1 regret it very much. I believe that you could render considerable aid in procuring the ratification of the Cherokee treaty, now before
the Senate. Mr. S. and others of our friends entertain little doubt of its
final passage. I am of the same opinion; but, considering it of the utmost
importance to the Cherokees, I wish that you, and every other gentleman
nble to help us, was on the ground, with his shoulders to the wheel.
Very respectfully,
Your friend and servant,
ELBERT HERRING.
Major B. F. CuRREY.

D.
DEPARTMENT OF WAR,

Office Indian Affairs, May 26, 1836.
Sra: Your brother, 1\'Iajor Benjamin F. Currey, who is now here, hns
informed me that he left in your C'harge the rifles; blanket:;, &c. at the Cherokee agency. I am instructed to request you to deliver them to the officer
of the army who may be directed to receive them.
Very respectfully,
Your humble servant,
ELBERT HERRJNG.
GEORGE vV. CuRREY, Esq'

Calhoun, Tennessee.
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E.

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. Sub., May 30, 1836.
Sm: You will deliver to Major M. M. Payne, 4th artillery, auy portion
of the rifies, blankets, and camp kettles, or all of them 1 now in you.r possession, placed there for the deli very oft he Cherokees. Take his receipt therefor, or advise me of the trans far, aud render the receipt in the current q narter's account.
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

GEO. GIBSON,
Commissary General of Subsistence.
BENJAMIN

F.

CuRREY,

Supt. Cherokee Emigration,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

November 8, 1836.
Sm: 1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communications of the 20th, 21st, 25th, and 29th ult., on my arrival from a tour among"
the valuing agents ; the first, enclosing copies of communications to the
United States commissioners and to General Wool, on the subject of Cherokee aff.tirs; the second, approving the appointment of valuing agents in Alabama; the tb.ird, informing me of the appointment of John Kennedy, Esq.,
Jonesboro', East ,.rennessee, in place of Gov. Carroll, resigned; and the
fourth, notifying me that a requisition had issued in favor of Dr. Minis, for
the payment of valuing agents, &c.
The views of the President in relation to the execution of the treaty are
snch as were expected from that source, and if promptly carried out, will
effect the removal of the tribe without rnnch trouble; unless the poison infused by Ross and his advisers, into the minds. of the common Indians, has
become so deeply seated as to require more violent remedies than any anticipated by the Executive. It will, however, in my opinion, he necessary to
vest an almost unlimited control with the commissioners over funds near
at hand, so that they will, with the aid of other officers, be able to meet any
emergency. The Indians are slow to make up their m]nds; when they act)
they act -on the spnr of the occasiDn, and very much together. If taken
while in the humor, there will be but little trouble with them; but if allowed agJ.in to relapse into their former s'u pineness, it will require more to arouse
them than is needed to give the first impnlse.
In the great anxiety I had to be ready with the appraisers' estimates by
the time the commissioners would meet, I employed Captain D. Caldwell to
visit the Alabam::t agents, and urge t9em to bring in their returns as early
as possible. He set out on the 29th ultimo, taking with him a pilot or interpreter, W m. Foreman, while I visited those in Georgia. About fifteen
hundred Indians have reported themselves in readiness. Judge Martin,
Joseph Vann, ::md Major Ridcre, are of the number.
On the 28th, I started Dr.r.-John S. Young and Colonel McMillon out to
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value improvements in Murray county, Georgia, a part of the 2d district
that State.
Even after they bring in all their estimates, it will be some time before
whole can be approved: and triplicates made out for the commissioners, for
the principal disbursing agent west, and for your office.
All the despatch necessary, however, to bring this branch of business tO!\.
close, having an eye to nccurncy and justice, will be used.
I have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs,
Washington city.

E. T. AND C. N.,
Fort Cass, Tenn., November 10, 1836.
SIR: For the information of the War Department, I have the honor to
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

forward, herewith, two general orders, Nos. 66 and 7 4.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN. E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen. Commanding.

F. BuTLER,
Attorney Gener-al, and
Secretm·y of War.

Hon. B.

General Order,

No~

74.

E. T. AND C. N.,
i!1ort Cass, November 3, 1836.
I am instructed by the President of the United Sta1es: throu gh the War
Department, to make known to Mr. John Ross and all others whom it may
concern, that it is his determination to have the lute treaty, entered into between the United States and the ChArokee people, and ratified by the Senate
the 25th May, 1836 "religiously fulfilled in all its parts, terms, and conditions, within the period prescribed;" and that "no delegation which may be
sent" to Washington "with a view to obtain new terms, or a modification
of those of the existing treaty, will be received or Tecognised, nor will any
intercourse be had with them, directly or indirectly, orally or in writing;"
and that the President regards the proceedings of Mr. Ross and his asso. ciates, in the late council held at Red Clay, "as in direc.t contravention of
the plighted faith of their people, and a repetition of them will be considered as indicative of a design to prevent the execution of the treaty, even at
the hazard of actual hostilities, and they will be promptly repressed."
It is further made known, by instructions from the "Var Department,
HEAD ·QuARTERS, ARMY
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that': if any of our citizens enter the Cherokee country, and incite oppo·
sition to the execution of the treaty, they will be proceeded against according to the laws of the State," if any exist on the subject, in which they
may enter; and if there should be ''no law of the State which can be
brought to bear on them, and under which they may be removed, it is the
opinion of the President/' as expressed through the l.;Var Department,'' that
they may be removed" out of the country "under the 6th article of the
treaty," in which the United States guaranty that the Cherokees shall be
"protected against intermption and intrusion from the citizens of the
United States who may attempt to settle in the country/' unless it is with
the express consent "of the committee who are acting under the 12th
article of the treaty, and hy the terms of that article they alone are authorized to give it.
,
·
All officers of the army, whether commanding volunteers or regular
troops, under my command; are required and directed to make known to
all persons residing, or who may come within the range of their respective
commands, the contents of this order, andj to make diligent search and
mquiry in regard to all citizens who may enter the Cherokee country, and
incite opposition or interfere with the du~ execution of the treaty, and
report their names and places of residence without delay, to general head
quarters, in order that they may be proceeded against according to the
Jaws of the country and the instructions of tl}e President of the United
States. They are also required and directed to prevef'lt all meetings, and
to break up all councils coming to their knowledge, assembled in the
Cherokee c_onntry, for the purpose of opposing the treflty or discussing its
non-executiOn.

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

j.

NEw

EcHoTA, GEoRGIA,

November 12, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to report to you my arrival at this place on the

11th instant, after having surmounted some difficulties arising from the
badness of the roads arid the want of proper means of transportation.
I have, however, arrived in ample time to discharge my dnties, as neither
of the commissiOners or the superintendent are here. I have heard, since
my arrival, that Major ---will probably be-here in a few days, and the
commissioners in about eight or ten days.
I have to acknowledge the ·receipt of your communication of the 21st
ultimo, informing me that fn11ds would be transmitted me for the payment
of the salaries of the superintendent, &c. As yet I have received no comrnunir.ation on the subject from the 'rreasury Department.
From the information which I have obtained since I have been in the
Cherokee nntion, l think that there are many of the Cherokees who have been
ready to emigrate for a month or six weeks past, haviog made all their
arrangements for that purpose, and were only waiting for the funds which
they are entitled to receive here by the treaty. Now, [ think there will be
some objection to going until next spring, in consequence of their dislike
to travelling in the winter season. '!'he. above information has been
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obtained by conversing with some of the most intelligent and m·npo,rta111
men among them.
ln the payment of the salaries, I shall be guided by the regu
concerning the removal of the Indians.
1 am, very respectfully,
Yon r obedient servant,

PHIJ .IP MINIS,
Disbursing Officer Cherokee Removal.
Gen. GEoRGE

GIBSON,

Com. Grm. Sub., Washington city.

NEw EcHoT_<\, GEORGIA,
November 12, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you of my arrival at this place) and to
acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 15th October,
addressed to me at this place.
Neither of the commissioners or the superintendent are here, bnt I have
learnt that they will be here in the course of a few days. On my route here,
I met Governor Lumpkin, on his way home; he informed me that he should
return as soon as he was a--pprized of the appointment of another commissioner. I find that there are many of the Cherokees all ready for removal:
they having made their arrangements for that purpose some weeks since,
and are only waiting to obtain necessary funds. '1-.,be season has advanced
so far, that many, who intended going in the fall, are now averse to doing
so until the spring, from their dislike to travelling in the winter.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

PHILIP MINIS,
Disbursin{f Agent Indian Department.
C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Comm~ssioner

of lrtdian Affairs.

NEW YoRK, Novembf!r 15, 1536.
Sm.: We enclose to yon Brig. General John E. Wool's first bill of exchange, in our favor, for $15,149 81, on the department, on account of
clothing for poor and destitute Cherokees.
\Ve have endorsed the same, and will thank you to remit us your check
for the amount upon one of the deposite banks of this city.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
BUCKINGHAM & HUNTINGTON.
Hon. SECRETARY OF WAR,

J!Vashington city, D. C.
P. S.-A copy of Gen. Wool's letter is attached.
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E. T. AND c. N.,
Fort Cass, November 2, 1836.

HEAD QUARTERS, ARMY

GENTLEMEN: 1 have just received, by express, from Athens, your communication of the 15th ultimo, with invoices of goods purchased by Mr. A.
S. Lenoir, my agent, on account of the United States, for the Cherokee Indians, amounting to $15,159 81, for which I herewith transmit a bill of
exchange on the Secretary of War.
Be pleased to acknowtedge the receipt of the bill, by return mail, and
direct to Athens, Tennessee, and you will greatly oblige
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. '\'VOOL 1
Brig . . Gen. Comman,ding.
Messrs.

BucKINGHAM

&

HuNTINGToN,

New York.

CHEROKEE AGEKCY,

November 17, 1836.
Sra: Having just retumed from a tour among the agents appointed to
assess Indian improvements in Georgia, I have the honor to acknowledge
the receipt of your several communications of the 2d and 5th instant: the
former directing me hereafter to address the Office of Indian Affairs on all
subjects connec'ted with Indian emigration ; the two latter, one relating to
the removal of intruders from the agency reservation, and the other giving
notice of deposites in the Athens bank for the purpose of carrying into
effect the treaty, and designating the manner in \vhich saiJ. moneys shall
be drawn from that bank.
Most respectfully,
l have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. CURREY.
CoMMISSIONER oF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

CHOCTAW AGENCY,

November 17, 1836.
SIR: Yours of the 12th October, upon the subject of a delegation from
the Cherokees east to those west, as also an extract from a Jetter from you
to General Wool, has been received. I have written Governor Stokes in
relation to it; and, shonld the delegation come on, I will give the subject of
your letter my particular attention. I hope, however, yours to General
Wool will have the good effect of stopping the expected delegation from
coming over with a design of interfering with the treaty in any way.
Should they come and do so, I will act promptly upon the subject, and, at the
same time, with great cantionl for 1 know u;ith 1.vhom 1 have to do. The
department know my views in relation to the feeling and spirit of the Creeks;
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and there is with the Cherokees great discontent; but the way to stop
a spirit is by a sufficient force and the rigid execution of the laws of
gress.
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG,

Acting Superintendent Western 'Territory.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Commissioner of lnd'ian Ajfai1·s.

UNION MILLs, November 19, 1836.
MY DEAR SIR : The enclosed letter wm~ received not an hour since,
and although I am sensible of the importance of your time, and although
I would prefer not to have been called on, yet, in justice to my feelings, I
cannot withhold this letter from your eye.
The writer I have known for many years. He is a high-minded and
honorable man, and was, and I presume is yet, very popular with the Cherokees. I knew him as factor, in 1808. As ever,
Your friend,

WILLIAM LYON.
To Gen.

ANDREW JACKSON,

President of the United States.

NovEMBER 12, 1836. .
DEAR SrR: I recently paid a visit to Mr. D. MeN airs, where I saw yolll
son Thomas in good health.
You will probably think it strange to ask a favor of you of the following
nature: Will you write a few li11es to General Jackson, saying that a nnm·
ber of the Cherokees are desirous that I should accompany them to their
new home, which, with a moderate compensation on the part of the United
States, I will do.
·
I will now only remark: for yonr own ear, that in case I should receive an
appointment, to repair to Arkansas in the spring, it would give a spur and
cheerfulness to a large body of the Cherokees, to follow in the ensuing fall.
Whatever you may do: say bnt little, and I will endeavor to walk up to the
mark as long as llast. Make my respects acceptable to Mrs. Lyon, and
accept, for yourself, the regard and e!5teem of
Yours,
WM. EYER.
WM. LvoN, Esq.
P. S.-There will be numerous applicants and a variety of appointments
to effect the grand remove, as contemplated next fall. Should you think proper to say anything in my behalf, you must do it quickly, and you shall
have due credit therefor.
Yours, again,
W. BYER.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT, Nov. 20, 1836.
Sm: Herewith, I send you an Athens Republican, containing an article
over the signature of" An Observer." I would beg leave to call the attention
of the department to this article, because I believe it emunated from General
Wool's staff officer, Lieut. Howe, and that, perhaps, its publication received
the sanction of General Wool himself. The writer speaks of complaints
against the agents, and says "they can defend themselves." Since Judge
White's attack, I have heard of no complaints against the agents of Government, except it was from General Dunlap, Spencer Jarnigan, Ross's party,
arJd some of the regular officers, boarding at Lewis Ross's. All this was, however, looked for as certainly as I expected to discharge my duty to the country.
You will perceive that the author of this article endeavors to convey the
idea that Ross's mischief was done, not in open conncil, but in fireside conversations. General \V ool gave me the information himself of Ross's having
read to the Cherokees the inflammatory matter, &c., alluded to in my letter
to your department, accompanied by a copy of letters from H. Clay and
John Ross, in Septe mber last. 'l,he writer says now that it is all over, and
the consequences seen, it is said this assemblage of the Indians should not
have been permitted.
Long before the receipt of yonr letter of the 3d September, which Gen.
Wool received before, or during the session of: Ross's council, General Wool
told Governor Lumpkin and myself any assemblage of the kind would be
dispersed upon his own responsibility, as he could see nothing but evil
consequences likely to result from such meetings.
The writer further observes, if General Wool had received positive instructions from either the President direct, or from the Secretary of War,
would he have dared to disobey them? General Wool has said in conversations, with various indi vi'duals, that the holding of this council was contrary to his own convictions of propriety. 'l1 he inference, therefore, is
produeed that either the President of the United States or the Secretary of
War restrained him from dispersing this council. On the other hand, the
facts contradict this assumption, when we look at the surprise expressed,
through your department, on the 12th ultimo, by the President, that General
Wool should have permitted said council to remain in session for a moment
after it became apparent it was determined to declare the treaty void, ''and
that this was the contingency contemplated in the letter of the department
of the 3d of September, in which you were instructed to interfere and disperse such assemblage." A copy of your letter of the 12th ultimo was
forwarded to me, with the request that I should give publicity to the views
of the President therein contained. rrhis I did do, and this, connected with
General Wool's ill-advised course, is what has created a stronger necessity
in the opinion of the officers of General 1Nool's army, especially with the
'regular officers, to implicate the agents by inuendo, at the same time exculpating themselves by writing for newspapers, under assumed characters of
disinterested observers.' As I was requested to give publicity to the views
ofthe President, I did so among the people to whom our operations were
confined ; but, -on seeing the communication of" An Obsm ver," and feeling
that it was an insidious attack upon myself and those associated with me,
for having promulgated the views of the President, which sustained those
uf Governor Lumpkin and myself, previously expressed in this country, I
tllowed the editor of the Republican to see the copy of yours of the 12th
ultimo, which -you had authorized me to give publicity to, ''in order that
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justice might as well be done to the President and to your department, as
to others. 1:'he editor may consider it proper to make some strictures
the remarks of the '' Observer.') Indeed, I have authorized him to do
provided I am right in supposing said article was handed to him by
officer of General y.yr oo1's army.
Dr. P. Minis has been in this country aLout ten or twelve days. Althougb
advised that he was instructed by General Gibson to report to me at the
agency, I am informed he is with General Wool at New Town. NeitheroC
the commissioners being there at this time, I cannot conceive what can
detain him, unless he is delayed by the persuasions of General Wool. I
addressed a note to the Doctor some days ago, that" I wonld be pleased to see
him at the agency as eady as practicable," yet I have not been favored
with any direct information from him whatever.
I was at Athens yesterday; but the warrants, for which requisitions had
issued from your department or the Treasury, had not been received.
The money, as well as the commissioners and disbursing agent, is in
great demand. Several families of Cherokees have already set out for the
west, leaving powers of attorney with their friends to draw the commuta·
tion, that it may overtake them afterwards, on the route, in time to facilitate their passage to their new homes.
Governor Lumpkin left this country some days before the appointment
of Governor Carroll's successor was announced. The joint action of the
commissicners being contemplated, he saw no necessity for his constant
presence at New Town, or in the nation, until his colleague should arrive,
and visit Athens, Georgia ; from whence he is expected to return in a few
days.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.
Hon. C. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner of Inrlian Affairs,
Washington city.
P. S.-Be pleased to submit this to the President, and oblige,
Most respectfully,

B. P. C.

SIR: My attention has been drawn to the suLject of the course pursued
by Government agents and officers of the. army, towards the Cherokees, by
the many rumors which are afloat in this section of the country upon the
matter. The agents of the Governmint can take care of themselves;
with the officers of the army, it is a more difficult matter. They place
their reputation in the keeping of tbeir country, and it is not expected that
they will appear in the public prints to proclaim their own merits, or to
disabuse the public mind of any false impressions which may be entertained of their conduct.
I am personally acquainted with most of the officers of the volunteers
and regular army; now serving in the Cherokee country. Taking a ceep
interest in the peaceful termination of our difficulties here, I have been a
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close; and, I believe, an impartial observer of their conduct. Feeling an
ardent desire (so far us a statement of facts will contribute to that end) to
see justice awarded to all, and pnrticularly to the distinguished officer who
has been intrusted with the command here, I am constrained to make public the inforrnation which I possess.
Since the adjournment of the council lately held at Red Clay, in consequence of the proceedings of the Cherokees: at the council, it is said that
many of them, who, previ,Jusly, would have consented to remove to the
west, without oppositiou, have now determined to make no preparations for
going, from a belief that John Ross can save the country.- There is little
doubt of the trath of this rumor, and it is more apparent in the mountains
than elsewhere. Now that it is all over, and the consequences seen, it is
said this assemblage of the Indians should not have been permitted. I am
one of those who think it should have been broken up on the first hour of
its session; that the question of treaty or no treaty should never have been
allowed to be put to these people. They should have been sent home, and
told to prepare themselves for emigrating; that the treaty had been ratified;
that the money to carry it into effect had been appropriated ; that it was
now as binding as any other law of the land, and was in the hands of the
President, who, not only from a sense of duty, but from feelings of kindness
to them, was de termined to see it "religiously enforced.n It was said before
the meeting of the council, and it has been industriously circulated since,
that General Wool had received positive instructions to break up the council. There were many speculations as to what he would do, by both whites
and Indians. A large force of mounted riflemen were encamped near the
council ground, and the anxiety of all was great. The General kept his
own counsel, and nothing was known. On the day appointed for the
meeting of the council, an express arrived f1·om the President: and rumor
spread a thousand tales of the instruction~ received by the General. A
p:trt of the President's communit.:ation \Va_s afterwards made public ; but
whether orders were given for the dispersion of the Cherokees was never
known. Now, the question is this, whether, if General ""~ool had received
positive instructions from either the President din~ct, or from the Secretary
of War, would he have dared to disobev them?
He would not; and they must be duil indeed, who could, for a moment,
believe that an officer who has shed his blood in the defence of his conntry, who has a hard·earned reputation to preserve, and whose honor depends upon a faithful discharge of his duty, would lose all, by favoring the
worse than useless struggles of a poor deluded people to retain a country,
in which, shoqld they remain, they must soon starve. Either Genero.l Wool
received no instmctions upon the ~ubject, or if he did, they were of such a
natnre as not t:fi) allow him to interfere, unless there was in the proceeding-s
of the Cherokees something apparent to indnce him to believe they intended to resi~t the execution of the treaty. Now, from the whole tenor of
the General's cpnduct prior to the council 1 it is evident that he }VaS in favor
of strong and decisive measures; ,and that, unless he had beeu restricted
some way or other, he never would have permitted the council to be called.
If General Wool wns restricted, without some open act on the part of the
Cherokees, he could not interrupt them; for, in their deliberations, they
, were as pacific and respectful as they1 well could be. rrhe mischief was not
done in the council house. It was at night, when gathered in small groups
around their family fires, that the poison was imbibed. Those who would
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elevate themselves at the expense of these poor creatures, were
work. If the treaty is to be enforced, all meetings, ball plays, dances,
the like should be prohibited. Let them feel that they must abide by
treaty. 'This is now not only the most just, but, in the end, will prove
most humane course which could be pursned, whatever snivelling
thr0pists may say to the contrary notwithstanding. Lunatics
bound to preserve them from self destruction. A spell is to be broken
woven round these poor Indians by wiley half-breeds.
If proofs are necessary, that General Wool favored no half-way
let us look at his course in the mountains of North Carolina, where
most savage portion of the Cherokees reside. It will then be perceived
nothing has been done which should not be approved of by all, and whick1
at the same time, was not in conformity with the provisions of the treaty1
and the known wishes of the President. Soon after the General arrived at
the Valley town, a meeting of the Cherokees in that section of the coUB·
try \vas called. They were thel]. told that the Presiuent did not wish to
make war upon them; that he was their friend, and would ever continue
such, provided they would comply peaceably with the treaty; that, under
the treaty which they had made, he would protect them ; but that they
must be submissive to it. rrbey heeded not what was told them, Lut wished
to consult with John Ross. They were not permitted t> do this, and
were told that that man had led them estray from their interests, prosperity,
and happiness, too long by his pernicious counsels; that he (General Wool)
was the most proper person to ad vise with, &c. After several meetings, and
after sufficient time had been given them to weigh his propositions \veil, at
their last meeting they abruptly separated without giving him any answer.
rrheir hurried departure from the place of meeting was a strong evidence
of their determination to resist the treaty and all its terms. rrheir chief
men were immediately apprehended, and, after a confinement of one night,
promised to do anything that was required.
Directions were given for all
the young men to bring in their arms, which order was soon complied with.
By this decisive act, which they little expected, (and which, although it
seems harsh, was strictly proper if the treaty is to be executed,) they discovered that a treaty had been made, and with it they must comply. Arespectable military force was kept in the country to watch them, and prevent
any hostile movement. None was to be feared , for this one net served to open
their eyes to their danger. All was as it should be; they began to talk of
the new home which had been provided for them, and appeared desirous to
know ·more about it.
General ·wool has been firm and decided uponevery subject presented to
him, always keeping in view the grand object of his mission here--protecting the Indians in their rights, and restraining the crafty in their shameless
designs against them; and he has given satisfaction to all honest men in the
country. That he will fearlessly execute the important trust confided to
him, none can doubt; and it is a matter of congratulation that there has
been sent among us an officer so well qualified for the command in this sec1
tion of the country.
He is neither a Ross man nor a Ridge man ; he asks not how the treaty
was made, neither does he wish to know. He was sent here to execute
the treaty and to preserve peace, not to investigate and discuss what has
hitherto been done. He hears all sides upon questions under tht:~ treaty,
and then acts to the best of his judgment, which seldoms leads him from the
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truth. In his manners he is courteous and affable, yet strict in the discharge of his duties, paying every attention to the wants and comfort of his
troops. In fact, I believe that a better man could not be found in our army
for this important command.
I am, sir: a warm friend of the present administration, and hope to see
the affitirs of State as ably conducted by Mr. Van Buren as they have been
by our present respected Chief l)iagistrate.
The old veteran has seldom been mistaken in his estimate of character,
nnd iu the selection of General Vvool for the command here, he has been as
happy as in- any other act of his life.
AN OBSERVER.

c. N.,
New Echota, Geo., }{ov. 20, 1836.
SIR: It having been .ascertained that Mr. Currey, the emigrating agent
;i)r the Cherokees: has been industriously making public throughout this
country the censures of the President, as communicated through the War
;.Department, against myself, I would respectfully request that the Secretary
of War will allow me to publish the correspondence which has occurred
between myself and the War Department, relating to Cherokee affairs,
since I have been entrusted with a command in this country. Hitherto, I
have rigidly abstained from publishing, or causing to be published, anything relating to my duties or required of me. in this section of the country.
Nothin(J' but strict justice to mvself now induces me fo ask the publicatiou
of my ~orrespondence with the 'Yar Department, which , I hopei under the
circumstances. will not be denied.
The commissioners have not yet entered upon the discharge of their
duties, I believe; neither are they, at this time, in the Cherokee nation. I
give this information only because I have been required by the President
to consult them on all measures relating to my command, whether of a
civil or military character. My command is trnly an embarrassing one,
-and from which I am exceedingly anxious to be relieved; for I am not
sure that my conduct will be approved by either the commissioners , the
&cretary of "VVar, or the President.
I have the honor to be,
With considerations of the higbest respect:
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. \VOOL,
Br·ig. Gen. C'01nmaud,i ng.
B. F. BuTLER,
Secretary of War.
HEAD QUARTERS ARMY,

NEw YoRK, November 21, 1836.
SxR: Your letter of the 17th instant, in reply to our letter of the 15th,
t··tt1ltln~se:d to the honorable Scct:etary of \Var, is at hand, M also your c.over,
~
g General Wool's bill of exchange upon the department.
Permit us to trouble you once more upon the subject.
. .........v ......
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How early in the approaching session of Congress will
bly be made for the payment of this bill?
'Vill the department take the necessary steps, without further
on our part? vVill it be necessary for us to return the bill to the
ment for that purpose? An answer to these inquiries will greatly o
us.
You will also allow us to add that this purchase was a peculiar
and, as far as profit may be in view, we bid fair to be losers by the
chase. In justice to the agent sent here by General Wool, we
add, that his notice of the want of .authority on the part of Gen
to make these purchases, was not in such an official shape as to warrant
him in disebeying his letter of instructions from General Yvool. That
agent was honest and faithful ; and his desire to obey his instructions, to
make his purchases on the best terms, was the sole cause of his dilemma
here, and the reason why we were employed to assume the responsibility
of his purchases, by collecting them together in one invoice, in our own
name.
You will permit us also to add, that every dollar of the purchase was
made under the sanction of the agent; not one cent advance charged
thereon; and the bulk of the invoice stipulates to be paid for in 30 days
from the date of the purchase.
Agreeably to your suggestion we took the bill to one, the most liberal
of all the deposite banks; we received in reply that, unless the Secretary
of the Treasury would advise its payment, they would not advance the
money. Failing at the Bank of :America, we made no further trial, well
knowing how useless would be our endeavors at the others.
Your early reply will greatly oblige
.
Your most obedient servants,
BUCKINGHAM & HUNTINGTON.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.
Commissioner of lndian Ajfai1·s.

~EW EcHoTA, GA., November 21, 1836.
Your communication of the 29th ultimo has been received, informing me'' that a requisition has been issued in my favor for eight thousand five hundred and five dollars, for the pay of eighteen valuing agents,
and nine interpreters for them, under the late Cherokee treaty, for three
months."
I have not yet received any notification from the Treasury Department
respecting the transmission of the funds. This, however, I presume, is ow.
ing to the delay of the mails, as but one has been received since my arrival,
owing to the irregularity which attends its transportation from Spring
Place here.
Very respectfu Uy,
Your obediel)t servant,
PHIL. MINIS, U. 8. A.,
· Dis. .Agent, Indian Department.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Com. lndian Affairs, Washington, D. C.
SIR :
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November 22, 1836.

SIR: Yonl' several communications of the 17th and 25th of October,

;md 4th and 5th instant, I have had the honor to receive, and they would
have been acknowledged at an earlier day, but for the continued non-attendance of my associate commissioner. But; having heard nothing to the
resent moment from Mr. Kennedy, except through your communications,
deemed it my duty thus to acknowledge your communications, and to renew to you the assurance of my continued solicitude for a better progress
in the execution of the Cherokee treaty.
Your letter of the 17th of October, together with its enclosures, confides
new duties to the commissioners, to which I attach great importance; from
the nature and responsibility of which, I have deemed it e~pedient to suspend the exercise of any inm~ediate action, until I can avail myself of the
atlvice and co-operation of my associate. Yon will, however, please to assure the President, that so far as I am concerned, I cheerfully "take the responsibility," and "will tri' to carry out his views (which coincide most
fully with my own) in executing this treaty. In the early part of this
month, being in suspense on the subject of the non-attendance of my associate and the disbursing agent, I left New Echota on a tour of business,
connected with various branches of my official duty, in which tour 1 had
the good fortune to meet with Dr. Minis~ on the 8th instant, at Gainesville,
in Georgia, on his way to New Echota, when and where I communicated
to him, verbally, my views in connection with his official duties. From
which place (look at the map of Georgia) I proceeded to Athens, in
Georgia, for the purpose of making the necessary arrangements with the
banks, at that place, to obtain, readi1y, the kind of funds which will become
uecessary in making satisfactory payments to the recipients under the treaty.
And I now have the satisfaction to inform you, that Treasury drafts on the
deposite bank of Augusta, Georgia, as suggested in your letter of the 5th
instant, will, through the arrangements which I have made with the banks
at Athens, be promptly cashed, with funds to suit the payment under the
treaty, (any part in specie which may be demanded.) 'rherefore, Treasury
drafts, as you have suggested, is all that is deemed necessary on this subject.
And I have only to regret that the arrangement had not been made, before
so large an amount was authorized to be drawn from the deposite bank of
Tennessee, because much the greater portion of the recipients would prefer Georgia money to that of Tennessee ; the reasons for this preference
ivill readily occur to yon from your own knowledge of business and commercial transactions. If you will examine the subject, you will r,eadily perlalive that my views are not founded on selfish or State considerations.
From my present under~tanding of the subject, and. the measures which
have been taken to meet the payments under the· treaty, I trust a better un'&rstanding of the subject will hereafter enable us to progress without procrastination or difficulty on the subject of funds.
But while I perceive the propriety and duty of the commissioners comying with your request, in regard to monthly estimates being furnished
them, I am, nevertheless, still laboring under the same difficulties heretopointed out to you. My associate is not yet eo me ; winter is at our
the greater portion of the Indians, who are desirous to emigrate
!ll' lmwo ... .-~,,·n tely, may not be able to get off before spring.
y perceive and entirely approve of the plan which you have sugl"'
in making the disbursements to claimants under the treaty, and shall
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adopt the most speedy arrangement: within my controf, to have the
book of certificates which you suggest, printed. But when you take
consideration our location ; the distance we are placed from a printing
where such jobs can be speedily and well executed; the causes which
heretofore paralyzed all my efforts in progress and preparation; your
wiU readily be prepared for making all due allowance for the corttl.iUgtmCief
which may render the formal part of executing our duties·less pe
would, under more favorable circumstances, have claimed more COllSicler.a.-J,'
tion. However, every thing that my means can control, shall be done, to have
this business not only correctly performed,.but in conformity with the views
and instructions which l have received from the Government.
The remittances which you have made are deemed sufficient for the present, and should Mr. Kennedy meet me shortly, I will endeavor hereafter
to furnish you with the estimates which you have requested.
Under a view of the whole subject, you will please to express to the President of the United States my deep sense of the imposing obligations un~
der which I am placed to the country, by the confidence which he has reposed in the commissioners, and to assnre him of my unabating confidence
that the prnsent arrangement will, in due time, overcome every obstacle,
which may be in the way of a faithful execution of the treaty, and that he
shall be constantly advif:)ed of the actings and doings of the commissioners
i~ all matters, the importance of which may claim his attention and ad~
VICe.

Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,

'VILSON LUMPKIK
C. A.

HARRis, Esq ~
War Depart11'~;ent.

CH EROK EE AGEI~ C Y

EAsT,
November 22,1836.
SIR:· I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your commnnica. .
tions of the l~th and 12th instant; the former being an answer to mine oi
the 27th ultimo 2 the latter (to one from me of the 26th) approving of additional appointments.
,
I now have to announce to you the resignation of Philip Hemphill, of the
1st district in Georgia. He informed me, some time since, that he would 1
in all probability, have to withdraw frrnn the service on account of the
expected indisposi~ion of his wife. In the event he had to do so, Major
George \tV aters was qualified and instruc~ed to take his place immediately
on the happening of such a contingency, which has occurred. Major
''Vaters is a man of business, and enjoys the confidence of all who know
him.
Towards the conclusion of your letter, yon say: "Upon inquiry of the
gentlemen employed upon the business of emigration, I learn that no representation of the importance of an early appointment has ever been received
from you." The memory of these gentlemen must have failed them; for I
went in person, about the middle of July, to Governor Oass, who informed
me my selection of Doctor King had been approved, aiJd he would be
ordered forthwith to the Cherokee country. I aft'Crwards called at the
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€migrating office, where they said they could not, on that day, make out his
instructions, but this q.uty would be performed in a few days, and he would
be furnished with the necessary means to carry into effect the treaty, and
would report to me early after my arrival in the Cherokee country. This
was after a pressing request that such an agent should be despatched forthwithwith for duty. While I was look~ng for Doctor King in person, I
received a comm1mication from him, a copy of which is herewith enclosed,
marked A, in which he assures me he will be here as early as practicable,
perhaps, at furthest, by the 20th August. I had no doubt he was appointed,
and had received his instructions, long before, until I reeeived a letter from
the Commissary General of Subsistence, of October 1st, saying: "On this
day, Doctor King has received his instructions," &c., a copy of which letter
herewith sent, marked B.
I wrote to your department and to General Gibson, giving repeated indications of the necessity of disbursements growing out of the operations
here. Here were twenty-two valuing agents and eleven interpreters, all on
expenses, and no money to meet their current expenses. Here was a prospect, too, of an extensive emigration, and no money to defray the expenses.
These things, it was supposed, w-ere made sufficiently apparent by the face
of the enclosed copies of communications, marked C, D, and E; while, by
the verbal assurances previously given, both from the office of Indian
Affairs and that of the Commissary General of Subsistence, as we1l as from
t~e letter of Doctor King, I had a right to expect he would be here in due
ttme, prepared to meet the emergencies spoken of in the afore-recited
letters. Verbal conversations had, before I left the city, satisfied me he
would soon be on his way. Under these circumstances, I could see no
necessity whatever of leaving written memorials at the Commissary Ge~eral's office of what passed in relation to a disbursing agent, and the
Importance of 1'UCh an officer in this country was so manifest, that I could
not suppose it even prudent to urge one to be sent, after I had any reason
to believe it had already been done, and while I was daily expecting the
arrival of said officer.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,

BENJ. F. CURREY.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

A.
vV.\.SHING'I'ON CITY, July 19, 1836.
Mv DEAR SIR: As I cannot be spared from this place nntil the arrival
of Doctor Rundall, who was ordered from Fort Mitchell, Alabama, on the
12th instant, to reiieve me, I hasten to give you the information, so that
you may not be disappointed in any arrangements yon might make \vith
the expectation of my being earlier with Y.Otr. I suppose Doctor Rundall
wilt not delay an honr unnecessarily on •the journey; so I may calculate
on being at Cnlhonn, vvhich I suppose wil1 be your hen.d quarters, by the
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20th of August; however, be assured, I shall be there as early as. possible.
As yon will have the entire control of the departure of the emigrating parties, I must request you will so arrange it as to keep me with you in
the nation as long as possible, even as late in the winter as the last
party may depart, as I suppose you must always have a disbursing agent
with you, and, unless you have one whom you would prefer, I should liketo be until the time mentioned. I shall attend to your suggestions, relative
to my allowances, as physician, being left with you, relying on your being,
at least, as liberal as they would be here in such matters.
I remain, very respectfully,
Yonl' friend and obedient servant,

B. KING.
:1\'fajor B. F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Tennessee.

'VAsHLKGTON CITY,

Octobe·r 1, 183!).

DEAR SIR: vVhen I wro~e to you in July) I expected to be with you by

the latter part of August; but, owing to the demand for surgeons in the Creek
nation, Doctor Randall could not relieve me in my duties here until this
time. I would have written you earlier, but delayed doing so until I could
say, positively, when I should be able to join you ; and now have to state
that, having been this day relieved, I shall take up my march about rhe
lOth, and shall proceed as rapidly as the stages will convey me, and calcul:lte on joining you about the 20th instant.
I remain , respectfully,
Your obedient sen'ant.

B. , IONG~

:Major B. F. CuRREY,
Calhoun, Tenn ess ee.

B.
E M I G RATiON Of' h~DIAKS,

Office Corn/m)ry Gen'l 9{ Subsistence:
VVashington, Octobe1· 1: 1836.
SIR: Doctor Benjamin King: ass.i stant surgeon of the United States
army, has been appointed disbursing agent Cherokee removals. He has.
t his day been furnished with a letter of instructions upon the subject; awl
for your further information I herewith send a copy of those instructions.
Yery respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

GEORGE GIBSOl\
Connnissary G eneral of Subsistence_
F. CuRRJ~Y, Esq.,
Superintendent Cherokee Removals,
Cnllwun , Tennessee.

BENJAMIN
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c.
ATHENS, TENNESSEE,

August 2< 1836.
SIR: I have not, as yet, had the pleasure of receiving detailed instructions,

nor the blanks which I thought I had reason to expect would be sent me
from your office, before this time, to Calhoun, East Tennessee.
'l'he Indians appear to be much ip the spirit of removing in most parts of
the nation. In order to avoid all blame \vhich might be attempted to be
thrown upon the Government, should there not be a general emigration
this season, it appears to me the valuation of their property should be done
in the shortest possible time consistent with economy. Until I receive my
instmctions and the bla11ks which I spoke for, this duty cannot even be
commenced.

To General G EO.

Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
· Your very obedient servant,
BEN. F. CURREY.
GiBsoN.,

Com. Gen. Subsistence: lYashington city.

D.
ATI{ENs, 'rENNESSEE,

August 2, 1836.
SIR: I have not as yet had the satisfaction of receiving the detailed in-

structions either from your office or the emigration office, which I had expected would reach the agency before this time.
The Indians appear generally to be in the spirit of removing next fall or
early in the winter. In order that the fault may not be properly charged
to the Government, if they do not go so soon, it is considered proper that a
s~tfficient number 0f valuing agents shall be employed to complete the valuatiOns by the 1st of December next. In this opinion Governor Lumpkin
agrees with me.
I am now making such selections for that service as I flatter myself will
prove both U:3efu1 and satisfactory to the department.
I hope if my in~tructions have not already been forwarded, they will he
sent on at the t>arliest possible period, as I cannot move without them.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Yonr most obedient servant,
BEN. F. CURREY.

E.
CHEROKEE AGENCY,

Septe·mbn· 14, 1836.
Sm: The expenditures for the next quarter may be regarded as some
uncertain. I would, hO\vever, on account of val nation agents, and their
preters, estimate:
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Eighteen agents, at $4 pP.r day, ninety days each
Nine interpreters, at $2,50 per day, each
One interpreter for supt'ent. back pay &c., per quarter
One clerk to snperintend, at $3 per day
One snpt. Cherokee removals
Removal of 5,000 Cherokees, at $20 each
Contingencies
Advances necessary to be made by the commissioners to
intelligent class of Cherokees, on their improvements, to
enable them to buy wagons, teams, pay debts, &c.
Six removing agents, at $-1 per day, ninety days
Six interpreters at $2,50 per dny, ninety· days
.
Six physicians, salary, and expenses, estimated at $6 per
day, 60 days,

$6,480
2,0~5

275
270
500
10,000
300

2,160 00
$265,3~0

00

I would suggest as a check and safeguard, while at the same time the
public convenience is consulted, that the draft of the disbursing, agent, endorsed by the commissioners, be necessary to draw this sum from the deposite bank, which should be drawn out in quantities and' at times to snit the
emergency. 'Jlhis large estimate is made to avoid the danger of undertaking
the demands which might add to the uncertainty of Indian movements on
a sudden. .As I have before said, the number of emigrants going off this
season, depends much upon the latitude given to Mr. Ross in his measures
of opposition to the treaty .
.Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BEN. F. CURREY.
To Gen.

GEo. GIBSON,

Com. Gen. Subsistence; TVashington city.

HEAD QuARTERS ARMY,

C. N.,

JVew Echota, Geo., Nove?nber, 23, 1836.
SIR : I have the honor, herewith, to transmit a copy of regulations for the
government of such agents as I may appoint, agreeably to the instructions of
the \Var Department, to issue rations and · clothing to the poor Cherokees.
The clothing which I ordered, purchased in New York, has in part arrived,
and all will be here in the course of the present week. The purchases appear to be well made, and will save to the Cherokees at least $10,000. Every
article purchased is sold here at from fifty to one hundred per cent. above
cost and charges. On inquiry, I find no one has purchased as 1ow by from
5 to 10 per cent. J have, however, understood recently, that it has been represented by some person to the ·war Department, tlpt I sent to purcha>:e
those goods for the purpose of speculating out of the Indians. It is unnecessary to say to the Secretary of "\Var, if such representations have been
made, that I am incapahle of the thought, much less to engage in tbe act.
The commissioners have not yet arrived a.t this place. \Ve~ however, have
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that Governor Lumpkin is at Spring Place, but we have not yet heard

Mr. Kennedy.
'
.
Mr. John Ridge, one of the committee named in the late treaty, to manCherokee affairs, has been several times, during the summer past, dis·
of a ferry which he claims, on the Coosa river, in Alabama, by
...,,,,"''«' Garrett, who resides in that country. I have afforded military proto Mr. Ridge, until recently. After receiving the .instructions of the
Department, of the 12th of October, which required that each State
ld be defended by its own troops, I withdrew the Tennessee volunteers
that part of the country, and, consequently, Garrett again took possesof the ferry: who pretends to claim it, by virtue of a license issued by
f to another person, while judge of the county, who has since tr~ns
it to him. It is understood that this land still belongs to the Umted
Under these circumstances, in the absence of the commissioners, I
ld ask whether this man cannot be removed from the country, with a
that Ridge may enjoy the use of his ferry, to which he says he is enuntil the time arrives for his removal from this country, under the
treaty.
would also inform the Secretary of War that two Indians of Wills
, Alabama, have been recently severely wounded with fire arms, and
horses shot by a white man re~iding in that section of the country. It
also understood that this land belongs to the United States. I would ask,
order to give protection to th1~ Cherokees, whether the white pP-ople re. in that section of country cannot be removed therefrom.
I have the honor to. be
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Br.ig. Gen. Commanding.
lion.

B. F.

BuTLER,

Secretary of T'Yar.

P. S.-Please to direct your answer to Athens, Tennessee. It is three weeks
the mail has arrived at this place.

""\V.

HEAD QuARTERS ARM.Y, C. N.,
...lVew Eclwta, Geo., November 22, 1836.

The following regulations, will hereafter govern the agents appointed to
subsistence and clothing to the poor and needy of the Cherokee Ins, viz:
.
1st. Issues will be made only to the poorer classes of the Cherokee peareferred to in the lOth article of the late treaty, entered into with the
, upori the recommendation of the committee, or some one of the corn. appointed under the 12th article of said treaty, or by agents regularly
ntPd by them, and approved by the Commanding General.
. No issues shall be made for a longer period than three days at a timf',
any one person or family.
3d. Provision returns will be drawn for each family, stating the number
men, women, and children. On the back of the return, the name of
head of the family will be endorsed.
The return will exhibit the
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number of days for which rations have been issued, and the
ment and termination of the period for which the issue is made.
4th. The abstract of issues will be accompanied by the roll
ing the number and names of the heads of families, to which
hnve been made, and also showing the nu{llber of rati.Jns issued to
family.
5th. The ration will consist of one pound of fresh beef, or three-fourths.
of a pound of salt pork or bacon, and of three-fourths of a quart of cortt,
or corn meal, or of one pound of wheat flow~r to each grown person, and
four quarts of salt to every one hundred grown persons over the ~
of 14, and for persons under 14, one-half the amount allowed to grown
persons.
6th. When the age of the person cannot be ascertained, the issuing agent
shall be the judge, and issue accordingly.
.
7th. No blankets, clothing, or articles for clothing, will be issued except
upon the recomi11endation of the committee, or some one af the committee,
or agent appointed by the committee, ::ts authorized iu the first paragrap~ of
these regulations.
.
8th. rrhe recommendations will state the causes which render the issues
necessary, the number of persons to whom issues are to be made, making a
distinction between grown persons and children; with the name of the head
of the family, and the articles that may be required.
9th. Upon these recommendations, a return will be made exhibiting the
number of persons, making a distinction between men and women, ~oys
and girls, ·with the names and number of the articles required; upon the
back of which the name of the head of the family will be endorsed.
lOth. No clothes, or articles of clothing rwill be deliveredi e.rcept to the
person or persons for 'Whom they 'Were intended.
11th. No issues 'Will be made to persons, 'Who are addicted to intemper·
ance, or who would be likely to sell the rations or ar~'icles of clothing, which
they might drau·, aud agents 'Will not fail to make it known to all tho:~e
'Who may draw either rations or articles of clothing, that should they sell
either, they 'Will not be allowed again to draw either.
12th. 'l'he abstract of issues for clothing, will be accompanied with a
roll containing the names of every person of each family, to whom cloth:
ing or articles may have been issued, also showing the articles and the cost
of each.
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Com. Cherokee counfr!J.

ATHENS, TENNESSEE,

November 24, 1836.
Sm.: On my way from New Bchota to this place, where I was coining
to transact business, I was met at Spring Place; Georgia, by an express
fi·om Major Currey, the superintendent of Cherokee removals, who delivered
me the following communication:
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CHEROKEE AGENCY,

Novembe1· 21, 1836.
Sm: Yon are requested to report to me at the Cherokee ngency, forth-

with.
BENJ. F. CURREY,
Superintendent Cherokee Renwvals.

Dr. P.

MINis.

A true copy :

PHIL. MINIS, U.S. A.
Dis. Agent, lndian Department.
As the agency was in my route to this place, I called on Major Uurrey, and
stated to him that I considered the tone and style of his communication,
discourteous and disrespectful in the extreme; furthermore, I_ would not
suffer him to address me any such communications in futnre, qnd that I
did not acknowledge his authority to give me an order to attend his beck
and call. After some conversation on the subject, he apolbgised' for his nn·
gentlemanly behavior, and stated his reasons for writing the' communication were, that from the information he had received from the uepartment,
I was ordered to report to him at the agency, and that he had the authority
to order me to any point in the Cherokee nation he thought proper; that
as he had heard of my being at New Echota for some time past, he supposed
that I had been detained there by the influence of General "\'Vool. I replied
to him that I had nothing to do with the f.mds of that officer and himself ;
that I had come to the country to do my duty as an agent of the Government,
independently, without being influenced by any other motive than a sense
of what was due to the Government and myself; that I would most cheerfully
Co-operate in facil.itating the views of the GovPrnment; at the same time I
1
would not suffer my own feelings or rights to be infringed for an instant. ,
He expressed himself perfectly satisfied with the explanation that resulted
from our conversation, and stated that the difference between us had originated in a mistake, on his part; that he was not .aware of my having been
instructed by you to proceed to New Echota and report to the commissioners,
and that the want of civility in his style of writing me, did not proceed from
any intention on his part to wound my feelings. I expressed myself satisfied at this explanation, and we parted on perfectly friendly terms, with
the remark by him, that as we now understood each other, he hoped in
future we would get on amicably together. My reply was that I concurred
with him in that wish, and that nothing on my part should occur to destroy
the apparent harmony that existed between us.
I wish you distinctly to understand that this communication is not made
with any unfriendly feelings to Major Currey, 11or even as a complaint
"e.uainst him, but with a view to counteract any statement that he might
make on the subject of our conversation, should he think proper to do so, as
1 am informed he is in the habit of reporting officers of the army.
I think it not improbable, Major Currey may make ~n application to the
department to have me placed under h]s orders. I must request leave to
dissent from any such arrangement; for, if such an order is Issned, the moment I receive it my duties
disbursing· agent must cease; for should I be
placed in that relation to an individual who wantonly ontmgPd my feelings
before we had ever met, or any communication on business had taken place

as
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between us, personal difficulty must ensue, and I have no wish for
result.
You must be aware that, from the very responsible situation I am
in, without receiving any compensation for it, is sufficient for the
without being placed in a situation that would subject me to private
c.ulties.
At present, Major Currey and myself perfectly understand each other; our
duties are distinctly and separately pointed out, and I think that, in future,
there will be no difficulty between us, provided w_e remain in our present
situation to each other.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
PHIL. lVIINlS, U. S. A.,

rro

c.

Dis. Agent, lndian Department.
A. HARRis, -Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian A.ffairs.

HEAD QuARTERS AHMY, C. N.,
New Echota, Georgia, Novenzber 28, 1836.

SIR: Herewith, I have the honor to enclose the Athens Republicnn, of
the 20d instant. Under the editorial head will be found the following observations, viz :
"The inference deducible from the various propositions takeii by the writer, (An Observer,) induced the superintendent of Cherokee removals to call
on us while in this place, last week, when he showed us a communication
frouz the JVar Department, instructing him to give publicity to the views

of the President of the United States, as contained in the copy of a letter
from the acting Secretm·y of War to General Wool, dated October 12,
1836, in which this language is employed : '1 am instructed to express the
surprise of the President that you permitted the council of the Cherokees
to remain in session one moment after it became apparent that it was determined to declare the treaty void. '"rhis was the contingency contemplated
in the letter of the department, of September 3, in which you were instructed
to interfere and disperse such assemblage.'"
I cannot believe the 'vV ar Department has adopted this new and extraordinary mode of giving publicity to the censures of the President of the United
States against an officer of the army. Still, it comes in such a shape that I
am constrained to ask the Secretary of War if a communication was transmitted from the department to the superintendent of C~erokee removals,
jnstructing him to give publicity to the views of the President of the United
States, as contained in the copy of a letter from the acting Secretary of War
to General vVool, dated October 12, 1836. If such instructions had been:
given, it appears to me that my instructions and the correspondence between the President, the Secretary of War, and myself, on the subject, would
have been transmitted with them. To order the publicity of the one without the other, especially through a civil officer, would be no less unjust than
it would deprive me of the only mode left of defending myself, and of vindicating my honor and the course I have pursued ~ince I commanded in
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this country. Surely the President does not intend to condemn me unheard:
hor without affording me an opportunity of showing that I am innocent.
I can not only prove that I am wholly guiltless, but that I have not, in a
single instance, lost sight' of the objects I was sent to accomplish in this
country. Nay, more, I will prove that I have not, in a single instance, nor
for a single moment, negleCted my duties, nor the interests of my country.
I have the honor to be
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant·,
JOHN B. '\VOOL,
·
Br.i~. Gen. Cormmanding in Cherokee nation.
'fo the Hon. B. F. BuTLER.
Secretary of' JtVar~

CHEROKEE AGENCY

l%vember 28, 1836.

SIR: 1 have the honor, after a few days' confinement by s:ckness, to

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th instant, in reply to mine
of the 28th ultimo, on the subject of a family who borrowed the means of
transportation and set out for the west about that time.
In order to secure the Government against impositions, bonds are requir~
ed of those receiving the commutation, of the tenor of the enclosed blank.
The views and suggestions of Captain Jacob Brown, referred to in the last
paragraph of your letter, have been read by me with attention, and submitted
to Governor Lumpkin, who concurs with me in the opinion that these views
are directly in contravention of the understanding of the parties at the time
of signing the treaty, which was that they should, under certain circumstances, receive, in advance, the commutation ; and to undertake to act upon the
views of Captain Bro~vn in opposition to this understanding, would very
justly forfeit that full confidence w,hich it is so necessary to preserve, in
carrying into effect the various provisions of the treaty. Besides, the late
arrival of the disbursing agent and the still later period of reporting him~
self to me, with the continued absence of one of the commissioners, and
the great uncertainty as to the time at which he will be here, to act conjointly with Governor Lumpkin, upon the various claims of Indians for
spoliations, nearly all of whom have claims which they wish disposed of
before their departure, makes it very uncertain whether, after these claims
are acted upon, a detachment sufficient to warrant the expense and trouble
of extensive preparation can be made up. In case this cannot be done, there
are some who I know~ wish. to be. removed or remove themselves in time to
build and, preRare for tillage, &c., next season. They have not tlie means
of doing so, within themselves, and depend upon a compliance with the
undeystanding that, an advance of 20 dollars p.er h~ad shall be made to
such perscms as are supposed capable of removing the.QJ.s~lves, and. who can
give bond, with security, accompanied. by such forfeitures as are contemplated in the face of the enclosed blank bond, and . which will; it is believed,
insure a strict compliance therewith.
General Gibson, in a communication of 17th October, R\lnouncing the
appointment of Dr~ P. Minis in the. place of Dr. King, says: "Dr. P ..Minis ,
has .been appointe.d 1" &c; ':his instructions are the same with those prepared
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for Doctor King." Doctor King was instructed, on the 1st of October,
department, to report to me at the Cherokee agency, Calhoun,
On Doctor 1\'l.inis reporting himself here, I find he was instructed to
to me at New Echota., which is sixty or seventy miles distant
Cherokee agency: the place at which the Indians have expected to
their business with me. This slight mistake has been the means
venting me from postponing other business, and going to that point
purpose of being reported to, and was, probably, the cause of the
unaccountable delay in making report at this place, on his arrival, and
preremptorily called on to do so. The money to pay assessing agents,
find, is to be drawn from Augusta, a distance of 280 miles from the
The warrants on the Branch Barrk at Athens, have been received
cashier. But he has no'funds, nor can he supply them, on account of
tion, to any amount, without first sending to the mother bank at N
The early arrival of the cushier's communications at that point
upon the certainty of the mails, ·which are tardy in their passage.
Doctor Minis is under the impression he is to be stationed at New Echota.
I admit the disbursing agent for the commissioners should be so, as far as
they require if; but the superintendent should have a disbursing agent
subject to his requisitions, at any time, and at all pomts, where, in his · ·
the presence of that functionary would expedite the public business,
facilitate the removal of the tribe.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant
BENJ. F. CURREY.
P. S.-Enclosed, I have the honor to forward to you, the copy of a requisition made on Doctor Mini2, yesterday. The uncertainty with which
our business is surrounded here would not admit of a more definite request.
Doctor Lillybridge reported himself for service to-day, and I have no doubt
of his capacity to fulfil the objects of his appointment.
Most respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
B. F. CURREY.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

November 28, 1836.
StR: There were many Cherokee families reported to be in readiness
to remove west of the Mississippi, on or before the 1st instant. Most of
them expressed a wish to be removed by land. Indeed, this mode of trans·
portation appears to be the only practicable one, during the fall and early
part of the winter season.
The number reported are sufficient to warrant the necessary preparations
for an expedition by land.
Owing, however, to the lateness o( the season, it is apprehended that some
of those who reported to go the 1st of November, have declined doing so
for the present; yet, as a suitable supply of clothing for the needy has been
recei\Ted for distribution amongst the emigrants, to protect them against the
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severity of the weather, many who have not reported may, on seeing their
neighbors and friends about to set out, resolve to join the detachment.
Owing to the late period of the arrival of the disbursing agent, and the
probability of an immediate demand for wagon transportation on his arrival, I had a register opened, from which the enclosed is a transcript, containing the names, affixed to which will be found the residence and number of wagons proposed to be furnished by each person.
By the regulations received from the C<:>mmissary General's office, it is
considered most proper that contracts be made after advertising. I must,
therefore, request that you advertise for a number of wagons sufficient to
transport from three hundred to three thousand emigrants from their residence to any given point on the banks of the Mississippi, as contemplated
by the twenty-seventh paragraph of a memorandum, directing the mode of removals, subject, however, to be continued at the discretion of the superintendent of the detachment, from said point to their homes west of the Mississippi.
In order to promote economy, it would appear the department expects
contracts to be made with the lowest bidder i but, for the purpose of insuring
afaithful performance on the part of said contractors, it is recommended
that adequate security be required in all cases.
If those whose names are found on the enclosed transcript will undertake,
on as reasonable terms as others, the circular of 28th February, 1835, relating to transportation, &c., will authorize a preference to be given them in
the order in which they stand on the roll, and this preference, it is requested,
shall be given, should their wagons and teams pass the necessary inspection.
Captain J. P. Grant, of Bradley county, has been selected as wagon
master for the first detachment of emigmnts, whose services you will
please call for when it shall become necessary. The other selections and
evidence of emigrants will be communicated to you at proper intervals, before the detachment commences assembling.
Where so great an uncertainty exists, as does at present, on account of the
absence of Mr. Kennedy, and the want of funds immediately at hand, as
well as on account of the uncertainty of an Indian fulfilling his promise~
1would suggest that all contracts for the present be conditional.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
BENJ. F. CURREY.

Dr. PHILIP

MINis,

U. S: Disbursing Agent,
at LEwis Ross's.

Dr. Minis is informed that bonds need not be executed until the service
is called for from persons proposing to furnish · wagons, provided they
should be.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

November 28, 1836.
Having been ad vised that the business of the Indian department
has been tran~ferred to your management, I have the honor to communi·
SIR :
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cate that I arrived, this day, at the agency, and have reported for du
:Major Benjamin F. Currey, according to my instructions from the
ment.
1 have the honor to be
Your mos-t obedient servant,

C.

The Bon. C. A.

LJLlJ~rr>nTr.rt..,

HARRis,

Commissi~ner

Indian Affairs.

HEAD QuARTERS ARMY,

Ne~:;

C. N.,

Echota, Geo.! December 1, 1836-.
SIR: Herewit.h, l have the honor to transmit to you copies of two lettem,
one from "\Vilson Lumpkin, Esq., one of the commissioners to the Cherok-ee
treaty, dated the 30th ultimo, with my reply of the same date.
I am wholly unable to account for this strang~ procedure of Governor
Lumpkin. On the receipt of the instructions of the War Department, of
the 12th of October, I consulted Governor Lumpkin on the subject of the
amount of force which I thought necessary under the circumstances to call
for from the State of Georgia. I suggested that a battalion should be organized, and to call for two companies, immediately, to be commanded by a
field officer, and to be stationed at New Echota, which arrangement heappeared to be much pleased with. Indeed, there was nothing suggested on
my part that he was not <1pparently well pleased with; and so expressed
himself at the 6me. I mentioned to him all my arrangements1 not only ill
regard to the force necessary to be kept during the winter, bnt the points of
location, and the means I had adopted with regard to ::>upplying them, and
placing them in winter quart~rs: with all whic.h he appeared not only to be
perfectly \Vell pleased, but pa1d me the compliment to say that he did not
believe that another officer could have managed better, if as well, and to
have conducted the whole with so much economy.
Immediately after, I left here to visit m·y command at Calhoun and Valley
river, under the impression that all was well and all satisfied with my conduct and the course I was pursuing. I ,returned to this place on the 13th
ultimo, to attend to the receiving of the Georgia volunteers called for, and
the reception of Indian clothing, which have all arrived safe, &c. 1 found
Governor Lumpkin had left for his home in Georgia, and did not hear of
his return to the Cherokee country until within a few days past. He has
neither communicated with me officially or unofficially until I received his
order of yesterday, which: as yon perceive, 1- have returned to him, as I shall
all similar communications.
It would have only been-necessary for Governor Lumpkin to have stated
to me that he wished an escort to guard the public money, and it would
have been granted immediately; or, as I have stated to him in my reply,
if he would name the number of men which he deemed necessary to guard
the money, I would comply immediately with his wishes. Although he
has not thought proper to do so, I shall send such an escort forthwith, as I
think will be sufficient to guard the public money intended for this place.
Again, it would only have been ne<;P.ssary for Dr. Minis to have informed
me that he was about to transport money to N~w Echota, and he should
have the number of men necessary to guard it. I have onJy to. add~ that. I

I
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should have sent an escort last evening, but at the moment I received the
letter of Governor Lumpkin, the Georgia volunteers arrived, and the Tennessee troops were preparing to leave for Gunter's landing; not, however,
because Governor Lumpkin ordered it, but because it was public money.
An intimation that it was coming was all sufficient for me to send an .escort. I have made these observations in order to convince the Secretary
of War that no treatment, however improper, shall induce me to neglect
the public interest while I remain in the country.
In conclusion, I assure the Secretary that I have, in no instance, neglected the great objects for which I was sent to this country. Of this, I can
assure him he will be convinced in due time. I fear no representations
which may have a tendency to impair the confidence of those who administer the affairs of the Government. All I ask is an opportunity of defending myself, when I will convince the people of the United States that I
have been honest, faithful, and just, and such will be the award of the people of Tennessee, of Georgia, and the Cherokee nation.
1have the honor to be,
With considerations of the highest respect,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen.
'l'o the Bon. B. F.

Commanding~

BuTLER,

Secretary of War.

SPRING PLACE,

November 30, 1B36.
SIR: You will please to furnish Dr. Philip Minis, United States disburs-

ing agent Indian Department, with a sufficient military escort, to secure
the safe transportation of a large amount of funds from Athens, Tennessee,
to New Echota.
The escort will, with all practicable despatch, report to Dr. Minis at the
Cherokee agency, Calhoun, Tennessee.
Please give me an answer by the express.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
United States Commissioner Cherokee treaty .
Brigadier Gen . WooL.
·'

c. N.,
··New Echota, Ga., November 30, 1836,;:
· Stn.: 1 return to you the enclosed letter and order to furnish Dr. Minis,
HEAD QUARTERS, ARMY

at the agency, with_an escort, &c. I ~m not _aware that _I am, in aq.Y.'respect whatever, subJect to your authonty; until I am appnzed of the' fact,
··
I must beO' leave to return all orders emanating from yourself.
I would inform you: however, your being one of the · commissionbis,
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that I shall always, as hitherto, be most happy to co-operate with you 1
to comply with any request that you may make, calculated, in the least
gree, to promote the objects of the Government, or to execute the late
made with the Cherokees. Therefore, if you will inform me by the
express, the number of men that you may deem necessary for the pro,tecltioa:
of the money in the possession of Dr. Minis, to be transported to this place,
I will, if practicable, furnish the requisite number without delay.
With considerations of the highest respect,
I have the honor to be, yours, &c.,
JOHN E. WOOL.
To WILSON LuMPKIN,
One of the Commissioners to the Cherokee treaty.

CouNTY, Mo.,
Decembe1· 2, 1836.
SIR: On the 19th September last, I gave a draft on the Secretary of
War for five hundred dollars, to William )V. Kavenaugh & Co. The first
was forwarded, and the drawer fears that it did not reach you, and this day
the second of the same tenor and date has been forwarded. This 'is merely to
give notice that both the first and th~ second of the - -· are now out, only
one of which should be paid.
Respectfully, sir,
Your obedient servant,
ISAAC McCOY,
Surveyor of Cherokee lands, ~c.
WESTPORT, JACKSON

Hon. MR.

BuTLER,

Acting Secretary of War.

EAsT,
December 2, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communica·
tions of the 2d and 4th ultimo.
'
My return to New Echota has been delayed ·.i n consequence of the want
of funds in the bank at Athens, 'rennessee ; tHe Treasury warrants had
been received by the cashier of the bank, but he had to send them to the
moth~r bank at Nashville, in order to procure funds; the delay caused by
this circumstance is a matter of no importance, as -Mr. Kennedy has not
yet arrived in the Cherokee country.
Major Currey, in a requisition upon me for wagons to be in readiness to
eonvey a detachment of Cherokees as soon as they can be got ready, says,
that ''Capt. G. P. Grant, ot Bradley county, has been appointed wagon
master for the first detachment, whose services you will please call for when
it becomes necessary." I wish to be instructed by you whether this appoint..
mentis to be made by the supP-rintendent. The circular of '~February 28,
1834, directs the attention of the superintendent and disbursing agent to
any agents whom they are authorized to appoint." It would appear to me
the wagon-master is one of those agents to be appointed by the disbursing
CHEROKEE AGENcY,
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as he is directly responsible to him for the faithful dis~harge of hi5
and necessarily his situation would be one of much responsibility,
as he will not only have charge of the wagons and teams, but will have to
provide the forage for them in many instances. I have asked for this in~
formation, so as to avoid any misunderstandings with Major Currey.
I wish to be informed by you what agents are to be employed by the
disbursing agent.
Should no officer of the army accompany the first detachment, will I be
authorized by you to turn over the necessary funds to the conductor appointed by the superintendent, or will you state whether Major Currey's
requisition for that purpose will be sufficient ?
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

~uties,

PHILIP :MINIS,
Disbursing Agent Cherokee-Re'f11,oval.

To C. A. HARRis, Esq~,
Commissioner lndian Ajj"airs, Washington.

CH~<:ROKEE AGENCY,

December 4, 1836.
SIR : Having omitted to enclose the blank bond spoken of in the superintendent's letter of the 28th ultimo, I herewith enclose it, being the first opportunity that has offered since the mailing of that letter.
Most respectfully,
Your very obedient servant,
G~ W. CURREY.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner lndian Affairs.

We, the undersigned, Cherokee emigrants, are jointly and severally held
ud firmly bound unto
, President of the United
States, and his successors in office, in the penal sum of
dollars; for which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our
heirs, executors, &c. : to be void, nevertheless, if we transport ourselves and
families to the Cherokee nation, west of the Mississippi river, by the
.
, 183 , and settle permanently there: otherday of
wise, the above obligation to remain in full force and virtue; in which case,
we also forfeit all our claims, as Cherokees, against the Government of the
United States, either for improvements or oc~upancy in the Cherokee
nation east.
Witness our hands and seals, this
day of
, 183 .

f!EAD .QuA~TERs,

ARMY C. N.,
New_ Echota, Geo., December 6, 1836.

lt

S1a: 'Whilst the Georgia battalion, under Major Nelson, was in servi~
was employed in looking through the Cherokee country for Oft'ek
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refugees. Since the discharge of this battalion., owing to a dttticttltV
occurred between one of the 'rennessee companies and Captain
company of Georgia volunteers, last summer, I have not deemed it
dent . to employ any of the Tennessee troops on that service. One
companies called for, under instructions of the War Depa~tmem of the
ultimo, having arrived, it is my intention, so soon as it has completed
winter quarters, to employ a part of this force in collecting, as far as
·ticable, the Creeks which have taken- refuge in Georgia. As it may be
:attended with considerable expense, such as hiring interpreters and other
incidental expenses, and in feeding the Creeks, will you be pleased, as soot
a.s convenient, to inform me out of what fund I shall pay those expensesf
Hitherto, I have had no instructions on the subject. The Creeks seem
to be scattered, in small parties, throughout this country. They are estimated .at from one hundred to five hundred.
1 have to request that you will also inform me out of what fund I shall
pay the incidental expenses of escorts to the disbursing agent, under the
treaty. I sent an escort, a few days since, to report to Doctor Minis, wh&
i.s disbursing agent. I have not since heard of the escort. I should not
be surprised if it is living in taverns-, instead of drawing rations as it
should.
Please direct to Athens, Tennessee. We have not received a mail at
this place for four or five weeks. The commissioners have not yet arrived.
_Governor Lumpkin, I understand, is at Spring Place.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding . ·
•ro the Hon. B. F. BuTLER,
Secretary of War.

SPRING PLACE, GEORGIA,

December 7, 1836.
SrR: In order to procure payment for our services up to this date, I forward to your care and attention the certificates of Colonel William H. Jack·
&On: secretary to the commiss~oners, and myself, in the form supposed ttt be
required by my instructions.
· We consider the draft of one thousand dollars, heretofore forwarded from
the Treasury Department, as a fund for thP. payment of incidental expenses,
'incurred in the discharge of our official dutv; and it will be thus applied
and vouched for on settlement for that amount. As yet, we have expended
but a small portion of that sum, and therefore do not deem it necessary to
render the accounts chargeable to that fund at present.
.
For the strict and legal application of that fund I hold myself responsible
to the proper department, as it has been placed by Colonel Jackson under
my control and direction, as one of the commissioners. You will, therefore, plea~e to procure from the proper department, and forward to Colonel
W~llia!Jl H. Jackson and myself, separate 'rreasury drafts, for the respecti.ve
.-.amounts set ·forth ·in our certificates-, on the Bank of Aug~sta, Georgta:
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the draft in my favor, addressed to me at Athens, Georgia, and the one in
favor of Colonel Jackson, addressed to him at the same place.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

WILSON LUMPKIN,
U. 8. Commissioner.
C. A.

HARRIS 1

Esq.

SPRING PLACE, GEORGIA,

December 7, 1836.
Sm: I arrived here yesterday, where I had the pleasure to meet Governor Lumpkin. We are, to-day, engag-ed in examining the papers prepara- _
tory to our executing the duties assigned us by the Government. We
expect to leave here in the morning fer New Echota, the place of our destination.
I am exceedingly sorry to inform you of the extreme indisposition of
Major Currey ; he is confined in the rear of us, and his sickness will be
a great drawback; and indeed I do not know how we shall get along with()Ut him. We hope, however, for his recovery, as we understand he has a
good physician attending on him. 'Ve shall keep you constantly info~·mE:d
()[every thing that transpires, of any moment, in this quarter.
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,

JOHN KENNEDY.
The Hon. C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.

HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY

C. N.,

New Echola, Georgia, l)ecernber 8, 1836.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
I am happy to find that the course I have pursued in this
country has met your high app:obation. I am wholly unacquainted with
the representations which induced the President to give the instructions as
contained in the communications of the 12th and 17th October, placing me
under the control of the commissioners; and I wa~ the more surprised at
this, as the commissioners themselves were not then in the country, and, of
course, had not entered upon the d 1scharge of their important duties.
They both arrived, for the first time, yesterday, .and both unequivocally declared to me that they did not desire the control of the military of the country, and both expressed their entire approbation of my conduct, and the
course I had pursued throughont: since I have had command. At the same
time, Governor Lumpkin disclaimed any intention, on his part, to give me
any orders, or to control me in the slightest degree, in my military operations, and that he had expressed to the War Department his entire appro-:bation of my conduct in this country. All which would make the course
pursued towards me by the War Department appear still more unaccountable,
becanse I can hardly suppose it possible that the President would have
authorized the instructions of the 12th and 17th of October, unless som~

2'Jd ultimo.
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representations had been made from some quarter, which must have pllt
duced the impression that they were necessary, lest the interests of the cou
try might be compromitted. I can only say that I have had no difficultie~
with any one. Mr . Currey, the emigrating agent, complained of Mr. Jarnigan, and Lieutenant Howe. Both of these complaints were of a personal
character, and in no wise connected with the public service, and so I would
have made it appear, if the acting Secretary had thought proper to call on
me for an explanation. The subject of the complaints have now been
referred by the department to the commissioners.
In conclusion, I could wish, whenever a complaint is made against me,
that the department would allow me the opportunity of explanation, aud I
pledge myself that I will prove, to the satisfaction of the Secretary of War,
that no man in this country, whether of the civil or military department,
has cause, in the slightest degree, to complain of myself; and I believe I
may assure yon that the commissioners and myself will get alon~ in our
several stations without the slightest difficulty, and with the utmost hat·
mony.
I have the honor to be,
With considerations of the highest respect,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Com. in Cherokee country.
To the Hon. B. F. BuTLER,
Secretary of War.

NEw EcHoTA, Decembe1· 10, 1836.
Herewith we enclose, for the consideratjon of the President of tht>
United States, or such officer or officers of the Government as he may direct, a communication submitted to us by the committee of Cherokees, appointed under the treaty of December, 1835.
•
We are destitute of the means of forming an opinion, whether the committee are correct in the belief which they have expressed in relation to the
funds, which they suppose to be now due to their tribe nnder former treaties.
Of this matter, the Government, at Washington, is doubtless prepared to
make a correct decision. Should it be founa, on the proper examination,
that a sum exceeding fourteen thousand dollars is now due the Cherokee
nation, under former treaties, as the_Cherokee committee suppose, we do
not hesitate in uniting with the committeee, who are now acting as the recognised representatives of the Cherokee people, in recommending to the
Government of the United States that these funds may be used and directed, as to further the views of the Government, in aiding the faithful execution of the late treaty. Under every view of the subject, it will be necessary
for the Government of the United States to be guarded against any attemp
which Mr. John Ross and his party may make, to avail themselves of the
funds of the Cherokee people, to enable him and them the more efficiently
to keep up their mischievous opposition to the late treaty. Should Mr. Ross
again present himself at Washington, in the character of principal chief of
the Cherokee nation, the Government cannot recognise him as such, except
at the hazard of casting censure on its own acts in the ratification of the late
treaty with the Cherokees. Mr. Ross not only prom;>unces the treaty a cor·
SIR :
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n1pt fraud, but has declared it null and void ; (read his address to General
Wool, at the close of his last council at Red Clay.) Many claims have and
will be presented for the consideration and decision of the cotnmissioners,
the justice of which could be best decided, by reference to the official records
of the Cherokee people, and by the testimony of Mr. John Ross himself, who
has, for many years past, exercised all the essential and most important
functions of the Government himself. He has, in reality, assumed to himself such powers as to make himself the Government of the Cherokee people.
In establishing a claim against the Cherokee nation, nothing more has,
for several years past, been deemed necessary by claimants, but to have the
authority and sanction of Mr. Ross. The commissioners feel the want of access to the Cherokee records, as well as information which can be obtained
alone from Mr. Ross, on many claims predicated on services rendered the
Cherokee nation, under the direction of Mr. Ross. But this individual
keeps the records of his country closed from the inspection of every one
who may not be disposed to coincide with his present views in opposition
to the treaty. And as to Mr. Ross's giving information to the commissioners, his character is too well known to them to justify such an application.
We are clearly of opinion that the Indian committee, designated in the
Jate treay, are the only persons that can be properly recognised by the Government of the Uoite~ States and its agents as the present legal representatives
of the Cherokees east; and would, therefore, respectfully sugg-est the propriety of intrusting the committee with any funds which may be due the
nation under former treaties, as set set forth in their communication to us,
herein before referred to. It is true, as they have represented, that many incidental expenses have been incurred by thPm, in the discharge of the official duties which devolved on them; and other expenses must necessarily
occnr hereafter of a similar character. Expenses, too, which would stand
justly chargeable to the nation, whose interest they have been called to represent. All which is most respectfully submitted, by
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Commissioners.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

NEw EcHOTA, GEORGIA,

December 9, 1836.
At the last session of Congress, a certain amount of money
~as appropriated for the benefit of the Cherokees east of the Mississippi,
VJZ: six thousand, six hundred and sixty-six dollars and sixty-six cents, as
an annual stipend due the Cherokees from the United States; accruing under former treaties; and eight thousand dollars, being two-thirds of twelve
thousand dollars, for interest upon an arrearage paid in 1824, under the
treaty of 1804, being the proportion due this nation.
We understand that this sum, not being included in the provisions of the
late treaty relating to the expenditures of two years' annuities, accruing un.
der that treaty, will be paid to this nation separately. Not being informed
GENTLEl'lll EN:
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in what way it is the wish of the President of the United States, th
~hould be paid, we take the liberty to ask of the department, through
~hat it may be paid to the committee, in whose hands are intrusted the
terests of the Cherokee people.
We could produce various reasons to show the propriety, and
necessity of this request.
,
'rhe committee ,is called upon to act on matters of vital importance tot~
people ; the treaty has made it the duty of the committee to attend to the~
interest. The committee find its inability, in many cases, to serve them
with advantage, without pecuniary means at command. In prosecuting
the business intrusted to the committee in the investigation of claims, &c.l
it is found that incidental expenses must necessarily accrue, and there being
no fund provided for the purpose in the treaty, the committee can only request that the amount above stated, now due the nation, may be made
accessible to the committee. But the committee need not enlarge; the propriety of these views will easily occur to you; but the committee wou\d
respectfully request that what has been advanced may be communicated to the
department, with such suggestions and reasons as you, in your better judgment, may think proper.
We have the honor to be, gentlemen:
Your obedient servants,
JOHN RIDGE, President.
JOHN GUNTER,
L. W. BELL,
ANDREW ROSS,
ARCHILLAH SMITH, his x mark,
G. W. ADAIR,
JAMES STAIR, his x mark,
TURTLE FIELDS,
TESET ASKE, his x marie
JoHNSON RoGERs, Secretary of the Committee.

GEORGIA,
December 11, 1836.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 23d November. In my communication to the Second Auditor,
1 have acknowledged the receipt of the $250,000 alluded to in your letter.
The funds applicable to the execution of the Cherokee tre~ty generally,
have been drawn out of the bank by order of the commissioners, and are
now here for the ·transaction of business.
The valuing agents who have completed their valuations, and presented
their accounts, have been paid, also the salary of the superintendent.
From the multiplicity of accounts I have to pay, and the quantity of writing I have to do in answering and copying letters to the Indian Department,
cashiers of banks, and others, making contracts for wagons, provisions,
&c., I have found it impossible to do all this, and make out the abstract,
returns, estimates, &c., required of me, with on t the assistance of a clerk. I
have, therefore, been compelled to employ one, and have to request your
sanction for so doing; also, that yon will state what compensation I shall
NEW ECI-IOTA,
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give him. I have told him that I supposed he would be allowed $2,50 or
•$3,00 per day.
When the Indian~ commence collecting for emigration, it will be impos~
sible for me to be with them to, attend to the issuing of provisions, &c., and
also to disbmse under order of the commissioners. You will please inform
me ifl shall employ an agent for the purpose mentioned, and what compensation he shall receive.
·
Mr. Wm. H. Guerrinear is the individual I have employed as a clerk.
I wish instructions upon the subject of paying money to individuals who
are acting for others under power of attorney. 'i-,here are some cases where
Cherokees who have already emigrated, hflVe left powers of attorney witnessed in presence of General W oul. I wish to know whether that is sufficient; also whether powers of attorney witnessed before one or both of the
commissioners of claims, will be valid. Your early attention is requested
to this subject, as there are some cases which are in the situation mentioned,
which require immediate action.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
PHIL. MINIS,

Disbursing Agent, Cherokee Removal.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian A.ff'airs, Washington city.

'v ESTPoaT, JAcKsoN Co.,
M1ssoun.r,
December 15, 1836.
Sm: I am sorry to inform you that, with the utmost of my efforts, I have
not been able to have the survey of the Cherokee lands completed. After
r~ceiving my instructions, it was the 26th of July before I reached the Indian terricory, which I did in Missouri. I lost no time in endeavoring to
get a surveyor at work on the lines, and in procuring an escort for him. As
the season for making the surveys was growing short, and as I believed it
to be desirable to accomplish them this year, I even anticipated some measures to save time. Nevertheless, it was the 19th September before the
surveyor and his party could leave this part of the territory, and it was the
19th October before the dragoons, which were designed to complete the es.
cort, passed thi~ place on their way for Fort Leavenworth to Arkansas.
Bad roads and high waters, occasioned by uncommon rains, rendered travelling so difficult, that it was the 14th of October before the surveyor could
reach his beginning in Arkansas, and commence surveying.
. The commanding officer at Fort Gibson then gave it as his opinion that
It would be impracticable to complete the surveys, which extended west to
the Mexican boundary, so late in the season. It was believed that, as they
could not, in performance of their work, select the most suitable places for
grazing, their horses could not be subsisted, and that before the work could
possibly be performed, the naked prairies would be frozen, and surveying
r~ndered impracticable. 'rhe surveyor neverthdess proceeded to make the
tnal. He accomplished between sixty and seventy miles of the surveys,
when he discovered that he should not be able to make the tour to the west
on account of the approaching season. Add to this that he was attacked
with intermittent fever. He then made an effort to make somQ surveys
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which were required on Arkansas, Virdigris, and Neosho, but was.
ed by his continued indisposition. From necessity, therefore, the
prosecution of the surveying must be suspended until next spring.
surveyor will be on the lines as early in the spring as there will be
for the subsistence of the horses, and the work wm be completed as soon
possible. According to the 2d article of the treaty with the Cherokees,
the 29th December, 1835, if the Quapaw lands should cover any part
tract of 50 miles by 25, lying between the Osage reservation and the
of Missouri and which, by the same treaty, is ceded to the Cherokees
specific sum of money, a "pro rata reduction" shall be made in the ·
be allowed to the United St~tes for the same by the Cherokees.
being a matter which affects, in a pecuniary point of view, the fulfilment
the stipulations of that treaty, I ask leave to report the fact of the case
~arly as practicable.
By examination of surveys made in that country under my direction in,
1831-2, and those recently made under !he direction of Col. Armstrong for
the Senecas, Shawances, and Quapaws, it appears that the tract recently
ceded to the Cherokees, will not be disturbed by the Quapaw lands.
In my final report I shall be able to state the amount of an appropriation
land between the Cherokee tract, under consideration, and the Quapaw
lands.
For the present it may be assnmed that, unless inaccuracies have occurred
in the surveys from which I have made my calculations, which I believe
has not been the case, the Cherokees will obtain the full quantity of land
stipulated for.
I have the honor, to be
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
ISAAC McCOY.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs:

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONERS,

New Echota, December 16, L836.
SIR: With a view of keeping you advised correctly of the state of affairs
connected with our official duties generally, we submit the following: For
the first time both of the commissioners entered upon business at this place
on the 8th instant, and have since been assiduously engaged in variegated
duties with which they are charged by the Government.
The valuations of the improvements of the Cherokees are chiefly completed by the agents appointed for that purpose, and the books have been
returned to Major Currey, the superintendent, and most of them have been
transcribed, and one-half of them are now before the commissioners; but,
unfortunately for the public service, Major Currey has, for the last two
weeks, been closely confined to his bed by severe and serious indisposition,
which deprives us entirely at this important moment, of the valuable services of this vigilant, able, and most useful officer; occupying, as he does,
the most important office at this time, to render us efficient aid in making
progress in the most desirable branches of our public trust. As Major Currey is wholly unable to examine and certify the books of the appraising
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agents, we shal1, as far as practicable, supersede that necessity by our personal examination nnd scrutiny.
We are still receiving, registering, and attending to c1aims for spoliations7
claims against the nation, and claims against individuals of the' same, as
provided for under the treaty. We have had transported to this place sufficient funds to enter upon the various necessary payments which the treaty provides for, and Dr. Minis, the disbursing agent, is here, performing the
duties of his office. We find, however, upon an actual approach to the
door of making payments, that emigration and making payments must be
simultaneous ; they must go hand in hand. And, therefore, we are the
more seriously impeded on account of the indisposition of Major Currey,
the emigrating agent. No other individual, at this moment, can supply the
place of Major Currey to advantage; he is intimately acquainted with every
branch of his official duty, able, persevering, and untiring. We have thus
been retarded in preparing our most important books. The general register or book from which payments will be made, cannot be prepared faster
than we procure the material, to wit: proper returns of the valuing agents,
claims against the nation, spoliation claims, and claims against individuals
of the nation.
Many of the Cherokees are anxious to emigrate immediately, and are
still hanging on us, and begging for subsistence. We shall do all that can
be done by us to hasten their emigration ; and but for the indisposition of
Major Currey, you would very soon have heard of a detachment being off.
The complicated difficulties attendant on the management of this busin~ss, can scarcely be conceived of by anyone at a distance, but we are not
disposed to indulge in any apprehension of ultimate success. Under our
present powers and instructions from the Government, we are ·sanguine of
the best success that the nature of things will admit.
Under the 9th article of the treaty, the Indians are to "be furnished, at
the discretion of the President of the United States, with a sufficient sum to
enable them to obtain the necessary means to remove themselves to their
new homes." We suppose the commissioners are authorized to exercise
~is discretion, which will be done with great caution, and due consideration of all the bearings on the subject. All the intelligeut Cherokees, as
well as those who assume to be such, are desirous of obtaining their dues
as soon as possible. Therefore we are fully aware of the necessity of our
being more guarded in the exercise of this discretion, and shall extend it to.
uone but with a view to their individual benefit, and of furthering a faithful execution of the treaty.
We have the honor to be,
Respectfully, your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Cornmissioner8.

C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
War Department.
December 16, "1836.
DEAR SIR: "\Ve have completed the duties assigned us, appraising
agents, and got home last night. I found the businet>s both troublesome
AsHVILLE:
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and difficult, but I believe we have got on with as little difficulty as any
other company, and our returns as complete and satisfactory to the natives
and superintendent. Returns are complete from Alabama and Tennessee;
Georgia and North Carolina are not yet completed. The valuation in Alabama is $287,900. It is supposed that the whole will not exceed one and
one-fourth million of dollars, which will greatly surprise a large majority
of the natives. They were inclined to believe that the money paid them
for their land would not pay them for their improvements.
The commissioners had arrived at New Echota before I left, and were
preparing for business ; but, owing to the ill health of Major Currey, there
was but little doing. I have been solicited by the committee on the part of
the Cherokees to accept the appointment of emigrating agent, and have been
recommended to the commissioners by them, as a suitable person to accompany the Indians west. The commissioners have said to the committee
that they will appoint on their recommendation ; but, to insure their confidence, I would be pleased to have your recommendations before them. 1
became personally acquainted with the commissioners, and 1 am much
pleased with them.
.
If you should feel a freedom in dropping a line in my favor to the commissiom~rs, please do so on the receipt of this letter ; at the same time please
drop me a line, so that I may know at what time the commissioners will
receive yours. Shortly after you left Mr. Rawlings, the Hon. W. B. Martin informed me that he should become a candidate at the next election for
Congress, (that will be fine sport;) if you should be alarmed, let P. Naylor
at him. There are no white men in this country now. I should be pleased to accompany the Indians west, and then make a trip southwest, and
home by the way of New Orleans.
Yours, very respectfully,
G. S. MASSEY.

HEAD QuARTERE', AR~'lY C. N.,
Fort Cass, Tennessee, December lt), 1836.
SIR: I would communicate to you the unpleasant intelligence that

Major Currey, the emigrating agent, is no more. He died this afternoon
about four o'clock.
I here avail myself of the occassion, (knowing that there will be many
applicants for the office of emigrating agent,) to recommend for that situation Lieutenant C. S. Howe, of the United States army. If a high-minded,
honorable, energetic, and in all respects efficient agent is desired, I am sure
no one could be selected, who would unite . the qualifications in a higher
degree than Lieutenant Howe.
I have the honor to be,
With considerations of the highest respect,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. \tVOOL,

Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To the Hon. B. F. BuTLER,

Secretm·y of War.
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CALHOUN, McMINN CouNTY,

E. T.,

December 17, 1836,
DEAR SrR: On Priday evening last, Benjamin F. Currey paid the 'd ebt
of nature, and was buried on the 18th instant.
From this circumstance, some suitable man must now be appointed to
fill his place. Major Currey has always been offensive to the Cherokees,
and they have often said to me that they would suffer death rather than do
anything with him, as agent of the Government, touching the treaty, and
any other business that they might have with the Government. But I can
say of a truth, that Major Currey has peformed the duties assigned him here 1
so far as I can possibly judge, better than any officer has evel' done here
before. The Government has sustained a loss in his death.
I am very anxious to fill his place, and will rigidly obey instructions to
complete what he would have done. One reason why I am induced to
ask for the office is, that the Indians are very friendly with me, except John
Ross; and as they will go away dissatisfied with the treaty, unless some
considerable pains are taken by an agent, unknown in places to them, they
will she4 blood on account of it. Thus, I have no doubt, I can effect a
general good-will between them and the United States, as I expect the appointment will now have to be made through Congress, through the nomination of the President. I think I shall have nothing to fear from our
delegation in Congress; most of them are acquainted with me. Your aid
in my behalf will be regarded as· a great favor.
·
Yours, with due respect,
A. R. TURK.
Hon. L. CAss.
EAsT,
17, 1836.
StR: The recent afflicting dispensation of Providence in vacating the
office of superintendent of Cherokee removals, by the death of J\.iajor B. F.
Currey, has filled the minds of those interested in the removal of the Cherokee Indians, with deep solicitude in regard to a successor in office. The
policy and measures of Major Currey were such as were approved by those
who were most acquainted with them, and inspired a confidence in those
most interested in the ultimate and honorable accomplishment of the objects
of the ' treaty.
We, the undersigned, therefore, being acquainted with George W. Currey, Esq., brother of the late worthy superintendent, who has acted as
clerk in the office of the agency during the whole term of service of Major
Currey, and, therefore, is fully acquainted with every department of the
business, as well as the views and designs of the late incumbent, believe
him to be better qualified to carry out the measures and policy that has
been begun, and so fur advanced, than any other person within our knowledge. We therefore pray your excellency to appoint George W. Currey,
Esq., to the office of superintendent of Cherokee removals, vice Benjamin
F. Currey, deceased.
Joel Yancey7
John Rice,
Henry McCoy,
CHEROKEE AGENCY

Decen~ber

Hiram Turk,
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Wm J. Johnson ,
Wm. W. Cowan,
G. R. Hambright,
E. Spriggs,
John McLelland.
\V m. McCarty, '
Pleasant .l. R. Edwards,
John L. McCarty,
Valuing Agmta.
C. Lillybridge,
Physician to the emigration of Cherokee Indians.
the PRESIDENT of the United States.

NEW

Ecao•r A,

SuNDAY EvENING,

December LS, 1836.
StR t We have this hour received by express the painful intelligence,
that Major B. F. Currey- departed this life on the 16th instant, after a severe
and painful illness of several weeks. In the death of Major Currey, the
Government has lost one of its most faithful and valuable agents, and his
loss occurs at a time, and under circumstances, which makes it in. some :respects irreparable. His intimate knowledge of the Cherokee affairs, at
connected with his official station, cannot be imparted to another.
But his vacancy must be filled with the least possible de lay. The present posture of the Cherokee affairs, as communicated to the War Departmenta few days ago, produces, at this time, the greatest and most important
press of business on the office held by Major Currey, that ever did, or ever
can again occur. We are greatly at a loss to fix upon, and recommend a
suitable person for this important vacancy, nt this time. We therefore ask
of the President, as a matter intimately connected with the discharge of the
various duties assigned to us, that no person may be appointed to succeed
Major Currey, who may not be acceptable to the commissioners. The
duties to be discharged are too nearly allied, to be performed by conflictiDg
materials. Under the powers already conferred on the commissioners, they
will not hesitate to make immediate arrangements, not only for the safe
ke6ping of the records of Major Currey's office, but for the transaction of
business, until we are advised from the President.
The duties of the vacant office require a gentleman of talents, of in·
dustry, of business habits, of condition to undergo labor and fatigue, and
above all, sound judgment and fidelity of character.
We have the greatest confidence in the judgment of the President, but
we would greatly prefer that the office should be temporarily filled, rather
than hazard any man, not personally known to the President.
We are, with the highest
Regard of consideration,
Your obedient servants,
WlLSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNBDY,
Commissioners.
~o the PRESIDENT of th~ -United States,
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EAsT,
December 18, 1836.
DEAR Fa tEND: I have the melancholy duty to announce to you that
five minutes before five o'clock, on the loth instant, Major B. F. Currey1
superintendent of Cherokee removals, ·departed this life. It is known to
me, and acknowledged by all our friends acquainted with him, that he was
a most zealous and indefatigable agent ; he is, my friend, well known to
you, and any encomiums on his memory and character would be superd
tluous. He, yon know, was a gentleman and patriot, and I do verily believe
that his uncommon exertions in the business be was engaged, were literally
the cause of his death ; his enemies and your enemies are glad, no doubt 1
and will rejoice; and I am extremely sorry to say that General Wool did, as
I was told by a highly respectable character, the day before our dear friend
was buried, speak in highly disrespectful terms of our friend. This between
us. I have with great pleasure signed a paper recommending G. W. Currey,
brother to Major Currey, as his successor. You know that he has been end
gaged here with his brother, and as I think I know him well, consider him
in every way highly qualified.
The reason that more valuing agents' names are not to this recommendation is, that no more were here, or else I have no doubt they would have
unanimously signed it. I sincerely hope that you have recovered; 1 most
cordially congratulate you on the election of a democratic President to succeed you, also a genuine democrat as Vice President.
JOEL YANCEY.
To the PRESIDENT of the United States.
CHEROKEE AGENCY

HEAD QUARTERS, ARMY

c. N.,

Fort Cass, December 19, 1~36.
Sm.: Allow me again to call your attention to the appointment of an
agent Ill the place of B. F. Currey, deceased. I am informed that a petition
has been sent to the President in behalf of his_, brother, Geo. W. Currey.
To say nothing of the character and standing of the applicant, I would in·
fo!m you that if you would have the affairs of the Cherokees lconducted
With efficiency, at the same time with satisfaction to Government and the
people who are so deeply interested, I would entreat you to appoint some
other person. Give them some one who will have no violent prejudices to
encounter; one who can exert a moral influence over them. To effect
this, some one must be selected who has had no agency in the formation of
the late treaty, which is exceedingly obnoxious to a majority of the nation,
and th~ name of Currey is equally as offensive. Permit me to say that
~methmg is now due to the feelings of these people. 'l,here is more necessity for mild and conciliatory, than for coercive measures at this time, on
the part of the civil officers. The more determined and decided course should
alone be pursued by the military.
The agent: at least the emigrating agent, should be an honorable; efficient,
and a business man. Unless you have such a man to superintend the re"'
~val of these people, we may expect not only difficulties but disturbances.
IS now nearly six months since I arrived in this.country, and yet nothing
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has been done.. The valuation of improvements has not yet been
Many Cherokees have been prepared to emigrate, for two months
and yet cannot get off. No wagons are prepared, and no depot of
established, and, finally, no Indian will be emigrate<} for four or
to come.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Br;g. Gen. Commanding.
Hon. B. F. BuTLER,

Secretary of Wur.

MAD ISONVILLE,

December 20, 1836.
. DEAR SIR: General Smith, of McMinn county, 'rennessee, I am informed, is an applicant for the appointment of superintendent of Cherokee~
movals, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the late decease of Major CurreJ
General Smith has uniformly supported the policy of the administration
promoting emigrations of the Cheroke~s west of the Mississippi. His :vJ;
cinity to, and intercourse with, the Indians for some years past, has enabled
him to become well acquainted with the Cherokee chara~ter. He has !W extensive acquaintance with, and, I am informed, he is very popular amongthe
Indians. His conciliatory manners, his unbending integrity, his mild, but
determined purpose, eminently qualify him for the faithful discharge of the
duties of the office. His appointment, 1 am well assured, would give much
satisfaction to a large portion of the Indians, as well as of the white community in this part of the State. General Smith, an officer severely wounded
during the late war with Great Br~tain, should your excellency believe the
policy of the Government would be promoted by his appointment, would
receive such a token of respect from the Executive, with feelings of the pro·
toundest veneration and gratitude, and prove a faithful, and, as I wonl¢
hope, a successful agent in discharge of the trust reposed in him.
·
Yours, most respectfully,
JOHN F. GILLESPY.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

December 20, 1836.
SlR: It becomes my duty to inform your department, and through it the
President of the United States, of the death of my brother, Benjamin F.
Currey, the superintendent of Cherokee removals. He departed this life on
Friday, 16th instant.
Having been, heretofore, in the absence of the superintendent, intrusted
with the duties of the office generally, 1 shall feel it my duty to conduct
the business so far as lies in my power, in the way that will, in my opinion,
most effectually promote the views of the. Government, until a successor ia
appointed by your department or the United Stat.e~ commissioners.
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Yon will please, as early as practicable, furnish me with instructions with
regard to the office and papers, as may be by you deemed most proper, nnd
they shall be punctually complied with.
8nclosed, herewith, is the copy of a communication of the 19th instant,
from myself to the United States commissioners, in relation to the death of
th~ superintendent, and the appointment of a successor.
1\Iost respectful! y,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
G. ,V. CURR~Y,

Clerk to Supt. L"herokee Remm.•al.
lion. C. A. HAHRis,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs, Jl'as/tin![ ton city.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

IJecembrJr 19, 1836.
GEN'l'L~:<.:MEN:

I feel it my dutv (unpleasant as it is) to inform you of the
'death of my brother, the superintendent of Cherokee removals. He departed
!this life on Friday, the 16th instant, and was buried on yesterday.
Ihave, heretofore, in the absence of the superintendent, been charged with
the dnties of the office, as well as that of emigration, and shall conceive it
to be my duty to act in the same capacity until you shall appoint some
person to take charge of the business.
I will thank you (as early as practicable) for such advice and instruction~Y
as may, in your opinion, be deemed most proper with regard to the course
to be pursued by me, until relieved by a .:mccessor; and, so far as I am capa·
b!e, they will be faithfully complied with.
.
.
,
!t1ost respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,
G. ,V. CURREY,

Clerk to Supt. Cherokee Removal.

Hon.

WILSON LuMPKIN,

J.

KENNEDY,

and

Esq.,

United Stales Commissioners, :New Echotn, Georgia.

ATHENS, TENNESSEE,

December 21, 1836..

MY DEAR

MAJon: 'l'he death of Mr. Currey, the Cherokee agent, creates a vacancy for which General Smith, of this neighborhood, h&,s been
recommended. May I ask your influence in his behalf, and that
I mention his claims to our friends, General Gibson and Mr. Harris1
Smith commanded a regiment of volunteers in the Cherokee
recently, and gained t~e esteem of General 'Vool, and all the offi·
the command, as a soldier, and a gentleman of honor and excellent
t. He, moreover, as a private gentleman, stands as high ii1 tho
Mlltmulmt,y as nny person belonging to it.
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I e.xpected to have left this, t.efore rhis time, for \Vashington; but a
letter from General TO\vson appdzed me tlmt I must remain to make
ther payment. 'W~hen that is completed, I hope to make a speedy
to my domicil, where I hope to meet yon and other friends, as usual.
Please to present my regard to all fi·iends.
Hastily,
Your obedient friend,

MARCUS C. BUCK.
Major J. H.

HooK~

United States army.

ATHENs, 'rENNESsEE,

December 21, 1836.
DEAR SrR: I have great pleasure in recommending General Smith, of
this neighborhood, as agent for the Cherokee nation. General Smith hns
commanded a regiment of volunteers in the Cherokee nation, and acquired the esteem and approbation of General Wool and all the officers of
his command. He is a soldier, a gentleman of honor, of unexceptionable
principles, and of sound judgment. He has had much to do with Indian
t~:ffairs, and is deservedly popular with the nation. As a private gentleman,
.no man is more popular or is 'more esteemed.
I have the ·honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

MAROUS C. BUCK.

. •C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Washington: D. C.

H AI~L

OF REPRESENT A'fiVEs,

December 21, L836.
SrR: Mr. Bell informs me that his committee cannot act upon the case
()[ Buckingham and Huntington, without proof of the facts. Will you be
so kind as to direct such evidence as your department may have, to be for·
warded to him?
\Vith the highest esteem,
F. GRANGER.
The SECRE'l'AR v oF WAR .

The undersigned, residing in Athens and its vicinity, are well acquainted
with George W. Currey, brother of the late lamented Major B. F. Currey,
deceased, the late superintendent of Cherokee removals, do unequivo·
cally say that we consider the said George W. Currey well, and, in fact,
eminently, qualified to be the successor, as Sllperintendent for the removal
of. the Cherokee Indians, and of that most .zealous, faithful, efficient, and
indefatigable officer, his brother, Major B. F. Currey, deceased: who has
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recently been taken from amongst us by a dispensation in which we resign
to acquiesce in : bnt his loss is most distressing to us indeed ; and as his
brother, George "\V. Currey, aforesaid, has been .associated with him, as
clerk and assistant, almm;t during the whole time of his superintendency,
and has thereby had a fnll opportunity of being ncquuinted with said business and his brother's views, we think that his appointment as his brother's
successor would be peculiarly approprin,te and useful to the public service;
and: as stated before, residing in the vicinity of George W. Ct]rrey, and in
the country circumjacent, have had a good opportunity, for a very con~
siderable time past, to be well acquainted with his character, and do with
pleasure testify to its being every way amiable and unexceptionable, and
do most earnestly and respectfully solicit the President of the United States
to appoint him superintendent, as aforesaid, as successor to -our lamented
friend, his brother, Major B. F. Currey, deceased.
Given under our hands, this 21st December, 1836.
John S. Young, of McMinville, Tenn.,
(one of the appraising agents,
Cherokee nation.)
J. W. Blackwell, of Athens, Tenn.
John M. Gibbs,
H. D. 'rhorp,
Henry Hemringer,
A. B. Brown,
James j\Jl, Forreswald,
A. N. Gordon,
J. W. Norwood,
Jeremiah McCasland,
William McCarty,
John James,
J. B. Carr,
W. M. Tel-lorn,
M. W. Formosatt,
John Lamberty,
Stephen K. Purder,
Samuel Workman,
Thomas J. Turk,
Benjamin Raysdale,
James Duke,
Enoch Owen,
A. Stover,
John Crawford,
John· L. McCarty, of Calhoun, 'renn.
Wil1iam Brittain,
James W.nlker,
E. C. Edwards,
John R. Farmer.

CHEROKJo:E AGENcY, December 22 183ft
Sm : Permit me to call your attention to a subject in which I feel much
interested. About the 1st of August last, my brother appointed Doctor John
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S. Young, of McMinnville, Tennessee, as one of the ngents to aEscss the
of Indian improvements, under the treaty with the Cherokee~ of 29th
cember, 1835. He was induced to do this, not only from his own
ledge of the character and standing of the Doctor, but from various
mendations fl'om his friends; one of which was from Colonel J. K. Polk,
all representing and testifying to his worth. Since Doctor Young enterEd
upon the duties of his appointment, he has labored incessantly. Hisser·
vices have been equal to that of almost any other two agents acting in the
same capacity; and I feel confident that the Government would, should hi&
services be dispensed with, lose one of its most indefatigable and best agents,
and leave him unrewarded for his past valuable services, and seriouslyemban·ass him in his pecuniary concerns. This gentleman's capacity and
perseverance in business gained for himself the entire confidence of my
brother, the superintendent of the Cherokee removals; and in consequence
of which, it was his intention to have given him constant employment in
the service. He had selected him as emigrating agent, to accompany the
first detachment of emigrants removing west, in the pl ace of Mr. Millard 1
who declined accepting the appointment.
Doctor Young desires a confirmation of the appointment by your depart·
ment, which was verbally promised and intended for him by my brother.
My situation in this service has given me an oppmtunity of becoming acquainted with the capacity, qualifications, experience, and business habits of
all connected with it, and I know of no man better qualified to fill the appointment alluded to than himself: and to confer it would be an act of jus·
tice not only to himself, but to the Government.
Allow me to remark, before closing, that at t~e suggestion of the superintendent, Doctor Young brought his family to this country at considerable
expense and sacrifice, that he might be more convenient to business, havin~
laid aside all his private business for the service.
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant1
G. VV. CURREY,
Cltrk to Supt. Che1·okee RemovalHon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Washington eityv

CHEROKEE AGE~cY,

J)ecember 24, 1836.

SIR: I am now at this place, about to finish my duties as valuingagent, on appointments which 1 received by your recommendation. Major
B. F. Currey, the superintendent, died on the 16th instant,· and it is the
wish of the agents and the people generally that his brother, lVlr. G. W.
Currey, should be appointed to fill the vacancy. Mr. George W. Currey
has been the assistant of his brother for several years, and has a thorough ac·
qnaintance with the business, and there is not a doubt but that he wonld be.
infinitely better suited to the discharge of his duties than any other man.
DEAR
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I -would be pleased if you would use some influence in the behalf of Mr.
Currey.
Very sincerely yours, &c.,
HENRY McCOY.
To Hon. R. C. CHAPMAN,
JJ!Jember of Congress.

Extract of a letter from Montfort Stokes to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, dated December 27, 1836.
1
'

The chiefs and leading men of the Cherokee nation are not satisfied
with the manner in which you have accounted for the $12,600 approprinted in conformity with the last Cherokee treaty. The proportion coming
to the Cherokees west is, ns you state, $4,200. They allege that this sum
was due to them on the ratification of the treaty. They admit the payment
of $3,333 33 to James Rogers, \Villiam S. Coody, and John Smith. But
they contend that this was their annuity, due to them before the treaty was
ratified ; and ought not to have been deducted from the $4,200 secured to
t~em by the said treaty. If th~ chiefs and men are correct in their constructwn of the treaties, then the $4,200 is still due to them as their proportion of
the $12,600, stipulated in the last Cherokee treaty, except the sum of$866 67
remitted to Captain Brown, as per your statement. I know of no authority to
afford them redress, but the Secretary of \V ar, to whom you appeal."

FoRT GIBSON, WEST oF ARKANsAs,

December 27, 1836.
SIR: l\ly accounts for disbursements, as disbursing agent for several
tribes, and as subsisting Indian agent for the Senecas and Shawnees, remain
unsettled for three or four years past. I have desired a settlement, and a
-speedy settlement was promised me.
It would much gratify me to be present to assist and explain, should
this be desired. For this purpose, I have most respectfully to reqne£t that,
so soon as I may be able to disburse the annuities in my possession, and
complete the issue of the year's allowance ·of provisions to the party of
Seminoles in my charge, I may be allowed to visit Washington city.
It does not seem probable that an emigmtion of Cherokees w-ill take
place before I would be able to return, when I might accompany a part of
these or sorne other emigrant Indians to this country. 1\'ly services here
could readily be dispensed with in the mean time, inasmuch as the few
Cherokee emigrants now here decline receiving provisions in kind, as I
inff,rmed the Commissary General in mine of 23d August last, thinking that,
by the late treaty, they are entitled to $33 33 each, in lieu of the year's
subsistence.
I hope I do not presume too far when I add that several years' residence,
on duty, among different tribes of Indians has enabled me to observe practices which should not exist, and much wrong done to misguided tribes.
It pains me that l am still obliged to be a witness of these evils, without
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being able to remedy them, or, wit:R safety and propriety, make them
to those who have the power to apply the remedy.
There are several matters, also, connected with my duties as dis,bursing
agent in the subsistence of Indians, about which I would be glad to confer
with you.
With great respect,
Your obedient, humLle servant,

Lieut. 3d Infantry,

J. VAN HORNE,
Agent L R.

Di..~bursing

Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

WASHINGTON CITY,

Decembe_r 28, 1836.
SIR: I have this day been informed of the death of Major Benjamin F.
Currey, late superintendent of Jndian removals, &c. in the Cherokee nation.
Supposing that the public interest will require , that his place should be
filled at as early a period as practicable, I therefore take the liberty, without
his knowledge, of recommending David ·Campbell, Esq., of Knoxville-,
East Tennessee, as a fit and proper. person to perform all the duties appertaining to said appointnient. I have known him personally for the last
twenty-five years, and can say, with confidence, that there is no man who
stands higher for integrity than does Mr. Campbell, and but few, if any, for
talents.
For further information, I beg leave to refer you to Colonel John Campbell, Treasurer of the United States.
I have the honor to be,
··
Very respectfully,
. Your obedient servant,

.

LUKE LEA.

To the Hon. B. F. BuTLER,

Secretary of W m·.

MILLEDGEVILL~, December 29, 1836.
SrR: I have just ]earned that Major Benjamin F. Currey, United States
agent for the Cherokees, has departed this life, and that, consequently,
a vacancy in that office has occurred. It is important that it should be
immediately filled; and I ask leave, respectfully, to recommend to yon
Colonel "\tVilliam N. A. Bishop, of lVlurray county, in this State, for that
office. He is highly qualified in all respects, and deserves the office. If
you can, with propriety, confer the appointment on him, yon will lay me
under obligations for the favor.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WILLIAM SCHLEY.
Hon. B. F. BuTLER,

Acting Secretary of l-Var, Washington .

'
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JoNESBOROUGH, December 30, 1836.
SIR: By yesterday's mail, intelligence was rereived here from C. A.
Harris, that the acceptance of Mr. Kennedy to the appointment you conferred on him, had not reached the department. I know that, on the day
after he received his commission, he sent me a letter of acceptance to the
Office of Indian Affairs, and another to you, but it appears that there has
not been anything received from him. About a month ago there was a
-duplicate commission came to him after he had left here, requesting him to
make it known whether he would accept or not. In ~is absence I answered
for him, and also wrote to you the circumstances. I have forwarded all the
communicatioqs to him, 'Yhich I have no doubt he will promptly answer.
He left this place for New Echota on the 25th ultimo, and has been there
now one month.
With the greatest respect and esteym,
I remain your friend and obedient serv;~nt,
JOHN P. CHESTER.
General A. JAcKsoN.

JoNESBOROUGH, December 30, 1836.
SIR : Your communication was received here ye~erday, addressed to
John Kennedy, Esq., informing him that his acceptance as · commissioner of
Indian affairs had not been rece-i ved at Washington city. I can inform you
that he sent on a letter of acceptance the day he received the appointment;
that he repaired to New Echota on the 25th of last month.
There was a duplicate appointment came to this place after he had left,
and I immediately wrote to you and the President, informing you. of what
I now again do, that he had ~one to his post, hoth of which letters must
have miscarried. I have ir:.1formed Mr. Kennedy of all that has taken place,
and have no doubt but that he will ·answer immediately.
Respectfully yours,
JOHN P. CHESTER.
C. A. HARRis, ~~sq.

wASHINGTON, D. c.,
December 31, 1836.
DEAR SIR: By the death of Major Currey, the place of agent for the
removal of the Cherokees has became vacant.
General Nathaniel Smith, of Athens, 'rennessee, is an applicant for the
agency; he is certainly well qualified; he is not only very intelligent, and
of high standing with those who know him, but has a knowledge of Indian
af£1irs which qualifies him in an eminent degree for the station.
I have letters from John F. Gillispie, Esq. and others, soliciting his appointment.
Yours, with great respect,
FELIX GRUNDY.
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'V ASHINGTON CITY.

January 2, lo3r~
SrR: I herewith inclose to you the account of my brother, R. G
Dunlap, against the United States.
rrhis account was presented to the department, as will appear by the
of the Secretary of War to the President, on the 5th of January, 1
The account was not then paid, as appears by that letter, because there wat
no written instruction given to my brother by the Pn~sitlent or Secretary.
The facts of the case are these : When the President was in Tennessee,
in the summer of 1834) meeting with my brother, and knowing his influence
with the Cherokees, he requested that he would use that influence with
them to make a treaty; and in December, 1834, my brother left Knoxville,
Tennessee, and went into the Cherokee nation, and State of Georgia, and
procured the nation to send on two persons, with instructions to the delegation, then at Washington city, to make a treaty; also he got the Indians to
send Judge Underwood, of Georgia, who was their attorney, to Washington,
he promising that the United States should pay the Judge's expenses, which
was done, and his authority, as agent of the Government, thus far acknowledged.
My brother wrote all the facts to the President, nnd that he himself should
come to the city, believing that he could have more influence with Ross
and pis party than any other person, and, with the influence of Underwood,
that a treaty could be made. The President, on the arrival of my brother
in this city, offered to give him a commission to treat with the Cherokees,
which he believed he ought not to accept, because it might lessen his influence with Ross and his)arty. My brother staid here for many weeks, holding repeated conversations with the President, Secretary of War, and the
Indians; and it was through his influence that John Ross agreed to take,
for his country, whatever the Senate would allow. After the Senate had
agreed to give the five millions, and John Ross refused to conclude the treaty:
my brother desired to leave this for New York, where he had business,
and notifying the President of his_ intention to leave, the President
insisted that he should not leave as long as there was the slightest prospect
of making a treaty. My brother remained here for some time afterwards,
to the neglect of his own private business, and for no other purpose than to
assist the Government to make the treaty with the Cherokees. I have no
doubt that, when the claim was presented heretofore, from the multiplicity of business, the President did not recollect, at the moment, what
services my brother bad rendered. The President, no doubt: did not expect
my brother's attendance at this place when he requested him to use his
influence with the Indians, but he certainly did approve of his coming; and
my brother's only object was to enable the President to make the treaty .
.M.y brother left his own business in Tennessee and Georgia, and came
here to attend to the business of the Government ; and I believe that, by
every rule of justice, he ought to be paid. Yon will please examine the
.claim.
·
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
'tV. 0. DUNLAP.
Hon. B. F. BuTr~ER.
DEAR
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'The Uaited States to R. G. Dunlap . ..... Dr.
For services rendered the Government in relation to a treatv
witb the Cherokees, from the 6th of December, 1834, until
the 12th of March, 1835, being 96 days, at $8 per day
Tl'his was done at the request of the President.
For expenses from Knoxville, Tennessee, through the nation,
and on to W a~hington and at Washington -

$768 00
350 00
$1,118 00

My expenses amounted to over five hundred dollars, but I deduct $200,
as the actual necessary expenses would not have amounted, with others, to
more than $350.

R. G. DUNLAP.
KNOXVILLE,

November 23, 1835.

,

RooM OF THE CoMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRs,

January 2, 1837.
DEAR SrR: The nomination of John Kmmedy, Esq., of Tennessee, to be
a commissioner under the late treaty with the Cherokee Indians, has been
referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs, and that committee has instructed me, respectfully, to request the use of such recommendations as may
have been made of Mr. Kennedy, for that office; and also to ask at what
time Mr. Kennedy received the temporary appointment; what progress the
commissioners have made in discharge of their duties ; and what is the probable amount of claims, which have been, or will be, submitted to the commissioners for decision.
An early answer as your convenience will permit, is requested.
1 am, most respectfully,
Y out obedient servant,
H. L. WHLTE.
C. A. T-lARRrs, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Aj/"airs.

LITTLE wILLS vALLEY, c.

N.,

State of Ala., lJeKalb Co., Jan. 2, 1837.
We now address you as the only man we have to look to for protection,
1t8it has been the will of Almighty God to take away our agent, Major
'florrey. We want you to appoint Uavid L. Tarr, who lives in this nation
in Little Wills vnlley; he is a pious man and a justice of the peace. S.C.
Newman, David McBrier, and John Littlefield do recommend him. We
helieve he will do us and the Government justice; wherefore we do wish you
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would appoint him for us, and in hopes the Great Spirit above will
you for the better, we subs.-ibe our names.

Wl\'1. LAPLEY,
C. WEST,
JOHN BAULDRIGE,
LEWIS GRIFFIN,
JOHN WAITY,
To Mr. CHAPMAN.
We wish David L. Tarr to be appointed for us.

WASHINGTON CITY,

January 3, 1837.
SIR: From the enclosed letters it appears that Major B. F. Currey, liUQ:
superintendent of Cherokee removals, had, in his lifetime, promised to ern·
ploy Dr. John S. Young as emigrating. agent, to accompany the first detachment of emigrants removing west. I know Dr. Young personally, and
am desirous that he should be appointed emigrating agent, to accompany
the first detachment of the Cherokees in their removal west.
If the situation of the emigrating agent has been devolved on the new
superintendent of Cherokee removals, subject to the approbation of the department, then I have to request that instructions may be given to the
superintendent to appoint Dr.. Young.
I am, very respectfully,
Your ·obedient servant,
JAM~S I~. POLK.
Hon. R. F. BuTLJi:R,
Secretary of War, ,

Washington city.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

December 20, 1836.
SrR: Although personally unknown to you, I beg leave to relate to you
the circum~tances connected with the appointment by the superintendent of
Cherokee removals, of Dr. John S. Young, of. McMinnville, Tennessee, as
one of the agents to assess the value of Indian improvements, under the treaty
of the 29th of December, 1835.
·
The superintendent's own knowledge of the character of Dr. Young, and
the recommendation by yourself and several other warm friend~, induced
him to call the Doctor into the service,pr~paratory to the removal of the Cher·
okee tribe. Since his appointment, he has been one of the most indefatigable
agents that has ever been in the service, and my brother was so well pleased
with the capacity and perseverance of this gentleman in business, that I
am well satisfied from his own expressions, that" he intended to continue
him in constant employment ; in fact, I heard him say that he had selected
Dr. Young as emigrating agent, to accompany the first detachment of em·
igrnnts removing to the west.
Dr. Young brought his family to this country, at the suggestion of the superintendent, that he might be more convenient to business. Since he en-
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tered upon the duties of his appointment his services have been equal to
that of almost any other two agents, acting in the same capacity; and I
fe,el confident that the Government would lose one of its best agents should
his services be.dispensed with.
Dr. Young desires the appointment of emigrating agent from the department. I feel confident from his past valuable services, a better selection
could not be made. :My situation in this service gives me an opportunity of
lleeoming intimately acquainted with the duties performed by the different
~nts, and their comparative merits ; therefore, the appointment Dr. Young
!&ires, is in justice due him for hard-earned merit, and to supersede him now,
"'ould be virtually gi~ing. his past services to the Government without comP.eDS!ltion. I feel great pleasure in,.bearing testimony; to the Doctor's meri~ and feel assured,.undm: the circur,nstanc,es, y:ou will pro~ptly afford him
your aid.
I have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
i Your very obedient servant,
G. W. CURREY,

Clerk to Supt. Cherokee Removals.
Bon. J. K. PoLK,

S. R R., Was/dngton·city.
CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

December 20, 1836.
S1a: At the request of your friend, Dr. JohnS. Young, I make this communication, to advise you of what ha~ come to my personal knowledge in
l'egard to the views and feelings of our late worthy superintendent tow:a1:ds
Di. Young, and his designs in relation to him.
On my arrival at the agency, the latter part of November, Major Currey,
\'bile in his room with me alone, co~gratulated me on being associated. in
journeyings 'Yith a gentlem[tn of agreeabl~ manners,. correct habits,
and mentioned Dr. Young as the man, and said he had selected him
the office of conducting agent. He also expressed himself in the highest terms of Or. Young's energy, perseverance, and fitness for the office.
I subsequently heard him speak of Dr. Young, as the conducting agent, as
amatter perfectly decided .
. I further~ore know that no valuing agent ~tood as high in the estimaIJ!ln of MaJor Currey, on account of his faithfulness and perseverence, as
Or. Young. _
It .appears that the afflicting death of Major Currey happened before the
~P.Po~ntment of conducting agent was officially made~ and Dr. Young is
itt m ~uspense respecting his future destination.
I firmly believe, sir, that every gentleman connected with this emigration,
would bear testimony of the fitness ·of Dr. Young for the office ; and for
myself, I can say, an acquaintance with the Doctor has fully confirmed the
lmpressions given me by Major Currey, and it is my earnest wish that he
thould be appointed.
I hav.e the honor to be, most respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
C. LILLYBRIDGE,
Physician to Cherokee Emigration·
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DEAR SrR: Having heretofore troubled you with matters which
my own interest, I regret that it has become necessary for me to do
and the only appology 1 can offer for doing so is the peculiar
which I am placed, and the painful circum5tances which sur
Major B. F. Currey, the superintendent of Cherokee removals,
his last on the 16th instant, at a time when I had nearly completed my
ties as appraising agent, and ~lad just received his assurance that my
duct and services had been such, as to give me a distinguished claim
his confidence. Rather than dispense with my services a day, at his
I brought my family to this place, under the p1~omise that I should be
tinned in the service, and receive the appointment of the first emigrating
conducting agent, in the place of 1\'Ir. Millard, who declined accepting.
'rhis was not offered through favor, but in consideration for past services.
The accompanying letter from his brother, will show what my services have
been. Major Currey died without having it in his power to confirm his
mise to me, and I now find myself here with my family in the midst
doubts and difficulties. Should 1 be forced to leave the service now, it
would leave me worse off than when I entered, without receiving that
which was offered as a reward for faithful services. To you I appeal, as
the Representative of my State, (I am sorry I cannot say from my immediate district,) for assistance, by visiting the department and asking for me the
appointment of emigrating or conducting agent. 'l'here are recommendatory letters, no doubt, on file in the department, recommending me for agent
west; and I do assure you, upon the honor of a.gentleman, that had I time.
I could afford proof that my services .here far exceeded the most sanguin!l
public expectation.
I am much indebted to you for past favors, and your aid is now asked in
a matter which deeply concerns my own prosperity and that of my family;.,
and the only tribute I can offer you is my lasting gratitude.
I am in doubt whether to leave the country or not, but will wait untill
hear from you.
With great respect,
Your friend,.
JOHN S. YOUNG.

Hon. JAMES K.

PoLK.

P. S.-An application has been made by a number of citzens and mo~
of the agents in favor of Mr. George W. Currey for the appointment of sue·
cessor to his brother. He is a man of capacity, firmness, and business habits, and better acquainted with the business generally than any other man j
and I feel assured the appointment would be both judicious and proper.

'rt:NN.,
January 14, 1837.
SIR: Herewith, I have the honor to send a' copy of a letter addressed to
you on the 6th ultimo. As I have received no reply, I am apprehensive it
may have miscarried. Wilson Lumpkin, Esq. has expressed a desire to
HEAD QuARTERs, FoRT CAss,
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have the Creek Indians, who, during the last summer, took refuge in this
'Country, sent ont of it. I would aguin call your attention to the expenses
of their apprehension, &c. I have no funds in my hands applicable to the
E1 '.lDC~Idtmtal expenses, such as feeding the Creeks, paying interpreters, &c. I
\Vould also request your opinion upon the expenses of escorts to the disbursing agent under the treaty, whether that expense is to he paid by the commissioners, or by the Quartermaster's Department.
I am, very respectfully,
Your ob~dient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Cornmandiug in. the Cherokee country.

To the Hon. B. F.

BuTLER,

Secretary of lVar.

ATHENS, TENNESSEE,

January 16, 1837.
I this day hnve the honor to. acknowledge the receipt of
your letter of the 3d instant, appointing me superintendent of Cherokee
emigration, \vhich appointment 1 accept, and will enter on the duties on the
18th iostnnt.
·
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
DEAR SIR:

NATH. SMI'rH.
Hvn. B. F.

BuTl.ER,

Secretary of War,

HousE

OF REPRESENTATIVEs,

January 16, 1837.
SIR: I beg permission to submit the enclosed letter to you, and respect.

folly ask yom kind consideration of the subjtct of complaint.
Pray give me such information as may be satisfactorily communicated to
the party; and, at the same time, I respectfully ask that Mr. Hoyt's letter
may be returned to me.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

Bon. n. F'.

WM. KEY BOND.
Bu·rLER,

Secretary o.f War.

NEw EcaoTA, GEoRGIAt

January 20, 1837.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communica~
lion ot the 29th ultimo, apprizing me of the transmission of a warrant for

ta50,000, to the cashier of the Bank of Augusta, to be deposited to my
bredit; also your letter of the 30th ultimo. In this you say I am not advised
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of any necessity . growing out of the nature of your duties, which
in the mere paym~nt of money upon requisitions of the snperin
commissioners, which can jm·tify the employment. By refere'bce.to
lations for this service, you will perceive that there are many papers
and quarterly, which are required of me. If it were merely to pay
money> and send on the vouche~ with an account current qu
would not ask for a clerk, but on ref~!ring to the regulations you
that this is but a portion of the duties I have to perform ; as
payment of the clerk employed, when I did it, it was with the llnl"\nriPffni'A.l
the fact that it would be at my own risk and consequent loss, if the
ment of him was not sanctioned by you.
I have been so much engaged with going to the banks for funds, and
paying of them out, that I have not had time to make my quarterly
but shall finish and send them on to you in a day or two.
I wish to know whether I will be continued as the disbursing agent
the claims under the treaty, and if there is a prospect of my being
nently employed as such, or rather until the business is completed. y 00..
ject in making this inquiry is, that should the information I receive from yo
on the subject, warrant it, I wish to make arrangements for removing
family to this place.
Very respectfu1ly,
Your most obedient servant,
PHIL. MINIS, U. S. A.

Dis. Agent, Clzer. Rem.
To C. A. HAR.Rts, Esq.,
C~mmissioner

of lndian 4tfairs, Washington.

WESTPORT, JAcKseN CouNTY,

MtssouRr 1

January 20, 1837.
SIR: My bill of exchange of this day, for thirteen hundred and sixty·
thre~ dollars, in favor of W. W. Kavanaugh & Co., is drawn agreeably to
authority of C. A. Harris, Esq., Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated July
5th~ 1836, and is to enable me to fulfil instructions, which at that time he
gave me, to cause the surveys of the Cherokees lands to be completed, &c.
·
Respectfully,

ISAAC McCOY.
Hon. B. F.

BuTLER,

Acting Secretm·y ofWar.

S1 R :

HEAD QuARTERS, ARMY C. N.,
1Vew Echota, Georgia, January 22, 1837.
1·have the hon:or to transmit, herewith, my account of moneys re·

ceived and expended, on account of the Cherokees, up to the 31st Decem·
ber, 1836. ·
·
·
You will perceive, yb examination of my accounts, that I have charged
the clothing of Messrs. Buckingham & ·Huntingdon, of .New . York, and
given the United States credit for my ·draft for the same amount, nlthough
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not paid.

J

I have done this, more with a view of keeping a proper record

1>f the transuctiou than with the expectation of its being allowed, until the
bill now before Congress becomes a law.
I have nearly expended the two thousand dollars which was placed in
tny hands, to subsist the Cherokees attending at this place, upon the requi.
sitions of the commissioners, which will be accounted for in my next quarterly retUJ'Il.;
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAs'r,

January 23, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to inf01m you that, in conformity with the wish
of the President of the United States, as expressed through the honor!\ble F. Grundy, and J. K. Polk, I have this day appointed Doctor John
S. Young assistant superintendent of the Cherokee emigration, who is
present and accepts, and will enter on the duties on the 25th instant,
to whof!I I will give charge of the first detachment of Cherokees, which, I
hope, we will be able to get off early in next month.
I am: very respectfu11y,

NATH. SMITH,
Superintenden.t Cherokee Emigration.
l:lou. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

NEw EcHOTA, January 23, 1837.
Sm: We have had the honor to receive your several communications of
the 29th and 30th ultimo, and 3d and 6th of this instant. 'rhe cashier of
the Augusta Bank has notified .us of the reception of the $250,000 referred
to in your letter of the 29th ultimo, which will be drawn from the bank as
it may be needed for making payments under the treaty. But for the affliction and death of Major Currey, several thousand of the Cherokees
would, by this time, have been on their journey, or already in their new
homes west. That circumstance, however, unavoidably put a total cessa·
tion to all preparations in that important department of the business for the
last two months. During Major Currey's illness, for four weeks, uncertain·
y of the issue kept every thing stationary. After his death, we were ap·
prized we could do nothing more than we did, have the office and papers
taken care of, and have the returns and valuations completed, transcribed,
&c. If we had placed a person in the general discharge of the duties of
Aie office, it would only have increased confusion, and have lessened the
esponsibility of the permanently appointed agent, without hastening the
desirable object of speedily emigrating the Indians. General Smith, the
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newly appointed emigrating agent, has not reported himself tons;
learn that he is at the agency: and we have directed Mr. G. 'N.
Hun over to General Smith
all papers and records
belongin{)'
to the
.
.
~
~
'\tV e are rendy and desirous to render every aid to the supermtendent,
all other officers and agents e11gaged in this business, and shall do all
can be done, by our efforts, w promote the service in which we have
barked.
Your views of the necessity of concentrating all the officers conn
with the execution of the treaty at one point, coincide most fully with
own, and the preparations already made at this place for winter qu
and transacting the business of the nation, forbid any change from
place before the spring. Therefore, the office of the emigrating agent
the records of the Cherokee agency, ought to be removed to this place
out delay. Towards the approach of summer we shall probably find it
pedient to remove higher up the country, as we trust we shall, by that t'
have gotten off most of the Indians who reside convenient to this place.
\Ve are gratified at the confirmatiOn of Doctor Young's appointment,
lieving it to be a judicious selection.
The sen-ices of an additional disbursing officer are now necessary, as
ments will this day commence to a considerable extent, to persons en
of emigrating themselves, and manag·ing their own affairs with discretion.
The persons alluded to have, for some time past, been anxions to depart.
We also have some hundreds of the poor and destitute now here, ready
to depart this moment that comfortable menns of transportation, and the
necessary agents are ready to take charge of them. These poor emigr·anta
must be accompanied be a physician and disbursing agent.
vVe have done, and are ready to do, all that we can do, to expedite every
branch of this business. But we now have before us some thousands of
claims (yet undecided) arising under the treaty, and while we are engt~ged
in personally attending to the duties confjded to others, onr :first and Iegiti·
mate business must, of necessity, stand still.
The contents of your letter of the f>th instant, on the subject of Cherokee
fnnds, shall be communicated to th.e Cherokee committee.
lN e are, most respectfnl1y,
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,

JOHN KENNEDY,
Comrnissimwrs.
C. A. HARlus, Esq.,
Commissioner, o/c•

CBEROKEE AGENCY,

January 25, 1837.

SrR: 1 have the honor, herewith, to enclose you an account current (the

tJniteu States with B. P. Currey: deceased) up to the 25th instant, which, 1
hope, will be satisfactol'y to your department.
The receipt of General Smith, herewith sent, marked A, I prE'stlme, will
be a sufficient voucher for the credits of g-uns, blankets, and kettles. I also
felt authorized, from a letter from Major 'N. B. Lewis to the honorable John
P. King, of Georgia, a copy of which is here\Vitb sent, marked B, to enter a
't.redit fot $20, heretofore suspended by the Second Auditor.
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Enclosed, also, I send you copies of two letters from the commissioners,
marked C and D, authorizing and instructing me to do and perform all duties connected with the office heretofore held by my brother, as superintendent and acting Indian agent, which duties I have performed up to the date
of General Smith's receipt.
I would be pleased to know how my brother's account stands with the
various offices in the city, connected with Cherokee removals. 'Viii you
be so kind as to ascertain and inform me as early as convenient?
Most respectfully,
I have the honor to be
Your obedient servant.

G. W. CURREY.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian 4.ffairs,
Washington city.

)VASHINGTON 7 January 30 7 1837.
SIR: I am informed by the Paymaster General that the Secretary of War
has assigned to me certain duties connected with the Indian Department\

and am directed by him to report myself to you for instructions relating
thereto.
Very respectfully, sir,
Your obedient servant,

RICHARD BENNE'rT.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

NEw EcHOT.A, January 30, 1837.
Sm: Under all the circumstances, we consider it due to ourselves, as

well as to the Government in whose service we are .tmgaged, to ask your
at-tention to our present situation. The Cherokee treaty of 1835 assigns to
us, as commissioners, the duty of deciding on all claims which may arise
unier the treaty. Our instructions from titne to time, especially those of
the 17th October last, have assigned to us greatly enlarged powers and
duties; indeed, we seem to be clothed with plenary powers, to supervise
:md direct everything connected with the execution of the treaty.
We have certainly neither sought nor declined any service to which we
have been called, connected with the execution of this treaty: incidental
duties, however, assigned us in connexion with our legitimate duties as
commissioners, we would gladly have waived, but for the ardent desire
which we have felt to w·itness the consummation of a treaty so important,
in its consequences, to all the various parties in interest. In attempting,
however, in the most humble and modest manner, to avail ourselves of the
services of the military) in the execution of civil duties, we have found
ourselves repulsed and insulted at every attempt which we have made
to obtain the co-operation of General Wool in the execution of our
views. When we had politely requested, as we conceived and intended,
an escort to guard public funds in their transportation from one placfl to
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another, the commtmication has been sent back in contempt, accompatli~"'~
by a written insult to ourselves and the President of the United
When we have advised General Wool of our views in relation to the
bursement of the public funds placed in his hands for the subsistence
elothing of the poor classes of the Cherokees, and respectfully asked
him_informa!ion in regard t? the-disb_ursements made by him in this behalf,
the mformatwn has been Withheld; mstead of answers to our
·
tions, we have received letters on trivial subjects, relating to the mode .of
issuing rations, and calculated to produce a controversy on subjects of no
importance to the public interest. rrhe truth of all of which can be sustained by the correspondence itself, and the copy of a part of which was
forwarded by one of the undersigned to the President of the United States,
and to which no ·a,nswer has ever been received fi·om Washington. The
only object which we have in view, in calling your attention to the fore ..
going facts, is to justify us in asking that we may be wholly relieved
from the responsibility of the military operations in this country, and the
discharge ?f the duties of the emigrating agent, or let it be distinctly under·
stood that the officers and the agents of the Government referred to are not
to be permitted to treat with insult and contempt our official efforts to discharge duties \vith which we have been charged by the President of the
United States .
.We cannot, and will not, consent to hold ourselves responsible for the acts
of those over whom we have no control. We would prefer, after the 4th of
March next, for it to be distinctly understood that our duties are restricted
to what seems to be assigned to the commissioners under the treaty.
Under any circumstances, whether we are private citizens or agents of
the Government, we shall use our best efforts to have this treaty faithfully executed~ keeping constantly in view the obligations of the Government to the Cherokees, as well as the honor of tbe Federal Government,
and'the deep interest which the people of the several States feel, in whose
limits the Eastern Cherokees now reside. This communication is not
made in a spirit of unkindness to any one, but from a sense of duty.
And we are by no means singular in falling under t~e displeasure of General '\Vool, as it is well ,known here that, from his enttance on public duty
here, he has constantly complained of every officer of the Government,
from the President down, who has had the misfortune to have to advise
or..instruct him in his operations.
He seems never to understand anything in the light in which it wa&
intended, except when he happens to be complimented.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,

WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Commissioners .
. .C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.

P. S.-Nothing in the foregoing letter is intended as censure against
General Smith. .
THE CoMMISSIONERs.
"\
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NEw EcnoTA,

January 30, 1837.
SIR ·: ln your letter of the lOth of October last, you state that the President has decided that the Indian committee, under the 12th article of the
treaty of 1835, may be paid such a sum as the commissioners may fix, not
-exceeding four dollars a day for every day of actual service, the necessity
for which will be certified by the commissioners, or one of them, upon the
accounts.
'fhe committee, having gotten through with a grt•at portion of the services assigned them under the treaty, are now in great need of their compensation, and request that some arrangement may be made for their
receiving their dues here, _ 'The expense of paying the committ~e, including
contingencies, will probably amount to four or five thousand dollars.
We also enclose you a paper, addressed to ns by the committee, on the
subject Qf the expenses attending the execution of the treaty, which we
submit for the purpose of obtaining information, without remark or
~omment.

A great number of the most intelligent and wealthy men of the Cherokee
tribe h.ave reported themselves as persons ready for emigration, ~nd have
requested the privilege of emigrating themselves and families, amounting,
perhaps, to several hundred souls. The good character and standing of
thP-Se perscms evidently entitle them to the privilege which they have sought
under the trea.ty, and consequently could not be denied. .We have not,
therefore, hesitated to make to them prudent advances to enable them to
-emigrate themselves and families comfortably. A large portion of these
;applicants are among the most influential men of the tribe, and of both
parties. Many of the most respectable friends and furmer adherents of
Ross are among the number. There are, also, now at this place about
three hundred souls, of the common Indians, under the charge of the superintendent, and ready for their departure west; and many more in different
parts of the country, we entertain no doubt, may be readily collected and
brought to join this first emigrating party under the late treaty.
·
General Smith, the superintendent, is now he1-e, and we have held fre'qUent conferences with him, and endeavored to put him in fuU possession
'Of all our views and information connected with his prese.Rt office. We
:shall eontinue to give him onr views and opinions whenever they may be
-sought. Payments have already been made, under the treaty, to an amount
exceeding one hundred thousand dollars, and will, fur some time to come,
~ntin11e to be heavy,
Therefore, a disbursing agent, to accompany the
~migraats, is now wanted, and we trust will be shurtly sent.
We have assured the emigrants, who are now abont to leave for their new
homes, the agents of the Government west would be ready to receive them,
take them hy the hand, and discharge every duty incurred by the Government under the stipulations of the late treaty. We trust, in this, we may
not be disappointed, as much of our future success wiU depend upon the
fidelity of the Government in this matter. All the men of inteUigence;
eharacter, and property, who are rww about leaving for the west, have
been very anxious to get every dollar they could, here, from the consideration, alone, that they may be delayed in getting their dues after their arrival
west We have assured them that their apprehensions were groundless.
The present company is composed of many wealthy meni and we
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shall, at as early a day as practicable, furnish you with an estimate of
amount which will be due the present party on their arrival west.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,

Commissioners.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.

FonT GIBSON, Januaty 31, 1837.
SIR: About sixty Cherokee emigrants have lately arrived here, who
cl1:1im the commutation allowance for transportation and the year's subsis..
tence, as allowed by the late treaty. As I have, as yet, received no instructions to be governed by its stipulations~ I submit their case for your instruetions.
I observe in the report of the Secretary of War, that he concurs with you
in recommending the allowance of a commission on the amount disbursed
by the disbursing agents)n the Indian Department. I have not seen your
report, and am, therefore, ignorant of its details. I beg you will excuse the
freedom I use in presenting some circumstances which may not have preserlted themselves to your mind, tending to show why the allowance of a
commission on disbursements may, under existing arrangements here, benefit unequally those for whose good it is intended. It may not have occurred
to you that probably the greater part of the disbursements of annuities, treaty stipulations, current expenses, &c., have been made by the local disburging agents here, although they were required to take vouchers for thesedisbursements in the name of the principal disbursing agent. So, also, of
payments for transporting Indian goods to the agencies, for furnishing treaty articles, in fact for most of the disbursements made, notwithstanding the
letter of the Commissioner of Indiar~ Affairs of November 10, 1834, on thi&
subject.
If these disbursing agents are to receive a commission nn the sums thusdisbursed by them, then well. But by the system alluded to, one or. two officers would seem, fwm the accounts rendered to your office, to have made
very heavy disbursements, while others, on exposed and arduous duties, because required to mal\e disbursements in the name of another, or because
all payments for the supplies he sees furnished, or the services he sees rendered, are reqnired to be made by another, his disbursements are (in appearance at least) so small that the commission would be trifling in amount.
At the same time one class of those officers may be as serviceable, am1 1 at
any rate, discharge duties as arduous and unpleasant as the other.
I feel much delicacy in alluding to this, but confidently believe you will
be glad to have every light to enable you fairly to apportion among disburiing agents any allowance that may be granted.
Very respectfully,
Sir, your obedient, humble servant,
J. VAN HORNE,
Lieut. U. S. A., Dis. Agent .1 R,
A. ; HARRis, Esq.,

c:

Commissioner

of Indian

Affairs.,
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P. 0., N. CAROLINA,
January '31, 1837.
DEAR SIR: I attended at Washington as agent or attorney for a portion
tlf Cherokees residing in said State, to represent their views respecting, and
interest in, the late treaty made with that nation ; accordingly, on the 4th
Ju~y, 1836, submitted the investigation of their claims to your department,
which bus been satisfactorily attended to. During my stay in Washington,
1 was informed of their distressed situation for want of provisions, and communicated the same to Mr. Schermerhorn, commissioner. He advised me to
furnish them until those promised by the United States could be forwarded;
for the correctness of this, I refer you to his letter, directed to ybur deparlment, of the above date. In accordance therewith, I furnished a considerable number of clothes and provisions. 'Vhen the latter became so scarce I
·could not obtain them in the section where they lived, I furnished them
with money to purchase supplies from the adjacent part of Tennessee. On
the 25th instant, I presented my claim to the commissioners appointed to
adjudicate those arising under the treaty. They approved its payment. ]
also procured the certifi,cate of a number of the Indian committee, certifying
those I had furnished were entitled to receive their proportionate share of
the seventy-five thousand dollars provided for the poorer class in the 18th
article. I then presented the claim to General Wool for payment, who, on
.examination of his instructions, concluded he was not authorized to pay it.
If, on examination of the above, the department should be of opinion I am
entitled to the amount expended, on facts appearing as above stated, you
will please inform me as soon as eonvenient; direct your communication
to New Echota: Georgia. I expect to be there on the 20th February, and
remain until my claims are disposed of in some way.
Your obedient servant,
WM. H. THOMAS.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
ScoTT's

CREEK

NEw EcnoTA, Jiebruary 2, 1837.
SIR: The enclosed is the communication from the Indian committee,

referred to in the letter of the commissioners of the 30th, omitted to be sent
by inadvertence.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient 3ervants,
WILSON LllMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY.

C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.

N Ew E cnoTA, January 28, 1837.
lt has been stated to one of the members of the committee by the disbursing agent, Dr. Minis, that he knew of no funds out of
which the late valuing agents have been paid, except the five million one
hundred thJusand dollars due the nation under the late treaty.
GENTLEMEN:
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The co~nmittee feel it to be their . duty to inquire through you of
honor:1.i:/e ~t'<.:.retary of 'Var, for information on this subject. In doing
they rnnnot iortear to say, they are greatly surprised by this information
Dr. lVl:!lis.
It never once occurred to them, that any portion of the funds of
nation was set apart for this purpose. They have always been and
now of opinion, that the Government is bound to pay out of its own
funds the salaries of all the agents, which by the treaty it is bound to
ploy to carry out its several provisions.
,The committee entertain this opinion, because it was the understanding
of the parties who concluded the treaty ; secondly, because the treaty sets
apart no portion of the five millions, &c. for this purpose; and thirdly, because justice forbids the idea, that the nation ought to pay for the performance of duties clearly obligatory upon the United States.
We are your friends,
JOHN RIDGE,
President of CommitteB.
JOHNSON ROGERS,

Clerk to Committee.
·.To Gov. "\V ILSON LuMPKIN, and
Col. JoHN KENNEDY,
Commissioners, o/c.

CHOCTAw

AGENCY,

February 3, 1837.
SIR: In relation to John Ross, and the delegation of Eastern Cherokees
who have lately visited the Cherokees west, and succeeded in getting upadelegation from that nation to accompany him to Washington, I beg leave to
slate, that upon receipt of your letter to arrest Ross and delegation, if they
should proceed to the Cherokee country west, with a view to incite opposition to the late treaty, or attempt an alteration of it, I wrote to Governor
Stokes, and gave him a copy of your letter, and at the same time requested
him to observe the movements of Ross and his delegation ; and in the event
of his attempting an interference with the treaty, to communicate the fact
to me. Governor Stokes states to me, that Ross visited him and conversed
friendly, without disclosing the object of his visit. I was at Gibson myself
during the time that Ross was there, but did not see him, bPing much engaged with the Creeks. I did not learn the object of his visit, but have
since been advised by Governor Stokes, that a delegation of three have accompanied Ross on; what their business is, he does not know.
1 also addressed a joint letter with Governor Stokes, to the Cherokee
chiefs, warning them from any interference with the treaty or connexion
with Ross. 1 saw and conversed with Major Brown, one of the chiefs; he
is quite a gentlemanly and intelligent man, who stated to me that he did
not wish to have anything to do with Ross.
[ called upon General Arbuckle, and stated to him my determination to
exec.ute the order, if I could find out that Ross was attempting to incite
opposition to the treaty. 'rhe General was extremely solicitous that as
there was such a small force at Fort Gibson, and a time of such peculiar
excitement, that it would not be neces~ary to call on the military for aid.
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About this time, lreceived the decision of the district judge of Arkansas,
by which decision an Osage Indian, in jail at Little Rock, committed for
murder, was discharged for want of jurisdiction; and I therefore conclud~ that if I should discover that Ross was attempting to incite opposition
~the treaty1 he also would be released. I however set out for Red riverJ
and was not apprized of the delegation going on until my return. I have
~n thus particular, in order that you may see why Mr. Ross was not
arrested. Having received your order to do so, I should certainly have ex~uted it, had I been apprized of the fact of Ross getting up an excitement
\\gainst the treaty. Prom what I could discover in the Cherokee nation,
there appeared to be no feeling about the treaty. I enclose you an extract
mGovernor Stokes's letter, from which you will see the character of the
:delegation ; and that their particular object in visiting Washington was not
known.
Respectfully, sir,
Your obedient servant,
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG,
Acting Superintendent Western 7'enne~see.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian .Ajfair8.

Extract from Governor Stokes's letter.
"Three of the delegation have gone on. Neither of them are men of
bl1Siness. John Loony is a chief, but of moderate capacity, and limited influence. Aaron Price is a good man, of no great influence or capacity; and
you know the character of Dutch. It is that of a brave, determined warrior. Neither of them were ever at Washington, and curiosity, as much as
any thing else, has, in my opinion, prompted these delegates to go on.
"It is probable, also, that they may wish to visit the places of their former
residence/:

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

February 8, 1837.
Sm: On the receipt of my appointment as superintendent of Cherokee res, I repaired to this place, and entered upon the duties of the office;
on the 24th ultimo, I reported myself in person to the commissioners,
Echota. I found ahout three hundred and sixty Cherokees there,
iho were prepared (and had been for some time previous) to remove west,
whenever they could get their business arranged. They were receiving
rations from the Government, and were supplied, as I was informed by General Wool and the commissioners, from the fund set apart to subsist the
poor, while attending to their business at that place, which fund was nearly exhausted. I, therefore, determined to reh10ve them, with as little delay
as
'ble, to this place, Ross's and Gunter's landings, where th.ey can be
i;.Sn.bsi~;ted for one-third less than at New Echota, and are at pomts convenient for embarking in steamboats for the west. · I have ordered depots of
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provisions to be established at each of these places, and appointed
Currey, a brother of the late superintendent, to enrol and issue .
them at Gunter's, and Major B. B. Camron, at Ross's landing .
.1\'Jassey, formerly one of the -valuing agents, is appointed to coli
prepared to remove, at the stations above mentioned, and Colonel
1ough to aid and assist in collecting and enrolling them here.
already about two hundred at this place prepared to remove, and the
her is daily increasing. I hope to be able to get off a detachment of
eight hundred to one thousand in steamboats by the 25th of the
month, and from two to three hundred by · land, who will ·remove
selves.
I find great inconvenience in collecting the Indians at New
It is situated sixty miles south of this place, fifty miles southeast of
landing, and about one hundred east from Gunter's, as will be
ceived by reference to the map. The country in the vicinity is very poor,
and provisions and forage, in consequence, very scarce and high. If
Indians are to be collected at that station, I cannot get efficient officers
aid me at the salaries now given them, as it costs them $1 75 per day
man and horse, thro11ghout all that section of the Cherokee country.
when they are collected at New Echota, it will cost quite as much to remove them to either of the landings, as it would to remove them from their
homes in the first place.
I have ceased issuing rations at New Echota, as I find that so long as the
Indians can procure them there, they will not repair to any of the depots.
I have appointed Andrew Ross interpreter, at Gunter's landing; J. Starr,
at Ross's landing; A. McCoy, interpreter to the conducting agent, and
Charles Reese to the physician, Doctor Lillybridge.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
NATH. SMI'rH,
Superintendent Cherokee RemovaL
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

ta

EAsT,
Jiebruary 8, 1837.
SIR: In reply to your communication of the 18th ultimo, I have the
honor to state that the commissioners have selected Colonel Shaw, of
Georgia, and Colonel McMillan, of Tennessee, as agents for the valuation
of Cherokee improvements. The agents appointed by my predecessor
valued all the improvements, of which they had any knowledge; and it is
believed that but few remain to be appraised.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
NA1'H. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Afj"airs.
CHEROKEE AGENCY
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WASHINGTON, D. C., February 8, 1837.
SIR: The surveyor of Cherokee lands, under my superintendence, agreeably to instructions, which, I received from you the 5th July, 1836, will resume his labors as soon in the spring as there will be grass on the prairies
for the subsistence of his horses: say in the latter part of April, or the first
of May. He wiH then need an escort of thirty dragoons.
This is respectfully to request that measures be taken to have the escort
in readiness. I would also respectfully remind you that Fort Gibson is
much nearer the place at which it will be desirable for the escort to join the
surveyor than Fort Leaven worth.
So soon as I ascertain from what post tlie escort" will be furnished, and
whom it would be proper for me to address, I will take measures to inform
the proper officer of the precise time and place at which the escort will be
wanted.
With great respect, sir,
Your obedient servant,
ISAAC McCOY.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Commissioner

of Indian Affairs.

NEw EcHoTA, February 13, 1837.
Sm: I herewith transmit to you a small account for expenses while en-

gaged in extra service. The facts in relation to the case are briefly as
follows:
After the death of Major Currey, I was advised by Mr. Kennedy, (com1nissioner,) that my services would probably be wanted ~t New Echota, in
about three weeks, as the Indians disposed to emigrate have been invited
to come to this place prP.paratory to emigration. I at once made inquiry
~r medicines, and found there were none in the region ; and, on informing
Mr. Kennedy of the fact, he advised that I shouldt with all convenient despatch, procure them from Knoxville, on my individual responsibility. My
instructions from the department required me to "submit an estimate of the
'requisite medicines to the superintendent, who would draw a requisition
for the same upon the disbursing officer." But now there was no superintendent, and the disbursing officer was absent ; and the public interest re~uired immediate action, iti order t:::> be prepared in season for the collecting of the Indians: Mr. Kennedy assured me my expenses would be paid.
The disbursing agent has scruples, however: about his being authorized
to allow the account, on the ground that my per diem eovers my expenses
in all cases while in the nation, or waiting for a detachment for emigration.
But it will be seen that I was employed out of my regular province, and sent a
distance of one hundred and thirty miles from my place of operations, and
to perform an extra service. Had I failed to find the medicines at Knoxville, and it had been found necessary to send to Baltimore for them, with
the same propriety could I be required to go there at my own expense as
to Knoxville. It is mutually agreed between the disbursing agent and myself to submit the case to your decision. I therefore hope you will see the
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propriety of ordering the account paid. I would remark the account
the llpprobation of both commissioners and the superintendent.
I have the honor to be,
Sir, your most obedient servant,
C. LILLYBRIDGE,

Physician to Cher. Emigration.
Honorable C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

NEW EcHOTA,

February 13, 1837.

SrR: We have received your letter of the 20th ultimo, accompanied by
the papers therein referred to.
You request that we will investigate the claims to which these papers
relate, and report the facts, with our opinions, for the information of the
War Department, and remind us that no expense must be incurred in the
performance of the proposed duty.
As we have more than once stated to you, we are not disposed to shrink
from any labor or duty which will promote the objects of the Government
in a final adjustment of all Cherokee affairs east of the Mississippi. Nevertheless, your present request affords a proper occasion for us to state to you
that our duties have already been increased to an extent far beyond the
means which have been afforded us by the Government, to execute its requisitions with justice to ourselves. We feel confident, if our labors and
duties were fully understood at vVashington, it would at once be admitted
that the Government was laboring under great misapprehension upon the
subject.
First : The whole of the valuations under the treaty, after being exam:ined and supervised by the commissioners, have to be placed on the reg~
ter of payments; then follow the claims of individual Cherokees; for spoli·
ations, ferries, and other claims against the nation. After crediting eaeh
individual of the whole tribe with whatever may be coming to him under
the treaty, the labor then commences of examining and adjusting all the
claims which have, or may be presented ag~inst each individual. Thus a
book account of debtor and creditor is opened with each individual of the
nation; and this register of payments, which will exhibit at one view the exact
standing of the affairs of each individual, has not only to be collected from
data spread over a number of different books, but each item of every entry
has necessarily to undergo the examination of the commissioners. And
t~e adjudication of many.of these items will necessarily cost the commisswners great labor, research, and investigation.
\Vhen we take into view the great mass of intricate and difficult claims
presented, for spoliations, reservations, services rendered the nation, as well
as individual litigation and debts, the parallel of the duties which devolve on the commissioners can be found no where else under this Govern..
ment. All this, too, we have been required to perform with the aid of a
single secretary. 'rhe copying of our correspondence, decisions, and other
official writings alone, would employ nn a_c tive and competent clerk most
laboriously. -
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Our additional labors and efforts, to aid and as3ist the other agents of the
Government in performing their duty, have occupied much of our time and
reflection. Yet, from causes beyond our control, we have not been able to
have our views respected and executed. We have entire confidence that
this difficult and troublesome business, of executing the Cherokee treaty,
would succeed, if the instructions of the President of the United States were
implicitly obeyed and respected by the officers and agents of the Government, who have been sent here to aid in executing the treaty. But it is
well known to you this has not been the case. The commanding officer
of the army has, from the beginning, complained and dissented from the
instructions of his superiors; and, therefore, instead of carrying into effect
the views of the Government, the military command here has obviously
had the effect to weaken the efficiency of the civil administration in executing the treaty. Even the disbursing agent sent here, as you well know,.
will not obey the instructions from 'N ashington, or elsewhere, any further
than may suit his own notions.
Your instructions, that the views of Mr. Lumpkin, in regard to the mode
of procuring funds through the banks of Georgia, should be respected,
were communicated to Doctor Minis, upon which he promptly said that hewould enter into no such arrangements, and the money on hand here be-ing exhausted, he has recently left, as he states, for Augusta, G~orgia, after
public funds, when they might have been as easily obtained at Athens,
Georgia, by going less than half the distance ; and funds equally and we
believe more suitable for making payments under the treaty. Therefore,.
~t this time, we have no disbursing agent here, and shall not be surprised
If Doctor Minis should be absent for several weeks. We entertain the
opinion that the public funds could be as safely brought here by other trustworthy hands, as that of the disbursing agent. But according to his views,
every time un additional supply of funds are wanting, an entire suspension
m the pay department must occur, as he declares none but himself shall be
trusted to carry funds from the banks to this place.
While upon the subject of our burdens, we would further state, that the
place selected for transacting this business (although the best selection to
puit the convenience of the Indians) has not afforded us the reasonable facilities for transacting such business. We are cut off from the ordinary facilities of mail communication; our letters to and from Washington are
often from 20 to 30 days in their passage. We have never been able to
procure the ordinary comforts of board, lodging, and house-room, to transact our business. We have often been under the necessity, for many days
tog.ether: of transacting business in a crowded and uncomfortable room.
If It be said we might exclude the crowd and form better regulations, the
reply is that the nature of onr business, administering the affairs of thousands of people, who have individual and separate interests, to which it is
our duty to attend, we are in justice forced to grant them great indulgence.
The peculiar situation of the Cherokees, and the nature of our duties towards them, require the most untiring patience and forbearance . .
Yfc. have adjudicated some thousands of cases; thousands yet remain for
adJUdication. And many new cases are daily presented; and, from the
nntnre of the business, new cases will continue to arise, as long as a Cherokee remains in the conn try. We see no prospect of an abatement of our
labors. It requires unn.bating watchfulness, reflection, and forecast, to discharge the duties to which we have been called; and no compensation in
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WASHINGTON CITY,

.Pebruary 13, 1837.
SrR: The undersigned, delegates duly authorized, and representing the

Cherokee nation east and west of the Mississippi, present their compliments
to the honorable Secretary, and beg leave through his department to notify
the Gow~rnment of their arrival in the city, on business relative to the in·
terests of the whole Cherokee people, and will be happy to do themselves
the honor of paying their personal respects to the honorable Secretary, and
his ex('ellency the President, at such time as may be convenient, and their
pleasure to designate.
Very respectfully, your obedient servants,
JOHN ROSS,
JOHN LOONEY, his x mark.
R. TAYLOR,
AARON PRICE, his x mark.
JAMES BROvVN,
DUTCH, his x mark.
SAML. GUNTER, his x marlr.
JOHN BENGE, his x mark.
GEORGE SANDERS, his x mark.
\V. S. COODEY.

Hon. B. F. BuTLER,
Secretary of War.
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NEW EcHoT A, GEoRGIA;
February 16, 1837.
StR: I have the honor to inform you that after the necessary notice, an
election was opened and held at this place, to ascertain to whom the annuities due the Cherokees east, from the United States, should be paid.
I attended in person, and appointed Dr. J. W. Lide, of Tennessee, Thomas C. Lyon, aid to General Wool, and Elijah Hick~, a native Cherokee,
judges of said election, and Lovely Rogers, clerk to the Cherokee committee,
and Spencer Jarnigan, Esq., clerks. 'fhe election was fairly conducted,
and the enclosed certificate shows the result.
1 received a note from George Lowry, requesting to be informed when
and where he should apply for the annuities due. An answer cannot be given,
till further advice from the War Department.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
~A TH. SMITH1
Superintendent Cherokee Rem()1)al.
To C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

NEw EcHoTA, GEORGIA.
We, the imdersigned, do hereby certify, that, pursaant to public notice
gi\'en by Nathanief Smith, superintendent of Cherokee removals, an election
was opened and held at New Echota, on the 15th day of February, 1837,
to ascertain to whom the annuities due the Cherokees east of the Mississippi
should be paid: at which ~lection we were appointed judges, and Spencer
igan, and Lovely Rogers, clerks. We opened and conducted said elec
under the direction of said superintendent of Cherokee removals. We
further certify, that the votes of the Cherokees assembled were regularly
and there were for paying said annuities to George Lowry, second
l chief, twelve hundred and sixty-nine votes, and for paying the same
committee appointed under the late Cherokee treaty, ninety-six votes;
S&:id George Lowry was appointed to receive said annuities.
Gtven under our hands and seals: this 15th day of February, 1837.
J. W, LIDE,
s.J
ELIJAH HICKS, L. s.] .
THOS. C. I .YON, L. s.·l
4

[L.

Lovely Rogers and Spencer Jarnigan, clerks.

~to the 1,269 votes for Lowry.

"I'o so much things a.CJ

(EXTRACT.]

Special order No. 8.
AtlJtr~ A:N~ GENERAL's 0:FJ.<'IC~,

Washington, February 17, 1831,
On the requisition of Mr. McCoy, employed to run certain Indian
lines west of the Mississippi, an escort of thuty dragoon~, armed
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n nd equipped for the p:torection of the surveying party; will be detailed
<>rdered upon this duty, by the commanding officer at Fort Gibson. ,
By order of Major General Macomb.
CoMMissiONER OF lNDLAN AFFAIR s.

SIR :

'N ASHINGToN, Febtuary 17, 1837.
I am informed by gentlemen of high respectability in my

t hat the troops now stationed in the western part of the State of
Carolina, among the Cherokee Indians, will be removed from that
in July next. And as there is much dissatisfaction among the Indians, it is
apprehended by the white people in that quarter that they may and proba·
bly will commit some violent outrages whenever the troops are withdrawn.
I therefore respectfully propose, and ask you to issue an order by whic~
a portion of the militia of the western part of North Carolina may be called
into public service in July next, and stationed among the Cherokee Indians,
in the limits of the State of North Carolina, to guard and protect the rights
of the white people in that section of country ; and thereby check in the
bud all and every appearance of hostile indications until the Indians arc re•
moved. Snch action on the part of the . General Government would ·
confidence and security to the white inhabitants in that part, of the
prevent bloodshed, and certainly assist in removing the Cherokee -··-··-··_,, __ _
according to the terms of the treaty. No one knows better than
how many false prophets and false patriots are always clandestinely at work
to excite and induce this savage race to unsheath the scalping knife, an4
crimson the tomahawk in the blood of innocent victims.
Very respectfully, yours,
JAMBS GRAHAM,
North Carolina.
To his Ex. the P:aESIDEN'I' qf the United States.

CHEROitEE AGENCY EAsT;

Febrnary 18, 1837.

Snt: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, inform•
tng me of the appointment of Major Richard Bennett, as disbursing agent.

I understand he has arrived at Athens, but he has not yet reported himself
to me.

/
Vety respectfully~
Your most obedient serv-ant,
NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.

lion. C. A. HARRis~
.
Commissioner· of Indian Affairs.
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February 20, 1837.
D£AR SIR.: After my highest respects, to you, I have to inform you tl~at
1want to know what disposition will be made with the subsisting contract
ofttre Cherokees, as I desire that contract. I have made some arrangements
with some gentlemen in the State of Illinois, to furnish me with as much
provisions as I want for that purpose. So I want you to assist me in get~
ting that contract, and you shall be none the loser by it. I will subsist them
at the price stipulated in "the treaty with said Indians; it will lay in your
power to make this contract, or cause it to be made. You may notice a
recommendation that I sent to the department in 1833, as I think, to carry
off a part of the Creek Indians, and then if you want iil.ny more recommen~
dations, please inform me of it, and l will furnish you with as many as you
want, or if my presence will be of any set·vice, please inform me, as I would
like to take a trip to Washington city. I am poor, and I hope as your polilical and personal friend, you will assist me in getting this contract, or some
person will get the benefit of it. I will give a bond and security in any
tmount you may say, for my performance in that matter. Please write to
111, and you will much oblige your devoted friend.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
LEVI R. LAWLER.
To his excellency M. VAN BuREN .
TALLADEGA,

EAsT,
February 20, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to infi>rm you, that I have given the temporary
of clerk to Dr. J. Newton Hetzel, (of Pennsylvania,) which
'P_oulltment I hope you will confirm ; and at the suggestion of General
and Messrs. Lumpkin and Kennedy, United States commissioners, I
·
the temporary appointment of medical director, and resident
to Dr. John W. Lide, which l also hope you will confirm. It
. -....,n........ nt medicines and hospital stores should be provided for the
• .~~~hmtent at this place, now ready to be off, so soon as the bo11-ts can be
CHEROKEE AGENCY

I am, very respeetfully,
Your obedient servant,

The Hon. C. A.

NA TH. SMITH, .
Superintendent Cherokee Remo·val.
HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian. Affairs.

Cit:ER.oti:EE AGENCY EAsT;

February 21, 1831'~

But: 1 have the honor .to inform you that I have appointed Or. James
, physician, since· the 6th instant, to the detachment of Cherokee~
here. In addition to $2 50 which General Wool allows him for attend·
the regulars quartered at the agency, I allow him $3 50 per day, 1 have
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also appointed Mr. Orr, formerly a sergeant in the United States
suing commissary, at $1 00 per day. 'l'he pay J allow Dr. J. W.
medical director, is $6 00 per day, and that of Dr. J. N. Hetzel, as
$3 00 per day, which I neglected to state when I notified you of their
pointments, in my letter of the 20th instant.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissionet· of Indian Ajj'ai1's.

NEW

EcHoT A, February,

21, 1837.

StR: In the performance of our duty as commissioners for settlinfl
claims under the Cherokee treaty of 1835, we wish to avail ourselvea OC
your opinion of the true and fair constructions of those provisions of the
treaty which provide for claims of citizens of the United States, for servicu
1·endered the Che1'okee nation.
we are not able to perceive any provision, whatever, for the payment or
claims of the above description, except what is contained in the lOth article of the treaty, and which limits the amount which may be thus allowed
to the sum of sixty thousand dollars.
Between ourselves we have had no difficulty on the subject. But the
difficulty which yonr advice may aid us in disposing of, has arisen frotu
the following facts: Attorneys at law, claiming to have rendered legal
vices to the Cherokee nation: have already presented claims against
Cherokee nation to an amount greatly exceeding sixty thousand
(none of which have yet been allowed and paid,) and urge that no lirnitles$
than three hundred and sixty thousand dollars, is set apart in the treatJ
subject to their demands, and give Mr. Schermerhorn, who negotiated the
treaty, as authority for their construction of the instrument. We ask n~
your opinion, because of a doubt upon our own minds upon this subjec~
but we ask it because those who controvert our construction, will yiela to
yours as tht> highest authority.
While upon the subject, we would request that you would carefully ex·
amine the treaty in reference to this particular class of claims, and suggest
to us your views. First, what constitutes a just claim (under the late treaty)
against the Cherokee nation, for legal services rendered the nation1 And
secondly, to constitute such a claim, is it necessary that the claimant should
have been employed by the authority of the nation 1
\Ve have been surprised at the number and complexion of the claims of
the class now under consideration. Sixteen attorneys at law have already
presented claims, as attorneys for the Cherokee nation, varying in the
amouuts from one to thirty thousand dollars per claim. We are not
alarmed at this unreasonable and unjustifiable attempt to defraud the Cher•
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okees out of the national patrimony, and mention it alone to place you on
your guard in making up your opinion on the subject.
We have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedier.t servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY.
Commissioners.
Hon. B. F. Bu·rLER.

WASHINGTON CITY,

Ftbruary 22, 1837.
SIR: The undersigned, a delegation duly authorized by, and representing: the Cherokee nation on the east and the- west of the Mississippi, did
themselves the honor, on their arrival at this city, to apprize you of the circumstance, in the same manner that they have been accustomed to do. 'l..,o
their note of the 13th inst. they have not yet received an answer. Mny we be
again permitted to bring the matter to your notice, and to inform you, that in
addition to other matters to· which· their powers extend, and which are very
comprehensive, they are especially charged with the subject of the money
payable to the nation.
'Ve have the honor to be, sir,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
JOHN ROSS,
JOHN LOONEY,
his x mark.
R. TAYLOR,
AARON PRICE,
his x marlL
JAMES BROWN,
DUTCH,
his x mark.
JOHN BENGE,
his x mark.
GEORGE SANDERS, his x mark.

"VV. S. COODEY.

Hon B. F.

BuTLER,

Secretary of War ad interim.

SENA'rE,

February 22, 1837.

SLR: I had the honor,some time past, of recommending my acquaintance,

tor Joseph Roberts, of Frankfort, Kentucky, to your favorable consid. for
intment to an Indian agency, and particularly to that which
Ue~~res~entf)d to have been lately vacated by'the death of Mr. Wm. Davis,
:•ft1 ~1Jlllllll,;l\.V. You made a note of my application at the time, and were
gh to say, that you would make inquiry as to any vacancies that
and inform me on the subject.
not since had the pleasure of hearing from you, and my object nmv
) l&t&tmtolv to recall the subject to your attention~ and to solicit an nnswer to
ation.
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Doctor Roberts's respectability of character appears to me to be far
that of the appointment he desires ; and I have no doubt but that Col.
M. Johnson (whose personal and political friend Dr. Roberts is) will u
in his recommendation. It would be gratifyiflg to me if you could
on him the vacancy occasioned by the death o_f Mr. Davis 7 or any office
tl te like description.
·
Very respectfully,
.
Your obedient servant,

J. J. CRITTENDEN.
Hon. B. F. BuTLER.

wASHINGTON, D. 0.,

l:i"'ebruary 25, 1837.
SrR: My bill of exchange of this day, for five hundred dollars, made
payable to my order, is to enable me to proceed with the surveys of the
Cherokee land-s, &c., and is drawn agreeably to authority of honorable C.
A. Harris, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated July 51 1836.
ISAAC McCOY.
Hon. B. F. BuTLER,

Acting Secretary of l'Var.

DEAR GENERAL: I perceive that John Ross and company have arrived
in the city. It is of the utmost importance that they should receive no recognition nor countenance by the Government. 'rhat snch will be the case
I cannot doubt, yet I take the liberty of requesting your attention to this
matter, as any acknowledgement of them as a delegation for any purposes,
would produce the most serious mi~chiefs in the Cherokee nation.
With the highest respect,
I am your obedient servant,
WILLIAM R. KING.
Gen. ANDREW JAcKsoN.

WASHINGTON, February 28, 1837.
SrR: We had the honor yesterday to receive your communication under
date of the 24th instant. We are filled with surprise at learning that as the
President does not recognise us in the official character described in our
communications, an interview with us is declined by the executive. From
the earliest periods of our mutual history, the Cherokee nation has been accustomed to transact its business with the Government of the United States,
through the medium of delegations. Some of us have long been known
to the executive, as having constituted parts of those delegations, and this
is the first instance in which such an interviP-w as was asked has been declined.
We are utterly unable, ourselves, to conjP-cture, and shall be equally at a
loss to inform our nation upon our return, what has led to this determination
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40[ the President. It surely_must originate in some misapprehension, on the

one side or the other.
We cannot believe, without tl1e most explicit declaration to that effect,
that the executive has Tesolved to receive no further commnnications from,
or to transact no further business with, our nation. It is difficult to believe:
without similar assurances, that the mode of communication for so long a
period sanctioned by both parties., is to be changed without some other
:ehannel of intercourse being substituted. Nor can we believe that the executive can have declined the interview on account of any deficieQcy
or irregularity in our powers. All is in conformity with our long established usages ; all is in accordance with the practice which has so long prevailed.
May we therefore hope, that you will be pleased to apprize us of the
()bjection.s which exist to our recognition, that if any misapprehension as
to facts exists, it may be rectified; if any irregularity on our side has been
'COmmitted, it may be cured ; and that we may be enabled to inform our
people on our return of the true nature and extent. of the difficulties
which interrupt their accustomed friendly intercourse with the President.
Your last suggestion, of a disposition to see us at the department in our
individual character, has been considered.
Our nation has protested against the interference of unauthorized individuals between them and the Government of the United States. They
regard this as the fruitful source of the evils under which they now suffer ;
and guided by their instructions, and anxious to ~on form to their wishes, we
are compelled reluctantly to decline any other than an official interview
with the department.
Very respectfully1
Your obedient servants,
JOHN ROSS,
JOHN LOONEY,
his x maxk.
R. TAYLOR,
JAMES BROWN,
SAMUEL GUNTER, -his x mark.
JOHN BENGE,
his x mark.
GEORGE SANDERS, his x mark.
AARON PRICE,
his x mark.
WM. DUTCH,
his x mark.
W. S. COODEY.

Hon. B. F.

BuTLER,

Secretary

of War ad interim.

HousE oF R:E:PRESENTATIVES,

February, 1837.
Please rend the within, and give me your answer, that I may forward it.
_

Your friend,
R. M. JOHNSON.
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CrrY.
]}larch 2, i
SIR: In obedience to general order No. 51 assigning me to duty in
Indian Department, I have the honor to report myself for your instruc
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN C. REYNOLDS,
A.s,t. SU1·geon, U. S. A.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner uf lndian Affairs~
WASHINGTON

HeAn QuARTERs, ARMY C. N.,
· New Echota, . Georgia, 11-farch 3, 1831.
SIR: I had the honor to receive your letter of the 18th ultimo, enc\oting a copy of one from W m. H. Thomas, last evening.
In reply to yours, as well as so much of Mr. Thomas's letter as relates fa
his claim for "provisions and clothing" furnished poor Cherokees, I would
observe, that I have no idea that he has a just claim of the kind, and the
commissioners, I believe, are of the same opinion ; at least they think that
the account which they have exammeu and approved, ought not to be~
without further investigation. \iVhen he first arrived at New Echota, he4¥1
not pretend that he had a just claim for either provisions or clothing (wnished the Cherokees; after remaining a day or two, he stated he had afl
account for money advanced to them: but not for provisions, but could JWt
make it out without returning to his home or residence in North Carolinai
and yet the next day he presented an account for, I think, $750, approved
1->y the commissioners, for money advanced the Cherokees residing in the
State of North Carolina, and without the bounds of the Cherokee nation,
and who, according to his own statement, have no idea of removing to the
west. He expressly stated that the account was for " hard money" advance
to them, averaging three dolJars n head, for those residing in North CaroJina, under h1s particular charge, and without any allusion whatever
to his having furnished, as stated in his letter, either clothing or provisions.
It is possible Mr. that Thomas may have furnished three dollars to
each individual, as stated in his account, but no one believes it who is acquainted with him or his c~mduct in relation to the Indians whom he claims
to have charge of.
·
Finally, I have no hesitation to say, that I think the claim altogether an
unjust one, and ought not to be paid. I will, however, ascertain, as it is my
intention to visit that section of country in the course of the spring, when 7
if he is justly entitled to his account, I will apprize you accordingly.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOfiN E. 'VOOL.
Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. _
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WASHINGTON CITY,

Match 5, 1837. ,
Sm: I enclosed the within letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, with
a joint recommendation by myself and Mr. Cuthbert that the application
might be successful. The Secretary returned it, stating that the matter
was properly referable to your department. I will only here say, in behalf
of myself and colleague, that -no bank in the State is safer than the one alluded to, and none other, perhaps, so 1.oe(l officered and managed ; and
any fwors extended to it w"ill b~ very popular with the people of the Stute,
as from the great number of farmers who are stockholders, it is emphatically the £worite of the people. If a depository in the neighborhood of its
location should be necessary, therefore, the selection will confer on myself
and colleague a favor, and be douhly acceptable to all concerned.
Your obedient servant,

JOHN. P. KING.
P. S.-The Georgia delegation have aU left, or they v,;ould confirm.

OFFICE

GEo. RAILROAD

BANKING

CoMPANY,

February 20, 1837.
DEAR SIR: I had a letter from the honorable vVilson Lumpkin, dated
New Echota, 13th of January~ mentioning that he was desirous tn make our

Railroad Bank the depository for the sums necessary to carry out the treaty
with the Cherokee nation, and would, by my leave, urge the Secretary of
the Treasury to deposite the funds at ·this place.. There are seve_ral reasons
which w01,.1ld operate in favor of this measnre. The first is that we are the
nearest respectable strong bank to head quarters; the next is, that there are no
funds which stand higher with that section of our State and Alabama than
ours. We have stocks sold amounting to $1,700,000: upwards of$1,100,000
paid in. The third reason is, that our interest is identified with that section of
country, and will become more so as we progress with our railroad. It is
every wuy desirable with us that we have the deposites; and my ohject in
writing to you is, to request you to use your influence with the Treasury
Department, to carry out the views and wishes of Gov. Wilson Lumpkin.
I know that you will be gratified to learn the fact that our stock is now
selling- from 10 to 16 percent. premium, and indeed there is none for sale at
this period.
lfyon should require my aid in urging our claim with the Treasury Department, I beg that you wilt '2al1 in the influence of all my friends in Congress. lt is not necessary to name them, as I regard them all such.
Yours, very respectfully,
vV:.M:. DEARNING.

Hon.

JoHN

P.

KING.

WASHINGTON, Mm·ch 8, 1837.
Sm : Hn.ving occasion for more funds for expenses attending the survey8
under the late Cherokee treaty) I have this day dra·wn in favor of George
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Thomasr cashier, for four hundred dollars, which draft I hope will be paid,
and charged to my account.
·
Your obedient servant,
ISAAC McCOY,

Surveyor und e1· the Cherokee treaty.
C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

CoMMISSIONERs' OFFicE, NEw

EcHoTA,

March 9, 1837.
SIR : We have· received your letter of the 14th ultimo, acknowledging
the receipt of our three letters therein referred to.
.
General Smith, the superintendent of emigration, has not yet returned tO'
this place from Tennessee river, where he has been engaged, for some time
past, in providing for, and starting, emigrant Cherokees to the west. We
are, therefore, unable, until we recehre the report of the emigrating agent,
to give you a correct report of the 'e migrants who have actually left the
country; and consequently cannot, at . this time, make accurate estimates
for the use of the War Department, or western agents, of the Cherokees,
until we have an accurate roll of the emigrants, and , their families, who
have departed for the west; we have, however: in a train of completion
the final settlement of all the business and claims of the emigrants wl1ich
are to be adjudicated by us, which is already in such a state ofpreparation
and forwardness, as will enable us to afford and forward the proper estimates
at an early day after the return of the emigrating agent. As l1eretofore
suggested to you, we are very desirous that the Government should
promptly discharge its obligations to the emigrants, after their arrival at
their new homes: and shall endeavor to discharge eve:ry duty which devolves on us, to effect that desirable object.
Doctor Minis did not arrive here until the 4th instant, which, we apprehend, will produce ~orne embarrassment and expensive delay to the super
intendent of emigration. On his arrival here with the $250,000, as he
reports verbally to ns, from the Bank of Augusta, we requested him to
place the public funds in the care of General Wool, after taking the necessary amount to meet the estimates of the emigrating agent, and proceed to
Gunter's landing, on the Tennessee river, to the immediate relief of General
Smith. To this arrangement he assented, and accordingly left here on the
6th instant. ( ;uptain Bennett has reported himself to us by Jetter, and we
are daily expectiug his arrival at this place. In his absence, General Wool
has politely attended to such rlisbursements as were deemed absolutely
necessary at this place, and will turn over the funds to Captain Bennett on
his arrival. Upon the s11bject of our location at this place, it is only necessary to state that duty compels us to remain here for the present, and we are
wholly unable to say, at this tim0, anything definite on the subject of a
change.- We now have the necessary records ft;om the agency to enable us
to progress with our business.
Since the late emigrants left here, we have a considerable calm; what
our future success may be will greatly depend upon John Ross and his
delegation; supposed to be now at Washington. If Ross, on his return,
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advises immediate emigration, most of the Cherokees will agree to it: on
the other hand, he has it in his power to retard emigration, and give the
Government and its agents considerable trouble. We still entertain the
belief, however, that tQ.e treaty may be executed, and the Cherokees removed, in the face of any opposition, and we trust without the effusion of
human blood.
From the inform:1.tion we already have on the subject, we anticipate considerable difficulty in the adjudication of claims for compensation for
reservations. Whatever aid can be obtained from the records of the
War Department, goir~g to establish the relinquishment of the claims of
reservees, would be useful to us.
An heir of one reservee (Lewis Melton) has presented a large claim for
the payment of a reservation, which you will find pointed out in the Doublekea.d treaty of 1806, providing for Lewis Meltou and Charles Hicks. Our
present impression is that t~is clain1 is barred by the treaty of l817. Whatever evidence the records at Washington ean afford, to aid in coming to a
just conclnsion on the subject of reservations, we would gladly avail ourselves of, as a great effort will be made, by interested persons, to impose upon
the commissioners. vVe are, therefore, preparing at every point to meet the
e:x parte showings which will be urged upon our consideration.
We have, so far, postponed our decisions upon all claims for reservations,
with. a view of collecting all the information we can upon this important
branch of our dnty.
Any information on this subject, calculated to elucidate, will be acceptable
to the commissioners.
We are, very respectfully,
· Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,

Comrnissione1's.
C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

War Department.

CI'rY,
March 10. 1837.

WASHINGTON

SIR: By the accompanying letter from the Second Auditor: you will _perceive
that two items in my accounts under the Cherokee treaty have been disallowed; the one for the expenses of Major B. F. Currey to Washington as
an express, and the other for his services ns secretary pro tcm. to the commissioner at the council at Red Clay.
In explanation of the first, l have to state that I was authorized by the
commissioner to employ expresses, and th01t this was one of the most urgent
necessity. The Cherokees, influenced by Ross, in their October councilr
1835, refused to enter into a treaty in the nation, under the pretence of
going to Washington to make a treaty, and that after I had offered them the
most liberal terms of a treaty. I notified them that they would not be
received by the Government, and that the commissioner would meet the
Cherokee nation in council, at New Echota, the 20th December. It was
important that the Government should be informed of any proceedings,
and that I shon!d know whether they were thus far approved, and whether
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I should be sustained in the grounds I had taken. 1 sent, therefore, M
Currey with private despatches, of a .confidential natute, to the Sllt•N!l~u~~·
of War and the President, part of which was verbal, who returned
private communication, and verbal assurances that I would be su~•~,.~ . . •>~ '"~
and mu~t proceed, and which eventuated in a final treaty. The ex
of Major Currey were disallowed by the Auditor, because nothing of
nature appeared on the files of the office as stated by the commission~r,
and the reason of this is above explained.
'The second item disallowed is $100 for twenty days' service as secretary
to the commissioner. In explanation, I will state that the secretary of the
commission was not present; I could not do without one; MajOI Currey
performed the service, which was very arduous, as may be seen from the
correspondence, a service which I could not command as the agent of the
Government nnder those duties, and which I do not conceive is forbidden
by the act of 1834, June 30, section 10, which intended to provide against
cases that had occurred, as I am informed, where persons had received pay
as resident agent and removing agent at the same time.
You will greatly oblige me by a decision of this case, which I conside~:
a hard one that I should be held accountable for this amom'lt.
I am, with grea:t respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN.
To the Hon. B. F. BuTLER,
Secretary of JVar.

TREASURY 0EPAR'l'MJLN'l',

Second Auditor's Office, October 5, 1836.
SIR: You are charged on the books of this office with $300, being the
amotmt paid to Benjamin F. Currey by Lieutenant Batman, on your requisition, for expenses incurred in travelling from Red Clay council ground to.
Washington, and returning to the Cherokee agency; and for seventeen
days' services, as your secretary, at $5 per day. In relation to the travelling expenses, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs says that the records of
his office furnish no evidence of authority having been given to Major Currey to visit Washington at the time stated, nor of any authority having
been given to Mr. Schenuerhorn to pay hie;; expenses on that visit. And
in relation to the payment for services as secretary1 the law to provide for
the organization of the Department of Indian Affairs says that no person
shall "hold more than one office at the same time." Yon will please
deposite the above sum of $300 in the nearest bank of public deposite, to the
credit of the Treasurer of the United States, and transmit the cashier's certificate to this office.
l
respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
W. B. LEWIS.

am,

J. ·F.

ScHERMERHORK,

E8q.
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NEw

EcHoT~\, GEoRGIA,

March 13, 1837.
SIR: \Ve have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your lettm of the
20th ultimo, accompanied by a copy of your letter of the 9th January last,
tn General ·wool. Your views, as expressed in your letter to General
Wool, are precisely such as we understood to l1e the yiews of the President
of the United States and Secretary of War, from all the communications
heretofore made to us and General "\Vool, on the subjects to which they rekr. Our views coineide fully with your own. The personal relatious between General Wool and ourselves are harmonious, and we trust will continue to be so. Your letter to General Wool has' doubtless had the desired
effect; but we were not apprized of its contents until the reception of the
copy just received.
,
We are duly sensible of the importance of harmonious action among all
the agents and officers of the Government, engaged in the service of executing the Cherokee treaty. Therefore, we- have done, and shall continue to do, all that ought to he done by us to conciliate, so -far as such a
course may tend to promote the service in which we are engaged. By profession and practice we are men of peace, and nothing but a deep sense of
public duty will induce us to complain of others.
We disavow unkind feelings to any one ; but duty compels us to report
to the Government such f.1.cts as stand connected with the public interest.
Our official responsibility to the Government will necessarily compel us
to report facts, which, if not known, may impede a successful issue to our
labors.
The dnty, however, of complaining of others, you mat rest assured, is as
painful to us as it can be unpleasant to the Government at Washington.
W ft are, sir, with great respect,
Your obedient servants,
vVILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNBDY, '

Commissioners.

Hon. B. F. BuTLER,
Secretary of vVar ail interim..

WASHINGTON·, D. C., JVIarch 14, 1837.
Srn: I tnke great pleasure in transmitting to you the enclosed letter from
William Y. Hansel, Esq., of Georgia, who was one the attorneys and counof the Cherokee nation, aud who rendered me very e&ssential service in
bringing about the Cherokee treaty. He is just frorri New Echot~, and what
he states can be depended on as correct information. He has also stated to
me that several of the most influential of the Cherekees, who were here
with John Ross, last year, opposed to the treaty, are now well satisfied with
it, and are, already, on their way to Arkansas, and others are making their
arrangements to go soon. Among these were John 1\'lartin, treasurer of the
Cherokees, Daniel McCoy, Joseph Vann, Alexander McCoy. He also say.s
he was informed by Mr. McCoy, that Lewis Ross had come to the determination to remove, under the provisions of the treaty, and that Richard Taylor's fn.mily, who is now here with Ross, have actually removed. From all
~1
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the information I have received from the Cherokee country, and from
I know of their state, I have no doubt they will all remove without
rious difficulty, if they are only convinced that the United States are
mined to carry the treaty into effect. But if Ross can succeed in any
get the Government again to listen to any proposition from him, he will
ate as much difficulty among the people as may tend to answer his ends.
I have been informed that, as an ultimate resort, he intends to proposete
the Government to enter into negotiations to sell to the United States
Cherokee country west of Arkansas, and to remove, with the Cherokees,
California. I can easily imagine he will propose this or any scheme
gratify his stubborn obstinacy, and to defeat the views and plans of th~
Government, even to the ruin of this people. I know him and his coadjutors well, and if they are g-iven to understand that no propositions will be.
listened to from him any further, and that they must all prepare for temoval
by the time limited for that purpose by the treaty, and which will c rtainly
be carried into full effect, then they will, a~ last, go without much difLculty.
I am, with great respect,
Your obedient servant,
.T. F. SCHERMERHORN.
To the Hon. JoEL R. PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.
GADSBY's

HoTEL,

WASHINGTON,

March 13, 1837.
SIR: Believing that you feel a deep interest in the final execution of
the treaty, which you, as commissioner on behalf of the United States, negoti- ated with the Cherokees east, in December, 1835, and which was ratified in
May last, I take the liberty, while in this city, of communicating to you
such information as has recently come within my own knowledge on that subject. I left New Echota on the 22d ultimo, . and during a stay there of
several days, sought every means of obtaining information, and particularly
from several Cherokees of high standing, and on whom I could place the
most. implicit reliance, on this interesting subject. The commissioners on
the part of the United States, for carrying into execution the treuty, are arduously and laboriously engaged in the discharge of their multifarious
duties, and, so far as I could learn, discharging those duties to the almost entire satisfaction . of the Cherokees. A partial suspension of enrolments for immediate removals under the treaty had taken place, in
consequence of the absence of the disbursing agent, who had left to
obtain a further supply of funds, and who was expected to return in a
few days, with ample means to c.arry on the work vigorously. Of those
who had drawn their subsistence and clothing, there were three encamp·
ments formed: one at the Cherokee agency, one at Ross's, and oue at Gunter's landing, waiting only for a rise in the river te> take their departure for
their new homes in the west. The numbers expected to leave in this expedition were represented as ranging between 1,200 and 2,000. It was impracticable to ascertain their precise numbers, as every day added to their
increase.
It was reported to me by intelligent Cherokees that all those in tbe encampments \\Tere well satisfied with their treatment, and only impatient to
DEAR
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be on their journey to their new homes. 'rhey express a general satisfaction at the father! y treatment of the present superintendent of removals.
A few days before my arrival at New Echota, a meeting took place there
of the Cherokee men or voters, for the purpose of determining, by popular
vote, to whom the arrears of annuities under former treaties should be paid.
The decision of a large majority was in favor of the payment being made
to Mr. Lowry, the late second chief of the nation, for national purposes;
some 1,4.00 or 1,500 voting for the measure, and less than 100 against
it. With this decision all appeared to be satisfied ; many of those who
have availed thems~lves of the provisions of the late treaty, and who now
expre~s themsel ve:; well satisfied with it, voting with the majority. 'l"'"his
movement: I understood, before I reached New Ech0ta, had given alarm to
s~me of the whites in the country, as evincing a disposition or determina··
t10n on the part of the Cherokees not to accede to, or comply with, the
stipulations of the late trenty. On this subject, (the disposition of the · annuities,) you will remember the treaty is silent, ~nd also yon doubtless recollect the vote taken at Running Waters, in July, 1835, (as you were there
present,) on the same question, and decided by a vote of upwards of 2,200
to 124. That measnre at that time was not considered or construed into a
matter indicating hostilities on the part of the Cherokees, and neither should
the late movement, as just stated, and particularly when taken in connexion
with the information derived, both from the best informed Cherokees, and
\~hite men intimately acquainted with the Indians, their manners, cqstoms,
VIews, &c., and from such, my information has been derived.
T~e generally prevailin~ opinion is, that if the United States wil1 pmceed
steadtly, through her commissioners: in carrying out the stipulations of
the treaty, during the present year 1 (of which I cannot permit myself for a
moment to doubt,) that, by the ensuing November or December, nine-tenths
of the Cherokees east will be either at or ou their way to their country
west, without even threat, much less the employment of force to induce
them to remove. I do not form these conclusions npon vain, vague, or idle
speculations, but upon solid information, derived from .sources upon which
the utmost reliance may be placed. At the same time, I should deem it
prudent that the Government should keep in that country an adequate miiltary force, to insure safety as well to the white settlers as to the Cherokees
themselves; for, in the event of any troubles or hostile movements in that
country, the Cherokees will be in far more danger than the whites, and the
Government is bound, by treaty, to protect the lndians.
.
You are well acquainted with the Cherokees. They are unlike the most
of ~he tribes of Aborigines of this country: they ~re far advanced in civilization; have many men in all parts .of their country of information and
talents; and will not rush into a difficulty in which they know they must
he the sufferers, without first counting up the cost, or chances of success.
Any report, therefore, no matter from what sonrce, which could induce in
rou a belief that these people intend any hostile opposition to carrying out
the provisions of the treaty, according to the policy and views of the Government, and in good faith on their part, I view as idle speculation, and uot
warranted by existing facts.
I am: very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,

"\VM. Y. HANSELL.

Rev. J. F.

ScHERMERHORN.
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NATIONAL HoTEL,

Washington city, March 16, 1
SIR: I crave permission, on behalf of my associates and myself,
before you, in a concise manner, a subject, to us, of most vitalun
and one to wlnch 1 would most respectfully invite your earliest con
attention.
Several years since Messrs. William H . .Underwood, Samttel
and myself, were retained as counsel and attorneys at law for the
nation of Indians resi_ding east of the Mississippi river, and as
tinned to act for the nation and its people for several years in '"""""IUtlilll.'
during which period our professional labors were almost exclusively
fi11ed to the business of these people, and to their great benefit, in retai
them in the possession of their occupant claims in Georgia. For the palt1
ment of our fees, the Cherokee nation stood pledged to us. In 1835-~
we used all our influence with the Cherokees, and contributed our aid t&)
the agents of the Government, iu bringing about a treaty with these peopln1
the result of which would be greatly to their benefit. In doing this (whi~
accorded with our early opinions on the subject) we were assured by th
agents of the Government, that we should be paid for our services as cou~
sel for the Cherokees. In accordance with the understanding and agre&o
rnent between the Government agent arid ourselves, we have made out
and presented our accounts t0 the commissioners acting on the part of the.
United States, to carry into effect the provisions of the treaty with the
Cherokees, and for the examination and adjudication of claims arising
under the treaty.
rrhe commissioners distinctly say to us, that they conceive themselves.
restricted in the payment of claims arising under this part of the treaty to
the snm of $60,000, as set apart in the lOth articLe, which sum falls very
far short of the nmount of a multitude of -claims, of various descriptions,
properly coming under that article; the broad expressions of which are,.
that "the United State also agree and stipulate to pay the just debts and
claims against the Cherokee nation, held by the citizens of the same, and
also the just claims of citizens of the United States for servicP-s rendered to
the nation; and the sum of sixty thousand dollars is appropriated for this
purpose," &c.
With great deference to the opinion of the commissioners on this point,
we contend that they are mistaken in their construction of the treaty; that
under the 17th article, it is their province to examine and adjudicate on all
the claims arising utlder, or provided for in the several articles of the treaty,
and to grant a certificate of the amount dne the cluimants; and that the
payment of the amount is not restricted to any specific appropriation contained in the treaty, but should be paid out of the gro.:;s amount of the purchase money. If the restriction contained in the opinion of the comrnis.
sioners be adhered to: it will drive ns to the unjust alternation of either
suffering a total loss of our just claims, or accepting in lien of the full
amount of our admitted demands; an inconsiderable pro rata allowance, with
other claimants, of every description, on the same fund. For a course like
this, we find no provision in the treaty to authorize.
'
On the 22d ultimo, the commissioners assured my associates any myf'elf,
that they would hnmediately submit the question to the honorable Secretary
of "\Va'r, and the Attorney General of the United States, for their opinion
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and instructions; the communication of the commissioners on this subject,
I hope has been received.
It is with no ordinary degree of satisfaction, that I find now in this city
the reverend J. F. Schermerhorn, the late commissioner on the part of the
United States, who negotiated the treaty, and with whom, as the agent of
the Government, our understanding and agreement took plabe. To his
knowledge on every point connected with this matter, I would most respectfully, but earnestly, beg leave to refer the department.
I am, very respectfully,
·
' Your most obedient servant,

WILLIAM Y. HANSELL,
For self, and on behalf of Wm. H Underwood and S. Rockwell.

To the Ron.

SEcRETARY oF WAR.

WASHINGTON CITY,

March 16, 1837.
SIR: The undersigned, reprewntatives of the Cherokee nation cnst and
west of the Mississippi, t-eg leave herewith to lay before you their creden··
tials, and also to submit through your department the enclosed communication for the consideration of the President of the United States; trusting,
from the importance of the subject, that a reply embracing the decision of
the executive will be returned as soon as practicable.
With great respect,
We have the honor to be
Your most obedient servants.,.
JOHN ROSS,
R. TAYLOR,
JAMES BROvVN,
SAMUEL GUNTER, his x mark.
JOHN BENGE, his x mark.
GEORGE SANDERS, his x mark.
JOHN LOONEY. his x marie
AARON PRICE,' his x ma,r,k.
'VILLIAM DUTCH, his x mark.
'VILLIAM S. COODY.

Hon.

JoEL

R.

PoiN~ETT,

Secretary of TVar.

RED

CLAY CouNctL GRou:Nn,

C. N. E.,

September 28, 1836.
WHEREAs,

an instrument has been read and interpreted to us, purport~

ing to be a treaty made at New Echota, on the 29th day of Decemher1
1835, by the reverend John F. Schermerhorn, commissioner of the United
States, and the chiefs, headmen, and people of the Cherokee tribe of Indiansj
ratified by the Senate and approved by the President of the United States;
p.Jld whereas, by the provisions of this instrument; all the lands of tbe
Cherokees are ceded to the United States; the private improvements and
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possessions of individuals unjnstly alienated from their rightful
the rights of the Cherol(ees us freemen wrested from the guardi
their legitimate representatives, and the management of their affairs pi
in the hands of individuals wjthout responsibility, and under the
officers of the United States Government: And whereas, the mttKenl:t
said compact, who are represented as acting on the part of the vh~erolcee~~~~~
and who assume the style of ·chiefs and headmen, hold no such title or
desianation from the Cherokees, nor have they received authority from the
nati~n to form said instrument:
Resolved, therefore, by the chiefs, national committee and council, and
the people of the Cherokee nation in' general cou;ncil assernbled, That the
said instrument is null and void, and can never, in justice, be enforced
upon our nation. And we do hereby solemnly disclaim and utterly reject
said instrument, in its principles and all its provisions.
Resolved, That a respectful memorial to the Government of the United
States be prepared on behalf of the Cherokee people, praying that the sltid
instrument be set aside: as a fraud upon the Government of the United State~
and an act of oppression on the Cherokee people.
Resolved, That a delegation, consisting of John Ross, principal chie~
Richard Taylor: Samuel Gunter, George Sanders, Walter S. Adair, John
Benge, Stephen Foreman, and James Brown, be invested with full powers
to represent the Cherokee people before the Government of the United
States, and to enter into arrangements for the final adjustment of all their
existing difficul'ties : And be it further resolved, That thR said delegation
be: and they are hereby, instructed to confer with the Cherokees west of
the Mississippi, on the subject of their acting in concert with us, in our
efforts to procure the rescinding of said instrument; which in its provisions
is calculated to affect injuriously the interests and happiness of both parts
of the Cherokee family.
Resolved, That any irresponsible individuals, assuming to themselves
the power to act in the name of our nation, without the ~nthority of the
same first legitimately obtained, will be deemed guilty of infringing the
prerogatives of the Government, and violating the rights of the Cherokee
people, who will assuredly never sanction such usurpation, nor acquiesce
in the doings of such persons.
Resolved, That in the course we have adopted, in reference to the instrument in question, no departure from the most respectful and friendly feelings
towards the President, the Government, and the people of the United States,
is contemplated; but, on the contrary, our determination is, to maintain
and to cultivate those friendly relations which have long subsisted between
the Government and the people of the United States and our nation.
And be it further resolved by the committee and council aforesaid, with
the concurrence of the people of the Cherokee nation in general council
assembled, That, in compliance with a law of Congress, which directs
that Indian annuities shall be paia to the chiefs, or such persons as the
tribe shall appoint: the aforesaid delegation, consisting of John Ross, principal chief, Richard Taylor, Samuel Gunter, George Sanders, WalterS.
Adair, John Benge, Stephen Foreman, and James Brown, be, and they are
hereby, authorized, under the direction of John Martin, the treasurer of the
Cherol{ee nation, to apply to the Government of the United States, or to the
proper officers thereof, and to receive all sums of money due to said Chero-
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kce nation east of the Mississippi from the United States, and to receipt
for the same, for and on account of the said Cherokee nation.
Resolved, That the doin~s of the general council now assembled, render
the meeting of the national committee and council, on the second Monday
in October next, inexpedient. The said meeting is, therefore, hereby dispensed with.

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America :

MosT RESPECTFULLY, AND MOST HUMBLY SHOWETH:
That yonr memorialists, the chiefs, national committee and council, and
people of the Cherokee nation in general council assembled, solicit permission to approach your honorable bodies, under circumstances peculiar
in the history of nations ; circumstances of distress and anxiety beyond
our power to express. We earnestly bespeak your patience, therefore,
while we lay before you a brief epitome of our griefs.
It is well known that for a number of years past we have been harassed
by a series of vexations, which it is deemed unnecessary to recite in
detail, but the evidence of which our delegation will be prepared to furnish.
With a view to bringing our troubles to a close, a delegation was appointed
on the 23d of October, 1835, by the general council of the nation, clothed
with full powers to enter into arrangements with the Government of the
United States, for the final adjustment of all onr existing difficulties. The
delegation failing to effect an arrangement with the United States commissioner, then in the nation, proceeded, agreeably to their instructions in that
case, to Washington city, for the purpose of negotiating a treaty with the
authorities of the United States.
After the departure of the delegation, a contract was made by the Rev.
John F. Schermerhorn, and certain individual Cherokees, purporting to
be a "treaty, concluded at New Echota, ill the State of Georgia, on the 29th
day of December, 1835, by General William Carroll and John F. Scherhorn, commissioners on the part of the United States, and' the chiefs, headmen, and people of the Cherokee tribes of Indians."
A spurio1:1s delegation, in violation of a special injunction of the general
council of the nation, proceeded to vVashington city with this pretended
treaty, aud by false and fraudulent representations, supplanted in the favor
of the Government the legal and accredited delegation of the Cherokee
people, and obtained for this instrument, after making important alterations in its provisions, the recognition of the United States Government.
And now it is presented to us as a treaty, ratified by the Senate, and
approved by the President, and our acquiescence in its requirements demanded, under the sanction of the displeasure of the United States, and
the threat of summary compulsion: in case of refusal. It comes to us, not
through our legitimate authorities, the known and usual medium of communication between the Government of the United States and our nrrtion,
but through the agency of a complication of powers, civil and military.
By the stipulations of this instrument, we are despoiled of our private
possessions, the indefeasible property of individuals. We are stripped of
every attribute of freedom and eligibility for legal self-defence. Our property may be plundered before our eyes ; violence may be committed on
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our persons; even our lives ma.y be taken away, and there is
regard our complaints. We are denationalized; we are disfranch'
are deprived of membership in the human family! We have
land nor home, nor resting place that can be called our own.
is effected by the provisions of a compact which assumes the
the sacred appellation of treaty. We are overwhelmed ! Our
sickened, onr utterance is paralized, when we reflect on the corldttiott. '
which we are placed, by the audacious practices of unprincipled men,
have managed their stratagems. with so much dexterity as to impose
the Government of the United States, in the face of our earnest, solema,
and reiterated protestations.
The instrument in question is not the act of our nation; we are
parties to its covenants ; it has not received the sanction of our people.
The makers of it sustain no office nor appointment in our nation, undef
the designation of chiefs, headmen, or any other title, by which they hold.
-or could acquire, authority to assume the reins of Government, and
make bargain and sale of our rights, our possessions, and our cmnmon
country. And we are constrained solemnly to declare, that we cannot bot
contemplate the enforcement of the stipulations of this instrument on us1
against our consent, as an act of injustice and oppression, which, we art
well persuaded, can never knowingly be countenanced by the Government
and people of the United States; nor can we believe it to be the design ef
those honorable and high-minded individuals, who stand at the head of the
Government, to bind a whole nation, by the acts of a few unauthorized
individuals. And, therefore, we, the parties to be affected by the resul~
appeal with confidence to the justice, the magnanimity, the compassi~
of your honorable bodies, against the enforcement, on us, of the provisions
of a compact, in the formation of which we have ha.Q. no agency.
In truth, our cause is your own; it is the cause of liberty and of justice;
it is based upon your own principles, which we have learned from your·
selves; for we have gloried to count your Washington and yonr Jefferson
our great teachers; we have read their communications tom; with venera..
tion ; we have practised their precepts with success. And the result is
manifest. The wildness of the forest has given place to comfortable dwel..
lings and cultivated fields, stocked with the various domestic animal&
Mental culture, industrious habits, and domestic enjoyments, have succeeded
the rudeness of the savage state. We have learned your religion also.
We have read, your sacred books. Hundreds of our people have embraced their doctrines, practised the virtnes they teach, cherished the hopes
they awaken, and rejoiced in tha consolations which they afford. To the
spirit of your institutions, nnd your religion, which has been imbibed by
our community, is mainly to be ascribed · that patient endurance which
has characterized the conduct of our people, under the laceration of their
keenest woes. For assuredly, we are not ignorant of our condition; we
are not insensible to our sufferings. We feel them ! we groan under their
pressure ! And anticipation crowds onr breasts with sorrows yet to come.
We are, indeed, an afflicted people! Our spirits are subdued! Despair
bus well nigh seized upon our energies! But we speak to the representatives of a christian country; the friends of justice; the patrons of the
oppressed. And our hopes revive, and our prospects brighten, as we in.clnlge the thought. On your sentence, our fate is ~uspended; prosperity
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desolation depends on your word. To you, therefore, we look ! Before
august assembly we present ourselves, in the attitude of deprecation,
of entreaty. On your kindness, on your humanity, on your compas·
on your benevolence, we rest our hopes. 'ro you we address our re·
prayers. Spare our people! Spare the wreck of our prosperity!
our deserted homes become the monuments of our desolation! But
! We suppress the agonies which wring our hearts, when we
our wives, our children, and our venerable sires ! We restrain the
ll'ei:>Odl.ngos of anguish and distress, of misery and devastation and death,
must be the attendants on the execution of this ruinous compact.
conclusion, we commend to your confidence and favor, our well·beand trust-worthy brethren and fellow-citizens, John Ross: principal
Richard Taylor, Samuel Gunter, John Benge, George Sanders, Wal·
. Adair, Stephen Foreman, and James Brown, who are clothed with
powers to adjust all our existing difficulties by treaty arrangements
the United States, by which our destruction may be averted, impedito the advancement of our people removed, and our existence perpetua living monument, to testify to posterity the honor, the magnanimgenerosity of the United States.
your memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
John Ross, Principal Ch.ief
Geo. Lowry, Ass't Principal Chief.
Ed ward Gunter {
.
.
Lewis Ross,
' ) E.r:ecutwe Councd.
Rich'd. Taylor, Pres't Nat. Committe:!!
Samuel Gunter
'rhomas Foreman
George Still
James Hawkins
Nah-hoo-lah
John F. Baldridge
Old Fields
Hair Comb
Tou-noo-lo-ho-ski
James D. Walford
Joseph Vann
George Hicks
S. Foreman, Clerk of Committee.
Going Snake, Pres't Nat. Council.
Arch Campbell
Bark
Money Crier Campbell
Sleeping Rabbit
Young Glass
Choo-no-g-e
Soft Shell Turtle
Bean Stick
Walking Stick
John Vvatts
James Speers
'rn-quo
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White Path
John Otter Lifter
Choo-wa-look-ee
Charles, and 2,174 others.

To the Pre1ident of the United States:
SIR: The people constituting the Cherokee nation beg leave to
gratulate yon on your accession to the lofty and dignified situation
you have been called upon by yonr countrymen to fill. That this
may prove, under the blessing of Providence, equally beneficial to
over whom you now preside, as honorable to the individual, upon whom
valued a trust has been reposed, is our most earnest and sincere prayer.
Among those who have been placed under your protecting influences, may
we not be permitted to number ourselves, and may we not be allowed, after
the- manner of our fathers, to address the President of the Union, as their
guardian and their friend, as holding in his hands the equal scales of justice,
and the power to enforce his decisions?
It is in this character that the Cherokee nation venture to approach the
executive to ask for a hearing, that their claims be investigated, and that
such measure of justice be meted to them, as shall appear to be due. Beyond
this, they have nothing to ask, within these limits they will not iudnlge an
apprehension that they shall meet with a refusal.
The undersigned have been, in full council of the nation, appointed a
delegation to confer with the executive; they are clothed with powers to
open negotiations, and to adjust: upon the most liberal terms, all the subjects
in which the United States take an interest. Tbe Government has been
apprized, in part, of the insuperable objections to the acknowledgment; by
the nation: of the so called treaty, submitted to the Senate for its ratification
in 1836.
If you will listen to us, we will briefly refer to soJ.ne of them, nnd we beg
your excellency to understand us, in this matter, as speaking what we
believe to be the feeling and language of more than nine-tenths of our
nation.
The individuals who now address you as the representatives of the Cherokee nation, are, in a degree, the same who, under a similar authority, came
to the seat of Governm-ent during the latter part of the year 1835, for the
purpose of executing the same duties with which they are now char~ed.
The circumstanc.es which induced them thus to visit Washington, are- detailed in their memorial to the Senate, during its ther. session. Subsequent
to the annunciation of their plan of operations, an individual hastened on
in advance of them, and returned, with great rapidity, the bearer of communications expressive of the wish of the executive that we should abandon this idea, and negotiate in the nation itself. Apprehensive of some
misunderstanding on the subject, and finding it too late to institute a new
plan of operations, we proceeded on our jonrney, and reached the seat of
Government.
Onr reception was ldnd, and we were acknowledged to be entitled to tho
character which we claimed to possess. Our credentials were exhibited,
and in an official interview with the President we were informed by JJim
that whenever we should preseut any proposition for the consideration of
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the Government, through the War Department, it should be immediately
attended to.
While engaged in preparing our communications, in pursuance of this
proffer, we learn ell that intelligence had been received that a treaty had in
filet been entered into at New Echota. It was from this period that our
troubles began to assume a more positive character. To this instrnment,
subsequently received, and, after many most material changes in its substantial provisions, submitted to the Senate for its rati.ficittion, are we to attribute the distress under which our nation now labors, and the dangers
which impend over us.
.
The Cherokee nation ne-ver authorized the formation of this spurious
compact. They never conferred upon the individuals who signed it any
authority- to give it their assent. Ttwy have never recognised its validity,
and never can. 'I'hey have protested ag:tinst it, as a fraud upon themselves
~d upon the United States. 'I' hey have proffered themselves able to establi.sh all these allegations, by the most abundant proof: They ask of you,
llr, that these allegations be examined, fully and by impartial individuals,
enjoying your entire confidence. By the results of such an investigation,
hy your own judgment upon the fairness, the justice, the legality of this act,
aod the proceedings connected with it, they must necessarily abide. Will
the Government of the United States claim the right to enforce a contract
thus assailed by the other nominal party to it? Will they refuse to examine into charges of such grave import '] Will they act in matters so
Jmmentons, involving consequences so awful, without inquiry?
The
memorials we have so fondly cherished of the affectionate feelings, the
pure virtue, the justice which has been exhibited towards our people, by
Washington, by Jefferson, and others: your honored predecessors, the faith
of the Government so repeatedly and so solemnly plighted to our fathers
and ourselves, the sanctions of that holy religion which you have taught
ns, in which we have learned so to do unto others as we should wish them
to do unto us, all forbid us to apprehend that the United States will knowingly and deliberately wrong those who have aided them in their hour of
per!l, who have leaned upon their protecting arm, who have confided in
then friendship, who have trusted every thing to their honor and their
JUstice. On such an ·occasion as the presetJt, we shall not intrude upon
your valuable time by presenting in detail nll the circumstances upon
which the Cherokee nation rest their objections to the paper called the
treaty of New Echota. At the same time, we feel it a duty we owe to yon
as well as to ourselves, not to leave this nmtter resting upon generalities,
however strong, without some degree of specification.
I. We aver that the Cherokee nation never authorized its formation.
~ all negotiations with ourselves, and we believe every other Indian
natiOn, the Government of the United States have conducted them with
the regularly authorized agents of the other party. The internal arrangements of our nation, ·by which certain persons are clothed with powers to
represent and act for the whole, have been long !mown and constantly reeognised. No Government has ever claimed the right to pass by the regular
representatives of another people, to carry on negotiations with any who
may claim, without exhibiting full authority from those whom they profess
to represent, and whom they undertake to bind.
In this instance, those who were regularly invested with this anthority
ftre at Washington. 'rhe initiatory steps had been taken to commence

E l'lo J
negotiations. 'Vere the powers which had been given: nnd which Well
then in the act of being exercised, ever revoked or superseded? We hav
never heard of any such proceeding. All that we have heard und uH that
we have seen negatt\'es such an idea. The letter from Mr. Secretary C~
of January 16th, 1836, which announces to us that Mr. Schermerhorn ha
reported the formation of the treaty, is addressed to us in our official char~
ter. The letter of the 13th February apprizes us for the first time that th\J,
official character cannot be recognised. If the proceedings at New Echo~
were not in fact the authoritative proceedings of the nation, they must~
disregarded, as inadequate to operate a cancellation of our powers.
Admitting, however, for a moment that those proceedings were regular,
the parties who came on as delegates, under the council of Ne\\' Echota, on
the 6th February, 1836, address a letter to the Cherokee delegation now in
'Vashington city, in which they speak of "your constituents at home," and
in which they assure us that "in doing what the people have done at New
Echota, it was with no view to lay any obstacles in your way." In a subsequent passage they say: "We assure you of the heartfelt satisfaction that
it \\'ould give us: and certainly our constituents, if you have settled or can
settle our difficulties with the Government by a treaty. Still further, we are
instructed, in case that you have not already made or are able to make~·
better." And they conclude with a proffer of any assistance in their power
to those whom they address.
·
It would be difficult to gather from this communicalion the fact that
"our constituents" hnd revol~ed the powers which had been previouslx
given. The continuance of them is expressly recognised.
The letter of E. Herring, of February 13, 1836, which first informs us
that our official characte1; is denied, places such denial npon the ' singlq
g-round of our having come on to Washington after beino- notified by the
PTesident that a delegation would not be received in Washington. We
were, also, informed by the Secretary that Mr. Schermerhorn had contem.
plated bringing a delegation from the other Indians of the Cherokee uation,
but that he had instructed him not to bring on a single person. To us, not
very conversant with such matters, and to whom this species of difficulty
was equally unknown and unexpected, it wore the appear:mce of singularity, thut, notwith~tanding the prohibition to Mr. Schermerhorn, he did in
fact bring with him what purportt~d to be a delegation, that they were re·
ceived as such, and that, although Mr. Herring in his letter of the above
date appears to draw a distinction between their case and our own, that
they were sent on to effect a ratification and not to make a new treaty, yet,
when bv the absolute refusal of the President to recognise some of the most
prominent provisions in that instrument, and in raference to which tpe
council from which they recP.ived their author~ty had been so distinct in the
expression of their views, and in which the commissioner did not appear
to think he had trnnsceuded his powers, so that it became necessary in fac\
to muke, substantially, a new arrangement, these objections were all permit·
ted to sleep, so far as regards them. "Even in relation to those who held the
first authority, the ground was changed in the Vf'!ry same letter of Mr. Herring, who informed us that, provided we would sign the treaty ns it then
was, we also should he recognised. If, nnder all these circumstances, we
h:we been unable distinctly to understand tlJe views of the Government, or,
to reconcile all their proceedings with what. appeared to us to be their language,
the whole difficulty ought not to be attrihllted to any deficiency on our part.
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In point of fuct, however, the meeting at New Echota did not fully represent the Cherokee nation. Statements have been made from different
sources showing the number there present. The largest number, including
men, women, and children, Indians and negroes, does not exceed seven
hundred; while highly respectable witnesses positively aver that not more
than three hundred were assembled, and only seventy-nine approved of
what was done. In determining whether such ah instrument imposes on
the Cherokee nation the obligation of performing its stipulations, surely it
is important to understand by how many it w~s sanctioned, and by what
authority they undertook to bind others who were not professed parties.
The very manner in which these proceedings purport to be verified are
so singular to our eyes, so different from what has been customary on similar occasions, that this circumstance alone is calculated to awaken suspicion and to strengthen our statements.
Sustained, however, as we are, we unhesitatingly assert the fact that less
than one huudred individuals of the Cherokee nation, irregularly convened
and acting irregularly, ever sanctioned this instrument, so far as even to
assent to the appointment of the individuals by whom it was signed.
This we consider as not only unjust to us but equally so to the United
States. In the instructions given to the commissioners it is expressly stated
that, although there can be no objection to a free interchange of opinion
and a conditional arrangement on all disputed points between them and a
eommittee: fairly and publicly chosen, should the Cherokees think it proper
to commit the details: in the :first instance, to snch a committee, but the
flnal action upon the subject must be had by the people themselves, in open
council. "If there is any dispute as to the decision of the majority, an
actual census will be taken of the persons present, exhibiting their names,
and they will pass before the commissioners~ and state whether they are in
favor of or against the arrangement proposed ; and this ccnst~s, together
with the resnlt, wilJ be certified by the commissioners, and transmitted with
their other proceedings to the seat of Government." In a previous communication mnde by these same commissioners to one of the undersigned, as
Che Prirtcipal Cltief of the Cherokee nation: it was distinct} y asserted that
~;the commissioners, in their instructions, are required to obtain the consent
•f a majority of y()ur headmen and 'Wm·riors to a treaty to make it valid,
aDd for this purpose it is neceRsary to have an accurate census of the nation taken now." In the address of the President, on the 16th March,
l 35, to the nation, we were given to understand that with the nation at
large rested the power of ultimately acceding to or 110t the proposed terms.
It was the nnderstanding of this delegation and of the nation that this
eourse should be pursued ; and the very notice under which the council at
New Echota was convened called upon the individuals of the nation to act
~or themselves in the business, aud implied the right of the nation, colle?·
trvely, to assent to, or dissent from, the terms proposed. If, after all this
public aml mutual understanding, an in~trument, which originated in a
meeting where not one-twentieth part of the nation was convened, most
essentially varied after having been submitted to their inspection, and ultimately approved only by the small number who actually affixed their signatures to it, can be considered obligatory upon the whole Cherokee nat]on,
upon the same principles, another compact which we may choose to sign
with any treaty citizens of the United States, holding no public station,
anthoriz-3d by no national act, might: had we the power, be enforced against
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you to the extent of stripping every citizen of his home and of his
erty.
· II. Nor can there be any foundation for the belief that the Cl
nation have ever assented to the instrument in question, by any sn
act whiC!h could be considered as a ratification. The whole
been led to believe: from the official language addressed them, that wh
might be done by any of their agents, would not be held obligatory until·
had received the approbatiou of the nation. Not only has no such sancti
ever been obtained, but it has never been asked at their hnnds. So fac:
from this being the case, every means has been resorted to to stifle the ex
pression of public opinion among them. A large body of troops has beq
stationed in the Cherolree nation, prepared to put down any meeting c.on.
vened to delebrate upon the ~ubject. The Commanding General, whOS8'
high character is a guaranty that he is acting in obedience to precise in.
struction, in his generul order of November 3, 1836, has, in terms too plain
and significant to be misunderstood, apprized us of the consequences which
will follow any attempt to ascertain and concentrate the opinions of our
people. Several instances have already occurred in which arrests have.
heen made of individnals supposed to lJe inimical to the treaty, as it is called.
In short; the whole \veight and influence of the Government has been ex·
erted to aid the small faction which has usurped the l'ight to bind us, I()
alarm the timid, to overpower the resolute, to persuade the confiding, to
compel the weak among us to give their sanction to this instrtHilPnt, \Vitll
what success the Government of the United States has been apprized. We
hold in our hands a document showing that the great bulk of the people
has repudiated the measure ; that it denies it obligatory force ; that it refuses to ratify the act. Within a few week~, since the undersigned have
been at the seat of Government, at the special meeting of the nation held
at New ~~chota, convened by the agent, and held in the presence of the
Commanding General, when the question was presented for their decision
as to the disposition to be made of the money due the nation under former
treaties, it was found that but 97 votes could be procured in 1avor of the individuals who had assumed to act as the agents and representatives of the
nation, and of this small number no onP voted in the regular way and upon
the grom;d, while twelve hundred and sixty-nine gave their votes againsl
this party; such, as we are informed, was the result of the meeting on the
15th ultimo.
These are, we submit to your excellency, manifestations not to be misllnderstood, of the state of opinion and of feeling among us. We are aware
that efforts have bern made to injure us in the estimation of this Government; as individuals, our characters have been assailed, our motives misrepresented, our conduct and our acts distorted. )Ve eannot, however, but believe that among the many high-minded and honorable men who know us,
and who enjoy your confidence, some may be found who have done aud will
do us justke.
We do not arrogate to ourselves so high a standing in your estimation as to
authorize us to ask that you rely implicitly upon onr statements; but we
have deceived ourselves most egregiously if we have not presented to thecr.nsideration of the Government sufficient grounds to induce hesitation and inquiry. You have at your command hundreds of individuals to whom you may
confide the duty ofnwking the investigation which we solicit. Select such as
yon can implicitly believe; associate wilh them but a si11gle individual to be
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'nted by us to direct to the sources of information, and if we fail to estabthe truth of our allegations, we shall no longer ask you to delay exern~ your power in the enforcement of your rights. Should it, howrver 1
r from such investigation that this instrument has been made withauthority, that it meets with the almost unanimous reprobation of our nathat you have been deceived by false information, we cannot and we
not believe that under its co] or, and under the sanction of those princiof justice which impose an obligation faithfully to perform onr comand our promises, wf, should be forced to submit to its iniquitous pro. Sooner would we ask yon to make no investigation, institute no
ry. Satisfy yourselves, endeavor to satisfy mankind and your God,
all is right; assert the imperative duty of conforming to treaty stipula; stand upon the high ground of power; employ your strength and
to desperation, to exile, and to death, those whom you have called
children, and who have placed themselves under your protection. Our
is in your hands. May the God of truth tear away every dis~g-uise and
cealment from our case; may the God of jm:tice guide your determinaan~ the God of mercy stay the hand of our brother, uplifted for our
During the recent session of Congress the undersigned addressed a me·at to that honorable body. The late period of the session, and the
eng-agements which attend snch a period: precluded any definitive
npon it. It~ the Senate it was merely ordered to lie upon the table,
in the House of Representatives no opportunity occurred· to present it.
ensuing session, it will be again submitted, should it, contrary to all
hopeR, be then considered necessary. We have the honor of submitting
of that memori[ll to your excellency, and pray for that your most
consideration.
documents we have with us, and which have been seen by the
ioner of Indian Affairs and by the Secretary of War, show that
are now fully empowered, as we were in 1835, to negotiate upon all
with the United States. We are prepared at once to enter upon
negotiation; and we believe that all difficulties may be arranged to
mutual satisfaction of all parties. In conclusion, we prDy your excelto understand our propositions as being specifically either
'ro enter into a negotiation with the undersigned, in reference to
matter mutually interesting to the United States and to the Cherokee
rro have a full and impartial examination of all sources of informafor the pnrpose of ascertaining whether the Cherokee nation, in conwith its political institutions and forms long recognised by the Uniever authorized the execution of the instrument signed at New
and the additional articles signed at 'Vashington, or ever gave to
·r sanction and ratification ; or,
Th:tt the instrument in question be now submitted for approval or
to the full, free, and unbiassed choice of the Gherokee nation, in
council assembh~d.
We·have the honor to bG,
Sir, \'ery respectfully,
Your most obedient servants,
JOHN ROSS,
R.TAYLOR,
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JAMES BROWN,
SAMUEL GON'l'ER, his x mark.
JOHN BEl\GE, his x n;mk.
GEORGE SAl\DERS, his x mark.
Representatives of the Easttrn Cluroktt

WASHINGTON CITY,

JOHN LOONEY, his x mark.
AARON PRICE, his x mark.
"\VILLIAM DUTCH, his x mark.
W. S. COODY.
DelegatEs from tlte lVestcrn Cherokees.
March 16, 1837.

To the honorable the Senate and House of ReJJresentatives oj the
'
States i.n Congress assembled:
The memorial and petition of the undersigned, a delegation appointed
the Cherokee nation, in full council,
RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH :

That the Cherokee nation, deeply sensible of the evils under which they
are now laboring, and the still more frightful miseries which they have too
much reason to apprehend, ltave, in the most formal and solemn manner
known to them, assembled in general council, to deliberate upon their e •
isting relations with the Government of the United States, and to lay their
cnse, with respectful deference, before your honorable bodies.
Invested with full powers to conclude an arrangt~ment upon all the matters which interest them, we have arrived at the seat of Government, an~
in accordance with our usual forms of proceeding, notified the honorabl.,
the Secretary of War that we had reached tbis place, and, through him,
solicited an interview with the Executive.
This request has not yet been granted, nor has it to this day received al)
official answer; but we have reason to apprehend, from circumstance
which have reached us, that we shall be denied this application, and are
thus compelled, in the discharge of our dnty to our constituents, to submit
to your honorable bodies the memorial of which we are the bearers.
On former occasions we have, in much detail, laid before you the prominent facts of our case. We have reminded you of our long nnd intimate
connexion with the United States; of the scenes of peril and of difficulty
which we have shared in common ; of the friendship which had so long been
generously proffered and affectionately and gratefulJy accepted; of the aids
which were supplied us in promoting our advancement in the arts of civiljzed life; of the political principles which we had imbibed; of the religious
fa4~h we have been taught.
We have called your attention to the progress which, under yonr ans·p ices, we have made; of the improvements which have marl<ed our social
and individual states; our lands brought into cnltiYation, our natural resources developed, our farms, workshops, and factories, approximating in
character and value to thoEe o[ our brethren who~e example we hud diligently imitated.
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· .A smooth and beautiful prospect of future advancement was opened beus. Our people had abandoned the pursuits, the habits, and the tastes
savage; and had put on the vestments of civilization, of intelligence,
of a pure religion. The progress we hnd made furni:iihed us with the
assured hopes of continued improvement; nnd we indulged in the an. n that the time was not far distant when we should be recognised,
footing of equality, by the brethren from whom we had received all
we were now taught to prize.
'rhis promise of golden suushine is now overspread. Clouds and darkhave obscured its brilliancy. The winds are beginning to mutter their
l forebodings ; the tempest is gathering thick and heavy over our
and threatens to burst upon us with terrific energy and overwhelmruin.
this season of calamity, where can we turn with hope or confidence?
all former occasions of peril or of doubt, the Government of the United
spread over us ~ts broad and paternal shield. It invited us to seek
asylum and a protection under its mighty arm ; it assisted us with its
ragement and advice ; it soothed us with its consoling assurances;
'red us with hope, and gave us a feeling of confidence and security.
alas! this, our long-cherished friend, seems now to be alienated from
· our father, has raised his arm to inflict the hostile blow : this
so long our protection, is now exerted against us; and on the
scene of existence no human aid is left us. Unless you avert your
we are destroyed; unless your feelings of affection and compassion
oncr. more awakened towards your destitute and despairing children,
annihilation is complete.
is a natural inquiry among all who commisserate our situation, what
the causes which have led to this disastrous revolution, to this entire
of relations? By what agency have such results been accom?
have asked, and we reiterate the question} how have we offended?
us in what manner we have, however unwittingly, inflicted upon you
, you shall yourselves be the judges of the extent and manner of
sation. Show us the offence which has awakened your feelings of
against us, and we will submit to that measure of punishment
you shall tell us we have merited. We cannot bring to our recolanything we have done, or anything we have omitted, calcuto awaken your resentment against us.
we are told a treaty has been made, and all that is required at our
is to comply with its stipulations. Will the faithful historian, who
r record our lamentable fate, say: The Cherokee nation ext.~
a treaty, by which they freely and absolutely ceded the country in
they were born and educated, the property they had been indnstriarcumulating and improving, and, abandoning the high road by
they had been advancing from savageism, had precipitated theminto worse than their pristine degradation ? Will not the reader of
narrative require the most ample proof before he will credit such a
Will he not inquire, where was the kind and parental guardian
had heretofore aided the weal{, assisted the forlorn, instructed the igt, and elevated the depressed? Where· was the Government of the
States, with its vigilant care over the Indian, when such a bargain
made? How will he be surprised at hearing that the United States
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was a party to the transaction ; that the authority of that umrel'lll•
and the Representatives of that people, which had for years been
in leading the Cherokees from ignorance to light, from barbarism to
zation, from paganism to christianity, who ha<J taught them new
and new hopes, was the very party which was about to appropriate to
the fruits of the Indian's industry, the birth-places of his children,
graves of his ancestors?
If such a recital could Pommand credence, must it not ba ou the
that experience had shown the utter failure of all the efforts, and the
pointment of all the hopes ot the philanthropist and the christian 1
the natives of this favored ~pot of God's creation were incapable
provement, and unsnsceptible of education, and they, in wilful
spurning the blessings which had been proffered and urged u
.wonld pertinaciously prefer the degrndation from which it had been
to le1>1d them, and the barbarism from which it had been sought to
them?
How wi1l his astonishment be augmented when he learns that the
okee people, almost to a man, denied thQ existence and the obligation of
alleged compact ; that they proclaimed it to have been based in fraud
concocted in perfidy; that no authority was ever given to those who
dertook, in their names and on their behalf, to negotiate it; that it wns
pudiated, with unexampled unanimity, when it was brought to their
ledge ; that they denied that it conferred any rights or imposed any
tions !
Yet such must be the story which the faithful historian must record.
In the name of the whole Cherokee· nation, we protest against this unhal·
lowed and unauthorized and unacknowledged compact. We deny its
ing force. We recognise none of its stipulations. If, contrary to eve
principle of justice, it is to be enforced upon us, we shall at least. be free
from the disgrace of self-humiliation. We hold the solemn disavowal-its provisions by eighteen thousand of our people.
We, the regularly commissioned dele~atiorr of the Cherokee nation, ht
the face of .H€aven, and appealing to the Searcher of all hearts for the trnth
of our statements, ask yon to listen to our remonstrances. We implore yoa
to examine into the truth of our allegations. We refer you to yonr o
records, to your own agents, to men deservedly enjoying your esteem and
confidence, as our witnesses; and we proffer ourselves ready, if yon will direct the inquiry, to establish the trnth of what we aver. If we fail to substantiate our statements, overwhelm us with ignominy and disgrace; ca.•
us off from you forever. If, however, on the other hand, every allegation
we make shall be sustained by the most convincing and abundant proof,
need we make further or stronger appeals than the simple facts of the case
will themselves furnish, to secnre your friendship, your sympathy, nnd your
justice?
We will not and we cannot believe, after the long connexion that has
subsisted between us, after all that has been done, and all that has been
promised, that our whole nation will be forcibly ejected from their native
land, and from their social hearths, without the pretence of crime, without
charge, without evidence, without trial ; that we shall be exiled from all
that we hold dear, and venerable, and sacred, and driven into a remote, a
strange, and a sterile region, without even the imputation of guilt. 'Ve
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not believe that this will be done by our ancient allies, our friends, our
between this and the abrogation to the pretended treaty there is no
inm. Such an instrument, so obtained, so contaminated, ~an not cover
re~<~l nature of the acts which it is invoked to sanction. lf power is to be
, let it come unveiled. Vve shall but submit and die.
If, however, as our long experience has taught us to hope, we yet retain
hold upon your sympathies, any claims upon your justiee, if, entertaindoubts as to the truth of our statements, you will investigate before you
· and inquire before you decide such momentous questions, irrevoforever, we entreat delay until the supject shall be fully and fairly
. You will constitute the inquiring power; you will be the trito adjudicate upon the whole matter; you can at any time carry into
· your own decisions. Without the means of resistance, withou t
'tion in any way to injure you, we shall yield to what you shall
determine to be a just and righteous judgment.
the result of your investigations sustain our assertions, and yon
stay your hand already uplifted against us, we are clothed with
wers to make an arrangement of every subject of difference, and to
a treaty obligatory npon onr nation, and competent to secure the
of the United States all which their own sense of justice will lead
to require.
we not indulge the competent assurance that, as you can sustain no
by this delay, the present execution of the alleged treaty may at least
ded; thatt as investigation will tend only to elicit the whole truth
promptly and efficiently made; that, as a liberal justice has marked
urse with ns, nothing will be required of us which is uot thus
? If this be granted to us, the grateful prayers of a united and
nation will be daily presented before the throne of Divine mercyt
upon your heads the choicest blessings of Heaven, perpetuity upon
Institution~: and fWery happiness upon your people.
JNO. ROS~
R. 'I' AYLOR,
JAMES B~OWN,
SAMUEL GUNTER,
his x mark.
GEORGE SANDERS, his x mark.
JOHN BENGE,
his x mark.
Delegation from the Eastern Che'rokees.

CITY,

JOHN LOONEY,
his x mark_
AARON PRICE,
his x mark.
\VM. DUTCH,
his x mark.
,V, S. COODY.
Delega.tion from the TVesten& Cherokees.
Feb. 22, 1837.

BALTIMORE, March 16, 1837.
: I take the liberty to introduce to you Dr. Granville Sharp TownCecil county, Maryland, who is desirous of being employed ns
to the Indians emigrating to the west. Dr. Townsend is highly
as a physician and ·a gentleman, by those who have long had the
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pleasure of his acquaintance, and I have no hesitation in rec,omltneldl
him as worthy of your best consideration; and I hope it may be ia
power to make the appointment he desires to receive.
I am, with great respect,
Sir, your most obedient servan
ISAAC U.L~.I.--·-To the Bon. J. R. PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War, fVashiugton city.

BALTIMORE,

Jrlarch 16,

I beg permission to introduce to yon Dr. Granville S. 'l'o·wnsreDIIII
of this State, who will visit Washington in order to obtain the simaiU~IlhOJ
physician to the Indians ab9ut to be sent by the Government to
west. I have known the Doctor for several years, and very fa
reputation as a physician is excellent, and his character as a genrtlei!N~
good. Believing him to be well qnalified for the station he desues, I
the liberty of recommending him to your favorable consideration.
And am, sir,
With great respect,
Your o~edicnt servant, ·
U.S. HEATH.
SIR:

Hon.

SEcRETARY oF WAR,

Washington.

BALTI.l\IORE, ~larch

16, 1837.

Having understood that Dr. Granville S. Townsend is an appliCJl91
for the situation of a physician to the emigrating Indians, I beg leave to
add my testimonials to his character as a gentleman 1 and to his merit as 4
professional man. I am sure his appointment would be highly gratifying
to his numerous friends in this State, and particularly so to that portion ol
it which he has represented in our State Legislature.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully, &c.,
HUGH McELDERY.
The Hon. JoEL R. PoiNSETT,
SIR:

Secretary of l'Var.

"\'VASHINGTON, JYJarch 18, 1~37.
I have the honor of ackno\Yledging the receipt of your letter of this
date, apprizing me of my appointment as physician to the emigrating Cherokee Indians, and it affords me great pleasure to state that I accept the
honor thus conferred.
With the greatest respect,
1 am, your humble servant,

G. S. TOWNSEND.
To the Hon. C. A.

HARRIS.
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HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY C. N.,
}{ew Echota, Georgia, MC'rch 18, 1837.
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T

l.

~ D.

StR : I bad the hotwr to inform the Secretary of War that about five
hundred Cherokees have embarked on board of steamboats, and about two
hundred, perhaps three hundred, including slaves, have gone by land to
Arkansas. Very f~w, if any, besides these, will set out for the west before
next fall. I need not repeat at this time what I have so often mentioned in
my communications to the department, and more recently to the Generalin-Chief, that a large majority, if not all that remain of the Cherokees, are
opposed to the treaty, and averse to removing to the west. To induce them
to get ready and go quietly and peaceably, by the proper time,. efficient
measures must be adopted to convince them that they have no hope of remaining in this country after the 25th May, 1838. This I shall shortly
udertake.
'fhe commissi6ners have informed me that they intend to retire a few weeks
from their labors to visit their familes. During this period, I propose to make
atpur throngh the nation, and to convince the Cherokees, if practicable, of the
~ity o( preparing for emigration in the eourse of the next fall and
inter. I h~ve already had a talk with about 1,300, assembled at this
some weeks since, in order to dispose of some money due the nation
former treaties, when I informed them that they had but one summer
to plant corn in this country; after which, they would be required to
to their new homes, and if they did not get ready and go volunthe 25th May, 1838, they would then be compelled to go by
of the United States. I think my talk has produced a favorimpression; for I find many of th~ poor: who hnve never before asked
anything-, now coming and applying for blankets, ratio.ns, and shoes, &c.,
· understood that all those who receive such articles are to leave
next fall or winter.
the course of my tour, in order to induce them to come in and submit
to the terms of the treaty, I shall urge upon the poor, rations and
If any impression can be made upon the poorer classes, and they
uced to receive rations or clothing, our greatest difficulty will be
It is not from the intelligent or the rich that we have anything
On the contrary, all our troubles, difficulties, and dangers
1 :~n~rma.te with the ignorant and poorer classes. It is upon these that
k\Q~nl!nme- part of the nation operate. I am confident, however, from
have, in the course of the last ten days, presented themarticles of clothing, that n change has taken place in the minds
who, a few weeks since, were wholly opposed to the treaty.
circumstance, together with the scarcity of corn, in consequence of
large amount purchased by officers of the Government of those who
it in the nation, will cause a large number to apply for provisions in
of the spring and summer. 'rhe greater the number, the bettter
for removing them without trouble or difficulty. To be premeet the demand through the nation, 1 have drawn; agreeahly to
'ons of the 20th June last, a bill of e.xchangel in favor of Wil-
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liam Clark, cashier of the bank at Athens, for twenty· five thousand
wlJich I hope will be honored.
I am: very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brig. Gen. Cornm.au

To the Hon. B. F. BuTLER.
Secretary of War ad i;;terim..

CoMMISSIONERs' 0FFICJ<:,
New Ecltota, 1liarch 20, 183i.
SIR: We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
the 27th ultimo, in reply to our communication ot the 13th of the same
month.
It is only necessary for us to state, that your reply is entirely satisfactor.,
and if we have been under any misapprehension upon the subjects to wbic
we have adverted, we now stand corrected.
"Ve are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
WILSON .LUMPKIN,

JOHN KENNEDY,
Cornmissiow rs.
C. A.

Esq.,
War Department.

HARRis,

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY:

M'lrclt 20, 1837.
SIR: 1 have the honor to inform you that I have reached this place, on my
way to the Cherokee agency: having adopted this route at the recommenda·
tion of the Surgeon Ger.leral. But I have not, as yet, been able to ascertain
in what manner I shall be able to proceed, as there are no stages running
yet, and even if I were to go hence to Louisville and Nashville, the same
difficulty awaits me there. If by remaining here a few days, I shall be able
to go in a stage, I shall do so, rather than subject the Un!ted States to the
great expense of procuring a private conveyance. If, however, the latter
shall become necessary, I presume I shall be justified in so doing.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
JNO. C. REYNOLDS,
Disbursing Agent of the Che1·oke~1.

Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Uommissioner of Indian A.ffairs.
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of the sick in the first

detachment of emigrating Cherokees,
in 1837, front 2d to 22d March.
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ARKANSAs,

March 22, I 837.
: I have the honor to present to you the above report of the health
first detachment of emigrating Cherokees in 1837, from the time I
it ut Ross's landing, 'Tennessee.
·
ld take occasion to remark, that 1 have entered under the convenient
influenza, all those cases, which, from common cold, required medimore than~ sin!fle prescription, but without any local inflammation.
hcea, which is very extensive in the detachment, I have not entered
register, unless the cure from inflammation, &c., required particuattention.
cases remaiuing sick are: 2 of consumption, viz: Henry Clay (a
and Stone, and three of pleurisy; of thQ latter, I entertain sanguine
their speedy recovery. On the whole, l think the detachment has
been highly f.<tvored in regard to their health.
I have the honor to be,
'
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

C. LILLYBRIDGE,
Physician to the Cherokee Emigration.

c. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CoMMISSIONERS' OFFICE,

New .b'clwta, JV/arclt 23, 1837.
: We now have the honor to submit the following report and estias the nearest approach to accuracy which the data in our possef-

enable us to make.
the superintendence of the emigrating agent, five hundred Chero·
,.,.. .......~'"' .... on board of suitable boats at the agency, on or about the
for Arkansas.
Indians were well provided for, and left in good health and spirits.
company of the most wealthy and intelligent of the Cherol\:ee
availed themselves of that provision of the treaty which au-
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thorizes them to emigrate themselves and families; they set out a few
ngo for Arkansas, by land. We estimate the number in this company at
hundred souls. The wealth of this company will satisfactorily explain
cause of our having made such large advances, to so small a nu
persons. They are, too, persons of undoubted prudence and care,
no instance, within our knowledge, have they made an indiscreet use of
money which has been advanced. The adjudication of the business
affairs of these emigrants has received our first attention, which has
ns to .complete (as tiu as practicable) their business, with the exception
few cases of litigation. 'rhe affairs of these emigrants may, therefore,
·considered settled.
From the time which has elapsed since we first invited creditors to
sent their demands against the Cherokees, we presume that nearly all
just dem<Hids against the emigrating Cherokees have been presented and
adjndicated. The payment of individual debts, which have been allo"'ed
against the emigrating Cherokees, will be paid a few weeks hence. We can,
therefore, with an approach to accuracy, estimate the amount of funds,
which will be necessary to make the required payments under the treaty, tl)
those who have actually emigrated. We deem it indispensable: however,
to accuracy, that we should have prepared and forwarded to your depart·
ment, as well as to the proper agent west, accurate duplicates from onr reo
gister of payments, \vhich wm exhibit the true state and standing of each
emigrant's affairs and accounts, properly certified and signed by us.
We are apprized that the mode \vhich we suggested will give considerable additional labor to this office, lmt we deem it indispensable to the accomplishment of an object to which we continue to attach great importance1
viz: the speedy payment of the emigrating Cherokees after their arrival ill
their new homes. In the winding up of this business it
be onr duty
(and we have made our arrangements accordingly) to furnish complete
duplicates of our books to the 'Var Department and western agents, which
will exhibit at one view the credits and debits of each individual ; what
has Leen paid by us, and to whom; as well as the amount which remains
to be paid west, to each individual. Th~ money already disbursed under
our direction, has been to the following objects:
I st. 'I' he largest portion has been advanced to persons deemed capable of
emigrating themselves, a large portion of whom have already gone, and the
balance are now making preparations for going in the course of the present
year. This policy of making prudent advances to the wealthy and inte\li.
gent, has gone far to remove all opposition to the treaty, among this most influential class. The great body of the intelligent, who have been numbered
with the opponents of the treaty, have become recipients under the treaty,
and consequently their tone and temper in relation to that instrument have
been wholly changed.
2d. We have made advances ofone-halfoftheseveral dues to some forty
or fifty persons, who have determined to become citizens of the United
States, and the balance of their dues will have to be paid in a short time, according to the stipulations of the trea1y in reference to such persons. These
persons arc generally in good circumstaJJces, and consequently the payments to th em consume funds pretty fast.
ad. V{ e have adjudicated and paid a small amount of national debts.
4th. "VVe hnve paid for some of the missionnry establishments.

'"ill
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5th. The expenses of the Indian committee, and some portion of the ex.penses connected with our office have been paid.
The aggregate of all these advances amounts to about the sum of $300,000,
,which leaves a balance of the $400,000, subject to our order, now in
hand, and subject to our disbursement hereafter, of $100,000 only.
This sum, however, will every dollar be disbursed in a few weeks. It is
:applicable to the payment of $100:000 of individnal debts, which have
undf:\rgone our adjudication, and now stands charged to the respective indiTidnals against whom they have been allowed; moreover, we shall continue to make advances to such Cherokees as are capable of emigrating
themselves, and who are actually preparing to go, as well as to those who
may be allowed citizenship in the States.
Under the view of the subject herein presented, we would request that a
further sum be without delay placed within our control, say $400,000,
,by the middle of May next, at furthest, and we will continue to forward
you our estimates, as time and circumstances may require.
It would greatly add to the facility and convenience of all who are con-cerned in these disbursements, if the funds could be placed, by the order of
~he Treasury Department, in the Georgia Railroad Bank, located at Athens,
in the State of Georgia, and the Branch of the Planters' Bank of Tennessee,
located at Athens, ,.-rennessee. It is desirable that equal portions of the
.anms to be disbursed here should be placed in the above banks simultaneously. It is attended with great inconvenience to this service, to be un:der the necessity of drawing funds from Nashville, Tennessee, and Augusta,
Georgia, on account of the great distance.
We would suggest the expediency of $150,000 being ready in the
west, to meet the necessary payments therfl, as soon as onr abstracts, exhibiting the just dues to each emigrant, can reach the agents and officers west"'
charged with the duty of making payments.
The Indians are a tardy people to transact business with ; but we·still entertain the hope that the Cherokee treaty will be exflcuted without a resort
to those rigorous measures which have been found necessary elsewhere.
Agreat deal depends, however, upon the course of John Ross, after his re&urn from Washington. A short time now will develop his course. We
hall keep a close watch over his movements, and shape our measures ac~rdingly. We are moving on harmoniously here at present, and have coneluded to avail ourselves of the present calm, to take a short vacation from
our toils, and visit our families, and return to our labors, with but little loss.
«time.
'Ve are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,

Commissioners,
Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, War Department.

To C. A.

HARRis,

'VAsHINGToN, D. C., March 23, 1837.
SIR: Having been informed that the commissioners to settle the claims

Under the late Cherokee treaty of December, 1835, have some ditficulties. 1
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in reference to allowing the accounts, for professional services, of
William H. Underwood, Samuel Rockwell, and W. Y. Hansell, the
counsel of the Cherokee nation in Georgia, and also understanding
this matter has been referred, by the commissioners, to the h
Secretary of War for his decision, I feel it my duty to communicate
department the following facts in reference to their case, and my views
understanding of the lOth article of the treaty: by which the intention
to make provision for the payment of their just claims against the
kee nation:
In the winter of 1835, I was informed that William H. Underwood,
of Georgia, then in this city, with John Ross and his delegation of vn~~ro.l!~fle.··
Indians, was in favor of a treaty, and that he was endeavoring to bring
to accept the liberal overtures of the Government, and "that he actually
drew up, and obtained, the signatures of the delegation to the agreement tO
abide by the award of the Senate as to the price which the United States.
should allow them, in a treaty, for their lands, and which, indeed, was the
first step towards securing a treaty with the Cherokees. Subseqnentlyt
when Ross would not abide by his agreement, and refused to submit tht
details of a treaty on the basis of the $5,000,000 recommended by theSenate to be allowed for their lands, proposition£ for a treaty were agreei
.upon, upon this basis, with John Ridge and delegation from the Cherokee
people in favor of emigration: but which was to be submitted to the Chet()..
kee people for their assent and approbation. At this time, Mr. Underwoocl
signified that he was in favor of the proposed treaty, and offered his services
and influence to effect it, on condition that the payment of his claims, and
that of his associate counsel, Messrs. Rockwell and HanselJ, for professional
services, against the Cherokee nation, were provided for in the treaty. Mr.
Underwood was informed by the President that their just claims should
be paid under the treaty.
When I arrived in the Cherokee country: in the summer of 1835, as one
of the commissioners to treat with those Indians, I ·was informed by several
influential Cherokees, and by B. F. Currey, the agent for the Cherokees,
that it was all important to our success that the aid and influence of those
gentlemen should be secured. I soon after met with tbem, and they assured
me that they would render me every assistance in their power, if their claims.
for services against the Cherokee nation were secured to them by the treaty;
and Mr. Underwood stated: "You know that the President said this should
be done." I gave them those assurances ; but in order to prevent imposi·
tion upon the Indians, while we did justice to them, I required that they
should make out a regular bill of costs of all the suits in which they had
been engaged as counsel for the Cherokees ; and if no fees were fixed by
law to tax their bills of costs, that then they should be governed, in making
out their charges for the several suits, according to the usage and practice,
for similar services, in. their courts, and which must be duly certified to be
just and reasonable by some one of the judges and practising attorneys of their
courts. This was the agreement and understanding between me, as th~
commissioner of the United States, and these gentlemen ; and I must
say that they rendered me the most active and essential service; and if they
had not co-operated with me, and especially if we had had their influence
against us, we could not have succeeded in effecting a treaty. Two of these
gentlemen were also here in the winter of 1835 and 1836, and rendered

~~sential

service in secu1·ing the ratification of the treaty,
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It was my intention, in the lOth article of the treaty, to make pro\'ision
for the payment of the just cla·i ms of these gentlemen, although not named,
for professional services rendered the Cherokee nation, and to my mind the
language is sufficiently explicit :
Article 10. " The United States also agree and stipulate to pay the just
debts and claims against the Cherokee nation, held by citizens of the same,
(i.e. of the Cherokee nation,) "and also the just claims of citizens of the
United States, for services rendered to the nation, and the sum of $60,000
is appropriated for that purpose ; but no claims against individual persons
of the nation shall be allowed and paid by the nation."
In thd original propositions of the treaty drawn up at Washington, D.
C., 1835, the following language was used: " The United States also stipu·
late and agree to pay to the Cherokee counsel east sixty thousand dollars,
($60,000,)" &c. &c. rrhe intention of this was, as originally drawn, to
let the Indians settle their own business in their own way for claims against
them. But, in consequence of the agreement to pn.y these gentlemen their
just claims, the article was altered to what it is, und as it now stands.
But that it was not the intention of the article, as understood by us al
the time, to limit the whole amount of claims, above provided for, to be
liquidated for the gross sum of $60,000, if they actually exceeded this
sum, and, in such case, to make a pro-rata allowance for them to tlie several claimants, is evident from the next provision in this lOth article for spoliation claims against the United States: "'rhe sum of $300,000 is hereby
set apart to pay and liquidate the just claims of the Cherokees upon the
United States for spoliations of every kind." Here it was the intention to
limit the amount to be allowed for spoliation claims to $300,000, the
amount provided for this purpo~e by the 1st article of the treaty, and therefore the word ''liquidate" was used in reference to spoliation claims. But
in no other part of the treaty is there any language used, or an allusion
made, to any pro-rata allowance for any just claims, stipulated to be paid
and allowed by the treaty, against the Cherokee nation. But the fau construction of the treaty, as a whole, is that, as there were funds enough
belonging to the nation to pay all just claims against it, the spirit and
intention of the treaty, as a whole, was that they should be paid, whether
they amounted to $60,000 or more or less. This may also be inferred
from the 15th article: "lt is expressly understood and agreed, between the
parties to this treaty, that after deducting, &c. &c., the debts and claims npon
the Cherokee nation, &c. &c., provided for in the several articles of this
treaty, the balance, whatever it may be, shall be equally divided;" &c.
This pre-supposes no pro-rata allowance, but that all just claims shall be
paid, and the balance, whatever it may be, divided among the Cherokees
east, &c.
It was suggested by Mr. Underwood, after the treaty was drawn up and
about to be signed, that possibly the construction which has been suggested
)Jy the commissioners might be put upon the lOth article, providing for
&heir claims. To this I replied there could be no difficulty; because, if
60,000 was not enough to pay the just claims against the Cherokee nation,
the article did not stipulate that they should not exceeed that amount, and
that $60,000 must, at all events, liquidate them j and further, I replied, as
their charges were fur defending the Cherokees against the infractions of
former treaties with the United States, and against the spoliations and trespasses of the citizens of Georgia, they would be entitled to be paid out of
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the amount allowed bf the United States to the Cherokees for soolliati!MI
even should the whole $60,000 be consumed in the payment of
of the Cherokees upon their nation. And this representation of the
satisfied him. It appears to me, also, that since, by the 3d article of
supplement, the pre-emption rights and reservations, and all claims
the United States, have been commuted for a grcss sum, there is on
great fund provided by the treaty and belonging to the Cherokee n
out of which every provisiou, claim, and debt, provided for in the
must be satisfied.
I have also supposed that the duties of the commissioner, under the 1
article, 'was simply to ascertain and decide upon the amount due the several
claimants under this treaty, and certify to the same; and that upon this the
claimants were to be paid by the United States.
I wilt only add that to guard against claims to be brought against the Cherokee nation by our citizens, because they had been employed by any indi·
vidual person or chief to defend themselves in any country) or for any set·
vices rendered to them, the clause was inserted in the 1Oth article: "But
no claim.<r against individual persons of the nation shall be allBu:ed anti
paid by the nation." Messrs. Underwood, Rockwell, and Hansell were, as
far as I could learn, the only persons ever authorized and employed by the
committee and counsel of the Cherokee nation, as their counsel, to defend
the riO'hts of the Cherokee nation.
I h~ve taken the liberty to express my views and understanding of the
treaty and agreement with those gentlemen, in justice to them and myself;
and I have no doubt the faith of the Government, pledged through their
commissioner, will be preserved and fulfilled. All which is respectfully
submitted by
Your obedient servant,
J. F. SCHERMERHORN,
Late Comm'r under the Cherokee treaty.
To the Hon. C. A. HAn.Rn,
Commissioner• 9·c.

WASHINGTON CiTY, March 25, 1837.
SIR: The Commissioner of Indian Affairs has placed in the hands of
the Cherokee delegation an extract from a letter from himself to the hono.
rable W. Lumpkin nnd John Kennedy, Esq., dated January 6, 1837, upon
the subject of the annuities provided f(>r by the old treaties between the
United States and the Cherokee nation. In this letter the opinion ofyour
predecessor is given upon the subject, and it is stated to be that these annuities terminated on the I st August, 1836, when a sum of money was inves~ed in stocks for the benefit of the Indians.
Being under the impression that, in making the calculations upon the
basis of this opinion, an error has been committed, I respectfully ask
your attention to it, and I trust you will be perfectly satisfied that the view
which we have taken is the correct one.
'rhe annuities have always been estimated to fall due on the recurrence
of the dates of the treaty, though as the payments could not be made until
the appropriation bills . passed Congress, sometimes six months later, ths
mgney was not received until long after they had fallen due. 'rhus, it wilt
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be found that the appropriation act of 1836 was not designed to provide for
annuities which were to fall due the succeeding autumn, but for those
which had occurred in 1835.
The apportionment then of the money so appropriated up to the 1st August, 1836, is based upon this error in fact. The whole annuity of 1835
is unpaid, and wholly unaffected by the vie\_VS of the Secretary, as indicated
by the above letter.
If you will please to davote a few minutes to the examination and consideration of the subject, you cannot fail, I think, to arrive at this result;
and I hope you will be pleased to direct the payment of the whole of these
arrears.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JNO. RUSS,

In behalf of the Cherokee delegation east.
The Hon. l R. PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.

FoRT CoFFEE, March 28, 1837.
S1R: I have the honor to report to yon the arrival at this place of the

first detachment of emigrating Cherokees. They arrived in safety and good
~th, not a single death having occurred since their departure. They have
diSpersed in search of their places of residence, by direction of Captain Armstrong. The most of the emigrants have determined to settle in that part of
the Cherokee nation opposite to this post; a few of them have gone higher
up the river.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
PHIL. }UNIS, U. 'So A.,

Disbursing Agent Cherokee RemfNJgl.

C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affair~.

REPORT of the sick in the .first detachment of emigrating Cherokees,

while on their route westward, from March 2d, till the time of their
discharge, March 28th.
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STEAMBOAT REVENUE, ARKANSAS RIVER,

March 28,1837.
SIR: Above you have my report of the health of the first detachment
emigrating Cherokees, in 1837, up to the time of their discharge.
wiJl perceive we have been so fortunate as to accomplish the tour w·
losing any ; a circumstance very gratifying to all, but more particularly
myself. The cases left sick were all convalescent, except the two cases·
consumption, and they were in a far more comfortable condition than they
were at the time of my former report, on the 22d instant.
My journal will be forwarded as soon as I have time to copy it, which,
from ill health, I have not been able yet to ·do.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
C. LILLYBRIDGE,
Physician to the Cherokee Emigration.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

Journal of Occurrences,

~·c.

Had delivered to me at Tuscumbia, Alabama, on tl1e 14th of March, 1837,
a detachment of 466 emigrating Cherokee Indians, together with 5 Creeks;
embarked the detachment same day on steamboat Newark, with two sixtyton
keel-boats in tow; reached Little Rock on the evening of the 21st March, being
seven days from Tuscumbia, without the occurrence of any circumstance
worthy of notice, or cause of delay. On the evening of the 22d March, em.
barked the detachment on steamboat Revenue, with same keels in tow,
with some difficulties in ascending the Arkansas river ; passed the Cherokee line, at Fort Smith, on the evening of the 27th March; and two miles
above, (many of the Indians unwilling to go further,) boat landed; more
than two-thirds of the detachment disembarked, with a determination to
make their election from that point, as to what part of the country they
would settle in. rrhe residue of the detachment brought up the river,
and landed opposite Fort Coffee, according to their wishes. Reported the
arrival of the detachment to Captain Armstrong. Most of the detachment
commuted their subsistence before leaving their nation east. On the 28th
March, 1837,landed the lastofthedetachment, and ceased issuing provisions.
JOHN S. YOUNG,
Con. Jlgent. Cherokee Removal.
MARCH 29, 1837.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

March 29, 1837.
SIR : On the 28th of February last, I left this place with 205 Cherokees,
collected here for emigration. Called at Ross's landing and got 198, and at
Gunter's landing got about 60, making in all 466; put them on board of fiatboats, and accompanied them to the foot of Muscle shoals, in Alabama, about
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240 miles, where we arrived on the 8th instant, all in good health and
spirits. 'fhe number of this detachment falls about 300 short of what was
calculated on by all concerned in the execution of the treaty, owing, the
Indians say, to the absence of the disbursing agent, Doctor P. :Lviinis, who
~eft New Echota on the 6th February, for Augusta, Georgia, and did not
return until the 6th or 7th in:;;tant, which put it out of the power of many
¥Jf the Cherokees to remove, who were all ready but getting their money
io pay off their debts, &c. I was assured by many of the leading men in
the lower part of the nation, that at least 300 would be ready to go from
that part and meet me at Gunter's landing; I made my arrangements ac£Ordingly, and on my arrival there I found few over 60, calculating to a
on 7 or 800 being ready by the 1st of March to emigrate. On the
or 9th of February, I despatched Doctor Young, conducting agent, to
foot of the Muscle shoals, to make a contract with some steamboat
y, for the transporring that number to Fort Gibson, or as high up
Ar!mnsas as he could.
He succeeded in making a contract with the owners of the steamboat
warki to carry any number not exceeding 1,000 nor under 600; that the
J,ihE!rol~:ees and b9at should be at the landing at Tuscumbia, by the 8th
t; if either failed, they should pay the other $125 per day for every
they should be detained by such failure ; and on the 24th, Doctor
ng returned, and informed me of his contract. I set all hands to work,
in '30 days' rations for 700 Indians, put all on board on the 28th, and run
and night, and reached there on the evening of the 8th, and on the same
the boat reached, and on the 12th Doctor Minis reached, and on the 14th,
all on board of two large keels and the Newark, and they cut loose for
Rock. 'The steam-boat company took advantage of the contract, and
Doctor Minis agree to pay five days' damage, and give $13 per head
the number that went to Little Rock. 'fhis we were driven into, there
no other boats in when the contract was made. This determined
carry the balance by land. I returned immediately, and have sent
ts to different parts of the nation, to inform the Indians that I would
to take a detachment by land in May, and invite all to come in that are
· g to go. When these agents return, I will notify you of the prospect
a second detachment. ..You will find herewith enclosed the muster-roll of the first detachment;
believe about 500 Indians have gone by land, that moved themselves.
1 cannot now enclose you my quarterly abstract of provisions issued, as
the issuing agents went west with this detachment.
I am; very respectfully,
NATH. SMITH,
SuperintendeRt Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of hzdian Affairs.

FoRT CoFFEE, ARKANSAS:

Mm·ch 29, 1837.
InA part of them were

SIR: I have the honor to report to you the arrival of 466 Cherokee

within the limits of the Cherokee country west.
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landed, according to their wishes, two miles ahove Fort Smith, and the
mainder opposite this place.
The muster roll exhibiting a re-muster is herewith transmitted, by
it will appear that not a single change took place between the time of
barkation east, and the debarkation west; no death, birth, or e)
having occurred.
The detachment did not become my direct charge until after its
at Tuscumbia, Alabama, at which place the muster~ rolls were delivered
me by the· superintendent, he having taken charge of the detachment
that point himself. Before the departure of the detachment from the ea..~
ern Cherokee nation, the superintendent had purchased the quantityofp~
visions preilumed to be sufficient for the subsistence of the detachment~
tween the two countries. Out of these provisions issues were made under
the direction of the superintendent, up to the time the detachment was d~
livered to me at Tuscumbia, after which the superintendent did not think..
proper to charge me with any specific quantity of provisions, confiding to
me the residue on hand to be issned to the Indians, which l found to be
more than sufficient for the subsistence of the detachment on the way.
For the above reasons, I have declined, or at least deferred, returning to
your office the abstract of the issues made whilst the detachment was in
my charge, believing it to be my duty, and the only course I can pursue, to
account to the superintendent for the issues which were made by me.
In addition to the detachment of Cherokees, there were five Creeks trans.
ported and subsisted, as will appear by a roll herewith forwarded.
With proper respect,
I have the honor to be
Your obedient servant,

JNO. S. YOUNG,
Conducting Agent 1st Cher. Detachment.
Hon.

CAREY

A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

The facts upon which· the claims of my associates and myself are founded, are briefly these :
By provisions contained in the treaties between the United States an<l
the Cherokee nation of Indians previous to the treaty of 1835, the United
States solemnly guarantied to the Cherokee nation all their lands forever.
The United States were unable to make good this guaranty without resorting to measures which might have been attended with the most serious,
if not disastrous, consequences. Georgia, at an early period, asserted her
right not only to jurisdiction over, but to the actual possession, by her citizens, of all the land within her chartered limits. The assertion of this right
by Georgia had a tendency at once to impair the occupant rights of the Indians.
By an act of the Legislature of the State of Georgia, passed in December,
1829, the jurisdiction of the State courts was extended over the whole of
her territory, included in the occupation of the Cherokees; and on the 1st
.of June, 1830, the Jaws, cwstoms, and usages of the Cherokees were declared to be inoperative, null, and void within the limits of that State. In 1830,
the Legislature provided by further enactment for the survey and distribution
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all her territory then in the occupancy of the Cherokees. It was thus that
United States was placed in· the disagreeable position, e'ither to suffer
· of her repeated treaty stipulations with the Cherokees, or, on the·
hand, to come into direct collision with the declared rights of one of
States. The United States permitted Georgia to pursue unmolested:
course marked ot1t by her Legislature, both as regarded her jurisdiction
occupation of the soil, she giving to her citizens the fee simple in the·
soil the peaceable and quiet possession of which the Uuited States had·
.IUarant:wa to the Indians.
this state of things the Cherokee nation were obliged to employ conngo into the State courts of Georgia and the Supreme Court of the
States, to defend and prosecute the rights of the Cherokee people.
As early as the year 1830, Wm. H. Underwood, Esq., one of my associwas employed as counsel for the nation, and continued as such1 alone,
the early part of the year 1833. At this time the business of the Cherhatl so increased, in consequence of the attempted enforcement of the
of Georgia over their persons and property, that imperious necessity
the nation to seek for additional counsel to aid in the protection
rights before the judicial tribunals of the country; accordingly, Col.
Rockwell and myself, though residing at a remote distance from them,
sought for and employed by the authorities of the B~tion, as associated
Mr. Underwo:Jd, and retained in all cases on behalf of the nation and
kee people. The cases have been numerous, important, and la; our exertions unremitting and arduous, consuming nearly our
time, attended with heavy expenses in consequence of our remote
and no inconsiderable degree of personal danger and odium for
espoused the cause of these people. Our labors were crowned with
success in the courts of Georgia, by retaining these people in the use·
occupation of their farms and houses, until a late en~tment of the Legof Georgia prohibited the courts of that State from holding jurisdicin, or taking cognizance of, any case wherein a Cherokee was a party.
advice to the principal men of the nation was, that but one course refor the nation to pursue by which to relieve their people from opand that was, to treat with the Government for all their country
of the Mississippi, and to go to the country west of the Arkansas, s6
as they could do so on reasonable terms. And in order to impress on
more strongly the necessity of pursuing this course, and to convince
of the dangers of delay on this important subject, one of our associates,.
Underwood, repaired to this city in January, 1835, for the purpose of
our influence in bringing about a treaty, and succeeded so far as to
the delegation to give their consent to a submission to abide by the
of the Senate of the United States, as to the amount which they
receive for their lands and possessions, and which formed the basis
treaty of December, 1835. It was at this time (January, L835) that
President of the United States assured Mr. Underwood that the just
of himself and his associates should be provided for, and they paid
their services as Cherokee counsel. Similar assurances were subsely made by the commissioner who negotiated the treaty, and on
we placed the utmost implicit reliance, as we viewed it in the light
contract and agreement between the accredited agent of the Governacting under authority and instructions, and ourselves: having for its
a valuable consideration. Op this part of the subject, as well as others,..
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I would beg permission to refer to the statements of the reverend Mr.
merhorn, who has politely promised to furnish his views \Vith accorn~mQ
facts on this subject in writing.
I must crave pardon for this cursory statement of facts: and hope
tain it, when it will be seen that without a view of our true position
matter, that some difficulty might attend a correct understanding
question on which, with due deference to the opinions of the
commissioners, we feel ourselves in justice compelled to interpose a
The question, as understood between the commissioners and
in their conversations with us, they appeared to consider as confined
pally to a proper construction of a part or clause of the lOth article, in
·w ords: "The United States also agree and stipulate to pay the just
and claims against the Cherokee nation, held by citizens of the same,
also, the just claims of citizens of the United States for services
to the nation, and the sum of sixty thousand dollars is appropriated fo.r
purpose," &c.
This clause covers two distinct descriptions of claims: the first
l' just debts and claims against the nation held by citizens of the
(meaning citizens of the Cherokee nation ;) ·and, second! y, "the just
of citizens of the United States for services rendered to the nation."
the second class our claims most evidently come.
The commissioners say to us that they find no other fund out of
to pay the claims of both classes contained in this clause than the ljj)V''-'•V'JW' .
and the only practicable mode for them to adopt, will be to examine
credit all the various claims arising under this clause, and direct a pro rae.
division of that fund between all the claimants.
It will be readily seen that the first class of claims in this clause is d'
tinctiy subdivided into two descriptions, first: "just debts," and, secondly
" claims" against the Cherokee nation held by her own citizens. This .6•
class in this subdivision "debts" would rest on bond, note, bill, or othee
ascertained written security. Suppose for a moment (and the suppositi~
is not unreasonable) that these a.scertained debts should amount in the ag
gregate to the sum of $60,000, would it rest with the commissioners to say1
we will compel you to accept a pro 1·ata in common with all other claillh
ants on open accounts, or on refusal to receive this proportion in satisf~
tion of your entire debt, you may go unpaid? A course like this would n«>'
only be deemed unreasonable but also unjust, and we do not permit our·
selves for a moment to doubt either the correctness of intention, or the de..
sire of the commissioners to do impartial justice to all concerned.
It was not in the power of the parties who negotiated the treaty, at that
day, to ascertain or know what pre~ise sum would be sufficient to pay
the "just claims of the citizens of the United States, for services rendered
the nation." These services were not all then performed, but were performing and progressively increasing. The rapid influx of the white popula..
tion into the nation brought with it a concomitant portion of cupidity and
avarice, and various means were resorted to by the whites not only to oust
the Indian from the possession of his house and farm, but also to strip him
of his personal property, by a multitude of devices, and but too often to
violate even the safety of his person. A continuons course of this kind
served to multiply the number of suits in the courts to which Indians were
,parties. On these cases, as well as all others not then disposed of, it was our
bounden duty, as the counsel of the nation, to bestow our professional set·
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without being permitted to make any charge or receive any remuon from any individual of the nation. Thus, our "just claims for
ces rendered to the nation" were continually increasing with time and
-~rvi,~P, consequently the amount could not be ascertained until the labor
ished. We had not agreed, at the time of our employment by the
. .nth.ull~~~·~Q of the nation, or at any other time, on any stipulated or certain
for our services, but that we were to be liberally paid for the services
might perform.
We believe that the mere circumstance of setting .apart a sum which may
to be inadequate to meet all those" just claims," cannot impair our
as third persons, and not parties to the instrument, or extinguish the
-'!O.'"'"'.v·u on the part of the United States to comply with her treaty stipu·
entered into with our debtor, and especially where an ample unaptmnr~.n,rort. fund remains in the possession of one of the contracting pardischarge the debt of the other to a third person, in terms of the
.rr~·P.m.,onr .

this belief we are sure1y sustained most strongly by the words, intent,
ing of the 15th article (or, as we would term it, the summing up
of the same instrument; whereby "it is e:1·pressly understood and
between the parties to, this treaty, that, after deducting the amount
shall be actually expended for the payment of improvements, ferries,
for spoliations, removals, subsistence, and debts, and claims upon
Cherokee nation, &c.: provided for in the several articles of this treaty,
balance, whatever the same may be, shall be equally divided," &c.
is a clear, plain, and direct recognition of the iniention of the contractparties, that all these variety of debts and claims shall be paid before
final distribution of the balance be made JJer capita.
· construction is again most strongly sustained by a reference to the
article, which declares the duties of the commissioners to carry into
this treaty; which says, ''all the claims arising under, or provided
the several articles of this treaty, shall be examined and adjudicated
by such commissioners as shall be nppointed by the President of
States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate of the
States, for that. purpose, and their decision shall be final; and on
certificate of the amount due the several claimants, they shall be paid
United States." Here again is a direct recognition of the agreeand stipulation on the part of the United States, that the just claims
the nation shall be paid by the United States. We acknowledge
ves at a loss to conceive from whence it is that the honorable comers derive the power of designating or prescribing the particular
t of which claims of a particular description shall be paid. We
·
(and that belief has not been changed) that these gentlemen
have discharged their duty, in accordance with a fair and liberal
itSlructi'o1n of the treaty, by a scrutinizing- examination of, and a just
ion on, our claims; to admit or reject the several ilems composamount of those claims, and to make a final decision on them acto their merits, and the evidence adduced by which they are sus' and to grant their certificate of the amouut due; and that here
arduous duties would close on these matters. The certificates, we
, would be sufficient vouchers to a disbursing agent of the Governto warrant him in their payment.
justice to this subject, we should not omit a reference to the provis-
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ions of the 3d supplP-mental article, which " allows the additional
six hundred thousand dollars, to include the expense of their
all clai·ms, of every nature and description, against the Uovet·nm~em:~
United States not herein otherwise e:t·pressly provided for,'' &e. "
surplu:s which may remain after removal and payment of the
ascertained, shall be," &c. It surely cannot be seriously contended
a just claim has been expressly prot'ided for, by setting apart o.
itself entirely insufficient to cover the amount of the claim; and
would seem, has been the course of reasoning adopted by the
commissioners, in arriving at their recent conclusion. If the ""'"'-'nn• ..
be exhausted by payments to others, are we then to go u
or
to be done '1 Or are we to give an unwilling and unjust consent to
an inconsiderable pro rata portion of this fund, with all other
at the rate of perhaps twenty or thirty cents in the dollar, and
accounts in full? To sustain a course like this, we find no stlt)Ub!LUGI
the treaty. We are of opinion, that if the $60,000 be not sut1Ic1e1nt
charge all the debts and claims, as recognised in the clause of the
ticle of the treaty, before referred to, that the measure of justice
that those debts and claims be paid out of the gerteral fund; and~ in
ing to this conclusion, we do not apprehend that any violence is done
fair and impartial construction of the treaty in its various parts.
No one, we presume, will question the right which the Cherokee
had, as a nation, to employ counsel, and contract to pay them when
ability, as a nation, would allow ; and it would be still more difficn
reconcile the idea with the measure of justice, that they should make
vision, in their bargain with the United States, that, out of the
money for their country, these services should be paid for by the
and as is agreed and stipulated shall be done, and then the United
turn round and say, we will discharge this obligation by a cornmuta'tlOIIIIt
twenty cents in the dollar, and this, too, after a contract and a2I'eernentJtl
the part of the United States, by her accredited agents, that
should be provided for and paid in good faith, there being a valuable
sideration moving, on the part of the claimants.
We conceive that, should all other grounds, by possibility, be
against us, (which we do not apprehend,) that our claims would
covered by the provisions made for the payment of spoliation
to support this position, it requires by no means a strained con
We have only to suppose that the Cherokee nation had the ability, and
actually Pil-id ns our fees for professional services, rendered the nation
its people in sustaining and keeping them in possession of their
houses, &c., for years ; in defending their persons and property from
ful confinement and seizure; and in prosecuting and defending their
and clairrjs m1der former treaties and the laws of the United States.
the 7th article of the trerity of the 2d July, 1791, cc the United States
e!lnnly guaranty to the Cherokee nation all their lands not hereby
and by the 6th article of the treaty of the 2d October, 1798, the
States "continue the guaranty to the remainder of their country, for
&c. This guaranty was continued through subsequent treaties,
isted even up to the time of making the late treaty of 1835. 'fhe
States suffered this guaranty to become dormant and inoperative,
as the act of Congress of 1802. Georgia asserted her rights to the
thus guarantied to the Indians. The assertioR and attempted enforcement
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this right impaired the occupant ri&hts of the Indians. This drove the
into the courts, to sustain those rights guarantied to them by the
States in the several treaties. Then, tbe Cherokee hation have
done what the United States were bmind, bnt failed to do; and for the
-~per1ses thus incurred by the Cherokee nation, the United States, in good
•mscaetltce, would have been bound to respond to her, for spoliations thus
had the nation paid those claims. Upon what principle is
that the spoliation claims are recognised and settled, if it be not
the inability of the United States to comply with their previous stipula·
'! It would seem to us, that this is the only ground upon which the
t to claim for spoliations is based. Then, as.the Cherokee nation has
had the ability to pay onr claims for services, the position is only changed,
with that is changed the responsibility of the United States.
is with unfeigned regret that 1 have been compelled to trespass thus
your valuable time; but a sense of justice to my associates and my·
demands that we should not silently sit by and see the reward of our
for many years pass from ur. without making some effort, however
and hasty, to arrest that which to us will prove an act of injufltice,
""""''""'._..·.. ·~ oppressive; and one, as we believe, not warranted by a
construction of the treaty.
early as your convenience will permit, I should be very thankful for
result of this matter.
I am, most respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WM. Y. HANSELL,
self, and on behalf of W. Fl. Underwood and Samuel Rockwell.
To the Hon. CoMMIS1SIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRs,
&;l~ef()ket~s

Washington.

N. c.,
April I, 1837.

CAMP HUNTINGTON,

: I have the honor herewith to apply for the situation of attending
to the Cherokees, who are about to emigrate to the west of the
· As it may be considered necessary, by the department, that
IOU&""...... ., as to character and professional standing should be given by
for this situation, I would respectfully refer to Honorable A. Ward,
tative from New York, to General N. Towson, United States army,
was.nme.-ton city, aad to the professors of the University of Maryland, in
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
CHARLES E. ISAACS,

Assistant Surgeon E. T. volunteers.
the Ron.

SECRETARY

oF

WAR.

S.-The term of service of the East Tennessee volunteers expires in

next.
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HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY oF THE C. N.,

New Echota, Georgia, .April 3,
SIR: In my letter of the 18th ultimo to the Secretary of War ad
I remarked that I had drawn a bill of exchange on the department,
of William Clark, cashier of the Athens Bank, Tennessee. I
inform the Secretary of War that I drew the bill in favor of
Lyon, instead of William Clark.
Since my communication of the 31st, it is currently reported
runners have passed through the Cherokee nation giving information
John Ross had had an interview with the "new President," and
was encouraged with the hope that he would be able to obtain a
tion of the late treaty, at least so far as to obtain another year for the
okees to remain in this country, and another million of dollars.:' I
contradicted this rumor; still, it has had the effect to revive the hopes of
of the Cherokees, and to change their views and feelings in regard to
gration next fall and winter. A line from you on the subject, at the
time expressing the determination of the President with regard to the
tion of the treaty, will no doubt have a favorable effect on the
and especially in regard to emigration.
I have the honor to be,
With considerations of the highest respect,
Your most obedient servant,
JOHN E. WOOL,

Brig. Gen. Commanding.
To the Hon. JoEL R. PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.
NoTE.-Please to direct to Athens, Tennessee.

FoRT CoFFEE, April 7, 1837.
SIR : About the 1st instant, I received informati~n at Fort Gibson,
Colonel Armstrong, superintendent, that the party of Cherokees conlttW=ted
by Dr. J. S. Young had arrived. It seems they reached Fort Coffee
27th or 2Rth March, and were immediately discharged and disbanded;
conductor and other agents dispersed also. I saw none of them. I·
ately repaired to this place, in order to remnster and take charge of
Agents as well as Indians were gone, with the exeception a few families
were waiting for means of conve¥ance. It is a source ot regret to me
I was thus prevented from mustenng the party agreeably to regulations,
from obtaining any information from the officers in ch rge-I.ntorllll:LtlQA~
which would have been of much service to me.
I was not informed up to what time they had been subsisted, and sonw
surplus provisions, instead of being issued to the party before they dispersed,.
were left with Colonel Armstrong, to be thrown upon my hands, eithertospoil
or be sold, for the few families remaining here refused to receive it, and told
me that all of the party who had not received their commuted allowance
the year's subsistence east of Mississippi, had received from the Uovernm·;;~l l
~ents a promise that they should be paid in cash on their arrival west.
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this, most of those entitled to receive were already scattered to a
great distance.
Notwithstanding the language of the treaty confines those emigrants who
transported at the expense of Government to receiving provisions in
(and unfortunately gives to the provident the privilege of taking either,)
two-thirds of the party, agreeably to a roll handed me by Colonel
• J~rmstnmg-, were paid both the commuted allowance for transportation and
•-~iUDSISLEmce east of the Mississippi, in violation of the plan for removal
h you informed me you had instructed the sltperintendent east of the
Mississippi to govern himself by.
I think this course an unfortunatP. one, as it leaves it optional with such,.
after receiving their dues, to emigrate or not, and some of them I am told
already destitute, in a strange country, without means of subsistence.
Although I was thus prevented from remustering t~e party,_ I have sought
those who, agreeably to the roll, have not yet received then year's subsiscommnted, and I shall muster all others of those who did not receive
ted allowance east of the Mississippi.
roll, which is now my only data to guide me, seems inaccurate. Colonel
g, Captain Stuart, Doctor Minis, and others, as well as the emi·
themselves, have assured me that the few families who had notrethe commuted allowance for the year's subsistence east of the Mis. would be much dissatisfied, if restricted to receiving provisions only.
refuse to receive, although I urged those who remained at Fort
to take.
have consulted with Colonel Armstrong and Captain Stuart, who
that it is best for me to pay them the commuted allowance for their
subsistence, which they are clamorous to receive, and they sanction
course I have taken. Colonel Armstrong also informs me that this is
opinion of Dr. Young.
Under these circumstances, I have received of Dr. Minis $7,000, and
after every precaution, inquiry, and ad vice, paid the allowance to such
as I judged would make a prudent use of it.
instructions to the superintendent east, require him to forward to
in detail, of all who emigrate, yet numbers continue to arrive by
inform me that they have not received the allowances for transand subsistence. But as they bring no certificates of identity, and
have received no roll of them, I cannot settle with them. Among
are Thomas B. W a tie and Sto-in, &c.
.
Cade says he never received his commuted allowance for year's
; that it was paid east of Mississippi to Calvin Wolf, who refuses
it over to him. Samuel McCammons, junior, says his father rethe commu~ed allowa':lce for year's subsistence e_as~ of Mississippi,
ses to tnrn1t over to htm. Several others make s1m1lar complaints.
be glad to receive such rolls and information from the east of the
· as may enable me to give satisfaction, and to act understandingly.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
J. VAN HORNE,
IRJ:K!:siue:s

A. HARRis, Esq. 1
Uommission~r

of Indian Affait•s,

Lieut. U. S. A. Dis. Agent..
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CALHOUN, TENNESSBF,

AprilS,

SIR: I have the honor to inform you that, in obedience to your
have proceeded to thi~ place. On my arrival here, I received your
the 13th of March, directed to Nashville and forwarded thence to this
Inconsequence of the chain of travelling being so interrupted in this
I have been a few days later in reaching this point than I anticipated.
instructions or forms have as yet reached this place for me, though I
sume that they are on their wtty.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
JNO. C. REYNOLDS,

Assistant Surgeon, Dis. Agent Cher. Rem.
l-Ion. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs..

I

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

AprilS, 1837..

In February last, I consulted the commissioners, Messrs. Lumpkif
and Kennedy, on the propriety of laying in a supply of provisions for
Cherokees that may get ready to migrate thi_s fall, who advised me to lay in
a plentiful supply, (say 300,~00_lbs. bacon, w1th flour and c?rn in proportion.)
I invited proposals for furmsh1pg 200,000 lbs. bacon, whiCh was agreed
be furnished at a fraction under 12 cents per pound, and is now coming i&.
1 am having it packed down in salt. The corn and flour I haTe not hrif
purchased, but will as soon as I get the bacon secured. We believe, from
the best information that we can get, that from 6 to 8,000 will migrate
early next _fall. Many of the leading R~ss me~ have _told me that ther
would wmt no longer on Mr. Ross; that 1f he d1d nothmg for the nation:
this last winter, that they would be off as early next fall as they could gee
ready. Mr Ross may be looked for at home shortly, and when he
and lets them know that he has done nothing to alter the treaty, we
expect. crowded times. There is a great scarcity of provisions among the
Cherokees, and many of them will have to be fed through the summer. 1
am very much in hopes to be able to get off 6,000 at least, in the month of
September next.
1 am unable at present to make a correct estimate of the amount of fundS
necessary to pay for those provisions, &c., but would respectfully·~
the propriety of placing in the bank at Athens, Tennessee, fifty thousand
dollars, subject to the draft of Captain Bennett or Captain Simonton, ·
bursino- ao-ents, to be paid out for subsistence of Cherokees, commutatioa:
.()f tra~s~rtation, pay of agents and teamsters for collecting Cherokees.
I am, very respectfully,
SIR :

mar

NA TH. SMITH,
Cherokee Removal.

Superint~nclent

Hon. C ....\.HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian

Affairs~

SJS
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HEAD QUARTERS, ARMY

c. N.,

New Echota, AprilS, 1837.
. . Sm: Herewith is transmitted my account current, with vouchers, return, abstract, and rolls, for the first quarter of 1837.
The number on rolls approved by the commissioners are intended as
references to the vouchers, and receipts for the amount paid.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN E. WOOL,
B1·ig. Gen. Commanding.

To C. A.

Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

HARRis,

FoRT CoFFEE, CaocTAW NATION,

April 8, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you of my return to this place from

Gibson, where 1 had been to see Lieutenant Van Horne, disbursing
for the Cherokees west of the Mississippi, respecting the disbursements
be made to the detachment which I accompanied to their new homes.
~und him without funds for that purpose, and at his request transferred to
· seven thousand dollars, for which sum I have taken his receipts.
delayed here in consequence of Arkansas river being so Jow that
llteftmb<)ats cannot ascend or descend it. I have endeavored to procure land
rtation, but in vain. I am making arrangements to descend the river
a skiff which I am having built.
From my having been so constantly engaged for some time past, I ha\·e
been able to give yon the result of my operations as disbursing agent
the Cherokee nation east, since my last communication to yon from that
ntry. I shalt now proceed to do so, in as succinct a manner as possible:
having disbursed all the funds which were deposited in the Planters'
of Tennessee, upon the certificatesofthecommissioners,and requisitions
the superintendent, with the exception of a part of the emigrating- fund, I
to Augusta, Georgia, and drew out of the bank the $250,000 deposthcre. With these funds I returned immediately to New Echota, where
found your instructions to accompany the detachment of CherokE:es about
emigrate to the west. After having paid all the certificates then issued, towith all requisitions of the superintendent that were presented, as well
· my affairs in such a state that I could he temporarily absent, which
about two d<tys, I proceeded to join the emigrating party, who I
had already started. l overtook them at Tuscumbia, Alabama,
they remained about three days after my arrival, from the 11th to
14th of March, before they were ready to embark and start. On the afofthe 14th, after the Cherokees had embarked and the boat ha~ her
up ready to ~tart, General Smith, the superintendent, made a requisition
me "for the transportation of 466 Cherokees, with their baggage, provi
&e., to their residence west of the Mississippi." On receiving this req nil endeavored to make a contract with the steamer Newark, the boat on
which the Cherokees were embarked, but found that a contract had
been made by Dr. Young, the conductor of the party, by the instrnc·
1
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tions of the superintendent. On examination into the contract, 1 found
was a very disad vantagP.ous one to the United States. I then aet,errrune~·
would have nothing to do with it, as I could find nothing either in the
ulations or my instructions which authorized me to disburse money
contract made by a conductor or the superintendent. I then endeavored
make a new contract with the agent of the Newark, but found it,·,.,. ,..,,,,,..... ,,
ble to do so, without I would agree to pay the amount contracted
Dr. Young. This I refused to do, and immediatlely used every effort to procure other means of transportation. This I found impracticuble, as there wu
no other boat in the place, and none expected for some days. Upon deliberate
reflection; I thonght it were better for the interests of the Government that
I should make a contract in my own name with the Newark, and comply
with her exhorbitant terms, than that the Cherokees should be relanded with
all their baggage, which, if it were done, I considered, would create dissatisfaction amongst them. This I wished to avoid, as it was a matter much to
be desired that this, the first emigrating party under the late treaty, should
proceed and arrive at their new homes with as much comfort and as little
delay or cause of complaint as possible. rrhis object has been fully accomplished, and I doubt whether any party of emigrating Indians have been
landed at their new homes within so short a period after their embarkatio f
or with so mnch comfort, and without the occurrence of a single incident
to produce discontent or mar their happiness.
By the authority of the superintendent, General Smith, my situation wilt
made rather a different one than that contemplated by the regulations or
yourself. He considered me merely as the disbursing officer of the detachment, to accompany them for the purpose of procuring and paying for their
transportation, and gave to the conductor the sole charge of the emigrating
party and the agents employed, together with the charge of the issues it
the provisions, muster rolls, &c. This course I protested against, but notwithstanding my prote~t, and showing him the regulations and instructions
on the subject, he persisted in adhering to his first decision on the subjeet,
and gave the exclusive charge of the detachment to Dr. Young, the conductor. The result has been (as I think you will coincide with me in opin ..
ion) productive of a most unnecessary expenditure, from the facts which I
shall detail. To this detachment of 466 Cherokees, of whom at leastoaehalf were children, there were appointed one conductor, with three assiMants, one physician, and three interpreters to accompany them; medicines
and hospital stores, amountiug to more than two hundred dollars, were
purchased, although I told the superintendent, from the knowledge which
I had obtained in moving with bodies of troops, that so large an expenditure was totally unnecessary, and that one-fourth of the umouut would be
iiufficient. The result proved the correctness of my opinion. Not one·
hundredth part of the supply was used on the route. The provisions were
purchased by the superintendent, and put on hoard of the steamboat by him,
without receipt being taken by him from any one for them; they were
merely put in charge of the conductor, and issued by him. On the arrivQl
·of the party here, there remained on hand about sixty b~rrels of flour,some
sacks of corn meal, and 2,600 pounds of bacon. Some of thesr. provisions
were sold by Dr. Young, on account of the superintendent, the remainder
were turned over to Captain Armstrong ; the Cherokees having all of
them preferred receiving money in lieu of the year's subsistence. Theae
,p rovisions remain on hand, and will, no doubt: be a total loss.
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l herewith enclose yot1 copies of the correspondence between General
rnith, superintendent Cherokee removal, and myself, respecting the transtion and conducting of the detachment of Cherokees above alluded to.
The contract from Little Rock to Fort Gibson, or such point in the Chernation west, on the Arkansas, designated by the agent, was $5 per
, that from 'ruscumbia to Little Rock was $18 25 for each and every
n of the party. You will readily perceive the disparity of the two conand a i once see how much lower the transportation was procured ir1
oHe case, where I was untrammelled, than in the other.
I have with me duplicates of the contracts, which I will forward you when
arrive at some point where there is some d(lgree of certainty in the mails.
lll"'acK.ag-{~S and papers, I am told, are generally near two months in getting
Washington.
Captain Bennett had not arrived at New Echota when I left there. I left
h General Wool the necessary funds to turn over to him on his arrival.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
PHILIP MINIS,

'ro

c.

Dis. Agent Cher. RP-moval.
A. 1-lARRrs, Esq.,

Commissioner of lndia.n Affairs.

P. S.-Some of the Cherokees who were transported at the expense of
United States, had already been paid commutation for their transportThis money they refunded to the superintendent, which he kept,
did not turn over to m~
P.M.

~USCUMBIA, ALABAMA)

March 14, 1837.
requisition for the transportation of 466 Cherokees, with
baggage, provisions, &c . , to their homes in the country assigned them
of the Mississippi, was received about two hours since, and 1 have to
you that I have been compelled to accede to the terms of the agent
steamer Newark, in consequence of the Cherokees having been
shipped on board of her in virtue of a contract made by your agent,
onng, which contract I protest against, as it was made without auy
'ty granted by the regulations, or the official instructions for carrying
effect the late treaty with the Cherokees. The Newark will be ready
to Little Rock as soon as I can make the necessary contracts.
communication of the same date as the above, which is a copy of
instructions to Dr. Young, giving him the charge of this detachment
kees, has also been received, and I protest against any such power
in you, when an officer of the army is present, and refer you
11, sec. 4, of the regulations concerning the removal of Indians.

': Yout
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I inform you that a copy of this communication will be sent by me tcr
Indian Department.
I am 1 with much respect,
Your obedient servant,
PHIL. MINIS,
U. 8 . Army1 Dis. Agent C. Removal.
To Gen. N.ATII. 81'\::::LTn,

Superintendent Cherokee

Removal~

P. S.-In consequence of the authority given by you to Dr. Young,
I absolve myself from all responsibility as to the charge of the detachmeld
of Cherokees, and I shall accompany them to Little Rock for the purpoer
of defraying their expenses to Fort Gibson .
P.M.

Ttrscu'MBIA 1 ALABAMA,

SIR: You will take charge of the
board of the steamer Newark, at this
l1omes in the country assigned them
directed to receive them from you.
the detachment.

March 14, 1837.
detachment of Cherokees now ou
landing, and deliver them at their
west 1 or to :such agent as may b8
Dr. P. Minis is disbursing agent for
Very respectfully,
NATH. SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee

Remuval~

Dr. JoHNS. YouNG,

Conducting Agent.

FoRT Ginso:N, Aprilll, 183'1.
Sta : Since my return to this post, I have met with an assistant agenC
who accompanied the party of Cherokees. He informed me that the roll
of that p~rty turned over to me is inaccurate, and cannot be depended oa,
With th~ assistance of Mr. Alexander McCoy and others of tho~e emigrants,
I have ·endeavored to obtain correct information respecting them1 but if
matters are managed in this way, there can be no safety or accuracv in
&upplying or disbursing to Cherokee emigrants here. Withill the SPace
of six inches on one page of this roll, the same individual is three times
enrolled under different names. Opposite one is the remark, "Co()m. of
~ub. east of Mis." An individual applying to the disbursing agent under
either of the other names could by this roll receive the allowance.
Black Bird, two in family 7 is enrolled twice; in one place marked paid,
in the other unpaid. There are three families of Scrapers on the roll ;
two of four each, one of seven. There should be only two families,
of four each. Polly Swimmer, two in family, received the commuted
allowance for one year's subsistence in the family of A. Rowe; Charles and
John Hicks received in the family of A. McCoy, east of Mississippi. Ailsey
Stand and Cahlnhtarquinot (3) received in the family of R. Scott. Watty
Ridge received with Major Ridge and Ailsey Moore, three in family, with
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Charles Moore, east of Mississippi. Yet all these by the rolls are entitled
to the year's allowance of subsistence. Other cases are doubtful, as I have
not the means of knowing whether they have received or not. Some
apply for the allowance who are marked paid.
Jackson King is a white man, without any Indian connexions. Although
transported and subsisted on the way by the United States, I shall not subsist him without yonr order to that effect.
These emigrants are anxious to get their dues for their improvement!
east of the Mississippi. They say that they were assured that they would
be paid immediate! y on their arrival here. Should 1 not be snpplied with
funds for the purpose ? I have no data hy which to make estimates. 1
thould be glad to be pla.etd in a situation to meet their just demands, so
&hat no cause of dissatisfaction or complaints on account of delay mny exist
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
J. VAN HORNE,

Disbursing Agent Cherokees.
C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

ZEBULON, GEoRGIA, April 12, lR37.
SIR: There is one item in the treaty with the Cherokees that
ws them b]acksmiths for the term of one year ; be so good as to state
these services will be required, and how they are appointed, and what
get for one year's labor. In complying with my request you will
a favor.
Yours, most respectfully,
EVANS SHANNON.

DEAR

Please let me know by return of mail.

E.S.

OFFICE OF THE CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,

.Aprill4, 1837.
SIR: I have to apologize for not having kept the department better inof the transactions in the Cherokee country, since my appointment
the situation of superintendent of removals. But in consequence of the
'tOnlmi':ssi'o ners being stationed at New Echota, and the necessity I was unof visiting the different stations where the Indians were collected, it was
in my power to report as regularly and frequently as I could have
Your communication of the 30th ultimo has just reached me.

In reply
the several iuterrogations therein contained, I have the honor to state:
That the number of Cherokees at the different stations prepared to emipte amonnt only to abont sixty-six; thirty at Valley river, twenty at
loss's landing, and sixteen at the Cherokee agency.
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There is but little prospect of further enrolment at present. It is su
posed that in the event of John Ross's failing to effect some alteration
modification in the treaty, that probably 8,000 will leave for the west earl
in the fall. Many of the principal men have said that they would not wait
any longer upon his movements.
In addition to the stations above mentioned at which Indi::tns are collect·
ed, it is intended that the Mountain Indians shall assemble at Cogns creek,
near Fort Armistead.
Supplies have been laid in at the agency for all the stations. It will cost
but a trifle to transport them thence to Ross's or Gunter's landing, or to any
point where they may be required.
The conducting agents have instructions to lay in supplies on the best
possible terms west of the Mississippi, should not those with which they are
furnished here be sufficient to last them to their place of destination.
It is my intention to limit emigrating parties to 1,~00, a number considered quite sufficient to permit them to be transported either by land or water
without difficulty.
I advised Captain Brown, early in February, that a party consisting of
nearly a thousand would leave for the west early in the spring; and I shall
keep him advised of any further movements.
The disbursing- officers now here, Major Bennett, Captain Simonton, and
Dr. Reynolds, will be all that will be required to meet the wants of the department until another party leaves.
'rhere will be no necessity for the appointment of any more physicians.
unt.il fal1, after Dr. Townsend reports. I have to recommend that Dr. C. E.
Isaacs, ofMaryland, be appointed as soon as another is required.
I have the honor to be, &c.,

N ATH. Sl\ll'rH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CALHOUN, TENNESSEE,

April 14, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to report to you, that I have this day arrived at
this place. It is necessary for me to state that I was detained several days
on the route hither by indisposition. There has however been no actual
necessity for my services yet.
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,
J. P. SIMONTON,
Captain U. S , A., Disbursiug Agent.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Ajj'airs.
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NEw EcHOTA, GEORGIA,
April19, 1~37.

Sm: I have the honor to report to you that I have been directed by the
t for the Cherokee removal to repair to this place and take charge of the
funds for the removal, left here by Dr. Minis.
Acopy of the agent's instructions is herewith transmitted,
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,
J.P. SIMONTON,

Disbursing Agent to Cherokee Remo1:al.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Com'l1zissioner of Indian Affairs.
Communications will reach me from Calhoun by express.

CHEROKEE AGENCY, EAsT,

April 17, 1837.
Sm: Yon will please repair to New Echota, Georgia, and report to GeneJohn E. VVool, who will turn over funds to you, now in his hands belongto Doctor P. Minis, disbursing agent, and you will please make such
ments as the service may require.
Very respectfuliy, &c.,

r\A'I'H. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee R emoval.

To Capt. J.P. SIMONTON,
Disbursing A~rent for Cherokee Removal.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,

Calhoun, Tennessee, April20, 1837.
Sm: In conformity with the regulations " lor the removal of Indians,"
· h require the superintendent to make a quarterly report of the proceedin his department, I have the honor to address you this communication,
~""'""''a.uied by a statement showing the names, stations, and employment
various persons that have been engaged in the service during the
qttarter.
When I entered upon the duties of my office·, on the eighteenth of Janulast, I fonnd at Nmv Echota, Georgia, three hundred and sixty-six
ians drawing. rations, who expressed a willingness, and indeed anxiety,
move west immediately by water. I also found a nnmber who
to remove themselves by land, many of whom had for some time
ready, and only waited for the arrival of the proper officers to make
final settlement of their affairs. These were anxious to reach their new
in time to make a crop the present season. General Wool had
npplying the three hundred and sixty Indians w1th rations, ont of the
set apart by the treaty. When l arrived at New Echota, he informed
his provisions were nearly exhausted, and that he mnst turn them
to me, which was accordingly done. I had no provisions there, nor
any be procured, none being raised in that section of conntry.
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As the supplies would have to come from Tennessee, I determined
send the Indians to this plCice, (Calhonn.) I preferred this point to
landing, in consequence of the g-reater facility and cheapness in prCICU'ritlt
teams, as the wagons which were daily employed in transporting nrc1vt~aon
to Georgia returned by this point, and could be engaged at a I
The distance from New Echota to this place is sixty, and to Ross's ......... &&lilt, ·
fifty miles; the road to the latter, however, being much the worse.
I have already apprized yon of the departure of fom; hundred and sixty.
six Indians, under Doc.tor Y mmg as conducting agent. From report&.
received, I learn that they passed Memphis on the 17th of March, all in fine
health and spirits. About five hundred more have removed themselves by
land during the past month, having commuted their subsistence and trans.
portation. I have been disappointed, as, no doubt~ the department also, that
I have not been able to send further detachments this spring. I used every
means to induce more to go, but they insisted on postponing it till next fall,
and, in the mean time, are engaged in making a new crop. 'rhey are
deceived by the promises of John Ross, who assured them that something
would be done for them. Many of the leading men, however, have assured
me that they will wait on him no longer than the present: summer, and, if
nothing be done in their favor, they will emigrate in the fall.
There having been, until recently, but one disbursing agent in this conn·
try, and that one being stationed at New Echotfl, I was obliged to ride to
and from that place several times to sign requisitions for those who wished
to remove themselves. From this 3Ild other causes, I have been kept so
busily employed that I had not opportunity to keep you advised of our proceeding3 as fully as I desired. Doctor lleynolds and Captain Sitnonton
having since reported to me as disbursing agents, and there being no detachment ready for emigration, I have stationed the first at this point to
disburse upon my requisition, and the other has proceeded to New Echotat
to act under the commissioners.
Viewing it as very important to remove the first detachment comfortably
and with good feelings, I spared no pClins to effect that ohject, in which I
think I succeeded, and l have no doubt the report they will make, hy letters
and messages, to their friends that have remained behind, will have a very
salutary effect upon their fntnre emigration. Under these views, and,
moreover, being mistaken in the number of emigrants, I may, perhaps,
have employed more agtnts than otherwise I would have done.
Owing to the great press of business, and that of a nature so ~cattered, I
may not have reported to you (as required by the regulations) all the persons employed. If I did not, the omission was accidental. In selecting
my interpreters, I have generally taken them from the Ross party, and find
it has had good effect. In all matters, I have acted in such manner as, I
believe, would promote the views of the Government, and effect the execution of the treaty in a quiet and peaceable manner.
Verv respectfully,
•
Your most obedirnt serva11t,

NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent of Cherokee Rt:movals.

C. A.

HARf{Js,

Esq.,

Commissioner of htditJn Affairs.
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J

ATTORNEY GENERAL's OFFICE,

April

~0,

1837.

SIR: In the letter of Messrs. Lumpkin and Kennedy, comfnissioners

the treaty of 183o, with the Cherokees, enclosed to me in your comication of the 23d ultimo, the following questions are stated, on which
ask my opinion:
1. As to the limits imposed by the treaty, on the gross amount to which
· for professional services rendered to the Cherokees, by citizens of the
States, may be allowed ?
What constitutes a just claim, under the treaty, for such services 1
To constitute such a claim, is it necessary that the claimant should
been employed by the authority of the nation 1
1. In answer to the first of these questions, I have the honor to inform
that after maturely considering the statements of Mr. Schermerhorn,
of the commissioners who negotiated the treaty, and the arguments of
Hansell, in behalf of himself and the other claimants, I am of opinion
the sum of sixty thousand dollars constitutes the whole amount which
be paid by the United States under this treaty, for the claims of citiz('llS
United States, for servi~es rendered to the Cherokee nation ; and
if this sum is insufficient to meet the whole amount of the just claims
h persons, they must resort, for the balance which may be due to
tively, to the Cherokee nation. The tenth article of the treaty
as follows:
The United States also agree and stipulate to pay the just debts and
against the Cherokee nation, held by the citizens of the same, and
the just claims of citizens of the United States for services rendered to
nation, and the sum of sixty tho11sand dollars is appropriated for this
; but no claims against individual persons of the nation shall be alnnd paid by the nation."
appropriation of the sum of $60,000, in the above clause, is ex.
and solemnly made ; and such a construction must be given to the
and to the whole treaty, as to give some reasonable effect to this
'ation. But it is impossible to give any such efftct to it, except by
it as the limit to which the Unfted States were to go in paying the
embraced in it. If the full amount of the just claims referred to,
thongh they should exceed $60,000, is yet to be paid, the appropriation
snm was worse than an idle waste of words; it was calculated to
ambiguity and dispute, where it was perfectly easy to avoid both,
y om1tting the specitic appropriation.
have no authority to reject this appropriation, the only remaining
under this head is, as to the claims embraced in it. Here, it must
~ed, there is a serious ambiguity in the language. The appropriats of two constructions: it may apply to all the debts and claims
of in the clause, that is to say, the just debts and claims e~gainst the
nation, held by the citizens of that nation, as well as tlte just
of citizens of the United States for services rendered ; but if this
intended, the more accurate and natural expression would have
"and .the sum of $60,000 is appropriated for these purposes;" hecause:
claims of the citizens of the United States nre enumerated in the
as a second class of cases, and the strict grammatical constmction of
"for this purpose," confines it to this latter class. I construe
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the clause as though the phraseology had been 1 " and also the just
citizens of the United States, for services rendered to the nation,
purpose the sum of $60:000 is appropr·iated F' This, I think, Is
cise grammatical effect of the language used ; and in a case of
grammatical construction should be preferred, unless plainly repuQ"tlaD!
the probable intent. In the present case, the grammatical ~orl!':tt'nl'111nf1a . 11
produce no injustice, whereas, the extension of the appropriation to
classes of cases enumerated in the clause might do great injustice.
moreover in accordance with the statement of Mr. Schermerhorn,
forms us that the sum of $60,000 was named in the first draught
article, exclusively with reference to the last description of claims.
true this gentleman also thinks, that although this particular aPJ)ro:prulutl
was intended to meet the claims of our citizens for services renden~d
Cherokee nation, it does not necessarily limit the amount to be a
paid to $60,000, in the aggregate, provided the just claims shall
exceed that sum, an opinion from which, as already stated, I
dissent. ·
But the information given by him, as to the origin of the annrnnr1Rl1•11111
may well be resorted to, where the language is obscure, for the vulrJJOlscttl
settling the construction.
2 and 3. In answer to the second and third questions, I can only
that in my opinion the claim, to be a just one, under the treaty, must be
services of a lawful nature, performed at the instance and request of
acting authorities of the nation.
I am, sir,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
B. F. BU
Hon. J. R. PoiNSE'.rT,

Secretary of War.

BAsT,
April24, 1837
SIR: In my letter to you on the 28th last month: I informed you
had sent collecting agents to the different parts of the Cherokee country
ascertain if a detachment could be collected to leave for the west early
next month.
These agents have returned, and report that they found but one
of five persons that are willing to remove this spring.
.
The Cherokees, who say anything about removing, say they will
this fall; but tbe large majority of them will not talk on the subject,
ularl y the over-hill-Indians, (all so called that reside east of the road
leads from Columbus, 'rennessee, by McNairs, to Georgia,) about 6,000
number. Ask them when they are gonig to remove west, and they will
swer you by saying they would rather die here than go west and die.
This is the feeling of at least ninety-nine out of the hundred of
part of the nation. -I have not yet been able to get one out of that bon
to emigrate. One individual (John Love, a half breed) attended at N
Echota when the treaty was made. Mr. Schermerhorn then give h
public blanket ; when he returned home, to the valley towns, and let it
CHEROKEE AGENCY
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that the blanket was given him by a United States officer, the
collected, took his blanket from him, made a fire, and burned and
around it. This will give you some idea of their feelings ; and I
assure you that nothing but the presence of the military force keeps
from shedding blood.
say that the treaty-making-party does not consist of more than five
persons; the balance, I discover, are the adherents of Mr. John
and are more devoted to him than I have ever seen persons to any
•lieneral Wool is now making a tour through their country, and giving
talks, in which he urges on them the propriety of their early embrathe provisions of the treaty, and preparing to be off, at least half
this fall; that he will not suffer all of them to remain, and be
off, at the end of the two years ; that at least half must go this fall, &c.
tour of the General's, I think, will have a good effect; the Indians
love and fear him, and 1 think will pay attention to what he says to
; particularly at this time, as information has just reache_d the Indians
John Ross and his delegation had been round to the President, Mr. Van
and treated very kindly and friendly, but told by him that nothing
done to alter or amend the treaty ; that it had been ratified by the
appropriations made to carry it into effect, and was now the supreme
the land, and must be executed. This information, I think, will
the most of the leading Ross men to come into the measures of the
ment, and prepare to be off early this fall.
dispensed with the services (for the present) of all the agents at
t stations, except McCullough and Denton. Them I shall reissue to· the emigrants that are collected, and collect such as may get
:and wish to remove in, &c.
1 am, very respectfully,
NATH. SMI'fH,

. c. A. HARRIS,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal.

Commissioner of lndian Affairs, Washington.

S.- Since writing the above, I am informed by a Cherokee of the
party that a letter was read to a number of Cherokees (collected for
at Lewis Ross's, a few evenings since) from John Ross, in which
them that he had an interview with the President, Mr. Van Buhich himself and delegation wns treated very kindly and friendly,
, candidly, that nothing could be done to alter or amend the treaty.
) speaks very kindly ·of the President, and advises that as many
people as possible g-et ready and be off for the west, this fall; that they
in fnture, do the best they can ; that he is done. If this is the fact,
have no reason to doubt it, we may prepare for at least 8,000 to emithis fall, and I will not be surprised if 10,000 go, if they can be pro·
for.
favorable impression that the President made on the delegation nt
· w, I have no d"onbt, will have a very happy effect on the fntnre
of the Cherokees.

N.

s.

•
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CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

Apr·il 26, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that two of the agents (Messrs.
non and Currey) who went with the detachment of Cherokees west,
returned to this place, having made the trip in twenty-eight days, (seven
which they did not travel.) They report that Doctor Young (conductio
agent) mustered out of the boats every individual that was here muste
in: not a death or birth occurred; that they left the Indians in good health
and spirits, and very much delighted with their new homes.
This highly favored trip, and the substance of Mr. John Ross's letter made
known, will have a wonderful influence on future emigration, the prospecll
for which are now daily brightening.
Very respectfully,
NATH. SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon.

C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

NEw EcHOTA, May 1, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit, herewith, the monthly abstract of ex·
penditures made by me for the Cherokee removal, in the month of April,

1837.
No expenditures having been made on account of transportation or con·
tingencies, therefore, no abstracts under those heads are sent.
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,

J. P. SIMONTON,
Captain, and Disbursing Ageut C. R.
C. A.

HARRis, Esq.,
· : Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

BoLIVAR, JAcKsoN couNTY,

ALABAMA,

Jl!lay 1, 1837.
SIR: Peter Johnston obtained a reservation of 640 acres of land in the
district of lands offered for sale at Huntsville, Alabama, by virtnr. of the
treatie~ of 18l7 and 18l8 between the United States and the Cherokee
indians, which was, on his part, entirely fraudulent, for the following rea·
sons: lst, he was a black nmaway negro slave; 2d, the wife he pre·
tended to have, and through whom the reservation was obtained, is a
CatawLa Indian: the land has reverted to the United States again~ supposing
it had been taken in good faith, (it was a lifetime reserve,) for the following
reasons: 1st, he and his wife Sally, (the Catawba Indian,) by their deed o£
record in the clerk's office at Bellefont, county of Jackson, and State of
Alab, m t~ have bar~ained, sold, and conveyed the whole of said reserva•
tiou HW.ty, (one-half to James Sollor, and one moiety to James Rizzia.)
2d, the sa1d Peter Johnston rau away from this county immediately after the
sale of said tract of land, and certain account has been had of hi¥J since; and
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Ba\ly Johnston, (the Indian,) after removing off of the land for about three
years, was hired, by persons who had become possessed of it, to move
thereon, (to try to prevent its reverting to the United States,) which she did,
there lived until some time in the latter part of 1836, when she wag
~~VKJss~~sst:~d

by the sheriff of this county1 by virtue of a writ of possession
by the circuit court, in accordance of a judgment of said conrt, at
October term for 18361 in the care of the school committee of section
, township one, range eight east, versus Sally Johnston. The
r:~'' 115 1'lnn covered a part of the sixteentk section, and a part of two other
; ull that part not included in the sixteenth section was offered for
Huntsville, in the latter part of 18~4,· by the proclamation of the
nt. Now, the said Sally Johnston wishes to avail herself of an
(12) in the treaty lately concluded between the United States and
Indians, which provides for those Indians who have been inegally
~;ses:sed of their lands. From what I have heard, she has got the
aposJttlOtts of several white men, containing a garbled statement of facts,
e may impose on the commissioners appointed by the United States
such claims. Every decJaration I have here made I can substan·
incontrovertible evidence. I write you this that it may be in yonr
to prevent a fraud being practised on the Government. If I knew
and when the commissioners of the General Government would sit,
write to them on the case. I was one of the committee of section
, township one, range eight east, who prosecuted the suit against her.
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
CHARLES S. JONES.
the SECRETARY OF WAR .

FRANKFORT, May 2, 1837..
Sra: In a letter you addressed to Hon. R. M. Johnson, I am
that an allowance of $240 has been made for the services of Major
M. Davis, from the 4th of March to the 5th of May, 1836, which
said shall be paid "on the presentation of the proper vouchers/'
vouchers I herewith enclose you, properly authenticated, and will
greatly obliged if you will irnmediately forward me a draft for the
amount.
Very respectfully,
ARARBLLA DAVIS,
E:cecutrir.
n. A. HARRis,.
Commis.Yioner of lnd·i an Affairs.

WASHtNG'rON

CITY,

May4, 1831.

: Since taking leave of you, and my separation with those of my
Who have returned homewards, it has become my duty to address
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you this letter previous to leaving the metropolis of the United S
the Cherokee nation.
I will not occupy your attention with a recapitulation of all that
between us, at our several interviews, on the subject of Cherokee
Being informed that General Wool will be relieved of his military
in the Cherolree country by Colonel Lindsay, I beg leave to call your
tion to certain acts of oppression and injustice complained of by the
okees, and to ask that justice may now be extended in reference to
In the summer of 1835, the Georgia guard, under the cornmtancf·!l
Colonel William N. Bishop, by anthority of Mr. Benjamin F. Currey,
. superintendent of Cherokee removals, forcibly seized the printin
types, books, paper~, and other materials pertaining to a printing
longing to the Uherokee nation, and, notwithstanding applications
been made for their restoration, they are still retained.
In the summer of 1836, Brigadier General John E. Wool required
Cherokees of the valley towns to surrender up their guns to his conunt•
and, as a proof of their peaceable disposition towards the citizens of
United States, about two hundred (or upward) guns were brought in
delivered up, by the Cherokees, to that officer; and when it was
that General Wool could not but see that there was no propriety in
holding these arms longer, the council of the nation, in the fall of that
at the instance of the owners, solicited the General to restore the
but I am not informed that it has been done, even up to the present
Some time in December last, when a committee of the nation app,omltect;
by the general council, consisting of Messrs. Lewis Ross,
Daniel McCoy, and Elijah Hicks, met at the house of John Martin,
treasurer of the nation, for the purpose of settling his accounts preparatory
to his emigration to Arkansas, at a late hour at night Mr. Martin's house
was surrounded by United States soldiers; and in the morning the officera
in command demanded all the public papers of the nation, and fgrcibly took
the treasurer's account book and other papers. Mr. Martin; together with
the committee, (excepting Mr. Taylor, who was not present,) were then
made captives and escorted by the military to head quarters, before General
Wool, a distance of twenty miles. The Commanding General, after }il).
erating these gentlemen, made a general demand of them for all the publie
papers of the nation, and threatened, if they were not surrendered up t
him, that he should be under the painful necessity of arresting all the I
ing men of the nation.
These unaccountably strange proceedings, no doubt, occurred under
pretext and authority of executing the "general order number 74."
You will pardon me for repeating the suggestion to you of the necessity
for superseding the former instructions of the department; upon which the
aforesaid "general order" was based, by those which are now to be gl en
to Colonel Lindsay.
My most a.rdent desire for avoiding every possible ground of difficulty
between the officers of the Government and the Cherokees, prompts me to
ask the indulgence of being furnished with a copy of the instructiona
which shall be given to that officer; and, in conclusion, further to ask that
the printing press, types, books, papers, &c., belonging to the Cherokee n•
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, and the guns of individual Cherokees, seized and detained as herein
, be now ordered to be restored, without further detention.
I have the honor to be,
Sir, with high respect,
Your obedient humble servant,
JOHN ROSS,

In behalf of the Cherokee Delegation.
To the Bon. JoEL R. PoiNSETT,
Secretary of War.

NEw

BcnoTA, GEORGIA,

May 6, loB7.
SIR: I herewith enclose to you a receipt from Capt. J. P. Simonton,
States army, disbnrsing agent for Cherokee removals, for $50, the
of the sale of hospital states, &c., made by me in Arkansas, after
discharge of the late detachment of emigrating Cherokees.
will be perceived that we were so fortunate as to require but fe\V
stores and medicines for the sick on this occasion ; therefore, a
rtion of those laid in; were on hand when the detachment
west. I was without any definite instructions respecting the dispo ..
of the surplus medicines, &c., that might remain on hand. All the
I had received from the superintendent on the subject were, to make
disposition of them that circumstances and the nature of the case
allow.
colir~e I pursued was, to separate the more important medicines,
those most easy of transportation, from those of less importance, and
their bulk and weight more difficult of transportation. These I had
y packed in separate boxes, taking an exact invoice of the articles
each. When this was done, I was offered $50 by Looney Price, a
lpec:table Cherokee, for the lot of the last named articles.
I came to examine their original cost; which was at a high rate 1
it to be but a few cents over $60; and when 1 inquired respecting
expense of transporting them back to the nation, east; I found it would
than the sacrifice in price. And as the lot consisted principally of
easy to be obtained, snch as sugar, coffee, molasses, castor oil, &c.,
not hesitate to decide that I was doing the best for the Government
the offer. The valuable medicines I shipped to Ross's Janding 1
; via New Orleans, where they will probably arrive in season
the service of the next collection of emigrants. A minute report of
proceedings in this particular, I made to the medical director of
kee removals.
I have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
Your most obedient,
C. LILLYBRIDGE,

Pltysician to C. E.

Hon. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.
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Received, New Echota, Georgia, May 6, 1837, of C. Lilly
sian to the Cherokee emigration, $50, the proceeds of the sale
stores, &c., made by him in Arkansas, after the discharge of the first
ment of emigrating Cherokees, in 1837.
J. P. SIMONTON,

Capt. U. S. A., D. A. C.

NEw

EcHOTA~

May G, 183f

SrR: I had the honor, by the last mail, to receive your letter of the
ultimo, in which you require me to explain the cause of the
Doctor P. Minis from his post in February and March last. I am
to inform you what business called him away at that time, as he
consulted me, nor informed me that he intended to leave, nor did he
suit the commissioners on the subject of his absence, as they inform
the rumor was that he went after funds. On the suLject of the
paid, I have to remark, that I arrived at Tuscumbia on the eve
8th March, the day fixed by the contract, with about half of the vu~;••va,~:~~~~
the balance reached on the 9th, and if Doctor Minis had been
could have been ready on the lOth to be off, and the boat could not
have charged demurrage, for the two keels that the Cherokees
were not fixed up for their reception until that day. But Doctor Minis
not arrive until late in the evening of the 12th, and then attempted to
take charge of the party as conducting agent, which created considerabJe confusion, and thereby detained the detachment until late in the
ning of the 14th. Of this the company took advantage, and charged
five days' demurrage, and wonld not take the Indians until the
was paid. There being no other boats in port, I was driven into
measure, unjust and unpleasant as it was. I must, in justice to the service,
say to you as my opinion, that if Doctor Minis had have been at his post,
over 600 Indians would-have been collected, and no demurrage could hiYe
been claimed. Doctor Minis al~o refused to pay any of the agents that
accompanied the detachment, and those of them who had no moneyoftbeir
own were obliged to borrow, in order to defray their expenses home.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cfttroket &moval.
Hon. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

NEW ECilOTA, GEORGIA,

May 7,1837.
SrR: The ttndersig11ed, a. portion of the Cherokee committee, having
been informed that General John E. vVool has been recalled from the com·
mand of the Cherokee country by the Secretary of War, deem it their
duty to state, for the information of the department, that such a course
might be attended with dangerous consequences, and, in fact, be the cause
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producing war and bloodshed. Such an event is not impossible, and all
tionary measures should be used to avoid it. We have but too
lly witnessed the fare of our unfortunate bretheren, the Creeks and
oles, to be callous and indifferent to a fate hanging over our people,
'milar in its consequences to that which nttended them. We are
liherok~ees, and claim a right to know something of their character, dis' and habits. Many of them are opposed to the treaty, and will
out in opposition to it until the very last day of the time given them
ve, expires. We therefore deem it highly important to the peace
quiet of the country, that a man of decisive character, one who knows
to command, should remain among them. So far as we have been
to judge, General Wool possesses this admirable talent. He is enerin his action; prompt in his decisions, treats the Indians with great
and at the same time pays a due regard to their rights. By this
maaly and highly creditable course, he has rendered himself popular
all parties, and possesses their entire confidence ; in addition to which,
is better acquainted with their affairs than almost any man in the
try. 'VVe have no hesitancy in saying, that there is no officer in the
who can do more to appease their anger, and sooth their sorrows,
General Wool. ln a word, we believe that the success of their rein a great measure depends upon his remaining in command of the
country; there are none who would regret more to part w:ith him
your very humble obedient servants.

JOHNSON ROGERS,
JOHN A. BELL,
BRICE MARTIN,
ARCHEY FIELDS.

C. A.

HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Alfairs.

NEw

EcHOTA, GEORGIA,

MayS, 1837.
1 may be informed by the departin what manner I shall abstract the payments made upon certificates
by the commis~ioners nnder the 9th article of the treaty with the
dated 29th of December, 1835.
superintendent of removals has also directed me to pay certain debts
L. McCoy, concerning which I have no information, and am at a loss
how to abstract.
instructions with re(}'ard to my duties here are very limited, and I
be glad to have something more definite from the department. I am
pos~ession of any instructions which have been sent to disbursing
who have preceded me here, and there appear to be several cases
here, which are special and are not under the government of the
regulations. 'rhe Cherokees, for instance, are allowed, when they
themselves, twenty dollars for each member of their family, in lieu of
rtation and subsistence furnished those who are removed by the
States.
nts of this description, being for both transportation and subsistence,
in this instance again at a loss to know under what head to abstract.

R: I have the honor to request that
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I have no further instructions from the superintendent. than
copy of which I sent you on the 19th of April lust, except verbal
to disburse on the certificates of the commissioners: and to pay the
of McCoy, above alluded to.
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,

J. P. SIM01 TON
Disbursing Agent to Cherokee
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Comrnissioner of Indian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST

May
SIR: As I anticipated, the news of Mr. John Ross not
late interview with the President (Mr. Van Buren) to get any
modification of the treaty, has spread rapidly, and made a g1eat
the prospects for emigration.
About 130 Cherokees have enrolled themselves, at this place
landing, since I last wrote you, who say they will go whenever I
must, but wonld prefer not to leave until September next.
If I can get a party of only 500, willing to go early in next month 1
send them. I find very few that nre willing to leave until fall; and I
the policy of sending them in warm weather, unless they are
·
From the b~st information I can get, there are four or five u".''"'""''"'"
lies of the Cherokees, in Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama, (but
Georgia,) that have been turned out of their honsrs and farms, by the
and who are now living in camps, in the woods, and have no place to
anything to subsist on. Those of them who make complaint to me,
I find wrongfully turned nut, (which is in 19 cases out of 20,) I
agreeably to the 16th article of the treaty. I am endeavoring to O'et
many of these and all others to come in and receive rations, until I
readiness to send them off. I have had to put two white men and
families out of the Tennessee part of the Cherokee country, before
make them let the Indians alone.
I learn with deep regret that the Bon. Secretary of War has iss~
order relieving General Wool from his command here. 1.1his measurt
seriously injure the cause of emigration. I have written the honorable
retary my views on the subject, and I do predict that the most serious
sequences will grow out of his leaving at this time. The motu'lll$ .lSDC1\;~ItJ 1
whites, generalJy, have every confidence in his just, efficient, and uQ;al:n1tD-'i.£cll l
course ; and no man can come here, and render the Government and: ;the
Indians as much service as he can.
Very respectfully,
NA'rH. SMITH,

:U.

Superintendent Cherokee Remt11al.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commiss·ioner nf Indian Affairs.

S5i
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GENERAL LAN"O OFFICE,

May 10, 1837.
ll": in Consequence o the receipt of your letter. of the 24th ultimo, I
have the honor to transmit, herewith, all the papers forwarded to this office in
elation to the alleged abandonment of the reservations under the Cherokee
treaty of 1817, and 1819, granted to the undermentioned individuals, and
situated in the State of Alabama, viz:
Cbarles Thomp.son, Sally Lowry, Isaac N. \Vade, Daniel Thorn: Alexander Thompson, William Key, John Thompson) Giles McNulty, Isaac Roy,
.·.··~·~
ne Stephens, William Jones, Catharine Cheeks, Polly Smith, John
unter, Challenge, Andrew Lacy, Thomas Harrison, and Edward Gunter.
As from the voluminous character of those papers, it would be impracticato have them copied, I have thought it advisable, particularly as they are
l'nttmdE!d for the information of the responsible agents of your department,
"t the original documents, and have to request that you would give
"directions as will insure their safe return to the files of this office by the
t to whom they are to be confided.
Sir, your obedient servant.,
JAMES WHITCOMB,
Comr,nissioner.
. . . u ....

Hon. C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner of buiian Ajf'aits.

Evidence relating to the case of Charles Thompson, embraces his affida·
deposition of John Laro, James Simpson, and Benjamin Merrill, in preof James Walker, justice of the peace, of Madison county, Alabama,
the 21st March} 1831.
Evidence relating to Sally Lowry, is the deposition of W. T. Rice, and
Ewing Clayton, before Hardy Doyal, a justice of the peace of Jackson
Alabama .
... tnnt:>Jlr>c. relating to Isaac N. Wade, embraces the deposition of Isaac
and John Louis~ in presence of vV m. H. Griffith, n justice of the
Maaison county, Alabama} on the 5th March, 1831.
ce relating to Daniel Thorn, is the deposition of W . T. Rice, Geo.
, and Moses Quarles, in presence of Daniel Price, a justice of the
of Jackson county, Alabama} on the 2d of April, 1831.
idence relating to Alexander Thompson, embraces the depositions of
Parsons and Hugh Henry, before W m. Barker, a justice of the peace
Madison county, Alabama, on the 8th March, 1831.
Depositions of Isaac Moore, Brook Smith, J. Boggs, D. Parker, and AbMoore, before W. H. C. Wheeler, a justice of the peace of Jackson conn' Alabama, on the 31st July, 1830; of Jane Cotton, before James Walker,
justice of the peace of Madison county, Alabama: 25th February, 1831; of
Moore and Bowker Smith, before John Martin, a justice of the peace
Madison county, and Mayor of Huntsville, Alabama} on the 28th Febru1831.
illiam Key.-The papers in this case are depositions of Martin Cross,
Rovex, Danial Lewaller, Wm. Hall, and Benjamin Price, before
Wann, a justice of the peace of Jackson county, Alabama, on the
March, 1831.
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John Thompson.-The papers in this case are despositions of
Smith, Benjamin Merrell, and Hugh Henry, before W. H. E.
justice of the peace "f Jackson county 1 Alabama 1 on the 5th M
Giles McNnlty.-'rhe papers in this case are depositions of '-'-'«''-'1""'" ~
Lewis, John W. Irley, John 'N. Connelly, Dudley Glass, Nathaniel
John Griffen, and James Robinson, before Isaac Kirksey and E. M
a justice of the peace of Madison county, Alahama, ou the 14th
1831; also of William Sharp on the 14th, and Samnel Tipton on the 1
March, 1831, before Isaac Kirl~sey 1 justice of the peace~
Isaac Key.-The papers in this case are depositions of Hugh M.o t..
gomery and James G. Williams, before Samuel. ,Workman, justice of the
peace of Jackson county, on the 29th September, 18301 of Charles Lewit
and Joshua Kirby, before John Martin , a justice of the peace of Madison
county, on the 2d March, 1831; of R. B. Clayton before Elijah Hnnsborough,
ajustice of the peace of Jackson county, Alahama, on the 26th February,
1831.
Certificate of Hugh Montgomery rel·ating to the location of the reserve.
of Isaac Keys, Alexander Thompson, Catharine Chack, Willis Stepht>ns,
Polly Smith.
Catharine Stephens.-Ln thi ~ case is the power <'>f attorney of Catharin
Stephens to Benj. Merrell of the county of Madison, Alabama; the albllavlll'~
of Daniel Winters, Tabitha Flowers, Henry Stephens; the declaration
said Catharine, before Robert D. Middleton, n justice of the peace of Madison
county, Alabama, on the 18tb April, 1831 ; of Isaac Morrow and Joseph B..
Enrson, before W m. H. Griffith, a justice of the peace of Madison county,
Alabama, on the 5th March, 1831.
William Jones's affidavits transmitted by B. S. Pope, 15th SeptemlJer,
1831.
Catharine Cheeks.-The papers in her case, affidavits of Brooker Smith,
W m. Mekee, Hugh Henry, and Isaac Moore, before W. H. E. Wheeler, a
justice of the peace of Jackson county, Alabama, on the 5th March, 1831;
of Isaac Moore, Wm. Mekee, Samuel Wilber, Booker Smith, before the
·same, on the 31st July, 1830; of Willis Stephens, before the same, on the
lOth of Augnst, 1830; of Booker Smith and Isaac Smith, before Wm.Bar·
ker, a justice of the peace of Madison county, on 28th May, 1831, with eer·
tificates of H. Montgomery to the fact of her enrolment, affidavit of Andrew
Ellel, before John Martin, a justice of the pence of Madison county, on the
8th of .March, 1831 ; of Willis Stephens, before James ·walker, a justice of
the peace of the same county, on the 26th March, 1831.
Catharine's letter to the register and receiver, at Huntsville, and an abstract
of the above testimony.
Polly Smith.-The papers in this case are the affidavits of Mary W.
Wheeler, L. D. Bashant, Wm. Smith, Booker Smith, before Wm. H. E.
Wheeler, justice of the peace, Jackson county, Alabama, on the 5th March,
1831 ; of Galbraith Barton, before the same: on the 12th March, 1831; of
Wm. Potter, on the 25th April, 1831, before the same; of Emanuel Peters,
on the 15th April, 1831; of Booker Smith, on the 30th July, 1830; of Galbraith Barton, on the 3d August, 1830 ; all before the same justice of the
peace, Jackson county, Alabama. Wm. Smith, before Geo. Loy, justice of
the peace, Jacl{son county, Alabama, on the 2d August, 1830 j of Amos
Robertson, before Crockett McDonald, justice of the peace, Laurence county,
Alabama, on the 29th March, 1831; of Hugh Henry, before Jas. Walker,
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· of the peace, Madison county: Alabama, 8th March, 1831; of John
lliand: before Joseph Ed wards, justice of the peC,lee: Blount eounty, Alaon the 20th April, 1831; of Elijah Brazier, before John Maeky, justice
peace, Blount county, on the 21Rt April, 1831; a copy of notice served
lly Smith by Jas. Borgess, Mark J. Tidwell, William w·ard, and David
, and an abstract of the above evidence.
n Gunter.-The papers iri this case are as follows, viz: letter from
register, at Huntsville, of 20th March, 1834, enclosing testimony in reto Gunter's claim; from John J. Goleman, ot 25th November, 1835,
· do from 0. C. ' Clay, of 12th January, 1833, in relation to this
claims; deposition of Isaiah Walker, Booker Smith, and Robert
, before A. R. Barclay, justice of the peace, Jackson county, Alaon the 13th April, 1832; oCVVm. Smith: before Wm. H. E. Wheeler,
of the peace, Jackson county, on the 25th April, 1831 ; of Philip
befure Joseph Edwards, justice of the peace, Blount ' county, Alathe 20th April, 1831.
ge.-'rhe papers in the case are the depositions of Campbell R.
izabeth R. Eaton, Wm. Derrick, John Binian, John Sharp, John
, Wm. M. Griffin, Harry Hass, Nathaniel Hall, Joseph Sharp, Wm.
and Charles Robinson, before Henry Rigny, justice of the peace,
connty, Alabama, on the 5th March, 183t.; of Thomas R. Connally,
Eiisha Moreland, justice of the peace, Madison county, Alabama,
17th day of March, 1831; of W m. M. \Villbown, before Isaac Kirksy,
of the peace, same county, on the 14th March, 1531 ; of Shadrack
before Thos. W. Scott, justice of the peace, Madison county, Alathe 2d March, 1831; of W m. Ore, before Jacob Gross, justice of
Jackson county, Alabama, on the 17th March, 1831; certificates
n D. Taylor, Byrd Brandon, and Silas Parsons, relative to the charof witnesses in this case, and also of McNulty, and abstract of the
Lacy.-Evidence embraces letters from B. S. Pope, register at
·ne, Alabama, of 22d April, 5th May, 11th and 16th of August, and
ber, 1832, which encloses testimony in this case ; letter from
ay, September 21st, 1832; letter from Hugh Montgomery, of the
May, 1832, to r\. Carrington, Brownsborough: Madison county,
Harrison.-The papers are the depositions of Isaiah Walker,
Smith, Robt. Walker, John Coal, and Wm. Southerland; before W.
Wheeler, justice of the peace, Jackson county, Alabama, on the 8th
183l; of Thomas Hodgeson, the 26th April, 1831; of James Davidon the 15th Apri'l, 1831, before the same justice; of Elijah Bracher, beJohn Macky, jnstice of the peace, Blount county, Alabama, on the
April, 1831; of John Gilliland, before Joseph Edwards, justice of the
Blount county, Alabamil, on the 20th April, 1831, with abstract of the
ce.
rd Gnnter.-The papers in this case are depositions of William
iah W a:lker, Robt. Walker, David Parkhill, Edmond Bridges,
Cox, before W. H. E. Wheeler, justice of the peace, Jackson
htbama, on the 12th and 15th March, 1831; of Hugh Henry, John
. Cox, Galbraith Barton, Elisha Campbell, Robert Walker, BenRodin, David Ricketts, John Coal, and George T. Reed, before A. R.
, j\ls.tice of the peace, Jackson county, Alabama, on the 14th April,
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1832; letter from Edward Gunter to the Commissioner of the General
Oft1ce, on the 12th July, 1832, enclosing a certificate from General
that he is entitled to a fee simple reservation; letter from B. S. Pope,
J nne, 1832, enclosing evidence respecting the above claim.
Letter from S. B. Mearl, of Jasper, Tennessee, of June 24th, 1831, in
lation to the reserves of Sally Lowry and others.
Letter from the Hon. G. Moore, of 25th March, 1834, relating to Gun
reservation.
Letter from J. Gunter, jr., of 13th June, 1834, from Gunter's landing,
relation to the reservations in Jackson county.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

May 10, 1837
SIR: Enclosed, herewith, you will find the :first quarterly report of
John W. Lide, medical director, &c., accompanying which he makes
suggestions on the subject of reducing the Cherokee rations, to half poun
salt meat, and increasing that of corn meal. What the Doctor states, I kn
to be facts, but I will not reduce the rations nntil I receive your instruction
which I most respectfully ask.
Very respectfully,
N A.'rH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removat.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

AGENCY EAsT, May 10, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to enclose yon, herewith, the monthly reports for
March and April, of Doctor James Hunter, physician to Cherokee removaf.
at the agency post. 1.'hey are made in conformity with the requisitions
the army service, and I hope will be sr.1.tisfactory. No monthly report
have been made to me, from the post at Ross's landing, or that at Guntel·'s, because of there being, at the time of the rendezvous at those poin~
preparatory to embarkation west, no physicians especially appointed to tlli~
duty. We procured the kind attention, for the time, of Doctor Harris at
Gunt~r's, and Doctor Morrow at Ross's, surgeons to the volunteer troops
there stationed, and who, in the confusion and perplexity of their varied
and extended employments, kept neither journal, register, recipe, or caf
book, in relation to their attention to the Cherokees; and though much ana
important, as well as successful, prescribing was done by those gentlemen,
we have no data preserved, by which one could make ont a satisfactory
report. 'rhis will not occur for the futnre, because we are now provided
with physicians for this special service, Doctor Townsend aud DoctQl'
Lillybridge, who will repair directly to the posts, as tpe Indians are beginning to come in, to receive rations, and enrol for emigration. Doctor
Lillybridge, as you know, accompanied th@ late detachment west, and will
make his report directly to the Hon. C. A. Harris, Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, so it need make no part of this communication . Here, I take occa-
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remark, that Doctor LiHybridge and Doctor Hunter have dis• taf2'E)d their duties with decided fidelity and ability.

very fully with you in the selection of Gunter's and Ross's
ngs, the agency, and Camp Armistead, the latter near the line of Tenand North Carolina, as • posts of rendezvous for the emigrating
~eJ~OIH)es, not more for the facilities afforded at them for the procurement
rtation of provisions, at the very cheapest rates, than for the
"""......... U''-'"'" of those localities.
No points could be selected in the Cheroterritory, that wou.ld so successfully compass, at once, boih of those
t objects.
my knowledge of the Indian habits of regimen, and my late obserof their diseases, I take the liberty to remark, that I am satisfied the
of bacon may, with great propriety, be reduced to half a pound; and
eriment, need be, the proportion of corn a little. augmented, say
or a fourth.
common Indian usually employs very little salted flesh in his diet,
kes a free use of vegetable food, of which Indian corn is the main
, which, in the shape of "conahana" and "calwusita," (employing
own language,) from their peculiar modes of preparation, is admirably
d to facility of digestion and assimilation, and decidedly promotive .
comfort and health.
suggestion, should you accord in its adoption,~will, I think, be found
·ce not more justifiable on the score of economy, than the health
Indians.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
J. W. LIDE,
~Medical

Director to Cherokee Emigration.

S.-Since writing the above, Doctor Hunter has drawn out his report
month of February; and on the whole I have condensed the accom.quarterly, intended for the inspection of the Department of War.

J. W. L.

NEw

EcHOTA, GEORGIA,

May 11, 1837.
: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 25th
·1, informing me that a remittance of one hundred thou~and dollars
mnde to the cashier of the branch of the Planters' Bank of Tenat Athens, with directions to pass the same to my credit in that
have also this day received, under cover from your offic~, an extract
special order No. 27, issued from the Adjutant General's office, dated
21st, 1837, directing that I shall consider myself as relieved from
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duty in the Indian Department, whenever I shall have performed the
in which I am now engaged.
1, have the honor to be
Your most ohedient servant,
J. P. SIMONTON,

Captain, and Disbursing Agent
Bon. C. A.

HARRis,

Con~missiouer

of I-ndian Affairs.

NEw EcHOTA, GEoRGIA,

May 12, 1837.
I have seen ..a copy of your letter to John Ross and others, in
ply to their memorial and propositions to the President of the United
during the last session of Congress, or soon after its close. Your
is unequivocal, and :firm and decisive ; such an one as will be of
service in breaking the delusions which John Ross throws over the
the ignorant. The contents of your answer will be promulgated to
people ; and, in order to address their understandings and interests
fully, we are very desirous to procure copies of all his correspondence with
your department p.nd to the President.
It is rumored here that he intends to hold out his opposition to the treaty,
and try to procure its modification from the Government during the nextsession of Congress. For this purpose, he will leave no means untried to
prevent the emigration of the Cherokees, as I havA said in a fom1er letter,
to make weight to his representations to the President. Individually, he
has nothing to lose and much to gain, at the expense of a great deal of suffering and affliction to the poor Cherokees.
His movements are in the dark, and very mysterious. He affects to be
the "land lover," which, to the Indian, signifies every principle of opposition to any treaty and agreement whatever. In the propositions which
he made to your Government, is there anything definite? This we wish
to see. J know very well that the decided policy which the late Admini
tration pursued in regard to the Ross party, will be maintained by this; but
the object is to @btain the correspondence, to give information to the portion
of our people wh~ yet believe that John Ross is still contending for the soil
and sovereignty of the Cherokee nation.
I have the honor to be
Your obedient and humble servant,
JOHN RIDGE,
President Cherokee Commissioners.
Hon. SEcRETARY OF WAR.
SIR :

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

May 12, 1837.
It is reported in this section of country, that the Secretory
of War hns issued an order removing Gen. \'Vool from tbe command iu the
Cherokee country. I have lately seen many, both of the whites and reds,
DEAR SrR:
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in this section of conn try.

There seems to be a general dissatisfaction in
consequeuce of the removal of General Wool; he has so conducted himthat he has gained the confidence of the Indians, without which no man
be of hut little service in the important business of removal of the Ins; they both love and fear him. Many of the Indians say that General
and General Smith, the emigrating agent, are the .first officers that
acted up to their promises, and told them the truth, and treated them
,......... u.uv•Y and kindly. Those men's treatment has had a most happy efin removing the prejudice of the Indians. They are both strict on the
and reds, who act improperly, which makes the ignorant Indians
love and fear them. I have not seen General Wool since he came to
country; but the strong feeling the people have on this subject has inme to write to you, asking the favor of you to speak to the honorable
of War, and see if he will not countermand his order, and let Gen.
remain in command of the Cherokee country, which, I think, is of
importance in the great cause of removing peaceably the Indians to the
I have heard no opposition as yet.
I hope to see you this fall.
Your friend, truly,
JAMES STANDEFER.

COMMISSIONERS' OFFICE,

New Echota, May 16, 1837.
Sm: Your severa1 communications, together with the enclosures therein
to, of the 20th, 24th, two of the 25th, and one of the 29th ultimo,.
w have the honor to acknowledgE', having received them on the
instant.
tenant Richard Bennett infc,rms us that his entire time will be ocin making payments to the army, at the several stations where the
are ; but that he will make an arrangement, which will enable us
the necessary funds from the Athens bank in Tennessee, where
inform us the fnnds will be deposited, by checking in favor of Captain
tun, who has, for some time past, been engaged at this place in makpayments under the treaty, upon our requisitions and under our super. We shall give the necessary instructions in relation to this subd do not o.pprehend any difficulty or delay in the procurement of
relation to the long absence of Doctor Minis, on a trip to Augusta,
upon which subject you ask for information, we must refer you to
several letters stating the facts at the time ; which embrace all the in·
· we have on the subject. The copies of the letters accompanyrs of the 24th, we were pleased to receive, as they afford us the
means of rectifying many false rumors and reports which have
circulated among the deluded Cherokees. 'l,he course of the Govt, at Washington, on this subject, cannot fail to produce a good efon Ross and his adherents, if, indeed, anything can operate to the benof those who seem resolved on their own destruction. We incline to
opinion thut Ross's obstinacy remains unsubdued, and are not without
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apprehension of the evil consequences which may finally result from
unconquerable ambition of this extra~rdinary man.
We were gratified to receive the opinion of the Attorney General of
United States on that part of the treaty therein referred to. It is ample
satisfactory.
We are pleased to learn that prompt measures have been taken to
all proper payments to the Cherokees who have emigrated; and we shall
without loss of time, comply with the request contained in your letter of
the 25th ultimo on that subject. We shall furnish yon with a full
of all the communications and instructions which we may send west,
nected with the emigration of the Cherokees under the late tre~tty.
We have carefully read the letter of Captain Armstrong, (the copy o
which you enclosed,) and fully concur in the opinion which he has ex..
pressed, and shall, therefore, endeavor to have his views on the subjects to
which he adverts sustained hereafter.
In a subsequent communication, we intend giving you detailed iufur
mation of the progress and prospects of our labors here.
vVe are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Commissioners.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner, ~-c.

CHEROKEE AGENCY BAST,

Calhoun, Tenn., 1Way 17, 1837.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your communication of the 3d
instant, informing- me that Doctor Minis has been relieved from duty in the
Indian Departmet1t, and instructing me to receipt to him for the money and
property remaining in his hands. Doctor Minis has not yet arrived from,
the west, but when he does, your instructions \Vill be obeyed.
,.' Captain Simonton, havit1g been assigned to duty with the commissioners
at Ne\v Echota, Georgia, I shall on to- morrow proceed to that place, to
receive from him, in accordance with the directions contained in your letter to General Smith, such portion of the draft for $100,0tl0, as may he
thought necessary.
The branch bank at Athens, not feeling at liberty in present state of
money matters to cash a draft north, and there being urgent need for fun(Js
at this point, I deemed it proper, and with the advice and consent of the
superintending agent, proceeded in the early part of the present month to
Nashville, where the business was satisfactorily arranged with the parent bank.
You have been ad vised, by General Smith, of the purchase of 200,000
pounds of bacon, which of itself will exhaust, or rt-~ther has already, by
accounts paid~ exhausted the $25,000 placed in my hands at Washington.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
JOHN C. REYNOLDS,
Disbursing ,flgent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

d
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AT .McNArRs, C. N.,
May 17, 1837.

SIR: Tl1e Cherokees continue to come in and enrol. I have now at the
t point:;; of collecting near four hundred enrolled, who are receiving
and the number increasing daily. Doctor Young-, and all the agents

accompanied the first detachment, have returned: all in good health.
Very respectfully,
NATH. SMrrH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
A. HARRIS,

Commissioner of Indian A.ffairs.

agreenwnt, made on the fourteenth day of Lo/larch, eighteen ·
and thirty-seven, between Joseph Wantyn, captain of steamer
of the one part, and Philip Minis, United States army, on
part of the United States, of the othe'r part.

~lllllut.rt'rl.

IS AGREEMENT WI'£NESSETH:

t the said Philip Minis, for and on behalf of the United States of
and the said Joseph vVantyn, for steamboat ~ewark, heirs, execuadministrators, have mutually agreed, and by these presents do
covenant and agree to and with each other, in manner following,
. That the said Joseph \Vantyn agrees to transport, on board of the
boat Newark and two keels in tow, four hundred o.nd sixty-six
Indians, with their baggage, provisions, &c. to Little Rock, on
Arkansas river. For anu in consideration of which, he is to receive, on
arrival of the boats with the detachment of Cherokees at Little Rock,
n dollars and twenty-five cents for each Indian on board at the time
·ng. No unnecessary delay shall be caused to the boats without
ion. Nothing is to he construed in the above to prevent a suffitime for the burial of dead Indians, and to procure necessary provisor supplies; and also agrees to prevent as far as practicable the sale of
by any person attached to the boat, to the Indians ; and also agrees
any stop at towns or village:::;, without there is a necessity for
which cannot be avoided .
. 'rhe said Philip Minis, for and on behalf of the United StatEs,
to pay the amount of transportation as above, immediately on tl:e
of the boats at Little Rock.
t the United States will be responsible for no uccideuts arising under,
wing out of, the foregoing stipulations.
witness whereof, the parties have hereunto placed their hands and
the day and date above written.
JOSEPH W ANTYN,
PHILIP MINIS, U. S. A.,

Disbursing Agent Cherokee Removal.
CHAMBERS.
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SoO
Bond for sanw.

Know all men by these presents, that we, Joseph \Vantyn, captain
steamer Newark, and Christian Simpson & Co., agents of said boat
D. D. McClure: are held and firmly bound to the United States of
ica, in the sum of sixteen thousand and fonr hundred dollars, lawful
of the United States ; for which payment, \rell and truly to be made,
bind ourselves, and each of us, our, and each of our heirs, executors,
administrators, for and in the whole, jointly and severally, firmly by these
presents. Sealed with our seals, dated the fourteenth day of March, in the
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-seven.
The condition of this obligation is such, that if the above bounden J.
Wantyn, Christian Simpson & Co., and D. D. McClure, heirs, executors,
or administrators, or any of them, shall and do in all things well and truly
observe, perform, fulfil, accomplish, and keep, all and singular the covenants,
,conditions, and agreements whatsoever, which, on the part of the said J.
Wantyn, his heirs, executors, or administrators, are, or ought to be observed,
performed, fulfilled, accomplished, and kept, comprised or mentioned in certain articles of agreement or contract, bearing date fourteenth day of
March, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven, between J. w·antyn,
captain of the steamer Newark, and the ~aid P. Minis, United States army1,
on the part of the United States, concerning the removal of four hundred
and sixty-six Cherokee Indians, according tu the true intent and meaning
of the said articles of agreement or contract, then the above obligation to
be void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
Signed duplicates,
JOSEPH W ANTYN,
CHRISTIAN SIMPSON & Co.,

Agents.
DARBY D. :M cCLURE.
In presence of
J. A.

CHAMBERS.

Articles of agreement, 1nade on the 22d day of March, 1837, between 8.
G. Moore, of the one part, and Philip Jl1inis, United States army, on
behalf of the United States, of the other part.
THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSETH :

1 1hat the said Philip Minis, for and on behalf of the United States of
America, and the said S. G. Moore, for steamer Revenue, heirs, executors,
and administrators, have mutually agreed, and by these presents do mutually covenant and agree to and with each other, in manner following,
to wit:
First. rrhat the said S. G. Moore agrees to transport, on board of the
steamer Revenne, and two keel boats in tow, four hundred and sixty-six
Cherokee Indians, with their baggage: provisions, &c., to Fort Gibson, Arkansas: for and in consideration of which, he is to receive, on tl1e arrival
of the boats with the detachment of Cherokees at Fort Gibson, or any other
point below it indicated by the agent having charge of them, the sum of five
•
fo r each indian thus transported. A sufiicient time wil! be allowed
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for stoppage on the way, should it be necessary to procure ~upplies for the
Indians; and also agrees to prevent the sale of ardent spirits by any person
attached to the boat to the Indians, and also not to stop at any town or village, except in cases of necessity, which cannot be avoided.
Second. The said Philip Minis, United States army, for and an behalf of
the United States, agrees to pay the amount of transportation above stated for
each India11, on their being landed at Fort Gibson, or in proportion for
such part of the way, should they be stopped by low water, or accident,
excepting a want of power in the s:eamboat Revenue to tow the keels.
That the United States will be responsible for no accidents arising under,
or growing out of, the foregoing ~tipulations.
In witness whereof, the parties have hereunto placed their hands and
seals, the day and date ahove written.
S, G. MOORE,
PHILIP MINIS,
Disbursing Agent Cherokee Removal.
Witnessed:
SPENCER JARNIGAN.

Bond for same.
Know all men by these pre5ents, that we, S. G. Moore and William
, are held and firmly bound to the United States of America in the
four thousand dollars, lawful money of the United States; for
payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, and each of
r, and each of our heirs, executors, and administrators, for, and in the
jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. Sealed with our
dated the twenty-se~ond day of March, in the year of our Lord eigh·
ndred and thirty-seven.
'
condition of this obligation is such, that if the above bounden S. G.
and William Brown, their heirs, executors, or administrators, or any
them, shall, and do in all things well and truly observe, perform, fulfil,
h, and keep, all and singular the covenants, conditions, and agree·
whatso8vcr, which, on the part of the said S. G. Moore and William
their heirs, exe,~utors, or administrators, are, or ought to be observperformed, fulfilled, accomplished, and kept, comprised or mentioned in
articles of agreement, or contract, bearing date 22d of March, L8371
Philip Minis, United States army, on behalf of the United States, and
said S. G. Moore, coneerning transportation of Cherokee Indians, accordto the true intent and meaning of the said articles of agreement or con·
; then the above obligation to be void, otherwise to remain in full force
virtue.
S. G. MOORE,
L. s.]
0

0

WM. BRO''\'VN,

1n presence of

f

L.

s.]

SPENCER JARNIGAJS'.

LrrTtE! Roc:K1 AR:KAtJsAS;
May 22~ 1837.
ta: 1 have the honor to acknowledge the reception of your communi-of the 25th and 26th of April ; also a Treasury warrant, on the Ag...
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r icultnral Bank, Mississippi, for $150,000, to carry itHo eifect the t.reaty
the Cherokees, per act 2d July, 1836.
I shall proceed to Natchez with as little delay as possible, and
above mentioned warrant for payment. I am, however, doubtful
ability of the Agricultural Bank to meet this demand, either with
such other funds as could possibly be disbnrsed in this section of
try. It is reported that nll the banks of Mississippi have positively
ed specie payments, except the Commercial Bank at ~~atchez. The
of these banks are, of course, much below par; in facr, they cannot be
posed of at this place, for the payment of debts, or the purchase of
They will undoubtedly, in a few days, cease to circulate in this State.
I will notify you from Natchez of the result of my application to the
ricultural Bank. I would, however, respectfully suggest, that other
be furnished me to meet the anticipated £1.ilure of the Agricultural Bank
meet the above named warrant.
rrhe two hundred thousand rations of subsistence for the Chickasaws, contracted for by Lieutenant Searight, are now being delivered at this place.
So far, they have proved of a good quality, and are in most excellent order.
In consequence of the low stage of the water, boats of the
draught are unable to reach this place. Freight is brought in
from the bar, about five miles below this, where it is discharged by the steam·
boats. We have, however, had no spring rise as yet. Should boats, with
the rations destined for Fort Coffee, be in this river the early part of next
month, they w·ill undoubtedly be enabled to reach that post.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
R. D. C. COLLINS,

Captain U. S. Jl., a?ld Disbursing Agent,
C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian .fJjfairs,
Washington, D. C.

NEw EcHOTA, GEORGIA, May 23, 1831.
SIR: I have the honor to request instructions from your department rela:
tive to the payment of claims for valuations of Cherokees who enrolled, and
had their improvements valued under former treaties. Many applications
have lately been made to me ; one or two from individuals who emigrated
in 1834, and did ·not receive the balance due them west, and, ih consequence,
returned to the nation east. They now wish to emigrate again, but want
to know how they are to get the money due them for their valuations.
On examination, I find by a letter from your office to Major Currey,
dated March 22, 1833, that Captain Vashon Was informed that the funds
for the p:tyment of Cherokee improvements were exhausted, and that the
residue of the claims must wait an appropriation by Congress. On further
examination; I do not ascertain that such an appropriation was made. If
there was, (unless it is intended that the valuations above referred to shall be
p,aid out of the $5,600,000,) I have to request that you will order funds to
be forwarded to Captain J. P. Simonton or Dr. J. C. Reynolds, for the pur·
pose, or to direct what is to be done. David Carter is one of the persons
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referred to ; he wishes to remove west as soon as possible. His claim for
valuation, in 1834, amounts to $4,250 50. 'I'he papers, together with a
copy of Major Currey's report to your office: containing evidence in favor
of Carter's claim to certain improvements, to which exceptions were taken
by the department, are here before the commissioners: and the improve~
ments have been adjudged by them to be his right and property. The said
( 'arter has settled all demands upon his valuations, and wishes the whole
amonnt to be paid him in this country, according to the latter clause of
the 15th article of the treaty of 1835. The commissioners do not feel
themselves authorized to direct the payment out of the last appropriation.
Have the goodness to favor me with particular instructions in this case,
and general instructions, for acting in all cases of a like nature that may
he presented to me.
lTery respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
NATH. ~MITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
Hon. C. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

id Carter claiming the improvement valued in tlte year 1834, by
James Montgomery, (assessing agent at that time,) to Ann Fields.
David Carter alleges, and shows vouchers for the same, that he purchased
possessions from the said Ann Fields, in the year 1833, for the con~
wrSid.erati·cm of four hundred and twentv-five dollars. The said David Carter
receipts fi·om Ann Fields, (now· Ann Henry,) and from Hugh Henry
wise: (her husband,) showing that said David Carter has made full
t...at1:Istactlcm for the improvement, with all other debts claimed by the said
and Ann Henry, of said David Carter.

A true copy of a receipt from Ann Henry to David Carter.
A.e:~L 15, 1837",
Received of David Carter the sum of four hundred and Jtwenty-five dol"
in full payment for an improvement upon which I now live, and which
to him in the year 1833, and which was afterwards valued to my
in the year 1834.
ANN HENRY.
MAY

24, 1837.

The above is a correct copy of the receipt shown me by David Carter1
and now in his possession,
.NATH. SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
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A true copy of a receipt from Hugh Henry, the husband of the
Ann Henry, to David Carter.
Received, this 6th of March, 1837, of David Carter, his note at one
for six hundred and seventy-three dollars, which is given in full
accounts, of both Ann Henry, late Ann Fields, and my account, to
date, which will be in full when paid.
.

HUGH HE
Test:
A.

GALBRAITH .

This note rrferred to in Hugh Henry's receipt, the said David
says he has paid.
MAy

24, 1831.

The above is a true copy of a receipt sho\Vn me by David Carter,
now in his possession .
NA'rH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee RemovaL

David Carter, in account 'With Ann l?ields, the 'Wife of Hugh Henry.
'ro an i~proveme~t, $425. This is the accouut sp?ken of in HUp
· Henry's receipt above, m favor of Ann Henry, late Ann Fields.
DAVID CAR'fER.
The conditions upon which Ann Fields had the improvement in
tion valued to her benefit, are these: After selling her improvement to
said David Carter, she expressed a wish to enrol and go to the west, &ncl
said she wonld do so if she had an improvement to be valued, upon whiCh
the said D. Carter proffered to let her have her old place valued to J,er
benefit and in her name, but expressly on the conditions that she would go
to the west under the enrolling system. She, the said Ann Fields, ha
failed to go to the west, agreeable to the conditions under which she enrolled,
and had the improvement valued to her benefit, and her husband, Hugh
Henry, has H~tistered himself and family on the books at Ne\v Echota to
remain in th1s country, according to an arrangement in the treaty of 1836.
The matter is here briefly laid before you for your consideration ancl
decision.
It is presumed that the money appropriated for this improvement is yet
remaining in the ·office west of the Mississippi unpaid, because the said Ann
Fields failed going to the west, to apply for the money acc,lrding to contract.
The said David Carter now claims to his benefit in the west, all moneJI
due upon said improvements.
DAVID CARTER.

NEw Ec:aoTA,

GEORGlA,

2J..fay24, 1837.

Sitt: l have the honar to transmit the enclosed account of John A. M.
Jarnigan, for your examination and decision . I am directed, by General
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the superintending emigrating agent, to state, that in his opinion,
· were necessary, and the charges reasonable ; but, inasmuch
regulations do not contain any specific authority for the allowances,
deemed proper to obtain your approval before he authorizes the payment.
am also requested by General Smith to suggest to you the expediency
· · him authority hereafter to employ a person to accompany each
nt as laborer and police officer, at the compensation asked to be
J. A. M. Jarnigan.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
JNO. C. REYNOLDS,

Disbursing Agent Cherokee Ilemoval.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs,
Washington.

NEw

EcHoTA, GEoRGIA,

May 24, 1837.
: I had the honor, by the last mail, to receive your letter of the 25th
enclosing a copy of a letter from Captain W m. Armstrong, supert Western 'rerritory. I am fully aware of the impropriety of paying
of the Cherokees any more of their dues here, than what is actually
to pay their debts, and get such articles of clothing as they may
the way. One of my principal objects in accompanying the late
t so far as I did, was to see how the Indians conducted them1 find that the common Indians set no value on money ; they view
trash, and appear not to rest content while they have any, particularly
are in the habit of drinKing to intoxication, (which is the case with
t of ten of them.) I was compelled to pay more of them than I
have done, owing to the circumstance o.f those who heretofore emnot being paid on their arrival west, agreeably to the promise made
here. Had I not commuted their sub5istence, I might not perhaps
been able to have started two hundred of them. They urged that if
could not get the money on their arrival west, they would have to
near the agency, where they could draw their rations every three or
days, or they would lose them; and if they commuted, they would
· provisions, and could settle at some place where, if they wished,
might remain permanently.
the receipt of your Jetter, I have determined to commute the transonly, being now able to assme all who apply, that, if they wish,
can get their commutation of sub~istence immediately on their arrival
lloaency west.
Very respectfully:
Your most obedient servant,
NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
c. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

:ftfay

26,

1837~

SIR: I have just returned to this place from a tour through the Geo~
and rrennessee part of the Cherokee country. I find that great numbeil
of the Indians are making preparations to leave early next fall, for thelf
new homes; but it is principa11y with the wealthy and the poorest classes:
the first, I think wish to get off to save their property, and the last are suffering for something to eat, and enrol to Georgia for the sake of being fed.
I have eurolled at this place 124; at Ross's landing, 215; at McNairs, 63;
and at the Valley Towns, North Carolina, 40; and General "'\Vool is feeding out of the poor fund near 500, who say they will go early in the fall.
'fhose are fed at New Echota, Georgia, by the General.
Very respectfully,
NATH. SMITH.
Superintendent Cherokee Her~oval.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.
CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,
Calhoun, T~ nnessee, May 27, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to state, for your information, that ~aving been
engaged for a short time at New Echota, Georgia, on public business, I
left that place on the 25th inst., at the request of the Indian commis~ioners,
and proceeded to Athens, Tennessee, to procure funds for public disbursements.
I this day presented to the cashier of the Planters' Bank of Tennessee, at
Athens, a draft for $200,000, drawn by Richard Bennett, disbursing agent,
and endorsed by Wilson Lumpkin and John Kennedy, United States commissioners, payable to the order of Captain J. P. Simonton, and by him endorsed in blank, and requested payment part in specie and part in notes of
their own bank; but the cashier refused to pay either specie or their own
notes, (except notes payable in New Orleans, which I was specially directed
by the commissioners not to receive.) I accordingly protested the draft,
and am now on my return to New Echota to inform the commissioners of
the circumstance.
It may be proper to state that the cashier had previously passed the
$200,000 to the credit of R. Bennett on his bank pass book.
Having made the demand verbally, in order to prevent misconstruction I
made a written application, and have the honor to enclose, for your informa·
tion, a copy of the correspondence.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JNO. C. REYNOLDS,
Disbursing Agent Cherokee Removal.
:C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

P. S.-1 respectfully request to be advised from what fund and in what
manner am I to be reimbursed the cost of the protest.
Ver f resJ.ectfully,

JNO. C. REYNOLDS,

Disbursing Agent, 4'-c.
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ATHENS, TENNESSEE,

May 2i, 1837.
Sm: I herewith present a draft for $200,000 drawn by Richard Bennett,
endorsed by Wilson Lumpkin and John Kennedy, Esqrs., Indian
missioners, in favor of Captain J. P. Simonton, and by him endorsed in
k~ and have to request that you will furnish me with $75,000 in notes
yonr bank, payable either at Athens or Nashville, $25,000 in specie, and.
the other $100,000 to my credit in your office.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JNO. C. REYNOLDS,
Disbur-sing Agent Cherokee Removal.
WM. CLARK, Esq.,
Cashier Planters' Bank,
Athens, Tennessee.

OFFICE OF THE PLANTERS' BANK OF TENNESSEE,

Athens, May 27, 1837.
Sm: In reply to your note of this date, I have only to say that the prederanged state of the money market, and the general suspension of
· payments by northern banks, induce me to believe that I ought not,
time, issue any paper except payable at New Orleans, of which a
small portion has yet been used on account of Government. I expect,
, to receive definite instructions by next Tuesday's mail, and hope
a delay will be no great inconvenience.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WM. CLARK,
Cashier.
J. G. REYNOLDS,
Disbursing Agent, o/c.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

May 28, 1837.
: l have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 2d
I feel highly flattered that my conduct, and that of those con·
with me in charge of the Cherokee detachment, were such as to
the expression of approbation you have been pleased to convey
obedience to your instructions, 1 have herewith transmitted an account
expenses incurred in the emigration of the five Creek Indians with
]larty of Cherokees, together with an account of clothes furnished by
· tendent. I would beg leave to remark that, when taken in
y were in a state of almost literal nakedness, and on the point
ltflP'rr"t·inn

permit the opportunity to correspond with your department t()
without bearing my t~stimony to the active exertions and zeal of
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General Smith in endeavoring to effect the removal of the Cherokees.
prospect for numerous emigrations next fall is at present flattering;
has ever been the fate of this service to have to contend with counter
rents which, frequently, are so successfully opposed as to defeat the
laid plans, and it is to be ~ea!ed that large numbers of the Cherokee
will become the deluded VIctims of bad counsel.
With high respect,
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,

·!OHN S. YOUNG,
Asstst't Sup't Clterokees east.
To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian AjJ"ai1·s.
P. S.-The accounts named in this letter, with that of four other Creek,
I have enclosed to Hon. C. A. Harris.

NATH. SMITH,
8upe1·intendent Cherokee Removal.
CHEROKEE AoENCY

EAsT,

May 28, 1837.
SIR! Doctor J. S. Young has recently returned from conductin
ment of Cherokee emigrants to the country assigned, west of the lVlJ~ssts:siPCIJ
The duties of my st~tion, as snperi~tend~nt, are laborious, owing to
necessity of my o~caswnal pres~nce 1n vano~s parts of the nati?n east.
viO'orous prosecutiOn of the busmess I have m charge, renders 1t nec:es~llf~
th~t I have an assistant in the nation: I have, therefore, to request that
young be relieved from the duties of con~ucting agent, that he ~ay act
my assistant, and be constantly on duty m the nation east. H1s
·
in that capacity are needed, but there should be an increase of connpe:nsa..';
tion. The Doctor entered the Cherokee service on the 9th of August last~
since that time he has been engaged in the most active and laborious duties
most of the time in actual travelling: at an expense of from one and a half
to two dollars per day in traversing the country, deprived of all domestic
enjoyment~ with hi~ family. After defray~ng n~cessary charges out of his
compensatiOn, but httl~ has been left for h1s family. ~or. past services no
additional allowance 1s asked; but the Doctor's acquamtance with the
business, ~d high standing in th~ se.rvice, both with citizens and Indians,
make it desuable for me to have his aid. He has great repugnance to long
absence from his family, and they cannot be removed from their friends if
he be not permitted to be occas~onally with them. 'fhis he may be, by
duties being confined to the natwn east.
It is, therefore, asked that he be continued assistant superintendent of
Cherokee removals, with a proper increase of compensation, having in view
the important services already rendered.
The matter is submitted to the better judgment of the Commissioner df
Indian Affairs, by his
Very obedient, humble servant,
NATH. SMITH,

hls

Superintendent Cherokee Removal,
To Ron. C. A. HARRts,
•
Commissioner of Indian Ajairs.
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CoMMISSIONERs' OFFicE, NEw EcHOTA,

May 30, 1837.
You are apprized, by the letter of Dr. J. C. Reynolds, (disbursing
&c.) of the 27th instant, addressed to you, a copy ot which is now
us, of the course of the Planters' Bank at Athens, Tennessee.
have to 1equest that the subject, without delay, be presented to the
ion of the proper department of the Government of the United
and that we may be instructed in relation to our duty as connected
the subject.
the mean time, we shall make a similar application to the Augusta
of Georgia for funds, and await the result of that application.
the present deranged state of the currency of the country, we would
to be advised what ought reasonably to be expected and demanded of
'te banks of the Government, in order to meet the payments under
· vuo;:;JvJt~.cc treaty of 1835, so as to accommodate the various persons
ch funds as may suit their convenience.
distrust in all banking institutions, which at this time pervades the
mind, renders it desirable that a portion of the payments to the
should be made in specie, if practicable.
Respectfully, we are
Your most obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
IR:

Commissioners.
HARRis,

Esq.,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

JONESBOROUGH, TENNESSEE,

May 30, 1837.
Sm: The subjoined is the copy of a letter put into my hands, in
to ascertain from you whether or not the debts made under its
cannot be secured, in the payments by the Government agents,
ians. Your answer to Mr. George Mountcastle, address Chero
, will be thankfully received.
Respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN BLAIR.
J. R. PoiNSETT.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

August 7, 1835.
I perceive, with feelings of deep concern, that many Cherokees are
point of suffering for the want of food and raiment, and have not
of procuring either. When they have or will enrol their accep~
the offers of the Government through John Ridge and others, I
ure to assure you that supplies of the description necessary to
and prudently furnished, not exceeding ten dollars per head,
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would be paid for by the United States, upon their removal west, out of
valuation of their abandoned property, or the per capita allowance sti
for in said treaty.
They have the promise of these terms, with any additional, if anv
be allowed by the United States commissioners.
·
BENJ. F. CURREY,
Supm·intendent Cherokee Removal.

Mr.

GEORGE Mou:KTCASTLE .

EAsT,
May 31, 1837.
SIR : Enclosed, herewith, you will find my quarterly statement corre~
ed, as you required. In it you will see that I have placed Dr. Hetzell's pa.yt
at $4 per day, he having agreed to act as clerk to Captain Simonton, q.
well as myself. The duties of the Captain are very labmious; so much so,
that he informed me that he could not get on with business without a cler~
and my office and his are within twelve feet of each other, and the Doctor
can very easily attend to both.
Will you please send me some large sized paper, suitable to make out my
quarterly statements and abstracts upon?
Very respectfully,
NA TH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Remo~:al.
Hon. C. A. HARRIS,
Comn~issioner of Indian Affairs.
CHEROKEE AGENCY

CoMMISSIONERs' OFFicE,

New Echota, ~Jay 31 r 1837.
SrR: Herewith we enclose, for the information of your department, copies

of the communications and papers, which we have this day forwarded to
Lieutenant Van Horne, on the subject of making the necessary disbursements to the emigrating Cherokees west, under the treaty of 1835.
'Ve have forwarded these communications by the hand of a trnst-worthy
emigrant, who will go direct to Fort Gibson. You will please to apprize
us whether the plan of making these payments, as you will find suggested
to Lieutenant Van Horne, meets the approbation of the department at Washington.
This business would have been attended to much sooner, if we could
qave procured from the superintendent, General Smith, the roll embracing
the late emigrants.
'Ve an~, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,

WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Cornrnissiauers.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
War Depa'rtment•

..
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CoMMTSSIONEH.s' OFFICE,
New Echota, Georg~a, May ::11, 1837.
. Sm: vVe have received information from C. A. Harris, Esq., Commis1Ioner of lrJdian Affairs, that $150,000 has been remitted and placed in your
hands at Fort Gibson, for the purpose of paying claims under the late
Cherokee treaty of 1835. We have also been requested to notify you when
and where these payments will be expected to be made, in order to enable
you to make your arrangements accordingly.
We have also been requested to furnish von with such information and
mstructions as may be 11ecessary to enable you to take the proper receipts,
&c., so as to prevent any difficulties hereafter, in the settlement of your accounts.
In conf?rmity with the foregoing instructions from the War Department,
herewtth send you a list of the names of the emigrants, who are authorat this time, to receive payments at your hands, under the provisions of
reaty of 1835, with the amount due to each individual, carried out opto his name.
'rhe .amonnt due to each individual, is the residue due to him, or her, afhavmg finally adjudicated all their business, which has come before the
· ·oners, viz: these several amounts have been taken from the regisof payments, which is made up in a form which exhibits the true standof the affairs of each individnal, in form of debtor and creditor, showby this record, the amount of valuations, spoliations, and claims, which
been allowed to each, as well as the advances in money and claims
have been allowed, and which stand charged against each person.
fore, the amounts which you have to pay~ are the clear and uncond balances, which are due to each person, according to the list
ch we herewith furnish yon.
Onr object in being thus full and explicit upon this subject, is to relieve
from all embarrassment, and to enable you to make the necessary exllanrm'ons to the recirients, as some of them may be under some misappre··
in regard to the amount due them, arising from the facts that some
the claims against the emigrants have been adjudicated, and allowed by
commissioners as just debts, since their departure for the we~t; and
cases of litigation have been decided, which may vary the amounts,
in favor of and against some of the emigraBts. However, these distreo,anci·e:s, in the expectation of the recipients, cannot oftet1 occur, as their
as far as practicable, was finally adjusted before their departure.
prevent all embarrassment and error, as far as practicable, we subjoin
following form of receipts to be taken by you, on the payments being
to each individnal. You will take duplicate receipts, on one of which
can make your settlements, and the other will afford the means, at the
kee agency west, and make and carry out the proper entries upon the
of the register of payments, which we intend furnishing that office on
conclusion of our duties here.

Form of receipt.

No.

received of (here insert the name of the disbursing agent,)
Too dollars, being the amount now due me,_ <l;s appears from the certificate of Messrs. Lumpkin and K~nned y, comm1sswners
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for deciding claims, under the provisions of the Cherokee treaty of
ber 29, 1835, as per No.
book
on the register of n!lli'Tnl>lrtti
made out under the direction of said commissioners, this
183 .
The first blank No. will be filled, by simply putting the number of
receipt, which you may take from the recipient; the second blank No.,
the proposed form, will be filled with the individual's number, on the reg~
ter of payments, (and that number will precede the name of each person,
on the list which we propose sending to you.) On that register, each ind'vidual is distinguished by his or her number, and not the page of the boo~
We would suggest the expediency of your having blank receipts printed;
and the duplicates intended to furnish the means of completing the entriea
on the register of payments, might be bound or stitched in a cheap form,
suitable for the files of the office of the Cherokee agency west.
In regard to the time and place of making these payments, it is only necessary to remark, that we are apprized of no just cause why these paymenta
should not be made immediately. As to the place at which they are to be
made, we -would recommend that point which may be most convenient to.
the emigrants, and, at the same time, not incompatible with the interest of
the Government and your official duty.
You will do well to bear in mind that this communication has no reference to, or connexion with, the subject of the transportation and subsistence
of the Cherokees; the whole of that branch of the disbursements has been
confided to General Smith, the superintendent of ·emigration, and he being
absent from this place, we are unable to furnish yon with the necessary information on that branch of the business. We shall, however, request the
superintendent, without Joss of time, to report to us a full and detailed statement of the advances which he has made to the emigrants for transporta·
tion and subsistence, and when we obtain his report, you shall be furnished
with the same, accompanied by the necessary instructions.
We are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
\VILSON LUMPKIN,

JOHN KENNEDY,

Commissioners.
Lieut.

VAN HoRNE,

Fort Gibson.

8i3
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LIST of the names of Cherokee emigrants u.ndet the treaty of 1835,
made out for the use and guide of the disbursing agent west, under the
direction and supervision of the commissioners of the United States,
with the amount required to be paid to each emigrant, placed opposite
!tis, her, or their name ). also; givin{?" the number and book of each ind:vidual, as taken from the register of payments.
Book.

No.

Names.

Amount.

- - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

42
52
84
57
4l6
450
73
74
175
79
63
78
62
427
197
167
205
207
54
173
304
422
45
297
99
37
24
16
375
35
4U
11
87
68
88
177
363
61
56
8
318
60

John T. Adair
'rhomas B. ~dair's heirs
Walter Adair's heirs
Black Bird David Bell Buzzard or Sultee John Brewer
Thonm3 Brewer
Hauk Baldridge
Samuel L. Ballard Bear Meat Big Milk
Big Coon
Joseph Cautchfield Cutsty
John Ellicott
George Chambers Edward Fry
William H. Foreman
'rurtle Fields
Daniel Griffin
Charles F. Foreman
Thomas Goss, orphan
Edward Graves
Jack Hawkins
Jose'p h M. Lynch Ground Mole
Yona Killa
_,
Mariah Mulkey
John l\1ar!in
Samuel Mays
Charles Moore
Alexander McCoy. Nothing sent
Samuel McCammon
Jacob Nicholson
Yonng Puppy
A11drew Ross
Jinney Rowe (Archis wife)
Peggey Rowe
Major Ridge
Joh11 Ridge
Archey Rowe

$472
2,342
6,661
84
550
504
1,175
103
1,187
643
971
57
858
2.632
1;oo5
1,431
4,~76

1,699
148
871
854
779
1,899
261
454
2,867
789
1,245
606
9,229
3,001
962
578
1,299
767
1,3t10
218
420
11,877
885
1,470

62!
50
00
90
49!
12!
11

55
11

06!
62!
93!
31!
12
71!
38
09
00
20
32
80
92!
01}
54!
75
00
84
66!
50
37
57!
50
62!
77

94-i
33
00
IS!
11

00
42!
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674
LIST-Continued.

Book.

No.

-- -A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

34
25
194
19
29
105
321
206
72
36
38
48
~

192
193

A

59
17
407
153
26
105
411
319
213
418
285
381
ll9
22
117
23
58
94
459
374
27
124
398
30
1
10
402
21
4111

A

64

A
A

419

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A

111

Names.

Amount.

-~------------ ----

Skager
Dick Scott Widow Squirrel
Archilla Smith
Aggey Smith
Tesa Teskey (or W rinklesides)
W m. Tn me I
rral-la-se-nah
Thomas f 1 • ,..1'aylor Benjamin F. Thompson
James A. Thompson
John Williams
David ',y a tie
Stand Watie
Isabella Watie 1 wife of Stand, and
Henderso11 Hicks Longshell Tuttle John Fields: sen'r Sarah Pig, or Fields
William Vann
Etaconna, or Etaganna
Dirt Seller Little Archy Scraper
Cuntakee Spring Frog
Leonard: or Loony Hicks 1'a-ka-eeska
Ultiah, or Wattie, (a woman)
Polley
Nnncy Harris
Nelley
Daniel Mills
John F'ields, jr.
Young 'T'nrkey
:
Jnstas Fields
Black Fox . -Bnsh in -the-water Polley Blnck hi rd
Keylhana, or Kahenahe
1'nrluka (or Raincrnw)
Kul-knl -ln ska
Sam Scott Alexauder Brown, jr., son of Nakey
Robert Mr'Tier
Kulstries Orphans George Brarmeat Killer Moore
Elakee Swimmee -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

..

$3a4 56
3,500 00
293 50

1,426 3~
197 55
704 99J
1b7 25

-

-

2,220 20
8:221 25
3,867 00

-

-

2,369 35
1,42i 00

-

-

-

-

-

her son,

-

-

-

-

-

-

644 34!

706

97i

1,665 00
88 00
1,()011 00

-

100 ()()

-

-

3110 00
3110 no

-

376 60
1,249 20
194 50
600 II()
63:) 00
3i6 on
300 00
195 00
2!10 00

-

-

-

-

-

2r>

on

-

3tl0
1,'200
459
200

00
()\}
00
(){)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12f) 110

-

300 00

-

400 00
30(1 ()()

-

-

-

1110 00

3oo no

lfl()

00

500 00
50

no

fi()

00

31 10 00
1' 1()() 00
21 l2 00
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LIST -Continued.
Book.

No.

A
A

~20

A
A

A
A

176
33
114
5
103

Names.

Dirt Thrower, or Black Fox
Scontah-hee
Tomorrow
Cartoo, or Bread
Gog-tees-kee, or Swell
Jacob West-

Amount.

-

:-

$242
300
100
630
216
56

50
00
00
75
00
14~

CoMMISSIONF.Rs' OFFICE,

New Echota, May 31, 1837.
Sm: Yon will please to consider the foregoing list (or roll) as it stands
stated on this sheet, and as explained in our letter of this date, wh1ch is
herewith forwarded to you, as our requisition upon you to pay to the
several individuals embraced on the list the several sums opposite to their
names, which we certify to be due at this time to said individuals, under the
provisions of the Cherokee treaty of 1835.
'Ve are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
'VILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,

Commissioners.
Lieut.

VAN HoRNE,

Disbursing Agent,

<J~c.,

Fort Gibson.

ATHENS,

'l1 ENNESSEE,
June 3, 1837.

Sm: On my return to this place from Gunter's landing, Alabama, where
had been to pay troops, I met with Dr. Reynolds, wh-o informed me he
presented my draft for $200,000 on the branch of the Planters' Bank
of Tennessee, at Athens, given in favor of Captain J. P. Simonto'l, and
countersigned IJy Messrs. Lumpkin and Kennedy, commissioners, and that
thecashier declined letting him have their notes payable at any other place
except New Orleans, with the $25,000 claimed in specie. Dr. Reynolds
had the draft protested, as he conceived that kind of notes wou1d not answer to ray the claims under the treaty.
The Planters' Bank of 'rennessee, and all its branches, have discontinued sprcie payments. The cashier informed me that they had received express directions from the mother bank to do so.
This hr,s produced an unexpected state of things to us, and how we are
to nuke disbursements I am unable to tell. Checks from disbnrsing agents
were protested a few days ago, before payments in specie stopped 7 and of
course will not uow be paid. ·
Our disbnrsements in this quart~r must cease, unless some other arrangemeut is effected. I have so far myself strictly complied with the law that
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prohibits the payment in notes of a less denomination than $20, al
I have had to b:ring specie from one end of the Cherokee nation to the
and that in dollars, and over the very worst roads that you can conceive
mountainous, rocky, and miry swamps, which were almost impassable.
I have had so much travelling to perform s-ince my arrival here, that
was impossible to remain with the commissioners at New Echota, to aid
disbursing. I could have been with them three or four weeks in April
but they had a reces& at that time.
I shall now have to travel nearly all over East ,-rennessee, to pay the dis
charged troops of last year. When that service is completeu, I could
for them at Calhoun, or this place, as many claims would be presented
either place. I do not see how we are to get along without speeie funds. The
warrant for $200,000 in favor of the cashier of the branch of the Planter+
Bank of Tennessee, at Athens, payable at Augusta, Georgia, has not yet
been received.
The Second Auditor informed both the cashier and myself that there
quisttion was issued on the 19th of April last, in his favor, to be plaeed to my
credit in the bank here. The other warrant came to hand about four weeks
ago, issued about the same time. I am at a loss to account for its delay.
Your letters addressed to me at New Echota, were not received until a few
days ago.
With great respect, sir,
I am your obedient servant,
RICHD. BENNETT,
Dis. Agent Cherokee Rernotal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian A..flairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

June 3, 1S37.
SrR: I have the honor to report that the prospects for a numerous emigration this fall are every day brightening. Many Cherokees are preparing to
be off, that until very lately said they never would go. Mr. John Ross
passed this on his way home on yesterday. What effect his presence will
have among, them, or the course he will take, I am now unable to say.
I fear the derangements of our moneyed affairs will operate SP.rionsly to
the prejudice of the Cherokee removal. I shall not be surprised if they in
future refuse to receive bank paper of any descrjption. Would it not be
well, if our banks do not resume specie payments soon, to have a qnuntity
brought out from the mint? A good wagon and team would bring over one
million of dollars in gold.
Very respectfully,
NATH. Sl\UTH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian .ll.ffairs.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST.

June 5, '1837.

SIR : 1 have the honor to acknowledg-e the receipt of your communication of the 20th ultimo, transmitting copies of two letters from Lieutenant
Van Horne, and an extract of one from Doctor Minis. As Lieut. Van
Home condemns the course I pursued in removing the last detachment of
Cherokees to the west, and has seen fit to make charges of a nature involving the rectitude of my official conduct, I deem it but proper to give you a
statement of all the facts connected therewith, in order to enable you to
judge whether there be any truth in his allegations.
When I entered upon the duties of superintendent of Cherokee removals, as I stated to you in a former communication, on my arrival at New
Echota, Georgia, on the 25th of January last, General Wool informed me
that he had been subsisting from three to four hundred Cherokees, who
were willing to remove west in the spring, and that as the provisions were
nearly exhausted, he wished me to take charge of them, which I accordingly did. I borrowed some provisions from the General, as none were to
be~purchased at or near that place, and immediately commenced making
preparations to remove them to the river, where provisions could be qbtainoo at a less cost, and where they might be kept in readiness to embark for
the west at a moment's warning. When I made known to the Indians that
I was ready to send them either to this place or Ross's landing, whichever
they might prefer, a large majority of them refused to leave until their subaistence was commuted, alleging as a reason that Cherokees heretofore removed west were provisioned by the Government officers, with the promise
!that they would be paid for their improvements, and receive commutation
'10r a year's subsistence on their arrival at their new homes, and that when
arrived there they could not obtain either. On the contrary, they
compelled t.o take their rations in kind, to obtain which they were
,COIJtstntu·1ed to settle in the vicinity of the agency where they were issued,
that they might te .enabled to draw every three or four days, or
ise lose them. By this means they were prevented from removing
the interior: where they intended to fix their permanent homes. This intommll·cm they stated was obtained from many Cherokees, then in this
who had removed west and returned to adjust their claims. Maj.
d other leaders of the treaty making party urged the ]ndians to
before they left, asserting that they had a right to this commutaunder the treaty, and that it ought to be paid them. I consulted the
IICOirlml·s:s1· oners, who differed in opinion on the subject. lVIr. Lumpkin
that I onght to pay them before they removed, and Mr. Kennedy
opinion that they should not be paid until they arrived at their new
They told me, however, to act as I thought proper, as in either case
ld have one of them to coincide with me. I then consulted General
and Colonel John Williams, both of whom were of opinion that I
with great advantage to the service and safety to myself pay them
they took their departure. John Ridge urged the subject most daly, and said that when the treaty was under discussion, it was un..
·---·--·" by the Cherokees that they were to obtain their commutation east ;
pport of his opinion quoted the words of the 8th article, where it
: "and such persons and families as in the opinion of the emigrating
are capable of removing and subsisting themselves, shall be permitted
do SOj" and argued that the emigrating agent was the sole judge as to who
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should be allowed to commnte, and that as his station was east, if they
ed west without it, they would in all probability be compelled to receive
rations in kind, as was the case with many who had previously emi
Under th~se circnmstancc:s. I had to decide whether I should cornmute
subsistence, and remove as ;,nany as possible, speedily and to thcirsatJtstactl<l•
or refuse to commute, bring down upon me the opposition and ill-will
whole treaty making party, and fail in removing any. I resolved, after
ture deliberation, to adopt the former course, believing it to be the true
of the Government, and satisfied that it was the only one by which J
succeed in starting a detachment. In allowing them to commute I was
carefnl us I possibly could be to see that none received their allowance, save
those who knew how to take care of it. Owing to many being unknown to
me, some few may have received it who should not, although every precall·
tion was taken to avoid such a result. I requested the Cherokee committee
then in session to de~ide, and did not commute for any unless recommended
by tHem, and in some instances refused to commute after they had been
recommended, when I believed the applicants to be incapable of making a
prudent use of their money.
In starting the party, I purchased and forwarded with them 78 barrels of
flour, near 12)000 lbs.ofbacon, and about 150 bHshels of cornmeal. Toe~
vey the latter, I purchased domestic and had sacks made, and directed Dr.
Young, as they were emptied, to give them to the poor Cherokees of the party. My reason for sending such a quantity of provi::.dons was to guard
ngainst the emigrants suffering in case of detention on the way, as had been
the case with all the parties previously removed by water, as I was informed,
none of which had ever reached their destination in less than ten weeks, and
the last party had been even three months on the way and suffered greatly for
provisions. Another reason was, that I purchased the articles cheaper than
they could have been obtained in any part of the United States, viz: 50 barrels of flour at $8 per barrel and 28 at $7 50, bacon at 11 cents per pound1
and corn-meal at less than 60 cents per bushel. This was transported
with the Cherokees at a very trifling additional expense. As these articles
must necessarily have been in great demand in the west, and would, if thrown
into the market, bring considerably more than cost, the sale of the surplus,
should there be any, I supposed would be an easy matter, and it is not a little
astonishing to me that Mr. Van Horne should complain of having the duty
of selling a few barrels of flour, and a few hundred pounds of bacon, imposed
upon him. Of course it cannot be supposed by any one that I possessed
data sufficient when the party started to have enabled me to form a precise
estimate of the quantity of provisions the emigrants would require. Either
a surplus or a deficiency on the arrival of the party west was rendered,
therefore, extremely probable, and I presume the commissioner will agree
with me in opinion tl\at of the two alternatives it was desirable to avoid the
latter.
I herewith transmit a copy of my instructions to the conducting agent,
Dr. Young, (marked A.) The Doctor was taken sick with the measles on
the day the party arrived at its destination, and was confined to his bed
fifteen days. This, he informed me, was the cause of his leaving the party.
As TP~pects the promises of the agents to the emigrants, that they would
be paid their commutation on their arrival west, it was necessary to make
them, in order to induce them to move. Even those who were in favor
of the treaty, refused to leave upon any other considerations.
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In Lientennnt Van Horne's letter of the 7th ultimo, he is pleased to state,
"yet about two-thirds of the party, agreeable to a roll handed me by Col.
Armstrong, were paid both the commuted allowance for transportation and
subsistence east of the Mississippi." This assertion I pronounce utterly
, and without the least foundation. As respects their commuted trans'on, there were but ten persons of the 466 that did commute, viz:
mel M. Camern and family, consisting of eight persons, and Leonard
and William Hicks. ,.-rhey commuted at New Echota, Georgia, with a
view to remove themselves, and subsequently changed their minds, and
resolved to go by water with their friends. At Tuscumbia, Alabama, on
e day the boat left, they refunded to me the amount paid, ($20 per head,)
which I gave them my receipt, and opposite their names on a roll, pre'! prepared in my own handwriting, of those ,who had commuted
transportation and subsistence, I entered "refunded.;' 1-,his money I
now in my possession.
On taking the emigrants from this place and Ross's and Gunter's land1 had to purchase eleven flat boats, at a cost of near $400. On my
l at Decatur, the river was so low that I could not get them over the
with safety and in time, and I therefore left them with a commission
ant at that place to sell as lighters, to fre..ight cotton over the shoals,
had the Cherokees transported to Tuscumbia on the railroad. This
mission merchant had directions to sell them as soon as possible, and
t me the proceeds, which, when received, I will turn over to one of the
nrsing ~gents, together with .the $200 abovementioned, take their retherefor, and forward them to your office .
. Van Horne further says, " that instructions to the superintendent
require him to forward me rolls in detail of all who emigrate. Yet
bers continue to arrive by land, who inform me that they have notretheir allowance ;" "among these are Thomas B. Yvattie, Storie, &c."
are Cherokees of whom I know nothing; and I am informed that at
one hundred young men have left since the ratification of the treaty,
t the knowledge of the superintendent, and without arranging their
This is a matter not in my power to control.
regards the commuted sub:;;istence of Daniel Carter, it is quite prothat it was paid to Calvin Wolf, as stated by Mr. Van Horne. Wolf and
are brothers-in-law, and lodged and drew rations together for
time, at New Echota. This was the case with many families ·of
kees. When I commenced making out their accounts for com·
n, the head of the family gave 1n the names of all who had
wing rations in said f~mily. This I did not discover until I had
· them nearly a month. As soon as it was ascertained, I directed
of the family to be punctual either in paying over the money, or
the Indians for whom they drew, whichever they might prefer.
arrangement gave general satisfaction, as no complaints were made on
side of the Mississippi.
Lieutenant Van Horne's letter of the 11th ultimo, he remarks, "since
to this post, I have met with an assistant agent, who accomthe party of the Cherokees. He informed me that the roll of
turned over to me is inaccurate, and cannot be depended on ;
wtthin a space of six inches on one page of the roll, the same person
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is three times enrolled, under different names; opposite one is the re
commuted subsistence east of the Mississippi." This, I pronounce to
untrue, and as unfounded as some other assertions of Mr. Van Horne.
am perfectly satisfied there was no individual so mustered, nor was thert
any such remark made in the roll, unless it was done after l signed it, Lf
some .unauthorized person. 'rhe roll turned over to Dr. Young is an a~
curate copy of the one I forwarded to your office on the 29th March last,
in which I do not think a remark similar to the one abovementioned can be
found. The roll of those emigrants who commuted their transportatioa.
and subsistence, was contained in a small memorandum book, which Dr.
Young was directed to hand over to the agent who received the detachment from him. It may not have been prepared according to form, but
owing to my recent appointment, and the great press of business on my
hands at the time, it was the best in my power to make under the circum·
stances. My reason for asserting positively that there is no truth in the
statement of Lieutenant Van Horne, "that the same individual is three
times enrolled, under different names," is, that I made an attempt to muster
those who embarked at this place, but owing to the great excitement amongst
them, consequent upon leaving their country and friends, and many ${
them, too, being in a state of intoxication, I failed in accomplishing. 'rh~
attempt was again made at Ross's, and subsequently at Gunter's lan~ing,
with the same result, and I was compelled to defer it until I reached Tuscumbia, Alabama. When the boats were ready to receive them at the latter
place: I directed the Indians to convey all their baggage on board, and then
compelled all to go to ashore: except Major Ridge, wife, and some six or
seven old and sick. I then took the roll previously prepared, and had a
plank laid from the shore to one of the boats, and directed the jnterpreter
to call them by heads of families, as they were entered on the roll, and gave
my whole attention to see that every member of each family, as there
entered, passed into the boats on the plank. I stood so near that I could
have touched any one that passed. . ,.fhis all took place during a period of
great confusion on the shore. Some drunk, others quarrelling, &c., still
no such error as that 1nentioned by Mr. Van Horne could possibly have
occurred. If there was any error, it lay in having one family of Scrapers
more on the ro1l than should have been there. This was either Long She~l
or Soft Shell Scraper, I am not certain which. Some confusion existed at
the time relative to these families, which I could not explain, but was in
hopes Dr. Y o.ung would detect the error, if any, when they were mustered
out of the boats. One error I committed, though not noticed in Mr. Van
Horne's letter, was in omitting to place an idiot daughter of John Ridge
on the roll. She remained in the boats with the old and sick, and the mistake did not occur to me until after I had forwarded the roll to your office.
I cannot imagine upon what authority Mr. Van Horne makes the assertions relative to the Black Bird families, &c., &c., without having been nt
the boat when the emigrants arrived at their destination. I am disposed to
believe that the various assertions contained in his letters of the 7th nnd
11th ult. arose from his not understanding the roll handed him by Colonel
Armstrong. This roll contained the names of all those who had commuted their transportation and subsistence east of the Mississippi, to embark
the 14th March, 1837; those that moved themselves as well as those of the
last detachment. From this roll it may appear that two-thirds have com·
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muted their transportation and subsistence, for it will be recollected that
many commuted who were not removed by the Government, but have or
will remove themselves.
I cannot conceive what motive could have influenced Lieut. Van Horne
to make this gratuitous denunciation of an individual unknown to him.
Presuming, however, that he was merely misinformed as to the true state
of the case, I have only to request that he be required to furnish the names
of the assistant agent and others who led him to make statements so totally
at variance with the truth.
It is in your power, and I hope you will exercise it, to ascertain whether
Hr. Van Horne or myself is correct. The muster roll of the detachment
lS in your possession, and by requiring the disbursing officers to forward
accounts of those who received commutation, and comparing these
said roll, should any be found, except McCameron and the Hicks's,
received their commutation, transported in this detachment, I shall
consider myself unfairly treated to receive a notification from yon that
department has no further use for my services.
As to Jackson King, mentioned in Mr. Van Horne's letter of the 11th, the
Mr. Blunt, of the Brainard mission, informed me that he had lawfully
· him to Maria Cade, a Cherokee woman now here.
The business of removing the Indians was entirely new to me, and I
found it very laborious and troublesome, owing to the great opposition
the treaty: throughout the nation; to obtain their consent to remove,
· me much more trouble than to provide for them after they have
In what I have done I have exercised my best judgment. If
errors have been committed, they were not intentional; for I entered
my duties with the fixed determination to remove the Indians in conwith the wishes of the Government, and as much to the satisfacthe Cherokees themselves as an upright decision, energetic and
course, would effect. How far I have succeeded in this object
for the commissioners to determine.
With respect to the extracts from the letter of Dr. Minis, I have to remark,
I believed the number of agents and interpreters employed indispensacondnct the Indians to the west to their satisfaction. The medicines
hospital stores forwarded with them were no more than would have
necessary in case of detention on the way, and I considered it my
to provide for a contingency of that nature, by no means unlikely to
Had an epidemic broken out amongst them, would I have been
ying with the treaty, and with the common dictates of humanity, to
furnished them with an insufficient supply of medicines ? In regard
the loss which Dr. Minis asserts the Government will have to sustain
consequence of having more provisions than it appeared were necessary,
it will be found, should proper measures be taken to dispose of them,
the Government will gain by the transaction.
I have to apologize for the length of this communication. It is much
than I intended it should be; longer, probably, than there is any
for. My anxiety to justify myself in your opinion must provP
se ; and I hope that you will take the trouble to have all the facts
.-nlltect{~d with the last movement thoroughly investigated, and information
result forwarded to me.
ld the commissioner make it convenient to visit this section of country
see the many aifficulties the undersigned has to contend with, it would
56
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be great1y for the interest of the service ; and I sincerely hope thnt he
be able to pass two or three weeks here in the cour~e of the season.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant.
NArrH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs.
P. S.-1 expect to be able to forward you my quarterly abstract by the
next mail.
N. S.

TuscuMBIA, ALABAMA,

March 14, 1831.
SIR: You will take charge of the detachment of Cherokees now 011

board of the steamer Newark, at this landing, and deliver them at their
hemes in the country assigned them west, or to such agents as may be
directed to receive them from you. Doctor Minis will accompany you
as disbursing agent for the detachment.
Very respectfully,
NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Dr. JNo. S. YouNG,
Conducting Agent,

CoMMISSIONERs' OFFICE;

New Echota, June 5, 1837,
Being the
master spirit of opposition to the execution of the ]ate Cherokae treaty, we
have not failed to keep a constant eye upon all his movements, as far u
the circumstances would allow. He is, however, a very reserved, obscure,
and wary politician.
'Ve know of no overt act of direct opposition to the execution of the
treaty, but we do know, that since his visit to Washington and his tour
to the north (notwithstanding the prompt manner he was communicated
with at Washington) the spirit of emigration among the Cherokees has
subsided in a great degree. Those of the Cherokees who a few months
ago were expected to have been off before this time, now say they intend
going next fall ; and those who, some time since, spoke· of going in the fall,
now say that Mr Ross will attend the next Congress, and they still hope he
will be able to obtain some change in, or modification of, the late treaty.
A third and numerous class, who are enveloped in gross darkness, who
know nothing, and will hear nothing from any one but Ross, say they
will never leave this country ; that they intend to die here. The intelligent
and wealthy, are zealous in settling their affairs, getting all the money tbey
can under the treaty, and looking exclusive1y to their own interest, with
SIR: Mr John Ross has at last returned to this country.
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the most perfect indifference to the interests of the great body of their people.
'rhe Indians are guilty of daily depredations upon the property of the
whites, stealing their live stock, &c. ; never at any former period has there
been so much daily theft committed by the Cherokees as at present.
The reports you may happen to see in newspaper paragraphs, boasting
of the great success which attends the emigrating department, are altogether false and fallacious..
We see it Rtated that the Indians are daily enrolling in great numbers
"r emigration. We suppose this is intended to designate persons among
Cherokees who are so condescending as to receive the provisions of the
.uv,~;;uuuo;;ut, from the hands of its agents, and who promise they will eminext fall. ThesA persons we consider as fattening on the bounty of
Government, in order to act as circumstances may hereafter incline
either for good or evil. Our plan would now be, and indeed has
been, to carry off emigrants as fast as a sufficient detachment could
teCOiuecwa, and subsist them west instead of east. If we continue to feed
cloth
m here, they will be content, and will never wish to leave.
We would still hope that this treaty may be executed without the effuof human blood, but we are compelled to say that, since the return of
we consider the issue much more doubtful than heretofore.
military force in this country has not had the slightest effect in mainthe quiet and good order of the Cherokee people. It has probably
effect in restraining the white population from committing depreon the Indians; but, as_heretofore stated, the Indians have been guilty
mcr1easE~a depredations on the property of the whites, and manifest but
regard or respect to the officers and agents of the Government. Indeed,
fear that the Indians are so silly as to construe the kind prntection
to them by the civil and military officers of the Government, in
rights and persons, as indicative of a want of power on the part of the
IO\'e1rnnrlent to carry out and execute the treaty.
is the cause of all this mischief, and we fear that his ambition will
to destroy this people, rather than it should be said that he had
anything to the most powerful Government on earth.
amount of debt against individual Cherokees far exceeds our anticiWe are still greatly pressed with claims of this description, and
able to detect, we believe) most of the attempts at fraud ; of which
much more originate with persons claiming native rights, than
others~

We are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNBDY,
Commissi9ners.

A.

HARRIS, E~q.,

Commissioner of indian Atfairs.
EAsT,
June 5, 1B37,
StR ~ Since I had the honor to receive your letter of the 29th April, ena copy of one from Col. Wm. Armstrong, superintendent west, I
CHEROKEE AGENCY
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have ceased to commute the year's subsistence for any Cherokee. I
them that they will get it on their arrival west. Those who I be·u·•v,.··- -·•
pable of removing themselves I permit to do so, and commute their
portation, and give them a certificate, of which the enclosed is a copy.
Very respectfully,
NATH. SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Rem017al:.
To Hon. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Ajjairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

May 24, 1837.
'rhe bearer,---- - - - -·-:the head of a Cherokee family, is per~
mitted to remove himself and family, consisting of - - - - - Cherokees,
and - - - - - slaves, to the country assigned the Cherokees, west of the
Mississippi, having been paid----- dollars for the transporting the.
same. He will report to the Cherokee agent on his arrival west.
NATH. SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removsl.

ATHENS, TENNESSEE,

June 6, 1837.
SIR: I hu.ve the honor to inform you that on the 13th of May I received
from Richard Bennett a draft on the branch of the Planters' Bank of 'rennessee, at Athens, for two hundred thousand dollars, to be disbursed under
the Cherokee treaty of 1835; whicn draft has been returned to me proteste4,
under the following circumstances:
The commissioners deeming it expedient to have $100,000 delivered at
New Echota, before the funds then on hand should be exhausted, requested that, as my personal services at New Echota could not readily be dispensed with, Dr. Reynolds should take my draft, proceed to Athens, and
procure, for the present wants of the disbursing agent, $100,000; twenty-five
thousand to be in specie, and seventy-five thousand in notes of the Planters'
Bank, payable at Nashville. The draft was accordingly presented by Dr.
Reynolds at the bank, with the instructions of the commissioners with regard to the kinds of money wanted, when the cashier refused to pay any
other money than notes of the Planters' Bank, payal3le at New Orleans.
Upon receiving this refusal, Dr. Reynolds had the draft formally protested, and returned it to me at New Echota.
It was omitted to be stated in the body of the protest that the notes offered were those payable at New Orleans. This being considered necessary
by the commissioners and myself, who were the endorsers of the draft, I
called upon the notary public who drew up the protest to have this inserted. He returned it to me, stating_ that the cashier declined any further
answer.
When requested to state this fact, the notary was suddenly struck with
the recollection that something else had been said, and refused a certificate
as to his first assertion.
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1have for several days been exerting myself to procure through him an
from the bank to the simple question, as to where the notes offered
Reynolds were payable, and to have it inserted in the protest. The
exhibiting so mnch evasiveness, I thought proper to call on the
myself this morning, and inquire if he had any objection to give an
of some kind. The cashier received me politely, and replied he had
· n, and, after I left him, wrote me a note, a copy of which I transherewith.
writing to you, and after receiving this note, I thought proper to
the notary again, who had left me some hours previous, to ask the simuestion Lefore mentioned. He informed me that he bad been to thP
and could obtain no satisfactory answer. I told him at once, sternly,
he and the bank were trifling with me, and that I must and would have
wer, or expose their whole conduct. This had the desired effect ;
in ten minutes I obtained the certificate of the notary which is heretransmitted. vVhat could be the object of the bank in evading this
is more than I can divine; but that they have done so is very
and the notary himself said to me that a gentleman of the law, who
well understood to be the bank's adviser, advised him that it was
to trouble himself further with the protest.
will readily perceive from the protest, a copy of which is herewith
tted, that it is almost tantamount to no protest: for the notes therein
to have been offered us payable on demand are not described, and,
we can learn from that document, may be payable at Athens, New
or London. It is, no doubt, the fault of the notary that this was
in the first instance; and it ::;eems to me an extraordinary prothe bank should evade, upon a second application of the offi.Government, to state the whole truth concerning the matter.
the commissioners were ad vised of the facts, they instructed me,
unds were exhausted, to procure from Lieut. Bennett a draft for onethe two hundred thousand dollars which he had been advised wa~
to his order, and placed in the branch of the Planters' Bank of 'ren-.
at this place, payable at Augusta. I was further instructed that,
procuring this draft, I would proceed to Augusta, and ask of that
$25,000 in specie, and $75,000 in their own notes.
my arrival at this place I found that the warrant for this money had
reached the bank.
\V days since, I presented the commissioners the order from the AdGeneral's office, recently transmitted to me through your office, and
to know in what manner I was to be governed. I received on
'ng day a written answer, a copy of which is hentwith transmitted.
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,

J. P. SIMONTON,
Captain, and J)isbursing Agent.
A.

Esq. ,
Cornmi(jsioner

HARRIS ,

of

Indian Affairs.
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STATE OF TENNESSEE,

McMinn county.

l

S
Be it known, that on the day of the date hereof, I, Samuel H. Jordaa'
notary public for .the county McMinn, in the State of Tennessee, duly commissioned and sworn according to law, residing in the town of Athens, in
said State, at the request of J. C. Reynolds, exhibited to '\Villiam Clark,
cashier of the office of said bank at Athens, the original check, whereof a
true copy is on the other side written, and demanded payment from said
cashier at said office, it being the place where said check was made payable,
and I was assured by said cashier that " he is willing to pay said check,
when properly endorsed, in the notes of the Planters' Bank of 'fennessee,
payable in specie on demand, which he believes is the kind of money con·
templated by Government, in the contract with the Planters Bank, should
be insured in payment of Treasury warrants, and that the Planters' Bank
notes are always redeemed with specie when presented." Whereupon, I,
the said notary, at the request aforesaid, have, and do hereby solemnly protest against the drawer of the said check, and endorsers, and all concerned,
for all exchange, re-exchange, costs, damages, interests st1ffered and to be
suffered for want of payment thereof. Thus done and protested at Athens
aforesaid, this 27th day of May, 1837.
In testimony whereof, 1 have hereunto set my hand, and affixed my nota·
[L. s.] rial seal, this day and year above written.
SAML. H. JORDAN,

Notary Public.

NEw EcuoTA,

GEoRGIA,

May 13, 1837.
Cashier of the branch of the Planters' Bank of Tennessee, at Athens, pay
to the order of Captain J. P. Simonton, disbuising agent, two hundred
thousand dollars.
RICHARD BENNETT,
Disbursing Agent,

~cL

Endorsed,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JoHN KENNEDY,

United States Commissioners.

J. P.

SIMONTONt

Captain U.

~1•

A., D . .A. C. R .

NEw EcnoTA,
. 7J1ay
.
27, 1837.
SIR: Being apprized that you have been notified that yon might consider yourself relieved from duty here, as soon as you have performed the
duties in which you are now engaged in the Indian Department, we deem
it expedient to state to you, that the duties in which you are now engagedt
as disbursing agent, under the Cherokee treaty of 1835, will necessurily reCoMMISSIONERs' OFFICE,
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the constant services of a disbursing agent to the end of the present
, or longer.
We take pleasure in adding, that if consistent with the public interest, it
ld afford us personal gratification to have your services at this station
· ed.
We are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,

Commiasioners.
Capt. J. P.

SIMONTON,

Disbursing Agent, o/c.
ATHENs,

June 6, 1837.

I, Saml. H. Jordan, notary public for the county of McMinn, in the
of Tennessee, do hereby certify, that on this day I was requested by
· J. P. Simonton to call upon the cashier of the branch, at Athens,
Planters' Bank of the State :of Tennessee, and to request of said
to state in what bank paper he was willing, or offered to pay the
presented by Dr. Reynolds, which check was for two hundred thoudollars; said cashier said he was willing to pay $75,000 in notes of
Planters' Bank, payable in New Orleans, and the balance depending
the doctor might want it.
under my hand, this 6th _of June, 1837.
SAML. H. JORDAN,
Notary Public.
OFFICE OF THE PLANTERS' :BANK OF TENN.,

Athens, June 6, 1837.
SIR: For your satisfaction, and for the information of the depart·
I beg leave to say, in explanation of the protest of Major Bennett's
in your favor, for $200,000, that in the conversation between Doctor
who presented it, and myself, and in my communication to him
the protest, 1 stated, that I did not think I ought to issue any paper
payable at New Orleans. 1 was induced to believe so from the gensuspenlsw·111 in the eastern cities, and the great revulsion in the money
of our whole country. But he refused to receive any of that kind,
as this refusal was not contemplated by the bank, inasmuch as Judge
y has made a personal request to the president of this office, in April
$75,000 of the aforesaid sum, in the notes payable at New Orleans,
g more was said as to where the balance would be payable ; but this
have been managed as satisfactory as possible, if Doctor Reynolds
been authorized to receive the $75,000, agreeably to the judge's requisiand which we had taken special P.ains to have here accordingly.
are extremely anxious to accommodate, as far as possible, at all times,
I cannot conceive that we have been otherwise in this instance.
In haste, I am, very respectfully,
Your friend and obedient servant,
WILLIAM CLARK, Cashier..
Capt. J.P. SIMONTON.
R
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AuGusT A, June 8, 1
SrR: A constituent and friend of mine, Major John Kerr, of the
Kerr, Graham, & Hope, complains that the Cherokee commissioners do
injustice, by (as he thinks) putting a wrong constrnction on the inc-• ... ••nh~~
of the department, for payment of claims against the Indians. The
has a large judgment against Elijah Hicks, which he thinks should
the same preference over other claims of a more doubtful nature and
dignity, which it has by the laws of Georgia, and perhaps of every othef
~tate. 'I~his certainly seems reasonable and right, but I know not the opin-:
wn or wishes of the department, and only request that if the instructions
be misconstrued or misapplied, that immediate intimation be given to the
commissioners, who will begin to pay I understand next week.
Please answer by express mail, directed to John Kerr, at this place; and
oblige,
Most respectfully, &c.,

JOHN P. KING.

Hon. J. R. PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.

NEw

EcHOTA, ,June

10, 1837.

DEAR SrR: The interest which I feel in the proper carrying out of the
late Cherokee treaty, as well as my regard fGr the character and interest of
our common country, will be my apology for troubJing you at this time.
I proceed, therefore, at once to give you a succinct account of matters as
they are at this place, and in doing so, I will say at once, that this treaty can
never be carried out by the present commissioners, and in making the statement, I allude to one of them only, to wit, Mr. Kennedy. l believe that Governor Lumpkin would carry out the treaty with great propriety, and to the
entire satisfaction of the parties concerned, if he hnd a proper associate.
But Mr. Kennedy, if he ever had the capacity and proper temper for such
an office, has certainly outlived it; he has neither the one nor the other at
this time. Such is the irritability of his temper, that few persons, whether
Cherokees or white people, can approach the commissioners with their business without insult; and almost every opinion advanced, and every position
taken by Governor Lumpkin, on questions of importance, is sure to meet
his stubborn, unyielding, and insulting opposition ; and to such a height is
this carried that most of the important business connected with the carrying
out this treaty is at a stand, and cannot be settled, unless Governor Lumpkin will yield to settle the same, according to the unaccountable whims and
capricious prejudices of a man, who either does not understand, or will not
do, what is just and proper. This state of things is notorious at this place,
and I know I hazard nothing when I say, that the public service is ~reatly
suffering on that account. I do not know whether Governor Lumpkin will
inform the department at·Washing!on of the facts above stated, but I know
his regard for truth will compel him to subE>tantiate every thing stated above,
if an inquiry is addressed to him. If what is stated above, then, be trne,
the proper corrective should be applied. I believe the President has a right
to appoint another commissioner to associate with these, or to supersede entirely either of them, and appoint others ; and one course or the other must be
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pursued, or the business here will never be performed. You are at liberty to
make what use you please of this communication, except its publication in
the public prints i the course, however, which I would prefer, is that the
letter, or a copy of it, be forwarded to Governor Lumpkin, with a request to
give the proper department his opinion of the truth or falsehood of its
contents.
Respectfully,
\VM. H. UNDERWOOD.
Hon. JoHN FoRSYTH.

ATHENs, TENNESSEE, June 12, 1837.
SIR: I informed you on the 2d instant, that Dr. Reynolds had presented
draft for $200,000, to the cashier of the bank at this place, and was
$75,000, payable at New Orleans, and $25,000 in specie, the other
to be placed to his credit.
seems I misunderstood Dr. R., as the specie was not tendered by the
cashier, nor do I believe he intended to pay it.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
RICHARD BENNETT,

Disbursing Agent Cherokee Removal.
The Ron. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

MoBILE

PoiNT,

ALABAMA,

June 12, 1837.
StR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the "revised regulaNo. 5, concerning the emigration of Indians." In compliance with ar.
, I have to report as having engaged Dr. Woodfin.as a physician to
t~onrrm!lrlu the party west. He entered upon duty, with the sanction of Capt.
on the 17th of March, with the pay of an assistant surgeon of the
; bnt I observe the compensation is fixed at $5 per day, by the revised

~ultatlC.)llS.

1

assistant conductor employed for my party is Mr. Noah Felton, forengaged by me, when located in the Creek nation, as an assistant in
grations. His compensation as assistant conductor, as per regulation,
per day.
delay in transmitting my accounts for the last quarter, is in conseof the absence of Captain Page, whose examination of them is reI will thank the department for blanks for the rendition of my
ts for the present quarter.
ve received the confirmation of the departrr.ent, respecting my present
eppc,mtrnent, as also the letter advising me of the appointment of Captain

,
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Batman, as superintendent of the Creek emigration. Captain
has not arrived.
I am, sir, very respectfully
Your obedient servant,
JNO. C. REYNOLDS,
Disbursin~:

C. A.

HARRis,

Agent Indian

Esq.,

Commissioner of lndian Ajfairs,
Washington city.
NATCHEZ,

June 13, 1837.

SIR: I have the honor to inform you that I have just presented to
Agricultural Bank at Natchez, the warrant drawn in my favor, No. 8,~,
dated April 25, 1837, for one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, for ca!!)'ing into effect the treaty with the Cherokees, per act 2d July, 1836. TM
bank being unprepared to pay out any other funds than their own~
which cannot be at all disposed of in the Indian country or in the State
Arkansas, I have deemed it best to have the drafts protested, a notice
which will be forwarded to the Secretary of the Treasury. I am inforine4
that Treasury drafts for from one to five thousand dollars can be dispoee4
of at New Orleans, and perhaps one-half be obtained in specie, as it is believed that such drafts will be received by the collector of the customs, ia
payment for merchants' bonds. Specie is now worth in New Orleans from
18 to 19 per cent. premium.
With much respect,
I am, sir, your most obedient servant,
R. D. C. COLLINS,

Captain, and Disbursing Agent.
C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

June 16, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to enclose, herewith, for your information, a copy
of a letter addressed by this dep,artment to the Planters' Bank of Tennessee,
on the subject of the refusal of its branch at Athens to meet the authorized
drafts of the agent of the Indian office, of which the commissioner gave me
information yesterday.
Should the public service under your direction in that quarter require
that the disbursing officers be furnished with specie, and it cannot uow be
obtained there, drafts upon the receivers of the public money at Mont~m
ery, Alabama, as well as at several points in Mississippi, Missouri, Indian
and Illinois, c.an be furnished by this department on your requisition, which
will no doubt be promptly met with specie.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
LEVI WOODBURY,
Hon. J. R.

Secretary of the Treasury.
PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

June 16, 1837.
SIR : I have been informed by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, that
the branch of your bank at Athens has refused to pay the draft of Captain
Bennett, a disbursing officer of the Government, drawn upon 9. deposite made
in that branch for the public service, under the direction of that office, from
which refusal great embarrassment has arisen.
By the tenor of the existing obligations on the part of your bank, and
the assurance recently given me by F. H. Fletcher, Esq., your agent, when
here, I had entertained no doubt but your institution would meet the
claims upon it for the public service in a satisfactory manner ; and I now
hope that all grounds of complaint will be forthwith removed, that theresponsibility of preventing the execution of important public measures may
rest upon it.
The disagreeable results to all concerned which may arise from pursua different course, must be too obvious to require a detailed explanation.
I am, sir,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretary of the Treasury.
To the PRE!IDENT of the Planters' Ba.nk,
Nashville, 1~ennessee.

CoMMISSIONERs' OFFICE,

New Echota, .June 16, 1837.
SIR: With a view of keeping you correctly advised of the progress made
making, in furtherance of the execution of the Cherokee treaty of 1835~
the following facts: All the demands against individuals of the
vne:roK~~e nation, which have been presented to us since we entered upon the
of our appointment.up to the present day, (with the exception of a very
cases, postponed to allow time for procuring further testimony,) have now
fully investigated, and our final decisions become matter of record.
these claims against individual Cherokees many have been rejected ;
the number which have been allowed, and the larger portion paid,
t to upwards of three thousand cases.
We now have, upon our register of payments, the names of every Cherin the nation who has undisputed assets coming under our :::ognizance;
for valuation, spoliation: or other claims arising under the treaty.
'l'h~"·at:t'\ ...a our books and records now begin to assume a tangible and ofWe can, upon any call, exhibit the state of the affairs of each
without loss of time, except in the comparatively few cases where
still remains. We still find, however, some old and valid claims
daily coming in against the Cherokees, especially debts among the
\ihe~rok..ees themselves. The citizens of the United States, we presume,
generally brought forward their demands. We have also decided on all
laims of the Cherokees for spoliations, so far as they have been prethrough the Indian committee or otherwise, with the exception of a
cases which require further proof and investigation.
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We entertain no doubt, however, but that many of the Cherokees
just claims for spoliations which have not yet been presented; this
from opposition to the treaty. Mr. Ross and his adherents (many of t
at least) still stand off. And it is to he regretted that this omission
tend to their interests bears most heavily on the ignorant class of Mr.
followers ; for we find no men more vigilant in attending to their cl
under the treaty, than the intelligent adherents of Ross.
We shall now have time and opportuniy for, and shall devote ourselves
to, the investigation of the more important cases arising under the treaty,
viz: claims of citizens of the United States for services rendered the nation; claims for reservations, &c.; some claims of the description last named have, however, been already adjudicated and settled.
The whole of the missionary establishments were valned, and returned
by the valuing agents in whose districts they were found, under the direc.
tion of Major Currey; and we have, in one instance, given our certificates
for the amount of the val nation in terms of the treaty to the secretary ef
their board. Please to let ns know whether, or not, we shall continue to'
make these settlements. We find ourselves embarrassed upon the subject
of funds, to meet the payments under the treaty. We have informed you
of our failure to obtain the funds from the deposite bank in Tennessee.
We are here in suspense upon the subject, having neither funds nor information in regard to the prospect before ns, except what is obtained through
the public prints. In a word, sir, we have, by untiring exertions, brought
our branch of the business to a point which will, hereafter, enable us to discharge all our duties with promptitude and despatch. We can, hereafter,
send with emigrating parties, (if, indeed, we have any,) a full statement of
their affairs.
As we suggested in our last, the prospects of emigration are by no means
encouraging, and if anything is doing to promote or encourage emigration,
it is unknown to us. We seldom see or hear from the em.igrating agent, and
we have so often devised and suggested plans of operation to promote the
execution of this treaty which had been wholly unheeded, that we have, of
late, tried to be content with a discharge of our own duty. These Cherokees might have been taken away peaceably under the treaty, but we despair of it now. 'l,rouble will grow out of the present state of things.
Every body but ourselves, so far as we can learn, are still trying to coa~
Mr. Ross, and he is still full of a spirit of determination never to yield to the
treaty, and, as we learn, intends being a lobby member of the next Congress,
&c. Thus the time stipulated by the treaty will expire, and the greater
portion of the Cherokees will still be here. Then comes the evil ; the white
population will no longer forbear; these people will then have to go, and go
quickly. No good man who witnesses the present state of things here, can
fail to desire the speedy removal of these people. Every day that they re·
main here is pregnant with the hazard of one of the most horrid scenes that
ever afflicted any country. The daily strifes and thefts which occur, a:ffi1Td
cause to apprehend some outrnge, which may terminate in the effusion of
much human blood.
We have incidentally heard, that there was some change in the command
of the army stationed in this country, but have no official advice on the
subject, and are, therefore, unapprized who has the military command here
at present. But let the command devolve on whom it may, it appears to
us, most obviously, that the officer in command should be instructed by the
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War Department vigilantly to watch the movements of John Ross, and that,
instead of the troops remaining as they are, stationary, they should visit
every portion of the country, and suppress any rising spirit of insubordination which may manifest itself among the Cherokees.
We are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,

WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,

Commissioners.
C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.

AGENCY, CHEROKEE NATION,

Tennessee, June 22, 1837.
Sra: In an interview with Brevet Brigadier General Wool on the 18th
t, after his return from Valley river, it was deemed best by him, and
: ll\ll.jlllG, ~'-'-=•u in by me, for the promotion of the interests of the service, that he
continue in the exercise of the command until the 1st of July,.
In the mean time, lam authorized by him to take the necessary
replacing the force which will be discharged about that time, and
any other acts which may be provisionally proper, for the
administration of my military functions, on the assumption of the
nd.
I am informed by Mr. John Ross that he has issued notices for a conven. of a Cherokee council, to be assembled about the 31st of July next.
it is my belief that the meeting of this council will have a bearing upon
rdations of the Cherokee nation and the United States Government,
injurious to the views of the latter in reference to the removal of the
\.ineroK,ees as stipulated by the treaty of December 29, 1835, and as my
llStJmc1t10rls will not warrant me in permitting its con vocation, l have intermeasure, and shall continue to do so, until I receive special
ons from you, advising me that a different course is required.
will be ample tirY.e to hear specially from you, on this subject, by
and to insure the receipt of this communication, I shall forward a
ltUpllcate of it by the next mail.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WILLIAM LINDSAY,
Colonel.

EAsT,
June 22, 1837.
Sm: You will find herewith enclosed a quarterly abstract of issues to
Cherokees, for the quarter ending 31st March, 1837, which includes the
made to the detachment on their way west, together with issues to
CltEROI{EE AGENCY
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those who were collected with a view of starting another detachment
dnring the spring.
Very respectfully,

NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.

Hon. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of lndia-n Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,

June 22: 1837.
SrR: In my letter to you of the-- instant, I informed you that I

would by the next mail enclose you my quarterly abstract, and should
have done so, but, on the day I wrote, I received intelligence from the
Valley River towns, that the Indians there had threatened to kill John Tim·
son, one of their principal men, who has been advocating the views of the
Government, and urging on his people the propriety of early preparing to
emigrate under the treaty.
I repaired to that place immediately, reached on the lOth, and remained
until the 18th instant. During that time I visited some of the principal
men, and saw a great many of the Indians. I find a very great change in
them since the last fall. I spent four months amongst them, at that time, in
command of the first regiment of east Tennessee volunteers, and I can
now discover a marked difference in their conduct: they appear much
more stubborn and distant; they have also done much more labor in the im·
provement of their houses and farm5 than they have for the last five years;
and my impression is that they will raise more corn this, than they have
for the last two years.
With the exception of sixty or seventy that have enrolled for emigra·
tion, they will not talk at all on the subject.
They denied, to me, having threatened to kill Timson, and I could not
establish the fact clearly enough to have them taken up, but 1 have no
doubt they have it in contemplation.
The military are instructed by General "\'Vool to use every precaution to
prevent it.
Very respectfully,

NA TH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.

Hon. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CHEROt{EE AGENCY,

June 22, 1837'.
Sra ~ Permit me to state that 1 have never received your reply to the

letter which I had the honor of addressing yon, in behalf of the Cherokee
delegation, on the 4th ultimo, and also now to call your attention to the
same.
I ha vc this day hnd the pleasure of an interview with Colonel Lindsay,
and, in conversation with him in reference to the duties intrusted to his
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command in this nation, I regret to find that he has not as yet received
such instructions as will justify him to depart from those heretofore given
to General Wool, and on which that officer's general order No. 74 was
based. As has always been customary, upon the return of the delegation,
the general council of the nation has been called to be assembled on the 31st
of next month, and which council, Colonel Lindsay states, he should feel
himself bound, by the instructions heretofore given to General Wool, to
suppress, unless he should otherwise be instructed.
'rhe objects of the council are altogether of a pacific character; it is to
receive the report of the delegation for the information of the nation, and
that the Cherokees may confer and deliberate, in peace and brotherly feeling
among themselves, upon their own affairs generally. An interference or
interruption of the exercise of this acknowledged right and privilege of
freemen, by suppressing the council, could not but produce some sensation,
be viewed as oppressive and unjust by the Cherokee people. As to
the _effect which the holding of the council may be supposed, by some,
would have upon the minds of the Cherokee people in reference to emigration or the "treaty," I can assure you, sir, in sincerity and frankness, that,
in my own opinion, it would make no serious change, one way or the other.
I beg leave to ask that you may refresh your memory with the particulars
of our several interviews, and especially of the assurance given by you
&bat, whilst it was the determination of the President faithfully to execute
the " treaty," no acts of oppression or injustice should be tolerated, and, if
occurred, to report them to you ; that yon would have us righted.
me to renew to you the expression of my most ardent desire to avoid
every possible ground of difficulty between the officers of the Government
and the Cherokee people, that all may walk in the path of peace and perpetual friendship.
1 have the honor to be, sir,
Very respecfully,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN ROSS.
To the Hon. JoEL R. PolNSETT,

Secretary of War.

EAsT,
June 24, 1837.

CHEROKEE AGEN'CY

SIR: I have just learned that Mr. John Ross has called on the whole
people to meet him in council, at Red Clay, on the 31st of next
month. His object in calling them tog-ether, he says, is to let them know
what the delegation had done for them last winter at Washington. In this
he may be honest; but I have no doubt, if they are suffered to meet at his
call or request, they will again protest against the treaty, and appoint a
delegation to visit Washington this winter, with a view of getting some
alteration or modification of the treaty, and the consequence will be that I
\rill be unable to get off one-eighth of the tribe this fall.
I do hope the honorable Secretary of War will not suffer this council to
be held, or any act done that will destroy the prospects of emigration.
If they are permitted to send a delegation this winter, very few of them
will make any preparation to remove until the two years will have expired
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granted them by the treaty, <1nd will have a scene of confusion that
be shocking to humanity, and if we get through without bloodshed I
be disappointed.
I remain, respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal~
To the Hon. C. A. HARRn,
, Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

UTICA,

N. Y., June 24, 1837.

SIR: In my letter of appointment I am informed that I am" to serve as
physician in the emigration of Cherokee Indians, under the late treaty
with those Indians."
The late treaty with those Indians provides that "every emigrating
party shall be accompanied by a regular physician well supplied with medicines." I am instructed, also, in my letter of appointment, that "it will
be my duty to render to the Indians such medical and professional servic:M
as th,eir condition may require."
A question has arisen on which I wish to be instructed, viz: Whether
those Indians who have not enrolled themselves, or made any definite ar.
rangements for emigration, are entitled to the services of the emigrating
physician? This query does not arise from any unwillingness on my part
to render to every afflicted Cherokee any service in my power that may be
consistent with justice and humanity. Indeed, I have cheerfully rendered
my professional services to all poor Indians, whenever I found I could be of
service to them. But there are some half-breed Cherokees and whites who
have married Cherokee women, who are wealthy, possessing many slaves,
who delay emigration only to speculate upon those who are the beneficiaries
of the treaty. These have set up a claim to the services of the public physician, whenever their families are visited with sickness. l have uniformly
disputed their claim to such services, and have argued that they have just
as much right to subsistenc~, or any other benefit granted to an actual emigrant, as to this. And, moreover, it would be granting them a boon which
would be denied to all who promptly complied with the terms of the treaty;
for no physician is furnished to the emigrants after they arrive at their new
homes west.
Please to instruct me whether my views on this subject be correct, or
whether I am required to attend, in behalf of the Government, those In.
dians who have made no definite arrnngements with the agents for emigration.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,

C. TjiLLYBRIDGE,
Physicain to Cher. Ernig1'ation.
To Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs.
N. B.-Please to address me at Athens, Tennessee.

L.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

June 25, 1837.
SIR: My .lttent.ion having been invited by the superintendent to the perusal of twn letters from Lieut. Van Horne, under dates of the 7th and 11th
of April last, accompanied hy one from your department of a later date, all
havitL{ relation to the Cherokee detachment recently emigrated under my
charge.
Mr. Van Horne's:communications, if not accusatory in their character, are,
nt least, full of severe strictures npon the conduct of the superintendent.
Being myself the agent of the superintendent, having the most intimate
connexion with some part of the transactions alluded to, and by implication made to have contributed to some of the alleged causes of reprehension, I must. very respectfully ask to be permitted to make explanations in
justification of my own conduct, and to offer reasons why I did not pursue,
· tly, the course indicated in the letters from your department. And in
doing so, I must hope to be excused for a communication of some length:
which is intended to be occupied in giving a detailed account of the differtdtspositions which have been made of my services under the present
perintenden t.
I \~as one of the agents of Gen. Smith's predecessor, and the first subthat entered the Cherokee country after the conclusion of the late
· during all the time since I have been engaged in the heavy dethe service. It has always been my pride and pleasure to do my
, unambitious of more distinction than I would be entitled to for a faithand efficient discharge of such duties as were assigned me. Claming
myself no discretionary power, it has been my maxim to receive and exte the instructions of the superintendent, so far as it was in my power
do so, reserving to m yself no right to question the purport, object, ends,
results, of these instructions. I flatter myself that in the sequel I will
able to fully satisfy you that if I have in any way departed from the
line of my duty, it has been for want of proper instructions, or been
by ci rcn mstances in themselves uncontrollable.
The death of Major Currey occurred on the 16th of December. The
·
t returns, which had been delayed from a varietytof causes,
not completed until the 1st of January; until after which no action
be had on claims by the commissioners. Nearly fotu· hundred Indians
in the interim, assembled to be removed by the f'wvernment, and nearly
y more of the better class, who had made every arrangement tore.
during the preceding fall, and been disappointed, were still waiting to
their business settled,in order that they might set out as early as possible.
the 25th of January Gen. Smith had the keys of his office delivered
·on the 25th and 26th repaired to New Echota; on the 27th reported
to the commissioners ; on the 28th had the bo<iy of Indians above
to turned over to him to be subsisted, in addition to a multifarious
of other duties he had to perform. Doctor Minis's duties were at this
very laborious, and sufficient to occupy his whole time in the disburseof money, which devolved upon Gen. Smith the adoption and execuof all measures rendered necessary, both in relation to subsistence and
lllfllnlnrt::~t.i·r\n of the detachment then getting ready to start.
Thus it will
that whilst Gen. Smith was in his novitiate, and before he had time
his instructions, he was called on to practically perform all the duand to exercise all the functions pertaining to his appointment, and that
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without many of the important aids which have since been thrown
him.
On the 7th day of February I received, at this place, the instructions
the superintendent to repair forthwith to Gunter's landing, a dist
160 miles, on horseback, and after e:xecuting his orders in relation to
point, to go thence to Decatur, Florence, and Tuscumbia, Alab
close contracts for as many steamboats as might be deemed necessary
comfortable transportation of not less than 600 nor more than 1,000 I ·
from the different points on the Tennessee river to the highest point it
be practicable to ascend the Arkansas river. Upon my arrival at 'l'uscu
and after fully satisfying myself that it was the only point which nrE~seiJttecl
any prospect of success, I opened a negotiation with the Louisville and Tuscumbia Steamboat Company, (there being no competing interest in the place.
I soon found that a single steamboat, of the size and class capable of 88"!
cending the Arkansas river, would not accommodate one-third of the number with any sort of comfort, and to employ two steamboats :would not ac·
complish the object in view, whilst an expense at once exorbitant and un..
reasonable would be incurred. To obviate the difficulty which presented
itself, I employed the steamboat Newark to take in tow two keel boats, of
60 tons burden, and 80 feet long each, at $13 per head, to take the detachment from Tuscumbia to Little Rock. This arrangement, in point of space
for the accommdaation of passengers, was more than equal to two, and in
the quantity of tonnage drawn from the trade, nearly equal to two steau.~.vva.&l,•.,..tl'l.
I would here take occasion to remark, that to the keel boats must be '""'",..··~
uted a large share of the success which attended the expedition. They
spacious, well covered, painted, dry, kept constantly clean and well ventila·
ted, by means of side doors, which afforded the Indians the means of sle.eping without being exposed to the night air or inclement weather. On the
top of each keel were three hearths, which; added to the one in the deck oC
the steamboat, made fire-places which enabled the Indians to cook and cat at
regular periods without it even being necessary for the boat to stop.
After having made the rabove arrangement, and closing a contract with
the D. C. & S. Railroad Company, accomplishing the object8 of my mission so far as it \.Vas in my power tv do, I returned on the 23d of February, and reported myself to the superintendent. Every necessary arrangement was immediately set on foot to have the detachment at
Tuscumbia by the stipulated day, which was the 8th day of March. The
detachment arrived on the 9th, and remained until the 14th; the superintendent in charge.
On the evening of the 14th the superintendent delivered to me the muster
roll, together with a small leathern covered book, containing a list of the names
of all such as had commuted subsistence or transportation, as well others aa
those belongin~ to the detachment. (This book, together with the muster
roll, I delivered to Capt. Armstrong.)
Late in the evening of the 27th of March the detachment passed the line
near Fort Smith, Ark. ; at or near this point was the place where many of
the Indians had determined to land, it being most convenient to the vicinities of their friends, and ne~rest to locations which had been selected for
them, some of them having sent their horses, others their slaves1 inad
vance of them, in order that situations might be prepared for their recep..
tion. They were of the treaty party; haughty and restive at best under the
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authority of the Government, they had commuted their subsistence, which
left them without any motive of interest to induce them to remain longer.
By no expostulation which I could use, nor by any moral force which it
was in my power to bring to my aid, could I resist this determination to
leave. In pursuance of which a little less than one-half the detachment,
with Major Ridge at their head, did leave the boats two miles above
Fort Smith, and -disperse within three days. ""\Vith the residue, (comprising, I believe, with one exception, such as had not commuted their subsistence,) I arrived at Fort Coffee on the morning of the 28th, and immediately, through an assistant agent: reported myself and the arrival of the party
to Capt. Armstrong. The substance of Capt. Armstrong's reply to me is
contained in his letter to your department, under date of April 2. At the
suggestion of Capt. Armstrong, communicated through Mr. Jarnigan, I
sold a part of the surplus provisions at cost to such Indians as had commuted their subsistence. In order to secure the residue, Capt. Stewart very
kindly placed a portion of his men, with_ a team, at my service, by mea1-1s of
which they were safely stored in one of the military Rtore houses at Fort
Coffee.
As the Indians left the boats, I made the best muster circumstances would
permit, in order to satisfy myself that no numerical changes had taken
place. The muster roll furnished by Gen. Smith I believed to be correct,
as I was aware much pains had been taken in making it. On the morning
of the 29th March I received a note from Capt. Armstrong, which I herewith enclose. Dr . ..lY.Enis had not left, but did not feel authorized to make the
disbursements requested by Capt. Armstrong in his note to me. On the
morning of the 30th Capt. A. visited Fort Coffee, and gave me his receipt
for the surplus provisions. Capt. A. acted with his characteristic frankness,
a~1d manifested the greatest disposition to promote the interests of the service.
On the evening of the 30th I went home with Capt. A., and spent the
night. On the morning of the 31st left, for the residence of a brother-inla\v, near Fort Smith, twelve miles distant. Immediately on my arrival at
his house I was taken sick, and confined to my bed for fifteen days. I
would here remark that Capt. Armstrong had, as I understood, directed
issues to be made to such Indians as had not commuted their subsistence,
and were awaiting the arrival of Mr. Van Horne. It w&s my intention, as I
did, to return into the nation; but I do not recollect that I communicated
this intention to Capt. Armstrong.
Mr. Van Horne complains that the surplus provisions, instead of being
issued to the Indians, were turned over to him to spoil. Suppose that I
had issued to the whole number of Indians for a time sufficient to consume
the surplus provisions~ or suppose that I had taken a less doubtful ground,
and issued them to the small numbers who had not commuted their subsis~
tence contrary to their wishes, when I was fully apprized that they deemed the question of their rights to receive money to be reserved for the decision of the proper person, I ask, would I not have been more culpable for
the commission than I am for the omission? It is matter of much regret to
me that Mr. Vanhorne should be displeased at receiving the provisions.
Had I received the slightest intimation that it was contmry to his wishes,
I would, in courtesy to him, have sought some other mode of disposing of
them. Lieut. McKavat, the commissary at the post, very politely tendered
me his aid in making any disposition of them I might desire. So far from
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thinking that I was inflicting a grievance upon Mr. Van Horne I sn.,..,'""'""''•,1
was extending an accommodation; provisions were scarce and at h·
in that country; those I had were good; the season was not far aa,~rallteeo
and Indians were expected to be arriving during the sprinO'.
I acted for the best under the circumstances I was placed in and forced
conform to. To keep the Indians embodied, to be mustered by a
agent, was impossible, when they had every inducement to leave, and
to remain.
Prior to the departure of the detachment, General Smith had written
Captain Jacob Brown. He directed me to call on Capt Brown for
when I arrived at Little Rock. I was informed by Capt. Callan, the successor of Capt. Brown, that Gen. Smith's letter had not reached him.
On the 23d of April, after I had recovered, I returned to Fort Coffee,
where I met Mr. Jarnigan, who informed me that Mr. Van Horne had met
the Indians at Dwight mission, ancr paid tbem their commutation for subsistence; that some difficulty and confusion in names had occurred in the
roll and lists furnished by Gen. Smith, but that by his aid, and that of Mr.
.Alexander McCoy, an eclaircissement had been effected, and that Mr. Van
Horne had sold the surplus provisions to J. L. McCoy, a native. 1 then left
the country, congratulating myself on the generally favorable results of an
expedition, which, in its inception, had been attended with so many untoward circumstances.
From all that I learned of Mr. Van Horne he is an accomplished business
man, and very correctly expects a punctilious discharge of fiuty from all
officially connected with him; but could he have been conversant with
some of the difficulties Gen. Smith had to contend with, he would look
upon him with more forbearance.
If errors have been the result of Gen. Smith's administration, they were
produced by the press of business, and for want of sufficient time to acquaint
himself with his duties. Of his competence there is no doubt, and to his
. energy, zeal, and great desire to promote the interests of your department~ I
can bear the most cheerful testimony.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN S. YOUNG,
Ass-istant Superintendent of Cherokee nation.
To the Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CHOCTAW AGENCY,

March 29, 1837.

Snt: It will be necessary to leave a muster roll of your detachment of
Cherokees, marking those who have not been paid their commutation for
provision.
If Doctor Minis has not started to Gibson, will you please to say to him
that I would recommend the- immediate payment to any who have not
received their commutation for provision.
I have written Lieut. Van Horne, at Fort Gibson, and expect him here
to-morrow.
I think it very important for both the emigrants and the Government,
that the Cherokees should be paid money for their year·s provision. I send
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1\Ir. Clarke with this, who is the clerk in my office; any arrangement you

may wish to make about provision I will attend to, which I forgot to mention yesterday in my letter.
Respectfully,
Your obedient

~ervant,

'VM. ARMSTRONG,
Acting Superintendent Western Territory.
Mr. J. S. YouNG,

Conducting Cherokees.

CHEROKEE NATION, AL_I\BAMA,

June 25, 1837.
Sm: Your attention to one point relative these Indians.
Their lands should be surveyed the coming fall; they will then be satisfied that the treaty will be carried into effect, and prepare to move .
. If not surveyed until after the 25th May next, (the expiration of their
time here, according to the treaty,) they will by that time have planted
their crops, when it would be cruel to force them off; bPsides, it would
advance the idea that some are endeavoring to promote, that there is no
real treaty, or that it will be alcered, &c., and those of them unwilling to
move to the west will be troublesome, and to let them remain another year
there would be danger that the whites would butcher them at their homes.
'l,o attract your thoughts to this matter is my object in writing.
Your obedient servant,
R. HATCH.

E.rtract from a letter of Lieut. Van Horne, Disbursing Agent, Indian
Department, dated Fort Coffee, June 25, 1837.
I received your letter informing me that $150,000 would be tnrned over
to me by Captain Collins, for disbursements, under requisitions of Messrs.

Lumpkin and Kennedy. I also received yesterday a letter from these latter
g-entlemen, enclosing a list of moneys to be disbursed, with their requisitions attached.
~'ot having yet received any part of the money named, I am unable to
recommend payment. 1 may add that there seems little prospect of getting it. I h::we not as yet received any rolls or information to enable me
to discharge the dnes to emigrants for transportation and subsistence, from
the superintendent east of the Mississippi. It is much to be regretted, that
payment of dues to Cherokee emigrants should not be promptly made, as
it is calculated to generate dissatisfaction.
It is not probable that the funds turned over to me by Doctor Minis
(Planters' Bank of Tennessee) will iJe received by them.

CHEROKEE AGENCY, June 26, 1837.
Sm: By the last mail I had the honor to forward to you a communication, from which the following is an extract:
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"I am informed by Mr. J. Ross, that he has issued notices for a convention
of a Cherokee council, which will assemble about the 31st July. As it is
my belief that the meeting of this council will have a bearing upon the
relations of the Cherokee nation and the Government of the United States 7
highly injurious to the views of the latter, in reference to the removal of
the Cherokees, as stipulated by the treaty of December 29, 1835, as my
instructions will not warrant me in permitting its convocation, I have interdicted the measure, and shall continue to do ~o, until I receive special
instructions from you, advising me that a different course is required.
There will be ample time to hear specially from you on this subject, by
mail, and to insure the receipt of this communication I shall forward a du
plicate by the next mail."
I will only observe in addition, that Mr. J. Ross professed that the sole object
of this council was, to lay before the nation the proceedings of their delega·
tion at Washington, in conformity with the immemorial usage of the Cherokee people; but when questioned by me, whether he or the council would
give me a pledge that they would not discuss the merits or validity of the
treaty, he distinctly replied that he could not say to what subjects the
council would restrain themselves, nor could he prevent any discussion
which they might think proper to enter upon.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WM. LINDSAY,
Col. 2d Artillery.
Hon. J. R. PoiNSETT.

CHER@KEE AGENCY

.EAsT,

.July 1, 1837.
SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
20th May, in which you notify me that you had transmitted to me, by mail,
40 copies of revised regulations No. 5 ; they have not come to hand. The
call of Mr. Ross's council, or some other cause, have pnt a stop to enrolling
for emigration; none have enrolled since I last wrote you; and some that
had enrolled and expressed a willingness to remove at any time that I
would call on them to go, and that were receiving rations, have ceased to
draw within the last few days. Whether it is the presence of 1\]r. Ross, or
what he says to them, that causes this falling off, I am unable to say.
Very respectfully,

NA 'I'I-I. SMITH.
Superintendent Cherokee' Removal.
Hon. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

STATE OF TENNESSEE,

Bradley couuty, July 3, 1837.
HoNORED SrR: I am brought under the necessity of appealing to yon
for redress under my present adverse situation: having been lately dcpri\·ed
of my dwelling house, and run off of my farm by the orders of the general
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t for the Cherokees, after being authorized to settle on this place, as I

·ve it, being at a lawful distance from any nati\"e in the nation, I conit a gross intrusion made upon me. I, therefore, apply to you for re; and I also wish you to give me some direction bow to proceed, ia
to obtain justice iu such case. When intelligence arrived that I was
be removed shortly, I hastened to adduce, as quick as possible, testimony
I had formed no intrusions upon the natives, which was disregarded,
no attention was paid to it, and I used all the means in my power to
a reconciliation: but could not do it; and I was, therefore, driven
of the country without ceremony, and 1 am stripped of house and home;
crop is going to destructi~n-a desolated family bemoans its loss now,
will, perhaps, suffer during the ensuing year. After I was driven from
place, several Cherokees, authorized by the pro tern. ngent, went into
farm to work. Intelligence of this reached my ears ; I asked Geu.
, who is agent: about it, and he said he never authorized such a
of procedure, &c. Sir, send me a communication on the subject as
as possible, and I will remain
Y onr most obedient and
Affectionate friend,

THOMAS GIBSON.

CoMMISSIONERs'

OFFICE,

New Eclwta, July 3, 1837.
vVe have received your letter of the 15th ult., on the subject offunds,
We have to regret that we are still out of funds to meet the requisite
ts under the treaty. This failure of funds has, and will, operate
injuriously upon the minds of the ignorant Indians, who are already
to emigrat~ to the west. 1"'heir leaders, who are opposed to the
:find no difficulty in so misrepresenting this want of suitable funds,
induce the ignorant to credit all such statements as may be calculated
their minds with the belief that the late treaty is invalid, and
rtainly fail to be executed by the Government. In the disbursing
11t, nnder the treaty: with whi'ch we stand more immediately coil' we have found ourselves, throughout, embarrassed for the want of
ursing agent being set apart for this specific duty.
first disbursing a,g eut sent to our relief, Doctor Minis, during his
uance here, a! ways professed to be charged with so many other and
nt duties that he could rarely be kept long at a time in the service
kiug the payments authori zed by us. Since Doctor Minis left here
mp-any the emigrants west, we hctve never had a disbursing agent
nuder our instructions at all, to our knowledge. It is true that,
the departure of Dr. Miuis, General \Vool politely and voluntarily did
ine:~s of the disbursing agent, which prevented much deby and emment in that department at the time .
. Simonton, to whom Gen. vVool turned over the business, disthe duties of disbursing a'{e nt to our satisfaction as long as he was
s. Since the fnnds gave ont. and we were informed by you that
DO had beett placed in the Planters' Bank of rrennessee, aud a like
iu tlw Augusta Bank, Georgia, to meet our estimates, subject to the
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draft of Capt. Bennett, when countersigned by us, we made the call upon
the Tennessee Bank, of which you are apprized, and of the result.
As soon as we ascertained that funds could not be procured from the
Tennessee Bank, it occurred to us that we would apply to the Angnsta
Bank, Georgia, where we bP.lieved, and still believe, that the draft of the
Government would be honored. We, therefore, immediateiy requested
Capt. Simonton to go in search of Capt. Bennett, who is understoou to be
the army disbursing agent, and obtain his order on the draft to enable us
to obtain the necessary funds from the Augusta Bank, if practicable. We
think that Capt. Simonton left here nearly a month ago, and did not return
until yesterday, when he reported to us that Capt. Bennett declines giving
his order upon the Government draft to another person until he shall have
first ascertained that the funds are ready in the Augusta Bank. Thus you
have all the reasons that we are able to give you why we have been kept
here in this painful suspense for a month past.
None of these disbursing agents consider themselves under our instructions, nor have we authority to say that they are. We know that the
most important disbursements which have been, or are to be, made under
the Cherokee treaty are immediately conuected with our office, and yet we
have never had the first disbursing agent who considered this branch of
the business his most important duty.
'
One disbursing· agent is wholly occupied in paying a few military officers and volunteer companies; another is employed in attending the emi·
. grating agent and his department, while no Indians are emigrating; and a
third seems to have no definite duty assigned him; and, though well disposed to pc·rform any reasonable duty, can do nothing for the want of authority to draw the ftmds.
As to the kind of funds which would be received at this time here, in discharge of claims under tl1e treaty, it is proper to remark that every recipient
would prefer specie, beCciUSe it is worth more than the paper of any bank
which has suspPnded specie pnymeuts. Yet all recipients who expect, or
intPnd, to use their funds in Georgia, would take the bills of the Augusta
BPnk rather than lie ont of their money.
Tlw recipients who wish to use their money in the State of Tennessee,
will he satisfied with nothing bnt ~ecie, and would not take the hills of
the Teunessee BntJk at all in payment of their demands against the Government. Our only object in giving you this retrospective sketch is to
afford the means of correcting the evils of which we c0mplain hereafter.
We are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
Wir.SON LUMPKTN,

JOHN KENNEDY,
Cormn isswm,rs.

C. A. HA RRrs, Esq.

CHEROKEE AGENCY.

July 4, ,1837.
SrR: The fifth parngraph of a letter from your depnrtment to the ~nper
intendent under date of Jnne 16th: in relation to the muster roll of" party
recently despatched, bas been read to me by the superintendent.
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Against the conclusions contained in the paragraph alluded to, I have
much reason to complain. Although I am placed beyond any official re'tion by your department, I have too much confidence in its justice to
that all that which can result fron:i a want of capacity, wanton
iction of duty, and an assumption of powers that did not belong to me,
to be set down in judgment against me, and for which, through the suntendent, I am made the subject by your department of severe castigafor doing that which I did not do, and not doing that which it was
out of my power to do. All without the privilege of being heard.
Your department has sent to General Smith for correction the roll which
made out and sent from Fort Coffee, whilst General Smith's own roll is
out of view, thus making me an innocent sufferer by throwing upon my
all the guilt of committing the errors taken for granted to exist
the suggestions of Mr. Van Horne, resolving the whole matter into this:
Van Horne suggests errors, Doctor Young commended them, and GeneSmith is called on to correct them. I am made the scape-goat to bear
sins of others, suffering a degree of demerit commensurate with Mr. Van
complaint, when, indeed, I have no direct or indirect concern with
question in issue between General Smith and 1\Ir. Van Horne.
Before the party left Tuscumbia, General Smith mustered it in person.
on the ground, but not immediately cognizant of the muster. He deto me a copy of the roll, (\vhich is the one now in the hands of Mr.
Horne, and upon which the complaints are based.) He sent another
to. your office certified, the receipt of which I am advised you aclmow. m your letter (the latter part of it) dated April 25th.
td not send a roll to your office, not intending to claim for it any official
ce, only so far as it might be taken as evidence of no change, a
hy the proper person west being, under the circumstances, utterly
jppra(~n·cable.

is no official censure that I could have avoided for not keeping the
bodied to be mustered. The river was so low that the boat with
could not ascend high. "fhe Indians were not willing to go. Mr.
Horne was nearly a hundred miles off, (and indeed at that time I did
w he was the mustering- officer.) The Indians had nearly all comtheir subsistence, and without any motive of pride, patriotism, or into keep them embodied, they chose rather than remain a week in a
brake, to repair to the hospitable mansions of friends, and some of them
homes of their own already prepared for them.
If that which was forced n 1011 me as the result of uncontrollable circumces .is to be set down ngainst me, as evidence of ignorance of duty, I canavmd the censnre.
I. am ft~lly aware that General Smith does not wish to avoid responsibilim an Issue with Mr. Van Home tonchitw the correctness of his official
uct. My location and associations for ten years have given me suffiperso.,al knowledge of the head of the Indian Department, to know
he will be disposed to appreciate 1 y desire to be relieved from unmeritcensure, and when he makes examination into the transactions alluded
he will change opinions formed perhaps to my prejudice. Although I
an humble station, I feel conscious that 1 have houestly and i~1ith-
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· fully diseharged my duty, and feel as jealous of my reputation as those occnpying higher places.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN S. YOUNG.
•To C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CoMMISSIONERs'

OFFicE,

New Echola, July 6, 1837.
SrR: We expect this to be handed to you by Doctor Reynolds, whorepairs to 'Vashington in search of available funds to make the necessary disbursements under the pro Jisions of the late Cherokee treaty. The necessary arrangements to effect this object devolve on the Government at
Washington; we are not prepared to give any advice on that branch of the
subject.
We deem it proper to state, for the information of the Government, however, that under the existing stnte of things, aggravated as it is by every
description of brokers and shavers, nothing can at this time fully supply the
place of specie. It is true that most of the bills of the banks in the several
States continue to be received and paid, in the ordinary business transactions, as good and current money.
But let it be known here, that we have mixed funds, part specie and part
paper, and every recipient w·ill prefer the specie, because he can obtain a
premium for it in paper.
If we had nothing here but paper, and no hope of anything else, many of
the payments could be made in paper; but paper will not be received whilst
the prospect of specie is entertained, except by those operated on by ueces·
sity.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
vVILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Commissioners.
To C. A. HARRIS, Esq.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

July 7, 1837.
SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letters of the
16th and 20th ultimo, the first accompanied by some blanks, blauk paper,
and the muster roll forwarded you by Doctor Young, from Fort Coffee,
with directions that I should make snch corrections as truth would permit,
&c. 'I'his is not the roll that I forwarded to yonr office on the 29th 1\larch,
the receipt of which you acknowledged in your letter to me of the 25th
April. That roll is a true copy of the one now in my office, by which l mus·
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the Indians into the boat, as named in my letter to you of the 5th of
and was made out on two sheets oflarge paper, that I found jn one of
vered rolls and forwarded you in letter form, certified as the regularequire; all of which, I am confident, are correct, except the one family
pers, and Ridge's daughter, as mentioned in my letter of the above
And I do confidently assert, that Mr. Van Horne is mistakeu, and that
take the roll furnished him by Dr. Young and identify every Indian
is living, that went with that detachment. His not understanding the
and having his prejudices whetted by Doctor Minis, has caused him to
out in his letters as he did.
will instance one fact stated in his letter, that I think will convince
that he has been induced to make representations from motives unwith the good of the service, viz: he says "within six inches on
page of the roll the same individual is mustered three times under
names, opposjte one paid and another unpaid." Now, how is
that Lieut. Van Horne could have ascertained this fact of his own
even if it were so, unless he had been at 'the boat and mustered
out, or had them 'nltogether and mustered, which he says he did not
And I must again repeat that the rolls, as certified by me, are correct,
the single exceptions named in my letter of the 5th ultimo.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Remo'l'al.

A. HARRIS,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

. CAREY

G. N.,
Agency, July 7, 1837.
m: I have received a communication from CaptainS. Cooper, invitmy attention to a complaint made by Judge Underwood and reqnirme to furnish you with such information as I may be able to obtain, as
truth or falsehood of that complaint. After premisiug that I know
g personally on the subject, I do not hesitate to advise that a comn be appointed by the department to inquire into it, iuasmuch as
assertion made by Judge Underwood is sustained by the general ruof the country.
am at a loss to conceive upon what principle the number of the com. r,rs was limited to two ; for, sn pposing- them both to be honest and
t, a difference of opinion would naturally arise on many suhjects,
n even two such individuals, and there bei.ug no umpire or casting
all the cases in which that difference of opinion might occur, would
· y become unfinished business, postponed, certainly, for a time,
perhaps, finally unadjndicated. But, supposing Judge Underwood's
·
to be sustained after a fnU and proper investigation, there would
stronger rea.3ons for appointing a third commissioner. No doubt is
ned that the commission, as at present organized, will not be able to
rough the mass of business devohTed upori them by the 25th of May
the period allotted for the removal of tile Indians. A recurrence of
connected with this subject will enable you to te8t the soundness
HEAD QuARTERs, ARMY
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of this opinion, without the necessity of any snggestions on my part.
treaty was ratified on the 25th May, 1836, and a month or six
elapsed before the commissioners under it were appointed. I am omClaltllrai
informed by Bt. Brig. General \Vool, that six months subsequent to
appointment were lost in the discharge of their official duties: in
qnence of absence from their posts. The entire loss of time,
the prejudice of the Cherokees, may be fairly stated at seven months.
time, however, was running against the Cherokees, who must necessarily
remove at a certain period, whether ready or not. In fact, a wise and
just policy would have dictated that all their grievances, whether of person
or property, should have been adjudicated by the month of September next,
or at least six montl1s prior to their allotted time for emigration. But, so
far from this being the case, the conduct of the commissioners is calculated to bear with the Indians the aspect bf wanton and vexatious delay;
for, many of them: who were ready to emigrate if their claims had been
settled, have, after expensive and, perhaps, repeated trips to New Echota,
been told by the commissioners, "we are exclusively engaged in the settlement of the claims of the whites against the Indians, and until this business is finished, we will not take up any Indian claims." llut another
view will present the subject in a still stronger light. The commissioners
have been, perhaps, faithfully and diligently engaged in the discharge of
their dnties, from_ the 26th December, 1836, to this time, the 7th July, 1837.
In that period they have adjusted the claims of 2,000 out of the 18,000 constituting the Cherokee nation ; and it is known that there is not a Cherok3e family within the limits of Georgia, and but few in other parts of the
nation, which have not sustained injuries of property by theft and spoliation, and of person by outrageous violations of laws, vainly ordained for the
protection of a weak and dependant people, and to whom the only and single hope of redress presented is in the award of these commissioners. Test
this question by the rule of three, and if the commissioners in the last thirteen or fourteen months accomplished so much, how much will they be
able to effect in the next ten or eleven 'l
But it is asserted that, for the last six weeks, for the want of money,
they have done little or nothing. I give you this fact as I hear it, without
vouching for its truth. A fond and habitual reverence for the justice of
the United States Government has induced these people hitherto to rely,
that the beneficial provisions of a treaty, pronounced by them fraudnlent
and surreptitious, would be faithfully dispensed to them. It is even urged
by them and their advocates, that the time thus irretrievably lost, and not
by their fault, should be liberally extended to them ; and that this circumstance alone would·constitnte a just pretext for delaying their departure
after the period stipulated by the treaty. Bnt if the Government of the
United States should be inexorable in their determination to force them off
at all hazards, at that time, and if the department should adopt the opinion
of the inadequacy of the commission as at present organized, for acl'omplishing the ends of justice, there would seem to be no other reconrse hut
in the appointment of a third CtHnmissicmer, without whom the existing tribunal cannot be said to have the power of decision.
With respect to the individual to lie selected, as there is already one
commissioner from Georgia and another from Tennessee, I presume the
choice would be made from Alabama or North Carolina, these being the
States most directly interested. I know an individual in Alabama, who,
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if he could be prevailed upon to accept the appointment, is amply qualified
by integrity, talents, and business habits, for the discharge of its duties.
'l'he name of A. F. Hopkins may not have reached Washington, as he has
never fairly entered upon the arena of federal politics; but possibly 1 may
bring him to your favorable recollection, by the stand which he took in the
Alabama Legislature in 1833 or 1834, in favor of the Union and against
the nullifying party. He is now one of the Judges of the Supreme Court
of that State.
I respectfully request that I may be permitted to retain Major M. lVI.
Payne in his present situation as acting inspector, as his services are indispensable to me. I also request that I may be permitted to employ a clerk,
who can be obtained at a compensation of $3* per diem. I trust this request will not be considered exorbitant, when I state to the Secretary that
Brevet Brig. Gen. Wool, with two talented and diligent aids, in addition
his own personal exertions, with great difficulty got through the writing
ry for the command ; and when he ad verts to the fact that my grade
me of all personal stuff, except the adjutant of the regiment, whose
is filled up with the discharge of his appropriate duties, I think he
accede to my request.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
'VM. LINDSAY,
Col. 2d Art., Com. Army C. N.
Hon. J. R. PorNSETT.

from a lettm· of Lieut. Van Horne, Disburs·i ng Agent, Indian
Department, dated Fort Coffee, July 12, 1837.
"I have not yet received the $150,000 for payment of Cherokee claims.
emigrants are very impatient to receive their dues. Nor have I
received any of the rolls or any other information to enable me to liquithe claims of Cherokee emigrants for transportation and subsistence.
have been in their country west for a considerable time, and have
cause of complaint at not receiving their dues, which were promised
on their arrival."

NEw

EcHOTA, GEoRGIA,

July 13, 1837.

Sm: I reached this place on the 11th instant, on my way to Cherokee,
and Paulding counties, in the State. Accounts agree from all parts
· in representing the Cherokees as becoming more distant, and
<llST>OSE~d to mix with the whites. Many of them from the above
cou.ntH.~s have already removed to the mountains, and more are
to go. The white inhabitants in those counties have become
much alarmed, and petitioned the Governor of Georgia for military
$3 be deemed too high, the Secretary will please inform me the highest mm which
be allowed.
W. L.
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aid. It appears to be the general opinion that there will be blood
shortly. Colonel Lindsay arrived at this place on the 11th instant,
view of ascertaining the situation of the country ; he informs me
forces will soon be organized. The prospects for emigration h
brightened any since I last wrote.
Yery respectfully,
Yonr obedient servant,
NATH. SMITH,
SurJerintendent C!terokee liemov•
Bon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

NEW EcHOT A, GrwRGIA1

July 15, 1831

SrR: 1 have a ferry about a mile from this place, and when Dr.

nnd General N. Smith were about starting the emigrant Cherokees
this place for Arkansas, I agreed with Dr. Minis to set the em:'tgralnts·ot
at half the lawful rates of ferril'lge. 1 soon saw General Smi
then on the ground, and agreed likewise with him, not doubting
the money would be paid as soon as they passed the river. I
Dr. Minis, and he said he c.onld not pay it without General N.
requisition; and General Smith says Dr. Minis ought to have paid i~
refi1ses to do it himself, because it is not a written contract.
Herewith, I send you a copy of the account, which I am ready to
proved by the ferryman, and you will please give such instructions
the matter as you may think mete.
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,
WILLIAM J. TAR
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

War Department, Washington city.
uNIT ED STATES

To

WILLIAM

J.

TARVIN,

To ferriage of emigrant Cherokees, from the 1st of February to
the lOth of April, 1837:
28 large wagons, at 25 cents
7 small wagons, at 12! cents ~
44 horsemen, at 6! cents
294 foot per:wns, at 3-} cents

NASHVILLE,

July 17,

I am informed that it is in contemplation by the
appoint another commissioner under the Cherokee treaty. If
take place, I would suggest to you the propriety of appointing John F.
of Madisonville, East Tennes~ee. I know he is well qualified,_ and in
SIR :
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respects n sui tahie and proper person for the pJace. I speak from personal
knowledge of him; he is a good lawyer,_ and has frequently been a member
of our Legislature.
Yours, with great respect,
FELIX GRUNDY.

Extract from a letter of Lieutenant J. Van Horne, disbursing agent, .
Seminoles, dated Fort Gibson, July 18, 1837.
I have not yet received any rolls or information from the superintendent
east of the Mississippi, to enable me to satisfy the numerous emigrant
Cherokees who apply to me. Nor have I yet been informed from your
office whether all· who emigrated since May, 1834, are to rer,eive the
allowance provided for under the treaty of 29th December, 1835.
I have not yet received the $150,000 for paying Cherokee claims.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

July 20, 1837.

SIR : Enclosed you will find my quarterly statement of officers for the
second quarter of this year. I bad to delay forwarding until now, for the
purpose of getting from the eollecting agents and the depots the names of
such persons as they might have to employ, temporarily, as interpreters, &c.
Very respectful! y,
Your most obedient servant,

NA TH. SMITH,
Superintendent of Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

July20, 1837.

SrR : I returned to this place last evening from the Georgia part

of the Cherokee nation. I found the Indians there, as in the North
Carolina part, distant and sullen, and not disposed to talk on the
subject of emigration. Ross's intended council appears at this time to engage their whole attention. If he is not suffered to hold it, I think I shall
be able to get off five or six thousand Indians this fall. I discover, in
travelling amongst them, that there is not as much cause of alarm at this
time as many of the whites who Jive amongst them represent. I find in
many counties of the Cherokee country, volunteer companies are raised,
who wish to be called into the service of the United States, and I have no
douut there are many dflserving persons among them who exaggerate, or
even encourage the Indians to show signs of hostilities, for the sake of
being called into service. Yet I believe there is at this time a settled determination in at least one-third of the Cherokees to die on their lands here,
in preference to a removal west. Colonel Lindsay has sent two companies
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of volunteers into the counties of Cherokee, Floyd, Paulding, and
and will station them in some one of these conn ties, if thought nec!eSSial1
the commanding officer, Captain Morrow.
Very respectfully,
NA 'I' H. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee R(;m
Ron. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

'rREAsuRY DEPARTMENT,

July 26, 1837.
SIR: I send for your perusal a letter just received from the president
the Planters' Bank of Tennessee, with regard to the conduct of its branch
at Athens, which has heretofore been the subject of correspondence.
Be pleased to return the letter after you have read it, as it should be kept
on our files.
Respectfully yours,

R. ELA.
C. A.

Esq.,
Commissioner

HARRis,

of Indian Affairs.

PLANTERS' BANK OF TENNESSEE,

July 11, 1837.
SIR: Your favor of the 16th nlt. is received. I regret exceedingly the
occurrence therein stated, which has caused you so much dissatisfaction
and inconvenience. 'rhe draft referred to was dishonored without our
knowledge or direction.
I have written to our cashier at Athens, and he states, in justification of
himself, that the draft was presented after knowledge of the suspension of
nearly all the banks in the country, and before we had directed him to
suspend; that twenty-five per cent. was demanded in specie, and the
balance in notes, which he expected would be presented forth with for specie,
and, rather than pay out all his specie, preferred taking the responsibility of
refusing the draft.
VVe consider the debt we owe the Government of the highest character,
and the first to be paid. We have directed the cashier at Athens to make
every exertion to pay the public officers in a satisfactory manner, and to
give ten per cent. in specie, and more than that, rather than dishonor a Government draft.
I trust that in future we shall give no farther cause of complaint. Be
nssured that we shall do all that is possible to prevent a like unpleasant
occurrence.
I am, very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,

M. WATSON, President.
Han.

LEVI

WooDBURY,

Secretary of the Treasury.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

July 27, 1837.
SIR: By the mail of the 25th, I had the honor to receive your letter of
the 12th instant, in which yon inform me that a special agent will be sent
to the intended council to make known the views and intentions of the
Government.
'l'his I deem a very judicious arrangement, and I have no doubt will result greatly to the benefit of the Cherokee people, and to the honor of our
Government, and prevent tile shedding of much human blood. On thereceipt of your letter, I immediately handed it to Colonel Lindsay, whose
head quarters is at this place, and he immediately despatched an express to
Mr. Ross, informing him of its contents, that the Indians might know in
time that the council would be held, to get as many of them as possible
r, &c. I saw Mr. Ross yesterday, and he told me that he would
be surprised if a large majority of the whole tribe were present. I anfavorable results from the deliberations of this council, viz: If the
ment will make sorpe slight modification of the treaty, so as to
the Ross pary, which I think will not be difficult to do.
Very respectfully,
N A TH. S M.ITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A.

HARRIS.

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CoNASAGUE PLAINS,

July 27, 1837.

SIR: As the carrying into effect the late treaty between the United
and the Cherokee Indians is of vital importance to the Government,
as I have been a near settler to the Indians for many years, you will
excuse me for presuming to give my views on the subject of settling
business and their removal to the west.
·
~
There is, in the adjudication of their accounts, many difficulties which
ot be settled by two commissioners, and there should be three for
ty and furthering the business.
Indians, or many of them, are dissatisfied with the treaty, but would
ibe to, and acknowledg-e it, provided the business could be done with
,ompmess and punctuality. The time is set for their removal, and every
n the part of the Government should be ready, and let not the cause
be on our part.
Tennessee Indians, and those in North Carolina. are opposed to
to Georgia to have their business settled, but would rather meet at
, and that place would have saved to the United States many dol
on acconnt of the cheapness of provisions.
withstanding a great many of the Indians are opposed to the treaty,
will all go off peaceably; but it is highly necessary for every drop of
spirits to be kept ont of the nation, for I believe if any outrage
be committed, it will be under its influences.
ou have a force sufficient to keep out spirituous liquors, if the officers
be vigilant.
4
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I will recommend John F. Gillespy as a fit person to make a third com.
missioner, and one with whom all wbo are now engaged would be willing
to associate thernsel ves with.
With sentiments of high respect,
I am your obedient servant,
PRESIDENT

of the

United States.

NICHOLAS S. PECK.

N. B.-The commissioners have adjourned to meet the first Monday in
in September next; a third commissioner should be appointed, so as meet
with them at that time.
·
N. S. P.

'rREAsuRY DEPAR'rMENrr,

July 31, 1837.
SIR: I have, herewith, the honor to transmit a letter this day received
from the President of the Planters' Bank of Tennessee, enclosing a correspondence, by which it appears that want of advice as to the person to
whose credit the remittances made under the direction of your department
have been ordered to be placed at Augusta, has produced some inconvenience at Athens.
I am, sir, very respectfully, .
Your obedient servant,

LEVI WOODBURY,
Secretar·y of the Treasury.
Bon.

J. R.

PoiNSETT,

Secretary

of

War.

PLANTERs' BANK OF TENNESSEE,

July 22, 1837.
Sm.: l received the enclosed by the last mail, and am induced to forward
it to you for the reason that our cashier at Athens states that great dissatisfaction is expresssd by the public officers at his refusal to comply with the
request of Captain Simonton. I trnst that you will agree with me in opinion, that the course pursued by our cashier at Athens is correct. \Ve have
declined declaring any dividends for the last six months, for the reason thai
we have suspended specie payments. When this state of things exists, is
it right or honest to pay dividends? I consider the present siate of thin as
contrary to all principle, and that it is onr primary duty to comply with o~r
moral obligations, and i~ would be a violation of duty not to prepare to resume payments of specie as soon as possible.
Very respectfully,

M. WArrsoN,
President.
Hon.

LEvi WooDBURY.
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FoRT CAss, July 8, 1837.

Sm: I have just received a letter from the commissioners, who are
nnxious to obtain the funds, $200,000, supposed to be in the bank at Augusta.
They desire that you should draw in my favor, for me to endorse. I received a letter from the Commisswner of Indian Affairs, who informs me
that the money is there. 1 shall also give a draft independent of yours, so
that the money may be obtained, should it be there already to my credit.
Respectfully, yonrs, &c.,
RICHARD BENNETT.
WM. CLARK, Esq., Cashier.

P. S.-PJease deliver the draft to Captain J.P. Simonton.

R. B.

ATHENs, TENNE~SEE, July 8, 1837.
Sm: I have been directed by ,t he commissioners for carrying into effect
the Cherokee treaty of 1835, to procure from you a draft for $200,000,
which they are assured has been deposited in the Bank of Augusta, Georgia,
for the purpose of carrying out said treaty. 'l'he c.ommissioners have directed, this because it appears uncertain whether the funds are deposited in
the aforementioned bank to -your credit, or that of Major Bennett. It is,
therefore, their desire that I shall taKe a draft from ead1 of yon for the
amount above stated, and that draft alone is to be made use of which will
procure the funds. I will receipt to you for the draft.
I would remark further, that this course has been resorted to in consequence of the emergency of the case. The Cherokee business is now, and
has been for some time past, at a stand for want of funds, and for the sake
of despatch it was deemed proper to pursue this course.
Will you please give me an early answer to this note, and oblige
Your obedient servant,
J. P. SIMON'rON,

Captain, and Dis. Agent Cher. Rem.
WM.

CLARK,

Esq., Cashier, o/c.

OFFICE PLANTERS'

BANK

OF TENNESSEE,

July 8, 1837.
Sm: Your letter of this date, requesting my draft on the Bank of
Augusta, Georgia, is before me. It would afford me great pleasnre to be
able to comply with your request, or to afford you and the commissioners
any other facility for carrying out the treaty alluded to in your Jetter, but
it wonld be highly improper in mc;l to draw upon any bank, without first
knowing, officially, that I have funds there. In this cnse, I do not know
it, nor have I good reason~ even to suspect it; for on the 1st May I received
a letter from William B. Lewis, Esq., stating that a warrant would be jssued
in my favor, and transmitted to me, for $200",000, payable at Augusta, which
has never come to hand; and on the 12th May: I informed him that it had
not then reached me, to which I have received no reply. I therefore con-
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elude that a mistake occurred in addressing the letter to me instead of
cashier at Augusta, and have no doubt the warrant has been passed to Major
Bennett's credit in that bank.
I hope you will discover the impropriety of my drawing, as you requ
and be assured that how much so ever I feel disposed· to accommodate y~
and the commissioners, I decline it altogether, through a sense of my official
duty.
I will take this opportunity to say to you, and for the information of the
commissioners, that I should take great pleasure in honoring the drafts of
Major Bennett for the amount to his credit ; and that if the Louisiana
money, which Judge Kennedy required, should not answer the purpose, he
has only to intimate the fact, and I will pay that redeemable at Nashville.
I am authorized to pay five per cent. in specie, but if that should not suffice, would pay a greater proportion.
In haste, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM CLARK,

Cashier.
Captain J. P. SIMONToN,
United States Army: present.

ATHENS, TENNESSEE,

August 1, 1837.
Yours of the 20th ultimo is before me, in which you say that
Messrs. Lumpkin and Kennedy, commissioners, had informed you that they
"requested Uaptain Simonton to call on me, and procure authority to draw
the snm of $200,000, which I had been advised, on the 20th of April last,
would be placed to my credit in the bank at Augusta, Georgia; but that I
declined a compliance, on the ground that I must first ascertain thut the
money was there and subject to my draft, and that you confess your sur.
prise that I should have refused to conform to the wishes of the commissioners." Now, sir, be assured I was equally surprised in reading your
letter.
It is true I did receive two letters 20th of April, from the 2d Auditor;
one informing mP. that a requisition had been issued in favor of the cashier
of the branch of the Planters' Bank of Tennessee, at Athens, for $200,000,
to be placed to my credit; which was received by the cashier and placed to
my credit. The other letter informed me that a requisition had been issued
in favor of the cashier of the branch of the Planters' Bank of Tennessee, at Athens, payable at Augusta, Georgia, to be placed to my credit
here ; a copy of which is herewith transmitted to you. The cashier received a letter at the same time, from the same source, and of the same import, but the draft did not nor never has come to hand. I showed both my
letters to the commissioners, and suggested at the time that it would be best
to place the $200,000 already standing to my credit at Athens, to the credit
of one or both of the disbursing agents out here, as I had a great deal of
duty assigned to me, and should be travelling about for a long time in paying- discharged troops in East Tennessee. And agreeably to their direction,
I drafted in favor of Capt. J. P. Simonton for the $200,000, which was preiented and protested at the bank here, as you have been heretofore apprized.
About the middle of June, just at the moment I was about to start to NashSIR:
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on business connected with the payment of discharged troops in East
Captain Simonton applied to me to draw a draft in his favor on
cashier of the bank at Augnsta, Georgia. Believing at the time, from
the information in my possession, that there were no funds to my credit in
gusta, I .declined it; but after leaving Athens, I regretted that I did not
do, as it struck me that he might first ascertain whether it was there bepresenting the draft. Captain Simonton had been at Athens a week
more, and never suggested it before, and did not say that the commisers had requested it, and I conceived it was an idea of his own, as I
think.
About eight o:r nine days after my return from Nashville, Capt. Simonton
from New Echota with a letter from the commissioners, requesting
to draft on the bank at Augusta, Georgia, saying they were certain it
t be standing to my credit at Augusta. I gave him my draft without
moment's hesitation.
So far, sir, fi·om having the slightest disposition to throw obstacles in the
or retard the operations of the commissioners, I regretted it was not
y power to render them aid; and so far from appearing dissatisfied they
to me a desire to have me with them altogether, and I regretted
I had other duties that prevented it. It certainly was my desire to act
ly in the performance of all the duties which might devolve upon
n relation to the disbursements in which they were concerned. It has
impo5sible for me to disburse for them, as they must be well con vi need,
sequence of the almost constant travelling I had to perform in the
of my other duties. For some time past they have not needed
tees.
my return .from Nashville on the 1st of July, I commenced paying
and it will take me to the end of September to complete my payhaving yet to travel through the greater part of East Tennessee and
Cherokee country.
disbursing to claimants under the treaty seems to conflict with my
in making payments to troops, I would most respectfully request -to
relieved from that dnty.
I have the honor to be, sir~
"\.Yith great respect,
Your obedient servant,
RICHARD BENNETT.
HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

•r~enntes~;ee,

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Second Auditor's Office, April 20, 1837.
Sm: A requisition, No. 8,366, dated i9th instant, drawn by the Secretary
on the Treasury, has this day been received, and sent to the proper
for a warrant to be issued in favor of the cashier of the branch of the
rs' Bank of Tennessee, at Athens, Tennessee, payable at Augusta,
for two hundred thousand dollars, which will be transmitted to him
Treasurer of the United States, to be placed to your credit and subject
r order, in all cases to be countersigned by Gov. Wilson Lumpkin,
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and John Kennedy, commissioners, &c., or either of them, and for w
sum you are held accountable under the following appropriation:
Carrying in to effec t the treaty with the Cherokees, per act
2d Jnly, 1836 - $200,000 00
You will be pleased to forward an acknowledgment to this office- therefO('.
Respectfillly, sir,
Your most obedient servant,

W. B. LEWIS.
Lieut.

RicHARD BENNETT,

Disbursing Agent, <J-c., Athens, Tenn.

HUNTINGTON, MACON COUNTY,

N.

c.,

August 5, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated
24th of April last, and directed to Culhoun, but which I did not receive
until the 29th of July. vVhether the cause of its detention was owing to
irregularities of the mails, or was in the post office, I have not been t:ble to
learn. I think it proper to inform you that there has been for some time
past, and is at present, much disease (dysentery) among the Indians in this
part of the country, and is rapidly increasing; there is no physician uearer
than fifty miles, and they have suffered much from want of medical aid.
Since I have been in the country, I have given them medicine an~
advice, and have attended on them as much as my duties in the army
would permit. Having left the service on the 12th of July last, I have
since that time been constantly engaged in visiting the sick, and administering to their relief' as far as was in my power. I know of no portion of
the Cherokee country where the appointment of a physician is so much
needed.
I have, agreeably to your advice, referred the matter to Gen. N. Smith,
but have not as yet received any answer. Accept my sincere thanks for
the prompt and kind manner in which you responded to my communication,
and be assured
I am, with the greatest respect,
Your obedient servant,
0. E. ISAACS.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Com.missiontr of Indian Affairs,
lVaslnnglon, D. C.

RED CLAY CouNciL GROUND,

August 5, 1837.
SrR: Mr. Mason, the special agent, arrived lnst evening late, and has given

the council notice that he would address them on Monday next, at 2 o'clock.
On yesterday, Mr. Ross nominated eight of the Cherokees as a delegation
to visit Washington this winter to settle the affairs of the nation with the
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Government, &c. This nomination is to be acted on early next week,
I haVQ no doubt wm be approved.
It is estimated that there are 3,000 Indians in attendance.
Very respectfully,
NA TH. SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokt;e Removal.
Han. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

HuNTSVILLE,

.!J.ugust 7, 1837.

S1a: I have the honor to acknowledge tbe receipt of your letter of the
ultimo, in which you inf<n·med me that the number of commissioners
the Cherokee treaty of 1835, wonld be probably increased, and that
had be~n instructed by the Secretary of War to ascertain, unofficially,
me, whether I would, should it be deemed necessary to make an addi_
appointment, accept it.
I am practising law, and the professional engagements that I have entered
would oblige me to decline tbe office, the duties of which I might, in
circum:stances, take pleasure in endeavoring to perform.
Very res pectfnll y,
Your obedient servant,
A. F. HOPKINS.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs1
Washington city.
#

ATHENS, GEORGIA,

August 10, 1837.
Sm: I have the honor to inform you that since my last to yon in June,
have been endeavoring to procure the fund deposited in the Bank of
sta, Georgia, for the pnrpose of carrying out the Cherokee treflt.y. I
finally procured $200,000, and am now Qn my way to New Ecbota.
thousand dollars \Vas all that was offered: in specie, ten thonsand in
States bills: and the balance in the bills of the Bank of Augusta.
consulting with Commissioner Lumpkin, it was thought best to comply
h these terms, as the demand for money by the holders of certificates
been very urgent.
Much delay has been occasioned by the information received at Athens,
remrres~see, that the warrant fort his money would be drawn in favor of the
of the bank at that place. Major Bennett was unwilling lo give me
check on the Augnsta Bank until he coutd hear more certain information
the department. After some weeks' delay, and nothing more having
heard, he finally consented to give me the check at a venture, which
honored as above mentioned.
instructions from the commissioners in the. first place was to demand
in specie, which the bank considered unreasonable in the extremt;.
was not nntil after several days' negotiation that I was able to effect the
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present arrangement. It is the best, I believe, nuder existing circullnSt8tll81
that could be made. 'l'he credit of the Bank of Augusta stnnds hig
the country, and I think there will be littledifficultyin disposing of the
of this bill, which I have drawn, to the numetons certificate holders
the whites. It is, however, of great importance that some speedy amlDIIH
ment should be made to procurE' specie tor tbe Indian recipients.
A5 I have been necessarily ~bsent from New Echota for more than two
months, I have been unable to :.;end an abstract of my accounts for the lase
three months. rrhey will, however, be forwarded at as early a period 81
possible.
Governor Lumpkin, om~ of the commissioners, with whom I have this
day had a conversation, is of the opinion that the commissioners' certificates
are negotiable by a simple endorsement. I do not feel satisfied of that fact,
nnd wish your opinion on the subject, at as early a period as possible, as
I expect some cases of the kind as soon as I return to New Echota.
I wouldndd, to be fullyunderstood with regard to Commis:;;ioner Lumpkin's
views on the subject of negotiating the commissioners' certificates, that he
supposes the ce:ftificates may be transfgrred by endorsement, and that the
last holder may receipt for tbP. amount c.alled for.
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,
J. P. SIMOJ\TON,

Captain, and Dis. Agent Cherokee Removal.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

NASHVILLE, August 11, 1837.
SIR: If on receipt of this letter a third commissioner has not heen np·
pointed under the Cherokee treaty, I take the liberty of recommending most
earnestly for the office, Colonel James C. Guild, of Sumner county, who
has recently been elected a member of the Senate, but he can empltlY all
the month of September in the bnsitwss, and the moment the General Assembly adjourns, he can return. Colonel Guild was a very efficient friend of
the late administration, and he is equally devoted to the present one. He
was a Colonel on the late Seminole campaign, and discharged all his duties
honorably.
He is well qualified for the appointment, and it would be gratifying to me
if he suceeed~.
Most respectfully, .

WM. CARROLL.
C. A. HARRIS, Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Ajj'airs.

\V ASHINGTON Crrv, August 11, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit, herewith, the account and vonrhcrs
for di . . bursements for the removal and su bsistence of Cherokee Indians, up
to the lOth day of July, 1837.
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The abstracts were made up to this period, (ten days beforf\ the ns~1al
. ,) on account of the uncertainty of my being retained in the Indtan
Ice, and I was ams:ions to close up my acconnts entirely.
Very respectfullY:
Your :>bedient servant,
JOHN C. REYNOLDS,

Disbursing Agent Cherokee Rtmo·cal.
C. A. HARRis: Esq.,
Commissionet· of Indian A.ffai1's.

CHEROKEE AGENCY,

August 12, 1837.
SIR: Colonel Mason, special agent, delivered his talk to the Chero~cees
Monday last, and although a very rainy day, and raining at the time,
~vere present, I think, nf>ar 2,500 chiefs and warriors, who paid great
t10n ~o what he said. What effect it may have upon them, I am unat th1s time to say. But from their deportment to him and the balof the Government officers present, both before and after the talk, I premuch good will grow out of it. His good character and gentlemanly
tment. at once gained him the confidence of all present, (w~ites as
las Indians,) and the Cherokees treated him with marked attentiOn and
t, such as no Government officer has received from them since 1817.
t~e next day (Tuesday) they took the vote on the nomination of the
wn, and although still raining, about 2,000 were present, and _nnany approved the nomination, and that the delegation proceed ImRie!~ to Washington, and on WednesJay the common Indians left .the
~c1l ground apparently well pleased. The committee and council, I
mformed, will rise this day.
Verv respectfu l1 y,
.
NATH. SMITH,

u.

Superintendent Cherokee Removal.

A. HARRIS,
Commissionet· of indian Affairs.

HEAD QuARTERs,

Agency, August 14, 1837.
R: I have the hon0r to enclose you a letter of Dr. Hetzel, a clerk in

loyment of General Smith, superintendent Chf!rokee emigration,
case will be rendered intelligible by a short statement of facts.
Indians who are applicants for the disbursement of the Cherokee poor
, are principally those who have been driven from their homes, and
tpo~;essE~d of their property by the whites.
people are necessarily houseless wanderers, they have been in. by the circumstance of there being a few old empty cabins around
Echota, to quarter there, and this, in addition to the fact that my dis.
· g agent issued rations and clothing, has occasioned a collection of
ing like 500 Indians about that point. The novelty of their food,
perhaps the insalubrily of the location, have produced epidemic disand dysentery has been extensively prevalent amongst them. Ap-

w
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plication was made to General Smith, superintendent Chorokcc eminllli'-"11
tion, to fnrnish them with medical attendance, and he replied that the
sicians attached to his department had been instructed not to administer
the Indians, unless they were collected at a depot for emigration. As
relief could be obtained, and the sufferings of these Indians were constantly
in.creasing, Dr. Hetzel, tug(~d by nJotives of humanity, voluntarily stepped
forward and prescribed for them and furnished thorn with medicines out ot'
his own private stores; and has done so since 8th March last. 'fhe Indians
have derived great benefit from his attendance, and have manifested the
liveliest gratitude for his services ; and as 1 think him fairly and honorably entitled to remuneration, I respectfully submit to you for my government, whether the Cherokee poor fund may be legally charged with furnishing the Cherokees with medical attendance, perhaps as indispensable
to them as food and clothing.
I also herewith trausmit a memorandum, ha~tily placed in my hands by
Edward Gunter, a member of the Cherokee council, which explains itself,
and fnrnisher. another and appalling instance of the wrongs practised upon
this unhappy people.
By the Cherokee laws, the child belongs to the mother; and this man
Vought has not been satisfied with spending her property and deserting
her, but with the malignity of a demon, he has parted with his own offspring, in order that he may kidnap and secrete it from the mother. Edward . Gnnter is a truly respectable man, and his nnme is twt signed to
this pnper, because it was written in a hurry, as I was mounting my horse
and about to leave him. I promised him I would try to affect the restitution
of the child to the afflicted mother, and, after revolving every expedient in
my power, I have concluded to submit the case to you for such action as
you may deem most proper.
I have just received an order directing me to transfer the command of
second regiment of artillery to the lieutenant colonel, who, it is said, will be
with it the last of September. The sole objection I have to this order is,
that it deprives me of the only legitimate staff to which I am entitled. I
had just appointed Lieutenant M.ackay adjutant of the regiment, aud ordered him to join me at this place; and was consoling myself with the relief
and assistance he would render me in the numerouR and diversified employment of such a command as this. I assure you, sir, I cannot get through
my duties without a staff officer, and even at this time lam dependant npon
the gratuitous services of Lieutenant Adjnta.nt Shaw, of the Georgia volunteers, who renders me the most faithful aud able assistance: but he has not
long to serve, and when he has withdrawn my situation will be truly helpless. I therefore request that I may be permitted to retain Lieutenant
Mackay, on his arrival here, and that Lieutenant Colonel Crane be directed
to designate an active adjutant for the use of the regiment.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WILLIAM LINDSAY,

Col. 2d A., Com. A. C. N.
To the Hon. JoEL R. PoiNSETT
James B. Vought, who married Catharine Gunter; after squandering
all his wife's property, left her and took away her child-a girl about
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ten moHths' old, with red spot on the head, of a small size. This man, B.
Von:.:!.ht, is living in Jackson city, Alabama.
'I'he child. is said to have beeu taken to Milledgeville, Georgia.

NEw

EcHOTA, GEoRGIA,

July 27, 1837.
Sm: I have the honor to inform yon that I have given my professional
tttendance and medicine to poor Cherokee Indians at this place, smce about
the lOth of Murch last. Within the last two months. there has been ronsisickness among them, so as to require me to J;ay two visits almost
_day to the place where they are encamped, and give considerable
em e.
I have recently consulted the superintendent and thn commissioners, with
to the likelihood of getting some compensation for my services, &c,
I have been referred to you, sir, as having control of the poor fund, out
which, only, it is presumed, I could be remunerated.
I, therefore, re~pectfnlly requ est that, if con si~ tent with your views of
iety, a per diem allowance be granted me from the above mentioned
, and to coptinne during your pleasure, or that I be paid for my ser&c., according to the regular prices.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,

J. N.
Col. W.

HETZEL,

M. D.

LINDSAY,

Comd'g Army, Cherokee Nation.

CHEROKEE AGENCY, EAST TENNESSEE,

August 14, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to state that, in obedience to your instructions, I
ed, with the least possible delay, to the coun~il of the Cherokee na' which, I found, was held at Red Clay, in this State, about twenty five
south of this place. The Indians began to assemble on the 31st ultit did not organize their council for business till the 2d instant.
number present was estimated at near 4,000, of whom, about onemen, women, and children, and lads, who did not vote. On the 3d,
hn Ross, the principal chief, delivered a written talk, in English,
was rendered orally into Cherokee by an interpreter, sentence by
ce. 'rhe next day, 4th instant, I reached the ground, where I found
l Smith, the agent for emigration, and Col0nel Lindsay, the coming officer. The commissioners were not present; they had aljjournt three weeks before, to meet again the first Monday in September,
are at their respective residences: Mr. Kennedy, at Jonesboro, Tenand Governor Lumpkin, at Athens, Georgia. My talk was delivered
ay, the 7th. It was heard with respectful attention by chiefs and
General Smith's interprder was employed on the occasion, and, as
assn red by persons who were present, and speak both languages, that
translation was faithfully made, I have no doubt the talk was fully under-
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stood by every Indian within hearing. At the request of the council, I ga
them a copy of it. On the 8th, the mass of the Indians dispersed ; th
conduct, dnring the whole time, as far as I observed or heard of it, was
orderly and quiet as possible. They seem to understand theiL' position, and
are evidently excited;· but I am sure they have no intentton or disposition
just now to proceed to hostilities.
The council have appointed another delegation to Washington, composed
of John Ross, and seven other chiefs; they are to set off on the 12th September. I came to this place with General Smith and Colonel Lindsay, at
the request of the former, to examine his arrangements for facilitating the
emigration of the Indians, in order to have a full conference with Mr. "Ross,.
which took place yesterday, and which there was no opportunity to hold at
the council ground, because of the heavy rains and want of shelter during
the last three days, and to obtain transportation for the further prosecution
of my journey. I shall set ont to· morrow for Jonesboro, and thence return
by Athens, Georgia, and reach Washington about the lOth September.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

J. MASON, Ja.
'rhe Hon. J. R. PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.

Special Order,

No. 63.
AnJuT ANT GENERAL's OFFICE,

.
Washington, August 18, 1837.
1. At. the instance of the Surgeon General, the Secretary of War directs
that assistant Surgeon J. C. Reynolds be instructed to close the business on
which he is now employed, in the Indian Department, with as little delay
as a due regard to the public interest will permit, and that, at its termination,
he proceed to Fort Gibson: where his services are required, and report for
duty to the commanding officer.
II. Hereafter no officer of the medical department of the army will be em·
ployed on similar business connected with Indian bureau.
By order,

R. JONES,
Adjutant General.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

A ugu.st 20, 1837.
SIR: On my return from the Red Clay council, I had the honor toreceive your letter of the 18th July, enclosing a copy of a letter from Thomas
Gibson to the honorable Secretary of \Var, in which he says he was put out
of the Cherokee nation by some agent, and that I had told him that I did
not direct it to be done. In this he has stated a positive falsehood. He was
put out by the United State~ troops, by request of Doctor Young, under
my direction, for the following- reasons, viz: 1st. He took forcible possession of an Indian's (John \V atts's) field. Secondly. He has a set of very
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children, who refused to let Watts's family get water to use out of their
(Watts's) spring, and were morever in the habit of destroying the garand fruits of \Vatts. Thirdly. He, Gibson, is considered a notorious
drel and thief. The settlement from which he was removed is a thicksettled one by the whites, and every man in it, I believe, was gratified at
removal.
Since he received his letter from the Secretary of War, he has returned
this side of the river, and built a camp abont a mile from Watts. If he
the Indian alone, he may remain; but if he interferes with him, I will
him out again, for reporting to the department what wa;,- untrue.
Very respectfully,
Your most obe]ient servant,
NA 'l'H. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.

. c. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

August 23, 1836.
R: Enclosed you will find the accounts of James S. Bridges and WilMayfield, for the board, &c., of the witnesses in the suit of the Stntc
nessee, vs. James Foreman and Anderson Springston: charged with
murder of John Walker, jr. It appears that Major Currey, the former
·
t, directed the Indian witnesses to the houses of the above
persons, and assumed the payment of the bills. The accounts, as made
were submitted to the commissioners at New Echota, who refused to
· them as belonging to the class of claims upon which they had to
yon be pleased to give me some instructions in relation to them, as
vised of any fund out of which they can be paid at present]
send you, enclosed, a copy of a letter which I addressed to your office
th of Mav last. to which I have received no answer. The subto in thai letter is one of much interest to the persons concerned,
cause of considerabl«1 embarrassment to me, there being a number
· s having claims for old valuations who are in a state of preparato emigrate so soon as they can have those claims settled.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
NATH. SMITH,
Super·i ntendent Cherokee RemovaL

c. A. HARRIS,

Commissioner of lndian .R..ffairs.

NEw

EcHOTA. GEoRGIA,

August 25, 1837.
: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of several letters from
my return from Augusta to this place, dated 14th and 15th of June,
, 2Uth 1 25th, and 25th of July, 1837.
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In relation to what is said of the notes of John L. 1\ic( ~oy, in that of
14th of June, I ha\·e to state, tbat by reference to your letter to Dr. Min
of the 15th of October, 1836, yon will perceive that they nrc ordered to
paid upon the requisition of the superintendent, B. F. Currey, under th
act of 28th June, 1834. In reference to that of June 15th, I have to state,~
that the amount for building a house, mentioned in the accompanying aa
count, is just, and has not been paid. This w:1s not, however, forgotten,
when I left Logansport. I remained in that place a week or more to settle
all claillls against the Government, for expenses incurred at the Pottawat. •
amie and Miami payments. It was known to tbe whole conn try that I waa
to leave as soon as possible, and notice to that effect was given at the close
of the Miami payment, where 1 believe all the parties concerned then were.
Mr. Miller was a clerk in the hGuse of Ewing & Walker, and it was always my understanding that the debt was due him. With this understanding, when all my bnsiness was closed with the exception of this account,
I called at the house of Ewing & Co., and found Mr. :Miller absent from
the place. The season was far advanced, and it \Vas impossible for me to
wait longer. I, therefore, left a. message for Mr. Miller at the house of Ewing & Co., to transmit his account to me at Washington, immediately, that
I might receive it before 1 closed my accounts; and I would transmit the
money by General '"l'ipton on his return home. This is the history of the
transactiOn. I have not now any funds in my hands applicr-tble to the payment of the account, and, therefore, transmit it to you for your disposal.
The account could not be received as a voucher under any circumstances,
ns the account is in the name of one individual, and the receipt signed by
another.
With regard to your letter of July 20th, I would say, that I suppose, before
this, you are apprized, by my letter of the lOth instant, from Athens, Georgia,
of my success at the Bank of Augusta.
The requisition mentioned has been complied with, and the Treasury
drafts received. These drafts are very well received by the people, thongh
they would be more popular if drawn on eastern banks. I do not believe
that it will be by any means necessary to negotiate the drafts of the denomination of $1,000 and under, as the recipients, both whites and Indians, take
them very readily. In speaking of Indian recipients, it mu st be understood,
however, that there are two classes, the intelligent and the uncultivated.
For the latter, specie is absolutely necessary. It is not to be disguised, either,
· that specie is in the first place demanded in almost every instance, by all
classes of recipients. When, however, they are told that it is not to be had
at present, they seldom go away without taking such money as I have to
give them. A few instances have occurred where individuals have preferred holding their certificates to drawing anything but specie. The
small proportion of specie which I was able to procure from the Bank of
Augusta, I have deemed it policy to reserve -especially for the Cherokees,
who know no other money and who are about to emigrate.
I have received from Captain Bennett another check for the amount
which was protested in May last. Prior to the protesting of the check
alluded to, when the funds at this place where exhausted, I drew several
checks upon the bank at Athens, Tennessee, to satisfy commissioners' certificates, having in that bank on deposite $ LOO,OOO. I regret to say that
very many of these checks have been protested . I presume the cause of
the protest was the demand made by the holders for specie. "fhe $100,000
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mentioned, is that which was placed to my credit to be disbursed upon
requisition of the superintendent of removal, and it was intended to
what was taken from it, out of the draft of Captain Bennett.
he seveml copies of the regulations sent to me in. May last, and with
of the 26th of July, have been received.
y accounts for the second quarter of the present year are ready, and
be forwarded as soon as signed by the special agent, who is expected
in a few days.
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,
J. P. SIMONTON,

Disbursiug Agent Cherokee Removal.
A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

August 25, 1837.
Since I last wrote you I have ascertained that the late Cherokee counre-organized their late lndiarr system, appointed judges, clerks, &c.
ill have a very injurious effect upon the emigration this fall. It has
the common Indians with fresh hopes that their country will yet
to them.
commenced preparations for starting a detachment on the 12th of
month. I hope to be able to start 1,000 or 1,200 by that time.
ld the number that may be ready to start at the same time amount
I will divide them into two detachments. I think by this arrangecould be better provided for, whi!st greater expedition would be

R:

Starret, Esq., will conduct the first detachment; his appointment
eretofore submitted and approved by your ciepartment. I have
S. A. Kincannon, Esq., to contract for the first detachment on
west. For his character and qualifications, you are referred to
osed recommendation. I have also appointed John W. Webb as
to assist in thP- collection of Indians.
Townsend will be physician, nnd Dr. Reynolds will be disbursing
to the first detachment.
instruct that the upper route be tra'l:elled, through Kentucky, lUiMissouri ; these are green growing countries, which will make
more plenty and cheaper. I have neglected, heretofore, to inform
at I had appointed Mary M0ore, a white woman, and wife of a Cherhospital matron, at this place, and interpreter to the attending ·physiAiso Betsy Downing, a half-breed Cherokee, matron and interpreter
landing. They arP- both intelligent, and speak both languages
y. I allow each one <lollnr per day, with rations for their families ;
d a half rations to Moore's and three to Downing's. These appointwere rendered necessary, because of the ~reat prejudice amongst
against taking medicine. It cannot be administered except by per. influence over them. When they first receive rations they are
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apt to be affectrd by tl~e change of dier, which brings the most of them at
first under the care of the physician.
Very respectfully,
Your most•obedient servant.

NATH. SMITH,
Supe1'intendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner nf Iudian Affairs.

Gen. NATHANIEL SMITH :
SIR: rrhe undersigned being iuformed that it will be necessary to em·
ploy some trusty persou to furnish provisions to the Cherokee Indians tho
ensuing summer or fall: until they arrive at their place of destination beyond
the Mississippi, would recommend to your favorable notice Mr. Landon A.
Kincannon, of McMinnville, \Varren county.
Mr. Kincannon is a merchant, and at present doing business in McMinn·
ville, and, as we believe, in every respect able to furnish any amount of
provisions which may be required to support any number of Indians which
may remove from the Cherokee nation. If security should be required for
the faithful performance of his trust, we believe he is able to give it to
any amount.
His only object in soliciting the appointment is the restoration of his
health; close confinement for many years at the mercantile business has
impaired it; he believes that travelling would improve it; he would be
satisfied with a moderate compensation for the trouble and labor he would
be put to. We conclude with earnestly recommending him to you, as a
man, in every respect, qualified to discharge the duties of the ofiice which
he solicits.
Respectfully yours,

J. F. MOSFORD,
JAMBS CAMPBEJ ~L.
I have every confidence in the ability of Mr. Kincannon to perform the
duties which may be assigned him.
SAML. SEAY.
I concur in the statement made by ~ir. Samuel Seay.

0. LORING.
We concur in the i.\bovestatementof Mr. Seay.
CONNER, McALLISTER, & Co.
We concur in the foregoing recommendations to their fullest extent.
MORGAN ALLISON & Co.
I am personally acquainted with Mr. Kincannon, and would have nn·
doubted confidence in his discharging the duties of the appointment with
integrity and ability.

JAMES RUCKS.
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I have no personal acquaintance with Mr. Kincannon; but do not hesite to say, 1rom the foregoing statements, some of them being from perwith whom he has had considerable pecuniary dealings, that Mr. Kinnon may be implicitly trusted with the appointment in question.
R. J. MEIGS.
An intimacy of some years' standing, growing out of extensive mercantransactions, with Mr. Kincannon, authorizes us to say that there is no
in this community tbat we think better qualified, in all respects, for
business proposed, and we know none entitled to more unreserved conce.
DOUGLASS, YVOOD, & Co.
I fully concur in the foregoing recommendations, and should be much
should Mr. Kincannon be employed, as I believe the public intewonld be promoted by his appointment.

FELIX GRUNDY.
The undersigned has had the pleasure of knowing Mr. L. A. Kincannon
ally, almost from childhood, and, with but few interruptions, up to
present moment, at which time fortune has liberally crowned his meri.
exertions, and can truly say that no business, if integrity, industry,
·gence are adequate to its accomplishment, could suffer under his
and management.
ALEXANDER F. McKINNEY, M D.

I have no personal acquaintance with Mr. Kincannon, but from the fore. g testimonials, and other information, in which I have the most imit confidence, I heartily concur in recommending him for the employt which he seeks.

JAMES K. POLK.

I have for some time been intimately acquainted with Mr. L. A. Kincanand know him to be well qualified to discharge any trust that may be
·ued to his care. He has proved himself to be industrious, honorable:
punctual in all his business transactions, and as such I take great
in recommendmg him for the appointment he seeks.

M. HILL.
McMINNVILLE,

April 20, 1837.

September 1, 1837.
1 received yesterday a letter from General Jackson, informing me that
would give me the appointment of 3d commissioner under the Cherotre1!ty, in the event of my resigning my seat in the Senate of 'l'ennes(believing that the two stations were incompatible with the constitution
nnessee.) The General informed me that he replied that I could not,
the present state of politics in Tennessee, resign my seat. In this I
concur, and wish my application withdrawn.
GALLATIN,
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There is no constitutional prohibition, yet I would be fenrfnl
could not devote that time which would be necessary to the immediate
charge of the duties of that station, and requested, when the application
made to you, Generals Armstrong and Carroll to inform you of my ·
tion, being fearful at the time that my attention would be immediately
quired.
In ordinary times I might resign ; but while the other States of th'
Union, with few exceptions, have given up their opposition to the late and
present administrations, through the intrigues of John Bell and othe~
Tennessee is to be made a Federal State, and chained to the car of H. Clay
or Daniel Webster. This is a good cause to fight in, and it becomes everydemocrat to be at his post.
·
For your kindness please accept of my grateful acknowledgements.
I am your obedient servant,

JO. C. GUILD.
Hon. J. R. PoiNSETT,
Secretary of War.

P. S.-Next spring it is probable that I may apply to you for the appointment of superintending the removal of the Cherokees.

J.

e.G.

NEW EcHoT A, GEoRGIA,
SeptembEr 4, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that there are a number of Cherokees who are steady and estimable men, and well qualified to remove themselves, who wish to draw their commutations of both transportation and
subsistence east of the Mississippi. From the circumstance of many of
them having been concerned in making the late treaty, they are unwilling
to emigrate, until they see that peace and harmony is restored in the nation
west, but intend to leave this country withi~ the time specified.
Should you think proper to make exceptions of such cases, to your instructions communicated in your favor of the 20th of May, it will operate
considerably in making many disappear from the nation east; whether they
go immediately to Arkansas or not. Your early attention to this is respectfully requested.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
NATH. SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of lndian Affairs.

FoRT GtnsoN, Septembtr 5, 1837.
SIR: Herewith is a statement of letters received by me during August,
1837.
I have not yet received any muster-rolls from the east of the Mississippi.
qherokee emigrants continue to arrive, and present themselves to receive
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ir dues; but they bring no certificates of identity or emigration, as re.red by the plan of removal.
Unless the emigrants are supplied with these, which on their arrival can
be presented to the disbursing agent here ; and unless rolls of parties, and
monthly statements of individual certificates, or all certificates issued by
superintendent east, showing the names of the heads of families, and
· ating each member as wife, son, daughter, &c., are promptly transto the disbursing agent here, so that he can compare the two, imposiand errors will probably occur, and delay, suffering, and dissatisfaction
uced.
Is it to be optional with all emigrants to choose whether they will receive
·sions in kind, or the commuted allowance of $33 33 each, for the
subsistence, agreeably to the suggestions mentioned in the plan for
val of 28th August, 1836, without regard to the provisions of the
of 1835, as referred to in the latter part of my letter of 5th July,
?
Are all those who have emigrated since June, 1833, on their own expenses
on commutation allowanee, and who have not yet received, (because no
of them were forwarded,) to receive the commutation allowance of
33 each?
· ations continue to be made to me for payment for improvements
IIIUIO.OilElU east of Mississippi, by members of the party which arrived in
as referred to in mine of 11th July and 23d August, 1836. If any
funds remain unpaid, in the hands of Captain Brown, it seems to
the amount should be sent here to meet such demands.
Very. res pee tfull y,
Your obedient servant,
J. VAN HORNE,

Lieut. and Dis. Agent Cherokees.
A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Ajfai1·s.
my hands the $39 70, referred to in yours of 17th July

Letters received during August, 1837.
Dates.

When received.

7 July, 1837.

8 August, 1837.
15
do.

17
22
26

do.
do.
do.

22
do.
29
do.
J. VAN HORNE,

Lieut. and Disbursing Agent.

NEw EcttoT -~,

GEORtJIA,

September 7, 1837.
~

I have commenced collecting a detachment of Cherokees, to leave
for their new homes on the 20th instant. The prospect for
this fall is much more flattering than I had heretofore calculat-
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ed on. I reached this on the 4th instant, and have enrolled 216 Cberokeei
to leave in the first detachment. I have appointed Aaron Haynes, Esq., o(
Jacksonville: Alabama, enrolling agent, and Colonel Thomas C. Hindman,
of the same place; wagon master for the Alabama detachment. I greatly
fear that we shall get out of the kind of money that the Cherokees will take.
Captain Simonton received at Augusta $200,000, thirty thousand of which
wen~ United States notes, ten thousand in specie, and the balnnce in Georgia
banks. The Treasury drafts he received, $200,000, are all payable at the
southern banks, and will not be received by the Indians. They, with a few
exceptions, will not receive nny of them.
If there could be Treasury drafts sent on of a size from $100 to $5,000r
payable at the eastern cities, the Cherokees would take them as read1ly as
specie, for all the silver in the country could be commanded for them. .Mr.
Mason left this on the 5th instant, for Washington. On his arrival he will
inform you of the true situation of our moneyed affairs.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
NATH. ~MITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Remo'l.:al.
Hon. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CoMMISSIONERs1 OFFicE,
New Echota, September 8, 1837.
SIR : Your several letters of the 8th, 20th, and 25th of July, together
with the enclosures therein referred to, came duly to hand, and were satis·
factory on the several subjects to which they relate. These several com·
munications would have been promptly ackno,vledged, but for the fact that
they were received at. this office during a recess which we had taken tO'
visit our families and recruit our health.
Since our return to this place, on the 1st inst., we have been so incessantly engaged in business with persons here in attendance, that we have
had no time left for correspondence, except in cases where it could not be
delayed.
Since we obtained the funds from the Augusta bank, and the Treasury
drafts, we have had but little difficulty in meeting the requisite payments
under the treaty. It is true, however, that almost every recipient would
prefer specie; confidence in paper not having yet been restored, and because specie can still be sold for a premium. We hope, however, to experience but little difficulty hereafter upon the subject of funds.
Captain Simonton is here at his post, in the discharge of a laborious
disbursing duty: and we are pleased to add, that we now hear no complaints of the disbursing officer assigned to this branch of the public service.
We regret to learn from Lieut. Van Horne, as well as from several of
the late emigrants to the west, that the funds forwarded to pay the erni. .
grants cannot be made available for that purpose;. we learn that nothing
but specie will suit their wants and wishes.
No arrangement has yet been made with the Tennessee bank, nor can
there be any at present, u pan the terms proposed by the bank, viz : from
7i to 10 per cent. in specie, and the balance in its own bills. Public con-
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cc in the bills of the bank is not such as to reconcile any of the
recipients under the treaty to the reception of these bills in the payment
of their clues from the Government.
We are now bnsit y eng-aCTed in settling up all the affairs of such Cherokees as have determined ~to~emigrate this fall; and if you were here to witness the bustle and business now going on, you would be ready to condude that the spirit of emigration among the Cherokees was such as to
remove all doubt of their yielding to emigration \Vithout further trouble to
the Government. But, sir, there is still a very large portion of the Cherokee people who hold no communication with the officers and agents of the
Governrnent, and who are quietly waiting the result of Mr. Ross's further
at negotiation with the Government. Indeed, many of these people
e, as :ivlr. Ross says, that there has been no treaty yet made with the
'v"'"'v'·""" nation, and, to use his language, "that thing called a treaty, is
frand upon the nation."
Your letter of the 12th of July was not received until the Indian council
Red Clay was over. "il{ e have since communicated freely with the
· agent who attended that council.
We are, very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,

JOHN KENNEDY,
Commissioners.

Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissione1· of Indian Ajfai1·s,

War Department.

Coi\<Il\IIS8IONERs' OFFICE,

New Echola, Septembe'r 11, 1837.
Sm: In reply to your letter of the 25th of last month, we have to state,
General Smith was altogether under a misapprehension in regard to
claims of David Carter. \Ve have not yet decided on the conflicting
to which yon refer ; we deem it proper, however, to state, that we
allowed to David Carter a spoliation claim, arising under the late
y, and recommended for payment by the Indian committee, for the
of $4,542; and have advanced to said Carter, on said claim: the sum
$3,500, to enable him to emigrate according to his desire, as expressed
us. David Carter's papers in the case you refer to being on our files,
us an important part of the testimony upon which we allowed his
claim, as above statr.d.
· spoliation claim was in the nature of a claim for rent of lands and
from which the claimant had been dispossessed for three years.
dispossession of the claimant took place in consequence of his
t for emigration under the treaty of 1828; and having actually
to the west as an emigrant under said treaty, and the Government
g failed to pay the said claimant according to the stipulations of the
, he was, from these circumstances, necessarily forced to return to this.
try, in proseeution and defence of his rights. And the time which he
been kept ont of his possessions, as well as their valuation, allowing a
estimate for rent, amounts to the aforesaid sum of $4,542.

J
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This claim is supported by a number of written affidavits and certificates
of respectable persons deemed to be entitled to full credit; and, upon a ful(
view of the whole premises, was allowed by the commissioners, as before
stated.
Although the commissionerR have not decided the conflicting claims of
Carter, to which you refer, you will perceive in the foregoing an indication
of their impressions in regard to said claims.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,

"\VILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Commissioners.

C. A.

Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Atfairsr
War Department.
HARRIS 1

EAsT,
September 14, 183i.
SIR: I have the honor to request that I may be furnished with instructions relative to the pay of the emigrating physicians, Doctors Lillybridge
and Townsend. Their ]etters of appointment promise them the per diem
pay of six dollars, and the revised regulations limit the pay to five. I enclose a copy of the letter of appointment of Dr. Lillybridge. I have not in
my possession a copy of the other, but I recollect, and you will find, on
reference, that it also calls for the six dollars per day. It would obviously
be improper for me to act contrary to the printed regulations, without some
authority from the department.
I do not know that I am called upon to make any remarks of my own
upon the subject, further than this, at their request, referring the matter to
the department ; but 1 heg leave to throw out the suggestion, that where
the regulations cut off the pay of an agent previously employed, that the
first allowance be continued till the expiration of a year from their first employment, after which any alteration could certainly not be objected to.
Very respectfully,
·
Your most obedient servant,
J. C. REYNOLDS,
Disbursing Agent Cherokee Removal.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commi~sioner f>j Indian Affairs.
CHEROKEE AGENCY

EMIGRATION OF INDIANS,

Office Com. Gen. rif Sub., Washingtm1, October 10, 1836.
SIR: By the authority of the acting Secretary of War, you are herehy
appointed to serve as physician in the emigration of the Cherokee Indians,
under the late treaty with those Indians.. You will plf'ase signify to this
office your acceptance or refusal of the appointment. Should you accept
itt you will, with all convenient despatch , proceed to the Cherokee agency:
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Calhoun, Tennes!'ree, and there report for service to Benjamin F. Currey,
superintendent of the Cherokee emigration, or, in case of his absence, to
the commissioners, Wilson Lumpkin and \Villiam Carroll, Esquires.
Your compensation will be at the rate of six dollars a day, to commence from the time of your reporting, as above stated, for service. But
after your arrival west, with a party of emigrants, your per diem allowance
will cease till yon again return to the Cherokee nation east to accompany
another party, and, instead thereof, you will be allowed six dollars for every
thirty miles you may travel, in returning by the nearest route.
It will be your duty to render to the Indians such medical and professional services as their condition may require. You will submit an estimate for the requisite medicines to the superintendent, Benjamin F. Currey,
who will draw a requisition for the same upon the disbursing officer.
Should any medicines or hospital stores for the sick be needed on the ronte
west\Vard, the disbursing officer accompanying the party will supply it
upon requisition. You will keep a regular journal of the incidents connected with your functions whilst on the road.
After your return from the west, you will report yourself again to the
superintendent. To tltis office you will transmit your journal and make
occasional reports, copies of which yon will also transmit to the super. intendent.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

GBORGE GIBSON,
Commissary General of Subsistence.
To Dr. C.

LrLLYBRIDGE,

Norfolk, Virginia .

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

September 14, 1837.
SIR: Rumor informs us that Judge Hopkins, of Alabama, has been
appointed third commissioner, to be associated with Messrs. Lumpkin and
Kennedy in the adjudication of Cherokee claims. If it be 'true, as alleged,
that the Judge has withdrawn from the bench, for the more lucrative employment of the bar, we have conjectured that he might decline the office
of commissioner. In that event, we have no knowledge of any gentleman
whose appointment wonld prove so decidedly gratifying to the Cherokees,
and acceptable to the whites interested, as your very worthy friend, John
Mason, junior, Esq. Since the origin of Cherokee difficulties, no delegate
o~ other officer of the General Government has had so clearly accorded to
him tbe confidence, respect, aud esteem of this people; evidences of cordial
good will were, in their humble way, exhibited towards him, without parallel in the history of recent negotiations with this tribe. Our observation
and experience in the business of reconc·iliation and emigration of this
people, satisfy us that, in the choice of officers, no matter is of such paramount importance as the selection of those who may be aeceptable to them.
~he Indian prejudices in reference to agents, as well as to particular locali~Ies, .(associated with disagreeable recollections,) admit of no reconciliation:
m VIew, therefore, of the fact of Mr. Mason's enjoying so happily the confidence and esteem of both the red and white men, may we take the liberty
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(though unconsulted) to invite you to a consideration of his peen liar fitness
for the office of commissioner?
"VVith very sincere regard and esteem,
vVe are, sir, very respectfully,
Your sincere friends and humble servants,

N.VrH. SlVIITH,
Superintendent Uherokee 'llatiou.
J. W. LIDE,
Med. Director Cherokee Em.
Hon. J. R. PoiNSETT.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAs'l',

September 14, 1837.
SrR: The prospect for emigration this fall continues very flattering in
all parts of the Cherokee conn try, except the mountains: (Valley towns;)
there, since the late council, nothing can be done. P. Starrett, enrolling
agent for that rf?gion, had fifty-six enrolled, to remove in the first detachment that should start this fall. On the 3d instant, I instructed him to
bring them, and all others who might be willing to remove to this place by
the 12th instant, with a view of starting directly a party, of about seven
hundred, that had been enrolled at McNair's and Ross's landing. He made
the attempt to start them, and forty-six ran off, and are now lying in the
mountains.
In the lower part of the nation, particularly Alabama, there are very
flattering prospects. I have enrolled, since the 4th instant, over one thousand, which, added to those heretofore enrolled, will make about eighteen
hundred. Of these, and what I yet hope to enrol, I will make three detachments, and send them off as speedily as possible. I have appointed
Aaron Haynes, George Massey, and Henry McCoy, of Alabama, and :E. D.
Terhune, of Georgia, enrolling agents, and James Lauderdale, of rrennessee,
collecting agent. These gentlemen are making vigorons efforts throughout the nation, enrolling and sending to this place, where the detachments
will be formed. Captain Simonton having been assigned as disburser, under
the direction of the commissioners, renders it necessary to have three other
disbursing officers in the emigrating service, viz: two to accompany parties, and one to remain with me, at this place, to pay those who may be
permitted to remove themselves, their commuted transport .. tion, &c.
Very respectfully,
NA TH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

September 14, 1837.
Srn: I have this day presented a reqnisitir:1 to the disbursing ngcnt for
pay for my services. He has declined payi11g, without definite instruction~
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the department, for the time I was absent on furlough during the past
, from the circumstance that the time specihed in my furlough, and
absence, exceeded sixty days, and has shown me, as his authority,
regulations, No. 3, article 15.n As my case is a peculiar one, I
leave to make a brief statement of facts.
my return from Arkansas, in May, whither I had accompanied a de~
t of Indians, I found in the post office at New Echota a letter from
famdy, informing me that Mrs. Lillybridge was dangerously sick; that
had been confined to her bed eight weeks, and: at the instance of
physician, the ternJination of her case was doubtful. I immediately
itted the case to the superintendent, and he, in turn, to the medical
r and the commissioners. All these gentlemen approved and ad~
that I should forthwith receive a furlough and visit my afflicted
y ; and in conseqnenee of the great distance, all were disposed to grant
as much time as could be consistently done without detriment to the
· in which I was engaged. Accordingly. on the 6th of May, I rea furlough till the 15th of July, "unless sooner recalled;" a copy
h is herewith transmitted.
privilege, peculiarly dear to me at this time, 1 enjoyed, and reto my post on the 20th of July, having been unavoidably detained
days on the route by derangement of the stages.
will perceive that this absence was dictated, as expressed in my fnr' by feelings ofhumanity; at a time when there were no specific in. s to guide my superior officers in regard to leave of absence, the
regulations" having been adopted en the 1st of June, and that the
of infringing upon any regulation of the department or the stopping
y did not occur to any one.
you to consider the great distance by which I am separated from
y, they residing at Utica, New York. Had I been as fortunate as
of my fellow officers are, whose families are within one or two days'
of their post, I might have made occasional visits to them without inience to myself or the service; bnt, in my case, much time and exto myself must be taken for a visit, or it cannot be enjoyed at all. I
therefiJre, yon \vill take a favorable view of my case, and will instruct
nolds, the disbursing agent, to pay my account.
I have the honor to be,
Most mspectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
U. LILLYBRIDGE,
Physician to Ch . .E'mig1·ation.

c. A. HARRIS,
Commissioner of Indian Ajjairs.
undersigned have examined the within statement of Dr. Lillybridge
ve no hesitation in attesting i~s correctness, in reference to the most
t and material facts, whic!t are of our own knowledg·e.
NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Che-rokee Removal.
J. W. LIDE, .M. D.,
A1ed. Dir., Ch. Euzigration.
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NEw

EcHOTA, GEORGIA,

May 6,1837.
From circumstances of a peculiarly pressing character connected
the family of C. Lilly bridge, M. D., physician to Cherokee removal, it is be
lieved by me that the privilege of going on to New York on furlough f
the 15th day of July next, unless sooner recalled to his post iu the Cherokee
nation, is clearly dictated by humanity, and is regarded uninjurious to the
service in which he is employed.
J. W. LIDE, M. D.,

Med. Dir. Cherokee b'migration.
Gen.

NATH. SMITH,

Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Approved, May 6, 1837.

NATH. SMITH,
Superintendeut Cherokee Removal.

The Second Auditor, to whom the case of Dr. Lillybridge has been re·
ferred by the Secretary of War for a report as to what has been the
practice heretofore in similar cases, has the honor to state:
That it does not appear on record, or from recollection, that a case similar
to that ofDr. Lillybridge has been presented to his office.
That, in an act to provide for the organization of the Department of In·
dian Affairs, passed the 30th of June, 1834, in the lOth section, it is said,
"Nor shall any agent, sub-agent, interpreter, or person employed under this
act, receive his salary while absent from his agency or employmeiJ.t, with·
out leave of the superintendent or Secretary of War: provided such absence
shall at no time exceed sixty days."
That the regulations established by the War Department concernin~ the
emigration of Indians are silent with regard to furloughs or leave of absence. All the agents or persons employed in that branch receive a per
diem, with the exception of the superintendents, who receive an annual
compensation. The pay of an attendiug physician is five dollars per day.
His duties are to accompany any parties, and perform all services in the
line of their profession which may be req1.1ired.
That it would appear from the regulations, that a discrimination is made
between the agents, &c., contemplated in the act of June 30, 1834, for "the
organization of the Indian Department," and those employed in the emigration, the former being allowed leave of absence of sixty days, and the
latter not.
That it has happened in some instances, in the emigration accounts, that
compensation or per diem, to commissioners or disbursing officers, has been
continued for periods when it WllS known that they were absent from their
duty; and in some of rhose cases, the Commissary General of Subsistence,
then charged with the removal of the Indians, gave for reason, (why the pay
was continued, although not actually employed,) that it was to secure the
services of the disbursing officer, which wnuld soon be required again, and
which he might lose by withholding his per diem for the short time that
he was out of service. In all such instances, the cases were submitted to
the Secretary of War by the accounting officers.
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That, in the present case, the 'furlough was obtained from the superint of the Cherokee removal, on the very feeling letter from the directphysician to that officer; and as the 11th section of the regulation says
directing physician "will, where it may be necessary, perform the
·es of attending physician," it is to be presumed that he actually perthe duties of the absent officer.
The Second Auditor would, therefore, had the case been presented to
· for settlement, have submitted it to the Secretary of War for his favorconsideration.
The documents in relation to the above are herewith returned.
W. B. LE"\VIS.
To the Hon. the SECRETARY oP WAR.

HousE oF REPRESENTATIVEs,
September 15, 1837.
Sm: I have in my possession papers belonging to Major John Dawson,
of the agents to enrol Cherokee Indians under the late treaty, to go
of the Mississippi, and claiming to be reimbursed for advances made
Indians he enrolled. 'rhese claims I understand have been approvby Messrs. Lumpkin and Kennedy, the United States commissioners,
referred to the War Department for payment. 'rhe claimants presumtoo much upon my knowledge of these matters. VVill you be so kind as
cause me to be informed what report has been made by commissioners in
· to claims of this kind, and where I am to apply to receive what
be awarded claimants of this character?
I have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
WM. C. DAWSON.
To J. R. PoiNSETT,

Secretary of TVar, Washington city.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,
September 17, 1837.
: I have had the honor to receive "special order No. 63," a copy of
is herewith transmitted, which I am ready to obey as soon as the
t shall have taken the proper measures, or pointed out the mode
g it into effect.
gh I have maturely considered the order, I have to confess that I
not been able to satisfy myself as to its exact meaning, that is to say:
I am to cease transacting any new business connected with the
ee removetl, and proceed to wind up the old; or whether I am to
my operations only when "a due regard to the public interest will
." The former construction was the one which I applied to it at first,
when I considered that the department had not sent, nor given me any
· n of any person heing about to be sent, to relieve me, there being
provided to whom I could turn over my property, and no mode preby which I could be relieved of the public funds in my possession,
confess that the latter construction was to my mind rendered proba-
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ble. This probability was increased by calling to miml the written d
ion of the honorn.ble Secretary of W n.r, made on the lOth or 11th of .n.u~u~~n
upon the application of the Surgeon General, which contemplated my selll'ration from the Indian bnsiness whenever it could be done, consistently with
the interests of the service, aud with justice to myself.
After that decision was made, npon which the order purports to have
been bused, the department proceeded to place fnr1 her funds in my hands. I
w~s despatched to the west, where 1 made deposites of fnnds, and made
other arrangements for the route ot a party of Cherokee emigrants: which I
was to accompany to the west. On my arrival here: on the 13th instant, I
was met with this order, which, under all the circumstances, I am exceedingly perplexed in what manner to interpret; espeeially am I at a loss to
know whether it is stil! contemplated that I shall proceed to Arkansas with
this party.
It is proper to add, that I have consulted (as it was my duty to do) the
commanding officer in this country, Col. Lindsay, whG gave to the order
that construction which contemplates an immediate relinquishment of Indian duty, but that I could not do, until some one was provided to relieve
me of the property and public funds in my possession.
In conclusion, I have only to say, that whatever the construction of the
order may be, I am of eourse ready to obey.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
JOHN C. REYNOLDS,
Hon.

JoEL

Disbursing Agent Cherokee Removal.
R. PoiNSETT,
Secretary of liVar.

Special Order.
No. 63.
ADJUTANT GENERAL's OFFICE,

Was!tiugton, August 18, 1837.
I. At the instance of the Snrgeon General, the Secretary of War directs
that Assistant Surgeon J. C. Reynolds be instructed to close the business on
which he is now employed in the Indian Department, with as little delay as
a due re2;ard to the public interest will permit, and that at its termination he
proceed to Fort Gibson, where his services are reqnired, and report for
dnty to the commanding officer.
II. Hereafter no officer of the medical department of the army will be employed on similar business connected with tbe Indian Bureau.
By order,
R JONES,

Adjutant Genaal.

CHEROKEE AGENCY hAST,

Calhoun, Tenn., SeJd. 17, 1837.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 2-1th of At1gust, enclosing "special order No. 63," for my information and government. I
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lose a letter addressed to the honorable Secretary af War, which I re~
may be laid before him. 1 enclose also a copy of my letter to thG
utant General, acknowledging the receipt of the order.
Very respeetfully,
Yonr most obedient servant,
JOHN C. REYNOLDS.
Disbursing Agent Cherokee Ren~oval
HARRis, J.:sq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

Calhoun, 'Tenn., September 17, 1837.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a letter from the
iOffiml·s:s:'toner of Indian Affairs, dated the 24th of August, enclosing to me
al order No. 63," which I hold myself in readiness to obey as soon
e department shall have taken the proper measures, or pointed out the
for carrying it into effect. To that end I have addreilscd u letter to
honorable Secretary of War, of which I enclose you a copy. I also
a copy of the letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, trans~
f{ the order, which is the only communication or information furnished
on the subject.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
JNO. C. REYNOLDS.

R.

JoNEs,

Adjutant General.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT 1

September 17, 1837,
IR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 29th Au·
transmitting copies of the circular of the Secretary of the Treusury1
y 17, and of the letter of that officer to the President; approved by the
aud, also, of the circular of August 9, 1837, with the remarks of the
of War, all of which will be duly attended to in the settlement
accounts.
any report is desireJ from me relative to the Treasury drafts furnished
previous to the time my accounts may be handed in, I shall be glad if
will call on me for it.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
JNO. C. REYNOLDS,
Disbursing Agent Cherokee Removal4
. c. A. HARRIS1
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

September 17, 1837.
SIR: Having been bus}ly engaged when the lust and only mail since
my arrival at this place was despatched, I neglected to transmit to you a.
letter announcing my return. I reached this place on the 12th instilnt.
When I left Washington, I proceeded to the north, to possess myself with
notes of the United States Bank, which would be easily carried, and equal
to specie, on my route accompanying the Indians. I accordingly converted
the greater part of my draft ($7,500) upon New York into such paper.
Hence I proceeded to Louisville, Kentucky, to ascertain what kind of
funds could be furnished me there, so as to act understandingly in all my
arrange~nts. The Bank of Kentucky declining to pay any specie, and
it being, in my opinion, absolutely necessary to be provided with further
eastern funds, the cashier of the bank, at my request, endorsed them in the
manner prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. The amount of the
draft upon the Louisville Savings Institution ($2,500,) was tendered to me
in specie. I at first intended to carry this amount with me in the stage,
but the charge was so great in proportion to the sum that I declined doing
it. I left it in deposite in Louisville, and when I arrived at Nashville, I
sought and found a gentleman who was willing to give me specie in Nashville for specie in Louisville; accordingly, I exchanged with him. I then
deposited the specie in the bank, and took a draft payable in silver at the
branch at Athens. In this manner, I transported the specie to this place
without cost to the United States, and without any delay or risk to myself or
the Government. 'rwenty thousand dollars in specie remains in the land
offices at Shawneetown and Kaskaskia, Illinois, to be taken up on my journey to the west, if, indeed, it be intended that I should accompany a party
of Indians. My arrangements are entirely complete whenever the Indians
shlall start. I have specie, eastern funds, and Tennessee paper to carry the
party to the Ohio river, and specie, &c., to answer for the remainder of the
JOurney.
I use no specie or eastern funds here, except for one object, and it is one
which I entirely forgot to urge upon the department while at Washington,
and which has increased my demand for specie or eastern funds. I allude
to the commutation of those removing themselves. I have already paid
some such accounts, and have not hesitated to use the specie in my bauds.
It is thought by the superintending emigrating agent that we shall start
two parties in two or three weeks, consisting of about 700 each .. There
being no disbursing officer but myself here, or, if one should arrive, it being
absolutely necessary that one should remain here, I have concluded, if I
shall receive authority to go at all, to start the two parties within a day's
journey of each other, and try and act as disbursing agent to both. This
seems to be the only mode in which it can be done. To be sure it doubles
the amount of my labor and trouble, but if I can accomplish it, I shall by
no means complain.
I have been so busily engaged since my arrival here that I have not been
able to visit the commissioners or Captain Simonton personally, and, therefore, can give you no information respecting their movements, e~ept that
I have been desired by Captain Simonton to send him down $10,000 in
specie, for which he would give United States paper.
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I should be glad to have some defiuite authority from the Secretary of
War, respecting my continuance or relinquishment of the Indian business.
Very respectfully,
Your most obedient servant,
JNO. C. REYNOLDS,
Disbursing Agent Cherokee Removal.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,

September 18, 1837.

SrR: Doctor J. C. Reynolds, disbursing agent for Cherokee removal,
handed me an order from the Adjutant General of the United States army,
in which I find he is ordered to Fort Gibson, Arkansas. Colonel Lindsay,
commanding the army o_f the ~herokee nat~on, gives it as his ~piniop that
Doctor Reynolds should 1mn1ediately close his accounts, and repa1r forthwith
to the post assigned him by said order. If this be done, jt will place the
emigrating service here in an awkward situation. I am now on the eve of
starting a detachment of Cherokees west, and shall have no disbursing
officer to accompany them, except Doctor Reynolds; Captain Simonton
having been assigned to disburse exclusively at New Echota: for the
commissioners.
I shall very shortly need two in addition to Doctor Reynolds, viz: one
to accompany each of the detachments that I intend shortly to start, and
one to remain at this place, where I have to remain to muster and order
the commutation of transportation of those who may be permitted to receive
and remove themselves ; and for Doctor Reyno] ds to leaven ow will complete! y
arrest emigration this fall, unless his place is filled before his departure.
I therefore respectfully request that the honorable Secretary of vVar will
eountermand his order, and let Doctor Reynolds remain on this service, a
'ce that he is peculiarly well qualified to perform. And I take ple
bearing testimony to you, not only of the fitness of Doctor Reynolds and
..... t::Jmt:~m' Simonton for the stations they occupy, but the gentlemanly manner
ich they do their business; giving entire satisfaction to all with whom
have to transact business; a very important trait in the character of
officer in a Government like ours.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.

Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
SENATE CHAMBER, September 18, 1837.
SrR.: Vve, the Senators from the State ofNorth Carolina, recommend the

appointment of James W. Gwinn, Esq., of Macon county, one of the commis-

sioners of the United States under the last treaty with the Cherokee Indians.
R. STRANGE,
B. BROWN.
Hon~

J

I

R~ PoiNSJ::TT I
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HousE

REP RES EN'l' ATl v Es,
8e]Jlernber 1~), 1837.
SrR: 1 beg leave respectfully to solicit your early anu particular
consideration of the accompanying papers. The writer of the communication,
Mr. Hoyt, is an humble citizen of the district which I represent, and earnestly
begs you to examine his appeal.
I have tbe honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
WlVl. KEY BOND.
Hon. J. R. PoiNSETT,
Secretary of War.
OF

NEAR GREENFIELD,

HIGHLAND

co., OHIO,

April 4: 1837.
MucH ES'I'EEME:b SrR: Yours of January 16th, and also that of January
28th, enclosing the communication from the War Department, have been
very gratefully received. The benevolent interest you take in my welfare
is a sonrce of great pleasure to me, and will continue to be so, whatever
disposition Government may finally make of the subjr.ct of my complaint.
The report from the Office of Indian Affairs is altogether "unsatisfactory,"
because it really, thongh I have no doubt unintentionally, does me great
injustice. Take a plain statement of facts.
When I was a boy, my father, feeling deeply the injury done to the
Indian race, by a series of aggressions continued almost uninterruptedly
from the first settlement of this continent by the whites, and being: as a
citizen of the United States and a minister of the gospel of peace, auxious,
so far as his influence might extend, to wipe ofl'the disgrace from his country
as well as from the church, determined, at the sacrifice of every thing
valuable in this world, to devote himself and family to the work of
Christianizing and civilizing the various lndian tribes throughout the
United States. Accordingly, under the direction of the American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, and with the cordial approbation and
sanction of the President of the United States, he moved with his whole family
into the heart of the Cherokee nation. For the purpose of forwarding the
object of my father's mission, and convincing the natives of the sincerity of
our professions of friendship, I became connected by marriage with a
daughter of a distinguished chief; she having previously been educated in
the mission school, and become an object of special attachment in my
father's family, as one of the first converts to the Christian faith. I would
not allude to these facts, had I not been told by an agent of Government,
that I had disgraced myself by marrying au lndian, and thereby forfeited
all claim to the protection of Government. But I proceed:
Before I enrolled for emigration, I was in possession of a large farm, in a.
high state of cultivation; a saw mill and a grist mill; horses, cattle, hog~,
&c.; dwelling-houses, out-houses, &c.; and a fine summer retreat upon the
mountain, adjacent to some mineral springs, and a place of resort for
invalids. This property I had accumulated around me, not by fraud or
speculation, but by honest industry and the blessing of God. Had I been
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allowed to continue there unmolested, I might have enjoyed almost a
paradise on earth. The soil was rich and well watered; (I had five beautiful
clear springs,) the climate was healthy, and peace and plenty seemed to vie
with each other, to see which could contribute most to the happiness of the
possessor.
I have no disposition to write poetry, but I can never look back upon
that quiet home (such a home as I shall never see again) without the most
painful regret that I was forced to leave it. But why did I leave it 't I
will tell you.
In consequence of c.ertain measures taken by the State Government,
hordes of abandoned whites rushed in upon us, polluting, like harpies, every
thing which they touched. One of them knocked down my miller, and,
grinding for himself, went off without paying toll. At another time,
of them came up to me, while peaceably at work upon my own
· and threatened to kill me if I struck another blow. I was obliged
protect myself by giving a significant look at my axe, the only weapon
had about me. On another occasion, I was obliged to show my rifle to
man, who was threatening to break violently into an inner apartment,
my aged mother was sitting trembling with anxiety.
another occasion, still, I was under the painful necessity, not only of
my rifle, but of coming within a hair's breadth of taking a fellow
s life; in order to protect myself against a band of ruffians who had
for the express purpose of taking, not my money, bnt my person.
object of these men, or rather of their instigators, (for the men themwere mere tools,) undoubtedly was to frighten me into a willingnessemi:QTate. My farm was too tempting to be passed by without some
struggle to obtain it. I stood my ground, however, until I learned
the President that the treaties designed to protect the Cherokees from
intrusion had become "inoperative," and that the General Government
not interfere. At these tidings I gave up all hope of any thing like
where I was. I could not bear the idea of living in perpetual broils, and
of bringing up my family among ruffians and renegados.
as I have always been to war, I would rather have died with my
in my hand.
In company with a friend, I went to the United States agent, at the Cheragency, for the sake of ascertaining, definitely and exactly, the precise
upon which Government was willing to treat with individuals who
disposed to emigrate west of the Mississippi ; for I well knew that
111111\fKaDLe discrepancies had often occurred, between what the Cherokees
rstoo~ as the promises of the Government, and what they had
realized as the fulfilment of those promises. I told the agent exthat, before I could think of enrolling as an emigrant, I must know
and unequivocally the conditions of emigration which Government
; and, also, have an assurance that those conditions should be
complied with. 'rhe agent assured me, in the name of Government,
I would consent to emigrate, lst: the enrolling agent should take
number of my family; and that, in addition to $18 per head for trans. and subsistence by the way, I should receive, instead of provisions
subsistence after my arrival, $32 jor each individual thus enand that this last should be paid to me immediately on my arrival
l\iflDt<Jil1lllent Gihson, west of the Mississippi. The agent east of the
IIISJISSif>Pl, Mr. Montgomery, (I forget his christian name,) I believe to be
60
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an honorable man, and he will, I doubt not, testify to the truth of this state
ment. If he should not, I can prove it in another way.
On my way I left a part of my family on account of their feeble health,
with the intention of sending for them as soon as I could prepare a suitableplace for their reception.
When I arrived at Oantonment Gibson, our number was elm;en-not
"ten persons only," as the report from the office of Indian Affairs has it.
The tn~th is, the agent west paid no attention to my wants and importnni..
ties, until by a series of sufferings and privations my whole family became
sick, and one of our number died; so that some time in December, more
than six months after my arrival, when the agent began to think of supplying us with provisions, he found only "ten;" and, in a very comforting
way, told me that as I had lost four during the first half of the year, it was
reasonable to suppose I would lose four more during the remaining half,
and he would therefore set the number for the year at "ten persons only."
Suppose, instead of leaving a part on account of ill health, and losing one
by death after arrival, l had Jeft fonr at some school to complete their educa·
tion, would the agent west have been authorized to refuse to fulfil the
promise of Government throu.gh the agent east, that for the number enrolled
I should receive $32 per head?
The report says I arrived "on the 16th of n'Iay, 1834;" and proceeds,
"upon the 31st of December, 1834, he (Milo Hoyt) had received in kind
the whole of the year's subsistence." Now if I had received anything
before the 31st of December, it would doubtless have been mentioned to
show that there was not that ':unjustifiable delay" which the report intimates there might possibly have been; so that the report itself has saved
me the trouble of proving, what I could easily prove, that I received nothing
for the year's subsistence until the 31st of December, more than "seven"
months after my arrival. '"rhis delay was a serious disadvantage to me,
but I should not have complained of it had the agent, even at this late day,
paid me the $32 per head, or anything like an equivalent for it. I can
prove that for the "year's subsistence" for me, Government did not pay
more than $135, and that the provision was not worth more than that, an
amount, any one knows, altogether insufficient to support a £1mily even of
"ten persons only" for a year. The report says "it does not appear from
any evidence in this office that Mr. Hoyt was entitled to demand $32 per
head, in lieu of a year's subsistence for each member of his family." 'rhe
former agent for the Cherokees east of the Mississippi, Mr. Montgomery,
can furnish such evidence; if he does not, I can furnish it myself from
another source. The report proceeds-"had he been so entitled, he lost all
claims to it when he received the provisions in kind." Why so? Government, through her agent, had engaged to pay me $448 for a "year's
subsistence." Seven months had elapsed since the amount was to be paid.
The Government, through another agent, had repeatedly refused to pay it.
At last, however, this same Government, through its agents, holds out a
morsel, ($135 worth,) and says: :'Take that or starve." What could I do1
I was in pressing need of provisions. I could not obtain all which was
due. I took what I could get; and thereby, it seems, "lost all claim" to
. justice! "Thus, it appears, that Mr. Hoyt's complaint on this point is entirely unfounded."!! .Because the agent west, after a series of frauds and
insults upon the dependant and helpless, has not, forthwith, sent up to head
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t}llartersplain·and positive "evidence" ofhisguilt! So muchforthereasoning
ofthereport intended to show that my first complaint is "entirely unfounded."
2d. The agent west assured me that, upon my consenting to emigrate, a
valuing agent, or valuing agents, should call upon me as soon as practicable, and make a fair valuation of my improvements; and that half of this
valuation should be paid down, and the remaining half immediately on my
arrival at Cantonment Gibson. Under this head the report, uninteutionally,
misrepresents my claim. The agent had engaged to pay cash down for
half the valuation, as soon as 1 should be prepared to emigrate. I accordingly applied to the agent east, but, instead of cash down, I "could only obtain attested notes, which passed generally at twenty-five per cent. discount."
This, of course, was not on my arrival at Cantonment Gibson, as the report
understood me to say, but before 1 set out for the west. I wanted the money
for the purpose of purchasing wagons, and various other articles, which I
wished to take with me. I could not move to the west with any prospect of
making myself comfortable without these articles ; and yet I must move,
for I had enrolled, and if an enrolled person refu~ed to emigrate it was customary to drag him off by force. I told the agent I must have the money
he had promised. "I cannot give you money," said he, ''but I can give you
attested notes." The mode of giving these notes was this : some compassionate speculator says, I will give you $75, cash down, for yanr note of
$100 attested by the agent. As this is better than nothing, I give my note,
the agent attests it, deducts the amount from my valuation, and Government becomes responsible for the note: I took of these "attested notes'' to
the amount of $1,600. The report very politely calls them, "debts ocknou;ledged to be due." ! ! ! N. B. These $1,600, "attested notes," were
worth $1,200, cash down. But $400 out of a man's pocket is nothin~, especially when it is in the way of paying $1,600, "debts acknowledged to be
due."
The report acknowledges that there was, on the part of Government,." a
delay" of payment, and accounts for ·t by saying, '!in consequence of complaints and alleged frands, and injustice in making them," that is the "valuations," &c. Who made these "valuations?" Agents of Government.
If there were " frauds and injustice in making them," who were the authors of these "frauds" and this "injustice?" Agents of Government, of
course, for no other pe1:sons had anything to do w]th it. Government took
the whole business into her own hands, and appointed just such agents as she
those, and these agents were left entirely free to make the valuations as they
pleased, except as they were restricted by instructions from Government.
Now, if these agents were guilty of "frauds and injustice," who is responsible? It appears from the report: that Government appointed bad agents;
that these agents practised "frauds and injustice," and thus Government
was obliged to make a delay of payment; now, in consequence of this deof payment, I and my family are almost ruined. To whom shall I go for
1 Not to the bad agents, for they will tell me that they are responaible unly to Government, of course ; if I know anything about justice,
,Government is bound to indemnify me for losses which I have sustained,
i consequence of a delay of payment, occasioned solely by "alleged
ftJlUds and injustice" on the part of agents of Government. I speak now ,
of the delay, from the time of my arrival west, "16th of May, 1834," untU Captain Brown "commenced payments, on the 20th of July, 1835." As
tQ f,he delay of payment from this latter date, until "9th December," occaioaed by my "having returned east," it would be easy to show that Govern-
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ment is responsible even for this, but I am afraid I shall weary your
patience.
I hasten to the third item of my complaint, the deduction of $265 amount
ot valuation of the Chickamauga improvement in Tennessee. It is true thaa
in 1822 I received $300 from the missionary establishment at Brainard, for
these improvements. What right had I, then, to have them valued as my
improvements? I did not claim any such right, but told the valuing
agents expressly, that 1 had sold these imp1·ovements to the missionary establishment. Why, then, were they valued to me? The explanation is
this : For the sake of accommodating an individual who owed me,. I had 1
at his own offer, received an "improvement" from him, in payment of the
debt. I had, also, an improvement upon the mountain, the retreat of
which I have already spoken. The agents said they did not like to value
small and scattered improvements; and when the list of valuations was
presented to me, I fom!d that the two improvements above mentioned were
NOT VALUED, but that a valuation had been made of my former improvements upon the Chickamauga. 'I'he agents took their own course. 1 had
nothing to do u·ith it whatever. 1 did 'IWt know that the Chickamauga improvements were to be valued, until I saw them on the list. The agents said
it was their duty to value improvements made by citizens of the Cherokee
nation ; that the missionaries, not being citizens, had no claim, and, consequently, my title, in view of Government, vras as good as ever it was.
It was the farthest possible from my wish, to have any embarrassment
thrown in the way of the missionary claim. But what could I do ? I had
no voice, no power whatever, in making the valuations. Government had
committed the business entirely and exclusively to her agen,ts. If they
managed it awkwardly or fraudulently, am 1 responsible for it 1 For the
-two improvements of which I have spoken, I have never received a cent.
The $265 are due for them, if not for those Hpon the Chickamauga. In
view of these facts, I ask any candid man if my complaints are " entirely
unfounded," as the report seems to think they are 'J But I have not done.
The agent west, in answer to my demands for justice, demands made
in the most respectful manner, told me that, notwithstanding I was 1egaJly
married to a Cherokee, and had a Cherokee family, yet the mere fact of
my being a white man deprived me of all claims whatever among the
Cherokees ; that I was not entitled to ground upon which to walk, or
grass for my horse to eat; and that any white man, who should" cross the
pa.th .of Government," he would turn out of the nation immediately; explaining himself to mean, that any one who should presume to take the least
exception to anything which Governmeut or any of her agents might do,
would be considered as" crossing the path of Government." This was the
most trying of all.
I must not only be wronged and insulted, but my mouth must be forever
closed against the possibility of uttering a compliant. I could bear the
loss of property, but to be gagged and trampled on, and made the slave oj
a servant of servants, was what I could not brook. It was this whreh
induced me, myself and family, sick as we were, to sacrifice what property 1 had left, and crawl out of my sick bed towards the land of Ohio, a land
where I harl been told the stranger might find a home, and where the
injured and disconsolate could find a friend. It was this, sir, which placed
me so far beyond the control of my feelings, when in you I found a triend,
a friend indeed. May God bless you for your kindness. Here I am, sir,
my property almost gone, my prospects for life almost blasted, and is there
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no redress? I trust, sir, that through your influence Government will do me
justice, or at least do something for me. Had Government fulfilled her
promises, made to me through her agent east of the Mississippi, I should
have received half my valuation cas!t down, before I moved west, and the
remaining half, together with $448 for a year's subsistence, immediately
on my arrival at Cantonment Gibson. I should have been treated by the
agent west as a human being; and thus I might have been saved the
sacrifice of property, a great deal of sickness as well as vexation, and probably the painful affliction suffered in the loss of my child. I might have
settled myself for life, with a fair prospect of making myself and family
comfortable, and of promoting the happiness of the people with whom I
had connected myself, for the purpose of rendering my influence among
them more effectual, in the advancement of individual and national character. If my claims can be brought before Government in the light of truth,
1 have no doubt that $2,000 wiU be regarded as a small indemnity for the
losses which I have sustained.
As to the questions whether the Cherokees who had removed west of
the Mississippi river he fore the conclusion of the treaty of 29th December,
1835, with the Cherokees, are entitled to a portion of the benefits of that
treaty, and; if entitled, to what extent, they have nothing to do with the
subjec.t of my complaint. They are questions, however, about which, as
the report has alluded to them, I ought to say a word. When I emigrated
1 relinquished my title only to improvements. Government promised that
emigrants should have an equal share with those who stayed behind, in
any disposition whi-ch should thereafter be made of Cherokee lands on this
side of the Mississippi. Of course I am entitled to an equal share" of the
benefits of that treaty," except so far as the treaty has reference exclusively
to" improvements." The author of the" report" had probably forgntten
the terms of emigration, when he said the above questions" remain yet
undecided." The object of my inquiry in my last letter was, simply to
learn when and where to apply for my share of the benefits.
I have now finished my" comments" upon the" report," and very gladly
and thankfully accept your proffer of" aid, '~ in a further effort." With
sentiments of the highest esteem,
I am, very unworthily,
But most respectfully
And sincerely, yours,

MILO HOYT.
Ron. W. K. BoNn,
]}[ember of Congress.

P. S.-1 hope nothing which I have said will be construed into a censure
of Government, or of any of its agents, except the agent west.
Even this agent I wonld not have censured, if I could have avoided it.
I do not compfain of Government; I only come to her as a suppliant, and
in a respectful manner ask her to indemnify me for losses which I have
suffered, in consequence of certain measures of hers, or of her agents; for
which she may not be to blame, but for which she certainly is responsible,
as I think I have clearly shown. I nm not complaining of rnen, but of
}acts. I ask not that individuals should be censured, but that justice
should be done to me.
_.B.-Please compare lst, 2d, and 3d, of the above comments, with 1st,
2~ and 3d of the " report," which is herewith returned.
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WESTPORT, JACKSON COUN'l'Y 1 MISSOURI,

September 20, 1837.
SIR: By your instructions of July 5th: 1836, I was required to caus~
the surveys of the Cherokee lands to be completed, and to supply every
deficiency connected with the subject, which, at that time, prevented the
issning of a patent.
The surveys have been completed, the field notes of which are herewith
respectfully submitted, together with duplicate plats of each tract of Cherokee
land; also, a summary description of the boundaries, and the quantity of
acres embraced therein.
The surveys being made agreeably to the requisitions of the treaty,
necessarily divides the Cherokee lands into two distinct tracts, the northeast
corner of the one approaching the southwest corner of the other, within the
distance of thirty chains. This intervening tract is a slip of unappropriated
land lying north of the Quapaws, one mile forty-five chains and fifty links
wide, and extending from Neosho river, the place where the two Cherokee
tracts approach each other, east, twenty-five miles thirty-six chains and
fifty links, to the western boundary of the State of Missouri, containi11g
24,813,039 acres.
'
The 2d article of the Cherokee treaty provides that if the salt plain, at
at which Indians of various tribes procure salt, "should fall within the
Cherokee lands, the right should be reserved to the United States to permit
other tribes of red men to get salt on said plain in common with the
Cherokees."
It appears that there are two noted places at which the Indians, from
time immemorial, have collected salt. One is on the Cherokee lands. It is
a plain on which salt is formed by solar evaporation, situated on the salt
fork of Arkansas river, about fifteen or twenty miles south of their northern
boundary, and about two hundred and twenty miles west of the State of
Missouri.
The other is said to be a salt rock. It is on the Creek lands, eight or ten
miles south of the southern boundary of the Cherokee lands, and about
two hundred miles west of the State of Arkansas.
The surveyor was unable to visit either of these places; bnt Osage
Indians, who were hunting in the vicinity at the time he passed, pointed
ont to him the locations of both.
Notwithstanding the Cherokee lands are divided into two separate tracts,
the 2d article of the treaty requires both to be included in the same patent.
The 5th article of the treaty requires that the laws which the Cherokees
may enact, shall be consistent "with such acts of Congress as have been,
or may be, passed regulating trade and intercourse with the Indians." Also,
the 3d article stipulates that the patent to be issued shall be "according to
the provisions of the act of May 28, 1830." rrhis act provides that the lands
patented "shall revert to the Unjted States, if the Indians becon1e extinct,
or abandon them."
Therefore, while it is required that the patent should secure the lands to
the Cherokees, and their heirs and successors, it provides that it withholds
from them the right to convey the same to others than Indians.
To this matter I beg leave to solicit particular attention. It is the hinge
upon which turns the weal or wo of all the tribes for which the Government is making provision in this Indian territory, and vitally affecting the
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desio-n of the Government in securing to the tribes the possession of their la~ds.
If the conveyance be made in terms which could hereafter, by possibility,
be construed to authorize the Indians, either collectively or individually,
to convey the whole, or any portion thereof, to others than Indians, either
for ever or for a limited time, white residents would be introduced, and the
Indians be crowded out.
Last winter, four chiefs of the Delaware nation, professing to act by
authority, and in behalf of the whole, were .induced to petition the Government for permission to lease to a certain white man, (a citizen of the
United States,) and his children, one section of land. I mention this fact,
known to yourself, as evidence that between the citizens of the United
States and the Indians, negotiations have already been commenced, by
which the former hope to obtain a footing within the Indian territory.
In issuing the patent, it will be necessary to do more than to guard
against selling and leasing. 'fhese two avenues to the ingress of white
population being effectually barred, a third will be sought under the pretext
of being employed to perform some useful service for the Indians. If an
Indian be allowed to introduce a white man into the Indian country as a
partner in business, as a clerk, as a laborer, as a physican, or in any capacity
whatever, the indulgence will be abused by the avaricious individuals, or
eompanies of Indians will be hired to form either nominal or real contracts
for the introduction of white men, under the name of employees of the
former.
None of the tribes are capable of guarding their own interests, ana if
they were, in such transactions as these under consi<leration, human nature
should not be supposed to be beyond the influence of the temptations of
money. The right of introducing into the Indian country any white
persons, citizens of the United States, or of any other country, can never
be safely possessed by any of the tribes, until their condition becomes so
improved that they can mingle with white men without inconvenience.
In the present condition of the tribes, this subject is guarded by laws of
Congress; but if the right to the soil be conveyed. to the Indians by patent,
w!thont reserving, in the same instrument, their right to connect white men
w1th them in the occupancy of the land, the power of Congress subsequently to forbid it by law may well be doubted.
This subject acquires importance from the following facts, which, I hope,
will apologize for the earnestness with which I respectfully press its consideration, namely, the case of the Cherokees, now under con~ideration, is
the first that has occurred of issuing a patent to an Indian tribe. The whole,
or portions of twenty-three tribes, are already within this Indian territory.
In all probability the number of tribes will soon exceed thirty. The patent
now to be issned will be quoted as a precedent for the future, and no tribe
will be content with tess authority than is granted to the Cherokees. But
irrespective of other tribes, the introduction of white men into the Cherokee
country alone would prostrate the designs of the Government to render the
Indians secure in their possessions; for, the Cherokees' lands, embracing, in
the whole, more than fourteen millions of acres, extend from the east to the
west of the country designed for Indian settlements, and divide in two.
We cannot consistently plt>ad, in this case, that if the Indians choose to
introdnce white men into their country to their own destruction, the fault
will be theirs, and not ours. The same might have been pleaded heretofore
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in relation to laws for the preservation and welfare of the Indian
Justice towards a very large majority of them, who are incompetent ·
understand or take care of their own interests, and humanity towards
whole, requires that onr Government continue its guardianship.
By the prohibition above alluded to, no inconvenience could arise to
Indians whose circumstances required the assistance of white men.
matter being under the control of the Government of the United States, its
laws regulating intercourse with the Indian tribes could always be such as
to provide for the emergency. Laws providing for the temporary residence
of white men in the Indian country, either for the benefit of the Indiana
or the Government of the United States, can be amended or repealed whenever their provisions are found to be exceptionable; · but the patent under
consideration will be unalterable. Of this, l presume the Government will
be fully aware, and will guard against wiles which afterwards it would be
unable to remedy, and which would produce a failure of the experiment so
auspiciously entered upon by the Government for the improvement of the
condition of this hitherto unfortunate race of men.
Sir, I have the honor to be,
vVith great respect,
Your obedient servant,
ISAAC McCOY.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian A.flairs.

Beginning at a mound of rocks, four feet square at base, and four
a half feet high, from which another mound of rocks bears south
chain, and another mound of rocks bears west one chain, on what hu
been denominated the old western territorial line of Arkansas Territory,
twenty-five (25) miles north of Arkansas river; thence south twenty-one
miles and twenty-eight chains,(miles21,chains 28,)to a post on the northeast
· bank of the Verdigris river, from which a hackberry, 15 inches diameter.
bears south 61° 31' east t13 links, marked C. h. L., and a cotton-wood, 42
inches diameter, bears south 21° 15' east 50 links, marked C. r. k. L.;
thence down the Verdigris river, or the northeast bank, with its meanders, to the junction of Verdigris and Arkansas rivers; thence from the
lower l1ank of Verdigris river, on the north bank of Arkansas river, south
44° 13' east, fifty-seven chains, (57 chains,) to a post on the south bank
of Arkansas, opposite the eastern branch of Neosho river, at its junction
with Arkansas, from whi,~h a red-oak, 36 inches diameter, bears south 75°
45' west, 24 links, and a hickory, 24 inches diameter, bears south 89° east
4links; thence south 53° west one mile, to a post from which a rock bears
north 53° east 50 links, and a rock bears south 18c 18' west 50 links;
thence south 18° 18' west thirty-three miles twenty-eight chains and eighty links, (miles 33 28.80 chains,) to a rock, from which another rock bears
north 18° 18' east 50 links, and another rock bears south 50 links; thence
south four miles: (miles 4,) to a post on the lower bank of the north fork
of Canadian river, at its junction with Canadian river, from which a cotton-wood, 24 inches diameter, bears north 18° east 40 links, and a cotton-
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e~st 14 links; thence down the
Canadian river, on its north bank, to its JUnction with Arkansas river;
thence down the main channel of Arkansas river, to the western boundary
of the State of Arkansas, at the northern extremity of the eastern boundary
of the lands of the Choctaws, on the south bank of Arkansas river, four
chains and fifty-four links, (4.54 chains,) east of Fort Smith ; thence north
7° 25' west, with the western boundary of the State of Arkansas, seventysix miles sixty-four chains and fifty links, (76 miles, 64.50 chains,) to the
southwest corner of the State ofMissouri; thence north, on the western boundary of the State of Missouri, eight miles forty nine chains and fifty links,
(miles 8, 49.50 chains,) to the north bank of Cowskin, or Seneca river, at
a mound six feet square at base, and five feet high, in which is a post
marked on the south side Cor. n. Ch. L. d.; thence west on the southern
boundary of the lands of the Senecas, eleven miles and forty-eight chains,
(miles 11, 48 chains,) to a post on the east bank of Neosho river, from
which a maple, 18 inches diameter, bears south 31° east 72 links ; thence
up Neosho river, with its meanders, on the east bank, to the southern boundary of Osage lands, thirty-six chains and fifty links (36.50 chains) west
of the southeast corner of the lands of the Osages, witnessed by a mound of
rocks on the west bank of Neosho river ; thence west on the Routhern boundary of the Osage lands, to the line dividing the territory of the United
States from that of Mexico, two hundred and eighty-eight miles thirteen
-ehains and sixty-six links, (miles 288, 13.66 chains,) to a mound of earth
ix feet square at base, and five and a half feet high, in which is deposited
eylender of charcoal, twelve inches long and four in diameter; thence
south along the line of the territory of the United States and of Mexico,
sixty miles and twelve chains, (miles 60, 12.00 chains,) to a mound of
earth six feet square at base and five and a half feet high, in which is deposited cylender of charcoal, 18 inches long and three inches diameter;
thence east, along the northern boundary of Creek lands, two hundred and
seventy three miles fifty-five chains and sixty-six links, (miles 273, 55.66
chains,) to the beginning; containing within the survey thirteen millions
five hundred and seventy-four thousand one hundred and thirty-five acres
and fourteen hundredths of an acre-13,574,135.14 acres.

wood, 15 inches diamE-ter, bears south 9°

BOUNDARIES AND AREA OF THE NORTHERN TRACT OF CHEROKEE LANDS.

Beginning at ~outheast corner of Osage lands, described by a rock from
which a red-oak, 20 inches diameter, bears south 27° east 76 links, and a
burr-oak, 30 inches diameter, bears south 59° west one chain ; and another
burr-oak, 30 inches diameter, bears north 8° west 1.37 chains; and another burr-oak 40 inches diameter, bears north 30°, west 1.81 chains, and
running east twenty-five miles, (miles 25,) to a rock on the western line of
the State of Missouri, from which a post-oak, 10 inches diameter, bears
north 48° 30' east 4 chains; and a post-oak, 12 inches diameter, bears
south 62° east 5 chains; thence north, with the western boundary of
the State of Missouri, fifty miles, (miles 50,) to a mound of earth five feet
square at base and four and a half feet high ; thence west twenty-five
miles, (25 miles,) to the northeast corner of the lands of the Osages, described by a mound of earth six feet square at the base and five feet high;
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thence south along the eastern boundary of Osage lands fifty miles,
Containing eight htmdred thousand
800,000 acres.

50,) to the beginning.

Recapitulation.
Area of the southern tract Area of the northern tract -

13,574,135 1~6-

800,000

acres.
acres.

ISAAC McCOY.
WESTPORT,

MissouRI, Sept. 20, 1837.

MEANDERS OF NEOSHO RIVER.

May 6, 1837. In accordance with instructions of Isaac McCoy, commenced at the northwest corner of Quapaw lands, on the east bank of
Neosha river, and run thence up with the meanders of the same.
Magnetic variation, 10° 30' east.
Length of chain, 4 poles.
Distance noted in 4 poles chains.

N. 21° 30' W.
N. 63° 45' W.
West
s. 50° 15' w.
s. 71°,45' w.
N. 10° 15'W.
N. 2° 15' E.
~. 22° 30' w.
N.4°W.
N. 46°45' W.
N. 39° Vf.
N. 45° 30' W.

Chains.
6.50 I
16.50
23.50
6.50
9.50
7.50
Through rich heavy timbered bottom land.
34.50 f Growth : Oak, hickory, elm, walnut, ash, &c.
8.50 I
33.00
31.00
9.50
11.50 )

I

I

I

198.50

2 miles and 38! chains to the south line of the
Osage reservation.
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SOUTH LINE OF OSAGE LANDS.

Commenced at the southeast corner of the Osage lands, and run thence
on said Jine, for the purpose of finding a point on the same due north
the northeast corner of Creek lands.
Magnetic variation, 10° 45' east.
Distance.

----1----

Remarks.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -

Chains.
36.50
64.50
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
22.00
80.00
12.00
80.00
63.50
80.00
80.00
80 00
80.00
80.00
74.50

80.00
80.00
56.00

Proceeded through rich, heavy timbered, bottom land
toTo the east bank of Neosho river, course southeast,
then up in the channel of the same toLeft, in heading north, prairie comes to the river on the
west side this point, about 2 miles below the mouth
of Le Bete creek.
To the 1st mile. j
'ro the 2d mile. I
To the 3d mile~ ~
':Po the 4th mile. I High, dry, rolling, fertjle plains.
'To the 5th mile. I
To the 6th mile. J
To a small brook 25 links wide, course north, some
brush and scattering trees on it.
To the 7th mile.
To a small brook, course northeast, some scattering
timber below.
To the 8th mile.
To the 9th mile.
To a small brook, course north, some brush on it. Prairie continues high and rolling, and points of hills occasionally covered wtth limestone.
·
To the 1Oth mile, I
To the 11th mile, '
'ro the 12th mile, ( Prairie same as that above noted.
To the 13th mile, I
To the 14th mile, J
To the old corner, as established by Mr. Donelson in
1832, being due north of the northeast corner of
Creek lands.
Proceeded thence south, on a line, for the purpose of ascertaining the width of the Cherokee outlet.
Over high, rolling, and somewhat rocky, prairie ; soil
first rate.
To the 1st mile.
To the 2d mile.
'ro a small brunch, course southwest, some brush and
timber on it, thence down it, crossing several times.
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Distance.

Remarks.

- - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - -- -- - - - -·-

South
South
South

Chains.
80.00
15.00
66.50

South
South
So nth
So nth
South

70.00
80.00
18.00
27.50
41.00

South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South

80.00
58.50
80.00
80.00
74.00
80.00
8.00
17.00
17.00
28.00

South
South
South
South

80.00
80.00
80.00
55.50

South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
15.00

South
South
South
South
South
South

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
27.00

South
South
South

80.00
80.00
80.00

11 o the 3d mile in the creek.
Entered prairie, and left the creek, bearing southwest.
Another creek 25 links wide, course west, some timber
on it.
Entered prairie.
'ro the 4th mile.
To a creek, course west, 25 links wide, entered timber.
Entered prairie.
Crossed small brook, course west, some timber on it,
25 links wide.
To the 5th mile.
1,o a brook, conrse west, some timber on it.
'To the 6th mile.
To the 7th mile.
Entered rich timbered bottom land.
To the 8th mile.
To a creek-! chain wide, course south: in timber.
Crossed again, course northeast.
Crossed ag-ain, course southwest.
Crossed another small brook, course north west; entered
prairie on the south bank.
To the 9th mile.
To the lOth mile.
To the 11th mile.
To a creek, course west, 25 links wide, some brush and
timber 0n it. and extends for l mile above.
To the 12th n1ile.
To the 13th mile.
To the 14th mile.
To the 15th mile.
To the 16th mile.
To the 17th mile.
To the 18th mile.
To the 19th mile.
To the 20th mile.
Crossed a small brook, course southeast, then over hilly
and rocky prairie.
To the 21st mile.
To the 22d mile.
To the 23d mile.
To the 24th mile.
To the 25th mile.
To a small prairie brook, course east, then over hilly
prairie, the hill-side covered with sand-stone.
To the 26th mile.
To the 27th mile.
To the 28th mile.
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Distance.
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Remarks.

Chains.
12.50
70.00
80.00
80.00
50.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
62.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
31.50
67.50
80.00
24.00
80.00
18.50
49.50
60.00
80.00
48.50
80.00
70.00
80.00
80.00
f30.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
48.00
51.50
68.50
80.00
80.00
34.50
39.00

I

77.50
80.00
80.00
80,00

To the former corner of Creel< lands.
Entered timber; low, scrubby oak ; soil poor and s:mdy.
To the 29th mile.
To the 30th mile.
Entered prairie; level; rich soiL
To the 31st mile.
To the 32d mile.
To the 33d mile.
Entered timber.
To the 34th mile. I Crossed small brook, course west,
To the 35th mile. ~through poor, sandy, and somewhat
To the 36th mile. 1 rocky timbered land ; growth, oak
To the 37th mile. J and hickory.
Entered prairie.
Entered timber.
To the 38th mile.
Entered prairie.
'ro the 39th mile.
Entered prairie.
To a small creek, course south, and down it toLeft it and entered prairie.
To the 40th mile.
Crossed the same creek noted above,coursesouth, !5° east.
To the 41st mile.
To Pryor's creek, course east, 1 chain wide, some tim·
ber on its banks, then entered level, fertile prairie.
To the 42d mile. I
To the 43d mile. I
To the 44th mile. I
rro the 45th mile. ~ Gently rolling prairie land ; soil
To the 46th mile. 1 first rate.
To the 47th mile. I
To the 48th mile. I
To the 49th mile. J
Entered timber; elm, oak, hickory, &c.
To Pryor's creek, course southwest, then through rich
timbered bottom toEntered prairie bottom.
To the 50th mile.
To the 51st mile.
Entered timber.
To Pryor's creek, course south and down it, crossing
three times.
Entered prairie, and left the creek bearing east.
To the 52d mile.
rro the 53d mile.
To the 54th mile.
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South
South
South
So nth
South
South
South
South
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Distance.

Chains.
80.00
80.00
63.50
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
12.00

Rc arks.

To the 55th mile.
To the 56th mile.
A creek, course east, some brush and timber on it.
To the 57th mile.
To the 58th mile.
To the 59th mile.
To the 60th mile.
To the northeast corner of the Creek lands, and the ter.mination of the line, to ascertain the width of the
Ch~rokee outlet, which is 60 miles anp 12 (4 pole)
chams.
I

MEANDERS OF THE ARKANSAS RIVER.

Field notes of the survey of the meanders of Arkansas river, from a poir,Lt
opposite the east bank of Neosho river, to a point opposite the east bank 9f
Verdigris river, on the south side. Set a post opposite the mouth of Ne<>&he>
river, from which a red oak, 36 inches in diameter, bears south, 75° ~
west, 24 links blazed, and a hickory, 24 inches in diameter, bears south, sgq
east, 4 links blazed, from thBnce proceeded,
14 chains
19.50 chait1g>
12 00 chail$

North 80° 30' west
North 33° 15' wes.t
North 67° west

to a point opposite the east bank of Verdigris river, at which set a post from
which a cotton wood, 10 inches in diameter, bears north 17° west, 20 links,
marked "Crk. 45-! cbs.:" and another, 8 inches in diameter, bears east~
blazed, and from this point to the post on Virdigris river, on the east bank, is
29 chains and 81 links.
Field notes of the meanders of Virdigris river, on its east bank, from a
post on the east bank, at its junction with the Arkansas river, to the ppip.t
where the dividing line between the Cherokee and Creek lands leaves it.
Magnetic variation, 10° east.
Course.

Distance.

Remarks.

N. 20°45' W.
N. 40° 30' W.
N. 20° 30' W.
N.44C 45' w.
N. 80° W.· N. 45° 15' W.

Chains.
5.50
16.00
5.00
14.00
6.50
32.50

Rich heavy timbered bottom growth, walnut,
hickory, ash, hackberry, elm, spice-woods, &c.
&c.
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Remarks.

- - --- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Chains.
N. 30° 30 1 W.
N. 8° 15 1 W.
N. L7° 31Y W.
N. 2° E.
N.l3° 30 1 W.
N. 5° 15 1 E.
N.22° 15 1 E.
N.l1° E.
N. 21° 45 1 E.
N. 4° 15 1 E.

4° w.
11° 30 1 E.
. 4° 45' E.
.16° E.
18°

w.

49° 45'
68° 45'
82° 30'
81° 15'

w.
w.
w.
w.

28.00
23.00
8.50
13.00
5.50
31.50
12.00
4.00
6.00
21.00
32.00
6.50
8.50
14.50
6.50
20.00
8.00
26.50
17.00

To the point where the line dividing the Creel;.
and Cherokee lands leaves the Virdigris river 1
at which set a post, from which a hackberry 1
15 inches diameter, bears S. 61° 31' E. 43
links, marked "Ch. L." 4! m. and a cotton·
wood, 42 inches in diameter, bearsS. 21° 15'.
E. 50 links, marked "Crk. L," opposite this
station the Falls of Virdigris. Commenced on
the north bank of Arkansas river, at the point
where the old Territorial line crosses it, and
run thence north on said line 25 miles, for the
purpose of ascertaining the northeast corner
of " Creek lands," from the Virdigris to said
corner. This line has already been marked,
therefore proceeded to the corner, and established the same, by erecting a mound of rocks,
4 feet square at base, and 4! feet high, and
erected another S. 1 ch., and another W. 1 ch.
Then, May 20, 1837, proceeded west, on a
line dividing the Cherokee and Creek lands.
Mag. Variation, 10° E.
Length of chain, 4 poles.
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Course.

Distance.
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Remarks.

Cltains.
West
West
West

80.00
80.00

West
West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00
60.00
79.!>0

West
West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

West

64.50

West

80.00

West
West

80.00
3.00

West
West
West

80.00
80.00
67.50

West
West
'Vest

73.50
77.50
80.00

West

16.50

West
West

40.50
45.30

West

60.00

West

72.50

West

80.00

Proceeded west over high rolling prairie; soil poor,
and sandy, and points of hills covered with limestone
and sandstone.
Set a rock for first mile.
Raised mound for 2 miles : soil becomes less sandy
and more fertile.
'
Set a rock for 3 miles.
Raised mound for 4 miles.
Set rock for 5 miles.
To the source of a creek, course southwest.
Crossed small brook, course southwest, some scattering
timber and brush on it.
Set rock for 6 miles, prairie level, and soil good.
Raised mound for 7 miles.
Raised mound for 8 miles.
Set rock for 9 miles.
Set rock for 10 miles, opposite this, ! mile to the north,
the hills are covered with white oak and black jack
timber, on the Osage road, bearing northwest and
southeast.
A creek 25 links wide, course south, some timber on it
below.
Set rock for 11 miles, prairie continues levrl, and soil
good.
Set rock for 12 miles.
'ro a small brook, a large body of timber on it, !- mile
below, to southwest.
Set rock for 13 miles.
Srt rock for 14 miles.
Entered . a point of oak brushes and timber, bearing
southwest.
Crossed small branch, course south, 25 links wide.
Entered timber.
Set stakes, from which a burr oak, 30 inches diameter,
bears north 89° 45' west, 16 chains, 40 links, marked
"Ch. L. 15 M.," for 15th mile.
Entered timber, bearing north and south, small oak, then
through rich timbered bottom.
Cmssed small branch, course northwest, 25 links wid&.
Crossed it again, course southwest, rich bottom land;
growth, oak, hickory, elm, walnut, ash, &c. .
To the east bank of Virdigris river, course south, 4
chains wide, then under growth, brush, vines, &c.
Entered low wet bottom prairie, covered with water
from 6 to 8 inches deep.
Set stake in same for 16 miles, ground being too wet
to make mounds.
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Course.

Distance.

West
West

Chains.
20.00
62.!>0

West

80.00

West

80.00

West
West

59.00
80.00

West
West
West

80.00
80.00
34.00

West

80.00

West
West

8.00
73.50

West

80.00

West
West

80.00
56.50

West
'West
West

80.00
80.00

West
West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
60.00
68.89
80.00

~0.00

[ 120

1

Remarks.

Entered brushy: wet, wood land, and through the same.
Entered high, open, timbered lund, growth oak and
hickory.
Set a stake, from which a double white oak, 24 inches in
diameter, bears south 6::~ 0 45' east 1.10 chains, marked
"Ork L. 17 M.," and another, 10 inches diameter,
hears north 14 ° east 1.55 chains, marked "Oh. L. 17
M.," for the 17th mile, soil poor and sandy.
Set a stake, from which a white oak, 24 inches, hf' ars
north 7 4° 30' west 53 links, marked " Cb. L. 18 l\1.,"
und a black oak, 8 inches diameter, bears sonth 15
lin ks, marked "Ork. L. 18 M.," for 18th mile, then
through same description of land.
Entered prairie, norl h and south.
Raised mound for 19 miles, then over high, dry, rolling,
prairie land; soil first rate.
Raised mound for 20 miles.
Set rock on the north side of a high hill for ~1 miles.
Crossed large Osag~ road bearing northeast and so t hwest.
Set stake, from which a white oak, 12 inches in diam~
eter, bears north 89° west 7 .chains and 70 links,
marked " Oh. L. 22 M.,'' for 22d mile.
Entered poor oak timbered land.
rro a creek, course north,-! chain wide, entered prairie
on the west bank.
Set a rock; a white oak, 18 inches in diameter, bears
north 65° 30' east :3 chains and 15 links, marked
"Ch. L. 23 M.," and another, 12 inches diameter,
bears south o7° east :~ chain and 11 links, marked
" Crk. L. 23 M.," for 23d mile, then over rocky prairie.
Set rock for 24th mile.
To a small branch, course south, some brushed timber
on it.
Set ror 1\: for 25 miles.
Rais~(
ouml for 26 miles.
a Jstd mon nd for 2'1 miles, prairie continues high and
dr v, bnt li!SS fertile.
Se t rock for 28 miles.
Set rock for 29 miles.
Entered timbered bottom.
To a creek, course north, 1 chain wide.
Set a stake, from which a blackjack, 12 inches diameter, bears north 21° west 66 links, marked ': Ch.
L. 30 M.," and another, 20 inches diameter, bears
south 45° east 10 links, marked ': Crk. L. 30 M.,"
for 30th mile.
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Course.

D.istance.

Rematks.

Chains.
West
"\Vest
West

10.00
80.00

vVest

80.00

West
Vvest
'tV est

41.75
80.00
80.00

\Vest

80.00

¥Vest

80.00

West

2.50

\Vest

80.00

West

80.00

West
V'lest
West
West

5.00
49.50
58.00
80.00

·\Vest

47.50

West

80.00

1;Vest
·West

17.25
21.50
80.00

Vve~t

so.oo

Entered rich, high, rolliug prairie.
Ra1sed monnd for 31st mile.
Raised mound for 32 miles ; prairie same description as
above.
Raised mound on west side of ravine, course north,
with some trees on it, for 33 miles.
To small brook, course north, some timber on it.
Haised mound for 34 miles.
Raised mound for 35 miles ; prairie continues high, rolling and fertile.
Raised mound for 36 miles ; a large body of timber commences -!- mile to south.
Set a rock,. . from which a white oak, 12 inches diam·
eter, bears north 75° west 2 chains, marked "Ch.
L. 37 NI.," for the 37th mile.
Entered t.imher through oak and hickory land; soil
second rate and saudv.
Set a stake, from whic.h a white oak, 12 inches diameter, bears north 82° east 50 links, marked ': Ch.
L. 38 M.," and another bears sonth t-17° east 5~1links,
marked "Crk. L. 38 M.," for the 38th mile.
Set a stake, from which a bl,tek oak, 24 inches diameter, bears north 45° east 29 link::;, marked "Ch.
L. 39 M.," for 39 miles.
'ro a small brook, course southwest, 12 links wide.
Crossed a creek 40 links wide.
Crossed another, course sontheast, 25 links wide.
Set a stake, from which a black oak, 8 inches diameter,
bears north 89° enst -~ chniu, marked "Ch. L. 40
M.," and another, 8 links diameter, bears southwest
5 links, marked "40 .M.," for 40th mile; at this place
the Arkansas river is about 1 n1ile to south, bearing
southwest, and heading west, then through brush,
briars, &c.
Crossed small creek, course south, 25 links wide, then
country becomes hilly, poor, and covered with sand
stone.
Set a stake, from which a white oak, 8 inches diameter,
bears south 75° 15' east 1 chain and 90 links, marked
"Crk. L. 41 M.," and another, bears north 87° 15'
east 1 chain and 77 links, marked "Ch. L. 41 M.," for
41st mile.
To a creek, 25 links wide, course wuth.
Crossed again, course northeast.
Set a stake, from which a white oak, 8 inches diameter,
bears north 37° 30' west 61 links, marked "Ch. L.
42 M.,'' for 42d mile.

963
Course.

'Vest

Distan ce.

Ch({ins.
80.00

Remar ks.

Set a rock, from which a black oak: 8 inches diameter:
bears north 42° 30 1 west 33links, marked i' Cb. L. 43
M.," and a black jack, 8 inches diameter, bears
south 62° east 11 links, marked "Ck. L. 42 M. ;'' land
continues poor, hilly, and so~ewhat rocky, but timber
tolerably good.
Set a stake, from which a black oak, 10 inches diameter, bears north 16° :30 1 west 40 links, marked
'' Ch. L. 44 M.," for the 44th mile.
To a creek 50 links wide, course sonth.
Set a stake, from which a black oak; 8 inches diameter,
bears north 44° east 30 links, marked '' Ch. L. 45
M.," and a white oak, 18 inches diameter, bears south
45° east 3 links, marked'' Cr1c L. 45 M."
Set a stake, from which a black oak, 12 inches diameter,
bears north 86 links, marked "Ch. L. 46 M.," then
over same description of land to a
Creek, 75links wide, course south.
To a black oak tree, 12 inches diameter, marked " Ch.
L. 4.7 M.," then, after ascending steep, rocky precipice,
the country becomes more level, and soil second rate.
Set a stake, l·r om which a Linck oak, 8 inches diameter, bears north 30° 15 1 east 55 links, marked ': Ch.
L. 48 M.," and another, 8 inches diameter, bears north
26° ea~t 17 links, marked "Crk. L. 48 M.," for the
48th mile.
To a small brook, course south, 12links wide.
Set a stake, from which a white oak, ll inches diameter,
bears north 45 ° west 9 links, marked ': Ch. L. 49 M."
A small brook, course south.
Opposite this! mile, to the south, is the United States. fort,
Set a stake, from which a hickory, 10 inches diameter,
bears so nth 2° 45' east 73links, marked "Crlc L. 50M.,"
and a white oak, 12 inches diameter, bears north 78°
45 1 west, marke<l "Ch. L. 50 M.," then over same description of land.
Set a stake, from which a black oak, 12 inches diameter,
bears north l 0 4.5 1 east 48 links, marked "Uh . L.
5llVJ.," and another, 10 inc.hes diameter, hears south
42° 45 1 west 1.57 chains, marked "Grk. L. 51 M.,"
for 51st mile.
Descended in to the river bottom, rich heavy timbered land.
Set a stake, from which a black oak, 36 inches diameter,
bears south 45° east 5 links, marked "Crk. L. 5~ ·
M.," for the 52d mile.
To the east bank of Arkansas river, conrse south, about
half a mile below the mouth of Red Fork, twenty
·

We<st

80.00

West
West

77.50
80.00

West

80.00

West

68.50
80.00

West

8fi.OO

23.00
80.00
25.50
55.00
80.00

80.00

52.50
80.00
6.00
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Course.

964

Distance.

Remarks.

Chains.
55.00
1\Test

80.00

West

58.50

West

80.00

West

80.00

West

58.50

West
West

80.00
80.00

V{est
'¥est
1Vest

75.00
80.00
80.00

West

10.00

West

80.00

West

64.00

West
West

80.00
80.00

West

80.00

·West

80.00

West
West

10.00
80.00

chains across the river, then through Sandy cotto
wood bottom to
Ascended high rocky hill, bearing north and south: then
through second rate oak land to
Set a stake, from which a white oak, 12 inches diameter,
bears north 85° east 23 links, marked "Ch. L. 53
M.'' for the 53d mile.
Tothesouth bank oftheRedFork; course northeast; 20
chaius wide on the line; general width about 10 chains.
To the 54th mild, in the river near the north bank, tbeD
through open oak land; soil poor and sandy.
Set a stake, from which a black oak, 10 inches diameter,
bears north 14° east 79 chains, marked "Ck. L.
55 M.," and another, 8 inches diameter, bears soutb
80' east 25links, marked "Crk. L. 55 M." for 55th rnilet
To the Red Fork; course sonthea~t, 15 chains wide;
entered high fertile prairie on west bank.
Set rock for 56th mile.
Set rock, from which a white oak, 24 inches diamete!
bears north 77° west 5 chains and 25 links,
marked "Ch. L. 57 M.," then through scattering oak
and hickory.
To the Red Forks; course north, 10 chains wide.
'ro the 58th mile, near the north bank.
Set stake, from which a white oak, 12 inches diameter,
hPars north 57° 30' enst 32 links, marked "Ck. L.
59M.," and black oak, 10 inches diameter,bearingsoulb
22 links, marked "Crk. L. 59 M.," for the 59th m1le.
To a small spring bri;lnch, course south ; the river here
is about 1 chain to south; course east.
Set a stake, from which a white oak, J8 inches diameter,
bears south 63°, west 1 chain and 2 links, marked
"Crk. L. 60 M .," for the 60th mile.
To a creek, 2 chains wide; course south, continues open
oak and hickory land; soil second rate, and timber good.
Set a stake, in brushy bottom land, for til milt>s.
Set a stake, from which a white oak, 18 inches diameter•
bears south 53° wPst 44 links: marked "Crk. L.
62 lVl.," for 62d mile, then over broken sandy land.
Set a stake, from which a black oak, 12 inches diameter,
bears north 74. 0 45', west 43 links, marked "Ck. L.
63 :M.," and nnotber bears south 4° 15' west 2~
links;, marked "Crk. L. 63 M.," for the 63d mile.
Set a stake, from which a white oak, 18 inches diameter,
},ears south 60° 15' east 26links, marked "Crk. L. 64
M.," for 64th mile,
Entered prairie.
Set a rock for 65th mile.
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Course.

Distance.

[ 120 ]
R~::marl{s.

- - - - - - - - - -· - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Chains.
"\Vest
West

52.00
80.00

West

80.00

West

80.00

West

80.00.

West
West
West
West
West
West

17.50
80.00
20.00
47.75
75.00
80.00

West
West

10.00
75.00

West

80.00

West
West
West
West
West

14.50
50.50
55.50
80.00
65.50

West
West

80.00
80.00

West
West
West

80.00
80.00
4.5.00

West
West

80.00
42.50

West

80.00
10.00
23.50
75.25

West
West

West

Entered timber.
Set a stake, from which a white oak, ll inches din.meter,
bears southwest 35links, marked "Crk. L. 6fl M.," for
the 66th mile.
Set Zt rol!k, from which a white oak, 24 inches diameter,
bears north 60° 30' west 90 links, marked '~Clc 67
M.," for the 67th mile.
Set a rock from which a white oak, 10 inches diameter,
bears north 75° east 80 links, marked "Cit. L. 6~ M."
Set a rock, from which a white oak, 10 inches diameter,
bears north 75° west 75 links, marked "Ck. L. 69 M.,"
for 69th mile ; the last three miles broken, rocky land;
soil third rate.
Entered high rolling prairie; soil good.
Set a rock for 70 miles.
Entered open oak land.
'ro a small brook, cou-rse south, entered prairie.
To another, southeast, some timber on it.
Set stake, from which a black oak, 10 inches diameter,
bears north 14° 15' 'Vest 53 links, marked "Ch. L. 71
M.;" prairie then high, rolling, and soil first rate.
Entered timber.
To a small creek, course south ; some brush and timber
on it.
Set a stake, from which a black oak, 24 inches din.rneter,
bears north 23 links, marked "Ch. L. 72 M.," for the
72d mile.
To a creek one cham wide, course southeast.
To a small brook, course north.
Entered prairie, high, rolling, and fertile.
Set rock for 73 miles.
The Osage buffalo road, bearing northeast and southwest.
Set rock for 7 4 miles.
Set rock for 75 miles; prairie continues high, dry, rolling. and fertile.
Raised mound for 76 miles.
Set rock for 77 miles.
Crossed small brook, course southwest, some brush and
scattering trees on it.
Set rock for 78 miles.
To a small creek, course southeast, 25 links wide ; then
through scattering oak bt tshes.
Set rock for 79 miles.
Entered prairie.
Entered timber.
To a creek, course south, 50 links wide.
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Conrse.

\\Test
West

Distance.

Chains.
79.50
80.00

\Vest
West
Vi est
West
West

47.50

\Vest
'\Vest
Yvest

80.00
65.00
80.00

\Vest
West
'Nest
West
'Vest
West

80.00
80.00
36.00
80.00

\Vest
'Vest
Viest
'Vest
West
Vvest
'Vest
vYest
\V e~ t
West
\ 'Vest
West
'Vest

80.00
80.00
80.00
75.00
80.00
80.00
10.00
40.00
80.00
5.50
17.00

West
West

4.00
12.00
23.00

so.oo

80.00

74.29

80.00

54.00
80.00
80.00

~ -est

55.50

\l\1 est
West
West

80.00

80.00
77.50

West

80.00

West

38.50

Remarks.

Crossed again, course northwest.
Set a stake, from which a hickory, 8 inches diumet ,
bears north 85° east, 20 links, marked "Ch. L. SO M.,"
and another, 10 inches diameter, bears south 5° cast,
15 links, marked "Crlc L. 80 1\'1.."
Crossed the creek ngain, conrse ~ontheast.
Crossed small brook, coarse southeast.
Entered prairie.
Set rock for 81 miles.
To a creek, course southeast: 75 links :wide, the timber
on it about 10 chains wide.
Set rock for 82 miles.
A grove of oak bushes, 15 chains widf'.
Set a rock for 83 nliles, then over high, rolling prairie;
soil second rate, a mixture of red clay and sand.
Raised mound for 84 miles.
Set rock in ravine, course north, for 85 miles.
Crossed small creek, course southwest.
Raised mound fur 86 miles.
Set rock for 87 miles.
To a small creek, course southeast, 25 links wide, then
up a brushy ravin(;"l, crossing several times.
Set rock for 88 miles,
I
Set rock for 89 miles,
I
Set rock for 90 miles,
' High, rolling,
To a creek, course sonth, 1 chain wide, f fertile prairie.
Set rock for 91 m~les,
!
Set rock for 92 m1les,
J
Entered brnshy oak tirnhered land.
Crossed small brook, course southwest.
Set rock in small prairie for 93 miles.
To a small brook, course south.
Entered high, fertile pruirie.
Set rock for 94 miles.
Crossed a small brook, course south, some brush and
timber on it.
Raised mound for 95 miles.
Raised mound for 96 miles.
Crossed a small brook, some brush and timber on it.
Raised mound for 97 miles.
Raised mound for 98 miles.
Crossed a small branch, course west and sonttnvest, then
down it, crossing several times.
Set a stake, from which an elm 36 inches in dinmeter
bears north 75° east 1.12 chainf', marked" Ch. L. 99
M.," for the 99th mile.
Crossed a small creek, course south, some trees on it.

967
Course.

West
'Vest
West

Distance.

Chains.
80.00
67.50

80.00

West

80.00

Vfest
West
\Vest
West
West
West
West

80.00

West
West
West

12.50
14.50
70.00
80.00

80.00
13.00
24.50
80.00

54.00

West
West
West
West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
31.00
80.00
4L.OO

West
West

80.00

80.00

80.00

10.00

West
\Vest
West

80.00
6.00

West
\Vest

45.00

West
West

80.00
63.50

West

80.00

\VPst
West

80.00

West

45.00

80.00

80.00

8.00
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Remarks.

Raised mound for 100 miles.
Entered brushy onk timbered land.
Set a rock, from which a black oak, 18 inches in diameter, bears north 63° 15' wE:st 2 chains and 22 links,
marked "Ch. L. 101 M.':
Raised mound in small prairie for 102 miles, then
through prairie high and fertile.
Raised monnd for 103 miles.
Entered timber.
Crossed a creek, course south, ! chain wide.
Eutered prairie.
Raised monnd for 1 0"1 miles. I
Set rock for 105 miles.
Crossed small creek, course southwest, some brush and
timber on it.
Crossed another, then throngh a skirt of oak bushes toSet r0ck for 106 miles.
To a small brook, course south, some brush and timber
on it.
Set a rock for 107 miles.
Raised mound for 108 miles.
1,o a creek 25 links wide, course south.
Set a rock J 09 mi1es.
To a small creek, course south, 12 links wide.
Set rock for 110 miles.
To a creek 25links wide, course southeast, from which
an oak, 24 inches in diameter, bears north 64 links,
marked "Ch. L. 111 lVl. ;" entered prairie.
Set rock for 112 miles.
To a creek, course southwest, 50 links wide, some timber on it.
Set a rock for 113 miles.
Set a rock for 114 miles.
Crossed a creek, course south, some brush and timber
on it.
Set rock for 115 miles.
'To another small brook, conrsc soutb, 12 links wide,
some timber on it.
Set rock for 116 miles.
Crossed small creek, conrse south, some timber on it below; at this place saw the first buffalo.
Raised mound for 117 miles; then over high, rolling)
fertile prarie.
Set rock f()r 118 miles.
rro a small brushy brook, course west; then down itl
crossing several times.
To rmother, course south, some timber on it.
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Course.

Distance.

West
\Vest

Chains.
80.00
52.00

West
West

80.00
35.00

West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
Vvest
West

80.00
80.00
34.00
80.00
80.00
35.50
37.50
46.00
48.50
68.00

We.st

81.00

West

65.00

West
West
vVest
West
West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
tlO.OO
32.00

West
West

80.00
60.00

West
West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
30.50

West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

West

80.00

Remarks.

Raised mound for 119 miles.
'fo a small creek, course southeast, some scattering ti
ber on it ; soil second rate.
Set rock for 120 miles.
To a small grove of bushes, trees, vines, briars, &c., 10
chains wide.
Set rock for 121 miles.
Set rock for 122 miles.
Crossed a creek, cou rse wuth, some timber on it.
Set rock in ravine, course south, for 123 miles.
Set rock for 124 miles.
Entered timber.
'ro a large creek, course south, 1 chain wide.
Crossed it again, course north west.
Crossed it again, course south.
Crossed another, course southeast, 1 chain wide, some
timber on it, principally cotton-wood, hackberry, and
bois d'arc. Entered level, fertile prairie.
Set stake., from which a white oak, 18 inches diameter,
bears north 75° east, 7 chains, marked "Ck. L. 125M 1l
To a small creek, course northeast ; some timber exten&
! mile up it toSet rock for 126 miles.
I
Raised mound for 127 mlles, I S
tb
..
R . d
df
.1
moo , 1eve1 prame;
a~sed mound fior 128
m m~les, l soil first rate; short, curl,y.,
aise moun or 12 ';] m1 es, r b ffi 1
b t 2
Raised monnd for I 30 miles. 1· uhn
g~a~\t a ou
111
Raised mound for 131 miles: me es
e1g ·
Raised mound for 132 miles, I
Crossed small brook, course southeast; some scattering
trees on it.
Raised mound for 133 miles.
To a large creek, course south: 1 chain 25 links wide;
a few scattering cotton-wood trees on it.
Raised mound for 134 miles.
Ra ised mound for 135 miles.
Raised mound for 136 miles.
Set rock for 137 miles.
Crossed the source of a creek. course s;outheast ; some
timber on it below.
'
Set rock for 138 milt•s.
Raised mound for 139 miles.
Raised mound for 140 miles.
Set rock for 141 miles; theu up in the bed of a prairie
brook.
Raised mound for 142 miles.

R

°.
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Course.

Distance.

West

Chains.
80.00

West
West
West
West
West

80.00
69.00
80.00
50.00
26.00

West

80.00

West
West
West

80.00
80.00
65.00

West

80.00

West

80.00

West
West
West

68.50
80.00
35.00

West

80.00

West

80.00

West
West

76.50
80.00

West
West

44.00
80.00

West
West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00
60.00
80.00

West

80.00

Remarks.

Raised mound for 143 miles; prairie continues high:
rolling, and fertile.
Set rock-· for 144 miles.
To a creek -§- chain wide ; some scattering timber on it.
Raised mound for 145 miles.
Set rock for 146 miles.
Crossed large creek, course south, 1.25 chains wide ;
some scattering cotton-wood trees on it.
Raised mound for 147 miles ; prairie level ; soil poor and
sandy.
Raised mound for 148 miles.
Raised mound for 149 miles.
Entered bushy black-jack timlx~r, bearing northwest and
southeast; soil almost entirely sand.
Set a stake, from which a black-jack, 6 inches in diameter, bears south 20 links, marked "Crk. L. 150 M."
Set a stake, from which a black-jack, 4 inches in diameter, bears south 52° 30 1 east 42 links, marked "Crk.
L. 15 t .LH.," for the I 51st mile.
Entered neck of prairie, bearing north, to the main prairie.
To the 152d mile.
Entered timber, black-jack, generally about 4 inches in
diameter.
Set a stake, from which a black-jack, 6 inches in diameter, bears south 73 links, marked "Ch. L. 153M.:''
for tt.Je 153d mile.
Set a stake, from which a black-jack, 8 inches in diameter, bears south 77° we()t 66, marked "Crk. L. 154
M.," for 154th mile.
Entered small neck of prairie.
Set a stake, from which a black-jack, 18 inches in diameter, bears west 6.20 chains, marked'' Ch. L. 155M.,"
for 155th mHe.
Entered timber.
Set a stake, from which a black-jack, 18 inches in diameter, bears west 1.50 chains, marked " Ch. L. 156 M."
Entered prairie ; poor and sandy.
Raised monnd for 157 miles.
Raised mound for 158 miles.
Entered timbered sand hills.
Set stake, from which a black-jack, 10 inches diameter,
bears north 85° west 3.65 chains, marked "Ch. L.
159M."
Set stake, from which a black-jack, 12 inches diameter,
bears west 2 chains and 50 links, marked " Ch. L.
160 l\1.," for the 160th mile.
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Course.

Distance.

West

(''!wins.
80.00

West

68.00

West
West
West
West
E:st
West
vYest
'Vest

'v

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
17.00

West
West
West
est
West
West
'Vest
West
West
West
West
"\Vest

25.00
80.00
80.00
27.00
30.50
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
20.00

West

80.00

West
West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00

'Vest

7.50

'Vest

80.00

';y

Remarks.

Set stake for 161 miles; since the 150th mile, is th
a succession of sand hills.
To the Red Fork, course south 20° east; g-eneral coun1<.il'~•:.r]
southeast: 42 chains across the bed of it; the s
heaches white with a thin coat of salt, the water
the river very bracl<ish, then continued through ley
sandy prairie.
The 162d mile in the bed of the river.
'The l63d mile in a salt pond.
Raised mound for 164 miles, )
Raised mound for 165 miles, I
Raised mound fin· 166 miles, ? Level, second rate prairi
Raised mound for 167 miles, I
Raised mound for 168 miles, J
Crossed a large creek, course south, 1 chain wide, wit
cmly a few scattering trees on it; there are immense
herds of buffaloes in every direction as far as thee
can reach; the salt plain is about 10 miles south of this.
Crossed same creek noted last, course southeast.
Raised mound for 169 miles.
Raised mound for 170 miles.
Crossed same creek noted last, course northeast.
Crossed again, course southeast.
Raised mound for 171 miles, j
Ra~sed mound for 172 m~les, }I Smooth, level, second
Ra~sed mound for 173 m~les,
rate prarie, covered wi~
Ra~sed mound ~or 174 m~les,
short curly buffa]oO'rass.
Ruisedmoundfor175rnlles,
Raised mouud for 176 miles.
To a small brook, course s~utheast; some elm and bois
d'arc trees on it, then up it, crossing several times.
Set rock for 177 miles; the country now becomes ttilly,
a range of hills bearing north and sonth, composed of
gypsum.
Set rock for 178 miles, then left the creek heading west.
Set rock for 179 miles.
On east side of deep ravim~, from which a black jnck,S
inches diameter, bears southwest, marked, "Crk. L
180M."
Entered th~ cross timbers composed of small oak bush~
sand bills.
Set stake, from which a black jack, 12 inches diameter,
bears north 85° 30' west 1.72 chains, marked, "Crk.
L. 181 M.," and another, 12 inches diameter, bean
sonth 85° 30' west, marked "Crk. L. lSI M. ;"timber
then becomes more open.

j

'

'
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Course.

Distance.

Remarks.

Chains.
'Ve'3t

so.uo

West
Wr.st

80.00
80.00

West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

8U.on
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
30.50
80.00
5.0()

20.00
80.00
80.00

so.on

36.50
80.00
80.00

Set stake on west side of small prairie, from which a
black jack, 12 inc:hes diam8ter, bears north 81° west
2.27 chains, marked "Ch. L. 182 miles."
Set a stake in small bnshes for 183 miles.
Set stake, from which a b1ack jnck, 12 inches diameter,
bears north 85° west 1.30 chains, marked :' Crk. L.
184M.," for 184 miles.
Set stake in oak bushes for 185 miles.
Set a stake, from which a blackjack, 12 inches diameter,
bears south 77° west 86 links, marked "Crk. L. 186
M."
Set a stake, from which a black jack, 12 inches diameter,
bears north 68° 30! east 1.04 chains, marked "Ch. L.
187th mile," and another, 12 inches diameter: bears
south 85° east 1.65 chams, marked "Crk. L. 187 l\1"
Set stake, from which a black jack, 10 inches diameter,
bears north 85° east 2.96 chains, marked" Ch. L. 188
M."
Set stake, from which a black oak, 8 inches diameter,
bears west 1.70 chains, marked " Ch. L. 189 .M.."
Set stake 1 from which a black jack, 12 inches diameter,
bears south 85° west 10 chains, marked "Crlc L. 191
M."
Set stake, from a black oak, 18 inches diameter, bears east
10 chains, marked "Ch. L.192 M.," continued through
sand hills.
Set stake in oak bushes for 193 miles.
Raised monnd for 194 miles.
Raised mound for 195 miles.
Set stake for l96 miles.
Raised mound for 197 miles.
Raised mound for 198 miles.
Raised mound for 199 miles; the timber scattering.
Raised mound for 200 miles.
To the North Fork of Canadian river, course south,
general course south 60° east, then up it, crossing three
times, 10 chains wide.
To the 201st mile on the river, near the south side.
Left it, then through small cotton wood bottom.
Entered prairie high and rolling i soil red, sandy, and
second rate.
Raised mound for 202 miles.
Raised mound for 203 miles.
Raised mound for 204 miles.
To a small creek, course north, 50 links wide.
Raised mound for 205 miles.
Raised mound for 2116 miles.

( J '2U
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Course.

Distance.

U7'2
Remarks.

----

West
West

Chains.
80.00
60.00

West
Wt>"t
W est
West

52.00
80.00
78.50
80.00

West

11.50

\Yest

80.00

West
West

75.00
80.00

West
West
West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
:80.00
55.50
80.00
80.00

Vfest
West
West.
West
West
'Vest
West

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
75.00
80.00

We::.t

80.00

West
West
West
West
West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
35.00

¥trest
West
West

80.00
80.00
80.00

Raised mound for 207 miles.
To a small creek, con rse northeast, some timber on
then np it, crossing three times.
Left it and entered prairie.
Raised monnd for 208 miles.
Entered timber, scattering elm and bois d'arc.
Set a stake, from which an elm, 30 inches diameter, be
north 50° east 36 chains, marked "Ch. L. 209 M.
To a creek, course northeast, 1 chain wide; ente
prairie on west bank.
Set stake, from which an elm, 12 inches diameter, bears
south 32° l5' west 57 links, marked "Ch. L. ~10
for 210 miles.
To a small creek, course southeast, some timber on it.
Raised mound for 211 miles; prairie high, rolling,
soil second rate.
Raised mound for 212 miles,
Raised mound for 213 miles, Hlgh,.s~condratc,rolhng
.Raised mound for 214 miles,
prume.
To a creek, course southeast, 25links wide.
Raised mound for 215 miles.
Raised mound for 216 miles~ on east side of ravine, course
north.
Raised mound for 217 miles, I
Raised mound for 218 miles, f H 1. h
lr
d
Raised mound for 219 miles:
. g ' ro mg, san Y
Raised monnd for 220 miles, prame.
Raised mound {or 221 miles, J
Entered timber, and crossed small creek, course north.
Set stake, from which an elm, 24 inches in diameter,
bears south 71° west 57 links, marked "Crk. L.~
M." Entered prairie at 10 chains.
Set stake, from which a white oak, 18 inches in diameter,
bears north 57° 30' west 1.~)7 chains: marked" Ck. L.
223M.; and another, 18 inches in diameter, bears f!OUth
75° west 2 chains, marked" Crk. L. 223M."
Raised mound for 224 miles, t
Raised mound for 225 miles, ( Poor, hilly, sandy praiRaised mound for 226 miles, ~ rie, neither water nor
Raised mound for 227 miles, 1 game.
Rai~ed mound for 228 miles, J
Crossed smnll neck of timber on the sonrce of a creek,
course northeast, th en over prairie sand hills, particularly covered with loug grass.
Raised mound for 229 miles.
Raised mound for 230 miles.
Raised mound for 231 miles.

!.
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Distance.
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Remarks.

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - --- 'Vest
West
West
West
West
West
West
West

Clzains.
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
8(1.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
HO.OO
80.00
80.00
4.00
80.00
80.ml
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

Raised mound for 232 miles.
Raised mound for 233 miles.
Raised mound for 234 miles.
Raised mound for 235 miles, 1
Raised mound for 23ti miles, )
A succession of sand
aised mound for 237 miles, hills: without timber: waRaised mound for 238 miles, ter, and game of any desRaised mound for 239 miles, cription. A few wild horses.
Raised mound for 240 miles,
·
'rhe country still becomes more level and soil second rate,
still uo appearance of water.
Raised mouud for 24l miles,
Raised monnd for 242 miles,
Raised mound for 243 mile5,
'rhe country to the 242d
Raised mound for 244 miles, mile second rate prairie,
Raised mound for 245 miles, rafter that little better than
Raised mound for 246 miles, a bed of sand.
Raised mound for 247 miles,
Raised mound for 248 miles, J
Prairie becomes high, rolli1Jg, and soil second rate; hill.
sides occasionally covered with small rough limestones;
the Canadian river in view about 5 miJes to the north.
Raised mound for 249 miles.
Raised mound for 250 miles.
Raised mound o~ cast side Prairie branch, course north
for 251 miles.
Raised mound for 251miles, 1
Raised mound for 252 miles,
Raised mound for 253 miles,
High, rolling, second
Raised mound for 254 miles, rate prairie, covered with
Raised mound for 255 miles,) buffalo grass.
Raised mound for 256 miles,
Raised mound for 257 miles,
To a creek, course north, 1 chain wide, some scattering
cottou-wood trees on it.
Raised monnd for 258 miles,
Prairie contjnues high ·
Raised mouud for 259 miles, and rolling; soil secoud
Raised mound for 260 miles, rate, with but little timRaised mound for ~61 miles, ber in view, and that
Raised mound for 262 miles, cotton-wood.
To a small brook, course nort , some scattering cottonwood trees on it.
Raised mound for 263 miles,
High ro1ling prairie ;
Raised mound for 264 miles, soil on the high lands
Raised mound for 265 miles, first rate ; hi1lsides covRaised mound for 266 miles, ered with small rough
Raised mound for 267 miles, limestones.
.
R
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Course.

Remarks.

Distance.

Chains.
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
'Vest

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
25.00
80.00
80 00
55.66

North
North
North
North
North

80.00
80.00
80.00
53.00

North

80.00

North
North
North
North

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

North

80.00

North
North
North
North
North
North

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
25.00

North
North
North
North
North
North

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

Raised mound for 268 miles, ) FI' h 11 .
. .
. d
d f'
,~
.
~
1::r ro mg prame;
R a~se
moun or 27 u m~ 1es, t~e high lands first rate;
Rmsed mound for 270 miles, t-.1descovered with small
Raised mound for 271 miles, J limestones.
To a small creek, course north; no timber.
Set rock for 272 miles.
Raised mound for 273 miles.
'ro the boundary between the United States rrerritorf
and the Mexican Republic, at which estahlished th
northwest corner of Creek lands, and the southwest
corner of Cherokee lands, by erectiug a mound of
earth, 6 feet square at base, and 5~ feet high, u
depositing therein cylinder of charcoal, 18 ineb
long and 3 inches in diameter, from thence run n
on the western beundary of Cherokee lands.
Proceeded thence north over high, rolling prairie, co~
ered with short, curly buffalo grass; soil good.
Raised mound for 1 mile.
Raised mound for 2 miles.
Raised mound for 3 miles.
To the north fork of Canadian, course east; some cotton- wood timber on it, bottom poor and sandy, upland
second rate ; 14 chains wide.
Raised mound for 4 miles ; then over poor, sandy, hilly
country.
Raised mound for 5 miles.
Raised mound in ravine, course south, for 6 miles.
Raised mound for 7 miles.
Set rock, from which a cotton wood, 14 inches in diameter, bears south 45° east 82 links, marked, "Ck.

L. SM."
Raised mound for 9 miles ; then continued over high,.
rolling, second rate prairie ; soil sandy.
Raised mound for 10 miles.
Raised mound for 11 miles.
Raised mound for 12 miles.
Raised mound for 13 miles.
Raised mound for 14 miles.
Crossed small, dry, prairie branch, r.ourse east!, then
southeast; no timber on it.
Raised mound for 15 miles.
Raised mound for 16 miles.
Raised mound for 17 miles.
Raised mound for 18 miles.
Raised mound for 19 miles.
Haised mound for 20 miles, on dividing ridge, bearing
east and west.
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9i5
Course.

Distance.

North
North
North
North

Chains.
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

North
North

80.00
SO.OO

North
North
North
North
North
North
North
North
North
North
North

55.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
13.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
34.00

North
North
North
North
North

80.00
10.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

North

25.00

North
North
North

80.00
80.00
80.00

North
North
North
North
North
North
North

35.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

North
North
North

80.00
80.00
80.00

~orth
~orth

'

- l...__ ___~

Remarks.

Raised mound for 21 miles.
Raised mound for 22 miles.
Raised mound for '23 miles.
Raised mound for 24 miles ; prairie thefl becomes hilly,
and cnt up with ravines; soil poor.
Set rock for 25 miles.
1-,o a large creek, course northeast: some scattering cotton-wood timber on it ; 2.50 chains wide.
To another Jnrcre creek, course east; uo timber on it.
Raised mound for 27 miles; then over poor, sandy prairie.
Raised mound for 28 miles.
Raised mound for 29 miles.
Raised mound for 30 miles.
Raised mound for 31 miles.
Raised mound for ~2 miles.
To a large creek, course northeast; no timber on it.
Raised mound for 33 miles.
Raised mound for 34 miles.
Raised mound for 35 miles.
Raised mound for 36 miles.
1 1 o a large creek, course northeast, no timber on it, and
down it, crossing three times.
Raised mound for 37 miles.
Crossed the above creek the last time.
Set rock in ravine, course east, for 38 miles.
Raised mound for 39 miles.
To a cotton-wood, 12 inches in dim11eter, marked "Ck.
L. 40 M.," for the 40th mile.
To the Red fork, course south 75° east, 15 chains wide;
a few scattering cotton-wood trees on it ; then entered
poor, sandy, and hilly prairie.
Raised mound for 41 miles.
Set rock for 42 miles.
Raised mound for 43 miles; country now becomes more
level, and soil second rate.
To a dry branch, course southwest.
Raised mound for 45 miles, I
Prairie high and level ;
Raised mound for 46 miles,
Raised mound for 47 miles, soil good and covered with
Raised mound for 48 miles, buffalo grass.
Raised mound for 49 miles,
Raised mound on west side of ravine, course northeast,
for 50 miles.
Raised mound for 51 miles.
Raised mound for 52 miles.
Raised mound on east side of ravine, course north, for 53
miles.

t
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Course.

976

Distance.
- - - - -·

Remarks.

_______________________......,.

Chains.
North
North

80.00
30.50

North
North
North
North
North

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
14.50

North

80.00

North

92.00

Raised mound for 54 miles.
To a large creek, course east, 2.50 chains wide, a
of the Salt fork ; no timber on it.
Raised mound for 55 miles,
Raised mound for 56 miles, ~ Poor, hilly, sandy
Raised mound for 57 miles, 1 no timber in view.
Raised mound for 58 miles, J
To a large creek, course east, 2~ chains wide; no
ber on it.
Set rock on west side of a hill for 59 miles; then
poor, hilly, broken land
To the north west corner of the Cherokee lands
established by erecting a mound of earth;
square at base, and 5-! feet high, and depositi
in a cylinder of charc)al, 12 inches long and
diameter, then proceeded east.

1
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FIELD NOTES of the survey of the northern boundary of Cherokee
lands east, from the Michigan boundary to the Arkansas river.
Course.

Distance.

Remarkf.

Chains.
East
East
East

80.00
80.00
80.00

Eastj

80.00

·East
East
E<lst

80.00
80.00
77.50

East
East
East
East

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

East
East
East

62.00
80.00
80.00

ast

55.00

East

80.00

East
East
East

80.00
80.00
60.50
62

so.uo

Proceeded east over level fertile prairie.
Raised mound for 1 mile.
Raised monnd for 2 miles.
Raised mound for 3 miles, then over some high rocky
points near the source of a creek; course east.
Set rock Oi1 east side of the source of a creek, course
southeast, for 4 miles.
Raised mound for 5 miles.
Haised mound for 6 miles.
Crossed dry branch, noted as above; course northeast ;
no timber, then poor: level, sandy prairie.
Ruised mound for 7 miles.
HRised mound for 8 miles.
Raised mou11d for 9 miles.
Raised mound on west side of a dry creek, cours3
northeast, for 10 miles.
Raised mound for 11 miles: I
Raised mound for 12 miles,
Raised mound for 13 miles.
Raised mound for 14 miles; Poor, level, sandy prairie;
Raised mound for 15 miles, r tall scattering p-rass;
buffalo in abundance.
Raised mound for 16 miles,
Raised mound for 17 miles.
Raised mound for 18 mile~;
.
Raised monnd for 19 miles, J
Raised monnd. from which a cotton wood, 10 mches
diameter, bears north 75° east 2 chains, marked
"Ck. L . 99 M.," for 20th mile, then through sand hills,
covered with scattering cotton wood timber.
Crossed the dry bed ot a large creek; course northeast.
Raised mound for 21 miles.
Set stake, from which a cotton wood: 24 inches diameter,
bears south 77° east 70 chains, marked ': Crk. L.
22M.," for 22d mile; sand hills.
To a river, a bmnch of Salt Fork; course southeast, 7
chains wide, then continued through level sandy prairie
bottom; no timber.
Raised mound for 25 miles ; opposite this, half mile to
south, the last named river enters the main Sult Fork.
Raised mound for 26 miles.
Raised mound for 27 miles.
To a creek 1 chain wide; course south.

I
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Course.

Distance.

East

Chains.
80.00

East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East

Remarks.

The 28th mile to the Salt Fork; conrse north 70° e
general width about 15 chains ; no timber of con
quence on it; then continued down in the chann
of the river to
80.00 Left it, raised mound on the bank for 29 miles.
80.00 Raised mound for 30 miles ; continues poor, and somqwhat hilly prairie.
80.00 RaisP-d mound for 31 miles.
80.00 Raised mound for 32 miles; then through sand hiils.
80.00 Raised mound for 33 miles.
19.00 Crossed a creek 50 links wide, course north; no timber
on it; prairie improves on east side.
80.00 Raised mound for 34 miles.
80.00 Raised mound for 35 miles.
80.00 Raised mound for 36 miles ; in edge of sand hills, then
through sand hills to the river.
80.00 To the Salt fork, the 37tll mile, in the bed of the river;
then through a succession of saud hills.
80.00 Raised mound for 38 miles.
80.fl0 Raised mound for 39 miles.
48.00 rro a river, course southeast, 15 chains wide; some
scatterin.Q' cotton-wood timber on it.
80.00 Raise? !nound for 40 miles ; then over level second rate
pra1ne.
80.00 Raised mound for 41 miles.
80.00 Raised mound for 42 miles, 1
80.00 Raised mound for 43 miles, j
80.00 Raised mou!ld for 44 miles, ~High rolling prame, but
80.00 Raised mound for 45 miles, I neither wood or water.
80.00 Raised mound for 46 miles, ;
80.00 Raised mound for 47 miles, J
80.00 Set rock on the top of high hill for 4R miles.
80.00 Set rock for 49 miles.
RO.OO Set rock for 50 miles.
80.00 Set rock for 51 miles.
63.00 rro a small branch, course north; some scattering trees
on it.
80.00 Raised mound for 52 miles.
80.00 Raised mound for 53 miles.
80.00 Set rock on east side small brook, course north, for 54:
miles.
80.00 Raised mound for 55 miles; then over hilly, broken
country, cut up with deep ravines.
80.00 Raised mound for 56 miles.
80.00 Raised mound for 57 miles.
37.50 Crossed small creek, course north ; no timber.
80.00 Set rock for 58 miles.
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Course.

Distance.
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RemarkP. .

Chains.
East
East

80.00
80.00

East
East
East

80.00
80.00
21.00

East
East
East

80.00

East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East

80.00
60.00

.East
East
East

80.00
80.00
76.50

East
East
East
East
East

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
39.00

East
East
East
East

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
74.50
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

East
'East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East

80.00
80.00

80.00

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

Raised mound for 59 miles.
Raised mound in ravine, course north, for 60 milesj then
over same description of country.
Raised mound in ravine) course southeast, for 61 miles.
Set rock for 62 miles.
To a creek half chain wide, eourse northj a few scattering trees on it.
Raised mound for 63 miles.
Set rock for 64 miles.
Raised mound for 65 miles ; prairie continues poor and
broken, cut up with deep ravines.
Raised mound for 66 miles.
'ro a small creek, course north, some elm trees on it.
Raised mound for 67 miles,
1
Set rock for 68 miles,
;
Set rock for 69 miles,
j Hilly, poor prairie,
To a branch; course northeast,
r red, sandysoil; the
Raised mound for 70 miles,
water impregnated
To a large creek, course sontheast, with glauber salts.
1
about 30 chains wide; some cot- :
ton-wood timber on it,
J
Raised mound for 72 miles.
Raised monnd for 73 miles.
To a creek, course south, 1 ch:~.in wide ; scattering
timber.
Raised mound for 74 miles.
Raised mound for 75 miles.
Raised mound for 76 miles.
Raised mound for 77 miles.
To a small creek, course south, some brush and timber
on it, then over high rolling prairie; suil second rate.
Raised mound for 78 miles.
Raised mound for 79 miles.
Raised mound for 80 miles.
Raised mound for 81 miles.
Raised mound for 82 miles.
Raised mound for 83 miles.
To a prairie creek, course south, no timber on it.
Raised mound for 84 miles, )
Raised mound for 85 miles, 1
. .
Raised mound for 86 miles, High level prairie lsoil ·
Raised mound for 87 miles, 1 sedond r~te · somewhat
.Raised mound for 88 miles,
sandy 1
'
Raised mound for 89 miles,
·
Raised mound for 90 miles, J1
Raised mound for 91 miles,

r
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Course.

J

980
Remarks.

Di~tancP.

- - - - --------.---

Bast

Chains.
66.50

East
East
East
East
East
E1lst

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
24.50

East
East

East

80.00
62.00
80.00

East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
.East
East
East
East
East

80.00
30.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
7.50
80.00
80.00
80.00
63.00

East
Bast
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
Bast
East
East
East
East
East

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
~0.00

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00

To a small creek, course south 15° east, some scattteriag
cotton wood on it, then rich, level prnirie.
Raised mound for 92 miles.
Raised mound for 93 miles.
Raised mound for 94 miles.
Raised mound for 95 miles.
Raised mound for 96 mileR.
To a main branch of the Salt Fork, course southeast and
east, 15 chains wide, some cotton wood timber·on it,
bottoms poor and sandy.
Raised mound for 97 miles.
To the river again, course east, and down it 7 chains.
The 98th mile -in the river, it th(m runs southeast, continned through flat, sandy prairie bottom.
Raised mound for 99 miles.
Commences high, rolling: fertile prairie.
Raised mound for 100 miles.
Raised mound for 101 miles.
Raised mound for 102 miles.
Raised mound for 103 miles.
Raised mound for 104 miles.
Raised mound for 105 miles.
Raised mound for 106 miles.
To a creek, course south, 50 links wide .
Raised mound for 107 miles.
Raised mound for 108 miles.
Raised mound for 109 miles.
To a small creek, course south, a few scattering trees
on it above the line, then over gently rolling prairie ;
soil second rate and sandy.
Raised mound for 110 miles, I
Raised mound for 111 miles, 1
f H'1g11, gen tl y ro II'mg, f<erRaised
R
. d moundd for
.
[! 112 miles,
a1se moun or 113 nn1es.
f)1
··
·1 bl k
Raised mound for 114 miles;
e praine i 150.1 ac
and loose; no timber of
R . d
d fi 115 miles
· · near t he
R a1se
. d moun d [!or 116 miles , ~ any d escnptwn
mse moun or
, I r
db
r
Raised mound for 117 miles,
me, an ut very Itt1e
R mse
. d moun d £or 118 miles. . ,
water; no game
except
-.
Raised mound for 119 miles,
a few scatter.mg buffalo,
Raised mound for 120 miles: 1 and some Wild horses.
Raisad mound for 121 miles, I
Raised mound for 122 miles, J
Raised mound for 123 miles.
Raised mound for 124 miles.
Raised mound for 125 miles.
Raised mound for 126 miles.

I
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Conrse.

Distance.
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Remarks.

------ ------------------------·Chains.
East
Bast
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
E.lst

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
26.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
70.00

East
East
East
East
East
East

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
71.50

East
East
Ea&t
East
East

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
63.00

East

East
East

East
East
East
East
Bast
East
East

80.00
22.50

80.00
80.00
80.00
~0.00

80.00
80.00
80.00

mound for 127 miles.
mound for 128 miles.
mound for 1~9 miles.
mound for 130 miles.
Rais~d mound for 131 miles.
Raised mound for 132 miles.
Raised mound for 133 miles.
Raised mound for 134 miles, ~Raised mound for 135 miles.
Prairie continues high:
rolling, and fertile.
Raised mound for 136 miles:
,..ro a large creek, course southeast; very little timber on it.
Raised mound for 137 miles: I
Raised mound for 138 m~les, J
Raised mound for 139 m1les,
.
Continues rich, high,
d :(;
Raised moun or 140 ml1es, ~ rolling prairie, with but
Raised mound for 14 L miles,
little timber in view.
Raised mound for 142 miles,
1
Raised mound ior 143 mites, :
Raised mound for 144 miles, J
To a creek, course southeast; some timber on it, principally elm; runs into the one last noted, 20 chains below.
Raised mound for 145 miles, I
Raised mound for 146 miles, I G tl
u·
£ I "1
Raised mound for 147 miles, ~ en_ 'f ro mg, er .1 e
Raised mound for 148 miles, J praine.
Raised mound for 149 miles,
To a large creek, course south, 1.50 chains wide; some
timber on it, increases below.
Raised mound for 150 miles.
Raised mound for 151 miles.
Raised mound for 152 miles.
Raised mound for 153 miles.
Raised monnd for 154 miles.
To a small creek, course south, 25 links wide ; some timber.
Raised mound for 155 miles.
To another creek, 50 links wide, course south ; some
timber on it.
Then continued over gently rolling fertile prairie; herbage very luxuriant.
Raised mound for 156 miles, I
Raised mound for 157 miles, \
Raised mound for 158 miles,
Raised mound for 159 miles,
Rich, Jocse soil.
Raised mound for 160 miles,
Raised mound for 161 miles,
Raised mound for 162 miles, J
Raised
Raised
Raised
Raised

It
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Course.

Distance.

East

Chains.
37.00

East
East

80.00

East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
·E ast
East
East
East
East
East
East
East

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
23.00

t:IO.OO

Remarks.

Crossed the source of a creek, course south; timber
low; continued over rich prairie.
Raised mound for 16:3 miles.
Raised mound for 164 miles, on east side of prairie branck
course south.
Raised mound for 165 miles.
Raised mound for 166 miles.
Raised mound for 167 miles.
Raised mound for 168 miles.
Raised mound for 169 miles.
Raised mound for 170 miles.
Raised mound for J 71 miles.
Raised mound for 172 miles.
Raised mound for 173 miles, 1
Raised mound for 174 miles, I
Rai£ed mound for 175 mlles,
Th
·· b
. d moun d f or 176 m1.1es, 1
e prame
ecomes
R mse
.
.
R . d
d fi 177 .1 >somewhat hilly; ferule;
a~se
moun or ·
m~ es, 1 limestone.
Rmsed mound for 178 miles,
Raised mound for 179 miles,
Rnised mound for 180 miles,
To the west bank of Arkansas river, its comse south,
prairie on west bank, and rich timbered bottom on the
east side; opposite this, an island about ! mile long,
covered with cotton-wood. This is the termination of
my survey of the northern boundary of the Cherokee
lands, and nearly 40 chains below the point where
Major Langham's survey of the south boundary of
Osage lands closes on the Arkansas river. Set a post,
from which a cotton-wood, 18 inches in diameter,
bears south 18 links, marked "Ck. L. 180M.;" .the
river heads north ! a mile, then west about 3 miles,
then northwest.

I

I certify that the foregoing field notes of surveys of Cherokee lands, on
pages from 1 to 42, are correct.
J 0 HN C. McCOY,

· Surveyor.
NEWPORT, MrssouRr, September 20, 1837.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY EAsT,

September 22, 1837.
Sm: About the 6th of May last, with the consent of the commissioners,
I furloughed Doctor C. Lillybridge for fifty or sixty days, with an understanding that, if his services were ueeded at the post assigned him, that
Doctor Lide, medical director, should employ a physician in his place, and
that Doctor Lillybridge should pay him out of his per diem. Shortly after
the Doctor left, the Cherokees commeneed enrolling at Ross's landing, the
post assigned Doctor Lillybridge, and the dysentery and diarrhrna brol\e out
amon:; the Indians very violently, and I had Doctor Samuel S. M. Doak
employed, who was kept busily employed until Doctor Lillybridge returned; and now Doctor Lillybridge refuses to pay Doctor Doak, although his
furlough was granted on that express condition. Doctor Lillybridge was
absent over sixty days, (as he has informed you,) and Doctor Reynolds,
disbursing agent, refuses to pay him without your order. Will you please
(if you order him paid) order Doctor Doak paid out of his per diem, agreeably to the conditions of his furlough.
I hope to be able to start 700 or 800 Cherokees in a few days.
Very respectful\ y,
NA'rH. SMITH,
Su]Jerintendent Cherokee Removal.

Ron. C. A.

HARRis,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
NEw

EcHOTA, GEORGIA,

September 23, 1837.
SIR: I have the honor, herewith, to transmit my quarterly accounts of
disbursements for the second quarter of the present year.
My abstract of disbursements for the Cherol\ee emigration arc signed by
the special agent alone, that being in his opinion the proper method.
The c0mmissioners' certificates have been abstracted separately, and after a form of my own invention. The special agent was of tbe opinion
that they did not pr1)perly belong to the abstracts which he should sign, and
commissioners say they have no instructions on the subject; so I have,
consequerlCe, certified to the abstract myself.
The account current hn.s been made up, without reference to the last account madP. hy me, for disbursements of annuities. If this be not proper,
inform mt , and it shall be corrected.
ctor Minis required of me a receipt for blank returns and stationery.
articles are all borne on the property return, in order to meet Doctor
is's invoices ; but considering that I n.m excused, by the 63d article of
the regnlations, from making a return of these articles, I shall drop them
after this return.
I have taken a receipt from General Smith for all provisions, ordered to
be paid for, and he will account for the same.
Very respectfully, your oteilient servant:
J. P. SIMONTON,
Captain, and Disbursing Agent C. R.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.:
Commissioner Bj Indian Aj]airs,
Washiugton, D. C.
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WAsHINGTON,

Septemb£-r 25, 1837.

SIR: I have the honor to state, that, in pursuance of your instructions I
proceeded to the Cherokee country, nnd attended the council, which had
been called by the chiefs, to assemble on the 31st Jnly, at Red Clay, East
Teunessee. I reached the council ground on the 4th August, where I found!
Colonel Lindsay, Major Payne, and other officers, and General Smith, th
agent for emigration. I was informed hy those gentlemen that the Indians
began to assemble on the 31st Jnly, and organized their council for business
on the 2d August; and that on the 3d, Mr. John Ross, as principal chief;
delivered a talk in English, which was rendered into Cherokee by an inteN
preter. When I arrived, the number of Indians present was estimated at;
abont 3,000, and parties were constantly coming in ; probably the greatest
nnmber on the f[fOlmdi including women and children, did not exceed
4,000. It was understood that the assemblage wonld have been much '
greater, but for the prevalence of dysentery in the nation, which raged as
an epidemic, and kept most of the Indians at home, in attendance on their
sick families.
Having taken quarters in the Indian camp, I used every means Juring
my stay there to acquire correct in {ormation as to the character and objects
of the council, and as to the temper and intentions of the Indians. On the
first point, I could but come to the couclusion that the meeting was decidedly national in its character, and that whatever measL1res should be
taken there, ought to be viewed and treated as the deliberate and authentic acts of the Cherokee nntion. The object of the council was evidently to
consult and deliberate as to tile treaty of New Echota, and to adopt, with
the sanction of the nation, a final and decisive course of action with regard
to it. As to the present temper of the Cherokees, th ey are greatly excited
at the condition of their affairs, though they have no idea of an immediate
appeal to arms. They understand their condition perfectly: and appear resolved, be the consequences what they may, not to emigrate nnder the existing treaty, or to do any act which can be construed into giving assent
to it.
From the moment of my arrival among them, J sought every opportunity
·to assure the chiefs and people that the Government was actuated by the
kindest feelings towards them, and anxious to do them justice in every particular. They had been accustomed for years to harsh language and
harsher usage, on the part of Government agents: and this kiud deportment
had an immediate effect. The conncil called upon me in a body, and assured me of their friendship. The Indians of all clas~es visited me frequently;
and oftC'n, in passing through their camp, they stopped me to shake hands,
and say they were friends, and the hospitality of their camp was freely
tendered to me, and to the officers. On the 7th August, I delivered u talk
to the council and people. It accompanies this letter, marked A. A few days
after, I received a rep1y in writmg, also accompanying this Jetter, marked
B, enclosing a copy of the resolutions of the council, in reference to tho
condition of Cherokee relations with the Govemment of the United States.
My talk was heard with respectful attention by the chiefs and multitude,
many of whom understood English. General Smith's interpreter was employed on the occasion, and, as I was assured by persons present who speak
boLh languages that his translation .was faithfully made, I have no doubt
the talk was fully understood by every Indian within hearing. At tlle request of the council, I gave them a copy of it. The council wns attended
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by Indians from all parts of the Cherokee country. They evidently manifested the deepest interest in the snbjects before them, and it was the opinion of
the best in formed officers stationed in the country that if their meeting had
been prevented or disputed by force, the Indians would have resorted to
hostilities. rrhe chiefs and the better informed part of the nation are convinced tllat they cannot retain the country. But the opposition to the treaty
is unanimous aud irr0concilenble. They say it cannot bind them, becanse
they did not make it; that it was made by a few unauthorized individuals;
that the nation is not a party to it; tbat it is in fact a fraud upon the Cherokees and upon the United States; that they never will agree that a handful
of traitors shall sell their conn try, and determine the destiny of their people;
and that they never will believe, until they see the Federal bayonet, on the
fatal 23d of May next, levelled against the breast of the Cherokee, that the
Government of the United States can attempt to enforce a proposition so
revolting to justice and humanity. The chiefs say, that in the event of
force being used to expel the Cherokees from their country, they will
advise them, as the weaker party, to make no resistance, bnt that they are
bv no means certain their adv-ice will be followed. The Cherokees retain
the forms of their Government in their proceedings among themselves,
though they have had no election since 1830; tbe chiefs and headmen
then in power having been authorized to act until their Goverqment shall
again be regularly constituted, and to fill vacaneies that may occur in the
mean time. These compose an executive connciJ, a committee of two
members for each of the eight districts into whieh they divide the nation,
and a council of three members for each district. Under this arrangement,
John Ross retain~ the post of principal chief, and head of the executive
council 1 and he nnd those acting with him are acknowledged and obeyed
by the nation. 'l'he influence of this chief is unbounded, and unquestioned. The whole nation of lS,OOO persons is with him; the few, about 300,
who made the treaty, having left the conn try, with the exception of a small
number of prominent individuals, as Ridge, Boudinot1 and others, who remained to assist in carrying it into execution.
It is evident, therefore, that Ross and his party are in fact the Cherokee
nation. It is certainly true, however, that many Indians, though opposed to
the treaty, have already emigrated to Arkansas, and that others are preparing to go; but these, I was informed by General Smith and ColonPl Linday, are the very poor, who are attracted by the daily rations served out to
1hem, or the very wealthy, who, foreseeing the horrors of a war, leave the
eountry to save their property. I believe that the mass of the nation, particularly the mountain Indians, will stand or fall with Ross. 'rhe officers
ay that, with all his power, Ross cannot, if he would, change the course he
&as heretofore pnrsuP.d, and to which he is held by the fixed determination
ef the people. His Cherokee opponents concur in this opinion. The Indians are suspicious, and watch even his movements with jealousy. He
dislikes being seen in conversation with white men, and particularly with
agents of the Government. Were he, as matters now stand, to advise the
Indians to acknowledge the treaty, he would at once forfeit their confidence,
and probably his life. Yet, though unwavering in his opposition to the treaty,
Ross's influence has constantly been exerted to preE'erve the peace of the
country; and Colonel Lindsay says that he (Ross) alone stands, at this time,
between the whites and bloodshed. I might adduce numerous facts, and
many of them of a most painful nature, to show that the opposition to the
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treaty on the part of the Indians is unanimous and sincere, and that it ~
not a mere political game played by Ross for the maintenance of his ascen
dency in the tribe ; but I deem it unnec.essary.
The paper marked C, accompanying this 1P-tter, is the answer of the com..
missioners to the inquiries I was directed to make of them.
I have the honor to be, sir,
·with great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. MASON, JR.
Bon. JoEL R. PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.

A.
TALK.
BROTHERS: I am here by command of the President of the United
States. I sainte you in his name, and bear to you his best wishes for your
welfare. rrhe President was informed by the chiefs, at whose call you are
here assembled, that "the objects of this council were to receive the report
of the delegation, lately at Washington, for the information of t.he nation,
and that the Cherokees might confer and deliberate in peace and brotherly
feeling among themselves upon their own affairs generally.:' These are the
words of the chiefs. The President believes them to be words of truth.
He is the true friend of the Cherokees. He ordered that their council should
not be interdicted, and he has sent me to spt>ak to you in his name.
Brothers: Yon have heard the report of your delegation. They have
told you, I doubt not, that they were received w1th kindness, and heard
with attention. The replies of the President to your delegation have, I am
told, been laid before you.
Brothers: 'rhe President is very powerful, but his great power is guided
by justice, and the first wish of his heart is to insure safety and happiness
to the CherokeG nation. .
Brothers: The President loves you with the same regard which he feels
for your white brethren. He has seen with deep interest your noble and
successful efforts to escape from the ignorance and barbarism which was the
lot of your forefathers, and to elevate your nation in the scale of civilization.
He has witnessed with great satisfaction your rapid improvements in the arts
and comforts of life ; the eagerness with which yon have thirsted after education, and above all other tbings, the rapid diffusion of the blessed light of
Christianity amongst those of you who, by_position or facilities of instruction, have fallen within the reach of its influence. He has not forgotten, brave
Cherokees, that when the country has bPen plunged in war, the Cherokee
warrior has poured ont the full tide of his heart's blood by the side of the white
man, as if emulously contending which could best defend a common conntry. Think you that when he looks at all these things, he does not feel a deep
interest in the destiny of the Cherokee people? He says that when he looks
back on the pnges of history, he sees but a record of the ruin of numerous and
powerful tribes of Indians, who have successively perished; who have undergone snch complete extinction that not a drop of theu blood, not a word
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of their language, is left, and even their very names are preserved but
in a faint and treacherous tradition. Brothers, look from Penobscot in
the north, to St. Mary's in the south, and say what has been the fate of the
Indian tribes which have lived in contact with the white man ! Have
they not all perished? All ! In the sincerity of your hearts, answer me
and say, could yon, under similar circumstances, expect a different fate?
The President has said such must not be the fate of the Cherokee nation.
Brothers, hear the talk of the President. rrhese are his words: It has
long been an object of anxious solicitude with the Government of the Uni~
t~d ~States to remove the Cherokees beyond the baneful and fatal influences
which now surround them, and which, if they had been suffered to rernain
in their present position, must soon have destroyed them. In pursuance of
this humane policy, the treaty of 1835 was made with them. Notwithstanding the very liberal terms of this treaty, by which the Uuited States
have made provisions for the future quiet, comfort, an.d happiness of their
red brethren, and have agreed to pay largely and liberally for the lands and
i'mprovements the Cherokees will abandon, a portion of the nation are
dissatisfied with that compact, and seck to overthrow it. Their delegation
was assured by the executive that this instrumeut is now become, by mutual
actsofratification. the law of the land, and cannot be altered at the will of either
party; that the President has no power over it; and that the constitution of the
United States makes it his imperative duty to cause it to be executed. In all
theinterviews had by the Cherokee delegation with 1he President and with
'he Secretary of War, this language was held to them, and this declaration
solemnly repeated. In the name of the President I repeat this declaration
now, to the council and to the a:;;sembled nation.
Brothers: "fhe President says, that the people of the United States and
the Government have hitherto regarded the condition of the Cherokees
with great interest and deep sympathy. They saw them surrounded and
pressed upon by a white population, which, for their own preservation, were
compelled to extend their laws over the Indians, as well as over their own
people, yielding gradnally to the pressure, and falling to decay. En comby evils, moral and physical, and those fearfully increa,.ing, their
•1:WI1C1ltlon was becoming worse and wor:5e, and they were about to disappear,
as so many tribes had done before them. A few of thf' chiefs might have
survived the general fall of the nation, but no doubt cau be reasonably
entertained that the mass of the people must soon have perished. Brothers,
the President says that entertaining these views, and anxiously solicitous to
t an evil, the GoVF'rnment sought to remove this people beyond
of moral and physical causes, which were rapidly, certainly, and
y working their destruction. The nation for a long time obstinately
sed to listen to the proposals of the Government, and resisted all our
ts to ameliorate their condition. Instead of being a prospe:mus and
tm'ited people, established in a fertile region, independent of the rule of
the white man, which is foreign to their customs and abhorrent to their notions of freedom, they still hnger in the territory of the States~ a· divided
people, harassed by the encroachments of the white iuhabitants, and subJect to laws they cannot understand. Instead of roaming nnrestraiued over
lands abounding in game, they are pent up by the improvements of their
neighbors, and suffering under distresses and privations which would soon
terminate in their ruin and utter extinction. Those who seek to withdraw
them from such a state are their friends, and those who would mislead them
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by urging ~hem to re3ist the benevolent designs of the Government are
their enemies, and worthy the severest punishment.
Brothers: Such is the talk of the President, which he has sent me to lay:
before you, that you may know the truth from himself. Listen not to those
who tell yon to oppose the benevolent designs of the Government. They
are wicked men. They speak with a forked tongue, and their bad ad~·i~e
wonld lead to yonr inevitable ruin. Brothers, you have heard the words of
the Presid~nt; they are spoken in kindness. When each good Cherokee goes
home to his lod.g-e, and looks upon tho woman and children he loves, as he
values their welfare and his own, let him rernemher the words of the Pre~
ident. Brothers, the President hopes that you will see the force of the reasons he bas given, why you cannot remain here; and that you will go contentedly and quietly to your new conn try. 'rhe Government will faithfully
fulfil all the stipulations and engagements which· it has contracted with
you, and its earnest desire is to see you prosperous and happy, and permanently settled in the fine country provided for you, where you will never
again be disturbed. Brothers, is there among good men a father, who could
see his children exposed to dreadful dangers, and not make every effort to
snatch them away at once and place them in safety? The President feel
for yon as a father for his children. He sees you here exposed to fatal influences which are working yonr destructic,n, and he earnestly desires to
place yon beyond their reach; hence his anxiety to see you safe in the
new and distant country set apart for you. Once there, and these fatal
influences cannot reach you. Here you are pent up within narrow limits,
and with difficulty many of your people :find even a scanty subsi&tence.
There you have a wide country to yourselves~ where the industrious cultivator of the soil will reap his crops in peace and security, and where the
hunter will find game in abundance. Here you are subjected to laws, in the
making of which you have no voice; laws which are unsuited to your
customs, and nbhorrent to your ideas of liberty. 'fhere, Cherokees, you
wiil make laws for yourselves, and establish such government as in your
own estimation may be best suited to your condition. There, Cherokees,
in your n ~ w country, yon will be far beyond the limits or jurisdiction of any
State or Territory. rl'he country will be yours ; yours exclusively. No
other people can make claim to it, and yon will be protected by the vigilant
power of the United States against the intrusion of the white man. rrhere
yon can cultivate in security the arts of peace, which supply the comforts
of life. There yon can continue without interruption the improvements
in your moral and so~ial condition, which you have for many years pursned
with laudable zeal and eminent success. There, finally, Cherokees, to give
permanency to your institutions, and to secure the peace and prosperity of
yonr nation, yon will be entitled to a delegate in the Honse of Representatives of the United States, and thus be constituted n member of this great
?onfederacy, with full right to its protection, and a full participation in all
Its advantages and blessings.
Brothers: I have done. May the Great Spirit guide your steps in the
paths of peace; and under his divine protection, may you and your children
enjoy long Jife and happiness.
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B.
RED CLA. Y, CHEROKEE NATION,

August 11, 1837.
Sm: I have thP. honor to enclose yon a copy of the resolutions of the
general council, in reference to the present condition of our relations with the
Government of the United States. These resolutions were passed by the
unanimous voice of the people in general council assembled, the day after
vour communication from the President was delivered to them.
· In presenting this formal expression of the sentiments of the Cherokee
people, it may be proper to say to you, as the special agent of the President,
and the organ through whom his views have heen conveyed to them, that the
mild and conciliating spirit and the kindness of expression which pervaded
your address, were peculiarly soothing to their feelings. It is encouraginoto them to be assured that their efforts to escape from ignorance and ba~
barism, their improvement in the arts and comforts of life, and the diffusion
amon~ them of the inestimable blessings of christianity, meet the cordial
approbation of the President. But, sir, it is extremely painful to them,
among sentiments so fraught with benevolence to·.vards the Indian race in
general, and towards the Cherokees in particular, to find anything which
would conflict with the course which, in compliance with the paternal advice of former Presidents, they had pursued and found to be eminently successful in the advaucemeut of their welfare as a people. The Cherokees
are, indeed, troubled, sir, to hear that the President holds the New Echota
compact to be a valid treaty; and further, in reference to that instrument,
they are most painfnlly surprised to find it affirmed, in your address, that
mutnal acts of ratification have been performed. It is a matter of sincere
regret that the acts of the Cherokees, in regard to that snbject, should have
been so grossly misrepresented to the authorities of the Government as to lead
the President to form such an opinion.
So fur have the Cherokees been from performing any act of ratification,
1hat they ever have been uniform and decided in their opposition to it. The
makers of that pretended compact, who arrogated to themselves the style of
chiefs, headmen, and people, acted in violation of the positive injunction of
the general council of the nation: and in opposition to the known will and reiterated protestations of the people. As to the present sentiments of the
Cherokees, and the nnanimtty with which they are entertained, you have
doubtless become satisfied, by personal observation; and they confidently
therish the hope that the ropresentations which you may deem it proper to
make, will induce the Government to change the course of action pursued
towards them.
In conclusion, sir, permit me to assure you that the interviews with
which you have honored many of our citizens will long be remembered
with grateful emotions.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN ROSS,
Principal Chief: Cherokee Nation.
To JoaN MAsoN, Jr., Esq.,
U. S. Special Jlgent.
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vVherens, at the general council of the Cherokee nation, holden at n.l
Clay, in September, 18:36, the sentiments of the Cherokee people, in regard
to an instrument, purporting to be a t1 eaty, made at New Eclwta, by General \iVillinm Carroll and John F. Schermerhorn, commissioners on the part
of the United States, and the chiefs, headmen, aud people of the Cherqkee
tribe of Indians, was deliberately expressed in a series of resnlutions, ~~
companied by a memorial addressed to the Government of the United Stu.t
solemnly protesting against rhe said instrument, as unauthorized by
people, and consequently destitute of any binding force on us; and whereas: a delegation was then appointed to represent the Cherokee people before
the Government of the United States, vested with full powers to enter i.tl~
neO"otiations with the authorities of the said Goventment, for the final atf.
ju~tment of all our difficulties; aud whereas, the said delegation have submitted to this council a full report of their doings, in the prosecution of
the duties with which they were charged; and it appearing from said report,
for causes therein assigned, that the business of their mission remains inao
unfinished state, and that nothing definitive has yet been efi(~cted; and whereas, our sentiments on the subject have undergone no change, and thatonrear·
nest desire still is, to have our difficulties brought to a close as speedily JlS
practicable, consistently with the permanent welfare of the Cherokee people ; wherefore,
Resolved by the chiefs) national comm-ittee and council, and ]Jeople of
the Cherokee nation, in general council assembled, That John Ross, prin·
cipal chief, Richurd Taylor, Samuel Gunter, James Brown, Edward Gunter, Elijah Hicks, Sitewnke, and White Path, be, and they are hereby, ap,·
poitlted to represent the Cherokee people before tbe Government of the
United States, and that they be, and they are hereby, vested with full powers
to prosecute to maturity the unfini~hed business now before the said Government, and to do all other acts which may he necesf'ary, on the part of
the Cherokee natiou, for the final adjustment of every mutter mutually interesting to the United States and the Cherokee nation ; therefore,
Resolved further, That our highly esteemed and trustworthy brethren
and fellow citizeQs above named be, and they are hereby, respectfully commended to the f~tvontble regard and confidence of the authontics of the
Go\'ernment of the United States.
Resolved, That for our sentiments in detail, \ve refer to the resolutions
and memorial of September, 1836, and to the delegation now appointed to
represent ns before the Government.
Resolved, That the doings of the delegation, who have just reported,
meet the unqualified approbation of this council, for which they are enti·
tl~~d to our thanks, which are hereby affectionate} y and respectfully tendered
to them.
.
Resolved, That John Ross, Richard Taylor, Samuel Gunter, James
Brown, Edward Gunter, Elijah Hicks, Sitewake, and White Path, be, and
they are hereby, authorized to receive, on behalf of the Cherokee nation,
and to receipt for the same, any moneys due, or which may become due, on
any account whatever, from the United States to the Cherokee nation.
Resolved, That the annual meeting of the committee and council, on the
second Monday of October next, be, and it is hereby, dispensed with.

ow
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RED CLA v CouKCIL GrrouNn,

August 8, 1837.
Approved, and adopted unanimously, and signed by the chiefs, national committee and council, and people then present, to the number of upwards
of two thousand persons.
A true copy from the original in my possession.

JOHN ROSS,
Principal Chief of the Cherokee Nation.

CoMMISSIONERS' OFFicE,

New Ecltota, September 9: 1837.
SrR: Every day since your departure from this place, we have desired
to respond fully in writing to the inquiries addressed to us through you,
from the War Department. But each day has brought new duties upon
our hands, of a nature so pressing that we have not fonnd time for such a
reply as would satisfy ourselves, and, consequently, not calculated to afford
all the information songht by you from us.
As to anything contained in our correspondence with the Government,
or its oilicers at ~Vashington, which may be considered in the nature of
complaints from us, we mnst beg leave to refer to the correspondence itself. We have, upon all occasions, in our correspondei'lce, written with
candor and frankness; never in a spirit of unkindness to others, but always
under a sense of duty to ourselves and the service of the country in which
we were engaged. We are not now disposed to reiterate what might be
termed our complaints. After the occasion for strong feelings or expressions
of opinion has passed away, we are indisposed, unnecessarily, to re-kindle
the expiring embers. However, our views and opinions, in regard to what
would have been the best mode of executing lhe late Cherokee treaty, remain unchanged, and will be briefly submitted.
We entered this country us the agents of the Government, intrusted in
part with the exe~ution of a treaty, which Wf-1 considered the supreme law
of the land. We disclaimed all power or authority to negotiate; our business
was to execute; we considered the argument, in relation to all Cherokee affairs, exhausted, whenever that argument called in question the validity of the
treaty. Upon all proper occasions, (and we sought to create such,) we
labored to convince the Cherokee people of the kindness and magnanimity
of the Government towards them, as exemplified in the terms and provisions of the treaty. Moreover, in the administration of the duties confided
to us, and in the exercise of some powers of a discretionary nature which
were confided to us, we think we are not vain in believing that our efforts
have produced a general and salutary effect upon the intelligent and wealthy portion of the Cherokee people, which has contimlf1d to spread and increase1 until we are no\V convinced that most of the intelligent and wealthy will not only yield to the treaty, but that they are either openly or secretly well pleased with its provisions.
Mr. Ross and his followers oppose the treaty; first, because it was not
made by Ross, and, secondly, because the treaty provides for the whole
Cherokee people of every grade and condition, without conferring 6t:ny special
powers over the public funds of the Cherokee nation upon Mr. Ross and his
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followers. Now, if every other officer and agent of the Government, connected with the service of executing this treaty, had, from the beginning;
acted upon the principles which we have briefly laid down: the treaty
would have been carried out triumphantly.
From the nature of the duties of our agency in this business, we have
necessarily been stationary most of the time; but the military officers, as well
as the emigrating agent and his assistant, have had abundant time and op·
portuuity to have visited every part and portion of the Cherokee country,
and to have fully explain~d to and enforced on the people by kind and
·persuasive arguments, and thus have convinced them of the necessity and
expediency of yielding to the treaty. But this course has been omitted; the
greater portion of the Cherokee country has not yet received the first visit
from any officer or agent of tile Government for the purposes above pointed
ont. These officers and agents have passed from one post to another,
where other business or dnty may have called them; but the idea of
going among the Indians in their ohscnre settlements, for the purpose of
explaining to them, and thereby preparing their minds for emigration, seems
not to have been entertained by thet11. It is unreusonai.Jle to expect, that
the ignorant Indians, who are scattered over a country embracing five or
six millions of acres of land, would come forward voluntarily, and seek in·
formation upon this treaty subject, from persons who, they have bceu tan~ht
tc believe: were unfriendly to their interests. The Indians who have most
intercourse with the friends of emigration have been and will be the first emi·
grants: and hence the propriety and expediency of the officers and agents
of the Government pursuing the course above mentioned. A great portion
of th6 ignorant Indians opposed to removal hear nothing upon the subject,
except it be from persons disposed to confirm them in their opposition and
delnsion. These views which we entertain have often been explained and
urged upon the officers and agents of the Government, in many of our free
conversations with these officers aud agents, and would long since have
been reduced to system in a writte11 form, and presented to these officers
and agents, bu.t for the fact, that experience had convinced ns that there
was no disposition on the part of the commanding officer (General Wool)
to respect our opinions or wishes on subjects connected with his military
command. This feeling on the part of General vV ool appeared to have
originated from the time he was instructed to consult with and respect the
opinions of tbe commissioners. Our correspondence, long since forwarded
to Washington, will fully explain our situation in regard to these matters.
A ud it may be proper to add, that in the absence of replies to onr correspondence upon this subject, we deemed it most prudent for us to decline
pressing a subject which might be constrned into a desire, on our part, to
assume more than had been legitimately assigned to us by the Government.
Our position in these matters has been one of great delicacy and responsibility.
We have thought that the military might have been usefully und actively
employed in visiting (under the command of prudent and competent officers)
every part and portion 0f the Cherokee nation, acting towards the Indians
in the true spirit of the Government, as communicated to us, by you,
through the Secretary of War. Unr views most fully coincide with
those of the GovernrrJ.ent, as expressed to us through you, in regard to
kindness and forbearance towards the Cherokee people; but, at the same
time, the minds of these Indians should be prepared for coming events.
It is a' fatal delusion for them to flatter themselves that they can remain
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quietly in this country after the expiration of the time stipulated by the
treaty.
In the expression of an opinion that the military stationed in this country
have rather been ·productive of evil than good, our minds were directed to
the frequent complaints, which had reached our ears, of the depredations
of the soldiers upon the property and persons of the unoffending citizens
of the country. Many of these complaints, we presume, have reached
Washington, and we will repeat that we have not been able to discover that
the military here have effected much good, by being stationed in the
country. For upwards of six months past it has been known that a great
number of Creek Indians have taken refuge in this country: some of them,
it is true, were apprehended and delivered to an officer of the Government
for emigration, but they chiefly made their escape and returned to this
country; and at this time, it is believed, there are upwards of one thousand
'Of these mischievous Creeks in this country, the larger portion of them,
perhaps, not very far distant from this place. We think these Indians have
a great influence in preventing the Cherokees from emigrating, and that
they ought, long since, have been apprehended and sent out of the country.
Many of them are believed to have been among the first hostile party in
Alabama.
.
We have entire confidence in the views and intentions of the Government in regard to the execution of this treaty. And, in performing the
duties assigned us, we have most faithfully endeavored to act in conformity
with the views of the Government, and in concert with all officers and
~ents with whom we have, in any respect, had connexion. But we feel
it our duty to add, with due deference and respect to others, that, from the
time the late treaty was finally ratified, it became a matter of the first importance (kindly and courteously) to convince Mr. Ross and all his followers
thnt the treaty was the supreme law of the land, and must be executed. To
effect this object of convincing the Ch~rokees, the Cherokee committee,
appointed under the treaty, appeared to us to be placed in a responsible
official situation, for the purpose of settling all the unsettled affairs of the
nation, preparatory to the contemplated removal of the Cherokees under
the treaty. The treaty seems to contemplate, and the interest of the Cherokee people obviously require, that all 'their affairs should be adjudicated
I&Dd settled under the superintendence and direction of the Government
and its agents. If Mr. Ross and his followers are still to be considered
and recogni~ed as the legal authorities of the Cherokee nation, we should
then be led to doubt the validity of the treaty. Every act and deed which
tends to keep the evidence of Mr. Ross's chiefship before the people, tends,
the same time, to lessen the confidence of the ignorant Cherokees that a
treaty can be made and executed without the assent of Mr. Ross. His visits
to Washington, his councils, his talks, the marked respect shown him by
men in office ~ml of high standing, all tend to confirm the ignorant Cheroiees in their delusion in regard to his power and influence. Since the
ratification of the treaty, Mr . .Ross, in his memorials to Congress, and in
~correspondence with the officers and agents of the Government, and in
his actings and doings, has continued boldly to protest against the
falidity of the treaty, declaring it to be a fraudulent attempt to deprive the
Cherokees of their just rights. This course of Mr. Ross has had the
: aron~rest possible tendency to prevent the Cherokees from emigrating under
treaty; and if it be not considered (in a legal point of view) opposition
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calculated to defeat the execution of the treaty, we are at a loss to con'
tnre what would be so considered. The Government may not have
legal right to suppress this opposition; it may not be wise and expediEmt
to do so; but the time must and will soon come when these people must be
undeceived. Our plan is, (in all kindness,) with firmness, to use every po&4
sible exertion to prepare the minds of the Cherokees for that change o
residence which certainly awaits them ; and so much of the t1me h
elapsed, that our principal reliance now is upon the necessary arrangemen
for ample force, that the Government may be prepared to use the imperative
tone when necessary. This is now the mildest course, and will best p
serve the peace of the country.
\Ve are, sir,
With great respect 1
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Commissioner~.

J. MAsoN, Jr., Esq.

NEw EcHo"rA, GEORGIA,
September 27, 1837,
SIR: Yours of the 29th and 30th of August have been received. In re..
lation to what has been said in the 29th I have to state as follows:
In the month of August, I received from the Treasurer of the United
States $200,000 in drafts on sundry banks and receivers of public moneys in
the south, to be disbursed under the act of Congress of July 2, 1836, for car.
rying into effect the Cherokee treaty.
.
Of these drafts there are on hand to the amount of $25,000; the balance
have been disposed of, some to the recipients of money under the treaty,
and others have been exchanged at par for available funds.
Within a few days after the receipt of the drafts, 1 disposed of several
thousand dollars of them to recipients., chiefly merchants and business men,
and some of the principal men among the Cherokees, who understood their
value. It was, however, soon discovered that the great mass of recipie~ts
among the whites did not understand them, and it was out of the question
to attempt to pass them to the illiterate Indians. About the same time, suddenly sprung up among the Cherokees a spirit of enrolling for emigration,
and the greater number of persons enrolling became recipients of small
sums, which the drafts would not answer to pay.
You are aware how important it is to keep up this spirit of emigration at
this period, and every one who knows any thing of the Indian character and
the present condition of affairs in the Cherokee nation, is aware that this spirit
would have been very much depressed, and probably extinguished alf.o;.
gether, without proper means to keep it up. The ordinary currency of the
eountry the Indians have been taught to believe is worth nothing to theqt
west of the Mississippi; it was therefore necessary to seek for such as enjoyed their confidence, and leave no room for complaint.
It was then deemed expedient, under these circumstances, to exchann
the drafts for such funds as would be made available in carrying out tfi~
views of the Government.
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Accordingly) $76,900 were exchanged at par with the Insurance Bank of
Columbus, Georgia.
For the purpose of obt~ining $10,000 in specie for the immediate use of
the emigrants, $25,000 have been disposed of according to an agreement (a
copy of which is herewith transmitted) between Wm. Hardin, president of
the Western Bank of Georgia, A. Miller, one of its agents, and myself.
This step was not taken without consulting the commissioners, and it was
their opinion that the object to be obtained justified the course.
The Western Bank of Georgia is a specie paying bank, and is entitled to
great confidence.
A few thousand, say about ten thousand, dollars have been disposed of at
par, to different individuals, for specie and current notes of the country.
This is a brief history of the disposition of the drafts which I have receiv'ed from the Treasurer,
The idea of exchanging drafts at a premium never occurred to me as a
disbursing officer. I had taken it for granted that they were to be disposed
of to recipients of public money., where it was convenient; and where it was
~therwise, and the public convenience required exchanges, I presumed the
Government of the United S.tates only asked dollar for dollar. Proceeding
upon this principle., I have made all exchanges at par, and have made no
~xchanges where I did not suppose the money received would be used to a
greater advantage for the public service than the drafts themselves.
The funds received from the lHstuance Bank of Columbus have thus
f•r answered all the purposes of specie, and the Indians seem universally to
have confidence in them. Without them I scarcely know how the public
business here would have progressed. Ten thousand dollars were promptly
lirnished jn specie by the Western Bank of Georgia, under the arrangement with Messrs. Hardin and Miller. This supply was most positively
;,._ernantaecl, as the small supply of specie obtained at Augusta was completeexhausted, and it was necessary to make some show of specie to gratify
emigrants and silence complaint.
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient servant,
J. P. SIMONTON,
Disbursing Agent Cherokee Removal.

(}, A. 'HARRIS, Bsq.}
Commissioner Qj' Indian Af!11,irs.

•

NEW £cltoT A, GEottGlA;

September 16, 1837.
and in consideration of the sum of l\venty-:five thousand dollars in
ry drafts of the Un~ted States, this day rece.ived by us from Captain
Simonton, of the United States army, dtsbursmg agent, &c . ,. we., Wm.
· and Andrew Miller·, do hereby a·g ree and bind ourselves., our heirs,
pay and deliver to said Simonton or his order, whenever hereafter
for, at the banking house of the Westerr.t Bank o~the S.tate ?f Georin the town of Rome, ten thousand dollars tn current specie coms; and
before the expiration of sixty days ftom this date, we promise, as
to pay 'to the said Simonton the further sum of fifteen thousand
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dollars, in the bills of the Bank of Augusta, the Bank of the State of G
gia, or of the Western Bank of the State of Georgia. And for the pu
of affording the said Hardin and Miller a reasonable opportunity of convert•
ing said drafts into funds to suit their convenience, and to prevent their sus;
taining loss upon said' drafts, the said Simonton hereby covenants allCl
agrees to pay the reasonable expense, which may be incurred, in sending all
agent to the cities of Augusta, Savannah, and Charleston, and of transpo*
ing the sum of ten thousand dollars from any one of the cities named, to the
town of Rome, in the county of Floyd, Georgia. But the said Simonton,
has no agency in the employment of the agent, or responsibility for funds
confided to the care of said agent. Furthermore, it is agreed and under·
stood, and the said Simonton hereby binds himself to the said Hardin and
Miller, that if, at any time within 60 days from the date, they or either of them
shall return and deliver to him the drafts which they have this day received from him, he will then and in that case return to them the amount or
specie and in like coins as he shall have received from them; and that the
whole of this agreement shall be cancelled in all its parts, and the parties
restored to the same condition as if this agreement had never been entered
into, the contemplated expenses excepted.
In witness whereof, the parties have hereunte set their hands and seals,
the day and date first within written.
WM. HARDIN,

President of the Western Bank of Georgia. [ L.s.]
A. MILLER,
Agent of the Bank of Georgia. [L. s.J
J.P. SIMONTON,
Captain U. S. A., and Disbursing Agent. [L. s.]

RooM CoMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRs,

September 27, 1837.
SIR: The nomination of James W. Gwinn to be a commissioner under
the 17th article of the treaty with the Cherokees, has been referred to the
Committee on Indian Affairs, and the committee has instructed me respectfully to ask the use of any evidence in your department going to show biB
qu~lifications for the office ; and, also, to ask information on the following
pomts:
bt. When the Board of Commissioners under the 17th article of the
treaty was first organized '!
2d. What progress they have made in the duties assigned them 1
3d. Why it is that the Executive now wishes to increase the number of
commissioners 1
I ask the favor of as early an answer as your convenience will permit,
And have the honor to be,
Most respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
H. L. WHITE,

Chairman.
The Hon.

JoEL ' R. PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.
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CoMMISSIONERs' OFFICE,

New Echota, September 30, 1837.
SrR.: We still find it exceedingly difficult, in making the payments under
the treaty, to make any funds availalJle, except specie or funds equivalent
thereto, viz: Treasury drafts, and bills of the United States Bank.
Captain Simonton has on hand at this time $350,000, that is, if we include the draft on the Tennessee hank for $200,000, which, we doubt, cannot be made available. We can, therefore, only calculate on the $150,000
()(the funds now within our control, and this amount will probably be en. tirely disbursed in one month.
Under these circumstances, we have to request the further sum of
$100,'000 in Treasury drafts, J:ayable as conveniently to this place as practicable, (or eastward of this place,) to be forwarded to Captain Simonton
with as little delay as practicable.
We are making advances to the intelligent Cherokees, who are deemed
capable of emigrating themselves, to the extent that a sound discretion
will justify. This policy has thus far succeeded well,. and we continue to
entertain the opinion that it will be the means of emigrating almost every
intelligent and wealthy man quietly, under the provisions of the treaty.
We are, also, in many instances, compelled to believe it indispensable to
make small advances to the poorer classes, to free them from being harassed
for small debts which they have contracted since the treaty, as well as to
afford them the means of procuring suitable clothing for their removal, &c.
Under these circumstances, more funds will necessarily be disbursed here
~han we anticipated, previously to having some experience on the snhJCCL
We are, respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
WILSON LUMPKIN,

JOHN I\:ENNEDY,
Commissioners.
C. A.

HARRis,

Esq.

Commissioner, o/c.

CHEROKEE AGENCY EAST,

October 1, 1837.
SIR: In my travels through the Cherokee country, I have got posseslion of information respecting claims for reservations, under the treaties of
1817 and 1819, that I deem it my duty to report to you, i. e. within the
last ten months there have been divers persons traversing the Cherokee
eountry, east and west of the Mississippi, hunting up the Indians, where
living, or their descendants if dead, who registered under the treaties above
named, for reservations, inducing the ignorant Indians to give them powers
•f attorney to prosecute their claims before the commissioners under the
late treaty; and, in many cases, as I am informed, where they could not
ll\eceed .otherwise, some of the more unprincipled have bribed their interpreters, and obtained powers of attorney from the Indians, without their
knowledge of what they were sjgnjng/ ./Vr not one JodjllO jn twentyknows

a power of attorney means, without thorougl1 explanation by a good
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and honest interpreter. I would, therefore, respectfully suggest the pro1J>l'Uif'~
of your instructing the commissi~ners, in all cases of this sort1
award is asked, that they should pay over to the proper Cherokee, if living,
or his descendants, if dead ; unless the power of attorney presented w
acknowledged before two respectable and disinterested persons, through
sworn interpreter in the Cherokee service, and that for fair and bon
consideration.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
NA'rH. SMlTH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of lndian .Djfairs.

NEW EcHOT A, October 4, 1837.
SIR: My official agency here, as a commissioner under the Cherokeetreaty, has brought to my knowledge and consideration a subject Wit
which I suppose you are familiar, aud which, to my mind, claims a shaft.
of our attention at this time. I allude to a description of small debts, contracted several years ago, by a portion of the poorer classes of tho Cherokeepeople, with citizens of the States of Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia,
under the sanction of the late superintendent, B. F. Currey, Esquire.
The individuals holding these claims have chiefly (if not all) presented
them to the commissioners for adjudication and payment; and upon full
investigation of these claims, I entertain no doubt of their justice ami
validity. They will bear the strictest scrutiny, and are for small amounts,
rarely exceeding tep. dollars to one individual. These claimants have all
presented the writen license and instruction of Major Currey, for thus
extending credits to these Cherokees; from which instructions it obviously
appears thut it was the object of Major Currey first to supply the actual
necessities of these suffering Cherokees, and secondly to encourage them
to emigrate, under the provisions of the treaty of 1828, as wns known to be
the wish and policy of the Government. Furthermore, the expectation of
payment was held out to these claimants by the agent of the Government,
whenever a final treaty might be effected with the Cherokee people. These
creditors are now becoming restless under the dull prospect which now
presents itself of their being able to collect these claims. The Indians
whom they have trusted being generally poor, and many of them having
actually emigrated previous to the conclusion of the late treaty, it is but a
rare case that any of these demands are against such _persons as have
assets coming under the contract of the commissioners to meet the demands,
and where there is nothing coming to an Indian under the late treaty, you
are apprized that the commissioners cannot reach any other fund to discharge demands against individual debtors.
These claimants entertain the opinion that they might be paid out of
the per capita allowance, and that opinion I am apprized was entertained
by Major Currey in his life time. But I cannot myself perceive how this
can be effected. At any rate, it cannot be done until all other expenditures
pointed out in the treaty shall have been paid and completed. And the
per capita allowance, whatever it may be, will, I presume, of necessity, be.
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r>aid in the west, when and where it would cost these claimants more than
their demands are worth to present and collect their claims. ~he whole
amount of these claims, it is believed, will not exceed in the aggregate six
thousand dollars, ($6,000,) and the claimants having now lost sight of collecting their claims through the agency of the commissioners, have, as I
understand, come to the conclusion to present their claims to the Government for payment, or perhaps make a direct application to Congress.
I presume they cannot obtain payment, without an appropriation by Congress for that special purpose. But it would appear to me, under all the
circumstances, that the application would be most appropriate through the
department of the Government with which you stand connected. I have
no doubt but these claims are just and honest, and having been created
through the instrumentality and sanction of an officer of the Government,
ought, therefore, to be paid. Moreover, if the agent who induced these
claimants to credit these suffering Cherokees is not sustained by his instructions in so doing, nevertheless, his motives were obviously honest and
creditable to him, both as a man and as an officer of the Government, and
did at the time afford great relief to the poor and needy Cherokees, and
tend to promote the views and policy of the Government in encouraging
Indian emigration. And as herein before stated, the agent did .use his
influence, and thought that he had procured a provision in the late treaty
which would enable these poor Indians to pay and discharge the debts
which form the subject of this communication.
I am: very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,

WILSON LUMPKIN.

C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian. A{J"airs.

CHEROKEE AGENCY

EAsT,

October 4, 1837.
Sm: When I last wrote you, I expected to have been able to state the
first fall's detachment of Cherokees for the west before this time; but, owing
to the tardy movements of the Indians, I fear I shall not be able to get them
off before the 15th instant, and then not more than seven hundred ; about
five hundred, however, to whom is granted the privilege of transporting
themselves, are at this time daiJy passing on, making in all about twelve,
and possibly thirteen, hundred by the 15th. I have great opposition in the
business at this time, not only by the Indians, but on the part of the whites
who are settled among them. The commissioners lately adopted a rule to
pay no Cherokee his money for claims, &c., until after he had positively
enrolled for emigration, and promised a speedy removal. I have since
eorol.led abouJ twelve hundred; and have, to my mortification and disappomtment> discovered that many of them enrolled to get the money
through the influence of the whites, with whom they trade, and to whom
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become indebted; and now refuse to go, agreeably to promise made, upoa
a clear understanding of the conditions of enrolment.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
NATH. SMITH,
Superintendent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

GEORGETOWN, D. C., October 7,1837.
SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of this
date, and to communicate to you my acceptance of the appointment it
eonfers.
·
·
Bnclosed herewith you will receive my bond; executed agreeably to your
instructions, for twenty-five thousand dollars.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOEL CRU'rTENDEN.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Commissione1· of Indian AJ!airs, Washington.

Know all men by these presents, that we, Joel Cruttenden, Roswell
Woodward, Otho M. Linthicum, and Hezekiah Magruder, all of the city of
Georgetown: in the District of Columbia, are held and firmly bound unto
the United States of America in the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars,
lawful money of the United States, to be paid to the said United States;
for which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, and each
of us, and each of our heirs, executors, and administrators, for and in the
whole, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
Sealed with our seals, dated the 6th day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven, and of the independence
of the United States the sixty-second.
'rhe condition of this obligation is such, that, whereas the above bounden
Joel Cruttenden has been appointed a disbursing agent in the removal of
the Cherokee Indians, under the treaty with said tribe of the twenty-ninth
of December, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-five, and
has accepted said appointment: New, if the said Joel Cruttenden shall, and
doth at all times, henceforth and during his holding and remaining in said
office, carefully discharge the duties thereof, and faithfully expend all public
moneys, and honestly account for the same, and for all public property
which shall or may come into his hands, in his said capacity of disbursing
agent for the removal of the Cherokee Indians, as aforesaid, without fraud
or delay, then the above obli!ration to be void, otherwise to remain in full
force and virtue.
._,
JOEL CRUTTENDEN. [L.
R. WOODWARD.
[L. s.
0. M. LINTHICUM.
[L. s.
H. MAGRUDER.
[L. s.
Sealed and delivered in presence of
K . JoNEs.

s.l

]No.

S. Ku>WELL.
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WASHINGTON CrTv,

October 7, 1837.
SIR: The undersigned delegates, duly authorized and representing the

Cherokee natiou, present their compliments to the honorable Secretary, and
~leave, through his department, to notify the Government of their arrival in the city, on business relative to the interests of the whole Cherokee
people, and will be happy to do themselves the honor of paying their personal respects to the honorable Secretary, and his excellency the President,
at such time as may be convenient, artd their pleasure to designate.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient, humble servants,
JNO~

ROSS,

R. TAYLOR,

:JA.\\\BS BROWN,
SAML . . GUNTER, his x mark.
EDWARD GUNTER,
ELIJAH HICKS,
AKEE'S X mark.
WHITB PATH'S x mark.

srruw

Hon.

JoEL

R.

PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.

SENATE CHAMBER, Oct. 10, 1837.
!he Committee on Indian Affairs have reported unfavorably to the appomtment of another commissioner under the Cherokee Indian treaty. I
have caused the report to be laid upon the table, with the hope you will be
able to supply me with such reasons for the proposal of the department to
appoint a third commissioner as will be satisfactory to the Senate.
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
ROBT. STRANGE.
To the Hon. J, R. PoiNSETT.

Cr.rv,
October 12, 1837.

WASHINGTON

SIR: Your letter of yesterday, advising me of my appointment, with the
approbation of the Secretary of War, as disbursing agent for the Department
of Indian Affairs, is before me.
I hereby accept said appointment.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
VERPLANCK VAN ANTWERP~
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY,

October 15, 1837.
SIR: On the 13th inst., after all my efforts, I was only able to start a

detachment of 365 Cherokees. Major B. B. Cannon, conducting ~
Doctor Reynolds, disburser, Doctor rrownsend, physician, Jackson Smidt,
E ..S. Currey, and Thos. P. Wells, assistants, L. A. Kincannon, ':!ontraotor,
and Thomas Prigmore, wagon-master,' all left in good health and spirits.
Owing to the confusion when they started, I had to follow and muster
them on the road this morning. I thought it best to send this number._
officers as there were no guard with them. I am greatly disappointed in
the number of this detachment. I had good reasons (until lately) to believe
that at least 2,000 would emigrate this fall, and that I would get 700 or
more in this detachment.
'rhis 365 and 325 that have passed on removing themselves, are all that
I have been able to get off, out of.the 1,800 that have enrolled.
I have not made a calculation, but the cost for transporting this detachment, I fear, will greatly exceed the $20 per head. On this subject I will
give you the particulars in my next. The prospects for further emigration
this fall are very gloomy.
Very respectfully,
NATH. SMITH,
Superintef!dent Cherokee Removal.
Hon. C. A. HARRis,
Com'lltissioner of lndian Affairs.

October 18, 1837.
DEAR SIR: Enclosed is my bond, duly executed, and approved by the
United States District Attorney.
I stopped in coming through Baltimore, and saw the cashier of the
Union Bank. He will make the arrangement which you proposed.
I would suggest whether it might not do better to haye the certificates
of the deposite in sums of $500, instead of $1,000 each. Could they
not be disposed of more readily, in the small towns through which I shall
have to pass in disbursing?
I shall want 100 or 150 dollars in cash to start with, to meet my own
expenses, if you have no objection.
I leave here to-morrow morning, and will be at Baltimore at noon on
l?riday, where I wish you would send the papers for me, if you can get
them ready, that I need not return there. I will inquire at the post office
there.
I will be at Washington on Friday night, at Gadsby's.
In ha_ste, truly yours,
NEW YORK,

V. P. VAN ANTWERP.
C. A. HARRis, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
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Know all men by these presents,that we, VerpJ:ank Van Antwerp, of rrerre
in the State of Indiana, and Cornelius Van Antwerp and Charles
of the city of New York, are held and firmly bound unto the
States of America in the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars, la \Vy of the United States, to be paid to the said United States ; for
payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves and each of
d each of our heirs, executors, and administrators, for and in the
jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
Sealed with our seals, dated the eighteenth day of October, in the year of
Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven, and of the indeof the United States the sixty second.
The condition of this obligation is such, that whereas, the above bonnVerplanck Van Antwerp has been appointed a disbursing agent in
Department of Indian Affairs, and has accepted said appointment :
if the said Verplanck Van Antwerp shall, and doth at all times,
IPnf'llt(lr:~h and during his holding and remaining in said office, carefully
the duties thereof, and faithfully expend all public moneys, and
tly account for the same, and for all public property, which shall orcome into his hands in his said capacity of disbursing agent in the
uPnllrtn,nnt of Indian Affairs, without fraud or delay, then the above oblito be void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
VERPLANCK VA~ ANTWERP, Comm'r.
CORNELIUS VAN ANTWERP, [L. s.]
CHARLES BUTLER,
[L. s.]
Sealed and delivered in the presence of
JNo. S. W RIGHT 1
WM. E. JONES
UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY's OFFICE,

New York, October 18, 1837.
I certify that the sureties within named afford sufficient seccurity to the
States of America for the performance of this obligation.
WILLIAM M. PRICE,
United States District Attorney.
NoTE.-lf the sureties to this bond are unknown to the Commissioner
Indian Affairs, their sufficiency must be attested by a judge of the United
District Court, or United States District Attorney, who will do so by
up and signing the above certificate.

~
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REPORT FROM THE SECOND AUDITOR.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Second Auditor's Office, November, 23, 1837.
Sm: In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the United
of 13th ultimo, calling upon the Secretary of War for certain inforrelating to the Cherokee treaty of December, 1835, a copy of which
IeSOluticm has been received from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, I
transmit that portion of the required information furnished by this

Very respectfully, sir,

·
Your obedient servant,

W. B. LEWIS,

Ron. J. R.

PoiNSETT,

Secretary of War.

STA TEJltJ ENT of t!ie· u arrt(Junt of 1non11y Uf!itc!£ lia:s oeen tlmrm7t frurr~t i'M Treasur·y under anrr a:pprOJ.n·{at.Zon amnectea w{tli. tlie Oiet"o!cee treaty of fJec'ember,
1835; how the same has been disbu1·sed; how much remains in tke ltands of any, and what, disbursing officers or age1~ts; tarough wkat agents, and for wkat
particular objects suck disbu1·sements kave been made; also, how muck of said expenditure is charged or char~eable to the fund appropriated t9 carry into-·
effect said treaty;" prepared in pu'l'Suance of a resolution of the Senate of tlte United States ()f October 13, 1837, (to Novcml.Jer 1, 1837.)

,._,
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0~.~ '
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Dates of ad-j Amount of advances.
vances by
register.

Names of the disbursing agents.

Amount dis- jBalanee in
bu:rsed.
in the hand5
of disburs'g
agents.

Nature of the expenditure.

I- - - - -· ·- - - - - -

------~-------~----------1

1836& 1837

$60,159 81

I Gen. J. E. Wool

65,000. 00' John C. Reynolel.s -

512,.5ii15 00'

33,039:· 37

I Philip Minis

I B. F . CMrey

400·,000: 00 I J . P'. Simonton

Subsisting and clothing destitute Cherokee Indians in the
years 1836 and 1837
_
_
_
This amount, being for provisions and property turned over
toN athaniel Smith, superintendent, &c.
_
_ $20,767 70
This amount, being for removing and subsisting Cherokee~
from March to July, 1837
_
_
_ 5,253 20

$35r291 4!

$24,868 40

:,

38 ~979

26',020 90
This amount, turned over to Lieut. Van Horne, 4th April,
1837 7,000 00
This amount, turned over to Capt. J . P. Simonton, 2d Mayr
1837 - 97,086 83
This amount, being for removal and subsisting Indians, and
fulfilling treaty stipulations
_ _
_
_ 393,489 12

}:(}

03

497 ,575 95

I

15~009 0~

33,.039 37

I, 766 60

s.mlth, 5th Juue, 1837
2',180 07
Thrs amount, being for disbursements at New Echota, removing and subsisting Indians, and pay of improvements
- 136,706 05
abandoned under 9.th article treaty December, l835

-

0
0

This amount, being so much paid to Cherokee delegation in
.
attending negotiat:iom of treaty December, 183&
_ 31 ,671 87
This amount, being so much paid fo·r travelling expenses
from North Carotina to seat of Government, and returning to Cherokee agency _
_
_
365 00
This amount, being so much paid to Cherokee delegation in
attending negotiations of treaty December, 1835, and fo.r
stationery, &c. _
_
_
_
_ 1,002 50
Th~s amount, turned over to J. C. Reynolds
-.
_
Th1s ~mount, being for provisionsturned over to Nathaniel

.

H0,652 72

I

259,347

2$

uments _
amount, turned over to Philip 1\llinis
No accounts rendered
_
_

_

_

20,000 00

This amount, turned over to Capt. J.P. Simonton, 13tk May

1,550 00
155,000 00

8,643 25

10,000 00
5,597 60

343,973 34
70,,026 66

300,000 00

W.Jackson
J. Hook

Joel Cruttenden

Verp'kVan
J . F. Schermerhorn

W.D.Lewis
J.D. BeersW. H. Hayward Lt. J. Van Horne CoL W . Lindsay -

2,440~670

and lOth July, 1837
_
_
_
_
No accounts rendered
_
_
_
_
_
This amount, turned over to J. Brown, 7th August, 1837 _ 150,000 00
This amount, turned over to C. A. Harris, 6th October, 1837
305 30
This amount, disbursed in 3d quarter, 1837, on account per
diem allowance of himself and assistants, their actual expenses and expense of transportation of specie to Little
Rock
2,694 70
:This amount~ being for compensation for services rendered
as assistant agent in the transportation of Indian rations
from New Orleans to Fort Gibson, travelling expenses
from Little Rock to Georgetown, and other expenses
No accounts rendered
_ ·
This amonnt~ being for travelling expenses, and for his services and mileage as commissioner Degotiating with
Cherokees, including the accounts of assistants, &c., between 6th July, 1835,. and 15th July, 1836
Invested in stock for use of Cherokees
Ditto.
ditto
Ditto
ditto
_
_
$7,000 received from Minis, $432 13 from McCov, (for
this amount paid Alex . Brown for a claim under the
above treaty) _
_
_
_
_
$18,117 received from Gen. J. Wool, 1st July, 1837, (this
amount disbursed on accou:nt of poor Cherokees, being
for provisions 1 &c .. &c.) -

03

400,000 00

1,550

0{):

2,000 00'

153,000 00

8,000 0(}

643 25

10,000 00

,.....
0

5,512 60

85 00

500 00

6,932 13

343,973 34
70,026 66
300,000 00

4,519 2.61

13,507 74

45

410,791 71

I 2,.055,.427

0
~

RECAPITULATION. .
Amount advanced !}y requisition _
Amount disbursed
_
_
Balance in hands of dis})ursing agents
TREASURY DEPARTM.&NTl

Seccmd A11ulitor's Office; November 171 1837~

$2,440,670 03
2,055,427 45
410,791 71

----
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ABSTRACT of disbursements made by Joseplt Hook, special agent for tAe transportation of specie- to Little Rock,

.

A~~~

,....,

-

to
0

Date.

Amonnt.

Nature of the expenditure.

To whom paid.

-----1837.
August30

July

15
17
19
19

20

21
16
17
20
24
August 7
16
~1

~

-----

-

Joseph Hook

Henry W. Tilley ..
Jno. H. Dorsey
•·
Henry Sands
Thomas and Skinner
.
C. E. Nourse E. D. John John Binegan
·E. W. Turner
Jno. Siddall Henry Myers
Robert Moody
Do.
Int. Irvine
J. Hawkins -

---

--

.-

-

-

.
Isaac Hawkins
Mapes, Ryan, & Co.
.
James Edington
J. Hook, Special Agent

.
-

-

------

i-

~

.-

-

For services as special agent to convey $150,000 in specie to Little Roc-k, Arkansas, for the payment of Indian annuities; from 1st July to 30th August, 60 days, at $8 per diem
For services as assistant, from 1st July to 30th August
Forservicesasassistant,fromlstJulyto30thAugust
.For services as ;1ssistant, from 1st July to 30th August
:
For boxes for specie •
For 24 kegs, for specie 1 at $2
•
•
•
For 112 boxes, for specie
For coopering and iron hooping 39 boxes, for specie
- •
For 3 iron bound kegs, for specie For 1 keg and 1 box, for specieFor fre~ght of specie, and passag~ of J. H. Dorsey and H. W. Tilley from Mari'e.tta to Cincinnati
For fre!ght of $15,000, from Cincinnati to Louisville-steamer Commerce
For freight on ~9 packages specie For transportat~n of.$1501000 specie, and4 cabin passages, from Louisville to mouth of Arka~sas
For
transportatton
ot $150,000 specie, and passage for 4 persons from mouth Arkalilsas to Little
Rock
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
•
_
For passa_ge of special agent and assistants, from Little Rock to Louisville
For landmg, stora~e, and reboating $150,000 specie
•
For board and lodgmg for aaent and assistants
For travelling, and incident:! expenses incurred in transporting Government funds to Little Rock-

$480 00

345
151
150
2
48
57
36
4
2
20
37
292
285

25
00
00
25
00
50
46
75
OQ
00
50
47
00

221
160
18
42
341

00
00
00
00
52

-----$2>694 70

-----------

JOSEPH HOOK.

0
0

00

special agen~, ~c., for transportation of specie to
into rdfect Cherokee treaty per act 2d July, 1836.

CR.

DR.
0')
~

Amount.

Date.

----- ---------------- -------------August 7

-

October 6

-

Date.

Amount.

-------

- - - - - -· - - - - - -

1837.
To amount turned over to Capt. Brown .per
July 3
receipt
- $ 150,000 00
To amount turned over to C. A. Harris, Com305 30
missioner of Indian Affairs To disbursements per abstract herewith
2,694 .70
Balance due United States
- 2,000 00
-

-

.
------

-

By Treasury warrant on receiver of public
money, Marietta, Ohio
By Treasury warrant on receivt:'r of public
money, Cincinnati, Ohio
By Treasury warrant on branch Bank of Indiana, Lawrenceburg
By TrEasury warrant on Louisville Savings
Institution
By Treasury warrant on reeeiver of public
money at Shawneetown, Illinois
By Treasury warrant on Union Bank of Maryland, Baltimore
-

155,000 00

$10,000 00
5,000 00
116,991 00
8,009 00
10,000 00

......
0
0
<:.D

5,000 00

-------155,000 00
~~-

I certify that the above account of moneys received and expended by me in the period above stated, is just and true.

JOS. HOOK.

,-,

~:-!)

0

1..-J

ABSTRACT of disbursemen(s 'made by Dr. Philip lYiinis, ·~ f!n~ted .States army: nJ:iJitary disbursing agent, at New

r-"'1

Echota:fourth quarter of 1836, and .first and-second quarters oj 1837, 7nfuljilment of Cherokee treaty of 29th December,
1835.

""""
~
0
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To whom paid.

Date.

Amount.

Disbursements in fourth quarter of 1836.

1836.
Nov. 26

I Ben. F. Currey

Nov. 26 I David Caldwell
Nov. 27 I David Caldwell
Nov. 28 I Charles F. Foreman
Nov. 30

I S. W.

Bell (Cherokee)

Nov. 30 I David Ricketts
Nov. 30 I Wm. H. Foreman (Cherokee)_
Dec.

Nature of expenditure.

7 I Resin Rawlings

For services as supedntendent of Cherokee removals, from 1st
April to 30th September, 1836
- $1,000 00
For services ns appraising and enro1ling agent for first or lower
district in Tennessee, from 16th August to 23d October, 1836,
27'6 00
at $4 per day For services as assistant to superintendent, from 28th October
124 00
to 27th November, 1836, at $4 per dc.:ty
For services as interpreter to appraising agents in the first or lower
district of Tennessee, from 6th September to the 22d of October,
117 50
1836 For services as interpreter to appraising agents for second district
in Alabama, from the 24th September to 7th October, 1836, at
35 00
$2 50 per day
For services as appraising and enrolling agent for first district in
276 00
Alabama, from 22d to 25th September, 1836, at $4 per day
For services as interpreter to appraising agents, from 21st August
to 27th October, and from 29th October to 14th November~
212 50
at $2 50 per du y
For services us appraising and enrolling agen_t for second district
in Alabama, from 18th September to 6th December, 1836, at
320 00
$4 per day

1-1

0
1-"

0

Dec.

7 1 George S. Massey

For services ns appraising and enrolling agent for second dist.rict
in Alabama, from 20th September to tlth December, 1836, at

Dec.

7 I G. E. Mountcastle

For services as an express, from 26th November to 27th November,
1836, at $2 50 per day; and similar services from 29th November
to 2d December, 1836
For travelling expenses, oh public duty, fi·om 8th November to
6th December, 1836
For services as interpreter to appraising agent·s for first or lower
district of Tennessee, from 17th August to 5th September, 1837
For services as appraising and enrolling agent for the upper or
second district in '1-,ennessee, from 22d August to 27th October,
and same in Maury county, Georgia, from 28th October to 25th
November, 1836, at $4 per diem; and also from 7th to lOth
December, 1836
For transportatioB of specie from Athens, Tennessee, to New
Echota, Georgia
For services as appraising and enro1Iing agent for second district
in Tennessee, from 16th August to 27th October, and from 8th
to lOth December, at $4 per diem
For travelling expenses from New Echota, Georgia, to Athens,
Tennessee, and back again
•
To commutation allowance for transportation and subsistence of
himself and family, in all seven persons, to Arkansas

$4 per day

Dec. 12 I Dr. Philip Minis·
Dec. 13 I Jos. A. Foreman
Dec. 14 I Jos. W. M'Millin

Dec. 19 I G. E. Mountcastle
Dec. 20 I Jackson Smith
Dec. 20 I Dr. Philip Minis
Nov. 28 I Johnson Foreman
1837.
Jan. 20 I Michael Gormley

-

-·

-

_

-

_

_

320

ou

34 50

127 50
50 00

400 00

......

0

15 00

1-<11

304. 00
15 50
140 00

Disbursements in first quarter of 1837.
For services as interpreter to appraising and enrolling agents for
North Carolina district, from 6th to 21st September, 1836, and
from 17th to 23d January, 1837, at $2 50 per day

-

r--1

57 50

1'-!)

c
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ABSTRACT-Qontinued.
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To whom paid.

Date.

--

Nature of expenditure.

Amom1t.

~

l
r

'

1837.
Jan. 8

Jos. W. M'Millin

Jan. 20

Andrew Ross (Cherokee)

-

Jan. 20 I Andrew Ross (Cherokee)

-

Jan. 20 I Johnson Alberty

Jan. 20 I Harry Crittenden

\

-

-

Jan. 20 I Elijah Moore (Cherokee)
Jan. 20 I Ellis S. Harlin

-

- For services as n.ppraising _and enrollitig agent for Cobb county,

-

-

Georgia, from 11th December, 1836, to 22d January, 1837, at
$4 per diem ; also incidental expenses as per voucher For services as interpreter to appraising and enrolling agents for
upper division of lower district in Alabama, from 12th October
-.
to 7th November, 1836, at $2 50 per diem
For services as interpreter to appraising agents in 1st district of
Alabama, from 19th to 25th September, Hl36, at $2 50 per diem
For services as interpreter to appraising agents for 3d district in
Alabama, from 9th to 27th September, from 16th to 27th November, 1836, and from 16th to 27th January, 1837, at $2 50
_
_
per diem
_
For ser:rices ~ interpreter to appraising and enrolling agent~ for
4th dJ.stdct in Georgia, from 2d September to 5th December,
1836, ~nd from 16th to· 20th. January, 1837, at $2 50 per, diem
For ser_v1c~s ~s interpreter to appraising and enrolling agents for
1st dtstnct m Georgia, from lOth November to 22d December,
1836, ~nd from 19th to ·21st January, 1837, at $2 50 per diem
For serv1ces as regular interpreter to superintendent of Cherokee
removal, from 9th March. to 31st December, 1836, at $500 per
annum, $406 50; and for incidental expenses, $181 50, making
together
_
-

$180 62!
67 50
17 50

,_.

0

t~

90 00
250 00
115 00

588 00

agent, :from 14th October
to 24th November, 1836, in lower dfstrict of Alabama; do. in

1st district in Georgia, hom 25th November to 29th December,

Jan. 20 I George Ross (Cherokee)
Ja.n. 20 I Joel Yancy
Jan. 20 I Joseph Waters

an. 20 I William Welch

Jan. 20 I Wm. H. Foreman
Jan. 20 I William Worley
Jan. 20 I Josiah Shaw Jan. 20 I John S. Young

1836; do. from 18th to 22d January, 1837, at $4 per diem,
with incidental expeuses, as per voucher, $4 For services as interpreter to appraising agents in 1st district h1
Alabama, from 2d October to 6th November, 1836, at $2 50 per
diem For services as appraising and enrolling agent in 1st district in
Georgia, from 14th August, 1836 to 30th January, 1837, at $4
per diem, $680, nnd incidental expenses, as per voucher,, $7 75
.For services as appraising and enrolling agent in 1st district in
Georgia: from 24th October to 3d December, 1836; do. from 8th
December, 1836, to 1st Jnnnary, 1837; do. from 16th to 2lstJanuary, 1837, $328, with incidental expenses, as per voucher
For .services as appraising and enrolling agent for the North Carolina district, from 30th August to 9th October, 1836; do. from 18th
October, 1836, to 4th Jan nary, 1837; do. from lOth to 25th Jannary, 1837, at $4 per diem
For services as an express to North Carolina, from 22d to 29th No~
vember, 1836; do. from 18th to 22cl January, 1837, at $2 50
per diem
For services as appraising and enrolling agent, in 1st district in
Georgia, from 9th September, 1836, to 21st January, 1837, at $4
per diem, $536; incidental expenses, $22 50 For services as appraising and enrolling agent for 4th district in
Georgia, from 5th September, 1836, to 24th January, 1R37, at $4
per diem, $568; incidental expenses, as per voucher, $4 75 For services. as appraising and enrolling agent for 1st district in
Tennessee, from 9th August, 1836, to 24th January, 1837, at $4
per diem, $676; incidental expenses, as per voucher, $10 75 -

I

332 00

I

90 00

I

687 75

287 25

~

0
't-4

w
544 00
32 50
558 50
572 75

. r--1

~

_..
686 75

0
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ABSTRACT-Continued.
Date.

I

I

To whom paid.

r-1

'I
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~
0

Nature of expenditure.

...._I

Amount.

L-..1

I

1837.
Jan. 20

1

'Vil1. N.Bishop

-

-1

For services as appraising and enrolling agent for 2d district i11
Georgia, from 17th August to 17th September, 1836 ; do. frol1:J.
~Oth September to 2d October, 1836 ; do. from 5th October to
12th October, 1836; do. from 19th to 21st January, 1837, at $4.
per diem
,
- I For services as interpreter to appraising and enrolling agents fo 1, $224 00
3d district in Georgia, from 3d October to 15th November, 1836·
do. from 14th to 20th January, 1837, at $2 50 per diem
: I 1~7 50
· - I For services as interpreter to superintendent of Cherokee removals,
from 27th Octo her to 19th December, 1836, at $2 50 per diern·
$135 ; and traveUing expenses in going to and from Ne~
Echota
, 1 147 50
- I For services as appraising and enrolling agent for 4th district in.
Georg·ia, from 12th October to )6th November, 1836; do. frorn.
22d November to 24th December, 1836; do. from 16th to 24th
Janna~y, 1837
.
_ 1 312 00
I For serviCes as interpreter to appraising and enrolling agents, in.
2d district in Georgia, from 20th August to 7th December, 1836,
-. ·j 272 50
at $2 50 per diem
- I For services as interpreter to appraising and enrolling agents for
North Carolina district, from 22d September to 2d October, 1
1836, at $2 50 per diem
:
27 50
J

Jan. 21 I Carrington W. Hicks

Jan. 21 I Charles F. Foreman -

.Titn. 21

I George Kellogg

-

Jan. 21 I John A. vVatee

-

Jan. 21 I John Timson

-

.......
0
"""""
~

district from 1 :st Beptember to 9th Octo

October, 1836, to 3d January, 1R37; do. from 11th to 24th

Jun. 21

Andrew Moore

Jan. 21

Andrew Moore

' Jan.

Jan.

21 I G. W. Currey
221 Luther Roll -

Jan. 23

Stephen Mays

Jan. 23 I R. W. Hargrove
Jan. 27

'Valker

Jun . 27

Henry McCoy

Daniel

Jan. 30 I Clark Lillybridge

-

January, 1837, at $4 per diem, $524; incidental expenses, as
per voucher, $17 25 For services as appraising and enrolling agent for the second district, Alabama, from 11th to 26th January, 1.837, at $4 per
- · day, $64; incidental expenses
For services as appraising and enrolling agent for the second district, Alabama, from 22d September to 3d October, 1836; do.
from lOth October to 24th November, 1836, at $4 per diem
For services us clerk to superintendent of Cherokee removals, from
14th April to 16th December, 1836, at $3 per diem
For transportation of specie from Augusta to New Echota,
Georgia
For services as appraising and enrolling agent for district in
G:eorgia, from 17th August to 15th Dec~mber, 1836, at $4 per
d1em For services as appraising and enrolling agent for district in
Georgia, from 1:-3th October to 31st December, 1836, at $4 per
diem - •
- .
For services as interpreter to appraising and enroJling agents for
third distdct, Georgia, from 28th November to 30th December,
183fi, and from 15th to 20th Jan nary, 1837, at $2 50 per diem For services as appraising and enrolling agent in the lower district, Alabama, from 16th October to 24th November, 1836; do.
in first district, Georgia, from 25th November to 31st December, 1836, at $Ll per diem
For services rendered as physician to emigrant Cherokees, from
28t~ November, 1836, to 30th January, 1837, at $6 per diem -

541 25
75 06!

228 00
7 41 00
80 25

........
0

........

484 00

~

320 00
97 50

308 00

~

......
384 00

~

0
1..--J
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Date.

Nature of expenditure.

To whom paid.

.

--1837.
Feb. 1

Phil. W. Hemphill

-

J?eb.

1 I Justus Fields

Feb.

3 I Wm. Lapley (Cherokee)

Feb. 16 I James Liddell
Feb. 25
Mar. 4

j

Wright, Bell, .& Co.
David Rif'ketts

-

-

-

Feb.
Mar.

1 \ Richards & Stay
4 A. Wilson
-

-

Mnr.

5 I Dr. P. Minis

-

Elijah Hicks

-

Mar.

6 I Ellis S. Harlin

-

-

Amuunt.

L......l

I

-

For services as appraising 11nd enrolling agent) from lOth September to 4th November, 1836; do. from 31st January to 2d February, at $4 per diem
-I
- I For services as interpreter to emigrant Cherokees, from lOth Sep- I
tember to 1st November, 1836, at $2 50 per diem
c-~ For services to appraising agents for second district, Alabama,
from 13th October to 17th November, 1836, at $2 50 per diem - For services as appraising and enrolling agent in first district,
Georgia, from 27th August to 9th November, 1836, ~t $4 per
day, $300, and incidental expenses, $2 75
- ·
- I For one trunk - For services as appraising and enrolling agent for second district,
Alabama, from 11th to 15th January, 1837, at $4 per diem
- I
- j For stationery for public purposes
_
_ •
- For transportation of specie from Augusta to New Echota,
Geor.cria
- I
- 1 For ex1~nses of transportation twice from New Echota to Angus.
- I
ta, and back R.aain
- I For services as interpreter at New Echota, on 15th February,
1837 · - I
- I For services as regular interpreter to superintendent Cherokee
removal, from 1st to 24th January, 1837, at $500 per annum,
$32 87 ~ ; expenses of transportation, $21
- I

232 00
132 00
90 00
302 75
5

uo

20 00
13 75
50 00
120 00
2 50
53 87}

"""'
0
"""'
~

-

14

Caswell Johnston

Mar. 14

Spencer Jarnigan

Mar. 13

Elijah Hicks

Mar. 13

G. S. Denton

1\'lar.- 13

C. Lillybridge

Mar. 13

Nathl. Smith -

Mar.

nfar. 13
Mar. 13

JohnS. Young

Mar. 22

Gurnee Trimble
Wilson Lumpkin

Mar. 22

John Kennedy

Mar. 22

Wm. H. Jackson

Mar. 23

Samuel Burns

Mar. 25

Tieskee Fields (Cherokee)

For <iervices rendered in steering flatboats in the emigration, from
3d to 7th March, 1837, at $1 50 per diem, $7 50, and compensa-

tion for returning 160 miles, at $1 50 fen· 30 miles, $8
F'or services rendered to clerk of superintendent of Cherokee removal, from 31st January to 27th February, 1837, at $3 per diem For services as interpreter to Cherokee party, on route, from 2d to
13th March, 1837, at $2 50 per diem
For steering flatboats in the emigration, from 28th Pebrnary to 8th
March, 1837, at $1 50 per diem} $13 50; and expenses in returning 200 miles, at $1 50 for every 30 miles
·
For services as physician, from 31st January to 13th March, at
$6 per diem, $250, and incidental expenses, $10 50
For salary as superintendent of Cherokee removal, from 18th
January to 13th March, at $2,000 per annum For services as a~sistant superintendent, from 25.th January to 6th
February, at $-l per day
For medicines and sundries for use of CherokeesFor compensation as commissioner under Cherokee treaty, from
8th December, 1836, to 22d March, 1837, at $8 per diem
For compensation as commissioner under Cherokee treaty, from
15th November to 22d March For services as secretary to commissioners, from 7th Dec~mber,
1836, to 22d March, 1837, at $5 per diem
For services as appraising and enrolling agent in first district,
Georgia, from 20th October to 26th December, 1836, at $4 per
diem - For services as interpreter to appraising and enrolling agents, from
31st October to 9th November, 1836, at $2 50 per diem

15 50
84 00

30 00
23 . 50
262 50
301 36!52 00
93 03

.....
0

.......
-l

840 00
1,01~

00

530 00
272

ou

....,
.......

25 00

~

0
t...-1

,.....,
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tO

0

Date.

1837.
:Mar. 25
Jan. 27
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

27
27
27
27
28

Jan. 28
Jan. 28
Jan. 28
Jan. 28
.Tan. 28
Jan. 28
Jan. 30
Jl3.ll.

31

Jan. 31

To whom paid.

Nature of expenditure.

For services as regular interpreter to superintendent Cherokee
removal, from 24th January to 23d l:''ebruary, 1837, at $5 00 per
diem For commutation of transportation $20; do. for subsistence one
Samuel Taylor (Indian)
year after arrival $33j-, in accordance with article 8 of treaty do
do.
do.
William H. Foreman (Indian) Do.
Jos. A. Foreman (Indian)
- Do. for himself and family, in all3 persons
Do. for hin1self and family, in all 6 persons
Stephen Ray (Imlian) ·
Do. for himself and family, in all 6 persons
Joseph Rogers (Indian)
Do. for himself and family, in all 22 persons, viz : 7 Indians and
Jacob W. West (Indian)
15 slaves
Do. for him5elf and family, in all 4 persons, viz : 3 Indians and 1
John W. \Vest (Indian)
slave Do. for himself and familv, in all 9 persons, viz: 6 Indians and
John Brewer (Indian)
3 slaves
-·
Do. for himself and family, in all 5 persons, viz: 2 Indians and 3
Thos. F. 'T'aylor (Indian)
·
slaves ~
·
- ,· Do. for himself and family, in all 3 persons, viz: 2 Indians and 1
Thos Brewer (Indian)
slaveDo. for himself and family, in all9 persons
Th-nee-wah Do. for himself and family, in all 3 persons
Jas. J. Trott (Indian)
Do. for himself and family, in all5 persons
Joshua Kirkpatrick (Indian)
Do. for himself and family, in all 8 persons
Samuel L. Ballard (Indian)
Do. for himself and family, in all 7 p~rsons
Alex. Dromgoole (Indian)

Amount.

L-..1

Ell is S. Harlin

$41 66~
53
53
160
320
320

33j33j00
00
00

......

0

00

1,173 33!
213 33i
480 00

266 66j

_
persons
Do. for herself and family, in all 4 persons

Do. for himself and family, in all 17 person:-:, viz : 12 Indians and
5 slaves
-

Jan. 31
Feb. 1
Feb. 1

S. Jane Harlin (Indian)
Perry (Spaniard)
Robe1;t Saunders (Indian)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

1
1
1

Edw. Graves (Indian)
J. A. D. Brown (Indian)
J oshna Buffington (Indian)

Feb.

1

Lorenzo Covington

Feb.
Feb.
i'""'eb.
Feb.
Peb.

2
2
2
2
2

David Be11 (Indian) Sam'l McCamman (Indian)
Isaac E. Nicholson (Indian)
Levi B. Jones (Indian)
Jas. A. Thomson (Indian)

Feb.

2

Johnston Thomson

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2

John Williams
do.
JohnsonFields(son ofT. Fields)
Johnston Fields (Indian)
Major Ridge
do.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
.Feb.

2

3
3
3
3
3

3

"\Villiam Rogers
John Boston
Joseph Crutchfield
William Lassley

-

(Indian)

do.
do.
do.
do.

Do. for herself and ft'tmily, in all 1 person
Do. for himself and family, in all 5 persons
Do. for himself and family, in all five persons, viz: 4. Indians and
1 slave
Do. for himself and family; in all 3 persons
Do. for himself and family, in alll person
Do. for himself and family, in all 17 persons, viz: 5 Indians and
12 slaves
·
For services in transporting Cherokees, fitMU. 27th to 31st Jannary, 1837, at $2 per diem
For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 2 persons For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 8 persons For commutation of transportation and subsistence for l person
For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 2 persons For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 20 persons,
viz: 11 Indians and 9 slaves
For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 14 persons,
viz: 6 Indians and 8 slaves Do. for 10 persons, viz: 5 Indians and 5 slaves
Do. for 1 person
Do. for 5 persons
For commutation of transportation for 14 slaves, $280; do. for subsistence for himself and family,being 6 Indians and 18 slaves,$800
Do. for 12 persons, viz: 5 India.n3 and 7 slaves
Do. for 5 persons
Do. for 15 persons, viz : 7 Indians and 8 slaves
Do. for 10 persons, viz: 8 Indians and 2 slaves

906 66!

53 33t

266 66J
266 66J
160 00
53 33t

906 66-§10 00
106 66-i
426 66-§53 3~t

106

~

0

......
~

66~-

1,066 66!

746 66i
533 33153 33-1t

266 66j
1,080 00
640 00

266 66-l
800 00

533 33t

r-'""1

......
to
0

1,...-1

,.....,

-
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~

0

Date.

._.

To whom paid.

1837.
Feb. 3 Leonard Hicks (Indian)
do.
Feb. 3 G. vV. Adair
do.
Feb. 3 Wm. S. Hicks
do.
Feb. 4 James I~,ields
do.
Feb. 4 John Elliot
do.
Feb. 4 Lovely Rogers
,do.
Feb. 4 Daniel M'Coy
Feb. 4 Archibald Fields do.
Feb. 13 Wiley J. 'Thornton do.
do.
Feb. 15 David Vann
do.
Feb. 15 John Martin
do.
Feb. 15 · Jos. M. Lynch
Feb. 16 John Ponder Feb. 16

Benj. F. 'rhomson (Indian)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Wm. Conner
J. rr. Adair
W rri. Dennis
Samuel Mayes
Jacob Bushyhead
Elijah Moore
Benj. F. Adair

17
19
19
19
22
23
26

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Nature of expenditure.

For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 1 person
Do. for 10 persons, viz: 6 Indians and 4 slaves
Do. for 1 person
Do. for 2 persons
Do. for 9 persons
Do. for 1 person
Do. for 13 persons, viz: 9 Indians and 4 slaves
Do. ·for 14 persons, viz: 8 Indians and 6 slaves
Do. for 5 persons
Do. for 22 persons, viz: 7 Indians and l5 slaves
Do. for 85 persons, viz: 11 Indians and 74 slaves
Do. for 12 persons, viz: 4 Indians and 8 slaves
For services in transporting Cherokees, from 2d to 9th February,
1837, at $6 per day For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 28 persons,
viz: 8 Indians and 20 slaves Do. for 9 persons
Do. for 13 persons, viz: 8 Indians and 5 slaves
Do. for 7 persons
Do. for 19 persons, viz: 10 Indians and 9 slaves
Do. for 1 person
Do. transportation for 1 per~on • . .
Do. transportation and subsistence for 5 persons, VIZ •
and 2 slaves
-

,Amount.

L.......

$53 33!

533 33t
53 33t
106 66j
4SO 00
53 33!
693 33t
746 66%
266 66%
1,173 33~
4,533 33t
640 00
48 00
1,493
480
693
373

33-}
00
33!-

33}
1,013 33i
53 33!
20 00

"""'
d

to

0

Henry

lor 7 persons

ot:muuu.

Do.

John Seabott
Christopher Spears

For 1 boat furnished superintendent Cherokee removal, for use of

Mar.

4

~n.& Maria Mulkey,

Mar.
l\1ar.
Mar.

4

John Gunter
(Indian)
Thomas Garey
do.
John White Nelson Harlin (Indian)
Reuben Tate
do.
Wm. Turner
do.
W m. Poulston
do.
Larkin Beavert
do.
\Var-yar-nah-ter
do.
Benj. +Vferrill Alex Gil breath
William Simpson

4

8

Mar. 13
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

13
13
13
13

Mar. 13
Mar. 14
Mar. 17
Mar. 21
Mar. 25
1\1:ar. 25
Mar. 25

Mar. 27
Mar. 25

(Indians) -

I

~

William Simrson

James Davis (Indian) Calvin M. Hall
Joseph Wantyn
James A. Turnley
James A. Turnley
Archilla Smith (Indian)
S. G. Moore Joseph

B~

for 6 persons

Byrd (Indian)

50 00
Indians
For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 7 persons,
426 64
viz: 5 Indians and 3 slaves
373 31
Do. for 7 persons
266
65
Do. for 5 persons
51 00
For hauling C~1erokees and property
. 373 31
For commutatiOn of transportation and subsistence for 7 persons
106 66
Do. for 2 persons
159 99
Do. for 3 persons
213 32
Do. for 4 persons
266 65
Do. foi· 5 persons
213 32
Do. for 4 persons
746 62
,- .
Do. for 14 persons
1,386 58
.
Do. for 26 persons, viz : 3 Indians and 23 slaves For transportation of 450 Chero.J:ees and baggage from Decatur to
450 00
Tuscumbia landing . 37 50
For transportation of provisons from Decatur to Tuscumbia
53 33t
For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 1 person
141 62!
For haulii1g Cherokees and property, and plank furnished .
For transportation of 466 Cherokees and bagg(lge, &c., from· Tus8,504 50
cumbia, Ala., to Little Rock, Arkansas, at $18 25 per head
26 25
For hapling Cherokees, &c., 7 days, at $iJ 75 per day
40 00
For hauling Cherokees 8 days, at $5 00 per day10 00
For transporting himself and family from 1Oth to 13th Jan., 1837
For transporting 466 Cherokees from Little Rock, Arkansas, to
Fort Gibson, at $5 00 each
- 1 2,330 00
For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 3 persons - \ 160 00

....

0

t..:l

......

~

....
t~)

0
1.-.J
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0

Date.

To whom paid.

Nature of expenditure.

Amount.

l......l

r

1837.
Mar. 25
Mar. 30
Mar . .31
Mar. 31
Feb. 6

John Ratliff Lowry Williams
Capt. Baldridge
Robert BrownJames J. Field

Mar. 11
Mar. 13

Geo. E. Mountcastle Darby D. M'Clure

1\{ar.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

James J. Field
J acob•Nicholson (Indian)
Young Puppy
do.
Arcy Downing
do.
Es-qua--guat
do.
Teckawatooga
do.
Charles Moore
do.
Aelsy Downing
do.
Long Shell Turtle do.
do,
Black Bird
Big- Milk
do.
Ooiie.sant
do.
To-morrow
do.
Bear Meat
do.
Riller Moore
do.

25
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
1
1

-

-

For commutation of transportation and subsistence for 14 persons
Do. for 13 persons, viz: 3 Indians and 10 slaves
Do. for 3 persons
Do. for 5 persons
For 882 pounds ·of salt pork, at 8-! cts. per pound, for emigrating
Indians
For 318 pounds bacon, at 11 cts. per pound, for emigrating Indians
For 4 barrels flour, at $10 50, and 377 pounqs bacon, at 15 cts.,
for emigrating Indians
For 312! pounds of salt pork, at 12 cts., for emigrating Indians
For commutation of subsistence for one year for 4 persons
Do. for 10 persons
Do. for 6 persons
Do. for 2 persons
Do. for 6 persons
Do. for 14 persons
Do. for 4 persons
Do. for 7 persons
Do. for 2 persons
Do. for 3 persons
Do. for 7 persons
Do. for 6 persons
Do. for 9 persons
Do. for 7 persons

$746 66~
693 29
159 99
266 65
77 17J,
34 98~

,_.
0
~

to

Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

l

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
'2
2
2
2
3
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

16
13
12
13
13
13
14
14
14

Ground .:Mole

do.

Cnlstea Teyohee do.
Jemmy Sconahtahiedo.
do.
Big Coon
Joseph Scnmtiah do.
Archy Rowe
do.
Olly Lapley
do.
Richard Scott
do.
Nitts
do.
John Hawkins
do.
Alicia Swimmer
do.
Black Fox
do.
Cat Fields
do.
'rurtle Fields
do,
Eteconnah
do.
David vV a tie
do.
Sally Raincrow
do.
James Matear
do.
John Fields
do.
Calvin '\Volf
do.
Sarah Pig
do.
John Fields
do.
Alex. McCoy
do.
Isaac .Springton
do.
Richard 'raylor
do.
Alex. Brown
do.
Peter Barbee
do.
Tail
do.
James VVilkinson do.
Jenny Bark
do.
Edward Bark
do.

--

-

-

Do.
Do.

-

Do. for 5 persons
Do. for 5 persons
Do. for 5 persons
Do. for 17 persons
Do. for 6 persons
Do. for 9 persons
·Do. for 8 persons
Do. for 5 persons
Do. for 4 persons
Do. for 8 persons
Do. for 5 persons
Do. for 5 persons
Do. for 2 persons
Do. for 6 persons, viz : 3 Indians and 3 slaves Do. for 10 persons, viz: 6 Indians and 4 slaves ·
Do. for 4 persons
Do. for 13 persons
Do. for 7 persons
Do. for 4 persons
Do. for 11 persons, viz: 9 Indians and 2 slaves
Do. for 23 persons
Do. for 1 person
Do. for 1 person
Do. for 8 persons, viz: 3 Indians and 5 slaves
Do. for 6 persons
Do. for 7 persons
Do. for 1 person
Do. for 3 persons
Do. for 1 person
- '·'
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-·
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

for 5 persons
for 6 persons

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

166

-

-

-

166
200

-

-

,..

-

-

I

-

-

-

'

166
166
566
200
3(]0
266
166
133
266
166
166
66
200
333
133
433
233
133
366
766
33
33
266
200
233
33
100
33

66-fr
66~

00

00
66t
66t
33:!
66%
66t
66~

66%

oo .

33l
33t
33}
33t
33-}
66i
66%
33}
33}
66t
00
33}
33~-

00
33 -~

~

0

('..:~

c..v

~

,....

.-.:..

0
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Date.

0

Nature of expenditure.

To whom paid.

Amount.

1.....1

I,
J

1837.
:Mar. 14
Mar. 25
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Jun. 25
Jan. 25
Jan. 25
Jan. 25
Jan. 25
Jan. 25
Jan. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. 26

Swell B~lly
(Ind~i1)
Archilla Smith
do.
John Gunter Thos. F. Taylor
Joshua Kirkpatrick
B. F. Thomson
Thos. Brewer
John Brewer
Tallineewah Johnso1;1 Rodgers
John Hilterbrand
Joshua Buffington
Joseph. Roger1'
J as. A. Thomson
Johnson Thomson
Jacob West
John Hogg
Jacob Nicholson
John vVilliams
John Williams
Joseph M. Lynch
Joseph M. Linch
John F. Adair
Samuel Mays

- · For commutation of subsistence for one year for 6 persons
Do. for 8 persons
- · Under 9th article treaty, as per voucher, certified by commissioners
_
_
_
Do.
_
_
_
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

$200 00
66~

266
2,150
1,500
469
4,586
120
929
430
862
471
1,833
757
2,772
2,110
1,558
813

00
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

nO

1,000 00

1,355
345
3,526
1,227"

00
00
00
00

514 00

4,6£~~___:
~-.:...;,

.~~~·

'0"""'

-~
~

an. ~b
.Tan. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. 26
~Jan. 26
Ot]an. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. ~6

.J.osepn

.fl.,

-

t<·orernan

WilJiam H. Foreman - ·
Stephen Rny
Lowry Willimn"S
Edward Adair
Collins 1\lcDon:.ld
\Villinm Dameron
John Timpson
e
Jan. 26 James J. Trott
Jan. 27 A. H. Hndson and wife
Jap. 27 Lewis ~Blackburn
Jaq. 27 Janies Kell
Jan. 27 Lewis Ralston
]an. 27 'l.,homas B. Adair's estate
Jan.
\Valter .Adair's estate Jan. :27 Thp.mas .Goss's orphans
JaJl. 27 Samuel Taylor
•
·,.
Jan. 27 Jolin .M.asten
.Jan. 27 David Sanders
;'
Jan. 27 Robert Sanders
Jan. 28 Edward Gra~Ps
Jan. 28 William Rogers
Jan. 28 Samuel Adair
Jan. 28 B. F. Adair Jau. 28 Hawk Baldridge
Jau. 28 · W ill.iam Beamer
.
Jan. 28 G. \V. Adair
Jan. 30 Dirt Thrower or Black Fox
Jan. 30 Cat Fields
c

·,

-

-

-

31

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

.

-

.. J

-..

-

-

-

-

..

-

Do.

Do;
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

~-

Do.
Do.
Do.
' Do.
Do.

Do.

-

-

Do.
Do.
Oo.
: I Do.
Do.
Do.

--

-

.

Do.

-

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

..

·-

-

Do.
Oo.

I

-.

..
..

-

---

.~

-

..-!"

-

-

-

,,

)
-

-,...

~

.. .

.-

J

.._:

;

..

-..
-

--

-

-

-

-.

-

-

-..

-

-

-

-

-..
-

-..
-

~

'

-

..

-

..-

-..

--

..-

-

..-

-..

...

--

..
-

-..
..
..
-..
..
..
..
-

--

-·
--..
..
..
-..
..
-..
..
-

-

-

..
-

-..
-..

-

..

-

-

-

-

-..

-

..-

---

-

-.. .
-

-

-

26") 00

180 00
203 00
1,319 00
1,17~-J

00

1,653 00
200 00
48:3 00
1,678 00
2,461 00
5.000 00
'611 00
1,70:3 00
1,405 00
3,816 00
923 00
25 00
8,2i>7 00
794 00
963 00
594 00
3,133 75
l,O;Zl 00
320 00
173 01)
104 00
2,-550 00
242 00
145 00

.....

0

~

tl'

r""""'
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0
~

~
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0
To whom paid.

1837.
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 31.
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jari. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Feb. 1

Turtle Fields
Johnson Fields
Aggy Smith, Archilla's wife
Achilla SmithAlfred Scudder and wife
Jack Hawkins
Archy Rowe - ·
Mary Ann Howell
Snmuel L. Ballard
Andrew RossAlexander Dromgoole
Margaret Lassley
•
Young Puppy
:ijear Meat
Charles Moore
Long Shell Turtle
Blackbird
Big Milk
Skager of Dirt Town Susan Jane Harlin T. Schultz, (Moravian Treas.)
Peggy Rowe -

Feb.
Feb.

Jenny Rowe _

1
1

-

-

-

-

Ground Mole -

-

-

-

-

I

Nature of expenditure.

'I

Date.

Under 9th art. of treaty, as per voucher, certified by commissioners
Do.
Do.
.
'
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-.
Do.
-- '
Do.
-

-

-

Do~

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.

-

--

-

-

-

.
-

. -

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

. -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

---

-

-

-.

-.

-

:I

Amount.

$845
554
161
1,065
1,062
546
953
135
744
4,437
828
489
470
972
659
223
120
107
275

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
50
198 00
7,554 50
110 00
914 20
911'

L-l

.....

0
to

0)·

Feb.

FebJ
Feb.
Feb ..
},eb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb~

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb,
Feb.
Feb.
}.,.eb.
Feb·
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb~

Feb.
Feb.

1

1
1

James Brown, jr.
Dick Scott
-

James Daniel 2 David Bell
2 Samuel McAman
2 James T. Gardenhire
2
Do.
2 john L. Yarnell
2 · Jeffry Beck 2 Surry Eaton 2 Jos. Beck
2 Levi B. Jones
2 Charles Reese
2
Do.
2 Isaac Childress
2 Elizabeth Pettit
2 Ned Bark
'
2 Johnson Fields
2 Major Ridge 2 W m. Rodgers 2 John Boston 2 George I-iarlin
2 Joseph Crutchfield
2 William Lasley
2 Sally Hughes
2 Ea-ta-con-na ..
2 Leonatd Hicks 2 William Hicks
2 Philip Inn~ow

-

.

-

-..
.

...
...

..

..
..

-

-..
-

-..
..

...

-

-

-

-

--

-

..

-

---

-

-

..

.

-

-

..

Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do •
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do. -
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-

!
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-
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-
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J
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"

-
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-
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-

-
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-

-
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-
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-
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.II

-

-

-
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-
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-

.
-

~

-

-

-

-

-
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•

-
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-
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-

-
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-

•

o , • · -···

• -

~

~-

-

~u::J

.

oa

150 00

310
5,213
754
- 1,025
474
..- 405
776
790
.
790
363
288
- 591
400
258
- 1,703
362
255
- . 12,049
- 5,787
116
202
- 6,744
1,453
40
150
57_5
- 1,292
165

-

-

-

-

--

...

.;,

-

-

-

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

...0

~

-..I

r-"\

.....

~

0
......,

,...,

ABSTRACT-:-Continued.

-

I'

;:. •.:t·'

{

-

...

----

.

F~h.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
F1eb.
Feb.
},eb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

~·\.r-:;:;:-•m:;: ,-

:

:~--~"

.. ·~

f

-

~

.-

\0
Q

'
Date.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Ffjh.

+

r, l';T--··q

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4

4
6

7
8
8

F.eb.
Feb.

8

Feb.

8

To whom paid.

Nature of expenditure,

Amount.

Under 9th art. of treaty, as per voucher, certified by commissioners
Do.
_
•
_
•
_
_
•
Do.
Do.
Do.

- $294 50
1,876 00

L.....l

~--

Tesag-uoss
David Watie •
William S. Adair
Jolin S .. Mar~h
S;;trah Raincro\v
Bark Taylor GeorgP. Sanders: Ala.
Daniel Griffin
.l~;tck Taylor ·
Suln, or Buzzard
r.ronakilla
John Riley
L(lvel v Rogers
William Conner
Daniel M'Coy
Artilla Sanders
John Fields, jr.
James Petit
John Conntrvman
Srencer Jarn·i~an
Cctlvin S. Adair
Kekotee
Kn-an-ta-stdla, or Wiley Butler
OIJy Lasley

.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

:-

1,000 00
103 00
176
305
471
608
94

00
00
00

00

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

900
1,703

00
00
00
00
00
00 .
00
00
00
00

Do. tenth articleDo. ninth article Do.

273
4,000
757
263

00
00
00
00

Do.
Do.

Do.,
Do.

Do.

no.

Do.

150
200
1,005
220
594
1,498
13l

54 00

200 08

....0
~

Cl)

tes-ka

Feb. 22

Feb. 22
Mar. 4
1\far. 4
Mar. 4
Mar. 4
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
1\tar. 6
1\iar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mat. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 7
Mar. 7
Mar. 7

Alex M'Coy

-..

..
-

Hammer
Thomas Carey
George M, Water$
..
John and Sarah Rogers
..
Robert Rogers
Betsy W alkcr
.
William Hartis
Martin Brannum and wife
Charles Harris
...
Rans Bird Harris
Jeremiah C. Towers
Jeremiah C. Towers .
..
Sam'l Martin Elizabeth Thomson ..
Larldn Bevert
-.
Dryfotehead ..
..
Ben Merrill ..
...
Nelson Harlin
...
Wm. 'l.,tuner C. F. Poreman
..
James Lassley
Hugh Henry .
Alex. Gilbraith
Sam'l Neal
John A. Bell .
Sam'l Mays .
Dixon Price 0

-

0

-

-

Edw. Adair

.

-

.,

-.
..

- Do.
- Do.
- Do.

0

...

..
.-

.-

..

..

-

...
...

-

-

-

-

~

Do.
.bo.
Do.
Do.

Do .
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do •
Do.
Do.
Do •
Oo.
Do.
Do •
Do.
Do.
Do·
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

"'

-.

-

-

.

;;.

...

-..

...

~

..

.
-..

-

-

-..

0

.
-

..-

..

.

...

.

..

-

..

-

..

-

...

-

-

-..

.
.

-

~

~

"'

I

6.
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~

-

-.

.
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-

..

...

.
...
..
,.
..
.
e

..

...
..

..
..
..
...
.

..;
Q

.o

.

"'
0

,;.
0

.
..
.
.
..
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...

..
.
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...
.
..-

-. .
"

---...
..
0

~

0

-..
-..

..

0
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..
..

.
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..

.
D

.

-

-

...

....-

;.

-..

0

.;,

.;.

-

0

-

0

-
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.;.

ol.

...

-

-

0

-...
-..

..
..
..
..
-.

-

-

...

...
..

0

...
.
...
..

.
c

.

-

-

6

-

I

-..
6

....
~

\

-

-.

-.;.

-.

1,409 50

7,175 00

444 25
778 50
7,l::S7 75
7,244. 50
2,450 00
820 00
399 00
1,324 00
3:10 00
54.4. 50
937 00
352 00
265 75
14.8 00
485 00
531 50
129 00
504 00
188 00
946 00
4,105 00
3,521 00
1,932 00
559. 00
1,200 00
1,500 00
477 00
500 00

...
0

~
~

,r-"1

"""'
~
0

~

...

ABSTRACT-Continued.

~
~

0

To whom paid.

Nature of expenditurt'.

Amount.

Stephen Hilterbrand George Welch
Nicy Hilterbrand
David Carter Maria Mnlkey
Silas Pulmour
Sam'l W. Belt
John Ridge •
James Fields Wm. Dennis Daniel Davis Martin Davis Lewis Ralston
Joseph Vann Joseph Vann Jas. T. Gardenhire
StephAn Graves
David \\'"ilcoxson
David Taylor
Sam'l W. Bell
alterS. Adair
John Timpson
John Ridge, Pres't Ind. Com. John Riqge, qo.

Under 9th article oftreaty, as per voucher, certified by commissioners
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do. 12th article Do. 3d supplement of treaty

$147 00
2,333 00
35 00

Date.

1837;
Mar. 8
:Mar. 8
Mar. 8
Mar. 9
Mnr. 9
:Mar. l l
Mar. 1 L
Mar. 13
Mar. 13
Mar. 13
:Mar. 14
Mar. . 14
M.ar. 14
Mar. 14
!tfar. 14
Mar. 14
Mar. 15
:Mar. 15
l\'Iar. 15
:Mar. 15
Mar. 15
Mar. 15
Mnr. 15

l\1ar.

1,5

"r

-

3,500 00
606 50
1,393 00
815 00
9,336 00
500 00
49 00
6,803 00
253 00
I

1,0t7
16,CS5
2,000
533

00
00
00
25
500 00
117 00
287 00
671 50
1,000 00
523 45
4,332 25
83~

29

.......

......

0

~

0

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
1\'lar.
Mar.
lVlar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
1\iar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mai·.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
lVIar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
20
20
21
21
21
22
2:2
22
22
22
22
22
20
22

6

Samuel C. Bennett

Chnrlotte Vickery
Georg-e Whitfield
John'R. Blythe
Moses Fields Elias Boudinot
Michael Hilterbrand
Benj. F. Adair
John Brown Edmund Duncan
·wm. M'Bride
Henry Seabolt
Vv m. A. Davis
John Cowart John Ridge l jindsay Johnson
Lindsay Johnson
Betsy 'rhomson
John Satterfield
Saml. Ratcliff
George Starr Lemtiel Childress
Nicholas B. M'Nair
David M'Nair
James M'Nair
Prussiau Foreman
Peggy Overtaker
John Ratcliff Jos. Blackbird
Ellis S. Harlin

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

.-

.
-

-

- Do.

-

----

-

-

-

-

.-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
D0.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

9th article -

-

-

.-

..-

--

-

--

--

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

--

-

~

-

'

~

-

--

-

-

-

--

-

--

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

--

-

-.

-

--

-

.0.!

--

-

-

-

-

-

-..

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

..-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

--

..-

t

-

---

-

-

-

-

--

"y

-

--·
-

-

-

-

,-

-

-

·-

-

-

-

-

246 01')
1,469 00

15 00

623
1,600
3,170
4,000
438
1,988
731
160
500
1,943
717
10,945
785
1,438
513
446
146
1.554
1;726
1,048
6,110
1,256
60
231
1,858
182

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
67!
00
50
00
QO
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1,000 00

~

0

...

~

,......

...
K;)

0
~
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--;

0

To whom paid.

Date.

Mar. 22
Mar. 22
Mar. 22

Nature of expenditure,

Amount.

"'-'

Under 9th article of treaty, as per voucher, certified by comm'rs I $2,354 00
Do.
-:
- 1,637 00
Do.
:
-348 00

Sally Lamar Zachariah B. Hargrove
James Lamar -

Disbursements in second quarter of 1837.
April 11

Danl. C. Renner

-

-

April 11

James Walker

-

-

-

April 1

John Ridge

June 30

_Dr. Philip Minis

-

..

-

For 30,000 pounds of bacon for use of emigrating Cherokees, at
$11 94! per cwt.
For a boat to transport Indians, $50; teams for hauling do., $87;
1 barrel of flour for do., $7 50
For rent of room as an office to disbursing agent, from the 15th
November, 1836, to 1st March, 1837, at $8 per month
For transportation from New Echota, Georgia, to Fort Gibson,
.,.
Arkansas, and back again

so

.....

144 50

~

3,583

28 00
354 00

---

395,126 68
I certify, on honor, that the foregoing abstract is just and ·true.

PHILIP MINIS,
Unitecl States army, Militarv Disbursing 4gent.

0

~

.Zndians, 4th quarter

CR.

DR.
Nature of expenditure.

Date.

Amount.

Date.

Nature of expenditure.

Amount.

- - - - - - - - - - ------------------------- ------1836.
Dec. 31

-

1837.
March 31 -

April4

.

May2

-

June 30

-

To abstract of contingencies
To abstract of transportation

-

--

---

-

-

$3,627 50
140 00

---

-

-

-

-

200,000 00
8,505 (] 0

-

By Treasury warrant on Bank of Augusta

-

250,060 00

-

13

-

24

-

-- ----

27
1837.
January

.

'

By Treasury warrant on Bank of Augu~ta By thi~ amount, deposited to my credit in
branch of the Planters' Bank of Tennessee,
.
at Athens
By this amount, deposited to my credit in
branch of the Planters' B.1nk of Tennessee,
at Athens
By this amount, C.eposited to my credit in
branch of the Planters' Bank of Tennessee,
at Athens
By Treasury warrant on Bank of Augusta

-

To abstract of contingencies
- 14,176 8i!
To abstract of transportation
24,958 8n
To abstract of subsistence
- 32,714 1P!
To commissioners' certificates 315,399 32t
To disbursements, per act 28th June, 1834
1,205 48}
To amount, as per receipt of Lieutenant J. Van
7,000 00
Horne
To amount, as per receipt of Captain J. P.
Simon ton
-·
•
•
- 97,086 83!
To abstract of subsistence
3,591 00
To abstract of transportation
137 00
To abstract of conting@ncies
382 00
Balance due United States
13,818
61!
-

---

1836.
Nov. 11
13

-

-

-

$1,732 6

-

4,000 00

-

50,000 (] 0

~

0
c,.oJ
~

-----514,237 €1

514,237 61

I certify the above account of moneys received and expended by me in the period above stated, is just and true.

PHILIP MINIS,
Disbursing Agent Cherokee- Removal.

,....,

....
~

0

~

.ABSTRACT of moneys paid by Benjamin F. Currey to the Cherokees, for expenses ·incurred and 1ervices rendered,
as per the following receipts.

~
~

~

0

~

Date.

1836.
May 26
Jnly 2
May 26
July 2
May 26
July 2
Mny 26
July 6
2
2
-2
2
6
6
6
(j

6
6

6
6
(j

6
6

To whom paid.

Nature of the expenditure.

Amount.

James Starr
Do.
Andrew Ross
Do.
John Gunter
Do.
Longshell Turtle Do.
Johnson Rogers
James Rogers
John Smith
"\Villinm S. CoodyElias Boudinot
John A. Bell
William Rogers
Robert Sand~rs
'Tayesky James Foster
John Fields
~tajor Ridge
Georcre vVelch
Jobn t-Ridge
Stand W~itie

For services and expenses incurred in negotiating treaty of 29th Dec., 1835
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
no.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.

$600
1,081
600
2,160
600
715
600
6UO
1,530
2,175
2,175
1,407
1.550
1~200

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
1.310 00
1;200 00
1,200 00
1,200 00

1,300 00
1,2~0 00
1.200 00
2;054 87
1,419 00

.....

0
c,.,
~

do.

. Adair

do.

Jan.

Samnel A. Bell
Archibald Smith
Benj. !<...,, Currey

May 26
July 2

James A. Foreman
Do.

-

do.
For travelling expenses in North Carolina, and to seat of Government, and
returning to Cherokee agency, also necessary repairs done to agency buildings, bill for stationery for public use
For services and expenses incurred in negotiating treaty of 29th Dec., 1835
Dll.
do.
do,
do.
·
Do.

do.

do.

549 50 •

600 00
715 00
33,039 37

BENJAMIN F. CURREY,
Acting Indian Agent.

~

0

~
~

,....,
f;.,
l.J

...

t-:1
0
L-1

The United States in account current with Benjamin F. Currey, Indian agent, for disburtements made under the
special directions of the War Department, for services rendered and expenses incurred by certain Cherokees, authorized by treaty of 29tlt December, 1835.
CR.

DR.
Date.

Amount.

----1

1836.

Date.
1836.

July 15

.....
~

Q

L...

Amount.

1----11---' - ·1

To amount of disbursements, per abstract herewith - I $33,039 37

r:-.'1

1--

By amount of warrant received from the Treasury of the United States, in favor of George
Thomas, for this amount advaneedon my two
drafts; one for - $30,277 87
The other for
2,21 ~ 00
-

By requisition on the Treasury, No. 7,316

$32,489 87

-

549 50

.....

33,039 37

C)

0

<:.1:1

33,089 37
------'---------

II

'·

I ~ertify on honor, that the above account is just and tru_e as stated; that the disbursements have been faithfully made for the objects expressed in the
vouchers; and that the. credits given embrace all the public money received by me, and appropriated by Congress to carry into effect the treaty concluded
at New Echota, Gcorgm, December 29, 1835.
BENJAMIN F . CURREY, Acting Indian Agent.
W.AsHINGTON CITY, July 9, 1836.

To whom paid.

Date.

------~-------------1

Nature of the expenditure.

Amount.

---------------

1--------

1837.
Aug. 7
July 30
Aug. 5
7

9
ll

13
15

17

T. Everett N. Smith
Jno. HAgerty
T. N. Perry Jas. Griffith A. John
James Pnrten
H. Htls-~leton
H. Balden
Geo. Knapp .T. Perkins Joel Cruttenden

For board, Louisville, Kentucky For passage from Little Rock to White river
For passage fi·om White river to Louisville
For two days' board nt Little Rock
For passage from Louisville to Cincinnati
For board at Cincinnati For pMsag:e from Cincinnati to Guyandott
For passage from Guyandott to Lewislnug
For passage f~om Lewisbn rg to Staunton
For passage fl'om Staunton to Fredericksburg
For passnge fi·om F1·edericksbnrg to' Washington
.F or porterag~, hack-hire, and subsistence, between 6th May and 16th
August, 1837 -

$3 00
10 00
30 00

3 00
4 00
2 00
6 00
12 00
7 25
9 50

~

0
C;.l
~

3 00

18 50
108 25

-JOEL CRUTTENDEN.

,....,

....
~

0

&....

~

The United States in account current with Joel Crutterulen.

,...,
.....

CR.

Dtt.

~

0

L....J

Nature of expenditure.

Date.

Amount.

Date.

Nature

o_f expenditure.

Amount.

----1837.

'

,I

-----To compensation for services rendered as assistant ngent in the transportation of Indian
rations from New Orleans to Fort Gibson,
from 4th May to 18th A ugnst, 1837, inclusive, at$5 per diem ·To disbursements, between 4th May and 18th
August, 1837, per abstract herewith -

1837.
July26
$535 00

~ug.

24

.
.

By cash, from Captain Brown By cash, from C. A. Harris •
By requisition on Treasury -

--

108 25

---643 25

.
-

-

$157 00
23'2 00
254 25

------$643 25

,I

.....
I certify, on honor, that the above account is correct.
AuGUST

0

JOEL CRUTTENDEN.

18, 1837.

•
t

~

co

:IDUCh oC Lieutenant Vau Horne's account as relates to tbe Cherokee treaty oC Dsce~nber, 1835.)

The United States in account current with Lieutenant J. Van .IWrne, Disbursing Agent Cherokee treaty of December, 1835.

ca.

DR.
Da.te.

Nature of expenditure.

Amount.

Na~ure

Date.

Amount.

of expenditure.

'

- -·- - -..- - - - -·- - - - -· - - - 1837.
June 30

-

To this amount, paid Alexander Brown, son of
Nakey, for a claim under treaty of December, 1835, being a balance due him To ba ance
•

1837.
April4
$500 00
6,932 13

---7,432 13

15

-

-

By cash, received of Surgeon P. Minis, disbursing agent
•
By cas~ •. received of J. L. McCoy & Co., for
proVISIOnS

-

-

-

-

$7,000 (){1
432 ~~

----7,432 t::

-

I certify t &c.

0
""""'
C/J

(Q

J. VAN HORNE, ·
Disbursing Agent Cherokees.

,...,
~

10

0

:....1

ABSTRACT of diabursemtnts on account oj the lndian Drpartm.ent! by Col. Wm. Lindsay, military disbursing agent,
for the quurtcr ending 30th September, 1837-Citm·okee agency.

~

.....
to

0

Date.

--

,.

To whom paid.

1837.

July

1

L...J

I

Nature of expenditures.

Amount.

I

Aggregate.

Purchases for subsistence, o/c.
George E. Mountcastle

-

-

Sept. 13

\Vm. Hale

Sept. 30
St>pt. 30
Sept. 30

Gen. Nathaniel Smith
Do.
W. A. Lenoir
-

-

Sept. 30

Cyrus A. Kennedy

-

-

-

For 8 hushelsof salt, flW poor Cherokees,nt$1 67 per bnshel I $13 36
For 440 bushels of coru, for poor Cherokees, at $1 37! per
bushel .
•
_
•
605 00
For 3,370 Jbs. bacon, at $ll 98! per cwt.
40:3 72
- ., For 15,5~2 lbs. do.
do.
do. - 1,859 53!
For 7,719 Jbs. of fresh beef, for poor Cherokees, at 5 cents
per lb. _
- . 385 951
For clothing for poor Cherokees 10 50
-

-

Disbursernents for contingencies.

-----

1

'

A. McKeldin & Co.

July 1
Jnly 21
Jnly 24
July 24
Aug. 5

G. E. ~ionntcastle
G. \V. Smith
Lewis Pt~tit
John "\'Valker
-

.Aug. 5
Sept. 24

'rhos. G. Grills Perry G. Gurnon ~

-

-

-

-

\

-

-

For
For
For
For

stationery
.. . _
a pnil' of steelyards ~
han ling offgoods from New Echota to Fort Cass
huul~ug off goods from New Echotn to Fort Cass
Fo~ hn~llmg- provisions from Fort Cass, Tennessee, to Valley Jtver, North Carolina
For hauling provisions from Fort Cass, Tennessee, to Valley river, North Carolina
- I
For putting a new roof on Cherokee agency house at New
Echota

I

10 77
3 00

5 00
5 00
60 00
60 00

....0

~

0

$3,278 . o61-

Sept. 30

A. S. l.enoir

Sept. 20

Wm.Bean

g;Sept. 30
Sept. 30

B. A. Jett
A. S. Lenoir

Sept. 30

Geo. W. Rowles -

Sept. 30

Jacob Howard

as assistant to issuing agent at Valley
river, North Carolina For services as issuing agent, at New Echota 1 Georgia,

from 1st July to 30th September, at $4 per day

-

For services as interpreter to issuing agent at New Echota,
from 1st July to 30th September
For services as assistant to do.
do.
do.
do.
For travelling expenses from New Echota, Georgia, to
Fort Cass, Tennessee, and back again For services as issuing agent at Valley river, North Carolina, 92 days, at $4 per diem
For services as issuing agent at Fort Cass, Tennessee,
76 days, at $4 per diem

11 70

368 00
13 80
13 80

5 75

368 00
308 87!

1,241 19!
$4,519 26

0'""'"

~
.....

WM. LINDSAY,
Col. 2d Art. Com., Agent Cherokee nation.

,._,
....
~

0

.........

\

,...,

The United States in account with Colonel William Lindsay, disbursing agertt Cherokee agency.

DR.

.....

CR

~

0

'--1

Amouni.

Date.

Date.

Amount.

- - - - ---------------------------- - - - - - - - 1837.
3d quarter

To amount of purchases, per abstract - $3,278 06!
To disbursements for contingencies, per abstract
1,241 19i
To amount due United States, carried to new
account
- 13,597 74

-

-

-

1837.
July 1

-

------By cash received from General Wool, as per
receipts
<

------

,1'>

j

<

'

'

·,

L

18,117 00
- \

I certify that the above account of moneys

$18,117 00

.

__.-

.....

·~.:.

rec~ived and expended by me in the period above

1

1

---18,117 00

....- ... ..

......

~

stated, is just and true.

WILLIAM LlNDSAY,
Colonel 2d Artillery.

0

~

~

CR!!l

D~t..

My account for services as commissioner to treat with Cherokees east, from '6th July, 1835, to 15th July, 1836, both
days inclusive, a\ $8 per day, and mileage

$4,585 60

.Account of Samuel Rockwell:

Rec@ived of Lieut. M. W. Batman, on account,
- $520 00
September 30, 1835
November 2, 1835
- 248 00
January 7, 1836
- 488 00
Balance due him and paid

For subsistence, transportation, &c., while engaged in furthering the ratification of the treaty
- $250 00
William ~ansel : For subsistence, transportation,
&c., wh1le engaged in furthering the ratification
of the treaty

$1,256 00
4,041 60

712 00

.....

5,297 60

5,297 60

0

~

C;.:)

J. F. SCHERMERHORN.

,..,

,....,
~

~

0

"'-"""

.ABSTRACT of expenditures of Isaac McCoy, in causing surveys of Cherokee lands,

~c.

,..,

o/c.

...,

~

Nature of expenditure.

Date.
1837.
April
22
August

25

Amount.

For comJ?ensation of Isaac McCoy while causing surveys to be made, and documents prepared for the issuing of a pateBt,
under mstructrons from honorable C. A. Harris, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated 5th July, 1836: from date of instructions to April 22d, 1837, inclusive, being 292 days, at $8 per day
For amount of compensation of John McCoy, surveyor -

0

"-'

$2,236 ()()
•4,663 24
6,999 24

ISAAC McCOY.
WESTPORT, JACKSON COUNTY, MissouRI,

September 20, 1837.

.....

* The United States to John McCoy, Dr.

0

~

For making the following surveys, viz: To surveying the meanders of Neosho river, 2 miles 76 chains; to surveying· a line from the southeast corner
of Osage land!:l, west 75 miles 24 chains; to surveying the meanders of Arkansas river and Verdigris, to the east boundary Creek lands, in all 5 miles 34
chains; to surveying a line from the Arkansas river to north~ast corner of Crtiek lands, 25 miles; to surveying a line from northeast corner of Creek lands
west, to Mexican boundary, 273 miles 111 chains and. 26 lmks; to surveying a line from southwest corner of Cherokee lands north, on the Mexican
boundary, to northwest corner of same, 60 miles 24 chams; to surveying a line from northwest corner of Cherokee lands east, to the Arkansas river, 180
miles and 46 chains 1 all at $7 50 per mile--$4,663 24.
Received, of Jsa\lc McCoy, four thousand six hundred and sixty-three dollars and twenty-four <:ents, in full of the above account.

JOHN McCOY, Surveyor, o/c.

~

Amount.

Date.

~

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------------

----1837.
20
Sept.

1836.
To cost of making surveys of Cherokee land&,
preparing plats and other documents, agree•
ably to abstract, herewith, of this date

Augu~t

Sept.
,I

16
22

$6,999 24

7
19

,,

l<i

I

1837.
January 20
Feb'ry. 25
i
I
l

---6,999 24

-Amount.

Date.

By bill of exchange, on Secretary of War, of
this date, in favor of W . M. Chick By bill of exchange, in favor of Blaine and
Bacon
By bill of exchange, in favor of Flournoy and
.
Hickman
By bill of exchange, in favor of W. W. Kavenaugh & Co.
-

$1,000 0
500 0

-

-

-

By bill of exchange, in favor of W. W. KavenauO'h
& Co.
0
By bill of exchange, in favor ofW. M. Chick
By bill of exchange, on Commissioner of In•
dian Affairs, in favor of self By bill of exchange, on Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in favor of self Amount due to balance account

.

500 00

-

-

-

-

500 0
,1

1,363 0
332 0

......

0

~

~

500 0
400 0
1,904 24

--

6,999 :4

ISAAC McCOY.
WEs'rPORT, JAcKsoN couNTY, MissouRI, September 20, 1837.
I"""""

....-

N

0
......,

ABSTRACT of disbursements on account Cherokee treaty oj·December 1835, made by Dr. Jno. C. Reynolds.

~

....

t.:)

0

To whom paid.

Date.

1837.

On what account.

Amount . ·

~

Contingencies.

April 15 I Jourdan Smith

Services as assistant conductor, and travelling expenses
from 22d February to 14th March, 1837
- $76 06
Transpmtation in returning from Tuscumbia, Alabama,
to Calhoun, Tennessee
- 26 00
Services in receiving and storing provisions, from 22d
March to 15th April, 1837
- 62 50

April 15 I D. M. Foreman

Services as interpreter in collecting~ &c., Cherokees, 51 days,
at $2 50
·
Services in removing and repairing a house at the
ag-ency for the reception of bacon
- · 11 50
3 50
Services in making a coffin for an emigrant

April 18 I A. Westmoreland

April 18

George Orr

April 19

G. J. Denton -

April 21

Thos. Rogers

April 26

Jno. McCue -

April 30 I N. Smith

164 56

~

127.':50

15 00
Services as issuing agent for Cherokees, 23 days, at $1 per
day
_
_
Services as collecting agent for Cherokees, 39 days, at $2 50 per
day _
_
Services as express from Cherokee agency to Athens, Ten .
nessee
Services in making table and putting up shelves for office of Cherokee emigration
Services as superintendent of Cherokee removal, 48 days, at $2,000
per annum

....0

23 00
97 50
2 50
2 50
263 00

~

Sundry articles of stationery

Printing 10 quires of blank accounts, and advertising for supplies for Cherokee emigration
-

May 15

Geo. W. Mayo

May 16

Jas. Hunter

Feb. 6
1\'lay 16

Wm. ,V. Cowan
Dr. J. W. Lide

May 17

E. Hicks

May 17

23

-

K. Moore

24

S. Mays
A. McCoy
S. Jarnigan
A. McCoy

May 27
May 27

J. Fisher
S. Jarnigan

May 27

J. C. Reynolds

May
May
May
May

24
24

Saddle and trimmings delivered at Cherokee agency on 24th
April, 1837
Services as physician to Cherokees, 100 days, at $3 50 per
day
For sundry articles delivered at Cherokee agency
For services as medical director for Cherokee emigration, 90 days,
at $6 For expenses from Ross's Landing to Decatur, Alabama,
5 00
accompany P,migrating party as interpreter
For expenses from Courtland to Decatur,$3; do. at Bank
Hotel, De~atur, $1 50
4 50
For services as interpreter, 23 days, at $2 50 - 57 50
For fare and passage from Tuscumbia ·to Litttle Rock,
50 00
$40; do. from Little Rock to Fort Coffee, $10Transportation and allowancP, from Fort Gibson to Cal80 00
houn, 800 miles, at 10 ce11ts per mile For services transporting books, &c., from the agency to New
Echota
For services as valuing agent, 15 days, at $4
For services as interpreter, 78 days, at $2 50 For services as assistant conductor, actual expenses, &c.
For services as conductor and interpreter, from 3d March to 5th
April, 1837 For one desk delivered at Cherokee agency
For amount paid L. Hicks, a Cherokee, for interpreting for the
agents, at $2 50 per day
For cash paid S. H. Jordan as cost of a protest of draft

12 50
32 75
350 00

342 62
540 00

t-oo'

0

~

197 00
15
60
195
341

00
00
00
75

70 00
5 00
45 00
2 00

,...,
t-oo'

l-0
0
~

,....,

...

ABSTRACT-Continued.

t.,:)

Date.

To whom paid.

1837.
May 2!;

S. Young

May 28

J. S. Young

June

5

D. M. Foreman

June 10
June 21

Jas. S. Bridges
B.S. Cannon -

-

June 24

A. Roach

Jnne 28
June 2~

J. Cochran
Geo. Candy

June 30

J. M. Gibbs

June 30
July 4
July 10

W. H. Foreman
W. Russ
D. M. Foreman

July 10

G. J. Denton -

July 10

Lewis Ross

-

Nature of expenditure,

For services rendered as assistant superintendent, 17 days, at $4
per day
~.,or services as conductor of Indians, 76 days, at $4 per day,
transportation and actual expenses
For services as interpreter to the superintendent Cherokee removal, 46 days, at $2 50
For one pair saddle bags for Cherokee emigration service For services as assistant conductor, 32 days, at $~ per day,
travelling allowance, &c.
For services as laborer in loading and attending a boat, for use
of Cherokee emigration
For services as laborer in storing hacon
For services as interpreter for collecting agents, from the 2d to
the lOth of April, 1837
For printing ruled blanks, and advertising proposals in relation
to Cherokee emigration
For services as interpreter to medical director, 10 days, at $2 50
For 1 day's labor in storing corn for use of Cherokees For services as Interpreter at the Cherokee agency, from 1st
June to lOth July, 1837, 40 days, at $2 50
For services as issuing agent at the Cherokee agency, 86 days,
·
at $2 50
For rent of an office for disbursing agent Cherokee remova1,
2 months and 27 days

Amount.

0
,__

$68 00
507 52
115 00
5 00
247 00
2 50
2 00

22 50
18 50
25 00
1 00

100 00

215 00

.....
0

~
(l;)

July 10 I John Smith

50 per day

6 00

190 00

$4,247 45

Transportation.
Feb. 16

S. Jarnigan

Feb. 16

S. Jarnigan

April 17

Jos. Cook

April 21

M. Watts

April 26
May 23

J. & E. Hickey
D. Wilcoxen -

May 24
May 24

J. Cookson
A. M'Coy

May 24

J. J\!l'Lain

May 27

Steamboat

May 27

S. Jarnigan

June

3

Jas. B. Riley

For cash paid J. Elliot for hauling a Cherokee family to New
Echota, and for pork, corn, &c.
For cash paid J. Elliot for hauling · Cherokees to New Echota,
and for pork, corn, &c.
For services of a wagon and team, 5 days, in hauling Cherokees
from New Echota to Cherokee agency, at $5 per day For services of a wagon and team, 4 days, in hauling Cherokees
from New Echota to Cherokee agency, at $4 per day For 1 boat to transport Cherokee Indians
For commutation of transportation for myself and family, being
Cherokees ; 4 persons, at $20 per head
Do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
For services of wagon and team for 1 day, in hauling Cherokees
to Ross's landing
For commutation of transportation for myself and family, being
Cherokees ; 7 persons, at $20 For transporting 2 flat boats with Cherokees and baggage, $300 For cabin passage for Major Ridge and family on their way to
Arkansas
_
_
For hauling Cherokee Indians and baggage, and for wood
furnished them, &c. For services rendered in hauling baggage for Cherokees, &c.

---$10 11
10 fl
25 00

16 00
65 00

~

0

~

~

80 00
80 00
5 00

140 00
300 00
45 00
19 75
12 00

,-,
"""""
to

<::>
"'-'

,....,

ABSTRACT-Continued.

,_.

t:)

0

To whom paid.

Date.

1837.
June 3
June 3
June 7
June

8

Nature of expenditure.

R. D. Blackstone

For 3 fiat-bottomed boats furnished for Cherokee removal
Do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
For services of · himself and wagon in hauling emigrating
Cherokees, 9 days, at $5
For services of himself and wagon in hauling emigrating
Cherokees, 15 in number

Jno. Elliot
H. Summers

K. Moore

Amount.

$115 00
55 00
45 00
25 00
$5,295 42

---

May J6

S. Jarnigan
S. Jarnigan ..;
Edw. Sharp Alex. Ish
John M'Clatchy
J. Hambright 'rhos. Boyd H. McClatchy
Hickey & Whiteman D. C. Kenner
D. C. Kenner
W. W. Cowan

May 17

Jno. Morris

16
18
18
IS
20
21
26
26
28
29

May 16

:

For 84 pounds pork, 2 bushels corn, for Cherokee emigrants
For 10 barrels flour
For 2;373 pounds bacon For 20,000 pounds bacon
For 25 pounds salt, 604 pounds beef; 51! bushel meal
For 150 bushels meal For 4,614 pounds bacon
For 4 bushels corn, 29! bushels meal
1:<--,or 8,224 pounds bacon~
For 10,000 pounds bacon
For 9,845 pounds baconFor 2,067 pounds bacon For 28 barrels fiour, and 156-pounds

,_.
0

~

0

Subsi.~tence.

Feb.
Feb.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

L....J

$8 22
120 00
272 89!
2,375 00
66 07!
87 00
507 54

20 43!
982 76
1,194 50
1,175 9f5
227 37

.June

June
June
June
June
June
June
July
July
Jnly
July

3

Hickey
Hickey & White man -

7
8

H. B. Shaw Hickey & Whiteman ·
Mountcastle & Kenner
A. M. Rawlings
Jno. Lambert Thos. J. Gritts
Arthur Orr
J. Billing5ey J. Renan
Thos. Boyd Hickey & Whiteman -

6

27
28
30
4
8
9
10
July 10
April 29

For 10,000 pounds bacon
For 13,000 pounds bacon
For 6. barrels flour

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

7,000 pounds bacon

4,576 pounds salt, 15 salt barrels
5,483 pounds flour 12 bushels, 3 pecks, and 7 quarts meal
hauling provisions hauling flour, &c.
1,450 bushels meal hauling provisions 16,060 peunds bacon
30,000 pounds bacon

,195

1,558 05

60 00
838 95

103 52
246 73
9 41
150 00
50 00
1,377 50
9 00
1,766 60
3,585 00

25,987 12

......
0
~

.....

,....,

....
~

0
__,

The United States, in account curr·ent with John C. Reynolds, assistant surgeon United States army, on account of the
removal aHd subsistence of Indians, ending lOth July, 1837, (Cherokees.)

DR.

CR.
Amount.

Date.
1837.July 10

I To amount of disbursements, abstract A
To amount of disbursements, abstract C
To amount of disbursements, abstract B
Balance due United States

$1,081
4,247
20,691
745

75
45
70
70

26,766 60
I certify that the above account of moneys, &c.

""""

·~

0

L....-1

Amount.

Date.
1837.

~

By Treasury warrant for
By cash received of Captain J. P. Simonton,
U. S. A., disbursing agent Cheroh:ee removal

$25,000 00
1,766 60
26,766 60

......
0
tll

~

.Dece'lnber, 1835, 'I'Ttade by Brigadier Gen,.ral

es Anny.

On what account.

To whom paid.

Date.

Amount.
~

1836

.L

~

1 - ,,_. f'

,·

"

Contingencies.

r l

Ju1y 22
July 31
July 31

Jas. W. McSpadden
John MatlockGeorge W. Rowles

Aug. 31
Amr. 31
Aug. 31

George W. Rowles
R. A. Ramsey A. S. Lenoir -

Sept. 13

John A. Watie

Sept. 24

Stand W atie -

Sept. 30

Samuel Davis-

Sept. 30
Sept. 30

R. A. Ramsay G. W. Rowles

Nov. 15
Nov. 23

Pay Roll
Allen Vineyard

.Nov. 24
Nov. 26

Elijah Meadows
Nimrod Andrews

-

For transporting corn
Expenses in negotiating draft
For services as clerk and agent in commissary's department, from
9th to 31st July, 23 days, at $3 per day
Do.
do.
do. from 1st to 31st.August, at $60 per month Do.
do.
do. from 12th July to 31st August, at $3 per day
For services as issuing agent, from 23<l July to 31st August, at $3
per day
For services as interpreter, from 28th July to 27th August, at $1
per day
For services as confidential interpreter, from 15th to 25th Sept., at
$2 per day
For services as assistant in issuing to Indians, from 20th July to
•
19th September
For services as issuing agent, from 1st to 30th Sept., at $3 per day
For services as clerk, from 1st to 30th Sept., at $2 per day; expenses on express, $5 25 Por services as carpenter, repairing store-house
For transporting 2,597 pounds of Indian clothing from Augusta
to New Echota
Do.
do.
2,523
do.
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do. · 2,112
do.
do.
do.
do.

$19 21
20 00
. 69 00
60 00
153 00

.....

120 00

"'w

0

31 00
20 00
7 95
90 00
65 25
16 65
71 41!
69 39!
73 92

,.......,

.....

lO

0

1,..-J

,....,

ABSTRACT-Continued.

1-'

~

0

Date.

To whom paid.

'

Nature of expenditure.

Amount.

~

I

)

1837.
:Nov. 27
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
·Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

27
27
27
29
29
5'
7

Dec.

7

Dec.

7

For transporting 1,722 pounds of Indian clothing from Augusta
to New Echota
do.
Do.
do.
do.
2,006
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
2,528
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do. . - do .
do.
do.
2,690
do,
do.
Do.
3,000
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
2,034
do.
do.
do.
Do.
do. from New Echota to Fort Cass do.
700
For services as issuing agent, from 1st to 19th Sept., 1836, at $3,
and his services as agent in purchasing Indian clothing, &c. For amount paid for freight of Cherokee clothing, from New York
to Charleston, ·s. C., wharfage, coopering, &c. &c.
For amount paid for transporting 1,200 pounds Cherokee clothing
from New Echota to Fort Cass
·
For nails, saw, padlock, stationery, &c. ·- For transporting beef from Fort Cass to New Echota For transporting bacon from Fort Cass to Valley River, N. C. Do.
do.
do.
do.
do. I

~

Dec. 7
Dec. 10
D~,;:c. 15
lJec. 24

-•.

I

;

t

$60
70
88
94
82
53
5

27
21
48
15
50
93
25

459 00
344 00
12
14
22
66
66

00
31!
00
00
00

---2)348 89!

Clothing and provisions.
JuJy 19
July 25

p

For 242! bushels of corn
For 522
do.
-

I

-"

-

.
.'

-

-

-

-

$182 62
417 60

""'0""

~

~

For l bushel of corn and 21 pounds bacon
For gingham, calico, shirts, &c. -

Bept. 8
Sept. 18
Sept. 19

:1. Buffington John A. Bell -

Sept. 30
Oct. 15

C. S.Howe Buckingham & Co.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

John Ellis
D. H. Dickey C. S. Howe W. S. Adair C. S. Howe E. Boudinot W. S. Adair John Ridge B. Boudinot
Colthrop & McSpadden
W. Kinman U. Philips
W. S. Adair -

22
23
27
30
20
2

7
8
9
10
28
28
30

For 18 bushels corn, and 324 pounds fresh meat-

J. A. Bell

-

-

For 11,891-! pounds bacon, 2-§- bushels salt, and 2 6-10 barrels flour
For 1,836 b1ankets, 1,802! yards shirting, 1,583! yards gingham,
~ 15,159 81
4,013 shoes, &c.
33 56
For 44-! bushels corn
54 00
For 6 barrels flour
140 00
For 1,066 pounds bacon 40 98
For 1,366 pounds fresh beef
840 00
For 6,000 pounds bacon 7 30
For 145 poundsfresh beef
3 25
For 65
do.
60 00
For 48 bushels corn
39 62-!
For 31-!
do.
40 50
For 54
do.
15 40
For , 308 pounds beef
161
68
For 1,271 pounds fresh pork
101 68
For 277 pounds fresh beef

0""""

~·
c:Jl

19,314 76!

r-'1

"

,_.

~

~
I.,..J

.....

The United States, in account with Brigadier General John E. Wool, on account of subsistence, '.f"c., for Cherokees, from
28th July to 31st December, 1836.
CR.

DR.
Amount.

Date,

----- ----------------------------- -------1836.
D ec.
31

Date.

Arp_ount.

-------·

-----·--

1836.
To abstract of purchases
- $19,314 76! July
18
To abstract of disbursements, on account of
contingencies2,348 89! October 3
•ro balance due United States, when my bill of
exchange in favor of Buckingham & Huntiugton, of New York, is paid
- 14,289 73!
October 5
-

i

'

Nov.

--------·
35,953 40

2

By bill of exchange in favor of Lieut. C. S.
Howe, on the Secretary of War
By notice of requisition No. 7,601, drawn by
Secretary of War on the Treasury, to be deyosited in the Merchants' Bank of New
ork, for
By warrant of the Trearury, No. 4,656, on the
branch bank at Athens, of the Planters' Bank
ofTenn€lssee, at Nashville By transfer of corn, per abstract K
By bill of exchange in favor of Buckingham
& Huntington, of New York, on the Secretary of War, not paid
-

,...,
......

~

0
~

$10,000 00

5,000 00

.....
5,000 00
793 59
15,159 81

----35,953 40

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigadier General Commanding.

0

<:.11
0)

.ABSTRA GT of purchases of subsistence for poor and destitute Cherokee Indians, by Brigadier General John E.
. Wool, lst quarter 1837.
To whom paid.

Date.

Nature ofthe disbursement.

Amount.

-.:(
~-· ---1--------------1---------------------------------------------·-----

1837.
J:mnary 20
23
February 2

3

15
17
18
March

6

20
28

John Philips Wm. Rogers
George M. Lavender
J. Whitesides
J. F. Beavers
Robert Agnew
Colthorp & Co.
Colthorp & Co.
Colthorp & Co.
Colthorp & Co.
Marg't. Morgan
Preston Starrett
Walter S. Adair

$7
42
220
63
1,166
39
295

For 7 bushels corn, for Cherokees For 43 bushels corn, for Cherokees For 72 bushels corn, for Cherokees, and 2,182 pounds flour
For 56t bushels corn, for Cherokees
For 6,030 pounds bacon and 724 pounds beef
For 35 bushels corn For 3,482 pounds salted pork
For 3,419 pounds bacon
For 20~ bushels corn For 31! bushels corn For 500 bushels corn For 950~ bushels corn
- ' For :JO bushels corn meal

410

20
35
500
950
25

Total
1837.
January 6
February18
March 13

.

00
93t
92
28
82
37§
97
28
87!
43t
00
00
37!

---3,778 77

......
0
C)1

-l

Contingencies.

Wm. Vaught
A. S. Lenoir
W. S. Adair-

$11 05
186 00
8 75

For building provision-house
For issuing agent at New Echota, Georgia For nails, &c. &c.
Total

- -205-80~

"""'
~
0

L-..1

The United States in dccount current with Brigadier General J. E. Wool, on account of Clterokee lndians~ 4th quarter
1837.

,....,

...

~

DR.

CR.
Amount.

Date.

-----·--1837.
March 31

Date.

Amount.

1-~----11------t-------------.-------~-

To error in footing of abstract of purchases up
to the 31st of December, 1836
To abstract of purchases, K, •
Abstract of disbursements on account of contingencies, (L)
•
•
•
Balance dae Umted States
-

$13 7g
3,778 77
205 80
35,291 41!

39,289 73!
i

0

L....l

1837.
January 1 By balance due United States, as per account
current rendered up to 31st December, 1836,
when my bill of exchange, in favor of Buckingham and Huntington, is paid
By bill of exchange, on the Secretary of War,
in favor of Thomas C. Lyon, on account of
subsisting poor and destitute Cherokee Indians •
-

·----

I

$14,289 73t

I

25,000 00

...
0

39,289 73

JOHN E. WOOL,
Brigadier General Commanding, C. 0.

~

00

.

Nature of the expenditure.

To whom paid.

Date.

,.

- 'j

1837.

•

April 21

Curtis Herrin -

-

-

May

John M. Bruce

-

-

6

e~' ; :· ·'

l'

l

I

~

J

17
20

Richard Keys -

-

-

Charles F. Foreman

-

-

.
.

-

John R. Nicholson
Wm. A. Davis

-

l

_,

f

Subsistence.

·~I

Amount.
)

·:

.

/

''

For furnishing 845! rations to emigrating Creeks at
Gunter's Landing, Alabama, between lOth February and 5th March, 1837, at 11-! cents per ration
For 1,122 pounds bacon, furnished at Ross's Landing, at 10 cents per pound, $112 20; 627! pounds
bacon, same place, at 12! cents per pound, $78 46! ;
65 bushels and 31 quarts corn meal at 75 cents per
bushel, $49 47!; 1 barrel and 26 pounds :flour,
furnished at Ross's Landing, at $8 -per barrel,
$9 06; 71 pounds salt, same place, at 2! cents per
pound, $1 77-! For commutation allowance for self and family
~herokees) for one year's subsistence west of the
ississippi, 5 persons, at $33 33 each
For commutation of subsistence for self and wife,
(Cherokees) for one year's subsistence, 2 persons For commutation of subsistence for 8 persons, viz: 3
Indianlil and 5 slaves
For commutation of subsistence for 11 persons, viz : 6
Indians and 5 slaves
w

-

.

-

-

Aggregate.

-

$97 23

.....

'

j

,;

0

CJT
~

250 97!
166 65
66 66
266 64
366 63

,.....,
.....
}0

0
I--

ABSTRACT-Continued.
~

1837.
May 20

Jesse Mayfield-

-

-

27

Ryder Fields -

-

-

-

-

June

Wm. Beamer5 l Mountcastle & Walker

~

,. ..

Nature of expenditure.

To whom paid.

Date.

~

For 1,015 pounds bacon furnished at the agency for
Cherokee emigrants 8th February, at 11 cents per
pound
For commutation of subsistence for self and family
(Cherokees) 7 persons, viz: 6 Indians and 1 slave For commutation of subsistence for 3 persons
For 1,202 pounds bacon for emigrant Cherokees, at
11 cents per pound, $1,320 22; 50 barrel~ flour for
emigrant Cherokees, at $8 per barrel, $400
-

~

I

0

Aggregate.

"--

1, 720_.:.:_, $3,379 89

0'3

Amount.

$111 65
233 33t
100 00
1-1

0
0

Transportation,
~ay

5

W m. B. Chester

-

.

6

John M. Bruce
B.B.Cannon •

-

John M. Bruce
Richard Keys -

.-

8 I John F. Beavers

-

j d,

I

For hauling Cherokees 27 days, at $6 per day, $162,
a~d services as wagon master, 9 days, at $2 25 per
d1em, $20 25
·
For hauling Cherokees 3 days, at $4 per diem, $12 For furnishing, cleaning, and repairing flat boats for
Cherokees
For one flat boat for Cherokees
For commutation of transportation for self and family
(Cherokees) 5 persons, at $20 each .
·
For use of team in transporting Indians, 6 days, at
$5 per diem
- ,
-

182 25
12 00
47 75
40 00

100 00
30 00

diern

I John R. Nicholson

1

20

-

Wm. A. Davis

26 I Stancl Wa tie

-

-

-

John Casters 27 I Ryder Fields -

-

Wm, Beamer -

-

Jay Hicks

-

- I For commutation of transportation for self and family,

8 persons, viz: 3 Indians and 5 slaves
- I
- I For commutation of transportation for self and family,
11 persons, viz : 6 Indians and 5 slaves - I
- I For commutation of transportation for self and family,
1 person - I
- For commutation of transportation for self and family,
1 person - I
- Hire of a wagon 6 days, at $5 per diem
- For commutation of transportation for self and family,
7 persons, viz: 6 Indians and 1 slave
- I
- I For commutation of transportation for self antl family,
3 persons - I

160 00
220 00
20 00
20 90
30 JO
140 QO
60 00

-----

-

.I

For drugs and medicines for emigrant Indians

-~

Contingencies.

5 I James Ring & Co.
Colthrop & McSpadden
Dr. C. Lillybridge

6 I B. B. Cannon -

-

Dr. C. Lillybridge

-

John M. Bruce

..

22 l Carrington W. H. Hicks

-

For drugs and sundries for emigrant Indians
Expenses incurred in procuring the above For services rendered as collecting agent in Cherokee
- I
removal, 20 days, at $2 50 per diem

-~ For medical services and expenses to emigrant Indians
~
- For 29 days' services issuing rations to Cherokee Indians, at $2 50 per diem - I For services as interpreter, 106 days, at $2 50 per
diem
·
-

1,142 00

0""'""

~

......

83 68
39 74
21 38
50 00
309 60
72 50
265 00

,.......,

..~

~

ABSTRACT-Continued.

~

.....

l¢

0
Nature of expenditure.

To whom paid.

Date.

Amount.

Aggregate.

L.,;

I

1837.
May 22

27

29
J .ne 25

Josiah Shaw

-

-

-

John Ratliff

-

-

-

Rezin Rawling
Ira VanNortwick
Wm. Rogers John M. Gibbs
Leonard & Eaton
Walter S. Adair
Barker & Cessna

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

For services as valuing agent, 118 days, at $4 per
diem, $472 ; incidental expenses $3 25 For services as interpreter to collecting agent, 2 days,
at $2 50 per diem
Incidental expenses while acting as valuing agent For publishing 3 notices of superintendent For 1 pine paper case
For furnishing paper and printing 56 quires of blank
bonds at $1 06! per quire
For inserting notices of superintendent
For a cabin, as office for disbursing agent For stationery for said office
-

-

2
3

Ezekiel Bates
John Williams
Do.
Do.
D@.
John Davis
George M. Lavender Do.

-

-

-

-

-

I

Under 9th
Do.
Do.
' Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

article of treaty
_

-

-

-

-

-,

-

.,

-

-

-

-

.-

-

-

'

I

00
20
00
00

59
6
35
5

50
00
00
25

·-

Commissioner's certificates.

ay

5
2
5
13

''

- - - - - $1,438 10

'

'

$475 25

,..

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

131
135
6
16

10
35
36
31!

27 18!

26 18!
50 00
200 00

.....
0

0)

t..:l

Do.

Do.

4

.
-

John Towns I L. B. Hargrove
Do.
Do.
George M. Lavender
Do.
Do.
Do.
-Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
H. M. Cunningham
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Robert Sanders
I John A. Bell
Do.
I James F. Bradford
Felix Axley
Alex. D. Keys N.J. Tunell
Do.
Do.
I Thos. Treadaway
Do.
Do.

-

-

5

6

-

-

8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

Do;

-

-

Do.
Do.

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

..

-

-

-

-

-

..;;

.:

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

,-

-

-

-

-

.;.

::.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

;;

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-·
~

--

-

-

_1 -

-

--

-

..;

-

;.

-

-

.-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

--

-

:.

-

-

-

-

.:

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

.
;;

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.:
.:

-

;.
;;

-

.:

-

-

263 50
133 93
19 13

4 25
8 62!

12
9
56
300
34
100
66
80
63
12
35
30
9
2,400
132
1,896
32
51
38
30
109
22
28
35
4
40

221.2
18
31
00
31
00
00
00
Bl I
42
10
48
62!
00
50
18
75
00
20
25
85!
40
21
93!
68!
62!

0""""'

~

~

,....,
......

1;.:1

0

'--'

r--1

ABSTRACT-Continued.

......

~

0

Amount.

Nature of expenditure.

To whom paid.

Date.

Aggregate.

1....1

I
I

1837.
May 8

9

Thomas Treada-way
Do.
Do.
Do.
John F. Beavers
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
David M. Harlin
Wm. J. Underwood
John Rice
Geo. M. Lavender
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

-

-

-

-

Under 9th
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

article of treaty
..
-

·-

-

..;

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

..-

-

-

-

..;

-

-

-

-

:..

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

..;

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-..
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$87
23
4
30
340
21
37
27
19
2,241
49
105
104
112
200
120
245
23
110
374.

25
18!
37~
87~

25
18!
31!
25

....

0

87~

0)
~

00
50
00
62~

50
00
00
25
93
62
18

192
51
2 2,
00
30 00 120 OQ

.,.-;::~

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
:..
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
:..
Do.
Do.
Do.
;.,
George Dougherty
Do.
John R. Nicholson
Thos. ,.rreadaway
-Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
10 I X. G. & T. G. M'Farlan

-

-

-

-

--

-

--

-

-

.. --

---

--

---

:.

;..

-

-

-

-

-

Do.

Do.
Do.

-

-:.

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

Do.
Do.
Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do.
Do. Do. !.
Do. Do.
Do.
Do. Do.
Do. Do. Do. · :.
Do. Do.
Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do.

-

-

-.

t

-

-

;..

~

--

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

.:

-

~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

$100 00

114 00
10 00

300 00
50 31!

25
34
24
11
17

62!
00
75
81
43!s 31!
70 00
6 87-k
81. 93
337 oo
78 32
9 00
37 50
155 25
506 00
39 68!26 68!14 12!
17 25
79 50
2 75
54 75
28 12!
29 87~
23 87-§-

I

15l 24

Joool

0

~

c:l'

r-""

,..~

0

1...-1

ABSTRACT-Continued.

r-"1

....

"t-!)

0

Date.

To whom paid.

Nature of expenditure.

Amount.

Aggregate .

'--'

..

1837.
May 10

-

Wm. Yann
Richard Literal
Samuel Morgan
Do.
George M. Lavender
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Solomon Fouts
Hiraq1 Proctor
Do.
John Gunter
Do.
Do.

--

-

Do.

-

-

- Under 9th article of treaty Do. Do. -

-

-

-

-..

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

Do.
Do.

-

..;;

::

-

-

;..

-

-

-

..;

;..

-

;:.

.-

-

...

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

:...

-

.'
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.:
-

-

-

--

.:.

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-:.

-

-

-

-

--

-

-.

-

-

-

$69
100
53
251
8
25
23
13
121
76
10
115
4
10
300
62
99

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

302

-

-

f32

-

-

-

-

-

-

75

no

64!
45
56!
621.2
18
25
00
31
00
68!
50
00
00
62!

.....
0

~
0')

87~

75 00

20"31!
17

ou

751
81 31!
31 60

W6
•••.•

_r;,

.oho.

John Black

-

J. L. Yarnell -

11 I John F. Story
Do.
-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
John Hogg X. G. McFarlnn
H. R. Turk Caleb SandersGeorge M. Lavender
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
William Literal
John F. Jones Do.
Thomas Barnes
Stephen Mays 12 I John Gunter John M. Bruce
Hiram R. Turk
Greenway & Sackett
Jesse Morris Alsey Eldridge

-

-

-

-

-

-

-·
-

--

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

..

-

-

-

-

-

Do.

-

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

Do.

-

-

-.

Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

'

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

~-

-

-,

-

-

~-

'-

-

--

--

--

-

--

--

-

--·

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

--

---

-

...-

.-

-

-..

-

-- .-- .-

--

-

-

--

.
-

.•

-

0::

-

i

-

--

.-

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

-

-

~·

.-

•

--

-

.

..

~-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.-

-

-

g

-

-

-

-

-

-

.-

. --

-

.

-

-

-

135 00
777 89

31
13
1
9
107
2
8
214
32
213
1,054
10
2
37
1
85
50
13
65
45
45
113
1.65
3,051
108
103
1,140
569
1,529

00
93-!

87~

75
25
87-k
18-!
00
33!

ou

56

...

31
50
25
81
75
00
00
00
00
00
00
15
00
50
00
00

-1

oo
I
87!

0

0:1

r""""1

....

~

0

l-1

,.....,

ABSTRACT-Continued.

I
~

Date.

I

To whom paid.

1837.
May 12 / William Reed1 George M. Lavender
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
\ Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
~
Do.
Do.
"1

•'

.

I

Nature of expenditure.

Amount.

I
-

-

~

M

-

..

-

--

-..

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

I

~

0

Aggregate.

L.......!

I
Under 9th
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

article of treaty -

-

~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-'
-

--

-

-

--

-

-

-..
-

-

-

-

--

--

-

~

-

-"

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-.
-

·-

-

-

-

-

-

-.

--

-

I

$495
5
5
1
12
8
5

37

-

25
75
25
00
00
31-!111 56
5 oo I
1 56-!2 25
15 00
55 18!
53 50
42 31
11 62~
8 18-!
46 00 I
1 50 1
10 00

-

126 25

-

-

-

-

... -

-

-

2 31:!

20 00

~

0
Otl

00

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

'

-

-

-

--

-

.;:

-

-

..;-

,,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

• '

-

-

-·

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

,

-

-

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

---

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

.-

•

-

.

-

.,

-

-

I

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

.-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

--

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

..
-

-

-

-

-

-

'-".

:-

-

-

-

-

-

-,.

.-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5 00!
3 2s 1

14 75

I

72 37!,
15

25
50
30
2
2
1
1
12
13

oo· j
00
00
00
93!
25
50
50
00
87!

69 56
1
00

15
2
85
81
218
75
10
46
4
41
10
13
60
22
30

00
43!
12l
50!
00
06!

oo
00

~

0

~

~

I

12!·
56!
00
37!
68
25
00
1

,.....,
,.....
tO
0
;_..j

ABS.TRACT-Continued.

:--I

""""

t-:)

0

''

Date.

To whom paid.

Aggregate.

Amount.

Nature of expenditure .

l......J

..
1837.
May 13

George M. Lavender Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
;..
.:.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

~

Do.

-

-

-

Do.

-

-

-

-

-

Under 9th article of treaty
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
D(.l).
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

Do.

-

-

--

-

..

-

-

-

-- .

..
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'

- --

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$10
11
17
7
7
50
1
12
53
13
44
23
7
3
66

00
871-2
75
00
00
12i
50
31!
46
00
00
50
31!
37!
56!

2 68!

-

-

3
5
1
10

-

-

94 06

-

-

-

-

~

-

-

1

25
50
25
00
93-!

323 67
2(!

j

99; :

0

-l

0

Do.
RobertBrown John Gunter Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
John Ridge
Do.
George W. Churchill
Wm. C. Mount
15 I John Riley
Sarah Hicks 16 I R. Hall
Betsey Candy M. M. Scrimshear
Catharine Vaught
Johnson Thompson
N arcissa Monroe
R. Hall
Do.
George M. Lavender
Do.
James White Do.
17 I John Williams
John Smith Avery Miller -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

_,

-

-.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

--

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.-

--

-

;

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

---

--

-

-

-

..-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

--

-

.

-

40 00

333 00

121

20 95

11
11
10
9
4
14
67
171
10

90
10
87
20
92l2
48
00
87
00

902

so I

159
9
306
1,175
610
800
200
123
536
1
414
244
472
707
224
902

44
1221
00
00
00
00
00
12!
87!
25
68
80
63
00
00
25

"""
0
,_
~

~

.....

~

0

~

ABSTRACT-Continued.
;

r-""1

""""
l,:)

'

To whom paid.

Date.

1837.
May 17

Nature of expenditure.

John R. Daniel
Moses Daniel Jack Still
Jackson Ratling Gourd
Wm. Grammit
W m. Brewster
Allen Dyer
Gideon Morgan
-,.
Do.
John F. Gillispy
George E. Mountcastle
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Elias Boudinot
Do.
Do.
Do.
-

-

T1
1'"

,

18

-

-

-

-

Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

Under 9th article of treaty
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-

--

-

-

-

-

-

Amount.

-

-

.

-.
-

-

~

Do.
Do.

-

-

-

-

-

--

-~

~

-

-

--

.

~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

..
-

-

--

-

-

-

~

-

-

-

$605
671
350
358
440
304
54
367
1,327
51
29
5
15
10
109
17
58
13
6
14

00
00
00
00
00
50
10
97
27
00
75
25
30
35
00
75
30
24
22!
40

1 50

12 65
22 50
280 00

I Aggregate.

0
L....J

.....
0

to
""""

~

en

00

.

I

I

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do~

-

-

-

'

--

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Joseph Spears C. D. Terhune
Do.
Do.
Do.
Holsen back & Coffee
Stand Watie Do.
t
Do.
Do.
Do.
Isabella Watie-

bo.

-

-

Do.

Do.

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do. _
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do:
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-...

-

-

-

'

;
~

-_.~-

-

-

~-

·--

-

-

-

-

-

Do.

-

---

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-·

-

-

=~=:= -

-

... -;

-

-

-

-

~

-

--

-

-.

-

-

·-

-

-

-

-..

"

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - ---- ..
-

-

-

1 50

8 00

39 20
5 00
3 60
8 00
23 60
34 50
4 50
5 00
9 60
30 00
9 00
17 70
15 70

10
16
60
19
142
62
62
62
56
116
11
12
73
15
1,200
500

00
00
00
50
00
87!

I

~

0
..._.

,

'

~

87~
87-~

00
75
50
50
00
68!
00
00

r-1
;;c

:_

1-"

~

0

1....-1

AllST RACT-C-on tinned.

,

,...,

I

)oOoA

tO

0

Date.

I.

To whom paid.

1837.
May. 18

Marv Ann Howell
G. W. Adair 19 John Riley
David England
George E. Mountcastle
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
20 I Wesley M'Ailister
John Hodrres Andrew B~ll -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Russell & Hare
Do.
Do.

-

--

-.

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nature of expenditure.

Under 9th article of treaty
Do.
.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-.
Do.'
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
no.
DoDo.
Do.
Do.
Do.
.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-

-

-

Do.
Do.

-..

I

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

•

-

--

-

-

1,390
14
110
116

.

<

-

-

-

-

-

Aggregate.

1.....1

on

00

81
39
50

10

651

77
4
19
66
14.

75
42!
50
6

108 65
36 871
135 25
17 69.~

-

-

-

4,150

-

-

I

$128 00
1,653 69

-

-

Amount.

37 00
204 00

158 46
100 00
96 00
:

10 00
.1

-

0
-l

...

Thomas Morgan

Do.
..
Do.
John E . .Brown
James Law& Co.
Joseph M. Lynch
Jesse Mayfield
Russell & Hare
Dillanl Love -

Do.

Do.
Do·.

Do.
Do-.

Do.

.=

;;

-

;;

-

.;,

-;·

Do.

;;

0

,

;;

:

.;.

'"

-

--

-

-

-

:

,.

-

-

;;;

.
-

-

-

c

-

-..

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
DG.
Do.
Do .
. Do.

-

;,.

:.

Do.

--

;;

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do·
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

'"'
.;;

;,

-.

.Do,

~

0

Do·.

Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

-

=

~

-

:;:.

~

-

:;

-

.:

-

:;

--

-

:I

-

--

ll

bt!!l

20 43!
8 07

~

0

.......
C)(

Do.

;

--

-

('

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
])o,
Do.
Do.
Do.

-.-

0

.-

-

-

-

.-

-

- 95
71 37~
02~

63 04
52

56 1

,...-,

,_.

~

Q

.........

,....,

ABSTRACT-Continued.

,._.

t-!)

0

1837.
May 20

'

-

Nature of expenditure.

To whom paid.

Date.

Dillard Love
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
De.
Do. -"'
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

;

-

--

- Under 9th article of treaty Do.
- Do.
-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

.-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

..

-

-

-

--

Amount.

-

-

-

·~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

:.

.;.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1~ 6~f

-

12
20
42
8
10
31
9
2
10
8
5
7
7

-

-

-

-

L....l

$30 75
71 35

-

-

Aggregate.

-

87-!
68-!
90
77
43!
45!28
62!
03!50
00
37-!
07

10~ ~~-!
13 75
11 99!

11 65

7

4~!

23 68

.....
0
-l
0".)

-

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do. '

.:

.:
-

-...

-

·-

-

-.

..

r

-

-~

.

-.
-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

..
-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

.:;

-

-

-

.:

-

-

~

-

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do .

-

-

-

Do.
Do.

-

-

'"'

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'

-'

-

-

-

=I

....

17 8411
25 27

0
......,

1Q f.7 I

r--'1

-l

Do.

-

_.-;:

-

~

-

Do.
Do.
Do .
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

I

'~

.

- -~

-

.,..,_

-

...

..,.

-- -

-

-

~

.. -

-

..,-

--

-

-

__

,

:l

4

i5 2o 1
70 92J.

--

~

....

0
1......1

ABSTRACT-Continued.

~

.......

Date.

. 1837.
May 20

To whom paid.

Nature of expenditure.

Amount.

.
Dillard Love
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
' Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.-

-

.
-

-

-

.•

-,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.:.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--...
-

Under 9th article of treaty
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
..
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-- -

-

---

-

-

-

-

-

-.;.

-

-

-

--

:...

.
.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.:.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

-.

-

.

18
5
3
3
6
69
19
59
18
28
53
24
19
15·3
4
2
3
32
123

0

Aggregate.

L....l

'

00
01
00
56!
20
73!
05
37!

.....

•12i

-l

0

65
18!

00

3T~

93!
9~!

37-&
87~

75
75

53~

77 65:!
5 37!
7 20!
3 60

3.1~

'•

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

22 I

-

Do.
Do.

-

Do.

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

no.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

-

~

.Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Do.
Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

-

--

-

-

-

.::

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

.-

'

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
])o .
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

;

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-.

-

-

-

--

.-

-

~

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-..
-

-

l

-

-

-

-

.-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.-

-

-

-

-

-

49 66
22 12~

-

-

-

-

"c

-

.

29
39
3
15
4
18
5
67
8
6
9
12
22
14
22
2(j
11

10
26
58
05
25
SO!
62!

22~

56!
75
60!
68!·

31{-1
68
45
75
42

-

9 77k
6 00
74 85

-

-

39

.,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

10 87~

-

-

.....

0
-l

11 74
62~

40 3T~

100 54
]5

:i7l

19 62!
36 04.
6 00

r--'1
~

~

0

"'-"

ABSTRACT-Continued.

:--1
~

~

0

Date.

1837.
May 22

To whom paid.

Dillard Love Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Nature of expenditure.

Amount.

Under 9th article of treaty Do.

Do.

~

$19 75
6 10
18 71!

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do·
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Aggregate.

37 31!

8 87-§1 40
12 00
36 00
107 40
8 00

16 25
25 75
16 16
5 12!
19 87i

17 18!
7 35

10 06!
•J

-

32 02
13 75

6 50
35 151,-

74.

30~

38 69;}

0

00

0

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do;
Do.
Do.
bo.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

--

-

-"'
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.

-

Do.
Do.

-

-

-

"
'

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

'
'

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
. Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

'

-

-

~

-

-

-

--

..

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-,,

-

-

-

-

--

.

-

-

-

-

-

,_

-

-

-

-

-.
-

-

-

-.
-

-

-

-

--

·-

-

:I

50 49!

15 52
33 21-!

17
9
13
21
14
12
46

3G
34i
12~

73
86!
25
70!

3~ ~~!

48
13
17
11
4
10
30
19
5
11

52
19
56!
75
65
56!
00
35!
00
50
21 57!
3 90
16 71
5 82!
15 33!
30 00
30 gp
6 57!
5 25

I

~

0

00
~

11
~

~0

0
J.,....

r--1

ABS'rRACT-Continued.

~

t-:)

0

Date.

Amount.

Nature of expenditure.

To whom paid.

Aggregate.

1...-.o

!

-

1837.
May 22

Dillard Love
Do.
·Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
a

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Under 9th article of treaty Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
. Do.
Do.
-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

:.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$9 44!
21 12!

30 9714
12 50
79 74
16 37-~16 12~
26 071>2 02!

17 7(i!
17 12t
17 97!
93 8i~
19
3
13
]8
18
12
8

SB!
00
44!

:33

75
25

6:2!
15 75

16 85
21 75
17 96

......
0
OJ

to

Do.

-

-

Do.
Gideon Morgan
Betsey Walker
Wm. H. Standefer
Richard Meredith
23 I Elijah Gillenwater
1
._
Do.
.
Do.
John Cowart Gillenwater & Weaver
John Brandon Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
H. M. Cunningham Daniel Walker
S. A. Hoyle
Dan'l Clayton
Do.
Do.
Do.
Clayton & Sims
Do.
Felix Axley Elizabeth Pack
Lewis Cunningham -

-

-

-

-

-

Do.

-

-

-

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
· Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

Do.
Do.

-

·-

Do.

-

-

-

.-

-

-

..

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

..

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

'

-.-..

--

-

;..

-

-

-

-

---

--

..-

-

.-

-

48 74
14 75

545 00
802 1St
106 00

126 97
2 90!
1 6L

5 40
- 717 50
6 25
20 so
- 53
00
73 87t
12 75
87 25
- 36 371.2
- 2l500 00

-

-

-

-

-

-

....

I

0

00
'

c,...:)

lg~ gti

25
13
20
866
17
28
1,000
1,ou;

371,-

50~

17:!
121,84~
62~
()()~

r--1

87 ~

~

104 6S.a.4

15 10

..,_

c

L--1
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,_

t-:1
0

Date.

1837.
])'lay 23

24

To whom paid.

I Lewis Cunningham Do.
I David Dobbs David Taylor
Edward Graves
John Brandon
-

-

-.
-

.:.
Henry & Moore
Joseph Waters
John Dawson Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Dawson & Douthett Do.
James Rell
Jesse McLain Stephen Hilterbrand Joseph Cookson
Michael Hilterbrand Asahel Rawlings's guardian,&c.
R. Rawlings -

-

-

Do.

-

I

Nature of expenditure.

-

-

Under 9th article of treaty
..
Do.
Do .
..
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-

--

-

-

Do.
Do.

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

..-

-

-

-.;,

-

-

-

_.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

:..

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--..
-

Amount.

/ Aggregate.

L-.1

- $423 71
12 61~
- 100 00

-

-

-

-

-

,.
-

-

-

-

--

21 18
110 37~
42·75
64. 61~
63 42t
8 00
18 45
3 25
3 25
5 87.~
1 37~
74 21!
11 12i880 501,079 50
147 00
1,001 00
9,221 00
2,000 00
1 75
6 06!

I

.....

0
00
~

Do.

Do.

Do.

-

-

-

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Margaret Lassley
..
Alfred H. Hudson and wife
Lewis Ralston W. W. & J. M'Farlan 25 I Alfred Scudder and wife
Lewis Blackburn
Asahel Rawlings
James Gaston James J. Trott
W m. Lassley Brice Martin
26 I George M. Lavender
Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Do.

-

Do.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

Do.

'

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do. ·
Do.

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

--

'

--

-

-

-- '

-

-

. -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15 68!

73 81

4 06!

4
4
16
8
28
16
1
2
21
7
2
2
11
27
267
490
4,410
2,.720
19
1,182
7,414
21
10
4,422
1,000
727
15
12

50

37~

37!
06!
00
31!
18!
00
00
15
25
93!
81!
25
29
00
00
00
39
50
01
06
00
50
00
25
00
25

I

......
0

00

c..-.:

,.....,
......

~

0

L,....J

- --

-

I

I

~

. --Date.

1837.
May 26

-

~

'

..
--

-

I

. - .

Do~

Do.

Do·.

- ''

-

--

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
· Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
James Bigby, jr.
Andre\V 'l,aylor

-

-

. . ...

. .To whom paid.

Dillard Love
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

ABSTRACT-Continued.

-

•1:

Nature of expenditure.

-

-

-

\,. ... .

-

--

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

~

,

-

-

Under 9th article of treaty
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

Do.

-

Do.
Do.
Do.

-

--

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

.

·-··--

·•.

-

-

-

-

--

-

Amount.

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-·-

~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.
--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'

--

-

-

-

$35 00
16 00
·23 68
8 06!
65 25
94 68
20 00
173 ~f)
16 57
206 50
145 87!
47 00
25 -87!
9 68!
79 12~
220 93
226 54
59 00
~3 06-!
20 18!
90 00
25 00

IAggregate.

-

.

55:} 00
2,490 37!

-

Do.
John Sanders -

.
Do.
R . .T. Loyless
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
..
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Stand Wnter Benj. -F. Adair
~

-

James Vann

"\Vm.

-

Blythe~ jr.

Jns. W. Fields
Richard Fields
George Fields John · A. Bell
Wilson Nivers James Bigby, jr.

-

Adam Seabolt -

-

-

-

-

•·

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

.:

-

-

-

-

-

-

-""
-

-

-

-

Do.

Do.

D .J.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do:
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
· Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

----

-

'

--.
-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-'
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

304
895
558
18
1'08

18
20
147
. 30
10
10
26
2
33
11

58
25
87!
87i
87!
00
25
19
25

11 93!

1
21
60
130
- 504
- 1,556
- 31)3
- 220
- 234
- 1,566
40
- 2,308
- 555
- . 942

-

00
00
00
62-1
00
81!-

I

......
0

0~

-l

87!
75
00
00
00
00
50

uo

0(1
00
00

ou

00
25

r-"'1

......
~'-'

0
~
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.......
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To whom paid.

Date.
1~37.

May

~6

27

Adam Seabolt Thomas Smith
William J. Tarvin
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
..
Do.
Do.
Richard Blackburn
William Hendricks
Rider Fields Edward AdairCollins M'Donald
Susanna
Isabella W atie Do.
Stand Watie William Hardin
L. H. Walthall
Do.

-

29

Do.
Do.

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

- Under 9th article of treaty Do.
-

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

Do.
Do.

--

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

--

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

---

-

-

I Aggregate.

Amount.

Nature of expenditure.

-

--

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

$8
88
1
1
2

50
37!
00
87!
62!
67!
00
50!
25
06!
00
00
00
00
00
50
75
00

50
4
42
4
40
1,055
100
721
1,256
1,653
222
237
75 uo
15 78
125 12!12 25
9 50
11 00 .
69 ·'l2!

0
L......l

0
""""
00
00

.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
~

!..0

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Samuel Adair William J. Tarvin
Ed ward West & Co. John White
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

48-J.

Do.
Do.

84 Sl.f

Do.

24 00

Do.
Do.
- Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

18 00

29 62!

4 56!
4 56!
3 12!

50
25
39
6

99
43
62ft

50

- '1,402 00

34 81!
443 54
12 75

.....

11 JO
22 75
5 99

00

0

~

129 03!
12 50

7 87!

106 0075 00

89 02!

140 oo·
--~1$135J11053
$141,070 62

I certify, on honor, that the above abstract is just and true.

J. P. SIMONTON,
Capt. U. 8. Jlrmy, Military Disbursing Agent.

r-'1

.....
lO
0

1.....-

The United States in account current with Capt. J. P. Simonton, United States Army, disbursing agent Indian
Department, for the quarter ending 30th June, 1837.
DR.
Amount.

.....
to

0

CR.

Date.

~

L..J

Date.

Amount.
'
.
--------- -------- -------------------------------- - - - - --------------------------------------..
-·
-

-

;.:

1837.

To disbursement per abstract A
To disbursement per abstract B
To disbursement per abstract C
To disbursement per abstract D

-

Total expended
Balance on hand
~

.

..,.

..

'

~ '

-

-

.--

.:

-

--

$3,379
1,142
1,438
135,110

1837.

99
00
10
53

May

141,070 62
256,548 21

Jan.

-------------·

2
6
22
14
22

•

By amount, requisition 8,386, for warrant issued in favor of cashier of branch of Planters' Bank of Tennessee, at Athens Cash received of Dr. P. Minis Cash received of Dr. Lillybridge
Cash received of Dr. Young R. Bennett's draft on bank at Athens, Tenn. Cash received of Gen. N. Smith

-

397,618 83

-

J

$100,000
97,086
50
446
200,000
36

(] 0
E3
(l 0
(] 0
00
00

.....

397,618 8 3

~

--------

--

I certify that the above account of moneys received and expended by me, in the period above stated, is just and true.

J. P. SIMONTON,
Capt. U. S. Army, Disbnrsing Agent C. R.

0

0

